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Masterpieces of American Taxidermy
BY WILLIAM T. HORNADAY

Director of the New York Zoological Park

Illustrations from photographs of the groups described

HE rise of American
taxidermy to a level

with the other fine

arts thus far is a chap-

ter of unwritten his-

tory. It is probable
that not more than a
score of persons now

living know the real story of the Society

of American Taxidermists, and the revolu-

tion that it wrought. It would be utterly

inadequate to write of the masterpieces of

American taxidermy without setting forth

at least an outline of the history that they

represent. A few members of the young-
est generation of workers, snugly en-

sconced in stone palaces of peace and
plenty, have talked learnedly of the ^'new

school" of taxidermy without mentioning
the men who toiled in laying the founda-
tions and in erecting half the walls of that

"school." I am told that to-day there

are taxidermists who do not like being
called anything less than "sculptors."

We opine that never since art was born
did any branch of it, or any twig of it,

ever receive so swift and forceful an up-
ward thrust as taxidermy received in

America from 1879 to 1890. From 1880
to 1885 a small group of young men spent
all their savings, and also broke their

backs, for the cause represented by the

small but vigorous "S. A. T." They
have lived to see all their dreams come
true, and they have lived to contemplate
with outrageous pride and satisfaction a
great cycle of results in the class yclept

"I-told-you-so."

It cannot be said, in hackneyed phrase,

that "they builded better than they

knew," for with boundless complacency
they believed that they were making his-

tory and laying the foundations of a real

uplift. Fortunately, in that belief they

were not alone, or unaided; for every-

body helped

!

In 1879 there were in America a few
very good bird taxidermists, but no
amount of bush-beating could scare out

even one good mammal-mounter. All

"animals," big and little, were "stuffed'^

—literally—with straw, tow, cotton, saw-

dust, or worse. So far as we are aware,

no museum maintained a whole taxi-

dermist, save the new National, at Wash-
ington, where Edward Marshall mounted
birds. Most other museums were sup-

plied by independent workers and the

work of the two or three foreign taxi-

dermists at Ward's Natural Science Es-

tablishment at Rochester.

The idea of scientific museum groups
of large mammals, with natural or arti-

ficial accessories, was born in a forest

reeking with live orang-utans and gibbons

on the Sadong River, Borneo, in the

glorious month of November, 1878. It

was there that the first large mammal
group ever produced in America was
thought out and determined upon. A
year later it took visible form in "A
Fight in the Tree-Tops," mounted at

Ward's, in 1879, and first exhibited (in

1880) at the Saratoga meeting of the

American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science. There it was seen by

Copyrighted in 1922 in United States, Canada, and Great Britain, by Charles Scribner's Sons. Printed in

New York. All rights reserved.



The group that opened the road.

American bison in the United States National Museum. Collected and mounted under the direction of Doctor
G. BrowTi Goode by William T. Hornaday, 1887.

Grevy zebras, United States National Museum.

Collected by Colonel Theodore Roosevelt. Mounted by George B. Turner.
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and daringa young
named G. Brown Goode, assistant direc-

tor of the United States National Mu-
seum. In 1883 that group was acquired

by the National Museum, and when we

museum builder degree of animal intelligence, and the

universal good fellowship, that was dis-

played by its members.
The absurd jealousies and closet '' se-

crets " in methods that previously existed

Coke hartbeest in the United States National Museum.

Collected by Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, Designed and mounted by James L. Clark.

saw it there in June, 1920, forty years

after, it was in so good a state of preserva-

tion that it gave us a thrill of satisfaction.

Yes; even forty years after we are not
ashamed of it; for it is sufficiently near

to the standards of to-day to be entitled

to a place in the sun.

The Society of American Taxidermists,

for the advancement and development of

taxidermy to a place with the fine arts,

was organized at Rochester on March
24, 1880, and to this day I marvel at the

were all swept aside. All its members
laid their best methods wide open upon
the table, for the benefit of all. Among
the founders of the society were Frederic

S. Webster, Frederic A. Lucas (now di-

rector of the American Museum in New
York), J. William Critchley, Jules F. D.
Bailly, Thomas W. Fraine, F. W. Staeb-

ner, John Martens, and the writer. There
were twoscore of widely scattered men
and women who actively participated to

the extent of their ability. Of these, Mr.
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and Mrs. George H. Hedley (Medina), generous and sorely needed sum of five

David Bruce (Lockport), Fred T. Jencks hundred dollars. So far as the writer
and J. M. Southwick (Providence), P. W. knows, that was Andrew Carnegie's very
Aldrich (Boston), and Thos. Rowland first gift to muscology . And more than
(New York) are gratefully remembered that, Mr. Carnegie actually permitted
for their support and co-operation. In the society to elect him its treasurer for

1883, William Palmer, Edward Marshall, the year, 1883, by which the society en-

Colobus monkeys, United States National Museum.

Mounted by Frederic S. Webster, 1888.

and L. M. McCormick joined from Wash-
ington.

Three very systematic competitive ex-

hibitions were held. The first was at

Rochester, in December, 1880; the sec-

ond at Boston, in December, 1881; and
the third (and last) took its place in his-

tory at Lyric Hall, New York, April 30
to May 5, 1883. The judges of those ex-

hibitions were Doctor J. A. Allen, Doctor

J. B. Holder, Daniel C. Beard, J. Carter

Beard, W. E. D. Scott, Professor J. W.
P. Jencks, and Thomas H. Hinckley. As
one-half the expenses of the New York
show, a "model millionaire" gave the

joyed the prestige of having a financial

backer known to be worth the fabulous

sum of fifteen million dollars ! In view
of subsequent occurrences in museum
development, we opine that our great

and good friend always regarded with

satisfaction the outcome of that very

hazardous venture.

The irrepressible S. A. T. promptly
received the approval and encouragement
of the leading vertebrate zoologists of

America, notably Professor Henry A.

Ward, Doctor J. A. Allen, Doctor J. B.

Holder, Doctor G. Brown Goode, Doctor

G. E. Manigault, and others. Our ac-



American bison in American Museum of Natural History.

Designed and mounted (1890) by Jenness Richardson.

quaintance with Daniel Carter Beard, of

the Boy Scouts of America, began at

Lyric Hall on May 3, 1883, when he acted

as one of the judges of that last and best

exhibition.

From start to finish the leading men of

the Society of Taxidermists vigorously

advocated the group idea as a promoter
of new life and interest in museums.
Many excellent groups of birds, mammals,
and reptiles were toilsomely wrought
out and shown in the three exhibitions,

and the great possibilities in groups as

scientific and legitimate museum exhibits

were insisted upon.

It is now indisputable history that the

competitive exhibitions, the lively public

appreciation of artistic effort, and the

cordial and constant exchange of methods
and ideas, wrought in five short years a

complete revolution in taxidermic meth-
ods and results. For example, it quickly

became apparent that the days of medi-
aeval straw-and-tow "stuffing" were for-

ever over and done. It was conceded that

the external anatomy of animals no longer

could be ignored.

In 1882, at the National Museum, the

writer developed the clay-covered hollow-

statue method for the treatment of large

mammals. The African elephant "Mun-
go" was its first beneficiary. If we had
him to do over again to-day, we could not

improve upon the original edition, and
we suspect that it is not every "sculptoj-

taxidermist " who is destined to view with

Fur seals in the American Museum of Natural History. Doctor Frederic A. Lucas, director.

Mounted by Frederick Blaschke, igii. Accessories and background by Albert Operti.
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smug complacency his work on large mam-
mals thirty-eight years after its perpe-

tration.

One more word of early history is all

that the traffic will stand. It concerns

the first actual adoptions of the group

idea in two great museums.
As a practical museum builder Doctor

G. Brown Goode was a far-seeing and
daring progressive. Whenever he saw the

posed to Doctor Goode a group of bison,

with Montana accessories, that would do
justice to the most conspicuous mammal
species of all America. A sketch was
submitted and the cost was calculated.

The latter looked enormous. After a
comprehensive survey of the idea, and a
heavy discounting of prospects and
promises regarding the final result, he
said: "Go ahead!"

Desert antelope group in the Brooklyn Museum. W. H. Fox, director.

Mounted by Robert H. Rockwell. Plant life executed by Antonio Miranda. Background painted by Herbert B. Tschudy.

possibility of a good result, there was
literally nothing that he was afraid to

try out. The splendid pace that he set

in museum development and adminis-

tration made, throughout all America, a

tremendous impression. It has had the

effect of shoving our American museums
far ahead of their rivals in Europe. But
alas ! how many of our younger museum
men to-day remember this fact, and
openly offer a tablet or a tribute to the

memory of G. Brown Goode?
In 1886 the writer collected twenty-

four American bison skins and skeletons

in central Montana, for the National
Museum, and others. In 1887 he pro-

In the fall of 1887 the group was "un-
veiled," for better or for worse, in the

honorable centre of the Hall of Mammals.
In about two hours the entire museum
staff had inspected and approved it, and
the future of the group idea was secure.

Immediately groups of moose, sheep,

goat, and antelope w^re ordered to be

produced "forthwith."

To-day the zoological museums of the

United States are developing large "habi-

tat groups" of mammals and birds to the

utmost limits of the space available for

them. The two elder-brother museums
of Washington and New York, which
started first, are in the lead, and at the
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extreme northern side of the chapter of

museum-building in America we see the

University of Minnesota developing

groups at the rate of two or more per

year, even before the building to contain

them has been erected.

The drawing power of group exhibits

is thoroughly conceded by all persons in

interest, and their value in educating the

public is entirely beyond the domain of

argument. Not only do they bring the

charms of wild nature within daily reach

of the cribbed and confined millions of

city dwellers who cannot go afield, but
they are permanent. In comparison with

their cumulative value their cost is utterly

trifling.

It is the rule to furnish each group, as

far as possible, with natural accessories,

taken from the haunts of the animals dis-

played, regardless of labor and expense.

This fashion was set in 1887, when we
brought on from Miles City, Montana,
enough actual sods of curly buffalo-grass,

and enough clumps of real sage-brush, to

cover the entire bit of trail-marked buffalo

range on which our group was installed.

A Sioux Indian visitor once said to his

friends: '' I know that they do walk around
in there at night, for there are their

tracks, in the mud by the water-hole and
on the trail."

Trees and branches are easily trans-

ported and set up, but when leaves are

to be shown, and living plants, they must
be made artificially. They are cast in

wax. Most cacti, also, must be arti-

ficially made. The desert antelope group
in the Brooklyn Museum shows wonder-
ful work in the artificial reproduction of

the remarkable cacti and other strange

plant products of the Sonoran desert as

it is seen in southern Arizona.

It is impossible to appreciate too highly

the thought, the labor, and the expense

that have been lavished upon these efforts

to bring wild mammals and birds to the

very doors of the millions of city dwellers

Jaguars in the Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh. Doctor W. J. Holland, director.

Designed and mounted by R. H. Santens. Collected and presented by John M. Phillips.
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who cannot travel all over the world, and
see all manner of wild life in its haunts.

This last thought reminds me to salute

the toiling museum directors and curators

who by hook and by crook, and at times

by great labor, have found the money,
the space, and the men that, taken in con-

junction, make habitat groups possible.

The United States National Museum,
a pioneer in group-making, now contains

about all the large groups of mammals
that can be displayed until the Freer

Gallery of paintings goes out, and enters

its own special building to remain for aye.

The men represented by them are, by
seniority, the writer, Joseph Palmer, F. S.

Webster, Wilham Palmer, George B.

Turner, and James L. Clark. The species

represented are the bison, moose, prong-

horn, mountain-sheep, mountain-goat,

musk-ox, coyote, and in the Roosevelt

collection the lion, zebra, white rhinoc-

eros, Coke hartbeest, and oryx antelope.

Of the work of George B. Turner, two

groups in the Roosevelt collection claim
first attention. The African buffalo group
is important, and well executed, but the

coarse physical fibre and overpowering
bulk of that ungainly species insensibly

demands a mental effort in its acceptance
as a real work of art, as it truly is. On
the other hand, Mr. Turner's group of

Grevy zebras is a fine composition, and
clearly is entitled to a place in the first

rank of habitat groups. It represents a

peaceful and prosperous herd, in its

desert home, where the wicked sometimes
cease from troubling and the weary wild

animals occasionally are at rest.

Mr. James L. Clark's group of three

Rooseveltian white rhinoceroses is a

grand piece of work, and well worthy of

reproduction here, but for the fact that

Clark's group of Coke hartbeests is far

more pleasing as a work of taxidermic art.

The smaller size of the animals contrib-

utes artistic values in poses and group-

ing that are out of the question in any

/•

.V

African black rhinoceroses, Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh. Doctor W. J. Holland, director.

Mounted by R. H. Santens. Specimen at left shot and presented by Colonel Theodore Roosevelt,
shot and presented by Childs Frick.

Specimen at right



Grevy and Chapman zebras, Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh.

Mounted by Joseph Santens. Two Grevy zebras marked by many stripes. Shot and presented by Childs Frick.

rhinoceros group installed in a case that

really is too small for it, and the universal

verdict is that the hartbeests stand forth

as Mr. Clark's most artistic creation.

And really, the latter is a realistic trans-

lation from the wild veldt to the museum
hall, without the aid of a painted land-

scape background and under the handicap
of four visible sides. All the National

Museum groups save two are four-sided

exhibits, with all the loss in perspective

and color which that hard condition in-

variably entails.

The American Museum of Natural His-

tory was the first cash patron of the "ar-

tistic group" idea.

In 1881 it purchased from Ward's
Natural Science Establishment, with
funds supplied by Mr. Robert Colgate,

the second group of orangs mounted by
the writer, entitled "The Orang-Utan at

Home." That group represents a peace-

ful family gathering in a Bornean tree-

top, where the delectable durian is being

eaten. Of course that effort is now to be
seen in the American Museum, and from
its excellent state of preservation it seems

fitted to survive several times forty years

more.

The completion of the American bison

group in the National Museum, in 1887,

attracted the attention of Mr. Morris K.
Jesup, who took an early opportunity to

inspect it. That visit presently resulted

in the engagement of the author's assis-

tant, Jenness Richardson (Sr.)—a genuine

artist—as the first chief taxidermist of

the American Museum. In 1880 Mr.
Richardson mounted the American bison

group that down to the present day has

occupied the most commanding position

there, and it is an unqualified master-

piece. So far as we are aware it is the

largest mammal group in America, and
quite too large to be shown in one photo-

graph.

Mr. Richardson died in 1883, and his

assistant and successor, John Rowley,
produced the fine moose group that to-

day is one of the most conspicuous of the

many mammal groups of the American
Museum. Aside from the excellence of

the animals, the observer is profoundly
impressed by the graphic representation,

II
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by means of natural accessories from the

depths of the Maine woods, of the deep
layer of moss-covered debris on the floor

of the forest. It is probable that few of

the observers of museum groups even
half-way appreciate the many-sided skill,

the labor, and the expense involved in the

production of the elaborate accessories

that are necessary to bring the haunts of

wild animals to the museum hall and

but the bird groups of America form a
subject quite apart.

There are occasions wherein the home
surroundings of a wild animal are quite

as interesting as the animal itself. Such
is the case with the mountain-goat in

British Columbia, the mountain-sheep of

Pinacate, and the pronghorned antelope

of the Sonoran Desert in Arizona.

In no museum group of my acquaint-

Portion of white-tailed deer group, "The Four Seasons." Field Museum, Chicago.

The quarter section entitled "Summer." Designed and mounted by Carl E. Akeley.

within the visual range of the visitor.

Sometimes the accessories represent

twenty-five per cent of the total achieve-

ment, but they are worth all they cost.

There is one medium-sized group in

the American Museum that is an artistic

gem. It is the group of fur seals mounted
by Frederick Blaschke, and provided
with a landscape background by that

consummate boreal artist, Albert Operti.

Director Lucas contemplates a larger

group of fur seals, but the present group
is a good one to keep the wolf from the

door for an indefinite period.

The beautiful bird groups of the Amer-
ican Museum long have been celebrated,

ance is the home atmosphere and the

local color of more thrilling interest than

in the pronghorned antelope group of the

Brooklyn Institute Museum. Its really

wonderful setting of desert vegetation

and desert landscape gives the visitor an
actual section out of a veritable wonder-

land. I cannot imagine an intelligent

mind that can view that masterpiece,

even in a picture, without a thrill. A
doubting Thomas who has not seen the

desert pronghorn amid its choyas, ocatil-

las, bisnagas, and giant cacti might be

tempted to say, ''There never was such a

combination"; but having seen it, we be-

lieve.



Black mountain-sheep {Ovis sionei) in the Field Museum, Chicago.

Mounted by Carl E. Akeley.

F. J. V. Skiff, director.

Now, there are a very few museum
groups in which the accessories prepon-
derate over the zoological specimens in a
proportion of about nine to one. In two
groups that could be cited, the vertebrates

are so overwhelmed by their setting that

they sink to the level of trifling acces-

sories, difficult to locate. That is bad
art. A human portrait that shows more
of furniture and fixtures than of face and
figure jars the divine sense of proportion,

and mounted groups are to be judged by
the same rules.

In the desert group mentioned above,
the accessories represent quite as much
effort, achievement, and real art as the

zoological specimens themselves, and
they render their separate recognition

imperative. Many museum labels need
to give, and do give, separate credit for

the accessory work. The honors due for

the Brooklyn desert antelope groups must
be doubled in order to be divided between

the taxidermist and the plant maker who
produced the truly wonderful choyas,

opuntias, palo verdes, and ocatillas. If

you cannot make a journey to southern

Arizona, between Tucson and Wall's

Well, then go to Brooklyn and see the

next best thing.

The Carnegie Museum at Pittsburgh,

of which Doctor W. J. Holland is the

master builder, contains many zoological

prizes of high value. It scored for all

America the first white rhinoceros, the

first inland white bear, the first jaguar

group, and the first reticulated giraffe.

W^hen I observed that Chief Taxider-

mist R. H. Santens was committed to

the creation of a four-sided jaguar group
without a background, I was outrageously

sceptical regarding the result of that

hazardous experiment. In fact, it seemed
like attempting the impossible. But Mr.
Santens won. The jaguar group, com-
posed of the hard-won specimens of that

13



Beaver group in the Zoological Museum, University of Minnesota. Doctor Thomas S. Roberts, director.

Designed and mounted by Jenness Richardson, who also collected the materials. Size 20 x lo x 12. A representation
of Siegfried Dam, Itasca Park, Minnesota.

museum's faithful ally, John M. Phillips,

is not only a success, but it is a master-

piece.

I estimate a four-sided group as repre-

senting about double the difficulty of a

group with a landscape background, and,

therefore, exhibiting but one side. Let
him who thinks otherwise try the making
of an all-around grouD and see for him-

self.

The composition of the Pittsburgh

jaguar group brings those fearsome ani-

mals very close to the visitor. On four

sides, everything is foreground. There
is no painted picture of the thorny Mexi-
can jungle to help out. You are within

arm's reach of the whole thing. The
rough rock and the arid and scraggy vege-

tation are glaringly real, and nothing is

lacking save the baying dogs and the

perspiring hunters, all with their tongues

hanging out from heat, thirst, and ex-

haustion. If the visitor could hear the

story of the running down and killing of

that old hcrone, as John Phillips told it

to me, he would feel with me that the

Moose in the Field Museum, Chicago. F. J. V. SkiflF, director.

Mounted by Julius Friesser.

14
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story and the group are quite sufficiently

near to the real adventure.

The Carnegie Museum is really rich in

groups of great mammals, or great groups

of mammals, whichever the visitor

chooses. The Santens black rhinoceros

group is truly a tour de force, and the

group of Burchell and Chapman zebras

is a beautiful and spirited achievement.

The African buffaloes and mountain-kudu
are perfectly satisfactory, and the two

a gigantic conception and artistic effort

successfully realized. It needs to be
shown in a court at least a hundred feet

square. It is a magnificent production,

but, like the Sphinx among sculptures, it

is not comparable with smaller creations

of a pictorial character. It is in a big and
new class quite by itself.

In the Field Museum Mr. Akeley
wrought long and well. Of the highly

artistic groups he there produced we

I

Colorado grizzly bear, Colorado Museum of Natural History, Denver. J. D. Figgins, director.

Mounted by Albert C. Rogers. Collected and presented by James A. McGuire.

huge giraffes, reticulated and Nubian,
strongly point toward a great giraffe

group in the near future—such as at pres-

ent does not exist.

The Field Museum at Chicago early

and effectively entered the field of group
production. To-day it contains a fine

showing of masterpieces in American
taxidermy. Its group of African ele-

phants (fighting), by Carl E. Akeley, was
the first elephant group ever executed in

America, so far as we know. Judged by
the standards of artistic conception, this

group is truly overwhelming. It is only
by an effort that the imagination rises to

its level, and yields to it the vast ad-
miration that it deserves. It represents

choose first his four-ways group of white-

tailed deer, representing the "Four
Seasons." We regret that all four sec-

tions cannot be reproduced here. They
stand together, four-square, and their

exquisitely mounted bucks, does, and
fawns, in. varied pelages, with landscape

backgrounds and a wealth of forest and
waterside foliage, render them quite ir-

resistible. These four masterpieces un-

der one title come very near to telling the

life history of the white-tailed deer of the

North, and as a sample quarter we have
chosen the ''Summer" section.

But the crucial test of taxidermic

ability is the production of four-sided

groups that without any background as-
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sistance strike twelve. In this class there

is a group of black mountain-sheep, from
British Columbia, that is so finely com-
posed and so admirably executed that

instantly it challenges attention and ad-

miration. The rock foundation and ac-

cessories are of the simplest character, it

is open on all sides, but its place on our

list of masterpieces is secure. It is the

work of ^Ir. Akeley, and in breezy moun-
tain-top effect it is just about perfect.

American beaver group, collected, de-

signed, and executed by Jenness Richard-
son, worthy son of the late Jenness Rich-
ardson, who from 1888 to 1893 was chief

taxidermist of the American Museum of

Natural History.

Any beaver group that adequately
shows the work of the beaver in tree-

cutting and in house and dam building is

necessarily a case of preponderating ac-

cessories. This is because the wonderful

Musk-ox group in the Oakland, Cal., Museum.

Designed and mounted by John Rowley. Background by Maurice C. Logan. Accessories by Miss Susie W. Mott.

There is a moose group of large size

and commanding importance, the work
of Julius Friesser, which is well worth a

place in this review of masterpiece groups.

The new zoological museum of the

University of Minnesota was put on the

map by the large groups of animals that

were brought into existence when that

museum entity was, as to visibility,

''v\dthout form and void." The joint

initiative group work was done by Doctor
Thomas S. Roberts, director, and Mr.
James Ford Bell, the sportsman and pub-
lic-spirited citizen who supplied the speci-

mens and the sinews of war.

There is a fine group of caribou, but by
reason of its success in a very difficult

venture, I am most impressed by the

works of the beaver cannot be slighted

by a true zoologist. When an animal the

size of a bulldog builds a dam fifty feet

long by six feet high, a house ten feet in

diameter at the base and five feet high

above water, set in a pond three hundred
feet by one hundred, what can you do
but show them, regardless of balance be-

tween the accessories and the animals?

Not many American taxidermists have
attempted beaver groups, and some of

those who have, have fallen a bit short

of complete success. But Mr. Richard-

son's group, made wholly by himself, with

Mrs. Richardson's skilful assistance in the

plant life, is a very gratifying and artistic

success. Reduced to its lowest terms, it

is twenty feet long, twelve feet wide, and
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ten feet high. An excellent painted back-

ground leaves actually nothing more to

be desired.

To all American cities of reasonable

size even yet in need of museums, I com-
mend the Colorado Museum of Natural

History as a model. It is safe and sane,

logical, understandable, and admirably

adapted to the ends it is serving and to

serve. The public-spirited citizens of

Denver are justly proud of it, and they

are doing well by it. It is keeping step

with the general progress of one of the

most progressive cities in America, and
we hope that a dozen other American
cities speedily will follow this example.

As a sample of its fine group exhibits,

we present the group of silvertip grizzly

bears. The specimens composing it were

shot in Colorado and presented by James
A. McGuire, editor of Outdoor Life maga-
zine, and they were mounted under the

personal supervision of Director J. D.
Figgins, by Albert C. Rogers. Mr. Fig-

gins's own experience as a museum taxi-

dermist has proven to be a valuable asset

to the museum.
Quite recently Mr. McGuire has made

a great expedition to Alaska and Yukon
Territory, where he collected specimens

and accessories for groups of white moun-
tain sheep, goat, moose, caribou, and

Alaskan bears. These, when mounted
and displayed, will put Denver per-

manently on the map as the proprietor of

a museum having a collection of big-game
groups worthy of international admiration.

From Denver we must journey to the

Pacific coast to find the next assembly of

groups of museum mammals. In San
Francisco, for the museum of the Cali-

fornia Academy of Sciences, and in

Oakland, for the Oakland City Museum,
John Rowley has wrought long and well.

Backed by his experience in the American
Museum, at first as the pupil of Jenness
Richardson, he needed no further prepara-

tion for work in his new field.

The group of musk-oxen, chosen by
Mr. Rowley as one of the best examples
of his Pacific coast work, is shown here-

with, and its right to a place in the mas-
terpiece class will be denied by no one.

To the writer there is genuine satisfac-

tion in the thought that the group idea

of the S. A. T. has spread across the con-

tinent, taken root, and flourished in two
Cahfornia museums, and now is well rep-

resented all the way from Long Island to

the Golden Gate.

To all American and Canadian cities

which as yet have no great groups of

mammals, we say, get them now, while the

getting is good!

Barges
BY J. D. GLEASON

Illustrations from drawings by the Author

F you should ask al-

most any one of the

commuters that twice

daily crowd the ferries

for Staten Island and
elsewhere, "What
kind of a boat is that

being towed along?"
he would, without concealing his surprise

at your ignorance, answer that it was "a
barge." This designation would meet all

of his requirements, but not so with the

tugboat men. It was not long after my
Vol. LXXII.—2

interest in boats led me to make a study

of the subject that I found a distinct

classification which obviates much con-

fusion. Since each individual barge has

a name chosen at the caprice of its owner,

many names are duplicated, and a tug-

boat captain who had orders to call at a

certain dock for the Gold-Dust, for in-

stance, would be puzzled if he found the

Gold-Dust twins were sharing the same
berth. So the general term ''barge"

must be classified according to the pur-

pose and tonnage of the craft.
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The -flat scow is a box-shaped affair

with a level deck upon which it carries

the cargo, usually sand or brick, held in

place by raised bulkheads at each end.

The derrick lighter is intended for han-

dling bulky freight, railroad rails, machin-
ery, et cetera. It looks all utility with never

a point for grace. It can easily be distin-

guished by its clumsy hoisting apparatus.

One of the barge oddities is the port-

able grain-elevator, standing out among
barges as the giraffe does among animals,

on account of the tall tower-like house for

hoisting the grain, which is transported

from the railroad terminals to the ships

waiting to carry it to the ports of the

world. It is the most awkward of all

for the tugs to handle, for it cannot be

towed astern, as the wind will catch it,

and the tugs have a time keeping out
of the way. So they hook on along-

side, completely shutting off the captain's

view, so that he must depend entirely

upon the judgment of the deck-hand he
puts over there to keep a lookout.

The trash-barges carry away all the

sweepings from the streets, the refuse

from the houses, dead tabby cats, and so

forth, which are given a watery burial

off Sandy Hook. We will but mention
the odoriferous garbage-scows which per-

form the same offfce.

The ice-barges bring us our supply of

ice from the storage-houses up-state.

They are built high and are always topped
with a windmill to pump out the water
from the melting ice.

Then there are double-decked excur-

sion-barges which may be seen on a

pleasant holiday being towed up the Hud-
son, with flags flying and band playing

while hundreds of merry pleasure-seekers

dance, lunch, or play cards.

The most common barge is the square

"box," as it is called among tugboat men.
It carries about five hundred tons, of coal

usually, and is the bum of the harbor,

black and dirty as becomes its trade. The
captain is very much like his boat, the

bane of the tugboat men—never has a

line ready when needed, and is never

satisfied with the berth selected for him.

In striking contrast are the canal-boats,

built for service on inland waterways.
They are a neat, well-kept craft, built on
the picturesque lines of the boats of Hol-

land. Some go to Perth Amboy and

thence by the inland route to Philadel-

phia. However, most of them go up the
Hudson River to Albany and then either

to Buffalo by the Erie Canal or to Quebec,
Montreal, and other Canadian points

through the Champlain Canal. As Ohio
produces presidents, so Champlain, a
town of but eighteen hundred inhabitants
which yet boasts of two hundred and
twenty-five barges, one to every eight

people, is the port of hail of the canal-

boat captain. Although on St. Patrick's

Day the barges are aU gaily bedecked
with flags, in honor of the few Irish among
their number from Rondout and Port
Huron on the Hudson, the majority of

captains are from Champlain near the

Canadian boundary-line.

These people are of French-Canadian
birth, and their thrift is exemplified by
the fact that every captain owns his own
boat. He goes to points where the rail-

road does not touch, and does not fear the

trusts, as the business could not profitably

be conducted on a large scale. He must
pick up a cargo where he can, and profits

are too small to attract big business.

However, by taking his family with him,

thereby sa\dng rent, and by all lending a
hand, he is able in time to buy another
barge to keep down the costs of an ever-

increasing family. The bargeman is a
lover of children, and his cabin is usually

packed to capacity.

Erench is the language generally spo-

ken, giving a foreign suggestion, as do
the boats themselves. They are, as a
rule, built in the United States on the

shores of Lake Champlain. They can be
built for half the price in Canada, but
could not then enjoy the advantages of

being under American registry. Some
captains resort to this subterfuge—the

boat is built in Canada, and at some safe

point on this side of the border she is

sunk, accidentally, of course. The in-

spector comes and looks at her, and he

too agrees that she is sunk. She is then

raised and placed in dry dock; exactly

forty new planks are put in the bottom,

and all conditions of the law are thereby

complied with to place her under Amer-
ican registry.

A three-hundred-ton barge costs about
five thousand dollars, and one of six hun-

dred tons represents an investment of

twelve thousand dollars, so that a man
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Unloading potatoes at Coenties Slip.

who owns a couple of barges would be
well set up with that amount of prop-
erty on shore. As reading and writing

enter very little into the daily work, many
owners are illiterate, and the children

often escape the rounds of the truant ofh-

cer. But this is not from force of circum
stances, because the barge is tied up dur-
ing the winter wherever the captain may

choose, and the more enterprising send

the children ashore to school. In New
York the rendezvous of this craft is

Coenties Slip on South Street, within a

stone's throw of the Wall Street financial

district. Nine dollars a month is paid

for dockage during the winter.

When spring comes and the canals are

open, the barges join the big tow for Al-
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bany with a cargo under hatches. Some-
times as many as seventy-five barges are

bunched together, including a few ice-

barges, and maybe a small schooner or

two. There is one company which han-

dles this business, and every evening dur-

ing the summer a tow leaves each end of

the run, and arrives at its destination in

fifty hours.

The tow usually breaks up at Albany,

is carried further by the French chatter
of the children playing about the deck.

By this time, if you are fortunate enough
to be making this trip, your mind is more
at ease about these lively youngsters
falling overboard. This they rarely do,

having been brought up with a fear of

the water, and having lived all their lives

on this same deck, they know its limita-

tions. It is a curious fact that few of

'~^.

Sea-going barges outward bound passing a gas harbor buoy.

and those going through the Champlain
Canal are taken in charge by a smaller

tug. After crossing Lake Champlain, the

lovely Chambly Canal is entered, where
the primitive method of horse-tow is still

used. Nothing could be more tranquilly

beautiful, nor in utter contrast to the

busy harbor life lately quitted. Through
the trees which line the shore and over-

hang the canal, one catches glimpses of

workers in the green fields, as Millet

would have painted them. There is never

monotony in the slow' progression—the

facile and continuous blending of mead-
ow, hill, and wood, with little farmhouses
dotted here and there. There is a sense

of intimacy about this stretch, a confiden-

tial allurement that one cannot describe.

One might be in Brittany, and the illusion

them or their parents know how to swim.
This is due to their inbred fear of the ele-

ment upon which they spend their lives.

There are eleven locks to pass through
and occasional stops are made to load or

unload cargo, when, if you are so minded,
you can drop a line overboard and catch

a mess of fish for supper. After eleven

miles of this enchanting scenery, we come
to the Richelieu River at Sorrel, where
the patient horse is displaced by a power-
ful tug, and the^arge shakes off its lethar-

gy as the water once more boils at bow
and stern. It is forty-nine miles to Que-
bec, with ten locks to pass, and a night to

be spent tied up to the banks.

If the captain owns two barges, he will

live on the rear one, from which point he

can steer them both. The forward one is
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The big tow passing the Palisades.
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In the quiet waters of the canals the young wife often takes the tiller.

occupied by his helper, if he has one, or

most Hkely by some canoeists to whom he

is giving a Hft, for hospitaHty is a matter
of course with these good people. Good
health makes good dispositions, and they

are rich in both. Docked so closely to-

gether during the winter does the fleet lie

that it resembles a town of cabins with

the decks for thoroughfares, and the barge
folk are all well acquainted, so that in

summer it is like one big community ex-

tending from New York to Canada.
When barges pass, the greetings always
carry a feeling of good fellowship and
well-wishing.

At Quebec, one of the wonders of the

trip is encountered in a combination of

eight locks that lift the barges two hun-

dred feet up the side of a cliff. We have
covered a distance of five hundred and
twenty-five miles, after which stops are

made along the St. Lawrence River col-

22



Drawn by J. D. Gleason.

Barges are the red and white corpuscles of the harbor.—Page 25.
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Where a small amount of bad judgment would cause a large amount of loss.

lecting a cargo for the return trip. Go-
ing north, they carry coal or merchandise
and, returning, bring back lumber, hay,

wood-pulp, or paper. The last trip down,
they usually load with potatoes consigned

to some commission merchant in New
York. They are covered with straw to

keep from freezing, and are sold in small

lots to the peddlers during the winter.

It is not a life devoid of danger, for

there is the chance of collision in New
York Harbor, and severe storms may

24

be encountered while crossing Lake
Champlain, during which the hawser
often parts, allowing a string of boats to

batter on some of the rocky ledges that

abound in the lake. Then there is the

chance of meeting one of the big liners in

the narrow channel of the St. Lawrence
River. Due to the shallowness of the

water and the speed which these boats

often make, a great wave is sucked up
astern. This is a real peril to the canal-

boat unless the larger boat slows down, as
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it is required to do by law. Often, how-
ever, it pays no attention to the frantic

whisthng of the tug, and a heavily laden

barge may be swamped or rolled com-
pletely over. Laden with lumber, a barge

will keep afloat, but if the cargo is coal,

it is a different matter, and lucky then is

the captain if he is able to get all of his

family safely onto the tug.

The sons usually follow in the steps of

the father, and the daughters marry
other bargemen's sons, and so the circle

widens. When the canals are closed for

the winter and the barges are tied up,

sometimes fifty in one berth, many a

pretty romance is started, and then

ripened by chance meetings during the

summer. When the wedding-day has

been set, there are busy times on the

barge in which the young man has been

investing his earnings. The cabin must
be freshly painted inside and out, and new
curtains put at the little green-blinded

windows.

"They two, forth pacing to the river's side,

Receiv'd those two faire brydes, their loves

dehght,

(Which, at the appointed tyde,

Each one did make his bryde,)

Against their brydale day, which is not long.

Sweet Themmes ! runne softly, till I end my
song." —Edmund Spenser.

The prototypes of the canal-boats in

that they make a long haul are the ocean-

going barges, running to Sound ports, Bos-

ton, Salem, and so forth. They are usually

old sailing-vessels too slow to compete
with steam, but with hulls stanch and
sound. They carry a shortened schooner

rig to steady them in a gale and to help

the tug. Some of the ship barges are the

remains of once proud clippers whose
straining spars and billowy canvas once
carried the fame of American boat build-

ing and seamanship into the far corners of

the world. Maybe the same old captain

sits dozing on some quarter-deck, dream-
ing of sailings o'er deep blue waters with
flying fishes flitting across her foamy bows.
Now, with chopped-off bowsprit and two
patches of sail, with dirty coal in her hold

instead of tea and spices, she is ignomin-
iously pulled along by the nose by a
sacrilegious iron tug.

Barge traffic forms an important part

of the patchwork of an amazing com-
merce, a distributing system bridging the

gap between the railway and steamship
terminals and the consumers. Barges are

the red and white corpuscles of the har-

bor, some bringing in new material and
others carrying away the waste. Whether
there is beauty in barges depends upon
how you measure beauty—to me they are

built along lines of utility and so must
contain beauty, rugged as it may be.

How bare the steamer at the dock would
look without its cluster of busy barges

hustling coal and freight aboard ! Take
it down in the Narrows when the first

approaches of night are but faintly shad-

owed and the golden glow slants ob-

liquely across from the Jersey shore—

a

tug is bringing up two barges from
Perth Amboy, splashing water from their

broad bows, -the sun plays on the

bright colors of the cabins. There may
be grander pictures, but nothing could

speak in more eloquent terms of the busy
life of this greatest harbor in all the

world.



The Elusive American and the

Ex-European
BY ERNEST BOYD

N the voluminous liter-

ature of foreign com-
ment upon America,
which runs from Mrs.
Trollope and Dickens
to Arnold Bennett and
W. L. George, there is

a common insistence

upon certain aspects of life in this country

which, in the course of time, have come to

be accepted as typically American. The
generalizations current in one country

about another are usually resented by the

initiated, but in this case it is possible to

discern a method in the apparent mad-
ness of the alien \ie\Y of American life.

Against the obxious plea that this is an
immense continent, and that a hasty tour

of the larger cities, chiefly in the East,

cannot give an adequate idea of it, must
be set the fact that this is the country of

standardized , large-scale production. For
that reason the production of impressions

of America is facilitated in the same fash-

ion as the production of Ford cars. In

neither case will the critical be satisfied,

but the product is serviceable, so far as it

goes. It does not take the foreign visitor

long to discover that it is unnecessary to

have actually been in Little Rock, before

concluding that the Kansans "chew it

after every meal," and that Oklahoma and
jMaine are at one in their cheerful readi-

ness to "tell the world they satisfy."

The utterances of syndicated soothsayers

are also a guaranty that a certain una-

nimity of platitude characterizes the

thoughts of mute, inglorious citizens from
New York to San Francisco. It is natu-

ral that a standardized civilization should

produce standardized criticism.

The America which invariably engages
the attention of \'isitors from abroad is

this community of mass-production Amer-
icans, who have been Americanized and
turned out to a pattern, with the speed
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and volume peculiar to American indus-
try. An analysis of those features of

civilization in the United States which
chiefly intrigue the foreign commentator,
and are responsible for unfavorable im-
pressions, will show that they are usu-
ally the phenomena of Americanization
rather than of genuine Americanism.
While there is a prevalent superstition

that the alien population maintains sur-

reptitious, and sometimes sinister, rela-

tions with the countries of its origin, the

truth is that the Americanizing process

is so successful that these ex-Europeans
thrust the real Americans out of sight.

So far from resisting the friendly ad-

vances of Uncle Sam, the immigrant
eagerly snatches at everything proffered

in his name. In fact, while the good man
is appeaUng to him to enter the household,
the enterprising stranger has long since

crept up-stairs, donned his host's ward-
robe, and is gi\'ing orders, as if he were
quite at home. Thus it comes about
that, although European observers are

unanimous in their view that the races

which emigrate rapidly lose all traces of

their nationahty, there is an illusion in

some American quarters that these peo-

ple are incurable aUens. When there is

an outbreak of mob intolerance, the ar-

rested ringleaders, who have beaten up
some class-conscious proletarian, \\all

probably be called by some such un-

Mayflowery appellation as O 'Sullivan or

Klempinsky, The gentlemen who pro-

\dde the Klassy Klothing, and impose the

same styles and colors upon unresisting

milHons, are, as a rule, more familiar with

Prague or Dantzig than with Old or New
England. The uniformity, the intoler-

ance, the machine-made culture, against

which the younger intellectuals protest so

violently, seem to me to be, in the main,

pecuUar to the ex-European rather than

to the American.
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In the same way, the corruption of

poUtics, the vulgarity of wealth, the crav-

ing for novelty and excitement, which are

the standard counts in the indictment of

America, are mostly in evidence where

the neo-Americans are. The native race

seems to have abandoned everything ex-

cept its privacy to these proselytes of

Americanism who, like all proselytes,

make their newly acquired \drtue hateful.

The foreigner intent upon the realities in-

stead of the appearances of American life

will wait a long time before unearthing

the real American. When he does, it is

a pleasant surprise, after a prolonged ex-

perience of the more obvious, blatant pa-

triots, whose noise is frequently intended

to conceal the fact that their parents

cannot speak English. It is an illumi-

nating experience to penetrate into the

haven of refuge which the old, indigenous

New Yorkers have made for themselves,

amidst the glare of Broadway, the hordes

of garment workers, the hideous uni-

formity of millions of enfranchised Eu-
ropean peasants, which largely make up
the strangers' impression of New York.
An old culture and a native distinction

survive in circles where the intellectual

lynching party is an unknown institution,

and patriotism is something more subtle

than "treating 'em rough." Similarly,

after those squalid suburb fragments
which so often stand for American vil-

lages, what an adventure it is to come
upon those charming little places in New
England where pleasant courtesy is not

considered incompatible with democratic
independence, and grassy commons and
main streets shaded with old trees take

the place of those raucous, flaring thor-

oughfares whose chief adornment is an
excessive series of red gasolene-pumps

!

Those are the Americans who are un-
honored and unsung by the vast majority
of critics whose text has been America.
Their attitude seems to be one of resigned

acquiescence in the usurpation of their

good name by the masses of the Ameri-
canized, whose formation—incidentally

—

from their standardized shoes to their

standardized editorials, is largely at the

hands of converts similar to themselves.

That is the tragedy of this great refus-

al, this withdrawal of the real Americans
from so much of the life of their own

country; they are leaving to the prose-

lytes of Americanism a kingdom in which
the one-eyed are kings. With Henry
Adams and those self-revelations of his,

we are left to conjecture what America
might have become if it had not been
abandoned to denaturalized Europeans,
who have forgotten everything of the Old
World, and learned nothing of the New.
Yet, so powerful is the fetish of Ameri-
canism that the system which produces
these innumerable hbels on the genuine

American is often defended by the latter.

So the writers of American impressions

are encouraged to describe the America of

acquired, machine-made characteristics

where the naturalized, or second-genera-

tion, American is in his element.

That element is the element of the ex-

European rather than of the authentic

American, and the process of Americani-

zation only too frequently means the in-

fection of the newcomers with this virus,

which they pass on from one to another.

They do not attempt to emulate real

Americans, but imitate the veneer of

pseudo-Americanism, which they find in

those of their compatriots who have im-

mediately preceded them to this country.

It is often noted with regret that the im-

migrant rapidly loses the characteristics

of his old country ; he forgets the language,

the traditions, and the customs of his race.

This tendency has been bewailed by crit-

ics who hint that it is proof of a diabolical

conspiracy to crush the foreigner into a

uniform mould of philistine Americanism.

The fact, however, seems to be that the

chief influence in this direction of uni-

formity comes from the proselytes, filled

with the zeal of the tribe for converts. It

is they who resent in their fellow country-

men any sign which might reveal them as

"foreigners." Only recently a ludicrous

case in point came to my notice in the

person of an Alsatian who had done all

that popular clothing and a thoroughly

native haircut could do to look American,

but he preserved an alien mustache ! Of
this relic of his unregenerate European-

ism he proudly related how a compatriot

had refused to go about with him, because

"every one can see by your mustache
that we are foreigners "

! The Americans
are accused of sharing the EngHsh reluc-

tance to speak foreign languages, but the
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most ardent enemies of bilingualism, it a real European upon these gatherings

seems to me, are the children of parents of his exiled countrymen. The common
in this country whose language was not complaint of all such \isitors is that they
English. They are proud of the fact that do not recognize themselves in these sup-

they are ignorant of their mother tongue, posed microcosms of their respective

and that they have wasted an excellent countries. You cannot hold a trans-

opportunity of growing up in the posses- planted mirror up to nature. The hyphen
sion of two languages, a possession which of the ex-European, like his Americanism,
I find cultivated Americans only too is innocent of cultural values,

anxious to pro\dde for their children. If hyphenation meant the contribution

In brief, the ex-European suffers from to the common stock of culture in Amer-
an inferiority complex, and all his efforts ica of the fine and distinctive qualities of

are directed toward the concealment of the various European races that come
what he imagines are weaknesses or dis- here, the hyphenated American would
advantages. The percentage of Ameri- not be a phenomenon of ill omen. Un-
canism can never be too high for him. fortunately, the word has very different

He likes it overproof ! The proportion connotations, although in art and litera-

of ex-Europeans to genuine Americans is ture, to some extent, the infiltration of

very high, and as the former have co- Continental European traditions is giving

agulated into just those centres to which a new impetus to the American genius,

the literary visitor is drawn, most books In the main, however, the hyphenates
on America are drawn from impressions misrepresent their countries of origin just

based upon observation of this class of as the proselytes of Americanism mis-

citizens. To judge Americans by such represent America, and since both func-

standards is equivalent to judging Protes- tions are constantly discharged by the

tants by those sheets of frantic, anti- same people, the wise and the experi-

Catholic propaganda which are so often enced usually leave them severely alone,

conducted by recent converts to the It is easy for the foreigner here to avoid

heresy of Geneva. Possibly their inten- and evade the problem, but the position

tions are excellent, and their aims are of the American is compHcated. I have
sound, but the method and the means the impression that the real Americans
hardly appeal to civihzed people. It may have, more or less, abdicated. Since the

well be that this exuberance of the neo- Civil War, at least, they have receded

American is a necessary phase of the la- into the background of pubHc life, and
borious and amazing process of building their sole concern is to preserve them-
up an American nation. The hyphen has selves against the irresistible onrush of

a sinister sound to American ears, and the immigrant tide. Meanwhile, the ex-

doubtless much will be pardoned to those Europeans have pushed forward eagerly

who so resolutely discard it. Yet, I ques- to undertake the tasks which should be

tion if this veneer of Americanization is left to their betters. They enjoy what-
as promising as it may seem, for it is not ever kudos authentic Americanism has

incompatible with hyphenation. This given to this country, while America as a
country teems with clubs and associations whole suffers from the vulgarities and ex-

of various kinds in which citizens of alien cesses with which they have identified it.

birth or origin are united in the name America seems to keep in reserve, as a

of race, nationaUty, and even pro\ince. delightful surprise for foreigners, just that

But, as the members are chiefly ex- element in the nation which every other

Europeans, their pretense that they rep- country thrusts into the foreground,

resent anything of real value in the coun- These elusive Americans are an excellent

tries whose names they take in vain will reward for the prolonged search required

not bear examination. All that is neces- for their discovery, but why should

sary is to hear the candid comment of America not have them?



The "Lapin Agile" was still frequented by men and women well known in social, political,

and theatrical circles.—Page 40.

A Season in Montmartre
BY FRANCES WILSON HUARD

Illustrations by Charles Huard

TO those of us who go to the United
States as visitors it would seem
that the chief interest not only of

the government but also of a great many
individuals is watching and speculating as

to just how European countries will even-
tually emerge from the recent upheaval.

Jugoslavia and Lithuania were words to

which my ear became quite accustomed,
but though the moral standards and finan-

cial difficulties of all the monarchies and
repubUcs were openly discussed, I do not
think I ever heard any one mention Mont-
martre.

Mais oui, Montmartre, the famous
"Butte," her spirit aroused, has pro-

claimed her independence, and, jealous of

the precedent gained by the Irish Free

State, is loudly clamoring to be separated

from Paris—in fact, completely segregated

from France herself.

Regeneration has been swift along the

Boulevards Exterieurs. How can it be
otherwise when there is question of but

"esprit"? And, though the big cosmo-
politan dailies may fail to give it con-

stant recognition, the importance of such

a movement will undoubtedly have its in-

fluence on history.

That the old spirit is revived there can

be no doubt, and those of us who had oc-

casion to know Montmartre other than as

a pleasure-ground for foreigners rejoice in

the great good news.

It seems only a moment ago that I was
initiated to her charm, but it was really
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long before the war when we were making
plans for our annual holiday.

"What? No vacation this summer?"
"No."
"Not leave town?"
"No."
I pulled a long face. Though disap-

pointed, I felt that H. was right. His big

work was still under way and the remem-
brance of that seven hours' ride in a stuffy

In the garden.

train every time his attention was de-

manded in Paris the preceding year came
back most forcibly and I hadn't the cour-

age to insist.

Unfortunately, however, the summer
had set in early, for though we were only

in the first weeks of June the heat was fast

becoming intolerable. The little patch of

green grass which constitutes our Parisian

garden was already turning a sickly yel-

low, in spite of much watering, and the sun
had scorched the leaves of the lime-trees

until they had begun to fall off and rattle

along the gravel path.

There was apparently nothing to do but
to resign myself as gracefully as possible

and pray that the sun god be merciful. I

made many good resolutions, and yet I

couldn't completely hide my disappoint-

ment at not visiting our Norman home
and I continually wondered at H.'s cheer-

ful forbearance.

One day, toward the last of the month,

he asked me to meet him at Conard's book-
shop so that we might take a drive to-

gether before dinner. When I arrived I

found H. already installed in a taxi with
a large pile of books and periodicals on the

seat before him. I could not resist an
immediate investigation, and shortly be-

came oblivious to the noise and move-
ment about me.

Presently, nevertheless, the motor be-

gan puffing most audibly, and suddenly
the chauffeur got down from
his seat and came to the door.

"I'm afraid the hill's too

steep, sir. My motor won't go
any farther."

I lifted my eyes in amaze-
ment. We were half-way up a

long unpaved incline, bordered
on either side by queer little

vine-covered cottages or aus-

tere portals.

"Where on earth has the

man taken us?" I gasped.

''Never mind. He's all

right," came the answer. " But
what a nuisance! We shall be
obliged to finish the hill on
foot."

I was too astonished to ask
further questions. Besides, I

realized where we were, but it

was all so quaint, so charming.

H. stopped in front of an immense door
and pulled the bell. I could hear the

faint tinkle^ in the distance, followed by
steps hurrying in our direction, and to my
astonishment Claude, my own servant,

opened the door.

H.'s trump-card had been played. The
surprise was complete. Our season in

Montmartre had begun, and I was too en-

chanted by the newness of the situation

even to give Normandy a thought.

To the right and left, as I entered and
the huge portal slammed behind me, I

caught sight of cunning little i\y-grown

chalets, almost theatrically unreal, and
before me stretched a view which is surely

unique of its kind.

Beginning at the very entrance, a wide,

three-sided court, separated in the middle
by a path that was flanked on both sides

by flower-beds and shrubbery, ran on for

some hundred feet. At that point it

stopped and then began a perfect cascade
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of terraces, overgrown with trailing vines

and plants of every description, a verita-

ble jungle, reaching so far below that I

felt dizzy as I stood on the first step.

Overhead the picturesque Moulin-de-

la-Galette stretched its long black wings in

the evening light; in the middle distance,

at my feet, lay St. Ouen and St. Denis,

veiled in a gray mist; while in the back-

ground the dim blue hills of Epinay and
Montmorency caught the last rays of the

setting sun. It was most impressive, and
it seemed to me I could have stood for

hours enjoying the strange but captivat-

ing sensation of being perched on a moun-
tain, in the heart of a great capital, and at

the same time surrounded by everything

that betokened the country.

The touch of H.'s hand on my shoulder

brought me back to life, and I realized

that as yet I had hardly spoken a word of

appreciation.

''Come, come," he said, ''and see what
we have arranged. We'll return here

afterward."

Then followed a minute inspection of

A real troubadour and the most bedraggled specimen
of gutter mongrel.—Page ^2.

Mimi Pinson at her window.

the house, which consisted of an immense
studio, a bedroom, and on the other side

of the court a dear little old-fashioned

kitchen and the servants' quarters.

My delight was simply childish, for as

I went from room to room, followed by
H. and Catherine my maid, discovering

something new at every turn, my joy was
manifested by little shrieks.

Not so very long ago a well-known
French periodical published a series of pho-

tographs representing the characteristic

scenes of a little village. There was the

Roman church, a secluded lane, a farm-

yard with chickens, horses, and cattle, and
a small cafe opening onto a tiny square

and pompously entitled "Au rendez-vous

des Clairons des Bataillons des Chas-

seurs-a-pied."

The question was asked, "Can any of

our readers tell in what part of France this

little village is situated? " and a prize was
offered to the person giving the correct

answer. The result of the contest was
duly announced and great was the sur-

prise of many Parisians on learning that

the village in question was to be found in

Montmartre. So, after dinner, which we
ate beneath an arbor in the garden, I was
most anxious to make a tour of this newly
discovered country, and we started out as

we had done a hundred times before on
arriving in an unknown locality, to get a

general idea of our surroundings before

making plans for the morrow.
After an hour spent in rambling up and
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down the streets and poking about in all

sorts of mysterious nooks and corners, H.,

who had carefully guided my promenade,
proposed that now we had seen the village

we had better visit the beach.

''The beach ?" I queried.

''Yes."

And before I had time to make further

inquiries we had turned a corner and a

fresh breeze blew into my face, accom-
panied by a dull roar, as of the sea. We
mounted a steep incline, much as though
ascending a cliff, the murmur growing
louder and louder, the breeze stronger and
stronger, until presently we emerged upon
the Butte, to see the seething capital

spread out below us as though upon a

map.
The day had been somewhat sultry

and over in the west a storm threatened.

From different parts of the city, now half

hidden in the deepening twilight, rose lit-

tle streams of vapor, like steam from a

crater, and the sound of trumpets playing

a tattoo, mingled with the cries of children

and the rumble of distant thunder, made
the illusion of the ocean quite complete.

The mere existence and the curious situ-

ation of such a village would seem suffi-

cient to class it as a thing to be seen, but
while globe-trotters of various national-

ities often wander listlessly about after

visiting the cathedral of the Sacre Coeur,

this true Montmartre is far less known
and certainly less appreciated than certain

noisy third-rate establishments on the

Boulevard de Clichy, frequented because

they are reputed to be so gay and so " typ-

ically French."

The morning after our arrival we pro-

posed to visit Jean Dampt in his studio,

and as the day announced itself clear and
warm we set off early. As we walked up
the hill I stopped in front of a green-

painted fence, and was promising myself

an investigation of what was advertised

above the gate as the ''Boulodrome,"
when suddenly my attention was attract-

ed by a strangely attired masculine figure

which swung around a near corner and
advanced in our direction.

In spite of the heat the man was draped
in a long black cloth mantle. A broad-
brimmed felt hat was pushed back on his

head, permitting a full view of his tanned
face, down which poured the perspiration.

and as he approached I noticed a guitar

peeping from beneath the folds of his

cloak.

"A real troubadour, by jinks," said I to

H. in English. "I thought they were all

dead since Murger's time? "

But the troubadour passed on, and when
only about ten feet from my ear turned
about, and in a stentorian voice cried:

''Almonzor! Almonzor!"
The call was soon repeated, and then, to

my utter astonishment, from around the

same corner emerged the puniest, most
bedraggled specimen of gutter mongrel I

have ever seen, wagging its tail and liter-

ally galloping ahead on its short legs, try-

ing to catch up with its romantic-looking

master, who had disappeared down the

hill, apparently unaware of their incon-

gruity and certainly undisturbed by my
uncontrollable mirth.

As we drew nearer the Sacre Coeur the

street became peopled by little groups of

timid men and women whose airs and
attire were anything but Parisian. We
soon recognized them as pilgrims to this

newly consecrated shrine, and as they
stood there clustered about the priests the

whole scene reminded me of certain little

ecclesiastical townships in the very depths
of the provinces w^hich are thus periodi-

cally invaded.

Breton caps and Norman bonnets stood

side by side \\dth fichus from Picardy and
Alsatian bows. There were many charm-
ing old regional costumes in which linen,

velvet, and lace predominated, and even
the Breton men wore their native clothes,

which in these days is becoming a rare

sight in Paris.

The row of shops where medals, rosaries,

post-cards, and souvenirs in general can

be procured was doing a flourishing busi-

ness, when suddenly, in response to a

word from a reverend father, everything

was abandoned and grouping themselves

about their banners, each cortege pro-

ceeded to enter the basilica chanting a

canticle.

*' Sauvez Rome et la France
Au Nom du Sacre Coeur.

•Sauvez Rome et la France
Au Nom du Sacre Coeur."

The refrain became fainter and fainter,

but never entirely died away; and alMur-
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ing our \dsit to the studio of the master,

who has so marvellously executed the four

magnificent angels that crown the highest

corners of the campanile, the strains pene-

trated the walls and seemed to bring with

them a peculiar air of sanctity which was
strangely appropriate in such a place.

We returned through a little wooded
lane, so deserted, so tranquil, that it was

of visiting the premises, or if he thought
there were any relics to be seen, when we
were startled by a voic& calling our name.
We faced about.

"Delaw!"
That delightful artist came toward us

with outstretched hand.

''I knew you travelled a lot," he said.

''But I never thought vou eot as faryou

Pilgrims to this newly consecrated shrine, the Sacre Coeur.—Page 32.

difficult for me to believe we were not in

the midst of the country. Overhead the

birds were chirping in the trees whose
branches touched across the road. A few
stray chickens darted into a hedge at our
approach and as we passed a certain little

cottage I'm sure I heard a donkey bray
and a pig grunt.

Some thirty yards farther on our road
ran into the rue du Mont Cenis, where I

stopped on recognizing the house where
Berlioz, the celebrated composer, once
lived. We were gazing at it and I was
just about to ask H. if there were any way

Vol. LXXII.—3

as Montmartre. Welcome! Welcome!
Come to the farm. We must celebrate

this occasion."

And, true enough, the draftsman who
has amused so many children and quite as

many "grown-ups" with his quaint il-

lustrations of the '' Mere L'Oie " and other

well-known nursery rhymes, lives in a real

farmhouse with the cathedral of the

Sacre Coeur opposite his barn door.

Naturally the proportions are a bit exigu-

ous, but the place is quite complete, and
Delaw has furnished it according to tra-

dition.
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The house where Berlioz once Hved, rue du Mont Cenis.—Page ^s

We were ushered into a large eighteenth-

century kitchen, which serves, as it did

in olden times, as the main room in the

dwelling. It was almost lunch-time and a

chicken was turning merrily on a spit be-

fore an open fire in the great chimney, and
I noticed back of me a splendid carved

dresser whereon reposed some highly pol-

ished copper-ware. Through the latticed

A^-indows I caught a glimpse of the barn-

yard, and Delaw, evidently pleased by
my interest in his poultry, offered to do
the honors. He was particularly fond of

his chickens, which afforded him much
pleasure and a certain amount of comfort

in the days when fresh eggs are scarce.

But above all he prized a certain splendid

cock, given him by Edmond Rostand,

whose house in Cambo Delaw decorated,

the which cock was supposed to be the di-

rect descendant of the original 'Xhante-
cler."

Decidedly our stay in Montmartre had

opened most promisingly,

and even certain domestic
questions, which at home had
become monotonous, took on
an inviting aspect under new
auspices. Marketing itself

became a pleasure, a thing to

be looked forward to, and
many a time during our stay

did I accompany Catherine
on her morning errands, sure

of coming across something
interesting in the course of

our promenade.
To begin with, the view of

the Moulin-de-la-Galette al-

ways delighted me. Seen
from the bottom of our street

at any time of the day or

night it continually offered a
pleasing spectacle, sometimes
most dramatic against a mass
of purj^le clouds, sometimes
quite coquettishly Parisian

beneath a delicate blue sky,

and in the evening a truly

phantom mill, such as one
reads about in books of fair\^-

tales.

That delightful artist.—Page 33.
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Nor was I alone in my admiration. It

seems to me I have never seen the old

Moulin without an ardent admirer at its

feet, more or less successful in his efforts

ticularly taken by an old vegetable woman
who thrice weekly installed her goods in

the corner of an ancient vine-grown court.

Her display was not only most harmonious

I have never seen the old Moulin without an ardent admirer at its feet.

to fix the well-beloved profile on a canvas
or a sheet of paper. Artists of every class

and every nationality have stretched their

easels on the same well-known spot. No
one heeds them any more; they are too
numerous and seem to have become part
of the landscape.

The merchants and bourgeois who live

in Montmartre are by no means the least

interesting of the population. I was par-

in color, but particularly enticing to the

palate, and at first I wondered if the prices

of her luscious melons and her Argen-

teuil asparagus were in proportion to the

pocketbooks of the "rapins" and "midi-

nettes" who form a greater part of the

inhabitants of Montmartre. But when I

saw a dignified old gentleman in a frock

coat and a tall hat toddle across the

cobbled court and tenderly touch the fruit
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and vegetables, all the while asking ques- men who at one time or another dwelt
tions about the ''family," I realized that here.

I was in the presence of a provincial Pari- Donnay, Charpentier, Steinlen, Courte-
sian, a real bourgeois, one of that society line, Leandre, and Willette, to mention but
to be found everywhere in France, con- a few, are contemporaries whose names
noisseur of all the good things in life, and have long since gone beyond the Butte
demanding its niceties without the least and attained celebrity,

pretension. As a youth Donnay, now a famous
As I grew better acquainted with my dramatist and a member of the French

environment I found that here, as in the Academy, made his debut at the " Chat
provinces, society is divided into three dis- Noir," where nightly he read his verses to

tinct classes, each pursu-

ing its existence in its ow^n

way, and living quite in-

dependent and uncon-

scious of its neighbors.

The "people" are most
picturesquely represented

by street types and
"midinettes," or, to be
more explicit, that inter-

esting class of working
girl who is employed by
the ''petits metiers," and
from whose agile fingers

flower forth those "ar-

ticles de Paris" unparal-

leled for taste and style.

The well-to-do or re-

tired bourgeois sets him-

self the genial task of

passing the remainder of

his existence as agreea-

bly as possible, and I soon

learned that the "Boulo-
drome," whose sign had
attracted my attention,

was nothing more nor less than a bowl-

ing-alley, where every afternoon little

Types of artists.

an enthusiastic public.
The Alontmartois are
said to have reproached
him w^hen he abandoned
them to take his seat

among the "Forty Im-
mortals " beneath the

dome on the Left Bank,
but they are duly proud
of the commencements
which have led up to so

splendid a career.

Who but a child of the

Butte could, have har-

monized the street cries

of Paris and have w^oven

them into the very plot

of an opera? Every one
knows that Charpentier's

"Louise" is not a myth.
It is merely a characteris-

tic picture of life in Mont-
martre, rendered more
charming by the subtle

imagination and the deli-

cate handling of its

author-composer. And one feels instinc-

tively that he was penetrated by his sub-

groups of the above-mentioned gentlemen ject before putting his ideas into execution,

would meet to enjoy their favorite sport. "Louise" marks a new epoch in the his-

Later on they were joined by less fortu- tory of "opera-comique," for it required

nate confreres, still obliged to attend busi- a certain amount of courage, not to men-
ness, and those who preferred checkers or tion talent, to offer the Parisian public an
a game of croquet were always sure of opera whose setting could be found in

finding some one to join them. It is al- their midst, whose music embodied the

most useless to add that the proprietor of noises familiar to all their ears, and w^hose

the place also keeps a cafe, so the-^fter- costumes were so ordinary a sight that

noon is invariably terminated by a round the term hardly applied. And yet—well,

of "aperitifs." the sign-board which announces the five-

But enough of the commoners. Let us hundredth performance attests the suc-

speak of the artists (and the word must be cess of one of the Butte's cherished dar-

taken in its broad sense), the real aristo-

crats of Montmartre.
Corot, Lepine, Cazin, and Ziem were

among the legion of world-renowned

lings.

Steinlen was another artist whose eye

was quick to appreciate the beauties of

the life that surrounded him, and the
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working classes of Montmartre have been Constantinople, it is easy to perceive that

immortally portrayed by his able pen. space was soon wanting. But rather than

When we visited his studio I was par- turn them out Steinlen built them an im-

ticularly attracted by several splendid cats mense cage with a door opening onto the

which lay dozing in the sun. Steinlen, Butte. The cats are free to come and go

A dignified old gentleman in a frock coat and a tall hat, . . . connoisseur of all the good things

in life, and demanding its niceties without the least pretension—Pages 35-36.

like Willette, has a particular fondness

for cats. He has introduced them into

his drawings whenever occasion has per-

mitted, and his posters which represent

his pets are now much sought after.

At one time he used to adopt every stray

cat that followed him. Now% as these

animals are almost as numerous in ^lont-

martre as dogs used to be in the streets of

as they please, and many a bloody battle

has been fought over the admittance of a
new member who may not have proved
himself a sufficient vagabond to warrant
the good treatment so generously ac-

corded his fellows.

Each artist has his particular hobby or

interesting personal peculiarity. I re-

member with what delight I visited Neu-
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mont's villa, which is perched like an
eagle's nest on the rocky side of the Butte,

commanding an admirable view over all

Paris; Charvais's and Leandre's gardens,

where these city-bred lovers of nature

have let their fancv run wild; the
'^ Musee

Courteline," founded by the subtlest of

all modern French humorists. Some one
has dubbed it '*Le Musee des Horreurs"

''La Vierge aux Yeux bouillis" ("The
Virgin with Boiled Eyes ").

Willette, the creator of an art which is

typically Montmartois in its charm, its

poetry, and its fantasy, after having
changed his residence several times, now
lives in a house at the foot of the Butte,

almost like an adorer before a shrine. For
Montmartre is his mother country, his

Those who preferred checkers were always sure of finding some one to join them.—Page 36.

(''The Museum of Horrors''), and while

correct, the epithet is hardly just. The
author of such masterpieces as ^'Boubou-
roche" and the ''Train de huit heures

quarante sept" could hardly be accused

of buying bad paintings just for the sake

of ugliness. One must go farther and real-

ize, as did Courteline when the first picture

came to hand, that there was a curious col-

lection to be formed containing the works
produced by naive intelligences, falsely

convinced of their aptitudes for the fine

arts, untiring in their sterile eft'orts to at-

tain the beautiful. The collection con-

tains some eighty to a hundred canvases,

among which I particularly remarked the

portrait of an auburn-haired girl, entitled.

well-beloved, and he defends it with every

energy, employing to that end this de-

lightful talent as a painter, a draftsman,

a writer, and a speaker. He was the very
soul of the famous "Chat Noir," and
whenever there has been question of a ball

or a fete offering a chance for an artistic

demonstration he is sure to be found
among the organizers, la\'ishing his pre-

cious time, indefatigable in his efforts to

produce something truly artistic and en-

chanting to the eye.

The famous " Vachalcades " (untrans-

latable save by the word " Cow\^alcades")

and later on the " Crowning of the Muse"
are things that will never be forgotten by
all those who participated in them, and
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Willette's name will ever be attached to

those demonstrations which were some-
thing besides an occasion to romp in

costume.

He is a true lover of grace and juvenil-

ity, fearful lest French gaiety disappear

mid the weaves of commercialism which
are rapidly gaining even the most se-

cluded corners of the country. These
are the sentiments that predominate in

his work, and have made him, par excel-

lence, the painter-poet of youth, compa-
rable only to a Banville or a Musset.

His panels for the "Hotel de Ville," in

which he has portrayed the sights of Pari-

sian streets with an unrivalled brush, have
charmed every one who has seen them,
and all those who visited his exhibition

at the "Arts Decoratifs" came away with
their wits refreshed by the "enchant-
ment" and " joie de vivre" which exhaled

from every scrap of paper, every canvas
touched by this master hand.

When we called upon him we found him
arrayed in what might have been a pirate's

costume—loose velvet trousers, a flannel

shirt, a red silk

handkerchief
knotted about
his throat, and a
long, naked
bowie-knife
shoved into his

belt.

Personally I

didn't see the

necessity of hav-
ing so dangerous
a weapon upon
one's person, but
later on H. ex-

plained that
Willette used it

to sharpen his

pencils, finding

it handier than a

penknife, which
was so small
that it was con-

tinually getting

lost.

" Dressing
up" is one of the

delights of his

existence, and
A poetc. Willette's im-

m.
^:%^^ Rue St. \'inccat.

personations are innumerable and inimi-

table, some of them, such as "Pierrot/'

ha\'ing become quite renowned. To the

famous "Bal Gavarni'' he went as Louis
Philip[)e, offering his arm to Queen Vic-

toria, who was admirably personified by
Leandre.

I remember one summer when he had
a cottage near us in Normandy his chief

amusement was to don the attire of a Nor-
man peasant. The long blue linen blouse,

ornamented with white embroidery, and
the soft black hat w^re most becoming,
but how on earth he managed to ride a

bicycle with huge wooden sabots on his

feet was a question which set the peasant

boys of our country to thinking.

Taking "When in Rome do as the

Romans do" for a motto, preparatory to

a first visit to London, Willette ordered a

suit of clothes that might have been ap-

propriate for a Protestant pastor, and then

spent hours in front of the glass becoming
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accustomed to the sober expression he

must needs assume to be in keeping with

his attire and his surroundings.

But to return to our visit. After he

had shown us about the studio we soon fell

into an animated conversation, toward
the end of which I asked him if he knew of

any means of bringing the general public

more in touch with the '^esprit" of Mont-
martre.

''Ah, madame, how can you expect

them to comprehend artists when such

simple things as toads, donkeys, and
vromen are still misunderstood?"
A little later in the year, however, I

heard him deliver a delightful speech in

defense of Montmartre, pleading that ''it

is not a country of Bohemians, vagabonds,

and jokers, as serious people and foreign-

ers pretend to believe.

''This last rural refuge of an artistic

paganism, this little mountain so frolic-

some in appearance, when in eruption has

given birth to personalities who have left

their mark on the history of Paris.
'' The real, the true originality of Mont-

m.artre for the last half-century lies in its

serving as a retreat for poets and artists,

wear\' of the contact with the serious peo-

ple below w^ho flounder about in that tur-

bulent sea called business.

"Unfortunately for the Butte, the seri-

ous man, who at first scorned our careless

gaiety, at length began profiting by it, and
with his ugly stones he has ruined our

arbors where birds and lovers used to bill

and coo.

"The cupidity of serious people has
petrified the ' Butte chantante

'
; old age

has paralyzed the wings of our mills; we
are the last of the martyrs, being slowly

walled up in Montmartre."
The summer passed away but too quick-

ly, so busy were we receiving old acquaint-

ances and taking part in ever}^thing that

went on about us. The cafes were my
chief delight, each one claiming to have
launched such and such a celebrity on his

road to fame and fortune. The "Cou-
cou," once a quiet little corner on the

Place du Calvaire, is rapidly becoming a

favorite haunt for Parisians and foreign-

ers, who come in their evening clothes,

bringing with them their own atmosphere,

which has completely destroyed that of

this easy-going Bohemian haunt.

The ''Lapin Agile" at the time of our
stay was still frequented by men and
women well known in social, political, and
theatrical circles, and its proprietors pro-

tested energetically against the nickname
of "Cabaret des Assassins."

"Never, never, madame, has my clien-

tele been composed of anything but the

most distinguished ladies and gentlemen."
"Apaches? Jamais! Why, that sobri-

quet was given to this place by the gamins
of the quarter who once saw my prede-

cessor come home with a large picture

representing Troppman's crime strapped
to the back of a hack. That's as true as

I'm alive, and you can go and ask the
' Mere Adele, ' who now keeps a place on
the rue de Norwins, if she didn't give

that picture to Monsieur Courteline for

his 'Musee des Horreurs.'
"

Alas, poor Estelle, pride goes before a
fall, for an unfortunate affair has forced

her to close her doors. But I shall al-

ways remember the place most cheerfully,

for it was here that H. presented me to his

old friend, Jules D., an illustrator of no
mean ability and unmatched for his orig-

inal ideas on all subjects.

I had always wanted to meet him ever

since H. had told me the story of his

dachshund, which was given him when
quite a puppy and whose growth D.
watched %^dth deepening anxiety. When
the animal attained its full size its body
was so long and so curved, its legs so short

and so crooked, that D. imagined it would
break in two. In a moment of compassion
he bought a small castor which he at-,

tached to a leather strap and fastened

about the dog's abdomen, so that the lit-

tle wheel rolled merrily on the ground and
D. was satisfied that he had done his dog
a good turn. Legend has it that he
taught his dog how to coast down-hill.

Another amusing tale was told me by a

charming little Parisian actress whom D.
had presented ^\'ith a muff of his own fab-

rication. It was carA^ed out of solid wood
and so ingeniously painted that it looked

like real curly astrakhan! Its possessor

was so proud of it that several times she

could not resist the temptation of carry-

ing it, and when seated in a restaurant or

in a theatre she would let it drop just to

see the faces of the people about her.

You may well imagine I was delighted
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when one afternoon H. spied him and
brought him over to our table, and after

presenting me gently chided him for never

having come to see us.

''You know well enough where we live!

Why be so timid ?
"

"Oh, it's not timidity," replied D.
But you see you

he reaches one hundred and fifty thou-
sand."

D. was so convinced, so sincere, that it

was difficult to know just how to take him,

and when I asked H. for more details

about him he told me, among others, the

following story, which is one of the most
artistically naive

an isl-
'^^

and pathetic
tales I have ever

heard.

D., on arriving

i n Montmartre
from his native

town, took lodg-

ings in a little fur-

nished hotel.
Years elapsed,
during which he
became better

known, yet he
still remained in

his same uncom-
fortable quarters.

H. and a number
of artist friends,

after much per-

suasion, succeed-

ed in convincing

him that it was
stupid to live in

such a sordid
manner, and fin-

ished by finding

him an apart-
ment and taking

him to Dufayel's

''Jack in the Box" was writ- immense department store on the Boule-
ten in collaboration with a musician friend vard Barbes, w^here he purchased the nec-

who chose forty accordions as the appro- essary furniture on the instalment plan,

priate instruments to interpret his over- All went well the first month, but the

ture. second found him well-nigh penniless and,

Why don't you get it reproduced?" worse than all, terribly mortified and

live on
and."

"Well, what of

that?"
"I never could

go there because

of the bridges."

"I don't un-

derstand."

"Why, you see

I couldn't possi-

bly cross them
because I am
subject to verti-

go!"
And then w^e

fell to talking
about the thea-

tre, for D. is a

dramatic author

as well as a car-

toonist, and his

play w^ll not soon

disappear from
the memory of

the critics who
were invited to

be present at its

one and only per-

formance.

Street type.

demanded H., referring to the above-
mentioned play.

"Oh, I haven't the time to bother about

worried when the promissory notes ap-

peared. In his dilemma he took pen in

hand and wrote personal letters to Mon-
it. I'm too interested in my new ones." sieur Dufayel, accusing him of spoiling

" What's the subject ?
"

his life. He was no longer a free man.
Oh, I haven't got very far as yet, but Debt appalled him. The great gilded

the beginning strikes me as something
very new. It ought to be a go. You see

the stage represents a dungeon. The
lights are all down and one can just catch
a glimpse of a \ery old man sitting on the
edge of his cot. As the curtain rises he
begins slow^ly counting on his fingers until line would say.

dome of the stores w^hich could be seen

from all parts of the Butte haunted him
night and day, and as to passing on the

Boulevard Barbes that w^as out of the

question.

Ah, jeunesse, jeunesse," as Courte-
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OUR point of view
about this story will

depend entirely upon
the angle from which
you happen to view it.

If ^lacha could be in-

duced to look up from
her wash-tub to dis-

cuss it the description would have, for

the discriminating, moments of very real

pathos. From the view-point of Sarah

Jane, the voluble half-breed waitress at

the hotel, it would be a monologue of

vulgar, shrill animosities; her uncle, Pa-

hala Blacktooth—sheriff of the settlement

near the Indian Reservation—would give

you an opinion that would be frankly and
unprintably blasphemous. I gained my
view-point from over the shoulder of the

manager-owner of the small hotel near

the hot springs, and because he w^as at-

tempting to run his hostelry w^ith the sole

assistance of the Reservation Indians as

servants, and was, at times, suddenly and
unwillingly elected to fill every job from
cook to carpenter, I heard many details

which, in normal and unstressful times,

would never have reached alien ears, nor

faced the untempered light of day. For
the innkeeper, Mr. Ripp, was often sorely

tried; Indian servants have the habit

of getting tired or bored by their jobs,

and they leave—without_even the scant

courtesy of giving an excuse or a reason.

''Fa/-igue," remarked Mr. Kipp glar-

ing after the dairyman who had deposited

the cow-barn keys on the desk and was
departing happily up the manzanita-bor-

dered road toward the Reservation, "is

his middle name." Discarding sarcasm,

he looked grimly at the keys. ''I got a

new cook this morning; that lets me out

of the kitchen just in time to give me a

little outing in the milking-shed," he said.

I was loitering before the office fire-

place waiting for the hour when I was
due at the bath-house for my daily treat-
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ment in the really remarkable boihng-hot
sulphur water for which the place is

famous.

''What made him leave?" I inquired

conversationally.
'' Goodness only knows ! Same reason

that makes Old ^lacha—who never has
quarrelled with any one since she's been
here—go up in the air every time Sarah

Jane carries the table-linen down to the

laundry," he volunteered.

''Well, I can understand that! Sarah

Jane may be a good waitress, but she is

just as nearly impertinent as she safely

dares to be," I commented, adding
thoughtfully: "Sarah Jane is the only

effusive, whining, smirking Indian I ever

saw; most of them have a verv real dig-

nity."

"She ain't all Indian, is the reason,"

explained Mr. Kipp. "Her father was
what some folks call white—he used to

drive our stage and he was an accommo-
datin', obligin' sort; he'd shop for the

ladies, and pay them compliments—

a

real fusser, he was. He'd failed at most
everything that there was money in; I

recollect the time he rented some land

and tried to raise grapes; he came to me,
and wanted to book me for an advance
order for malagas. I told him malagas
never tasted natural to me unless they

had sawdust on 'em, and he was real cast

down because he hadn't planted nothin'

else—but shucks ! He never picked two
bushel! The birds got all of 'em!"
"What became of him?" I asked.

"Goodness knows!" said Mr. Kipp,
and made an elaborate gesture of affec-

tionate farewell. " Got tired, and lit out

—leavin' Sarah Jane for her ma, and the

rest of us, to remember him by."

I did not choose to notice this. "I
should be very sorry to see an ill-bred

girl like Sarah Jane make so nice a woman
as Old Macha unhappy," I commented
primly.
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''Oh, well—^it's sort of a long-standin' in it, all one winter. She came back here

feud, startin' with the time when Sarah in the spring, with a plaid suit, feathers

Jane had a job of standin' around and on her hat, and a yellow suitcase that

bein' a convert, in that play they had had to be hurried in out of the rain. But

She came back here in the spring, with a yellow suitcase that had to be hurried in out of the rain.

down to the city; it was all about the

days of the padres who founded the mis-

sions, and Sarah Jane got good pay for

doin' real Httle work. Shucks! You
should have seen her—butter wouldn't
have melted in her mouth ! She wasn't
even a skin-deep convert, because all she

had to do was not to grin when one of the

leadin' actors was solemnly addressin'

the saved ; and Sarah Jane stood around

they hadn't hired her for another season's

run, and, although she talked big about
not signin' up unless they gave her more
salary, I happen to know that she never

got a chance to state her rates," he ex-

plained.

I smiled. ''I can imagine that she'd

be more trying as a make-believe con-

vert, than most of the real ones are," I

commented, and glanced at the clock;
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it still lacked fifteen minutes of the time

for my appointment. "What feud could

there be with Macha over Sarah Jane's

acting?" I inquired.

Before Mr. Kipp could reply, the tele-

phone-bell rang,tand he went to answer
it.

'' Huh ?
" he called. ''Yes 1 Uh-ha !

What? Well, it ain't no use to tell 7ne

that—I'm the hotelkeeper ! Yes, we got

a constable: Pahala Blacktooth's his

name . . . but the nearest judge and
jail's at Bonita, and that twenty-five

miles away. Huh? Well, you needn't

tell me that again . . . I'll take your
word for it that he done it—but out here,

after you catch your bird you have to get

some one to cart him to jail. . . . Huh ?

. . . Well, you can't hardly expect a
man to pay his own way to jail, can you ?

Huh?—Huh? How do / know whether
you'd ever get your money back? If

your man proved his innocence, you
u'oiddnH / . . . You can't afford to in-

dulge in arrestin' folks, in this country,

'thout you've got your own automobile

to ride 'em to jail in I"

Mr. Kipp hung up the receiver and
turned to me. "That man seemed to

think that the county'd ought to pay
the hire of an automobile to take a fellow

he'd caught settin' fire to his barn, to

jail !" he volunteered \\\\h amazement.
I was not interested in the jail. " Why

did Macha mind about Sarah Jane's act-

ing?" I inquired.

His mind reluctantly reverted to the

earlier subject. "She didn't," he said;
" Sarah Jane's the one that minded. You
see: the autumn after she came back, a

movin' picture concern came through

here filmin' Indian stuff". I remember it

only too well because they paid five

dollars a day to all the Indians they hired,

which, by the contrariness of happenin's,

seemed to be about every man that was
a-workin' for me I

"Of course, / couldn't aff'ord to pay
'em anv five dollars a dav—so I misrht as

well have attempted to dam the Rio
Grande River with a fly-swat, as to try

to hold 'em! 'I won't take you back

—

if you leave me in the lurch just as the

huntin' crowd is beginnin' to come,' I

threatened; but shucks I What'd they

care? 'A few five-dollars-a-day weeks
'11 keep us a-goin' all winter,' they an-

swered happy-like. 'There'll be other
winters,' I told 'em darkly—but I might
as well have saved my breath to cool my
soup ! They wasn't worryin' about win-
ters that hadn't come. And besides, they
liked the job of ridin' around on horses,

and yellin', and shootin'—and then
gettin' the biggest pay they'd ever pulled

down. They all went—exceptin' Macha's
husband, Kiousa. I'll always remember
that autumn because there wasn't no
kind of work that I didn't do; I wasn't
more than three feet tall by Christmas

—

I'd wore my legs down so, a-runnin' ! It

was a big year for quail and duck huntin',

and the hunters stayed on 'til I was drove
to suggestin' that the women they'd

married had a right to expect to see

somethin^ of them. I think that they en-

joyed guyin' me, and they'd suggest that,

as they'd had a hard day, they guessed

they'd take their breakfast in bed—and
such like," he said, and stopped to give

a rueful, reminiscent smile.

Knowing Mr. Kipp, I realized that I

shouldn't miss this opportunity. "WTiat
did you tell them?" I asked.

He stopped smiling, and glanced se-

verely at me. "It don't matter what I

told them—it was enough," he cr^^^tically

remarked; then questioned: "Didn't you
ask me somethin' about Macha?"

"Yes," I answered; "you started to

tell me about Sarah Jane's acting, and
what it had to do with her present quarrel

with Old Macha."
"So I did!" he agreed. "Well, you

see, those movie people upset this place

for fair—took all the men, and paid 'em

so much that their wives, daughters, and
sweethearts went along; folks that had
been engaged so long that no one ever

expected 'em to be engaged to do any-

thin' but wait, trailed over to Bonita and
got tied up in style—apparently the mil-

len-yum had arrived, and opened up shop

here. Every one wore a smile that but-

toned on the back of their head—except-

in' me.
''And just about that time, the head

movie man gave out that he wanted one

special, first-class, Indian woman to put

in his show; she was to represent 'The
Spirit of the Tribe.' There wasn't so

much pay in it—the spirit was only to

be photographed once: standin' on a
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rock, and lookin' far away—but every shook his head. 'None of you will do

—

squaw, maiden, and papoose was just or come within ten miles of bein' what we
wild to be the one chosen. The day of want. Any tribe that you were the

the selection, girls cruised in here that I spirits of, would be out of luck,' he said,

hadn't seen before—or since (but none of Sarah Jane, standin' in the front row,

" ' Any tribe that you were the spirits of, would be out of luck,' he said."

'em didn't want to work in a hotel). And
such clothes! You'd have laughed 'til

you cried

!

''Sarah Jane wore all that was left of

her convert finery, and carried the re-

mains of the suitcase; it was sort of under-
stood amongst 'em that Sarah Jane's
fame and experience would land the job
for her, and you could tell by her antics

that she thought so too; in fact she'd

boasted that she'd get it—but the others

were hopin' against hope!"
'' But surely dignified Old Macha didn't

enter any such a competition?" I cried.

"She didn't have to," he answered.
"The head man inspected the gang, and

looked like she couldn't believe her ears 1

And just at that minute Old Macha came
out of the wash-house with a basket of

clothes, and the movie man saw her.

'You all can go,' he said; 'I have found
the woman I want—a woman that's got

somethin' to her face besides two eyes,

and a nose, and a mouth,' he says, and
went over to talk to jMacha. I didn't

blame him. For, you see, there's some-
thin' into her face that's better than just

prettiness; you can tell that, though life's

been hard, it ain't never got the better

of her; lookin' at her, you'd know what to

expect, without her sayin' a word. And
that picture of her as 'The Spirit of the
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Tribe' has gone all over the country;

folks who never heard of Sarah Jane's

actin' as an imitation convert are well

acquainted with Macha's looks—and
Sarah Jane ain't never forgiven her; she

hangs onto the grudge to this day,"

volunteered the hotel keeper.

I arose with guilty haste and departed

toward the bath-house where my daily

appreciation of the beautiful smooth
whiteness of the bath towels and sheets

made me, on my way back an hour later,

take the lower path which led past the

laundry on the chance of having a little

talk with Macha about some work I

wanted done. But before I reached the

open door the sound of a loud, shrill voice

told me that some one was there before

me ; I was near enough to recognize Sarah

Jane's taunting inflections, although she,

standing with her back to the path, did

not see me. She had come to get the

day's supply of clean napkins for the

hotel, and she carried a huge bundle of

soiled table-Hnen tied up in a table-

cloth. This Macha untied ; now she

stood looking down at the mussed, black-

ened, and scorched napkins which it con-

tained.

"You've been using these again to

wipe dishes and pans, and to clean the

stove with—instead of washing and keep-

ing track of the towels that are given you
for that," commented Macha evenly.

Sarah Jane's loud laughter was shrill

with malice. "What are you a-goin' to

do about it?" she asked tauntingly.

Macha picked up a napkin. " I cannot

make this look as it should for the table,"

she commented, examining a scorched

place in the centre.

"That's what I say," agreed Sarah

Jane glibly; "I always say that unedu-

cated old squaws can't hold down a job

where things have to be done right!"

Macha was looking at the napkins.

"Miss'r Kipp bought these less than two
weeks ago; already they are ruined.

That is not right. Miss'r Kipp should

not so often have to replace the table-

linens," she said sternly.

Sarah Jane stopped her aggravating

laughter. "What's it to you how often

he buys napkins ? It's none of your busi-

ness," she asserted.

Macha's voice did not change its quiet

tone. ^^ It is not right so to dtsiroy. Nor
is it honest," she said.

Sarah Jane flushed an angry red.

"'Honest,'" she screamed, '''honest!'

What d you know about honesty? Who
are you to talk to decent people—you,
who ain't even married to the man you
call your husban' ! You, who've spent
years runnin' up and down the country
after him—and stiU you can't catch up
with him long enough to get him to buy
you a weddin'-ring 1 . . .

' You are

married?' . . . Well, then, show me
your weddin' wTitin' ! Let's see your
weddin'-ring I 'You ain't got a ce'tificat'

or a ring ? ' Well, then, what d'you want
to lie for, about bein' married? What
right have you got to preach? You
shouldn't even be here

"

"Macha!" I called; "may I come up
and talk to you about some pressing I

want done?"
Sarah Jane wheeled sharply around;

her tone dropped to a servile whine.

"Macha's here," she volunteered in-

gratiatingly; then, as I walked past her,
" Macha'U be glad to do what you want,"
she said. Ignoring her, I stepped inside

the laundry door and asked my ques-

tions; Macha answered quietly. When
I came out Sarah Jane had gone.

But during the next fortnight I saw
that the half-breed girl's humiliation and
resentment over the memory of Macha's
triumph with the moving-picture people

had really affected her judgment and un-

balanced her mind; she was not, on that

one subject, quite sane; let her but have
the opportunity to spend a few minutes
alone with Macha, and Sarah Jane's voice

would rise to a hoarse shriek as she ut-

tered her ugly accusations, or racked her

unlovely mind for insulting or offensive

things to say; only once could I see that

she pierced the Indian woman's armor;

that was the time when Sarah Jane sug-

gested that the men should be encouraged

to run Kiousa off* the settlement. Macha
winced—and Sarah Jane saw it; after

that she made a point of carrying down
the table-linen so that she might have
the chance to taunt and provoke the old

Indian woman. And I think that she in-

tentionally used the napkins to clean the

knives, the kettles, and the stove, so as

to make Macha's work harder.



Involuntarily she clasped her toil-hardened hands together as she remembered
that long-ago April.—Page 49.

I was SO angry at the little I overheard
that I was almost persuaded to speak to

Mr. Kipp about it, and went so far as to

ask a few preliminary questions about
Macha and Kiousa. Mr. Kipp answered
readily.

"Macha and Kiousa ain't like other
folks; they've been through tight places

and hard times together, and it's tied

them closer together than most folks get

tied. You can't sympathize with Macha,
and she won't talk—but other folks have
told me. It ain't anythin' for those first

white settlers to be proud of!" com-
mented Mr. Kipp.

I asked a question. "I suppose that

47
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Macha and Kiousa have been married for

a good many years?"
"Oh, yes," he answered; ''Indian girls

marry young. Macha wasn't probably
more'n fifteen when Kiousa carried pres-

ents to her folks." He paused and shook
his head. ''They don't come any finer

than her—red, nor white, nor black, nor
yellow ! She's no more like that triflin'

Sarah Jane than chalk's like cheese," he
said.

I decided that, as no one had asked for

my help, there was no excuse for my in-

terfering; later, I wished that I had
spoken ; in the end I took my place where
I had started—an outsider.

The whole trouble came to a head when
Mr. Kipp was told that he would have to

purchase more table-linen and, quite un-

expectedly, he went on a tour of inspec-

tion of out-of-the-way corners in the

kitchen, storerooms, and pantry; there,

finding more than enough evidence to

provoke an outburst of angry plain speak-

ing, he pointed his remarks at the volubly

innocent Sarah Jane and said all that

occurred to him; mostly it was shrewd
guesswork—but the half-breed's guilty

conscience made her imagine that she saw
in it Macha's direct attack; when Mr.
Kipp had finished she betook herself to

her uncle's and told him such a revised

description as was not even a remote
relative to the real facts. Pahala Hstened

mth mounting anger.

"You say that Macha said these things

of you to Mr. Kipp?" he asked.

"Yes ! Before all the girls he said that

I shouldn't advertise of what poor stock

I came from," vouchsafed the glib Sarah

Jane, and dropped her voice to its cus-

tomary whine :
" Before all the waitresses

Mr. Kipp repeated Macha's words," she

said.

"I will speak of this to Kiousa. And
to-night you will leave the hotel; you
can say, quite truly, that your mother
needs your help," directed Pahala.

Leaving the hotel meant that Sarah

Jane would return to the reservation and
to the dull routine of housework, and this

she had no idea of doing while the hunt-
ing season brought crowds to the hotel

and she garnered a rich harvest of tips.

Her explanation of why she could not

leave made up in voluble quantity for

what it lacked in lucidness; but she en-

couraged Pahala to see Kiousa and to

frighten him by threats against Macha.
"Tell him that you'll lock 'em both

up if they don't behave themselves,"
directed Sarah Jane, and her smile was
not pleasant. "I'll teach her not to try

to get ahead of me .^" she said.

Pahala sought out the listless Kiousa
before his anger had time to cool and,
due to his niece's veiled suggestions, he
accused Macha of amazing and disgrace-

ful activities, and demanded that Kiousa
curb his wife—or worse would befall!

Pahala waxed eloquent as the realization

of the wrong done his innocent niece

crystallized in his slow mind.
Kiousa listened in dumfounded silence

until the sheriff had finished; when he
had gone he asked permission of the

passing Mr. Kipp to be allowed a few
minutes' rest, and hurried over to the

laundry to repeat the whole discourse to

his wife. Macha made no comment ex-

cept to ask why Pahala had not come
directly to her.

"What need is there for them to make
you miserable?" she demanded fiercely.

Kiousa lifted his heavy eyes to her

face. "I think that we had better go
back to the reservation," he suggested;

but Macha shook her head.

"You are unhappy there. Here we
will stay—and trust to truth and fair

dealing to bring affairs out," she said.

Nor would she reconsider or discuss the

matter. "As long as it is me that they

attack, it will not count," she added.

But after Kiousa had returned to the

wood-pile, Macha went to the doorway
and looked out; her face w^as as stolidly,

emotionlessly inexpressive as the door-

frame against w^hich she leaned. Quiet-

eyed she glanced at the clustering bath-

houses, the steaming pools of sulphur

water, the concrete-bordered plunge, the

network of clothes-fines surrounding the

laundry building. Across the narrow
canyon a thin line of willows, eucalyptus,

and Cottonwood trees followed the grudg-

ing dampness of the dwindling stream as

it went desertward; a little wind whirled

the loose sand into curious wave sem-

blances, and above, in the cloudless sky, a

wedge-shaped group of migratory ducks

were etched blackly as they swept, in a
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widening circle, northward; near by, a alone to the pool for water; always in

clump of greasewood showed stiff spikes pairs they set out with their pottery

of bloom, and the air was full of the jugs. And by the spring the hidden

tonic odor of sun-baked sage; except brave, waiting, watched for the approach

for the sound of slow-dripping water it of the desired one, and made known his

was warmly, peacefully still—the whole choice by playing the love-call on a primi-

land seemed steeped in a measureless, tive, cedar flute. Very like the mating
quiet content of which the old Indian signal of the meadow-lark, the notes had
woman in the doorway was the visible risen from the rustling tules that April of

and confirming sign. This was her place Macha's youth, in the days before she

—her life; this, and the reservation a went to Kiousa's dwelling. . . .

few miles distant over the mountain. But those years—those early seasons.

Macha, looking, needed no reminder that, . . . All of her life she was to recall each
inevitably, she would remain in this detail with agonizing clearness: Dawn,
place until such time as she should creep and the gray mists of the night land fad-

back into the darkness from which, ac- ing before the Sun-god's gold; the white

cording to her belief, she had emerged. truce of noon across the enchanted mesa,

But her thoughts were not as peaceful and through the streets of desert pueblos

as her eyes. Sarah Jane's words, appar- which had resounded to the echoing foot-

ently unnoticed, had eaten like some acid steps of Coronado's men; evening, and.

into the fibre of her mind; for Pahala and low, amethyst hills adrift in a sea of violet

his niece, Macha felt a sharp scorn—but, light. . . . Macha's flower had been the

where the half-breed girl was concerned, ceanothus—she never saw it, during these

this was tinctured with a wistful wonder- later springs, without a shudder of an-

ment if, in voicing her ugly accusations, guish.

Sarah Jane were repeating the gossip of For the years of her contentment and
the hotel kitchen. For months she had happiness had been few; they ended with
enlarged upon the taunting accusations the first clash between her tribesmen and
about Macha's lack of a wedding-ring, the invading whites; that earliest desul-

and had made the fact of the Indian tory squabble quickly shaped into the

woman's acknowledgment of not owning forerunner of a bitter feud which, in the

a marriage certificate the peg on which to end, spelled in plain letters the death-war-

hang her revilements of Kiousa. rant of the tribe. During those years

Was it because she heard it discussed; Macha and Kiousa had known the bond
or had she realized that criticism of of a common cause as, turning, fleeing,

Kiousa was Macha's one vulnerable struggling, parrying, they had fought

point? ''If she says anything to make their losing fight. Macha's small son had
him unhappy, I won't be responsible for died of starvation in the first weeks, and
what I'd do to her," whispered Macha, they had buried him in Painted Canyon;
clinching her hands. " The rules set down after that she had given her whole
by the teachers in the white man's schools thought to Kiousa, and during those

aren't the only ones !" she added. bleak years a beautiful companionship
Tiredly she let her thoughts run back had grown up between them. Kiousa

to the old days; those days when she, had never achieved her serenity, and
an unmarried girl, had her hair arranged when the long struggle was over he ac-

in the fashion dedicated, by long usage, cepted reservation life, under government
to Indian maidenhood, and had followed supervision, with the listless acquiescence

the careful prescripts set down for the of despair, for always his thoughts turned

conduct of young females; but always, with homesick longing to the lost camp-
since her early childhood, there had never ing-grounds, the blue shadows, and misty
been but one potential brave for Macha

—

hills of Painted Canyon. There was a

and that was Kiousa. Involuntarily she town there now, but they had never seen

clasped her toil-hardened hands together it. Macha often had to reiterate her com-
as she remembered that long-ago April, forting words about the small, neglected

It was not customary among Macha's grave near the old, subterranean cave-

tribespeople to allow young girls to go temple where the tolerant gods of the

Vol. LXXII.—4
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Hidden Faces still waited for the return of

their scattered flocks.

Later, Macha had welcomed the chance
for both of them to get work at the hotel;

there, the unfamiliar surroundings awak-
ened no rebellious thoughts in Kiousa's

brooding mind.
The old Indian woman moved rest-

lessly, remembering
From the pathway a shrill voice

sounded: "Always lazy! And we have-

n't enough clean napkins to set up the

supper-tables," as Sarah Jane rounded
the corner of the laundry.

Macha, with a start, came.back to the

present. *'I sent up enough for the day
this morning," she said.

Sarah Jane laughed insolently. "Did
you?" she jeered; "well, now, JDccause /

say so, you can send up more ! " she added.

Macha made no reply.

Sarah Jane, secure in the knowledge of

her uncle's backing, because of his belief

in her story about Macha, cast discretion

aside; laying her hands on the Indian

woman's shoulders she shook her roughly.

"Don't try any sulkiness on me! And
don't talk back !— You know a lot

—

but not enough. F'r instance, you don't

know that you're a fgol to let a man treat

you the way Kiousa has ! But we'll

teach him I We'll run him off the place

for not marryin' you "

She broke off in sudden terror at the

look in Macha's face; the Indian woman
seemed to grow preceptibly taller as she

towered above the cowering half-breed.

Then, twice, she slapped Sarah Jane;

slowly, deliberately, with the evident in-

tention of making the act one of greatest

humiliation, Macha lifted her hands and
boxed the half-breed's ears; turning, she

went into the laundry and quietly closed

the door behind her, while Sarah Jane
fled up the path toward Pahala's store.

I think that she would prudently have
ignored the occurrence if the hotel keeper,

also pursuing those necessary napkins,

had not witnessed the grand finale and
welcomed the sight of her mortification

with unrestrained mirth.

"Got what you deserved, didn't you,

Sarah Jane ? Old Macha knows that you
used them napkins fer dish towels

!

You'd better not fool with her again

—

or we'll be havin' a first-class funeral

'round here, and you'll be the only person
at it who won't smell the flowers!" he
said, and laughed uproariously.

Sarah Jane, trembling with rage, did
not answer.

The hotel keeper shook his head. " She
sure is a pizen squaw ! Sometimes I feel

like firin' her—good waitress and all,"

he said; "I suppose she's goin' up to talk

to her pin-head uncle about the insult

Old Macha's offered their family," com-
mented Mr. Kipp, and broke off to laugh.

"Did you see Macha's face?" he ques-

tioned.

I nodded.
"I didn't blame Sarah Jane fer bein*

scared—^lacha looked about twenty feet

tall," he said, then sobered. - "Of course,

]\Iacha and Kiousa ain't been really mar-
ried—accordin' to our way of thinkin';

but the Indians had their own recognized

customs. And she's helped and cheered

him through such trials as most women
don't even know about—and is still

doin' it. There's somethin' sort of beau-

tiful in the helpin^ way Old ^Macha loves

her husband.
"After all," commented the hotel

keeper reflectively, " if that ain't marriage,

what is?"

We had reason, during the next few

days, to realize the power of Sarah Jane's

anger, augmented by her fluent imagina-

tion. By the end of the week, any one

who heard and believed her description

of the encounter could not have found an
excuse for Macha; according to Sarah

Jane, the old Indian woman had made a

brutal, unprovoked, attack upon a young
girl who, in the interests of her work, had
asked for enough clean napkins to suit-

ably fit out her employer's dining-room.

"From now on," whined Sarah Jane
plaintively, "I'll use the dirty napkins

over and over. It ain't up to me to get

myself injured in the int'rests of a hotel

that keeps such a washwoman."
Gradually, to her uncle, she built up a

fine case; by the end of the week she had
worked upon his slow anger until he was
ready to act in her behalf. "I'll show
Kiousa whether his wife '11 dare strike

Sarah Jane," threatened Pahala.

The hotel keeper, hearing of this new
development, went up to the store and
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faced the irate sheriff. "What's this I

hear about your swearin' out a warrant

for Macha and Kiousa, Pahala?" he de-

manded.
Pahala muttered an unintelKgible reply.

''This'U be the only arrest you've

you'll be sorry for it. I promise you that

—and I don't never break my word !"

But under Sarah Jane's skilful manip-
ulation this common-sense advice took
on a different aspect. "He don't want
you to realize that all the trouble was

Pahala, behind the counter of his store, turned a scowling face toward all customers.—Page 52.

made. You'd better be careful not to

prove yourself a fool on the first count,"

volunteered Mr. Kipp. "I seen what
happened, Pahala. Sarah Jane got just

what she deserved," he added.
"I have to start with sortie one,"

growled Pahala sullenly.

"That so?" inquired Mr. Kipp sar-

castically; then pounded the counter
with his fist. " Now listen to me, Pahala:
If you believe Sarah Jane's yarns enough
to try to do somethin' mean to Macha

—

caused because he didn't provide enough
napkins," she interpolated, and dropped
her voice to a whine: "All the girls is

laughin' at you and me. And all of

them is wonderin' why you are afraid

of Kiousa." She let the suggestion sink

in. "Don't you care how folks insult

us?" she queried.

That evening Pahala served a summons
on Macha and Kiousa to appear before

the judge at Bonita, twenty-five miles

away. Macha fingered the paper with
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trembling hands. '' How can I get there ?

I can't walk so far," she said.

''The only automobile there is, is in

our garage. Pahala'll have to rent it,

with driver, to take you over. And I'll

deduct the amount from this month's bill

for provisions from his store," vouchsafed

Mr. Kipp grimly.

Pahala, blinking, commenced to ob-

ject, but the hotel keeper waved him
aside. '' Get this dose of spite work out

of your system; you'll have better sense,

next time," he cryptically remarked.

I was as angry as Mr. Kipp w^hen I

watched that machine drive away the

next morning. But I did not tell him that

Macha had refused my offer to accom-
pany her.

''There is a reason . . . why we have
always wanted to go back ... but we
have never had the chance. Best that

Kiousa and I go alone to . . . Painted

Canyon," said Macha.
"I can't bear to think of them spend-

ing their one day in their old home—at a

police court," I said brokenly.

They returned late that evening. I

did not see them, but the hotel keeper

informed me that, after descending from
the automobile, they thanked the be-

wildered Pahala and bade him a courte-

ous good-night, then went to their own
quarters. In the morning Macha was
bending above her wash-tub ; Kiousa was
busily engaged at the wood-pile. On the

events of their day they volunteered no
explanation, nor would they answer any
questions. I was actually irritated by
the baffling lack of information. Mr.
Kipp only smiled.

Gradually, over the settlement, a wave
of mirth spread and grew. Indians rarely

smile—but when they are amused they

laugh unrestrainedly, and during those

days, when whispered comments went
the rounds, each detail of the sheriff's

excursion to Bonita was received with

chuckles of appreciation. Pahala, be-

hind the counter of his store, turned a

scowling face toward all customers, nor

found reason for rejoicing over the sudden
influx of traders because their requests

for goods were interlarded with hilarity.

After a few days Sarah Jane was put
to the trouble of inventing a fictitous offer

for her services, and hastily departed to

fill the place.

"She really went home—up to the

reservation. I saw her there when I was
tryin' to round up enough chickens for

Sunday dinner. I told her to forget her

foolishness and come back—good wait-
resses don't grow on every bush," ex-

plained the hotel keeper apologetically;

then added: ''She and Pahala can't

stand bein' laughed at—besides it's cost-

in' the sheriff monev."
"What did Pahala spend?" I de-

manded.
"He paid for a real, first-class, weddin'-

trip that Sarah Jane suggested," an-

swered Mr. Kipp.
''Surely, Pahala hasn't married his

niece?" I cried.

"Oh, no," answered the hotel keeper,

and ordered a restless bird-dog through
the door: "Go hunt for your native sons

outside, Towser," was his command.
"If Kiousa and Macha are all right I

am not interested in the others," I said.

"Well, they're all right. Pahala's the

only one that's walkin' lame," com-
mented Mr. Kipp.

''Was Pahala hurt?" I inquired.

"Yes. In the pocket-book. He's got

to pay for the ride, and the day at Bonita
—it's up to him," said the hotel keeper.

"Why^ is it 'up to him'? Pahala's

the sheriff; he arrested Macha. The
government pays for transporting prison-

ers," I asserted.

Mr. Kipp was instantly belligerent.

''Wasn't they acquitted? And didn't

Pahala make 'em go over to Bonita on a
fool charge? And don't gasolene and
tires, and a driver, and up-keep cost

money ? Who'd pay for the ride if Pahala
didn't?" he demanded.

" If it was a 'fool charge,' why did they

stay at Bonita all day?" I inquired.

;Mr. Kipp made a motion as if to clasp

his head with his hands, and raised his

eyes to the ceiling. "If you've made up
your mind to know, I'll save time by
tellin' you!" he remarked. "Near as /

can figure out from Macha's occasional

word and Pahala's Vjursts of profanity,

the prisoners had an enjoyable time.

They set on the back seat and rode in

style through the country they'd fought

and suffered and starved in. When they



"They ate the wcddin* lunch Macha had took along in a shoe-box."

got to Bonita the judge said he couldn't

hear the case 'til late in the afternoon;
so Macha and Kiousa cruised about,
visitin' around, seein' old landmarks, and
enjoyin' themselves. Amongst other
things, they ate the weddin' lunch Macha
had took along in a shoe-box," volun-
teered Mr. Kipp.
"You've spoken of that wedding sev-

eral times. I'd be grateful if you would
mention who was married!" I said with

exasperation.

''Didn't I name the high contractin'

parties? Shucks, now, wasn't that care-

less of me 1 Well, Macha and Kiousa got

tied up in proper style—with all the trim-

min's—even to callin' Pahala in as wit-

ness. And when they went back to the

53
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court, the judge gave just nine minutes
to the case—and eight of them were
spent in calHn' Pahala down and telHn'

him just how Sarah Jane had made a fool

of him," vouchsafed Mr. Kipp.

I gasped. ''Are you sure? I've seen

Macha several times, and she hasn't

mentioned getting married," I cried.

''She wouldn't," he commented, "and
neither would Pahala—if he hadn't been
trying to get out of payin' for the auto-

mobile. But he needs the lesson, and I'll

see that he remembers it
!"

Something in his manner aroused my
suspicions. "It's your hotel automobile

—so you can fix that charge. But what
/ want to know is: who telephoned the

judge? Macha is too inarticulate to

plead her case in nine minutes—or nine

hours. And while you are explaining:

I'd like to hear if it was difficult for you
to arrange with the judge to call the case

late—so that Macha and Kiousa could

have the day, undisturbed, at Painted
Canyon?" I asked.

He hastilv raised a silencing finger.

"Ssssh! The idea!" he ejaculated. "Do
you want to bring me under the range of

Pahala's profanity ? He's havin' trouble

now to coin words hot enough to suit his

needs ! It ain't safe to mention his dear
niece to him ! I asked him if he thought
I could get Sarah Jane to come back, and
help out, for the rest of the huntin' season,

and what do you think he answered?"
"He couldn't say anything against that

horrid girl that I wouldn't agree with," I

answered shortly.

''He couldn't? Why, he said— No, I

guess I'd better not!" said Mr. Kipp.
Glancing at the clock, he reached for the

dinner-bell. "I wasn't enamoured of Sa-

rah Jane's manners—but when meal-times

come 'round, and I have to go in and do
her work—I wish she was back ! " said the

hotel keeper.

The Tents of the Conservative

BY ALLEN D. ALBERT

QUARTET of saxo-

phones was imitating

bullfrogs according to

"The Wizard of Oz."
I was w^aiting my
chance at the audi-

ence out front. While
I waited I peeped be-

tween the green curtains at the back of

the Chautauqua stage.

In the front rows Httle girls and boys
giggled each time the bass saxophone
spoke for the biggest frog. A thousand
of their elders were smiling broadly. The
men, coats off, sat with their shoulders

against the shoulders of their wives.

Young people home from college did not

altogether succeed in being unconscious

of their sports togs.

Farmers, merchants, garage-men,
preachers in the uniform, of the rural

clergy, with their families, identified

themselves to any one who would study

them. It was a tentful of respecta-

bility, of the respectability of a typical

American farming community.
A tenth of our people gather in such

audiences every summer. This tenth

represents probably more than a fifth of

our total population. I told myself so

much while I studied the audience that

day. This fifth, away from the cities,

unmoved by swirls of opinion that do not

grow into mighty winds, is the American
home guard. Other Americans ought to

be intensely interested to know what
these folk, the reserves of our public opin-

ion, are thinking about in these parlous

days.

Through eight summers I have been

observing them. That seems a long

stretch of hot weather to spend in accom-
modation trains and what are known to

the circuit as bowl-and-pitcher hotels.

It is, indeed, a long stretch, and to one

writing on a farm, with the autumn land-
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scape gloriously changing color, the out-

standing teaching of that experience does

not make the stretch a day shorter in

retrospect or a single degree cooler.

Here is that outstanding teaching:

The very foundation of the home guard,

which musters under Chautauqua tents,

is the most old-fashioned conservatism

and morality.

If ever you wonder what counterweight

America has to the growing volume of

radicalism, think of the Chautauqua. In
its chairs and on its platform prevails not

only the most conservative but the most
conventionally moral influence of our na-

tional life. More than once I have smiled

in thinking that it is something beyond
all this, that it is the most monotonously
moral agent I have ever observed among
men.
The Chautauqua is above the human

yieldings that make a good, bitter, scan-

dal-fanned church row. Its foot never
slips. Its character is so fixed that it

allows every newcomer freedom to say

or do anything that pleases him. If he
have intelligence enough to last he will

soon learn—the sooner the better for

everybody—that he imperils his service

in any cause by any unnecessary atten-

tion whatsoever to card-playing, to danc-
ing, to sex, to non-Christian religion, to

any theory of any philosophy that threat-

ens the security of property.

Every lecturer must have his own re-

minders of all this. I certainly have
mine aplenty. The material for my talks

is town organization for the enrichment
of town life, play as medicine for social

ills, the adventures of spirit that young
people crave no matter whether you find

them in a Chautauqua tent or patronizing

this year's Follies. A man who speaks of

such causes for eight years to audiences
substantially of one character cannot
plead lack of warning as to the sensibili-

ties of his hearers.

Nevertheless, forewarned as I ought to

be, I have more than once driven from
the tent some matron of conspicuously
resolute shoulders, followed, it may be,

by a daughter with conspicuously reluc-

tant step. What had I done ? I usually

have to think back to find out; and usually
I have made some such reference as to

"those poor little victims of it all who

come into the world under the heavy
handicap of illegitimacy."

You think this out of the question, a
pose, in this day and age

!

The donor of a park to a certain town
in IlHnois asked me, one day in the past
summer, to outline a programme to foster

the use of the park. As one of many
features of that programme I suggested

a platform and stage for amateur plays,

roller-skating, and dancing. Next day a 1

committee of the guarantors of the Chau-
!

tauqua in that community called upon
the superintendent to reason with him,
solemnly, that the speaker of the night

before—meaning no less a person than
me—could not possibly be a Christian if

he believed in dancing.

From town to town, through several

months, I motored with the young people
of a prelude company. We were resting

one day in a grove, and three of them
asked me to teach them to play "bridge."
There was a compliment to any man ! I

wanted to play, moreover, as only the

few will understand. Yet
"Never in a thousand years," I an-

swered, "unless you three want to be
known to the committees as card-play-

ers."

These incidents are nothing more seri-

ous than illustrations of what I have de-

scribed as the most old-fashioned con-

servatism and morality. In the brassy

glare of the Sunday newspaper or the

elaborate sameness of the country club,

it may be you have forgotten that all

Americans do not dance, that millions of

them keep Sunday as something other

than a play-day.

We of the Chautauqua do not forget it,

either patrons or "talent." Some of us
are entirely willing to belong to a move-
ment that waits half a generation before

it accepts the changing standards of rep-

resentative city circles.

There are two observations that should

be made, I think, upon this quality of

conservatism in Chautauqua circles:

It is the very key to the influence of the

Chautauqua.
It is an altogether natural product of

the heart and soul of Chautauqua sup-

porters.

Now this does not mean, by a great

deal, that the home guard musters in the
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Chautauqua tent only the out-of-date

or the uninformed. Community high

schools, good magazines, newspapers, the

Chautauqua itself, have taught too suc-

cessfully for that. Moreover, in every
town there are, perhaps, fifty of a lec-

turer's hearers who follow what is said

with the lenses of extensive travel and
wide reading.

The automobile is increasing this num-
ber rapidly, not so much because our

auditors go touring in it as because it

extends the area from which our audi-

ences are recruited. One notes license-

tags from three or four States on the edge
of the enclosure. Here a seven-passenger

car has brought members of the faculty of

a college more than ten miles; and their

stay for a chat after the lecture makes a

memory that enlivens long hours after-

ward in the day-coach. Here a block of

thirty seats or more is reserved for Rota-
rians and their w.ves, coming through the

dusk from a city twenty miles distant.

Almost any town may provide a

specially encouraging hearing for some
performer. Thus, one day, our young
pianist was given helpful criticism by a

woman who had studied with Theodor
Leschetizky and is now teaching just

enough to be busy and living a life of

quiet and content in a city of less than

ten thousand population. From such a

community the woman's club wrote at

the beginning of a season to ask Chau-
tauqua headquarters for respite from
''One Fine Day," out of "Madame But-
terfly," and surcease from the threadbare

sextet out of "Lucia di Lammermoor."
If you who live in the metropolitan

centres have not noted it you would be

astonished to learn how many from the

little towns endure with you the length

of grand opera, share \\ith you the freaks

of the winter lecture season, pay \\ith you
the baksheesh of fashionable restaurants.

As a guess there are three or four families

to each thousand of our rural population

that go twice a year to the nearest large

city that appeals to them.
It is one of the technical difficulties of

the platform that the Chautauqua lec-

turer must observe the conventionalities

of the circuit without boring this handful

of leaders to the point of rebellion. They
that stay at home, however, are a large

majority, and a majority with an ex-

tremely simple faith in certain extremely
simple things. They arc, in all their in-

terests, our American reserves of con-

servatism.

Consider music : they love the old songs
and the popular classics.

There used to be on the circuit, until

its leader became head of the department
of music in a State university, a quintet

of conspicuous musical character. The
leader made a specialty of explaining

each number, and did it with such charm
that his hearers were loath to have him
retire; and at night, as a prelude to my
own lecture that season, he nearly always
presented a programme of numbers re-

quested by persons of his afternoon audi-

ence.

Toward the end of the tour he and I

went over his diary. We found that the

whole number of selections which had
been asked for more than once or twice

only did not exceed nineteen.

Know, then, the nineteen favorite selec-

tions of representative Chautauqua as-

semblies from Jacksonville to ^lanistee,

as nearly as I can remember them (which

I think is decidedlv near, indeed) : "A Per-

fect Day," "Annie Laurie," "Love's Old
Sweet Song," "The Palms," "One Fine

Day," from "Butterfly,*' Tosti's "Good-
bye," the aria "My Heart at Thy Dear
Voice," from "Samson and Delilah,"

"Aloha Oe," "The Song of the Evening
Star," "Absent," "I Hear You Calling

Me,", the "Cujus Animam," from the

"Stabat Mater," the Beethoven "Minuet
in G," the Rubinstein "Melody in

F," Dvorak's "Humoreske," the Largo
from Handel's "Xerxes," the "Pilgrims'

Chorus" from "Tannhauser," Mendels-
sohn's "Spring Song," and the "Medita-
tion" from "Thais."

What a creditable list it is ! And what
an interplay of influences it evidences

!

Can you not feel in one number the reper-

toire of a daughter home from boarding-

school, in another a roll well worn out

on the player-piano, in another the pho-

nograph, in another a special service in

church, in another the band concerts on

the "square" of a summer Thursday
evening ?

What a superiority to jazz ! Accord-

ing to the calendar, jazz should now be
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rising to its height in Chautauqua pro- out SociaHsts in all the Chautauquas of a

grammes, since it is passing from the season.

cities. Yet more than one Chautauqua Like most of us, they are for lower

company made its way through the season taxes on general principles, and all the

last closed without a single note of jazz

!

time. This attitude took lately the di-

In these United States of America ! In rection of a' general war on the increasing

192 1

!

levies for schools in the rural districts.

Our young people in college would Retired farmers led the fighting, writing

gnash their teeth over the literary taste into leases the condition that tenants

of the circuit. I have no reason to think must pay any new school levies, and in

it ever gave a thought to "free verse." many, many instances threatening the

Chautauqua folk are now studying the tenant with dispossession proceedings if

history of China or the growth of the a proposed increase in the school tax

social settlement. In 1922 they will be should pass.

"reading up" on the economic conse- Money is more easily raised among
quences of the war. them for their churches than for any

If a speaker would quote impressively other objectives now that Germany is

let him recite either "Recessional" or whipped. But they wTithe enough over

"Smile, You Son-of-a-gun, Smile !" Hu- giving to anything—which is only a sign

mor must be unmistakable. Sometimes, that they have slumped like the rest of

when the point misses, the more hardened humanity since the war. I could find a
lecturers go over the joke a second time, hundred towns in any section of the

References to passing book crazes fail United States of distinctive Chautauqua
of any marked response. In three or four size and character wherein public prop-

towns this past summer I had superin- erties are deteriorating rapidly because

tendents ask how many in the tent had this powerful element is against the

read a certain book as much discussed spending of money for any pubhc pur-

nowadays as "Ships That Pass in the pose whatever.

Night" was discussed in the 90's. Not Thus the composite of Chautauqua
ten in any town. opinion has the pinching of pennies as its

For these readers the literary culture most assertive expression. With that

of all time is still encompassed in the proviso the Chautauqua assemblies are

phrase "Shakespeare and the Bible." earnestly devoted to orthodoxy—in pa-
They know Drinkwater: he wrote of triotism, in morals, in religion. It is not,

Lincoln. so far, according to my reactions from
In political opinion the Chautauqua audiences of many localities, greatly in-

groups seem to me impressively uniform terested in any of the arts,

throughout the nation. They are strongly Here is the key to the perennial wel-

partizan in their political affiliations, and, come the Chautauqua extends to Mr.
anywhere beyond the South, more of Bryan. He is no longer the sensation he
them appear to be partizan Republicans was in 1900. He is heard, however, as

than Democrats. If there is any large gladly as any man, and by audiences of

persistence of progressivism I have not good size over a longer succession of sea-

perceived it. They revere Roosevelt

—

sons than any other man. The explana-

and support the local bosses. tion is that he fits Chautauqua opinion

They want some sort of disarmament, like a glove,

and want it quickly enough to reduce All his political views begin with econ-

their taxes right away. And some sort omy in public funds. -He has only the

of League of Nations; though they do not most indefinite regard for painting, music,

want this, for the present, so positively architecture, literature. He is enor-

that they will turn on their party to get mously concerned for prohibition, world
it. They attach the greatest significance peace, godliness, and homeliness. To
to the possession of property: it is in itself hear those causes argued skilfully, ear-

a seal of respectability; and I should be nestly, persuasively, these Chautauqua
more amazed than I could easily express folk will welcome Mr. Bryan until they
if any one could find a thousand out-and- and he alike are no more.
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Out of such predilections has been

evoked a distinctive t}'pe of discourse for

the Chautauqua and its winter counter-

part, the Lyceum.
Chautauquans themselves call it "the

mother, home, and heaven lecture." It

is described, invariably, as "inspira-

tional." It is a kind of monologue, put

together of sayings that are expected to

please without offending against any of

the Chautauqua conventionalities; de-

livered month after month with the same
shadings of voice, the same accusing

pointing of the finger, and altered from

year to year only as new phrases can be

tried without disturbing the tested suc-

cess of the whole.

It is a t\^e easy to make fun of and
hard to be fair to. Doctor Russell H.

Conwell's "Acres of Diamonds" is the

perfect example. The teaching is solid

as rock. Distant pastures are not fairer

after all. Dip down where you are, you
are in fresh water. Do not save for a

trip to Kimberley; save to develop the

mines of diamonds in the old home place.

Men who have heard this lecture as

children take their children to hear it,

watching to note the effect on the child

of the sentences that thrilled them thirty-

five years earlier. In one city where
Doctor Conwell was to speak, a morning
newspaper published the text of his lec-

ture from beginning to end, and did not

apparently affect the attendance in the

evening.

Perhaps there is an element of strength

in the very fact that the lecture is not

changed. I wonder if it does not affect

the hearers as the "Poet and Peasant"
overture affects them: they know what is

coming and have a sense of partnership

in the performance as, step by step, they

travel again the familiar ground?
A hundred or more lecturers obtain

regular employment with the Chautau-
quas every summer to present to that

part of America' just such teachings of

just such solid-rock impenetrability.

They are, in my acquaintance with them,

good men, good citizens, good lecturers;

and always they are safe. A programme
with no other lecturers than these may be

expected to "get over" more regularly

than any other combination.

The themes are kept close to the plain

people: "The Man Who Does," "Daring
to Think," "Human Pickles," "Miles of

Smiles," and "Just Folks"—here are titles

so close to reality that those who know
the Chautauqua and Lyceum will laugh
aloud as they read.

"Mother, home, and heaven" may be
expected always to be prominent in these

programmes. The form of the lecture

may change a little ; the delivery may tone
down from the present "rapid-fire," Gat-
ling-gun, " straight -from -the -shoulder"
style; but they will continue to have the

favor of ^Chautauqua guarantors, I am
confident, until the guarantor himself is

changed.

Yet what is called the "information
lecture" has come now to press "mother,
home, and heaven" harder and harder.

Leaders like Arthur C. Coit, president of

the extensive Coit-Alber system, Harry
P. Harrison, general manager of the many
Redpath circuits, and Paul M. Pearson,
now the president of the Lyceum and
Chautauqua Association, are genuinely

eager the Chautauqua shall be of maxi-
mum service to its patrons, and in that

eagerness are keeping their programmes
well ahead of the demands of local com-
mittees. It is they who are bringing for-

ward a type of lecture of larger substance

and more definite value.

They find what they seek sometimes
in the "sensation" lecture. A man who
flies to Greenland in an airplane will

probably be heard with curiosity, even

though he be technically a poor speaker;

and the story of his expedition will have
value in teaching geography.

But such a sensation is usually short-

lived. In a year or two some one else will

fly to the North Pole and Greenland ^\ill

have to step aside. The "information

lecture" is bigger than this. It is the

talk of one who knows a subject authori-

tatively, preferably one of the sciences,

and has the unbelievably rare ability to

talk of it entertainingly.

The " Gatling-gun " lecturer observes

this movement and does not fear it,

saying:

"It is easier to give 'information' to

those of us who have platform power than

to give platform power to the man who
has 'information.'"

As far as this is true, the trouble hes
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largely in the traditional bookishness of

scholars. The terms in which they think,

and in which, naturally, they speak, are

like:

" Even the planetary satellites share in

the peculiarities of the solar system."

Hear the man with ''platform power":
"You may call it 'The Great First

Cause ' ! You may call it ' Nature '

!

You may call it anything you like ! I

call it God—who holds the least of the

stars in the hollow of His hand !

"

Trouble lies also in the undersurface

contempt of the representative scholar for

the concessions required to hold the atten-

tion of general audiences. They hear the

more successful- lecturers slide vocally up
hill and down. They hear some of them
ask themselves questions and answer
themselves wittily. They hear prac-

tically all of them state a principle, am-
plify it, and illustrate it, cycle after cycle.

And they groan as they hear every

speaker who "makes good" tell stories at

intervals of not more than five minutes.

Classrooms and laboratories do not

train men in such methods. Under-
graduates who do not listen merely pun-
ish themselves. Story-telling is for en-

tertainers, not scholars.

A jurist who failed at lecturing is, I

venture, speaking for hundreds who
might serve the Chautauqua admirably
but do not, when in deprecation of his

own failure he says:

"You know how impossible it is to re-

Heve a subject like penal and correctional

reform with anecdote."

A subject like "The Yoke of the Law"
beyond anecdote ! Lincoln would not

find it so, or Lord Erskine, or Cicero.

In a single day, in a court like that of

this man, I mvself have heard sentence

passed on a.weak-mouthed girl for send-

ing threatening letters to a rich woman
she had never seen, an Italian boy for

mailing an infernal machine to an Ameri-
can girl because she would not marry
him, and half a dozen youthful river-rats

for poaching on the preserves of a rich

men's gun club

!

Some twenty men and women, as a

guess, are now succeeding in this new
type of Chautauqua service. Some are

lecturers of the old type glad to escape

the slavery of the "rapid fire." Some
are editors who find the perspective of

their desk work helpful in the new focus

and the response of the audience helpful

to the desk. Some, like Doctor WilHam
A. Colledge, of Chicago, have been "in-

formation lecturers" for years. The re-

mainder are specialists in various fields^

with "platform power."
The Chautauqua is moving, I fancy,

toward an approximately even division of

its programmes between such entertain-

ment as magic and music, "mother, home,
and heaven" lectures, nine days' sensa-

tions, and "information lectures." As
this change progresses the thinking of the

American home guard will change.

There will hardly be more music, but
much of it will be of better quahty; and
there will be more attention to other arts.

There will be more candid speaking on
social problems and more candid listen-

ing. There will be a rapid advance in

independence of party lines and a slower

advance in thought upon taxes, the direc-

tion being away from the political philos-

ophy of the Ohio valley and toward that

of the Pacific coast. Even the sensa-

tions will come from new fields, so that

the man who fills an art institute with
children in Toledo may some day draw
as big a crowd as the man who quells a
riot in Seattle.

Yet, how far soever the thinking of

America away from the urban centres

may respond to more definite and more
liberal social teaching, I do not perceive

any reason to expect it to change funda-

mentally. It promises to continue, I be-

lieve, to be conventional, moral, conser-

vative, in the most old-fashioned sense.

This fifth part of America organizes it-

self intuitively into ranks of conservatism.
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HEY had had no lunch.

"The minute the

World War ended, I

stopped being cheerful

when hungry," com-
plained Mrs. Perry

Jones, from behind her

rust-colored motor-
veil. ''No lunch, and it's half past four I

''

"They say that the Armenians are

still
—

" began Mrs. Bromfield.

"Don't remind me of suffering Syrians !

I was so swayed by that humorist I heard
speak for them that I handed over a cool

ten thousand. WTiy 'cool'? There's

nothing cool about money ! I'm restless

before I've spent mine and angry after-

ward. That same ten thousand would
have bought a comfy little hydroplane,

and if we were hydroplaning we could see

a dozen leading hotels at a glance, instead

of poking along on lonely wood roads, lost.

This cheap, common motoring is suited

only to lovers, children, and old people,"

Nick Everso lolled luxuriously on the
front seat of his car. WTienever he
wanted a perfectly gorgeous week-end,
with no exertion other than laughter, he
invited the Perry Joneses and the Tom
Bromfields motoring and let them plan

the trip.

"Which way?" growled Everso's

chauffeur, who was the only one present

not having the time of his life.

"Which way?" repeated Mrs. Perry
blandly. "How much every road looks

just like every other road, when you're mo-
toring ! My feeling is that the left-hand

road leads to the Blue Bird Tea-Room,
but I'm always wrong, so we'd better take

the right-hand road. The tea-room is the

second house beyond the church, and
you'll recognize it because there's a cage

out over the road, in which dwells a cellu-

loid bluebird."

They came eventually to a church, be-

cause, if you motor long enough, you
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usually do come to a church. The second

house beyond was one of those old New
England mansions which every one, unless

he wanted to boast that he was up from
the dust, would like to claim as his ances-

tral home. It had the usual assets, from
classic doorways, a sun-dial, a walled gar-

den, and a terrace, to an ever-shifting ara-

besque laid upon it by the shadows of the

elms.

"This is it I" declared Mrs. Perry.

Nicholas regarded her with a satisfied

smile.
" Of course ! There being neither a cage

nor a bluebird, it must be the place you
described ! I adore the law of opposites

which governs your mentality."

Before Everso's chauffeur could drive

through the substantial ivy-covered stone

gateway, round the corner from the stable

puffed a pair of fat chestnut horses draw-
ing a carriage such as royalties use in il-

lustrated weeklies and driven by a proud,

bumptious old coachman, with white

hair and mahogany-colored cheeks. As
soon he reined up at the front door there

emerged from the house an angry dowager
in purple mohair and a toque of bilious

pansies. Although she walked with ap-

parent ease, her feet looked as if they

were deformed.

When she had driven away, conspicu-

ously not noticing mere tourists, Everso
ran up the steps and rang the bell. The
girl must have been standing directly be-

hind the door, for she opened it at once,

and stood before him, tall, slender, blond,

with her violet-blue eyes slightly but not
unbecomingly red-rimmed. She was
dressed in mourning, and carried in her

hand a crumpled cobweb which had
formerlv been a handkerchief.

"Is this the Blue Bird Tea-Room?"
inquired Nicholas. Seasoned bachelor

though he was, he found himself breathless.

The girl hesitated briefly, and it seemed
as if the universe had halted with her.
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^'This is the Green Dragon Coffee-

House," she said. "Won't that do just

as well?"

"Can you take care of a party of six?

The chauffeur has such an unrestrained

appetite that the bills for his food are

rhapsodical."

"I'm quite sure I have enough—even

for a hungry chauffeur."

As a lad of seventeen Nicholas had
worshipped at the shrine of Burne-Jones's

"Hope." Although the picture was al-

most out of his system now, the girl in

the doorway so resembled it that he de-

cided that if Burne-Jones could have
painted a voice it would have been like

the lyric one of the lady in the doorway.

"Please may we wash up?" inquired

Mrs. Perry, as she surged up the steps.

Again the girl hesitated, and then, with

a charming, enigmatic smile, led them up
a spindle staircase into a great square

hall, with square bedrooms opening off,

and in the distance two blue-and-white

bathrooms with guest towels waving a
welcome in the breeze.

"You'd never know it from a private

house!" whispered Mrs. Perry, as she

adjusted a fresh hair-net.

"I serve people in the drawing-room,"
said the pretty girl with a touch of formal-

ity, as they descended.

It was evident that she understood her

business, for there, on a rare old table,

were tea, coffee, sandwiches, and rows of

china cups with big green dragons on
them. The hostess seated herself behind
the samovar and poured the coffee, thus

displaying quite the most beautiful pair

of hands that Nicholas had ever beheld.

They were white, small, not too slender,

and, although they were exceedingly busy,

they weren't nervous. They passed the

sandwiches and little cakes, and occasion-

ally they made an absurd, adorable ges-

ture, by way of warding off a compliment.
At length their ow^ner inquired somewhat
timidly if any one cared for home-made
ice-cream.

"You don't have a sign out?" inquired

Nicholas, as she brought him a second
plate of ice-cream.

"No." She smiled warmly at him, as

one who, having had the blues, smiles,

and in smiling finds the world again de-

lightful.

" It's rather unusual not to have a sign,

isn't it?"

"Yes, I suppose it is!" The enchant-

ing hands approached him with a silver

cake-basket.

"How do people know it's the Green
Dragon Coffee-House ?

"

"People tell people." '

"I think the reason you don't have a

sign is because, if you did, you would be
obliged by law to serve every one who
came along. As it is, you can choose

your guests."

"Yes," agreed the girl hastily, "If I

don't like their looks, I can tell them that

the Green Dragon is closed to-day."

"So you liked our looks!"

"If I hadn't, I shouldn't have let you
in. It's not as subtle a compliment as

you seem to infer."

"It is subtle enough to be quite satis-

factory. May I please have the check?"
"Oh, dear!" The girl blushed. "Why,

of course, I didn't think. Just a moment

!

I must have left it in the pantry." She
vanished, and they heard her running

hurriedly through the great quiet house.

"I've rummaged and rummaged," she

said as she reappeared, "and I can't find

a pencil. Could any of you lend me
one?"
When Nicholas passed her his she re-

tired importantly to the library across

the hall, wherein ensued a great rustling

of papers and then an absorbed silence.

"She's as unbusinesslike as she is

charming," whispered Perry Jones.

"Unbusinesslike people are always

charming," remarked Nicholas, who was
an efficiency expert.

^\^len at last the girl returned, she

handed Everso a sheet of monogram note-

paper with a faint mourning band, and
the initials "S. L." at the top, in black.

She watched him anxiously while he read it.

ONE AFTERNOON COFFEE-PARTY

6 cups of coffee, at 5 cents a cup § .36

Sandwiches 10

Olives 2.50
Ice-cream, 50 cents each 3 00

$5-96

"You multiplied the coffee wrong!"
began Nicholas. "And why did you
charge so little for the sandwiches and so

much for the ice-cream? You haven't
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put' down the cake and almonds at all,

and you should have charged more for

your coffee. I never heard of such a price

for olives."

''But your chauffeur ate two bottles,"

she explained. "And I never calculate

the sandwiches when I serve more than

one kind, becatise it gets me all mixed up.

You must know yourself how awfully

they charge for ice-cream at hotels. I

didn't put down the cake and almonds,

because they were presents and didn't

cost me anything. I have never"—she

tried to look severe
—"had any one ob-

ject to a bill before!"

"I don't object, except that you don't

charge enough."

"If you argue, I shall charge nothing I

"

"Don't you enjoy argument?"
" I refuse to do it, where money is con-

cerned."

Meekly Nicholas handed her a five-

dollar bill and a one-dollar bill.

"I haven't a bit of change!" she said.

" So you'd better keep the one-dollar bill.

Five dollars is a plenty, and will do very

nicely. I wish I had thought to say five

dollars at once, instead of getting excited

over the arithmetic. What did I do with

your pencil? I suppose it's lost! They
ought to sell papers of pencils the way
they sell papers of pins. Then you could

tear off rows at a time."

"I wish I might know your name,"
purred Mrs. Perry.

"My name," said the Burne-Jones girl,

"is Sylvia Lee."

It was exactly as if she had struck a

chord on a harp.

"Mundane as it is to mention it, the

Aspinwalls dine at eight," said Tom
Bromfield, breaking the spell. "And con-

sidering that we invited ourselves to

dinner with them, and that we are now
seventy-five miles away and that it is a

quarter after six
"

"Just a minute!" said Nicholas. "I
want to get Miss Lee to show me those

day-lilies in her garden. They are a rare

variety
!

" The resourceful and deeply

smitten Everso tried to look horticultural.

"Five minutes is all we can spare!"

said Perry, sinking back in his chair in

response to his wife's "Can't you see that

he wants to speak to her alone? Have
you lost all your sense of romance?"

"I want to know your password," be-

gan Nicholas, as he stood with Sylvia Lee
among the tall day-lilies.

" My password ?'"

"I want to be sure and get in—the next
time I come."

"I will let yoii in, no matter when.
But I shan't serv'e your friends unless you
bring them. I am verv particular, you
see."

"Once I started to have a garden,"

said Everso, talking against time. "But
it was not successful because I planted the

lily-bulbs upside down. And now, having
exhausted the subject of gardens, let's

talk about you. You had been crying

just before we came !"

"Mrs. Meserole had been scolding me.
You must have seen her drive away.
She's the only woman multimillionaire

in the State, and she was my mother's

best friend."

"What's the matter with her feet?"
"Nothing, except that she w^ears her

right shoe on her left foot, and vice versa,

because shoes worn that way last longer."

"What was she scolding you about?"
"She wants me to do something I

can't."

"What is it? Marry her son?"
"Mercy to goodness, she has no son

!"

" Does she want vou to marr>' some one
else?"

"I don't see why you think my un-

happiness has. anything to do with mar-
riage." .:'

"It is absurd of me. What I ought to

be thinking about is the great number of

people w^ho are going to be unhappy be-

cause you can marry only one person."

"How easily you talk of marriage

—

just as if it were the weather and you were
hard up for a subject. Do run along,

please. I'm dining out, myself."

Everso drove away from Sylvia Lee
with imprecations for dear old friends who
ask you to dine. Why was it that when-
ever you really wanted to do anything
there was always something else that had
to be done? And, conversely, whenever
you had nothing to do there was never
anything interesting going on anywhere

!

How lovely she had looked among the

lilies

!

II

It was barely a week later when Everso
asked Margaret Cameron to motor out to
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the "Green Dragon" with him. Margaret
was good-looking, of good family, and
had a good income. Moreover, she never

questioned the whys and wherefores. No
one had ever heard her ask what the

world was coming to. The fact was that

Margaret took the world for granted and
believed what she wanted to. Despite

history, she believed that Fifth Avenue
had been there always, with good-looking

people strolling along after lunch. Dur-
ing the war Margaret had worked like a

dog for her country, because you always

work like a dog for your country during

wars. It can be seen why Margaret was
just the person to take to the Green
Dragon. In case Sylvia Lee was out

Everso would have company both ways,

and if Sylvia Lee was in Margaret was so

unobtrusive and so unseeing that it would
be as good as being alone with Sylvia.

"There isn't any ice-cream to-day,"

began Sylvia Lee the moment she opened
the door. "I thought I ought to tell you,

because you can go on to the ^Blue Bird.'

They always have it."

"Don't want any ice-cream," said

Nicholas, entering the house in a lordly

manner. He was so glad to see Sylvia

again that he found himself smiling in

an undignified and unforeseen manner,
giving himself away, as it were. He was
obliged to tell a funny story as an excuse

for his mirth, and he disliked telling funny
stories. People always told them back to

you next time.

"How is trade?" inquired Nicholas,

after the story had been politely laughed

at.

"Wonderful!" sighed Sylvia Lee, as if

the world was replete with happiness.
" Margaret, you really ought to go out

and see Miss Lee's lilies!" said Nicholas

abruptly.

"May I go out and look at the garden

and poke round all by myself?" inquired

Margaret, promptlv taking up her cue.

"But I'd be delighted to—" began
Sylvia rising.

"Sit down!" said Nicholas. "Miss
Cameron has a passion for wandering in

gardens alone."

Sylvia Lee began picking up the empty
plates and making enchanting little

staccato gestures in the air, in reply to

Nicholas's fervid, disjointed conversation.

He had planned to be so impressive, but

the sight of her and the sound of her
voice unmanned him. All his worldly ex-

perience deserted him; he felt like a boy
at his first grown-up dance.

"Been doing any crying lately?" he
asked almost bashfully.

" Dear me, no ! I've had too many in-

vitations to go visiting."

"You don't like to visit, do you?"
"I adore visiting rich people. They

have so many dinners and things, and it

doesn't cost anything to live—when
you're visiting. I hate provision-bills

and checking up items. I hate butchers

and grocers because they are so exact

about money. Every one says my hus-

band will have a terrible time with me."
And Sylvia Lee laughed delightedly at

the plight of an imaginary spouse.

"Are you engaged?" Nicholas hoped
he didn't look as pale as he felt.

"No, indeed, but of course I shall get

married some day, because every one says

I'm the marrying kind. Li fact, my
finances are so peculiar that they all

wish I'd hurry up. But it's one of the

things you can't very well hurry with,

unless you have the right man to help

you hurry !"

"What's your ideal sort of romance?"
"Oh—to have some wonderful man

sweep me off my feet and say: 'I adore

you; let's have a big wedding with heaps
of presents, and my dear old aunt who
has no home will come and live with us

and do the accounts.' What is your ideal

romance?"
"I've abandoned ideals for the real

thmg. The trouble is, the girl hasn't be-

gun to care."

"Why, dear me, your eyes are varie-

gated, near to, aren't they? In the dis-

tance they look a warm brown, with little

green flashes, but, near to, the iris has

little patches of dark blue, brown, tawny
yellow, green, and—er—gray. Dear me,
your eyes are plaid!"

" I hope vou have no prejudice against

plaids."

"I don't care for plaid neckties, but I

like plaid eyes. Some literary old dear

said something about the eyes being the

windows of the soul, didn't he?"
"I believe so."

"You must have an odd and pleasant

soul—if the eyes are any indication. Is

Miss Cameron the girl you care for?"
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" She's a fine girl
!

" He hoped he could

make Sylvia jealous.

''I saw at once that she was one of

those whom every one calls a 'fine girl.'

It's so uncomplimentary, isn't it? She

has just looked at her watch and she's

coming back. You'll both have to go,

because to-night Mrs. Meserole is having

a really truly dinner-party, w^ith three

new men. She's doing all she can to

marry me off ! Did you like the lilies,

Miss Cameron? The bill is five dollars,

Mr. Everso. I decided to charge the

round sum always, no matter what people

eat, unless they think five dollars is too

much."
"I can stand it this time!" declared

Everso, laying the crisp bill in her be-

witching fingers.

''Do come again, both of you ! So glad

I had no other clients to-day. It's lots

more fun not to be too successful."

"Are you going to marry her?" in-

quired Margaret, after she and Everso
had driven a mile in silence. Not being

deaf, dumb, and blind, she had been
obliged to observe the state of Everso 's

feelings.

''I am if I can get her."

"How funny of her to keep a coffee-

house in that magnificent place ! Does
she live alone ? Where were the servants ?

Who is she?"
"That's the whole fascination," said

Nicholas slowly. 'T don't know any-
thing about her."

Ill

By dint of enormous self-control he
managed to stay away another week, and
then he again asked Margaret Cameron
to take the thirty-mile drive with him.

"I'll go with you "this time, Nicky,"
said Margaret, "but never again. She
will probably throw you down, because
she is the first girl you've ever bothered
with seriously. And you will be awfully
poor company on the thirty miles home.
Don't ask her to-day, because I want to

enjoy my ride both ways."
When they reached the "Green Drag-

on," before the door stood the same pair of

pompous old horses that had been there

the first time, and, just as Nicholas threw
on his brake, down the steps came Sylvia
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Lee, dressed for driving. In the most
bare-faced manner she pretended not to

see them, and she put up her parasol and
stepped into the carriage, obviously hid-

ing behind the coquettish black-and-white

sunshade. The moment she stepped into

the carriage, the coachman drove her

away before their face and eyes. As the

royal barouche turned the corner she

leaned out and smiled back cit them
wickedly.

Nicholas immediately caught up with

her.

"I've a good mind to drive ahead of

you, and cover you with dust," he said,

as he stopped the car by her carriage.

"You mustn't do that, because my
horses are so old and wheezy they'd drop
dead, I'm sure. Can we let Mr. Everso
drive ahead of us and make dust, Mar-
tin?" she inquired of the coachman's
back.

"No, miss," said Martin, with a scorn-

ful glance at Everso.

"Martin says you mustn't drive ahead
of us and make dust, and he's one of the

Selectmen, so you'll have to mind. You'd
better eat at the ' Blue Bird ' to-day. My
horses need exercise and I need the fresh

air."

"I thought this was Mrs. Meserole's

carriage," said Everso.

"It was. She left it to me in her will."

"Her will? You said you were dining

with her a week ago."

"I know. And she died that night.

Drive on, Martin !

"

"Well—upon my word!" muttered
Everso, as he drove after Sylvia Lee, on
low speed.

"I know you're going to be disagree-

able going home," moaned Margaret
Cameron.

Everso had again stopped by S3'lvia

Lee.

"You know very well that Mrs. Mese-
role couldn't die and leave you a coach

and horses all in a week," said Everso.

"This is my first ride," said Sylvia.

"And she did die. She had indigestion

after the dinner, and by mistake took

something meant for external use in-

ternally. Don't make me talk about it,

please .^"

It was impossible not to believe Sylvia

Lee novv', for her under lip was quivering.
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If this was not sufficient evidence, Mar-
tin's shoulders were heaving up and
down too rapidly for natural breathing.

"I'll come again!" said Everso.

But Sylvia Lee's pretty face was buried

in one of her cobwebby handkerchiefs.

IV

"I'm so glad you've come !" said Sylvia

Lee.

It was, of course, only a week later, be-

cause a week was Everso's limit of en-

durance at staying away from Sylvia Lee.

This time an elderly maid with omniscient

eyes admitted him, and in the drawing-

room there was not a vestige of the won-
derful tea-table with its silver samovar
and green-dragon china. Had Sylvia Lee
retired from business ?

She came running down the spindle

staircase at once and seized both his

hands.

"I'm so glad you've come !" she cried.

"Everything will be all right now."
Nicholas, who inwardly echoed her

sentiments, inquired solemnly if there

was something he could do for her.

"I'm in terrible trouble !" she said en-

gagingly. "Tuck has died. He's the

fattest of Mrs. Meserole's two horses. It

must have been apoplexy. Martin is sick

over it and won't listen to reason. You
see Martin has taken care of Nip and
Tuck every day for over twenty years,

and he loves them next to his children.

Now, you can reason with Martin."
" Why does Martin need to be reasoned

with?"
"Why, although I've talked and talked

and talked to him, he won't bury Tuck
unless there's some kind of a service. The
minister, although I've talked and talked

and talked to him, won't read the service,

and there we are ! I'll have Martin in."

Martin's grief was, indeed, pathetic.

His sensibilities had been undermined by
the death of his beloved mistress two
weeks before, and, now that this other,

perhaps closer, friend had gone, he was
unable to do anything but insist on what
seemed to him his rights. It didn't seem
to occur to Martin that Tuck might have
lived to an even greener old age if he
hadn't constantly overfed him.

"He ain't going to be buried without
formalities, not while I live

!

"

"Couldn't you manage the funeral for

us?" asked Sylvia Lee suddenly of

Everso. "Tuck reallv was a perfect old
dear."

"Would it do, Martin, if I conducted
the—er—obsequies?" asked Everso,
thus proving that there was nothing he
wouldn't do for Sylvia.

"I suppose it'll have to do," said Mar-
tin. "I wanted Miss Sylvia to read a
hymn. She used to ride- on horseback on
Tuck when she was a little girl."

"I couldn't read a hymn, Martin. I

should cry too much !"

"I'll take charge," said Nicholas
masterfully. ''Are vou readv, Mar-
tin?"

"You're sure you're going into this in

the right sperrit?"

"I have always liked horses—if that's

what you mean," said Everso.

And he followed Martin out behind the

barn to the pasture where Tuck lay;

Sylvia Lee and three elderly women
servants trailed on behind. Wondering
what he ought to say, and what he would
say, and what he could say, Everso took
ofif his cap, and looked squarely up into

the sky, with puzzled, reverent eyes, and
words came.

" If men were haK as decent and half as

uncomplaining as horses, how much
better this bad old world would be

!

Horses never have their own way: they
always serve. They bear no malice

when they are put aside for a better horse

or for an automobile. There is good
reason for saying, when you want to com-
pliment a man, that he has horse sense.

I wish that I personally could be as un-

questioning about doing what was ex-

pected of me as the average horse. I

haven't the slightest idea where you have
gone. Tuck—I'm not entirely certain that

you have gone anywhere. But of one
thing I am verv sure, that it is well with
you."

Martin, who had been gazing franti-

cally upward in order that his torrents of

tears should run down his throat instead

of out of his nose, threw on the first

earth, and Nicholas, taking off his coat,

helped finished the job.

"It was glorious!" muttered Martin.

"The Ladies Cemetery Association

couldn't have managed the thing better."

Thus commended, Nicholas wandered
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into Sylvia Lee's garden and found her

working among her flowers.

''You'll stay and dine with me?" she

asked half shyly.

''I'd love to. May I help you weed.'^''

Their first silence fell upon them.

^'It was a sweet funeral!" sighed

Sylvia Lee, as the dinner-gong chimed its

interruption. '' I knew you were like this,

though, the minute I saw your plaid

eyes."

They talked about nothing and any-

thing and everything at dinner, not

realizing what they said, just revelling in

the sound of each other's voice and the

facL that they sat opposite each other.

Afterward they had coffee in her garden,

by moonlight.

At his fourth cup, Sylvia demurred.

She had begun to take care of him.

"You w^on't sleep
!"

"I shan't sleep anyway. I'm too

happy."
And she poured his fourth cup with a

hand that trembled.

''I've a number of wicked confessions

to make," she said quickly. "I'll make
them all in a lump, so that you won't
have time for reactions between them.

This isn't the Green Dragon Coffee

House, and it never w^as!"

"Explain."

"That first afternoon, I had arranged

the party for a lot of friends of Mrs.
Meserole's who were visiting her. She
came alone, on purpose to scold me for

catering to her wealthy friends, and told

me she would have nothing more to do
with me if I didn't sell my house and go
to work; that it was time one of the Lees

braced up and did something. She said

she was going home to change her will,

after having promised my mother that

she would leave me enough to live

on. And she did change it. All she left

me were the horses and carriages and her

old servants. A lawyer who doesn't

know how to smile pays their wages and
my provision-bills, and I have only the

five hundred a year my mother left me,
and this house. She left the servants to

me so that they could look after me.
Fancy I

"

"But why did you tell me this was the

Green Dragon Coft'ee House?"
"Because somebody had to eat up the

party. I'd been two days getting it ready.

and I didn't want it wasted, did I? I'd

have had to live on sandwiches and ice-

cream a week. It was a pretty party,

wasn't it?"

"Even this doesn't explain why you
had another party waiting the second
time I came."

" The second time ? Oh, yes. Well, of

course it was a lot of work getting ready
every day, not knowing whether you were
coming, but it was such fun to see you
behave as if you were a paying guest !"

"You enjoyed seeing me make myself
ridiculous."

"Oh, no, but don't you see, if I hadn't
said it was the Green Dragon Coffee

House in the first place, I never should
have known you. And I thought, if I

wanted to keep on knowing you, I should
have to keep on saying it was the Green
Dragon Coffee House."

"I can't believe you I"

"Perhaps you don't want to believe

that I liked you from the beginning."

"Sylvia!"
"After one look at your intriguing

plaid eyes I'd have said the house was
anything you wanted it to be. If you
had asked if it was an orphanage, I should

have said, 'Yes, and I'm the orphan,'

and if you had asked if it was an insane

asylum, I should have said: 'Yes, I have
just lost my wits over wz(/'"

It was queer how naturally her head
descended to his shoulder, and queer how-

much at home it felt when it got there.

''You know absolutely nothing about
me!" she accused him.

"In a quiet corner of the most con-

servative club I know sits a white-haired

old beau, by the name of Colonel Sellers.

He once wanted to marry your mother.

We were talking about your family yes-

terday."

"A great many men wanted to marry
mother. They all say such nice things

about her. She was quite famous for her

charming way of saying 'Xo.'
"

"I hope you have no such reputation."

"I had, but I'm out of practice. In

fact. I'm getting so very rusty that I

doubt if I could say 'No' at all. But isn't

it rather soon for us to be getting mar-
ried?"

"My dear
!

" His tone was hurt. " It

seems to me that we have been waiting

aires."



Ode to Shelley

BY GEORGE STERLING

Lift trumpets, silver trumpets, to the light

!

Lift trumpets, Fame, to the revealing day

!

For he it is whose way
Goes forth forever in the great sun's sight.

O singer, fled afar

!

The erected darkness shall but isle the star

That was your voice to men.
Till morning come again

And of the night that song alone remain.

O you whose holy pain

Pierced the world's heart mth music of that woe,

Now is our sorrow made
As deep as theirs who lost you long ago.

Human it is that every rose shall fade,

But not on its first morning. Many lands

Knew many griefs that day, but could not know
What loss was theirs, when, by the shoaling jade,

Your ashes, like gray snow, were on the sands.

It is of wounds like this that Time has scars,

And tears are of the eternal, and our hands
Are lifted to inexorable stars.

Ah ! fled forever, past atonement's word

!

Gone to the timelessness where sleep is long

!

Lost, like the music of an unborn bird.

Or your unwritten song

!

Mute, though the given song awhile impart

Beauty's inherent sorrow to the heart

!

Lift silver trumpets, Fame, for this is he

Whose joy was in the silver of the sea

—

The shudder of the wave-crest on the light.

The foam of oceans desolate and pure.

Snows that might not endure.

And waters riven on the \\'indy height.

O singer, winged from birth

!

Spirit of light, impatient of this earth

And its old bonds that chafe the star-lured ^vings!

How great }-our love

For restless wind and cloud, for dews and star !

—

All clean and crystalline and radiant things,

—

All clarities that are

Beyond man's soilure and intolerance,

—

All azure bent above
The long-lost Islands of the lost romance.

For you the lyric heavens no more are dumb.
And Beauty, moulded by the cancelled Past,

Touched by your hght shall cast
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Her shadow on the mighty years to come.

The noblest heart that ever slept in Rome
Finds in our hearts a home.

Wherefore when winter skies are sheerest blue,

—

When fallen . waters chime,

—

When silvern rains are on the lucid lake.

Ah ! then the thought of you,

The clearest voice of Time,
Is born like music when the shore-winds wake
The old regret that sleeps in pine and wave.

And yet it is not grief

That murmurs in the brBast

Because the Fates at Spezia would not save,

But drew the silence on you, till men found
The song immortal and the singing brief.

It is not sorrow: every heart must rest.

But at your lustral trumpets' argent sound
Far dreams come back.

And we are homesick for those Isles you sought

Beyond the sunset's track.

We too have caught
An echo of that singing, and would find

The vision you have seen:

Youth, in a land of heights and ocean-wind.

In the morning of the world, when blood was clean,-

Beauty, whose lips no message had defiled,

—

The star-song of the Muse,
As innocently wild

As when one hears the laughter of a child

Over the year's first blossom and her dews.

O dream unverified, dreamt long ago

!

Not thus the Anarchs rule:

Time, that shall put us all to school,

Shows us that Land but in his afterglow

—

A realm too far to know
Save in the dream that was so real to you.

But Pain cries from her darkness: ^'I am true!"

And war and greed and ignorance and sin

Leave us no Paradise to wander in,.

Beyond the world's exaction and its scorn.

You too have worn
Illusion's rose and thorn.

Finding the petals all too swift to fall.

The thorn, impeding and perpetual.

But never in your heart, forever boy,

Could the world's voice destroy

The vision of those Islands lost in mist

Of rainbows and their foam

—

Edens of Time, altars of amethyst.

Beautiful in the sunset, and your home.
We too

In youth have known the clarion and gleam;

We too have dared, unwounded then, to roam
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The wind and sacred blue

Of heavens lost to you,

But know them lost, and found but in the dream.
Now even in our youth
The bitter voice of Truth

Is clear in challenge, bidding that we rise,

Putting aside dismay.

And grapple mth that angel, in whose eyes

All mystery is buried till its day.

Now is the Question come
On all our Dreams, nor may their lips be dumb,
But each shall tell its country and its king

—

Whether its gift be lies,

Remembered from that strain the sirens sing,

Or if a road to light be hidden there,

Or if there be enigma in the tale.

One finds no Paradise

That all ask not to share.

There is no victor}^ if a brother fail;

There is no secret place

Where one shall tryst \vith Beauty, face to face;

But in the sounding street and press of men
Shall we entreat her, that she lift her veil

And show us that she roams the world again.

There is no isle so lone,

Nor snows so high.

That man shall hear not there his brother's moan,
Nor seek an answer to that mystery.

Our eyes have seen too little and too much;
Our hearts are hungr}' past Elysium's food;

Our brows have felt the touch

Of ^vinds from the Beyond; a final Good
Has set a star ^vithin us and mthout,
Drawing the gaze to skies of cleanly doubt,

And giving us no peace in solitude.

O singer, there are lions in the way

!

But though your roses of mirage decay.

Leaving the desert empty to the day.

Yet there shall be our garden and its flowers,

Where lark and nightingale divide the hours.

Then shall }'our Isle be found,

And there a wiser race.

The children of the noon.

Shall rear the Happy Place,

With dust of dreams that crowned our brows too soon,

—

With seed of hopes that fell on stony ground,

—

With rain of all the unrecorded tears

Wept in those early years.

Diviner for the Past,

The Vision that you saw shall gleam at last

—

The wise and beautiful that yet shall be.

Though we, as you, be wakened not to see.

Oh ! is that too a dream
Of hue and form that seem,

—

Of happiness forever just beyond
These hearts so smftlv fond?
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We know the night must be before the day,

The dream before the moulding of the clay.

What though your song was born of your own pain,-

Your flight cut short so distant from the goal?

The shadows and the echoes that remain
Are wings and voices for the groping soul,

In gulfs it cannot cross;

And though the arraigning music cry our loss.

To strive, it says, is more than to attain.

Still, though your flight was ever skyward, still

The granite affirmation of man's will

Was made more strong.

More far-enduring for the intrepid song,

And you were of the fearless and their strain,

That find no night too long.

O choric heart, that found the flesh a cage I

O panther-soul, at bay against your age

!

Unfitly are your ashes housed in Rome,
'Mid orange-blossom fragrance and the dust

That knew the Caesars' lust.

For we would make their solitary home
On some white mountain-peak
That few, or none, dare seek

—

Some throne to Death, deep in the holy West,
An eyrie of great winds and ancient snow,

Whence foam^ing rivers flow

And but the shadow of the eagle falls

Upon the frozen crest

And everlasting halls

Of granite open to the highest star.

There might Polaris be your lamp afar

—

The northern star, that wanders not the night,

O you a Vision's wanderer from birth

!

There might the Uving sun pour down his flood

On an exultant earth,

O you whose heart and home were deathless light,

—

Whose very blood

Ached for the crystal ray

And isolating azures of the day I

But who are we, that we should choose your tomb?-
We in whose hearts have stirred

Your music made immutable, your. word
Which cries that man is greater than his doom.
Whether you sleep in Rome or in the West,
Great is the sleeper, great the enduring rest.

And though your silver trumpets never cease,

Uplifted to that flame

That is your immortahty of fame.

And though their voice increas^e.

You shall not hear, who hold within your breast

The silence and the unconditioned peace.
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Illustrations from the collections of Mr. Jerome Kern and the Author

T noon on the 8th of

July, 1822, just a
hundred years ago, a
small sailboat left the

harbor of Leghorn
bound for Lerici, -a

village on the Gulf of

Spezia, a sail of about
thirty-five miles. The weather had been

oppressively hot and there were signs of

an impending storm. The passengers in

the thirty-foot yawl, three young English-

men, disregarded the warnings of native

sailors and the protests of a compatriot

more experienced than themselves in the

treacheries of Ligurian wind and wave.
This friend, a stalwart Cornishman, was
to have convoyed them in a larger boat,

but was unable to get a port clearance

from the Health Office. Through a ship's

glass he watched the progress of the yawl
till it disappeared in the mist and darkness

of a sudden thunder-storm. The tempest
lasted for twenty minutes, and when the

horizon cleared, the watcher, scanning the

sea through his glass, recognized all the

craft that had been visible before, but his

friends' boat had vanished. Several days
passed before all hope was abandoned.
It was thought that the little vessel might
have been driven out to sea and landed
safely on one of the adjacent islands; but
soon the truth was reaUzed. In that

twenty-minute storm had perished one of

England's greatest lyric poets. Like the

protagonist of a Greek drama, Shelley had
defied the gods, and the gods had de-

stroyed him. Perhaps it was indifference

to fife that had led him to laugh at warn-
ings and set forth in his small boat heed-
less of the darkening sky and the men-
acing voice of nearing thunder-clouds.
Frail in body and morbid in mind, there is

evidence in his own handwriting that he

regarded suicide as an open door through
which he could depart from a world with

which he had long been out of tune. Six

years before, Harriet Shelley had drowned
herself in the Serpentine, the artificial

lake in Hyde Park, and although a jury of

admiring biographers has acquitted the

poet of complicity in his wife's death, a
presiding judge would be justified in repri-

manding that jury for bringing in a ver-

dict contrary to the evidence. Shelley

himself knew better. Abnormally sensi-

tive and introspective, he suffered the

torments of remorse; for he had "killed

the thing he loved," not with the sword,

but with the cruel word.

The story of the tragic last act of

Shelley's romantic life-drama has often

been told, and brief allusion is made to it

here only with reference to the date, for

it is just a hundred years since the poet
sank in the waters of the Gulf of Spezia,

apparently without a struggle to save his

Ufe. The memoirs of Byron, Trelawney,

Leigh Hunt, and Mrs. Shelley are the

original documents on which have been
founded all the later accounts of the

events that followed that last voyage.

Who that has ever read it can forget

Trelawney 's description of the cremation

of the bodies on the shore at Viareggio ? or

Byron's story of Mary Shelley in her an-

guish and suspense, rushing frantically to

his rooms to ask if he had had news of her

husband ? " Never have I seen such grief

and terror in a human countenance,"

wrote Byron, "and I pray to God that I

never may again."

Among the strange features of the

tragedy were the many premonitions

which seem to have visited, not only

Shelley himself, but several of his friends;

dreams, visions, and portents, in which a

mystic might find more than coincidence.
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Shelley had several times hinted at a pre- around him. He said: 'Are you satis-

sentiment that he was to die by drowTiing. fied?' They watched him till his facul-

He had said that he would sink unresist- ties became unentranced, and he said: 'I

ing, in order that he might not impede the have followed from my room the em-
efforts of companions to save themselves, bodied shadowy image of myself. ' It had
Only a few days before the catastrophe, lured him to the hall, and then said

:

while walking on the beach with Edward ' Shelley, are you satisfied?
'

" TrelawTiey
Williams, his comrade in the "rendez- refers to a similar story in Calderon, and
vous with death," he declared that he saw as one of Shelley's latest writings was a
the form of Allegra, Byron's daughter, translation of Calderon's ''Magico Pro-

rr*'-
-,-

rise from the waves
and beckon to him.

He had written in

one of his later
poems:

"If you can't swim,
beware of Provi-

dence."

This line, almost
clairvoyant in its

significance, moved
a kindred -minded
poet to ask: "Did
no unearthly dixisti

sound in his ears as

hewTOteit?" Wil-

liams, too, seems to

have had a premo-
nition. On the last

page of his diary,

now in the collec-

tion of Mr. Jerome
Kern, he drew a
prophetic picture of

a yawl in a storm.

Theie is vigorous

action in the sketch,

for Williams had
considerable skill as an artist; and one can

even fancy a resemblance to Shelley in the

figure in the bow. This diary came into

TrelawTiey's possession and was used by
him for recording incidents associated

Shelley's sketch of the boat in which he was lost;

drawn on a manuscript a few days
before his death.

unfinished tragedy.

digioso," it is prob-

able that this
somnambulistic
adventure was the

result of a dream
memory.
The poet had al-

ways had a habit

of sketching trees

on his manuscript
pages; but in the

later weeks of his

life his subconscious

mind seemed ob-

sessed by ships and
the sea, and his

drawing, in mo-
ments of abstrac-

tion, while at work
ujion a poem, took

the form of boats

of various types.
Several of these

sketches have sur-

vived. One appears

on a page of the

Calderon transla-

tion; another on a

blank leaf of his

"Charles the First."

Speaking of the latter drawing, repro-

duced here from one of Shelley's note-

books, Mr. H. Buxton Forman said: "If

he has not inscribed his sketch with either

with Shelley. The follomng is one of the of the names whereby we know his fatal

notes in Trelawney's hand:
"Whilst Shelley was at Lorenza (?)

in the Bay of Spezia, a few days before his

death, in the middle of the night all the

inmates of his house w^ere alarmed by a

violent shriek. Mrs. Shelley and Wil-

liams rushed from their rooms to see the

cause of it, and found Shelley in the din-

ing-room with a candle in his hand, lean-

ing against the wall; with his eyes open, and the unreal Shelley of another, whose

but evidently unconscious of ev^erything work, unquestionably the definitive biog-

pleasure boat—w^hether Ariel or Don Juan
—we shall probably ne\'er see a better em-
bodiment of the soul of the little craft,

"' Built in th' eclipse and rigged with curses

dark.'
"

Shelley's biographers have been many
and of infinite variety. We have had the

"Real Shellev" of a gossiping chronicler
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raphy, is so elaborately elegant that it

justifies Mark Twain's description of it as

"a literary cake-walk." It is not easy to

decide which is the less attractive, the

immaculate and half-divine paragon of

the devotees, or the self-deceiving egoist

and rampant would-be reformer of the

world pictured by a satirist. The present

purpose is not to contribute to the vo-

luminous biographical records; but it is

thought that certain manuscripts of Shel-

ley's, owned by American collectors, may
add some details to the composite por-

trait which is a blend of the sketches of

the many who have written of the poet.

Shelley is essentially a collector's author,

sharing pre-eminence in that respect with

Byron and Keats. To appeal to the col-

lector it is not enough that a poet is of

superlative genius and surpassing fame;

there must be magnetism in his person-

ality and a romantic tradition. It is this

that makes the difference between Shel-

ley or Byron and, say, Wordsworth.
There are critics who pronounce Words-
worth the greatest poet since Milton,

and the pensive sage of Rydal Mount is

by no means ignored by the collector;

but, as an admiring essayist recently

wrote: "By Heavens ! he is a dull man."
But Shelley from boyhood to the end of

his short life was an enthusiast, and now,
when his ashes have lain for a hundred
years in the shadow of the pyramid of

Caius Cestius, in the old Protestant ceme-
tery in Rome, he inspires enthusiasm in

people of all kinds and characters, from
the ancient bibliophile to the romantic
schoolgirl who memorizes the love lyrics.

One of the first and finest of American
collections of Shelleyana was made by a
New York cotton broker. From the cot-

ton business to " Epipsychidion " there

would seem to be a vast mental area to be
filled with fads and fancies cognate to

cotton and brokerage; but Mr. Charles
W. Frederickson (whose portrait in his

catalogue resembles a meditative Santa
Claus) found an irresistible appeal in the

personality of the Ishmaelite poet who
was driven from home by his rebelHon,

from college by his atheism, and from his

country by the facihty with which he fell

in and out of love. Mr. Frederickson be-

gan to collect Shelley first editions and
autographs sixty years ago, To have

been alive and collecting books sixty

years ago might now have its disadvan-
tageous side, but, on the other hand, what
a chance there was then for finding won-
derful things at prices within the reach of

real book-lovers. In those halcyon days
there were no omnivorous plutocrats who
buy in order to see their names attached

to high prices in newspaper reports. In

1897 Mr. Frederickson had to say good-
by to his treasures, hoping perhaps that

he might meet Shelley somewhere in the

Elysian Fields where bards and cotton

brokers may commune. In May of the

same year the auction sale of the Fred-
erickson books and manuscripts took
place in a small upper room in lower Fifth

Avenue, the quarters of a firm now super-

seded by a company estabhshed in an im-
posing up-town mansion. It was the

dispersal of the finest Shelley collection

sold in America up to that time. Next to

the rarity of many of the books, the most
striking feature of the collection was their

lamentable shabbiness. Like Hartley
Coleridge's maiden, they "were not fair

to outward view," but like Words-
worth's they were assuredly "phantoms
of delight" to the book-lover; for many
of the shabby volumes had belonged to

Byron, Shelley, Lamb, or Keats, and con-

tained notes or inscriptions written by
them. In some cases the catalogue failed

to mention these interesting autographic

features in books that, from their appear-

ance, would have been at home in the

five-cent box. An old Chaucer of 1598
was simply described as "a good copy."

While the books were exhibited, I hap-
pened to look into this one and discovered

that it was Charles Lamb's copy and was
filled with his manuscript notes. I gave
an apprehensive glance around the room.
There were no witnesses. I replaced the

dingy old book and wandered away with
all the nonchalance I could assume. I

watched others surreptitiously make the

same discovery and assume the same in-

difference. None hastened to the auc-

tioneer to tell him that here was a prize

disguised. / didn't. Several collectors

had visions of buying Lamb's Chaucer
for the price of an old novel, and these

several collectors got badly fooled, for it

brought all it was worth—at that time.

How often since that incident has my
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conscience reproached me—that I did brought by the entire Frederickson col-

not buy the book, lection. This was the "Queen Mab" of

In the reports of the Frederickson sale 1813, the copy presented by Shelley to

it was stated that "high prices prevailed," Mary Godmn, a page of which is repro-

duced here. On the flv-leaf is

TO HARRIET •••

"Whose is the loTe that, gleaming through the world^

Wards oflf the poisonous arrow of its scorn ?

"Whose is the warm and partial praise,

"Virtue*s most sweet reward ?

Beneath whose looks did my reTiving soul

Riper in truth and Tlrtuous daring grow ?

Whose eyes have I gazed fondly on,

And loTed mankind the more ?

Harriet ! on thine :—thou wert my purer mind ;

Thou wert the inspiration of my song;

Thine are these early wilding flowers,

Though garlanded by me.

Then press unto thy breast this pledge of love,

And know, though time may change and years may roll,

Each flowret gathered in my heart

It consecrates to thine.

Shelley's autograph inscription:

"Marv Wollstonecraft Godwin.
P.B.S.'" On the inside of the

back cover Shelley wrote in pen-
cil: "You see, Mary, I have not
forgotten you." On a blank
page Mary \^Tote: "This book
is sacred to me, and as no other

creature shall ever look into it, I

may write what I please. Yet
what shall I write ? That I love

the author beyond all powers of

expression, and that I am parted
from him. Dearest and only

love, by that love we have prom-
ised to each other, although I

inay not be yours, I can never be
another's. But I am thine, ex-

clusively thine. By

"'The kiss of love, the glance none
saw beside;

The smile none else might under-
stand;

The whispered thoughts of hearts

allied,

The pressure of the thrilling hand'

I have pledged myself to thee,

and sacred is the gift. I remem-
ber your words: 'You are now,

^lary, going to mix wdth many,
and for a moment I shall depart;

^
Dedication of "Queen Mab" in the copy presented by Shelley to Mary Godwin with autograph

explanation of the poem to his first wife.

and several writers intimated that book-
collectors were a foolish and extravagant
lot whose relatives ought to look after

them and teach them the value of money.
Looking at the matter from a sordid mon-
etary point of view, it is worth noting

that one book in that sale is now offered

at a price greater than the aggregate sum

but in the solitude of your chamber I

shall be ^\'ith you.' Yes, you are ever

with me, sacred vision." This is dated

July, 1 814, when the future author of

"Frankenstein" was in her sixteenth

year. Fully as interesting as Mary's
rhapsody is the note in Shelley's auto-

graph on the page containing the dedica-
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tion poem. The poet dedicated "Queen
Mab" to his \\ife, in verses entitled "To
Harriet," in which he asks, among other

things

:

"Whose eyes have I gazed fondly on
And loved mankind the more?"

Then answering his own question:

"Harriet, on thine; thou wert my - -\ ^-.^j-

purer mind;
Thou wert the inspiration of my .

song." f

came divided between rejoicing over its

possession and wondering whether the

landlord would wait a few days. As I

left the auction room with my octavo
pockets filled with the more valuable of

my purchases, I was stopped by an elderly

gentleman who asked: "Would you allow

me to look at that 'Queen Mab'?" He

^/^A-
j^^^

-^ ^T'*-^^/ t'^^^J^/y/

Mary Godwin's letter agreeing to keep the appointment to

elope with yhelley.—Page 78.

In presenting the book to

Mary, this was an awkward
thing to explain. Shelley got

around it by representing to

Mary that he had been de-

ceived in his idealization of

Harriet, her lawful predeces-

sor in his affections. Accord-
ingly, under the poem "To
Harriet" he WTote: "Count
Slobendorf was about to

marry a woman, who, at-

tracted solely by his fortune,

proved her selfishness by de-

serting him in prison." By
this allusion to a Prussian

aristocrat imprisoned in Paris

during the Reign of Terror,

Shelley thought to demon-
strate the unworthiness of the

unfortunate Harriet and
justify the transfer of his af-

fections and the discovery of a
new "inspiration of his song."

When this volume—into

which, according to Mary, no
other creature was ever to

look—came to the auction
block, sentiment was at a dis

count and the book was
merely "Lot 1561." It was
started at twenty-five dollars.

There were few competitors,
and the few dealers who knew
that it had been sold at Sothe-
by's twenty years before for fifty-eight pondered over the book a few moments,
pounds, mentioned their five-dollar ad- examined the inscriptions in it, and be-

vances with languid indifference. As the fore handing it back pressed it to his lips.

J

bids rose slowly to four and five hundred,
pitying smiles were in circulation among
the uninterested. Pity gave way to won-
der when the bidding reached six hundred
and fifteen dollars, when my feelings be-

I don't know who the old gentleman was.

He was not the under bidder. He may
have been another -cotton broker, but if

he was not a poet he should have been
one. This is not a derivation from the
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anecdote of Thackeray and the Charles that Mrs. Godwin who was described
Lamb letter, but a guaranteed fact and it by Lamb as ''a very disgusting woman,
shows that ''the poetry of earth is never and wears green spectacles." Jane—who
dead," even in an auction room. later gave herself the more romantic name

This copy of " Queen Mab " was given of Claire—afterward stated that she
by Shelley to Mary early in July, 1814. thought nothing more important than an
Only a month had passed since their first early morning walk was intended, but
meeting; but, as Professor Dowden grace- that Shelley persuaded her to join the

fully expresses it: "Before the close of party because she could speak French,

June it was known and felt by Mary and and the early morning walk was to end in

Shelley that each was inexpressibly dear France. Two years later the body of

to the other; but though their hearts Harriet Shelley was taken from the Ser-

were one, they did not yet dare to think pentine. In 1920, the collection of Shel-

that the closest of unions w^as possible to leyana made by H. Buxton Forman was
them." There was the trifling obstacle sold at auction in New York, and among
of Harriet at home taking care of one its most interesting features was Harriet's

baby and expecting another. Mary, the last letter. Writing to Eliza, her elder

daughter of the authors of "Political sister, the victim of the "Anti-matri-

Justice" and "A Vindication of the monial Hypothesis" closed with a mes-
Rights of Women," naturally had rather sage to Shelley:

advanced view^s of the comparative rights "My dear Bysshe, let me conjure you
of wives and affinities, and she readily by the remembrance of our days of happi-

recognized the force of argument in the ness to grant my last wish. Do not take

notes to "Queen Mab": that "Love is your innocent child from Eliza who has

free ; to promise for ever to love the same watched over her with such unceasing

woman is not less absurd than to promise care. Do not refuse my last request. I

to believe the same creed. Such a vow, in never could refuse you, and if you had
both cases, excludes us from all inquiry." never left me, I might have lived; but,

An appointment w^as made for the elope- as it is, I freely forgive you, and may you
ment of this Tristan of twenty-one and enjoy that happiness which you have de-

this Isolde of sixteen, overcome by the prived me of. There is your beautiful

love-potion of their owti imaginations, boy. Oh ! be careful of him, and his love

Shelley WTOte to Mary at her father's may prove one day a rich reward. God
house fixing the hour for their meeting

—

bless you all is the last prayer of the un-

and incidentally asking her to bring with fortunate Harriet."

her five pounds which he had mislaid In considering this letter and the events

somewhere in the Skinner Street house and that led to it, one must remember Mary's
shop of the Godwins. Mar}^ replied in the assertion—in her introduction to "Alas-

note reproduced on page 77. This also was tor"—that "in all that Shelley did, he,

one of my acquisitions at the Frederick- at the time of doing it, believed himself

son sale; a pathetic letter in an almost justified by his conscience." Assuredly a

childish scrawl. One cannot look at it most comfortable doctrine, although it

without thinking of the trust and love in led Matthew Arnold to comment on the

the heart of the girl of sixteen w^hen she poet's phenomenal powers of self-decep-

set forth on her romantic adventure, not tion. The results of the escapade were

realizing the tragedies that were to follow; unhappy for all the persons concerned,

for it not only led to Harriet's suicide, but Harriet put an end to her wretchedness

it started Shelley on that road of destiny two years later, and it is very probable

which brought him to his own death, that Fanny Imlay, another half-sister of

The elopement was unique in that it Mary's, found her own motive for suicide

was made with a chaperon; for when in disappointed love for Shelley. The
Mary left home at dawn on the 28th of poet's two children by Harriet, after a

July, 1 814, to keep her appointment legal contest for their custody, died in in-

with Shelley, she w^as accompanied by fancy, as did the children of Shelley

another sixteen-year-old girl, Jane Clair- and Mary; only one surviving. Mary's

mont, daughter, by a first marriage, of father, William Godwin, was so shocked
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by the affair that for several weeks he

borrowed less money than usual from the

invader of his home. There is no doubt

that Mary loved Shelley devotedly, and
mentally they had much in common; but

their eight years together were years of

fitful happiness alloyed by jealousies,

calamities, and—keenly felt by Mary

—

ostracism. The presence of Claire Clair-

mont in the household was a constant

cause of annoyance to Mary, and Allegra,

Claire's daughter—and Byron's—was a

source of mortification. But when Shel^

ley died, the two "sisters by affinity," as

they called each other, were united in

sorrow. I have an unpublished letter

written by Mary to Claire, two months
after the tragedy, in which she says:

" I do not wonder that you were and are

melancholy, or that the excess of that

feeling should oppress you. Great God

!

what we have gone through ! What va-

riety of care and misery, all closed now
in blackest night. And I? am I not

melancholy? Here in this busy, hateful

OEIGINAL POETRY;

VICTOR AND CAZIRE.

CALL IT NOT VAIK :—THEY DO NOT ERR,

WHO SAY, THAT, WHXX THE POET DIES,

inrTB NATURE MOURNS HER WORSHIPPER.

Lay of the. Last Minstrtl,

WORTHING

PRINTED BY C. AND W. PEULLIP3,

FOR THE AUTHORS ;

Jjn> BOLD BY J. J. 8T0CKDALK, 41, PALL-MALL,
ASD ALL OTHER BOOKSELLERS.

1810.

The title-page of Shelley's first book, of which the
only copy known was recently discovered.

Genoa, where nothing speaks to me of

him, except the sea, which is his murderer.

Well, I shall have his books and manu-
scripts, and in those I shall live, and from
the study of those I do expect some in-

stants of content. In solitude my imagi-

nation and ever-moving thoughts may
afford me some seconds of exaltation that

may render me both happier here and
more worthy of him hereafter."

Mary proved her finer qualities when
she was left alone, estranged from her

husband's famih*, and with a father who
was a liability rather than an asset. She
faced the world bravely, earned money
by her pen, brought up her young son,

and lived to see him inherit the baronetcy
which would have been her husband's.

She refused to marry Trelawney because
she ^\^shed to be faithful to the memory
of Shelley; but later it was not her fault

that she did not marry Washington
Irving.

I have said that Shelley is pre-eminent-

ly a "collector's author." As a man he
compels interest because of the extremes

of good and evil in his character, a combi-

nation of St. Francis and Mephistopheles.

As a poet whose first editions are prized,

he never satiates the collector; for there is

no first edition of Shelley that is not rare.

Some works exist in a few copies regard-

ing which one may always indulge in the

illusion of hope. There are other books
which we know he wrote and published

of which no copies are known. When one
collects Shelley, he can always cherish the

pleasing delusion that one day he may
find on a bargain stall of shabby pam-
phlets a copy of "A Poetical Essay On
The Existing State of Things" (1811) or

"An Address To The People on the Death
of the Princess Charlotte" (1817).

Stranger things have happened. For
many years no copy was known of the

"Original Poetry by Victor and Cazire,"

which Shelley wrote in collaboration with

his sister EUzabeth. Then one was dis-

covered bound together with several other

pamphlets, the volume containing the

book-plate of the Reverend Charles

Grove, a cousin of Shelley's. The " Refu-

tation of Deism," of which no copy was
known until 1874, was found by Professor

Dowden in a perambulating book-cart

and bought for twopence; and—thing " to
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dream of, not to tell"—it was Mary
Shelley's copy. For a collector it is better

to be born lucky than rich. JVIany cir-

cumstances contribute to cause the rarity

of Shelley first editions. Of a number of

them only a few were issued and in the

perishable form of pamphlets, several

^\dthout covers.

brary" catalogue describes presentation

copiesof ''Zastrozzi," ''St. Irvyne," "Alas-

tor," "Laon and Cvthna," "Prome-
theus Unbound," "The Cenci," "Ado-
nais," and two of *' Queen Mab," the one
given to Mary and that presented to

Leish Hunt. Mr. Kern possesses many
Twenty-nine volumes of the rarer Shelley first editions, as well

as several books from the
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First page of Shelley's letter offering his first book to a publisher
The original inserted in ^Mr. Kern's copy of

"Zastrozzi," the book referred to.

and pamphlets were published or pri-

vately printed by Shelley, and two-thirds

of these are among the rarest books in

English literature.

Copies presented by Shelley to his

friends naturally have a greater interest

than any others and it means much to the

book-lover to be the proud owner of a vol-

ume that actually belonged to the poet or sures the publishers that his object in

was a gift to a friend, inscribed by the writing is not pecuniary, as he is the son

poet's library, including his

volume of Tasso. There are

presentation copies and vol-

umes containing autograph
notes in the Morgan, Wide-
ner, Huntington, and other

American collections.

Interesting as Shelley's
books are to the collector, his

letters are even more fasci-

nating. Matthew Arnold, to

whom Shelley was "a beau-
tiful and ineffectual angel,"

and who, therefore, cannot be
accused of a lack of enthusi-

asm, doubted "whether his

delightful letters, which de-

serve to be far more read than
they are now, will not resist

the wear and tear of time bet-

ter and finally come to stand
higher than his poetry." This
will seem to many a rather

startling judgment to be de-

livered by an eminent critic,

himself a poet; but it is true

that nearly every letter of

Shelley's, apart from its value

merely as an autograph, has
its attraction as a revelation

of some phase of his complex
character. His earliest letter

that has survived is a short note written

in his eleventh year. The second in date,

as far as known, was addressed to the

Messrs. Longmans, the publishers, offer-

ing them the poet's first book, "Zas-

trozzi," a novel in the lurid manner of

Mrs. Radcliffe, written by Shelley at the

ase of seventeen. In this epistle, he as-

hand that wrote "The Cenci." American
collectors have their share of such books,

and each one has its peculiar interest, its

story associating the names of the donor
and the recipient. My " Sentimental Li-

of a baronet and has great expectations.

This autograph was in the Morrison col-

lection in which, -among many longer

Shelley letters, it attracted little atten-

tion ; its date and significance passing un-
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Shelley's version of "La Marseillaise" on the back of an early letter owned by Mr. Kern.

noticed. I obtained it for the purpose of

giving it an appropriate place in my copy
of "Zastrozzi." The book and the auto-

graph are now in the collection of Mr.
Kern. The shrewdness and eye to the

main chance shown in this letter are dis-

played in the poet's correspondence re-

garding all his early writings. He shows
a bargaining spirit, and we find him, with
precocious worldly wisdom, recommend-
ing "pouching the reviewers"—meaning
to bribe them—in order to obtain favora-

ble criticism. Among his Shelley letters,

Mr. Kern has one which possesses a spe-

cial interest because by means of its

signature, "Philobasileus," Mr. Buxton
Forman was able to trace an undiscovered
work of Shelley's. The letter ridicules the

king, the prince regent, and the court;

and the pamphlet, to whose discovery it

led, is a satire on the same subjects. On
the reverse of the last page, Shelley wrote
—or rather printed—a stanza which was
supposed to be a revolutionary outburst
of his own, but which proves to be a para-
phrase of the "Marseillaise."

If a writer of fiction were to create a
character, a youth of nineteen as utterly

demoralized as Shelley was at that age,

Vol. LXXII.—6

critics would agree in recommending an
asylum as his only fit environment. In
one of her early letters to the young dema-
gogue, Mary calls him her Don Quixote.

His windmills were religion, government,
morals, society—everything established

and fundamental. It may be imagined
what a bombshell he was in a staid and
conventional county family, and the con-

sternation with which the worthy Timo-
thy Shelley regarded his son and heir.

That excellent man's correspondence with
his solicitor recently came into my pos-

session, and includes the letters written at

the time of Shelley's rebellion and ex-

pulsion from Oxford. In reading them,

one is reminded of a conservative hen that

has mystified itself by hatching a radical

duckling. One of these letters will serve

to indicate the state of mind of the be-

wildered parent. It was written when
Timothy Shelley was informed that the

cause of his son's expulsion was the writ-

ing of "The Necessity of Atheism." Al-

luding to his "unworthy son," he says:

"I never felt such a shock in my life,

infinitely more than when I heard of his

expulsion, for I could not then have
thought it of so hideous a case. . .

8i
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First page of Shelley's letter written in his seventeenth year, in the style of his early novels.

The original autograph in ^Ir. Smith's collection.—Page S3.

The insulting, ungentlemanly letter to

you appears the high-toned, self-^Wlled

dictate of the diabolical publications

which have unluckily fallen in his way and
have given this bias to his mind. It is

most singular. To cast off all thoughts of

his Maker, to abandon his parents, to

wish to relinquish his fortune, and to court

persecution, all seem to arise from the

same source. These salhes of folly and
82

madness ought to be restrained and kept

within bounds. Nothing provokes him
so much as civiHty. He mshes to become
what he would term a ]Martyr to his senti-

ments; nor do I believe he would feel the

horrors of being dra\%Ti upon a hurdle or

the shame of standing in the pillory."*

The tone of most of these numerous let-

ters is that of a father, deeply injured,

but striving in every way to bring the
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rebel to a proper frame of mind. To one

addressed to himself, the youthful re-

former replied:

"Obedience is in my opinion a word
that should have no existence. Yes, you

can command it. The institutions of so-

ciety have made you, tho' liable to be mis-

led by passion and prejudice, like others,

the head of a family; and I con-

fess it is alm.ost natural for minds

not of the highest order to value

even the errors whence they derive

their importance."

Naturally patience soon ceased

to be a virtue toward a son who
accused his father, an English aris-

tocrat, the friend of the Duke of

Norfolk, of not having a "mind of

the highest order." One of the

most extraordinary Shelley letters

in existence, and one of the ear-

hest, is in my own collection, and
was written to Edward Graham,
the poet's most intimate friend in

the period preceding the alliance

with Thomas Jefferson Hogg

—

his fellow rebel against the Oxford

authorities. A facsimile of this

unique letter is given on page 82.

It presents vividly the Shelley of

seventeen, his mind filled with the

hectic romances of Mrs. Radcliffe

and "Monk" Lewis, the reading

of which inspired him to imitation

and produced "Zastrozzi" and

"St. Irvyne, or the Rosicrucian."

Laying aside his work on juvenile

thrillers, but with his mind filled

with the influences of the grim and
ghastly school of fiction, the fu-

ture poet of "Prometheus Un-
bound" in this fashion invites

his friend to visit him:

in a cucumber than you are aware of—in

two cucumbers indeed. They are almost
2s and 6 p. apiece ! Reflect well on
that ! ! ! All this is to be done on Wednes-
day. Neither Elizabeth nor myself cares

what else you have to do.

If Satan had never fallen,

Hell had been made for thee.
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First"Field Place. :Monday.

"My dear Graham:
" At half after twelve do you be

walking up and down the avenue of trees,

by Clapham Church, and when you see a

Post Chaise stop at Mrs. Fenning's door,

without observing who are inside, speak

to them. An eventful and terrific mys-
tery hangs over it. You are to change
your name from Edward Fergus Graham
to William Grove. Prepare therefore for

something extraordinary. There is more

page of "The Mask of Anarchy" manuscript in the
collection of Mr. Jerome Kern.—Page 84.

. . . Stalk along the road toward them
& mind & keep yourself concealed, as

my mother brings a blood-stained stiletto

which she purposes to make you bathe in

the life-blood of her enemy. Never mind
the death demons and skeletons dripping

with the putrefactions of the grave that

occasionally may blast your straining

eye-ball. Persevere even though Hell and
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destruction should ya"WTi beneath your sHghted by the cataloguer and its peculiar

feet. Think of all this at the frightful interest was only discovered when Mr.
hour of midnight, when the Hell-demon Ingpen published his edition of Shelley's

leans over your sleeping form and inspires correspondence. IVIr. Frederickson had
those thoughts which eventually ^^dll lead more than sixty letters of Shelley. Mr.
you to the gates of destruction. The fiend Forman possessed a number of important
of the Sussex solitudes shrieked in the ones which, at the sale of his library, were
wilderness at midnight. He thirsts for distributed among American collectors,

thy detestable gore, impious Fergus. But Of Shelley's original manuscripts few
the day of retribution will arrive. . . . have survived, and of these the most im-
Death, Hell, and Destruction if you fail." portant are in the Bodleian Library, in-

/^ 1^ '':hd^^/ >4^^-^ *M^}y /^t^

Part of the 6rst page of the earliest known poem by Shelley, a letter in verse consisting of sixty lines.

The original manuscript in the collection of Harry B. Smith.—Page 85.

There is more of the same sort of fan- eluding "Epipsychidion," "Laon and
tastic burlesque, and on the first page Cythna," and ^'Prometheus Unbound."
there are a number of cabalistic signs Of those that remain in private hands, in

which Shelley may have invented or may England, doubtless Mr. Thomas J. Wise
have copied from some work on the Rosi- has gathered the most precious for his

crucians which he was studying for "St. unequalled collection of the books and
Irvyne." His sister Elizabeth has added manuscripts of modern poets. Mr. Bux-
a postscript explaining the occult instruc- ton Forman possessed several parts and
tions and saying: "We really expect you fragments of poems in Shelley's auto-

to meet us at Clapham in the way de- graph, the complete "Julian and Mad-
scribed by the fiend-monger." The ad- dalo," and a manuscript of "The Mask
dress is to "Edward Fergus H. D. of Anarchy " in Mrs. Shelley 's hand, with

Graham," and Shelley has added the numerous corrections in Shelley's auto-

information that "H. D. means Hell graph. The "JuUan and Maddalo"
Devil." brought over sixteen thousand dollars

This unique early letter, like the note when Mr. Forman's collection was sold at

to Longmans, was formerly in the Morri- auction in New York. A manuscript of

son collection, one of the finest ever made "The Mask of Anarchy." is in Mr. Kern's

in England. Among the many Shelley collection, and is the subject of one of the

letters in that wonderful assemblage of privately printed volumes of the Shel-

manuscripts, historical and literary, it was ley Society. Leigh Hunt, under whose
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supervision the work was first pub-
lished, changed the word in the title to

"Masque," giving it a meaning that Shel-

ley had not intended. The only manu-

letters in verse, similar to this one which
is addressed to Graham. The identity of

the "Killjoy" referred to cannot be de-

termined with certainty ; but as the writer

Portrait of Shelley from a sketch made by W. E. West during the last month
of the poet's life.

script of Shelley's, letters excepted, in my
own collection is of no literary impor-
tance, but is of interest as a curiosity, as

it is the earliest known of his youthful
essays in writing verse. It has never
been published and bears no date; but the

watermark in the paper, 1810, shows that

it belongs to the "Victor and Cazire"
period. In that volume, of which only
the one copy is known, there are other

speaks of using "Killjoy's frank" to send

the letter, it was probably Shelley's

father, the long-suffering Timothy, or per-

haps the poet's grandfather, Sir Bysshe
Shelley. Whoever he was, the unfortu-

nate "Killjoy" is treated with little

respect in this rhymed epistle of sixty

lines, parts of which must be reserved for

any future publication of Shelley's sup-

pressed poems, as some of its expressions
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are extremely indecorous. Part of the first

of the three quarto pages is reproduced on
page 84 in facsimile. In reading the early

writings of this erratic youth, who in the

ten succeeding years of his short life was
to develop into one of the greatest poets of

modern times, one recalls the words of

Keats in the pathetic preface of '' Endym-
ion": ''The imagination of a boy is

healthy, and the mature imagination of a

man is healthy; but there is a space of

life between, in which the soul is in a fer-

ment, the character undecided, the way
of life uncertain."

Early in March, 1818, Shelley "looked
for the last time on English fields and
English skies" and departed for Erance,

en route to Italy, \nth Mary and their

two children. Claire accompanied them,

as she had in two former journeys to the

continent, during the second of which
Lord Byron had joined them. That
Claire "could speak Erench" was not the

reason now alleged for her being of the

party. Entirely \\'ithout resources of her

owTi, she and her daughter, AUegra, were
dependent on Shelley; and their presence

in the household was an incumbrance,

especially to ]Mary, who thought that

Byron, then in Italy, might take charge

of his child. This Byron was willing to

do, but only on the hard condition that

the little girl must be separated from her

mother. On arriving at Lyons, Shelley

wrote to Leigh Hunt an account of the

journey, the manuscript of which is in my
collection. It begins: "WTiy did you not

wake me that night before we left Eng-
land, you and Marianne?" (Mrs. Hunt.)

The night before Shelley and ^lary
sailed for Erance, they were visited in

their lodgings in Great Russell Street by
Mary Lamb, Godwdn, and the Hunts.

Shelley was such an indifferent host that

he fell asleep, and his friends left \\'ithout

awakening him. The letter is "crossed"

by one fromx Mary, addressed "My dear

Hunt & my dear Marianne," in which she

says:

"Now we see Jura and Mont Blanc
from the windows of our hotel, and the

Rhone rushes by our windows. The sun

shines bright, and it is a kind of Paradise

which we have arrived at through the

valley of the shadow of death, for cer-

tainly the greater part of our journey

here was not the most pleasant thing in

the world. The first night after quitting

Calais we slept at St. Omers. We ar-

rived after the shutting of the gates.

The postillions cracked their whips to

give signs of our approach, and a female
voice was heard from the battlements de-

manding the name and number of the in-

vaders. She was told that it was some
EngUsh ladies and their children, and she

departed to carry the intelligence to the

Governor who lived half a mile off. In
about half an hour the gates were thrown
open and about a dozen soldiers came out,

headed by the female who demanded our
passports. ... So we passed through
the various windings of the fortifications

and through three immense gates which
were successively closed after us with a

clanking sound. . . . The largest towns
in Erance are not fortified, but these

tilings appear to spring up in the North
of Erance—that is the part that borders

on Elanders—like mushrooms or toad-

stools; great large round things with a

ditch and wall round them. . . . Lyons
is a pleasant city and very republican.

The people have suffered dreadfully.

You know the horrors they went through
in the revolution, and about six months
ago they w^re not much better off. 'If

it had not been for Napoleon,' said one
man to us, ' my head would not be where
it is. He brought peace to us; and I say

nothing—but there are people who wish

him back. When the Angouleme party

had the lead, dreadful atrocities were
committed here; mais ce Monsieur q^on

appelle Louis XVIII is a better man and
restrained them.'"

Mary's long letter contains interesting

personal matters regarding Shelley and
the children, and she vividly describes the

state of France and the attitude of the

French people toward their restored mon-
archy after the downfall of Napoleon.
Matthew Arnold found the unfortunate

Harriet the most amiable personality in

the group of women associated with

Shelley; but undoubtedly the most at-

tractive is the beautiful and tempera-

mental Claire. She and the picturesque

adventurer, TrelawTiey, were the only

intimate associates of Shelley who lived

beyond middle age; and when she was
eighty years old she confided to the author
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of ''Last Links With Byron, Shelley, And
Keats" that she had "loved Shelley with

all her heart and soul." Claire's manu-
script diary came into my possession at

the sale of the Buxton Forman library,

and it contains many references to her

brief infatuation for Byron and her affec-

tion for the younger poet. That her con-

stant presence was irritating to Mary
there is abundant evidence in the latter's

journal and letters, such as the appeal to

Shelley: " Give me a garden, and absentia

Claire, and I will thank my love for many
favors." There is one entry in Claire's

diary which seems to have a decided per-

sonal significance. It records "a story

told to us by Hogg":
"A gentleman of fortune lived very

happily with his wife. The sister fell in

love with him, and, as the sisters loved

each other, this made no difference in their

happiness. Unhappily, both the love and
the consequences of it came to the knowl-

edge of the family of the sisters, and then

began the persecution. The husband,
though a man of immense wealth, pos-

sessed his estates only for life. He was
therefore very averse to accepting the

challenge of the irritated brother as thev
were pleased to call him. These three

people went abroad. They tried every
means to avoid a meeting, but the brother

followed, thirsting. ..."
The entry ends thus. The situation in

this story is so like that of Shelley, Mary,
and Claire, that the ingenious and ironi-

cal Hogg must have invented it for the

occasion. Half a century has gone by
since the last survivor of the characters

in this strange tragi-comedy passed away.
The hands that wrote these old letters,

hands that clasped in friendship and ca-

ressed in love, have long since crumbled
into dust. Nothing remains but the

legend and these fading messages from
the past. We read them, and it is, for

the moment, as if we, like Browning's
unknown, could "see Shelley plain." As
Francis Thompson says in his mono-
graph on the poet: "His dying seems a
myth, a figure of his living; the material

shipwreck a figure of the immaterial."
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r was the day follow-

ing the funeral of Ma-
dame Capeau.

I was sitting in

front of the fireplace

in my room on the

second floor of the

Capeau boarding-
house, filling my after-dinner pipe. The
fire had not been laid. Already many
things were neglected about the house.

I heard a knocking on the hall door,

more like the gnawing or scratching of a
mouse.
"Come in!" I called, and Capeau, his

square white chef's cap above his wizened
face, stole into the room. His expression

had the blank wofulness of a gasping

fish.

"Ah, monsieur, I am ruin, ..." His
voice broke off as if sawed through by a
file.

I sprang up and tried to grasp one of

his hands, but they hung down, limp, be-

fore him like a puppy's paws. I got hold

of an elbow and steered the poor fellow

to a chair.

"Sit down, man; you need a drink."

I poured him whiskey from my cel-

laret. He held the glass, swaying, but
his eyes didn't seem to see it or his hand
feel that it closed over an object. Finally

he put the liquor down, untasted, on my
table.
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Capeau had on the same greasy black

alpaca coat he had worn at the hospital,

five days before. I remembered how his

thin wrists had shot out from the rumpled
sleeves as he threw his arms across the

bed where "madame's" body lay.

The cords on one side of Capeau's neck
were slightly shortened; it was impos-

sible for him to look at me directly. His

pale eyes rolled until little white crescents

showed on the rims before I was the cen-

tre of his vision.

''Monsieur, I am ruin!" he groaned
again, the words coming out in a spasm
that writhed his shrunken body.

Had the death of his wife unsettled his

mind?
I made an effort to express my feelings

;

this man's grief was my own.
''Ah! Capeau . . . your wife . . . we

respected her ... we depended on her.

I don't know how we are ever going to

get along without her !"

"She . . . Vilette is never my wife,"

he stammered.
If anything could upset me more than

the death of Madame Capeau it was this

astounding assertion from her runt of a

husband. I was prompted to kick him
from the room.

" Wasn't your wife ? " I snarled. " I've

been living with you two, here in this

house, over nineteen years. She always
called herself by your name . . . what do
you mean . . . wasn't your wife?"

"It is not possible Vilette become so."

In spite of weakness and dejection he put
up a quick defense against my anger.

"We are lovers, partners, companions of

the best, but Vilette is not free. I cannot
make her my wife."

"She'd married before?"

"She marry . . . yes . . . bad. Her
... he yet live."

"But, of course, madame got her di-

vorce?"
"Yes, monsieur, but the church, it

marry not again the divorce."

"But why in the world didn't you have
a civil marriage?"

"Vilette care not for it. She mourn
for the blessing of the church."

"Well, what difference does it make
now, Capeau? She was happy while she

lived."
" The difference, monsieur, that it ruin

me." Capeau renewed his lament. "All
the nights Vilette light the lamp of the

kitchen between us to make our accounts
of the business. We add the profits. ' See
there our child

!

' Vilette say, her thumb
on the last figure. 'Our savings, watch
how she grow ! She is not the child that

forgets her old parents. It is she that

cares for our age.' One night it is at last

ten thousand of the dollars that we have
in the banks. She is a big 'child.' We
work for her long, that 'child,' monsieur.

Now, Vilette clap her hands, it is enough;
we go to invest it wisely in the name of

both. Vilette is strong; one dream not
death is in her. I am sick. Oh ! mon-
sieur, who can know?"

"You're right, Capeau. Who could

know? But I'm glad you've got the

money."
"Ah! Not so, monsieur. It is now

too late. I am ruin. Our money, it is

in the banks in the name of Vilette. I

cannot touch it. The sister of Vilette,

the Jilson woman, she that come to the

funeral and stay now in this house, it is

she, the viper, that robs me of the 'child.'

It is that sister that is heir to Vilette."

"But, Capeau, something's out of the

way about this. Mrs. Jilson'll under-

stand the property's yours . . . she'll see

reason."

"She see only money, monsieur."

"Why, Capeau, you must have rights

. . . your rights as husband . . . your
rights as business partner. It's absurd
for Mrs. Jilson to think she can swallow

your savings just because they happened
to stand in madame's name at the time

she died. You're upset, man, unstrung
by your grief. Go to bed. To-morrow,
if you want, I'll speak to Mrs. Jilson. If

she's unreasonable, we'll see a lawyer."

Until late that night I puzzled over the

tangled affairs of the Capeaus.
They were a Swiss couple, come to

America twenty years ago to open a

boarding-house in the city; their capital

madame's good nature and management,
Capeau's skill and copper pans.

That same year I got my first job with

Roberts & Company, Interior Decorators.

From there they sent me to the pension

Capeau for a place to live in that was as

modest as my pay. I was welcomed at

the door by madame, a brisk, robust,
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bounding woman who showed me up-

stairs to this room with a shabby Old-

World changelessness about it. That
night I dined. Never since I was a stu-

dent in Paris had I tasted food like that

cooked by Capeau. After dinner I un-

packed, I stretched my legs. I was a
bachelor for life.

The household of Madame Capeau
grew until there were eight of us; clerks,

musicians, a lot of drab, unprosperous
dreamers, well fitted to enjoy but not one

of us able to pay for the good things of

life. For us the house of Capeau was a

haven.

We were all bachelors except Smith.

He was a lean, nervous drum-player in an
orchestra. He had a wife he'd lived with

off and on, but he never tried to get her

back after he came to Capeau's.

''The Maison Capeau, it is heaven,"

madame would laugh, ''where is no mar-
rying, no giving in marriage." We were
welded together by the personahty of

89
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madame. We were understood. We
were well fed. We became a family.

Capeau? As a rule I didn't see the

man four times a month. His whistle

often penetrated from the little walled

garden at the back of the house where
from a space no bigger than a bathtub
he coaxed salads in summer. Against

the walls were cages full of fattening

poultry and hares. Ah, we lived well

!

From the narrow passage to the garden

you could glance in through the kitchen

door. Here was order and savoriness;

Capeau a little king among his pans. Up-
stairs you encountered the results of his

skill but never the insignificant cooklet

himself; the creator was forgotten in an
enjoyment that the palate never forgets.

But now it thrust itself upon me . . .

the isolation of Capeau; his one solace

threatened, the earnings that he and ma-
dame had cherished together . . . their

last bond.

However, I did not believe that Mrs.
Jilson was in earnest about pocketing her

sister's money, or that the law would al-

low it if she was.

Next morning I consulted a lawyer.

"Talk with the woman, herself," he ad-

vised. ''There's always a latent family

row in the settlement of an inheritance."

I found a chance to talk with Mrs. Jil-

son after dinner that night. During the

silent meal she had sat at the head of the

table in the chair of madame; but for the

rest of us that chair remained empty.
From it madame used to beam upon us

as she tucked the great white napkin from
armpit to armpit, securing it in little

folds of flesh. What an adventure it

was, like scaling a snow-covered Alpine

''shoulder," the hfting of a spoonful of

soup, a fork wrapped with macaroni,

over that shrouded bust ! Madame her-

alded its safe arrival by a soft sucking-in.

Capeau never sat at table. He was too

busy below stairs. A little slavey who
"came in" by the day carried the dishes

to and from the dumb-waiter.

As I said, I spoke to Mrs. Jilson that

night and sacrificed a peaceful half-hour

that should have been dedicated to the

digestion of Capeau's omelette au con-

fiture.

I faced Mrs. Jilson in the salon that

opened by double doors from the dining-

room. The rest of the family slunk away.
Not even Smith had the grace to stand
by me.

Queer little garish room ! It brought
tears to my eyes . . . the pathetic taste

of madame. Two long mirrors, upright
on the wall, were framed by lace curtains,

like sham windows. Curtains of equal

richness draped back frorn the four real

windows. The apartment had the look of

a salesroom for curtains. The curtain-

poles were wrapped in pink velvet. The
carpet was rose-colored; the gilt-framed

chairs upholstered in old-gold brocade;

a small table of onyx and twisted brass

stood by a mndow and a large jardiniere

of striped orange- and-black pottery held

a faded palm. No one had thought to

water it.

The Capeaus never sat in this room.
The family shunned it. But now it had
become a temple; madame's pride had
dwelt here, satisfied, while she was alive,

and in no place did she seem so present

now that she was dead.

I stood holding a gilt chair between my-
self and Mrs. Jilson. I tried to think of

her amiably, as madame's sister, though I

had never seen her in this house before.

She had been longer in America, was
older than Madame Capeau. Originally

handsome, Mrs. Jilson had been poorly

restored. Paint accentuated the droop
of her cheeks. Her eyes were dark like

her sister's, but they no longer glistened.

She was better dressed, better held to-

gether than madame, but her expression

had no alluring lines for grief to tamper
with. Mrs. Jilson was soured, by what
experiences I had no desire to probe. I

felt uncomfortable in her presence. I

should have been glad to run away.
Instead . . . "Mrs. Jilson," I began

buoyantly, "there is some misunder-

standing. Your brother-in-law Mr. Ca-

peau's been to me. He's troubled. Ma-
dame Capeau died so suddenly, their

joint property was standing in her name
at the time. Now he hears you're taking

out papers as administrator of your sis-

ter's estate. Of course you understand

perfectly that the man has a right to his

earnings; but Capeau's sick . . . un-

reasonable. Wouldn't it be better if you
jolHed him up a little, told him you un-

derstand all about his rights?"
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"Rights?" challenged Mrs. Jilson dis-

agreeably. "Do you think I care a ding
for the rights of my sister's cook? He
had the cheek to put his name on Vil-

ette's coffin, but he ain't any more her

husband than I am."
Her tone was irritating.

"Capeau loved your sister," I re-

torted. "They were more than just ordi-

nary husband and wife: they were part-

ners in business."

Mrs. Jilson tossed her nose in a sneer.

"The business was Vilette's, I notice;

the money she made was hers."

"But, Mrs. Jilson, just because of an
accident . . . because their savings hap-

pened to stand in madame's name at the

time she died . . . you don't mean to

take Capeau's money . . . you don't

need it!"

"Don't, don't I? Jilson's in business

all right . . . respectable ... no cook
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about him; but all my life I ain't done
one thing but watch folks getting things

I can't have. Catch on to this fer in-

stance ... I found it in Vilette's room."
Mrs. Jilson showed her fat hand. On it

was a marquise ring, set with a few small

pearls, not of great value. I recognized

it as Capeau's one gift to his wife. She
used to wear it on Sundays.

"1 can't be buying jewelry," an-

nounced Mrs. Jilson, aggrieved.

"At least, Mrs. Jilson, you can be

prompt about enjoying what you in-

herit."
" Well, just why shouldn't I be ? " Her

voice had the whine of the habitually

wronged. ''Guess I've scrimped, lived

behind other folks all my life. 'When's
my turn coming to have clothes, an' an
auto, an' some jewelry?' Guess I've

asked Jilson that a million times. I'd of

been glad Vilette got anything I'd of left.

Hers'U get me a fur coat an' a thing or two.

''Vilette was a fool not to get herself

some clothes . . . going round looking

like a frump. She never come to Detroit,

visiting me, but once. That was enough

!

Jilson's folks've got money . . . they're

people o' style. I give Vilette one look

. . . whew ... no corsets; a red satin

slip-on she'd made herself !
' Vilette, my

dear,' I ses, 'take to your bed, there in

the guest-room, quick's you can . . .

play sick till I can get you some clothes

decent to breathe in. Mustn't a caller

see you, an' keep the bed-clothes up to

your chin if anybody's much as looks

in the room; can't imagine your having
a nightgown that won't disgrace me.'

"Next day I had some ready-mades
sent up from the stores. Vilette wouldn't

get out o' bed to's much as try 'em on.

I'd asked Jilson's sisters to play bridge

with us. . I tried to tease Vilette into one
o' the dresses. She got cranky an' lay in

bed. 'Capeau and me, we have not the

money for the trumperies,' she laughed.

'I cannot play the bridge, I cannot play

the duchess. Those things they look silly

on me, sis
!'

"Wasn't a thing to do but keep Vilette

in bed all the time she was there, an' tell

folks that come to the fiat she was sick.

I wasn't going to have Jilson's people see

her wabbling round in that red slip-on.

It was a let-down to my nerves when she

took the train home. Now what good's
all her saving doing her? Gracious, if it

was money she was after, she could of

made it, if she'd had sense.
" 'If you're wanting to be a servant,'

I told Vilette, 'an' live with a cook, go
ahead an' servant it to the rich—they'll

give you some pay—instead o' feeding a

lot o' poor stuff that, guess most o' the

time, don't pay their skimpy bills.'
"

"And what did your sister say to

that?" I asked. The flow of Mrs. Jil-

son's monologue had reached my level.

" ' Bon !
' Vilette ses. ' There you have

it ! The hundred of peoples that make
the pleasant lives of the rich ! But our

poor family . . . they are messieurs that

know what is good. It is Capeau and
me, only, that can do for them . . . the

little they can pay !'
"

Mrs. Jilson began strolling about the

unused room, handling approvingly the

bric-a-brac with which the weird little

apartment bristled. "Poor Vilette, she

was common ! You wouldn't o' thought
she'd o' been so tasty in her furnishings.

Why, you know, mister, I wouldn't mind
Minnie Jilson seeing this room. I s'pose

these things'll sell for a lot."

I shuddered at thought of denuding
madame's shrine.

I was discouraged. My mission was
not a success. I had made no headway.
Mrs. Jilson had done the talking. Her
eyes were filled by the sight of other's

possessions outglittering her own, her

consciousness packed with a sense of her

own privations ; there was no place in her

mind for a thought of the rights of Ca-

peau. I don't believe she realized that I

had spoken to her with a purpose.

Next day the lawyer I had retained

interviewed her. He was more successful

than I in plainly stating the case. Mrs.

Jilson was bland ; she already understood

;

her sister had arranged things so that

she, Mrs. Jilson, had legal right to the

little pile. Moral right? She waved it

aside with a sweep of the hand that wore

madame's ring. "If the law ses things is

yours, I guess they're yours."

I asked the priest to expostulate with

her. She faced him boldly. "The church

wouldn't marry Vilette while she was
alive; guess not even the church can

marry her now."
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At last I got the doctor to tell her that

Capeau's illness grew upon him danger-

ously, now that he grieved over this final

loss. "Can't the little rooster find some
other woman to support him?" was her

retort.

Mrs. Jilson had suffered long under the

eyes of opulent sisters-in-law. Now her

cover for him his share in his wife's estate.

Wasn't he madame's husband by com-
mon law?

Mrs. Jilson stayed in Detroit, but pre-

pared to battle through a lawyer.

The night before the case came to trial

the gravy was burnt at dinner. Poor Ca-
peau was breaking up rapidly

!

"Capeau, . . . here's a gift from your family."—Page 94.

turn had come. She could begin to catch
up. She was less a woman than a pair of

acquisitive hands.

She showed agility in winding up her
sister's affairs, had herself appointed exec-

utrix, collected and paid bills. She went
back to Detroit, leaving directions for the
sale of the furniture. She had swallowed
Capeau's little fortune entire.

No sooner was she gone than we de-
cided in family council to bring legal suit

against her, in the name of Capeau, to re-

I sat with him in court next day.

The trial was a sorry affair.

A man suing a woman ... it didn't

appeal to the chivalry of an American
jury.

The plaintiff had blackened the family

name of the defendant . . . living il-

legally with her sister for years . . . that

roused the latent puritanism of the

twelve.

Capeau cut a poor figure. He didn't

look like a hero. The man's face was
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blanched, his hair grizzled by disease.

His sidewise leer prompted distrust.

Even I found his inertia irritating.

He was a child of the Old World, being

judged by American standards. ''Lost

his bit, has he? Let him start in to-mor-

row and make another pile." You felt

this was in the mind of the jurors. But
there was no resiliency, no push about
Capeau. His bourgeois mind was un-

aspiring, but at least unenvious. He had
worked skilfully, proud of his business;

content by the side of the woman he

loved; satisfied with little. His romance
had risen to the height of a business part-

nership. Now his wife was dead, his sav-

ings had been wrongfully taken from him.

He was ill. He was ruined. It was the

end.

He was a little dry, yellow, sucked-out

shell of a man. Perhaps a jury of women
. . . elderly women . . . might have felt

pity for him. But I must acknowledge,

that day in court, Capeau looked every

inch the kind that a man wants to kick.

Then I thought of all the years he
had made me comfortable; given me a
home above price, cooking the memory of

which was bound to flatten the flavor out

of heaven. I longed to spring to my feet

in court and cry out to the jurors: " Come
to dinner, to-night, my friends ! Reserve
your decision until after coffee. Oh, if

you knew how Capeau can cook ! If you
could only taste the soup!" But I re-

mained silent in the chair by my hero. I

remembered the burnt gravy of last night.

It was indeed the end

!

Mercifully the case did not drag.

The jury promptly found for the de-

fendant.

Mrs. Jilson had triumphed.

To-morrow we would take Capeau to

the Old Men's Home ... he, only fifty-

five, too feeble, too dispirited to continue.

The contents of the Capeau house would
be sold. Capeau could prove title only to

his copper pans.

That night the family ate at the ''self-

serve" down the street. We wouldn't
let Capeau cook the dinner. We urged
him to come with us. He refused. He
slunk off to his kitchen.

The restaurant dinner—bah ! it turned

our stomachs without satisfying them.

Afterward, the eight of us, long the

spoiled guests of Capeau, returned to

meet in madame's pink parlor. We were
hungry, restless, miserable. We had
never lingered in this room before. We
didn't sit down on the satin chairs. We
didn't smoke. We were like mourners
trying to be natural after a funeral.

Smith, as our senior, addressed us.

"Pass the hat, boys ! We're all so damn
poor it won't hurt us a damn to be a Httle

poorer. Put in all you can't spare for

Capeau . . . pay his lawyer's bill . . .

get him some tobacco. Homes like this

don't grow on every bush !"

Smith raised his hat before him as the

rector holds the alms-basin above the

waiting wardens while he exhorts with a
loosening verse of Scripture. "Homes
like this don't grow on every bush!" I

wonder that isn't in the Bible. There
isn't enough praise of good homes in that

Book. Sniith touched our pockets.

They handed over the little offering to

me. I had been longest with the Capeaus.
I hunted out Capeau in his kitchen.

He sat huddled at the table in the dark,

his head on his arms. There was no sign

he had tasted food. The man didn't

drink. I lighted the kerosene-lamp and
the glow of copper skillets, the sheen of

brass ladles, leapt from the shadowed
walls. A line of long sharp butcher-

knives was stacked in a rack above the

table . . . one missing . . . leaving a

noticeable break in the rank.

Capeau's forehead rested on a large

rusty black ledger. It was the book in

which he and Vilette had watched the

growth of the "child."

I didn't sit down in the empty chair

across from his. I dragged over a stool

from the sink and perched near the table.

"Capeau," I said, "here's a gift from
your family. Cheer up, man; you've got

lots of friends." I had smoothed out and
counted the bills and checks from Smith's

hat. They amounted to a little over

seven hundred dollars. I placed the roll

on the table. He didn't lift his head.

When before had Capeau lacked in ob-

sequious gratitude ?

I picked up the roll and tried to thrust

it into his hands, but they were both

tightly clasped about the big ledger in

which Vilette had made the last entry

before she died.
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Starting twenty years ago, they had
rolled it up, dollar by dollar; it was ten

thousand, Capeau had said, at the last

adding up. Some men would make that

in a day, some in an hour. And what
would it mean to them?
To Capeau his money had been more

than pay for labor. It had represented

times that amount ! My mental calcula-

tions suddenly exploded in an idea.

I sprang from the stool. ''Capeau!" I

cried sharply, " twenty years of hard work
. . .it's given me an idea. Listen!"
I slapped his apathetic shoulder; I shook
him, and as I did so a long knife, like a
gleaming snake, slipped from his knees to

Locked together, we danced about the yard.—Page 96.

companionship, hope, forethought for

old age, or, if need be, solace for the one
that was left ... it had meant all this to

Capeau and Vilette.

And now Capeau, the thrifty, the in-

dustrious, after twenty years of tearing

bloody entrails, twenty years of skim-
ming grease, was left with his reward,
seven hundred and thirty-five charity
dollars and a bed to die in at the Old
Men's Home.
Ten thousand dollars laid by in twenty

years ; that represented the saving of five

hundred a year . . . ten dollars a week.
Why, a cook like Capeau was worth ten

the kitchen floor. I picked it up, shud-

dering, and returned it hastily to the

empty place in the frame on the wall.

"Cheer up, Capeau!" I shouted into

his ear; "hold on for one more night.

I'm going to see the lawyer again. I've

got a new idea. We may be able to do
something. To-morrow, perhaps, you
won't be so miserable as you think you
are."

And so it happened that we did not

disperse, next day, that contented little

household of the Maison Capeau; and
Capeau, taking courage from the rest of

us, declared himself more than able to
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prepare the dinner. It would be the wish

of Vilette that her family suffer in noth-

ing. Never again would he so far forget

himself as to let the food disgrace her

memory.
That night the roast ducklings were

garnished with stewed plums and smoth-
ered in a gravy that surpassed hope.

One day more and everything was
settled. I made a trip down-stairs to

congratulate Capeau. He stood in the

kitchen door, chic in clean white coat and
cap. An escaped bunny lay asleep at his

feet, between rows of nibbled lettuces.

As he watched the furry thief, Capeau's
right hand slowly whetted a knife across

a stone in the palm of his left.

''Hi, Capeau!" I yelled; ''just had a

telephone call . . . the robber '11 have to

cough up !"

The little man jumped, looked up
obliquely, puzzled by my slang.

"Monsieur mean . . .
?"

"Mrs. Jilson's got to pay back every

cent!"
" Mais, comment, monsieur ? I cannot

have from Vilette. The jury say it . . .

I am not her husband."
"No, Capeau, you were not her hus-

band. But Mrs. Jilson has said it . . .

you were madame's cook. Yesterday we
brought in a claim against her estate for

your wages . . . ten dollars a week for

twenty years. That's ten thousand four

hundred dollars. The court's ordered

Mrs. Jilson to pay you from the estate of

her sister!"

Capeau's face flushed. Then he sprang
suddenly forward and threw his arms
around me, his hands still holding the

knife and stone. Passionately he kissed

the lapels of my coat ... he couldn't

reach my cheeks.

I returned his embrace. Locked to-

gether, we danced about the yard, career-

ing recklessly over cabbages.

We paused for breath.

"Capeau," I panted, "you cam.e

mighty near losing every cent you had
in the world ... it was a hair-breadth

escape
!"

"Bien, monsieur!"—his exuberance
was undaunted by idiom—"there is, in-

deed, but one hair missing, but that I

lose all!"

I slapped him on the back. "And I

nearly lost my home ; it was a close shave
for me too, Capeau!"

"Oui, bien! Monsieur shave himself

closer that time than ever before !" Ca-
peau's voice rose. "But it is now thanks
to monsieur, I get what is right; Madame
Jilson, she get what is left

!"

Too excited to realize what he was
doing, he began vigorously sharpening

the knife on the whetstone.

I looked for the rabbit.

It had vanished.

I turned back to Capeau. "Bien!" I

mocked. "There is indeed but one hare

missing
!"

Capeau looked up sideways, a gleam in

his watery eyes. "Even monsieur catch

not all the thiefs in the one day !

"

'^ Beauty Persists''

BY MAXWELL STRUTHERS BURT

Beauty persists in loveliness of little things,

It cannot diminish, or alter, or be slain;

Were I as old as Jacob, if there sings

Along the hedge a sparrow after rain.

Beauty will toss my heart aloft again.

Beauty persists in an imperishable little thing;

When you, O friends and lovers, are old and gray,

Around the altered lineament will cling

A ghost of what was young, and you, and gay:

A wavering shadov/ upon a quiet day.



The Significance of Recent

American Drama
BY ARTHUR HOBSON QUINN

Author of " Pilgrim and Puritan in Literature," etc.

N view of the interest-

ing and important de-

velopments in our na-

tive drama during the

past few years, it is

depressing to the close

student of that field of

art to read the patron-

izing or superficial treatments of the sub-

ject that have recently been permitted

circulation. An example may be found
in an article by Melchoir Lengyel, the

Hungarian author of "The Czarina," to

which travesty of history j\Iiss Doris

Keane has descended, in company with

its adaptor, Edward Sheldon, from the

latter's own brilliant vivification of the

past in '' Romance." M. Lengyel naively

remarks that "should any one ask me
what the world has gained from the work
of the American playwright, I might re-

call several well-written dramas and com-
edies and remember their titles more
easily than the names of their authors."

He might at least have had the tact to

remember the name of the adaptor of his

play, a dramatist greater than he, whose
tragic illness has robbed the American
stage of one of its most promising play-

wrights. For the creator of "Romance"
has illustrated again the fact that the

shots of the Concord minute-men have
not been the only American products that

have been "heard round the world."

It is interesting to remember that it

was just a century ago that Sydney Smith
uttered his famous query: "In the four

quarters of the globe, who reads an Ameri-
can book or goes to an American play?"
in bHssful ignorance of the crowds that

had thronged Drury Lane a year before

to witness John Howard Payne's great

tragedy of "Brutus." Foreign criticism

is a bit more enlightened now than in

1820, or than it was even forty years

ago, when William Archer solemnly lec-

VoL. LXXII.—
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tured Bronson Howard for vulgarity in

"Saratoga," when the lines to which he
objected were not in the play at all, but
had been inserted by the British adaptor !

It is, perhaps, idle to expect an Hungarian
or an English critic to know thoroughly
the work of American playwrights when
our native critics are so prone to discrimi-

nate in their judgments in favor of exotic

products, especially if these are a bit pe-

culiar, and if the critic's appreciation im-
plies on his part a broad or even deep
knowledge of Continental drama.
As for popular appreciation, the condi-

tion is even more discouraging. If one
speaks about the encouragement of

American drama to that irritating per-

sonage, "the man in the street," whose
apprehension should certainly have been
sharpened long ago by the complexities of

traffic, he will inquire blankly, "Why
should the American drama be encour-

aged?" and will return contentedly to

those matters that are not for him empty
of concern. But it does concern him, and
vitally. Beside the intellectual and artis-

tic life of a nation, its commercial and in-

dustrial achievements are but incidents,

and there is no vehicle so powerful and
so competent to carry the meaning of

America to our assimilated and our un-

assimilated population as the drama. To
provide that drama, notwithstanding M.
Lengyel's ignorance, there are more than
thirty playwrights who have produced on
the professional stage in the last five years

plays that are worthy of consideration.

When Winthrop Ames offered a prize in

1 9 13 for the best American play, seven-

teen hundred manuscripts were submitted

in the competition. Quantity production

means little, of course, but before turning

to an examination of the recent work of

American playwrights, it is necessary to

emphasize the often-forgotten truth that

an artist needs not only proper remunera-
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tion but also proper appreciation, if he is

to do his best work. So long as producer

and audience consider it appropriate that

the name of an actor shall be blazoned in

letters a foot high, while the name of the

dramatist who has provided him vriih his

thoughts and emotions shall be either

printed in letters one-tenth the size or

omitted altogether, the playwright is not

to be blamed if he writes his play with an
actress rather than high art in mind.

The workers are here, the themes are

here, and I believe the public is here, but

it must be taught to think in terms of

the dramatist.

As I have said, the courageous band
of those who have been struggling against

odds for the right of creative expression is

not a small one. Of the generation that

began to write in the nineteenth century,

Augustus Thomas,WilHam Gillette,David

Belasco, Langdon Mitchell, and John Lu-
ther Long are happily still with us. Mr.
Thomas has written four plays within the

last five years, but, with the exception of

one fine scene in ''The Copperhead," he
has not given us anything to match "Ari-

zona," ''The Witching Hour," or "As a
Man Thinks." In "The Dream Maker"
this season, Mr.' Gillette gave us only at

intervals his significant contribution of

the calm, cool man of action \^'ith whom
he thrilled us in "Secret Service" or
" Held by the Enemy." Mr. Belasco has
contented himself ^^'ith adaptations like

"Kiki," which, brilliant as they are, lie

outside our province, or with revivals of

"Peter Grimm" or "The Easiest Way."
If he would only once again provide the

magic mould of construction into which
the rich imagination of Mr. Long could

pour another " Adrea" or "Madame But-
terfly " ! And if Mr. Mitchell would only

write another social comedy like "The
New York Idea"!
There is a younger generation, speaking

in terms of achievement, whose work is

included \\'ithin the century that has just

come of age. Percy MacKaye, the apos-

tle of community drama; Miss Rachel
Crothers, talented and practical, to see

one of whose dress rehearsals is a theatri-

cal treat; Booth Tarkington, whose come-
dies please but do not always satisfy, for

he seems constantly on the verge of the

very fine thing and just misses it; James

Forbes, whose progress from " The Chorus
Lady " to " The Famous Mrs. Fair " is one
of the most encouraging steps in our re-

cent dramatic history; A-. E. Thomas,
who insists on drawing gentlemen and
gentlewomen without over-encourage-

ment; Eugene Walter, whose craftsman-

ship is of a high order, and who may some
day select material more worthy of him
and treat it more sincerely; George M.
Cohan, playwright and producer, who has
developed the farce to a point where he
alone seems to know how to keep it; Win-
chell Smith, who has a definite programme
of presenting clean, wholesome, and en-

tertaining comedies ' that play over the

surface of life with a lively humor, and
who has had his overwhelming reward.

This group includes playwrights who have
had produced a number of plays and
whose manner and method are estab-

lished. Equally well-estabHshed are the

methods of such a dramatist as Miss
Josephine Preston Peabody, who gave us

one stage success in "The Piper," and
who, it is hoped, will give us more.

There is a still younger group, again

speaking in terms of stage life rather than
of the calendar, whose methods are not

so well defined, and who, in consequence,

cannot be so easily characterized. Among
these are Eugene O'Neill, Miss Zoe Akins,

Jesse Lynch WilHams, Miss Zona Gale,

Miss Susan Glaspell, Gilbert Emery,
Thompson Buchanan, Philip Moeller,

Miss Clare Kummer, George Middleton,

Edwin Milton Royle, Arthur Richman,
Miss Gilda Varesi, Percival Wilde, John
T. ^Mclntyre, Miss Lilian K. Sabine,

Frank Craven, William Anthony Mc-
Guire, George S. Kaufman, Marc Con-
nelly, Owen Davis, J. H. Benrimo, and
Henry M\'ers.

The list might have been made longer,

without difficulty, but writers of musical

and sentimental comedy, of "crook" mel-

odrama, and of "thrillers" have been
omitted—verily they have their own re-

ward ! And, on the other hand, if I

have assumed the role of prophet in a

few cases, I firmly believe the author of

"The Hero," "Ambush," "A Young
Man's Fancy," and "The First Fifty

Years" will justify me.
It will be most helpful in a study of our

recent drama to treat the subject, not by
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an appraisal of the relative merits of the

individual playwrights, but from the point

of view of the motives treated, the dra-

matic types, and the locale of the plays.

In this way the significance of the work
of the dramatists will, it is hoped, become
most apparent, and since it seems best to

confine our survey to the plays of the last

three seasons, with special emphasis upon
those of the present season, the number
of plays by any one author will not be

large. It would not be relatively so prof-

itable to extend our survey farther back.

War conditions made the seasons of 191 7-

18 and 191 8-19 unrepresentative, and
outside of Mr. Thomas's stirring war-

play, "The Copperhead," Mr. Williams's

brilliant social comedy, "Why Marry?"
Mr. Moeller's artistic historical play,

"Moliere," and Mr. MacKaye's exquisite

masque, "The Evergreen Tree," it is diffi-

cult to remember any real contribution to

dramatic writing, although Mr. Bacon's

"Lightnin'" has its importance as the

successor of " Rip Van Winkle " in motive,

and as probably the most popularly suc-

cessful American play on record.

An apparent paradox occurs in the re-

lations of dramatic and theatrical history

in these three years. The general failure

of this last theatrical season from the

standpoint of the box-office has become
such a commonplace of conversation "on
the Rialto" that it is unnecessary to do
more than mention it here, but the de-

clining curve in theatrical prosperity has

run in a contrary direction to that of dra-

matic achievement. There have been
twice as many plays worth discussing in

the season of 1921-22, up to April 15, as

there were in the season of 1919-20. The
reason for this apparent paradox is not
far to seek. While business is good, long

runs are plentiful; when many plays fail,

opportunities are ofi"ered for new ones
which might never have been given a
chance under more favorable circum-
stances. It is interesting to note how
theatrical history repeats itself, and how,
almost a century ago, when the theatrical

priority passed from Philadelphia to New
York, never to return, the desperate con-

ditions of the theatres in Philadelphia
gave an opportunity to the playwrights of

that city which brought about one of the

greatest periods in our drama, and gave

Edwin Forrest "Metamora," "The Glad-
iator," and "Jack Cade."
There must be one exception made to

the topical rather than the individual

treatment of our recent playwriting.

For the three seasons under discussion,

and especially for the season of 1921-22,
the dominating figure is that of Eugene
O'Neill. Just as the outstanding event
of the season of 1919-20 was the produc-
tion of "Beyond the Horizon," and of the

season of 1920-21 the productions of

"The Emperor Jones" and "Diff'rent,"

so the most significant events in the re-

cent season were the performances of

"The Straw," "Anna Christie," "The
Hairy Ape," and "The First Man." To
have had eight plays produced in three

years with only one real failure, "Gold,"
which lasted only thirteen days in June,
192 1, is an achievement scarcely par-

alleled in dramatic history. To have
achieved this result without altering his

own standards to accord to popular fancy

or pseudo-critical analysis, places Mr.
O'Neill in a class by himself. Previous

to the production of "Beyond the Hori-

zon," he had been known as the author of

one-act plays of the sea, and of "Chris,"

a play one of whose elements reappeared

in "Anna Christie." But with "Beyond
the Horizon " he took his place as a dram-
atist who deals with the fundamental
motives of human life, of love between
man and woman, or of man for man, and
of the preservation of individual integrity.

He has pictured with rare skill the striv-

ing of the individual soul against the

crushing adverse forces of fate, or the in-

sistent clutch of circumstances, or the

progress of disease and death, or the over-

mastering impulse of the forces of nature,

personified in "Anna Christie" as "that

old davil, the sea." His audiences listen

spellbound while he violates with success

the so-called laws of dramatic technique.

The unities of space and time go by the

board, even the mechanical unity of ac-

tion vanishes as it did at the touch of the

great Elizabethans, but for these Mr.
O'Neill has substituted a higher unity of

action, which might perhaps better be

called a unity of impression. This unity

is gained through the power of the drama-
tist to fuse all the utterances and objects

of the stage, by the aid of sympathetic
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actors, into the expression of the motive

the dramatist wishes to convey.

In "The Emperor Jones" the motive

is that of terror, and the problem is to

bring that emotion into the consciousness

of the negro emperor's character in such

a way that the audience identifies itseh*

with him through the deepening stages of

that terror, and, consequently, enters into

that sympathy which, if secured, means
dramatic triumph. " Sympathy " is used

in its broadest sense; one may not like the

negro tyrant and grafter, who has domi-
nated his subjects by his cleverness and
good luck, but one can truly enter into

his motives and say \^'ith the British

smuggler at the end: "'E's a better man
than the lot o' you put together." Mas-
terly is the way in which the insurgent

negroes are kept out of sight until the last

scene, and their approach indicated only

by the insistent beat of the tom-tom.
This sound, continued and intensified

throughout the entire pursuit of 'Hhe
Emperor," produces an effect upon the

audience akin to the knocking of the

Scottish thanes upon the gate in ''Mac-

beth," and when it is combined with the

eJBFect upon the sense of sight produced by
the forest through which the Emperor
staggers in the hopeless circle toward his

doom, the result is one of the most im-

pressive lessons in stage-craft the English-

speaking stage has received. For the

interpretation of a motive like this, mon-
ologue secures just the unity necessary,

and all the diatribes levelled against the

monologue by teachers of dramatic tech-

nique fade into that obscurity which awaits

those theories that obstruct the progress

of the original artist. Monologue has

been tabooed on account of the lack of

variety, but variety is obtained in ''The

Emperor Jones" through the \'arying

shades in the intensity of terror, and
through the challenging idea of taking the

negro back through the stages of his pre-

natal racial Ufe.

It is the same unity of impression which
ties together the scenes of Mr. O'Neill's

latest success, "The Hairy Ape," pro-

duced at the Provincetown Theatre in

ISIarch. Here there is more variety of

place, and monologue is employed in only

one scene. The central character here is

an individual, struggling against social

and industrial injustice—a stoker in a
ship, who feels that he is a force that

drives, he "belongs"—while the passen-

gers, including the daughter of the presi-

dent of the line, are only incidents who
do not " belong." The scene in the stoke-

hole, with its fiery furnaces, in which the

"Yank," as he is called, and Mildred
Douglas, the neurotic poseur, are brought
face to face, is among the unforgetable

stage pictures of our time. With true

economy, the meeting is over almost at

once, but there has been time to fix in the

Yank's soul her look of horror, that sends

him out seeking for revenge upon her and
her kind. Rejected alike by the s\Tnbolic

procession on Fifth Avenue and by the

I. W. \V., he goes to the Zoological Gar-
dens, to the real Hair\' Ape, the gorilla,

whom he frees in order that they may
work out their brotherhood together.

Simply and naturally the gorilla chokes
him and flings him into his cage, then

saunters on about his own affairs 1 The
sympathy of the audience here goes out

to the Yank because of his dim stri\'ing at

first for better things—the tragedy lies in

his failure to find the understanding to

match his physical strength. Mr. O'Neill

is no doctrinaire, and he is concerned with
painting a section of life rather than
teaching a lesson, but surely the signifi-

cance of "The Hairy Ape" cannot escape

the thinking observer. Here is the force

that, properly controlled and guided, may
keep the world driving on. Unguided, it

is like a wheel from which the belt has
slipped—it may do incalculable harm.
But it is no tragedy of futility, as "Lil-

iom" was; it is a tragedy of misguided
power.

It is, after all, as an apostle of hope, of

spiritual success attained through sacri-

fice, that Eugene O'Neill has the greatest

significance. I am aware that this state-

ment \\i\\ be challenged, but only by
those who have failed to see or under-

stand his plays. It is unfortunate that
" Beyond the Horizon " was not played as

he wrote it, with the last scene on the hill-

top, for there the real motive of the play

was established. As played, the scene

closed in the sordid farmhouse, the voice

of Andy Mayo denouncing Ruth, his sis-

ter-in-law, because she had not lied in

time to Robert, so that he might die be-
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lieving she had loved him. It brought

the strong love of the brothers to the

front, the love that passed the love of

either for the woman who had wrecked
both their lives, and it touched that love

more truly than it had been touched on
our stage since Boker's "Francesca da
Rimini"; but that, after all, is not the

great motive of the play. It is Robert

Mayo's aspiration, his visions of the

great adventure "beyond the horizon"

—

which he had dreamed as a boy at the

window at sunset, and which he had given

up at the call of Ruth's passion for him.

When he knows his doom, he makes one
last effort to reach the hilltop, and when
Andy and Ruth find him there and strug-

gle to contain their grief, he says, "in a

voice which is suddenly ringing with the

happiness of hope: 'You mustn't feel

sorry for me. It's ridiculous ! Don't you
see I'm happy at last—because I'm mak-
ing a start to the far-off places—free

—

free ! Freed from the farm—free to wan-
der on and on—eternally ! Even the hills

are powerless to shut me in now.' Then
he raises himself on his elbow, his face

radiant, and points to the horizon.

'Look! Isn't it beautiful beyond the

hills? I can hear the old voices, calling

me to come—and this time I'm going

—

I'm free ! It isn't the end. I've won to

my trip—the right of release—be}'ond the

horizon ! Oh, you ought to be glad—glad

—for my sake!'"

It is this same message of hope that

made the last act of "The Straw," as

played by Otto Kruger in the part of

Stephen Murray and Miss Margalo Gill-

more as Eileen Carmody, a memorable
occasion. "The Straw" has been neatly

classified as a "tuberculosis play," but
those who saw it, with every part

nicely adjusted by George C. Tyler to

the character, realized how true Mr.
O'Neill's stage instinct is. They were
real people on that stage—the mere find-

ing of Miss Lamont for the minor part of

Mrs. Brennan, was a managerial triumph
—but, after all, it was that great last

scene that showed the dramatist's power.
As I watched Stephen Murray battle with
all his strength for the right to hope
against all odds for the happiness of the
girl he has just realized he loved, and saw
how that great power of his love routed

both science and human doubt, I could
not help remembering the words of

Horace Howard Furness, speaking of
" Romeo and JuHet " :

" This is no tragedy.

They knew they loved each other. What
happened afterward is a detail." And
the discussion that has raged about
Mr. O'Neill's "unhappy endings" seemed
more futile than ever.

Mr. O'Neill is not concerned with
" making " any kind of ending. The end-
ings form themselves in his capable hands
out of the characters and the situa-

tions. Given Anna Christie as she was,
\\ith the sea calling in her blood, and Mat
Burke as he was, and the ending of that

play is inevitable. There has to be the

saving grace of the Celt in one's consti-

tution to conceive Mat Burke or to un-
derstand him. He is just the kind who
would believe he could lift a girl like

Anna Christie out of her past environ-

ment, and it is just the mixture of rever-

ence for an ideal of womanly purity and
of superlative personal conceit which meet
in him that make it an even chance that

he may succeed. If he does, it will be

because it is out of his like, highly spiri-

tualized, that the saints are made—if he

fails, we may be sure he will throw the

failure up to her !

None of Mr. O'Neill's plays, except

"Diff'rent," leaves us depressed. If

there has been a tragedy, it has been

worth while; if the individual has been

conquered, he has won our respect for his

struggles, and our feeling is that of ex-

altation. This fact is Eugene O'Neill's

strongest claim to be considered a great

plax-wright. I happened to see " Beyond
the Horizon" and "Jane Clegg" on suc-

ceeding days, and the contrast was strik-

ing in this regard. Both recorded a mar-
riage that was a failure, but what a dif-

ference ! Careful as Mr. Ervine's work-

manship is, the effect of "Jane Clegg" is

depression, for there is no one on the stage

about whom one really cares. Art must
have a worthy object, and suffering alone

cannot win respect. That is the essential

flaw in "Diff'rent," also, for there is no

lift in the tragedy there. It is interesting,

however, to note that "Diff'rent" was ac-

corded a flattering reception in London
last fall when Norman Macdermott put

it on at his Everyman repertory theatre,
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and that it is soon to be produced at

the Abbey Theatre in Dublin.

In "The First Man" the Uft comes in

the triumph of the mother across the

di\-iding hne of death in the person of

the Uttle child, who wins his way into his

father's heart against the conspiracy of

all the chattering relatives in a small

New England towTi. "The First Man"
showed Eugene O'Neill's power in a direc-

tion not hitherto very apparent, the abil-

ity to give us rapid clever conversation

which in itself satirizes the social values

of a decadent patrician class. There are

curious lapses in "The First Man," but

we leave the new Jayson content in the

care of his great-aunt, a lovable and spir-

ited old gentlewoman, long to be remem-
bered.

Having violated our principle of treat-

ment as soon as it was established, in order

to analyze the work of a remarkable and
individual pla^^wright, let us return to

that principle and consider the topics

which have been treated significantly by
American playwTights in the last three

years. The theme which has appealed to

by far the largest number of dramatists

is that of married life, and this preference

has been especially evident in the present

season. Whether it is really true that

lovers become interesting only when they

are married, there can be no doubt that

the interrelations of husband and wife

have been carefully studied and brilliantly

treated on our recent stage. The drama
presupposes conflict, and so the majority

of the plays represent the struggle of wills,

passions, or desires of men and women.
Sometimes this conflict is carried through
relentlessly to a tragic or sordid end, as in

Mr. Thomas's "Nemesis," Miss Akins's

"Declassee," Mr. Richman's "Ambush,"
Miss Glaspell's "The Verge," or Mr.
Myers's "The First Fifty Years."

In fidehty to life, "Ambush" was the

best of this group. In a small suburban
New Jersey town Walter Nichols, a clerk,

tries to live an upright, decent life. His
wife and daughter do not sympathize
with his ideals, and the latter, through
her love for pleasure, ruins him and breaks
his spirit, till he is forced to accept help

from the man who is degrading, her. In
a speech that will remain long in the

memory, Mrs. Jennison, a friend, tells

Walter how the countless little facts of

life lie in ambush to prevent him from
keeping his ideals. There is httle lift in

"Ambush," although Frank Reicher's

portraiture of Walter Nichols secured our
full sympathy for him, but it belongs to

that field of effort in which Ibsen and
Hardy shone, and it made us wish that

the Theatre Guild would devote its pow-
erful energies more frequently to the pro-

duction of native drama.
In "The First Fifty Years" Mr. Myers

tried an interesting experiment. There
are but two characters in the play, Martin
and Anne Wells, and we see them in seven
scenes, beginning with the home-coming
after the honeymoon, and continuing,

through various anniversaries, until the

golden wedding. The marriage is a fail-

ure, being based solely on physical attrac-

tion, and there are no children to hold

them together. After a violent quarrel

they vow never to speak to each other

again, and so the fourth scene is played
entirely in pantomime, until at the end
Anne gives way to her grief in one broken-

hearted cry. Miss Clare Eames and Mr.
Tom Powers gave a remarkable perform-

ance in this play, which is interesting

mainly in its technique. That a dialogue

would hold the attention of an audience

for an entire evening would have seemed
hardly possible until "The Emperor
Jones" had held them by a monologue.

But "The First Fifty Years," while there

are certain curious flaws in the plot, re-

mains one of the season's significant plays.

Its picture of marriage is a warning, how-
ever, rather than an inspiration.

In another group a way out of the diffi-

culty is indicated. In " Beyond the Hori-

zon" the cherished dreams have paid for

the suffering; in "The First Man" the

wife's spirit Uves in her child; in Miss
Akins's "Daddy's Gone a Hunting," di-

vorce leaves unconclusive what promised

in the first two acts to be a very fine play;

in "The Famous Mrs. Fair" the danger

to their daughter brings the husband and
mfe together in a natural way.

Classification is useful mainly in call-

ing attention to variety, and various in-

deed are the reasons why marriage is rep-

resented on the stage as unsuccessful. It

is interesting to notice that it is usually
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the wife who revolts. The husband tries

it in "Daddy's Gone a Hunting" and in

"Enter Madame," Miss Gilda Varesi's

brilliant comedy, but he gets little sym-
pathy, and it is interesting to note that

both these plays are written by women.
The woman revolts more frequently, of

course, because feminism is in the air, and
probably because of some association of

the marriage ser\dce wdth the word
"obey"—now apparently about to be

eliminated by one form of historical

Christianity. In two very interesting

plays, which deserved better fates than

the present season meted out to them,

Owen Davis's "The Detour" and Miss
Crothers's "Everyday," a wife revolts for

the sake of her daughter against the fa-

ther's tyranny. Helen Hardy, in "The
Detour," has saved for years to give her

daughter an opportunity to become a

painter. Her husband demands that she

sacrifice this hope for the sake of his farm,

and she prepares to leave him. The
daughter has really no great talent and
Helen stays on the farm, her money going

to her daughter's lover to save him from
ruin and make their marriage possible.

But Helen starts saving again, for a pos-

sible granddaughter, and, despite her hus-

band's laughter, she stands, as the curtain

goes down—"her face glorified, looking

out into the future, her he?^t swelling

with eternal hope." Helen Hardy is a
real character. She appeals strongly be-

cause her revolt is not selfish—she is the

protest, too, of imagination against the

deadening life she knows. "I get so

tired," she remarks, "of sayin' nothin'

but just exactly what's so and listenin' to

folks that don't ever mean the least mite
more'n they say, or the least mite less!"

In "Everyday" a wife who has suffered

mental and moral beatings all her life re-

volts for her daughter's sake, and here

there is no reconciliation—the door closes

on the girl just before the curtain falls,

and the wife faces her husband unflinch-

ingly, with only his revenge to fill her

otherwise empty life.

To make drama there must, of course,

be another interest which interferes with
the current of marital happiness. In
"Daddy's Gone a Hunting," "Enter Ma-
dame," or in the revival of "He and She,"
one of Miss Crothers's best plays, the

artistic career of husband or wife is in-

troduced as the conflicting motive. It is

interesting that it did not have popular
success except in the lively comedy of

"Enter Madame," probably because to

the average audience the artistic urge
seems a bit remote. For much the same
reason the scientific interest of Curtis

Jayson, in "The First Man," seemed in-

sufficient as a cause for his hatred of his

unborn child. Much more coherent was
Mrs. Fair's restlessness after her military

career abroad.

Most obvious, of course, as the disturb-

ing element is the presence of another
passion. But while it was present in
" Bevond the Horizon," " Nemesis," " The
First Fifty Years," "The Verge," "The
Hero," "The Famous Mrs. Fair," "Dad-
dy's Gone a Hunting," " Enter Madame,'*
"The First Year," "Declassee," and
"The Bad Man," to mention only the
most interesting of the treatments, in

fully half of these it was but a minor mo-
tive. It would seem that the institution

itself has become a target for attack,

which ran to the last extreme in "The
Verge," a very unconvincing experiment
in pathology, which even the fine acting

of Miss Wycherly could not save. The
serious treatments of marriage provided
some very interesting human studies, but
they left the thoughtful observer with the

opinion that the institution was likely to

continue. They also left him with the

strange old conclusion that if two people

of like tastes and mutual forbearance

marry and have children, the marriage

will be a success, and that under other

conditions it may not be.

If the serious treatments of marriage

have been on the whole a bit depressing,

there have been some delightful moments
in which "the frank muse of comedy
laughed in free air." "Enter Madame'*
has carried its message of joy across the

water, and hardly needs dissection here.

"The First Year," by Frank Craven, has

attracted thousands by its faithful and
amusing picture of life, though why the

young wife was alone endowed with her

excruciating intonation while the rest of

the cast were permitted to speak English,

is still a puzzle to at least one of that

play's many auditors. But it remained
for two of the younger dramatists, George
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Kaufman and Marc Connelly, to provide Closely allied to the theme of marriage

in " Dulcy " and " To the Ladies ! " ^wo of is that of the relations of parents and chil-

the brightest spots in the season's experi- dren; in fact, as in "The Detour," "Ev-
ence. "Dulcy," although laid at a week- eryday," "Ambush," "The Famous Mrs.
end party near New York City, is not in- Fair," the themes are so interwoven that

tended to be a social comedy, for there is separate discussion is unnecessary. Usu-
no attempt at contrasting social values, ally the play concerns the revolt of a

but it is the comedy of people mo\dng in daughter, this theme receiving its most
social relations, and it dramatizes without striking treatment in "Anna Christie."

mercy but without bitterness the havoc a The sons are evidently not expected to

stupid, well-meaning woman can make of revolt, except for comedy, and in " Clar-

her husband's prospects. There is not a ence" and "Thank You" they provide

dull moment in it for the audience, for her some agreeable moments. It was ex-

dulness is made entertaining, an accom- tremely interesting to compare these

plishment worthy of imitation by certain plays with Miss Grace George's sympa-
contemporary novelists and dramatists. thetic adaptation of Paul Geraldy's "Les
Even better than "Dulcy" in some Noces d'Argent," under the title of "The

ways was its companion piece, "To the Nest." The theme of filial indifference

Ladies ! " This play has been largely ad- as compared to filia^ revolt was treated

vertised for its satire upon the "public here with quiet distinction,

banquet," and that scene is indeed ex- The feminine revolt has not been limited

tremely well done. But what makes the to those restive under the yoke of wed-
play much more significant is its repre- lock. In Miss Gale's "Miss Lulu Bett,"

sentation, simply and with sincerity, of Mr. Tarkington's "Intimate Strangers,"

the love of a clever young wife for her and A. E. Thomas's "Only 38," the spin-

conceited but not very able husband, ster or the widow has asserted her rights

The playwrights have seized upon the and routed those who stood in her way.
great fact that the most precious things " Miss Lulu Bett " had the greatest power
in life are our illusions, especially those of characterization, but there was a charm
we begin to suspect ourselves, and young about "Only 38" in the beginning which
Elsie Beebe has to keep up her own faith made us sorry when the appearance of the

in her husband as well as save him from college glee-club in the third act turned
the awkward situations into which acci- it into burlesque. Mr. Pollock's perform-
dent or his own incompetency has brought ance of "Mr. Sanborn," who "has been
him. It is not too much to say that in among 'em," repaid one, however, for the

the climax of the play, when Elsie rises at rest of the play, and raised the perennial

the dinner-table and makes the speech question as to the reason why the minor
that saves her husband's career, it was characters should so often be better than
the picture of the glorified love that im- the major ones. These plays might also

pelled and sustained her that swept the be classified as love-stories of maturity,

audience with the thrill that comes rarely and, indeed, the love-story of youth seems
in these sophisticated days. Part of the to be remarkably absent from our stage,

thrill was for the remarkable acting of Perhaps that is why Miss Clare Kummer
Miss Helen Hayes, but, after all, the part printed the legend, "A Love Story," on
was there. And lines like "nearly all the the programme of her "Mountain Man,"
great men have been married; it cannot but it is not the love-story that makes
be merely a coincidence" make us hope that play significant. It is the sympa-
that Mr. Kaufman and Mr. Connelly will thetic study of the North Carolina moun-
not write too much and too fast, for the taineer, whose father had left his own
stage needs them. A play like "To the family in disgust at their intolerance and
Ladies !" treating marriage without mal- had brought up his boy on the mountain,
ice, without bitterness, with reticence and Sidney Blackmer's interpretation of the

with sympathy, is worth a dozen morbid character of Aaron Winterfield, from his

analyses of mismated couples, for it is crude to his finished state after he returns

nearer truth and it creates beauty, and from France, was masterly. Miss Kum-
therefore it is better art. mer had created in " Good Gracious An-
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nabelle!" a comedy new to our stage, at

least in recent times, one somewhat akin

to the French "vaudeville," but in "The
Mountain Man " she shows promise of do-

ing something much more important.

The plot of the play is weak, but the con-

versation has her usual cleverness. The
quick passage of time is illustrated again

by the fact that the motive of the "re-

turned soldier" in this play seems already

old-fashioned. The most significant stud-

ies of oversea service upon man or woman
were "The Famous Mrs. Fair" and Gil-

bert Emery's "The Hero." The failure

of "The Hero" to run through the season

was discouraging, for it is easily one of

the best plays of recent years. It is a

comparative study of two brothers, types

of moral and physical heroism, one of

whom, Andrew Lane, has sacrificed him-
self quietly to cover his brother's defalca-

tions, while the younger, Oswald, return-

ing with a heroic record from the war,

shows himself to be entirely unchanged
in his moral weakness. Mr. Emery's skill

is shown clearly in the last act, when,
after Oswald has absconded again with

his brother's trust funds, he responds to

the one call he knows, that of physical

courage, and saves from death the little

nephew he loves, at the cost of his own
life. As Andrew sits with his child safe

in his arms, prepared to face again the

debt Oswald's theft has brought upon
him, his wife, in an agony of remorse for

the unfaithfulness that was in her heart,

sobs out her belated appreciation of him.

But he puts the praise aside. "Oh, I'm
only old Andy—but Oswald

—

he was a
hero ! " So many plays have started well,

only to fade away into the obvious or the

conventional in the last act, that "The
Hero" remains a fit study in technique as

well as a true picture of the unreconstruc-

tion"of man.
It was twenty years after the Civil War

before Mr. Gillette put the first successful

war play on the stage in "Held by the

Enemy." Perhaps the Great War will

have to wait that long until it becomes
an established dramatic motive. But the

disturbed social relations and conditions

that have come in its train are a fit sub-
ject for drama, and playwrights have al-

ready begun to use them. Probably the
most successful is Miss Crothers's "Nice

People," which draws unflinchingly a pic-

ture of the young man and woman who
spend their lives in a mad search for plea-

sure. It may remain an open question

whether the heroine of the drinking, danc-
ing set of the first act could become the

healthy, normal, outdoor girl of the last

act, even through the influence of the

clean-cut hero, but the dramatist may
plead the even chance. "Nice People"
suggests a comparison at once with " The
National Anthem," a later play by J.
Hartley Manners. The English play-

wright has laid the scene of his play in

New York and in Paris, and brings his dis-

sipated characters to tragedy. " The Na-
tional Anthem" had the advantage of a
remarkable presentation of the leading

part by Miss Laurette Taylor, but Miss
Crothers's play was more sincerely writ-

ten, and she had a much keener sense of

the limit of drunkenness as a source of in-

telligent interest on the stage.

Beside these presentations of the dissi-

pated idle rich, "Ambush," the picture of

the poor girl's determined pursuit of plea-

sure, was more grim and stark in its tragic

note. But the sympathy of the audience

was not with her, as it was with the hero-

ines of "Nice People" and "The National
Anthem," and in any case her material

tragedy was to come. As a picture of a
real situation in the domestic life of Amer-
ica, "Ambush" was a great achievement,

and it is a pity it cannot go on tour

throughout the United States. For criti-

cism of the mad rush for amusement at

any cost is vitally needed, and even when
it comes in the form of wild farce, like the

season's most conspicuous popular suc-

cess, "Six Cylinder Love," it has its own
place. It is a pity Mr. McGuire gave his

farce-comedy that impossible title, for

there were moments in the play when the

hero, driven into dishonesty and ruin by
the automobile and its accompaniments,
spoke words of sincerity by which modern
society might profit.

Description of our modern life on the

stage has not been limited in its locale,

though it has certain favorites. When a

large city is the scene it becomes New
York automatically, in such different

plays as "Nemesis," "Enter Madame,"
"Nice People," "Daddy's Gone a Hunt-
ing," and "The First Fifty Years," which
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is laid in Harlem. When a suburban
town is needed, it is also likely to be near

New York City, but whether the life is

depicted seriously, as in "The Hero" and
''Ambush," or for the purpose of comedy,
asin^Dulcy," "To the Ladies," or "The
Dream Maker," it is still only back-

ground and does not really enter into the

play. But when we come to those plays

in which the setting forms an integral

portion of the plot, we find them moving
away from the metropolis. "The De-
tour " and " Beyond the Horizon " are laid

in rural New York, and the motive of the

play begins ^^dth the limitations of that

life. There is a significance, too, in the

la>dng of the scene of "Diff'rent" in a

seafaring town of New England, and it

was the powerful satire on the small New
England patrician family that made "The
First Man" so significant. Not so pow-
erful, but very human and amusing, was
the satire of the New England character

in "Thank You." The narrowTiess of

^dsion and the petty tyranny of the board
of trustees of a \T.llage church in that play

are characteristic of hundreds of similar

oligarchies, not limited to New England.

The natives of a small New England vil-

lage were well done in "The Wren" also,

but the rest of that pla}- of Mr. Tarking-

ton's was too slight—or too subtle—to

carry it long.

Even more characteristic, and meant to

be, were the satiric treatments of the

small town of the Middle West, such as

"Miss Lulu Bett," "The First Year,"

*' Everyday," and the stage version of

*' Main Street." Here the locale was very

important, but it was to the credit of

Miss Gale, Miss Crothers, and ]Mr. Cra-

ven that they did not let it submerge
the human interest of their characters.

^'Main Street" was even worse than the

book, as might have been expected, for

the story is essentially undramatic and
all the adaptors did was to emphasize
some of the most banal or tawdry features

of the original. It is cheering, at least,

to those hopeful of the American stage

that the play did not succeed as well as

the novel. Laid in the same territory and
yet different from any of this group, " The
Deluge" was an interesting treatment of

a Middle Western town by a Swedish
dramatist, Henning Berger, who gathered

his experience of American fife from 1892
to 1899, and wrote his play of " Syndaflo-

den" after his return to Sweden. It has
been played in Paris, Stockholm, Rome,
Berlin, Moscow, and Budapesth, always
retaining the American atmosphere, and
was first produced here by Mr. Arthur
Hopkins for a brief period in 191 7. "The
Deluge" is a study of the reaction of a
group of human beings in a saloon, under
the fear of death by drowTiing, when the

better qualities of each come out against

the background of their past loves or ha-

treds. Then when the danger is over the

counter-reaction leaves them pretty much
as they had been. It is a powerful play
and took courage to produce.

As the playwrights went still farther

afield for material, the characteristic note

deepened. Just as Miss Kummer caught
the right aspect of the North Carolina

mountaineer in "The Mountain Man," so

A. E. Thomas's representation of the Vir-

ginia family with a long tradition of cul-

ture was the refreshing note in " Just Sup-
pose." And finally we reach the climax

in the union of background and character

portrayal in the West Indian forest of

"The Emperor Jones."

It is, of course, quite natural that our

recent drama should be more limited in

time than in space. Nearly all the plays

are concerned with contemporary life, but
at least four attempted with success to

catch the flavor of the past. Arthur
Richman gave us a charming love-story,

laid in the seventies, in "Not So Long
Ago," and Miss Lilian Sabine's dramati-

zation of "The Rise of Silas Lapham" for

the Theatre Guild, recently produced
in London, was a pure delight. Here the

seventies came to life again upon the

stage, and Silas Lapham met and faced

his moral crisis as only an American of his

t}'pe would have met it, the very gi'eat-

ness of his success as a man of business

providing him with a substitute for the

noblesse oblige of other days. The reti-

cent and tender love-story of Tom Corey
and Penelope Lapham and what the union

of their tw'o family stocks implied, pro-

vided quite a number of suggestive spec-

ulations upon the future of the republic.

"The First Fifty Years" portrays peri-

ods of considerable extent, since the play

begins in the seventies, but there was not
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the same brilliant effect that was present Cannot the writers and producers of plays
in what is so far the most interesting effort take a lesson from musical comedy, as

of Miss Akins, "The Varying Shore." musical comedy takes lessons from them

?

Here is a play which truly "proceeds " Marjolaine," for example, is a great sue-

backward." Julie Venable is shown in cess, and it deserves to be. The lyrics of

a prologue through her effect upon others, Brian Hooker, the book by Mrs. Gushing,
especially upon Lawrence Sturgis, who the music by Hugo Felix, all based on Mr.
has been faithful to her all his Hfe. Then Parker's " Pomander Walk," make a com-
we see her in three stages of her career

—

bination that is simply joy and youth
first in Paris in 1870, as the mistress of and love and sunshine, and, moreover, is

Garreth Treadway, with her son's love- good art. We could not live, artisti-

story forcing her to face her past and its cally speaking, on Marjolaines; sorrow is

present complications; next, in New York needed on the stage as well as joy, but
in 1859, as the mistress of Joe Leland, above and beyond everything else is syrrt^

who is beginning to love another woman; pathy. Human beings are just as willing

third, in 1846, in Richmond, when as a to Usten to a tragedy as to a comedy, and
girl of sixteen she has had a love affair the tragedies have always outlasted the

with John Garrison, the father of the boy comedies of their day. Mr. Howells once
who has appeared in the first act. In gave the reason in "April Hopes" when
each situation she runs true to type

—

he said:

reckless of consequences, she takes what "It Jias been the experience of every
she wants and just as recklessly faces the one to have some alien concern come into

consequences with courage and generos- his life and torment him with more anxi-

ity. It is most interesting that, owing to ety than any affair of his own. This is,

some misguided criticism, the play was perhaps, a hint from the infinite sym-
changed so as to follow the chronological pathy which feels for us all that none of

order, and then happily replaced as the us can hope to free himself from the

playwright wrote it. For the order of troubles of others, that we are each bound
sympathy proceeds here inversely to the to each by ties, which for the most part

order of time. The audience likes Julie we cannot perceive, but which, at the

much more as the girl of sixteen, refusing moment their stress comes, we cannot
to be forced upon an unwilling husband, break."

and declining to take advantage of Law- Sympathy, however, usually goes out
rence Sturgis's chivalric offer, than it does to the significant and to that only. The
as the sophisticated woman of forty, suffering and the joy on the stage must
Julie was triumphantly played by Miss both be worth while. And, on the whole,

Elsie Ferguson, who surmounted the tech- the student of the American drama is

nical difficulties caused by the necessity hopeful, for much that is worth while is

of playing with a partially new set of being accomplished. The very existence

characters, and therefore new actors, in of the plays I have mentioned is encourag-

each act. But Miss Akins could take ing, and only the professional plays have
chances with technical difficulties, for she been touched. Outside of New York, in

had a central motive, that of the moral practically every college, in hundreds of

contrast, which rarely misses its aim. schools, in many communities, the drama
The generous, lovable wanton and the is being studied, plays are being produced,
generous, lovable drunkard have appealed and plays are being written. Such an im-
to the popular heart long before " Rip Van pulse as that started by Professor Koch in

Winkle" started on its century run, and North Dakota, and now carried to North
will continue to appeal when " Declas- Carolina, where the folk-play is made and
see," "The Varying Shore," and "Light- produced in its own birthplace, is of great

nin' " are only a memory. It is not only significance. But all that is another
the theme, however, that carries "The story, and simply confirms the statement
Varying Shore." It is because that play that the dramatic impulse is in the air we
appeals to the ever-present love of ro- breathe. The best example of sustained

mance, and the playwright who can fur- interest in American playwrighting has
nish romance has now his opportunity, succeeded even against the competition
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of the "commercial theatre." Starting as well as an art. But that it is unhos-

eight years ago ^^'ith a group of amateurs pitable to the American playwright is not

and semi-professionals, The Province- a fact. If one counts the numbers of

towTi Players, under the leadership of legitimate plays offered in New York at

Eugene O'Neill, ^liss Susan Glaspell, any one time this last year, he will find

George Cram Cook, and ]\Iiss ]\I. Eleanor about twice as many of American as of

Fitzgerald, have pursued the consistent foreign make. Mr. Hopkins, Mr. Tyler,

policy of producing only American plays. ^Ir. Belasco, Mr. Golden, Mr. Brady, Mr.
They do not always hit the popular fancy Harris, and Mr. Cohan have all shown
and sometimes their selection is open to themselves willing to produce native

question, as in the case of "The Verge," plays, even by unkno\\Ti writers. As this

or not open at all, as in that of "The Hand article is written " The Hairy Ape " moves
of the Potter," but their general purpose up from the Provincetown stage in Mac-
is as sincere as their success has been Dougal Street to the Plymouth Theatre,

marked. And if they had done nothing and "Anna Christie" opens trium-

but provide for Eugene O'Neill his oppor- phantly in Chicago. There is no lack of

tunity, the movement would have been playwrights, of actors, or of producers

—

justified. it is for the American public to decide

I am not one of those who condemn the whether its national drama is to fail or to

"commercial theatre." It is a business succeed.

Radio
BY ARCHIBALD RUTLEDGE

O NOT a word and not a thought

In the wide world shall come to naught;

No little love ^^-ith sails of white

Shall vanish homeless in the night.

This wind that moves with fluting song

My plumed and purple pines among,
Shall wave dim palms in tropic nights,

Shall storm the white Himalayas' heights.

And every dream I mourn as dead
Or lost, is lyrically fled

Out of my heart into another's,—

-

While I have taken home my brother's.

At length shall break on Hatteras

The wave that Breton sailors pass

Blue-rolling westward, or shall run

To thunder on the dreadful Horn.

The tingling air is thrilled mth spirit;

The universe I can inherit;

]\I}'steriously great and near,

Creation's throbbing heart I hear.

Of those elusions, farewells, flights,

That dim my days and haunt my nights,-

In all the lonely strength of wings, .

Some heart shall make recoverings.
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BY JENNETTE LEE

HE nurse moved noise-

lessly across the room
and bent to the man
and listened to his

breathing. Her hand
rested a minute on his

pulse. Then she went
quickly from the room.

The man's heavy lids lifted an instant.

The eyes looked out unseeing into the

great chamber. A night-light burned by
the bed. The shadows in the corners

were untouched. Only in the obscurity

was a sense of wealth and refinement. A
woman glided into the room and came
toward the bed.

"Are you comfortable, dear?"
''Yes, MoUie.'' It was little more than

a whisper. The lips seemed to speak

without volition. The eyes tried to focus

and turned to her.

''I'm all right," he said thickly.

"Yes, don't try to talk!"

The lids fell again. She stood looking

down at the granite face that was her

world. The doctors had told her. And
she was trying to be brave and under-

stand. But a numbness was on her. She
could not think without Grant, and he

was dying. She sank down half-crouch-

ing by the bed and laid her cheek against

the passive hand. It seemed to stir a

little, as if his spirit groped to her from a

great distance. Then it lay passive again.

The specialist who performed the

operation had returned to New York two
days ago. The physicians in attendance
were in hourly communication with him.
Two of them came twice a day, and after

each visit there was a consultation of the

leading physicians of the town.
The news crept through the town.

Men stopped at street corners to repeat

it to each other with saddened faces.

Grant Healy was the life and brain of

Camden, and now that he was stricken

the town held its breath. All its thought
suddenly centred in the darkened room
where he lay.

Through the house servants and at-

tendants moved noiselessly, gathering up
and holding the myriad threads his hand
had let fall. In the library Harold Fos-
dick, the secretary, untied parcels that

had come in the late deliver\\ He made
notes and filed away pamphlets and cata-

logues that would perhaps never be read

now. Grant Healy was a ready buyer—
a patron of the arts. Not an auction or

sale took place anwhere in the world
without due notice to him or to his agents.

The secretary opened a small parcel of

books. He laid them on the table, making
the edges even with his fingers. They
were all of the same size and shape. He
made a note of the receipt of the parcel.

The details of life went on as smoothly as

if the brain that conceived them were not

already beyond the need to remember.

In the room up-stairs the sick man
turned his head a little. The nurse had
come back and the other woman yielded

place to her and withdrew.

"What time is it?" asked the man
slowly. The nurse glanced at the watch
on her wrist. .» _.; ^.i:

"Eight-forty," she replied.

"And what'day is it?"

"Wednesday. You'd better not talk.

Drink this." She held the tube to his

lips. There was silence in the room as

she replaced the cup on the stand.

The man's voice travelled slowly to her

across it

:

"The operation—was it—a success?"

"Fine!" She spoke encouragingly, as

to a child. But he put it aside.

"Don't lie ! Tell me the truth." The
words stopped in his weakness. She bent

over him with something more than pro-

fessional care and sympathy.
"The doctor will tell you," she said.

"He comes at nine o'clock."

"Yes. That's right." He seemed to

slip back into unconsciousness. But the

nurse noted as her finger rested on his

pulse that it beat more evenly, as if the

109
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man's will remained on guard and
steadied it.

Down-stairs the physicians were in

consultation. The chart lay on the table

between them. . . . The patient had re-

gained consciousness.

They looked at each other—a question.

And then at the chart. If they gave him
opiates, beginning now, he would not

suffer. Without them he might live

through days, weeks, perhaps, of ex-

cruciating pain.

The unspoken question asked whether
they should give Grant Healy his choice.

With an ordinar>^ man they would not

have hesitated. They would have taken

for granted that it was their duty to save

the patient from suffering so terrible.

But something of the right of kings held

in this case. The man whose brain

watched over the welfare of a continent

had the right to say whether his brain

should be lulled to its long forgetfulness

free from pain, or should remain on duty
to the end. The older of the two phy-
sicians pushed the chart a little aside

with his finger.

''He must decide for himself," he said.

"We must tell him."
The other assented without enthu-

siasm. He was of a younger school and
to him it seemed a little overpunctilious

to give the patient a choice of suffering.

To him pain was merely an accompani-
ment of disease, useful to the physician

as a sign, but to be avoided whenever
possible. In his mind he had little doubt
that Grant Healy, who was a keen busi-

ness man, would agree with him.

But when the older physician, bending
over the patient, put the question gently

there was only a little contraction of the

wide brow.

"How long will it be?" he asked.
" We do not know. It is not necessary

that you should suffer at all, you know."
"I understand. Thank you. I do not

think I shall want it. . . . If I find I can-

not drink the last of the cup, I shall tell

you."

The physician nodded gravely. He
was not surprised at the answer. He had
known the man lying in the great bed
since boyhood, and he had never known
him to shirk what was ahead. Sometimes
it seemed to the physician he even went

a little out of his way to take up a burden
that another man might have failed to

see—as when the younger brother, Rol-
land, ran through his share of the family
fortune in a year and came to Grant for

aid.

The physician had good reason to re-

member that year. Grant had been
under his care with signs of incipient

tuberculosis and he had ordered him to

Colorado. WTien with the break in his

brother's fortune he returned, the doctor

had been thoroughly angry with him.
He watched, almost cynically, while

Grant tried to hold back the brother from
dissipation of health and fortune, and
the final plunge that swept away the

remnant of fortune and ended with the

suicide of Rolland Healy. The physician

had known from the start that there was
no use. He could have told Grant facts

in the family history that made the fight

as good as determined before it began.

He did practically tell him. But Grant
had refused to listen—or when he had
listened to the doctor's veiled words he
only smiled a little.

"I guess Rolland would stand by me
if I needed him," he said. "I think I'll

stand by a little longer." So he stood by
till the end came. Then he had gathered

up what remained of the family fortune

and gone into business. And with it he
had given up his dream of becoming a
poet. The tuberculosis the physician

feared had not developed. It was as if

the energy he put forth for his brother

had tapped some hidden source of power
and called into existence forces that re-

sisted the disease.

The great figure lying on the bed had
seemed invulnerable, a man of steel, as

he fought his way up in the business

world from a mere stripling threatened

by the gauzy film of his tenuous lungs to

a man of iron power. . . .

No—iron was not the word, the phy-
sician thought, looking down at him.

Steel was more like it—and not even

steel. . . . Grant Healy was more alive

than steel. He was a living flame, elec-

tric fire, in his resistless power. He did

not override or crush men in business.

He grappled with them fiercely. And out

of each encounter life and prosperity

seemed to flare about him—not for him-
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self alone, but for his adversary and for

every one.

His power had made the region pros-

perous and overflowed into the country

and the world.

And now he lay helpless.

The physicians withdrew. The man
on the bed watched them move from the

room and disappear through the wide

doorway.
His brain was clear now. He was re-

membering. . . . The breath of a sigh

escaped him. He had not thought it

would be so soon. He was not regretting

—but there were things to do. He must
keep his mind clear. Other men's work
must not be cut off. Then the force he

always held at command obeyed the call

on it and he fell into a deep sleep.

When he wakened in the morning be-

fore dawn the darkened room was full of

shadowy light. The nurse behind the

screen sat motionless. He was amazed
at the clearness of his mind. It was as if

the injunction laid upon it before he slept

had gathered to him incalculable power.

He lay thinking of the details of business

—first all that touched his wife and
children, then his associates and the em-
ployees who served him, and after them
the needs of the town, and last of all his

poets and artists—his spirit's children he

called them—young men whom he was
helping to achieve dreams of the beauty
and wonder of life. . . . The provisions of

the Nobel Prize for aiding men of genius

had never appealed to him so far as poets

and artists were concerned. "You must
first catch your poet," he said. ''And
who can do that for you?" Certainly

not a board of directors

!

So he had done his own selecting while

he was still alive to pick out his geniuses

and enjoy the risk of it. He had hoped
to live years to see the fruits of the work

—

to know that he had guessed right. But
the work must not stop. And for each
one his thought registered provision be-

fore it passed on to the next. . . . Bin-
ney, editor of the Searchlight, should have
charge of a fund and administer it. He
could be trusted to recognize genius—if

any man could—and he was almost the

only man alive whom Grant Healy would
have trusted to do it.

He lay looking into the darkened room,

going over the last details in his mind.
. . . Setting his house in order. One or

two things that had alwaj^s puzzled him,
he saw suddenly were xtry simple. . . .

Give him a dozen years and he could re-

build the w^orld—reshape this tangled

scheme of things to plans of sanity

!

The nurse behind her screen stirred

slightly and looked out. She fancied she

heard something—a sigh of pain, was it?

But the face on the pillow was placid.

Her patient was asleep among the shad-
ows.

No, there was nothing to regret or

change. Long since he had come to un-
derstand that his part was not in the

dream-world but in the thick of events
where dreams take shape. ... If he
could have lived to be old—he had hoped
there would be a time when he could stop

and think things over a little. He had
always looked forward to it—the time
when he should be old and free to dwell

on the spirit of life—to talk with God,
he called it, about this creation of His.

And now he was not to have the chance.

He would never be old. He was to be
thrust back again into chaos to start

anew. The same struggle he had lived

through as a boy—all the surging of life,

the wonder of it, the poet's wings strug-

gling for release. . . . Those dreams he
had—of being a poet ! He, Grant Healy,

was to carve his name high on the poet's

ivor}' tower ! Strange how God shapes

one's life. . . . But the longing to be a

poet was still unquenched in him—to

seize words and shape them to eternal

beauty. . . . No, he had not done it.

He would never do it now. He would be

remembered only as a great financier.

. . . Yet he might have been a poet

—

if Rolland, poor fellow, had not inherited

the sins of the fathers—if—if—his lids

fell wearily.

The nurse crossed the room and looked

down. There was a straight line between
the closed eyes.

''Are vou in pain?" she asked.

"Yes."
"Shall I ?"

"No, I can stand it a while, I guess
!"

There was something of the rough sim-

plicity of a boy in the words. He seemed
to be slipping out of his cocoon of high,

position and formal wealth.
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She moved to the windows and drew
up the shades, letting in the fresh air and
light, and her hand on a button turned

out the dim glow of the night-lamp.

"It is going to be a pleasant day," she

said.

The man's eyes gave assent, looking

out through the open window. " It is the

third of June, isn't it?"

"Yes."
"I want to see Fosdick," he said.

"I will call him now."
"No, wait till he has had breakfast.

It will be a busy day for him."

II

When the secretary came he brought
in his hand a small green volume.

"This came last night," he said casu-

ally. "I thought you might like to know
it is out."

Grant Healy reached out a hand and
there was a look of faint interest in his

face.

Fosdick was pleased with himself. He
had hesitated when he took up the little

book. It seemed out of place to intrude

poetry on Grant Healy now.
But the man's face showed that he re-

tained interest in all the affairs of life.

His fingers opened the pages slowly and
tried to turn the leaves. The secretary

was shocked at the feeble grasp of the

fingers on the book, and he bent a little

to help hold it.

"I hope you had a good night, sir."

"Yes, I had a good night." The book
dropped to the coverlet.

"There are several things I want to do
to-day," said the man.

Fosdick drew a pencil and pad from his

pocket and seated himself close to the

bed. The man began to speak in a low,

monotonous voice, as if the thought

shaped itself on his tongue, and Fosdick 's

pencil translated it into quick curves and
lines. The details of the day were mapped
out—a series of directions and appoint-

ments—all to be changed at a moment's
notice if strength failed. . . . The words
went on in gasps, sometimes spoken, some-
times cut short by Fosdick's quick nod.

" I will attend to all that, sir." He had
been with Grant Healy five years, and
knew his mind and his wish—sometimes

before it was spoken. Grant Healy al-

ways had men like this to serve him.
Other men sometimes wondered where
he found them. They did not suspect

that he made them—often out of very
common stuff.

The secretary finished the notes and
got up. He reached to the little book on
the coverlet. But the passive hand rested

on it.

" I think I'll keep it by me— One thing

that's finished at least
!

" Grant Healy
smiled whimsically.

The secretarv looked down at the book
and then at the man. He seemed on the

point of tr}'ing to say something. His
face broke a little and he turned and went
out.

All through the day the muffied bell

rang from the chamber and men came
and went, or sat patiently and waited
their turn to be summoned to the pres-

ence of the man in the room above.

They entered with silent tread and
sympathetic faces—only to gaze with

startled look at the man raised high on
his pillows. It was not easy to believe

that Grant Healy was dying. He gave
directions in his usual crisp, clear voice,

and Fosdick, at his side, made notes or

supplied papers as if the interview was
only an interlude in the man's busy life.

In the intervals when only the nurse re-

mained with him, no one knew what went
on in the richly furnished chamber.
But after each bout of pain and the

stimulant that followed, when they were
admitted to him again, the business of

life proceeded as smoothly as if no shadow
threatened its calm.

Late in the afternoon Fosdick came in

alone.

"What else is there?" asked the man
on the bed. There was a little glaze

on the keen eyes and his voice was tired.

"No one but Binney, sir," replied the

secretary. "Shall I tell him to come to-

morrow?"
"No, I will see him now. I want him

to administer the fund for genius that I

gave you notes for. He is the best man
I know for it. He can recognize genius

when he sees it!" He smiled a little

o^rimlv. "Not manv of us can— !" He
lay for a few minutes silent. "I want to
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rest a little," he said. ''I shall ring when
I am ready."

The secretary withdrew and the man
remained for a long minute quiet. Then
he motioned to a phial on the stand.

The nurse reached out her hand. She

shook her head.

''Do you think it is wise, sir?"

A smile touched the grim lips. ''We're

not doing what is wise to-day."

She poured a few drops of the liquid

into a glass and held it to his lips. She

was obeying the doctor's orders—to give

him whatever he asked for. He drank it

and lay quiet, musing on the irony of life,

perhaps. . . . He who was made to

be a poet, filled with singing words and
thoughts—spending his last faint pulse of

life steadying stocks and bonds, easing

the market to the shock of death ! And
he had hoped there would be time to talk

with God a little—before he slipped out

of the familiar clay and met Him face to

face. . . . Suppose before God's face he

were only a child again, to start anew
the cycle ! And there were things he

meant to say to Him in this life—as man
to man ! He smiled gently and a little

grimly. . . . Praises to sing to Him, per-

haps, the very rhyme and phrase of po-

etry. . . . Strange the mistakes God
makes with men^shaping a poet and
using him for a. broker ! What was it the

young poet said—in his book ? . . . His

fingers groped for it
—"a dish a child

might take his porridge from."

"Did you want something, sir?" The
nurse bent to him.

"I had—a book," responded the man.
"Was it this?" She lifted it—but the

hand did not reach to take it. It lay pas-

sive. His eyes were looking before him.

His lips moved a little. He seemed to be

talking with some one in the room, un-

seen.

The nurse moved quietly aside.

in

In the library below a man w^as waiting

with Fosdick. He wore a blond beard,

and the full lips behind it had a look of

placid content. Across his vest stretched

a %atch-chain of fine gold links. His
plump hand toyed a little with the links

as he waited.

Vol. LXXII.—8

He reached out and took a book from
the table and turned the leaves. It was
a volume of verse—a new English poet.

He read a line here and there, glancing

hastily. But it was evident his thought
was in the chamber overhead. He laid

down the book and looked at Fosdick.

"Healy is a man of rare discrimina-

tion !" He tapped the book a little with
his finger.

The secretary waited. He seemed to be
listening for some slightest sound. A sud-

den look of decision crossed his face. He
turned to the other. He would save time
—time and Grant Healy's strength—by
telling him while they waited.

"That is the sort of thing he wants to

talk with you about—when he sees you,"
he said quickly.

The man stared a question.

"About the recognition of genius,"

said Fosdick. "And a fund for it. He
has always had an idea that some of the

best material in the country is wasted on
account of what he calls the adolescence

of genius—its crucial time, when it ought
to be tided over."

"Hum-m-m! Interesting theory ! Just

what does he mean by it , I wonder ? " Mr.
Binney was twirling his watch-chain slow-

ly and gazing into the fire.

Fosdick hesitated. "I don't know that

I can put it yery clearly—though I've

heard him talk about it often and he has

dictated the details of the plan to me.

... He seems to think that the length

of the period of adolescence is in direct

ratio to the kind of power that is to follow

it—and just as human beings, having

higher power than animals, must have
longer adolescence to prepare for it, so

genius must have a longer period of

adolescence than the ordinary man—time

in which to find itself and prepare for its

special function in the world.

"Just as a business asset, he says it is

foolish to waste genius, and that these

men ought to be sought out and tided

over the crucial time. Otherwise they

lose heart and become a drag on the com-
munity, or they overwork and die before

their time."

The secretary paused. "I don't sup-

pose I've said it very well. But it works !

I've seen him keep poets on their feet

—

without pauperizing them." He laughed
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shortly. ''He wants a man to administer

the fund who knows a genius when he sees

one."

The editor bowed shghtly in apprecia-

tion. He leaned back and crossed his

legs. His hand toyed with the wide chain.

"Healy had the makings of a poet in

him," he said thoughtfully. ''We used to

think in our college days, you know, that

he would be a poet!" He laughed out

shortly at the incongruity. The secre-

tary's face flushed a little but he did not

speak.

The other was not looking at him. He
sat toying with the chain, a little reminis-

cent smile on the full lips.

"It was nip and tuck between Healy
and me for the class poem," he said. "I
always thought Healy should have had
it—but you know what boys are ! " He
moved a deprecating hand.

"They voted it on me! So I became
a poet ! . . . And Healy—" He moved
a vague hand toward the richly ap-

pointed room. The gesture placed Healy
and dropped to the gold-linked chain.

"I've wondered a little sometimes how
things would have turned out for me if

Healy had won the class poem," he said

thoughtfully.

Fosdick was looking down at the pad
in his hand and making little meaning-
less marks on the edge. He did not

speak. The man regarded him a minute.

. "Life is full of strange accidents," he
said expansively. "My father now
wanted me to go into business with him.

But after the class poem he agreed to give

me an allowance
—

'the adolescence of

genius'!" He laughed a little. "So I

have published seven volumes of poetry

and been editor of the Searchlight—all be-

cause of a class poem!" He seemed to

muse on it.

"But it would have been the same, I

imagine, in any case. I should never

have done for a man of business." He
spoke impartially. "And it is evident

enough now that Healy was not cut out
for a poet

!"

"He cares more for poetry than any one
in the world ! " broke in the younger man.

"Cares for it, yes—patron of the arts

and so on. . . . I dedicated one of my
own volumes to him—for old times' sake.

I think it pleased him." He smiled gently

at the reminiscence. . . . "No, he has
not lost touch with the finer things of

life in spite of business
"

His eyes fell on the little pile of books
on the table—all of the same size and
kind, and he reached over and lifted the

top one. ... A new poet evidently

—

another of Grant's geniuses ! He smiled

a little indulgently and opened it to the

dedication page.

But it was not dedicated to Grant
Healy, as he had expected. The dedica-

tion read:

" To the men who hear the singing of the sun-
rise

On its way through all the night."

He turned the pages. A line seemed to

catch his eye, and he paused and reread

the poem. There was a glowing look in

his face, changing its placid fatness to

appreciation. He turned to the secre-

tary:

"Listen to this !" He read the lines in

a slow musical voice, tasting them. It

was a short poem—the old, ever-youthful

theme of the clay in the potter's hand.

The clay shaping on the turning-wheel,

almost sentiently—spinning toward a

vase of rare and perfect shape, the hard
paste capable of wonderful and enduring

glaze and surface. . . . Then a moment
when the potter seems to stay his hand,

as if the shape in his mind changed subtly.

And the clay coming to its living shape

finds itself a bowl-like cup. . . . No mu-
seum piece of rare shape and design, but
a dish for common use—such as a child

might take its porridge from.

Binney, the critic and editor, read the

poem and looked into the fire, a smile of

content on his full lips.

"That is rare work!" he said slowly.
" Who is the man ? " He turned again to

the title-page. But the title-page bore no
name.
"He is a protege of Mr. Healy's," said

Fosdick. " We have been seeing the book
through the press. I think Mr. Healy
likes his poems especially."

The other did not respond. He was
deep in the book.

" Wonderful I " he said under his breath.

"Wonderful! The man is a genius!

Where has he kept himself hidden—to

write like this !

"
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Suddenly he started and his eye glanced

quickly up. He reread a line and turned

back a page, a puzzled frown on his face.

"Do you know the man?" he asked

sharply. "Have you seen him?" He
looked up.

Fosdick shook his head. "Mr. Healy
gave me the manuscript to send to the

printer. The only thing he ever told me
about the author was that he was young
—not more than twenty-three, I think

he said."

Mr. Binney gave a short laugh. " ' Not
more than twenty-three' !" He repeated

it with satisfaction. "Quite right! And
he wrote most of them before he was
twenty!" His fingers were touching the

pages softly.

"To write like that—not twenty-

three ! What might he not have done !"

His voice had a little note of wonder and
veneration. The secretary leaned for-

ward.

"Do you know the man who wrote
them, sir?"

The editor looked at him a minute.

"There is only one man in the world
who could have written them," he said.
'^ I did not recognize them at first. ... I

was not looking so far back—thirty years

ago, thirty at least, if not more," he said

thoughtfully. "I was in college with the

man who wrote them. But I did not

guess that he was a genius—till too late."

"You mean—he is dead?" asked Fos-

dick quickly.

Binney the editor looked at him with
long, slow gaze. Then he turned his

head. The door had opened. The nurse

entered the room. Her face was dull in

its repressed sadness.

She glanced at the two men and bowed
her head and turned away. She left the

room.
Binney got slowly to his feet. "Too

late ! " he said. "I wish I could have seen

Grant—only for a minute!"
He took up a book from the little pile

on the table.

"I suppose I may take this
?
" He held

it gently, turning the leaves a little. , .

"You were asking about the author—if

he is dead ? '

' He closed the book.
'

' Yes,

he is dead." He slipped the book into his

pocket. I should like to write the notice

of the poems myself. The writer was
very gifted—how gifted we none of us

knew then. . . . And later he took up
a different sort of work. I am glad to

have the chance after all these years to

pay a tribute to him."

So Binney the editor, once class poet,

went out. And up-stairs the millionaire

with a smile on his lips lay quiet. The
smile was filled with peace and a little

wonder and gentle exultation, as if at last

Grant Healy found time to do the things

the heart desired.

Death, the Sculptor
BY NORA ARCHIBALD SMITH

Ever, with inward vision, I behold her hand
Just as I saw it on that parting day;

Supremely still, serenely calm, like to a fallen lily,

White as the wax of heavenly bees.

And faintly tinted with their honey.

Lightly the sleeping fingers drew together

As do the curved and carven petals of a flower,

And on the third, shimmered a line of gold,

A slender thread, worn thin by ceaseless action.

Across the pale-hued, lucent surface

Wandered blue veins where still the life-blood seemed to flow,

Yet the whole gesture of the sculptured hand
Was of relinquishment, renunciation, peace.



Standardizing the Individual

BY ROGER BLRLINGAME

ONCE observed a

French shopkeeper
taking a personal pride
in his wares. They
were unimpressive
things, bits of con-

fectionery, as I re-

member, but the fact

on which he kept insisting was that in

no other shop in Paris could they be

bought. He made them, it seems, wdth

his own hands {'^mes propres mams^'),

which he displayed with an ingenuous

gesture so that I was conscious of the

double entente in '' propre." People came
for miles to purchase his particular can-

dies. They were different from other

candies. One could not drop in, casually,

at Rumpelmayer's, for instance, and or-

der a five-pound box. One must go to

Henri himself, and he would lovingly

bring out a dozen trays and dwell on the

merits of each, and on the art of his work.

When I was there he even brought out his

thermometer, and explained the various

boiling-points of sugar.

It occurred to me suddenly as I left

his shop, that his joy in artisanship was
an amazing thing. An American Henri,

I was sure, would have done quite differ-

ently. Having discovered his boiling-

points, he would have written them down,
evolved a working formula, patented it,

borrowed money, built a factory, hired

labor, and turned out his confections a

million a day. Doubtless he would have
labelled them "Kitty Koos," or some-
thing equally descriptive, trade-marked
them, stamped them with his signature

or bas-relief, wrapped them in sanitary

packages, and started an advertising

campaign. Then it would be possible to

buy them not only at Henri's but at

every drug, stationery, cigar, news,

grocery, notions, or department store in

the country. Discarded sanitary wrap-
pers, "untouched," very likely, "by the

human hand," but bearing the maker's
photograph, would carpet the floors of

ii6

the subway stations and whirl down the

paths of the parks.

Meantime, thousands of hands would
be occupied in repeating, hour by hour,

a meaningless, mechanical motion, in

which there was neither skill nor pride,

the workers having no sense of the 'con-

tinuity of the process, and feeling no part
in the finished product. Henri himself

would have lost, naturally, all pride of

artisanship, his "propres mains'' being
occupied in purely administrative func-

tions. His pride is all in his organiza-

tion, the extent of his business, his bal-

ance-sheets, his sales campaigns; in the

performance of the various "live wires"
he has employed in his departments.
His interest is in the individual "Kitty
Koo" only in that it is exactly like every
other Kitty Koo; his effort must go to

make it so, to keep his standard, to pre-

serve the absolute uniformity of quality.

There is nowhere, in all his organization,

a single artisan, nor is there art.

If a man operates a successful restau-

rant, he becomes seized with the ambition
to operate a chain of restaurants; he must
standardize the cooking in all of them,
uniform his cooks and waitresses so that

they look exactly alike, evolve a par-

ticular professional jargon for them to use,

and install all such machinery as will

bring about a perfect uniformity in the

finished products. Thus one may be
able to go to "Stern's" in Toronto, and
be certain of getting the same griddle-

cakes that would be set before him at

Stern's in Miami. As for Mr. Stern,

himself, one would not dream of men-
tioning a griddle-cake in his presence.

He is better off, no doubt, with his estate

at Seabright and his stables at Saratoga

than Monsieur Bouget on the Boul'

Miche; but there is much to be said for

the latter's tarte de cerise, produced under
his immediate supervision, and served

with his own not very " propre'' but
highly individual hands.

The excellence of a Bouget meal is due,
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of course, to the personal attention to it forced at the point of the shingle. Dar-
of Bouget's chef, a care that would be ing indeed, and courting danger, was the

quite impossible were he to attempt to neighbor who intervened. The family

deliver five hundred such meals per day. stronghold was not invaded. Now, how-
A little of his personality—his soul I was ever, the community steps in. The re-

going to say—enters into each Chateau- lation of father and son becomes the basis

briand that he cooks. The chef at of a ''movement." A better understand-
Stern's checks his soul along with his ing must be promoted. Sympathy must
coat and hat when he arrives in the morn- be its motive. This, it seems, can only

ing, and often, I imagine, loses his check, be brought about by means of a "nation-

If he were discovered stirring a bit of soul wide campaign." If all the fathers in the

into his griddle-cake batter, he would, United States are simultaneously sym-
without a doubt, be discharged as un- pathetic with their sons, they will feel the

sanitary. Watch him standing in the inspiration—the rhythm, as it were—of

window and turning his cakes. He fas- the concerted effort; the desired result

cinates you as does the well-drilled soldier will be achieved, and the shingle will re-

in a perfect execution of the manual of main on the woodpile,

arms. His motions are so accurately This is not ironic prognostication. It

timed that you could set your watch by is an accomplished fact. There is, at

them. And he is the perfect replica of a this moment, a vast movement to bring

thousand others who are, at this very the fathers and sons together. Its first

moment, repeating these identical mo- demonstration, I am told, was a dinner

tions in hundreds of towns from Key at which the male parents sat next their

West to the Canadian Rockies. respective progeny. True, they had been
As facts these are, in themselves, un- thus juxtaposed at three meals a day

important. As symptoms they are a little during a number of years, but, quite

alarming. The craze for standardizing is naturally, one could not expect the

invading society to the extent that it is proper ideals of co-operation to be pro-

seriously threatening the persistence of mulgated at the home board. One does

the individual. Consider the community not do things that way in this day, gen-

movement. That much-vaunted Ameri- eration, and country. The individual does

can institution, the home, so fundamental not evolve his own ideals. The commu-
in our society, is fast losing its essence, nity formulates his standards for him,

the individual home being subordinated casts him accordingly, trade-marks him,

to the group of homes. The community puts him in a sanitary wrapper, and dumps
is deciding its material construction, its him on the world markets in gross lots,

cost, its location, and its furnishing with My information of the future pro-

a view to group uniformity; more im- gramme of the Fathers' and Sons' Cam-
portant, however, its life and its morals paign goes no further, but, after the

are formulated and prescribed. dinner, we may reasonably be led to ex-

It is unfortunate, perhaps, from the pect a "Fathers' and Sons' Week." We
sentimental view, that one must eat from already have "Better Babies' Weeks,"
a community kitchen. The old-time "Better Poultry Weeks," "Sweep Your
memories of the "pies that mother used House Weeks," "Sew on Button Weeks,"
to make" are not for the new generation, and others in our more advanced villages;

One must, in the future, dream back of to the extent that the simplest act may
"Swampville pies" or the "raspberry not now be performed without making a

jam from Kitchen Number 2, Arlington week of it. Why then, indeed, not a

Community." But the rubber-stamping "Fathers' and Sons' Week"? During
of the little intimate acts of the family this period the boys and their progenitors

life transcends sentiment and definitely will pray, play, read, fish, swim, and chop
affects character. wood together. Not only will they do

In the homes of our fathers, and of these together: they will all meet at

many of ourselves, the way the child specified times and points, and all the

should go was entirely within the par- families will perform in concert, so that

ents' province, and discipline was en- the filial spirit of the entire community
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may be simultaneously promoted. To
carry it further, it might be well to make
the week '' nation-w4de." Fancy the in-

spiration to be derived from the thought
that at the very moment when the Florida

boy and his father were uniting their

efforts against a tarpon, their brothers

along the Canadian border were casting

the fly for the wily ouananiche ! The
picture of such a universal co-operation

is almost overwhelming.

When the child begins his education,

he finds his steps rigidly set. If he has a

penchant for Greek (I do not imply that

this is likely), he may as well suppress it,

because the chances are he \\dll not find

it in the formula of his community school.

If he intends going to college—it matters

not in the least which one—he \\\\\ follow

a set of subjects on which all the colleges

have agreed as "standard" requirements,

until he is mature enough to choose his

alma mater. He will select it according

to the quality of its finished products.

He will take examinations held by a

"board," the passing of which will admit
him to almost any academic institution.

When he gets in he will take two kinds of

courses, "required" and "elective." His
choice of the latter will be decided by the

group of students into which, on being

dropped into the college slot, he will

automatically fall.

Morals are largely legislated. The
trend is toward central legislation as an
aid to standardizing. The ideal is a cen-

tral plant at Washington, in which ethical

standards are formulated in a laboratory

and turned out by an elaborate machin-
ery to be shipped to all parts of the coun-

try and used mthout respect to the color,

creed, or locality of the consumer. To
be sure, one still goes to Reno for a di-

vorce, just as one still goes to Henri for

confectionery, but the agitation is against

it. Once we have discovered our Con-
stitution as a standardizer, there is no
reason why it should not be operated at

full capacity as a monopoly of morals,

public and private, to the end that the

individual choice be entirely restricted.

Thus the decision of one's personal code
of conduct will be as easy as the selec-

tion of a rubber heel.

Literature and the graphic arts, once
expressions of the individual, are now
combined in carefully formulated pro-

portions at one end of a machine, and
come out at the other in miles of film.

When censored, this is put on the market
in large lots, and the public is assured of

a uniform standard of quality and sani-

tation. Here again one finds the ele-

ment of choice largely reduced. Outside
the larger and more cosmopolitan cities,

where a frantic struggle for personal ex-

pression is still in progress, one goes, not

to a particular picture, but to "the
movies." If there is a possibility of se-

lection, it is often determined rather by
the name of the producer whose films

are known as of a certain quality, than
by the character of the film itself.

These, I must say again, are tendencies.

Were I to pronounce them incontroverti-

ble and universal facts I should be guilty

of generalization, the besetting American
sin. Nor should I, in the analysis of any
single instance, pronounce it wholly bad.

I regard the tide toward standardization

a menace which at its flood is destructive

to the individual, and thus to the proper

balance of society. And I believe our

tides achieve their ultimate with aston-

ishing rapidity.

My critical reader informs me at this

point that if I carry my postulates to

their logical conclusion, the result is an
obvious anarchy. I might counter that

the reverse is true, and that an abyss of

socialism yawns at the turn of our present

road. But I shall answer merely that

the pursuit to any logical conclusion is

the very act against which I am pri-

marily contending. The whole business

of standardization is an attempt to attain

a logical conclusion, and thus leads astray

from the milieu formed in any society by
the balanced interaction of its different

individual units.



s
OME may inherit other people's

clothes, other people's furniture, or

other people's opinions, but let me fall

heir to their door-steps

!

It is in spring and autumn that I thus in-

herit. Then it is that I become a peripa-

tetic; then it is with Charles Lamb

DoOT-S^teps^^' ^ discover the delight of walking

''about and around, instead of to

and fro," yet always, in my peregrinations,

with an alert and appraising eye out for door-

steps— convenient, suitably placed, and

comfortable door-steps. Aggrieved indeed

am I if any of my choice prove to be so in-

hospitably narrow that even a peripatetic

of no breadth whatsoever finds it impossible

to rest thereupon.

Blessed "between seasons"—spring and

autumn ! Times of peace plentifully

sprinkled with joy, before the shoals of

summerites invade our shores, or after they

have been swept far out to sea, when cot-

tage after cottage assumes that reserved air

of withdrawal from the world and all its

frivolities, holds newspapers or dark blind-

ers up before its many eyes, and comforta-

bly goes to sleep—then it is that we island-

ers begin to live, then it is that I become
happy possessor of other people's door-

steps.

Front door-steps, back door-steps, side

door-steps, according as sun doth shine, or

as they afford shelter from prevailing winds

—each tempts me. I feel very much as I

do at an Atlantic City hotel, when con-

fronted with the menu and its endless list

of appetite-teasers: I long to try them all!

Even door-steps of the bath-houses, between

seasons, beautifully deserted, have charm.

To my mind, yellow sand is much more at-

tractive when habited by natives only, such

as sandpipers and gulls, than when peopled

with parasols, bare legs, and motley.

Between seasons, "enjoyment without

possessorship " is mine, nay rather, enjoy-

ment with possessorship, for do we not pos-

sess whatsoever we sincerely enjoy, so long

as it sufficiently possesses us? And I am
possessed by door-steps.

With such wealth at my disposal, with

my real estate scattered from cliffs to moor-

lands, from the Point to the South Shore,

small wonder that I am a bit bewildered by
the variety of my choice. Consider, too,

how, with the change of seasons, my out-

looks also change. In spring, an ancient

lilac - bush, shading with its weight of

amethystine bloom an ancient door-step,

may lure me thither, while in October I may
spend hours tucked away in the lap of the

rolling moors, watching the huckleberry and
lesser growth catch fire, sweep over the

little hills, and carpet them in flame.

Of necessity, a possessor of other people's

door-steps must be open-minded, responsive

to another's point of view. To sit on an-

other person's door-step is almost like slip-

ping into its owner's skin. You begin to

sense what manner of person this must be

whose door-step you for the time possess.

You feel like a house-painter on his ladder,

peering first into one room, then another, of

the owner's mind. Impossible to cultivate

evil thoughts when one's door-step overlooks

an iris-covered meadow, or overflows with

tall spires of golden broom

!

One should not, however, expect too

much of a door-step. Strange contortions

of the human frame must perforce be from

time to time indulged in, frequent writhings

and stretchings, repeated down-sittings and

up-risings, if one is to sit for long. No door-

step has the softness of a down cushion, nor

the elasticity of an upholstered chair, and

all do not, like myself, belong to the order

of passeres, or perchers. In my former in-

carnation what sort of a bird was I?

I am perching now. Below me, boats of

the scallopers make small black commas on

the surface of a blue, blue harbor, laced with

silver and jade. What joy to be a scalloper,

with day after day of blueness, and ozone,

and gulls ! However, few scallopers with

whom I have talked seem to share my en-

thusiasm, and the most lay stress upon the

weight of the dredges. A Flying Dutchman
of a schooner, black against the horizon,

is slipping quietly into port. A tranquil

enough harbor it is to-day, like a subdued

child, but yesterday, an angry child, kicking

rebellious white feet over the jetty in the

grip of a strong northeaster. There were
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no scallopers out yesterday, nor was there

any boat plying between us and the main-

land, but we islanders did not mind that.

One cannot have everything.

Little companies of song-sparrows, and
juncos, and myrtle warblers have flitted

around me, and I am now under the sur-

veillance of some gentle cedar waxwings.

Sincerely do I hope that I pass inspection,

for in their sober garb, with their quiet air

of high-bred gentility, they greatly remind

me of some of the island's dear maiden
ladies. One does not lightly win their ap-

proval; to meet with it is something like

receiving the croix de guerre.

Near me, in the corner of the veranda,

lies an abandoned heap of sea-shells, sad

reminder of summer joys that are past.

But to me, happy possessor of other peo-

ple's door-steps, summer joys are by no

means past. Here I sit, as sunnily com-
fortable as though at Palm Beach, sending

back pitying thought for pitying thought

to those misguided friends who persist in

considering me drearily isolated on an
island thirty miles out at sea.

I

T does seem to me," I said, "that the

curtains at the doors of these little

rooms leave a good deal of space at the

bottom. And they're not so very thick.

Passing along the corridor one can see sil-

houettes through them."

*'You needn't worry," said the

Are^linc very intelligent and agreeable

woman who was applying hot fo-

mentations with, of course, the main object

of cure, but with the incidental result of

making one feel that the remedy was several

degrees worse than the disease. "You
needn't worry. Nobody notices. They
are all so intent on themselves. It's my
case, my feelings, my operation. 'The doc-

tors say my operation was the worst ever.'

I, I, I!" She smiled and showed such

beautiful white even teeth that I wanted
to encourage her to go on, but she hastened

away, leaving me to simmer in my own
juice, and to reflect.

One's body, always despotic, does become
terribly engrossing when one is ailing. If

only one could turn it in, as one does a

motor-car or a typewriter, and get a new
one ! But we have no desire to do any-

thing so final as to part with it and send the

naked shivering soul out into the unknown.
There's such a feeling of insecurity about

that. And, besides, life is interesting. So

the old machine must be patched up, and
we are vastly occupied with ourselves while

the mending process is going on; and our

doctors and nurses, who have fewer intimate

dealings with well people than with sick

ones, may naturally become c^^nical and
judge the whole world to be self-engrossed.

Well, some of us are so, even in health; and
some women are willing to pay unnecessary

doctors' fees for the privilege of talking to a

man about themselves. A man, however,

can usually find some sympathetic woman
to listen to him without paying any fee

at all.

When we are really ailing we are very de-

pendent on our various professional helpers,

and as, under those circumstances, we
usually have plenty of leisure, we find our-

selves speculating about them, both indi-

vidually and collectively. We learn to sep-

arate their personal idiosyncrasies from
their class peculiarities. Among other

things we are impressed by the intricacies

of medical etiquette—so much more im-

portant than mere patients. But then we
shall find that many things in the technique

of healing appear to our unsophisticated

eyes to be more important than the patient.

It is a matter of common experience that,

taken individually, doctors are the most
humane men in the world. Of course there

are exceptions, but even to the man of

smaller spiritual caliber, the self-seeking

man, the hard man (for, after all, men of

many kinds adopt the profession), even to

him there must come moments when, in the

face of suffering which he tries to relieve,

and death which he cannot avert, he is

lifted above himself, carried out of himself.

As a rule, even in times of less stress, your

doctor treats you with indefatigable inter-

est and patience, and if you are unable to

pay a large fee, it makes no difference. His

schedule of prices is elastic, and if he some-

times has to try to even things partially by
moving it up for the richer patient, he more
often and more readily moves it down for

the one of modest means. Doctors give

—

and give—of themselves, of their time, their

strength, the skill which they have acquired

at no small expense. As individuals their

ethical standard is high. As a class they

show their human foibles. Some of them

—
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not all—are apt to lapse into an odd profes-

sional jealousy and even greediness, and

often seem, collectively, to forget the good

of the patient altogether.

It always seems to me that women doc-

tors have to give up more for the sake

of their profession than men. For one

thing, they cannot live very comfortably

unless they have some relative who can, in

the old phrase, ''make a home" for them,

and so they often seem to have no home at

all. One doesn't see how they can marry
without sacrificing either the husband or

the profession; and as for children, how can

they have them ? And they appear to take

less relaxation and diversion than the men
do. The woman spends herself too freely

if she is serious at all in her work. And
serious she ought to be.

But we don't live by our physicians and
surgeons alone when we are ailing. In fact,

one begins to wonder whether, in the end,

there wiU be much left of the medical pro-

fession, except a few specialists; and most

of those will point the way to the X-ray

man and the dentist. It's our teeth that

seem to be at the root of most of our ills,

from a pain in a toe to a disordered brain.

And so as you are passed from one dental

specialist to another (for you never, now-

adays, have just a dentist) you begin to re-

flect on dentists in general, on their expert-

ness, their ingenuity, their really elaborate

and superior education, so different from that

of the time when they were not expected to

have much except manual .dexterity, the

time when jokes to divert the patient were

apparently an important part of their cur-

riculum. That too is changed. Your
dentist's manners are as finished as your

physician's. It seems to you that modern
dentistry is as scientific as any other spe-

cialty, certainly as important, and, on the

whole, not more disagreeable than some
which come to the mind. And you wonder
why, with all this, the dentist does not, as

yet, rank with the physician and surgeon.

There are, indeed, places where he does, but

not the places where he would, perhaps, care

most about his position.

Why should this prejudice persist ? Tra-

dition cannot completely account for it.

It is a far cry from the exclusion which be-

gan centuries ago in India, where physi-

cians were Brahmans, and tooth-drawers

were relegated, with nail-trimmers, to the

outer darkness of an inferior caste. May
there be some explanation in the initial

impulse which leads to the choice of a pro-

fession? Isn't it true that the young man
deciding to study medicine has an ideal,

either scientific or humanitarian? He has

not gone into it commercially in the first

instance, even though in some few cases he

may later, under the influence of success,

have become infected by the money-making
virus. Whereas one can hardly imagine a

strong preliminary interest in teeth, how-
ever much it may grow, and it seems as if,

without such interest, a man would hardly

choose a profession which holds an inferior

rank, while involving a long and expensive

training, except for the purpose of making
money. There are some things in the den-

tist's career which carry out this idea.

When he attains a high standing in his

profession he commands extremely high

prices, from which he is not apt to diverge;

and he charges a good deal of his work by
the hour. If yoa cannot pay for his supe-

rior skill, you must put up with a cheaper

kind of man, although every tooth and
every toothless gap may be crying out for

skill. There are, of course, exceptions, but

in general I think it is true that a dentist of

high reputation regularly gets the highest

prices, while a physician or surgeon of the

same standing lowers his fees oftener than

he keeps to his schedule. Somehow you
find a sort of justice in the fact that a

specialist who brings to his art of healing a

tradesman's standard has a lower social

standing than the one who has an ideal

which is not commercial.

Among our helpers toward health we
sometimes feel, and with some reason, that

our nurses do the lion's share in the under-

taking. How necessary they are, those

temporary intimates, from whom few secrets

are hid, and who even pass the time of day

with the family skeletons ! Naturally, they

are of all degrees, and might be classified

like school children under the Binet intelli-

gence tests, into superior, average, and in-

ferior. The average nurse is an untold

blessing; the superior one is almost too good

to be true; and the inferior one is—well, in-

ferior, and one would almost be willing to

get rid of the troublesome body in order to

be rid of her as well. She is rare, and

mostly infests private houses. You are not

likely to meet her in a hospital.
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YOU rather like the hospital, with its

quiet and its conveniences. No send-

ing out to procure this or that neces-

sity, no rearranging of the room, no up-

setting of servants, no thought of the

dislocated machinery of the house, and, not

for a moment, any lapse into ama-

Hospital ^^^^ nursing. It seems a wonder-

ful place for you when you are iU,

and you continue to think so, even though

you do gradually acquire an uncanny sus-

picion that, after all, the patient is the last

person in the place to be considered. .

It seems that, first of all, come the ser-

vants. For instance, it is on their account

that, no matter how troubled your night

may have been, nor how life-giving is your

morning sleep, you must have your break-

fast at half past six; and no matter how long

and dreary an evening stretches out before

you, it must be made as long as possible by
having your supper presented to you at half

past four in the afternoon.

Next in importance come the nurses. It

appears that they belong to a union. Now,
heaven knows I am sympathetic with nurses.

I do not grudge them their hours of rest and
diversion, and only wish they didn't have

to work so hard; but when a patient is so

critically ill that it may be a matter of life

or death to keep for a few hours longer the

nurse who understands the case, and on

whom the patient leans, she cannot stay

once the clock has struck—not even if she

herself wishes it. You cannot have a hos-

pital without nurses, and you must take

them on the terms of their union.

As to the doctors, the patients are their

''material"; very important, very necessary

—as material; attended with the utmost

care and skill. No one knows better than

the intelligent patient that this is all that

can be asked. But this is not the whole

story. It is in the hospital that the doctors

have to w^ork together, and so it is there that

we run afoul of those peculiarities—the

jealousy, the self-seeking, which form such

an extraordinary contrast to the high quali-

ties which we are accustomed to associate

with them—the disinterestedness, the self-

forgetfulness. And in the end, it is apt to

be the patient that suffers. Take the case

of two ''groups" of doctors working in the

same hospital, and the occasion when one

group prevents the installation of a piece

of apparatus which affords the best hope of

curing one of the most terrible of diseases,

simply because it would be under the charge

of a member of the other group, a man
against whom they make no charge of in-

competence—nor dream of making any.

They surely do at times forget the poor

patient.

Finally, in our reflections on the persons

for whom the hospital is administered, we
wonder whether, in some instances, it does

not really exist for the Board of Lady Man-
agers. To her that raises the money be-

longs the power. But not always. There
are hospitals where the lady managers—or

directors, or visitors, as they may happen
to be called—have no power at all. They
raise money with which they purchase cer-

tain supplies; they pay visits of inspection

which keep up their interest; and they are

permitted a representative at the annual

meeting of the staff, who, however, mostly

holds her peace. True, they sometimes

suggest improvements in matters of house-

keeping, but beyond that, they have no

influence, rarely venturing to call attention

to reforms which they know to be needed.

Yet too little influence is safer than too

much. For take the other kind of lady

managers, who have all the power and may,
if they choose, treat the hospital as if it

were their own little plaything, apparently

quite regardless of their responsibility to

the community which, at their instance, has

contributed the money to carry on. For,

alas, the lady manager is not an expert in

the matters which she controls; although in

filling vacancies in the staff of physicians

and surgeons she blithely overrules their

executive committee and appoints the men
whom she personally likes best. She is in-

deed a person of power and not a constitu-

tional sovereign. Queen Victoria, com-

pelled to part with Beaconsfield, who called

her "Faery," and to take on Gladstone, who
bored her, might have found something to

envy in the lot of these autocratic ladies.

The appointments which they make may,

by the grace of God, frequently be good

ones, but do they know the difference?

When we are ailing we have time to do a

good deal of more or less desultory thinking,

and life is still interesting.
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American Illustration and the

Reproductive Arts

BY JAMES B. CARRINGTON

NO one who follows the development
of modern art can afford to over-

look the work of the men and women
who draw for illustration, for the time has

long since past when illustration may be

considered beneath the dignity of the most
ambitious art student.

Some of the most admired painters of our

time were know^n in their early days as suc-

cessful illustrators, and they found the work
of illustrating a thorough test of their tech-

nical equipment, and discovered that the

line between the illustration and the paint-

ing was often hard to define.

Painting, we are told, has nothing to do

with story-telling, but what a lot of stories

have been told by the painters, from the

days of the old primitives down to our own
times

!

To get a more or less general view of the

progress of American illustration, we should

take a look at the past.
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The older magazines. Harper^s founded in

1850, Scrihner^s Monthly, in 1870, later the

Century Magazine, and the new Scribner's

Magazine, in 1887, and their followers,

have constantly sought out the work of

men and women of talent, and there is a

most interesting and profitable field of study

in looking back over their pages.

It is to our popular magazines and illus-

trated newspapers, and the impetus they

have given to the reproductive arts, that we
owe the profuse illustrations of to-day.

In looking over the old magazines we will

be reminded of the splendid part played

in the advancement of illustration by the

American wood-engravers and of the fact

that without them the illustrating of our

early books and magazines would not have

been possible.

For, until the discovery of a method by
which a drawing could be transferred to

the wood-block by photography, all illustra-

tions had to be drawn in reverse on the

block itself and in the exact size of the

finished engraving.

Few artists were competent to do this or

cared to try, and the result was that the

wood-engravers in many cases copied the

artists' drawings on the block, and engraved

them with the originals before them. For-

tunately, the wood-engravers were nearly

always themselves skilful draftsmen.

When it became possible to transfer a

drawing to the wood-block by photography,

it opened the way to any artist who cared

to draw for reproduction. He could make
his drawing any size he wished, for the

camera reduced it to the size required.

The wider field thus opened to the artist

naturally resulted in greater opportunities

for the engravers who often brought to their

work talents of a high order.

The work of men like Timothy Cole,

Elbridge Kingsley, Gustav Kruell, Frederick

Juengling, Francis S. King, Frank French, H.

W. Peckwell, W. B. Closson, Thomas John-

son, John P. Davis, Henry Wolf, J. W\ Evans,

W. M. Aikman, Heineman, Clement, the

Del Orme brothers, and others, not only em-
phasized the rapidly increasing importance

of the American illustrator and artist, it

also secured for the engravers themselves

appreciation and honor, both at home and
in Europe. And we must add to these

names that of a younger man of to-day, W.
G. Watt, who is carrying on the old tradi-

tions. As engravers they showed the spirit

and impulse of the true interpreter, their

art was a translating into black and white

done with a sympathy, delicacy, and under-

standing of the painter's purpose, only pos-

sible for men who knew and felt something
of the creative impulse.

It was to the camera that the wood-en-

graver owed his greatest opportunity, and
it was to the camera that he owed his down-
fall, so far as concerned the need of his

services in reproducing illustrations. The
camera aided by the half-tone screen placed

between the drawing and the photographic

plate substituted mechanical processes for

the trained hand and brain of the engraver.

This screen is made by ruling two pieces of

glass at right angles, filling the rulings with

a black substance and cementing the plates

together, making a double set of lines run-

ning at right angles to each other and form-

ing thousands of tiny squares. The effect

of the screen on the drawing is to break it

up into thousands of minute dots when
etched, and thus afford a printing surface

in relief. The printing surface is a polished

copperplate, on which the drawing from the

photographic negative has been etched.

We need only compare the cost of a wood-
engraving with a half-tone to understand

the reason for its immediate popularity.

It was not uncommon to pay as much as a

hundred to two hundred and fifty dollars

for a full-page wood-engraving; the half-

tone can be made for twelve or fifteen dol-

lars, and, if need be, in a day, while the

wood-engraving might take anywhere from
one to two or even six weeks to engrave.

This, however, applies only to the very

ordinary half-tone. In many cases the

plates require special treatment in the way
of re-etching or re-engraving by hand, which,

of course, adds materially to the cost.

Line-drawings can be made by the zinc-

etching process for as little as a few dollars,

and in a few hours, or less.

The half-tone is a familiar and often a

beautiful method of reproducing pictures,

and is the method used for most of the illus-

trations in our magazines.

If you will look at almost any illustration

not in line, you can see, even without a glass,

the fine mesh of the screen.

We are indebted to the half-tone, also,

for most of the colored illustrations that

we see in our books and magazines.



Half-tone, from a drawing by Walter Appleton Clark, illustrating "A Saga of the Seas."

Published in Scribner's Magazine, August, 1898.

The half-tone in this case is used in con-

nection with the several color filters through
which the original painting is photographed;
a plate for the red, a plate for the blue, and
one for the yellow in the three-color process.

In the four-color method, a black plate is

added.

Color printing began with lithography

so far as the magazines are concerned, and
it was in the March number of this maga-
zine, 1 89 1, that a colored illustration first

appeared. The original was a drawing in

color by Robert Blum, a noted artist at the

time, who had been in Japan with Sir Ed-
win Arnold. The subject was a charming
little Japanese girl, and the drawing was

put on the stone by the artist himself. Be-

ing a full page it attracted a great deal of

attention and also a great deal of adverse

criticism. It was said to be in defiance of

all precedent and bad art in being printed

with black type. But it was an entering

wedge in the use of color, and it was only a

short time before color was a commonplace
of every-day printing.

The free use of color by the magazines

has led the illustrator many times to make
his original in color instead of the customary

black and white, in the hope that the art

editor may be tempted to reproduce it in

colors.

This has resulted in bringing out unsus-
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pected talent in some of the illustrators

previously known only for their work in

black and white, and among the prize win-

ners in recent years at the National Acad-

emy have been some of the younger men
among the illustrators,

A glance over the names among the illus-

trators of the past will reveal some of the

most famous men in American art. None
of these is more often in the thoughts of the

student of our art than that of Edwin A.

Abbey, whose life and achievements have
been so delightfully put before us in the

recently published biography by Mr. Lucas.

We are too prone to look upon illustration

as merely a passing art. But it would be

very difficult always to define the difference

between the illustrator and the painter, and
I'm not so sure that it can be done in any
way that will make the difference always

clear. Ken3'on Cox once said that Michael

Angelo and Veronese were the greatest il-

lustrators that ever lived.

Howard Pyle said that ''imagination and
invention are as much a needed part of the

illustrator's equipment as the painter's.

No one requires a broader knowledge and
wider reading than the pictorial artist of

to-day,"

The purpose of an illustration is to add
interest to a story, and unless it succeeds in

this it is ineffective. The author creates

his characters and describes his scenes, the

illustrator must give them tangible form,

and to do this he must be capable of under-

standing the author's ideals and have the

skill to define with lines and tones the fea-

tures and figures of the characters, to make
them look like the people described, and not

simply like the young men and women of

the clothing advertisements.

There are far too many drawings appear-

ing in our magazines that have absolutely

no relation to the things they are supposed
to illustrate. This kind of illustration is like

the ability of a clever mimic who gives us

a few mannerisms and imagines he is. show-
ing us real people.

Many illustrators, either by early en-

vironment or by special training, show a

decided preference for subjects of a partic-

ular kind, and it can readily be seen how
valuable a reputation for this kind of spe-

cialization may become. The art editor

having in mind an important commission
naturally turns to some one who has proved

his capacity for the particular thing re-

quired.

The young illustrator need never be de-

terred, however, by the success of the older

workers, nor fear that he will not receive

consideration. The art editors, as well as

the literary editors, are constantly on the

lookout for new talent.

There are more successful young men and
women in illustration these days than ever

before, and those who bring a competent
knowledge of drawing combined with a

serious purpose may be sure of finding ulti-

mate recognition.

It is lack of character, the absence of any
real thought, that makes so much of our il-

lustration trivial and unworthy.

In Howard Pyle, America had one of

the great illustrators of modern times. His

genius was remarkably varied in expres-

sion, and everything he did was marked by
distinction. His drawings in line to illus-

trate his own stories were done with sure-

ness and a fine sense for decorative values,

and his various illustrations in black and
white and color for others were invariably

dignified and distinguished. With a fine

technical equipment he united the literary

faculty to give dramatic significance and
historical accuracy to his figures and s(^nes.

His influence for good upon American illus-

tration has been incalculable, and he de-

veloped a number of pupils whose careers

have done him honor.

In Charles Dana Gibson we have another

man who has been a power for good in the

advancement of our drawing in line, and he
is recognized as one of the most distin-

guished workers in this field.

One can pick out the names of a num-
ber of illustrators whose work is worthy
of praise, who always have something in

mind more conclusive than young men and
women in much-advertised fashion-plate

clothes and aff'ected poses. The beautiful

color of the decorative and fanciful drawings

of IMaxfield Parrish instantly comes to mind,

and in recent years N. C. Wyeth's vigor-

ously drawn figures and poetic interpreta-

tions of famous scenes in history and fiction

have made him a notable member of the

younger group. A. B. Frost stands alone

as our most representative and faithful de-

lineator of true American types. And with

what a delicious sense of humor he has

drawn them and their little comedies!



Carolus Duran's "Poet with the Mandolin."

Engraved on wood by W. B. Closson. Published in Scribner's Magazine, August, 1894.

Other names that stand out are: Arthur I.

Keller, Reginald Birch, Joseph Pennell,

George Wright, Thomas Fogarty, Frederic

Dorr Steele, Walter Jack Duncan, W. J.

Aylward, Walter Biggs, Ernest Peixotto,

Charles E. Chambers, F. C. Yohn, Henry
Raleigh, Wallace Morgan, John Alonzo Wil-

liams, Harvey Dunn, and Franklin Booth.

Among the women who have done ad-

mirable work are: Alice Barber Stephens,

Jessie Willcox Smith, Elizabeth Shippen

Green, Sarah Stilwell Weber, Anne W.
Betts, and Mrs. May Wilson Preston.

Look back also at the superb drawings
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of Walter Appleton Clark, and those of

the recently deceased F. Walter Taylor,

and, of course, at the work of Reinhart,

Charles Parsons, W. T. Smedley, A. B.

Wenzell, Henry McCarter, Albert Sterner,

Remington, Alfred Brennan, Robert Blum,

Harry Fenn, J. D. Woodward, Walter Shir-

law, Otto Bacher, Frederick Lungren, Mary
Hallock Foote, Louis Loeb.

Illustrative art makes an appeal to a very

large audience, and a certain kind of popu-

larity leads to a temporary success and easy

money, but too often at the sacrifice of what
might have developed into real ability. It

need not be a trivial and fleeting art; on the

contrary, it has often become an important

factor in the development of the best art,

and a careful study of good illustrations is

the best of introductions to the study of

art in general.

There is a marked tendency of late to-

ward the revival of line-drawing, due to the

wider use of cheaper papers, and it is an

encouraging sign of a possible advance in

the general character of our illustration.

With the tendency to go back to line,

which will emphasize the qualit}^ of good

drawing and make very obvious the bad,

has come a revival of the older and simpler

methods of wood-engraving, with some of

the artists drawing and cutting their own
work on the block. We already have an
interesting small group who are known as

artist-engravers, who have done some origi-

nal and distinctive work in this field, and
more are taking it up as the demand in-

creases.

Among those who have attracted much
attention are Rudolph Ruzicka, J. A. J.

Murphy, Howard McCormick, J. J. Lankes,

Adolph Triedler, Harry Townsend,
Some very interesting line-drawings are

being cut on battleship linoleum, that

cannot be distinguished from wood-engrav-

ings except by the experts, and a number
of recent pen-drawings look like wood-en-

gravings cut in the white-line methods
that began with Bewick, the great English

wood-engraver. Notable for their beautiful

decorative quality are those by Franklin

Booth.

A better understanding of illustration,

and a more careful consideration of it upon
the part of the public, will do much to im-

prove its quality and encourage the art

editors in their desire to make it again

more worthy of the place it once held in

American art.

From a lithograph, "In the Park," by George Bellows.

Published in Scribner's Magazine, November, iqi6. By courtesy of the artist

and Frederick Keppel and Companj'.

A calendar of current art exhibitions will be found on page 7.



Entering a New Chapter
BY ALEXANDER DANA NOYES

SOMETHING of the war-time sense

of events proceeding so swiftly and
with so momentous significance that

each seemed to obUterate the one that

had come before, has been presented in

the recent poHtical and eco-

J^® nomic panorama. The world
Sequence i j i j -i.

of Events ^^^ scarcely composed its

mind last autumn to belief

that nothing would or could be done to

break the international deadlock, when
the achievements of the Washington Con-
ference flashed across the scene. The
conference at Genoa and its incredible

overtures to the Bolshevik cabal fol-

lowed so quickly as to turn the current of

expectation and prediction in exactly the

opposite direction.

Hardly had that futile political ex-

periment been abandoned, when all the

world was discussing cheerfully a confer-

ence of practical bankers, summoned by
the Reparations Commission to consider

how German}' might reasonably be
equipped through foreign investment
capital with the means of meeting her

contracted payments—a recourse which
was the one sure solution of the five-bil-

lion-francs indemnity of France to Prus-

sia in 187 1 and which every straight-

thinking financier knew from the first

was the only solution of the German
Government's reparations payment after

191 8. As the political scene changed, so

did the economic; except that the steady
recovery in foreign exchange which
marked the financial community's new
hopes regarding Europe, and the steady
expansion of the investment market which
marked the world's new power to finance

the movement of European recovery,

continued with little or no abatement.

UNDER different circumstances, the

admitted failure of the Genoa Con-
ference might have cast a shadow over

the world's financial markets. Even as

it was, the rise on stock exchanges, both
in stocks and in investment
bonds, halted about the time ^<^®r *^®

when the first plain evidence Conference
came into view, in the early

stages of the conference, that the British

premier's programme was impracticable.

But there were other and sufficient rea-

sons for that reaction from the excited

activity of April's markets. One was a

perfectly reasonable feeling that the ad-

vance in stocks and bonds had already

gone so far that the time had come to

eliminate purely speculative influences.

Of uneasiness or misgiving over the fail-

ure of Llo}'d George's programme, finan-

cial markets gave no evidence whatever
—not e\ en when, in the desperate struggle

to save his own political prestige, Lloyd

George himself talked recklessly of an-

other "welter of bloodshed" if the other

nations did not come to terms with the

Moscow Soviet.

On the contrary it was clearly mani-

fest, first, that sober financial judgment
had expected no other outcome from the

start and, second, that formal confession

of the breakdown of the Russian ne-

gotiations had brought a sense of actual

relief. The markets, like the foreign

offices, had listened with something of

amazement to the absurd pretensions and
preposterous claims of the Bolshevik

delegates, had watched with a mixture

of amusement and disgust the Tchit-

cherins and Rakofskys posing as am-
bassadors of a great political power whose

good-will was vitally necessary to other

governments, and had read with entire

increduUty the suggestions of a British

statesman that serious investors should

advance prodigious sums from their pri-

vate capital to a repudiating and con-

fiscating government which was still pro-

claiming the purpose of evencuall}/ up-
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setting political institutions in the very

countries which were asked to lend the

money.

NOR was this all. When the intima-

tions of Lloyd George's propagan-
dists, that the Soviet's " trade concessions"

would make the operation profitable,

w^ere contrasted wdth Secretary Hoover's
statement that Russia for a

America, j^^^g ^-j^^ ^^ come "can have

and Russia nothing to exchange for the

services of our workmen or

the savings of our investors," also with
the statement of the Soviet's own com-
mercial agents that the present foreign

commerce of Russia is barely i per cent

of its pre-war magnitude, and with our

Commerce Department's estimate that it

\vi\\ be five years, under the best of cir-

cumstances, before Russia can export

even grain again, the conclusion of prac-

tical business men was obvious enough.
It merely anticipated the conclusion for-

mally set down by our State Department
during May, when it replied to the invita-

tion to another conference on Russia
that, in view of the Soviet delegates' final

and extremely impudent memorandum
of May II, "this government is unable to

conclude that it can helpfully partici-

pate in the meeting at The Hague."
As it happened, our State Department's

attitude was the attitude of France at

Genoa for which the despatches and oc-

casional newspaper editorials criticised

France as "torpedoing the conference."

Our own State Department's refusal to

participate, on the ground that an ad-

journed conference would be "destined

to encounter the same difficulties" as

those of Genoa "if the attitude disclosed

in the Russian memorandum of May ii

remains unchanged," may therefore possi-

bly help to create a more charitable view
regarding France. Reference to the

"wrecking pohcy" of France, her "im-
periahstic ideas," had up to that time

grown to be as common in America as in

England, where criticism was sharpened
by the fact that French obstruction was
checkmating a British premier's policy.

But what if the French delegates had
been right in their position? There was
singular lack of consideration of that

possibility. That the representatives of

(Financial Situation,

France displayed an exceedingly un-
FrenchUke absence of tact in their man-
ner of dealing with controverted ques-
tions, had to be admitted. This was no
less true of M. Briand entering the
Washington Conference without any con-
sidered policy than of M. Poincare is-

suing instructions for Genoa under the

handicap of his own bitter criticism of a
preceding ministry for conceding just

such disputed points. But when it came
to criticising not the manner but the
matter, it has sometimes seemed that
American hostile criticism was completely
forgetting the American attitude on those
very questions.

IT would not be fair to describe such
American criticism as hypocritical.

But it is safe to say that, if the positions

were reversed and the French people de-

nouncing our government in similar

terms for doing what their

own government had done, Seeing

our people would make that
Another's

accusation against the French. Eyes
It is not, indeed, at all hard
to picture the attitude of our people, sup-

posing the political and economic rela-

tions of the United States with Europe
since the war to have been what the rela-

tions of Europe mth the United States at

present are.

If one imagines our own country emerg-
ing from the war in the condition of

France of 1919; if one then imagines

France, as the dominant political and
economic power of the day, first arrang-

ing a treaty reasonably to our advantage,

then repudiating that treaty, then refus-

ing a formal compact of mutual defense,

then criticising indignantly our conten-

tion that we should have to prepare to

protect ourselves against our war-time
antagonist, we can guess what the feeling

in America would have been. If, further-

more, one were to picture such a France
piling up an absolutely unheard-of hoard
of gold drawn from ourselves as well as

other nations, then calling on the United

States for settlement of its huge war in-

debtedness and at the same time prepar-

ing in its legislative body a tariff bill so

far prohibitive as to prevent our paying

any such bill in goods^—on the basis of

such a picture one might possibly get a
continued on page 43)





From a drawing by Anthony Euwer.

THE DOUGLAS FIRS.

Among the noblest forests in America—their lancet stems are clean as stalks of grain, rising hundreds of feet before a
branch is seen. There is little or no underbrush; in their subdued light you can walk these forest trails for days along
the Cascades and the Coast Range. —"In an Oregon Wilderness," page 132.
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A Canticle

BY WILLIAM ALEXANDER PERCY

Lovely is daytime when the joyful sun goes singing,

Lovely is night with stars and round or sickled moon,
Lovely are trees, forever lovely, whether in winter

Or musical midsummer or when they bud and tassel

Or crown themselves ^vith stormy splendors in the fall.

But, lovelier than night or day or tree in blossom,

Is there no secret infinite loveliness behind?

Beautiful is water, running en rocks in mountains
Or bosoming sunsets where the valley rivers ponder.

Beautiful is ocean with its myriad colors,

Its southern blues and purples, its arctic gray and silver.

Blown into green frost-fretted or wine-dark in the evening.

But still more beautiful than waters calm or cloven,

Than ocean thunder-maned or floored for delicate springtime.

Is there no beauty \'isible save to our eyes?

Marvellous is the grass, friendly and very clean,

Though intimate with all the dead, the ceaseless dead,

It has great heart and makes the ancient earth forgetful;

It is not troubled by the wind and from the storm
It learns a radiance; all night it wears the dew
And in the morning it is glad with a pure gladness.

More marvellous than dew-strown morning grasses, is there

No brave immortal joyousness that wrought the grass?

Who lifteth in the eastern sky the dark, gold moon?
Who painteth green and purple on the blackbird's throat?

What hand of rapture scattereth sunshine through the rain

And flingeth round the barren boughs of spring returned

Dim fire? Who stencilled with caught breath the moth's wide wing.

And lit the ruby in his eyes? Whose ecstasy

Set silver ripples on the racing thunder-cloud

And flared the walls of storm with terrible dead green?

What dreamer fretted dew upon the flat-leafed corn

And twined in innocence of useless perfect art

The morning-glory with its bubble blue, soon gone?
Was there no hand that braided autumn branches in

Their solemn brede and stained them with a sombre rust?

Was there no love conceived the one-starred, rivered evening.

And dipped in crocus fire the gray horns of the moon?

They say there never was a god men loved but died

—

Dead is Astarte, Astoreth is dead, and Baal;

Copyrighted in 1922 in United States, Canada, and Great Britain, by Charles Scribner's Sons. Printed in

New York. All rights reserved.



132 A CANTICLE

Zeus and Jehovah share a single grave and deep;

Spring comes, but Freia comes not nor Persephone:
On temple phnth and porch the random grasses run,

Of all their priests alone the white-stolled stars are faithful.

Dead are the gods, forever dead ! And yet—and yet

—

Who hfteth in the eastern sky the dark, gold moon? . . .

There is a lovehness outlasts the temporal gods,

A beauty that when all we know as beautiful

Is gone, will fashion in delight the forms it loves.

In that wide room where all our stars are but a drift

Of gUmmering petals down an air from far away.

A Winter Tapestry.

When the firs are overloaded with new snow, a very little gust of wind will start

a cascade down through the branches—huge clumps breaking and breaking
again, and then across this dazzling curtain the shafts of the morning sun.

—" In an Oregon Wilderness."



In an Oregon Wilderness
BY ANTHONY EUWER

A SERIES OF SEVEN DRAWINGS, INCLUDING FRONTISPIECE
AND THE REPRODUCTION ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE

v.|£,.^..^..^..^._.^..^..^..^..^..^..^.

?/fJi\ ^ r^^^^

The Fire Patrol.

Over the mountain ranges and dipping across the fertile valleys is heard the far-off whir of the forest-service fire patrol.
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The Forest-Fires.

A rampage on the mountain—colors leaping swiftly in brilliant tongues of orange, green, and red—smoke-curtains lifting

and shifting their purple-grays while the air reeks with pitchy incense—hot drafts roaring and flames hissing; it is the

terror that fascinates and yet repels, a spectacle of diabolic splendor.
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The Ghost Trees.

Decades ago the night-sky was crimson with their light—burned enough to kill but they did not fall. Year by year the
bark flaked off and the gaunt skeletons were left—the standing dead—unnumbered leagues of them over the ranges
everywhere.
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Sunset in the Canj^on.

An Oregon sun knows where to set, drenching all the pines with dragon-gold, tingeing to a still more mellow ivory the

waving spikes of squaw-grass, drawing the long cool shadows across the valley—and out there to the west somewhere
the great Pacific has turned to a caldron of molten copper.
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The Abandoned Shack.

It was built in an hour of hope and visioning—on the road to better days. In a few years it was found to be on the wronR
road whfere the earth was not grateful and where the frosts stay late and come early and where the man wiio keeps

on sticking is a fool.
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Prince Tatters

BY MARY RAYMOND SHIPMAN ANDREWS

Illustrations by F. C. Yohn

HERE is a line in ge-

ometry whose name
is, I think, a tangent.

The affair of this Hne
is to come ine\'itably

out of somewhere very
far off, and to keep on
and on and on till it

strikes, for just one moment, the edge of

a circle which has been waiting in space

for that moment since the solar system
was mush. After the Hne has kept this

momentary cosmic date with the circle it

goes straight on and on and on again, and
what becomes of it beyond that it is of no
manner of use inquiring, for we are not

built so that we know what infinity

means. Of it nothing is heard again in-

side our hmits. Or seldom. Once in a

blue moon of aeons the tangent makes a

back loop, and touches the lost circle for

another instant before finaHty.

Things may happen that way in a life.

It is not new to compare life to a circle.

Probably every human with nerves has

at times regarded his own little specimen
of existence and found it comparable to

the round a captive squirrel makes in a

cage. No one with a sense of humor ever

feels himself or herself at all times aggres-

sive, forward-going, and satisfactory.

Youth especially is given to morbid dis-

couragements.

There was a girl whose pretty name
was Alixe Sherrill, whose age was twenty-

four, whose good looks and charm were
undoubted, and whose speech and tem-
perament were of the pleasant country

south of Mason and Dixon's Une—God's

country. This child of fortune on a day
ungratefully had a grouch; good fortune

is no hindrance to ungratefulness. She
sat on the rough log step of the gallery of

a camp deep in Canadian woods; a sun-

shiny lake, Kke an untouched drink

poured in a bowl of jade, stretched away
from her; she stared sorrowfully at the
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laughter of the lake running to hide con-

stantly in vague shores two miles off. A
man with a grizzled head and serene face

read a trashy novel, sitting in a chair on
the gallery; probably scholars and stu-

dents read such exclusively on vacations.

"Father!" complained Alixe Sherrill.

The man put down his book, and one
saw in the movement why his face wore
that look of serenity. Long ago he had
ordained that self should be deleted from
him, and that nothing should ever irri-

tate him. "Yes, my girl."

"Excuse me for interrupting you,

father, but it's important."

"Is it, dear? What is it?"

"I feel Kke a squirrel in a cage, father."

"You do?" He did not even look be-

wildered. For twenty years, since the

child's mother died, he had been used to

thinking her thoughts with her. He
knew that Uttle thoughts were often quite

big. "Like a squirrel," he repeated.

"Around and around ad nauseam, it

seems. You're not bored with camp,
Alixe?"
"No. No. Never. It's heaven. I

adore the woods; you know it. It's

bigger than that, father. It's so hard to

say, but I'm all futile, meaningless. I'm
not getting anywhere, and I'm getting

old. Twenty-four, father." She lifted

her head out of her hands and the moody
eyes turned inquiringly. Did he think

twenty-four was rather old, also?

"Twenty-four," he considered. "And
finding your life Hke a squirrel in a cage.

You probably need to take in washing,"

he reflected, "but that can't be arranged.

The alternative might be marrying.

Your mother was nineteen."

The girl made a gesture of impatience.

"So unmodern," she objected. "Is there

nothing for a woman in this age but wash-

ing or wedlock? What about painting

portraits ? Who was it that Rupert Mor-
timer said was the hope of the year, if the
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year had a hope? That was me, Doctor
Sherrill. And you suggest that I take in

washing! Shame!"
''Why, then, a squirrel in a cage?"
He was packing his pipe carefully, but

threw a brief glance at the boyish figure

on the step below him, hands in the

pockets of the gray checked sporting

trousers. That glance told his experi-

enced eye quite a bit. The look on the

face dearest to him was shifting like bits

of colored hght in a kaleidoscope, hke the

play of shine and shadow on the Moun-
tain over yonder; this little thought of

his girl's was the fluttering tag end of

something larger, hidden back in a sensi-

tive, unsatisfied brain. Unsatisfied

—

that was the trouble; in spite of his in-

finite devotion, of his living for her, this

child who was, after all, a quite separate

being from him, wanted something. And
he was inadequate to find it for her. A
smile slightly grim stirred his lips.

" Do you know what you want, AHxe ?
"

"Darn it, I don't," she threw back,

and laughed. She drew a hand from a

manly pocket and pushed back a wave of

most feminine hair. ''But do you know
what I'm suspecting, John Sherrill,

M.D.?".
Sherrill shook his head.

"I'm suspecting that I want a tre-

mendous love-affair with an unhappy
ending."

"Unhappy?"
"Oh, silly ! I can't leave you. I can't.

You'd go to rack and ruin. So would I.

I can't let go our combination, father, to

try an uncertainty. It isn't marrying I

want. But—but. I do want to fall in

love." She grinned, biting her lower lip

and eying him. "I never yet cared a

whoop about one of my steadies. You
know that. And it's not fair. I'm miss-

ing a trick. I'd hke to be mad about
somebody, somebody to satisfy me to the

end of my soul, that's all."

"Oh, that's all."

"Yes, father. And then have him sail

away at break of day, and leave me
broken-hearted, with a hole in the uni-

verse the size of the sun. And I'd be
entranced with my sorrow and happy
with you ever after. Yet, likely, I'll end
by marrying Basil Lynn, and be flourish-

ing and pampered. He is a dear, father,

Basil is. But yet—oh, I so want my lost

love that I've never had. Isn't it queer
of me, father?"
The pipe was smoked by now, and

Doctor Sherrill took it from his mouth
and knocked it upside down on the rail-

ing of the gallery. He did not smile.

"There is such a thing as a divided
or dissociated personality," he consid-

ered. "It's not a desirable thing. But I

fancy it's more common in mild degrees

than is supposed. I fancy that many an
exemplary wife and mother of a family
keeps hidden away, unforgotten and alive,

some romance of the sort you're howling
for, some hopeless lost love which seems
to her dying day, maybe, the loveliest

thing in life. Maybe the central thing in

life. And yet she may love her lawful

husband properly and devotedly all the

time. Odd business, personality; it's not

always the neat, compact bundle of quali-

ties it's cracked up to be. Mighty mixed
and loose-ended and split up at times.

But you're just a spoiled brat," he fin-

ished. "You've had nothing but happi-

ness and love all your days, and you don't

know what sorrow means. I'll have to

pray double-quick that you don't learn,

for your blasphemy. I'm convinced now
that a week's washing would be the pre-

scription."

"Oh, tut." The girl got up and stood,

tall and smiling. "What I need, tem-

porarily, like a month at a sanitarium, is

a great and hopeless love. And I can't,

for the life of me, love anything I've ever

seen."
" You'll get yours," her father answered,

nodding darkly. " Meanwhile, paddle me
across to the mouth of the Riviere des

Perdrix. The shadow of the Mountain is

on it, and the trout ought to be jump-
ing. We've time for a half-hour's fish-

ing before dinner."

"Bug-juice, fish-net, paddles, rod;

that's all," spoke the girl, kneehng by
the canoe at the dock five minutes later.

"Maybe my hopeless love is on the way;
meantime we'U fish. Step into the bus,

doctor."

It was no more than an hour later, and

the doctor and the girl sat at dinner—or

supper—in the dining-room which had
no waUs but greenery, which was merely
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a table and a roof, with seats about it, on

a point of land. Lake water lapped at

pebbles on shores beneath them, and be-

tween them and the shores rose joyfully

a cluster of mystical black spruce-trees

and the silver and clear green of young
birches. Across the lake, in glimpses

through the spruces and birches, the

Mountain was blue in afternoon haze.

And a guide said:

"A canoe."

They looked out at the lake and saw
it, leading its shining wake to the land-

ing, and three men got out and came
winding up the thread of a trail.

"Fire-rangers," explained Camille, the

guide. ^^Gardes-a-feii.'^

"We want to beg some sugar." It was
the first man in the short procession, and
he stood under the trees like a young
prince just out of a lost battle. His face

and hands were black; his clothes hung
in rags. The back of his cotton shirt fell

from the left shoulder clean to his waist;

a handkerchief was tied around a hope-

less hiatus at one knee and the trousers

were otherA\dse shredded. For the rest,

he was beautiful to look at, for he was
six feet and two or three or four inches,

and topped with a thickness of brown
waves which grew low on his forehead

and glittered. His eyes laughed from
under long and black curly lashes which
seemed half to bury them. He carried

himself Hke a lord or a soldier.

"We want to beg some sugar."

"Beg sugar! Sit down and eat sud-

per," ordered the doctor.

"We aren't fit," protested the first

man, and the others came up and stood

about laughing at each other, protesting

too.

"We've our own provisions, you know,
only we're out of sugar," they explained.

"We've been down in the burned coun-

try, around Lac Carcajou, and our clothes

are covered with charcoal, so that it's no
use washing—it rubs off instantly again.

We did wash our hands just now."
"I think we're a little torn, too," added

the leader, glancing over his \\Tecked

shoulder, and with that a general shout

went up.

"It doesn't make the faintest differ-

ence. Please do as my father says and
sit down and have supper," the girl

begged them.

"I can't say I don't want to, because I

do," stated the leader, and sat down.
The Mountain, across, sent back echoes

of laughter in gay, deep young voices, as

the three hungry boys put away food with
the good appetite of out-of-doors, of

exercise, of youth. They talked about
little, hidden lakes and bhnd portages and
old Indian trails; they talked about what
bay the blazes could be found in, and at

what pools in the rivers fish were taken;
they talked about their work for the

government, watching and fighting the

ever-recurring fires of the great forest.

One learned that one of them was an en-

gineer, sent in to estimate the extent of

the big Carcajou fire ; that two were stu-

dents in McGill University, taking this

way of spending the summer in the woods

;

and then it came out that they were all

ex-soldiers. Ex-soldiers, of the heroic

Canadian army I The girl stared speech-

less, stirred. What sights those smiHng
eyes had seen

!

"My brother, my only brother, was
fighting with the Canadians," she hurried

to say proudly.

"Is that so ? " They said it civilly, but
so many girls' brothers were over there.

They were reticent; they volunteered

httle but they answered easily enough
when some one asked a question.

"Were you wounded?"
"Wounded? Oh, yes. Everybody

was wounded. Perfectly fit now. Cough
a bit still. Gassed. I got it at Ypres the

first time it was used, and we hadn't any
masks."
"You were gassed at Ypres I" Ahxe

whispered the words.

"Yes. Could I have more butter,

please? Don, we didn't get trout hke
this in our camp, did we? You know,
that beggar fell into the river with all the

fish—twenty-five of them—for lunch

yesterday. So we hadn't any lunch."

Homeric laughter greeted the memory.
One fitted them out in the guest-cabin

after dinner, and everybody, being sleepy,

went early to bed. Yet Ahxe lay awake
a long time, wide-eyed in the dark, lopk-

ing, looking at a sudden, splendid ^ision

which had stood wnth shining hair and
tattered garments, smihng from the for-

est. "It's a trifle silly," reasoned Alixe,

"to keep thinking about a stranger. It's

merely because he's so remarkably hand-
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some and I'm an artist. Beauty hits

me. It would be the same if he were

a girl," she assured herself. And pro-

ceeded to recapitulate a Scotch accent.

Prince Tatters I whispered Alixe in the

dark on top of her good and adequate
reasoning, and stayed awake, as many
another girl has done, because the taste

of living was too good to lose in sleeping.

Next morning the three guests came to

breakfast shining and soapy with clean-

liness. ''I hold my fists away from my
clothes so as to keep clean for a bit," an-

nounced Don.
The sun and shadow rippled and inter-

splashed about the white table under the

trees; the lake ran up the pebbles in

musical eager bucketfuls, as if longing to

join the feast; the breeze rustled the

mystical spruces, and the gay birches and
the ragged, big young chaps with their

dramatic past framing them, to the eyes

of AHxe, with dim haloes, quite uncon-
scious for their part of any past or any
haloes, appUed themselves to food. Then,
through the morning woods, along the

winding brown trail, the five strolled over

to the big camp and sat about the gallery,

and AHxe and her ''Prince Tatters," as if

strong magnets had pulled them instantly

into place, found themselves together, and
shortly did not know if the rest were

there or not.
'" Do you mind talking about France ?

"

''Not a bit, if I don't bore you," smiled

Prince Tatters. His face was clean this

morning; an artist, like Alixe, could not

but rejoice in it. Lines ! A square jaw,

a grim Scotch mouth, sensitive lips I and
the amazing color of that brown thatch

!

"You see," explained the artist, "I'm
awfully interested, because my only

brother was fighting with the Canadians
before we went in. Wouldn't it be queer

if you'd known him. David Sherrill."

The prince shook his head. He cer-

tainly wished he had known this girl's

brother. "I might," he said doubtfully.

"Such a mob of men one met. I can't

begin to remember, except the ones I saw
a lot of."

"There's one man who met him,"
Alixe spoke, "whom I'm hoping some
time to find. If I do, and if he wants
anything I have, or everything, he can
have it."

"Risky promise," warned the prince.

"I mean it," AHxe repeated recklessly.

"He saved David's life."

"Oh!" the prince agreed. "Of course

one would feel a bit under obligations."

The prince was Scotch and Alixe was
Southern; likely they meant the same
thing, but they phrased it differently.

Yet there was no chill in the restraint of

the words; Scotch reticence is of that

quality; one senses it as a coating of ice

over a volcano of fire.

"Under obligations—no! Ready to

give him—well—m^'self if he wanted me
—yes." She laughed. Silly way to talk !

What impelled her to talk in that ex-

travagant style?

Clear gray eyes considered her gravely
from away back under the lashes. " Now
that might make some fellow lay claim

to another man's record," he stated.

"What did the chap do?"
She was only too eager to tell the story,

one of a thousand like stories of heroism
and self-sacrifice, of magnificent courage
served by a quick brain and an iron will

and an athlete's body. One of the thou-

sand thousand stories which will be told

by our children's children, and by their

great-grandchildren while civiHzation en-

dures, and while a race Hves to honor
those who saved it. One of the thousand
thousand—and more thousands than are

ever told will be buried forever in silence.

Ahxe told this story of the man who
had rescued her brother by the forlornest

of forlorn hopes, with her soul throbbing
in face and voice. Her mouth twisted

and her eyes filled and her voice stopped

dead once or twice as she told it, and the

man who Hstened was stirred by her emo-
tion more than by the story. One had
heard of, so many hairbreadth rescues;

one had, of course, been in them; it had
seemed rather commonplace over there to

run out into hell and pull in a comrade;
all one's friends did it; rescuing life was
the game. So that the young man hardly

listened to what the girl told, so absorbed

was he in the way she was teUing it.

"You see," she ended, "how I'd want
to give everything I have and am, if I

could, to the man who did that for David,

my brother Da\id."
"Oh, well," protested Prince Tatters.

'

'Come now ! The chap did the clean thing,

of course, but—oh, well ! Not yourself

—

not as bad as all that, don't you know I''
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And they both laughed out easy young
laughter. "The chap may be a bounder,

don't you see," protested the prince.

"Bounder! That's blasphemous ! He
couldn't be anything but"— she choked

on her eagerness— "anything but a

prince," she flung at him.

"Very good, then, a prince we'll have
him, and let it go at that," agreed the boy
cheerfully, and somehow, then, she was
asking questions about himself.

And he was answering. Never had he

told any one so much about himseK,

about that three years and eight months
of horror and adventure and suffering and
happiness before he was invahded home,
too knocked to pieces to fight any more.

"You see, I picked up eleven wounds
in my last battle, on the Somme." He
glanced at the other group, and spoke a

bit lower. The boys would scorn him for

talking about himself. Yet he wanted to,

for the first time ever; and she wanted
to hear; he knew that, surely, and the

knowledge was a manner of warmth and
joy to him. "I was an enlisted man, and
in the trenches a lot," he went on. "I've

always been glad I didn't go as an officer."

"Eleven wounds—one battle!" Alixe

repeated it. And then, anxiously: "Are
you sure you're all right now?"

"Perfectly," the prince assured her.
" One arm's a bit smaller than the other,

and weaker, but that's nothing. And
this bothers a trifle when I carry a pack."
He flung over the bronze head and in the

back of his powerful neck was a seam, a
furrow of three inches. "Do you mind
putting your hand here?" He pushed
back the wave of hair on his forehead,

and 'the girl put up her fingers and felt

under the skin something hard and loose.
" Shrapnel," grinned the boy. " I haven't
bothered to have it out,"

"Do you know," the girl told him, "I
saw you sail. I saw the Une of thirty-

eight great ships steam down from Que-
bec, that September day in 1914. We
were going back from this camp. And
I'll never forget coming through Valcar-
tier two days before and the crowd at the
little station, and the soldiers getting on
the train. Yes, and their friends leaving
them, their mothers and their sweet-
hearts. And the big dining-room that
night at the Chateau Frontenac, full of

the saddest dinner-parties I ever saw.

Do you know," she went on eagerly, "I
thought I was crazy. There was a great

fellow in Highland uniform—a Canadian
Highlander, I suppose—who got on at

Valcartier, and he must have been six

feet four—huge. And when we went into

the Frontenac there he was; and two
minutes later I met him around a corner
in a corridor; and one minute later again
in another corridor. I kept seeing him
every second. I suddenly realized that
there was a regiment of him and that they
were all six feet four. Giants."

The boy threw back his head and
shouted laughter. "Well, not all quite

six four," he said. "I'm only six two,
and I went over with that lot."

"You did!" It seemed a tremendous
coincidence to Alixe. "Maybe I saw you
at the Frontenac that day; maybe you
were at one of those tragic dinner-parties

that night."

"I was."
"But I didn't see you." She shook her

head with decision. "I wouldn't have
forgotten you."

A swift glow crept from somewhere
into the boy's tanned face. Did she

mean it? Wouldn't she forget him? Of
course he never could forget her, never.

But if his everlasting soul hung in the bal-

ance he could not say so to her straightly

and simply, as she was saying it to him.
That iron bar to emotional speech,

Scotchness, prevented him, and because

of it he was miserable. He sat dumb,
staring at her, wishing.

Then suddenly she asked: "Will you
let me sew up the shoulder of that shirt ?

'^

Let her? He looked up at her. And
in one minute he was sitting, petrified,

blissful, while her head bent over him and
her fingers touched him and flashed away
and came back—yes, again and again and
again.

"I don't know how to thank you," he

stammered. But indeed he did not need

to know how, with the smile he had. But
of that he had no knowledge.

"Thank me? Thank me? I'm so

grateful, so glad I am to do the least

thing after all you've done for us. To
sew up a man who was gassed at Ypres

and wounded on the Sommx—I'll brag of

it ah my life."

And once more the boy had no word at

all to say, though he hunted one franti-
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cally. But he could smile. And then that

confounded Don—who wasn't talking to

her—had suggested going, and they were
getting into the canoe at the landing.

He waited, making a pretense of arrang-

ing their meagre pacquetons, so that the

others might say good-by first, so that he

might touch her hand last. WTiat a fool

a man was to let his heart get like lead

and the world grow empty because of

leaving a girl he'd never seen till last

night, and would never see again

!

''Have you gone to sleep?" demanded
Don from the bow, and he stood up and
shook hands with Doctor Sherrill, and
spoke words of thanks, and turned. Her
fingers slipped to his with a queer thrill,

as if they forever and inevitably belonged

there. He could not speak, not even to

say " Good-by." But she looked up with

eyes that were dim with something she

did not trouble to hide.

"Good-by, Prince Tatters," whispered

Alixe.

He was paddling furiously with his

cracked old paddle down the lake, away
—away. About half a mile along sud-

denly, as if the skies had opened, he had
a revelation. That youngster he had
stopped for and thrown over his shoulder

the day a hundred of them were sur-

rounded by the Germans—that was at

Cantigny, that was in the spring of 191

7

—that was her brother. He knew, the

moment he thought of it, without a

shadow of doubt. Moreover, hadn't she

said that the boy cried out about his

photograph case that he'd dropped, and
that his rescuer had laid him down care-

fully and gone back for the case. He did

that; he remembered now. Of course

any man would have done it; photo-

graphs were as valuable as life over there.

But it was a coincidence, and, with

other coincidences, was proof. He was
the man to whom that girl had said she

would give anything—herself— if the man
wanted her. A mighty stroke of the

cracked paddle slewed the departing

canoe around in its tracks and another

very nearly headed it back to the camp.
There was outcry from the canoe.

"What the hell, man? What are you
doing?" Don gazed around from the

bow in astonishment.

"Did you forget something?" asked
McNairn from amidships.

"Yes, I did. That is," the prince ex-

plained, with Scotch exactness, "that is,

there's something I've got to say to Miss
Sherrill."

Which was greeted with roars of laugh-

ter. "Swim back. We're going to make
the train," Don suggested, and McNairn
commented

:

"Hard hit, poor lad, oh, verv hard
hit!"

And to the prince, turning slowly

lobster color, a realization flashed that
life was not a fairy story; that he could
not possibly imagine rushing back to this

only girl of the world, and setting forth

to her: "I saved your brother. I am
ready to accept your gratitude and your-
self." It was out of perspective, that
idea. Moreover, she had simply been ex-

aggerating in her graceful w^ay. People
do; he could not. Of course, of course

she didn't dream of being taken literally.

•What could he say if he should go back ?

Slowly, wearily the cracked paddle dipped
and pushed water till the bow stood for-

ward again.

"I wonder what made him turn the

boat around," spoke Alixe, watching
from the camp gallery.

That embalmer of might-have-beens.
Time, took this half-day of Alixe Sherrill's

life and wrapped it in cobwebs and stored

it a little deeper every hour in the chest of

perhaps things, where memories are kept

also. It never sank so far but the girl's

hand could reach in and lift it out and
look at it. It seemed always very beau-
tiful to her. Inside the silvery gray fold

on fold of cobwebs, in the heart of it,

flamed and glowed color—rose and green

and purple shifting like an opal, which
stayed bright always. Yet the thing was
an incident only, and only eighteen hours

long at that.

Alixe was married two years later, and
the young Basil Lynns went to Montreal
on their wedding trip. In a room of the

Ritz-Carlton, gay with English chintzes,

she was moved to tell her husband about

this cobweb-opal memory. The tall and
very well-dressed young man smiled.

"Don't you mind?" asked Alixe.

"Not a bit, dearest. Of course, every

man who saw you was in love with you.

I'm prepared for that."

"But the point is—I was in love with
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him. He left a fearful ache. And he was
the first who ever made a dent in me."

''Oh," reflected Basil Lynn.
"I can't help a feeling that it was he

who saved Davdd," she went on.

''Did he say so?"
"Say so! Heavens, no!"
"And you told him about Da\dd?"
"Yes."
"Then," Lynn settled it, "he didn't.

He'd have said so."

"Oh, well—likely," agreed the girl re-

luctantly. "But I still have a hunch."
The caressing voice went on :

" You know
I love you, Basil?"

"I know it—thank heaven."

"But if I saw my Prince Tatters again

how can I tell but that wonderful under-

standing would happen—but that awful

ache would happen when he went?"
Lynn, sitting back in a luxurious stuffed

armchair, a picture of prosperous youth,

refused to be worried. "It was all en-

vironment and picturesqueness, darhng;

all romance."
"But romance is strong."

"A casual fire-ranger, in rags, dear;

and likely it was the rags that made the

romance. Probably in citizens clothes

he'd be a bounder."

"Stop it!" ordered Alixe. " 'Bound-
er.' He was a glory." She put out her

hands to ward off something. "Don't
try to kick over my dream, or I won't
talk to you about it."

"I won't," promised Lynn contritely.

"But,my dearest, what's the good of work-
ing yourself up over a dream ? It was only

a few hours long, and it's gone, and you
love me, and you're my wife. What's in

the world besides that marvellous fact?"

"Well," set forth Alixe, curHng her

patent-leathered toes under her on a sofa,

"well, things are pleasant, and you're

a lamb. But what I want to know is if

I may strictly-honorably go on loving a

dream to the end of my days and still be
quite satisfactory to you as a wife. / can

do it—somehow I'm built that way; to

love the memory of my hero boy in rags

forever till I die—my hopeless love. And
still adore you as your everyday wife,

splendid you, and enjoy my lucky lot.

But is it satisfactory to you? I always
wanted a hopeless love, Basil; don't

grudge it to me."
And Lynn, who had not set out to own

all the subtleties of the soul he loved, put
his arms around her and whispered: "As
long as you don't stop loving me, precious,

it's perfectly satisfactory."

And then: "Come along—put on the
green hat I like and let's go out and see

the procession."

A member of the royal family of Eng-
land had arrived in Montreal the day
before, and the whole beautiful city flew

gay with bunting and was jubilant with
bands and marching troops. The Lynns
stood on the corner of a street which
leads down from Sherbrooke Street to

St. Catherine's, and the troops, turning

here, came close to the curbstone. Alixe

gazed up the wide avenue at the endless,

elastic lines of marching men; khaki,

khaki, and yet more khaki. Till a ghnt of

strong color broke, with splashes of white,

with Scotch caps jaunty on lofty heads,

with fluttering plaids—the Canadian High-
landers were coming; the pipes droned out
their mystical, stirring, restrained, mad-
dening music. Alixe's pulse jumped.
"The 'Ladies from Hell,' " she whis-

pered, and caught her husband's sleeve

and thought of what deeds had won that

name, and of what hell in very fact these

steadfast faces had looked into.

And with that, swiftly, a ragged boy
with deep eyes was smiling at her across

a table in the woods, and she heard the

tones of his voice: "I went over with

that lot," he had said. Her breath came
fast; how quickly they marched; she

could not possibly look at them all. And
then suddenly—he was there ! At the

end of the Une, turning now close by her

—three feet away. The Scotch cap was
a crown on the brown hair, the face and
figure were more magnificent even than
she remembered. With the sight the

warm impetuousness of her soul seized

her; the crowd, the marching troops,

faded. She tossed out her hands to him,

standing alone in all the world—almost

her hands touched him, and he turned as

if a bullet had struck him in the ranks.
" Prince Tatters—oh, Prince Tatters !

"

cried Alixe.

His eyes held hers a second with the

unfaded memory in them of a little eter-

nal day; he passed. The tangent had
touched the circle again and gone on
into space.



Dramatis Personae

BY BONN BYRNE

T must be for the thou-

sandth time now he
was sitting down at

the neat table looking

out on the little lawn,

and trying to get his

ideas together, trying

to get something new,

something startling, that would awaken
these hard-boiled men who had control of

theatres, magazines, publishing houses to

the sense that he was alive, worth while,

valuable. If he could only think up a new
detective, or—or something.

Any other than he would have given up
the game long ago, but he knew he had
talent—he wouldn't go quite so far as to

say genius—but great talent. It was no
use their turning him down all the time.

He was certain they never read the stuff.

He was certain, too, there was some
trick, some knack he hadn't discovered.

Just some little trick. These men of na-

tional, international fame, he could see

from their faces they had no especial

brains—any more than he had.

But just some little trick he couldn't

get.

He had taken courses in writing, gone
to schools of journalism, and here were all

his manuscripts with neat rejection slips;

here was what he thought the great

American novel battered and dog-eared,

a study of the temptations of a girl in the

great city ; and here was his crook drama,
that some filthy reader had marked with
the rim of a coffee-cup. It was enough to

make a man quit.

But he wouldn't quit. He'd be as big as

the biggest of them. He, too, would have
his picture in the papers, not gaunt and
bitter as most of them seemed, but pleas-

ant, dignified, literary. And his picture

would look like an author's, with its well-

marked features, its masculine little

mustache, its intellectual glasses. And
he, too, would be interviewed. And he, too,

would sign contracts involving great sums
of money. And there would be gossip

about him, too, in the papers, where in

Florida he was spending the winter vaca-
tion, what he was doing in summer.
He wouldn't quit. Hadn't they all said

at school and college he was cut out to be
a writer? Hadn't he gone to Europe for

six months ? And, what was more, hadn't
he the money his father, the hardware
man, had left him ? Hadn't he his home ?

He could stick it out.

His home! His wife! If instead of

these few trees, this lawn, the outlook
on the quiet Sound, if instead of here he
lived somewhere in the welter of af-

fairs, wouldn't he be better ? Somewhere
things changed, where one did not have to

go three-quarters of an hour in a train to

the theatre. Downtown in New York.
Only trees and grass and water and sky
here. Nothing to write about.

And his wife, Berenice, oh, she was a
sweet girl, a nice girl, but—hadn't he per-

haps made a mistake ? She was so good
and wholesome ! Too much? Wouldn't
it have been better to be married to—to

an actress, or a sculptress, or—or some-
thing. Some one who could feel things;

who wouldn't smile, and be nice. Bere-

nice was all right, but
And his mother. She was a nice, dar-

ling person, but—she didn't just under-

stand. She was just a mother, like

anybody's mother. If she could feel the

great complex things ! But she was just

loving, and everything he did was right.

Berenice, and his mother . . . the

trees, the water . . . essential barrenness

of life . . . nothing to write about . . .

so unfair.

Because Barry had hinted it annoyed
him to have her in the house while he was
trying to write, Berenice had decided to

go out for an hour or so, to give the poor

lad a chance. And for a few minutes it

bothered her to be idling, whereas there

were so many little things that needed her

attention. A house became so awry. It

needed a flick of the hand here and there,

a touch to flowers. But the white road,

147
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and the arching blue-green trees, and the

drift of the dogwood—a cloud, not a

flower did it seem, so delicately balanced

was it in the May air—all these took her

eyes, and the immense miracle of spring

drew her thoughts from the gracious arti-

fices of the house. How gently, how im-

perceptibly it came, a little curling wave
of the west wind, and the clearly pitched

note of an adventuring bird. It was like

the moon, spring was; a clear thin line of

silver in the gray sky, like the minute
green of the waking willow-tree, and it

grew . . . under your eyes was its sweet

benevolence. And it was hard to go

asleep at night, so much was being accom-
plished, for fear you would miss some
phase of the return of beauty. Oh, the

little birds so fussy, so intense about their

nests. The showers like great sheets of

silver; and after each the slim trees were
more like pretty ladies, and the great

thick trees like pleasant stalwart men.
And the flowers came shyly, demurely,

just as young girls might come, just as she

herself, Berenice, felt, acted, when she was
fifteen, and was brought into a strange

roomful of people.

And she stopped for an instant at the

dark pool where the little turtles were
busy, swimming to and fro, a clear-cut

fine line on the dusky water, a minute
head with crystalline beads of eyes, just

showing, and if they thought you were
watching them, they dived—a flick and
they were gone, and if you saw clearly

enough you could notice their flippers

waggle slowly as they made for the downy
bed of the pool. And some kept fearfully

quiet, sitting on stones, or on logs, and at

any quick movement you made, they

plumped like stones. And the great trees

around, so much alive, so patient. She
could understand how poets of an older,

simpler age saw dryads in them. Pan she

could not understand, nor satyrs, but
dryads were sib to her, young shy women
in garments of apple-green. You could

tell a good picture of a tree from a bad one
that way—some had dryads in them and
some were only wood.

So many thoughts were in her, so keen-

ly did she feel a kinship with the trees,

with the singing birds, with the west wind
that cleared the air, that she wished she

had some one to speak to about it. But

a great shyness . . . and perhaps even it

couldn't be said in words, perhaps music.
Well, hardly even that. She had tried to

speak to Barry about it. But Barry had
kissed her and thought her a moon-struck
kid, as he said. Poor Barry, directors of

periodicals were so hard on him; it was
dreadful to hurt liim that way. Though
she confessed the treason with a shock to

herself, she found it hard, well-nigh im-
possible, to read what he wrote. It was
hard for her to understand artificial wo-
men and noble men. All she knew was
nature, and that was not artificial. Nor
was it noble, either, she thought; it had
just a sweet harmonious kindliness. There
could only be nobility where ignominy
existed too—and in nature was no ig:-

nommy. She \\dshed she knew more
about men and women, for Barry's sake,

to understand these matters he wrote of,

passion and crime. But dramatic passion
seemed so needless in her eyes, and crime
was so sickly; she just felt a pity for it,

a sense that they, poor people, must be
crazy to do such things. Oh, she \vished

she understood—could help him. She re-

membered over a year ago when a little

periodical had decided to print one of his

writings, the letter came as the first snow-
flakes fell. And she could not feel excited

with him, because in her heart, beyond her

control, was some strange rhythm. The
snow, the soft and harmonious snow, and
in her head was a picture of nursery days,

of pine-trees under a delicate whiite

weight, and old Saint Nicholas, whom
little children called Santa Claus, driving

through a fleecy world, his red cheeks, his

white beard, his reindeer with the silver

tinkUng bells. And reindeer brought the

thought to her of squat hairy Laplanders,

fishing solemnly near the Pole, through a

little hole they had cut in the ice, while

away in the background ambled a great

polar bear. A very terrible animal it must
be, but one always thought of it as gentle

as some big old dog.

Oh, she \\ished she were a better wo-
man, a woman who had her husband's
interests at heart. People said a woman
could make a man. She wondered how.

And it was said of some that their hus-

bands owed their careers all to them.

How? But how? And even if she knew,
her terrible shvness. She could be inti-
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mate with dogs, and horses, and solemn, steady horse's, and their lights. And the

aloof kine. But words didn't come to her great lumber schooners would come down
somehow. It was such a drawback ! from Nova Scotia, with their blue-eyed

And when he was disappointed, she taciturn sailors, to anchor at City Island,

stood there, dumb as a stone. Nothing A Uttle quiver underneath her heart re-

would formulate. All she could think of minded her. How should she tell Barry
was to lift his hand and kiss it quietly, she was going to have a little baby?
and oftentimes a tear would come because When should she tell him, and what
he was hurt. But she could say nothing should she say? She must be careful,

that would make things seem easy. All She mustn't disturb his work. And would
she could think of would be to take him he be happy about it? Or would he

—

out in the dusky night, and look in silence would he—she bit her lips suddenly

—

at the stars. All the immensity of gleam- would he not be pleased ?

ing worlds ... so scattered, so varied,

and not one ugliness. And one felt drawn tt

out of oneself toward the beautiful,

terrific heavens, and all the worries and It seemed to her that it was all one
troubles seemed of less consequence than with the coming of the springtime, the

the droning of a bee, A little sum of budding of the flowers, and the westward
money lost, a pretty ambition frustrated, wind, the miracle of the baby. One was
a cheap man's jibe, those hurt for a mo- first one's own sentient self, bending to

ment, but how little they mattered under the wind with the trees, breasting the

the clouds of stars. curling waves of summer, and patiently

And if she could take him out and be listening to the song of some ambitious

silent with him, while the crickets sang bird, and before you knew how, a little

and the little frogs croaked their funny thing had come nestling under your wing,

dissonant harmony, and earth rolled along The flowers had made you sister, and the

eastward under the arching heavens. But wind protected you, and the grass was
maybe he was right—she was only a fun- careful lest your foot should touch a stone,

ny dreaming kid. Whence did it come, the little life that was
She had come to the Sound now, and delicate as the petal of the apple-blossom,

quiet as a lake the broad stretch of water soft as a little bird asleep in a nest ? In

was before her. And here and there was a summer one felt it had come over the

steamer, and southward a spluttering tug bending grasses and between the gentle

pulling a line of barges rigged with square rains, and the robins did it reverence,

auxiliary sails. Her mind leaped forward And in spring it was borne on the first

to eight weeks from then, when the generous delicate wind, and the trees

regattas would begin, and from all parts nodded their highest newest boughs. And
of the Sound, from north of it. Marble- in autumn the Brown Woman of the

head even, the boats would come with Woods brought it, while the little chip-

white curving sails to fight for supremacy, munks stared. In winter it came with a

Great forty-footers, and the smaller thir- shaft of the loud aggressive sun. How-
ties, and the fast P-boats with their im- ever ? Wherever ? But one moment you
mense Bermuda rigs, and little handicap were yourself, alone, with only your own
sloops, and catboats manned by boys in problems. And suddenly you had been

bathing-suits, all scurrying, swishing, all trusted with something softer than flow-

in turn jibbing, coming about, jockeying ers, more precious than diamonds, a little

to go over the line with the gun. molecule of life itself. Such a trust

!

And then, too, soon the great blind Every woman had a little dream about

porpoises would come gambolling, shining her child. A woman of the tenements

like negroes, follow-my-leader. And the might see in a Uttle parcel of flesh and
bluefish would run. And on the rocks the blood a one-day president of her great re-

querulous bird population would screech public. And another might see in him a

and chatter. And one would look out for minister of God bearing a Hght to thou-

the boats going to New Bedford and to sands. And a third would see in a little

Fall River . . . their calm progress like a daughter a voice that would gush forth in
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immense harmony. And some who knew
the bitter tooth of want would dream of

their children as powerful merchants, with

great cars and yachts. Such rosy stories

do women think in their heads.

But all Berenice could imagine was the

little daughter of fair tresses in her small

bed at the close of day, when the short

Occidental twilight hovered like a bird,

and night came trudging westward with

dun feet. Below in their drawing-room
people would be assembled for dinner or

for the playing of cards, laughter and
candle-light, and the glow of an open
hearth, and tobacco sending up bluish-

gray smoke from little tubes. But Bere-

nice would be alone with the fair child in

the dim nursery, putting her to sleep and
teaching her the rhyme that is a child's

first prayer and, at the same time, a charm
against evil spirits; against great bulks

in the darkness that make little children

scream; against strange gray women who
take small humans from the warm beds
mothers put them in and whisk them to

deep underground burrows where trolls

and misshapen demons are, replacing

them with wizened ill-natured change-

lings. Against all the powers of darkness

the little prayer was potent:

** Now I lay me down to sleep,

I pray the Lord my soul to keep.

And if I die before I wake,
I pray the Lord my soul to take!"

And then, reverently:

"Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John,
Guard the bed that I lie on !"

And when the small eyes were closed

and the minute mouth had taken on the

sweet smile of sleeping, and the hands had
relaxed into white starry flowers, she

would steal down-stairs to her guests, to

the gracious room where sleek, well-bred

women and kindly burly men were gath-

ered to dine in company or to play cards,

where the bluish smoke rose in whorls from
the white tubes of tobacco, and there was
soft candle-light and tinkling glass. And
she would feel happy there, secure. There
would be no apprehension in her. For
above at the four corners of the bed where
the minute humanity slept were four fig-

ures of great power, four lumbering,

grizzled fishermen — Matthew, Mark,
Luke, and John

!

Ill

The old lady watched Berenice walk
down the road, pausing for a moment at

her beautiful needlework to admire her
young daughter-in-law's slim willowy fig-

ure, the eager pose of her head, her brown
beautifully plaited hair. The apple-green
of her dress and the blue-green of the

trees—she made such a beautiful picture,

and the old lady shook her head and
sighed.

And one might imagine the old lady
saying : When I was young I was as lissome

as that, as pretty, had as eager a head.

Time flies and we grow old. Ah, the fine

days of young w^omanhood

!

But that was not in her mind at all:

she shook her head because she knew the

heartaches, the difficulties, the terrors the

young girl must go through before she

attained to the reward of w^omen : wisdom
and peace.

For they all came to that in the latter

end, the old lady thought—the girls who
started out dancing, and the girls whose
eyes w^ere troubled with thought, and the

girls deep as deep rivers, and the shallow

girls who angled for a honeyed word. And
life, like some deft schoolmistress, caught
them and taught them and put wisdom in

their heads, and in their hearts little mod-
est flowers, Hke forget-me-nots. And the

sad girls learned laughter from little chil-

dren on the floor, and the wayward ones

learned loyalty from trouble, and great

emotional currents put depths into the

shallow ones. And life seemed so hard,

the present so brutal, the future terrible

as an army with banners—but one day it

was gone. All was past. And in retro-

spect they seemed so little pain to have
had to have learned such a great lessoU;

to have come to such a sweet place ! If

one came through it, it was so much worth
while.

The hazards one made so much of.

Oh ! Didn't she know

!

It seemed to her as she looked back now
very strange that all the Uttle tragedies of

•her life appeared to have faded and all the

happiness intensified, and this was pecu-

liar, for at the time the pain seemed so

poignant and the happiness so diverse, so

hard to grasp. A night at a theatre, for

instance, twenty years ago, and a dinner
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before it, and a supper afterward, how
queer one could remember all that, even
the tunes the orchestra played, the clothes

one wore, what this man said, how this

woman looked. And one thought of the

night young Barry, below writing, was so

near to death, and the utter terror, the

tragedy of that time had faded. And one
remembered only how pretty he looked,

how kind the doctor was, how Mr. Val-

ance, her husband, had put his hand on
her shoulder, in his big kindly way.

If young people knew how these things

came out, they wouldn't worry so much,
but there was no use telling them. They
would have to find out for themselves.

She had never been one to admire na-

ture, had the old lady, but one thing she

did know, she knew people and she knew
life. Berenice was all right, a very fine

girl, for all her romantic thoughts, but

Barry worried her occasionally. He was
so intense about his career in writing.

And she felt in her heart that it was not

going to be a success. One knew, some-

how. For instance this: she could tell

whether or not a novice was going to be a

great pianist, because she could see him as

a master, if he were ever to arrive; his

power, his aloofness, his concentration.

She could see a merchant. She supposed
it was a gift, just feeling what people

were.

And her son Barry below, she could

not see him. And she wasn't going to

tell him, either. Men were queer. They
bore grudges, even to their mothers. It

was better to let him fight himself out,

and be conquered, drop; and then pick

himself up, and think it over, and go to

something else with a pang, and more
wisdom. And month by month the disap-

pointment would pass, until the ramping
of his early days was no more to him than
a quaint gesture. And years later he
would meet some great author for a mo-
ment, and be very courteous, a little shy
with him. But he would never tell him
of the struggle on his own account, never

mention a word—ah, she knew, she knew I

Barry would be all right. Only—only

he must be broken. All humans must be
broken, as Mr. Valance, her husband, had
said horses are. And some horses are

great race-horses, and some are hacks, and
some hunters, and some just simply for

use. But all have to be broken. And
they are nearly all kind, nearly all good,
as human beings are. For nearly all

men and women are good, the old lady
thought. One had to know their hearts

—

their appearance, their gestures meant
nothing—and their hearts ought to have
a chance to grow. And then they would
all be good. Those who weren't had had
the growth of their hearts stunted some-
how. And they weren't to be hated, but
pitied, poor things.

If any one, any young person, were to

know what her thoughts were, the old

lady smiled, he would say she had known
no trouble in life, was shallow, did not
understand the tragedy of things.

Well, she had had her share of life; her

troubles as well as the rest of them. She
had been a very sensitive girl. When she
married Mr. Valance, her husband, she

had hardly known him—for such was the

custom in her day, that he should satisfy

her parents of his affection rather than
herself—and when the day came to leave

her father and mother and her four broth-

ers and her sisters, to leave the house she

had known since she was born, to leave

her own virginal room, and go away with
a strange, terrifying, fascinating man

—

why it was like jumping into the sea with-

out knowing how to swim. In those days
young girls did not know, were scared.

And yet everything had been all right.

She loved Mr. Valance, her husband. No
two could ever have been so close as she

and he. And she smiled at the terror of

her leaving the home.
And before Barry was born—oh,

the ghastly nights, the ghastly, ghast-

ly nights, of lying awake and fearing,

fearing, and the hideous unimaginable

dreams, and the birth itself, the surge of

pain like some cruel driving knife, and
strength ebbing in a fast flood ! And came
kind unconsciousness, and when she woke
there was a sort of white peace in her, and
the little dark-haired boy, by some benefi-

cent magic, was on the broad nurse's lap.

And the strange miracle of how she had
forgotten all the pain so soon, how Uttle

it seemed, how natural. And how ready

she would have been again. A little

daughter, she had thought, how nice it

would have been ! But it wasn't to have

been.
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And when Mr. Valance, her husband, young days. But on second thoughts she

had died, for her had come, she thought, discovered they were just the same. Life

the end of the world. Yet now all she was a constant, as Mr. Valance, her hus-

could remember was the peace and trust band, used to say of things. Oftentimes
in his quiet face, when all had gone. And while she sat in a corner and heard young
into the room where she was alone ^vith people talk, she was amused, for they
him there came the quiet message that all seemed to think she knew nothing of mod-
was well. And the hearts of people were ern life. And life could not be modern or

so warm. The doctor himself, who had ancient. Life was a constant, as Mr.
seen so many die one would have thought Valance, her husband, used to say. They
he would have become callous, was so un- had only manufactured new terms, dis-

affectedly kind. Even people one had covered new angles. She smiled as she

thought were enemies, or not enemies but thought of their talks of psychoanalysis;

just careless of one, showed a warmth, an of how one was very complex; and how
understanding. one must get rid of obsessions by discover-

And she had thought it impossible for ing them and talking about them to a
her ever to be on the world alone; but specialist. One did the same in her day.

somewhence strength had come to her, One called the obsessions troubles, and on
and poise, and all the fears she had when one's knees one poured one's heart out to

Mr. Valance, her husband, was aUve, were God. And their talk of psychic things,

dead now, she a widow. Lonely and down why, when she was a grown woman,
in grief at times, but afraid, never ! didn't they have the queer Eddys in Ver-

And she thought to herself, with a queer mont, and that strange Russian woman,
little smile, of the times when in the dark Madame Blavatsky, and Home, the me-
of the night, by the eerie Long Island dium, w^ho floated through a window, feet

waters, she had gone out, crying in a little first. And she was sure that when she

misery, praying, wishing that Air. Val- was young there were just as intricate

ance, her husband, would appear to her, card games as bridge. And their talk of

that she might once more hear the be- Socialism and man's rights ! Did they

loved voice, sense the big dignity, perhaps forget that Lincoln freed the slaves ? Ah,
feel the kindly hand upon her shoulder, the young 1

But she waited in vain. Nothing came to She remembered a man saying, an old

her cries, her prayers, her wishes. But man, that what was wrong with the new
w^hen she came in again, she felt she had generation w^as this: they left nothing to

emptied her heart of longing and loneli- God. They wanted to do everything their

ness, and all the familiar furnishings of own way. Fifty years ago, he said, every

her rooms spoke to her tactfully and one was cognizant of God.
friendly. But were they, pondered the old lady.

She smiled, because now she recog- Yes, they went to church. But didn't

nized, however she did it she did not they go just because one went, as nowa-
know, that what she wanted could not days one goes to the movies? A habit,

possibly be granted. Just for her alone And did the rounded sentences of the

an exception could not be made against ministers mean anything to the young?
the seemingly cruel, tremendously wise No. And the hymns, they were just melo-

law that the dead should be silent. Every- dies. One sang them, as young boys sang

thing was so wise, so ordered. And if one college songs. It was only when one was
were to know exactly, the merchant grown, man or woman tall, and the great

would leave his shop, the sempstress her wolves of the world harried one, harried

embroidery, the workman his lathe. So until one could sense their white teeth,

it was kept a curtain of mystery, with a their red slavering mouths, and there was
little hedge of terror before it. a blank wall and no escape—it was only

All was well. Life and death, all in then one felt the Immense Hand. And
good hands. rarely afterward did one ever speak of it.

She had often thought to herself, sitting It seemed Uke a strange secret order,

there, as an old person might, that things being initiated to God. She was sure

did not seem as well as they were in her that it was like that to-day, as it was fifty
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years ago, as it must ever have been, as it

must ever be.

Looking up from her sewing an instant

she saw Berenice coming toward the

house. It must be later than she thought.

It must be lunch-time. They must make
Barry, poor boy, stop now. Brain-work

was so fatiguing and he shouldn't over-

do it.

She paused for a breath, watching the

brown head, the apple-green dress. She
knew the girl's secret, though Berenice

had never said anything, hinted at all

about a baby. But the little exalted look

in the eyes

"I must say a prayer to-night,"

thought the old lady.

He got up from the desk. No ! it was
no use. Nothing would come to-day.

Another fruitless morning. If he could
only find the trick those fellows had I

Yes, but they all had something to

write about, and he had nothing: this

wretched urban setting, this calm unin-
teresting Sound. And he knew nobody.
There was no encouragement, no inspira-

tion. His mother, dear old lady, she knew
nothing, could tell him nothing. And his

wife—she was a dear girl, and he loved
her, but— Oh, there was nothing to

write about; no drama; no people of

drama.
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NEWSPAPER office

is the last place in the

world where one would
expect to see a ghost,

except, perhaps, the

traditional spectre

that walks on pay-
day. But the ghost in

this narrative had nothing to do with
salaries, and it came into the Torch office

over the wire during the busiest part of

the night, a little before the first edition

was going to press.

When an A. P. flash, announcing that

a cloudburst had broken the dam two
miles above Largen and wiped out the

town, reached the Torch late one April

afternoon in 192 1, the first thing Howard
Henry, the managing editor, did was to

locate the town on the map, the second
w^s to look up trains for Barlow, the

nearest junction point, and the third was
to pry Bill O'Brien loose from his type-

writer and send him in a taxi to the ferry

to catch the 6.30 on the D. L. & W.
No one knew better than Henry that

O'Brien would almost certainly not arrive

in Largen until some time the next day,

but there was a gambler's chance that he
might make it by midnight and, in any
case, he would be there in good time for

the second-day story. Largen was one
hundred and fifty miles away, and the

branch line from Barlow, according to a
later despatch, was out of commission and
would remain so until three bridges had
been repaired. The state road between
Barlow and Largen, which also followed

the narrow valley of the creek, was like-

wise impassable, and the only way into

the town was by a fifty-mile detour over

the hills. There was one consolation:

Largen was still in touch with the outside

world by wire.

Henry next sought out Holden, the

telegraph editor.
'' Have we a correspondent at Largen ?

"

he asked.

"Yes; R. F. Johnson. I have just

wired him."

"I don't remember him. Did he ever

send us a query?"
"Not in my time. Fat chance we have

of getting anything from him to-night.

You remember the bird we telegraphed

to at the time of the Austin flood who
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came back with the famous: 'All is con-

fusion. Cannot get story.'
"

" Well, we'll just have to depend on the

grace of God and the A. P. But think

what a good man in Largen to-night could

do with the story. Just think of it
!"

Two hours later, Henry, returning

from dinner, was hailed by Holden as he

passed the telegraph desk.

"Would you ever have guessed it?" he

began. ''That hick at Largen has got

our wire and will start filing in an hour."

"Good ! Here's what we will do: turn

over everything to Thurston, all the

A. P. and the specials from Barlow and
this gink's stuff. He can knock together

something that will, at least, resemble a

story. I'll speak to Thurston now."

With the despatch from Largen in his

hand, Thurston burst into Henry's room
and threw the sheets on his desk.

"What in hell's bells do you expect me
to do with this?" he inquired.

"No doubt it is pretty bad," Henry re-

turned soothingly, for no one knew better

than he how temperamentally akin are

rewrite men and opera stars. "But there

must be something you can use and with

the A. P. and the other
"

" Bad I Did you say bad ? Why, you
poor downtrodden proletariat, this is the

best story I have ever read. You might
as well tell me to rewrite 'The Sermon on
the Mount.' I tell you this is a lalla-

polulu humdinger. If I could write one
story like this, I would be willing to quit

for good. I have just one piece of advice

to you: Don't let any smart desk man
change a line of it. Here, read it your-

self- and say your prayers." And Thur-
ston left the room as abruptly as he had
entered.

Henry glanced at the first page, gasped
in wonder, and then went back to the date

line and started reading through the

whole thing very slowly. Before he
reached the end his hands shook so that

he had to put the pages on his desk and
bend over them.

The story was a masterpiece of news-
paper reporting. Very simply, yet power-
fully, it etched the whole terrific scene.

The tragic suddenness with which the

waters swept down on the town. The
bald-headed Paul Revere in a flivver who

rushed through the streets and saved
hundreds by his warning shouts, and,

heedless of himself, kept on until the

waters closed over him and his faithful

Lizzie. The heroism of the telephone

"girl" who forgot her own three children

and stayed at her smtchboard until the

wires went dead and the water rose to her

knees. The pitiful corpses of children

swirling amidst w^ash-tubs and horsehair

sofas. The plight of the fugitives on the

hills, where families were miraculously

reunited. How a two-months-old baby,
the sole survivor of a family, was res-

cued from the top of a small tree. How
an Airedale saved another baby. The
terror, the misery, the sardonic humor of

the whole thing wxre brought out with
wonderful wealth of detail and yet it was
all synchronized as if the writer had had
months to collect and sift his material.

After he had finished, Henry sat staring

at the signature, "R. F. Johnson," and
slowly shook his head.

"No, Mr. Johnson," he said aloud, " you
may be a fine little fellow and well thought
of in your late-lamented home towni, but
you never in the world wrote this story."

Henry knew that only one man could

have written the story from Largen. He
recognized the style in the first three lines

and the rest confirmed his view in a
dozen ways, little tricks of phrasing, the

use of certain words, the sentence struc-

ture, even the. rare mistakes. He knew
it as an art critic knows an unsigned
painting by a xnaster, or a youth knows
the handwTiting of his best girl. But the

man who had WTitten the Largen story

had been dead for three years. It was
amazing. It was unbelievable.

The managing editor gritted his teeth

and pulled himself together, sent the de-

spatch to the composing-room, and him-
self WTOte the eight column lines for the

first page. Then he turned to the great

pile of proofs which had been accumulat-

ing during the evening. Outside in the

big city room telephones were ringing,

typewriters clicking, men calling for copy
boys. Everything was as it had been the

night before and the night before that.

Half an hour later Holden waddled in

waving some proofs in a fat hand.

"I turned over the Largen story to

Thurston without even glancing at it," he
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said excitedly, ''but it has just come down
in the proofs and it's given me the willies

for fair. I'd be willing to swear that no
one but Jim Benson could have written

that story. It's exactly like his stuff,

word for word. Did it strike you that

w^ay? Why, if you only read the bit

about the man in the Ford or the rescue

of the kid by the dog, you would know
that it was Jim by all the gods. The
angels at Mons have nothing on this."

"Jim Benson did write the story,"

Henry replied casually.

''But, boss, he couldn't; you know he

couldn't. Killed in France in the spring

of 191 8 and buried in Yonkers four weeks
ago last Sunday with all the old gang
there ! Why, you have the papers found

on his body right there in your desk.

You showed them to me within a year.

And his name's on the tablet in the front

ofhce with a star opposite."

''T tell you, once for all, Jim Benson
wrote the Largen story. Don't ask me
how he did it, but he did do it. I didn't

go through Princeton with Jim and Uve
with him and work with lum aU these

years and not know his stuff when I see

it. I'm off for Largen the first thing in

the morning and I'm going to get to the

bottom of this thing. There's a train at

six and I'm going home now and get a
little sleep."

"One thing sure," muttered Holden, as

he plucked an A. P. despatch from under
the proofs in his hand, " that fellow John-
son didn't write the story, whoever else

did. Look here."

It was a Hst of the identified dead at

Largen and the third name was "Robert
F. Johnson, editor, Largen Weekly News.^'

Bill O'Brien was astounded to run into

Henry the next afternoon as he picked his

way along the wrecked IVIain Street of

Largen, but the managing editor did noth-

ing to enlighten him except to ask the way
to the telegraph office. It was in the sta-

tion, and as the railroad bed is some
twenty-five feet above the main part of

the town, the station had escaped the

flood.

Inside there were half a dozen keys
clicking away for dear life, w^hile a num-
ber of young gentlemen of the press sat

at a near-by table grinding out copy by

hand and protesting vigorously at the

necessity for so doing. Henry approached
an operator.

"Will you tell me where I can find the

man who was sending last night?" he
asked, and the man waved his free hand
to^vard a lanky figure in an armchair
which was tilted far back against the

wall. The gentleman in question was
smoking a new corn-cob pipe with an air

of infinite leisure.

"I am looking for the man who filed

the despatch to the Torch from here last

night. Can you tell me \vhere he is?"

Henry asked him.

"And who are you?" the lounging

telegrapher drawied back at him.

"Howard Henry, managing editor of

the Torch.''

The telegrapher brought his chair down
on all fours with a bang and stared in-

tently at Henry.
" Holy mackerel ! I just knew I'd get in

wrong with that despatch. I ought never

to have sent it, but he kept saying it was
all right. I was a fool to do it, I know.
Honest, I didn't mean "

"Don't worry about that part," Henry
broke in. "The Torch appreciates your
good work and here is a twenty that says

so. Everything is all right except I must
get hold of the chap w^ho filed the story.

It is a personal matter. He's my oldest

friend."

"Mighty white of you, Mr. Henry. I

sure can use this. You know, it was queer

all the way through. Of course, every-

thing was all to hell and gone here last

night. Then, when your message come, I

didn't know what in the world to do
about it. I couldn't deUver it because I'd

just helped carry Bob Johnson's body
into the shed along the tracks there. I

was just about to send back word that

Johnson was dead, when along come a

guy by the name of Jenkins who has been

baggageman here for two years. He was
soppin' wet to the waist and all het up
with excitement. He kept sayin' it was
the greatest story ever and he must get a

wire right into the Torch office. That re-

minded me of the telegram and I showed
it to him. 'This simphfies matters,' he

said and wrote an answer and signed

Johnson's name. I know I oughtn't to 've

sent it, but he had me all sort of worked
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up and all the time he kept sayin' to him-

self somethin' about beatin' the whole

country.

"The next thing he did was to grab the

old Remington over there and start writ-

in' like he'd been a stenog all his life, only

he didn't use but two fingers. Pretty soon

he ripped a page out of the machine.

'Here's a start,' he said. As soon as I got

the Torch I began, but by that time he

had three pages written. You'd never

have thought he could 've done it. Why,
if I hadn't been right in the thing myself

what he wrote would 've made me see it.

We kept it up for three hours and as fast

as I got through one page he had another

all ready and waiting for me. And you
can tell that smart Aleck in your office

that as soon as I get time I'll take a trip

down to the big town and wipe up the

place with him. Just because I don't

know all the code there is and can't send

like a steam-engine, there was no call for

him to get personal.

"Well, when Jenkins finished, he
seemed like to go all to pieces and fell

right asleep in his chair. 'Long about
midnight he half woke up and I took him
up-stairs where we have a cot. This
morning, when I went to look for him he
was gone and I ain't seen him since.

Reckon he's around here somewhere. If

I see him I'll tell him you're lookin' for

him."
" One other thing," Henry asked. " Will

you describe Jenkins?"
"Tall and rather broad across the

shoulders, light hair, gray eyes, and a
scar across the bridge of his nose."

"I thought so," Henry commented.
As he finished speaking. Bill O'Brien

hurled himself into the room, and Henry,
for the first time in their long association,

had the rare privilege of seeing him thor-

oughly rattled.

"Chief, this thing has sure got me," he
whispered hoarsely, and glancing behind
him with every other word as if he ex-

pected something to come in the door.

"I thought I was hard-boiled after two
years of war. But I'm going bugs. I've

just seen Jim Benson walking along the

street—Jim—and we buried him in

Yonkers. You were there." And he
paused to mop his forehead. "It's all

your fault, chief, sending me off in such a

rush. If you had only given me time to

stop and get some good stuff from my
regular bootlegger, it would never have
happened," he added.

"Bill, I'm certain of only one thing.

Jim is alive. He sent in a story from here

last night that was a wonder. I came up
to-day to get hold of him and take him
back to town. I suspect he may be in

pretty bad shape. So if you see him
again, be careful what you say. Which
way was he going?"
"Down by the creek where the main

part of the town was.''^

"All right, now for it." And Henry
started down Main Street. A block or

so from the creek in the section where
masses of wreckage had taken the place

of houses and stores a rope had been
stretched across the street and all the

townsfolk who were alive and not en-

gaged in mopping up, together with a
sprinkling of farmers and their families

from the surrounding country, were surg-

ing against it. Henry squeezed himself

through to the rope, presented his city-

police card to the state policeman on the

other side, and was allowed to proceed.

Then, before he realized it, he came on

Jim Benson. Jim was sitting on a log

watching the men at work. Henry could

not see his face. He did not need to.

One glance at that sturdy back was suf-

ficient. Henry wanted to rush forward

and slap the back of the ragged brown
flannel shirt Jim was wearing. But his

shaking knees refused for the moment to

carry him forward and a sudden fear

surged over him. True, it was Jim's

body, but was Jim still the man he had
known all these years?

Henry advanced slowly until he stood

directly behind the man on the log.

After a time Benson placed a cigarette

between his lips and then searched in vain

for a match. He half turned to Henry
and held up his right hand. "Could
you let me have a match?" he asked.

Apparently intent on the workers,

Henry held out a box of matches in his

left hand. In the act of taking them,

Benson caught sight of the gold football

ring on the little finger of Henry's hand.

His eye travelled swiftly up the arm and
took in the man himself. Benson jumped
to his feet like a shot.
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''Hen, old Hen," he quavered.

Henry jumped violently. There was
no pretense about it. The sound of Ben-
son's voice did the business.

"Why, it's Jim," he said joyfully,

reaching for his friend's hand. "I came
up here on purpose to see you and I've

been looking all over the place for you.

That was a bully story you wrote. We
licked the country with it."

Henry looked straight into the famihar

gray eyes. There was no madness there,

but his friend's face was drawn, his body
gaunt, and his hand shook like that of a

drug fiend. Suddenly Benson reached

over and caught Henry by the shoulder.

"Hen, I'm done," he broke out. "It's

no use. I can't ever write another word.

Last night was just a flash, but I can't

repeat. To-day I can't even think. I've

been trying for hours and hours to collect

a story for to-morrow, but I can't. My
God! I tell you I can't." His voice

broke and he turned away to hide the

tears in his eyes.

Henry patted him on the back.

"Easy there, old man," he soothed.

"Never mind about the story. Bill

O'Brien is up here and will attend to that.

You and I are going back to town to-

night. Your old room is all ready for you
at the apartment. Your books and
papers are there just as they were the

day you went away. And old Koto this

minute is grinning with delight and brush-

ing and pressing your clothes; all but

the suit I have in the bag up in the car

I came over from Barlow in. There's a
farmhouse up on the hill where you can

have a bath and a shave and change your
clothes. Come along," he pleaded, taking

his friend's arm.

But Jim Benson pulled away fiercely.

"Hen, I can't," he said sadly. "I'm
not going back to the Torch and have
everybody feeling sorry for me because

I've lost my grip, and saying how nice it

is for the Torch to take care of me, and
what a lucky thing it is that I've got you
to see that it does it. Can't you see your-

self how it will be? I've got a job here.

That is, I suppose I still have a job, and
here I'm going to stay. Now that we've
settled this, tell me one thing: Am I sup-

posed to be living or dead? This may
sound queer, but I want to know and

don't be afraid that it will drive me dotty
to tell me right out."

" Very well, if you insist. You were re-

ported killed in action and a body iden-

tified as yours was brought back from
France. We gave you a bang-up funeral.

It is too bad you couldn't have been
there and seen it for yourself. It was
easily worth the car-fare just to see fat

old Holden in the uniform of the Nutley
Home Guards."

Jim Benson laughed the old ringing

laugh of freshman days.

"To think of you putting away that

Heinie like that," he said. "Here's what
happened: I got hit in the leg with a
machine-gun bullet as we were advancing
through a forest. I was lying there wait-

ing for stretcher-bearers, when along

came a German about my size and
stripped off my uniform, shoes, and iden-

tification tag. He took off his own uni-

form and put on mine and left me there

in my undies, mighty glad he hadn't

taken a notion to put a bullet from his

automatic through me. A little later the

Huns started shelling the wood like mad,
and the last thing I remembered was a
sound as if ten thousand Jack Johnsons
were going off right under me.

"I woke up in a hospital pretty badly
bunged up, and when they asked me my
name, I did not pay any attention to

them, for, to save my life, I could not

recall it myself. After a time they gave
up trying to find out who I was, and I

never bothered to tell them on my own
account when I remembered.

^ A little

later I was put on a hospital ship and
sent to Fox Hills when we landed. I was
in bed there for months until my leg got

better and I managed to walk a bit with a

stick. You would naturally suppose that

in all this time I might have sent you a
line, you being the nearest thing to a

family I own, but it was utterly beyond
me. The very sight of a paper made me
shake all over, and every time I thought

of coming back here to work I started to

sweat, and I knew damned well if you
ever found out about me I would get no

peace until I was back in harness.

"Then, one day I took a sudden notion

I would come over and see you. So I

borrowed a quarter from the man in the

next bed; for being without a name,
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needless to say, I was without funds. I

took the elevated up from South Ferry,

but crossing City Hall Park my nerve

failed me and I sat on a bench for hours

staring up at the Torch. At last, when it

came dusk, I walked into the old place,

but I never got past the bronze tablet in

the front office. I saw there was a star

after my name and I realized at once that

the German who stole my clothes and
things had been killed. All this time my
deadly fear of coming back to work was
getting stronger and stronger.- Now, I

saw my chance. I would simply stay

dead. I hurried out of the place in a

panic lest some one should recognize me
and you would find out about it and grab
m.e. I also decided that I had had enough
of that hospital and I made for West
Street. Suddenly I realized that I did

not have a cent left and I asked a per-

fectly scrumptious girl in black for money
to get across the river. As she searched

in her bag, I noticed a tiny gold star

pinned to her waist and that her eyes were
full of tears. She thrust a bill into my
hand without a word and hurried away.
I saw it was a ten and called to her and
started hobbling after her, but she only

went faster. Hen, I'm going to find that

girl if it takes ten years and pay her

back and thank her. I wake up in the

night thinking about her and wondering
whether she is in trouble and needs help.

I bought a ticket for Barlow, where I

spent a week once working on the Trench
murder. After a week I came on here,

and the station-agent, who lost a boy in

France, gave me a job baggage smashing.

You ought to see me juggling trunks. It's

a good act and would easily be worth a

try-out at the Palace.

''Then, yesterday, came the flood, and
for a few hours I was a newspaper man
again. I didn't want to write the story.

I had to. I couldn't let the old Torch

miss such a chance to put one over. I

came through yesterday, but I can't re-

peat and I don't intend to go back and
be a pensioner. And, Hen, you won't
give me away, will you? You won't tell

anybody that I'm up here—that I'm still

alive."

"No, Jim, I won't tell," said Henry.
''Your secret is safe with me, and if Bill

O'Brien has found out anything about

you, I'll see to it that he keeps it quiet.

Of course I'll miss not having you back
at the old apartment with me. It has
been lonely since you went away, but per-

haps you are right about staying up here.

It is certainly a nice quiet place, or it will

be when they get the town rebuilt. Some
day they will make you station-master

and superintendent of the Baptist Sun-
day-school. I only wish I had such a
place to spend my old age in."

Benson v/inced at the reference to old

age, but he said nothing and Henry con-

tinued:

"Jim, your old top-sergeant, Finnegan,
came in to see me when he got back from
France. He told me about the day you
were wounded and how you tied your
first-aid bandage around your leg and
tried to go ahead and cried mth rage

when you kept falling down, until you
lost so much blood you were too weak to

stand. And I told him about the Yale
game w^hen you played through the last

quarter with a broken collar-bone and
fainted on the way to the showers. Of
course people as they grow older become
more sensible. They reahze when they
can't do a thing and just let it go at that,

but it's taken you some time to get that

way, hasn't it?"

Henry paused, as if he had not in-

tended the question to be merely rhetor-

ical, but all he got from Jim Benson was a
very disdainful "huh!"
"On the way up here," Henry con-

tinued, "I was thinking about you in con-

nection with the hardest assignment I

have had to give any one since the war.

Naturally, it's out of the question now so

far as you're concerned, but in the old

days I would have backed you to have
pulled it through, though it wouldn't have
been easy for you even then, and the

story you wrote last night made me think

you were still in the running. As it is, I'll

have to send Bill O'Brien."

"Bill's a good man," Jim volunteered

heartily. "Where is it you're sending

him?" He failed by a hair's breadth to

make the question entirely casual and
then continued hastily: "Not that it

really matters one way or another with

me, but I'm just a bit curious to know
what this world-beater assignment is."

"I guess I can trust you not to tip off
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the other papers, even if you are no "You old jackass, you bet your socks

longer with us," Henry replied malicious- I mean it. I'm not dead yet by a hell of

ly. "I have just heard that things are a sight even if you did bury me. Come
bad down in West Virginia between the along and dig up that suit. I lost every-

operators and the miners, and hell's Hkely thing except what I have on yesterday in

to break loose there any minute. I want the flood. And don't flatter yourself I

some one to go down there and get the don't see through your little schemes, old

truth and the whole truth about the man Machiavelli, but I'm glad I bit any-
situation. I want the real story. The how."
man who goes do^vn there not only has "I sort of thought you might, Jim,"
his work cut out for him but he's more Henry said.

likely than not to be shot. If the miners Near the station they met Bill O'Brien,

don't get him, the deputies are sure to. but that bright and particular luminary
And so far as I'm concerned, he's a cub of Park Row pretended not to see them.
starting out on his first assignment. No ''What the blue blazes ails you, BiU?"
matter who he is, he's got to make good Jim Benson roared at him, and Bill

all over again, and if he doesn't come jumped a good yard. Smiling sheepishly

across I'll fire him by wire. That re- he crossed the road.

minds me, I'd better look up Bill right " I heard all about how you planted the

now and break the news to him. Well, Heinie in mistake for me in the family

good luck to you, Jim," and Henry held plot in Yonkers," said Jim.
out his hand in farewell. "No doubt it seems mighty funny to

"Wait a second. Hen, you don't need to you," Bill shot back at him. "But how
bother about seeing Bill. You see, I'm go- about me? How about the fifty dollars

ing to West Virginia. I'm going to get that that were coaxed out of my jeans to help

story or get shot," Benson said eagerly, bury you? Boss, it's up to you to hold

"Do you really mean it, Jim?" Henry it out of his salary, if he won't pay me
asked doubtfully. back."

Unpublished Letters of

Edward FitzGerald
THE TRANSLATOR OF OMAR KHAYYAM
TO BERNARD BARTON, THE QUAKER POET

(FIRST PAPER]

INTRODUCTION

TWENTY years have elapsed since the last collection of Edward FitzGerald's

letters was published,* and there seemed little likelihood that any more would
be forthcoming. Readers who take delight in pure English will therefore

rejoice to know that, thanks to timely interference, some sixty unpubhshed letters

addressed by him to Bernard Barton have been saved from destruction.

FitzGerald's regular correspondents were not many. His sensitive and retiring

nature stood in the way of his making a multitude of friends, but to the chosen few
he was almost quixotically devoted. His closest friends may be divided into three

classes: those made at school and college, his Suffolk friends, and friends of later

life with whom he kept up intercourse by letter, but never met face to face. Other

* "More Letters of Edward FitzGerald." (Macmillan, 1901.)

Vol. LXXIL— II
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than these his most intimate correspondents were Thomas Carlyle and Fanny Kemble,
the actress. Among his Suffolk friends was Bernard Barton, the Quaker poet.

Barton was descended from an ancient family of simple-hearted Cumberland
statesmen. His grandfather left the pleasant vale of his forefathers and settled in

Carlisle, and his son—Bernard's father—married a Quakeress and himself became a

member of the Society of Friends. In this faith Bernard Barton was born and
brought up, and he lived and died a Quaker. He married while young, and had but
one child, Lucy, whose mother died in giving birth to her. His vocation was an
humble one. For the greater part of his life he was managing clerk at Alexander's

Bank at the small country town of Woodbridge in Suffolk. In his spare hours he
wrote poetry, of which he published several volumes. His artless verse made par-

ticular appeal to that urbane class of persons of the period whose religious scruples

forbade them the enjo}Tnent of livelier, more ardent, poetry. Readers who are

familiar with Charles Lamb's letters will remember his delightful remonstrance with
Barton for his incurable habit of writing consolatory^ poems on the deaths of infants.

^'If there be a cavil," he wrote, ''it is that the topics of religious consolation, how-
ever beautiful, are repeated till a sort of triteness attends them. It seems as if

you were for ever losing friends' children by death, and reminding their parents

of the Resurrection. Do children die so often, and so good in your parts?" Yet,

both Lamb and FitzGerald found enjoyment in Barton's verse. "Your plain Quak-
erish beauty has captivated me," wrote Lamb; while to FitzGerald the appeal made
lay in its "leisurely elegance and quiet unimpassioned pensiveness."

Insipid as Barton's poetry may be to the taste of such modern readers as have
had the hardihood to peruse it, it is due to him thus to have recorded that these

two literary purists both found something praiseworthy therein. Nor is there any
doubt that during his lifetime, at least, the Quaker poet's verses were widely read.

"The iniquity of Obli\don blindly scattereth her poppy": Barton—the poet—is

forgotten, but there will ever remain a niche in the halls of posterity for Barton—

•

the friend of Lamb and FitzGerald.

Situated about three miles distance from Woodbridge, where Barton Uved, is the

parish of Boulge. In this parish FitzGerald's parents owned a large mansion, sur-

rounded by a pleasant park, known as Boulge Hall. Soon after he had left Cam-
bridge, FitzGerald settled in this spot; at first with his parents at the Hall. He was
then twenty-seven, but even at that early age the habit of seclusion and an intol-

erance of the conventions of society had taken possession of him, mth the conse-

quence that mthin a few months he left the Hall and took up his abode at a small

thatched cottage on the edge of the park. Here he was wont to entertain his neigh-

boring friends to supper: Crabbe, son of the poet and rector of an adjoining parish;

Churchyard, the Woodbridge la^v}'er and amateur painter; Barton, the jovial and
tolerant Quaker; and one or two others—the Woodbridge wits, as they were locally

called.

It seems to have been agreed between FitzGerald and Barton that when the

former was absent from Boulge they should keep in touch by writing to each other

a weekly letter. They were both ardent collectors of pictures. In his " Memoir " of

the Quaker poet, FitzGerald relates prettily in what manner Barton's modest col-

lection was formed. "Nor could any itinerant picture-dealer," he says, "pass Mr.
Barton's door without calling to tempt him to a new purchase. And then was
B. B. to be seen, just come up from the bank, wdth broad-brim and spectacles on,

examining some picture set before him on a chair in the most advantageous Hght;

the dealer recommending, and Barton wavering, until partly by money and partly

by exchange of some older favourites, mth perhaps a snuff-box thrown in to turn

the scale, a bargain was concluded—generally to B. B.'s great disadvantage and
great content." During his visits in London FitzGerald whiled away many a leisure

hour in the agreeable pastime of picture-hunting at pawnbrokers' shops and auction

sales. His weekly letters are therefore often filled with amusing descriptions of

these exploits. And so, what with this and that subject, the pleasant correspon-
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dence, which was maintained intermittently for ten years, was brought to an end
at last by Barton's sudden death in 1849 at the age of sixty-four.

Seven years later FitzGerald married the Quaker poet's only daughter, Lucy.
By this time they were both nearly fifty years of age ; he, a shy, reserved man of re-

tiring disposition, careless of dress and intolerant of formalism; she, fond of society,

correct, deliberate, and outspoken. They were both too old to accommodate them-
selves to each other's ways of life, and so, after six months of mutual misery, they
prudently agreed to separate. It was during those six months that FitzGerald
first bent himself seriously to the study of old Persian poetry, partly, no doubt, to

distract his mind from the mortification of the knowledge that he had made a blunder
by marrying. Had it not been that he needed an antidote to relieve his mental
distress, it is questionable whether he would have discovered his affinity for that

kindred spirit—his Omar, who, as he said in a letter written at that time, breathed
a sort of consolation to him. But for this marriage, therefore, English literature

might never have become the possessor of those haunting quatrains—his transla-

tion of the " Rubaiyat." t- t^ -n^ F. R. Barton.

Edward FitzGerald's Letters

To Bernard Barton say you to Nelson's Bust on the main-

.

T , c ^ J mast of the Victory ?

—

J^ondon. baturday.
-r i i. i ^ / -r»'

[November 25, 1839] ^ nave bought tew new Pictures smce
My dear Sir,

'

I last wrote, and hope I have done now
I am not indeed coming down to Boulge with the Trade for this season. But

direct just yet: but I hope that ten days who can resist, when one sees a thing

more will see me clear of London—per- hanging outside a Pawnbroker's shop,

haps at Geldestone—and it will not be like fruit ready to fall into one's lap,—for

long before I come Woodbridge-wards a pound or two. The most prudent of

then. As to Kerrich's drawing, it will my purchases is—an Umbrella—
bide its time, being in good keeping

—

Monday. I could not finish my letter

Your verses on Assington Hall I had on Saturday, and here I sit down to it

not only seen and read—but even bought again—still more smoke dried and two-

—for passing through Cheapside the other o'clock-in-the-morning-fuddled than be-

day I saw the print up at a Stationer's fore—I want A. T. to publish another

window, and for old acquaintance sake volume: as all his friends do: especially

went in and bought the Pocket book

—

Moxon, who has been calling on him for

I have got Alfred Tennyson up with me the last 2 years for a new edition of his

here, and to-day I give a dinner to him old volume: but he is too lazy and way-
and two or three others—It is just ward to put his hand to the business—He
ordered: soles, two boiled fowls, and an has got fine things in a large Butcher's

Apple Tart—cheese &c. After this Account Book that now lies in my room:
plenty of smoking. I am quite smoke but I don't know if any would take you
dried as it is—If you drop in you shall be much. A Sir Somebody Hanmer * is

welcome

—

said to have published some pretty poetry

I asked young Spring Rice* about lately: or as Spring Rice calls it inversely

your Dream verses—he believes that his ''potery"—We are all reading Car-

Father shewed them to the Queen. R. lyle's Miscellanies—some abusing: some
M. Milnes, Esq., M. P. sent her a sonnet, praising: I among the latter. I am glad

which she said she was very much obliged to hear that nearly all of the edition that

to him for, but she couldn't understand came from America is sold. Carlyle has

it—We went to Windsor a fortnight ago got a horse and rides about Chelsea, and
(did I tell you this before ?) and saw her, he has improved his digestion wonder-

and the Castle and the pictures—The fully—An accumulation of undigested

Vandykes are noble indeed—And what
, , , ^ . „ , ^ ,

* Sir John Hanmer; published Fra Cipolla and Other
• Charles Spring Rice, son of Lord Monteagle. Poems" in 1839.
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matter is worse than an unsold Edition

—

Dear me, I haven't seen you since I have
been in Ireland—A man* has just come
from Italy, and he stood on one of the

Alps and saw at once the moon rising over

39 Norton St.

Portland Place

My dear Barton, ^^^^^' '^^i]

You know what I think about your
book—you go on the principle of gather-

T Iczij ^
tJ^i eut^J^ ^^7/

Edward FitzGerald.

From a photograph, taken about the time he married Lucy Barton. (1856.)

the Adriatic while [the] sun sank into the

Mediterranean—That was a neat sight.

You do not mention Miss Barton: but
I conclude she is mth you, and trust she

is vfell. Will you be so good as to re-

member me to her. And now farewell

again for the present.

Ever yrs

• Probably Savile Morton. -t^* -t" • vJ«

ing together all you can of hitherto un-

published; I should select about one third

of all I had ever published—So, we shall

never agree. But I wish you peace and
success in all things—

I have bought a shilling print of old

Stothard, which proves the genuineness

of your portrait. I will bring it down
with me for you—Some splendid pictures
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were sold at Christie's on Saturday. I

bid for an admirable little sketch by Wil-

son, and had not courage to go beyond
£6. So I did not get it, and am sorry

now. Two small finished Gainsboro's

ter—I mean capital for the man; who is

no very capital performer to my thinking.

I have been so busy in attendance at

Portland Place* that I have seen but
httle of my friends. Now I mean to

Bernard Barton.

Reproduction of a large portrait in crayons and colored chalk by Samuel Laurence. Drawn in 1847.

went for over £30 a piece. They were
not of his best kind.

Tell Churchyard that if he comes to

London, I can shew him a Constable as

good and as large as Salisbury Cathedral.
He may buy it for £600—which is just

£400 too much for it. And the best Mor-
land I have ever seen for £25—not very
large—but of capital colour and charac-

have a week's holiday with them. I

have not lost a very fair month in the

country; May is but a young month, and
a sad coquette. April is scarce out of

the nursery and one expects her to be

giddy; but May ought to kn(5w better.

Ever yrs

E. FitzGerald
* His father's town house was in Portland Place.
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T^ T. London: Deer. 24/41Dear Barton,

I am just going off to Brighton to visit

my mother for a week. I should have
Uked much to have gone down into

Suffolk to see all my friends there: but

I must put that off for the present. I

want to have an evening's chat with you
in your snuggery—I want to see Mr.
Jenney, who, I understand, is not well.

But all this must be put off for a while—

I

have bought no more pictures: indeed

I have spent all my money: and I must
wait till next quarter before I make a
fresh plunge. But I have not seen any-

thing very tempting lately: I flatter

myself I have exhausted the pawTibrokers

of the probabiUty of anything good in

their shops for at least a quarter of a

year. Near here is a sweet little sea piece

by Morland, £20—and a very clever

landscape by some Fleming, £10. But I

can live very well without either, now I

have got my Titian to feed on. It is cut

and come again ^-ith him, so far as colour

is concerned.

And now for that hatefullest of all

places, Brighton: whither if you wish to

direct me a letter (do) direct it 129 King's

Road. I have not seen the Pocket Book
you speak of : but I remember now having
heard Mills murmur something about
having sent a pen and ink sketch I made
of his house to be engraved. We'll have
Boulge cottage in the next. Alfred

Tennyson, my neighbour, is getting

better: and I advise him to go down to

his friends for Xmas:—To this he seems
half inclined: so whether I shall find him
here on my return is very doubtful. I

shall miss him very much though we
squabble and growl like dogs at each other.

I wish you and yours'

A Merrie Xmas
& am yrs as ever

E. F. G.

London. January/42.

Once more, my dear Barton, I sit down
to write another chapter in the History of

our Dilettantism. It is such pleasant

trifling that I hope we shall not bid it

quite Adieu with this year. I have been
to two Auctions since I wrote to you: at

the first of which I bought a huge naked
woman—a copy of Raffaelle—as large as

life down to the knees—which you will

allow is quite enough of her. I bought
her at dusk—one of the last lots—when
all other bidders had buttoned up their

money in their breeches pockets, and
made up their minds that nothing more
was to be done. The auctioneer himself

was tired, and glad to have done: so she
was knocked down to me for £3.10. I

could scarcely see her: and when I went
with Laurence * to look at her this morn-
ing, expected to find a daub: but it is a
very good copy:—only such exhibitions

are not fit for Quakers' eyes—I have sent

her to Laurence's house to preserve my
reputation. He is a married man. At this

sale the pictures went cheap. I went to

a sale this morning where all went as

dear: and the whole concern was a hoax.

I saw that fat fellow Rowe of Ipswich at

both these auctions. At the last he
bought a pretty little landscape at my
recommendation. But he gave the full

value for it

—

Well now about the Poacher. He is

bought. He is home. He is d—d ugly.

Droll enough, the same man who was
about to buy my Constable (No. 2) was
also about to buy the Poacher, just when
I made up my mind to take them. This
was no stratagem of the dealer to sharpen
my desire to buy; for he told me of it

both times after I had bought. How
shaU the Poacher go to you?—Must he
have a box made ?—I can make no doubt
that if you want £3 for him, you will

easily get it in Suffolk, when you grow
tired of him: indeed he is worth £5 to

those who like the subject—Your idea of

Peter Bell is a very apposite one in-

deed.

We have had trouble at home. Cap-
tain Allen, Lusia's betrothed lover, is dead
with nearly all his crew on the shore of

the fatal Niger. He wrote to her in good
health and spirits the day before he was
taken ill : and lay ill more than 30 days

—

He was a gallant fellow, true to the cause

to the last: for when they proposed to

turn back to the River's mouth and take

him out of the evil air, he bid them hold

on—You may imagine it was a sad thing

to break this to poor Lusia, who was san-

guine of his return : I shall not easily for-

get doing it. I knew of what had hap-

pened all day, and she was not to be told

till night. It is an awful thing to be as

* SamuelLaurence, the well-known pwrtrait-painter.
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it were in the secret of Fate, and see

another smiling unconscious of the bolt

that you know must fall. She was much
benumbed: and finally taking off a golden

bracelet which her lover had sent her

from Africa, and which she had worn
night and day, from the moment she

had received it, crushed it into my

Oh Barton, how inferior are all the

black Wouvermans, Holbeins, Ruysdaels
&c. to a fresh Constable, with the dew on
it. Pictures have their ages as men

—

The darkening shadow of time does noc
so much injure the effect of figures,

especially in religious or dramatic sub-

jects: but all the freshness of colours is

One of FitzGerald's favorite pictures, which he bequeathed to the FitzWilliam Museum, Cambridge.

FitzGerald believed the picture to be a Titian, but it is now attributed to the school of Bassano.

Father's hand and fell upon his bosom,
in a way that no affectation of passion

could reach, however novel-like it may
seem to read. She has shewn great

fortitude and determination to bear up
since.

You may wonder how with all this

going on I have the heart to run about
picture dealing. I cannot however help

it : though I wish I had a stronger sense of

these afflictions. What I can do for my
poor dear Lusia I hope to do now and as

long as I live. She is a noble-hearted

girl: and should be married to a good
fellow. Here is a monstrous letter.

And so goodbye.

required to give the freshness of land-

scape £ p Q

P. S. Don't bargain about the picture

till you see it : I do not say it is anything

very fine: but a good bit of Northcote

for £2—That is all.

P. S. I really like your picture very

much, on looking more at it. Keep it

—

It is a kind of pendant to Reynold's Ban-

ished Lord

—

banished meaning perhaps

transported*

Both postscripts refer to the picture he called "The
Poacher."
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[London]
Sat. Feb 19/42

Dear Barton,
That this wonderful correspondence

may not languish till it dies a natural

sudden death, I send you such a Report
on the Fine Arts as has been laid on your
table every Sunday morning, I think, for

several weeks. Your temptations have
ended in a fall: you have bought the

box:* well—I have had smaller tempta-

tions which I have resisted. In particu-

lar, a little bit of evening landscape by
some body: very like what I remember
of a village near Cambridge: a small

bit of canvas, but well suggestive of the

Spirit of the time: that is, of T\\dlight.

£4.10 they want: but the picture has

been rubbed in parts, especially in the

sky: so that it is not in keeping. I don't

know however if I can yet pronounce
myself safe: I walk insensibly that way:
flutter round the shop-wdndow—there it

is: meeting my gaze with a kind of ironi-

cal quiet—I have also seen a picture of

Highland Shooting by Ward: and fortu-

nately recollecting that my Uncle goes

every- year to shoot in Perthshire, I

think I cant do better than lay out £7 for

him—What I gain by buying pictures for

my friends is the keeping those pictures

for a time in my room, and then seeing

them from time to time afterward. Be-
sides, the pride of making a good pur-

chase and shewing one's taste: all that

contributes to health and long life. I

hope you like the Gainsborough still: I

shall be really glad to see that little pic-

ture again. I knew it would want var-

nishing soon : indeed it was varnished (by
the dealer's mistake) too soon after I had
cleaned it with oil—There are three

genuine pictures of Gainsborough now to

be seen in Conduit S^ I understand: the

property of some Suffolk man. Laurence
saw them: says they are copies of Wy-
nant's manner: do you know whose they
are? I dare say Mr. C. does. Poor old

Nurseyt—I think I remember his sketch
of Bealings Bridge in the good old pic-

turesque days: when little rivers were
suffered to run wild.

I have cut down my great Opie, and
think I have done well: I am going to

* Barton collected snuEF-boxes; he had no less fchan thirty
at the time of his death, many of them valuable works of
art.

t Perry Nursey—a Sufifolk artist.

paint it on Monday, as it has suffered

during the late operation: it will then be
cleaned, and left at a dealer's shop to

earn w-hat it can. Never was a stupider
purchase. I am glad you have got rid of

your sham Constable. Only wait till

I come dowTi and shew you a real one.
You have some picture of a Holy Familv,
or some sacred subject—people in red
and yellow—by Rubens or P. Veronese

—

which you must get rid of one day. It

has no merit if I recollect rightly

—

My dear Barton, I hope you keep all

this nonsense of mine to yourself. You
have a bad habit of reading letters out,

have you not?—Pray, pray dont these.

I have lost some of my confidence in you
since I hear that you read those lines of

mine to my Mother! My dear fellow!

You have no idea of what FitzGeralds
are. If you betray me further, you shall

learn what they are by my abusing you
like a pick pocket. So look out. Does
not your little Nellie laugh at two elderly

gentlemen (for am not I ^t^—which is

certainly elderly in a damsel's eyes)

corresponding in this way?—She hasn't
those eyes for nothing—rather mischie-

vous eyes, if I remember. Now goodbye

[unsigned]
again.

[London]
[March 2. 1842]

And now, Barton, know that I really

have made my last purchase in the pic-

ture line for the season—today at

Phillips' I fell—my virtue fell under the

Auctioneer's hammer—an early Venetian
picture the seducer—a Holy Family—to

think such Families should be painted to

allure unwary youths into Sin !—There
they sit collected in a quiet group just

outside the walls of Nazareth, or Bethle-

hem—sweet St. Catherine with the

palm in her hand, her yellow hair en-

circled with a row of pearls. The child

is an ugly sw^oUen child:—but I skip

him—This picture pleases me hugely

—

But my encouragement to buy afresh

has been this: that Mr. Browne* the

elder (long life to him !) came to town
yesterday: eat a meat tea at my rooms:
and was pleased to express himself lauda-

* Alderman Browne of Bedford; vide letter in the present'
series dated November, 1839.
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torily of my Opie Fruit Girl:—I said

nothing then: but I hope to make him
buy her for what I gave—£4. She has

cost me some shiUings more in getting

her curtailed: and then have I not

painted her myself?—Besides this I

understand a man at Bedford has offered

to buy a picture I have there: good fellow:

so he shall: and then I shant have to

borrow monies this quarter, shall I?

—

And as for the future, I utterly scorn it

—

I bought the best picture in to-day's

auction: and this over the dealers' heads:

who had agreed the picture had been

painted on:
—"Look there—there's a

patch" &c.—whereas the picture has

been rubbed, not re-painted, and probably

was but a sketch at first. I exult over

the whole tribe.

Alfred Tennyson suddenly appeared in

town to-day : I carried him off to the auc-

tion: and then with violence to Moxon:
who is to call on him to-morrow, and
settle the publishing of a new volume.

And only think: 2 new volumes are just

coming out: one by Daddy Wordsworth:*
another by Campbell— the Daddy's
Tragedy !—what a lamentable one it

will be—and Campbell's book is to get

money—then Trench is coming out !

—

such wonders is this Spring to call fortli.

Milnes talks of a popular edition of his

poems !—poor devil, as if he could make
one by any act of typography.

Goodbye. Given under our hand in

the exultation of a new purchase this

2nd or I St day of March in the year 1842

E. FitzGerald

[London]

T^ -r,
[March 17. 1842]Dear Barton,

I went for two days to see my friend

Spring Rice at Lewisham; the fresh air

made me a new man, but my return to

London has knocked me up again. When
I can stow away all these pictures and
books I shall be off to good old Suffolk.

I have sold a pony which I had in Bed-
fordshire, and which I have relied on as

something to fall back upon—If I happen
to go down Holborn, I shall scarce be
able to resist the Battle Piece now—How-
ever, as one sees more pictures, one
becomes more fastidious: and I hope to

be less tempted another year. I could

•"The Borderers."

part with 3 or 4 that I have without
caring: my Constable, my Venetian
Holy Family, and my Twilight, are all I

greatly wish to keep. I saw a portrait

by Sir Joshua sold for £46 the other day

—

very good—but not worth that.

Your verses to Mrs. H* are very
kindly: and you will much improve them
by a little condensation of expression

—

Poor Tennyson has got home some of his

proof sheets : and, now that his verses are

in hard print, thinks them detestable

—

There is much I had always told him of

—

his great fault of being too full and com-
plicated—which he now sees, or fancies

he sees, and wishes he had never been
persuaded to print. But with all his

faults, he will publish such a volume f

as has not been published since the time

of "Keats : and which, once published,

will never be suffered to die. This is

my prophecy: for I live before Posterity.

I dont know that you will care for

most of his poems, which are in the

heroic way : but there are some on quieter

themes which you cannot fail to like.

''Lady Exeter" is among them: and an
English Eclogue called "Dora", which
comes near the book of Ruth—To add to

the list of Poets who are to be seen all

together above the horizon this Spring,

is Henry Artewelde Taylor—He has got

a Saxon story :t which will be a d—

d

bore, I should think.

I have been given 5 bottles of wine:

and tomorrow night 4 artists are coming
to drink them quite up—And now good
bye—If you want any masterpieces be-

fore I leave London, you must write

soon. T^Ever yrs, ^ ^ ^

Gcldcstonc,

Oct 21./az
My dear Barton,

I have just returned from Norwich,

where I assisted (a French phrase) at a

Ball and a Concert. Also bought a pic-

ture of course—a fine head, either by
Georgione, or a Flemish copyist—But as

I am not particular, I call it Georgione:

and shall sell it to old Rogers at a vast

profit

—

Rossi, the dealer of whom I bought it,

told me that Mr. Churchyard had been

* Mrs. Hemans: Barton took the hint.

t Poems (1842).

t "Edwin the Fair."
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at Norwich lately, and bought two
Cromes of him. I suppose you have
been tempted with these before now.

Rossi showed me another: which I did

not consider a good specimen. The Lake
scene* you have is (taking it all in all)

the best Crome I ever saw—it is the most
poetical. That cold fishy mere !

—

I hear tis as hard to find a lodging at

Ipswich as at Woodbridge. Where is a

single gentleman to rest the sole of his

foot ! Norwich looked not unamiable this

time—Anywhere so it be somewhere !

—

Farewell. It will not be long before I

move toward you. Isabella was married

on Wednesday: and sailed to the Conti-

nent next day.

Ever yrs

E F G.

13 Coran St.

Tuesday
[? November 1843]

My dear Barton,
If Mr. Churchyard says that the sketch

is either Reynolds or Gainsborough, I

beg you to buy it for me for £5 directly

—

As to Wodderspoon's own opinion of its

genuineness, I can have no reliance on
it as I dont know his genuineness—Is

the sketch of the size of life?—Pray let

me hear this—I have yet bought no pic-

tures which makes me more bold about
the sketch. You have the money, and
can pay for it at once—You see that I

attributed your delay in writing to illness

:

desk work is better than that anyhow

—

I got a slap on the back from Carlyle

yesterday as I was walking up Regent St

with a cigar in my mouth, (N. B.—a very
misty day)—"there you are going along

quite at your ease"—He was dressed in a

coat called a Zephyr. Farewell.

E F G.

Brighton.

Deer 29/44
Dear Barton,

I sit here at home this very wet Sun-
day; and having looked over a volume of

* Mr. E. V. Lucas in his book " Bernard Barton and his

Friends" thus describes the picture: " An old Crome, a
masterpiece of this great painter, depicting a rain-cloud
bursting over a peaceful mere at evening."

Blackwood, will now endite you a note
all about nothing. I had yesterday a
letter from Crabbe, to whom I had
written about some parish business. Tell

him if you see him, or write to him, that

he is too severe on our poor Beauty. He
wishes " God may soon take him to him-
self !" The poor Beauty

—

Well and did my turkey eat well—and
were you merry ? Who dined with you ?

or were you all alone?—I called on the

Proctors and saw Mrs.—and left a bird

for them—and on the day I came here, I

was touched on the shoulder, and when I

turned, there was my dear little Barry,*

all muffled up from the cold, and his kind
blue eyes, come to thank me. I was
sorry I could not go to eat with him.

I return to London on Thursday, and
shall be there for near a week; as I have
a heap of engagements to fulfil. But in

the middle of the week after this, I shall

be borne down into Suffolk again, and
tell you all the wonders I have met. How
do you like Vestiges of Creation?—Are
you all turned infidels—or Atheists, as

Mrs. Turly was minded to become. I

have not thought very much of the

Acarus Crossii since I have been here;

but I shall meditate upon it again when
I get to Suffolk. Here one's thoughts
are quite enough occupied with the phe-

nomenon of living with the roaring un-
sophisticated ocean at one side, and four

miles length of idle, useless ornamental
population on the other

—

I find in these older Blackwoods some
fine papers by De Quincey, as I suppose.

Surely no one else can roll out such sen-

tences as I find here—a style which has

not yet quite subsided from the Opium
agitation

—

And nov7 I am going to eat some lunch

and go to Church. It rains cats and
dogs—We are all pretty well here. On
Thursday I shall be at Charlotte St,

Rathbone Place—mind that

—

And now I am ever yrs

EdWD FiTZGerald

* Bryan Waller Proctor, who wrote under the name of

Barry Cornwall.

(To be concluded in September.)



An Adventurer in a Velvet Jacket
BY HENRY VAN DYKE

HUS gallantly he ap-

pears in my mind's

eye when I pause in re-

reading one of his

books and summon
up a fantasm of the

author,— Robert
Louis Stevenson,

gentleman adventurer in life and letters,

his brown eyes shining in a swarthy face,

his lean, long-enduring body adorned with

a black-velvet jacket.

This garment is no disguise but a sym-
bol. It is short, so as not to impede him
with entangling tails. It is unconven-

tional, as a protest against the tyranny of

fashion. But it is of velvet, mark you, to

match a certain niceness of choice and
preference of beauty,—yes, and probably

a touch of bravura,—in all its wearer's

vagaries. 'Tis like the silver spurs, broad

sombrero and gay handkerchief of the

thoroughbred cowboy,—not an element

of the dandiacal, but a tribute to romance.

Strange that the most genuine of men
usually have a bit of this in their com-
position; your only incurable poseur being

the fellow who affects never to pose and
betrays himself by his attitude of scorn.

Of course, Stevenson did not always

wear this symbolic garment. In fact the

only time I met him in the flesh his clothes

had a discouraging resemblance to those

of the rest of us at the Authors Club in

New York. And a few months ago, when
I traced his "footprints on the sands of

time" at Waikiki beach, near Honolulu,
the picture drawn for me by those who
knew him when he passed that way, was
that of a lank, bare-footed, bright-eyed,

sun-browned man who daundered along
the shore in white-duck trousers and a
shirt wide open at the neck. But the vel-

vet jacket was in his wardrobe, you may
be sure, ready for fitting weather and oc-

casion. He wore it, very likely, when he
went to beard the Honolulu colorman who
was trying to "do" his stepson-in-law in

the matter of a bill for paints. He put it

on when he banqueted with his amiable

but bibulous friend, King Kalakaua.
You can follow it through many, if not
most, of the photographs which he had
taken from his twentieth to his forty-

fourth, and last, year. And in his style

you can almost always feel it,—the touch
of distinction, ' the ease of a native ele-

gance, the assurance of a well-born wan-
derer,—in short, the velvet jacket.

Robert Lewis Balfour Stevenson began
the adventure of life in a decent little

house in Howard Place, Edinburgh, on
November 13, 1850. He completed it on
the Samoan island of Upolu in the South
Seas, December 3, 1894,—completed it,

I think, for though he left his work un-
finished he had arrived at the port of

honor and the haven of happy rest.

His father, and his father's father, were
engineers connected with the Board of

Northern Lights. This sounds like being

related to the Aurora Borealis; and indeed

there was something of mystery and mag-
ic about Stevenson, as if an influence from
that strange midnight dawn had entered

his blood. But as a matter of fact the

family occupation was nothing more un-

canny than that of building and main-
taining lighthouses and beacons along the

Scottish coast, a profession in which they

won considerable renown and to which the

lad himself was originally assigned. He
made a fair try at it, and even won a silver

medal for an essay on improvements in

lighthouses. But the calling did not suit

him, and he said afterward that he gained

httle from it except "properties for some
possible romance, or words to add to my
vocabulary."

This lanky, queer, delicate, headstrong

boy was a dreamer of dreams, and from
youth desperately fond of writing. He
felt himself a predestinated author, and
like a true Scot toiled dihgently to make
his calling and election sure.

But there was one thing for which he

cared more than for writing, and that was
living. He plunged into it eagerly, with

more zest than wisdom, trying all the

games that cities offer, and learning some
171
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rather disenchanting lessons at a high

price. For, in truth, neither his physical,

nor (as he later discovered) his moral, na-

ture was suited to the sowing of wild oats.

His constitution was one of the frailest

ever exposed to the biting A^ds and soak-

ing mists of the North British Boston.

Early death seemed to be written in his

horoscope. But an indomitable spirit

laughs at dismal predictions. Robert
Louis Stevenson, (as he now called him-

self, velvet-jacketing his own name,) was
not the man to be easily snuffed out by
weak lungs or wild weather. Mocking at

''bloody Jack" he held fast to life with

grim, cheerful, grotesque courage; his

mother, his wife, his trusty friends, heart-

ened him for the combat; and he suc-

ceeded in having a wider experience and
doing more w^ork than falls to the lot of

many men in rudely exuberant health. To
do this calls for a singular kind of bravery,

not inferior to, nor unlike, that of the good
soldier who walks with Death undismayed.
Undoubtedly Stevenson was born with

a Wanderlust.

"'My mistress was the open road
And the bright eyes of danger."

Ill health gave occasion and direction

to many voyages and experiments, some
of which bettered him, while others made
him worse. As a bachelor he roamed
mountains afoot and travelled rivers in

his own boat, explored the purlieus and
sublittorals of Paris, London, and Edin-

burgh, lodged "on the seacoast of Bo-
hemia," crossed the ocean as an emigrant,

and made himself vagrantly at home in

Cahfornia where he married the wife " the

great Artificer made for him." They
passed their honeymoon in a deserted

miner's cabin, and then lived around, in

Scotland, the Engadine, Southern France,

Bournemouth, the Adirondacks, and on a

schooner among the South Sea Islands,

bringing up at last in the pleasant haven
of Vailima. On all these distant roads

Death pursued him, and, till the last ten

years. Poverty was his companion. Yet
he looked with keen and joyful eyes upon
the changing face of the world and into

its shadow}^ heart without trembling.

He kept his spirit unbroken, his faith un-

quenched even when the lights burned
low. He counted life

"just a stuff

To try the soul's strength on and educe the man."

He may have stumbled and sometimes
fallen, things may have looked black to

him; but he never gave up, and in spite of

frailties and burdens, he travelled a long

way,—upward. Through all his travels

and tribulations he kept on writing, WTit-

ing, writing,—the very type of a migra-
tory author. He made his first appear-
ance in a canoe. The log of this journey,

Alt Inland Voyage on French Rivers, pub-
fished in 1878, was a modest, whimsical,

charming debut in literature. In 1879 he
appeared again, and this time with a
quaint companion. Travels with a Donkey
in the Cevennes is one of the most delight-

ful, uninstructive descriptions of a jour-

ney ever written in Engfish. It contains no
practical information but plenty of pleas-

ure and profit. I do not envy the reader

who can finish it without loving that obsti-

nate little mouse-colored Modestine, and
feeling that she is one of the best-drawn
female characters, of her race, in fiction.

From this good, quiet beginning his

books follow^ed rapidly, and (after Trea-

sure Island, that incomparable boys' book
for men,) with growing popularity among
the judicious, the "gentle readers," who
choose books not because they are recom-
mended by professors or advertised in de-

partment stores, but because they are

really well written and worth reading.

It is difficult to classify Stevenson's

books, perhaps just because they are mi-

grants, borderers. Yet I think a rough
grouping, at least of his significant works,

may be made. There are five volumes of

travels; six or seven volumes of short

stories; nine longer novels or romances;

three books of verse; three books of es-

says; one biography; and one study of

South Sea politics. This long list lights

up two vital points in the man : his indus-

try and his versatility.

"A virtue and a vice," say you ? Well,

that may be as you choose to take it,

reader. But if you say it in a sour or a

puritanical spirit, Stevenson will gaily

contradict you, making light of what you
praise and vaunting what you blame.

Industry ? Nonsense ! Did he not

write An Apology for Idlers? Yet un-

questionably he was a toiler; his record

proves it. Fleeing from one land to an-
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other to shake off his implacable enemy; God, without misgiving, and on the whole
camping briefly in strange places; often greatly to our benefit and enjoyment.

laid on his back by sickness and some- I am writing now of the things which
times told to "move on" by PoUceman make his books companionable. That is

Penury; collecting his books by post and why I have begun with a thumb-nail
correcting his proofs in bed ; he made out sketch of the man in the velvet jacket who
to produce twenty-nine volumes in sixteen lives in them and in his four volumes of

years,—say 8,000 pages of 300 words, letters,—the best EngHsh letters, it seems
each, — a thing manifestly impossible to me, since Lamb and Thackeray. That
without a mort of work. But of this he also is why I have not cared to interrupt

thought less than of the fact that he did this simple essay by telling which of his

it, as a rule, cheerfully and with a high works strike me as comparative failures,

heart. Herein he came near to his own and giving more or less convincing reasons

ideal of success: ''To be honest, to be kind why certain volumes in my "collective

—to earn a little and to spend a little less, edition" are less worn than others,

to make upon the whole a family happier 'Tis of these others that I wish to speak,

for his presence, to renounce when that —the volumes whose bindings are like a

shall be necessary and not to be em- comfortable suit of old clothes and on
bittered, to keep a few friends, but these whose pages there are pencil-marks like

without capitulation,—above all, on the lovers' initials cut upon the bark of friend-

same grim condition, to keep friends with ly trees. What charm keeps them alive

himself—here is a task for all that a man and fresh, in an age when most books five

has of fortitude and dehcacy." Of his years old are considered out of date and
work I think he would have said that he everything from the unspacious times of

stuck to it, first, because he needed the Queen Victoria is cordially damned?
money that it brought in, and second, be- What manner of virility is in them to

cause he enjoyed it exceedingly. With evoke, and to survive, such a flood of

this he would have smiled away the Puri- " Stevensoniana " ? What qualities make
tan who wished to pat him on the back for them still welcome to so wide a range

industry. of readers, young and old, simple and
That he was versatile, turned from one learned,—yes, even among that fair and

subject to another, tried many forms of capricious sex whose claim to be courted

his art, and succeeded in some better than his earlier writings seem so Hghtly (or

in others, he would have admitted boldly prudently) to neglect ?

—even before those critics who speak
sHghtingly of versatility as if it marked t

some inferiority in a writer, whereas they

dishke it chiefly because it gives them Over and above the attraction of his

extra trouble in putting him into his pre- pervading personality, I think the most
cise pigeonhole of classification. Steven- obvious charm of Stevenson's books lies

son would have referred these gentlemen in the clear, vivid, accurate and strong

to his masters Scott and Thackeray for a EngHsh in which they are written. Read-
justification. His versatility was not that ing them is like watching a good golfer

of a weathercock whirled about by every drive or putt the ball with clean strokes in

wind of literary fashion, but that of a which energy is never wanting and never

well-mounted gun which can be turned wasted. He does not foozle, or lose his

toward any mark. He did not think that temper in a hazard, or brandish his

because he had struck a rich vein of prose brassy like a war-club. There is a grace

story-telling he must follow that lead un- of freedom in his play which comes from
til he had worked it or himself out. He practice and self-control,

was a prospector as well as a miner. He Stevenson describes (as far as such a

wished to roam around, to explore things, thing is possible) the way in which he got

books, and men, to see Hfe vividly as it is, his style. "All through my boyhood and
and then to write what he thought of it in youth," says he, "I was known and
any form that seemed to him fit,—essay, pointed out for the pattern of an idler,

or story, or verse. And this he did, thank and yet I was always busy on my own pri-
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vate end, which was to learn to write."

He traces with gusto, and doubtless with

as much accuracy as can be expected in

a map drawn from memory, the trails

of early admiration which he followed

toward this goal. His list of "authors

whom I have imitated" is most enter-

taining: Hazlitt, Lamb, Wordsworth, Sir

Thomas Bro\vne, Defoe, Hawthorne,
Montaigne, Baudelaire, Obermann. In
another essay, on " Books Which Have In-

fluenced Me," he names The Bible, Ham-
let, As You Like It, King Lear, Le Vicomte

de Bragelonne, The PiJgrim^s Progress,

Leaves of Grass, Herbert Spencer's books,

Lewes's Life of Goethe, the Meditations of

Marcus Aurelius, the poems of Words-
worth, George Meredith's The Egoist, the

essays of Thoreau and Hazlitt, Mitford's

Tales of Old Japan,—a strange catalogue,

but not incoherent if you remember that

he is speaking now more of their efifect up-

on his way of thinking than of their guid-

ance in his manner of writing,—though
in this also I reckon he learned something
from them, especially from the EngHsh
Bible.

Besides the books which he read, he car-

ried about with him little blank-books in

which he jotted down the noteworthy in

what he saw, heard, or imagined. He
learned also from penless authors, com-
posers without a manuscript, masters of

the viva-voce style, like Robert, the Scotch

gardener, and John Todd, the shepherd.

\\Tien he saw a beggar on horseback, he
cared not w^here the horse came from,

he watched the rascal ride. If an expres-

sion struck him "for some conspicuous

force, some happy distinction," he prompt-
ly annexed it;—because he understood
it, it was his.

In two separate essays, each of which he

calls "A Gossip," he pays tribute to "the

bracing influence of old Dumas," and to

the sweeping power and broad charm of

Walter Scott, " a great romantic—an idle

child," the t^-pe of easy writers. But
Stevenson is of a totally different type,

though of a kindred spirit. He is the best

example in modern English of a careful

writer. He modelled and remodelled,

touched and retouched his work, toiled

tremendously. The chapter on Honolulu
in The Wrecker, was rewritten ten times.

His essays for Scribner's Magazine passed

through half a dozen revisions.

His end in view was to "bring his lan-

guage closer to hfe, not to use the common
language of life. That, he maintained,
was too diffuse, too indiscriminate. He
wished to condense, to distil, to bring out
the real \'itality of language. He was Hke
Sentimental Tommy in Barrie's book, will-

ing to cogitate three hours to find the soli-

tary word which would make the thing he
had in mind stand out distinct and un-
mistakable. Wliat matter if his delay to

finish his paper lost him the prize in the

competition? Tommy's prize was the

word; when he had that his work was
crowned.

A willingness to be content wdth the

wrong color, to put up with the word
which does not fit, is the mark of inferior

work. For example, the author of Trilby,

wishing to describe a certain quick, reten-

tive look, speaks of the painter's ^^pre-

hensile eye." The adjective startles, but
does not illuminate. The prehensile qual-

ity belongs to tails rather than to eyes.

There is a modern school of writers

fondly given to the cross-breeding of ad-

jectives and nouns. Their idea of a vi\'id

style is satisfied by taking a subject which
belongs to one region of hfe and describ-

ing it in terms drawn from another. Thus
if they write of music, they use the lan-

guage of painting ; if of painting, they em-
ploy the terminology of music. They give

us pink songs of love, purple roars of an-

ger, and gray dirges of despair. Or they

describe the andante passages of a land-

scape, and the minor key of a heroine's

face.

This is the extravagance of a would-be
pointed style which mistakes the incon-

gruous for the brilliant. Stevenson may
have had something to do with the effort

to escape from the poHshed commonplace
of an Enghsh which admitted no master

earUer than Addison or later than Ma-
caulay. He may have been a leader in the

hunting of the unexpected, striking, pun-

gent word. But for the excesses and ab-

surdities of this school of WTiting in its

decadence, he had no liking. He knew
that if you are going to use striking words

you must be all the more careful to make
them hit the mark.
He sets forth his theory of style in the

essay called A Humble Remonstrance. It

amounts to this: First, you shall have an

idea, a controlling thought; then you shall
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set your words and sentences marching
after it as soldiers follow their captain;

and if any turns back, looks the other

way, fails to keep step, you shall put him
out of the ranks as a malingerer, a de-

serter at heart. "The proper method of

literature," says he, "is by selection,

which is a kind of negative exaggeration."

But the positive exaggeration,—the forced

epithet, the violent phrase, the hysterical

paragraph,—he does not allow. Hence
we feel at once a restraint and an in-

tensity, a poignancy and a delicacy in his

style, which make it vivid without ever

becoming insane even when he describes

insanity, as he does in The Merry Men,
Olalla, and Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. His
words are focussed on the object as with

a burning-glass. They light it up; they

kindle it; but they do not distort it.

Now a style like this may have its occa-

sional fatigues: it may convey a sense of

over-carefulness, of a choice somewhat too

meticulous,—to use a word which in itself

illustrates my meaning. But after all it

has a certain charm, especially in these

days of slipshod, straddling EngHsh. You
like to see a man put his foot down in the

right place, neither stumbling nor swag-
gering. The assurance with which he
treads may be the result of forethought

and concentration, but to you, reading, it

gives a feeling of ease and confidence. You
follow him with pleasure because he knows
where he is going and has taken pains to

study the best way of getting there.

Take a couple of illustrations from the

early sketches which Stevenson wrote to

accompany a book of etchings of Edin-
burgh,—hack work, you may call them;
but even hack work can be done with a

nice conscience.

Here is the Edinburgh climate: "The
weather is raw and boisterous in winter,

shifty and ungenial in summer, and a
downright meteorological purgatory in

spring. The dehcate die early, and I, as a
survivor among bleak winds and plump-
ing rains, have been sometimes tempted
to envy them their fate."

Here is the Scottish love of home : (One
of the tall "lands," inhabited by a hun-
dred families, has crumbled and gone
down.) "How many people all over the

world, in London, Canada, New Zealand,
could say with truth, 'The house I was
born in fell last night'!

"

Now turn to a volume of short stories.

Here is a Hebridean night, in The Merry
Men: "Outside was a wonderful clear

night of stars, with here and there a cloud

still hanging, last stragglers of the temp-
est. It was near the top of the flood, and
the Merry Men were roaring in the wind-
less quiet."

Here is a sirocco in Spain: "It came
out of malarious lowlands, and over sev-

eral snowy sierras. The nerves of those

on whom it blew were strung and jangled;

their eyes smarted with the dust; their

legs ached under the burden of their body

;

and the touch of one hand upon another
grew to be odious."

Now take an illustration from one of his

very early essays. Notes on the Movements

of Young Children, printed in 1874. Here
are two very little girls learning to dance

:

"In these two, particularly, the rhythm
was sometimes broken by an excess of

energy, as though the pleasure of the music
in their light bodies could endure no longer

the restraint of the regulated dance.
^^

These examples are purposely chosen
from tranquil pages; there is nothing far-

fetched or extraordinary about them; yet

I shall be sorry for you, reader, if you do
not feel something rare and precious in a
style like this, in which the object, how-
ever simple, is made alive with a touch,

and stands before you as if you saw it for

the first time.

II

TusiTALA,—"Teller of Tales,—was the

name which the South Sea Islanders gave
to Stevenson; and he hked it well. Be-

ginning as an essa^dst, he turned more and
more, as his life went on, to the art of

prose fiction as that in which he most de-

sired to excel. It was in this field, indeed,

that he made his greatest advance. His

later essays do not surpass his earfier ones

as much as his later stories excel his first

attempts.

Here I conceive my reader objecting:

Did not Treasure Island strike twelve

early in the day ? Is it not the best book
of its kind in EngHsh ?

Yes, my fellow Stevensonian, it is all

that you say, and more,—of its kind it has

no superior, so far as I know, in any lan-

guage. But the man who wrote it wrote

also books of a better kind,—deeper,
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broader, more significant, and in writing

these he showed, in spite of some relapses,

a steadily growing power which promised
to place him in the very highest rank of

English novelists.

The Master of Ballantrae, maugre its de-

fects of construction, has the inev-itable

atmosphere of fate, and the unforgettable

figures of the two brothers, born rivals.

The second part of David Balfour is not

only a better romance, but also a better

piece of character drawing, than the first

part. St. Ives, which was left unfinished,

may have been little more than a regular
" sword-and-cloak " story, more choicely

written, perhaps, than is usual among the

followers of ^'old Dumas." But Steven-

son's other unfinished book. Weir of

Hermiston, is the torso of a mighty and
memorable work of art. It has the lines

and the texture of something great.

Why, then, was it not finished? Ask
Death.

Lorna Doone was written at forty-four

years : The Scarlet Letter at forty-six : The
Egoist at fifty-one: Tess of the D'Urber-

villes at fifty-one. Stevenson died at forty-

four. But considerations of what he
might have done, (and disputes about the

insoluble question,) should not hinder us

from appraising his actual work as a teller

of tales which do not lose their interest

nor their charm.
He had a theory of the art of narration

which he stated from time to time with
considerable definiteness and inconsider-

able variations. It is not obligatory to

believe that his stories were written on
this theory. It is more likely that he did

the work first as he wanted to do it, and
then, like a true Scot, reasoned out an
explanation of why he had done it in just

that way. But even so, his theory re-

mains good as a comment on the things

that he liked best in his own stories. Let
us take it briefly.

His first point is that fiction does not,

and can not, compete with real life. Life

has a vastly more varied interest because

it is more complex. Fiction must not try

to reproduce this complexity literally, for

that is manifestly impossible. What the

novelist has to do is to turn deliberately

the other way, and seek to hold you by
simplifying and clarifying the material

which life presents. He wins not by try-

ing to tell you everything, but by telling

you that which means most in the revela-

tion of character and in the unfolding of

the story. Of necessity he can deal only
with a part of life, and that chiefly on the
dramatic side, the dream side; for a life

in which the ordinary, indispensable de-

tails of mere existence are omitted is, after

all, more or less dream-like. Therefore,

the story-teller must renounce the notion
of making his story a literal transcript of

even a single day of actual life, and con-

centrate his attention upon those things

which seem to him the most real in life,

—

the things that count.

Now a man who takes this view of fic-

tion, if he excels at all, ^vill be sure to do
so in the short story, a form in which the

art of omission is at a high premium.
Here, it seems to me, Stevenson is a mas-
ter unsurpassed. Will o^ the Mill is a per-

fect idyl; Markheim, a psychological tale

in Hawthorne's manner, but as much
deeper as Hawthorne is more profound
than Poe; Olalla, a love-story of tragic

beauty; and Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, in

spite of its obvious moving-picture arti-

fice, a parable of intense power.

Stevenson said to Graham Balfour:

"There are three ways of writing a story.

You may take a plot and fit characters to

it, or you may take a character and choose

incidents and situations to develop it, or

lastly you may take a certain atmosphere
and get actions and persons to express and
reaUze it. I'll give you an example

—

The
Merry Men. There I began with the feel-

ing of one of those islands on the west

coast of Scotland, and I gradually devel-

oped the feeling with which that coast

affected me." This, probably, is some-
what the way in which Hawthorne wrote
The House of the Seven Gables ; yet I do
not think that is one of his best romances,

any more than I think The Merry Men
one of Stevenson's best short stories. It

is not memorable as a tale. Only the bits

of description live. The Treasure of

Franchard, light and airy as it is, has more
of that kind of reality which Stevenson

sought. Therefore it seems as if his third

''way of writing a story" were not the

best suited to his genius.

The first way,—that in which the plot

links and unfolds the characters,—is the

path on which he shows at his best. Here
the gentleman adventurer was at ease

from the moment he set forth on it. In
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Treasure Island he raised the dime novel

to the level of a classic.

It has been charged against Stevenson's

stories that there are no women in them.

To this charge one might enter what the

lawyers call a plea of "confession and
avoidance." Even were it true, it would
not necessarily be fatal. It may well be

doubted whether that primitive factor

which psychologists call "sex-interest"

plays quite such a predominant, per-

petual, and all-absorbing part in real life

as that which neurotic writers assign to it

in their books. But such a technical,

(and it must be confessed, somewhat peri-

lous,) defense is not needed. There are

plenty of women in Stevenson's books,

—

quite as many, and quite as delightful and
important as you will find in the ordinary

run of life. Marjory in Will o^ the Mill is

more lovable than Will himself. Olalla

is the true heroine of the story which
bears her name. Catriona and Miss
Grant, in the second part of David Bal-

four, are girls of whom it would be an
honor to be enamoured; and I make no
doubt that David, (like Stevenson) was
hard put to it to choose between them.

Uma, in The Beach of Falesa, is a lovely

insulated Eve. The two Kirsties, in Weir

of Hermiston, are creatures of intense and
vivid womanhood. It would have been
quite impossible for a writer who had such

a mother as Stevenson's, such a friend of

youth as Mrs. Sitwell, such a wife as Mar-
garet Vandegrift, to ignore or slight the

part which woman plays in human life.

If he touches it with a certain respect and
pudor, that also is in keeping with his

character,—the velvet jacket again.

The second point in his theory of fiction

is that in a well-told tale the threads of

narrative should converge, now and then,

in a scene which expresses, visibly and un-
forgettably, the very soul of the story.

He instances Robinson Crusoe finding the

footprint on the beach, and the Pilgrim
running from the City of Destruction with
his fingers in his ears.

There are many of these flash-of-light-

ning scenes in Stevenson's stories. The
duel in The Master of Ballantrae where the

brothers face each other in the breathless

winter midnight by the Hght of unwaver-
ing candles, and Mr. Henry cries to his

tormentor, " I will give you every advan-

VoL. LXXII.

tage, for I think you are about to die."

The flight across the heather, in Kid-
napped, when Davie lies down, forspent,

and Alan Breck says, "Very well then,

I'll carry ye"; whereupon Davie looks at

the little man and springs up ashamed,
crying "Lead on, I'll follow!" The mo-
ment in Olalla when the Englishman
comes to the beautiful Spanish mistress of

the house with his bleeding hand to be
bound up, and she, catching it swiftly to

her lips, bites it to the hone. The dead
form of Israel Hands lying huddled to-

gether on the clean, bright sand at the

bottom of the lagoon of Treasure Island.

Such pictures imprint themselves on
memory like seals.

The third point in Stevenson's theory
is, that details should be reduced to a
minimum in number and raised to a maxi-
mum in significance. He wrote to Henry
James, (and the address of the letter is

amusing,) "How to escape from the be-

sotting particidarity of fiction? 'Roland
approached the house; it had green doors

and window blinds; and there was a
scraper on the upper step.' To hell with
Roland and the scraper ! " Many a pious

reader would say "thank you" for this

accurate expression of his sentiments.

But when Stevenson sets a detail in a
story you see at orice that it can not be
spared. Will o' the Mill, throwing back
his head and shouting aloud to the stars,

seems to see "a momentary shock among
them, and a diffusion of frosty light pass

from one to another along the sky."

When Markheim has killed the antiqua-

rian and stands in the old curiosity shop,

musing on the eternity of a moment's
deed,

—
"first one and then another, Avith

every variety of pace and voice,—one

deep as the bell from a cathedral turret,

another ringing on its treble notes the

prelude of a waltz,—the clocks began to

strike the hour of three in the afternoon."

Turning over the bit of paper on which

"the black spot," the death-notice of the

pirates, has been scrawled with charcoal,

Jim Hawkins finds it has been cut from

the last page of a Bible, and on the other

side he reads part of a verse from the last

chapter of the Revelation: Without are

dogs and murderers.

There is no "besotting particularity"

in such details as these. On the contrary

12
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they illustrate the classic conception of a

work of art, in which every particular

must be vitally connected ^\'ith the gen-

eral, and the perfection of the smallest

part depends upon its relation to the per-

fect whole. Now this is precisely the

quality, and the charm, of Stevenson's

stories, short or long. He omits the non-

essential, but his eye never misses the

significant. He does not waste your time

and his own in describing the colored

Ughts in the window of a chemist's shop
where nothing is to happen, or the quaint

costume of a disagreeable woman who has

no real part in the story. That kind of

realism, of local color, does not interest

him. But he is careful to let you know
that Alan Breck wore a sword that was
much too long for him; that Mr. Hyde
was pale and dwarfish, gave an impression

of deformity wdthout any nameable mal-

formation, and bore himself 'S^dth a sort

of murderous mixture of timidity and
boldness"; that John Silver could use his

wooden leg as a terrible weapon; that the

kitchen of the cottage on Aros w^as

crammed with rare incongruous treasures

from far away; and that on a certain cold

sunny morning "the blackbirds sung ex-

ceeding sweet and loud about the House
of Durisdeer, and there was a noise of the

sea in alf the chambers." Why these

trivia ? Why such an exact touch on these

details? Because they count.

Yet Stevenson's tales and romances do
not give—at least to me—the effect of

over-elaboration, of strain, of conscious

effort; there is nothing affected and there-

fore nothing tedious in them. They
m.ove; they carry you along with them;
they are easy to read; one does not wish

to lay them down and take a rest. There
is artifice in them, of course, but it is a

thoroughly natural artifice,—as natural

as a clean voice and a clear enunciation

are to a well-bred gentleman. He does

not think about them ; he uses them in his

habit as he lives. Tusitala enjoys his

work as a teller of tales; he is at home in

it. His manner is his own; it suits him;
he wears it without fear or misgi\ing,

—

the velvet jacket again.

HI

Of Stevenson as a moralist I hesitate

to write because whatever is said on this

point is almost certain to be misunder-
stood. On one side are the Puritans who
fro\\'Ti at a preacher in a velvet jacket; on
the other side the Pagans who scoff at an
artist who cares for morals. Yet surely

there is a way between the two extremes
where an artist-man may follow his con-

science with joy to deal justly, to love

mercy, and to walk humbly with his God.
And having caught sight of that path,

though he may trace it but dimly and fol-

low it stumbling, surely such a man may
say to his fellows, "This is the good way;
let us walk in it." Not one of the great

writers who have used the EngUsh lan-

guage, so far as I know, has finished his

career \%'ithout \vishing to moralize, to

teach something worth learning, to stand
in the pulpit of experience and give an
honest message to the world. Stevenson
was no exception to this rule. He avowed
the impulse frankly when he said to Wil-

Uam Archer, " I would rise from the dead
to preach."

In his stories we look in vain for

"morals" in the narrow sense,—proverbs
printed in itaUcs and tagged on to the tale

hke imitation oranges tied to a Christmas
tree. The teaching of his fiction is hke
that of life, diffused through the course of

events and embodied in the development
of characters. But as the story unfolds

we are never in doubt as to the feelings of

the narrator,—his pity for the unfortu-

nate; his scorn for the mean, the selfish,

the h\'pocritical ; his admiration for the

brave, the kind, the loyal and cheerful

servants of duty. Never at his hghtest

and gayest does he make us think of life

as a silly farce; nor at his sternest and
saddest does he leave us disheartened,

"ha\ing no hope and without God in the

world." Behind the play there is a mean-
ing, and beyond the conflict there is a

victor}', and underneath the uncertain-

ties of doubt there is a foothold for faith.

I like what Stevenson WTote to an old

preacher, his father's friend. "Yes, my
father was a 'distinctly rehgious man,'

but not a pious. . . . His sentiments

were tragic; he was a tragic thinker.

Now granted that life is tragic to the

marrow, it seems the proper ser\'ice of re-

Hgion to make us accept and serve in that

tragedy, as officers in that other and com-
parable one of war. Service is the word,

active service in the mihtary sense; and
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the religious man—I beg pardon, the

pious man—is he who has a miHtary joy

in duty,—not he who weeps over the

wounded."
This is the point of view from which

Stevenson writes as a noveUst; you can

feel it even in a romance as romantic as

Prince Otto; and in his essays, where he

speaks directly and in the first person,

this way of taking life as an adventure for

the valorous and faithful comes out yet

more distinctly. The grace and vigor of

his diction, the pointed quality of his

style, the wit of his comment on men and
books, add to the persuasiveness of his

teaching. I can see no reason why mor-
ality should be drab and dull. It was not
so in Stevenson's character, nor is it so in

his books. That is one reason why they
are companionable.

"There is nothing in it [the world],"

wrote he to a friend, " but the moral side

—but the great battle and the breathing

times with their refreshments. I see no
more and no less. And if you look again, it

is not ugly, and it is filled with promise."

The Book of the Debts
BY DONALD CORLEY

Illustration by Mead Schaeffer

T was Sally Eastmoor-
ing who gave me the

1^-, first news.
"^ I had met her on

|p^ Fifth Avenue one
afternoon.

"I have something
very strange to tell

you," she said immediately. "It's about
Richard—he's come back !"

"Richard Castigan?"
"Evidently, since he is giving a dinner

a week from to-night."-

"But—?" I began.

"Yes, that's what / said," Sally inter-

rupted, "but—Richard is dead! Here,

read it for yourself."

Mr. Richard Castigan
invites you

to celebrate the
payment of his debts

at a dinner
Hotel Goncourt
Tuesday evening

seven-thirty
March 26, 19

—

Thus read the card that she took out
of her bag.

"Wouldn't you suppose that he'd

know that if he owed anybody anything,
they'd be only too glad to forgive it him,

just to have him back?" said Sally, when
I looked up.

"Well, I always said he wasn't dead,"

protested Marjorie Tierce, at a tea on the

following Sunday. "Even when those

two men described his death in New Or-

leans. Yes. Well, I thought that 'that

woman' had simply driven him away."
" Wonder why she persecuted him so ?

"

ruminated Bertha Stack.

"Anybody whom Richard loved could

persecute him," said Sally. "It's because

he is too sensitive, too much of a perfec-

tionist. 'Too little of a conformist—too

forgiving and too gentle—and devoid of

the spirit of retaliation that protects most

people. He never fought about his point

of view."

"From the little that Richard ever said

about her," offered Marjorie, "well . . .

she broke his jade cups, destroyed his

papers, and . .
."

" I should say she had done worse than

that," said Sally. "I always suspected

her of killing his self-respect by beUttling

his work. She made his gifts—since he

couldn't make money by them—seem

negligible to him. And Richard was
really an architect, you know. Then,

there was in him a queer despair. He was

always running away from it. I think

that his novel that he never finished, his
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sonnets, his 'little ships,' were all simply

desperate recourses, to escape himself.

He tried to create beauty out of despair

. . . perhaps that is not the way to do it,

altogether. And three years ago, when he

disappeared, I guess he had come to feel

terribly ashamed about his debts . . .

and he couldn't get any work to do. He
said to me, then, whimsically: 'Well—

I

guess I'm "on the to\^Tl," Salicial'"

"And yet, he was always ready \\^th

the marvellous smile that he had. That

endeared him to people, don't you think?

—that and his unworldliness, and his

quick recovery from . misadventures

—

given ever so slight an encouragement,"
suggested Lucian Valiant.

"He always seemed to me," said

Bertha, who had known Richard most of

his life, "like a lost page out of a sym-
phony score—all the parts there, but,

without the rest—just a haunting motif."

"But why couldn't he just come back,

without thinking of his debts—who
cares?" Sally returned to her affection-

ate grievance.

"Well, I think he means other debts

besides money. He said- to me once: 'I

owe people interest on their expectations,

Virginia. They've "made me up," out of

the promises I gave them; now, I've got

to be the man they've made up, you see?

I owe them a lot
! '

" The girl who spoke
had been Richard's confidante j more than
any one else.

"Anyway," said Bertha, as we went
down the stairs, "whatever denatiement

Richard has up his sleeve will be a good
one ! Trust his dramatic sense. He could

always make a better amettde honorable

than any one else, and"—she added
lightly

—"he broke a good many engage-

ments when he disappeared—including

one to dine with me !"

We were shown into a private dining-

room of the Hotel Goncourt on Tuesday
evening. A long table fashioned like a

gondola, with fourteen gilded chairs along

its sides, a toothed silver prow with a
small lantern facing the door, and a silken

marquee at the opposite end, over a tall

carved chair that we all knew as Rich-

ard's, awaited us.

The deck of the gondola, covered with
golden brocade, held a yellow plaster

model of a city, with three public squares,

and cloisters about them. From the cen-

tre of the city sprang a delicate tower,

with small bells hung in its topmost
arches. Three fragile fountains stood in

the public squares, and minute jets of

water tinkled elfinly as they fell upon
rings of glass bells.

Between the city walls and the dinner-

plates of black porcelain were formal
gardens, with paths, labyrinthine hedges,

green olives in tubs representing cHpped
shrubs, and jewelled fruit-trees with
cherries on them, by way of apples.

We found our places by the cards that
informed each one who his neighbors
were, with a whimsical summary of their

foibles and interests.

Mine read: "At your right hand is

Miss Elizabeth Erring, the archaeologist

who discovered the newest Sapphic frag-

ments. She is versed in Chinese poetry,

and has translated many Eg\^ptian in-

scriptions. A gauche: Lucy Galleon, a
youthful spinster—of fairy-tales—who
really Hkes cats, and believes in Lepre-
cauns."

And Sally flung her card over the city

to me.

"Lucian Valiant was a man
Who found his stature far too small;

Fine books he wrote, and a moving play

—

(Not moving picture—at least, not yet !)

And now he's grown seven cubits tall. ..."

"Giovanni Freevale came through
Florence ... on his way from Greece.

. . . He takes us to far centuries, and
reincarnates them for us."

Bertha Stack was presented to her

neighbor as "An unscrupulous woman
who has learned to be kind," and Sally

was indicated as "That woman, of whom
the gods may have despaired, considering

how little they could endow her with,

further, when they sent her to represent

them in a foreign complexity . . . but
they despair not, who have known her

diplomatic skill. ..."
The dinner was launched, with a queer

pathos.

The door opened, and a grave and dis-

tinguished man entered, with a bow that

included every one.

There was something familiar about
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the stranger, who went to the head of the

table and drew out Richard's own chair,

and yet every one seemed puzzled about

him. No one could place him.

He looked like a man who had suffered

deeply, but there was acceptance in the

Knes of his face and in his deeply burned

eyes.

The silence that fell upon his entrance,

punctuated by the tinkle of the fountains

and the stealthy whisper of strings that

came from beyond some curtains at the

end of the room, was profound and ex-

pectant.

We waited.

The strange man contemplated us all

in turn, then he lifted his glass.

"I welcome you all in the name of Mr.
Richard Castigan," he said quietly.

It was a silent toast.

The woman at his left, who murmured,
"And where is Dick?" was answered by
a look so full of reluctance, so evasive, and
yet a trifle quizzical, that we were made
to feel that it was not yet time for Richard

to appear.

"How haunting that man is!" said

Miss Erring in a low tone. "He is like

a man whom one has known in several

books—like Balzac's Rubempre—or more
like the man who appears in so many
of Meredith's novels under different

names, and yet curiously alike. . . . Fev-

erel . . . Evan Harrington . . . Beau-
champ , . . all romantic, sensitive,

different extensions of the author's char-

acter, wouldn't you say?"
"Yes," I assented, "and he's Kke a

man whom one has seen a dozen times at

the same table in a restaurant, or passed
in the street every day—and never real-

ized how well one knew him until now."
The dinner proceeded through ex-

quisitely chosen dishes. Wines were
poured into the rows of glasses . . . wines

that brought back forgotten rituals, for-

gotten felicities of appropriateness.

But it was a sombre feast.

Only, as it went on, every one spoke
openly of Richard. The strange man laid

no constraint upon us.

From two people beyond Lucy Galleon
I caught: "—I shouldn't wonder if she

did come "

"Did you ever see her?"
"Once. . .

."

"I- guess she was the real reason that

he disappeared."

"Yes . . . she broke him up . . .

killed his spirit ... he loved her, you
know . . . and that very openness in

him, that scorned to dissemble, put him
at her mercy. . .

."

Coffee appeared, in cups of gold lac-

quer.

The strange man drew from his pocket

a slim black book, very much battered.

Two waiters brought a quaint little chest

of red leather and placed it at his right

hand, and a lighted candle on a bronze

tray was set before him.

All eyes were fastened on the book, and,

after a noticeable pause, he opened it.

"Pursuant to the long-deferred inten-

tions of Mr. Richard Castigan, this, the

Book of his Debts, is at last to be read,

his obligations cancelled, and the book
burned," he read.

"Item: Ten dollars sent anonymously
to Richard Castigan, while in distress;

the donor never discovered. This debt is

now to be paid by the sending of one hun-
dred dollars to a man known to be in

straits himself."

And the first leaf was torn out and
burned.

"Item," went on the strange man
"How like the will of Francois Villon,"

murmured Miss Erring.
"—three Jacobean chairs to Sally East-

mooring, in payment for three saving

words spoken by her on a black afternoon.

As a gift—as lagniape—a pair of silver

earrings."

And as Sally opened the box and put
the rings in her ears, a tear rolled down
her cheek.

"Item," the voice went on, "ninety-

six dollars in payment for the dinners so

generously shared with Richard Castigan,

during three months of a terrible summer,
by his friends Lucian and Dorothy Val-

iant. During this evening four persons

are searching in Union Square and Madi-
son Square, Bryant Park, and one at

large, for those inevitably hungry people

who sit upon benches waiting for what-

ever may happen, in order that they may
be fed. As gifts: a thousand cigarettes

and the completed model of a caravel to

these two friends.
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" Item : To an old Irishwoman, once his

neighbor, who gave him a drink out of

her only bottle of Scotch, to 'buck him
up,' when his heart seemed broken, a

month in the country, which she has never

seen since she was a child.

''Item: To Virginia DuBois, in pay-
ment of a nameless (and perhaps unsus-

pected) debt, two Hiro-shigis, some time

admired by her."

A fiat package was brought to Virginia.

She did not open it, but she smiled in a

queer little way.
Richard's debts were varied, indeed.

They included two dollars and a scarf-

pin to a Russian tobacconist on Sixth

Avenue; a sum of nine dollars and sixty

cents to an Italian grocer who had pro-

vided him with food; a string of amber
beads to Bertha Stack, for having told

liim a story to beguile him one day; a
sum of money lent to him at the time of

his mother's death, when he had had to

go away hurriedly.

There were debts of gratitude and of

money, and debts of purely metaphysical

value—a w^ord spoken, a letter sent on
impulse; debts of recognition—this man
had believed in him, that woman had
saved him from self-accusation.

They were all set down in the black

book. They were all paid, the money in

kind, sometimes with interest—in each

case with a gift of some sort.

''Where did I know Richard?" Miss
Erring asked, in response to my query.

"Why, first on the Acropolis at Athens,

one Easter morning. The lambs were
being driven into the city below, to be

sold on the hoof. Each one had a bell

around its neck, and the trilling of those

hundreds of Uttle bells, with the deeper

notes coming up from all the churches, on
that still morning, created a spell that

possessed us both. There was no one

else on the Acropolis but the two of us,

and we were moved to speak to each

other, there in the porch of the cary-

atides. I think he said: 'Paganism
brings sacrifices to Christendom still.'

"

We listened as to a play to the queer

diary that the "items" represented, out

of the life of a sensitive man, who had
never forgotten the smallest kindness.

The strange m.an burned the book, leaf

by leaf, until the heap of blackened ashes

on the bronze tray looked like a funeral

pyre.

It was, one felt, the funeral of Richard's
debts, that had haunted his inner life,

where there had been, as we all knew,
only the desire to give, and not to get.

"He never kept anything for himself,"

Lucy was saying, "and that, in human
relations, is the unexpected, the inex-

plicable, to the people who hold the

philosophy of this world, which is to get,

without giving. And I think that Rich-
ard always gave, not recklessly, but

—

well, he opened every door of his house of

life, because he could not conceive of a

relationship with any reserve in it, and
that attitude is apt to be despised."

And Richard's curious little couplet,

that was across the frieze of his book-
plate (the fagade of a Greek temple),

rang in my head:

"These be the Castigans, wherever they go
In their faces forever the Mistral shall blow."

The debt that was inscribed to me was,

quaintly, a pipe that he had broken one
day, and the new one, a Peterson, had a

bit of paper twisted in the bowl. "Your
new pipe has been 'cured,' in accordance
with the precept of an old fumial priest,

by fitting the end of a banana into the

bowl, which, after three days, absorbs the

oil of the banana, and the sweetness of

its pulp^ and makes a foundation for a

'cake.'"

One of the last debts was a fragile tomb-
bottle, in payment for having been for-

given for a thoughtless action.

"Item: In fulfilment of the promise
that some of you felt that he had as an
architect," the strange man concluded, as

a pale golden liqueur was being poured
into the last of the glasses, "the model
that is before you is that of a city al-

ready begun upon the nucleus of an old

Spanish monastery ... a city to be called

Ascalon, in the coffee regions of the state

of Sao Paulo, Southern Brazil. The bells

that are to hang in the tower are to be

the ships' bells of the first voyagers to

Brazil, mingled in a chime with the old

monastery bells. The designing of this

city was intrusted to Richard Castigan

as architect. It was he who made this

model."
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And, as. he burned the last leaf of the

book, the little fountains on the table

ceased to play, and the glass bells about

them eddied into silence as the water sub-

sided. The hidden strings beyond the

curtains ended their plaint in a sob. And
then, in the dead silence, the tiny bells

in the tower chimed the hour of eleven.

It was, one felt, time for the denoue-

ment of the feast.

The door-knob clicked and through the

door came, Hke an apparition, the figure

of a woman.
She stood at the prow of the gondola

—

at the blade of the feast—staring straight

at the strange man, who stared back at

her, steadily and impassively.

The woman reached up to the teeth of

the silver prow, fingering it aimlessly, as

if to see if it were sharp.

"It's the unbidden guest," whispered

Miss Erring.

The woman's manner was defiant,

nervous, constrained, and unwilling. She

seemed to see no one but our host. She

seemed like a well-tutored marionette,

tall, angular, stiff. Her hair was yellow;

her lips thin and straight and colorless.

We all looked at her and waited, in

utter silence.

. A waiter brought a chair for her—

a

black chair.

He relieved her of the long black cape

that shrouded her, and she sat down
awkwardly.
No one rose.

It was as if, in the dramatic moment
of a play, some extraneous and unrelated

thing had happened—as if a cat had
walked on, and the actors did not know
quite what to do about it.

The waiter brought a glass to the wo-
man. But when he tilted the dark li-

queur bottle over it, the bottle was empty.
It seemed to have contained just

enough for fifteen.

The strange man drew from the inside

pocket of his coat a square brass box.

The waiter carried it on a tray to the

woman.
It seemed like a tobacco-box.

We looked on, spellbound.

The guests nearest the woman drew
away from her a little.

She took the box, and then she seemed

to realize that we were all looking at her.

She seemed to see that we were there for

the first time.

Foreboding gathered in her eyes. Her
fingers trembled.

Then she pressed the spring and opened
the box.

Out of it, after a moment, fluttered, a
black butterfly. It circled about her
head, stupidly, feebly, and then settled

upon the woman's bare shoulder.

She tried to brush it away, panic-

stricken, with spasmodic and desperate

gestures. Then she slipped out of her
chair to the floor, without a sound.

Two waiters carried her out of the

room, and the door was closed.

The strange man was smiling in a secret

and solemn fashion.

No one had moved.
The thing we had witnessed had been

so unexpected, so far outside our ken,

that we were all transfixed in our places,

as a street crowd is for a moment when
there is an accident.

The man nearest the empty tobacco-

box leaned over and gently closed the lid

of it, as one who closed the eyes of the

dead.

With the click of the lid the stringed

music began again, beyond the curtains,

and the three little fountains leaped into

life anew.

The strange man tore out what must
have been the thin fly-leaf of the Book
of the Debts, burned it, and folded his

hands after he had closed the book.

The impalpable effigy of blackened

paper soared above the table and disap-

peared.

''Like a black butterfly!" murmured
Miss Erring.

"The last debt of Richard Castigan is

now paid," said the strange man quietly.

" Why—ifs Dick—it's Dick himself! " a

.

woman's voice cried out, hysterical and
shrill and glad.

We looked from Virginia DuBois's

transfigured face to that of our host, and

we saw that it was true, that the thing that

had baffled us in him all evening had been

erased, and Richard was now revealed,

in every lineament, as we had known him.

Only, with this revelation came the feel-
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ing that he was clear-cut for the first time,

that in his face was all the perfection of

the things that had been clouded, in other

years, by oppression, and misery, and
obligation, and self-despisement.

Richard had come through the haze,

and his soul was there, for every one to

read, and I realized that his face had al-

ways been haunted, and that now the

haunting was gone; that he was free, of

whatever had kept him from being him-

self, and that now his pride and his hu-

mility had been merged into one thing.

I looked about. There was recognition

in the faces of his friends.

Lucian Valiant was murmuring huski-

ly, ''Well, I'll be damned—" and Vir-

ginia, her head on the table, was sobbing

quietly.

"This is a man whom we suspected,

but never knew before," said Lucy.
"This is our friend, whose gesture wdth a

cigarette was a poem, but whose life was
like a torn-up street I"

So ended the dinner of the celebration

of the payment of Richard's debts.

And two days later Sally told me that

he was gone, back to Sao Paulo', to finish

the city of Ascalon. f^'^-^

Virginia, when^ encountered, had little

to say,- but smiled serenely
' .-^ - ^^- . ^ •

; It was.more than a year afterward that

1 was contemplating an ointment-box in

the Babylonian section of the British Mu-
seum, when an ironic voice near me said

lazily: " Curious, isn't it—their very boxes

have Winged covers. Restless people !"

I turned to find Borla Tourgan, an
entomologist whom I had last seen in

Rome, four years previous.

"Very curious, the wings on that box,"

he resumed, when we were ensconced in

a bar off Piccadilly, a little later, with two
whiskey-and-sodas between us. , "Re-
mirfds ine; of something that happened
down in Brazil. I was coming through a

valley one Sunday ... I saw a dreani

city ahead, on a plateau ... a mirage.

When I got to it, I found a chap sitting

on a wall whittling a piece of wood. . . .

We got into talk about the place, and he
began to tell me all about it. . . . He
was the architect, it seemed . . . build-

ing the town around an old monastery.

''Told me a lot of things . . . Hved in

New York once . . . ran away. I began
to realize that that chap had been life-

sick, told me enough to explain that he
had had a pretty bad break.

" Said he wanted to go home now, since

the town was well under way. Wanted
to go home and wind up his affairs . . .

had to pay his debts, he said. . . .

"Well, I let him talk . . . seemed to

want to get a lot of things off his chest

. . . wish I could remember more of what
he said . . . anyway, he had a queer idea

of debt—felt he owed all his friends some-
thing or other. He said they were like

the two rows of basalt gods in an Eg^^p-

tian temple, signifying all the things his

life was governed by . . . 'you have to

pass them before you go through the nar-

row door into the sanctuary,' he said.

'And then, you see, I didn't get past them
—I didn't go through the narrow door
... I owed my temple gods too much.
Owed 'em for their tolerations, for the

immeasurable kindnesses they had per-

formed ... for their belief in me, and
all that. Got too hurt by life to accom-
plish anything. - Got to show them I can
finish something,' hie insisted. 'Had to

achieve self-control- . . . had to find my-
self . . . had to begin all over as if I had
never been. You see, I had reached the

depth of lost identity. I had gotten up
one morning, in New York, and looked
into a mirror, "and- couldn't recognize my-
self. So I knew that I must pay my debts

—all of them, heiore anybody could recog-

nize me again. Do you see ?
' he kept

asking. "'

"That chap interested me enormous-
ly," said Tourgan. ^

"'Yes, I do see,' I told him, 'but how
is it, in all this feeling of indebtedness,

that you have only gratitude? In the

whole category you haven't mentioned
any revenge. . . . I find it hard to be-

lieve that you have no obligations of that

sort ... we all have them. We may
forget about it, but there the feeling is,

lingering in one's mind like the smell of

peat in an old tweed coat.'

"He was silent for a while.

"'I used to have an item like that in

the Book of my Debts,' he said finally.

' But I crossed it out. Didn't seem worth
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while. Had it done to me. I know how
it feels. Anyway, if retribution is due to

anybody for anything—they go and find

it, don't they ? The sceptic falls into the

dry well, trying to prove that there are

no stars—but looking straight at them to

prove it, of course. No, I'm not going

back with any debt of vengeance—at

least, not consciously.'

"He wanted to give a dinner, and he

had gifts for all his friends, things he'd

gotten together down there.

"I said to him: 'Look here, I found a

cocoon about an hour ago, an unfamiliar

one, though I think it may be a Niger
Eterniensis Callot. It's a parthenoge-
netic, anyway, and that's your feeling

about retribution, isn't it?' I gave it

to him.
'' You see," said Tourgan embarrassedly

(as if ashamed to have been a bit senti-

mental), ''I felt that that chap's city

might become anything—and so might the

cocoon. I wasn't sure. And then, I felt

that he might become anything, so I said,

as he put the cocoon in his tobacco-

box (it was empty) :
' If you get back to

New York in a few weeks from now, it

will be about time for this cocoon to hatch
out, if you carry the box in your pocket.

I have a feehng that you may need a
little extra gift at your dinner.' We
laughed, and he seemed to be pleased to

have the thing, and then I said good-by
to him.

"Queer chap," Tourgan ruminated
when the pretty barmaid had replenished

our whiskey-and-sodas. "But I under-

stood him, in a way. He wanted those

temple gods of his, back home, to see him
incarnated into what they had thought he
could be. I always wondered what hap-

pened at that dinner, and what happened
to my cocoon.

"I've thought of that chap a lot since.

. . . He must have gone back, with all

his gifts, and his Book of Debts . . ..but

I can't help wondering. . . .

"Funny ... I was reminded of all

this by that Babylonian ointment-box
with wings on its cover . . . restless

people . . . restless chap. I've always
wondered if paying his metaphysical
debts, and all that, did solve things for

him.

"That feast of his must have been
queer. . .

."

"It was," I said. "I was one of the

guests at that dinner."

"So," said Tourgan. "Did he pay all

of his debts ?
"

"Yes, and one that he didn't expect to

pay. An uninvited guest came at the

end of the feast."

"A woman?"
"Yes."
Tourgan smoked for a while.

"I thought so . . . what happened?"
he asked finally.

"A black butterfly came out of your
cocoon and flew up to her shoulder

"

"Which shoulder was it?" he asked

curiously.

"The left one."

"Why, that was the shoulder that was
alwa3^s branded in old times ! " exclaimed

Tourgan. "What became of her?"
"Oh . . . heart faflure, I believe the

papers said, next day."

"I see ... I see . .
." said Tourgan.

"No, it wasn't heart failure, it was self-

accusation that killed her— that and
hysteria. Queer. . . . Retribution. ..."

"Very," said I.
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The Path-Treader
BY VIRGINIA CLEAVER BACON

Illustrations by Alice Harvey

SUPPOSE, after all, it

is people like Emily
Briggs who keep the

world going. People,

I mean, who live by
the rules and do things

the way their folks

have always done
them. So many senseless things and
stupid and cruel and funny things have
to be done ever)^ day, just to make life

move along. And it is Emily and her

kind that hold the rest from going off at

a tangent and upsetting it all. Path-
treaders they are, and not trail-breakers,

but they keep down the weeds and make
the landscape tidy. Not that Emily
wasn't rather more so. She was little

and frail, with a sort of gray-and-pink

prettiness; but she was set in her ways,
and she had never in her life done a
thing that was even unusual.

Never, that is, until she insisted on
Ted's funeral, and that only seemed un-

usual because people didn't understand
how Emily's mind worked. When other

Amity mothers lost their sons, there were
always funerals in the Presbyterian

church, with a tolling bell and white
camellia gates-ajar sent from Isaac Hes-
sell's greenhouse, and the mourners sat

in the second pew while Mr. Minnett
preached a sermon meant to comfort
them. Then it was done, and life went
on in its regular way. Not that they
were comforted, but living was resumed;
the window-blinds were up, visitors rang
the front-door bell, and the mothers
walked along Main Street on their way
to the post-ofhce and Simpson's store.

With Ted's body adrift somewhere in

the slow wash of the China seas, with
nothing to punctuate her days and nights

of weeping, how could little Emily Briggs

get into life again ? She had to have the

funeral. It was her only way back to

normality. I don't suppose I would have

seen that any more than the rest did, but

Jane Piper understood the minute Emily
told her; and if Jane and Emily both
wanted to have a funeral, nobody was
going to stop them, no matter how queer

it seemed to most Amity folks.

I was clicking away at my typewriter

and Jane was posting her books when the

news came. She always stood, straight

and trig, and never seemed to be tired or

flurried. We were both busy, for though
Amity is a small town, yet Simpson's is

the only good store, and then there are

three branch stores back in the mountain
towns—they were Indian trading-posts

in the early days—and the ofhce work for

all of them is done at Amity. Jane had
been at Simpson's since her mother died,

the May Jane finished high school, eight

years before, first as assistant bookkeeper
and then as head, with no assistant.

Henry Simpson thought a lot of Jane, and
used to boast about how much she could

accomplish. It never occurred to him
that any one could overwork in that store.

Piggy Nellist, who clerked in the hard-

ware, had been out late to lunch. He
stuck his head in at the " Pay Bills Here "

window and said, all breathless with his

hurry so soon after he had eaten and with

the news he had to tell:

''Ted Briggs's mother just got a cable

from China he was washed overboard in

a hurricane and drownded."
It is queer how fast one can think. I

was thinking how disgustingly fat Piggy

was, and how hard it was for him to keep

from smiling, not because he was glad,

but because he was excited; and how it

served Ted right for flying in the face of

Providence by giving up his good job in

Simpson's at Clear Lake to run off to

China Uke a silly boy; and how I could

not bear to think of ocean slime over his

laughing face; and all the time I was

wondering what was the matter with

Jane. She took the ledger she was work-
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ing on and shut it and beat on it softly

with her brown fist. All the color drained

out of her face till even her lips looked

like milk. I heard Piggy snuffle and
knew he was watching her too.

"Stella," she said, "I must go to his

mother. I must go now." Her voice

was hard and tight and very quiet. Be-

fore I could think of a thing to say, she

had gone out the door.

"Well," marvelled Piggy, "what made
Jane act like that, I wonder."

"I wonder," I snubbed him, "if you
haven't been away from the hardware
about an hour and a half." But it did

seem odd to me. There wasn't any rea-

son for it. Of course, Ted and Jane had
been in high school together, and when
he came back from college they might
have played around a bit before he went
to war as our boys and girls do. John
and I hved in San Francisco after we were
married, and I didn't know much about
what went on at Amity. But I was a

widow, back in my old job at Simpson's
for months before Ted was demobilized.

Though Jane was five years younger than
I, still we had always been friends. It

made it easier to come back to have
her there. All that year she and the

two high-school teachers and I tramped
through the redwoods and hunted mush-
rooms on the hills, and drove a battered

Ford back to the mountains on fishing

trips. Jane wrote Ted army letters.

Emily asked her to, I know. She even
asked me. She was so afraid Ted might
get entangled with some French girl.

But no one ever thought Jane and Ted
might care specially about each other.

Jane was a woman's woman, and Ted

—

well, he was a woman's man.
When Ted came back I did see Jane

with him a few times, but what girl in

that crowd wasn't with him ? I don't be-

lieve she ever missed a Sunday trip mth
us. Almost right away Ted was pro-

moted from the store to be manager of

the branch at Clear Lake, and he hardly

ever came to Amity. Emily talked of

moving there when she could find a renter

without any children or pets. Jane did

say always how good Ted's store reports

were when they came in, but that was-

natural enough when we'd all gone to

school together.

But though I had never before seen

anybody look as Jane did while Piggy and
I watched her, I knew how it felt to feel

the way she looked. It's not Hkely I will

ever forget that first minute after I tore

open my official telegram. If I had not
been so busy all afternoon that mv brain

had only half worked, I never could have
persuaded myself that Jane was merely
sorry for poor Emily Briggs. Yet that

was what I was thinking when I went
around the path through Emily's dahlias

at six o'clock. Jane always was passion-

ate in her pity, so I had that excuse.

A red-eyed, shaky Emily met me at the

kitchen door. The neighbors had all

gone because it was supper-time. I

hugged her since I didn't know what else

to do. Pretty soon she wiped her tears

away and tried to steady her chin.
" Come on in to poor Janey," she said.

"To Jane?"
"Yes. Stella, she and Ted were en-

gaged. I wish they had told me before,

but it is such a comfort to have her now."
There wasn't much to say to Jane, and

I'm not the talking kind. I was hurt

that she hadn't told me before, but I hope
I wasn't selfish enough to let that show.

None of it seemed in the least like Jane,
but you don't have to understand your
friends to love them.

My second surprise was next morning.
Henry Simpson came in the office to tell

me Jane wouldn't be at the store.

"It's inconvenient, of course," he said,

"but under the circumstances——

"

" She and Ted were engaged," I inter-

rupted. He evidently resented the de-

fence which I hadn't meant to be in my
voice.

"She told me that before he went
away," he said dr^dy. " I wonder—if she

and his mother want any dry-goods from
the store, we'll make a cost price to them.

I called there yesterday, but I could hardly

mention it. Will you let them know,
tactfully, of course." Now, why had she

told Henry Simpson, of all people?

When I went around at noon Jane
asked me about the funeral. That was
Thursday and Emily wanted it Saturday
afternoon. By then Mr. Balcomb could

set up a granite slab in Ted's memory be-

side his father's grave. Well, I wasn't

going to argue with Jane, and I could see
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what she meant about how necessary it

was for Emily. So I promised everything
she asked me to promise about helping.

Only, when I was picking out a black

sailor for her and watching Ella measure
the length of a crepe veil, I hated doing

it. Mourning wasn't like Jane. Emily
would wrap herself in black and be broken
by grief, but Jane took blows standing.

I did not want her wide gray eyes and
her sun-browTied cheeks hidden behind a

black veil.

I arranged the flowers at the church.

The undertaker usually does that, but
while a funeral without a corpse w^as just

possible, they couldn't have an under-

taker, could they? Even Emily saw
that. Everybody sent flowers. We do,

always. The Amity Banner on Friday
had a black-rimmed insert, and bouquets
came from Clear Lake and Paul's Cross-

ing and Sequoia and all along the line.

The church smelled sweet and sticky. I

wanted to get away to Pebble Beach in

the Ford and tramp up and down in the

sand. Though Jane had not said so, I

felt sure she would like that too, and it

would be better for her than sitting in

the second pew by Emily Briggs while

Mr. Minnett droned about the ways of a

mysterious Providence and the choir sang
Emily's favorite sad hymns. No one
knew whether Ted had had a favorite

hymn, though I guess there were plenty

of people w^ho could have said which was
his favorite one-step.

Mrs. Briggs and Jane came in while the

bell was counting those twenty-six dread-

ful strokes. Jane held her head high as

thev walked down the aisle, but when
they passed me I could see through her

veil that her cheeks wTre fiery red. I

was afraid she had a fever, for the color

burned down her neck and over her

throat. Emily, little and frail, leaned on

Jane's arm, and Emily's cousin Sam fol-

lowed them. As they were seated the

bell stopped, and just as the choir stirred

I heard the chugging of a motor.

There was a movement back at the

door, and I knew something was happen-
ing that I must not turn around to see.

Some one was sobbing back there, but

that was not all. I couldn't turn. And
then I did. Down the aisle, crying into

her black-bordered handkerchief and
leaning on her mother's arm, came May-

belle Pratt from Clear Lake, draped like

a widow in yards upon yards of black
crepe I They went to the second pew
and squeezed in beside Sam. The choir,

which seemed almost to have been wait-

ing, began " Rock of Ages," and Maybelle
collapsed on her mother's shoulder.

In Amity, if you are tolerant in your
judgments of people, you feel vastly

broad-minded and superior to your neigh-

bors, except for the times when you are

uncomfortably wondering whether maybe
you are not merely more slack in your
moral standards than they are. I had
belonged to the camp that said ''poor

Maybelle" instead of "that Maybelle
Pratt," but I wTnt over to the other side

that evening. I only wished the group
on my front porch had more tales to tell,

more follies to remember. Such a thing

to have had happen ! It was bad enough
for Emily, but think of Jane ! For my
part, if Ted Briggs had been engaged to

them both, if he had been faithless to

a woman hke Jane, a square, honest- to-

goodness woman, I was glad his body was
awash somewhere in the long, slow swells

of the China seas. Are the China seas

like that ? I had the picture in my mind
and couldn't get it out.

When Jane came back to Simpson's on
Monday, I knew straight off she didn't

mean to discuss it with any one. And I

wasn't forcing any confidences from her.

She had a perfect right not to tell me her

affairs, of course, even if she did tell

Henry Simpson. Only it was just too

strange—honest, outspoken Jane, of all

people, with a secret love affair

!

I suppose she thought one girl in

mourning for Ted was enough, for she

didn't wear black, but she had Ted's fra-

ternity ring on her finger. I was so glad

to see it that I was ashamed. Of course

I knew Jane. I grew up with her; I had
worked with her and played with her.

We had built camp-fires together in the

rain, and had figured inventories till after

midnight. I knew what Jane was like.

But that ring was an answer to every-

thing Maybelle and her mother might

say. They did do a lot of wild talking,

but no one of any consequence ever lis-

tened to them. Maybelle had gone to

see Emily the evening after the funeral.

Emily didn't tell any one exactly what
happened, but Maybelle never went back.
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We all understood that Emily thought

that Maybelle expected to get a lot of

sympathy and attention by her dramatic

entrance. She never dreamed Ted had a

real sweetheart, and so she had not ex-

pected to need any proofs for her story.

That was all the sense she and her mother
had. She did not have even a scrap of

a note to prove that Ted had made love

to her. He had been at her house, of

course. There were half a dozen other

young chaps who thought it fun to hang
around the Pratt house in Clear Lake and
flirt \\dth Maybelle and her silly mother.

Mrs. Pratt was one of those women who
say they are more like a sister than a

mother to their little girls.

Maybelle couldn't even keep up her

pose of mourning for Ted. In less than

a month she had a black-and-white sport

outfit for the Farmers' Picnic, and she

went to the Labor Day ball in a water-

melon-pink dress. We all smiled, and
looked down our noses, when we told each

other that. I got over hating Ted. It

had all been a bluff of Maybelle 's. Ted
always had a streak of good sense under
his foolishness. No sensible man would
have wanted to marry Maybelle, espe-

cially not when he could have Jane.

That didn't explain why he ran away to

China—or did it? Emily said he went
because he could make money so much
faster there, and that Jane knew he was
going. She seemed not to mind that she

didn't know, if Jane did. Well, it was
hard for the boys to settle down after the

war, and I guess if Ted wanted to go the

only way was not to tell Emily before-

hand. He couldn't have forgotten the

scene before he went to France. But
still, why didn't he write to her when he

got to China? If Jane knew about it

—

it was just queer. Maybe he had written

to Emily, but I thought not.

Jane and I were very close that fall.

The high-school teachers didn't come
back and we did not take up with any
one else. We piled extra robes in the

back seat of the Ford and drove over to

the beach on the white, foggy nights, and
made little driftwood fires to sit by while

we listened to the surf. I knew it was
good for Jane. She did not talk about
Ted, but I had not talked much about

John either. The ocean is so old and so

big and has seen so many human sorrows.

I don't know why that comforts one, but
it does.

I could have done with more of Jane
than I had, though. So much of the

time she was at Emily's, and then Emily
took to worrying if we went when it was
raining, or even when the roads were
wet and she thought the car might skid.

Jane never seemed to think Emily was
preposterous. She loved humoring her.

That was just Jane. She always loved

the people who leaned on her. Once she

told me that Emily was too little to be
hurt.

About Thanksgiving Maybelle and her

mother made another climax by marrying
a truck-driver who had been working on
the highway, and going off to Texas with
him. That is, Maybelle did the marrying
and they both did the going. I was so

glad to have them gone that I did not

even worry when Ella Aimes said he

looked like a married man and probably
had a wife and several children some-
where.

Jane wasn't like herself. She jumped
when you spoke to her; she w^as getting

thin, and had permanent blue shadows
under her gray eyes. Ted's ring used to

slip round on her finger and turn the em-
blem inside. Once or twice when May-
belle was in the store I saw Jane's hands
shaking. I thought she seemed gayer

the day Maybelle's wedding was in the

Banner, though of course I didn't men-
tion it to her.

I don't mind the rain in Amity, and
a great, clean wind off the ocean and
through the redwoods blows into my very

soul and cleans the cobwebs out. But
when they come together, rain and west

wind, I build up my fire and stay at

home. That is, I do if the rain and the

west wind come on Sunday, and I do not

have to fight my way down to Simpson's.

I was really glad when the first Sunday
in December turned out like that. No-
body would come in, and I would have a

chance to be intimate with my own liv-

ing-room.

When the telephone rang the wires

were singing so I could hardly understand

what Emily Briggs was trying to tell me.

But I heard enough to send me racing

into my oldest dress and my rain-coat and
southwester. When I got to Emily's I

went round to the kitchen. No matter
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what had happened, no need to drip a
puddle on her parlor floor. She was try-

ing to make me some tea. In spite of a
lifetime at Amity, Emily still thinks it is

dangerous to get wet. The telegram was
on the table and she pointed to it, so I

picked it up.

"Will be home tonight tell May Bell.

Ted."

Telegrams are odious things. Jumbled
words on hideous yellow paper, striking

Vol. LXXIL— 13

the sun out of the sky. Even if they

bring good news they do it grudgingly,

discourteously. When I realized what
this one was saying, I hated every word
of it. If Ted Briggs was coming back to

life just to send messages to Maybelle
Pratt, I wished he had stayed dead

!

But there stood Emily, frail and waver-
ing as a wisp of smoke, with all the pink

gone out of her grayness. So I did re-

member that, after all, Ted was her only

son, and went over and took the kettle

away from her and let her cry in my arms
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till I got her all wet from my rain-coat.

But when we had her wiped off and the

coat hung up it was plain enough that

even her happiness was tinged with un-

easiness.

"It looks as if Maybelle wasn't lying,"

I said.

"Well, no. They were engaged in a

way. She had a letter from him, asking

her to come and tell me. She brought it

here."
" She brought it to you, you mean ?

"

"Yes, after the funeral. He only

wrote one, from San Francisco. Said

sometime he would explain to her why he

couldn't write any more for a while. She
was to bring it to me right after he left,

but she didn't. I suppose she was afraid

I'd watch her goings-on if she did."

"But, Emily, what happened?"
" I burned it. I read it and threw it in

the fireplace. She was across the room
and couldn't get it out."

"How could you?"
" Why, of course I could ! I had to

have some consideration for Janey, didn't

I ? Maybelle would have made a regular

scandal with that letter."

Well, people like Emily Briggs do keep
the affairs of life in their decent channels.

But what magnificent criminals they

would make if their bent were otherwise I

I could onlv ask, meekly:
"Andno'w?"
"Now everything will be all right.

Maybelle is married and gone. Jane
doesn't know about Maybelle, and she

and Ted are engaged. Do you know,
Stella, it began to comfort me the minute
Henry Simpson told me that?"
"Was it Henry who told you? I

thought Jane did."

"Well, of course, it was both of them.
Henry was here when Jane came in. He
mentioned it first. Of course, she had
come straight to teU me." Of course she

had. I remembered how she said she

must go to Emily at once.

Jane didn't have a telephone, and Emily
could not go out in a storm like that.

She would have blown away. So I had
to go to Jane's with the news. I did

not hurry. I even went the long way
round in spite of the storm, and stopped

to look in her post-office box to see

whether she had a letter. Emily Briggs

would burn that telegram too, but was

I going to be clever enough to keep Jane
from knowing that it had had two parts ?

Well, I blurted the news in the first

part right out in the hall. I guess I

never broke anything but crockery. And
for a moment Jane's face showed what
perfect, holy joy looks like. Jane is not

pretty, just good to look at, but she was
transfigured. Why, God might have
looked like that when he knew the world
was redeemed ! Then she blushed, a
burning red in her cheeks that spread to

her forehead and down on her neck and
throat. I had known Jane all her life

and I had never seen her blush like that

—except when I looked through her veil

at Ted's funeral. She dragged me up the

hall to her room.
"Stella, I must leave town right away.

I'll take the 4.15."
" Why ? " I knew, but I told myself I

did not.

"Why? Because I'd die if I were to

have to see Ted Briggs. I've lied all

along, Stell. I don't ask you to under-

stand. There isn't anything to under-

stand, except that we never were engaged
and Ted never wanted us to be. You can
tell everybody that. Do help me get my
things packed now, everything, for I'm
never coming back to Amity."

"I'll help you, of course, Jane," I said,

"and I don't know a thing about all this.

But I know you, and I know that what-
ever you have done is all right."

"No, I'm a liar. Everybody must
know that now. But there's just one

other thing I want you to know. What-
ever this does to me, I thank God Ted's

alive. I never want to see him as long as

I live, but any kind of a world is better

with him in it. You'd understand that,

Stella, more than any one." We were

both crying then, so we stopped talking

and went to packing.

Jane left her trunks in her room for me
to send later, and I helped her carry her

suit-case to the station. Just as the train

came in she said:

"I did try to tell Mrs. Briggs some-

times, but she always stopped me. With-
out knowing it, of course." I didn't go

back to Emily's. She was little, but I

had my doubts about the frailty. Any-
how, joy wasn't going to kill her. I went
home and got John's picture and sat by
my cold stove. After a while I tele-
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phoned to Emily that Jane had gone to*

San Francisco.

''But Ted is coming home. Their

trains will pass
!"

"Yes," I said, ''they will." Then I

hung up and stuck the oven-cloth in back
of the bells.

It was past ten when I let Ted in. He
was stiff and embarrassed, and so was I.

We talked like strangers—old Ted, who
had been at my first party and was come
back from the dead ! I questioned and
he half explained. A drifting sampan
and then a tramp sailing-vessel and an
illness; but he broke off the tale in the

middle.

"Tell me, Stella, why did Jane Piper

go away?"
"She said it was because she never

wanted to see you again." I was glad at

his hot flush.

"After all she's had to do for me, it is

no wonder. But I wish she could have
stood the sight of me for a month or two.

Do you know how she saved me? No,
I suppose she wouldn't tell even you.

She hadn't told mother. Can you stand

me long enough to listen?" For all his

twenty-six years, he was the slender,

handsome boy I had known in high

school. And his voice was hurt and a

Httle bitter.

"Ted, of course I'm glad to have tou
safe. There's so much I can't under-

stand, and I love Jane. But I want 3'ou

to tell me about it."

"I love Jane too. Who wouldn't?
W^ell, it won't take long. I rotted around
at Clear Lake and stole six hundred dol-

lars from the store. Jane found it out.

I'd messed an attempt to fix the accounts.

So she sent for me. She didn't preach.

She just said we were old friends and she

was going to help me. That surely made
me see the sort of thing I was. She
wanted to lend me the money to pay
back. There was one thing I wasn't low
enough to do, to save mother or any
other reason, and that was let Jane mess
with her books. So she said she'd see

Henry Simpson and fix it for me. She
did, only he wouldn't talk to me. Just
stipulated I had to get out. I met him
as I came from the train to-night. He
thought he was seeing a ghost. Then he
came to, and talked a lot. Said he was
free to say he had refused to overlook my

fault till he found out it meant Jane's
happiness, but that that was all past now.
Hinted I might come back to the store.

Made a regular oration there on the cor-

ner in the rain. She didn't tell me how
she got me off, but you see she had to let

Henry think we were engaged. I had a
chance in China—fellow I knew in France.
I didn't have any security to give Jane,
but I made her keep my frat ring because
it stood for decent things I'd no right to

till I paid her. Guess that's all, except
that I have her money for her in a bank
in China."

"And Maybelle?" I had to ask, I so

wanted to know.
" I had made love to her just before the

smash-up. And I couldn't break it off,

but after that talk mth Jane—well, I

knew what a real woman was. I couldn't

go on wTiting to Maybelle feeling like

that, so I tried to send her to mother,
because I knew she'd likely get into

trouble if no one looked out for her.

After the accident I felt I might as well

brace up and stand by her if she wanted
me. No good of my thinking of Jane."
"What are you going to do now?"
"Mother's told me how Henry put

Jane in the hole. I suppose she didn't

dare tell anybody she didn't love me, for

fear he'd tell what I'd done. Now that

I'm back and she's gone, all the town will

be blabbing. Too bad that damn sam-
pan came. But I'll go after her as soon

as you tell me where she is, and get her

to come home and put up with me for a
little while. Then she can jilt me so hard
all Amity will know about it, and I'll go
back to China."

I don't want to be a meddling old

woman. I don't even want to be a path-

treader. But I saw Jane when Piggy's

message came, and I knew how she felt;

and I had seen her that day in the hall,

though I can never know how joy like

that feels, and I couldn't let Ted go to

her with that proposition, now could I?

So I said:

"Ted, I don't believe Jane will want
to jilt you." He stood straight up, and
though his cap was on the floor, his" ges-

ture seemed to sweep it from his head.
" Stella, it's not possible you are right,

but if you are, God's blessing on that

Chink sampan !"

Then I got him Jane's address.



The
Captain and the Crew

BY MILTON RAISON

il I '

THE CAPTAIN

The captain was a silent man
Who never said an extra word,

He'd watch the sea for quite a span,

Nor let himself be heard.

It's queer that such a man as he
Should find himself so strange a friend,

And be companion of a sea

That talked without an end.

THE CHIEF STEWARD

The seamen hated him because

He sent back aft the rotten meat,

And all the half-cooked food there was
The passengers refused to eat.

So since he wasn't fit to live,

Ajid anxious for the common weal

—

They threw him overboard to give

The sharks, at least, a decent meal.

THE MESSBOY

He had contempt that was divine,

For every sailor that he fed,

For while they talked of girls and wine

—

He read.

For while they lived the pain and strife

Their dull imagination brooks,

He could appreciate their life

In books.

He washed the dishes, made the bed,

And did their errands with fair grace.

Nor could their insults on his head
Erase

That fine, immobile pride of his

Which brushed against their baser sod.

And was as different as a kiss

Of God.

196
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THE APPRENTICE

Some men can find a magic in the sea,

And he is one, I know it by his eyes,

Sweet with beauty as they turn to me
From gazing ocean-wise.

Yet he's the sort of man the sea will cheat,

And for his love and trust will bite his hand,

By mustering her \ace for his defeat

—

But he'll not understand.

THE OLD WIPER

He doesn't know a thing about
The engines that he wipes and cleans;

The ships he'd been on sailed without

Machines.

For all, he hopes they'll never make
Until he leaves the human race.

Some sort of engine that would take

His place.

THE crew's cook

The smallest man among the crew.

And yet the one most looked up to:

We help him coal his fire and peel

The vegetables for every meal;

We listen to his tastes, nor voice

Among us a dissenting choice.

We hate his foe, and love his friend,

And lock his secrets in our hearts.

Praying Davy Jones to lend

Us solemnness to play our parts.

There is a reason for our fear:

With heat, or rage, or too much beer.

And carving knives so close at hand

—

Cooks have been known to run amuck;
And those they didn't like would stand

A likely chance of being stuck.

The smallest man among the crew
Is thus, the one most looked up to.

^

m



The Return of the Middle Class

BY JOHN CORBIN

I—DEMOCRACY AND WOMANHOOD

During the past generation social and economic problems have been discussed

almost exclusively as problems of two factors—the rich and the poor, labor and
capital. The only solutions proposed have centred in capitalist individualism or in

proletarian communism. Yet throughout history there has been a third factor, once

recognized as primary—the middle class of brain-workers—the technical, managerial,

professional class.

It is the author's contention that Communist and Capitalist alike are failing

in the task of world reconstruction, and for essentially the same reason—that they

have failed to evoke the full power of the class of the well-born and well-educated.

Whether consciously or unconsciously, they have stifled it rather, prevented it from
attaining its normal scope, and performing its indispensable service of leadership.

The problem of the present and the future is to restore the middle class to its his-

toric function.

The middle-class woman especially has suffered—the modern lady. The pres-

ent articles, which embody the main conclusions on this point, outline a new pro-

gramme of feminism, foreshadowing a continuance and culmination of the move-
ment that lately achieved the Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the

United States. Only by the return of the middle-class woman to her normal dignity

and leadership can modern life be made capable of the great task that confronts it.

DEMOCRACY AND WOMANHOOD'

T is a long-familiar fact

that the Industrial

Revolution, while it

has vastly enriched

civiUzation as a whole,

has oppressed and im-

bruted the industrial

worker—a fact famil-

iar so long that it is well on the way to be

righted. Somewhat less familiar is the

fact that the Industrial Revolution has

wrought a hardship upon the middle-class

woman which is as great, depriving her of

the very labor it has heaped upon the in-

dustrial workers; yet m.ore and more we
are realizing that the weakened morale
and declining birth-rate of the middle
class result largely from the industrial un-

productiveness of the modern household.

Thus far, it is true, no one has taken this

result of the Democratic and the Indus-

trial Revolutions very seriously, for the

middle-class woman lives amid a diffusion

of wealth and enjoyment such as man-
198

kind has never known. But what if the

triumph were material merely—what if

the native instincts of the class of brain-

workers were oppressed, its spiritual life

starved and stricken ? It could only bode
ill for the fabric of civilization.

In point of fact, is not the world filled

with foreboding ? As we read of the Ger-

man menace in the days before the war,

so now we read a lengthening list of books
prophetic of evil

—"The Passing of the

Great Race," "The Rising Tide of Color,"
" Is America Safe for Democracy ? " Vis-

count Bryce in his elaborate survey of

modern democracies raises many grave

questions that remain unanswered. The
German is defeated and, at least for one

generation, subdued, but only to give way
to a subtle, deeper menace. As of old,

we mainly manage to shake off the spell

of fear—yet with a difference. More and
more, in the magazine article, in the daily

press, in our own familiar conversation,

we encounter the fateful phrase and toler-

ate it: "If civilization is to endure ..."
Something of our fatalism arises from
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the conception that, by an inexpUcable

law of nature, civilization is bound to re-

cur in cycles, periods of high achievement

alternating with periods of decadence.

The idea seems warranted by the past of

the race and historians tacitly counte-

nance it. What has been will be ! Yet
evidence is accumulating that such fatal-

ism may be unduly facile. Together with

vastly increased wealth, the era of the

Industrial Revolution has brought us

vastly increased knowledge of nature and
of society, vastly enhanced control over

all \dtal forces. What if, in point of bio-

logic fact, the recurrent decadence of the

race is not an inevitable phenomenon?
What if, in point of historic truth, a lead-

ing and perhaps dominant factor in each

successive cataclysm has been just such a

maladjustment of the social and economic

forces of the nation to its vital needs as

now confronts us—a maladjustment
which knowledge and wisdom would have
rectified ?

In its biologic aspect the problem of

the catastrophic cycle is simple enough.

Man is, saving his presence, an animal;

and nowhere else in the animal kingdom
do we find life subject to cycles. Count-
less species have dwindled to extinction.

Many have remained stationary since the

dawn of history, such as the honey-bee

whose perfect state was described in its

essentials by the ancients. A few species

have marvellously advanced—yet not

through cycles of defeat. The story of

these steadily advancing species is an ob-

ject-lesson for cyclic man, plain to the

casual glance.

A fascinating chapter might be written

of the unending progress of the eohippus.

When he appears in the geologic record,

he is about the size of a fox-terrier. Pre-

cisely when he or his kindred was first

taken in hand by man the sapient we do
not know; but he grew amazingly in stat-

ure, in fleetness, and in strength. The
horse of the Mongolian Steppes, the

nearer ancestor of our horse, measures to-

day, as one may see in the Zoological

Park of New York, some twelve hands
high—precisely four feet. What an ad-

vance over little eohippus ! Wherever
man became more sapient his horses

waxed amazingly. In ancient Egypt the

Arabian steeds of the shepherd kings, and

later King Solomon's "forty thousand
stalls of horses for his chariots," must
have already reached the stature of the

modern Mongohan. The horses of the

Parthenon frieze were probably reduced
in scale in the interests of the artistic com-
position ; in all likelihood the Greek horse

too was as large as the Steppe horse of to-

da}'. The horse on the sarcophagus of

Alexander the Great, probably Bucepha-
lus, is almost as large as a polo-pony. As
to the hackney cit}^ horses that drew toy
chariots through the miniature streets of

Pompeii, making the narrow ruts which
* amaze us to-day, we may be confident

that they were larger than the Parthenon
horses, perhaps as large as Bucephalus.
Also through the Middle Ages, if we may
judge by the steeds of William the Con-
queror as we see them in the Bayeux
Tapestry, the horse seems steadily grow-
ing. A statute of Henry VII of England
looking to the improvement of the breed
mentions a brood mare as thirteen hands
high. To-day a polo-pony of more than
fourteen hands is no longer a polo-pony
but what we call a horse. If little eohip-

pus could know how his race was destined

to stand as many feet, almost, as he stood

inches ! Since Henry VII man has been
^'ery sapient—with regard to horses

—

and we have the massive Clydesdale on
one hand and the thoroughbred racer on
the other, each improving so amazingly
in his separate line that almost every year

brings a new triumph. And so we have
come from the fox-trot of eohippus to the

silken stride of Man o' War. In biology,

surely, there is no reason why any stock,

well cared for, should decline.

Has homo sapiens not been properly

cared for? It would seem so. In the

cave of Cro-Magnon were found remains
of men of the early Stone Age—six-footers

with domed foreheads who, in both stat-

ure and brain capacity, were the equals,

and perhaps in advance of the average

man of to-day. In his " Men of the Old
Stone Age," Professor Osborn calls them,

because of the glory of their physique and
the originality of their art impulse, " Pale-

oHthic Greeks." "Artistic observation

and representation, and a true sense of

proportion and of beauty, were instinctive

with them from the beginning." Their

development, doubtless, was in a cycle,
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like that of all their successors in civiliza- Nor has our doctrine of equality bUnded
tion. Out of their interest in animals, us to the need of education. Quite freelv

which were their possessions and their we admit that if the nation is to endure
prey, they set down for us many spirited and advance its citizens must go to school

drawings of the horse, the elk, the masto- —be educated out of equality to the top
don—but of themselves no line of true of their various bents. So we have com-
portraiture. So man has always been

—

pulsory attendance in the grammar
self-ignorant, self-neglectful. In due schools and a system of free high schools

course, something smote the Cro-Mag- and state universities which, for the

nards—twenty-five thousand years ago or money spent on it and the numbers that

thereabout, ten times farther back in the make use of it, is unapproached in the

abysm of time than the Age of Pericles, modern world—infinitely beyond any-

The horses they loved and pictured sur- thing the world has hitherto known. Like
vivedthem—and were carried still forward the polls, our classrooms are thronged,

by their conquerors. Strange portent

!

But are we rich in \drtue as in things ma-
As early as Plato, man's care for what terial? Are universal suffrage and com-

he has and neglect of what he is was pulsory schooling, even when sustained

clearly noted as fatal to welfare and vir- by education highly pri\'ileged, advanc-
tue—and has ever since been mainly dis- ing the life of the spirit ?

regarded. So time and again homo Among others, the late Viscount Bryce
sapiens has arisen to pinnacles of wealth wrestled with this problem—confining

and power, of intellect, art, and morals, himself, as was the way of the nineteenth

only to be dashed down, crushed out, ex- century, to the poUtical as opposed to the

tinguished. In the Stone Age the Cro- sociologic and biologic point of view. In
Magnards are a solitary phenomenon, writing "Modern Democracy," he mainly
In the dawn of history the Greeks stand suspended judgment; but when, at the

similarly alone in their vastly greater Institute of Politics at Williams College

splendor. Never since has their stature in the summer of 192 1, he contemplated
of mind and of spirit been equalled

—

democracy as the controUing force in in-

never even approached, except perhaps ternational relations, the balance visibly

in the nineteenth century. It is the trembled. Speaking of Mazzini's high

melancholy conclusion of anthropologists hopes of the new equality, he remarked
that twenty-five thousand years the hu- that " the behavior of free peoples, under
man race has not advanced, either in republican as well as under monarchical

stature or in brain power. forms, has not verified" them. Nor has

We of to-day, however, stand in a new democracy developed leadership. As the

place of power. Where Plato could con- mass of citizens increases, he said in effect,

ceive of human biology only in the crudely the ratio of leaders decreases. Nor yet is

physical and empyrical terms of the it true, as many have assumed, that the

breeder of game birds and sporting dogs, cause and the era are everything, the

Darwin, Mendel, and de Vries have given leader nothing—that if there had been no
us keys to the mystery of our heredity

—

Napoleon, no Bismarck, no Cavour,
mental and spiritual as well as physical, others would necessarily have risen to do
Where Plato stood isolated in a brief his- their work. "Broadly speaking, [the

toric movement, with no conception of people] are what their leaders make
the possibilities of progress and with them." And the world of to-day is leader-

scarcely a suspicion of the cycUc cata- less. He was thinking, of course, of a

clysms of history, we have grasped both league or association of nations. "Can
ideas. Biologically we are, or should be, human nature in the members of many
masters of the future. civihzed nations be raised to and sus-

Economically and politically, according tained at a higher moral level than it has

to our traditional tenets, the world is for- yet attained ? " The question had a sadly

tunate as never before. Except for its negative inflection. "European peoples

present setback, it is richer than ever, have been groping in the dark for the

and it is much more democratic. For the last few years." As our guest. Viscount

first time in history the future depends Bryce refrained from commenting upon
upon the collective wisdom of the people, our own chaotic counsels; but it was
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clearly his view that on both sides of the

Atlantic the vision of democracy is

blurred, the will of free nations perplexed

and halting.

It has not always been so; the phe-

nomenon is, in fact, new and rather

startling. Under the first French re-

public, four young generals appeared, of

very great and apparently equal promise.

All except one were killed, but that one

was Bonaparte. Wherever the liberating

spirit of the era touched the nations—in

Italy, France, and Germany, as in the

England and America of the eighteenth

century—great leaders arose who blazed

out paths of progress. Some of them,

as Napoleon and Bismarck, recklessly

abused their power; but they all marked
signal advances for their nation, from

which there was no returning. Of late

we have had a world convulsion, the

mightiest in history; but in all the em-
battled democracies has any great leader

arisen, in warfare, in statesmanship, even

in the realm of political thinking? We
know in our hearts that Lord Bryce was
right.

In the past such a victory as we of late

achieved has generally been followed by
a period of jubilant confidence, of striding

progress. Why are we downcast? Pos-

sibly it has occurred to us that if we had
had leaders, even if we the people had
been capable of understanding the com-
paratively wise men among us, we should

have foreseen the German menace—and,

by facing it manfully, averted it. What
we have accomplished by war, at infinite

cost and sacrifice, was well within the

statesmanship of an association of intel-

ligent nations intelligently led. We know
in our hearts that, when the conflict was
upon us, the nations blundered egregious-

ly, squandering their resources and wast-

ing their strength in jealous dissensions

and divided leadership. At best we bare-

ly escaped with our skins. Except for

one fact, free France would have fallen in

191 5—and free England as soon there-

after as the Germans could launch from
French ports the terror of their sub-

marines. The saving fact was that the

Germans, with all their skill and fore-

sight in material things, were no less stu-

pid in their greed and arrogance than we
in soft complacency. Rightly speaking,

was there any victory—or was it only a

defeat of the nation that was blinder and
more incompetently led? Now that we
again have peace of a sort, we need above
all things stability and constructive

statesmanship. For the first time the

thing is possible which our wise men have
dreamed through the centuries—a firmer

union of the nations, dedicated to the en-

hghtened self-interest of brotherhood and
peace. But our leaders faltered. The
glorious future was lost in an abyss of na-

tional distrusts, personal ambitions and
party politics. Of all the men brought
forward by the war, Lord Bryce could
name only three as possessed of light and
leading, and those from the outskirts of

our boasted civilization—Masaryk, Veni-
zelos, and Jan Smuts.

A certain antagonism between democ-
racy and enUghtened leadership has of

late become pretty generally recognized.

An increase in the mass of citizens means •

a lowering of the common denominator of

inteUigence, so that a statesman must be
not only great and wise in himself but
must have the additional faculty, almost
equally rare, of imposing his leadership

upon men who are not quite capable of

understanding him. Lincoln himself

owed more than we often admit to the

fact that, being of the common people,

the common people followed him—not so

much l)y their reason and insight as by
the sheer instinct of like for like. A
public career is ceaselessly menaced by
the fate of Aristides the Just. When
Theodore Roosevelt betook himself to the

South American jungle, to leave there his

youth and his strength, it was consciously

and avowedly to escape a revulsion of

crowd psychology. "I must get out and
away," he said to a friend. ''The people

are growing tired of me." A similar fear

obsessed Lloyd George when he launched
his Khaki Campaign and Orlando when
he demanded Fiume—nor was Clemen-
ceau wholly the world statesman when
he wrested impossible terms from Ger-
many.
Thus far we have viewed democracy

from the political point of view of those

who originally championed it—among
whom was Lord Bryce himself, as he
rather ruefully acknowledges. The fail-

ure pervades also the fields of art, science,

letters. We of the English speech patron-

ize the nineteenth century, smile derisive-
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ly at the mid-Victorian; but has the gen-

eration now passing produced anything

comparable ? It should have done so, for

it is the ripest fruit of the democracy
which we laud and cherish. We have, of

course, only rough standards of measure-

ment. Among American universities

Harvard once graduated distinguished

men in notable numbers. But not of

late. Thanks to the democratization of

education during the latter part of the

nineteenth century, the president of the

university signed the sheepskins of as

many young men as all his predecessors

back to 1636; yet as against the multi-

tudinous worthies of the past—from the

Adams family in politics; Bancroft,

Prescott, and Motley in history; Agassiz,

Grey, and Shaler in science; Emerson,
Holmes, and Lowell in letters, down to

William James—President Eliot's grad-

uates included only one leader of the

higher order, and he was no New
Englander— Roosevelt. This fact was
pointed out by a Harvard graduate. In

the same period many other universities

doubled and redoubled their numbers.
Can graduates of any of them tell a dif-

ferent story? Have democratized Ox-
ford and Cambridge any one to compare
with the great English poets and scientists

and statesmen of the nineteenth century ?

It may be said, of course, that leader-

ship is not indispensable—that a nation

can sur\dve without great statesmen,

great scientists, philosophers, men of let-

ters, if only the mass of citizens is sound in

character and intelligence. Is it not in

the nature of democracy to advance, not

through single spies, but by battalions?

So set is our belief in the diffusive power of

education that until quite recently few
have ever asked this question. To-day
it rises everyA\^here. Is the nation as a

whole, the great mass of democracy, capa-

ble of carrying forward, even of sustain-

ing, the ci\dlization erected by the nine-

teenth century? If it is not, then indeed

we are on the steep downward way the Ro-
mans once trod, the Greeks, the Persians,

the Eg^^tians—the descent that cyclic

man has taken a thousand times, back to

the "Paleohthic Greeks" of Cro-Magnon.
Thanks to the war, we have here a con-

siderable body of data—thanks to the war
and Professor R. M. Yerkes who bril-

liantly seized a great opportunity. When

our army was drafted the men were sub-
mitted to a mental census. The tests

were of necessity appHed very rapidly

and in a rather haphazard manner; but
the officers who subsequently had the

task of sorting and organizing the men
reported, in overwhelming numbers, that

thev afforded a verv valuable index of

the ability of their soldiers. According
to Major Yerkes, the youth of the United
States falls into classes thus, the figures

representing percentages:

A B c + C c- D D -
and E

4J^ 9 i6>^ 25 20 15 10

A men are ^'of high officer type when
they are also endowed with leadership,"

they have " the ability to make a superior

record in college." They are only 4.^2

per cent of the whole. Class B includes

''many men of the commoner officer

t}T)e"—men ''capable of an average rec-

ord in college." They are 9 per cent of

the whole. C -f men are mainly of the

non-commissioned officer type, with an
occasional man whose power of leadership

fits him for a commission. They are in-

ferior college material, and more numer-
ous than A men and B men combined

—

i6>2 per cent. Cmen are the largest

single group, 25 per cent. They are an
"excellent private type, with a certain

amount of fair non-commissioned officer

material"; but they are "rarely capable
of finishing a high-school course." C —
men (20 per cent) are, as privates, usually
" satisfactory for work of a routine order

only," and of "low" intelligence—aver-

age grammar-school material. D men
(15 per cent) are of the lower order of

privates and of graramar-school pupils.

D — men are sometimes "fit for regular

service," but in school they "rarely go

beyond the third or fourth grade." To-
gether with the E men, they "contain

many of the moron grade of feeble-mind-

edness." Thus, only 13^ per cent of our

young men are good college material, and
only i6>^ per cent good high-school ma-
terial—30 per cent in all. Seventy per

cent of the citizens of our democracy are

incapable of a high-school education; of

these only a Uttle more than a third—25
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per cent of the whole—are good grammar-
school material. In another table, Major
Yerkes records that 47.3 per cent of the

draft men were technically morons, being

of a "mental age" of twelve or less.

Recent critics have declared it "incon-

ceivable that almost half of our fellow

citizens are morons," but they admit that

post-war tests made in factories and de-

partment-stores confirm Major Yerkes's

results.

The number of the obviously and hope-

lessly unfit is equally startling as a com-
ment on democratic institutions. During
the war the chief of the section of neurol-

ogy and psychiatry. Doctor Pearce

Bailey, estimated, on the basis of his

records of the draft men, that there are

well over 350,000 male defectives in the

United States— of males and females,

almost three-quarters of a million. Of
these, according to an official estimate,

only about one-tenth are in institutions;

the rest wander loose in the community,
many of them voting as cheerfully as the

army of their superiors, the morons. By
the army tests of literacy (a very differ-

ent thing from the census test, which
leaves each citizen free to depose as to his

culture and attainments), one-quarter of

all Americans (24.9 per cent) are illiter-

ates—that is, are unable "to read and
understand newspapers and write letters

home." These also, or a vast majority of

them, are cheerful voters.

Thus for the first time we have a scien-

tific record, however rough, of the collec-

tive intelligence of the people upon whom
the future of our democracy depends.

Under the institutions by which we live,

the vote of a majority is the most sacred

of all things, as it is the most decisive.

The army tests explain as nothing else

could the character of the great mass of

our legislation—and legislators. Clearly

something more is requisite to a nation
than even the most democratic institu-

tions, the most advanced universities.

In the present deficiency of great lead-

ers, a peculiar interest attaches to the

4K per cent of first-rate officer and uni-

versity material, an interest scarcely less

great to the 9 per cent of second-rate ma-
terial of the same kind. Only 13^^ per

cent of Americans are really worth a col-

lege education ! Is this upper crust of our
democracy gaining or losing in numbers ?

We shall not know precisely until we have
another mental census; but such statistics

as we have are not at all cheerful. Over
a decade ago it appeared from class re-

ports that Vassar graduates had on the

average only one child. Harvard grad-

uates, who include an unusual number
of men inheriting wealth, averaged one
child and four-tenths. Statistics reported
in August, 1 92 1, from Harvard, Yale,

Smith, and Barnard give approximately
the same result. As Doctor C. B. Dav-
enport has shown, if the Harvard of

the future were limited to the sons of

Harvard men it would shrink in half a
dozen generations from 5,000 to 250;
that vast and ancient institution would
have to close its doors. It is an interest-

ing paradox, this, that the one great safe-

guard which democracy has invoked, edu-
cation, progressively devours its children

like Chronos of old, diminishing them by
almost one-half with each generation.

The sober truth is, of course, that the

fault does not lie with the university. If

it did, the case would not be so difficult.

The fault lies with our economic and so-

cial system. Those who are educable
and educated are so handicapped by the

time required for a college course, by the

meagre returns of a Kfe of brain labor and
the penalizing of family life by taxation,

that youth is gone before they can marry
and middle age has come before even the

successful among them can support a nor-

mal family. Not the university but the

nation itself is devouring the line of those

capable of sustaining its higher activities

and bringing them forward.

This, then, is the cause of the middle-

class woman against the State-—that it

has, albeit unintentionally, deprived her

of the normal life of her kind. Whose
cause is it that the nation has sterilized

those very homes that should be the

shrines of all its fairest traditions, an
abounding and eternal source of citizens

well-born and well-bred?

"Democracy," say the sociaHsts, "is

the inexhaustible well from which the

nation draws its resources, human, eco-

nomic, social, spiritual. All these are

comprehended in democracy and only in

democracy I" But the doctrine is not

primarily socialistic. Are we not our-

selves as a nation dedicated to the propo-

sition, self-e\adent to Thomas Jefferson,
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that all men are created equal ? Clearly, men had been held fast in the strait-

this proposition stands in need of repair, jacket of class distinction, the able as well

Sensible people, of course, have glossed as the incompetent. Of a sudden, free-

the doctrine of equality as applying not dom came. In Napoleon's exultant

to individuals but to classes—or, rather, phrase, the way was open to talent. The
as militating against arbitrary class dis- result was an effervescence of strong new
tinction; it is only " before the law " that life such as the world has seldom seen,

men are equal. Native ability, we have But all too soon the mne ceased to spume
assumed, is distributed impartially and sparkle, became flat. Was it a mis-

through the various orders—being pro- take to assume that the bubbling could

portionately frequent, of course, in those continue indefinitely? Was the supply of

that are more numerous. Thus if the the abler sort of men strictly limited—the

educated class fails to reproduce itself, its masses remaining, as always, inert ? Lord
place will be taken by others who rise Bryce—who quite ignores this vital, as

from the prolific masses. Something of opposed to the merely political and in-

the estabhshed traditions of conduct and stitutional, aspect of the situation—notes

right living may be lost, but there will be a signal decline in the supply of new men
a compensating gain in an upward flow of of the higher character during the latter

strong, new democratic blood. Those part of the old century, dating it precisely

who reason thus are not abashed by the in both France and England. The dates

fact that the native American stock of the mark also the full flowering of democracy,
older immigration is steadily declining in In the United States we have seen much
numbers and abiUty; they look for the the same phenomenon, and not merely
future of our country to immigrants, now among university graduates. New Eng-
mainly from the south and east of Europe, land was once our national "brain or-

who swarm upon us when we let them at chard," Virginia was the mother of many
the rate of a million a year. able men in addition to Presidents. To-
The Boston Committee on Immigra- day, except perhaps in a few cities, the

tion issues "A Little Book for Immi- old stock is manifestly decadent. Even
grants." The foreign-born and their in cities it is shrinking, absolutely as well

children in the city, it says, number two- as relatively. Most of the vigorous blood

thirds of the entire population. Of these was drawn off to the Middle West. This

only about one-half come from English- in turn had its brief period of efflorescence

speaking countries—mainly from Ireland. —Howells, Eugene Field, James Whit-
The rest come chiefly from the south of comb Riley and his amiable band of

Italy and the Jewish peoples of central Who's Hoosiers. In the realm of prac-

and eastern Europe. The Httle book is tical affairs, able men have set up a coun-

full of helpful knowledge. Friendly ter-migration from the West to Eastern

counsel abounds, especially about educa- cities; but they are relatively few and,

tion. "Go to the Art Museum, go often, with the possible exception of Herbert
See every part of it

!

" The foreign-born Hoover, they are not of a very high order,

and their children, it says, are already in By and large the native blood is becoming
a vast majority; " a few years from now

"

static, stagnant. In certain industries

—

the city will be "what they make it." the steel trade and the railways—a few

Why should any one care? Not only Americans of the old stock still rise from
Boston but democratic America as a the ranks; but in the farming districts,

whole believes in education—and are not where the native American preponder-

our universities crowded as never before ? ates, we hear less and always less of the

This belief in education as the sa\dng farm boy who wdns fortune and fame in

grace of democracy is not without war- the city, more and more of the stagnant

rant of experience. Through most of the life of those who have remained up coun-

nineteenth century in all progressive try. "New" men are of a very different

countries, liberal institutions w^orked origin and character,

amazingly well. But it is now beginning Throughout the free nations of the

to appear that there was more than edu- North Atlantic, arbitrary class distinc-

cation in the fact, more than democracy, tions have ceased to exist, for all time let

Throughout long ages the great mass of us hope; but the triumph of democracy
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is slight, the evidence for equahty neg-

ligible, if the population is once more, or

is powerfully tending to become, strati-

fied in classes. For in a free world, it

would seem, such stratifications are per-

manent.
Concretely the question is just how

men of potential power are distributed

socially. Here again the army tests throw

a flood of light. A separate tabulation of

mental ratings was made by trade or pro-

fession, ranging upward from C — . The
lowest group includes, in ascending order

:

laborers, general miners, teamsters, and
barbers. The C group includes twenty-

two of the more skilled trades, from horse-

shoer and bricklayer up to auto assembler,

ship carpenter and telephone operator.

The C + group includes nine occupations

requiring managerial power and educa-

tion, from concrete construction foremen
and stock keepers up to army nurses and
bookkeepers. The B group is mainly pro-

fessional— dental officers, mechanical

draftsmen, accountants, civil engineers

and medical officers. In group A a pro-

fession stands alone—the army engineers,

flower of the graduates of West Point.

In a word, the strata of intelligence corre-

spond with amazing precision to the occu-

pational strata. " How can he get wisdom
who holdeth the plough?" asked Ecclesi-

asticus. "He shall not be sought for in

public council nor sit high in the congrega-

tion." The nineteenth century thought

otherwise, setting down the son of Sirach

as an unduly superior person. But in one
respect we are advancing; we now know
that even with the utmost freedom, the

most lavish aid of education, the plough-

man is generally—as the scientists say,

"statistically"—doomed to follow his

plough.

From all present indications we are

likely to owe a further revelation to the

mental tests—that "statistically," not
only the ploughman but his children are

doomed. Records, already numerous,
which have been gathered in the schools

show that the mentality of the new gen-

eration corresponds closely with that of

the old. Highly characteristic are the re-

sults obtained by Miss A. H. Arlitt of

Bryn Mawr, and quoted by Professor

McDougall. In the primary grades of a
certain school district she tested 342 chil-

dren. The occupation of the parents

corresponded as follows with the "intel-

ligence quotient" of the children:

Professional men 125
Semi-professional and higher business 118
Skilled labor 107
Semi-skilled and unskilled labor 92

The higher grades of intelligence, it is

true, are occasionally found in the lower

strata, but not often. Doctor Clara

Chassel conducted tests of the children

of a number of schools, including Horace
Mann School in New York, and reported

that high inteUigence is "approximately
five times as frequent" among children of

men in the higher occupations as among
children of men in the lower.

One hope remains, and only one. The
foreigners to whom Boston is turning over

her future with seeming cheerfulness come
from nations that have been historically

oppressed—from Ireland, South Italy,

Poland, Russia. The same is true of

other great and historic cities, notably

Chicago and New York. The immigra-
tion, it is true, comes mainly from the

class of manual workers; yet it is still

possible that opportunity, educational as

well as material, will discover in the new
masters of our democracy a wealth of

ability in citizenship comparable to that

which the liberalizing movement of the

nineteenth century revealed in the na-

tions of the north and east of Europe.

Apparently it is not to be. Miss Arlitt

discovered that the average inteUigence

quotient of the school children she ex-

amined corresponded as closely to their

nationality as to the occupation of their

fathers. The quotient of the 191 Amer-
icans she examined was 106; of the 80

Italians, 84; of the 71 colored children,

83. More extensive and precisely similar

data was obtained by Major Yerkes from
the drafted men. The following table

shows the percentage of those in the dif-

ferent nationalities that scored grades A
and B.

England ....19.7
Scotland 13.0
White draft (American) 12.

i

Holland 10
.

7

Canada 10
.

5

Germany ?>.7,

Denmark 5.4
Sweden 4.3
Norway 4.1
Ireland 4.1
All foreign countries 4.0
Turkey 3.4
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Austria 3

Russia 2-7
Greece 2.1

Italy 8

Belgium
Poland

It will be seen that, with the exception

of Belgium (the representation of which
was small and perhaps not characteristic)

,

all northern and eastern countries stand

high above the southern and western in

number of first-rate intelligence, and that

of the Nordic group Ireland is lowest.

England, which has a clear lead over all

other countries, has on an average almost

five times as many A and B men as Ire-

land, over seven times as many as Russia

and Greece, over twenty times as many as

Italy, and almost forty times as many as

Poland. In the "well" of our new im-

migration, manifestly, there is little hope
for the future.

Yet among Americans of the older im-

migration the stratum of the highly edu-

cable and educated continues to shrink

by almost one-half with each generation.

This is something more than race suicide

;

it is limited, as it seems, to a class. In the

lower orders of occupation and intelli-

gence children are born in normal and
more than normal numbers—and we con-

tinue to tax the middle class sorely to

provide for their physical welfare and
their education. It is only the well-born

and' well-bred who are vanishing—the

brains and character of the nation. How
far the process has already gone we shall

never know. It was almost twenty years

ago that Theodore Roosevelt vigorously

called attention to the idea of "race"
suicide. Twenty years before that, the

rapid extinction of the elder stock had
been clearly noted by sociologists, and
noted as a phenomenon dating from the

great rush of immigration in the middle
of the nineteenth century, which turned

back the native American from manual
labor, cramped his hfe and sterilized it.

During and since the late war the process

has been vastly accelerated by the eco-

nomic burdens of the middle class. Only
one thing is certain. If the i3>^2 per cent

of Americans who are still capable of a

college education continue to shrink by
half with each generation, our democracy
will very soon produce a new kind of

equality—the equality of a people who,

except for vanishing remnants of the abler

stock and an increasing fringe of morons
and imbeciles, \\dll be wholly of the gram-
mar-school type of intelligence. Then, in-

deed, even though mth universal suffrage

and the utmost freedom, we shall have a
government of the proletariat.

Something of the kind is already upon
us. The municipal elections of 192 1 gave
us, so to speak, the national intelligence

quotient in terms of pohtical action. In

New York, four years before, about the

most vigorous and enlightened adminis-

tration in the history of the city had been
overthrown because, in the paths of of-

ficial duty, Mayor Mitchel had encoun-
tered local antagonism and religious

bigotry; above all because he had neg-

lected the arts of general popularity,

seeking the counsel of experienced, intel-

ligent and public-spirited citizens. He
was overwhelmingly defeated for re-elec-

tion. The administration of his successor

was by far the most obv-iously wasteful and
incompetent in modern memory, deeply

injurious to all the real interests of the

people. But ^layor Hylan had impressed

himself upon the community as "Honest
John,'' champion of the five-cent fare

(with which his office had nothing to do),

protagonist of a scheme for municipal

buses and in general "the friend of the

people." He was re-elected by an unpre-

cedented majority of 417,000.

This defeat of all the intelligent and
reputable forces of the community was
repeated throughout the land wherever

there are foreign colonies, or indeed men
of the elder stock congested in cities. The
mayors of Boston, Buffalo, Youngstown,
Cleveland, Indianapolis, and Chicago are,

from one point of view the motleyest crew

that ever enlivened politics; but, as the

citizens of those cities know well, they

rank with Mayor Hylan as regards their

political intelligence quotient.

Time was when the shame of our cities

was graft, a plundering of the pubUc by
unscrupulous but able men. That evil

has been measurably abated. But in its

place has arisen a new shame, the dis-

quahfication of able public servants by
the mere fact of their ability. Of the two,

this new shame is infinitely more perilous.

Under competent leadership, corruption

can be checked; but the future of that

nation is dark which scorns high virtue
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and intelligence, choosing as its represen-

tatives only those who are endeared by
human folly and frailty. Our proletariat

is still for the most part not positively

dishonest, not deeply infected with the

more virulent class hatred. But we are

obviously far indeed from achieving the

intelligent, high-spirited republic of our

national aspiration. Only a thin and
rapidly narrowing margin separates us

from the unchecked rule of the prole-

tariat. When that fails, we shall have

stitutions framed by the Fathers still

stand, almost in their integrity; the

spirit of Washington, Hamilton, Lincoln,

Roosevelt, is still potent if we will only

take heed. One thing is lacking and only

one, leaders of intelligence to guide us, of

force to rule us—not the force of con-

servatism, straining always backward,
but the force of enlightened conservation

leading us forward on the manifest paths
of progress. Somehow, and very soon,

we must quit the quagmire of democ-
these C and C— men in the presidential racy for the mountain trail of the repub-

chair at Washington. lie.

You may know the ideal republic every- Who shall lead us upward ? Of late a
where, even as so briefly developed in new force has been liberated in the polit-

Greece and Rome, by one sign and one ical world. No cause could be greater

only. Men of the primal stock rise freely than this one; and when our women are

in a few generations from any level of given a great cause, as they have shown,
citizenship to any height. In the great they are supremely effective. The purity

mansion of the nation there are broad and strength of the nation is peculiarly

stairways from floor to floor, upon which their responsibility, for through them all

the able and energetic freely ascend

—

life is transmitted, the polluted as well as

and the incompetent descend as surely, the pure, the noble in spirit as well as all

though perhaps less freely. In the happy that is base. Until to-day the middle-

republic, the only republic that can ever class woman has been oppressed, pitifully

endure, blood, like water, seeks its level

—

thwarted and stunted. To-morrow, if we
and finds it. For the tragic collapse of are fortunate, she will be prophet and
Greece and Rome many reasons have priestess of the future. It used to be said

been alleged—the blunders of democracy that the greatest waste of civilization was
and the tyranny of the rich; a wasting of in the lives of women who are imprisoned

the best stock in senseless warfare and a in the unindustrial home created by the In-

decline in its birth-rate; inequitable and
excessive taxation; frivolity and de-

bauchery. They are all comprised in a

single phenomenon, once more in evidence

to-day—the destruction of the ably ener-

getic and aspiring middle classes; for

they, and they only, are able to govern a

dustrial Revolution. Already they have
made their way to the market-place and
forum, and not a few of them with a new
vision of what is to be done there.

They alone have the time and the

strength. The Industrial Revolution has

seen to that—being perhaps not as blind

nation with justice to all orders, to unite as we have imagined; being in fact so

the people against senseless war and to subtle and far-reaching in its purposes

cultivate the arts of peace without its that our poor thought has lagged rather

corruptions. And you may know the ap- painfully behind it. For what other

proaching end of a cycle in human de- reason was merely material labor forced

velopment by this sign : When the alert out of the home—imposed upon machines
and vigorous citizen rises in the scale of and upon the duller order of men ? Why
living, his line ceases. It is as if an ogre are women of the middle class given edu-

grips his children, the flower of the race, cation, training, leisure—if not that they

and they vanish.

In only one respect does our plight dif-

fer from that of countless dead nations;

but that may yet prove decisive. The
history of thousands of years warns us;

may pursue, with ardor unquenchable,

their exclusive and all-important func-

tion ? What has been called the greatest

waste may yet prove the salvation of all

that is vitally and spiritually precious.

we know what we are—and what we may But it must be very soon, if we are to save
become. Nineteenth-century science has the white horses of civilization, escaping

placed us in the seat of control. The in- the fate of Cro-Magnards. . . .

[Mr. Corbin's article, " The Valiant Woman," will appear in the September number.]
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^VIAN of thirty leaned

with crossed arms up-

on a rustic gate, and
stared across the quiet

road to a thicket of

pin-oaks opposite him.

The road, though a

pubhc one, was nar-

row and winding; a true wood road, al-

though it had once been macadamized.
Behind the man curled the path by which
he had come: a mysterious lane winding

about among the beeches that were now
a woodland maze of palest gold. Backed
by that poetic unreaUty (for beech woods
in autumn are unreal) he stood facing the

tarnished bronze of the oaks beyond, and
only the road lay between. Philip Lester

was not physically unworthy to stand

amid these seasonal glories. A high-bred,

sunburned, intellectual type he was: a

notable combination of fine muscles and
exceeding sensitiveness of feature and ex-

pression. For all that perfection of flesh

and sinew, he stood contemplative, quiet

as a tree.

Presently he turned his head at some
strange explosive sounds that came to his

ear from beyond a turning in the road.

He started, half turned back to the path
that stretched away behind him; but one

strong, slender hand still rested on the

gate. Before he had made up his mind,

the motor skidded round the turn and
stopped dead in front of him with chem-
ical ejaculations of fury or despair. The
possessor leaped to the ground, squatted

for a moment on the far side of the ma-
chine, then bobbed his head up and spied

Lester at the gate.

"I say, will you lend me a hand?" he

cried.

^'The gate is locked," Lester replied

slowly.

''You look almost strong enough to

jump over." The stranger's smile was
winning. " If I had another pair of hands
here for a few minutes, I believe I could

make town."

208

Lester took his hand from the gate and
slewed round to face the beech wood.
"I'll get them to telephone the garage
for you," he called back over his shoul-

der. It was not his fault that he looked
like a lord as he turned a magnificent
back on trouble.

The man beside the car, however, saw
only six feet of ob\ious competence
strolling nonchalantly away from him.
"Damned churl!" he ejaculated. But,
even if PhiHp Lester had heard, he would
have been unmoved.
As soon as Lester drew out of eyeshot

among the trees, he quickened his pace
and took the remaining distance at an
easy lope. In five minutes he was at the

end of the path's fantastic windings, and
stood before his father's house. The wide
door was open to the late sun. He passed
through, hesitated beside the telephone
closet, then shrugged his broad shoulders,

and delved into the service passage.
'' Mar}', Charlotte—somebody I Please

go to the telephone and call up the ga-

rage, whatever it is. There's a man in

trouble with his car down by the west
gate. Tell them to send some one out at

once. Thanks."
He mounted the mde staircase as soon

as he was answered, waiting on the land-

ing just long enough to see Charlotte

stepping competently to the telephone.

"The west gate. Air. Philip?"

"Yes, where the beech path hits the

road."

He wandered down a corridor to his

own room. From his window he could see

infinite tree-tops, and, sunk among them
at intervals, dim spots of leaf-strewn lawn.

A little chill had come into the aii, for it

was on for October. Lester looked at a

calendar on his wall. "Well, daylight

saving will soon be over, thank heaven,"

he muttered. "Why won't they dine

later while the infernal thing is on ? " At»

last he turned away from the window,
which had lost the sun, and proceeded to

the boresome ritual of "dressing,"
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By the time the Lester family sat over

their soup in the dim dining-room, it was
much darker. But the curtains were un-

drawn, the twilight still struggled with

the lamps inside, and thiough the big

windows you could still see the world.

An exuberant stranger entering upon
the trio might well have exclaimed over a

happy chance. Rupert Lester, Philip's

father, was handsome still : a rock of a man
without a rock's repose. Brow and chin

were strong, but the eyes and mouth were

uneasy and seemed to resent their own
trouble. Grace and strength were min-

gled in the elder Lester, but not, as in

Philip, harmonized. The entering stran-

ger, however, would only have seen that

nature had been lavish here. ... A fine

pair. . . . And Lucilla, Philip's wife,

was the delicate foil to that male strength

of the Lesters; almost too exquisitely

made for beauty, which is a word of lavish

and wasteful implication. A physician

could have pointed to the rose of her

cheek, the scarlet of her lips, the steadi-

ness of her white hand, the lustre of her

hair, as signs of perfect health. Yet the

blundering stranger would have drawn a

breath of relief that Lucilla sat between
two such men, who could shield her both

from the east wind and the north. Her
delicacy put sense into their strength, as

their power might find a purpose in her

grace. The philosophic eye would ha\e
been rarely pleased.

Philip Lester and his wife spoke in low
tones, of little things. Rupert Lester

made his comments in deepei and harsher

notes. There was hardly enough con-

versation to spill over into the intervals

of the waitress's absence. It seemed not

so much relief as the lack of any cue that

kept them silent when there was no ser-

vant tc hear. The talk slid about among
the courses: some new books, the feUing

of a tree that had been struck by hght-

ning; the gardener's dog for which the
* vet' had been sent; the loveliness of the

beech woods; a little explosion over the

behavior of Congress, from the elder

Lester. The urbanity in which Philip

and his wife were perfect fell a little short

in Phihp's father. He seemed, at least,

to achieve it only with some effort. He
made no protest when young Mrs. Lester

rose, alt the end of the meal, and mui-
VoL. LXXIL— 14

mured that she would leave them to

smoke.

"So soon?" Philip queried with a

smile.

She shrugged her graceful shoulders

and protested amiably that there was
some new music waiting for her in the

drawing-room.
As Philip rose and shut the dining-

room door, both his face and his father's

changed. Rupert Lester ceased to strug-

gle for urbanity, and the morose uneasi-

ness deepened. Philip's smile faded, and
a patient mask seemed to fit down upon
his features. The urbane convention had
gone with Lucilla.

'' What is this about a man in the road
before dinner—over by the west gate?"
asked the father abruptly.

"I was at the gate, looking over at the

oaks, when a motor-car spun round the

turn and stopped—against its will, I

judged. The driver got out and started

to tinker with it. Then he saw me and
asked for help. I refused it—at least, I

did not respond to his suggestion. In-

stead, I offered to telephone to a garage,

and walked back to the house at once, to

do so. I think he probably swore at me,
but I didn't wait to hear."

It was spoken like evidence given in

a court of law; every trace of feeling

sponged out of the phrases.

"Humph! And did you telephone?"
"Not literally. I asked Charlotte to

do it."

"You didn't go into the road?"
Philip's white teeth bit into his under

lip, and he seemed to be struggling phys-

ically with the tide of blood that swept
up to his very brow.

"No, sir."

"Is that all you said to the fellow—or

he to vou?"
"All."

"You didn't know him—never saw
him before?"

Philip swallowed hard and painfully.

Then something snapped, and he lost the

fight for control. Perhaps it was the un-

easiness in that inquisitorial face opposite

that broke his patience; the chink in the

armor that tempted him to strike back.

Though, when he spoke, it was quietly.

"I see no possible excuse for your
doubting my word. I have never lied to
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you. I have never broken a promise, them, which had made his brother seem
Have I?" he challenged sharply. to him a noxious, monstrous thing. Only
"No." There was pain in that harsh, his body seemed to remember and repeat,

unsteady voice. '^But how can I know His right arm was tense with that revived
that you never will lie to me? How am strain; his eyes, gazing at the panelled

I to know you won't plot and plan? wall of the dining-room, saw his father's

How can I help making sure? It's not figure standing on the edge of the lake,

as if you had never done anything I and the field-glasses levelled on himself,

shouldn't have expected of you ! My Though Philip Lester's lips were closed,

God, Phihp, do you never realize what he spoke inwardly, the very words he had
this means to me .? " The words finished muttered five years earlier: ''He saw
in bitterness as well as pain. me. ..." Philip relaxed his arm delib-

Philip Lester walked to the window and erately. It ached—as it had ached five

drew the heavy curtain. Then he turned, years before. His body trembled with
backed by the crimson draperies. weakness. ''This mustn't happen again,"

" Let's keep to the subject in hand," he he whispered to himself. Then he walked
said more quietly. "I've accepted your to the table and sat down again opposite

terms, and lived up to them in absolute his father, who had not once spoken, and
loyalty. If I hadn't answered the fellow looked at him now only with intolerable,

this afternoon, he'd have reported that dull sadness.

you kept a full-sized idiot on the place. PhiUp folded his arms on the table,

I've told you everything that passed be- moistened his lips, and began haltingly,

tween us. And I maintain that you have "I was WTong to bring a moment like

no right, no excuse, no provocation even, that upon us both. Unless we keep abso-

when you doubt my keeping the oath I lute silence on this subject we can't live

made to you—if I remember correctly

—

at all, any one of us; you, or I—or Lu-
twelve days more than five years ago." cilia. Therefore one thing must be un-

He turned white, even as he spoke; for derstood between you and me : that I am
his explicit reference to a date brought incapable of breaking my word to you.

back to both of them a stark fact better If you stop to think, you will realize that

not dragged into talk, though it shaped I have never challenged one of your deci-

the daily lives of three people. Rupert sions. I have never argued, I have made
Lester's head drooped on his breast, no single comment, ever. I have simply

though he still stared at his son. Philip's acquiesced in all your demands. If I had
own eyes deepened and darkened as he any intention of trying to circumvent

looked straight ahead of him, across the }'ou, I'd have done it at the beginning.

Hghted table, at the wall far beyond. The threats have all been yours. I have
Both were silent under the shock of an never made any."

identical memory; both, by the trick of " What threats could you have made ?

"

Philip's unlucky words, were forced to It was asked scornfully,

tear away the veil of }'ears and behold the Philip was easier now. He reached for

same scene, the same hour, the same hor- a cigarette and Ughted it. " The threat,

ror. Philip Lester felt through his frame for example, of going and giving myself

the very tautness and strain of the mus- up to the authorities with a full and free

cles that he had felt five years—and confession of having killed my brother."

twelve days—before; felt his right arm Rupert Lester turned white. "But I

grow rigid again as it had grown rigid am in possession of the only evidence

when he leaned over the side of the launch against you." His voice shook,

and held his drowning brother inexorably "Exactly." Philip let the single word
down under the rippling surface of the sink in. Then he went on. "The thing

water. He had not Arthur's wdcked, cannot be decided over again now. Only
gloating face to see now, for he had hardly I ask you to remember that you have

seen it then. Cramp had seized Arthur; never, once, heard my side of the case,

and Phihp had only, first, heard the cry, You proceeded, on the facts known to

and then seen the formless struggle. He you, to make the whole decision. You
was not now recalling his own anger, his gave me your verdict. I was to k^ep my-
own hatred, or the immediate causes of self in a strict voluntary imprisonment,
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holding no communication with the world
outside this household. If I did not in-

tend to abide by your judgment abso-

lutely, the time to say so was then—when
things could have been decided other-

wise. Do you think a man signs away his

freedom like that, unless he has an over-

whelming conviction that, in all the cir-

cumstances, it is the only thing to do ? If I

didn't fight then, I shan't fight now. But
you've got to trust me. We can't have
this kind of scene. We can't stand it."

The older man had sunk into moodi-
ness. " It's my conscience. . . . I'm not

sure I wasn't wrong—taking the law into

my own hands. 'An eye for an eye, and
a tooth for a tooth,' Scripture says. But
it was my own beloved son." He mur-
mured the last words pathetically to him-
self.

"Your conscience is your own affair,"

Philip answered patiently. " I have sub-

ordinated mine in every way to yours.

But if it is any comfort to you to know
that the punishment you dictated to me
has been pretty nearly intolerable—that

a chain-gang could hardly have been
worse—you can take that comfort to

yourself." There was no bitterness in his

tone now. He spoke as one genuinely

offering solace.
" Comfort !

" The elder Lester groaned.

"Yes: comfort. The human soul is

strangely made, isn't it?" He bent over

his father, as he passed behind him, with

a sort of dark tenderness, but straight-

ened himself immediately. "I'm going

in to see Lucilla for five minutes before I

go on up."
Mr. Lester did not reply, and Philip

left the room. With the mention of his

wife's name, urbanity descended on him
again. As he passed through the door,

he looked Hke a gentleman bent on civi-

hzed pleasures in festal halls.

His manner to his wife, when he
reached her, was a shade more formal
than it had been at the dinner-table.

Alone together, they seemed less intimate.

"You said you had some new music.

Have you time to run through something
for me before I get back to work?"

Lucilla Lester rose from the piano and
handled some music lying beside her.

"You stayed longer over your smoking
than usual," she answered. " I had given

you up."

"Yes. We had some talk."

"What about?" She fingered her
music busily, and did not look at her
husband. Her manner was so simple in

its courteous formality that no one could
have said whether she abstained volun-
tarily from the contemplation of that

handsome figure.

"Oh, a detail that came up. It's all

settled now."
"What shall I play?"
"Anything you like that isn't Chopin."
She settled to a morsel of Debussy.

Lester thanked her when she had finished.
" It's as unreal as life, isn't it ? Good fare

for us all. I'm awiully obliged. Now
I'm going to tackle those new books."

" Are they interesting ?
"

"Haven't had a chance to dip in yet.

They ought to be. This theory of the

spread of heHolithic culture is rather

thrilling—if you're thrilled by that sort

of thing." The naked irony of his tone

hit his wife's ear, and in spite of her mas-
tery she winced a little.

"Oh, but you are thrilled," Lucilla

protested Hghtly.

He smiled. "Yes, I am thrilled.

Thank you for insisting. By the way,
Susan said vou had a chill last night.

Was it bad?"
"No—not bad. She got me a hot

drink. I was asleep soon after one. I'm
too apt to be careless these first cool eve-

nings."

"Yes, I—remember. Can I get you a

shawl or anything, now? Or would you
like a window closed?"

" No, thank you. There's a fire in my
room, and I'm going up presently."

"I see. That's wise of you. Good-
night." H.? bowed and went out.

The scene—if "scene" anything so bit-

terly quiet could be called—in the dining-

room had no sequel. Yet who shall say

that Philip Lester's painful evocations

did not serve their turn, by "preparing"

him, in the old cant phrase? For the

peace which seemed to settle about them
all again on the morrow was destined to

be short-Hved: a respite, a breathing-

space, but no more. Three days after

that sharp, significant talk, Rupert Les-

ter was brought into his own house, dead.

The master who had ordained the strange

life of that household walked out of it,
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a sad and powerful man in prime of later

middle age; he came back to it, by the

strength of others, to ask only such re-

spect as tenantless clay immemorially

demands. The accident that had crushed

life out of him is no part of our tale, nor

the blank horror of the household, the

running to and fro, the offices rendered

and the offices forgotten. By evening

the wild pulses were stilled, and the house-

hold, though sad and awe-struck, was
itself again.

Philip Lester, after nightfall, stood

alone in the library with his father's body.

After long musing, he bent over and laid

a hand on the still heart. To keep him
shackled, this organ had only to pump
blood according to the laws of nature. It

had stopped pumping blood, and he was
unloosed. Humph ! there was more to it

than that.

Lucilla stepped into the shadowy room
with flowers crowding her slender arms.

She disposed them . . . then sighed. On
the wings of that sigh her eyes fluttered

up to her husband, standing, with arms
crossed, before her.

"If there is anything I can do—" she

began in her own fashion of delicate

speech.

"Thank you, Lucilla. I think not.

You had better rest. It is you, I'm
afraid, who will have to see all the peo-

ple and give all the directions. I'm out

of it—publicly, at least. But to-night

my place is here."

"Do you think you need?"
"I don't know. But I shall. We'll

share the burden. You do the public

rites. I'll watch here."

"Do you think he would have wished
it?"

"The answer to that is"—he drew a
little farther into the shadow so that

she could not see him plainly
—

"that my
wishing it is more important than his.

But I honestly think he would have
wished it. The next best thing, for him,
to taking me with him would have been
to keep me by his side as long as they
left him above ground."
There was no bitterness in his tone, but

she shivered a little, as if coldness had
breathed upon her.

"Just now," she said reflectively, "I
think the tragedy of his being killed like

that might supersede everything else.

Don't you? Couldn't you be—natural,

about it?"

Phihp Lester smiled. " It is a long time
since I have been natural about anything
in the world. But this is as natural a
thing as I can do. My father loved me,
Lucilla. Now that he is dead, I can admit
it. He couldn't feel simply about any-
thing. But he would certainly have ap-
proved my staying here."

Lucilla turned to go, but paused a mo-
ment in the doorway. "I don't think
even your father would have wanted you
so close, hating him."

Lester smiled very faintly. "Have
you a right to say that I shall be hating

him ? Have you known one least thought
of mine for five years, Lucilla?"

"No."
"Well, then, you'll have to leave it.

If you can tell me that you loved him
so much that you grudge my place here

beside him—I might yield it to you. Is

that what you are trying to say?"
"I am not trying to say anything. I

wondered if it were necessary—normal.

And I want you not to forget that, to-

morrow, you will have to do a great many
things to help me, if I am to put all this

through as it should be put through."
" You needn't be afraid that I shall fail

you to-morrow, Lucilla."
" But you will be ill—if you sit here all

night in this cold room."
" I may not sit here all night. I have a

coat, in any case. And I am in wonder-
fully good condition. If you would only

tell me quite honestly, Lucilla, what it is

you are afraid of, I might set your fears

at rest."

"I can't quite say. I am tired and
don't think clearly. But there is nothing

within the whole range of mortal pos-

sibilities that I have not been afraid of,

at one time or another, these last five

years. And now, of course, there are new
things to be afraid of."

She left the room then, closing the door

softly behind her.

Lucilla afraid I It was a new vision of

her, even to Philip Lester. But he must
not stop to think about Lucilla's fears

now. There was other meditation afoot,

between him, his daemon, and the half-

menacing clay beside him. A fine figure

of a man, his father. Now that all traces

of perplexity had been smoothed out by
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death, what did Rupert Lester think?

Young Lester clenched his fist Hghtly.

It didn't matter what Rupert Lester

thought. His thoughts were dead. What
did he, Phihp, think? That was the

supreme question. Hour after hour, until

close on dawn, Lester sat in the deep arm-
chair, stirring only now and then to pace

the floor wdth light, slow steps, facing his

altered plight, conversing inwardly with

his daemon. Rupert Lester lay there to

witness, his face turned upward as if

mutely searching heaven. . . . Bar the

new facts that might still appear. . . .

He did not look back at his father when
he finally closed the door softly and went
up to his own room. Nor did he speak to

Lucilla about anything but practical de-

tail, until the funeral was over. At the

last, it was Lucilla who saw the few people

who had to be seen—Pender the law\'er,

as well as the few cousins who lived near

enough to attend.

Lester and his wife dined that evening

as usual. As usual, that is, with the im-

mense difference of Rupert Lester's chair,

empty, at the head of the table. In little

ways, however, they followed the ritual.

The talk was as courteous and desultory'

as ever, before the devoted servants who
had never penetrated the mystery of that

household, but who, having knowTi Philip

Lester for many years, adored him. It

was for Philip's sake—not Rupert Les-

tei 's, or even Lucilla's—that Susan, Char-
lotte, and the others asked no questions,

even of one another.

As of old, Lucilla rose to leave her hus-

band in the dining-room with his ciga-

rette. Only this time there was no pre-

tense of new music to lure her to the

drawing-room, which had now been ten-

derly restored to its own cheerful mien.

No mortuary hint was there. The great

bowls of chrysanthemums and cosmos
had been filled within the hour. The
funeral blooms had gone with Rupert
Lester, never to return.

Lucilla did not go to the piano, but sat

instead in a high-backed chair, leaning

her chin on her hand, staring at the great

dusk-filled window beyond her—waiting.

Nor did she wait long. Philip walked in

presently, cigarette in hand, and closed

the big double doors behind him. Lucilla

made no comment on the cigarette,

though it transgressed one of Rupert

Lester's law^s. He had been old-fashioned
enough to think tobacco out of place in

the drawing-room.
''Pray excuse this." Philip flicked the

ash off into the fireplace. ''I didn't wish
to keep you waiting. . . . What did
Pender sav?"

"Nothing."
"Nothing?"
"I mean—he says he is sure your

father never made a will. He reproached
him about it not many weeks ago. And
he has examined your father's papers, and
has found nothing—of any sort."

"I see." A slow flush rose to Lester's

forehead. He w^as thinking hard. "You
don't think Pender is holding off? That
he was—deceiving you?" he asked medi-
tatively.

"No, I don't. Otherwise he w^ould not
have told me to tell you that, as your
father died intestate, you succeed to

everytliing—and that he should want to

talk a lot of business with you as soon as

you felt that you could see him."
"Unless he is staying his hand—taking

time to think. That might all be true,

and still there might have been another
document, and he might have rushed
home with it to consider—or take mea-
sures." Philip Lester was thinking aloud,

only.

Lucilla rose. "There was nothing of

the sort. The only thing you have to

worry about is being a rich man in your
own right. You are perfectly free."

There was the faintest note of irony—or

was it only sharp pity ?—in her cool voice.

"Thanks for the assurance." Philip's

irony was quite obvious, and her shoulders

moved a little at the sound of his voice.

"You may take it as a fact, simply.

There was nothing. I think I'll go up-,

stairs now." She nodded at him.
" Don't let me turn you out. I'm going

into the library."
" Oh, I wouldn't. It's chilly and musty

in there, and I told them not to light a

fire."

" Then I'll go to my own room." Phihp
raised his voice in irritation. "But this

place is yours. I won't have you hunted
out of it—as long as you are here."

Lucilla swayed a little toward him and
smiled faintly. "Don't be absurd. I'm
not hunted out. But I feel quite sure you
w^ould rather be alone. It's a good deal
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of money, by the way—more than I

should have guessed."

"He's probably pretty sick about it

—

if he knows," Lester mused harshly.

Lucilla flung back her head. "Well,

then, let him be I He had only himself

to blame. He could have made a will

any time. I think your father was prob-

ably one of those men who can't face the

possibility of their own death. He funked

it. Pure cowardice, probably."
" Not that. Perhaps I see better than

you do, Lucilla, what a hole he was in.

If he made any will, it had to be of a cer-

tain kind—any old kind you like, but
definite. You must remember that my
father was always pulled in two direc-

tions. Nothing was clear to him: how
could he make a clear testament ? Every
act of his life for five years has been an
unwilling compromise—between caring

more what happened to my little finger

than what happened to Arthur's whole
rotten body, and thinking that God Al-

mighty wanted me to be hanged. I've

been both Cain and Abel to him. . . .

Not so easy to make a will, under those

conditions."

"I dare say. I'm not so psychological

as you are."

"No, you're beyond psychology. A
sort of Ariel. . . . ^Mine would, sir,

were I human.' "

Lucilla Lester turned away. " It hasn't

been the easiest household in the world
to be what you call human in. If you
have anything to reproach me with,

Philip, perhaps you had better do it

now."
" Reproach you ! " he cried. " No other

woman in the world could have lived as

you have, among such emotions, and
stayed sweet and unscathed and man-
nerly throughout. You're a miracle, Lu-
cilla—such a miracle that I say you are

not human. But it is over now. You're
free. My father's death frees you."

"It frees you, for that matter." She
looked at him intently.

"No death but my own can free me

—

even though bondage should take an-

other form. But you can be sure that I

shall not permit you to go on wasting
your life in this morbid way."

She bent toward him with apprehen-
sive eyes. "Just what do you mean?"
"I mean that, whatever my own penal-

ties are to be, I have determined that they
shall no longer involve you."
"You don't take your own freedom,

then?"
He frowned. "I have no freedom of

my own. But I have now the power to

give you yours."
" In all senses but one, I've always been

free."

He passed his hand over his forehead
and sighed. "It's I who am not up to

your complications, I'm afraid. I'm at

the end of my tether. Good-night. We'll

have a practical talk to-morrow. I

suppose I mayn't kiss your hand, Lu-
cilla?"

She put it out to him, her eyes wet with
tears. "For all it's worth," she said

strangely, "you might kiss it to pieces."

"Ah, don't!" The choked cry was
deep in his throat. He turned from her,

and, after one glance at him, Lucilla left

the room, holding her unkissed hand like

a hurt thing to her own lips.

Presently Philip Lester walked to each
big window and flung the curtains back.

He turned out all but one or two of the

lamps, so that the moonlight took the

edges of the room. In this half-gloom,

half-radiance, he walked himself giddy,

with quick steps and short, sharp turns.

He was free, since his father's rigid hand
had really unclosed in death: free to end,

in one way or another, a life he could not

endure another week. Lucilla should go
—he gritted his teeth. While Rupert
Lester lived, it had been just possible to

live that life in the formal shadow of his

presence. Now: he could not endure the

added touch of intimacy, the moments,
the hours, when he must needs be alone

with his wife because there was no one
else to be a third. Oh, Lucilla should go !

There were tortures that even a murderer
was not called on to bear. She was young
and lovely and sane: let her enter into

her heritage out there in a world where
the sun was not tainted each day at his

rising.

Before long the door opened softly,

and he saw Lucilla, no longer in tragic

black, but floating forward mistily, as it

seemed, out of the heart of a rose. He
had not seen her so, in these delicate

draperies, for more than five years. Over
the pink of her tea-gown lay a soft scarf

of deeper pink, and she was shod with
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gold. Yes, he remembered: Lucilla had
always loved those slashed, formless,

diaphanous things. Probably all this

time she had been wearing them in

her own rooms. He had simply forgot-

ten. They had not been like other fami-

lies. . . .

He faced her with folded arms. This

person should leave his house to-morrow;

take her goodness and sweetness to places

where they had a right to flower.

^^Phihp, I've come for a talk." She
waved him to a chair, then sat down near

him. ''I have held my tongue for five

years. Now I am going to say certain

things I've never said. Remember that

for five years no human being has had
any inkling of w^hat I felt. I might have
had, as you say, no heart; and I might
equally well have had no brain. Now
you and I are going to talk—freely. But,

first, I wish to know what you consider

the conditions of your bondage."
"I haven't decided."

*'You have decided something," she

affirmed.
" At first I thought I should go straight

to the minions of the law. It would have
been the easiest way out. That first

night, I thought of it with relief. Then
I considered that my father might have
chosen his own way of controlling my fu-

ture after his death. You seem to be sure

he didn't. I'm not sure yet, though it

looks that way. But I have done a good
deal of reflecting, and it seems to me that

it is too late to go with a confession un-

bolstered by any human e\Tdence. Too
late to expose my father as an accomplice

after the fact. Too late, in short, to do
anything but continue the conditions he
imposed—bar one. I am not going to

keep you here. Otherwise I shall go on,

I think, as I have gone on all these years.

It would be a rehef, in a way, if he had
left a paper for Pender. And it may still

be that Pender has some such thing. For
he wouldn't have told you, Lucilla, if

there had been anything."

"Of course he wouldn't. So I took

the precaution of looking first."

"You?"
"Quite so. The key to your father's

desk was in his pocket. I found it in his

bedroom, where they had put his things.

I made a thorough search."

A quick interrogation gleamed in

Philip's eyes. "If you had found some-
thing

'"

"If I had found anything, I should
have destroyed it—like this." She
pulled a paper from her bosom, and thrust

it into the fire, cramming it down between
the logs. One sharp little blaze, and then
it fell to tinder.

"Lucilla!" Philip leaped to the fire

to retrieve it, but her movement had been
too quick.

"What was that?" His eyes almost
glared at her.

"That was a statement. It wasn't ad-

dressed to anybody. So I took the liberty

of assuming that it was addressed to me."
"But, Lucilla 1" His trouble put a

sharp edge on his voice.

"It was nothing but a statement," she

said patiently. "He might have written

it down to refresh his own memory. It

was not even sealed. There was no indi-

cation that he meant it to be read by
anybody, ever. It seemed to me to be
ver}^ distinctly none of Mr. Pender's busi-

ness."

"You lied to me when vou said there

was nothing." He kept reproach out of

his voice; but his tone must have made
it clear to her that he regretted some
vision lost.

"Yes: because I had to know what, if

you were really free, you would do with

your freedom. It wasn't my business, in

a sense. In another, it was. I had, that

is, for miy own sake, to find out—aU over

again—just what you were like. That
was why. You will agree, though, Phihp,

that I acknowledged the lie at the first

possible moment. It wasn't allowed to

stand an hour."
" It wasn't right to destroy it," he mur-

mured. "That was unworthy of you."
" I never pretended to be superhuman,"

she answered smoothly. "But this is the

first lie I ever told—and I didn't tell it

very long. It's the first time I ever stole,

too—and I only stole from you. Every-

thing that w^as your father's is yours, you
see. Who can say that he ever meant it

for Pender?"
"He certainly didn't mean it for you

or me," Philip retorted bitterly.

"He may have meant it only for him-

self. He wasn't prepared for death."

"And are you very sure," Philip asked

ironically, "that there was no will? I
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mean, before Pender had access to his

desk?"
Lucilla flushed. "I give you my word

of honor that this is the only lie I ever

I old—and I took it back, as I pointed out

to you, within the hour. I only lied at

all because I had to know: had to know
what you would do if you thought you
were perfectly free."

'' Well, you found out. But you could

still have given the paper to me. You
needn't have burned it. That—perpet-

uates the lie, doesn't it?"

''I can't split hairs. I felt the thing

should be destroyed."

"You admit I had a right to it."

"Oh, your rights, Philip! You take

some of them so seriously and some of

them so lightly."

"At all events," he said grimly, " every-

thing is changed. You have put me in a

very difficult position, Lucilla. Since the

paper was there, and since it may have
been meant for Pender or any outsider, I

shall—I think—have to behave as if it

had not been tampered with—as if Pen-

der had seen it."

"What do you mean?"
He sighed. "Oh, go through with the

whole damned business. Tell my past

to the district attorney."

Lucilla looked at him a long time before

she replied. Then she sighed deeply.

"More work for me," she murmured.
" You give me a very delicate and difficult

task, in that case. It is pure madness on
your part. But I'll see it through—I'll

see it through."

"What do you mean?" he asked, in

his turn.

"Why, just this, Philip. That if you
are going to state things to the authorities,

I am going to state things to them, too."

"What can you state, Lucilla?"

"Oh—a lot of things. With your
father dead, and that paper burned, I am
pretty powerful, I think. All the circum-
stances will bolster up my story. Noth-
ing will bolster up yours."

"And your story will be ?"

"Delusions. Perfectly sane in every
other way. But your not being able to

save Arthur when he drowned, turned
your brain just a little. You never got
rid of the false conviction that you had
killed him. There was no reason to com-
mit you to a sanitarium. We arranged.

your father and I, to keep you here; to

give up our lives to making you as happy
as we could. Your imprisonment was
your own idea: we humored it. In fact,

we treated the whole thing as a prolonged
nervous breakdown. We always hoped
for a complete recovery, and, lately, the

delusions seemed to be practically gone.

Then the shock of your father's death
brought back the mental illness—opened
the lesion afresh. The servants, you
know, have always thought there was
something the matter with your health

—

that that was why you lived this secluded

hfe. Not one of them knows anything."

"But if I can prove I killed him!"
Philip brought his fist down on the arm
of his chair.

"You can't. You've no proof beyond
your bare word."
"They'd be bound to investigate."

"There's nothing for them to inves-

tigate. It's a closed incident. Your
father testified to the cramp, the coroner

gave in his verdict. They couldn't con-

vict you."
"I'll make them!" He got up and

started to pace the room.
Lucilla rose, too. Her exceeding quiet-

ness veiled the fact that she was braced in

every nerve and sinew for a supreme effort.

"Listen, Philip. If you will listen to

me now, I'U never ask you to listen to me
again." She put her hand on his arm, to

stop his feverish pacing. So they stood.
" I told you I knew why you killed Ar-

thur. I knew more than you ever knew.
And that record exists, though I shan't

tell you where. Enough, so that if you
had been indicted for killing your brother,

any jury would have let you off—if I had
produced the record, as of course I should

have done. Arthur had plotted more
deeply than even you knew."
"Why did you never tell my father?"

"It wouldn't have affected him. He
guessed it, in a dim unhappy way. He
knew, and you knew, and I knew, that,

mth all the provocation in the world, a

man has no right to kill. We won't lower

ourselves to a jury's point of view until

we have to deal with a jury. It was right

that you should pay, somehow. I think

the whole thing was mismanaged. But I

gave in, too—anything rather than a mur-
der charge. I was weak about it; but,

you see. ... I loved you, Philip. That
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is another fact you have apparently not

taken into consideration."
" We have been absolute strangers—not

even friends, Lucilla—for five years,"

His voice was broken. "I didn't blame
you—who could expect a woman not to

shrink from a man who had done what I

had done ? But it would have been impos-
sible for me to think that you—loved me."

" Ah, you are not so clever as I thought

you," she said a little sadly. "I thought

you would see your father's hand in it.

It was he who, less than twenty-four

hours after that terrible thing happened,
made it a condition of my staging under
his roof. I was free to go—but not free

to stay on any terms but those. He
wouldn't have stood for friendship, even.

I made no promises. I only succumbed
to a threat. I've always loved you,

Philip. I hoped you knew. Whether you
still loved me or not, I wasn't sure. But
I think you do—even though you want
to send me away."
He pressed her hand suddenly, violent-

ly, until it hurt, but he did not speak.

Lucilla's lips twisted a little with the

pain, but she did not take her hand from
that ruthless, passionate grasp.

" I don't say it was right for me to hunt
among the papers," she went on, less

firmly. ''Or right for me to destroy that

—or right for me to lie. I've probably

been very wicked the last two days.

But this isn't a simple situation. It is

false, any way you look at it. It is the

lies your father told, five years ago, that

make it hard for us to tell the truth now.
To have had it all out in court would have
been far easier than what we have been
through. But, rightly or wrongly, this

case has been judged. You can't drag it

up again. If we could obhterate five

years, and stand up before the world and
get justice done—but we can't. There-
fore I am not going to let you suffer fresh

injustices. Not you, Philip, who stand

ready to keep your oath when there is no
one to force you. Your father has us

caught fast in the situation he made.
We can't get out of it now. It is too late.

Any lie I might tell, to keep you as you
are, would be truth compared vnih the

mess that strangers would make of it all

now. You let yourself in for a lie in the

first place, Philip, when you stood, like a

dumb animal, and let your father judge.

You say you still think you were right.

Well, then, I am right, to keep that lie

going; to insist on maintaining, as he
maintained, that Arthur was drowned
accidentally. As for you: you made an
oath and kept it. You were still prepared
to keep it when all compulsion was re-

moved. That, to me, is the root of the

matter."

He still made no reply, only stared

sombrely into the distance. So many
fundamental facts of his life had changed
within the hour. . . .

"I'm tired," Lucilla said very softly.

" I'm sorry you feel about me as you do.

Perhaps you will understand better when
you think it over. If you don't—I must
go, of course. Not to-morrow—I'm too

tired to get ready—but the day after."

"I said you must go, Lucilla, because
I love you. I couldn't face living here

alone with you as we have lived."

"Of course not. If I stayed with you,
I should stay as your wife, Philip. But

—

now that I've torn up a paper—I suppose
you won't have me."

She extricated her hand from his grasp,

not without difficulty, and started to

leave the room.
But Phihp Lester, in his torture of

perplexity, saw one thing plain: that, if

Lucilla went now, he would no longer be

able to endure. For five years he had
assumed that he had lost her love. Now
the accumulated flood of it surrounded
him. She had served him with gallant

patience through great tribulation. She
was more his than he had ever dreamed
her. . . . Even now she clothed herself

with humility to speak to him; too deli-

cate, too generous, to match his sins with

hers. The irony, the beauty, of all great

love

!

"Lucilla! Lucilla!" he murmured,
and stretched out his arms.

But Lucilla Lester was no crude ser-

vant of passion. She turned, poised for

flight either way.

"No, Philip, not even now, if you
think me wicked, unworthy." For the

first time in five years her features showed
all her inward pain.

"Wicked! Unworthy! You? I?"
He broke down in trying to phrase it.

She searched his face, and finally found

the answer. Then she came to him, with-

out waiting for his words.
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The captain of the Guisborne had a fearful voice.—Page 224.

Atuona Storms the Bastille

BY OSCAR F. SCHMIDT

Illustrations from drawings by the Author

THE average male Marquesan is in-

ordinately fond of rum and dark
woollen trousers. The first is, of

course, easily comprehensible; the second
less so. Why any one should want to

wear dark wool in the tropics is a mystery
that only the native himself can explain.

My companion, Tyler, and myself, both
painters, spent five months in Atuona, on
the island of Hivaoa, during which time
we had ample opportunity to observe this

peculiar passion on the part of our brown
friends.

Fiu, a handsome youth of twenty-one,

consented to pose for us on the condition

that, besides being paid twenty francs per

day, with drinks, he might wear Tyler's

trousers during the celebration of July 14.

Tyler yielded reluctantly. It was the

only wool suit he had with him, and he ex-

pected some day to return in it to San
Francisco. Haabuani, one of our fre-

quent visitors, was of an older generation

and affected a disdain for all such frivoli-

ties. Trousers, like the French language,

were signs of degeneracy; the race was de-
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teriorating. For himself, he preferred the

simple pareu. However, we noticed that

on Sundays Haabuani went to church
resplendent in carefully pressed blue

denims.

Marquesans are French subjects, they

pay taxes, their children are sent to school

at the Mission, and they celebrate the na-

tional holiday of France, July 14, anni-

versary of the fall of the Bastille. They
celebrate it with an intensity and enthusi-

asm quite out of keeping with their usual

attitude toward French things, and in a
manner that would startle even that orig-

inal mob of "sans culottes" that marched
from Versailles to Paris. Bastille Day in

Atuona ! I have but to close my eyes to

conjure up a vision of a hundred Marque-
san ladies rhythmically waving their hips

in time to the drum-beat.

There are days of preparation for this

great event. One morning I crossed a

bridge to find all the belles of Atuona
washing clothes along the banks of the

stream, steeping their tresses and their

gowns at once in the soapy water. Teiki

hailed me, coquettishly hiding her head
behind a lavender-colored ''swing clear"

which she held up before her. I greeted

her and inquired the reason for this sud-

den industry.
" It is for the fete," she replied. " You

will see, to-night we shall all be ironing."

The evening of the 13th found us on the

grounds of the administrator's house,

amid a scene of festivity suggesting a

Roman saturnalia. Moonlight, the peo-

ple of Atuona, Tauata, and Hanemate
seated cross-legged in rows on the ground,

the glare of bamboo torches and Chinese

fireworks, and the air laden with incense

from wreaths and flowers. Above the

noise and laughter sounded a solemn
chant, sung in the Marquesan tongue; it

was Hanemate performing a rari, the an-

cient sitting dance of Polynesia.

We stood in the back and looked over a

sea of flower-crowned heads, and listened

to this great voice swelling and d}dng
away like that of an organ. The women
swayed in unison as they sat, and some-
times raised their arms and clapped their

hands, and the men bore an accompani-
ment in deepest bass. Facing them, the

administrator and the doctor and their

white retinue sat in chairs on the lawn.

Presently the scene livened, there were
hulas, furious rhythmic dances of the Po-
motus that fairly swept one away with en-

thusiasm. Tauata danced in competition
against Hanemate. Loud were the shouts
of encouragement with which each faction

cheered their favorites. In the Marque-
sas, the hula is executed to the sound of a
drum, the dancers are in rows, the men
doing a species of hornpipe and the girls

waving their hips. Throughout the dance
the women serve as a foil for the violent

movements of the men, they undulate
while the men stamp and gesticulate.

An effective trick is to have one girl

unattached weave her way in and out
amonjg the dancers, writhing, as it were,

under their very noses, appearing and dis-

appearing like a nightmare, until, with the

sudden cessation of the drum, the dance
stops. All this is done with tremendous
rhythm, every move is timed to the drum-
beat.

Thus the evening wore on, while the

white people sat in chairs and applauded.
But enthusiasm mounted to a truly Ro-
man pitch when the administrator, that

godlike man, rose and grandly indicated

to his slaves: "Let wine be brought."

The populace, led by Haabuani, roared

approval. Demijohns of red wine circu-

lated and joy was at its height. They
toasted the emperor, ^^Ave, Ccesar, io

Saturnalia ! " Such laughter, such a scat-

tering of flowers and wreaths, such mad
pranks ! Long after the administrator

had dismissed the assemblage, the riot

continued and the tribes paraded up and
down Atuona until the small hours, bear-

ing torches and following the drum.
On the morning of the 14th there was to

be a luncheon to which all of the white

men of the islands were invited. We met
at eleven in a copra shed on Atuona
beach; there were in all about twenty of

us. I sat between Alexandre, a young
man who had been captured by the Ger-

mans during the war and had spent three

years in prison camps before finally escap-

ing, and Lebrunnec, the jovial trader from
the Compagnie Navale. I remember
little of the luncheon except that it was
a tremendous success. We waxed very

merry, a guitar appeared and songs were

going the rounds and presently the people

of Tauata arrived with drums. What a
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The administrator and the doctor and their white retinue.—Page 220.
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Teiki, with her bare brown feet twinkhng among the wine-bottles.

wonderful thing good Bordeaux wine is

!

Everybody's face was beaming, we were
comrades all, looking out on the world

through that comfortable roseate haze

that arises from the fumes of Barsac,

Medoc, and Chablis. Vive la France I

Vive la Bastille ! Vive les Marquises I

The genial Berard, also from the Navale
store, seized a guitar, rose, and chanted a

rari of his own which goes:

" Dites-moi (oui ! oui ! oui !)

Dites-moi (oui ! oui ! oui !)

Dites-moi si le vin est bon."
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Soon there were Marquesan ladies danc-

ing on the table to the thundering chorus;

Teiki, with her bare brown feet twinkling

among the wine-bottles without upsetting

a single one, her hands in air and her pagan
head thrown back; Tahina, Tetua, and
still another beautiful maid with six hats.

(I distinctly remember counting six.)

''Xous boirons chacun six bouteilles

Pour noyer I'amour dans le vin

—

Pour noyer (non ! non ! non I)

Pour noyer (non ! non ! non !)

Pour nover I'amour dans le vin."
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Drawn by Oscar F. Schmidt.

Paraded up and down Atuona until the small hours.—Page 220.
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Alexandre had invited Tyler and myself

to a party at his house that evening, but

when the time came, Tyler decided to re-

main at home. The luncheon had proved

a bit too much for him, so I was forced to

go alone. The guests assembled in Alex-

andre's outdoor dining-room, a small

place with lattice walls and only one door.

Berard was there with a guitar, the cap-

tain of the schooner Guisborne, a giant

Tahitian, also the engineer of the Guis-

borne, and several girls. In the centre of

the room, on a table, were refreshments.

We were so crowded we could hardly

move and Berard immediately com-
menced singing so that I thought the

place would fall in on us. Guests con-

tinued to arrive, Juan, a little negro

from Portuguese East Africa, Bastien, a

Frenchman who worked in Maxwell's

store, and Teiki. The jour de gloire was
beginning to tell on Teiki. She attempted

a hula, but her hips, for the first time,

refused to wave, although I have no
doubt she thought she was dancing as

usual.

The captain of the Guisborne had a fear-

ful voice. I began to regret that I had
come." We sang " Over There " and " Tip-

perary "—the latter with Tahitian words.

Alexandre attempted to w^altz with the

ladies, with indifferent success, owing to

the presence of many pairs of feet and
also to the fact that the ladies could not

waltz in the first place. Meanwhile the

company was demanding more songs and
Berard was trying to make himself heard

above the uproar. A string had snapped,

did any one have a new guitar string ?

Presently we were aware that some-
body outside was clamoring for admission.
After things had quieted down so that we
could hear, we discovered that the intrud-

er was one of the administrator's con-

victs, in a sad state of intoxication. How
he had gotten out of the calaboose was a
mystery. He expressed a desire to come
in and murder the captain of the Guis-

borne. The captain of the Guisborne re-

torted that nothing was nearer to his

heart than to have the opportunity of

mauling the son of a Tahitian swine who
stood outside, and tearing him limb from
limb. Whereupon the ladies all screamed
in dismay. We attempted to reason with
the convict through the lattice, but he
commenced to kick the house down.
Meanwhile the captain was raging like

a lion, imploring us to let him out. He
would finish the cochon. He did get out
finally and fell up against the convict in

the dark and the two rolled in the mud
together.

I had had about enough of this party,

and as it was a good opportunity to go, I

went back to my house and turned in.

Tyler was awake and feeling much better.

There was still great excitement at Alex-

andre's house. Then came a long silence,

and just as I was dropping off to sleep I

heard the fearful, raucous voice of the

captain of the Guisborne raised trium-

phantly in song, to the accompaniment of

fists pounding a table and a very un-

certain guitar:

"Dites-moi (oui ! oui! oui I)

Dites-moi (oui! oui! oui!)

Dites-moi si le vin est bon."

A Sign

BY MARGARET SHERWOOD

' I WALK with the goldenrod

In secret places sown,

A very finger of God
Pointing beyond the known,

Beckoning out afar

The ultimate open way.
Leading past star and star

To the hearts of men,—who pray.
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Eavesdropping on the World
THE LOG OF A LISTENING-POST IN THE LITTLE BACK BEDROOM

BY ORANGE EDWARD McMEANS

ADIO is in the air, elec-

trically, vocally, and
popularly. It might
seem that almost ev-

ery detail and feature

from binding-posts to

wave lengths, and
from audions to audi-

ences, has been described, discussed, and
broadcasted. But it is a fascinating sub-
ject, inviting intense scientific analysis

and research on the one hand, while bid-

ding for popular interest and discussion

on the other. Developments and new
devices for greater perfection in trans-

mission and efhciency in receiving are

coming so fast that even those of us who
have a running start of several years in

the game are finding it hard to keep up
with the pace-makers. The possibilities

of radio telephony do not appear to have
Vol. LXXII.— 15

been touched as yet. New applications

crowd upon the heels of achievements
that seem epoch-making. The pubUc is

in a wild scramble to get in hne for the

new sport, the manufacturers are work-
ing overtime to supply the demand for

receivers, and new broadcasting stations

make their initial announcements to the

swelling audience of silent listeners every

few days. Using as a medium that elu-

sive, all-pervading something which physi-

cists have named ether, radio begins with

a stupendous mystery. Bringing into our

very homes by the relatively simple means
of its coils, condensers, and bulbs the utter-

ances of those far away on sea and land,

the voices of preachers, opera-singers, ora-

tors, and leaders of thought, as well as the

music of great bands, orchestras, and vir-

tuosi, radio adds another element to the

hst of applied scientific and technical
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achievements making up the complex so-

cial and domestic life of to-day.

In my own home, in what was once the

little back bedroom, long since become
the radio room, there stands a complete

radio receiidng outfit. It is a good-look-

ing piece of apparatus, for have not a

number of my friends told me so volun-

tarily ? It comes under the old definition

also which says "handsome is as hand-
some does," for this receiving set puts

that little back room in touch with about
everything on this side of the world, and
occasionally reaches part way round on
the other side when the ether is behaving

itself. It has given us, the members of

my family, and including many good
neighbors, friends, and \dsitors, a long

succession of pleasant evenings, filled with

delightful surprises, amusing and pleasing

entertainment, impressive attendance up-

on the services in great churches, flashes

from the keys of wireless cabins in the

greyhounds of the sea, and concise notes

on world events flying from the towering

masts of powerful trans-oceanic radio

stations. It is the purpose here to tell not

so much of the science and art of radio

communication as to relate something of

what we have overheard from the vantage-

point of our little back room.
The instrument cabinets making up the

receiving outfit in this radio room bear no
manufacturers' name-plates. The makers
are not ashamed of their product at all.

The reason for the omission is simple in

that we made them ourselves. The first-

class scout who salutes me as his scout-

master, and at the same time calls me
"dad," worked manfully with me while

we wound our coils of nights in the

kitchen, soldered the connections at the

gas-stove after the cook was through,

then risked our necks and the good opin-

ions of our neighbors as we scrambled on
the roof to stick up a contraption that

looked like a cross between a giant's ham-
mock and a snare for eagles. Nobody had
ever seen or heard of anything like it be-

fore, and the same kind neighbors who
watched the roof-climbing performance
out of the corners of questioning eyes

turned doubtful ears a little later when
told that we were setting our watches
every night by the big clock at Washing-
ton, or had heard Key West talking to

New Orleans. It was not at all convinc-
ing when we invited those same doubting
neighbors in to hear for themselves.

They could not be expected to make any-
thing out of that mosquito buzz which
squeaked out the time and the weather
from the Naval Observatory at Arlington,

or understand that wail like a lost soul

which was speaking plain English if you
only knew the world-wide code which the

operator out on the tip-end island in the

Gulf was using. Maybe it was so and
ma}-be not. Who could tell but what
some boy in the next block was fooHng
you? Yes, they could hear a little noise

when they had those funny dinguses on
their ears, but it was too much to think
that such a faint little noise could come
so far. Why, think of all the noises so

much greater all along the way ! One
little toot of a train-whistle anywhere be-

tween there and here would put it out of

business. Oh ! Well, it was all foolish-

ness after all. What did any one want to

putter around at such things for? The
newspapers gave more news than you
could read, and in plain print that any
one could understand.

It must not be understood that we
made the present complete, efficient re-

ceiving outfit all at once. We didn't know
how, and no one else did for that matter,

even though that was only eight years

ago. There was not a single piece of com-
plete wireless apparatus for sale at that

time in our town of more than two hun-
dred thousand inhabitants. Binding-

posts and insulators had to be ordered
from New York. We bought some bare

copper wire and brass rods at a hardware
store, a few pieces of mahogany at a
veneer-mill; wound our tuning coils on
empty oatmeal cartons, figuring some of

the dimensions from meagre notes found
in some book, but guessing at the greater

part of it within the limits of the size of

the oatmeal boxes. Then we hooked it up
to antenna and ground wire and listened.

Not a sound the first evening, nor the

second, nor yet the third. One of the

scouts in our troop who had a small wire-

less set came and looked it over, made
some suggestions, but finally admitted

that he did not know what was the mat-
ter. We kept on trying every adjustment

and connection we could think of, and one
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evening were overjoyed to hear a faint glad to receive your letter which gave our

buzz going long and short. Having been sending equipment such a good boost. At
a Morse operator years before, it was com- the time you heard us the undersigned

paratively easy for me to make out that was testing out a new relay key that had
it was an amateur in our own town talk- been installed that day and just com-
ing to his chum a few blocks away. That pleted.

first faint little buzz in the receiver tele- Again wish to thank you for your
phones was our starting-signal, and we letter,

have been going ever since with constant- Yours very truly,

ly growing interest, increasing knowledge, Harry L. Davis,
and a "widening field. Each radical ad- Corporal, Signal Corps,

vance in methods or construction of in- U. S. Army, Operator.'*^

struments announced in the magazines
sent us after more mahogany, copper wire, Some folks are saying, these days, that

binding-posts, and other parts. The good you can't hear anything on a crystal more
wife and scout-mother grew tired of our than twenty-five miles away. Well, Fort

fussing around in the kitchen, so we re- Sam Houston is nine hundred miles from
treated to the attic and kept on winding our town, and up to this time we had
coils and making cabinets, going on been working with a crystal detector and
many blind trails, but marking well the a simple loose coupler. On a business trip

high spots of success. to Denver early in 191 6, I spotted a well-

What excitement stirred the household built antenna high above the Y. M. C. A.

when we heard the great Arlington sta- building, and followed the lead-in wire

tion for the first time ! Each member of to a room up in the tower. There was
the family listened in turn to the big ob- installed an outfit that would have made
servatory clock ticking ofT the seconds, any wireless bug's fingers tingle to get

mother set the family clock when the hold of the switches. A greeting in the

stroke of nine came, then all gathered lingo brought a friendly response at once
round and watched the pencil as I wrote from the man sitting alone at the instru-

the weather forecast. Sister ran for the ments, a retired Western Union press

atlas, and we figured from the map that operator, working at wireless as a pastime.

Arlington was about seven hundred miles For several nights I sat in with him, lis-

away as the wireless waves fly. Coming tening to new wonders. From that high

home one night after the folks had retired, tower on the hill in the mile-high-city we
a voice from the little back bedroom heard ships far out at sea and several sta-

called out: "Hey ! dad, you missed it by tions on the other side. A little glowing
being away from home to-night. The vacuum-tube detector was the centre of

wireless is going like a house afire." So I interest in the outfit. Fired with a new
slipped in and tuned up just for a sample, ambition, I placed an order then and there

Sure enough, the air was full. Some sta- for one of the tubes, and a few other parts

tion with a high, clear spark came in par- to make up a similar receiving set, and
ticularly fine. Soon I heard him say: obtained a copy of the "hook-up." Home
"This is Fort Sam Houston testing a new again, to tell the story to the eager first-

key. Give us a call. ThisisWUJ." To class scout, with renewed feverish ac-

hed then with strange thoughts, and the tivity in the attic workshop. After some
next morning a letter went to the radio three weeks' work, we had the new cabi-

station at Fort Sam Houston, Texas. In nets made, the little tube mounted, bat-

a few days there came an official-looking teries connected, and then—would the

envelope bearing the imprint "War De- same outfit that worked so well in the

partment. Radio Station, Fort Sam high, dry air of Denver, do the same in

Houston, Texas." The letter in this en- Indiana? The receivers soon answered
velope read: the question with startling affirmation.

Steamers on the Gulf and the Atlantic

"Sir:— were heard and marked in the call-book.

In reply to your communication of the literally dozens in a single evening. Say-
15th instant, will say that I was very ville and Tuckerton, famous later on in
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the Great War, tuned in as clear as a fid- tions on the phonograph." An excited

die-string at any time, day or night. The call to the folks down-stairs, and they
horizon of the httle back bedroom was came hurrying up to listen for the first

widening in tremendous jumps. time to music through the ether. When
Then came the dark days of 191 7, when, the last page of the letter to the boy scout

obeying drastic orders from the War was written, after an hour's intermission,

Department, we sorrowfully took down it told him that the wireless telephone, of

our antenna, disconnected our bulbs and which we had been reading for some time,

cabinets, and packed them all away in a had made connection with our home-
corner of the attic. There was silence, not made receiving set in the little back room,
only as St. John records in the Apocalypse It was not long until we heard the radio-

*'for the space of half an hour," but for phone station at Anacostia, just out of

two long years. With the return of peace Washington, D. C., and a few months
on earth we pulled out the packing-box, later Pittsburgh started its splendid series

dusted off the instruments, and, in three of entertainments. Still the good neigh-

days after the lifting of the ban on re- bors and friends were incredulous, indul-

ceiving, pulled the antenna to the tops of gently smiling at our tales of this new
the masts and "hooked up" again. With phase of the wireless. Some came to lis-

the first glow of the vacuum tube, here ten and wonder, but departed with doubt-
was our old friend NAJ, the Great Lakes ful expressions as to any practical use ever

Training Station, pounding away as if being made of it.

there had been no intermission. A few But what a change has come. Really,

ships were heard that night, strangely it does an old-time radio-bug's soul good
scattering, and the big stations were go- nowadays to be stopped on the street, or

ing. But not an amateur was to be heard, cornered at the club, by one of these erst-

nor yet a single one of the commercial while doubting friends, who pulls out an
stations, for the ban on transmitting still envelope with some scribbled figures and
held. The wireless world had received an diagrams on the back, and, with great

awful jolt. But we were back in our lis- seriousness of manner and cordiality of

tening-post, ready to hear whatever came approach, proceeds to ask a lot of ques-

to us out of the air. It was not long until, tions about "this wireless business."

hearing of a new device called a two-step "Putting in an outfit?" we venture,

amplifier, we put our heads together, " Oh ! Just thinking some about it, that's

figured out how to do it, made another all." Then on the way home that eve-

mahogany cabinet, mounted the tubes ning we spot a couple of wires strung from
and switches, and coupled it up with his house to a pole on the garage. An-
the tuner. Everything within hearing other radio fan started on the road. And
jumped, at that instant, several hundred this newcomer in the radio field, dabbling

miles nearer. With the resumption of in the most startling product of the mod-
general transmission a little later, we kept ern development of electrical science, will,

spotting station after station far beyond of a certainty, along with thousands of

our former range. We don't know yet fellow dabblers, find plenty of amusement
just what may be the limit with this of a novel and thrilling sort. One news-
powerful aid to the radio ear. paper humorist ventured the remark that

One night in the spring of 1920, sitting the only trouble with radio music was
at the wireless desk writing a letter to that you had to stay at home to hear it.

the first-class scout away at college, with But staying at home is not what it used

the "listening-bonnet" over my ears, to be. The farmer's wife is in almost as

picking up on the side as I wrote occa- complete touch with the world's doings as

sional snatches of messages or the chatter is her city sister. The rural mail-service,

of operators, there suddenly boomed out telephone, and automobile have worked
of the night a full round masculine voice wonders. Now comes the crowning ad-

speaking plain English: "Hello! hello! dition to this fist, the wonder of wonders
hello ! This is the Aviation Repair Sta- for city home and country home alike,

tion at the Indianapolis Speedway talk- For, by the comparatively simple magic
ing. We are going to play you some selec- of the radiophone, it is possible to stay at
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home anywhere and hear the news of the the thrill of the wireless telephone that

world at first-hand, attend grand opera is drawing the tens of thousands of dev-

or other musical events by the world's otees at the present writing. It is not

best artists, go to divine worship in the always easy, however, to "cut in on the

great city churches, hearing the big pipe- air" and realize the soul-thrilling realism

organ, the singing of choir and congrega- of hearing at a distance that has been de-

tion, the voice of the minister in prayer scribed. There are many causes of inter-

and sermon, with every intonation, every ference from man and nature. The small

trifling sound and echo from the vast boy with a buzzer over in the next block

edifice, giving one the startling feeling of may cause an awful disturbance to the

actual presence right there in the midst of grand-opera programme coming from Chi-

the people. cago. The musical number that you are

It is impossible to appreciate the abso- quietly enjoying from Pittsburgh may be
lute completeness of this sensation due to roughly jarred by a rude jumble of bull-

the perfection of radio transmission until frog croaks or mosquito buzzes which the

one has actually experienced it. You feel practised ear would recognize as Purdue
like one sitting there with closed eyes al- University chatting with Georgia Tech by
most within arm's length of the preacher radiotelegraph. Secretary Hoover has un-

or the choir-singers. The organ fairly dertaken the job of straightening out this

startles you when it breaks out in a peal tangle. The closer regulation of wave-
of harmony right beside you. Then the lengths and schedules for transmission will

preacher announces, "We will now re- go far toward a solution, and the small boy
ceive the usual collection of tithes and soon learns that he is making a very un-
offerings for the support of the church popular racket in the ether with his buzzer

and its benevolences," and your hand outfit. He soon subsides into an inter-

makes a start for your pocketbook. Fool- ested listener or graduates into a qualified

ish, at five hundred miles away ? Not a radio operator. When Dame Nature takes

bit of it. You are not five hundred miles a hand at the radio game, however, it's

away, nor any miles away at all, but, by a different matter. The aurora in win-

all the evidence of your ears, right in the ter and thunder-storms in summer play

front pew where the ushers will get to you havoc with everything electrical, partic-

first with the collection-plate. Such is the ularly of the delicate nature of radio

realism of going to church by radio. Or, waves and apparatus. The old lady in

by a mere turn of a few degrees in your question knows no regulations or sched-

tuner, you drop in on a concert in Sym- ules, and insists on transmitting any old

phony Hall, Detroit, just as the soprano time and at all wave-lengths imaginable,

soloist steps forward to the foothghts. A mild attack sounds like some one
Then comes a flush of feeling that you throwing a handful of lead-shot into a tin

have perhaps gone down too far in front, bucket at irregular intervals. When it

There the lady stands, not three feet increases to a bucketful of gravel dashed
away. You hear the tiny squeak of her into a wash-boiler about every five to ten

shoes, the airy-fairy rustle of her silk cos- seconds, with a trailing rattle in between,

tume, the faintest preliminary artful it is time to throw out the switch, turn off

clearing of her throat, and as she bursts the bulbs, and give it up until another

into tremulous song you are so near that evening.

you hear her take breath at intervals. The clear, moderately cold winter

The impression conveyed by sound is nights are the best, when the radio air

complete. There is nothing lacking but seems as still as we suppose are the vast

sight. Small wonder is it that you join reaches of interstellar space. It is then

heartily in the applause at the conclusion that the radiophone fan tunes up his re-

of the number. You have had a seat in ceiving set in full confidence that he may
the front row, and the rest of the audience spend a pleasant evening in Pittsburgh,

might think it strange if you sat unmoved. Chicago, Newark, Denver, any one or all

That's the feeling exactly. of them, by a turn of the wrist. There is

It is this perfection of transmission of variety enough in the entertainment to be

sound through empty space which makes had in this way so that any taste may be
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suited or the whim of the moment satis- continue to supply worth while entertain-

fied. The principal broadcasting stations ment by the ether route remains to be
which have been established now issue seen. Up to the present time the old eco-

bulletins giving in advance the pro- nomic order has been reversed, for the
grammes for each evening in the week, supply has created the demand. Now it

These broadcasting schedules are pub- seems certain that with the overwhelming
Hshed in all the leading daily papers, demand estabhshed in the hundreds of

Father turns to the radio column of his thousands of homes equipped with radio-

evening paper and informs the family phone receivers, this demand will have
that Chicago ^vill put on grand opera to- sufficient force to make certain of the con-
night, Pittsburgh will have a concert by tinuance of the supply. At any rate the

The Pittsburgh Ladies' Orchestra, De- pubHc does not seem to be worrying about
troit will broadcast the concert in Sym- any such possibility as the source of the

phony Hall, and so on down the list. And music being shut off. The only big wor-
the choice as to just where the family will ries that appear to be in the public mind
go by radio for the evening need not be right now are, what radio outfit to buy,
made in advance. The whole schedule where to get it at once, and how to put it

is available either for the entire evening up with the least delay. These worries

or here and there at random. If the par- are being passed on to the manufacturers
ticular musical or other number going at and dealers in radio equipment until as

the moment in Detroit does not seem in- these lines are written there is about the

teresting, then they turn the dial to Pitts- most astounding scramble to get into

burgh and hear what is doing there. It is quantity production that has ever been
not even necessary to sit waiting through witnessed in any line of manufacturing,
the intermissions in any one programme, The automobile and talking-machine

but a turn of the tuner brings in a number crazes may have involved more money,
from another place. Surprises are fre- but neither of these ever showed any-
quent in tapping into some feature not thing touching the radio craze in numbers
down on the programme or in hearing a of people affected or the sudden jump into

new broadcasting station. tremendous popularity. As crazes go.

What about the permanence of these radio holds the record for the sprint,

broadcasting stations? If the concerns Radio would never have come into

now maintaining the stations and put- wide-spread popularity if it had not been
ting on the high-class entertainments for the ''music in the air." That much is

should for any reason decide to quit, then certain, and it is equally plain that the

what good would all the radio receiving greater part of the throng that are rushing

sets be to anybody? These are very im- to ''listen in" on the music and the va-

portant questions directly affecting the riety of features and stunts put out from
value of the radio outfits that thousands the "broadcasting" stations will go no
of folks are spending from fifteen to five farther than that. The interference with
hundred dollars to install. A receiver is the music by the radiotelegraph operator

of no earthly value unless there is some- at Purdue University or any other sta-

where a transmitting station. And trans- tion working in the Continental code will

mitting stations cost money to equip and simply be classed with "that darned
more money to operate. They send out buzzer" of the small boy as something to

their product into the air literally " broad- be tuned out, or regulated out by Mr.
cast" for any one and every one to pick Hoover, or in some way put out of the

up and enjoy. There is absolutely noth- way of folks using the air who know or

ing corresponding to gate receipts to re- care nothing about such bothersome
imburse the builders and operators of things as codes. But the man who buys
these broadcasting stations. The stations a radio receiving outfit and strings up an
now operating are maintained by the fed- aerial wire in his back yard, in order to

eral government, manufacturers of radio enjoy the music which may be heard sim-

instruments, newspapers, or wealthy ama- ply by reaching up into the air with the

teurs. Just which of these classes of right sort of an electrical extension for his

broadcasting agencies may survive and ears, has the chance to add on a further
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list of thrills with very little effort. The
same receiving outfit which brings in

grand opera or takes him to church in

Pittsburgh will open the mndow of the

radio room to the never-ceasing chatter

of those who go down to sea in ships, on

the Atlantic or the Gulf all the year

round, and the Great Lakes in summer-
time. Further, a simple attachment to

the outfit will set his receiving room on a

high tower overlooking or at least over-

hearing everything that is said by the

great radio stations that fringe the coast

of both Atlantic and Pacific and send

their words flashing to the uttermost

parts of the earth.

But the code, the mysterious dot-and-

dash system, is in the way. Of course it

must be learned first in order to extend

the ear of the wireless fan into this wider

realm on and around and across the sea.

However, it is really a very easy matter

to master the Continental or universal

wireless code. Witness, for instance, the

thousands of high-school boys who have
blossomed out into experts with the key
after a few months' practice. The char-

acters of the code can be memorized in

half an hour. Then, if you ha\e a radio

receiving outfit, school is open day and
night right in your own home, and in-

struction free, with thousands of good
teachers. Just tune in and Hsten to the

slower ones at first, and then tackle the

speedier fellows as you make progress.

The great station at Arlington gives a

splendid lesson in receiving in code every

night. Promptly at ten o'clock, Eastern

Standard time, after the time signals,

comes the list of bulletins and press notes

for ships, all sent in a beautifully clear

hand by a first-class operator at a steady

rate that is not hard to follow. When the

wireless beginner can ''copy" Arlington

for half an hour without an error, he or

she is well along in the course and able

to pick up a world of interesting stuff out

of the air. With a very limited amount of

practice, the code begins to lose the sem-
blance of a system of dots and dashes and
speaks plain EngHsh. It is just like read-

ing the printed page in this respect. We
do not consider the forms of the letters,

arbitrary and entirely mechanical as they
are, but grasp only the idea conveyed by
these symbols. So it is with the radio

code. Very soon the learner will find that

he is thinking of the words and sentences

that are jumping at him out of the far-

away reaches of land or sea, and the code
as a medium is forgotten. Then is the

time when he can begin to enjoy the fa-

cility afforded by radio for eavesdropping
on the world.

There are three great regions in the

range of wave-lengths allotted to radio

sending stations by our Uncle Samuel
and by international agreement. The
amateurs, special and telephone broad-
casting stations come first at from two
hundred metres to four hundred and fifty

metres. Tuning for two hundred metres,

let us say, here come trooping in the

youngsters whose activity and ingenuity
have won them just fame and respect not
only in the mind of Secretary Hoover but
with all who know what they have done
for radio. From far and near we hear
their buzzing notes. The air is full of the

chatter any night. More than twelve
thousand licensed stations in America
and more coming fast. Sh ! Listen

!

This fellow who has just jumped in

proves, as we follow him, to be a chap
away at college sending a message: ''Tell

mother we have the old car put together

all right, but may not be home for this

week-end on account of bad roads.

(Signed) Harriett and Fred." Motor fan

as well as radio bug. Too bad the poor
roads will keep him from showing Har-
riett off to mother over Sunday. Then
here's a spark station whose call locates

him in Denver, Colorado. The message
he is sending is evidently from some busi-

ness man away from his home in an
Eastern city and is addressed to his

daughter, Mary. It reads: "Congratu-
lations on your graduation. Sorry that I

am unable to be present. (Signed) Dad-
dy." It's a safe guess that daughter
Mary will treasure that wireless message
among her graduation gifts and souvenirs.

Shift the knob of the variable condenser
around to six hundred metres, the wave
allotted to the ships and the commercial
land stations. What a hive of bees we
have tapped ! There's WNY (New York)
busy with the ships coming and going.

Ships two days at sea are firing short

messages at him, reserving rooms for pas-

sengers at hotels three nights later, or ad-
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vising folks when to meet them. Here's

NGE (Miami, Florida) coming in strong,

and we hear the messages and operator's

comments about a missing flying-boat.

Mobile (NGT) says something about a

ship-load of bananas, but a steamer com-
ing up from Tampico breaks in to tell

Galveston (NKB) when they mil land

there. Hear this fellow with the shrill

note, "yelling his head off," calling a

Mallory liner and signing the call of a

United Fruit boat. There ! He gets him
at last and says: " Be sure to see that per-

sonal laundry of Miss Viola Thomp-
son is sent to Tampa before Saturday."

Thanks to radio, ^liss Thompson will be

able to go to church in Tampa next Sun-

day, all dressed in her best.

It is nearing nine o'clock in Indiana,

and we set the tuner for two thousand
five hundred metres. Promptly at 8.55

the flute-like note of Arlington begins to

whistle the time signals. ''Toot, toot.

the secondary condenser and we hear New
Brunswick, N. J., talking to Carnarvon,
Wales. Turn back a httle, and—what's
that ? "NPM " calhng '' NPL"—Surely !

Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, calling San Diego,
CaUf. Remember, we are sitting in the
magical watch-tower of the radio to-night,

and the world lies spread out before us.

Turn the dial on your black box a httle

more, carefully there now, for it is rather

faint but still clear. He is signing "FL,"
which the call-book says is the Eifi'el

Tower, Paris. Take pencil and pad and
copy a httle of it as it whistles slowly

along. Funny-looking stuff—no sense

to it—oh ! yes, French, why ! of course.

Another one working, hear him very
faintly. Now we have him nicely—signs

''NBA"—Balboa, Panama, and to prove
that the tuner is not fooling us, he is

talking about the ships that have passed
through the Canal that day.

Pull the switch, shall we, and call it an
toot," for five minutes with five-second evening? Here we have sat in the little

pauses each minute, then a long "Too-oo-
oot " at nine. Set your watch, and think

of the ten thousand watches on land and
far out at sea that are being snapped into

unison mth the big clock in the Naval
Observatory at Arlington. Now comes
the weather report, then storm warnings

and bulletins of obstructions to naviga-

tion, then press notes of daily events,

which will appear on ship's bulletin-

boards the following morning. Listen for

an hour if we will, or shall we go on up the

scale of wave-lengths? Stop for a few
minutes at four thousand metres. That
hoarse buzz is Mexico City (XDA) going

along smoothly, seeming to invite copy-

ing by his very steadiness of hand. Copy
for a while if you wall and then look it

over to see what you have on the pad.

It's all right if you know Spanish, other-

wise there's something of a disappoint-

ment. But it is good practice in the

code, perhaps even better than if he was
sending English and the words helped out

the letters, with the meaning helping out

the whole thing.

Make a big jump this time and set the

tuner for anywhere from seven thousand

to sixteen thousand metres. Now we are

right in among the big fellows, the aristo-

crats of the radio world. There's Sayville

calling Nauen, Germany, A few degrees of

back bedroom in a home in Indiana, and,
with not even a wire extending beyond
the lot, have gone to Detroit and Pitts-

burgh for a musical treat, heard the boys
talking all over America, caught some of

the chatter from the sea and the shore,

set our watches by Naval Observatory
time, taken a lesson in French direct from
the Eiffel Tower, heard Panama and
Hawaii, and a great chorus of others that

we did not stop to identify. The mean-
ing of it all fairly staggers the mind. It

is a great step out of the every-day into

the sublime. We have been toying with

the intangible, the eerie something out of

which Northern Lights are made, the

ripples in the boundless vastnesses of

space. Who knows where it will lead us

as we bend the mysterious forces to our
call and read the thoughts flying on the

wings of the ether? Will the radio out-

strip and displace the present telegraph

and telephone entirely? Will it be pos-

sible some day to talk man to man here,

there, everywhere? Will we be able to

reach out to the silent stars and find them
silent no longer, but throbbing with in-

telligence ? Will the radio give us a hint

to lead us forward on the trail to the un-

derstanding of that profoundest mystery
confronting the human mind, the nature

of the mind itself? Who knows?
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HTAH HALL had been
to Four Trees, where a
Httle brook out of the

Green Clay Range
gave moisture to a few
hundred acres of or-

chard and alfalfa. He
had been for supplies,

including two or three bushels of peaches
and melons for the ranch, which had only
an alkali spring and a tooele marsh for

moisture, and a trickle that, drop by drop,

gave humans enough water to drink and
make their coffee—Little Duck Ranch.

It was early morning. The sun was just

rising. Early as it was, however, an-

other car had gone out of the Httle town
and rolled along ahead of the thousand-
pound utility truck which Utah drove.
The sky was crystal-clear blue; the moun-
tains shone like precious stones, except
one great, gray mass which looked like

pearl. The desert, whether level or up-
tilted, was glinting and shimmering,

sparkling with that splashing of the ut-

terly brilliant sun-rays against the mo-
notonous glittering earth.

The sage-brush was stunted and scat-

tered; the goldenrod was ashy and only

an inch or two high; the alkali flats were
cream-colored, and toward the northwest

lay a lake of leaden hue, miles broad, and
saturate^Twith a dozen kinds of salt, crys-

tals of which spread for miles around the

shores, where shallows had been exposed

by evaporation, and covered the beaches.

The desert youth lived in the vast

thirsty land, and loved it. He knew the

names of the ranges, the gray ridge, the

chocolate-colored one, the red one, the

one in the distance that looked blue and
white, like snow, and even the knobs here

and there, many of which had sinister

names. The name Dry Top, for instance,

seemed superfluous, till one knew that on
this desert Indians had some time since

held a party of emigrants who just escaped

—but named that low, barricaded peak.

232,
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Dead Man, No Pass, and Lost Skeletons

were among the others—local names, a few

of which had found their way into perma-
nence on topographical survey maps.
There men—stalwarts !—had found the

springs, claimed them, and established

ranches, where in winter sheep were pas-

tured on the tooele marshes, or fed on the

sparse vegetation which sprang up when
the autumn rain—a mere shower—had
brought quick blossoming to soil which
aridity seemed to have made utterly sterile

—and yet in which a drop of water gave
life to seeds long dormant.

Hall rolled along a mile or two behind

the other car. The flour-like dust from
the tourist's wheels fluffed out at chuck
holes, and rolled away like the smoke
from explosions. He could even see the

sudden increase in the amount of dust

where the exhaust of the leading car

puffed harder under the impulse due to a

little incline. He noted that the four

wheels of the car had tires of the same
make, and remarked the pretty tread

they left in the two ruts of the roadway.
He made about the same speed they

did. He did not hurry, for that would
bring him into their dust which hung in

the quiet air for half a mile behind them.

He had a feeling of companionship
in their presence, though he thought

they probably had not noticed him, be-

ing bent on the chucks, the sands, the

stones, and all the things that made this

road a rough one—but the best they

could have, for how could families fifty

miles apart or more work such enormous
stretches into good going?

As the sun grew hotter, and Hall every

mile or two drank a swallow of water from
his canteen, the other car rolled into Bone
Flat. A stranger might have thought the

whole region was flat, with here and there

a mountain range rising out of it. Here,

however, the native saw the land was
leveler, and that the sage-brush, instead

of growing every ten or fifteen feet apart,

did not grow as much as a bush to the

thirty or forty square feet, and after four

miles, the ruts of the roadway passed tiny

twigs of sage only at intervals of a hun-
dred feet. Crumbling stone, dead-levels of

glaring whitish alkali and crusted earth,

crumbling into stinging dust, distinguished

Bone Flat.

Here in the centre of this ashy waste a
flickering white thing danced like a con-

torted creature. Hall knew what it was,
and thought nothing of it. He saw the

car ahead stop. He knew the wheels
stopped because the dust ceased flying.

He rolled nearly half a mile while the car

ahead paused. Then it rolled on again.

A minute later, Hall uttered a gasp of

astonishment. The car was going straight

ahead

!

When he reached the shimmering thing

he stopped. It was a sign-board ten feet

high by fifteen wide. On a background
of white was painted in black the resolu-

tion of the county commissioners, which
in part declared:

ALL PERSONS ARE ACCORDINGLY
PROHIBITED FROM FOLLOWING THE
CUT-OFF BECAUSE OF THE PERIL,

DURING THE MONTHS OF JULY AND
AUGUST, AND NOT BEFORE SEP-

TEMBER 15TH!

Utah Hall gasped. To the right the

Cut-Off led straight on into the distance,

where, no matter how far one looked,

one saw a shimmering, a sparkle, a
range of mountains lying beyond, and
that terrible level extending miles on
miles to those low, faint horizons that

seemed to straggle one beyond another in-

to uncountable mazes. There, a mile dis-

tant, he saw the tourist automobile roll-

ing on. Dust fluffed up behind it, so

that he could not always see the car.

When he did see it, the black seemed at

one moment like a near-by crow, at an-

other like a reeling black mountain, and
again resembled nothing more than a vol-

cano belching smoke to unimaginable

heights. Hall pictured in his mind the

people in that car.

At the wheel was a man; of him Hall

thought only with contempt. With the

man there was probably a woman, who
had married such a man— Oh, well

!

But probably there were children; tour-

ists generally had two or three little tots;

likely enough they had started to go to

the coast in three weeks, from Chicago,

or Iowa, or somewhere away back East,

and then they would sell the car and re-
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turn home in the remaining week of the

man's vacation—lots of people in the

Mississippi Valley figured that close.

The Cut-Off would save fifty miles, but

—

but!

Utah Hall stepped on his starter, let

in his clutch, and turned to the left.

Forty miles south and southeast, the

Little Duck Ranch would be glad of the

peaches. Fifty miles west, kind of north-

westerly, there were three places, and
lots of people—at least a dozen. Then
beyond there about ten miles, the main
trail had another ranch, and on beyond,

at the Gravel Slope, the two roads came
together. It was one hundred and fifty

miles around, and by the Cut-Ofi one

hundred miles across.
'' He'll go through all right

!

" Utah Hall

said to himself. "But he's a fool for

luck, that's what he is ! What'd he want
to risk the kiddies' lives for, anyhow?
Why "

There were children in that car. Hall

knew it. He had seen four peach-stones

beside the wagon ruts, within a hundred
feet, on the hard pan—couldn't help but

see them, for they loomed like mountains
on the flat, caked alkali. So he rode

along southward, watching the other car

roll along westward. He watched their

dust for miles. An hour later it had be-

come a tawny smoke against the dull

atmosphere over the salt lake. Two hours

later it was a white, ghostly mist, fairly

silvery, flashing in the shimmering mirage.

By and by he could see it no more, for the

sand maidens were dancing in the winds
that drifted over that flat—hot blasts

that stung even the accustomed cheeks of

the desert youth.

Ten miles an hour was fast going on
that road, the good main road. Much of

the way Hall drove only six or seven

miles, and one stretch of trail was so bad
that he refused to risk breaking anything

at a speed greater than four or five miles

an hour. In late afternoon, having driven

for hours toward a group of buildings like

playhouses at the foot of a mountain
range, he crossed a broad alkali marsh,

grown to reeds, and alive with the little

ducks, three inches long, which gave the

place its name. On the far side, and two
miles to the northward, he drew up to the

ranch, ran the truck under a shed, and

started for the house with a bushel-

basket full of peaches.

Later, when the purple shadow of the

mountain had spread a shade over the

ranch, he sat down to the table with

his brother, mother, and father, and
ate sliced peaches in condensed milk.

After supper he went out and fed the

horses in the corral, where they had a
shed covered with reeds for shade. At
sunset he looked northward, and saw a

blue sea, with waves breaking upon a
shore of sparkling crystals; he saw pink
columns of topaz rising to clouds that

were dark rose, with purple shadows, and
folds of silver and gold; he saw moun-
tains that did not exist, and when he
saw ships breasting the sea, with sails

set, he reckoned that they were probably

a little herd of wild horses that were out

there near the foot of the gray pearl

mountain—he was not sure. He just

thought it might be the horses, or the

shades of craft bound for the Port of

Missing Ships.

Night fell on the scene, night of stars

like electric lights in a dark, rich blue

sky; voices of coyotes, and a chill breath

in the air. He strained his eyes looking

northward. He tried to see a glow of

light off there somewhere. With good
luck the tourist on that rough Cut-Off

would be somewhere to the north, or

northwest, perhaps. He would be rocking

and rolling along. A broken spring, a

bad tire, a hot motor, a bolt dropped out,

or—well, any one of many things, and
none could even guess where the car

would be.

Utah Hall walked to the house. On
the wall was a telephone. The wires were

hung on posts six feet high and one by
two inches. The line led up and down
that desert land. It went back to a little

mine, to a cattle ranch four thousand feet

higher above the sea, to a railroad station

sixty miles to the south, and hither and
yon westward and northward—sort of a

party line. A hundred miles away north-

west it connected with a general store,

ranch, and thousand-acre irrigation pro-

ject known as Zack's.

Utah took down the receiver and lis-

tened in. It was pretty late at night

—

after nine o'clock. No one was talking.

He hung up, and turned the crank, two
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longs and a short, over and over again.

By and by he heard a voice, far away,
faint, vying with hummings and rum-
bUngs that might be spirits of the desert

dancing on the wire.

''Hello, Zack!" Utah said. "This is

Little Duck. Utah talking. Tourist car

"But they are tourists, Zack ! You
know tourists

!"

" Yes, I know ! We got seven cars here
strung out along the fence, and we need
the water. Well's down low already.

Tourists on the Cut-Off ! All right ! I'll

watch out ! But it ain't my funeral
!

"

The truck lights remained dark, though Utah looked for them two
hours later.—Page 238.

went into the Cut-Off this morning, about
nine o'clock."

"What!"
"I say a tourist car went into the Cut-

Off this morning !"

"It's against the law ! Ain't that sign

up "

It's up, but they're tourists-

"Well, the—the— What of it, any-

how?"
"I thought I'd tell you!"
"I don't care! What'd they go for?

Sick ? Why—any fool would know "

"Nor mine I" Utah replied with asper-

ity. "I thought I'd tell you, that's all.

I'm coming over to your dance Labor
Day."
"Good!"
"S'long!"
They hung up and rang off. Utah

went to bed, but on his back thought

about two little children who were on the

Cut-Off, tired, thirsty, and rolling along

as they must do all night long, if they

would reach Zack's in the morning. He
went to sleep thinking about them. They
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Utah's tourists.

were first in his mind when he awakened.
Automobiles had brought many blessings

to the wide places of the deserts, but they

had also brought tourists who took the

cut-offs closed by order of the authorities

during the summer months.
At nine o'clock a. m. the telephone

rang. Utah was nearest and with a
chuckle went to it. He knew it was
Zack; so it was.

"Say, tell Utah "

"This is Utah!"
" Oh, all right ! That car hasn't come

by yet. 'Taint in sight, either—not this

side of the Pass."

"Not come through—not in sight!"

Utah exclaimed.

"No. Did they have lots of water?"
"I don't know; how in blazes would I

know? I left town and they were ahead
of me. They took the Cut-Off."

"Well, they're your tourists, Utah!
You found 'em !"

" I 'low they be ! " Utah repHed frankly.
" Well, let me know ! I'll find out

!

"

They hung up. Utah called Four

Trees. He asked the garage man, Den-
bry, about the tourists who went out the

previous morning.

"I didn't notice," Denbry replied.

"Thev didn't stop here
"

"Thev didn't! Where'd they get

gas?" ^

"I don't know; why?"
"I saw them take the Cut-Off!"
" Good Lord ! Well, all right—I'll find

out what I can; let you know. They're
yours?"
"You call me up when you find out

anything."

Thirty minutes later Denbry called up
Utah, who was sitting by the instrument.

"There was a Stulander Six, camping
outfit, filled at Crow Rock," Denbry
said. "They took twelve gallons, which
filled them, and two quarts of oil. They
had water there. Fellow just come in,

and said a party camped east of town
about four miles, by the old stage-coach

station. Said they had an interesting

night, he judged. Seven dead rattle-

snakes there—darn fools ! Wouldn't you

237
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think they'd know better than to camp
near stone ruins?"

"I wouldn't think anything," Utah re-

pHed. ''Not of tourists, I wouldn't."

''Well, how about it?"

"They're mine, of course, I reckon.

Let me know, will vou?"
"Sure thing!"

All day long the telephone bell rang at

intervals. Every one near the wire

heard that tourists had gone into the Cut-

Off. They had gone in in the morning.

They hadn't come out the next morning.

They would have come through if they

kept rolling all night. Probably, being

tourists, they had camped that night,

when it would have been best to keep
rolling. At Zack's, after three o'clock in

the afternoon, some one was looking east-

ward all the time. Twice they were
fooled. Cars from the main road showed
up. Then it was known the next car

must be the Cut-Off tourists, for there was
no other car on the main road.

At sunset Zack rode out in his car to

the Pass, which he reached at flat dark.

With a pair of glasses he looked eastward
along the Cut-Off road. He could see

thirty odd miles, and there was no auto-

mobile headlight coming. Somewhere in

the seventy miles of the Cut-Off beyond
was a tourist's car. He rode back to his

place, and five minutes later Utah Hall

knew that the tourists were out there.

"And they're stuck!" he said to him-
self. "Well—all right!"

All day long every precious drop from
the drinking spring at Little Duck had
been conserved. The water was now in

cans, lashed to the running-board of the

Hall touring-car. He threw into the car

some rations, a bag full of bolts, some
chunks of wood, an axe, a dozen strands

of hay-wire, and other odds and ends.

He had a can of gasoline. His car

would ride better with a hundred or so

pounds of outfit in the rear, being a five-

passenger.

"S'long folks!" he said to his people.

"If word comes, flash a light. I'll throw
my spot light -"

"I'll turn on the truck lights,"- his

father said.

But the truck lights remained dark,

though Utah looked for them two hours

later when twenty miles away he passed

out of sight of the home ranch to look for

"his tourists."

He drove steadily, a little faster than
usual. He had a long trip ahead of him,
and he wanted to make as much as he
could of it at night. He turned into the

Cut-Off two hours before daybreak. He
rolled on for hours and hours after sun-

shine came, taking the forbidden trail to

make sure about the tourists.

Some people said they deserved what-
ever had happened to them. Some said

they'd never raise a finger to help such
fools ! Some said probably they didn't

know any better—people from Nebraska
and Iowa and all those Eastern States

having no idea how bad it was in the

desert in summer. As to their ignorance,

everybody had agreed over all those wan-
dering miles of wire. As to his own
thoughts Utah held them merely to the

driving of the car, with occasional flashes

about the two little kiddies. Thought
of the children kept him patient.

He was still rolling when night fell.

Good driver as he was, for hours he could

do no better than four or five miles an
hour. He shuddered to think of the

tourist, the 'way back Easter, from New
York, who had run into that place, re-

fusing to take the word of the people

whose government had forbidden this

thing. He felt sorry for such ignorance,

folly, disobedience, and useless demand
upon the few overworked natives.

He was dead tired when sunset came.
He kept on, however, his spot light add-
ing to the headhghts to make sure he fol-

lowed those fresh tire tracks where none
had been for weeks before. He watched
the track so steadily that he was aston-

ished, on looking up, to see a red light

ahead of him.

He rolled up to the automobile. Cries

and shouts greeted him. Frantic people

danced up and down waving for him to

stop. They had seen him coming, and
for a quarter of a mile as he approached
his lights revealed them.

Two were little children ! A boy and a

girl. He hardly looked at the two adults.

"Say! Say!" the man cried. "Have
you any water?"

"Lots of it!" Utah replied, and filled

the cups the children held out first.

Then he gave water to the man and
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woman, as he asked: "What's the The tourist saw a number of people

trouble ?
"

there, without realizing that all the popu-
"We ran out of gas. Can you tow us lation had turned out, not to greet him,

in?" but to see Utah Hall. The tourist blus-

"I won't have to," Utah replied, tered up to the store and ordered his tank

''How many miles do you make on a gal- filled with gasoline; he ordered five gal-

lon?" Ions for Utah's spare can, too. He
"Why, usually about twenty, but on thanked Utah heartily, the little girl

this road, running so much on second and kissed him, the boy shook the desert

low, only about ten. I thought I had lad's hand,

plenty
!

"

" I'm glad I met you," the mother said,

"You better fill at every gas barrel," looking around. "It was wonderful—it

Utah suggested mildly. "And you can seems almost providential you're coming
run on high through here, even if you slip along just then ! I was afraid-

your clutch a little once in a while. I've "I knew somebody would be coming
five spare gallons, though. It's fifty through, seeing our tracks ! We saved

miles to Zack's where you can fill your fifty miles !" the man exclaimed, "Well,

tank. Water in your radiator?" let's run on, and we'll cook breakfast.

"We put in a gallon of cold tea night Won't you come join us. Hall?"
before last. I guess there's a little left. "This is as far as I go," Hall said, add-

We didn't have water." ing: "Thank you !"

"How long have you been here?" The tourist rolled on to some planted

Utah asked. junipers a quarter of a mile away. Zack,

"Since yesterday morning. My, but as the strangers went out of hearing,

it was hot!" turned and shook Utah's hand. His
"Lucky I happened along," Utah re- daughter gave the stalwart youth a most

marked casually. "Well, we better fill admiring and thrilling look. "You're
your tank with what I have in my spare coming to the dance?" she demanded,
can." Mrs. Zack had him in to breakfast, and
"Do you always carry extra gasoline?" knowing the meaning of his bloodshot

the tourists asked, admiringly. "You eyes, she sent him to bed in a darkened
know, I never thought of that ! Why, I room, where he slept at last, having been
never dreamed houses were fifty miles two days and two nights without rest

apart. I supposed you could get gaso- because a tourist car had taken the Cut-
line every ten or twenty miles, and we Off and he had seen it.

can go two hundred—that is, usually." The tourists didn't know—how could

Utah was busy and he made no com- tourists ever know?— that Utah Hall

ment. Ten minutes later they rolled on. claimed them by right of discovery,

The little girl, about ten years old, wanted saved them from deadly arid desert peril

to ride with Utah if they were going to go before they reahzed their jeopardy, and
on together, and she leaned against the handed them on westward to the desert

youth's arm as she gradually went to kind of half a thousand miles or so; the

sleep, despite the swinging and swaying wanderers wiser, perhaps; at least know-
of the car. ing enough now to keep their gasoline

Seven hours later, just after daybreak, and water-tanks full, and spares of water

the two cars rolled down into Zack's. and gas along the running-boards.



The Gallant Lady
BY CAROLINE E. MacGILL

Author of "The Problem of the Superfluous Woman"

HEN you speak of high

explosives, there is

nothing which can ap-

proach history by way
of upsetting things.
Not even TNT can
equal it. The Lady
Clio runs a laboratory

warranted to produce goods which, duly

employed, will shake the most case-hard-

ened homo sapientissimus loose from his

prejudices, and the musty air usually

around them, and set him afoot on a

sunshiny pilgrimage. Probably he will

find himself in quarters where he least

dreamed it possible his steps could turn,

but he will always find merry company by
the way.

Just at present the palaeolithic age is

much in the public eye. Perhaps Kipling

is dimly responsible, or the ingenious gen-

tleman who put Tarzan in the movies.

The latter fact, and the presence of pre-

historic man in the hsts of best-sellers,

would seem to prove that Pithecan-

thropus and Eoanthropus and their con-

geners are at last enjoying that posthu-

mous fame which is ever held the reward of

the pioneer. But there is a still more sur-

prising thing held by those learned in eth-

nology. They show that certain strains

have come down to our own times, com-
paratively little altered. Thus the type of

the Old Man of Cro-Magnon is found in a

number of places, not alone among com-
munities presumably still somewhat prim-

itive but appearing in those highly civi-

lized as well. The Ligurian type, prob-

ably of an eon or two later appearance, is

another frequent avatar of to-day.

It is a rarely comforting thought. It is

Charity's own sweet mantle, which en-

ables one to cast a decent covering upon
the naked crudities and misunderstand-
ings of otherwise wholly estimable people.

Their thinking processes are merely sur-

vivals of those current in the Neanderthal
in the dawn of time, or perchance along
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some Javan river, when man still wore
his own hair and hunted his wife with
a club, along with the sabre-toothed tiger

and the woolly rhinoceros.

It is not really quite scientific to choose
a poet to support an ethnological discus-

sion, save that poets are in the habit oft-

en of summing up certain currents of

thought, and so supplying cliches for the

use of those less nimble of wit but like in

opinion. Therefore, one may fairly quote
Byron in this matter, when he remarks
that "love is of man's life a thing apart,

'tis woman's whole existence," and Kip-
ling's obiter dicta upon the colonel's lady
and Judy O'Grady, the Female of the

Species, and concerning cigars compared
with the same. We would not, indeed,

imply any special reprobation of these

gentlemen, but merely quote illustrations

of a palaeolithic habit of thought still curi-

ously surviving. Of course such strains

are funny or tragic, according to one's

general outlook or state of digestion, but
sometimes they also stimulate the con-

science of the disciple of Clio, to ask:

"Are they true?"
"Well, what do you mean by true?^^

counters Clio. Men have apparently de-

veloped schools of thought about "wo-
men," a word which they always put in at

least mental quotation marks. Oneschool
maintains, with Byron and Kipling, that

women are all utterly ahke—if you know
one you know them all. The other school

descants on their infinite variety. Clio,

being a woman herself (strange I) smiles

her sweetest, for, knowing all things, she

finds them generally amusing, and says:

"Come and see."

The habit of generalization from insuffi-

cient data is of all historic futihties

the most palaeoHthic: for instance, that

hoary idea that all women not more or less

happily married, widowed, or divorced,

have been "crossed in love." I have a

sneaking suspicion that nearly as many
of these would plead guilty as their spin-
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ster sisters, could an honest-to-goodness

Australian ballot be taken upon the sub-

ject. Coeval with this is the notion that

no woman ever finds anything really

interesting except matrimony, anything

.in the shape of a man being better than

no man at all, and that women who ap-

pear to find interests outside of matri-

mony are a very recent phenomenon and
a sign of the degeneration of society.

Now it is probably true that the vast

majority of Young Things do experience

a certain Springtime that goes down in

their private inner history as slightly dif-

ferent from all other springtimes, a Spring

when they discovered the Moon, and no-

ticed How Green the Trees Were Getting.

That is the Little Touch of Nature which
makes the whole world kin. We like it,

we like to see it, and too we find it rather

pleasant to murmur Et in Arcadia ego,

when we see a particularly pretty girl and
handsome youth go by, and fancy how
much they look as we did, no matter how
bow-legged or hook-nosed we may ha\^e

been from infancy. Such moments are

very sweet and moony, but we find either

men or women a dreadful nuisance in real

life who do not outgrow that stage of exis-

tence.

For the truth is that the world does not

belong to the Young Thing, in spite of the

present fad. Young Things grow older—it

is a firmly fixed habit of Nature to see to

it that they do, and also the habit of living

is so strong that few of them are willing

to break it voluntarily when they cease to

belong to the Young of the species. Nor,
when that time comes, are most of us will-

ing to climb up on a shelf and watch the

procession of Young Things go by. For
one reason, quite a lot of us are engaged
by that time in assisting the still Younger
Set to cultivate their physical or mental
footsteps in the ways of the world, and
the fact is borne in on us that if there

were no Old Things the Young Things
would have a pretty hard time of it, cer-

tainly much less money to spend, and
perhaps not even existence.

Now, for a variety of reasons, social,

economic, biological, there must exist, at

any given time, a rather large body, both
of men and women, of mature age, who
are not directly engaged in supporting or

rearing families. For some cause not yet

Vol. LXXII.— i6

discovered, in this body there is a prepon-
derance of women. Are we to assume, on
the basis of the palaeolithic premises of

Byron, Kipling, et al, that all of these wo-
men are sitting around sobbing more or

less publicly over their hard fate ? Let us

recall the wise saying of the old colored

mammy who consoled her foster-child,

whom she privately considered overpar-
ticular in her choice of men; " they do say
as how ol' maids is de happies' pussons
dey is, once dey quits sirugglin\'' It is

true that a few of them do lack philosophy
enough to "accept the universe" and for-

get about it, and it is also true that we
have here a presumption, by no means
provable, that all of them have striven to

attain matrimony—something alas sta-

tistically impossible.

The egocentric individual we shall al-

ways have \^^th us; and it is possible that

the proportion is increasing with parental

failures in the fine art of spanking, and
the like increase in the luxury and self-

pleasing tendencies of our time. Yet
there have always been such. The pres-

ent overemphasis would seem to be more
a product of the printing-press and the

popular novel than any real change in the

scheme of things entire. They are the

noisy minority, who, as often, are mis-

taken for the vox populi—if rarely for the

vox Dei.

But at least you must admit, says some
one, that the women who can find an in-

terest outside of matrimony, if there be
any such, are a very modern development.

No; fact is that neither I nor my friend

Clio will admit any such thing. There is a
trace of a woman who seems to have been

at least a little sorry for herself, who was a

friend of the prophet Isaiah, and he very

properly rebukes her, in terms which
sound much as if there were a good many
happily unwed ladies even in those days
of polygamy. Hear what he says: " Sing,

O barren, thou that didst not bear; break

forth into singing and cry aloud, thou

that didst not travail with child: for

more are the children of the desolate than

the children of the married wife, saith

the Lord. Enlarge the place of thy tent,

and let them stretch forth the curtains

of thy habitations: spare not, lengthen

thy cords and strengthen thy stakes; For
thou shalt break forth on the right hand
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and the left; and thy seed shall inherit the

Gentiles, and make the desolate cities to

be inhabited."

So it goes on for seventeen verses. Ob-
viously the woman (or women) addressed

by Isaiah is honorable in the sight of God
and man. She is merely suffering from a

violent attack of Weltschmertz, and her

spiritual adviser is trying to cure her in-

troversion by pointing out how important

her place is in the divine scheme. And
so he writes, perhaps a letter, to comfort

her, and, because he is a prophet, he re-

lates her personal problems to the eternal,

everlasting fact that the children of the

spirit are greater than the children of the

flesh, and that maternity lies in the soul

as well as in the womb. It is the psalm of

the woman as teacher, as writer, as healer

of the ills of body and soul, as moral and
intellectual leader, as saint and savior of

her people. And at the end come the mar-
vellous heartening words of prophecy:

"No weapon that is formed against thee

shall prosper, and every tongue that

shall rise against thee in judgment thou

shalt condemn."
In fact. History reveals to us a pageant

of Gallant Ladies from every century,

and we are so continually discovering

more that we can but surmise the bat-

talions which have perished from its

pages. They have discovered for them-
selves that, while Springtime is pretty,

it must pass, and, after all, the glori-

ous Summer is the season for achieve-

ment, for fruition, and Autumn brings

the rewards of the harvest, of the deed
well done, and Winter the serene wisdom
and contemplation of the righteousness of

the Doer of all Good Things. Spring is

only a quarter of the year, the beginning,

the promise, perhaps the vision; but " the

best is yet to be."

It is a curious thing that the Wise
Woman of Proverbs is lauded not in fact

for her maternity, nor her spousal affec-

tion, but for her commercial and mana-
gerial gifts. Her husband is known in the

gates not because she sits modestly within

her house and busies herself with the

distaff, but because she rises early and
goes to bed late, because she runs a farm
efficiently, and knows how to buy land,

keeps her handmaidens always at work,

and sells the product of her domestic

woollen and linen factory in the best mar-
ket. Apparently, in the judgment of the
writer, whether Solomon or another, her
fame for all time rests upon her extra-

domestic activities, which, be it noted,

are highly praised by her husband and
children, as well as the elders of Israel.

Semiramis is another Gallant Lady,
whose ideas and career are appallingly

modern, not in the least like those proper
to an Oriental Queen, who might have
spent her days in purple seclusion, eating

sweet cakes and listening to the bulbul.

She won her husband by capturing a town
whose defenses had repelled his troops,

which inclines one to the belief that such a
gallant lady won a gallant gentleman for

her Hege indeed. But her wifehood was
brief. Thereafter, for forty-two years

she ruled the Assyrian Empire, not the

calmest of tasks. Her exploits in war,

government, and the economic improve-
ment of her realm were so stupendous
that dull historians have sometimes be-

lieved that no woman could have accom-
plished so much, and so have tried to

identify her story with a legend of Ash-
taroth, an Assyrian moon-deity. Which
is truly lunacy, for the traits of the two
do not at all correspond. Semiramis was
interested in such prosaic matters as good
roads, of which she built many hundreds
of miles. She had two reasons for this,

one to open up vast new tracts for settle-

ment and cultivation, and the other for

military purposes, that her enemies might
not hide in the mountains or beyond her

borders, and harass her countrymen. Nor
did she content herself with giving orders;

on the contrary, she superintended affairs

herself, travelling to the farthest confines

of her kingdom. Her ideas of good govern-

ment included the construction of canals

and bridges to facilitate commerce, the

solving of the housing problem in congest-

ed Babylon, and the enhghtened patron-

age of municipal art and architecture.

Her days must have been filled ^^'ith a

strenuosity rivalling a Roosevelt's.

In fact, in spite of our preconceived

opinions upon Oriental civilization, such

women seem to have been not so uncom-
mon. The pages of Holy Writ have many
more than we can quote, Jael and Judith

and Deborah, who was a judge in Israel,

to say naught of Ruth and Esther. There
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was Zenobia, and Cleopatra, one of the

worst-maligned women of all time. If a

culture is to be estimated by the position

of its women, the day for a new reading of

history may yet come, when Marathon
will be interpreted as a disaster for Euro-

pean progress. We must remember that

our authorities are Greek, and more than

that, Athenian—that is, written by an
ethnic group that entertained an extraor-

dinarily good opinion of itself, whereby it

felt entitled to suppress in Nietzschean

fashion all trace of rival civilizations. For
alone of all nations and tribes on the face

of the earth we shall search in vain among
the Greeks, outside of the misty days of

Homeric legend, for the Gallant Lady.
Did she therefore not exist ? That would
be saying too much. Greek culture was
androcentric to a greater degree than any
other known, and record-keeping from
the days of clay tablets to the modern
newspaper is not always minutely vera-

cious. Personally, I see no reason why
Greek women should have utterly failed

to inherit any of the undoubtedly high

qualities of their fathers. The weight of

biological evidence makes me believe

that the absence of record is due instead

to the state of public opinion of the time,

which limited education and intellectual

opportunity to women from the despised

class of metics, or foreigners, permitted

to dwell in the Piraeus, and to a limited

extent in Athens itself, and carry on the

commerce without which the city could

not have existed. There were brilliant

women among these, women who were
stigmatized by the endogamous laws of

Athens most unjustly, and whose names,
true to the Greek taboo, are largely lost.

One indeed, Aspasia, remains as the centre

of that ^' glory that was Greece," despite

the slanders of the comic poets, in whose
pages not even Socrates escapes.

When the dim mists which surround
the story of Carthage and its long struggle

with Rome lift a little, we read of women
who defended cities valiantly, and here

and there a daughter of the people whose
name survives. Of Roman women, the

world knows more than most, but even
here there are a host of whom there is but
bare record.

Christianity, with its new impetus to

civilization, developed as well new types

of womanhood. The holy woman, who
gave her life to contemplation and the

service of the sanctuary, was not unknown
to the Jews, for there is no reason to think

that Anna the prophetess was unique.

The new faith, with its social gospel, its

emphasis upon charity and mercy, not
only fostered a higher conception of what
might be called the human worth of

womanhood, but also opened new avenues
for the employment of feminine energies.

The "almsdeeds" of Dorcas are scarcely

even the first of the long bead-roll of good
works which to-day we call "social ser-

vice" and fancy a very new thing.

Paula, the friend of Saint Jerome, after a
comparatively short experience of married
life, found her real sphere in Bethlehem,
developing the monastic life which was to

open an independent career for so many
thousands of women during the Christian

centuries. Like her are Scholastica, the

two Bridgets, Clare, Teresa, and a host

of others. Within the convents they

founded are women of marvellous learn-

ing, of practical political talent, adminis-

trators like Hilda of Whitby, the "mother
of the EngHsh Language," Chrodield of

Poictiers, who defied the king himself, or

Hrotsvitha of Gandersheim, that re-

markable Benedictine nun whom one mis-

guided writer calls a puzzling phenome-
non.

The truth is that the abbey of Ganders-
heim was a perfect nest of learned liter-

ary ladies. Not one but more than a

dozen achieved distinction in the legen-

dary darkness of the tenth century—

a

darkness which a little solid information

quickly dispels. Hrotsvitha merely hap-

pens to be rather the greatest of them, and
her works perhaps the most picturesque,

for she is no less than the founder of the

vernacular drama in Europe and the

first German poetess. She wrote origi-

nally in Latin, but her plays and poems
and other works were translated into the

tongue of the people, and were widely

read and copied long after their author

was forgotten.

What Gandersheim, with its Prince-

Abbess who possessed a seat in the Diet,

gave for ladies of high station and intellec-

tual power by way of opportunity, the

Beguines of northern Europe did for the

woman of the middle and lower classes
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who forbore to seek or had had enough of

the matrimony in vogue at the time. To
this singular institution, described by
one writer as the solution of the woman
question of the time, they flocked by
thousands, finding their opportunities for

self-support, companionship if they chose,

at all events a dignified and interesting

life, of great independence. Many were
teachers, many were engaged in various

industrial pursuits, as weavers or spin-

ners, those who had the means lived as

they chose and devoted their lives to

charitable works. Others were nurses;

the Beguinages formed in fact colonies of

women employed in a variety of ways,

living in a group for the sake of protec-

tion and prestige. Bound by no obliga-

tion save their own wishes to remain, free

to come and go as they pleased, they are

interesting to-day not only for their own
sake as a social force of the time, but as

evidence of the presence of so many wo-
men who desired just the opportunity the

Beguinage offered. Many were writers

also, though no Beguine reached the

height of fame attained by that writer

who belonged to a masculine version of

the same institution, the Brothers of the

Common Life, whom we know as Thomas
a Kempis.
Tuscany seems to have been particu-

larly prolific in daughters who found
matrimony but a partial satisfaction for

their energies. There is the lovely Mar-
garet of Cortona in the thirteenth cen-

tury, turned adrift at seventeen by a

stepmother, entering into a marriage,

unblessed by the church, with a powerful

lord of the district, a sorry tale not at all

uncommon in those days when great

barons claimed the right to settle such
questions as they saw fit. Wife she was
in all but the priestly benediction, evi-

dently, for she was greatly beloved by her

spouse, given much wealth to spend on
the poor during his life and the heir of his

movable goods at his death. What a pic-

ture it makes—]\Iargaret in her wondrous
beauty walking in her garden of a late

afternoon, sighing for the return of her

lover who apparently has been delayed.

Down the road she sees something com-
ing—it is his hound, who catches her skirt

and draws her after him to the depths of

the forest, where she finds her beloved,

stabbed by some enemy, too late for help.

In her great love she believed that the

disaster had come upon him because he
had been overfond of her beauty, and she

resolved to give her life thenceforward to

prayer and penitence. So she did, but,

being of a practical turn of mind, of great

vitality of body as well as boundless

charity of soul, she established in Cor-

tona some institutions that would do
credit to a modern woman with all the

ideas of our century. She founded a hos-

pital with some of the jewels left her, and
then, seeing that a hospital was useless

without nurses, she founded a school for

their training, and herself taught the

first classes. For the support of this hos-

pital in the future she organized a body
of women of wealth, who looked after it

financially, and likewise interested them-
selves in providing care for the sick poor
outside the hospital, particularly those

who were of the self-respecting type, not

merely the beggars. For these there were
to be attendants trained. Truly it is a

very up-to-date programme. Besides her

own personal activities in superintending

the hospital and administering the affairs

relating to it, she found time to write a
number of treatises on the spiritual life,

and to take a considerable part in the

civic Ufe of Cortona. She seems to have
been much in demand to settle disputes

between citizens, and twice interfered in

matters of her own initiative, when she

did not like the way they were proceeding.

Fifty years after Margaret's death

came into the world another Tuscan wo-
man destined to be one of the great figures

of European history. Like Alargaret,

Catherine Benincasa was born of poor

parents, and like her was a woman of

extraordinary personal charm, but unlike

her she seems never to have had any in-

clinations toward affairs of the heart. At
first she devoted her Hfe to prayer and
works of charity, but later she was drawn
into the life of her native city of Siena,

and into the vortex of Italian politics.

Many times the ambassadress of Popes

and Kings, her history contradicts much
of the popular notion of women in her

time, and the opportunities and influence

they could have, if indeed they were fit.

Catherine was fit. When we discover that

history is not merely a series of kingly
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biographies, we shall know more, not the last century are fairly well known;
only of Catherine of Siena, but of many they are by no means few. But this be it

another man and woman whose work far said : these women were happy, as happy
outranked that of their sovereigns. as life usually falls to any not hopelessly

The Young Things of the Renaissance frivolous. They found life good and full

took much to themselves by way of learn- of meaning, of value to themselves and
ing, quite after the manner of our present the world in which they lived. Many of

epidemic, largely by conveniently for- them knew ''love," and found it a thing

getting and ignoring the centuries imme- good in its place but not for all time,

diately preceding. Thus we have many Some were learned—but it is doubtful

books about Olympia Morata, and her whether Catherine of Siena could write

—

Greek scholarship, while Eadberg of some were gifted, though Margaret of

Thanet, renowned among the greatest of Cortona shows little evidence of special

her earlier day, is known, I venture, to gifts, beyond a courageous will to do what
none who will read these pages. More- she saw lay before her needing action,

over, there is one great change which was Her work was duplicated in the last cen-

brought about with the Renaissance, tury in New Orleans by another Margaret
Whereas before, learning and influence who came to this country an ignorant

were open not only to the great ladies of immigrant, worked as domestic servant

Gandersheim but also to the humble much of the time, and finally ran a bak-
daughters of the people, like the Beguines, ery. To her, Margaret Haughery, a
Margaret of Cortona, and Catherine of grateful city erected one of the first

Siena, it became now the property alone statues to a woman in this country, and
of the wealthy and great. From this time she is yet fragrant in the affections of the

it is the women of the Estes, the Medici, children who live in the homes she

the Gonzagas, and the Sforzas, of whom founded.

we read. They are queens Hke Giovan- No, the Gallant Lady is she who pos-

na of Naples, or Renee of France, or sesses the will to do. Our kingdom is

Marguerite of Valois, and, alas, such iS the within us. If we accept the universe,

fallibihty of human nature, we cannot be good and bad, keeping our personal pref-

nearly so sure their talents were really so erences for the good, and helping to in-

considerable as their biographers have crease it as best we may, we can be quite

made out. Certainly none of them has sure of our measure of happiness. But
left such solid evidence of her abilities as the misguided lady who will not enter

a Hrotsvitha or a Gertrude, a Margaret or the lists of the world and fight her own
a Catherine. Nor are they on the whole battles gallantly is the one who wonders
as interesting. One can but feel that their why she is so miserable. Other folk are

fame was possibly sHghtly adventitious. rarely ignorant of the reasons in her case

!

This cannot be said indeed of Aphra True, love—or charity, as the older world
Behn, that remarkable woman whose hath it—is the greatest thing there is, but
fame is still recorded on the hoardings there are many kinds of love. Only one
of country stores—though no wayfarer is dangerous—self-love, self-pity. That
guesses when he reads the sign Oronoko has no worthy place. Love, indeed, is the

that it was named after the first English centre and core of the life of the Gallant

novel by a woman, in fact one of the first Lady—love of the good, the worthy in

of romantic novels of the modern kind art, in literature, in the manifold Hfe of

anywhere. Nor can it be said of Rosalba the day, and most of all that greater love

Carriera, in the next century, of the good which is in the power of every living soul

city of Modena, or her contemporary —the love of the loveless, the lonely, the

Elizabeth Carter, noted for her transla- neglected, the abandoned, the ailing of

tion of Epictetus and other Greek writers

;

body and soul.

or a bit later of Fernan Caballero, the ''Enlarge the place of thy tent . . .

Spanish novelist who founded the first spare not, lengthen thy cords, and
society for the prevention of cruelty to strengthen thy stakes . . . thy seed shall

animals; or Caroline Herschel. . . . inherit the Gentiles . . . and great shall

Where shall the stop come? Those of be the peace of thy children."



The Fish-Hawk
BY JOHN HALL WHEELOCK

N the large highway of the awful air that flows

Unbounded between sea and heaven, while twilight screened
The majestic distances, he moved and had repose;

On the huge wind of the Immensity he leaned

His steady body in long lapse of flight, and rose

Gradual, through broad gyres of ever-climbing rest,

Up the clear stair of the eternal sky; and stood

Throned on the summit ! Slowly, with his widening breast,

Widened around him the enormous Solitude,

From the gray rim of ocean to the glo\ving west.

Headlands and capes forlorn of the far coast, the land

Rolling her barrens toward the south, he, from his throne

Upon the gigantic wind, beheld: he hung—he fanned
The abyss for mighty joy, to feel beneath him strowm

Pale pastures of the sea, ^\ith heaven on either hand,

The world with all her winds and waters, earth and air.

Fields, folds, and moving clouds. The awful and adored

Arches and endless aisles of vacancy, the fair

Void of sheer heights and hollows hailed him as her lord

And lover in the highest, to whom all heaven lay bare

!

Till from that tower of ecstasy, that baffled height,

Stooping, he sank; and slowly on the world's wide way
Walked, wdth great wing on wing, the merciless, proud flight,

Hunting the huddled and lone reaches for his prey

DowTi the dim shore—and faded in the crumbling light.

Slowly the dusk covered the land. Like a great hymn
The sound of moving winds and waters was; the sea

Whispered a benediction, and the west grew dim
Where evening lifted her clear candles quietly . . .

Heaven, crowded with stars, trembled from rim to rim.
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c
ONG ago, in London, when neighborly

curiosity had taken us prowling over

the then deserted, and terribly untidy,

house in Chelsea at whose windows Turner

had sat to study his beloved Thames, the

caretaker, vainly searching for some claim to

pride in her down-at-heels charge.

Rented Acres said: ''It Stands on a lot of land

at the back." The delightfully

roundabout way of expressing the fact that

that tiny slice of a house could claim an un-

usually long, narrow garden in the rear has

clung in my mind these many years.

To-day our summer bungalow, in this

smiling township of hills and gentle valleys

that takes its name from an English duke,

"stands on a lot of land" in all directions:

on rolling meadows that dip and fold and

find their boundaries in hedges of full-grown

trees. All ours, for the time being, for the

mere sending to their owner of sundry nar-

row slips of paper that are not without

honor in our own home town.

If a grim New England conscience holds

us for its very own in ordinary times, it can,

from the mere force of contrast, give us mad
holiday whenever we are able to convince

ourselves that we "are not in the least re-

sponsible." We, who have pursued with

truly bitter ruthlessness the stray dandelion

in our own home lawn, have lived here re-

joicing through a riot of gold. Even the

round, fuzzy seed-balls, filled with the saucy

determination to spread dandelion propa-

ganda far and wide the minute the wind
blows, have shown beautiful in mass to our

care-free eyes.

At last, toWr really shocked minds, came
the conviction: "We are going to miss the

dandelions when they go." Miss them in-

deed ! Nature rampant allows very little to

be missed in her pageant of the months.

Remember pleasantly is much more like her

motto. The dandelion plants are long since

buried beneath waving grasses, and tall

reckless weeds, such as have caused endless

sorrow in our strawberry-beds of old, wave
triumphant, crowned by joyous bobolink or

goldfinch.

Some day, we understand, an enterprising

neighbor farmer is to cut and gather in our

hay, and we listen speculatively to the rattle

and drone of the machines that are cutting

other peoples' fields. Were these acres our

very own we should have to worry about
this particular crop, for it is actually ripen-

ing on the stalk. As it is we feast our eyes

on the waving, shimmering grasses, marvel-

ling that they can take on such wonderful

tones of palest yellow, bronze, and mauve,
wondering vaguely, too, why we have never

seen it so beautiful before, and then coming
up short against the chuckling conviction

that a conscientious devotion to full barns,

and the remorseless routine of times and
seasons, have never before permitted us this

luxury of overripe meadows.
For luxury it surely is, this sitting for a

season with folded hands watching the

changing lights with no sharper reminder of

the passing days than the gradual dying

away of the bobolink's song, no graver

anxiety than the safe launching of mother
robin's third brood into the wide world.

There is no question but that idle acres

make a bird paradise. They are our time-

pieces, these feathered friends who so firmly

believe themselves to be the true owners of

our surrounding fields and woods. Like the

church-bells of Europe of old they regulate

our days, from the matins of the swallows

on the ridge-pole to the vespers of the entire

congregation that gathers on tree and bush
and telegraph wire to watch the setting sun.

These same birds have taught us many a

lesson in careless ease throughout the sum-
mer; for the dead trees, that every dictate

of thrift and tidiness should have long since

gathered into the capacious wood-shed, are

their favorite resting-places; and the gaunt

frame of the windmill, now dismantled, is

their tower of babel. On that lofty vantage-

point have assembled successive congresses

of starlings and robins shrewdly estimating

—and possibly parcelling out—the crop of

choke-cherries in our hedge-rows, and plan-

ning to return when they shall be ripe.

The berries on the tangled woodbine over

the deep piazza do not interest these hardy

adventurers. These are reserved for the

gentler bluebirds, who watch their slow

ripening with an appraising eye. There is
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no question but that if any one were search-

ing for an emblem to express the utter calm

of an idle summer he need go no farther

than the bluebird. No other bunch of

feathers seems so capable of dumpish re-

laxation, no other eye so full of childlike

trust, so willing to take fate as it comes, so

wholly averse to ''stirring things up."

"Bluebirds for happiness." No one can

question that, for what can be happier than

sheer content ? However, for my own pres-

ent fancy I should like to amplify M. Mae-
terlinck's taking phrase. To us in the midst

of our rented acres the bluebirds this sum-

mer have not only stood for happiness, but

they have constantly showed us just how to

find it for ourselves. Their text has been

unchanging, their preaching constant: for

this summer, at least, we must be consis-

tently idle, content to sit for hours at a time

with our backs against trees just looking at

the wonderful rippling line of our surround-

ing hills, strengthening our eyes with gra-

cious distances, resting them with masses of

simple color; or again, lying beneath the

shelter of the tree-studded hedges, so close

to the ground that the very daisies, and
their neighbors the heavy-headed grasses,

have formed our near horizon against the

blue of an all-enfolding sky.

If we have had moments when the old

care-taking instincts have returned, when it

has seemed a moral necessity that some
hedge-row should be trimmed, some neg-

lected fruit-tree pruned, or some straggling

vine trained back to place, there has always

come a flash of blue wings, a sudden but

complete settling of a bunch of feathers on

some near-by branch, and the throaty con-

tralto call of ''Cheeri-o, cheer-i-o," which,

freely translated, means:

"Sit still a bit,

You have been busy in the past,

You may be very busy in the future,

But for now
Just rest."

FAR be it from me to become a religious

controversialist; indeed, in one respect

I resemble King Ahab: he feared Eli-

jah, and therefore "went softly." I fear and
honor the church ; hence my humili-

ty is genuine and profound. But
meekly I am going to suggest that

something is wrong with our hymnology.

Our hymnals arc not what we have a right

to expect them to be-

No man loves better than I those sacred

lyrics which have sung themselves out of

and into the yearning great heart of the race.

The "Rock of Ages," the "Jesus, Lover of

My Soul," the "Lead, Kindly Light," the

"In the Cross of Christ I Glory," the " Calm
on the Listening Ear of Night"—these and
scores of others of the same elevated type

are among the precious treasures of our

anthology. The service of these to human-
ity can never be reckoned. They are a credit

to man at his best; and, what is far higher

commendation, they appear (as far as we
can judge) to be not unworthy of the Cre-

ator whom they praise. But our hymn-
books, with all their revising, contain too

many namby-pamby pieces—too many
lyrics which, to put the matter mildly, are

an insult to the native wild intelligence of

the human heart and mind:

"Men build and plan, but the soul of Man,
Coming with haughty eyes to scan,

Feels richer, wilder need."

Let us examine at random a few of these

paltry hymns for the purpose of ascertain-

ing whether they are really worthy to be

used to worship God. The number, though
year by year commendably reduced, is still

too great ; and there are many which express

little more than familiar and offensive adu-

lation. Observe these lines:

"So, within thy palace gate.

We shall praise, on golden strings.

Thee, the only potentate."

This is fulsome praise; not worship, not

adoration. Certain hymners take vast lib-

erties; for example, they sometimes charge

God with interfering with those great laws

which he himself established:

"Thy hand in autumn richly pours

Through all our coasts redundant stores;

And winters, softened by Thy care,

No more the face of horror wear."

It may be contended that a hymnal is for

the use of a variety of people; that in it in-

tellectuals and what Shakespeare (not I)

calls "the rabblement" may find expressed

their thoughts. But from this opinion I

dissent. No man, whatever his birth or

station, ought to be told that verses, appar-

ently written by invalids for mental ruins,

are hymns for him to sing. Besides, the

really great and authentic hymns appeal to

all hearts. Hymn-writers should consider

that anything that comes from a sound

heart goes to most hearts naturally and di-
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rectly; and this is especially true of the

things of joy. Christianity is, I take it, a

joyous religion; yet in our hymnals we have

an alarming number of disastrous, dark-

blue hymns.

Other sacred lyrics are altogether too con-

descending in their tone. If familiarity

breeds contempt, then zeal breeds familiar-

ity. Thus in peremptory fashion a robust

optimist descants:

"Angels, take your golden lyres.

And strike the cheerful chord."

Sometimes the thought that the lyrist

tries to express is vague, and as unctuous as

strained honey:

"In sincerity and love

Eat we manna from above."

Again, the tone may assume an objective,

exuberant assurance that is sure to shock

. any sensitive and reflective spirit

:

"I'll shout, while floating through the air,

'Farewell ! Farewell ! sweet hour of prayer.'
"

I well remember hearing such a tone used

in a village church at a children's service.

I was sitting next to the community butcher

—a solid, vast, reposeful being, who liter-

ally bawled with pious fury this refrain:

"I am Jesus' little lamb;

I am Jesus' snow-white lamb I

'

If he is, I am very sorry for the millennial

lion that will have to lie down with him.

A hymn-book usually contains upward of

five hundred hymns; of these some are

among the noblest lyric utterances of man;
others are the merest drivel—mawkish sen-

timentality. My view-point is this: can-

not hymnals be revised rigorously so as

really to omit the unworthy, the inane, the

trivial, the repetitious, the valetudinarian—

and to keep the grand old songs, with per-

haps here and there the addition of a

"Crossing the Bar," a "Recessional," or a

*Tn the Hospital"? Such a sacred anthol-

ogy might be slender, but it really would be

sacred in the sense that it would be worthy
for use in the worship of God.

I really believe that not a few men have
acquired a distaste for the church and for

religious things because in them, by means
of many of our dismal and doggerel hymns,
a fatal sense of sardonic humor has been
awakened. Such men really love the great

things in religion, in poetry, and in religious

poetry; but their spirits can reasonably and
rightly have for the vain, the vapid, the in-

sipid, the disingenuous, the puerile, no feel-

ing save that tacitly expressed by a wither-

ing smile.

BY forcible readers I mean not those

who read with lively dramatic effect,

but those who read by force ; who read

relentlessly to an indifferent or an unwilling

or even a rebellious listener. The curious

thing about these pestilential persons is that

there never is a discoverable spark

of malice in them; on the contrary. Forcible Readers

they seem to intend kindly. In

my opinion, however, it is a question

whether they may be said to intend at all;

I suspect that forcible reading is a purely

reflex action, with no spiritual quality what-

ever. In its exaggerated form it takes no

account of possible differences in taste, and
even at its mildest it wholly ignores mood.
VV^e all know the man who drops in, at some
not very opportune moment, with shining

eyes and a slender volume, crying: "I've

found the most remarkable young poet

!

You're busy, aren't you? Let me just read

you this"—and reads us, perhaps with the

exception of a page or two, the entire book;

and the man who cannot be trusted out of

doors even, but who, just at the perfect mo-
ment when we extend ourselves, filled with

a good picnic luncheon, on the kindly earth

and concentrate our attention on the lazy

cloud-shadows, whips out from his pocket

the newest thing in socialism; and the man
who steadily reads us his newspaper while

we are reading ours, or when we have just

finished ours, or, perhaps worst of all, when
we are looking forward to a sweet silent ses-

sion with ours.

Of this last species the most ruthless ex-

ample that I have ever known was a gentle

little old lady, sweet as a pink and quiet as a

mouse except when giving one of her inex-

orable readings. Circumstances delivered

me over to her, bound hand and foot; for I

was spending a convalescent two months,

and had to lie all day in a steamer-chair on

a boarding-house porch. The porch over-

looked a quiet green land of hill and rolling

meadow, and a pine wood close by breathed

balm all day and all night. But my heart

was hot with rebellion, for not only were all

my fellow boarders elderly, and, to my
thinking, dull, but I was longing that sum-

mer to be by the ocean; so that a herd of

Guernseys tacking aimlessly, hour after

hour, across the pasture seemed a poor
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substitute for skimming sails on an azure

sea, and the pedestrian flight of crows gave

little pleasure to eyes thirsty for the celes-

tial wheeling and flashing of gulls. And
ironically the one event of the day—the ar-

rival of the mail—the kind old lady's hour

of glory, was the hour of despair for the rest

of us. She would watch us with benev-

olence, polishing her reading-glasses mean-
while, as we received our letters and news-

papers; then she would pick up her New
York Times, and, in a voice astonishingly

resonant for one so small and so old, would
read it immitigably through. Her interests

were catholic: the death'notices, the birth of

a five-legged calf in South Dakota, confer-

ences of diplomats, bargains in bathing-

suits—all these she intoned with equal

gusto. My companions would rattle their

own newspapers or rustle their letters furi-

ously; tap with their feet; roll their eyes in

frenzy; and one by one, routed, flee from the

breezy porch to the refuge of their bed-

rooms, leaving me, helpless in my steamer-

chair, to endure the bombardment alone.

And my torment was aggravated by a rather

turbulent preoccupation, for it happened

that summer that there was a particular

letter whose daily arrival or non-arrival was

a vital concern to me; when it failed to

come, I could have shrieked at the dear old

lady as she read, and when it came, some-

times less bulky, sometimes more, I could

have chopped her into a hundred pieces.

But why do I go so far afield for a speci-

men? For—I must have confessed it

sooner or later—there is a forcible reader in

my own home: George, my husband. Not
at once did I find him out. In the first

place, our courtship was largely staged in

hotel ballrooms, in motors, on golf links,

and on bathing beaches. It is true that

there was one sunny afternoon under the

cliff when George read me the whole of

Meredith's '' Modern Love "
; but who in the

world would have drawn a sinister conclu-

sion from that single episode ? As I watched

the sea-gulls and the quiet low water, and
thought placidly how much better George's

mind must be than mine, never a flicker of

boding crossed my contentment. Then the

very week we were engaged George had to

go to Chihuahua for an aeon or two; and
then it was in a cat-boat that we spent

almost the whole of our honeymoon—

a

drunken and dazzled fortnight of salt wind

and sunshine and flashing sea-foam. So it

came about quite naturally that not until

we were settled in our own house did I dis-

cover that I had married a forcible reader.

My initiation began, of course, with the

newspapers; but it was the llama incident

that really showed me where I stood. We
were sitting one evening on our charming
little porch, in a twilight that smelled of

freshly cut grass, when I chanced to ask

George if he knew whether a certain un-

gentlemanly but skilful trick of defense at-

tributed to the llama was a scientific fact or

merely a popular superstition; whereupon
George reared up his lazy length from the

Gloucester hammock with an alacrity that

ought to have surprised me, and vanished

into the house, to return briskly with a

large natural history and a volume of an
encyclopeaedia. The latter he opened and
searched. ''Here!" said George—"The
llama"—and a volley of Latin names rained

about my ears. He was reading me the

entire classification of the camel family.

''Yes, dear," I feebly interrupted, "but
does there seem to be anything about—

"

"It's too dark; I can't see," said George.

"Come on in, will you, darling? I've got

some better books." We went in. George

switched on half a dozen lights, assembled

eight or nine volumes, and began to read.

I sat in a corner of the sofa and envisaged

the truth: I had married a forcible reader.

When I opened a panicky eye after forty

accidental winks among the sofa cushions,

George's brown head was still bent with

concentration over his book, and he was
working his way steadily—dear old thing!

—through the dromedaries. And all I had

wanted to know was whether the llama

really has the knack of spitting in an ag-

gressor's eye.

Oliver Wendell Holmes says that some-

thing—I torget what— is like knocking over

the fire-irons: if you upset the tongs you are

bound to precipitate the shovel and the

poker as well. It is like that with the for-

cible readers; only in their case an idle ques-

tion brings down not only tongs, shovel, and

poker, but every stick in the wood-basket,

and half a cord up from the cellar. Partic-

ularly is it unsafe to quote in their hearing;

one might as well drop a spark in a dry

stubble-field.

The only effective way of dealing with

these amiable tyrants, I believe, is to fight

fire with fire. My suggestion would be that

every person in the power of one of them
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sHould go to the nearest bookseller and arm
himself with some practically inexhaustible

work, such as "The Two Thousand Leading

Facts," or, still better, something more sus-

tained. Let him then keep the book always

by him, and at the slightest indication that

he is about to be read to, let him at once

read, loudly and steadily. Of this simple

method I intend to be the pioneer. This

very night, after dinner, when George drops

into his deep chair beside his favorite lamp,

folds back the Evening Post to the page that

always engages his attention first, and
glances across at me to see if I have finished

fussing about and am settled with my knit-

ting, he will meet a purposeful regard fixed

upon him above a large volume, and in an
instant I shall have begun reading to him
firmly about the Sense of Equilibrium in

the Dogfish before He Develops His Ears.

The Modernist Movement in Paintin

BY OLIVER S. TONKS

IF
familiar with the word, Polygnotus

undoubtedly called Zeuxis a modernist,

while Zeuxis with equal enthusiasm

damned Apelles as an ultra-radical; and
both were right, for we humans are so con-

stituted that we prefer the old familiar

things to the new. We like the pies mother
made, the old dances, and the customs of

our youth. Old lang syne is our approved
standard. Each oncoming generation per-

ennially looks askance at all innovations as

modernisms.

All of which makes it hard to say just

where the modernist movement in painting

begins. It is safe to say, however, that

most people would agree that it should in-

clude post-impressionism, cubism, futurism,

synchronism, and dadaism. Impressionism

would not enter in, because that once de-

spised style is now accepted in the circle of

polite artistic society. The norm against

which these movements may be measured
began to be established when the French
Academy was founded in Rome, in 1663.

It was only natural that France should

locate her academy in Rome. During the

Renaissance not only had Italy taken the

lead in sculpture, painting, and architecture,

but many Italians found their way to Paris,

where they helped mould French art upon
Italian lines. Unfortunately for France, the

time of the founding of the academy was one
when the sublimity of the Renaissance

had been replaced by an artificiality that

stressed extravagance of form and gesture.

By the close of the seventeenth century

there remained of the bigness of art only the

shell. It is the cold precision and empty
gestures of this art, still marked, to be sure,

by a certain stateliness, that appears in the

work of Poussin. But even at its best it is

insincere, and was so recognized by many
Frenchmen.

Watteau well represents this state of

mind. His fortunate proximity to the

Flemish frontiers threw him into direct con-

tact with the art, sincere if often trivial in

subject, of the "little masters" of the Neth-

erlands, from whom he learned to know
nature by meeting her face to face. With
this grounding it was inevitable that he

should fight the pseudo-classicism of the

academy by choosing his subjects, if not

always from his immediate environment,

at least from the realm of poetical whimsy.

His gallant lovers and perfumed voyagers

to Cythera are protests against the frozen

artificiality of a false classicism.

Some others came to Watteau's assist-

ance to combat a state-controlled, self-com-

placent art so contradictory to the volatile

spirit of France. Lancret and Pater found

plenty of material in the froth of elegant

society, while Boucher's amiable children

and cupids, together with Fragonard's amo-
rous swains, gaily contested with Dido and
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JEne£LS for public approval. The long fight

between canon and non-canonical thus be-

gan. Under various disguises it has con-

tinued until the present time. How much
Rousseau's philosophy may have con-

tributed to the rise of an anti-academic art

is hard to say. Yet his praise of the sim-

ple life, his love of nature, and the attrac-

tiveness with which he dressed his ideas un-

questionably went far toward turning the

aristocracy toward nature. Their interest,

to be sure, was largely artificial. Still it

probably fortified the romantic-realistic

group in their stand against the academy.

What is particularly noteworthy, whether

Rousseau enters into the question or not,

is that even in those days of the supremacy
of the court there was in France an art

vigorously rebellious against a dependence

upon a dead past. It was a time when the

common people were beginning to estimate

their own worth. In opposition to the

vices, real or imagined, of the nobility they

balanced their own 'sturdy virtues. Under
no other interpretation can we explain the

popularity of such pictures as ''The Village

Bride," or "Father Reading the Bible," in

which Greuze melodramatically holds up
for admiration the solid worth of the bour-

geoisie.

The struggle against psuedo-classicism,

strangely enough, was brought to a close by
the same common people who had inaugu-

rated the attack. With the advent of the

revolution, the proletariat, now supreme,

liked to fancy themselves the reincarnation

of the ancient Roman republicans. In this

state of mind they naturally demanded sub-

jects which illustrated the deeds of the heroic

ancients, with the result that the acade-

micians came into a greater power than they

had ever dreamed of possessing. Once in

the saddle their taste soon developed to

include not only heroic themes, but other

classical subjects which could have no claim

upon the artists except that they were

classic.

That these men should have concerned

themselves with the revival of a dead past

is bad enough. Immeasurably worse is

it that they attempted its rehabilitation

through a study of sculpture, for such a

course, accentuating an interest in drawing

at the expense of color, developed a canon

of form and attitude based not upon a study

of life, but of inanimate sculpture. Not

that the model was neglected: but, excellent

as the model might be, in the picture it was
made to conform to the proportions of an-

cient art. The result could be nothing but
artificial, and had not the people them-
selves imagined that they had recreated the

civilization to which these sterile themes
belong, it is doubtful if the academy could

have resisted the onslaught of the anti-

classic group.

For a time the academician had it all his

own way. But even so the protestant spirit

was not dead. No sooner was the revolu-

tion accomplished than the anti-classicists

reappeared. Bitter experience had eventu-

ally shown the French that they were not

antique Romans, however much they might
like to think so, and forthwith they tired of

posturing as Brutus or Socrates. Life was
too imminent to allow them long to find de-

light in personalities so long dead.

This state of mind made it possible for

Gericault and Delacroix to paint the "Raft
of the Medusa" and "Dante and Virgil

Crossing the Infernal Lake." The acade-

micians, of course, were properly scandal-

ized at what seemed to them the vulgarity

of presenting subjects so frankly romantic.

They could, however, not attack on the

ground of poor draughtsmanship, for Dela-

croix and his friends were quite as inter-

ested in drawing as the academicians. The
point of debate, therefore, was largely the

propriety of handling themes which a dis-

tant time had not made impersonal. The
romanticists, in fact, differed little from the

academicians except that they explored a

more recent past and its literature for

material. Still we should remember this:

Delacroix was wide awake to the importance

of color—a factor which the academicians

had neglected. In passing over the Renais-

sance into the ancient past they had failed

to see how much Italian painting had valued

color. It is true that the Florentines

esteemed it less than either the Umbrians
or the Venetians, but, granting that, the

Florentines appreciated its essentiality.

The French academicians, on the other

hand, believed it of secondary importance.

Ingres, the post-Davidian champion of the

academy, insisted that "drawing is the pro-

bity of art."

Opposed to this view is Delacroix, whose

inborn feeling for color was intensified by

acquaintance with Constable and Turner,
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as well as by a visit to northern Africa,

where, under the blaze of a sub-tropical sun,

color for him took on an entirely new mean-

ing. That his insistence upon it should

have shocked anyone is hard to understand

in view of the fact that painting deals in-

escapably with pigment. Yet the acade-

micians did maintain the superimportance

of drawing, and even at the present time the

same is more or less true of them. For that

reason Delacroix's adventure into the prov-

ince of color is of prime importance in a dis-

cussion of the evolution of modern art.

Two points of view were thus established

hostile to the classical: the acceptance of

non-heroic themes as appropriate pictorial

material, and the recognition of the great

importance of color as the chief agent in

painting. Both ideas were capable of prac-

tically unlimited development. Both were

soon the matter of serious consideration.

To be sure the academy resisted valiantly

—

Cabanel, Bouguereau and Baudry continu-

ing to produce voluptuous, or saccharine,

works impeccably perfect in drawing. But

the homely pictures of the Barbizon group

of landscape painters, Millet's challenge

that truth is always beauty, his demonstra-

tion in the glorification of toil, and Courbet's

sometimes brutal assertion of unvarnished

fact placed the academy entirely on the de-

fensive. These rebels widened the horizon

of art. No longer were the unusual and the

picturesque considered the only suitable

themes for landscape painting, and no

longer were epic heroes the only actors on

the stage. Art had come down from Olym-
pus to Arcady. And herein lay the danger:

for who was to say where art should stop

in its wanderings afield?

Whatever else may be said of the move-
ment away from classicism one fact stands

forth with peculiar clearness. It taught

painters to think. Beautiful as much aca-

demic painting is, faultless in drawing and
seductive in modelling, it is still undeniable

that its concern is not so much with the

exploration of the mysterious phenomena
of nature as with the elegance of historical

and literary statement. In opposition to

the academician the romantic and realistic

landscape and portrait painter was fas-

cinated by the brilliancy of light, and the

fugitive nuances of color under the incon-

stancy of that illumination. Manet dis-

covered that the human form, bathed in

light, has the appearance of baffling sim-

plicity. This effect he undertook to repro-

duce with a corresponding simplification of

planes and a purification of color. In the

subject itself he seems to have had no par-

ticular interest. At one time he delighted

a conservative public with as winsome a

picture as the "Boy with the Sword," at

another he shocked the same public with as

startling a canvas as the "Olympia." Con-
trary to his academic critics he gave less and
less thought to the subject, per se, and in-

creasingly more was concerned with the

manner of presenting the subject.

This applies not only to figure painting.

It applies with equal force to landscape.

Poussin and Claude had insisted upon the

grandiose. With them the subject counted
most. For Monet one haycock, or one row
of poplars, was sufficient material for weeks
of work. Art had shifted its attention from
the object considered as a fact to the prob-

lem of presenting it under different condi-

tions of light and atmosphere. Monet and
his followers realized that light and color

are the important factors in denominating

nature—that what in a certain complex of

conditions appears to be one thing, in an-

other is entirely changed. Painters began

to wonder about the mysterious qualities in

nature which have so much power to change

the drab and commonplace into things of

exquisite beauty. To a certain degree this

implies the acquisition of technique. But
more than that it meant the subordination

of the historic or narrative element to the

realization of the beauty of nature in terms

of color, light, mass and form.

Art had started out with the thesis that

the subject is of first importance, the theory

that this subject must be exotic and remote,

and that the forms employed must measure

up to standard types. Soon emerged the

consciousness that remoteness or nobility of

theme are not essential. Yet, even then, it

continued to be thought imperative that

some particular interest inhere in the story,

whether the latter be inspired by classic

legend, mediaeval romance or contemporary

life. Only in comparatively recent times,

possibly since the third quarter of the last

century, have artists recognized generally

that subject is less important than the

beauty that clothes it, because of certain

conditions of color and atmosphere.

The new movement means that men were
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approaching their work critically. After

jManet showed that the impression of real-

ity could be better produced by simplifica-

tion of plane and color—in which matter he

was only following a law which the Greeks

had discovered five hundred years before

Christ—after he had demonstrated the po-

tentials of simplification, it was easy for

Gauguin to extend his planes and reduce

not onl}" the tones of his colors, but the

actual gamut of color itself. With this dis-

regard of nature's particularities it was
natural that a mind like Gauguin's, verging

on the abnormal, should feel no impropriety

in disdaining the verity of natural color. A
green horse or a magenta dog was no offense

to him. If such colors fitted into the

scheme of his picture he saw no reason why
they should not be borne by a dog or a

horse as well as any other object. He had
never seen a purple cow, but, unlike the

poet, he had no objection to seeing such a

creature.

So, too, with form. If, as in color, corre-

spondence with fact was looked upon as

unessential, with form it was quite as per-

missible to take liberties if the effect desired

could thus be obtained. ]Michelangelo

changed the natural proportions, why then

should not men like Gauguin see no offense

in what may mildly be described as exag-

geration ?

Perhaps the most startling feature con-

nected with this new movement was a ten-

dency to speculate about the character of

things in nature. It was this philosophical

habit that caused Cezanne to note that ob-

jects in close proximity appear to modify

their respective shapes. This phenomenon
is familiar to everyone in the seeming mu-
tual distortion of certain closely adjacent

lines. Consciousness of this habit led Ce-

zanne to imagine that an increase of these

aberrations must intensify the suggestion

of reality, and caused him in his pictures to

wrench from rectitude the forms of animate

as well as inanimate objects. The more he

became interested in his new theory the less

regard he had for actuality, until it is fair

to say that much of his painting is not rep-

resentation but symbolism, or something

even less easy to define.

After Cezanne made his pronouncement
as to the apparently mutual distortion of

objects, other artists who liked to be classed

among the '^illuminati," easily elaborated

this doctrine. Naturally men less intel-

lectually gifted than Cezanne misunder-

stood what he meant. From the artist's

statement that all natural forms are based
upon those of the cone, sphere and cylin-

der, Picasso assumed that all objects in

nature are cones, spheres, or . cylinders.

Out of this grotesque misunderstanding, or

perhaps wilful distortion of truth, evolved

that abnormality in art known as cubism.

Of these modernists one might truly say

that too much thinking had made them
mad. Cezanne had seen that objects in

imminent contact seem to qualify each

other's forms. Thereupon other artists dis-

covered that when they recalled this or that

thing—say, for example, a vase—they not

only saw the front, which was turned toward
them, but also the back, which was turned

awa}^ This phenomenon results in part

from the mind being so familiar with the

objects as to be able to supply what would
actually be concealed from the artist's view.

Also it is true that when we look at a vase,

since we use two eyes in observing it, we do

somewhat encompass the sides with our

sight.

Possessed of this knowledge certain paint-

ers depicted objects in such a fashion that

several aspects are presented simultane-

ously. When this point is reached paint-

ing ceased to be representative. At that

moment began the modernist movement.
One might almost say that painting was no

longer an art but a phase of philosophy.

Artists, seemingly incapable of understand-

ing that a mind untrained to examine the

facts of nature rationally must, perforce,

err in its judgments, seized upon what
seemed to them obvious truths, made a

hobby-horse of them, and rode it to death.

For example, once it was granted that

many aspects of a static object might be

represented simultaneously, it was, or at

least seemed to be, a logical sequence that

objects in motion might be represented at

once in the several progressive stages of that

motion. For this point of view there was,

apparently, some justification, since if we
visualize, let us say, a man running to catch

a train, we see not a man at any one place

in his mad career, but we follow him, inde-

pendently of the element of time, from the

initiation to the completion of his course.

The artist is aware of this without recogniz-

ing that what may be envisioned in a flash
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by the mind does not present itself for such

instantaneous apprehension to the physical

eye. So while undoubtedly an artist might

visualize a nude figure descending a stair-

case, he could not represent on his canvas

the progress of this nude from the top to the

bottom of the stairs without producing a

result which, in our most expansive mood,

we are compelled to call fantastic.

Much as we may protest against these

cubists, at least we must admit that they

deal with more or less recognizable forms.

Perhaps it was not their fault. In fact one

suspects that they would have divorced

themselves from recognizable shapes had

they known what to substitute in their

places. As it is they moved as far away
as possible from what seemed to them the

contamination of mere representation.

With their minds turned in that direction

it is not astonishing that the futurists,

frankly disavowing any interest in form,

concentrated their efforts upon abstractions.

Russolo disdained the old-fashioned method
of suggesting motion by showing the blurred

spokes of an engine-wheel, and a spurt of

steam escaping from the cylinder; his con-

tention being that what you really have is

an engine at rest, a pattern of steam also at

rest, and a wheel, though blurred, equally

still. Said he: only by the acceptance of

certain conventions do we understand that

such a picture suggests speed. Therefore

he would have none of it. He desired the

actual presentation of speed to the spec-

tator; speed devoid of the accident of the

object in motion; speed so shown that one

is at once borne along by the impetuous
onrush.

This tendency to use pictorial agencies to

express abstractions is but one phase of

non-academic art. If we return to the post-

impressionists we shall see that another path

was taken by an equally anti-academic

group. Manet had preached the doctrine

of simplicity; Gauguin elaborated, or, if you
please, exaggerated that idea. It remained
for Matisse, the classically-trained and able

draughtsman, to find in the sensuousness of

Gauguin's color and his symbolic distor-

tions of form an inspiration to carry the

idea of simplicity to an ultimate conclusion.

Form as such did not appeal to him; color

he valued only in proportion to its power to

stimulate emotion. Had he been able he
would have eliminated entirely from art the

necessity of acknowledging the existence of

form. He was drawn toward what he be-

lieved to be the essence of things. Could
he exorcise that from form, it mattered little

what happened to the latter.

His theory of simplicity of expression

caused IVIatisse to think that primitive man,
unconfused by the involutions of modern
society, sees things with a clearer vision than
the present-day man. This quaint doc-

trine drew him toward negroid sculpture,

and deceived him into believing that the

steatopygous monstrosities produced by
these primitive sculptors show an artistic

forthrightness. He failed to understand

that primitive man, because of his uncom-
plicated existence, is not necessarily a clearer

thinker. It never occurred to him, nor to

those who patter about the sweetness of

primitive life, that the primeval man is of

lesser brain capacity than the modern, and
that, far from having a keener vision be-

cause of his primordial innocence, is much
less able than his more cultivated brother

to see things either clearly or correctly.

IVIore simply he does see them, but with a

simplicity rather of ineptitude than calcula-

tion. The theory that would place early

man as the model for moderns is identical

with the idea that simple childhood comes
nearer to a realization of nature's mysteries

than thinking maturity; yet anyone who
has observed the artistic efforts of an un-

tutored child can hardly agree to such a

proposition. From time to time we hear

such theories propounded, but they are as

futile as those which would have the grown

man once more return to the enjoyments of

his infancy. You cannot turn back the

hands of the clock. Even in the work of so

subtle an artist as Paul Manship such a

theory produces little more than an aca-

demically artificial beauty. Water cannot

be made to flow back under the bridge.

Unquestionably such pictures as Matisse

produced, along with the teaching of Ce-

zanne, helped make cubism possible. To
the historical critic such reversions to a re-

mote past for inspiration spell disaster, be-

cause experience teaches that when an art

becomes archaistic it is, if not already de-

cadent, at least headed for decadence.

The futurist, whatever else may be said

of him, did not look backward. Like the

soul in the theory of transmigration, he

thought to approach perfection by a con-
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tinual elimination of the earthy from his

make-up. Russolo could represent, or at

least thought he had represented, the dy-

namic force of an automobile. Another

artist might allow a sinuously indeterminate

line to writhe across an otherwise innocently

white sheet of paper and call it ''rhythm."

Such an artist, maybe, would depict

"Music" by tender stains of tint or stac-

cato dots of color, according to the w'him of

the moment. One speculates fearfully how
a really emancipated modernist would rep-

resent sound or smell. A crashing drum
or an enticing bottle might have sufficed

the old-fashioned artist. But this would be

too obvious—too banal for the present-day

radical.

The inevitable question is—whither has

it all led? What has this radicalism done

for the good of art ? If I have made myself

clear it must have appeared that from the

start there has been a revolt against the

traditional canon of the academy. It must
have appeared also that not until the advent

of the post-impressionist, or just possibly

a little earlier with the impressionist, did the

anti-academic group neglect the substance

of art for an attempted exploration of the

spirit. Once for all the idea of representa-

tion was discarded; pictorial art began to do

what has been attempted in modern music

—to try to analyze and interpret matter

which, it would appear, lies outside the ca-

pability of its technique. You are asked

to adventure into a non-physical, tenuous

world of which we know little, and that

little not at all well.

Could it be proved that this revolt

against academic canon is entirely the work
of improperly equipped artists, we might

dismiss the question of the modernist move-
ment as a bit of stupid charlatanism. But
in the face of the fact that many of these

rebels could, when they so chose, draw well

even according to academic standards, we
must look closer at the matter.

The situation seems to be this: Startled

by the dawning consciousness that the aca-

demic group had bogged down into an un-

inspired habit of work which prevented it

from really appreciating nature, and dimly

aware that there are many mysteries in the

natural world awaiting investigation, these

protestants quickly passed from what

seemed the more obvious and apparently

easy task of recording visible forms to an
attempted analysis of the essence of things.

The movement is of the same cloth with the

psycho-analytical tendencies of the last few

3'ears. As soon as art became a means for

investigating the problems arising in con-

nection with a study of one's environment,

it was quite possible for the idea of beauty
to recede be3'ond the horizon, Foolishl}^ or

not, these painters fancied themselves deep
thinkers, philosophers whose investigations

carried them above the need of mere beauty.

The misfortune is that the farther their art

moved awa}^ from the traditional type the

more it found itself compelled to use a sym-
bolism intelligible only to the initiated.

Art thus becomes a cult. In some instances

color is treated with consideration so that

the layman still experiences a pleasant

sensation. But natural form is aborted

into a shape bearing little resemblance to

the subject supposed to be represented.

Often, too, color bears no relation to that

which is native to the object. Its function

is quite as learnedly cryptic as the drawing.

So baffling to the ordinary person are these

super-pictures that one is fairly justified in

believing that in some cases their fantastic

ugliness and unintelligible confusion is the

masquerading charlatanism of inexpert

daubers.

At the same time it would be incorrect to

say that the modernist movement has pro-

duced no good results. Rebellion always

accomplishes some good. It was, for ex-

ample, the impressionist's eagerness to re-

cord the fugitive aspects of nature that

taught the artistic world that color in nature

is not bounded by the conventional rules of

the studio. The modernist also made it

clear that form has a solidity which is due

to the play of light on color. This fact had

never once glimmered in the consciousness

of the tradition-reverencing academician.

Through the modernist's efforts man's ap-

preciation of the beauty and mystery of

nature has been quickened. Therefore if

in their speculative audacity they err in

attempting the unattainable, they should

be credited at least with jolting the acade-

mician out of the rut of contentment and

complacent self-appreciation into which he

had fallen.

A calendar of current art exhibitions will be found on page 7.
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In the ^^Dull Season''
BY ALEXANDER DANA NOYES

THE pause which midsummer usualh'

brings to financial, industrial, and
sometimes political acti\'ities, affects the

financial community's ideas and impres-

sions in two different ways; its effect de-

pending on whether observers
Th^Pf^se Qf ii^Q situation are trying to

of,™!"^ look into the future 'or aresummer . •
i i

Markets makmg compansons ^\itn the

past. To those who are gaz-

ing forward, midsummer is a period of

uncertainty. How uncertain a season it

is in politics, nothing proves better than

the misgiving which has prevailed in the

summer of our own presidential years,

even with parties and candidates whose
subsequent \ictory at the polls was over-

whelming.
Mr. Roosevelt's uneasiness over his

own campaign at the end of summer in

1904, with his 2,500,000 popular major-
ity ahead of him, was no less typical than
Mr. Lincoln's deliberate conclusion at

the end of August, 1864, that he was des-

tined to be defeated, although the sweep-
ing majority of election da}- was hardh'

two months away. In financial and in-

dustrial markets it is always a matter of

controversy in the markets, even after a
springtime trade re\ival, whether the

midsummer relaxation means that the

forward movement has spent its force and
is destined to be followed by reaction in

the autumn, or whether the midyear halt

represents only the gathering of energy
for resumption on a larger scale of the

forward movement.

THERE are midyear uncertainties in

the tangible factors making for pros-

perity or adversit}\ 'Even before the
war, the question as to good or bad out-
come of home and foreign harvests, wdth
the important bearing which the charac-
ter of those harvests always had on the
purchasing power of the people, on foreign-

exchange rates, on movement of gold, on
volume of railway traffic, necessarily

hung in the balance during
the summer months, subject Uncertam-

to \icissitudes of the season, season
Even in years which are now
remembered for their immense grain pro-

duction in the United States, this uncer-

tainty prevailed. Nowadays, the famous
American wheat crops of 1914 and 191 5

—

exceeding respectively by 140,000,000 and
270,000,000 bushels the largest pre-war
harvests—are remembered only because
of the part played by those unexampled
yields in averting European food short-

age during the first half of the war. Prob-
ably even the grain trade has forgotten

that for many weeks the winter wheat
crop of 191 5 was threatened by unseason-

able rains which disheartened the mar-
kets, and the spring wheat crop of 19 14 by
a midsummer hot wave which reduced its

condition from 92 per cent of a perfect

crop in July to 74 per cent in August.

But to the thoughtful watcher of the

situation whose eye is turned to com-
parison with the similar midyear season

of uncertainty a year or more before, the

question of economic re\dval or reaction,

and of the scope of either, is answered by
the record. The midsummer pause in

192 1 brought great uncertainty to finan-

cial markets, but even then the markets
knew that the long and precipitous de-

cline in prices had been checked, that the

tightening of the credit market had
reached its end, and that conditions were

altogether changed from what they had
been in midsummer of 1920; a time when
every merchant and producer knew that

his business affairs were drifting rapidly

toward x-iolent readjustment.

THE midsummer halt of 191 5 aroused

anxious inquiry as to whether the

American trade revival, which had begun
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in the springtime after the autumn ''war

panic," could possibly be carried farther.

But a moment's comparison

Ju^"?w ^^ ^^^ surrounding circum-

Boom " stances \yiih the economic
chaos into which the whole

financial and industrial world had been
plunged with the coming of midsummer
in 1914, was enough to convince the most
timid or sceptical observer that for this

country at any rate, the position had
been completely reversed; that, whatever
should be in store for the country's eco-

nomic fortunes later on, America was on
its financial feet and moving toward the

position of central credit market which
London had relinquished.

The disturbing considerations, to those

who tried to look ahead in midsummer of

191 5, were the facts that the world was at

war, that destruction of life and property

was proceeding at a rate never paralleled

in the history of war, and that capital was
being wasted in the work of devastation

as it had never previously been wasted.

Then how was financial and industrial re-

vival possible, even to a neutral state?

We know now what actually followed ; the

scope of the American business expansion

which ensued is on the record, and nowa-
days in retrospect it is easy to see that no
other result was reasonablv to hsLvt been
expected under the circumstances which
were plainly visible in July and August
of 1915.

WE cannot look ahead with any more
assurance in the summer of 1922

than in the summer of 191 5. Precisely as

it was then asked how a forward move-
ment of finance and industry was possible

with the incubus of a great
Trying

^^.^^j- overshadowing the situ-

Ahead ation, so it is asked now how-

trade and industry can revive,

even in America, \\ith Europe in a state

of reaction, collapse, and economic con-

fusion. But we can at least look back a

year and see where we stand as compared
with midsummer of 192 1.

When one recalls the spirit of utter

hopelessness regarding Europe's eco-

nomic dilemma which then pervaded the

minds even of the most experienced finan-

ciers, and next considers what has hap-

pened in the intervening period—the
seemingly inexhaustible resources of in-

vestment capital which have come into

play, the extent to which private American
investors are now financing even Central

Europe, the discussion b}' practical bank-
ers of a billion-dollar loan to finance the

German reparations payments, the rise in

value of all the European currencies ex-

cept those of Germany, Austria, and Rus-
sia, the beginning of a series of interna-

tional conferences to find the way out by
united effort—it is impossible to doubt
the immense change for the better from
the situation of a year ago, and the long

steps taken toward solution of the central

problem. But such a retrospect has its

significance in regard to the future also,

precisely as it did in the first year of the

war. It may not indicate that financial

and industrial recovery is bound to con-

tinue at an increasingly rapid pace. But
it does mean that its continuance may be
reasonably looked for.

FOR the considerable reaction in prices

which occurred on nearly all mar-
kets at the beginning of summer, Wall
Street assigned particular causes, as it al-

ways does; ascribing the decline of 5
points or thereabouts on the

stock market to the coal '^^^ ^^^"

strike in this country, the situation
threat of a railwav strike, and
the postponement of the plan for a Ger-

man loan by the Paris conference of

bankers; explaining the average decline

of I or 2 per cent in bonds to the fact that

the investing public had grown less en-

thusiastic in subscribing to new loans

simultaneously offered in large quan-

tities ; ascribing the reaction in foreign ex-

change (which in June brought the pound
sterling 13^^ cents below the month's
highest rate of $4.51^ and the franc i

cent below the year's high point of 9^8
cents) to the doubtful position in which

the German reparations controversy was
left by the failure of the Paris negotia-

tions. All these influences played their

part. Nevertheless, the teaching of ex-

perience has been that substantial reac-

tion in values was in any case bound to

follow so prolonged and rapid an ad-

vance as had occurred on all these mar-
kets.

(Financial Situation, continued on page .^i)
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Such reaction is very apt to come along with

the summer-time reaction of general business

activity. Even in years when the forward

movement of prosperity subsequently turned

out to have been unchecked, the midsummer
reaction on the Stock Exchange equally oc-

curred. Looked at in retrospect, the reason

seemed to have been, first, that the momentum
of a speculative market always carries prices

beyond the point at which visible conditions

are fairly measured, and, second, that the tan-

gible movement of trade and industry comes
into play in the spring and autumn seasons,

but that the summer is apt to be a period of

uncertainty as to the scope of autumn business

expansion.

Among the traditions of the Stock Exchange
are the heavy midsummer break in prices dur-

ing the year of speculation for the rise, 1919,
and the even more \dolent downward reaction

in the summer of 191 6 and 191 5, although ev-

ery one of those years was marked out by a
rise of prices during both spring and autumn.
Even in the most celebrated period of expand-
ing American prosperity, covering 1899, 1900,
and 1901 , although the New York stock market
reflected that expansion by a series of notable
advances, there were also several exceedingly

\dolent intermediate reactions in prices, ex-

tending over periods of weeks and on one or

two occasions reaching momentarily to almost

panicky 'proportions.

IF the speculative markets, then, are not at

such times a sure guide to the actual con-

dition and outlook of finance and industry, it is

the more necessary to examine the visible in-

dications in the business field itself. In that

direction, the experienced observer

will at present find both encourage- J^®
ment and disappointment—encour-

-ptnancisd
agement because the evidences of a circles

situation changing steadily for the

better have already presented themselves with

a distinctness which veryfew people would have
predicted six months ago; disappointment, be-

cause the hopes of vigorous and tangible re-

vival of trade during the early months of 1922,

which were aroused by the enthusiastic mar-

kets of April and May, have not materialized.

The signs of promise may be most readily

discovered through contrast of the existing

situation with the situation which existed a

very short time ago. But Wall Street fre-

quently misleads itself by the very fact of mak-
ing and exaggerating such comparisons. It is

(Financial Situation, continued on page 43)

When Gold Is A Drug
On The Market

ON a recent date the Federal Re-

serve Banks, after setting aside

the necessary reserves against deposits,

had in their vaults $1.17 in gold for

every paper dollar in circulation—more

than two billion in number. The law

requires only 40 cents in gold against

each paper dollar.

What is the significance of this gold

hoard, so vast that it staggers the imag-

ination ? The banker replies, **Easy

money." The economist says, "The

end of a cycle of deflation." The busi-

ness man hopes, " Better business." The

investor knows that in the past the

accumulation of idle money has always

meant the disappearance of unusually

high yields on bond investments.

Our extensive organization, connected

by private wires with many markets,

will be pleased to make definite sug-

gestions for investment in high-grade

bonds of all types, but especially in tax-

free municipal issues.

J
TACYtBRAU
IINLVESTMENT BONDSa

New York Toledo Cincinnati Detroit St. Louis Chicago



Safe Investments

W HERE can you find a class of investments—excepting

United States government bonds—that are safe, safe as a

class — each and every one of them safe — vdthout

exceptions or regrets?

There is one such class of bonds, STRAUS
Bonds, safeguarded under the STRAUS PLAN
and backed by our record of 40 years without

loss to any investor.

Ever since this House was founded, in 1882,

every Straus First Mortgage bond and coupon
has been paid promptly in cash when due, with-

out loss or delay.

You should investigate these sound, worry^proof, popu-

lar securities* Call and discuss your investment problems

w^ith one of our officers, or, if you prefer, write today for

BOOKLET Ha210

S.W STRAUS &. CO.
ESTABLISHED I 882 • CFFICES ]N FIFTEEN PRIN'CIPAL CITI ES • INCORPORATED

Straus Building

565 Fifth Ave., at 46th St.

New York

Straus Building

6 7^0. C}ar\ St., at Madison St.

Chicago

40 YEARS WITHOUT LOSS TO ANY INVESTOR

jCopyright 1922. by S. W. Straus & Co li?
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 41)

characteristic of the underlying spirit of opti-

mism which prevails in American finance and in-

dustry that the preUminary achievement in the

way of recovery after a severe industrial set-

back is habitually discussed, not merely as

proof that the turn in the tide had come but as

guarantee of an immediate '"business boom/'
When something of this belief had begun to pre-

vail last spring, the absence of anything re-

motely resembling the business boom, the con-

stant reiteration by the mercantile agencies in

their weekly bulletins that, although '"increas-

ing confidence" was evident in commercial cir-

cles, nevertheless the active general trade had
failed to materialize, seemed to mean disap-

pointed hopes. People began to ask whether
the signs of coming recovery had not been illu-

sion.

WHETHER and to what extent the pro-

longation of the coal miners' and the tex-

tile workers' strike, and the attitude of railway

labor toward the Labor Board's reductions in

the wage scale, were dominant influences in the

recurrent reaction of prices on the
As to the Stock Exchange, it would perhaps

Question ^^ difficult to say. The particular

incidents of the season, in the field

of mine and transportation labor, have em-
bodied one peculiarly interesting phase of the

economic readjustment which followed the

economic upheaval of war time. It is possible

now to see that, in the immediate sequel to

the war, expectation in regard to the wage
scale was subject to misjudgment, even among
experienced observers, as complete as was the

period's misjudgment regarding the probable
course of prices and cost of living. When the

war ended, behef was very general, even among
the largest employers of labor, that wages
would not be reduced to any material extent
from the much higher average level to which
the industrial exigencies of war had raised

them.

There was a double ground for this belief. In
the first place, when the war ended labor itself

seemed to have control of the situation. So
far as its own interests were affected, it was
able to exercise such control not only indus-
trially but poHtically; the question of 1919
seemed to be, not merely whether labor was
not able to exact its own terms, but whether it

might not be able also to insist on a direct

share and partnership with its employers.
The attempt to secure this last-named pre-
rogative broke down, in the form which it had
then assumed; its breakdown being partly at-

(Financial Situation, continued on page 45)

SSBS 0359

Plus

100% Safety
Seven percent on First Mortgage Real Estate Bonds is an
opportunity which hkely will not continue much longer.
Interest rates are falling. In a few years six and even five
percent on safe bonds >vill seem high. Now is the time
to invest—while 7'

t with safety may be had.

67 Years' Proven Safety
Whether you have $100. $500, $1000, or more to invest, a
careful reading of our current Investors' Guide will point
the w^ay to 100*^0 protection and maximum return. For
over two-thirds of a century, every Greenebaum Safe-
guarded Bond, principal and interest has heen promptly
paid. You may earn up to $70 on every $1000 invested to-
day in Greenebaum First Mortgage Real Estate Bonds.
Mail coupon today for Investors' Guide. No obligation.

Greenebaum Sons
InVftStinftllf ComDany
Stockholders of this CciiipiDiy are idciiticni ivith those

o_f Greencbau in Sons Ba>ik and 'Trust Company

Oldest Banking House in Chicago
FOUNDED 1855

Correspondent Offices in joo Cities

Qremhmmdondf'ioo%SafeSmceiS55
-— USE THIS COUPON
Greenebaum Sons Investment Company
La Salle and Madison Streets, Chicago

Please send copy of July Investors' Guide which ex-

plains how to invest savings at the highest interest rate

consistent with safety.

NAME.

STREET

CITY STATE... 18
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When the Red Gods Call

THE spell of mountain lake or ocean beach is strongest

when winter cares are left behind. Such independence

comes with systematic adherence to a definite plan.

Let the income from your investments provide your vacations.

Each year's new harvest of sound bonds brings increased

freedom from financial considerations.

The strong foundation of municipal bonds recommends them

as the basis of your income fund.

You can afford to be particular in the selection of your invest-

ment house, for that is a luxury which costs nothing, yet it

means your lasting protection.

Your post-card request will bring our latest

offering list and booklets describing

municipal bonds.

WiHiam R.(ompton fbmpany
Investment Bonds

ST. LOUIS NEW YORK CHICAGO
Compton Bldg. 14 Wall Street 105 So. La SaUe St

CINCINNATI NEW ORLEANS
Union Trust Building Vjw.* '^J^ZxI ^02 Hiberaia Bank BuUding
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 43)

tributable to the complete collapse of the Rus-
sian experiment, partly to the- flat rejection of

the idea in the United States, but mostly to

recognition, even by labor, of the inconsistency

of asking to share as a partner \Aith capital in

the profits of industry, while putting aside any
intention or possibility of sharing in its risks

or losses.

UT the controlHng influence ^vhich labor

did not retain through its political power,

it continued for a considerable time to hold

through the nature of the industrial situation.

The peculiar economic character of the first

year after the war arose from a

series of perplexing facts. Goods
already in supply were held back
from the market on borrowed
money for the purpose of exacting

higher prices. The high prices which actually

prevailed, and expectation of a still greater

rise, caused speeding up of production in every

industry. Labor supply of the moment, with

its efficiency much reduced, turned out to be

inadequate to keep up the pace of production.

Yet manufacturers, probably with an instinc-

tive sense that the seemingly boundless de-

mand for their products could not last, became

Labor's
Position
at the End
of the War

urgent bidders against one another for the la-

bor which they needed. Wages, therefore, in-

stead of falling from their higher war-time
level, advanced with great rapidity during the

year or year and a half after the war was
over. All this is what differentiated the his-

tory of the wage scale after the great European
War from what had happened to it in the

immediate aftermath of all other great

wars.

In short, the very prevalent belief of 1910
that wages could not come down had its basis

both in the fact that rapidly rising prices made
payment of the higher wages possible and in

the fact that the increased cost of living made
higher wages just. As compared with 19 14,

the data of the United States Labor Depart-
ment's Bulletin fixed the increase in average
cost of K\-ing at 74;^ s per cent by the end of

1918, at 99>3 per cent by the end of 1919, and
at 116^ per cent by the middle of 1920, when
prices were at their highest. The extent to

which wages had risen along with and because
of this rise of prices and rise in cost of hving,

has been shown by the Department in a highly

typical comparison for union labor in the build-

ing trade, whose average pay per hour in May
of 1919 was 43 per cent above 1914, but in

(Financial Situation, continued on page 47)

Why Miller Bonds Pay 7% or 7]
Do you know why you can get 7^/( or 73/2% c>n Miller First Mortgage Bonds,
although most securities of equal grade pay considerably less ? The answe.
is this : The South is an eager borrower of money to develop its vast re-

sources, to provide funds for its expanding business, and to erect buildings

to house its growing population.

The South borrows at 7\c and 7/ 2^ o because it is profitable to do so.

The rate measures the extent to which opportunity for the use of money has outstripped
the supply of available funds. Until the resources of the region are fully exploited, the
South will continue to pay a more liberal rate than fully-developed sections.

MAIL THIS COUPON TO-DAYMiller Bonds are secured by a first mortgage on an apartment
house, hotel, or other income-producing property — by a first

claim on earnings of the building—and by monthly payments
which the borrower makes to meet principal and interest. Mail
the coupon for booklet, "The South Today," which shows in
detail why these Southern bonds pay 7% or 7i2%-

$100 Bonds; $500 Bonds; $1,000 Bonds

Interest paid twice yearly

Yield: 7%or 7>^%
Partial payment accounts invited

G.L.M iller sl fg.
oTS^^^^"^"^""* IMCORRORA.XED ^^
<f4llO HURT BUILDING ATLANTA, GA»

"First —The Investor's Welfare"

G. L. MILLER & COMPANY, INC. J

2400 Hurt Building. Atlanta, Ga.

Dear Sirs:
|

Please send me copy of your booklet, i

"The South Today," and description of a

good first mortgage bond investment of '

$ , maturing in about I

years. (These blanks need not be filled in»
|

but the information helps us to give the in- I

vestor personal attention.)

Name
|

Address I

City and State
|



Where Does Your Money Work ?

IN THE South today money
is working hard. Money is

earning a good wage. Money is

protected from loss by unusual

safeguards.

Is your money earning for you
as much as it should? Is your
money protected by security that

guarantees it against loss or

shrinkage?

What is it earning?

it protected?

How is

These are questions every man
or woman with money to invest

or with funds bearing interest

should answer.

Southern securities issued by
this institution offer unusual op-

portunities for investment. They
are in the form of first mortgage

bonds secured by property val-

ued at from two to three times

the amount of the loan.

Banks and insurance com-
panies annually place many mil-

lions of dollars in these securi-

ties. They invest their funds in

them because of their absolute

safety and because of the at-

tractive interest return.

Isn't it good judgment to ac-

cept the investment judgment of

a bank? Ask your bank about

Mortgage & Securities bonds.

Ask us to send you details of

bond issues now available and

study the many attractive fea-

tures of these Southern invest-

ments.

Write for Circular C-418

Seventeenth Year—JA^^^r* a dQoss to a Client

Mortgage ^ Securities Co.
Capital and Surplus Over One million

Canal s. Camp Sts; New Orleans
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 45)

May of 1920 was 96 per cent above that first

year of war and in May of 192 1 was nearly 100

per cent above it. Spinners in the Massachu-
setts cotton-mills earned 15.8 cents per hour

on the average in 1914, and 29.6 in 1918, but

in 1920 the average had risen to 60^. While

the department's computations showed the

cost of living to have risen 52 per cent between
December, 191 7, and June, 1920, the United

States Labor Board reported that the average

increase in railway wages during the same in-

terval had been 63^ per cent, on top of a series

of advances between 19 14 and 191 7.

IT will have been observed that the rise in

prices and in cost of living proceeded at a

far more rapid pace during the eighteen months
after the armistice than it did in the war itself.

But in 1920 came the downward readjustment
of the prices in every industry,

P^® . whose rapidity and violence was of

of IQ20 ^ wholly unexpected character. A
year later the decline of wholesale

prices from the highest average of the period

had run nearly to 50 per cent. Nothing quite

like that had ever before been witnessed in eco-

nomic history. With a margin of business

profit for industrial production thus reduced
from that of 191 9 or 1920, maintenance of the

1920 wage scale became a practical impossi-

biUty.

It must be remembered that this fall in

prices of what the manufacturer had to sell

was not a consequence of home or foreign

competition, or of deliberate revision of their

price-lists by producers. It resulted from the

sudden, obstinate, and continuing refusal of

the retail customers to pay the abnormally
high prices any longer. The illusion of the

buyer regarding his own capacity to buy with-

out limitation had disappeared, and with it

had gone the illusion of the seller regarding the

market which was to be indefinitely open for

his increased production. In a great number
of industries the alternative now presented was
of lowering all costs or abandoning production.

But evidence of the economic necessity for

wage reduction under the circumstances was
presently followed by evidence of its fairness.

Living expenses necessarily declined in the end
along with prices. Between June, 1920, and
March, 1922, by the Department of Labor's
calculations, which I have already cited, the

average cost of living had decreased 27 per

cent, this notwithstanding a rise in house-rent,

which at both dates was included in the esti-

mates.

(Financial Situation, continued on page 49)

^o loss to any investor

in forty-nine years

The acid test of 49 years—nearly

half a century of good times and

bad— has been applied to our

Safeguarded First Mortgage In-

vestments.

They have come through this

test without ever causing any in-

vestor a dollar's loss of principal

or interest

Forty-nine years' experience in

the field of first mortgage invest-

ments in the National Capital has

enabled us to develop a definite

system of safeguards to protect

investors against loss.

We are now offering, at 7^^, several

issues, secured by new apartment

buildings in Washington, D. C,

How long 7^ will be the prevailing

rate on first mortgages in Wash-

ington, it is impossible to say.

Write today for full information.

Ask for circular A-14

^eF.H.SMITH(D.
Jounded 1873

First Mortgage Inrestments

WASHINGTON, D. C.
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CHOOSING rOVK
INVESTMENT
HOUSE

Q/4 Typical

Halsey, Stuart dC Co.

offering, suitable

for an investment fund

-

Commonwealth Edison

Company
Firil Mortgage 6% Bunds

DueJune 1,1943

*'Mother, this trip to Europe had its incep-

tion some twenty years ago when I began

buying bonds.

^'Fortunately, I began my investing

through a house which helped me to make
the best use of my funds."

Building an investment fund of well se-

lected bonds is the key to much in later life

which is worth having and worth doing.

Your main safeguard is the house you

deal with. Halsey, Stuart © Co. owes its

success and growth, these many years, to

underwriting and marketing only bonds of

a thoroughly conservative type.

Our booklet, "Choos-
ing Your Investment

House, " explains the

varied services of
modern investment

banking—and how
to use them. Write for
booklet SMJ8

HALSEY, STUART & CO.
INCORPORATED

CHICAGO NEW YORK BOSTON PHILADELPHIA
209 So. La Salle Street 14 Wall Street 10 Post Office Square Land Title Building

DETROIT MILWAUKEE ST. LOUIS MINNEAPOLIS
Ford Building First Wis. Nat'l Bank Bldg. Secxirity Building Metropolitan Bank Btdg.

Fill in and oail for booklet,''Choosing Your Investment House," SM-18

"J^ame ,

Street City



The
Railway
Law of

1920

(Financial Situation, continued from page 47)

GENERAL revision of wages followed as a

matter of course, but they were nowhere
lowered from their highest level in the same
percentage as the dechne in prices and cost of

living, except in a few trades like the textile

industry, in which the preceding

advance of wages had been wholly

out of proportion to the advance in

prices of the product. Most of the

reductions were proposed directly

by the employers to their organized employ-

ees; sometimes they were accepted, sometimes
resisted. But the course of events was espe-

cially interesting in the railway industry, in

which an unusual experiment had been intro-

duced; the final decision on petitions of railway

employees for the raising of wages, or on pe-

titions of the railway companies for lowering

of wages, being left by the Transportation Act
of 1920 in the hands of a Railway Labor Board,

established by that statute. That board was
to be made up of a membership of nine ap-

pointed by the President of the United States,

with the ratification of the Senate.

Of these nine members, three were to repre-

sent the carriers and to be nominated by them,

three to represent the employees and to be

nominated by them, and three to represent the

general public. The Board was to* base its

rulings, in the language of the Transportation

Act, on "the scale of wages paid for similar

kinds of work in other industries, the relation

between wages and cost of living, the hazards

of the employment, the training and skill re-

quired, the degree of responsibility, the char-

acter and regularity of the employment and
inequalities of increases in wages or of treat-

ment, the result of previous wage orders or

adjustments."

AS its first act under this authorization, the

Board increased the railway wage scale 20

per cent, as of May, 1920, when cost of living

was at its highest. A year later the Board de-

creased the wage scale on the average 12 per

cent, as of July, 192 1, when prices
Action of j^^^ made their 50 per cent decline

Board ^^^ wages in all other industries

had fallen correspondingly. This
change affected mostly the operating forces.

Last May the Board supplemented that deci-

sion by further revision of the wages of railway

shop employees and unskilled labor, the result

of which was virtually to restore the average
wage scale as it existed before the advance of

1920. The Board's statisticians then reported
that, whereas under the award of 1920 average
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wages were increased 139.9 P^^" ^^^^ ^.s com-
pared with December, 191 7, as against 52 per

cent increase in cost of living, the wage scale

as fixed last May was 69.4 per cent higher than

at the 191 7 date, while cost of living averaged

an increase of only 17.2 per centT

Such, so far as the evidence is laid before us,

is the position of affairs. It is a phase of the

social and economic situation which had not

been generally looked for, certainly not at so

early a date, when the war came to its end

—

any more than had the precipitous decline in

prices. It has been very largely a consequence,

not of disturbance of the economical relation

of things during the war, but of the disturbance

of them in the period of \iolent inflation of

values during the year and a half after the war
was over. But these now well-recognized facts

have not made the problem of wage readjust-

ment any simpler. It was bound to be a pain-

ful and difficult process, not less so when or-

ganized labor has the near recollection of a

time when, under the illusion that unprece-

dentedly high wages meant an equally unprec-

edented margin before income and cost of

living, the wage-earning class was among the

most lavish and wasteful spenders of the two
years after the armistice.

THE labor organizations are right in being on
their guard against unfair and excessive

application of an inevitable readjustment.

But the problem is at best a difficult one, and
human instincts are too strong to make it possi-

ble for one side in the controversy
Difficulties

^Q accept even the demonstrated

Situation facts on which the other side bases

its contention. What was called

the "strike vote" of the railway unions in 192

1

and again in this present year, was a strong

illustration of this aspect of the matter. Rail-

way workers whose wage-scale had been re-

duced in line with the Transportation Act's

provisions, were asked through a referendum of

the unions to say individually whether they
accepted or rejected the decision. But in so far

as their response was merely approval or dis-

approval of the wage reduction, human nature

alone was sufficient to insure a vote of rejec-

tion; certainly not less so when exactly such a

vote by large majorities on the railway wage
reduction of last year was not followed by a

strike.

Yet on the other hand labor-union politics,

the sense which every elected officer of the

union has of being watched by factional op-
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ponents for some action which could be util-

ized to unseat him, has made the path of the

union leader difficult. Perhaps the varying

point of \iew, the deadlock of opinion, were
even more forcibly illustrated by the fact that,

in the decision for lower wages by the Labor
Board in June—a decision which the Board it-

self approached reluctantly—all the railway

representatives voted for reduction and all the

labor representatives against it, lea\'ing the

matter to be decided by the vote of the three

representatives of the public.

T^HIS is the situation which is working itself

-* out in the series of industrial disputes

made ine\'itable by such circumstances. It is

in many respects a peculiarly complex situa-

tion. In the period foUoudng our Ci\il War,
statistics show that the average

wage-scale in this country in-

creased during every one of the

eight years after 1865 and that this

occurred even when the general

average of prices was declining. But a Kttle

study of the figures shows that the case of the

sixties was one in which wages during the war
itself, instead of keeping pace with the rise in

prices as they did between 19 14 and 1919, had
advanced scarcely haK as rapidly as prices. It

was also a case in which the \Tiolent reaction of

trade and industry, the precipitous fall in

prices, which in our own recent case occurred

less than two years after return of peace, and
in the compass of a single twelvemonth, did

not then begin in earnest until eight years af-

ter the end of the Ci\T[l War.

There are other compUcating considerations.

The individual laborer is naturally restless that

reduction in his wages should be based on sta-

tistical averages of a changing cost of li\ing.

His own idea is to better his condition under

any circumstances, and his own experience very

probably may be that he has recently increased

his own scale of expenditure because of his

higher wages. On the other hand, there is

necessarily a limit to the wage cost which pro-

ducers or transportation agencies can sustain

in a falling market for their goods and ser\dces.

Y/'ET as against even this consideration, the

^ renewed activity of springtime in certain

industries, such as steel production and build-
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ing construction, brought employers in those

industries into the market as urgent bidders for

labor because of actual scarcity.

The Labor This fact suggests the question
Problem what would happen in the field of

Industrial employment if a vigorous industrial

Future recovery were to spread to most

of the other trades, at a time when
the new restrictions on immigration have

checked the old-time automatic increase in our

laboring population from that source.

What shape will be assumed, in the longer

period of economic readjustment, by this prob-

lem of change in the wage scale, whether up-

ward or downward, is one of the questions in

the financial and industrial outlook which it is

hardest to answer confidently. There has been

ground both for encouragement and discour-

agement in the course of events since the war

ended. The great increase in the size and

power of the more important labor organiza-

tions, which it was once imagined might ag-

gravate the severity and violence of industrial

struggles, has on the whole resulted differently.

The very magnitude of its responsibility has

instilled something of caution, not to say con-

servatism, into the union leadership. Wide-

spread recourse to violence in the conducting

of a strike has been absent to a degree that

would have seemed remarkable two or three

decades ago. The Federal Government has

more and more positively accepted, as a mat-

ter of course, the duty of intervening and set-

tling nation-wide disputes when production or

transportation of necessities was stopped by
the failure of negotiations between employers

and employees.

Beyond these facts, the problem is still in

the doubtful and experimental stage. Whether
the arbitral board established by the railway

act to pass on the merits of wage controversies

in the industry points the way to the solution,

when it is possible to enforce such decisions

against the employing company or individual

but not against the labor-union, is yet to be

determined. The one really assuring consid-

eration is the attitude of the general pubHc:
the complete disappearance of the old idea

that a struggle between capital and labor

is something in which the public cannot
take a hand in the way of peremptory settle-

ment.
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Following are announcements of current booklets and circulars
issued by financial institutions, which may be obtained without
cost on request addressed to the issuing banker. Investors are asked
to mention Scribner's Magazine when writing for literature.

The Bankers Trust Company of New York is issuing periodically
an Investment Letter with an informing review of the investment
situation, which will be sent to investors on request.

"The New South's Message to the Conservative Investor"
'•Caldwell First Mortgage Bonds," and '"Caldwell Municipal
Bonds,' three new booklets issued by Caldwell and Company, 214
Union Street, Nashville, Tennessee.

"Bonds as Safe as Our Cities" and "Municipal Bonds Defined"
are two booklets published by the William R. Compton Company.
St. Louis. Ne%v York, Chicago. Cincinnati, and New Orleans. Both
booklets describe the various kinds of municipal bonds and the safe-
guards surrounding them.

"The Giant Energy—Electricity." A booklet in popular form,
which shows the attractiveness of carefully selected public-utility
bonds, and deals largely with the wonderful growth in the electric
light and power business. Published by The National City Com-
pany, National City Bank Building, New York.

Stacy and Braun, 14 Wall Street, New York City, have just pub-
lished "A Quick-Reckoning Income Tax Table, Revised for 1022,"
showing theexemption value of municipal bonds which are free from
all Federal income taxes as compared with investment subjects to
these same taxes. Copies may be had upon request.

"How to Figure the Income Basis on Bonds," a non-technical
discussion of this important subject which investors may have
simply by writing to Wells-Dickey Company, Minneapolis.

Write H. H. Franklin Manufacturing Company for details con-
cerning new $icxx> air-cooled, four-cylinder Franklin Car and book-
let of interest to investors.

"Bonds—Questions Answered, Terms Defined." and "A Sure
Road to Financial Independence," are two excellent booklets issued
by Halsey, Stuart & Company, 14 Wall Street, New York City.

REAL ESTATE AND FARM MORTGAGE
BOOKLETS

"How to Select Safe Bonds" explains the security back of Real
Estate Securities. Write George M. Forman & Company, 105 C
West Monroe Street, Chicago.

Greenebaum Sons Investment Company, La Salle and Madison
Streets, Chicago, will send on request their July Investors' Guide,
which explains how to invest savings at highest interest rates con-
sistent with safety.

The Mortgage and Securities Company of New Orleans, Louisi-
ana, specializing in Southern investments, have published a book-
let, "Farm Mortgage Bonds of the South," setting forth the attrac-
tive features of Southern securities of this type. They have also

published two additional booklets, "Southern Real Estate Bonds"
and "Southern Industrial Bonds." Write for copies of these book-
lets.

"A Guaranteed Income" is a booklet for investors in real-estate

bonds, describing the added protection of a guarantee against loss.

Write the Prudence Company, Incorporated, 31 Nassau Street,

New York City.

"The Story of the Mortgagette" and "First Mortgage Safe-

guards" are two booklets dealing with first mortgage investments in

the Nation's Capital. Write The F. H. Smith Company, 1414-1416
I Street, N. W., Washington, D. C, for copies.

"Common Sense in Investing Money" is a comprehensive book-
let published by S. W. Straus and Company. Fifth Avenue at 46th

Street. New York, outlining the principles of safe investment and
describing how the Straus Plan safeguards the various issues of

first-mortgage bonds offered by this house.

The Title Guaranty and Trust Company of Bridgeport, Con- I

necticut, will furnish upon application a list of mortgage investment
!

offerings.

"The South Today," a booklet describing investment opportu-

nities in first-mortgage bonds on Southern real estate, has recently

been issued by G. L. Miller & Company, of Atlanta, Georgia.
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From Immigrant to Inventor
By MICHAEL PUPIN

Professor of Electro-Mechanics, Columbia University, New York

I.—WHAT I BROUGHT TO AMERICA

Illustrations from photographs

HEN I landed at Cas-

tle Garden forty-eight

years ago I had only

five cents in my pock-

et. Had I brought
over five hundred dol-

lars instead of five

cents my immediate
career in the new, and to me a perfectly

strange, land would have been the same.

A boy immigrant such as I was then does

not begin his career until he has spent all

the money which he has brought with him.

I brought five cents and immediately
spent it upon a piece of prune pie, which
turned out to be a bogus prune pie. It

contained nothing but pits of prunes. If

I had brought five hundred dollars, it

would have taken me a little longer to

spend them, mostly upon bogus things,

but the struggle which awaited me would
have been the same in each case. It is

no handicap to a boy immigrant to land

here penniless; it is not a handicap to any
boy to be penniless when he strikes out
for an independent career, pro\dded that

he has the stamina to stand the hardships
that may be in store for him.

A thorough training in the arts and
crafts and a sturdy physique capable of

standing the hardships of strenuous labor

do entitle the immigrant to special con-

siderations. But what has a young and'

penniless immigrant to offer who has had
no training in any of the arts or crafts

and does not know the language of the

land? Apparently nothing, and if the

present standards had prevailed forty-

eight years ago I should have been de-

ported. There are, however, certain

things which a young immigrant may
bring to this country that are far more
precious than any of the things which the

present immigration laws prescribe. Did
I bring any of these things with me when
I landed at Castle Garden in 1874? I

shall try to answer this question in the

following brief story of my life prior to

my landing in this country.

Idvor.is my native town; but the dis-

closure of this fact discloses very little,

because Idvor cannot be found on any
map. It is a little village off the highway
in the province of Banat, formerly be-

longing to Austria-Hungary, but now an
important part of the kingdom of the

Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes. At the Paris

peace conference, in 1919, the Rumanians
claimed this province; they claimed it

in vain. They could not overcome the

fact that the population of Banat is Serb,

and particularly of that part of Banat
where Idvor is located. President Wilson

and Mr. Lansing knew me personally,

and when they were informed by the

Yougoslav delegates in Paris that I was
a native. of Banat, the Rumanian argu-

ments lost much of their plausibility. No
other nationality except the Serb has ever

lived in Idvor. The inhabitants of Idvor

were always peasants; most of them were

illiterate in my boyhood days. My
father and mother could neither read nor

Copyrighted in 1922 in United States, Canada, and Great Britain, by Charles Scribner's Sons. Printed in

New York. All rights reserved.
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260 FROM IMMIGRANT TO INVENTOR

write. The question arises now, what
could a penniless boy of fifteen, born and
bred under such conditions, bring to

America which under any conceivable

immigration laws would entitle him to

land? But I was confident that I was so

desirable an acquisition to America that

I would be allowed to land and w^as some-
what surprised that people made no fuss

over me when I landed.

The Serbs of Idvor from time imme-
morial always considered themselves the

brothers of the Serbs of Serbia, who are

only a few gunshots away from Idvor on
the south side of the Danube. The
Avala Mountain, near Belgrade in Ser-

bia, can easily be seen from Idvor on
every clear day. This blue and to me
at that time mysterious-looking peak
looked always like a reminder to the

Serbs of Banat that the Serbs of Serbia

were keeping an eye of affectionate watch-
fulness upon them.

When I was a boy Idvor belonged to

the so-called military frontier of Austria.

A bit of interesting history is attached to

this name. Up to the beginning of the

eighteenth century the Austrian Empire
was harassed by Turkish invasions. At
periodically recurring intervals Turkish
armies would cross her southern frontier,

formed by the Rivers Danube and Sava,

and penetrate into the interior prov-

inces. Toward the end of the seventeenth

century they advanced as far as Vienna,

and would have become a serious menace
to the whole of Europe if the Polish king

Sobiesky had not come to the rescue of

Vienna. It was at that time that Leo-
pold I, Emperor of Austria, in\dted

Charnoyevich, the Serb Patriarch of Ipek,

in old Serbia, to move with thirty-five

thousand picked families of old Serbia

into the Austrian territory north of the

Danube and the Sava Rivers, and to be-

come its guardians. For three hundred
years these Serbs had been fighting the

Turks and had acquired great skill in this

kind of warfare. In 1690 the Patriarch

with these picked famiHes moved into

Austria, and they settled in a narrow
strip of territory on the northern banks
of these tw^o rivers and stretching from
the Adriatic to the so-called iron gate of

the Danube. They organized what was
known later as the military frontier of

Austria. 1690 is according to tradition

the date when my native village Idvor
was founded, but not quite on its present

site. The original site is a very small

plateau a little to the north of the pres-

ent site.

Banat is a perfectly level plain, but
near the village of Idvor the River Tamish
has dug out a miniature canyon, and on
the plateau of one of the promontories
of this canyon the old site of Idvor was
located. It is connected to the new site

by a narrow neck. The old site was se-

lected because it offered many strategical

advantages of defense against the invad-

ing Turk. The first settlers of the old

village lived in subterranean houses

which could not be seen at a distance by
the approaching enemy. Remnants of

these subterranean houses were still in

existence when I w^as a schoolboy in the

village of Idvor, over fifty years ago.

The location of the original church was
marked by a little column built of bricks

and bearing a cross. In a recess on the

side of the column w^as the image of St.

Mary with the Christ Child, illuminated

by a burning wick immersed in oil. The
legend was that this flame was never al-

lowed to go out, and that a religious pro-

cession by the good people of Idvor to

the old monument was sure to avert any
calamity, like pestilence or drought, that

may be threatening the village. I took

part in many of these processions to the

old deserted \^llage and felt every time

that I was standing upon sacred ground;

sacred, because of the Christian blood

shed there during the struggles of the

Christian Serbs of Idvor against the

Turkish invaders. Every visit to the old

village site refreshed the memories of

the heroic traditions of w^hich the village

people were extremely proud. They
were poor in worldly goods, those simple

peasant folk of Idvor, but they were
rich in memories of their ancient tradi-

tions.

As I look back upon my childhood days

in the village of Idvor, I feel that the

cultivation of old traditions was the prin-

cipal element in the spiritual Hfe of the

village people. The knowledge of these

traditions was necessary and sufficient to

them in order to understand their posi-

tion in the world and in the Austrian Em-
pire. When my people moved into Aus-
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tria under Patriarch Charnoyevich and spiritual and political heads, that is, the

settled in the military frontier, they had Patriarch and the Voyvoda (governor).

a definite agreement with Emperor Leo- We were free and independent peasant

pold I. It was recorded in an Austrian landholders. In return for these privi-

state document called Privilegia. Ac- leges the people obligated themselves to

FroJ/t a photograph, copyright by Under-wood &• Underwood.

Professor Michael Pupin.

cording to this ancient document the

Serbs of the mihtary frontier were to en-

joy a spiritual, economic, and political

autonomy. Lands granted to them were
their own property. In our village we
maintained our own schools and our own
churches, and each village elected its own
local administration. Its head was the

knez, or chief, usually a sturdy peasant.

My father was a knez several times. The
bishops and the people elected their own

render military service for the defense of

the southern frontiers of the empire

against the invading Turks. After they

had helped to drive the Turks across the

Danube, under the supreme command of

Prince Eugene of Savoy, in the beginning

of the eighteenth century, and after the

emperor had discovered the splendid

fighting quahties of the Serbs of the mih-

tary frontier, he managed to extend the

original terms of the "Privilegia" so as
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to make it obligatory upon the military

frontiersmen to defend the empire against

any and every enemy. In this manner
the Serbs of the military frontier of Aus-
tria defended Empress Maria Theresa
against Frederic the Great; they de-

fended Emperor Francis against Napo-
leon; they defended Emperor Ferdinand
against the rebellious Hungarians in 1848
and 1849; in 1859 and 1866 they defended
Austria against Italy. The military ex-

ploits of the men of Idvor during these

wars supplied material for the traditions

of Idvor, which were recorded in many
tales and stirring songs. Reading and
writing did not flourish in Idvor in those

days, but poetry did.

Faithful to the old customs of the Serb

race, the people of Idvor held during the

long winter evenings their neighborhood
gatherings, and as a boy I attended many
of them at my father's house. The older

men would sit around the warm stove on
a bench which was a part of the stove and
made of the same material, usually soft

brick plastered over and whitewashed.
They smoked and talked and looked like

old senators, self-appointed guardians of

all the wisdom of Idvor. At the feet of

the old men were middle-aged men,
seated upon low stools, each with a basket

in front of him into which he peeled the

yellow corn from the seasoned ears of

corn, and this kept him busy during the

evening. The older women were seated

on little stools along the wall ; they would
be spinning wool, flax, or hemp. The
young women would be sewing or knit-

ting. I, a favorite child of my mother,
was allowed to sit alongside of her and
listen to the words of wisdom and words
of fiction dropping from the mouths of

the old men and sometimes also from the

mouths of the middle-aged and younger
men, when the old men gave them per-

mission to speak. At intervals the young
women would sing a song having some
relation to the last tale. For instance,

when one of the old men had finished a

tale about Kara George and his historic

struggles against the Turks, the women
would follow with a song describing a
brave Ueutenant of Kara George, named
Haidouk Velyko, who with a small band
of Serbians defended Negotin against a

great Turkish army under Moula Pasha.

This gallant band as the song describes

them reminds one of the little band of

Greeks at Thermopylae.
Some of the old men present at these

gatherings took part in the Napoleonic
wars, and they also remembered well the

stories which they had heard from their

fathers relating to the wars of Austria
against Frederic the Great during the

eighteenth century. The middle-aged
men had participated in the fighting dur-

ing the Hungarian revolution, and the

younger men had just gone through the

campaigns in Italy in 1859 and 1866.

One of the old men took part in the battle

of Aspern, when Austria defeated Napo-
leon. He received a high imperial deco-

ration for bravery, and was very proud
of it. He also went to Russia with an
Austrian division during Napoleon's cam-
paign of 181 2. His name was Baba
Batikin, and in the estimation of the

\dllage people he was a seer and a prophet,

due to his wonderful memory and his

extraordinary power of description. His
diction was that of a gouslar (Serbian

minstrel). He not only described vividly

what was going on in Austria and in Rus-
sia during the Napoleonic wars in which
he himself participated, but he would also

thrill his hearers by tales relating to the

Austrian campaigns against Frederic the

Great, which his father upon his return

from the battle-fields of Silesia had re-

lated to him. I remember quite well his

stories relating to Kara George of Serbia,

whom he had known personally. He
called him the great vozd, or leader of the

Serbian peasants, and never grew weary
of describing his heroic struggles against

the Turks in the beginning of the nine-

teenth century. These tales about Kara
George were always received at the neigh-

borhood gatnerings with more enthusiasm
than any other of his stirring narratives.

Toward the end of the evening Baba Bati-

kin would recite some of the old Serbian

ballads, many of which he knew by heart.

During these recitations his thin and
wrinkled face would light up; it was the

face of a seer, as I remember it, and I can

now see his bald head with a wonderful

brow towering over bushy eyebrows
through which the light of his deep-set

eyes would shine like the light of the

moon through the needles of an aged pine.

It was from him that the good people of

Idvor learned the historv of the Serb race
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from the battle of the field of Kossovo in Serbia and move into Austria, where they

1389 down to Kara George. He kept gladly consented to live in subterranean

alive the old Serb traditions in the village houses and crawl like woodchucks under
of Idvor. He was my first and my best the ground as long as they could enjoy the

teacher in history. blessings of political freedom.

The younger men told tales relating to

Austrian campaigns in Italy, glorifying The mihtary frontiersmen had their

the deeds of valor which the men of Idvor freedom guaranteed to them by the

displayed in these campaigns. The bat- ''Privilegia," and in exchange for their

tie of Custozza in 1866, in which the mill- freedom they were always ready to fight

tary frontiersmen nearly annihilated the for the Emperor of Austria on any battle-

Italian armies, received a great deal of field. Loyalty to the emperor was the

attention, because the men who de- cardinal virtue of the military frontiers-

scribed it participated in it and had just men. It was that loyalty which over-

returned from Italy. But I remember came their admiration for Garibaldi in

that every one of those men was full of 1866, and hence the Austrian victory at

praise of Garibaldi, the leader of the Custozza. The Emperor of Austria as a
ItaUan people in their struggles for free- guardian of their freedom received a place

dom. They called him the Kara George of honor in the selected class of men like

of Italy. I also remember that in my Prince Marko, Kara George, Czar Alex-

father's house in which these winter-eve- ander the Liberator, Lincoln, and Gari-

ning gatherings took place there was a baldi. These were the names recorded

colored picture of Garibaldi with his red in the Hall of Fame of Idvor. When,
shirt and a plumed hat. The picture was however, the emperor in 1869 dissolved

hung up alongside of the "Ikona," the the military frontier and delivered its

picture of our patron saint ; on the other people to the Hungarians, the military

side of the Ikona was the picture of the frontiersmen felt that they were betrayed
Czar of Russia, who only a few years by the emperor who broke his faith to

prior to that time had emancipated the them which was recorded in the "Privi-

Russian serfs. In the same room and legia." I remember my father saying to

hanging in a very conspicuous place, all me one day: ^'Thou shalt never be a sol-

by itself, was a picture of Kara George, dier in the emperor's army. The em-
the leader of the Serbian revolution. The peror has broken his word; the emperor
picture of the Austrian emperor was not is a traitor in the eyes of the military

there after 1869! frontiersmen. We despise the man who
The Serb ballads recited by Baba Bati- is not true to his word." This is the

kin glorified the great national hero, reason why the picture of the Emperor
Prince Marko; his combats were the of Austria was not allowed a place in my
combats of a strong man in defense of father's house after 1869.

the weak and of the oppressed. Marko, As I look back upon those days I feel,

although a prince of royal blood, never as I always felt, that the treacherous act

fought for conquest of territory. Accord- on the part of the Austrian emperor in

ing to the gouslar. Prince Marko was a 1869 was the beginning of the end of the

true champion of right and justice. At Austrian Empire. It was the beginning

that time the Civil War in America had of nationalism in the realm of Emperor
just come to a close and the name of Lin- Francis Joseph of Hapsburg. The love

coin, whenever mentioned by Baba Bati- of the people for the country in which
kin, suggested an American Prince Mar- they lived began to languish until it finally

ko. The impressions which I carried away died. When that love dies the country

from these neighborhood gatherings were must also die. This was the lesson which

a spiritual food which nourished in my I learned from the ilHterate peasants of

young mind the sentiment that the no- Idvor.

blest thing in this world is the struggle for

right, justice, and freedom. It was the My teacher in the village school never

love of freedom and of right and justice succeeded in making upon my mind that

which made the Serbs of the mihtary fron- profound impression which was made
tier desert their ancestral homes in old upon it by the men at the neighborhood
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gatherings. They were men who had
gone out into the world and had taken an
active part in the struggles of the world.

Reading, writing, and arithmetic appeared

to me hke instruments of torture which
the teacher, who, in my opinion at that

time, knew nothing of the world, had in-

vented in order to interfere as much as pos-

sible with my freedom, particularly when
I had an important engagement with my
chums and playmates. But my mother
soon con\inced me that I was WTong.

She could neither read nor write, and she

told me that she always felt that she w^as

blind, in spite of the clear vision of her

eyes. So blind, indeed, that, as she ex-

pressed it, she did not dare venture into

the world much beyond the confines of

my native \illage. This is as far as I re-

member now the mode of reasoning which
she would address to me: *'My boy, if

you ^^dsh to go out into the world about
which you heard so much at the neighbor-

hood gatherings, you must provide your-

self with another pair of eyes; the eyes

of reading and writing. There is so much
wonderful knowledge and learning in the

world which you cannot get unless you
can read and write. Knowledge is the

golden ladder over which we climb to

heaven; knowledge is the light which il-

luminates our path through this life and
leads to a future life of everlasting glory."

She was a very pious woman, and had a

rare knowledge of both the Old and the

New Testaments. The Psalms were her

favorite recitations. She also knew the

lives of saints. St. Sava was her favor-

ite saint. She was the first to make me
understand the story of the life of this

wonderful Serb. This, briefly stated, was
the story which she told me: Sava was
the youngest son of the Serb Zhupan
Nemanya. At an early age he renounced
his royal titles and retired to a monastery
in Mount Athos and devoted many
years to study and meditation. He then

returned to his native land in the begin-

ning of the thirteenth century and be-

came the first Serbian archbishop and
founded an autonomous Serbian church.

He also organized public schools in his

father's realm, where Serbian boys and
girls had an opportunity to learn how to

read and write. He thus opened the eyes

of the Serbian people, and the people in

grateful recognition of these great ser-

vices called him St. Sava the Educator,
and praised forever his saintly name
and memory. Seven hundred years had
passed since St. Sava's time, but not one
of them had passed without a me-
morial celebration dedicated to him in

every town and in every home where a
Serb lives.

This w^as a revelation to me. Like
every schoolboy, I attended, of course,

every year in January the celebrations

of St. Sava's day. On these occasions we
unruly boys made fun of the big boy
who in a trembling and awkward voice

was reciting something about St. Sava,
which the teacher had wTitten out for

him. After this recitation the teacher,

wdth a funny nasal twang, would do his

best to supplement in a badly articulated

speech what he had written out for the

big boy, and finally the drowsy-looking
priest would wind up with a sermon
bristhng with archaic church Slavonic

expressions, which to us unruly boys
sounded like awkward attempts of a
Slovak mouse-trap dealer to speak Ser-

bian. Our giggling merriment reached
then a chmax, and so my mischievous
chums never gave me a chance to catch

the real meaning of the ceremonies on
St. Sava's day. My mother's story of

St. Sava and the way in w^hich she told

it made the image of St. Sava appear
before me for the first time in the hght of

a saint who glorified the value of books
and of the art of writing. I understood
then why mother placed such value upon
reading and writing. I vowed to devote
myself to both, even if that should make
it necessary to neglect my chums and
playmates, and soon I convinced my
mother that in reading and writing I

could do at least as wxll as any boy. The
teacher observed the change; he was
astonished, and actually believed that a

miracle had occurred. My mother be-

lieved in miracles, and told the teacher

that the spirit of St. Sava was guiding

me. One day she told him in my presence

that in a dream she saw St. Sava lay

his hands upon my head, and then turn-

ing to her said: "Daughter Pyada, your

boy will soon outgrow the village school

of Idvor. Let him then go out into the

world, where he can find more brain food

for his hungry head." Next year the

teacher selected me to make the recitation
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on St. Sava's day, and he wrote out the

speech for me. My mother amended and
ampHfied it and made me rehearse it for

her over and over again. On St. Sava's

day the first pubhc speech of my Hfe was
deUvered by me. The success was over-

whelming. My chums, the unruly boys,

did not giggle; on the contrary, they

looked interested, and that encouraged

me much. The people said to each other

that even old Baba Batikin could not

have done much better. My mother
cried for joy; my teacher shook his head
and the priest looked puzzled; they both
admitted that I had outgrown the \dllage

school of Idvor.

At the end of that year my mother
prevailed upon my father to send me to

a higher school in the town of Panchevo,
on the Tamish River, about fifteen miles

south of Idvor, quite near the point where
the Tamish flows into the Danube. There
I found teachers whose learning made a

deep impression upon me, particularly

their learning in natural science, a sub-

ject entirely unknown in Idvor. There
I heard for the first time that an Ameri-
can named Franklin operating with a kite

and a key had discovered that hghtning

was a passage of an electrical spark be-

tween clouds, and that thunder was due
to the sudden expansion of the atmos-
phere heated by the passage of the elec-

trical spark. The story was illustrated

by an actual frictional electrical ma-
chine. This information thrilled me; it

was so novel and so simple, I thought,

and so contrary to all my previous no-

tions. During my visit home I eagerly

took the first opportunity to describe this

new knowledge to my father and his

peasant friends who were seated in front

of our house and were enjoying their Sun-
day-afternoon talks. I suddenly observed
that my father and his friends looked at

each other in utter astonishment. They
seemed to ask each other the question:

''What heresy be this which this im-

pudent brat is disclosing to us?" And
then my father, glaring at me, asked,

whether I had forgotten that he had told

me on so many occasions that thunder
was due to the rumbling of St. Ehjah's

car as he drove across the heavens, and
whether I thought that this American
Franklin who plays with kites like an idle

boy knew more than the wisest men of

Idvor. I always had a great respect for

my father's opinions, but on that occasion

I could not help smiling with a smile of

ill-concealed irony which angered him.
When I saw the flame of anger in his big

black eyes I jumped and ran for safety.

During supper my father, whose anger
had cooled considerably, described to my
mother the heresy which I was preaching
on that afternoon. My mother observed
that nowhere in the Holy Scriptures

could he find support of the St. Elijah

legend, and that it is quite possible that

the American Franklin was right and
that the St. Elijah legend was wrong.
In matters of correct interpretation of

ancient authorities my father was always
ready to abide by the decisions of my
mother, and so father and I became
reconciled again. My mother's admis-
sion of the possibility that the American
Franklin might, after all, be wiser than
all the wise men of Idvor, and my father's

silent consent, aroused in me a keen in-

terest in America. Lincoln and Franklin

were two names with which my early

ideas of America were associated.

During those school-days in Panchevo
I passed my summer vacation in my na-

tive village. Idvor, just like the rest of

Banat, lives principally from agriculture,

and during harvest-time it is as busy as

a beehive. Old and young, man and
beast, concentrate all their efforts upon
the harvest operations. But nobody is

busier than the Serbian ox. He is the

most loyal and eff"ective servant of the

Serb peasant everywhere, and particularly

in Banat. He does all the ploughing in

the spring, and he hauls the seasoned

grain from the distant fertile fields to the

threshing-grounds in the village when
the harvesting season is on. The com-
mencement of the threshing operations

marks the end of the strenuous efforts of

the good old ox; his summer vacation

begins, and he is sent to pasturelands to

feed and to rest and to prepare himself

for autumn hauling of the yellow corn

and for the autumn ploughing of the

fields. The village boys who are not big

enough to render much help on the

threshing-grounds are assigned to the

task of watching over the grazing oxen

during their summer vacation. The
school v^acation of the boys coincided with
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the vacation of the good old ox. Several

summers I passed in that interesting oc-

cupation. These were my only summer
schools, and they were the most interest-

ing schools that I ever attended.

The oxen of the village were divided

into herds of about fifty head, and each

of territory of a score of square miles

which in some years were all planted in

corn. During the months of August and
September these vast corn-fields were
Hke deep forests. Not far from Idvor
and to the east of the corn-fields was a
Rumanian settlement which was notori-

The old monument on Staro Selo, the old village, where the original settlers of Idvor lived in

subterranean dwellings.

herd was guarded by a squad of some
twelve boys from families owning the

oxen in the herd. Each squad was under
the command of a young man who was
an experienced herdsman. To watch a
herd of fifty oxen was not an easy task.

In daytime the job was easy, because the

heat of the summer sun and the torments
of the ever-busy fly made the oxen hug
the shade of the trees, where they rested

awaiting the cooler hours of the day. At
night, however, the task was much more
difiicult. Being forced to hug the shade
of the trees during daytime, the oxen
would get but little enjoyment of the

pasture, and so when the night arrived

they were quite hungry and eagerly

searched for the best of feed.

I must mention now that the pasture-
lands of my native village lay alongside

ous for its cattle-thieves. The trick of

these thieves was to hide in the corn-fields

at night and to wait until some cattle

strayed into these fields, when they

would drive them away and hide them
somewhere in their own corn-fields on
the other side of their own village. To
prevent the herd from straying into the

corn-fields at night was a great task, for

the performance of which the boys had
to be trained in daytime by their experi-

enced leader. It goes without saying that

each day we boys first worked off our

superfluous energy in wrestling, swim-

ming, hockey, and other strenuous games,

and then settled down to the training in

the arts of a herdsman which we had to

practise at night. One of these arts was
signalling through the ground. Each
boy had a knife with a long wooden
handle. This knife was stuck deep into
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the ground. A sound was made by strik-

ing against the wooden handle, and the

boys lying down and pressing their ears

close to the ground had to estimate the

direction and the distance of the origin

of sound. Practice made us quite expert

in this form of signalHng. We knew at

that time that the sound travelled

through the ground far better than

through the air, and that a hard and
solid ground transmitted sound much
better than the ploughed-up ground.

We knew, therefore, that the sound pro-

duced this way near the edge of the pas-

tureland could not be heard in the soft

ground of the corn-fields stretching along

the edge. A Rumanian cattle-thief, hid-

den at night in the corn-fields, could

not hear our ground signals and could

not locate us. Kos, the Slovenian, my
teacher and interpreter of physical phe-

nomena, could not explain this, and I

doubt very much whether the average

physicist of Europe at that time could

have explained it. It is the basis of a

discovery which I made about twenty-

five years after my novel experiences in

that herdsmen's summer school in Id-

vor.

On perfectly clear and quiescent sum-
mer nights on the plains of my native

Banat, the stars are intensely bright and
the sky looks black by contrast. "Thy
hair is as black as the sky of a summer
midnight" is a favorite saying of a Ser-

bian lover to his lady-love. On such

nights we could not see our grazing oxen

when they were more than a few score

of feet from us, but we could hear them if

we pressed our ears close to the ground
and listened. On such nights we boys
had our work cut out for us. We were
placed along a definite line at distances of

some twenty yards apart. This was the

dead-line, which separated the pasture-

lands from the corn-field territory. The
motto of the French at Verdun was:
''They shall not pass!" This was our

motto, too, and it referred equally to our
friends, the oxen, and to our enemies,

the Rumanian cattle-thieves. Our knife-

blades were deep in the ground and our

ears were pressed against the handles.

We could hear every step of the roaming
oxen and even their grazing operations

when they were sufficiently near to the

dead-line. We knew that these grazing
operations were regulated by the time of

the night, and this we estimated by the

position of certain constellations like

Orion and the Pleiades. The positions of

the evening star and of the morning star

were also closely observed. Venus was
our white star and Mars was called the

red star. The Dipper, the north star, and
the milky way were our compass. We
also knew that when in the dead of the

night we could hear the faint sound of the

church-bell of the Rumanian settlement
about four miles to the east of us, then
there was a breeze from the corn-fields

to the pasturelands, and that it carried

the sweet perfume of the young corn to

the hungry oxen, inviting them to the

rich banquet-table of the corn-fields. On
such nights our vigilance was redoubled.

We were then all eyes and ears. Our ears

were closely pressed to the ground and
our eyes were riveted upon the stars

above.

The light of the stars, the sound of the

grazing oxen, and the faint strokes of the

distant church-bell were messages of

caution which on those dark summer
nights guided our vigilance over the

precious herd. These messages appealed
to us like the loving words of a friendly

power, without whose aid we were help-

less. They were the only signs of the

world's existence which dominated our
consciousness as, enveloped in the dark-
ness of night and surrounded by count-

less burning stars, we guarded the safety

of our oxen. The rest of the world had
gone out of existence; it began to re-

appear in our consciousness when the

early dawn announced, what we boys
felt to be, the divine command, ''Let

there be light," and the sun heralded by
long white streams began to approach
the eastern sky, and the earth gradually

appeared as if by an act of creation.

Every one of those mornings of fifty

years ago appeared to us herdsmen to be

witnessing the creation of the world,—

a

world at first of friendly sound and light

messages which made us boys feel that

a divine power was protecting us and our

herd, and then a real terrestrial world,

when the rising sun had separated the

hostile mysteries of night from the friend-

ly realities of the day.
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Sound and light became thus asso-

ciated in my early modes of thought

with the divine method of speech and
communication, and this belief was
strengthened by my mother, who quoted
the words of St. John : ''In the beginning

was the word, and the word was with

God, and the word was God."
I also believed that David, w^hose

Psalms, under the instruction of my
mother, I knew by heart and who in his

youth was a shepherd, expressed my
thoughts in his nineteenth Psalm:

"The heavens declare the glory of God. . .
."

"There is no speech nor language, where their

voice is not heard."

Then, there is no Serb boy who has not

heard that beautiful Russian song by
Lyermontoff, the great Russian poet,

which says:

"Lonely I wander over the country road,

And in the darkness the stony path is glim-

mering
;

Night is silent and the plains are whispering

To God, and star speaketh to star."

Lyermontoff was a son of the Russian
plains. He saw the same burning stars

in the blackness of a summer midnight
sky which I saw. He felt the same thrill

which David felt and through his Psalms
transmitted it to me during those watch-
ful nights of fifty years ago. I pity the

city-bred boy who never felt the mysteri-

ous force of that heavenly thrill.

Sound and light being associated in my
young mind of fifty years ago with divine

operations by means of which man com-
municates with man, beast with beast,

stars with stars, and man with his crea-

tor, it is obvious that I meditated much
about the nature of sound and of light.

I still believe that these modes of com-
munication are the fundamental opera-

tions in the physical universe and I am
still meditating about their nature. My
teachers in Panchevo rendered some as-

sistance in solving many of the puzzles

which I met in the course of these medi-
tations. Kos, my Slovenian teacher, who
was the first to tell me the story of Frank-
lin and his kite, was a great help. He
soon convinced me that sound was a

vibration of bodies. This explanation

agreed with the Serbian figure of speech
which says:

"My heart quivers like the melodious string

under the gouslar's bow."

I also felt the quivering air whenever
during my term of service as guardian of

the oxen I tried my skill at the Serbian
flute. Few thftigs excited my interest

more than the operations of the Serbian
bagpiper as he forced the air from his

sheepskin bellows and made it sing by
regulating its passage through the pipes.

The operations which the bagpiper called

adjustment and tuning of the bagpipes
commanded my closest attention. I

never dreamt then that a score of years
later I would do a similar operation with
an electrical circuit. I called it ''elec-

trical tuning," a term which has been
generally adopted in wireless telegraphy.
But nobody knows that the operation as

well as the name were first suggested to

me by the Serbian bagpiper, some twenty
years prior to the time when I made the
invention in 1892.

Skipping over several sections of my
story, I will say now that twenty years
after my invention of electrical tuning a
pupil of mine, ^lajor Armstrong, dis-

covered the electrical vacuum-tube os-

cillator, which promises to revolutionize

wireless telegraphy and telephony. A
similar invention, but a Httle earher, was
made by another pupil of mine, Mr. Vree-
land. Both these inventions in their

mode of operation remind me much of

the operation of Serbian bagpipes. Per-

haps some of those thrills which the Ser-

bian bagpiper stirred up in me in my
early youth were transferred to my pupils,

Armstrong and Vreeland.

I was less successful in solving my
puzzles concerning the nature of light.

Kos, the Slov^enian, my first guide and
teacher in the study of physical phe-

nomena, told me the story that a wise

man of Greece with the name of Aristotle

beheved that light originated in the eye,

which throws out feelers to the surround-

ing objects and through these feelers we
see the objects, just as we feel them by
our sense of touch. This view did not

agree with the popular saying often heard

in Idvor: "Pick your grapes before sun-

rise, before the thirsty sunbeams have
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drunk up their cooling dew." Nor did it in Bohemia, if my father and mother did
agree with Bishop Nyegoush, the great- not object to my going so far away from
est of Serbian poets, who says: home. WTien I suggested that my par-

u^i. 1 •
1 . J J J 1-j 1 .T.

^^ts could not afford to support me in a
The bright-eyed dewdrops glide along the sun- . , im p„„„-,_ .1.5^ p.cnrpH m^

beams to the heavens above." S^^^^
P!^^^.

^^^ / ^^§V^; ^^^^ assured me
that this difl&culty might be fixed up. I

The verse from Nyegoush I obtained from promised to consult my parents during the
a Serbian poet, who was an arch priest, a approaching Christmas vacation. I did,

protoyeray, and who was my religious but found my father irresistibly opposed
teacher in Panchevo. His name, Vasa to it. Fate, however, decreed otherwise.

Zivkovich, I shall never forget, because it The history of Banat records a great

is sweet music to my ears on account of event for the early spring of 1872, the
the memories of affectionate friendship he spring succeeding the Christmas when my
cherished for me. father and mother agreed to disagree

According to this popular behef a beam upon the proposition that I go to Prague,
of light has an individual existence just Svetozar Miletich, the great nationalist

like that of the melodious string under the leader of the Serbs in Austria-Hungary,
gouslar's bow. But neither the poet, nor visited Panchevo, and the people prepared
the wise men of Idvor, nor Kos, the Slove- a torchlight procession for him. This
nian, ever mentioned that a beam of hght procession was to be a protest of Pan-
ever quivered, and if it does not quiver chevo and of the whole Banat against the

like a vibrating body, how can the sun, emperor's treachery of 1867. My father

the moon, and the stars proclaim the protested long before that by excluding

glory of God, and how can, according to the emperor's picture from our house.

David, their voice be heard wherever That visit of Miletich marks the begin-

there are speech and language ? These ning of a new pohtical era in Banat, the

questions Kos would not answer. No era of nationalism. The schoolboys of

wonder ! Nobody to-day can give a com- Panchevo turned out in great numbers,
pletely satisfactory answer to questions and I was one of them, proud to become
relating to radiation of light. Kos was one of the torch-bearers. We shouted
non-committal and did not seem to attach ourselves hoarse whenever Miletich in

much importance to the authorities which his fiery speech denounced the emperor
I quoted; namely, the Serbian poet Nye- for his ingratitude to the military fron-

goush, the wise sayings of Idvor, and the tiersmen as well as to all the Serbs of

Psalms of David. Nevertheless, he was Voyvodina. Remembering my father's

greatly interested in my childlike in- words on the occasion mentioned above,

quiries and always encouraged me to go I did not hesitate to shout in the name
on with my puzzling questions. Once he of the schoolboys present in the proces-

invited me to his house, and there I found sion: ''We'll never serve in Francis

that several of his colleagues were pres- Joseph's army!" My chums responded
ent. One of them was my friend the poet- with: "Long hve the Prince of Serbia !

"

priest, and another was a Hungarian The Hungarian officials took careful notes

Lutheran preacher who spoke Serbian well of the whole proceeding, and a few days
and was famous in Panchevo on account later I was informed that Panchevo is

of his great eloquence. They both en- not a proper place for an ill-mannered

gaged me in conversation and showed a peasant boy Hke me, and that I should

lively interest in my summer vacation pack up and return to Idvor. Kos, the

experiences as herdsman's assistant. The Slovenian, and protoyeray Zivko\dch in-

puzzhng questions about hght which I terfered and I was permitted to stay,

addressed to Kos, and the fact that Kos
would not answer, amused them. My On the first of May, following, our

knowledge of the Bible and of the Psalms school celebrated the May-day festival,

impressed them much, and they asked me The Serb youngsters in the school, who
quite a number of questions concerning worshipped Miletich and his nationalism,

my mother. Then they suggested that I prepared a Serbian flag for the festival

might be transferred from the school in march. The other boys, mostly Germans,
Panchevo to the famous schools of Prague Rumanians, and Hungarians, carried the
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Austrian yellow-black standard. The
nationalist group among the youngsters

stormed the bearer of the yellow-black

standard, and I was caught in the scrim-

thing ready for my long journey, a jour-

ney of nearly two days on a Danube
steamboat to Budapest, and one day by
rail from Budapest to Prague. Two

mage with the Austrian flag under my multicolored bags made of a beautifully

feet. Expulsion from school stared me colored web of wool contained my be-

in the face. Again protoyeray Zivkovich longings: one my linen, the other my pro-

came to my defense and, thanks to his visions, consisting of a whole roast goose

Approach to Staro Selo over bridge spanning Toukosh, an arm of River Tamish.

high official position and to my high stand-
ing in school, I was allowed to continue
with my class until the end of the school

year, after promising that I would not
associate with revolutionary boys who
showed an inchnation to storm the Aus-
trian flag. The matter did not end there,

however. In response to an invitation

from the protoyeray, father and mother
came to Panchevo to a conference, which
resulted in a triumph for my mother. It

was decided that I bid good-by to Pan-
chevo, a hotbed of nationalism, and go
to Prague. The protoyeray and his con-

gregation promised assistance if the finan-

cial burden attached to my schooHng in

Prague should prove too heavy for my
parents.

When the day for the departure for

Prague arrived, my mother had every-

and a big loaf of white bread. The only

suit of clothes which I had I wore on my
back, and my sisters told me that it was
\'ery styhsh and made me look like a city-

bred boy. To tone down somewhat this

misleading appearance and to provide a

warm covering during my journey for the

cold autumn evenings and nights, I wore

a long yellow overcoat of sheepskin

trimmed with black wool and embroi-

dered along the border with black and red

arabesque figures. A black sheepskin cap

gave the finishing touch and marked me
as a real son of Idvor. When I said good-

by to father and mother on the steamboat

landing I expected, of course, that my
mother would cry, and she did; but to

my great surprise I noticed two big tears

roll down my father's cheeks. He was a

stern and unemotional person, a splendid
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type of the heroic age, and when for the

first time in my Ufe I saw a tear in his

luminous eyes I broke down and sobbed,

and felt embarrassed when I saw that the

steamboat passengers were taking a sym-
pathetic interest in my parting from
father and mother. A group of big boys
on the boat took me up and ofifered to

help me to orient myself on the boat;

they were theological students returning

to the famous seminary at Karlovac, the

seat of the Serb Patriarch. I confided to

them that I was going to the schools of

Prague, that I never went from home
farther than Panchevo, that I had never

seen a big steamboat or a railroad-train,

and that my journey gave me some anx-

iety, because I could not speak Hunga-
rian, and had some difficulty in handhng
the hmited German vocabulary which I

learned in Panchevo. Presently we saw
a great church-tower in the distance, and
they told me that it was the cathedral of

Karlovac, and that near the cathedral

was the palace of his hoHness, the Patri-

arch. It was at this place where the

Turks begged for peace in 1699, having
been defeated wdth the aid of the miHtary
frontiersmen. Beyond Karlovac, they

pointed out, was the mountain of

Froushka Gora, so famous in Serbian poet-

ry. This was the first time I saw a moun-
tain at close range. One historical scene

crowded upon another, and I had some
difiiculty to take them all in even with

the friendly assistance of my theological

acquaintances. When Karlovac was
reached and my theological friends left

the boat, I felt quite lonesome. I returned

to my multicolored bags, and as I looked

upon them and remembered that mother
had made them I felt that a part, at least,

of my honey-hearted home was so near

me, and that consoled me.

I noticed that lunch was being served

to people who had ordered it, and I

thought of the roast goose which mother
had packed away in my multicolored bag.

I reached for the bag, but, alas ! the goose

was gone. A fellow passenger, who sat

near me, assured me that he saw one of

the young theologians carry the goose

away while the other theologians engaged
me in conversation, and not knowing to

whom the bags belonged, he thought
nothing of the incident. Besides, how

could any one suspect a student of the-

ology? ^'Shades of St. Sava," said I,

"what kind of orthodoxy will these fu-

ture apostles of your faith preach to the
Serbs of Banat?" "Ah, my boy," said

an elderly lady who heard my exclama-
tion, "do not curse them; they did it just

out of innocent mischief. This experi-

ence will be worth many a roast goose to

you; it will teach you that in a world of

strangers you must always keep one eye
on what you have and with the other eye
look out for things that you do not have."
She was a most sympathetic peasant
woman, who probably had seen my dra-

matic parting with father and mother on
the steamboat landing. I took her ad-

vice, and during the rest of my journey I

never lost sight of my multicolored bags
and of my yellow sheepskin coat.

The sight of Budapest, as the boat ap-

proached it on the following day, nearly

took my breath away. At the neighbor-

hood gatherings in Idvor I had heard
many a story about the splendor of the

emperor's palace on the top of the moun-
tain at Buda, and about the wonders of

a bridge suspended in air across the

Danube and connecting Buda with Pest.

Many legends were told in Idvor con-

cerning these wonderful things. But
what I saw with my own eyes from the

deck of that steamboat surpassed all my
expectations. I was overawed, and for a

moment I would have been glad to turn

back and retrace my journey to Idvor.

The world outside of Idvor seemed too

big and too comphcated for me. But as

soon as I landed, my courage returned.

With the yellow sheepskin coat on my
back, the black sheepskin cap on my
head, and the multicolored bags firmly

grasped in my hands, I started out to find

the railroad-station. A husky Serb

passed by and, attracted by my sheep-

skin coat and cap and the multicolored

bags, suddenly stopped and addressed

me in Serbian. He lived in Budapest, he

said, and his glad eye and hand assured me
that a sincere friend was speaking to me.

He helped me wdth the bags and stayed

with me until he deposited me in the train

that was to take me to Prague. He cau-

tioned me that at about four o'clock in

the morning my train would reach Gaen-

serndorf (Goosetown), and there I should
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get out and get another train which would
take me to Prague. The name of this

town brought back to memory my goose

which disappeared at Karlovac, and
gloomy forebodings disturbed my mind
and made me a Httle anxious.

This was the first railroad-train that I

had ever seen. It disappointed me; the

legendary speed of trains about which I

heard so much in Idvor was not there.

When the whistle blew and the conductor

shouted "Fertig!" (Ready!), I shut my
eyes and waited anxiously, expecting to be

shot forward at a tremendous speed. But
the train started leisurely and, to my great

disappointment, never reached the speeds

which I expected. It was a cold October
night; the third-class compartment had
only one other passenger, a fat Hunga-
rian whom I could not understand, al-

though he tried his best to engage me in

a conversation. My sheepskin coat and
cap made me feel warm and comfortable

;

I fell asleep and never woke up until the

rough conductor pulled me off my seat

and ordered me out.

'' Vienna, last stop," he shouted.

"But I was going to Prague," I said.

"Then you should have changed at

Gaenserndorf, you idiot!" answered the

conductor with the usual politeness of

Austrian officials when they see a Serb

before them. " But why didn't you wake
me up at Gaenserndorf?" I protested.

He flared up and made a gesture as if

about to box my ears, but suddenly he
changed his mind and substituted a ver-

bal thrust at my pride. "You httle fool

of a Serbian swineherd, do you expect an
imperial official to assist you in your lazy

habits, you sleepy muttonhead?"
"Excuse me," I said with an air of

wounded pride, "I am not a Serbian

swineherd ; I am a son of a brave mihtary
frontiersman, and I am going to the

famous schools of Prague."
He softened, and told me that I should

have to go back to Gaenserndorf after

paying my fare to that place and back.

When I informed him that I had no
money for extra travelling expenses, he
beckoned to me to come along, and after

a while we stood in the presence of what
I thought to be a very great official. He
had a lot of gold braid on his collar and
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sleeves and on his cap, and he looked as

stern and as serious as if the cares of the

whole empire rested upon his shoulders.

"Take off your cap, you ill-mannered

peasant ! Don't you know how to be-

have in the presence of your superiors?"
he blurted out, addressing me. I dropped
my multicolored bags, took off my yellow
sheepskin coat in order to cover the bags,

and then took off my black sheepskin cap,

and saluted him in the regular fashion of

a military frontiersman. I thought that

he might be the emperor himself and, if

so, I wondered if he had ever heard of

my tramphng upon his yellow-black flag

at that May-day festival in Panchevo.
Finally, I screwed up my courage and
apologized by saying:

"Your gracious Majesty will pardon
my apparent lack of respect to my su-

periors, but this is to me a world of stran-

gers, and the anxiety about my belong-

ings kept my hands busy with the bags
and prevented them from taking off my
cap when I approached your serene High-
ness." I noticed that several persons

within hearing distance were somewhat
amused by this interview, and particularly

an elderly looking couple, a lady and a
gentleman

:

"Why should you feel anxious about
your bags ? " said the great official. " You
are not in the savage Balkans, the home
of thieves; you are in Vienna, the resi-

dence of his Majesty, the Emperor of

Austria-Hungary."
"Yes," said I, "but two days ago my

roast goose was stolen from one of these

bags within his Majesty's realm, and my
father told me that all the rights and
privileges of the Voyvodina and of the

mihtary frontier were stolen right here in

this very Vienna."

"Ah, you httle rebel, do you expect

that this sort of talk will get you a free

transportation from Gaenserndorf to

Vienna and back again? Restrain your

rebelhous tongue or I will give you a free

transportation back to your mihtary
frontier, where rebels like you ought to be

behind lock and key."

At this juncture the elderly looking

cOuple engaged him in conversation, and
after a while the gold-braided mogul in-

formed me that my ticket from Vienna

to Prague by the short route was paid for,
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and that I should proceed. The rude con-

ductor who called me a Serbian swine-

herd a little while before that led me to

the train and ushered me politely into a

first-class compartment. Presently the

elderly looking couple entered and
greeted me in a most friendly, almost

affectionate, manner. They encouraged

me to take off my sheepskin coat and
make myself comfortable, and assured me
that my bags would be perfectly safe.

• Their German speech had a strange

accent, and their manner and appearance
were entirely different from anything that

I had ever seen before. But they inspired

confidence. Feeling hungry, I took my
loaf of snowy-white bread out of my bag,

and with my herdsman's knife with a

long wooden handle I cut off two slices

and offered them to my new friends.

"Please, take it," said I
;

'' it was prepared

by my mother's hands for my long jour-

ney." They accepted my hospitality and
ate the bread and pronounced it excellent,

the best bread they had ever tasted. I

told them how it was made by mixing
leaf-lard and milk with the finest wheat
flour, and when I informed them that I

knew a great deal about cooking and that

I learned it by watching my mother, the

lady appeared greatly pleased. The gen-

tleman, her husband, asked me questions

about farming and taking care of animals,

which I answered readily, quoting my
father as my authority. ''You had two
splendid teachers, your father and your
mother," they said; ''do you expect to

find better teachers in Prague?" I told

them briefly what sent me to Prague,

mentioning particularly that some people

thought that I had outgrown the schools

not only of my native village but also of

Panchevo, but that in reality the main
reason was because the Hungarian of-

ficials did not want me in Panchevo on
account of my showing a strong incUna-

tion to develop into a rebelHous national-

ist. My new friends gave each other a

significant look and said something in a

language which I did not understand.

They told me that it was Enghsh, and
added that they were from America.

"America ! " said I, quivering with emo-
tion. "Then you must know a lot about
Benjamin Franklin and his kite, and about
Lincoln, the American Prince Marko."

This exclamation of mine surprised

them greatly and furnished the topic for

a Hvely conversation of several hours,

until the train had reached Prague. It

was conducted in broken German, but
we understood each other perfectly. I

told them of my experience with Frank-
lin's theory of lightning and of its clash

w^th my father's St. Elijah legend, and
answered many of their questions relat-

ing to my calling Lincoln an American
Prince Marko. I quoted from several

Serbian ballads relating to Prince Marko
which I had learned from Baba Batikin,

and at their urgent request described with
much detail the neighborhood gatherings

in Idvor. They returned the compliment
by telling me stories of Benjamin Frank-
lin, of Lincoln, and of America, and urged
me to read " Uncle Tom's Cabin," a Ser-

bian translation of which I discovered

some time afterward. When the train

reached Prague they insisted that I be
their guest at their Prague hotel, called

the Blue Star, for a day, at least, until I

found my friends in Prague. I gladly

accepted and spent a delightful eve-

ning with them. The sweetness of their

disposition was an unfathomable riddle

to me. The riddle, however, was solved

several years later.

I mentioned above that the first sight

of Budapest nearly took my breath away.
The first view of Prague filled me with a
strange religious fervor. The ancient

gates surmounted by towers with wonder-
ful stone carvings and inscriptions; the

lofty domes, crowning mediaeval cathe-

drals, the portals of which were bristhng

with beautiful images of saints; the his-

toric pubHc buildings, each of which told

a story of the old glories of Bohemia's
kingdom; the ancient stone bridge across

the Moldava River supporting statues of

Christian martyrs; the royal palace on
the hill of Hradchin, whichseemed to rise

way up above the clouds—aU these and
many other w^onderful things made me
feel that it w^as places like Prague which
St. Sava visited when he deserted his

royal parents and went to the end of the

world to seek new knowledge. I saw then

why the protoyeray of Panchevo sug-

gested that I go to Prague ; I even began
to suspect that he expected the influence

of Prague to turn my attention to theol-



The village church in Idvor, surrounded by the village green, where Kolo dancing takes
place on Sundays and holidaj's.

ogy. I think now that it would have
done so if it had not been for that un-
pleasant goose incident at Karlovac. Be-
sides, there was another influence at

Prague which was more powerful than
any other influence in the Austrian Em-
pire at that time.

The sights of Prague interested me
more than its famous schools, which I was
to enter and delayed entering. But final-

ly I was enrolled, and the boys in the
school scrutinized me with a puzzled ex-

pression, as if they could not make out

what country or clime I came from.

When they found out that I hailed from
the Serb military frontier, all uncertainty

vanished and I knew exactly where I

stood. The German boys became very
cold, the Chekhish boys greeted me in

their own tongue and hugged me when
by my Serbian answer I proved not only

that I understood them but that I also

expected them to understand my Serbian

greeting. They were all nationalists to

the core and did their best to make me
join their ranks, which, after some reluc-

tance, I finally did. I showed them then

275
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two letters from protoyeray Zivkovich

introducing me to Rieger and to Palazky,

the great apostles of Panslavism and of

nationalism in Bohemia. From that day
on I was one of their young revolutionary

set, and henceforth school lessons looked

tame and lost most of their charm to me.

The German victory in France two
years prior to that time, resulting as it

did in the creation of a united Germany,
encouraged Teutonism to run riot wher-

ever it met a current opposing it, as it

did in Prague. Nationalism in Bohemia
was a reaction against Austrian Teuton-
ism in those days, just as it was a reac-

tion against Magyarism in Voyvodina
and in the military frontier. Hardly a
day passed without serious clashes be-

tween the Chekh nationahst boys and
their German classmates. That which
made my stay in Panchevo impossible

met me in Prague in an even more violent

form. Loyal to the traditions of the Ser-

bian military frontiersmen, I liked noth-

ing better than a good fight, and I had
the physique and the practice, gained in

the pasturelands of Idvor, to lick any
German boy of my age or even older.

The German pupils feared me and the

German teachers condemned what they

called my revolutionary tendencies, and
threatened to send me back to Idvor. As
time went on, I began to wish that they

would expel me and give me a good excuse

to return to Idvor. I missed the wide
horizon of the plains of Banat in the nar-

row streets of Prague. My httle bedroom
in a garret, the only Hving quarters that

I could afford, was a sad contrast to my
mode of hfe on the endless plains of

Banat, where for six weeks each summer I

lived under the wide canopy of heaven,

watching the grazing oxen, gazing upon
the countless stars at night, and listening

to the sweet strains of the Serbian flute.

The people I met on the streets were
puffed up with Teutonic pride or with

official arrogance; they had none of the

gentle manliness and friendliness of the

military frontiersmen. The teachers

looked to me more like Austrian gen-

darmes than like sympathetic friends.

They cared more for my sentiments to-

ward the emperor and for my ideas about
nationalism than for my ideas relating to

God and his beautiful world of life and

light. Not one of them reminded me of

Kos, the Slovenian, and of protoyeray
Zivkovich in Panchevo. Race antago-
nism was at that time the ruKng pas-

sion. If it had not been for the affec-

tionate regard which the Chekhish boys
and their parents had for me I should
have felt most lonesome ; from Banat
to Prague was too sudden a change for me.

Another circumstance I must mention
now which helped to brace me up. I de-

livered, aftfer many months of delay, my
letters of introduction to Rieger and to

Palazky. I saw their pictures, I read
about them, and finally I heard them ad-

dress huge nationalist meetings. They
were great men, I thought, and I could

not screw up sufficient courage to call on
them, as the protoyeray wished me to do,

and waste their precious time on my ac-

count. But when I received a letter from
the protoyeray in Panchevo asking why
I had not delivered the letters of intro-

duction he gave me, I made the calls.

Rieger looked like my father: dark, stern,

reserved, powerful of physique, with a
wonderful luminosity in his eyes. He
gave me coffee and cake, consuming a
generous supply of them himself. When
I kissed his hand, bidding him good-by,
he gave me a florin for pocket-money,
patted me on the cheek, and assured me
that I could easily come up to proto-

yeray's expectations and surprise my
teachers, if I would only spend more time
on my books and less on my nationalist

chums. This suggestion and indirect ad-

vice made me very thoughtful. Palazky
was a gentle, smooth-faced old gentle-

man, who looked to me then as if he knew
everything that men had ever known,
and that much study had made him pale

and delicate. He was much interested in

my description of the hfe and customs of

my native village, and when I mentioned
St. Sava, he drew a parallel between this

saint and Yan Huss, the great Chekh
patriot and divine, who was burned at

the stake in 141 5 at Constance because

he demanded a national democratic

church in Bohemia. He gave me a book
in which I could read all about Huss and
the Hussite wars and about the one-eyed

Ziska, the great Hussite general. He
gave me no coffee nor cake, probably be-

cause his health did not permit him to
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indulge in eatables between meals, but

assured me of assistance if I should ever

need it. I eagerly read the book about
Yan Huss and the Hussite wars, and be-

came a more enthusiastic nationalist than

ever before. I felt that Rieger's influence

pulled me in one direction and that Pa-

lazky encouraged me to persist in the

opposite direction which I had selected

under the influence of the spirit of Chekh
nationahsm.

In my letters to my elder sisters, which
they read to father and mother, I de-

scribed with much detail the beauties

and wonders of Prague ; of my receptions

and talks with Rieger and Palazky;

elaborated much the parallel between
St. Sava and Yan Huss to which Palazky
drew my attention, and which I expected

would please my mother; but I never

mentioned Rieger's advice that I stick to

books and leave nationalist propaganda
of the boys alone. I never during my
whole year's stay in Prague sent a report

home on my school work, because I never

did more than just enough to prevent my
dropping to the lower grade. My mother
and the protoyeray in Panchevo expected

immeasurably more. Hence, I never

complained about the smallness of the

allowance which my parents could give

me, and, therefore, they did not appeal

to my Panchevo friends for additional

help, which they promised. I felt that I

had no right for such an appeal, because

I did not devote myself entirely to the

work for which I was sent to Prague.

While debating with myself whether to

follow Rieger's advice and leave national-

ism in the hands of more experienced

people and devote myself to my lessons

only, an event occurred which was the

turning-point in my life. I received a
letter from my sister informing me that

my father had died suddenly after a very
brief illness. She also told me that my
father had a premonition that he would
die soon and never see me again when, a
year ago, he bade me good-by on the

steamboat landing. I understood then
the meaning of the tears which on that
day of parting I saw roll down his cheeks
for the first time in my life. I imme-
diately informed my mother that I

wanted to return to Idvor and help her

take care of my father's land. But she

would not listen, and insisted that I stay

in Prague, where I was seeing and learn-

ing so many wonderful things. I knew
quite well what a heavy burden my
schooHng would be to her, and my school

record did not entitle me to expect the

protoyeray to make his promise good,
which would be a great assistance to her.

I decided to find a way of reheving my
mother of any further burdens as far as

I was concerned.

One day I saw on the last page of an
illustrated paper an advertisement of the

Hamburg-American line, offering steerage

transportation from Hamburg to New
York for twenty-eight florins. I thought
of my mellow-hearted American friends

of a year ago who bought a first-class

railroad-ticket for me from Vienna to

Prague, and decided on the spot to try

my fortune in the land of Franklin and
Lincoln as soon as I could save up and
otherwise scrape up money enough to

carry me from Prague to New York. My
books, my watch, my clothes, including

the yellow sheepskin coat and the black

sheepskin cap, were all" sold to make up
the sum necessary for travelling expenses.

I started out with just one suit of clothes

on my back and a few changes of linen,

and a red Turkish fez which nobody
would buy. And why should anybody
going to New York bother about warm
clothes? Was not New York much
farther south than Panchevo, and does

not America suggest a hot climate when
one thinks of the pictures of naked In-

dians so often seen ? These thoughts con-

soled me when I parted with my sheep-

skin coat. The day of sailing found me in

Hamburg, ready to embark but with no
money to buy a mattress and a blanket

for my bunk in the steerage. Several

days later my ship, the Westphalia, sailed

—on the 1 2th day of March, 1874. My
mother received several days later my
letter, mailed in Hamburg, telling her in

most affectionate terms that, in my opin-

ion, I had outgrown the school, the teach-

ers, and the educational methods of

Prague, and was about to depart for the

land of Frankhn and Lincoln, where the

wisdom of people was beyond anything

that even St. Sava had ever known. I

assured her that with her blessing and
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God's help I would certainly succeed, and are now, otherwise I should not be among
promised that I would soon return rich the Hving. To stand the great hardships
in rare knowledge and in honors. The of a stormy sea when the rosy picture of

letter was dictated by the rosiest opti- the promised land is before your mind's
mism that I could invent. Several months eye is a severe test for any boy's nerve
later I found to my great delight that my and physical stamina; but to face the

mother accepted cheerfully this rosy \'iew same hardships as a deported and penni-

of my unexpected enterprise. less immigrant with no cheering prospect
in sight is too much for any person, unless

The ship sailed with a full complement that person is entirely devoid of every
of steerage passengers, mostly Germans, finer sensibiUty. Many a night I spent
As we gUded along the River Elbe the on the deck of^ that immigrant ship hug-
emigrants were all on deck, watching the ging the warm smoke-stack and adjust-
land as it gradually vanished out of our ing my position so as to avoid the force

sight. Presently the famous German emi- of the gale and the sharpness of its icy

grant song rang through the air, and with chilHness. All I had was the light suit

a heavy heart I took in the words of its of clothes which I carried on my back,
refrain: Everything else I had I converted into

money with which I covered my trans-
"Oh, how hard it would be to leave the home- portation expenses. There was nothing

7f ll^^if^^'^^j-^ . r .V, . u 11
left to pay for a blanket and mattress for

It the hope did not hve that soon we shall see ^ > i x 11 . .-1
them acrain. ^7 steerage bunk. I could not rest there

Farewell, farewell, until we see you again." during the cold nights of March without
much shivering and unbearable discom-

I did not wait for the completion of the fort. If it had not been for the warm
song but turned in, and in my bare bunk smoke-stack I should have died of cold.

I sought to drown my sadness in a flood At first I had to fight for my place there

of tears. Idvor, with its sunny fields, \dne- in the daytime, but when the immigrants
yards, and orchards; with its grazing understood that I had no warm clothing

herds of cattle and flocks of sheep; with they did not disturb me any longer. I

its beautiful church-spire and the solemn often thought of my yellow sheepskin

ringing of church-bells; with its merry coat and the black sheepskin cap, and
boys and girls dancing to the tune of the understood more clearly then ever my
Serbian bagpipes the Kolo on the \dllage mother's far-sightedness when she pro-

green—Idvor, with all the familiar scenes vided that coat and cap for my long jour-

that I had ever seen there, appeared be- neys. A blast of the everlasting gales had
fore my tearful eyes, and in the midst of carried away my hat, and a Turkish fez

them I saw my mother listening to my such as the Serbs of Bosnia wear was the

sister reading slowly the letter which I only head-gear I had. It was pro\dden-

sent to her from Hamburg. Every one tial that I did not succeed in selHng it in

of these scenes seemed to start a new Prague. Most of my fellow emigrants

shower of tears, which finally cleared the thought that I was a Turk and cared

oppressiveness of my spiritual atmos- little about my discomforts. But, never-

phere. I thought that I could hear my theless, I felt quite brave and strong in the

mother say to my sister: '' God bless him daytime; at night, however, when stand-

for his affectionate letter. May the spirit ing alone alongside of the smoke-stack I

of St. Sava guide him in the land beyond beheld through the howling darkness the

the seas ! I know that he will make good white rims of the mountain-high waves
his promises." Sadness deserted me then speeding on like maddened dragons to-

and I felt strong again. ward the tumbling ship, my heart sank

low. It was my implicit trust in God and
He who has never crossed the stormy his regard for my mother's prayers which

Atlantic during the month of March in enabled me to overcome my fear and
the crowded steerage of an immigrant bravely face the horrors of the angry seas.

ship does not know what hardships are.

I bless the stars that the immigration On the fourteenth day, early in the

laws were different then from what they morning, the flat coast-line of Long Island
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hove in sight. Nobody in the motley anxiously waiting for him, had a most
crowd of excited - immigrants was more prosperous bank in some rich mining-

happy to see the promised land than I camp in Nevada where people never see

was. It was a clear, mild, and sunny any other money except silver and gold

March morning, and as we approached and hardly ever a coin smaller than a

New York Harbor the warm sun-rays dollar; a fifth one, who had been in

seemed to thaw out the chilliness which I America before, told us in a rather top-

had accumulated in my body by con- lofty way that no matter who you are or

tinuous exposure to the wintry blasts of what you know or what you have, you will

the North Atlantic. I felt like a new per- be a greenhorn when you land in the New
son, and saw in every new scene pre- World, and a greenhorn has to serve his

sented by the New World as the ship apprenticeship before he can establish

moved into it a new promise that I should his claim to any recognition. He ad-

be welcome. Life and activity kept bios- mitted, however, that immigrants with a

soming out all along the ship's course, and previous practical training, or strong pull

seemed to reach full bloom as we entered through relatives and friends, had a

into New York Harbor. The scene which shorter apprenticeship. I had no prac-

was then unfolded before my eyes was tical training, and I had no relatives nor

most novel and bewildering. The first friends nor even acquaintances in the

impressions of Budapest and of Prague New World. I had nothing of any imme-
seemed like pale-faced images of the diate value to offer to the land I was
grand realities which New York Harbor about to enter. That thought discour-

disclosed before my eager eyes. A count- aged me as I listened to the talks of the

less multitude of boats lined each shore immigrants; but the activity which New
of the vast river; all kinds of craft York Harbor presented to my eager eyes

ploughed hurriedly in every direction on that sunny March day was most en-

through the waters of the bay; great couraging.

masses of people crowded the numerous Presently the ship passed by Castle

ferry-boats, and gave me the impression Garden, and I heard some one say:

that one crowd was just about as anxious "There is the Gate to America." An
to reach one shore of the huge metropoHs hour or so later we all stood at the gate,

as the other was to reach the other shore

;

The immigrant ship, Westphalia, landed

they all must have had some important at Hoboken and a tug took us to Castle

thing to do, I thought. The city on each Garden. We were carefully examined
side of the shore seemed to throb with and cross-examined, and when my turn

activity. I did not distinguish between came the examining officials shook their

New York and Jersey City. Hundreds heads and seemed to find me wanting. I

of other spots like the one I beheld, I confessed that I had only five cents in

thought, must be scattered over the vast my pocket and had no relatives here, and
territories of the United States, and in that I knew of nobody in this country

these seething pots of human action there except of Franklin, Lincoln, and Harriet

must be some one activity, I was certain, Beecher Stowe, whose "Uncle Tom's
which needed me. This gave me courage. Cabin" I had read in a Serbian transla-

The talk which I was listening to during tion. One of the officials who had one leg,

two weeks on the immigrant ship was only, and walked with a crutch, seemed
rather discouraging, I thought. One much impressed by this remark, and look-

immigrant was bragging about his long ing very kindly into my eyes and with a

experience as a cabinetmaker, and in- merry twinkle in his eye he said in Ger-

formed his audience that cabinetmakers man: " You showed good taste when you
were in great demand in America; an- picked your American acquaintances."

other one was telling long tales about his I learned later that he was a Swiss who
skill as a mechanician ; a third one was had served in the Union army during the

spinning out long yarns about the fabu- Civil War. I also confessed to the ex-

lous agricultural successes of his relatives amining officials that I had no training

out West, who invited him to come there in the arts and crafts, but that I was
and join them; a fourth confided to the anxious to learn, and that this desire

gaping crowd that his brother, who was brought me to America. In answer to the
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question why 1 did not stay at home or

in Prague and learn instead of wandering
across the sea with so Uttle on my back
and nothing in my pocket, I said that the

Hungarian and Austrian authorities had
formed a strong prejudice against me on
account of my sympathies with people,

and particularly with my father, who ob-

iected to beinor cheated out of their an-

trade; they undoubtedly had some
money; and they certainly looked more
prosperous than I did, judging by their

clothes. But why should the possession

of a trade, of money, or of clothes stand
so much higher in America than it did in

Idvor, my native village? We had a
blacksmith, a wheelwright, and a barber
in Idvor; they were our craftsmen; and

cient rights and privileges which the em- we had a Greek storekeeper who had a lot

peror had guaranteed to them for services of money and wore expensive city-made
which they had been rendering to him clothes, but there was not one respectable

loyally for nearly two hundred years. I

spoke with feehng, and I felt that I made
an impression upon the examiners, who
did not look to me like officials such as I

w^as accustomed to see in Austria-Hun-
gary. They had no gold and silver braid

and no superior airs, but looked very
much like ordinary cixdlian mortals. That
gave me courage and confidence, and I

spoke frankly and fearlessly, beHeving

Serb peasant in Idvor, no matter how
poor, who did not think that he was su-

perior to these people who had only a
transient existence in our historic village.

The knowledge of our traditions and our
implicit behef in them made us feel su-

perior to people who wandered about like

gypsies with no traditions, and with noth-
ing to anchor them to a definite place. A
newcomer to our village was closely scruti-

firmly that I wa s addressing human beings nized, and he was judged not so much by
who had a heart which was not held in

bondage by cast-iron rules invented by
their superiors in authority. The Swiss

veteran who walked on crutches, having
lost one of his legs in the Civil War, was
particularly attentive while I was being

cross-examined, and nodded approvingly

whenever I scored a point with my an-

swers. He whispered something to the

other officials, and they finally informed
me that I could pass on, and I was con-

ducted promptly to the Labor Bureau of

his skill in a craft, nor by his money, nor
by his clothes, but by his personality, by
the reputation of his family, and by the

traditions of the people to whom he be-

longed. The examiners at Castle Garden
seemed to attach no importance to these

things, because they did not ask me a
single question concerning my family, the

history of my village, or the history of

the military frontier and of the Serb race.

It is no wonder, said I, consoHng myself,

that I appeared to them less desirable

Castle Garden. My Swiss friend looked than many of the other immigrants who
me up a little later and informed me that would never have been allowed to settle

the examiners had made an exception in in Idv-or, and whose society on the im-
my favor and admitted me, and that I migrant ship interested me so little. In

must look sharp and find a job as soon fact, it was often repulsive to me, because

as possible.

As I sat in the Labor Bureau waiting

for somebody to come along, and pick me
out as a worthy candidate for some job, I

could not help surveying the other fellow

immigrants who, like myself, sat there

waiting for a job. I really believ^ed that

they were in a class below me, and yet

they had no trouble in being admitted.

They had no need of fav-ors on the part

of the officials in order to be admitted. I

did, and therefore, I inferred, they must

I could not help considering many of

them as a sort of spiritual muckers. My
admission by a special fav^or of the ex-

aminers was a puzzle and a disappoint-

ment to me, but it did not destroy the

firmness of my behef, that I brought to

America something which the examiners
were either unable or did not care to find

out, but which, nev^ertheless, I valued

very highly, and that is: a knowledge of

and a profound respect and admiration

for the best traditions of my race. My
mother and the ilhterate peasants at the

have appeared to the officials as being neighborhood gatherings in Idvor taught

more desirable. It is true, I said, arguing me that; no other lesson ever made a

with myseK, that they had a definite deeper impression upon me.

( To be continued.

)
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Coarse Fishing in France

BY ETHEL ROSE

Illustrations (including frontispiece) by A. B. Frost and Guy Rose

I
SHALL never forget my first sight of

a typical French fishing scene.

Arriving in France the day before,

I had travelled by night from Paris to the
little town on the Grand IMorin where I

awoke to a warm sunny morning, made
rather unreal to me by a faint bluish haze
that enveloped even nearby things in

a glamour of soft color.

I walked in the meadows beside the
Httle winding river and I saw, seated on a
camp-stool under a large white umbrella,

a fat Frenchman dressed in a pongee suit

and a big, flapping straw hat with a piece

of red tape around the crown. His shirt

was widely open at the throat and his feet

were bare in his slippers. In his hand he

held a long fishing-pole, and fastened to

the bank before him were two others.

Beside him was a pail for bait, another

about the same size for his fish, and a bas-

ket containing a bottle. His wife was
there also, industriously sewing, full in the

broiling sun.

281
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The three floats bobbed on the water.

The stout angler dozed.

In the distance were more fishermen

equally energetically occupied. Some
were alone, some in groups, some had
families with them, or dogs; they seemed
to extend away in infinite perspective;

and so I think of them now, endlessly

fishing on all the rivers of France.

The sport goes merrily on somewhere or

other for various kinds of fish all the year

round ; and when there is a close season in

one place there is an open one in another,

for the climate of France varies in a short

six hundred miles from that of the bleak

northern border to the almost tropic heat

of the ]Midi; and the change of seasons and
the times of fishing for different varieties

of fish in the same locality only offer more
frequent opportunities for exciting ou-

vertures de la peche, and more excuses for

investing in various kinds of tackle, or all

the improvements made thereto since last

year; as well as for interminable discus-

sions as to the best lines, lures, hooks, and
(especially important) the most fetching

devices for ground-baiting ; and the quali-

fications of those innumerable little
^^ arti-

cles de luxe" which, though not abso-

lutely indispensable, are dear to the heart

of every true angler.

Taking it all together, there are a good
many kinds of coarse fish and not one of

them is too insignificant to be considered

fair game ; for while an American boy will

delight in fishing for minnows that would
be beneath the notice of his elders; in

France goujon and ahlette fishing is a rec-

ognized branch of the art, and some of

the most popular of the day resorts are

those which can offer their visitors the

chance to catch enough of those tiny

midgets to furnish a mess for the first

course of the luncheon; while the little

restaurants tucked away under the trees

along the river banks boast such appetiz-

ing names as ^'.4 la Bonne Friture^^ or

^^ All Goiijon Renomme.^'

The fisherman is indeed fortunate if he
lives near a stream containing perch, as

they are quite gamey enough to be fun to

fish for, as well as fairly good eating.

Carp, on the other hand, are sluggish,

and by no means to the taste of every-

one, though there are some remarkable
old recipes for preparing them, many of

them being original with the monks, who
raised these fish chiefly in their ponds.

There are also bream and barbel and
tench and dace and roach and eels, be-

sides chub that run to huge size and are

hard to catch and unpleasant to eat.

The very small fry consists of gudgeon,
whitebait, and minnows, all of which are

fried whole and are most delicious when
well cooked.

The king of them all, however, the

brocket, or pike, is by far the most highly

esteemed by the connoisseur both as

game and food, for which latter purpose
those of about two pounds in weight are

the best. There are brocket fishers who
can vie with any others for indolence and
sedentary methods, but those of the newer
school w^ho use live bait or troll or practise

^'le spinning'' can cover as much ground
as a hunter and come home fully as

fatigued.

The term " le spinning'' is fondly if er-

roneously believed to be the correct Eng-
lish expression, and simply means casting

the artificial bait. This is a compara-
tively new thing over here, and although
there is no doubt that it is quite legal

there are still grave arguments in the

villages and in the press as to whether
such an arrangement can properly be
called a ''ligne flottante," or floating line,

w^hich is the only one permitted by law;

and I have seen the ''spinning" fisher-

man seriously advised, should he go into

such an obstinate-minded community for

his sport, to fasten a tiny quill float to his

line by means of a thread, this being too

small to interfere with the practical work-
ing of the tackle and at the same time

being a conclusive proof of his law-abid-

ingness if he should be threatened with a
proces by some zealous though antiquated

objector.

It seems that an article printed in

Forest and Stream gi\'ing directions for

making the short bait-casting rods once

awakened great interest—chiefly, I should

fancy, through translations—and a num-
ber of men made their own rods; while

one or two places sell material for spoons

and other artificial baits.

All this received much comment and
encouragement in the sporting press from
men who actively and continually try to

raise the standard of shooting and fish-
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ing throughout France by both practice These enormous fish run to over thirty

and precept. pounds in weight and sometimes verita-

Even where one fishes from a boat on ble combats take place in landing them;
the best kind of pike water, a lake or as one instance where a guard caught one
sluggish stream, this is no sport for in- unexpectedly and his dog attacked and

There are such purely delightful places in which to enjoy one's self and nature.—Page 284.

valids if one hooks, as did a friend of ours,

a monster of about twenty pounds and
plays him for half an hour with all the
energy, nervousness, and excitement of

which only a French amateur of the sport

is capable, bringing him finally in triumph
to the boat's side, only to have a trembling
friend hit him wildly on the head with an
oar with such force as to break the line

and send the fish flying home. "I could
have willingly killed X !

" the disconsolate
one said to us with tears in his voice as he
recounted the contest days afterward.

helped to kill it, dashing into the water

for the purpose, and both man and dog
were severely bitten by the fish.

Brocket are said to live to a great age,

even fifty years or more, and there is a

delightful tale supposed to prove that at

least one of them attained to nearly three

hundred. It is to the effect, though on
what authority I do not know, that in 1497
there was captured in the Lake of Kaiser-

weg in Mannheim a pike twenty feet long,

weighing three hundred and sixty pounds,

and wearing an inscribed ring of gilded
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bronze which had been attached to it by
order of the Emperor Barbarossa two
hundred and sixty-seven years before!

The smallest town on or near a stream

boasts its shop or part of a shop devoted
to ^^ articles de peche,'^ advertised by an
abnormally long bamboo pole w^hich

thrusts itself out over the street, or by a

big, glittering, brass fish twirling gaily

in the breeze. Outside are stacked

bundles of bamboos of various sizes,

qualities, and lengths, and landing-nets

on long wooden handles. The window
contains an assortment of the cheaper

kinds of tackle : rods of different degrees

;

reels for bait-fishing, reels for '^le casting^^

or '7e spinning,''^ and reels for all other

occasions; besides lines and leaders and
large twists of white horsehair; hooks and
gangs of hooks and artificial lures; and,

above all, floats: floats of every size and
description, from large gayly painted

wooden things resembling tops to fairy-

like little quills; and there are always
baskets and boxes and pails and camp-
stools; and all sorts of nets and snares

and traps and tridents, some of them be-

ing forbidden by law. And not only do
the shops sell these illegal things, but
the fishing journals, while on one page
decrying poaching and calling upon the

officials to act, will on the next describe

in detail the best w^ay to take fish in

some prohibited manner.
Fishing is, without a doubt, the most

popular sport in France: literally all

ages, degrees, and kinds of people in-

dulging in it—that is, for coarse fish

—

and even the devotees of fly-fishing for

trout and salmon will at times fish just

• as keenly and enthusiastically for perch

I or even for chub

!

j

One reason for this, I fancy, lies in the
' fondness of the French people for being

i out-of-doors: not merely for out-of-door

purposes, but for conducting all the busi-

.
ness of life there when it is possible.

One eats out-of-doors everywhere in

the country whenever it is half warm
enough, and on the sidewalks in the towns
if there is no other place (sometimes with

, a huge brazier of glowing coals beside

one) ; and all sorts of occupations are car-

ried on in the open air, from doing the

washing to giving an acrobatic perform-

ance. For one thing, the houses are often

damp and dark ; and for another, all out-
doors in France is so beautiful and there
are such purely delightful places in which
to enjoy one's self and nature: there are

little brooks half hidden by long grass at

the foot of quaint pollard willows, and
wider streams that meander through
open meadows and green woodland, and
calm ponds drowsing in the shimmering
summer heat-mist, and busy quais in the

hearts of cities, and wide reaches of rivers

with ruined castles outlined on the bor-

dering hills; all of them bathed in that

atmosphere and color which belong to

France alone.

Women fish habitually as they seldom
do in the United States, but as they do
everything in France; namely, they sim-

ply do it because they want to, without
making a fuss or talking about it. Singly

or in gay parties or in staid family groups
or as one of a sentimental couple down
from Paris, they fill the boats at the day
resorts, while stolid town-dwellers stand
in line wdth the men on the quais though
they may be fat or aged or have their

faces done up with the toothache.

My neighbor lives in a large, square

house with a high-walled garden full of

fine old trees and showy parterres of

flowers; she has made a fortune in the rag

and bottle business and has retired to en-

joy the fruits of her industry. She is

enormously, tremendously fat, and she

wears her hair in two little braids wound
coquettishly around each ear; her age is

—uncertain. Every day of the fishing

season she spends the afternoon seated

on a rug under a tree on the sloping bank
of the tranquil '^hras de la Seine," rod in

hand; a bait-box, and a net for keeping

her fish alive in the stream, close by; and
her big poppy-trimmed hat tossed on the

grass. She catches good big fish and
plenty of them, and the way she can reel

them in, scoop them out with her long-

handled net, and cast the fresh bait far

out on the water, all without stirring

from her place, is a wonder.

At five o'clock her honne arrives with

the gouter: bread, butter, cakes, and a

bottle of sweet wine in a basket with a

w^hite napkin over the top ; and her small

nephew and niece appear too. She is a

genial person and is always pleased to be

complimented on her catch.
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Girls fish as they do everything else,

under their mother's wing; but that
women do fish and do read the fishing jour-

nals as well is attested by the following

advertisement for a dressm.aking school
which appears regularly in one of them:

''Ladies I Fishing is good sport but

—

to learn to make your own gowns is more
profitable."

Boys, of course, fish in every country
on this round globe, and one may see

swarms of little school-boys in their uni-

versal black aprons (could anyone pos-
sibly imagine an American boy in a full,

long-sleeved, black apron I) standing on
the bridges in the towns or thronging the

country stream-sides and ponds; catch-

ing very small fry indeed, mostly, but

vastly excited over it. They are usu-

ally hatless and their heads are very

close-cropped and they carry tin cans for

their captures and have exceedingly

primitive outfits, often a branch from
some bush for a rod, with a piece of string

and perhaps even a bent pin. They
never seem to go very far afield for their

fun, as our boys would; the village is their

world, or the limits of their father's cot-

28;
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tage gardens often enough, with mother at dweller he will on Sundays hie himself to

hand to secure the prize as soon as they some pet retreat in the suburbs, laden
feel a nibble. with a camp-stool, a basket of luncheon,

Gipsies were encamped by the brook and all sorts of gear, finding occasionally,

one day and on the farther side of the to his unspeakable chagrin, that the spe-

railroad embankment we came upon a cial spot fondly believed to be known to

Though there is not a competitor in sight there is not even a sign of a fish either.—Page 287

.

very small, very ragged, absolutely

homely, little boy fishing with a twig and
a bit of twine; when we asked him if he
had had any luck he looked up with a

sudden irradiation of his small face that

made it wonderful as he said, ''No, mon-
sieur, my hook is too large for these little

fish, but it is a pleasure all the same to sit

here and feel them nibble the bait."

As for the men: the Frenchman who
never fishes is indeed a rarity, and the

amateur who lives in the country will

manage to spend a part of each day at

his favorite sport; while if he is a town-

him alone is already occupied by an-

other and successful brother of the line.

The enthusiast not only wets his line

at daybreak of the opening day, and fishes,

when he can, straight through the season,

but the twilight of the last evening finds

him lingering on the bank in the pene-

trating dampness hoping for one more
unfortunate to add to the year's score.

The instinct for sport does not, alas!

always accompany the love for it, and in

spite of ground-baits and other sup-

posedly irresistible lures there is always

some Jonah to whom the likeliest-looking
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spot is but a snare and a delusion, and
patience of no avail, for though there is

not a competitor in sight there is not
even a sign of a fish either.

A second reason for the popularity of

fishing is that it rnay be so inexpensive a

All ''navigable" rivers are owned by
the state and anyone may fish on them
from a boat or, with the owner's consent,

from the bank provided a line is used,

but the netting and trap-fishing privileges

are leased, usually to professionals.

Laden with a camp-stool, a basket of luncheon, and all sorts of gear, hndin^j occasionall:

that the special spot ... is already occupied.—Page 286.

pleasure, for tackle need not cost much
and one is not obliged to purchase a per-

mit as for shooting. Practically the only
preserved waters are those containing
trout or salmon or flowing through private

grounds, though in theory no one has a
right to fish on any stream classed as

''non-navigable," either from a boat or

otherwise, w^ithout the consent of the
landowner. Lakes and streams on prop-
erty owned by municipalities may, if not
already free, usually be fished by paying
a small sum for a permit.

Several years ago there was much agi-

tation for and against the passing of a law

requiring a permit; the most potent ap-

peal that can be made in France, "That it

would deprive the poor man of his plea-

sure," having been successfully employed
against it. Most of the more than eight

hundred fishing societies opposed the idea,

claiming that with the money so obtained

the state would be unable or unwilling to

do as much or as wide-spread good for the

cause as is now done by the societies,

which are scattered over almost the whole
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of France and whose object is the amelio-

ration of fishing conditions, the repression

of poaching, the re-stocking of streams,

etc.

One of the mo?t dastardly and destruc-

tive methods of poaching, and one that

in the long run would certainly seem to

defeat its own ends, is to poison the water

with lime or to kill the fish with dyna-

mite, proceedings that deliver them up
dead by the hundreds but sometimes
depopulate the rivers in two or three

seasons.

Besides the local poachers who infest

every waterside, trespassing with their

illegal engins, all France is overrun by
wandering families and bands of nomads
who pillage w^herever they go and are a

regular nuisance as beggars.

Otters also are a frequent cause of fish

destruction, especially on trout streams,

where they can ruin the fishing in their

locality and kill practically all the trout

in an incredibly short time.

All kinds of competitions for prizes are

continually taking place in France, and in

this the fishing clubs are to the fore with
their yearly ^^ concoiirs,^^ to which non-
members may generally subscribe. Even
towns themselves, when on fishing rivers,

have them, and there is an ''open-to-all"

event every year in Paris when the quais

are lined with every imaginable variety of

angler and there is an ever-shifting and
changing crowd of onlookers and critics.

Prizes in money and goods are given

to the successful competitors, always in-

cluding one for the largest fish and one
for the greatest number; and in at least

one of these events the taker of the small-

est fish receives a prize.

More than six hundred such contests

are held every year, and many of them
are announced or recorded in the fishing

journals.

For larger towns one reads the day's

programme beginning at 7 A. m. with the

reception at the station of visiting clubs;

I

Anchored off the bank are flat-bottomed boats, some of them thoughtfully provided

with awnings and chairs.—Page 292.
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at nine a grand fanfare of music and a

procession to the scene of the contest,

which then takes place, followed by a

luncheon "owica/" at 12 (tickets four

francs). At 2.30 carrier pigeons are loosed

bearing the names of the victors; at 4.30
there is a balloon ascent; and then the

presentation of the innumerable recom-
penses and prizes, not forgetting the ladies

and children ; the whole winding up in the

evening with illuminations and the in-

evitable ''hair

Annual banquets used to be given by
the ''Fishing Club" and the "Casting
Club de France," when the name of the

minister of agriculture headed a long list

of well-known men and women.
Most societies permit the use of three

lines at a time, and these are generally of

different types and differently baited in

order to give one as many chances as pos-

sible, for though certain baits are the

Vol. LXXII.— 19

recognized thing for certain fish, still

every now and then something new and
wonderful is discovered. The classic

things are small fish, alive or preserved;

real and imitation frogs, insects, and mice,

worms of all kinds and colors treated in

innumerable un-wormlike ways; grubs,

and grains of wheat, and certain fancy

specialties.

Ground-bait is almost as much of a

sine qua non as the bait on the hook, and
there are almost as many varieties as

there are fishermen.

When an especially successful one is

discovered, its proud originator promptly
sends it off to be printed in his favorite

"Journal de Peche,^^ and these tidbits

range all the way from lumps of coagu-

lated blood, swelled wheat grains, and
pellets of different kinds of dough, to such

complicated mixtures as " i pt. of bran
and I pt. of willow blossoms made care-

289
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fully into a paste by adding water drop the meadows there are small fish mostly,
by drop. To this add one pound of boiled but some of the chub are leviathans and
and mashed potatoes and one half a loaf hard to catch, so a Parisian friend spent
of household bread which has been soaked

several hours and carefully squeezed in

order to get out all the air which would
otherwise cause it to float. All this to be
stirred and pounded until it is of exactly

the right consistency." The method of

his vacation fishing for them indefati-

gably in a deep pool near the Seine.

Whether it was due to the appalling

messes he used for bait or to his superior

skill is a question, but it is certain that he
rejoiced the heart of his peasant landlady

M:^i'^iMliiiiiii^iiim/l/!r^ luitnmiiiiiMm

Here in a day you will see a greater variety of types of the genus fisherman than in months of

country wanderings.—Page 292.

depositing a morsel of this dainty di-

rectly beneath the bait on one's hook re-

quires a page in itself, but in the end the

combination seems to be irresistible.

There are hundreds of similar recipes that

seem beyond human ingenuity to devise,

and it is said that a little condensed milk
added to the above or any other proves
to be an added attraction.

There is no fish so poor—and some are

very bad—that some one cannot be found
to eat it, and one can easily give away
what one does not want for one's self and
so have a feeling that the sport is not en-

tirely futile.

In the sinuous little Epte down across

by presents of marvellous strings of fish

that none of us would accept, though he

ate them himself and vowed that they

were fine.

A local sport, spying from his boat-

house windows, observed with envy and
indignation the extraordinary luck of this

outsider, and one morning there was a

second boat anchored in close proximity

to the particular spot that our friend had
so carefully ground-baited the night be-

fore. What was worse, the new-comer also

had luck and did not refrain from showing

his satisfaction, a displeasing exhibition,

besides being manifestly unfair. The
monsieur from Paris went home early that
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I remember a portly, frocked, and be-sashed personage sunk peacefully down in his garden-chair,

. . . slumbering audibly.—Page 292.

day and spent the evening busily engaged
with bits of wood, nails, string, and wire.

In the dead of night he took the finished
^^ machine " to the fishing-ground and low-

ered carefully to the bottom of the river,

at the exact spot where number two had
fished, a weighted water-wheel contri-

vance that was turned steadily by the cur-

rent with much attendant splashing.

Then he carefully ground-baited at a

respectful distance.

Next morning the native was already
in position, stolidly fishing, when the con-

spirator languidly made his appearance,
but he did not seem to be having good
luck. Our friend started in at his new
place and began at once to catch fish as

ostentatiously as possible. Consterna-
tion of the intruder, who had not even had
a bite! Still greater discomfiture as the
morning wore on and by noon he had
taken nothing, while his neighbor was
catching them as usual with irritating fre-

quency. When the native went home to

luncheon, he took all his paraphernalia
with him and did not come back again.

It was not from him that we heard of

this outwitting of a Norman, but if you

could have seen the face of the trickster

as he dramatically told the tale with

waving of hands, lifting of eyebrows, and
waggings of a pointed black beard, and
heard his pleased little sigh as he re-

sumed his cigarette and his chair by the

fire, you would, I know, have rejoiced

with him as we did.

There were, some years ago, three or

four fishing papers which vied with one
another for prestige, all of them fre-

quently printing exactly the same article,

but one, the ^^ Pecheur Populaire,^' or

'' Popular Fisherman,'^ had a unique and
amusing method of advertising itself: it

owned a small automobile boat flying the

paper's name from its flag-staff, and dur-

ing the summer months this craft cruised

in the fishing rivers near Paris. It was
fitted out with a supply of the small arti-

cles used by anglers and if one of the fra-

ternity found himself in need of anything

he had only to hail this good Samaritan

by crying out: " Peche Pop!" when he

would promptly be furnished, absolutely

free of charge!

The fishing resorts near Paris are a de-

light to the eye, for there are usually tall
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trees or pollard willows on the banks, a ing, children playing, and a dog usually

much-frequented footpath beneath the yapping wildly and threatening to fall

trees, flowering meadows and fields of overboard.

grain on either hand, hamlets and scat- A small and wobbly row-boat serves as

tered cottages here and there, and always a tender and w^ill bring the bonne with re-

an inn, or inns, with some such alluring freshments at five o'clock,

name as "La Carpe Joviale" or "Au Paris is the paradise of anglers—of a
Rendezvous des Pecheurs," with tables kind. Does not the Seine flow through
and chairs by the waterside and hidden its midst? The Seine, with broad quais

away in arbors and leafy thickets. There on either side where one may stand at the

are swings and halanqoires and delight- water's edge or establish one's camp-stool
fully foolish games, such as the one where and other belongings on the clean cobbles

;

you toss disks into the mouth of a large where the parapets of street and bridge

iron frog, and the grown-ups delight in above are fringed with leaning rows of on-

them as much as the children do. lookers; w^here one may choose the cool

White-aproned gar^ons run to and fro shade of a bridge resounding to over-

with trays and bottles, while in the less head traffic, or an airy spot beneath tall,

pretentious establishments the patrons rustling trees, or bask in the sunshine on
themselves serve you and converse ami- a pile of sand while one w^atches the

cably, for here they do not do the cooking busy river life; the mouches, or passenger-

themselves, as the custom is farther boats, darting from one landing to an-

south. . other like their namesakes the flies; the

Anchored off the bank are rows of long lines of freighters that have come up
large, flat-bottomed boats, some of them the river in tow of the fussy red-and-black

thoughtfully provided with awnings and steam-tugs that are called guepes, or

chairs, and each one having its fish-well, wasps; the weekly boat from Rouen, or

In the season these will all be occupied, possibly one from London; the vast wash-
some by tranquil and portly personages boats where the blanchisseuses of Paris

whopass the daywith scarcely more move- cleanse the linen of that teeming city; the

ment than the boats themselves, others by baths with their potted shrubs and
gaypartieswhoscream and laugh and play plants; the awninged swimming schools;

mild jokes; but for the most part it is an the professional dog-w^asher and clipper of

occupation to be taken seriously, condu- poodles with his timid or obstreperous

cive to retrospection and somnolence, and clients.

probably only appreciated in its deepest Here in a day you will see a greater

essence by those small retired tradesmen variety of types of the genus fisherman

who have worked hard and economized than in months of country wanderings:

incredibly all their lives and are now" reap- verily all sorts and conditions of men.
ing the reward of their labors; absolutely I have never, myself, seen a priest fish-

satisfied with a tiny house and garden, on ing there, possibly because in Paris they

an annuity or income of perhaps two are too busy; but in the country they are

hundred dollars a year. frequent enough, and I remember a portly,

When any one is so favored by fortune frocked, and be-sashed personage topped
as to possess a riverside home, he can in- by his w^ide hat, sunk peacefully down in

dulge in a private float, and I have seen his garden-chair with hands clasped on
these arrangements like big, low-sided his stomach, slumbering audibly in the

boxes about twelve feet long, moored a afternoon heat; the inevitable three rods

few yards from shore, awninged and fitted propped out before him, while three

with tables and chairs, occupied by the small and unsuspected victims were tear-

entire family: mother sewing, father fish- ing madly and futilely about in the water.
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HEY met at a dance.

She was taken to it by
the Daltons, who Hved
in a flat lower down.
They had only met
her in the lift, but she

attracted them

—

twenty -one, pretty
and slim, blue eyes, brown hair, and the

freshness of youth. It struck them that

she didn't get much out of life, for they

never saw her with any one of her own
age, and her mother looked cross and tire-

some. One day a girl they were to have
taken to a charity dance annoyed them
by crying off at the last minute. They
discussed what could be done while they

waited for the lift from the top floor. It

arrived with Joyce Lawson in it, looking

her prettiest. Suddenly an idea occurred

to them. They offered to take her.

"A dance!" Her face lighted up.

"I should adore it." Then her thoughts

taking a natural course, she added doubt-
fully: "If I can—I am not a bit smart.

I should have to dig up my one and only

frock and see if it would do."

Anything would do, they told her. She
was sure to look nice.

When she went up in the lift again, she

felt as if she landed in the seventh heaven.

John Dacres was at the dance—thirty-

three, fairly tall, clean-shaven, thought-

ful-looking. He --had bought a ticket

from Dalton, who was interested in the

charity, and went for half an hour to look

on, but he didn't dance. He was rather

bored when Joyce was hurled at him—till

he saw her pale little face and blue eyes,

eager and half-frightened, and the pretty

hair twisted round her head. He took
her to be younger than she was, and felt

that he ought to be agreeable.

"Do you mind sitting out?" he asked.

"Oh, no"—with a long-drawn sigh of

content, for anything pleased her on this

wonderful night. They went to a bal-

cony, and gradually he drew from her the
scanty details of her every-day life.

"It must be dull for you," he said, "if

you have no intimate friends in London
and your mother is not able to go about
with you."

"But it is dull for mother, too."

He thought her answer tender and not
too gushing. "I suppose you have
books?"
"Very few. I don't think I care for

reading much. When I'm not doing any-
thing, I mean things for mother, I look

out of the window."
" Look out of the window ?

"

She nodded. "We are very high up,

and no one can see me; I hke to wonder
who all the people are and where they are

going, and wish I could go with them;
sometimes I pretend I do."

"And where do you generally arrive?'*

"Nowhere. They seem to go on into

distances in which there isn't anything at

all that I know about—isn't it foolish?"
" No, not foolish." He put more mean-

ing to it than it had, for it seemed imagi-

native to him. " It's a way sometimes to

undiscovered countries."

She didn't understand, and she was
puzzled by the way he looked at her, as

if he were sorry for her, but not much
entertained. Luckily a partner appeared
and hurriedly claimed her; so she gave
herself up to the excitement of the dance.

She had not been to one since the summer
she was seventeen, when she had stayed

with her mother at a hydro in Wales. It

had rained nearly all the time and they

had sat indoors, but there had been one

or two balls at the Assembly Rooms a

mile off, and a party of young people

went to them while their elders stayed at

home. Her mother let her go with reluc-

tance and only because the doctor in-

sisted. She remembered the young man,
something like the one she was with now,
with whom she had danced the "Sun-
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shine" waltz. Luckily it was one of the

few fine nights ; they wandered in the gar-

den and he kissed her. She couldn't

think how he came to do it, "You are

awfully nice, you know. I believe I could

fall in love with you," he said. Then
they went back to the ballroom : and she

never saw him again. . . . She \\dshed

the band would play that waltz now.

There was no garden, but there was
something magical in a dance; she felt as

if it might be a conjuring trick that

changed the w^hole world. She was al-

most afraid to remember that when it

was over she would have to go back to the

top flat and the irritable, silent mother
sitting by the fire.

John Dacres went home thinking of a

book he w^anted to finish, for in the eve-

ning he did some rather stolid criticism;

in the daytime he was a permanent offi-

cial of minor importance. Work inter-

ested him more than anything else. He
was bored by theatres and the usual en-

tertainments of London. He dined at his

club occasionally, and did a little golf on
Saturdays and Sundays. His sisters were
married and lived long distances off. He
had no other relations and few friends.

He cared nothing for women. There
were stray men he had known at Harrow
or Oxford who turned up now and then,

and even chned with him. They called

him "good old Dacres" and thought him
too stodgy for frequent use. He had a

house and three old-fashioned servants in

Victoria Road, Kensington, and never

worried about the future. Marriage?
He shook his head when any idea of it oc-

curred to him or one of his sisters sug-

gested it in a letter; it would upset the

place, the quiet rooms, the methodical

servants. Besides he didn't know any
one, he never fell in love : it was not in his

line.

He forgot Joyce Lawson, except just

once or twice in the week after the charitv

dance, when he had a vision of a girl sit-

ting at a window, high up in a block of

flats, watching the people on the roadway
beneath. " I'll go by, if I think of it, and
look up; strange things girls are," he said

to himself, and forgot her again. One
day he met the Daltons at Charing Cross

Station, just going off to Italy.

"How is Miss"—he wasn't even sure

of her name—" the girl 3^ou took with you
to that dance?" he asked.

" Oh, poor little thing, you mean Joyce
Lawson. I am so sorry for her. -Her
mother died yesterday, and we were so

busy that we had no time to do anything
for her; but we never saw them, except in

the lift, and knew nothing about them."
"I suppose she has relations."

"I don't believe she has."

"Is she all alone?" Suddenly a re-

membrance of the lonely life she had pic-

tured to him flashed back.

"I expect so. We heard that they
never had any visitors, and the old ser-

vant looks rather sullen."

"Is there anvthing one could do for

her?"
" I don't think so. You might take her

some flowers. Do. It would ease my
conscience. I meant to get her some, but
hadn't a moment. It's the flat at the

very top, above ours," Mrs. Dalton said

it over her shoulder as they hurried to

their train.

Flowers? He was rather bothered at

the suggestion. After all, he had only

seen her once, and he felt that she might
resent them as an intrusion. But she

haunted him through the hours at his

office, and when he left it in the afternoon

he was possessed by her. A girl of one-

and-twenty—he didn't believe she was as

old—she didn't look it—alone with her

dead mother, and in a top flat, so that

not even a footstep passed her door. . . .

Of course, she had telegraphed for country
friends . . . they might not have come
yet ... to do nothing w^ould be rather

brutal. . . . He bought some roses, and
went up in the lift. Then he hesitated

—

but of course he was only going to give

them in to the servant. He knocked, and
waited a long time; his courage ebbed;

then she opened the door herself.

In the dim fight her face looked white

and thin. She had evidently been crying,

and her pretty hair was rumpled, as if it

had been buried in a cushion. "Oh I"

She stood still, sadly staring at him, but

she remembered him after a moment.
"Mr. Dacres!"

"I am sorry," he said awkw^ardly. "I
didn't mean you to see me."

"It's such a relief," she whispered, as

if afraid to raise her voice. "I am all
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alone and so unhappy. Parker—she is

the maid—has gone out to get some
things."

" I'm sorry," he repeated. " I meant to

leave these without your seeing me—just

a few roses."

She took the white package and put her

little nose down as if to smell them
through the paper. "It's so kind of

you," she said. "And, oh, do come in.

It's getting dark."

"I think not—now."
"Oh, do," she entreated. "I am alone

and— " She shivered.

She made way for him, and they en-

tered together a rather dreary little sit-

ting-room. He stood just a yard or two
inside for a minute, saying common-
places, and remembering a book he had
read lately about death being only sad to

those who were left; he tried to quote it

in a sympathetic voice. She looked up
at him, with a dazed expression. His
manner was rather severe and aloof, but

it was kind and protecting, and she was
so relieved to see him. " I'm frightened,"

she said, still in a whisper, and nodded
toward the dim passage. There was a
closed door at the end.

"You are not afraid of your mother?"
he asked gently.

"I am—she looks so remote ... I

never saw any one before . . . and the

room feels different." She shivered again.

"It is full of silence; everything in it

seems to know— I can't bear it ! Do
stay till Parker comes—she will be here

directly.'*

Of course he stayed. He sat down and
watched the bowed head and locked

hands on the sofa. She was shudderingly

silent, and he could think of nothing more
to say. Then Parker let herself in with
a latch-key. She came at once to the

sitting-room and stood in the doorway,
looking at them with surprise, a tall,

gaunt woman with a hard face and sullen

manner. "I didn't think any one was
coming," she said.

The girl raised her head. " I asked Mr.
Dacres to stay till you came back," she

explained, as if she feared being called to

account. "He has brought me some
roses."

He got up to go. Parker retreated to

the front door. " If I could be of anv use

—could do anything. But you have re-

lations who will be with you?"
She shook her head. "There isn't

anybody except Aunt Henrietta, who has

telegraphed that she can't come to Lon-
don—it gives her neuritis. And Ella—
Ella is her daughter—is away."
"But who will manage for you here?"
"Parker will, I suppose—she has been

with us three years—and the lawyer; he
is very kind. There isn't any one else."

It was almost an appeal.

He hesitated. "You will go to your
aunt presently?"

"No," she answered quickly.

He felt embarrassed. He was sorry

for her, but he didn't want to mix himself

up with her affairs. She was outside his

track. While he was considering how he
could depart without seeming unsympa-
thetic, she said with sudden vehemence:

"I can't go to Aunt Henrietta; she was
never kind to me, and Ella is dreadful.

And there's no one to advise me—or any-
thing."

"I am awfully sorry—if I could be of

any use
—

" he repeated vaguely.

Parker, who knew nothing of the

stranger, came to the doorway again.

There was dismissal in her manner.
Then the white face looked up. "Do
come again," she said. " It has been such

a help."

"Of course I will," he answered, and
hated himself for the hesitation he feared

she detected.

All the way home he felt as if a sense

of responsibihty had stolen up to him.

And there was no forgetting her. He
thought of her rumpled hair, her white

face, her shrinking, and the entreaty in

her voice. He wondered what she would
do, if she had any money, and whether

Parker would stick to her like a grim but

faithful dragon; but even then she could

hardly go on li\ing in that dismal top flat.

At the end of ten days he felt that

things must have somehow adjusted

themselves, and to stay away longer

would look as if he shirked going. He
took her two little books, one hidden in

each side pocket, lest a propitious mo-
ment in which to give them did not occur.

They were "Green Mansions" and "The
Road Mender"—nature studies, and not
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too frivolous. Reading was the main-
stay of his own life, but he felt she would
not look at anything very serious. He
could think of no other gift; chocolates

did not occur to him, and there was some-
thing foppish to his mind in carrying

flowers. He had done it last time, but
that was different.

She was better, evidently glad to see

him, and she was certainly pretty; the ex-

periences she had been going through had
put more expression into her face. She
gave him some tea, which Parker brought
in reluctantly, as if she thought it rather

soon to be having a visitor—of the other

sex, too; but this did not occur to him.

When the tea had been taken away, he
brought out the two books. She was
pleased at having a gift, and smiled as

she turned over the leaves.

"They look very nice," she said. It

was not quite the right adjective, of

course; but it didn't matter. She was so

young; by and by she would know better.

This was unadulterated youth: he had
seen so little of it before. While she was
interested in the books, he looked at the

shelf in the corner—a single shelf, and a

miscellaneous collection: two or three vol-

umes of sermons, some essays, Tennyson's
poems, and a few old-fashioned novels.

He wondered if she had read anything
else.

"These were your mother's?" he said.

She nodded. "I used tc read to her

sometimes," with a sigh that he misun-
derstood.

"You miss her very much, I'm afraid."

She shook her head. "Perhaps—but I

wish I grie\'ed more—I feel so wicked
not to. I try—but I can't." She got up
and stood by the mantelpiece. "It's

Ella's fault—she told me—when I was
little, too. It was so cruel. I have al-

ways hated her for it."

"What did she tell you?"
"That mother didn't love me. She

never loved father. She only married
him out of pique, and Aunt Henrietta

couldn't forgive it. Aunt Henrietta was
father's sister. . . . Mother brooded all

her life, and said father was a stranger

—

always a stranger; he had done something
that made her dishke him, and she didn't

like me because I was father's child—she

told Aunt Henrietta so. She seemed to

shrink from me sometimes. I was afraid

of her—that's why I didn't love her much.
I knew I was in her way." She was al-

most passionate with miserable remem-
brance. "The man who treated her

badly died; perhaps she went to him, for

she looked so content. . . . She had
been waiting—she was glad to go. She
had never wanted me, and she has quite

forgotten me now—she never looks back
for a single moment, or cares—poor
mother," she added, with a far-off look

in her blue eyes. " Perhaps she is happy
at last—that's why I can't grieve for her."

"When did your father die?"
" Oh, years ago. I don't even remem-

ber him."
He thought for a moment. " But why

shouldn't your father's relations be kind
to you?"

"Oh, no." She shuddered. "Ella
called mother 'that woman' once. I

heard her; and it was she who told me
about everything. I can't grieve for

mother, but I hate them for their cruelty

to her, and I think they hate me because
I was her child."

There was a long silence before he

asked: "What will you do—with your-

self?"

"I don't know yet."

"There is Parker "

" She is going to her son at Durham. I

don't want to be with her; she is always
cross, and only stayed because she

thought it couldn't be long. I must go
away from this flat. There won't be
enough money to pay for it now mother's

pension is over, but I don't know where
I shall go."

"You might find some work," he ven-

tured. " Girls do so many things now.
It would fill your life."

"I am not clever. I don't know how
to do anything—I mean anything that

could be paid for, and I want to feel free.

I never have been that, and never went
an3'where alone."

"Do you want to go— anywhere
alone?"
"Yes—yes"—with a long-drawn sigh.

"You would be very lonely."

"But I have always been lonely."

"You seemed happy that night at the

dance. I watched you for a minute or

two after our talk."
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She nodded. " I felt that I was wanted.

First, when the Daltons asked me to go,

and then when I got there—only by my
partners, you know; but I felt wanted,

just as I did at the hydro in Wales, when
I went to dances there. It was only for

an hour or two then; but I have never

been wanted at all anywhere else, and yet

I have never been free. Now I am—

"

She broke off and shuddered. " It haunts
me so that I didn't care enough for

mother. You see, she wasn't like the

mothers one reads of in books; she made
me feel that she only did things for me
because it was a duty, and I resented it

so—it was wicked of me, but I did," she

added doggedly.

Parker entered and looked at them.
"Miss Joyce," she said almost roughly,
" the lawyer will be here soon and you've

got to be ready for him. This Mrs.
Thornton may be coming too."

He was glad to be extricated from a

difficult situation. "I'm going," he said.

"But Mrs. Thornton—is she a friend?"
" Oh, no. I have never seen her. She

is a friend of Mr. Burt's, the lawyer, and
she may take the flat. She is coming up
from Devonshire to-day."

"I see. . . . Good-by." He said it

as if it were final—she felt it. "I wish I

could have been of some service to you,"

he added.

"But you will come again?" There
was something like desperation in her

voice that arrested him.

"I will if you wish it"

Then Parker interposed. " It had bet-

ter not be this week; there's plenty to do
—and no time for visitors," she added
disagreeably.

"There is," Joyce flashed. After all,

there was fire hidden in her somewhere.
"Do come. It won't matter to Park-

er."

"Visitors annoy me," the woman mut-
tered.

" I'll come next week," he said. " Good-
by till—till, let's say, Tuesday." He felt

like a straw to a drowning woman.
Parker followed him with heavy foot-

steps to the outer door. He heard her

lock it after him with what sounded like

malicious determination to keep him
away. "I believe that woman bullies

her," he thought as he walked home.

There was more in the girl than he had
imagined, but she was curiously deficient

in sentiment. He disliked sentiment, he
had none himself—at least he thought so

—but it seemed unnatural that a woman
should be without it; he had imagined,
too, that relationship was a net in which
the affections, of girls especially, were in-

evitably entangled. She had spoken of

her mother with sympathy, with pity,

but with so much detachment that for an
hour or two it repelled him. He wished
he could shake her off. " But that would
be rather unfair," he thought later. " She
is so young to be alone, and may come
to all sorts of grief if she doesn't look

out." He did no work that evening, and
the days of the week dragged by, while

more and more insistently Joyce Lawson
came into them.
Monday at last—the day before he was

going to see her again. All the evening
he sat thinking out plans for her, building

up possible futures. He wished he knew
how much money she had; he imagined
that it could not be much, for it was a
small top flat and there were no signs of

affluence or luxury about it; moreover,
she had spoken of a pension that ended
wdth her mother. He wanted horribly to

do something for her, something that

would arrange her life satisfactorily.

Money he could give her, of course—he
was a generous man and would gladly

have given it—but it might not be neces-

sary, and anyhow it would be difficult.

Besides, it was a home she wanted—and
happiness. It hurt him to feel how much
she must long for happiness. Obviously,

she had never known it. A stray gasp or

two of pleasurable excitement—that had
been all her share; she had apparently
never really had even a comfortable home.
He looked round his study. He thought
of the dining-room, and the one place laid

for dinner, of the little-used drawing-
room up-stairs. "There would be plenty

of room for her here, but that would never

do." He was amused for a moment while

he imagined her going up and down the

quiet staircase, or sitting on the opposite

side of the fire. He shook his head. He
had lived so long alone, it would be too

strange. Besides, after all, she was not a

child. She was twenty-one . . . old

enough to be married, but he didn't want
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to marry her; he was not in love with her,

nor she with him. It would be a solution,

of course, but he didn't think it was one

that she would admit, nor that he could

face. She was not like a girl one would ex-

pect to fall in love with—and he didn't be-

lieve that sort of thing had entered her

head. She was merely a forlorn little

thing, with not much in her, who had been
snubbed or bullied all her life, who knew
nothing of the world, and wanted to es-

cape from her gloomy surroundings into

some better atmosphere. It was no use

thinking about it; he didn't see a way out

for her. If she had been five-and-twenty

it would have been so much easier. He
turned to his work, but still Joyce Lawson
haunted him . . . such a little white face,

and such sad, appealing blue eyes . . . they

had charming lashes, he remembered,
though he did not know before that he

had noticed them . . . pretty hair, too

—he liked the rumpled state he had seen

it in. Poor little girl, she was rather a

little idiot. But she would develop; she

was so young. He wondered what would
have happened to her by to-morrow, and
if she would look up with that httle fleet-

ing smile of hers, as if she sheltered her-

self in his strength. . . .

The lift was out of order. He had to

walk up-stairs. When he was nearly at

the top a woman with a long gray veil

thrown back from a close-fitting bonnet
passed him on her way downward. She
had large shining eyes, a grave face, thin

and very sweet—the eyes and face of a
visionary. She looked at him, and he
felt that an unasked question was on her

lips, but she made no pause or sign, and
in a moment she had vanished. Parker
opened the door before he could knock.
"I heard you coming," she said, and led

the way to the drawing-room. '' She'll

be here when she's taken off her things.

She was out when that woman came, and
they've been talking every since she was
back." She entered with him and, shut-

ting the door, stood with her back to it,

looking at him with an expression of dis-

agreeable exultation. ''We've sold the

flat," she said, "lease and furniture

—

everything just as it stands—and we have
got to turn out this week. I'm going to

Durham, on Saturday."

"And Miss Lawson? Where is she

going?"
"I don't know. I can't have her with

me; there's my son to look after. She's

got all sorts of silly notions; she ought to

go to her relations, but she won't hear
of it."

"She doesn't like them."
"Lots of us don't like relations, but we

have to put up with them. I think you
had better talk to her. I shall be gone,
so it's nothing to me, but there's one thing
I want to say, and that is if you don't

mean anything you had better leave her
alone. I don't hold with men hanging
about—here she is."

He was astounded, but it was impossi-

ble to answer, for Joyce entered, and
Parker hurriedly vanished.

He looked at her and suddenly his

heart went out to her—a slip of a girl in

a plain, dull, black frock—very grave,

but content. A change had come over

her. In her eyes there was an expression

that seemed like a reflection of the strange

woman's. From sheer bewilderment he
held the soft hand a moment longer than
was necessary, but it had no visible effect

on her.

"We are going away," she said, as if

she hardly believed it. "I'm so glad you
have come, for in a few days I shall be

gone." She stopped, crossed to the sofa

and sat down, waiting for him to speak.

"Parker told me. And that she goes

to her son. But you?"
"I shall go away—quite a way from

London. I want to think a great deal

—

to be different."

"Yes?" he said doubtfully, "and you
can—you have somewhere to go?"

"Oh, yes, it is all arranged," she added
with a sigh of content.

He wondered if she meant some place

abroad, and he thought of the money it

would cost.

"And you could manage it all?" he

asked.

"Oh, yes," she answered, "for I shall

be richer than I expected. I shall ha\'e

nearly two hundred a year, and there will

be six hundred pounds directly for this

flat—but I shall not go to the end of the

world; to North Devon, perhaps. She

said it was beautiful, and by the sea."

"She? Who said it?"
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"Mrs. Thornton, the woman who has

bought this flat." She looked up with a

little dreamy smile. "She knows about

so many things. Mr. Burt brought her

the other night. I have only seen her

three times, but she has set me thinking,

and she has made the whole world differ-

ent." For a moment a horrible idea pos-

sessed him. Could it be that the strange

woman was a psycho-analyst ? He hated

the whole gang; Freud and Jung were
maniacs or impostors' to him, who veiled

indecencies with obscurities. "Did she

talk about psycho-analysis?" he asked

coldly.

She looked at him bewildered. "I
don't know anvthing about that. What
is it?"

"You needn't know anything about it,

dear child."

She turned her head a little toward the

scanty blaze at the last two words and
asked: "But what does it mean? What
did you call it ? " She didn't even know
the word; he loved her for it.

" It means self-consciousness and mor-
bidity, everlasting introspection, and self-

contemplation. Their stuff annoys me
more than I can say." He tried to laugh

it off. " People should forget themselves,

not sit and gloat over their inner con-

sciousness." He tried to pass it off and
asked in a different voice: "She didn't

talk to you about that sort of thing?"
She looked at him, and he saw the blue-

ness of her innocent eyes; then away into

the fire again—her hands still crossed on
her lap in the way she had while she spoke

:

"She said she could divine things and
could see that I was desolate, but it was
my own fault, for I had starved my soul."

"What did she mean?" He was still

suspicious.
" She said that w^hen a child was born

its mother nourished it and clothed it and
taught it to walk and speak, did every-

thing for its body, to keep life in it

—

good, healthy life. But we had to do the

rest for ourselves, to nourish our souls, to

clothe them with thought and knowledge
and especially with love and the memory
of work—work done for others, or for the

world, and then it safeguarded us with
patience and courage and understanding,

and out of it happiness grew. And if we
didn't do this, consciously or unconscious-

Iv, the evil influences came and disfigured

us."

She was evidently trying to repeat the
words she had heard, but she was con-
fused, as if she saw them written up, and
only read them through a mist. "She
said I had starved my soul, she could see

it, and if I had not done wTong things, it

was only because I had not had the

chance of doing them."
" Perhaps you have not had the chance

of doing anything at all, one way or the

other."

She took no notice of the interruption

and went on. " She said I ought to have
felt it, while I was living with mother, all

the years since I was born; but how could
I—I knew nothing—no one cared for me
or taught me, how could I know ? Now I

shall go away for a little while into a dis-

tance and think it out in some place that

is beautiful. She said that would be the

wisest thing to do; and the world itself

is so beautiful that if I let my eyes see

and my ears hear, my soul w^ould steal

out and sun itself, and the beauty of the

world would nourish it and warmth would
come into my heart, and I should learn

to love it—as something that was my
own. x\nd when I did, I should love the

people in it and feel for them, and long

to serve them, to do things for them, that

would give them happiness—for if one's

heart and soul w-ere saturated with
beauty, one gave it out and helped to

make a whole with nature."

"She belonged to some form of Pan-
theism," he said to himself rather than to

Joyce.

She went on as if she had not heard

him. "I have been waiting all my life

for a door to open, to go through it into

some dift'ertnt part of the w^orld. I feel as

if I had beaten at the door of it with my
hands; and if, after mother died, I had
stayed on here I should have died, too, of

starvation as I think now that she did

—

perhaps of starvation for love— No one
loved her, not even I." There were tears

falling slowiy down her face, but she did

not know it. "She made me feel that I

had been no good to any one, done noth-

ing—^nothing. But I will. ... I have
been waiting . . . she said every one

could do something for the world, love or

work, or give it some happiness for others
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to use, and that if it were ever so little it

gave one a right to live under its sky and
to tread its ground—for even the least of

us had a share in the world ; it was a divine

inheritance, to use well or ill. I shall go

away and seek for my share."

She gave a long sigh as if she were

rested already. " If I had only known it

before, everything w^ould have been so

different," she seemed to be speaking into

a distance rather than to him—into one

of the distances of which she had spoken

at the dance.

He got up and went over to her. " You
can't go alone," he said. "Let me go
with you and seek for my share?"

She drew back. '^ I want to go alone

—

I must."
"Why shouldn't I marry you, then we

might fight out things together?"

She stood up and looked searchingly at

his face. "Oh, no, I couldn't," she said

with low determination. "Besides, you
don't like me very much. You are sorry

for me—but you need not be now—you
were shocked the last time you were

here, I felt it. You went away disliking

me."
" I love you to-day and I want you—

I

want to take you away and marry you."

He put his arm round her and softly

kissed her cheek—just once, as he might
have kissed a child.

She drew back, without any sign of re-

sponse or resentment. "I am glad you
did that," she said; "for you have been
so good to me; but I couldn't marry you,

it has made me feel it—I couldn't," she

seemed almost frightened.

He looked at her puzzled, as well as re-

buffed, then he remembered the twelve

years' difference between them. "I am
much older than you," he began.

"I know, it has helped me. I can't

think what I should have done if you
hadn't come when you did. But I don't

want you to marry me. I couldn't bear
it."

"But why couldn't you?"
"I don't want to tell you—please go

away—let me be alone." There were
tears in her eyes. She held out her hands.

He kissed them, and rested his face for a

moment on the soft cool palms: he felt

them tremble. "Dear child," he said,

"I don't want to distress you." Then

without another word he turned away,
let himself out, and went down the long

staircase feeling that he had left behind a
mystery, a symbol, perhaps, that held the

secret of his future.

"I am a conceited ass—for somehow I

thought that she cared for me," he told

himself as he w^alked home. " But it's no
use worrying her. I have just got to put
up with it."

The house at Kensington seemed very
silent as he entered. There was a fire

burning in his study, some books on the

writing-table had come while he was ab-

sent, an evening paper was on the arm of

the chair. It all looked comfortable and
homelike. "I believe she could have
been content here," he thought. "How-
ever, it's no good, perhaps it's as well."

A month later—two months. • He had
no news of her, nothing happened, his

days went by in the precise order they
had done for years. But gradually there

came to him a sense that the house was
waiting, that it had been starved, too.

He felt it every time he passed the doors

of the rooms that might have held human
happiness. He had lived a life of routine;

if other things had been within his reach

they had passed him and gone on. He
had money enough for comfort, an easy

post, he did some criticism for a literary

journal because it interested him, but
that dozens of other men, worse off, could

have done equally well, that was all. For
the first time this occurred to him, be-

cause of what little Joyce had said. (He
called her "little Joyce" in his thoughts,

and she was always in them, or at the

back of them). "I don't even collect

coins or china to leave to a museum, or

keep a dog or a horse," he said with a

grim smile; "not that that would re-

dound to my credit." He thought over

his life; it had been comfortable and with-

out shocks. He had travelled a good deal

on well-beaten tracks, but only for his

own satisfaction; he had gone alone,

made no acquaintance, gathered no re-

sults from his observations. . . . He
turned to his table, one of the books wait-

ing to be reviewed was on Waste Prod-

ucts. "I am one myself," he thought.

"But after all there are thousands of

cumberers like me, and the world would
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be a gaping nuisance if it were filled solely

with a crowd forever up and doing."

Still, it worried him that he was not get-

ting enough out of it himself—nor it of

him. He knew a good deal one way and
the other, but it was locked up, and the

key to its hiding-place was seldom exer-

cised. He was capable of emotion, of af-

fection, even of passion, as all men are;

but he had no goal of any sort, and he had
shirked human obligations. Gradually

he came to feel that, as Joyce had put it,

his life was starved, too, on one side of it

at any rate. "But I'm becoming mor-
bid," he thought, "doing psycho-analysis

on myself," he kicked away an imaginary
something. " It would be much better to

take a long walk and make love to a

pretty woman. More natural, and whole-

some exercise." ]Make love? He was
not sure that he knew how; he had never

been good at small talk or paying little

attentions—after all he was a lazy beggar

and self-centred. Perhaps that was why
Joyce had refused him. Somehow she

had found him out. Joyce ! She said

that the woman who passed him on the

stairs had made the whole world differ-

ent for her. Joyce was making it different

for him. He was beginning to feel that

he couldn't go on much longer without

seeing her. It was ridiculous, but he
believed he had fallen in love at last with

a little white-faced girl with a soft voice

and blue eyes, to whom he had felt vastly

superior at the dance, and had only pitied

when he found her in the top flat, while

her mother was lying dead.

The winter had gone. There were
violets and primroses heaping the baskets

of the women by Kensington Station.

There were spring flowers, of course, in

the hedges of the countrv'side where Joyce
had gone. She was a springtime girl her-

self, unconsciously waiting for her sum-
mer. He was rather pleased with the

idea. . . . And it was all very well, but
he was going to find out where she was.

Some one at the flat would know.
A strange servant opened the door.

Miss Lawson's address? She would go
and ask, and left him in the little hall. It

looked more comfortable than when he

had seen it last, as if it belonged to a

dift'erent manner of home. . . . Mrs.

Thornton would like to see him. . . . He
followed the maid to the little sitting-

room he remembered. It was trans-

formed too: books and etchings, a dif-

ferent sofa with many cushions, a writ-

ing-table with a shaded lamp, and various

signs of comfort. A tall woman in black
rose from the writing-table—her face was
grave and sweet, just as he had seen it

that day on the stairs. She had quanti-

ties of gray hair; soft lace fell from it and
from her throat. He felt her fascination

in a moment, her magnetism, just as

Joyce had done.

"You are Mr. Dacres," she said. "We
passed each other one day—I heard about
you, from Joyce Lawson."

" May I know where she is ? " he asked,

when he had made his apologies for in-

truding. "I should like to write to her,"

he looked at her and gathered courage.

"I want to see her again."

She smiled as if she knew. . . .

"She is in North Devon—at Lyn-
mouth. Do you know it?"

"No. I have often heard of Lynton."
"Lynton is on a height, and fashion-

able. Lynmouth is immediately beneath
it. It is very small and quiet and reaches

to the sea. It is soft and springlike there

now—the trees and the flowers are com-
ing out."

"Is she alone?"
"Yes—with an old servant of mine. I

have lent her my cottage by the harbor

till Easter—a month yet, isn't it?"

"How kind you have been to her
!"

"I knew a great deal about her, poor
little girl, from Mr. Burt, who is a friend

of mine. He was sorry for her; the

mother was a strange, morose woman.
When she had gone he asked me to come
and see htr. I wanted a little flat in

towm, and she was glad to let me have
this."

He hesitated before he asked: "Do you
think I might go and see her?"

She looked at him for a moment; he

felt as if she knew every thought he had.

"I think you might," she hesitated, then

she asked: "Are you fond of her?"
"I love her," he said simply. "But

she wouldn't have anvthing to say to

me."
It seemed to amuse her. "I think I

know about you," she told him presently.
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"Your father was General Dacres—he

died in South Africa?"

"Yes, that's it—a splendid fellow, but

it doesn't make me any better, nor Joyce
inclined to have anything to say to me.

You told her that her soul was starved.

I think mine has been starved, too, but

it's my own fault. I have done some work
that any one else could do, and would
probably be glad to do, if I were out of

the way; but no one is a bit the better

because I am alive, and I don't believe I

ever gave a day's happiness to any one

in my life." He felt as if he had come to

confession.

She liked him for it. "You were a

great help to that child when she had no
one else near her."

It swept over him that perhaps that

was why he loved her, and for the first

time in his life he dimly realized the

blessedness of serving. "I wash I could

think that," he said awkwardly; "I did

nothing really—though I believe I would
do anything in the world for her." The
color mounted to his face, for he had not

meant to say so much.
Again just as if she understood all that

was in his rather simple heart, Mrs. Thorn-
ton held out her hand and smiled again.

The beauty of Lynmouth took him by
surprise. He arrived in the twilight. The
liills that guarded it from the outer world

looked like mountains, and the dwellings,

half hidden on their w^ooded sides and
only betrayed here and there by the

redness of a roof or, as the shadows
deepened, the twinkling of a light, gave
the place a foreign air. In the little

harbor were sailing-boats and fishing-

craft that might have been Italian.

Facing the harbor was a gentle slope,

called Mars Hill, going up from the

water's edge, and on it, closely grouped
together, were half a dozen Old World
little houses or cottages. They had fore-

courts, only wide enough to hold some
clumps of flowers, and low gates. Some
of the roofs were thatched, and over their

fronts creepers and honeysuckle spread,

and chmbing rose-trees that presently

would cover them with bloom. They
looked in at the casement windows and
almost smothered the doorways. He
ascertained which was Mrs. Thornton's

house—it was on Mars Hill—then went
for a stroll while he considered w^hat he
would do about Joyce. She had refused

him once, she might do it again, and he
wondered whether she \vould be happy if

he married her. She was setting out on
her way through the world, he might not
be able to keep pace wdth her, she had
led such a methodical life, too ; when she

found things out a bit, she might not be
satisfied. . . . He imagined her in the

quiet Kensington house—and the closed

rooms open—and all he might do to make
her happy. He would take her to Italy

... he would buy her all sorts of things . . .

and it would be absurd to come all this

way for nothing; besides, whether he
liked it or not, the little girl had got him
by the scruff of the neck and he must see

her. . . .

The kind-looking woman ^vith grizzled

hair, dark eyes, and a large white apron,

who opened the door, smiled at him with

approval. She showed him into the sit-

ting-room; it faced the sea; on the right

were the high hills and the w^onderful veg-

etation. Books—books that were good
to read—covered one side of the room;
there was a piano, and comfy chairs and
cushions. Joyce sat with her back to the

window and had not seen him coming

—

the inevitable afternoon tea was set out, a

covered muffin dish was on the fender ; for,

though the weather was soft and warm,
there were still lingering spells of cold.

She had been reading, a book was on her

knees—a slender comfortable Httle figure

in an easy chair. She rose with a sound
of happy surprise. "Oh," she held out

her hands.

"Did vou think I would come?"
"I didn't know. . .

."

"You look so much better, so different

—I could bless ]\Irs. Thornton," he said

when he had been given tea and food

from the covered dish.

"I bless her every day—many times,"

she answered. "I told you I had been

beating with my hands at the door of a

different part of the world—she gave me
the key to it. . . . Isn't it beautiful

here. Let us go out—there are hills and
zigzag pathways up them and a rushing

river through a wood in a valley."

"Take me at once," .he laughed—for

sheer joy at her manner.
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While she put on her hat, and a wrap They heard a clock strike in the dis-

round her throat—they were on a peg tance. He waited a minute before he
outside the room—he picked up the book spoke.

she had been reading. " Kipling—do you " Why did you say you couldn't marry
like him?" he asked as they went out- me?"
ward and turned to the left—past the " You only pitied me, that was why you
harbor and the cliff railway. asked me. I thought it would be dread-

She nodded. "He has seen how beau- ful for you;" she had turned her face

tiful the world is—and he is so tender." away.
"He can be pretty fierce." "My dear

—
" he began.

"Only because he can't bear the things "I felt it when you kissed me."
that are done to spoil it—he loves it so

—

He laughed at that. " Did any one
and he hates the things that people have ever kiss you before?" he asked, just as a
to suffer when they might be so happy." joke.

They strolled on to the little prome- "Yes."
nade. It was just a new road beside the He could hardly believe his ears. "Who
sea with a new sea wall, on its opposite was it?"

side was one of the wonderful wooded "I don't know, I never saw him again

—

heights. It was all still in the making, it was after a dance at the hydro in

and ended, after a quarter of a mile, in Wales—we went out to the garden after

chaos and great slabs of blasted rock

—

the waltz, and just before we went in—it

Joyce had climbed over them often in was dark and I didn't dream what he was
the past weeks, down to the last stone going to do, he kissed me and said: 'I

that was safe, and counted the incoming believe I could fall in love with you '
"

waves. . . . "And then?"
He looked at her—the slender girl he "And then we hurried in—I never saw

loved walking by his side, and he was him again—I was dreadfully ashamed. . . .

happier than he had been for years—in I am glad I have told you—what will }'ou

his whole life, perhaps. He faced it think of me?" She put her cool hands
squarely. He had never seen her in a hat to her face.

before—it fitted close, yet allowed strands " You blessed innocent, I love you for

of fair hair to escape, and he could see telling me—say you'll marry me."
the content in her blue eyes. They She looked up, and then away from
hardly spoke till they stopped and stood him. "When you kissed me," she said in

leaning over the wall, listening to the a low voice, "I knew that you were not

plash of the waves beneath. "It's so in love with me—it was so different."

heavenly," she said with a long-drawn "But I am, dear," he protested. "It

sigh; "if people could all live in beautiful has been growing on me every day—since

places they would never be wicked." I saw you last—you are simply the world
"I think they might try," he answered to me."

cynically. "I am afraid they do." "And you to me," she whispered. She
"But they are good and kind natur- turned toward him then, unconsciously

ally," she answered; "it's only when they rejoicing in his tallness and the strength

are cruelly treated that they give back to of the arm that held her. Luckily the

the world the pain they have suffered—

I

twilight had deepened, and not a soul

think that's how it was with mother." was in sight. It was just as well.

The tears came to her eyes. "I can't " I think I have outdone that impudent
bear to think that I didn't love her—

I

beggar in the garden," he said at last. "I
try to tell her so in my thoughts—some- must go back to-morrow, but in a month,
times I think she knows—and is glad I when I get my Easter leave, I shall carry

am here. ..." you off." He kept his word.

Vol. LXXII —20



A Sheaf of James Huneker's Letters
EDITED BY ROYAL CORTISSOZ

UNEKER was one of

the least old-fashioned

men that have ever

lived, yet it is an old-

fashioned word that

comes to mind as I

turn over his letters

—

the word "sensibil-

ity." No other defines so well the source

of that peculiar play of intellectual and
emotional activity which marks both his

books and his correspondence. When the

latter is presently pubUshed, it will fall

naturally into association with the body
of his work as a record of critical adven-
tures. As he ranged up and down the

world he threw out incessantly the most
sensitive of feelers, touching, seeing, tast-

ing ever}'thing, a metaphysician in one
moment, a gourmet in the next, a man of

gusto all the time. Some few interests in

life perhaps escaped this indefatigable

amateur of sensations. I cannot discover

that there was much room in his cosmos
for either politics or sport. But taking

"the seven arts" for his province he cov-

ered a sufficiently wide area.

The breadth of his scope is possibly the

first thing that you notice about him.

The next is his happy avoidance of the

dilettantism w^hich lies in w^ait for the or-

dinary savorer of ever}- new thing. He
avoided it because he was a human crea-

ture if ever there was one. I never knew
so well read a man who was so little book-

ish. He lived, in a measure, by the art of

quotation; he was a master of allusion.

Nevertheless, in considering the myriad
names, incidents, and anecdotes with

which almost any characteristic essay of

his is sprinkled, it is fairer to regard them
as drawn not so much from reading as

from what I prefer to call experience. A
critic by profession, he was absorbed,

naturally, in things. But he never lost

sight of the people behind them. His let-

ters are full of people.

An old friend of ours, famous for his

musical evenings, used to call himself a
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collector—a collector of acquaintances.

Huneker was like that, but with a differ-

ence. He went about seeking contacts

with brains. When he talked with men
and women celebrated in those arts to

which he was dedicated, he gave as much
as he received. Hence the livehness, the

sympathy, in that picturesque "copy"
which he was always producing. Some-
where he says that all his books are re-

prints, meaning that he made them up
out of the newspaper articles in which he
recorded his impressions. He might have
said: "I make my books out of actuali-

ties." He was the man of letters doubled
with the journalist, seizing the ajBfair of

the moment and flinging it alive upon his

page. When he visits Frau Foerster-

Nietzsche and she gives him access to all

her souvenirs of her brother, he writes to

his friend Rosebault: "Can't you see me
moving around like a nervous nightmare
among the books, letters, pictures, busts,

and all the treasures of this artistic

home I " To him they were not insensate

objects, they were fragments from the

life of Nietzsche. He touched them
clairvoyantly when he came to write

about his visit.

One thing that his zest and his under-
standing did for him is clear from his let-

ters, they made him a citizen of the world.

"I sell as well in London as I do in

America," he could justly boast. "My
Xhopin' is in French. My 'Overtones'

in Italian. My 'Visionaries' in Bohe-
mian." It pleased him that sketches of

his had been admired by Maeterlinck and
Remy de Gourmont, that Huysmans had
liked his "Eighth Deadly Sin," that Ana-
tole France had praised '' The Third King-
dom." In winning this European repute

he had simply come into his own, ratifying

the cosmopolitanism which was the dis-

tinguishing element in his nature, the

panache that he proudly wore. How did

he achieve it ? The volumes of " Steeple-

jack" give his more formal answer to the

question. Light on the subject is also
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afforded in the following reply to an in-

quiry for biographical facts:

To Henry L. Mencken

Westminster Court,
April II, 19 1 6.

My dear Mencken :

I fear this letter will give you as much
boredom as yours gave me pleasure;

really, I'm becoming alarmed at the sight

of my name with your signature—I'll

never live up to all the things you say of

me ! And I needn't add, that you know
how grateful I am for your lonely but

golden voice in the wilderness. Also

—

I'm damned glad that you are about to

print a volume. You should have done
it years ago. I only hope I'll have a page
on some journal to review your book

!

A few corrections and suggestions before

I answer your questions: (don't get

scared ! I've a morning to myself—one
of many since my illness—and I propose

to tell you all you ask and more. Noth-
ing is more desiccating than the gossiping

egotism of writers), ist. De Pachmann
pointed at the audience and said, "He
knows more than ;yc?w "^—meaning, of

course, the critics as wtII as the London
public. Catch the little chap admitting

that anyone knew more than he did of

Chopin. Few do (notably Godowsky,
the Superman of the keyboard). 2nd. I

do hope you will not endorse the legend of

Pollard's, i.e., that I never wrote of

Americans, only of foreigners, whereas,

all my Hfe I've toiled in the cause of

American poets, painters, musicians, pro-

sateurs, critics—witness, E. A. Mac-
Dowell and all contemporary American
composition for which I battled in the

Musical Courier as far back as 1886. And
for 18 years, all over the land I attended

the annual meetings of the Music Teach-
ers Association where new music (Amer-
ican) was given.

In art ask the 1903-19 12 crowd

—

Davies, Lawson, Luks, Sloan, Prender-

gast &c. what I did on The Sun (even

Manet and Monet and Degas were laughed
at here in 1900). The Cubists don't in-

terest me. I have to get off somewhere
and with the exception of Matisse and
Picasso and Epstein and Augustus John,
I don't dote on the new chaps. I've let-

ters from Frank Norris; Dreiser (whose

Gerhardt novel—I've forgotten the title,

I read in Mss. and sweated blood in the

corrections—to no purpose. He is with-

out an ear for prose, or an eye for form),

Steve Crane and the new writers—first of

all and best,H. B. Fuller, whose " With the

Procession" and "Cliff Dwellers" were
models of realism in their day—which
prove my sjonpathy for American art and
letters. No, my dear H. L., Pollard had
that crazy notion on the brain and did
me an injustice. What I didn't do was
to print a volume on American arts, &c.
I'll do it some day and date it and you
may be surprised.

No, I've not a drop of German blood in

me. I wish I had for then I would pos-
sess more of what I once called The Will-

to-Sit-Still. (Sitzfleisch.) I'm too Celtic,

too centrifugal, as opposed to the cen-

tripetal Teuton, too fickle if too CathoHc,
and I'm a poor man at 56. My philan-

dering in the 7 arts has kept me roving

from literature to art and that is not very
German. Even the German beer and
cuisine are not in it with the Austro-

Hungarian. I'm Celto-Magyar—Pilsner

and Donnybrook Fair.

Now as to your questions: First effort

—a short story written July 4, 1876 (ther-

mometer at 105°) in Phila. Bad imitation

of E. A. Poe—my first idol—and in print.

It is called " The Comet " (ominous title !).

Then I went to Paris 1878—to see Liszt

—and wrote for the Philadelphia Eve-

ning Bulletin specials on the music,

painting, sculpture, literature, stage, &c.;

wrote very much in my present gossipy

manner—I've no literary style, except a
possible personal note—and I've all this

stuff in print to show. I came to New
York in 1886. I first read Ibsen in 1878.

I became acquainted with Nietzsche in

1888—his "Richard Wagner at Bay-
reuth." I imitated Carlyle—the Carlyle

of "Sartor" till my mother—who wrote
pure, undefiled English—gave me Car-

dinal Newman; with Flaubert he has

been my model. God knows you would
never suspect it. The first Ibsen critic

in America was Wilham Morton Payne,

editor of The Dial, Chicago; with Prof.

H. H. Boyesen of Columbia he discoursed

on the plays (and completed the Jaeger

Life) But as far back as 1891 I was in

the critical trenches as dramatic critic
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and fighting the poison bombs of the old

time criticism. Then Ibsen was a "de-

generate"; today, he is a tiresome

preacher.

I had only a brief Maeterlinck fever.

I'm over it 15 years. Shaw is shallow,

but amusing. I read him in 1886—a rot-

ten music and art critic. But I quoted

him in the Musical Courier and persuaded

its owner, the late Marc A. Blumenberg,

to buy an essay of Shaw's on old musical

instruments, clavichord, &c. and their

superiority to the modern grand piano-

forte (like all innovators and revolution-

ists, Shaw faces the past socialism, ideal-

ism &c). This article—I believe to be

the first that ever appeared in America

—

is buried in the pages of the Musical'

Courier for May 1890 or 189 1. From the

Phila. Bulletin, when I returned, I went

to The Courier (for 15 years). Joined The
Recorder in 1891; then The Morning Ad-
vertiser ; finally The Sun in 1900. Since

then—191 2—I've written for The Times

,

still do (was music, dramatic and art

critic on Sun. Also editorial writer, book
reviewer, and foreign correspondent).

I studied piano at Paris with a Chopin
pupil, the venerable George Mathias; in

New York with Joseffy. Was his

—

(Don't blench Bill ! This is the last)—
assistant as piano pedagogue at the Na-
tional Conservatory, N. Y., for 10 years.

Have never published any music, though
my grandfather, John Huneker, was a rot-

ten composer of church music and a cap-

able organist of St. Mary's Church, Phila.

;

my other grandfather was an Irish poet,

patriot, refugee, printer, James Gibbons,

president of the Fenian Brotherhood in

America. (The limit—poet and organ-

ist ! No wonder I drink Pilsner) . My
''best seller" thus far (mirage No. 93 !) is

"Iconoclasts" (published 1903) then the

''Chopin" and now "Ivory Apes" &c.

which has gone here and in England. (See

Spectator Dec. 18-15). My "Chopin" is

in German (Georg Miiller, Munchen &
Leipzig). My "Iconoclasts" is in print

but not published in Germany and Aus-
tria ("Bilderstiirmer"— idiotic title).

The " Chopin" is also in French and Ital-

ian, and, oddly enough there is an edition

(pirated) of "Visionaries" in Bohemian!
(Prague). I have it. (The translator,

poor devil, came over here in money dis-

tress and it was summer and I was in

Europe. He got a job at the German
Hospital as a lift boy. It fell. He was
killed. No royalties for me, no money
for him). And now the secret of my soul.

In France and Germany my two vol-

umes of tales, " Melomaniacs " and
"Visionaries" are the best liked of my
books (they have both been translated

by Lola Lorme of Vienna but the war has
kept them off the market). I think they
are, in spots, worth all my alleged critical

stuff. That is, they belong, for the most
part, to what the Germans call "Kultur-
novellen," and are not Anglo-Saxon or

American fiction at all. I have "The
Lord's Prayer in B" in German and
French. Also in German—"The Purse
of Aholibah," "A Chopin of the Gutter"
&c (in weekly and monthly publications).

My favorites are (in "Visionaries")

"The Third Kingdom," "Rebels of the

Moon," and in "Melomaniacs" "Ava-
tar." Both books have been called valu-

able documents for aHenists &c., and both
books do not sell. They are too heavy.
Did you read "Visionaries"? May I

send, if not, both these fictions? (Ah!
the parental passion for the ugly duck-
lings of the inky family). In conclusion

(quick ! a drink at my expense) I loathe

movements—artistic, pohtical, literary,

religious—all propaganda &c. There are

no "schools" in art or literature, only

good writers and artists; there are no
types, only individuals. And the best

beer comes from Bohemia as the best

music comes from Germany; the best

prose from Paris, the best poets from
England—you can't get away from it, old

son. But the best fried oysters and terra-

pin and literary critic—from Baltimore

!

By God ! And may this same god have
mercy on your soul if you read this

through at a sitting. Again—thanks.

We must meet, with G. J. N. here in

May, late in May.
As ever,

James Huneker.

There are no schools, he says. Only
good writers and artists. His affirmation

of the distinction, forever cropping out in

his writings, was specifically made in

" Egoists." It laid him open to the charge

that his perspective sometimes got a lit-
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tie awry, involving the transformation of

geese into swans. He retorted in his next

book, scornfully disclaiming any pre-

tensions to "general ideas," which, in

fact, he distrusted and detested. None
the less, Huneker had a compass in his

baggage. When I disagreed with some of

the conclusions in "Egoists" he wrote:

"Understand me—I love several of the

men in it but I'm dead sick of the de-

cadents, dead sick of the entire crew of

* modernity' yowlers. The good I shall

always stick up for, but my early idols

—

how many of them ?—have fallen into the

void, and will vanish in the embraces of

the mother of dead dogs." That was in

1909. Some years later he returns to the

motive as follows:

To John Quinn

Westminster Court,
March 26, 19 16.

Dear John:
Don't buy any more pictures. You

have too many already. Don't buy crude

American art or Cubist junk. This new
crowd is already ancient. Buy a few
great pictures and sculptures—like the

Puvises, or the Augustus Johns or the

Arthur B. Davies; don't tolerate rot be-

cause it is signed 191 6. Remember John,
all these petty revolutions, interesting,

even significant at times, will never even
deflect for a moment the broad current

of eternal art. It's so in music and
literature; it's so in art. There is a norm
and these young chaps may fume and
sputter but back to it they must revert

else rot and drop from the parent trunk.

As to the egotist painter—yes, a terror,

but with more talent and temperament in

his little fingers than the whole crowd
here—Davies and Lawson excepted.

(Lawson is now our greatest colorist in

landscape. A jewelled palette. George
[Luks] is not Dusseldorf, but Holland;

above all a master in clear characteriza-

tion, even if he does limp technically at

times. He is vital—color, line, character.

The rest doesn't much matter.

A' ^"^''
Jim.

I tackled him at once, in print, on the

subject of Cezanne. It provoked this

further intimation that he was on the

side of the angels:

To Royal Cortissoz

Westminster Court,

January 7, 19 16.

My dear Royal:
The quotation about Cezanne piqued

my curiosity. I found that I had written

it in 1904 in an account of the Automne
salon in Paris. In 1906 I wrote Paul's

obituary. I met the old chap first in 190

1

at Aix. We went via tramway from Mar-
seilles. Hot, dusty, dirty Aix ! Ce-
zanne, like John La Farge, hated hand-
shakes. He loathed his origin. His
father first a barber, then a valet, finally

a banker. In 1904 at the "Hommage a
Cezanne" exhibition (Salon d'Automne)
a huge Salle was given over to him.
Again I spoke to him, but as I failed to

address him as "Cher Maitre !" he didn't

answer. Of course, he had quite for-

gotten that I had visited him at Aix for a
newspaper story. // I had said that

Cezanne was the antithesis of Corot—as

you suggest—I would have put too high

a price on his worth; Bouguereau is the

more apposite comparison; though your
point is well taken. Since those days
I've seen the best Cezanne—the local ex-

hibition last week was hardly representa-

tive; since then I've read and "roasted"
the rot of Clive Bell and W. H. Wright;

and since then, while I haven't revised

my opinion of the strength and sincerity

of C. yet I've deemed it necessary for my
own critical health to see him in perspec-

tive. I did so in Scribner's, now incor-

porated in "Ivory, Apes & Peacocks";
and I do so from time to time in Fuck.

C. would be the first to revolt against the

idiotic idolatry which makes him chef

(Tecole; during his life he attacked both

Gauguin and Van Gogh (I admire this

latter Dutch Johnnie) for misreading his

meanings. What the Cubists and Futur-

ists will do in the future who shall dare

say ! I prefer the Italian group ; at least,

they do not attempt the species of glori-

fied geometry of the Cubisten. I paid

my respects to the hideous German art

—

modern, of course—in my new book, lean-

ing heavily on a quotation from R. C.

All this to prove I'm not a Cezanne-ist,

even if I Hke—above all—his still-life.
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His landscapes are all alike—he is the

Single Speech Hamilton of landscapists.

But it doesn't matter what I think, any-

way; I'm just unburdening myself and
for my prolixity a friend's pardon. How
are you, Royal?

As Ever Cordially

James Huneker.

P. S.—He was little more than third-

rate, after all, this grumpy old bird,

wasn't he? A new title: ''The Barber's

Son from Aix : or Why He Used a Sha\'ing

Brush for Disfigured Subjects."

There is a great deal about art in the

letters, art here and abroad. In the

course of his repeated European rambles

he was as often in the galleries as in the

concert-room and the opera-house. Rem-
brandt and Hals rejoiced his soul. So
did the Flemish Primitives. But I leave

this topic for the reader to pursue in the

collection to be published. For an illus-

tration of his literary judgment, remem-
bering especially the interest in things

American of which he speaks in his bi-

ographical letter to Mr. Mencken, I take

this tribute to a native novelist:

To Edwin W. Morse

The Carrollton,

Xovember 17, 1905.
Dear Mr. Morse :

The day you gave me Mrs. Wharton's
''House of Mirth"—Tuesday, I think

—

I began reading it at 7:30 p.m. and ended
at 1:30 a.m. It is a big book, big be-

cause she has dared to let style go to the

devil and stick to characterization—

a

renunciation, I fancy, for one of her tem-
perament. Who is going to dramatize the

novel? It contains strong scenes in

abundance—an embarrassment of dra-

matic, even theatric, situations. Much
of Lily Bart would evaporate in the hard,

dry atmosphere of the theatre but that

Jew Rosedale—he would loom up mag-
nificently. I am not sure but that he
would be the central figure in the play.

He is wonderful. Studied from life and
yet a summing up of racial traits and
tribal ambitions. He is much more vital

and convincing than Selden, who, at the

close, is a pale prig. However I am not

writing a review—only a word of thanks
for the pleasure the book has given me.

And I am for personal reasons, curious

about Mrs. Wharton's plans for a drama.
I could knock the novel into an acting

play in 3 months; though I fancy she will

make her own version.

With best wishes and thanks for the

trouble, I am,
Sincerely,

James Huneker.

He thought George Moore and Joseph
Conrad the big men of their day. Hardy
being out of the field. "George in his

desert descriptions," he wrote to John
Quinn, "can give R. Hichens cards and
spades for being a landscapist. He has a
sense of verbal values." But he was
dubious about Moore's " humorous bone."
Huneker was an impressionist. The let-

ters abound in brief, fleeting expressions

of feeling and opinion about books. But
occasionally he comes to grips mth a sub-

ject and defends a point of view at some
length. Witness this:

To IV. C. Brownell

The CarroUton,
October 9, 1908.

Dear Mr. Browxell:
We are equally right and wrong. The

article on ''Baudelaire et la Baudelaire-

isme," may be found in Vol. VIII of

Scherer's " Etudes sur la Litterature Con-
temporaine" (Paris 1 863-1 889. Nine
volumes.) This would argue that it ap-

peared in the '8o's. It did. It was caused

by a review of Bourget's "Essais" (1882)

;

when— about— did you see it and in

what re\'ue ? Possibly the Deux Mondes.

James' book (ist edition) appeared 1878.

The study must have been written a year

or two previous. He gives no dates.

Subsequent editions of his volume ap-

peared 1884, and 1893. (Lord! isn't it

lovely to be able to write 1884 again; 1908
is so chilly, so dreary to me.) Scherer was
an ex-Protestant (Calvinistic) clergyman.

His mother an Englishwoman. Little

wonder he couldn't savor Baudelaire.

Besides, he was bad-tempered when con-

tradicted. And he hated Carlyle, Moliere,

Diderot; so Baudelaire is in good com-
pany. Will you take it as an imperti-

nence if I beg of you to revise, be it ever

so slightly, your belief that Poe was a

greater poet than Baudelaire ! While
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Poe was far from being Emerson's jingle-

man, he never struck the profounder

chords of passion so marvellously sounded
by the wretched Baudelaire. Take down
"Fleurs du Mai" from the shelf and read

the tiny masterpiece again. There is all

the horror we find in Poe; but also hu-

manity, pathos, sex.

Another thing, before Baudelaire ever

heard of Poe he had written the greater

number of his poems of Spleen and Ideal.

This was before 1846 or 1847, when he first

read the Poe tales—not the verse. Any-
how the color and contact of the ''Fleurs

du Mai " reveal the enormous differ-

ence. I admit that in the Poems in Prose,

Baudelaire was affected by Poe. All this

I set forth with many amplifications in

the " Baudelaire Legend," which Mr. Bur-
Hngame was considerate enough to ac-

cept. It is not, my dear Mr. Brownell,

that I wish our estimates to accord—that

would indeed be presumptuous on my
part—but, that, since the spring of 1908
I came into possession of the newly pub-
lished Hfe, the Diary (" Mon Coeur mis a
nu") the posthumous words and the Let-

ters. Therein I saw that while Baudel-
aire raved all over Paris about Poe, he
was fundamentally Baudelaire from first

to last. Naturally, this will not affect

your Poe study; but it may throw, as the

newspaper critics say, a new light on the

Frenchman. I "go" for Stedman and
Bayard Taylor, who, while abusing Poe
for his thirst (what a sublime thirst it

was!) nevertheless pitch patriotically

into Baudelaire, claiming that he imi-

tated Poe. Rubbish ! He was the vic-

tim of an accursed and beautiful temper-
ament—one all his ovti. Documentary
evidence I have by the yard as you will

see later. I hope I don't bother you with
this chatter. You are one of the elect,

mon cher maitre. I owe much to you.
(Though this does not seem a grateful

way of repaying one's obligation does it ?)

In Henry James' "French Poets and
NoveUsts" (1893 edition) page 60 oc-

cures the following sentence: "Neverthe-
less, Poe was much the greater charlatan
of the two, as well as the greater genius.''^

I can't agree. Poe was more versatile

than Baudelaire and that's saying much.
Baudelaire had critical gifts for art.

There, Poe was shallow; at least not well

grounded. If Poe could only have lived

in Paris ! What absinthe duettos, with

Baudelaire singing bass

!

Sincerely yours,

James Huneker.

Literature and art recur, as I have said,

constantly, in Huneker's correspondence.

But it is music that provides the ground-
swell. He cannot touch the subject with-

our being interesting. Even his briefest

asides are piquant, as, for example, in this

passage from a letter to his friend Ziegler:

"Thanks for the rehearsal invitation.

But I'm through with opera. I couldn't

sit through Humperdinck, as much as I

admire his score—a score in which siege

guns slaughter tom-tits. If you wish for

genuine ' Kinder scenen ' quahty—Haupt-
mann's ' Hannele ' contains more than all

the pseudo-Wagnerism of H's pretty but
quite sophisticated score." One smiles

over that "through with opera." He
was never through with music. I must
give more than one of the letters which
show how he Kstened to it:

To H. E. Krehbiel

Weimar,
September 24, 1904.

LiEBER Harry
I thought of you this week more than

once as I went through this ever charming
town. Everything is as it stood last year

;

Europe does not change its physiognomy
as does America. Whether this be a good
or a bad sign I leave to social philos-

ophers. One thing is certain—Weimar is

a spot for weary souls, nervous souls; per-

sons who will insist on going to Marien-
bad for a month to lose flesh only to put
it on again a few months later. We had
a cold kur at Marienbad this summer.
Four weeks of chilly, raw or bitter cold

weather is not conducive to schurtzeri.

So after 6 or 8 hours a day hill climbing,

starvation, hunger and thirst—above all

thirst— I only took off 1 2 lbs. and by the

Lord Harry I am putting them on again

as fast as my throat can swallow good,

old Pilsner and comforting Thuringian

cooking

!

We overdid the walking here so in con-

sequence we are both laid up at this hotel

with bad colds and sore legs. We walked

to Jena—5 hours. I wanted to see if the

plum-trees were so plentiful as the time

when Heine walked over here from Jena
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to visit the god-like Goethe. They are

—

and so are the stones. A dusty walk.

To Tiefurt proved prettier, also the ascent

to Schloss Behadere in Ober-Weimar.
We went over to Eisenach for the day,

saw dich theure Hall, and rode hke sen-

sible folk in a railroad car to Erfurt the

same. I've seen everybody on the Liszt

matter; had a dozen introductions here

from Burmeister and others. The Stahr

sisters, Baronin V. Meysenderf and others

still Uve. Most of all I enjoyed an after-

noon with Frau EUzabeth Foerster-

Nietzsche up at her beautiful villa

—

Nietzsche Archiv. There I revehed in

the pictures, books, busts and corre-

spondence. At last I got at the Wagner
affair. This sister is a woman of won-
derful energy. She loves her brother's

memory to veneration point. She drew
for me a different portrait of the man.
She regrets the Wagner incident and
spoke with tenderness and respect of

Richard and Cosima. x\s usual Harr}',

mutual friends fomented bad blood be-

tween the men.
I enclose programme [of "FideHo"] as

it might interest you. The performance

was sound, straightforward rather than

brilhant. But it did my dusty old soul

good to hear the tremendous second act.

Bad as is the book; ridiculous as are the

situations—I mean theatrically—there is

music in this act that makes the stars sing.

What a duet ! The Leonora was Thila

Plaschinger ah gast. She is a big woman
of the Valkyr t}^e mth a voice that at

times recalls the steel-blue tones of the

only Lilli Lehmann. But there the

likeness ends as her tone production is

very Teutonic. A superb actress never-

theless and so the " Abscheuhcher " had
meaning, eloquence, rage and pathos.

Stunning too, was the acting in Act II.

Pizarro was excellent—a visitor from
Hanover. The rest not bad. The chorus

good—every man acted and sang. The
conductor Kryzanowski—I wonder is he
any relative to the Chopin maternal
branch?—deserves a better band. Its

material is mediocre, especially the wood;
as is the case in Germany. Only 6 first

fiddles; about ^S men. But they whizzed
through the Leonora No. 3 which opened
the evening. No other overture was
given, the second act beginning with the

usual introductory measures.

I hear Mahler in Vienna has made some
sweeping changes in the staging of
" Fideho." Frl. Mildenberg wears an An-
dalusian costume; swaggers like a youth,
avoids feminine postures and really looks

masculine. He plays the Leonora No. 3
between the Z^^dschen akt.—or while the

stage is being set for the last scene using
the E major Fideho at the start [isn't it

E ?] It seems to me Seidl did something
of the sort and did it years ago. We also

saw the ''Goetz von Berhchingen" the
night of its looth anniversary and a
hea\y work it is. Goethe was miles be-

hind Schiller in his sense of dramatic
form. Best of all was the "Freischiitz"

which is quite ^vithin the capabilities of

the company, the stage manager and the

band. They attempt big things in this

historic httle house—" Meistersinger " is

announced, so is "Tannhauser." And
now old man I must stop boring you. I

hope, across an oaken table, to tell you
the gossip I picked up. We return in

November. Future movements—Berhn
next week for a cycle of Ibsen and Haupt-
mann plays; opera and concerts. An-
sorge is a frequent visitor here, so is Von
Wildenbruch, R. Dehinel, R. Strauss,

d'Albert and the poet Detler v. Lihen-
cron. Vogrich is a great figure since his

'"Buddha" was sung. It is to be given
soon in Paris. He lives here. They speak
now in the newspapers of "The new
Weimar"—but I fancy it will not be re-

membered as long as the old of Goethe or

even as the middle-aged Weimar of Liszt.

I hope you are well and escaped Wor-
cester I Mrs. Huneker joins me in re-

gards to the family.

With Love from

Jim.

To H. E. Krehbiel

Fischer's Park Hotel,
Rome, October 9, 1905.

Dear H.ajiry

Just a few fines by way of greeting

after some exciting experiences in the

earthquake country—Calabria, Messina
(Sicily). We spent a few weeks swimming
at Sorrento and came here for a month.
I've been over the entire Lizst ground

—

at Ville d'Este, Tivofi; slept at his old

hotel Efibert (kept by the Fischer of this

hostelry) and also at St. Francesco

Kloster. The old fellow is stiU remem-
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bered. Fancy, though, coming to Rome
for the Gregorian music at St. Peter's and
only hearing a mass by Milozzi fairly

well sung by male choir (only one male
soprano with a voice like a flute) over

emphasis in the accents—operatic you
would say—and no spoor of Gregorian.

Mr. Lewis, your friend from New York

—

he formerly Uved on East i6th St.—was
at St. Peter's the morning we were and
spoke to the leader of the choir, who told

him that poverty was the reason the

Pope's plans for musical reforms were

not carried out.

Another disappointment was the sing-

ing of the French nuns at Trinita

—

Mendelssohn wrote special music for

this community. If Frank Damrosch's
Musical Art Society would sing in such a

mediocre manner we would all raise a
howl, and in Rome ! We were at an
audience given by the Pope Leo X in the

Vatican last Thursday afternoon, Oct. 5,

and, Harry—photographed in a group
with his "Holiness"! Fancy such mun-
dane proceedings in the grand old Vati-

can. I'm no better CathoUc than I was.

How can one believe in the pagan city

!

Even the mass takes on a pagan tone.

Why even Conried's Parsifal circus de-

veloped a more pious atmosphere.

But the glories of the two vanished
civilizations, the gardens, palaces, the

statuary, pictures and churches ! It is

an education and a joy to live here for a

day. The Vatican library is maddening.
You pass from one masterpiece to a mil-

lion more—black letter works on music,

first editions of Dante, manuscripts be-

fore Christ. Indeed Christ and Apollo

are mixed up here. How I wish you were
here. But music—I've heard better at

the Madeleine, Paris; above all heard the

true Gregorian chant at the Benedictine

Monastery, Solesmes, before the expul-

sion. Hope to see you next month some
time. We go from here to Florence,

Venice, Milan, Genoa—and then home.
Regards from both (if Mrs. H. stays much
longer the pope will baptize her; I am
hurrying her away else a convent looms
in her future !)

As ever your Old Boy
Jim.

I hope you had a pleasant summer and
the Beethoven will be ready soon.

To Charles J. Rosehault

Park Hotel,

Charlottenburg, January 26, 1913.

Dear Charles:
Last night Mrs. Huneker dreamed of

Mrs. Rosebault. No use, I said, I owe
her good man a letter, so here is its apol-

ogy. As my inky volcano has been again

in eruption, spouting slag, lava, scoriae,

mud and brickbats (see The Times) my
writing is so much to the worse, especially

as I had a grand piano here in our big

room (what a charming hotel, just oppo-
site the Zoo) and my old stiff fingers are

beginning to relax with the aid of Bach
and Tausig. Heard d'Albert play the
other night—audience 2000, delirious.

Such playing—a smear, a blur, loooooo
dropped notes, rotten rhythms &c. but
the whole like something elemental, an
earthquake, a tornado, a collision of

planets, the sun in a conflagration.

Since Rubinstein ! I stood on my chair

to yell with the rest (I was really stand-
ing on my head.) Piano playing pays
here. America is not the only land of

dollars. I paid 20 marks for 2 wretched
seats at the Philharmonic. What a
genius at the keyboard. His own music
is a clever quilt of other men's ideas. Oh
(TAlberta Never shall I forget that

dwarf-giant, that Kobold—demi-god

!

As Ever

Jim.

Huneker was all for the arts and the

world well lost. But I have sought to

stress the human element in him, the

passion for tangible experience which
detaches him altogether from the rather

arid atmosphere of the purely sedentary

type. There is a phase of this brilliant

man's Ufe which might easily be over-

looked by the reader of his books, name-
ly, his strenuous performance as a mere
worker. He couldn't, to save him, use a

typewriter but had to stick to the pen.

Despite that handicap to a desperately

busy journaUst, he carried himself through

unimaginable tasks. Over and over

again he reports to a friend some posi-

tively spectacular labor. I might cite a

dozen examples, but one will suffice, from
a letter to Edward C. Marsh: "I had
to write six columns for today's Sun,

leader in the book page, regular art de-

partment, and a column editorial. Yes-
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terday after six hours of concentrated

agony I finished six thousand words.

Only six thousand ! But twenty-five

years behind them. I'm not crying for

sympathy but, really, Marsh, you ought

to buy me a drink for my courage."

Huneker's brilliance, his flair, came to

him by nature. It is an instinctive gift

that vitalizes his criticism. It is the art-

less, unforced play of his mind and imag-

ination that makes his work so original

and so readable. But to the admiration

that we yield him it is well to add the

special respect that goes to a man who
had enormous industry and devotion.

For my own part, thinking affectionately

of my friend's comradely traits, of his fun

as well as of his genius, I think also of the

magnificent workman that he was, of the

generous pains he took with everything

that fell to his hand to do. It is a hum-
drum virtue, if you like, this virtue of

heroic application. But there is some-
thing fine about it, too, something, I re-

peat, heroic.

On the other hand, it would be a mis-

take to bid Jim Huneker farewell on a

note of gravity. There was too much
humor in him for that, he had too keen a

delight in just the joy of living. There is

nothing more like him in the whole mass
of his correspondence than a passage in a

letter of his to Mr. Rosebault: "I crossed

the Donau attracted by a big sign across

the bridge, 'Tonello's Restauration.' I

supposed, naturally enough, a macaroni-
spaghetti-Chianti blow-out, and my old

jaws watered. We went upstairs, found
an absolutely clean place, with no more
Jews (geschmat) than you meet in any
Vienna restaurant, and I at once and
quite briskly ordered two portions of

spaghetti. The waiter, a melancholy
man, replied: ^Sir, pardon. This is a

Kosher restaurant.' Well, we couldn't

leave and I'm glad we didn't for I never
in my life tasted such roast goose and
knockerl. The secret was not the Hebraic
chef but the tiny flavoring of garlic in the

sauce—garhc, which is the C major of all

flavoring, if people but knew it."

People didn't know enough, in his

view, about garhc. Neither did they
know enough about the ambrosial bhsses

of Pilsner. Here is Huneker's philosophy
on what he loved to call "the witch-

ing amber brew," the delectable beverage

which, along with the seven arts, made
his earthly pilgrimage enchanting:

To Frederick James Gregg

New York,

Sir: J^^^ ^9.

While the political heathen is raging
mightily throughout the land let us heed
the still small voice of Dr. Lyman Abbott,
who has dared to say and in a city where
lives "Mike the Mouquineer"! that for

him the domestic brew is as naught ; only

in Germany does he sip with joy the am-
ber. Now isn't this a bit arbitrary ! I

do not speak in defence of American beer,

I never drink it, simply because I don't

like it; also because it is kept so barbar-

ously cold. Beer is not alone a beverage,

beer is food. It must be digested.

Fancy taking into your stomach ice-cold

soup ! Yet that is what the American
nation practically does every day and
night—it swallows, gulps, absorbs its beer

ice-cold. And in few resorts where im-

ported beer is sold is the stuff kept as it

should be. Luckily good (but not old)

Dr. Knirim is practicing here the gentle

art of serving Pilsner without spoihng the

coat of one's stomach. His Pilsner Sana-
torium (not many miles away from the

cotton and coffee exchanges) boasts a
distinguished number of patients, who
daily drink at a moderate temperature

and also tempo—the Doctor is strict as to

tempo, for Mm always andante—Pilsner

that must come from Walhalla, so velvety

and mellow and soothing is it. Without
a license from the County medical asso-

ciation does this worthy German-Ameri-
can practice the art of curing; indeed, it

would do the aforesaid association good to

drop in at the "Doctor's" and follow his

advice: 'don't take piUs, take Pilsner."

The people with sick nerves, sick stomachs
and hob-nail livers are ordered to go on a

Pilsner regime. Rheumatic and gouty
persons are forbidden wine and spirits,

but allowed, in moderation. Pilsner. I

remember at Marienbad even the fat

man is given his fixed quantity of Pilsner

per diem. Eat slowly, drink slowly

—

Pilsner—and don't cut your throat to

spite your thirst I We recommend to

Dr. Abbott a kur at the famous Pilsner

Sanatorium—where the cheese is as won-

derful as the beer.

Jim the Penman.
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HE disreputable-look-

ing Ford touring-car

with the ladder tied

on one side, a red flag

flaunting from the
rear rung of the lad-

der, and paint-pails

obvious in the semi-

obscurity of the back seat, climbed nimbly
up the Mohawk Trail and tooted deri-

sively as it skipped past the big, laboring

Endehard.
*T'd have every Ford driver on the

Trail arrested for speeding, if I had my
way," grumbled the president and chief

magnate of the Oswego Oil Co. to his

companion and manager, a youngish

man recently advanced to his responsible

position.

"That was a mighty pretty girl,

though," appreciated the manager.
"Crinkly, bright-colored hair and eyes

with a dancing devil in them. She looked

straight at you, Mr. Salter."

"H'ml I didn't look at her. I was
looking at the vehicle. What was the

red rag tied to—a ladder?"

"I didn't notice. / was looking at the

girl—a peach-colored skin—just that same
warm, crimsony down, don't you know?

"

"My daughter had a skin like that

—

wonderful color!" And, half subcon-

sciously, Mr. Salter sighed.

His manager, who, being new to the

position, didn't know as much about the

magnate's family as every reporter for the

society columns of the Sunday papers,

waited a respectful minute, then with, he
hoped, just the right degree of sympa-
thetic reticence:

" She—died ? " he questioned.

The magnate's nervous, prematurely
aging face twitched.

"No! She married!" he said dryly.

"But it was all the same to me. I've

never seen her since."

"Ah!" young Ames commented with

discretion, though he burned to ask a
leading question.

Mr. Salter leaned out of the car and
looked behind it at the purple billows of

mountains surging up against the sky and
far below the narrow crystal ribbon of

river tangled at their foot.
" Wonderful panorama ! " he murmured

and turned back to scowl at the dust of

the insolent car, veiling the range ahead.

"Wasn't that a journeyman's outfit?"

he nodded toward the dingy black-brown
speck rapidly disappearing. Leaning for-

ward, he tapped his chauffeur on the

shoulder.

"Lawson," he rebuked, "it goes against

me to take that fellow's dust."

"Yes, sir! She's doing all she can,

sir!" But the big car lunged forward
under the incentive with a heavy g-r-r-r-r

of complaint.

The president of the Oswego Oil threw
himself back with an air of exasperation.

"Then I'll sell her for junk and buy a
Ford and fire you. Nobody needs a
chauffeur to drive a Ford." And he
glowered out of the car at so much of the

landscape as was visible through the

Ford's trail of dust.

His manager, however, being still

young and having seen that the girl was
fair, followed the nimble sprinting and
hair-raising careening of the car ahead
with absorbed interest.

"Good Lord!" he ejaculated, half

under his breath, as the Ford whirled ap-

parently to the outer rim of a dizzy curve

overhanging the valley, almost on a
level line with the first tier of mountains
behind, suddenly checked its mad course

on the very brink of destruction and
skidded in a coquettish whirl of dust

around the elbow of the mountain as if

its recent behavior were merely a practi-

cal joke. "I thought the darn fool was
going to break her neck and his own."
"Common rubbish!" The magnate
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shrugged callously, as if it wouldn't have
mattered much if the worst had befallen.

*'Out on his employer's time, sweetheart-

ing. Serve them both right
!"

'* She's darned pretty, though," repeated

the manager and he hoped in his heart that

something—even an accident of a minor
sort—might happen to delay that adven-
turous car till the Endehard could get an-

other near glimpse of her. "I'll wager a

girl like that could put anything over she

set her mind to, with those dare-devil

eyes. I think—though I couldn't swear
to it, that"—he spoke in a self-conscious

voice
—

''she wore knickerbockers."

The magnate's "T'chk!" was almost

a snort.

''Of course she did! You aren't mar-
ried, are you, Mr. Ames?"
The young man reddened.

"No, sir—not yet!"
"Well, don't marry a girl with dare-

devil eyes and knickerbockers. She'd
lead a man anywhere."

Robert Ames laughed, but he looked
more than ever self-conscious.

"It's not probable I'll ever see her

again ! " He tried to speak with elabor-

ate carelessness, the while he was eagerly

scanning the road ahead, as the Endehard
groaned around the curve where the Ford
had cavorted, but the white-gleaming
stretch was disconcertingly blank. The
insolent Httle car had outdistanced them.
The stretch being level, the chauffeur

took it on high. Half-way to the next

bend, maddeningly, a tire blew out.

The president of the Oswego Oil, irri-

tated by the accident, chose to be cap-

tious.

"What the deuce are you taking me up
along the trail to see, anyway—a dare-

devil in knickerbockers?"
Ames, recalled from romance to busi-

ness, transferred his enthusiasm. Wheth-
er he ever saw her again or not, he must
make Mr. Salter see what good pubhcity
lay in the new road ads.

"No—it's romance of another sort,

though—business romance. You see, it's

this way—" He settled himself confi-

dentially toward his employer. " A young
guy that's started out to make a name for

himself—I'll say, he's some artist. Start-

ed out to be an illustrator, but he got mar-
ried, so he had to go to sign-painting in-

stead—gave me the idea. We're putting
the signs all along the trail at each curve,

so when you round it, it looks as if you
were going to run right into the sign—big
white letters on a grass-green background

;

a little way off it looks as if the letters

hung on air
—

' Oswego Oil takes you over
the trail'; then, on one side, there's a pic-

ture of one of our oil-wells. It's great

!

He's putting them in darned cheap, too.

I don't see how he can do it for the price

and make a cent for himself, but that's

his lookout. He's just started in business
for himself and I dare say he figures this

job as an ad for his business."

"Well, that's good business," Mr. Sal-

ter commended, with a nod of approval.

"Shows the fellow has a glimmer of com-
mon sense, if he did start out wrong."

"Start out wrong? Why, the guy's

a born artist
!"

"So I understood you to say. And I

say a born artist's a damn fool. I know
all about born artists. Had 'em in my
own family. But this man seems to show
sense, so I've hopes of him. Probably
he's figuring on getting all of our work,
but I'm not going to throw down Corhss
Co. because a young fool got married

—

unless, of course," he corrected himself

warily, "your man can do CorHss's work
enough cheaper to pay us. You may tell

him we have to have an inducement

—

that is, tell him, of course, if these signs

look good to us."

"Oh, they'll look good, all right," Ames
spoke with enthusiasm. "I've seen the

first three. He began the North Adams
end and is working this way."
"So? Then perhaps 'twas his outfit

we've been taking the dust of!" The
president of the Oswego Oil revived his

grievance with added sense of injury—if

he were paying money to the fellow

!

The manager, wavering between a

wild hope that it might be and fear lest

it was, thought in that case he'd have
recognized him.

"Huh ! I wouldn't recognize my own
brother in a Ford !" observed Mr. Salter.

"Fixed her up, Lawton? All right!

Put her on high!" And the great car

purred along.

The insolent little Ford stopped five

miles ahead just on the curve of the road
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in front of a looming sign-board from
which '' Oswego" in great white letters

had begun to stare out of a grass-green

background. The journeyman leaped

out, untied the ladder from the side of

the car and put it on the bunters, laid a

plank over the rungs, and came back to

the car for his paint pails.

"That was Mr. Ames back there in the

Endehard," he remarked. ''He'll proba-

bly stop to look at this sign, so we'U have
to slash it, if he's to get the effect."

The girl had jumped out, pulled off her

trim Norfolk jacket of blue silvertone and
flung it back into the car. She gave a

swift glance down herself and her lips

curved deliciously—dark-blue knicker-

bockers, white silk shirt with a dark-blue

tie knotted under its collar, brown silk

hose and oxfords—what she could see of

herself was good enough for any man's
eyes—though perhaps a bit startling.

"I hope he'll approve of your helper !"

She put a hand on the plank and sprang

up beside him. He took hold of the falls

and pulled the scaffold up within easy

reach of the letters. "Hand me the

green mop, please, dear I" she com-
manded. "I'll have to slash it, all right,

to fill in around these letters before he
gets here."

He dipped the largest of the brushes in

a pail of green paint and handed both to

her, then fell to work on his picture with

feverish haste. He painted with sure,

skilful strokes, and the country landscape

grew under his brush. He talked as he

worked—between strokes.

"Just fill in around 'Oswego,' then take

the fitch and put in the black outhne.

If you'll get a couple of letters outlined

before he shows up—they may have a

blowout. Heaven permitting—I'll take

you over to Whitcomb's for a chicken

dinner
!"

" I'll do the letters O. K.," she promised,

slapping on the green paint in ragged out-

hne around the white letters. ^^ Maybe
I'll get 'Oil' cut in, too, but you won't
take me to Whitcomb's for a chicken
dinner, because I won't go. We'll have
our roast chicken at home when Oswego
pays for the signs—I hope you soaked
them ! Meanwhile, bacon and eggs and
ham sandwiches for the wall dogs !"

His swift brush staved a minute as he

turned to her quickly, his good-looking,

sensitive face nervously twitching.

"I wish you wouldn't call yourself a
wall dog !" he protested.

"Why not? If you're one, I'm one."

He flung out his brush with a tempera-
mental gesture and faced her.

"Great heavens!" he said. "As if it

wasn't hard enough to see you up here

beside me and think what I took you
from—" He made another gesture of

bitterness; his brows contracted.

She shrugged and laughed, then pains-

takingly outhned M with the fitch dipped
in black paint, stood back and surveyed
her handiwork critically.

"You took me from a bored doing-

nothing to a mighty interesting doing-

something. Just think, Verne, I might
have been designing curtains for the

Charity Bazaar or painting paper dolls

for an orphanage fair instead of wielding

a real brush and helping a first-class

artist, who's bound to come to his own
some day, on signs for the biggest oil

company on earth. You ask President

Salter"—her lips curled derisively
—

"if

it isn't an honor to be employed in any
capacity by the Oswego Oil

!"

Verne Dana made a sound, between
tightly compressed lips, like a groan.

"That's just what hurts me worst

—

that you should be painting Oswego Oil

signs. That's why I didn't want you to

come up the trail."

She stopped painting long enough to

throw a wide, all-embracing lover's glance

around the great sweep of mountains and
valley.

"I wouldn't have missed it for the

world!" she declared ardently
—

"espe-

cially to-day,^' and flashed him a mis-

chievous side-glance from her golden-

brown eyes. " Isn't Mr. Ames very good-

looking?" she asked innocently, with a

flourish of the fitch.

Dana had resumed his painting, but

he looked up again quickly.

"I hadn't observed it," he answered,

a little bit stiffly.

Her eyes glimmered again under the

down-swept fringe of her eyelashes.

"You dear goose," she murmured affec-

tionately. " Neither had I
!

"

"Well, but he is," Dana conceded,

after a minute, "darned good-looking.
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You'll see for yourself in a minute. Here
he comes now."

His helper turned sharply, at imminent
risk of Hfe and Hmb, and looked over her

shoulder up the curve around which the

long tank with its big lamps was just com-
ing into view. Then, womanwise, she

settled her narrow-brimmed, rather high-

crowned blue sailor hat a thought more
jauntily on her head with the hand that

had no paint on it and surreptitiously

rubbed off a green splash from the back of

the other on the far side of her knicker-

bockers. The lovely bloom on her cheeks

deepened and her breath seemed to come
a bit quicker, but, as the car slowed to a

standstill, she dipped her fitch in the

black paint and began boldly on E.

Both men in the car leaned forward and
looked at the picture—not of the Oswego
oil-well in its green fields they had trav-

elled up the trail to see, but of the girl

poised on the scaffold—the Hthe, graceful

figure, knickerbocker-clad, the rounded
arm, from which the shirt-sleeve was
rolled back above the elbow, wielding

with swift, deft strokes a painter's brush,

the flung-back, beautiful head, the vivid,

beautiful face, the narrowed golden-

brown eyes, absorbed on the letter, the

blooming red Hps, over which a httle

smile, as at the fun of the thing, began to

play witchingly.

''Well, what do you think of it, Mr.
Salter?" Ames spoke, as he was bound,
of the oil-well, but he was privately think-

ing the other picture still better worth
coming a hundred miles to see. The oil

magnate's fixed stare deepened swiftly to

horror.
" Think ? " he spluttered. '' I think it's

outrageous ! What's she doing up there ?"

''Why," Ames answered, as if he had
just made the discovery, "that's the girl,

isn't it, in the Ford that passed us? 1

thought she looked famihar."

"Yes. / thought she did, too," Mr.
Salter said dryly. "But who the dickens

taught her to letter?"

"Probably she took a course in appUed
art somewhere. Women do a lot of that

work now."
The magnate made a queer sound of

contempt with his teeth and upper lip.

" Probably ! Her damn fool father

educated her—to stand on a plank like a

movie actress and paint signs in pants.

... If you're going up there to talk to

the fellow, Mr. Ames, please send the

lady down here to talk with me. I want
to learn something about apphed art

myself."

Mr. Ames felt within himself a thirst for

knowledge on the same subject, but the

magnate's request was his law.

"Certainly, Mr. Salter," he made an-

swer and, alighting, sauntered up to the

scaffold.

"Good morning, Mr. Dana," he said

cordially and included the girl in his

glance and the Hft of his cap. "You're
hard at it, I see."

Verne Dana pushed back his cap from
his moist curly hair—even in the moun-
tains painting is hot work.

"We're in a hurry for your check," he
laughed. "So we're putting the job

through. Mr. Ames, my helper and my
wife, Mrs. Dana."
Ames's handsome face rather percepti-

bly fell, but he turned to her with some
gallantry of congratulation on her skill

and her husband's extraordinary ability.

"We were questioning just now, Mrs.
Dana, how you learned your profession."

She turned to him, smihng, her golden-

brown eyes shimmering in warm little

waves that thrilled Ames very pleasantly.

"I learned it by doing it. Mr. Dana
had to have a helper and he hadn't the

money to hire one when he first started

in business, so I began to go along with
him to hand him his paint pails and take

care of his brushes. And then, it looked
easy—and, of course, I had studied de-

sign in art school
"

"That is what I told Mr. Salter."

Ames was pleased with his own perspi-

cacity.

The pseudo-mechanic turned quickly.
" Is the president of the Oswego Oil Co.

with you?"
Mr. Ames nodded pleasurably, very

sensible of the honor the president's com-
pany conferred.

"Yes. I brought him up for a look at

your signs. I think you've a good new
idea and you're working it out creditably.

Mr. Salter seemed quite taken with it.

On the way up he hinted that, if your
prices were right, you might get the work
Corliss is doing."
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Somehow the sign-painter wasn't quite

so overflowing with gratitude as Mr.
Ames expected. Dana glanced at his

wife.

^'That would mean a lot of money,
wouldn't it, Mr. Ames?" she appeared
to speculate, exchanging the fitch—out-

lining is nervous work for the novice

when there are spectators—for the

''mop" and slashing away boldly. Ames
watched her admiringly. She w^as won-
derfully planned, nobly executed—the

fine work of creative genius—every fea-

ture and limb marvellously modelled,

every movement free and full of natural

grace. And her coloring— ! No wonder
the husband of a woman like that was
an artist

!

''Roughly, forty or fifty thousand a

year, Mrs. Dana. Mr. Salter all but
promised it, if he liked these signs and
Mr. Dana's quotations."

"Does he h'ke the signs?" asked the

girl, turning so swiftly to face him that

she came near stepping off the ladder.

Ames's heart almost stopped, but the me-
chanic's seemed to go on beating. Dana
was working steadily, rolling up a white

cloud in his sky.
"How can he help it ? They're great

!"

Ames spoke with enthusiasm. "I know
from what he has already said that he is

greatly interested—which reminds me,
Mrs. Dana. Would you mind very much
stepping down to the car for a few words
with him? The idea of a woman helper

was so novel to him— And I really think

it would help."

Mrs. Dana seemed to hesitate a second,

the golden-brown eyes narrowing, then

they flashed down over her knicker-

bockers and up, the d-aredevils in them
merrily dancing.

"Certainly, if he doesn't think—if he
won't "

"He can think but one thing," Ames
declared, rather headily; "that, for your
day's work, no costume on earth could be

prettier."

Dana turned sharply, as she sprang

Ughtly down from the scaffold.

"Don't go. Ruby!—unless you like."

" I do like. He looks a dear old man

—

so fatherly!"

Now the president of the Oswego Oil

Co. looked just what he was—a harsh.

hard, money-mad magnate, with nothing
of mellow age or tender paternity about
him. As they walked across the grass to
the car, Ames glanced at her furtively,

but her lovely face was open as the morn-
ing. She had. e\adently meant what she

said.

Dana had stopped painting. As his

eyes followed them to the car, his brow
darkened into a frown. He called after

her peremptorily:

"Ruby! Come back! I don't want
you to go !

"

But she turned and waved her hand
back at him.

" Don't w^orry ! Mr. Ames thinks it

will help!"
Mr. Ames, though, began to think dif-

ferently when he observed the lowering
look on the face of the magnate and
heard his first words of greeting, before

the words of introduction were well out
of Ames's own mouth.

"Well, what do you think you are, any-
way?" the president of the Oswego Oil

Co. inquired sarcastically, with a mean-
ing glance at her nether raiment.

Ruby smiled up at him guilelessly.

"Just a wall dog !" she said sweetly.

For a minute Mr. Salter appeared
throY/n off his poise.

"A wall dog I That's a nice thing for a
woman to call herself," he spluttered,

when at last he found words. "A wall

dog! And that's a nice feminine occupa-
tion for a woman, too—straddhng a

plank!"
The young manager crimsoned with

vicarious indignation, but, marvellously,

Mrs. Dana's radiant color never deepened
a particle.

"Well, no—that's why I wear knick-

ers," she lold him confidentially.

The president of the Oswego Oil pur-

pled wrathfully.

"H'm ! I suppose the pants and that

outfit"—he waved a contemptuous hand
from the man on the scaffold to the old

Ford out at pasture on the grass strip by
the roadside

—"appeal more to your
natural taste than a Worth gown and
a $10,000 car."

She looked straight into his eyes, a

little hard line around the Hps that had
just been so smiling.

"What goes with the pants and the
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outfit does appeal to me more," she said

bravely. "I love my husband, Mr. Sal-

ter."

''H'm! He must love yow," said Mr.
Salter sarcastically, ''to make you work
out here like that on the highway with the

whole world passing."

For the first time the girl's color swept

out of bounds, flaring, a hot crimson tide,

up into her hair.

''He doesn't make me. I do it myself

.

It's no worse for me than it is for him

—

not so bad, for he has genius. And I

haven't anything but my hands."

"Mr. Dana is really a w^onderful art-

ist," Ames cut in kindly, with an idea of

smoothing the w^aters. "He'll make his

mark in the magazines some day. He's
studied illustrating."

"H'm ! I know the sort !" Mr. Sal-

ter disposed of him shortly. "Couldn't
sell his pictures, so had to paint signs or

starve."
.. ..,__..,,. ^

"No, Mr. Salter," the girl's voice rang
clearly. "He couldn't wait to try to sell

his pictures, because he had me to take

care of. My father is a rich man, a very

rich man, Mr. Salter, but he threw me
off" because I married a man who had
nothing but his abihty."

" Quite right
!

" said the magnate warm-
ly, bringing his hands down hard on the

back of the seat in front. "Just what
he ought to have done. I respect him !"

Ames fidgeted, remembering what Mr.
Salter had told him about his own daugh-
ter. Evidently Mrs. Dana wasn't help-

ing her husband much by her frankness,

rather unconsciously harming him. "I
sympathize with him !

"

Mrs. Dana ignored the interruption.

"And his people threw him off because

he married me!^'

The magnate suddenly straightened,

A'ery stiff-backed, on the seat, and said

the first gallant words he had spoken
to the girl—which shows that, after all,

beauty does penetrate the hardest rind.

"They did, did they? Well, I'd like

to know what was the matter wdth you!
"

Again the girl looked straight into his

eyes.

"They said—and it's true—that marry-
ing me destroyed his career. He couldn't

go on in the art school and support me
without money. He had to get out and

earn money. He has the talent of a great
artist, but he's come down to sign-paint-

ing for my sake—because he loved me
better than he loved his chance to make a
name for himself. So I've put on pants
and jumped up on the scaffold to help
him, because I care more for him than for

the whole world that you say is passing by
and looking at me. And I'm proud to be
his wife. And I'm proud to work for him.
And some day, when we've saved up
enough money to send him back to the

art school, you'll be proud, too—that you
can brag Verne Dana once painted a sign

for you."

Eyes and cheeks now were blazing.

She delivered the words like so many
hard slaps straight into the magnate's
face. With a good deal of pleasure,

Ames saw him mnce under them.
"Oh, I will, Willi?"
"Yes, sir, you will! And it won't be

long in the future. We're just coining

money. The only job we've ever lost on
is this job for you. And we figured this

low"— those golden darede\dls, her eyes,

again shot mocking fire
—"because we

realized that working for the Oswego Oil

was something for wall dogs to brag of

till Verne gets to where you'll begin
bragging of him. To figure it low was
good business."

"Then if you've lost on it, you won't
mind not getting more work from us."

Salter was watching her narrowly. But
she was too game to flinch.

"Not in the least. We've got what we
wanted—the advertisement of putting

out the most unique signs on the road."

"They're certainly that," Mr. Ames
cut in warmly, but the president of the

Oswego Oil Co. withered him with a
glance.

"You have the advertisement certainly

of putting them out most uniquely." Mr.
Salter's cold voice was almost a sneer.

"I wonder you haven't featured in a

Sunday-paper art supplement."

"Along," retorted Mrs. Dana spirit-

edly, "with millionaire divorcees and run-

away daughters. Good morning, Mr.
Salter. Thank you so much for being

interested in our performance!" She

turned on a haughty heel and strode back

to the scaffold, purposely, Ames thought,

exaggerating her stride. Again she put
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her palm on the plank and sprang lightly

up, caught the green "mop" out of its

pail, and began slashing.

The president of the Oswego Oil Co.

gazed after her speechlessly a minute,

then:

"The hussy!" he ejaculated. "The
darned little wall dog ! She called herself

all right—she's thoroughbred !"

"That," said his manager, in a glow

of unrestrained admiration, "is exactly

what / think—what I thought the first

minute I set eyes on her."

Mr. Salter turned cumbrously toward

his companion and the transient gleam
of good humor died out of his eyes.

" You thought ! It's not your place to

think anything. The girl's married

—

damn him !"

Mr. Robert Ames bit his lip and looked

at the landscape. The president of the

Oswego Oil Co. gave his chauffeur an
order.

"Listen; you go to those persons up
there on the scaffold and tell them Presi-

dent Salter of the Oswego Oil Co. invites

them to dine with him at Whitcomb's."
He leaned out of his car and watched

his invitation delivered. He saw the

young journeyman startle and look

toward the girl. There was a quick

little movement of her head as she

seemed to answer him, then she flung it

back a little on one side and surveyed
her work, the brush poised, then dropped
the brush in the green pail, while the mag-
nate watched interestedly, rubbed her

painty hands, man-fashion, on the sides

of her knickerbockers, stooped, fished the

cutter out of the white pail, and began
calmly cutting in. The chauffeur came
back, struggling to conceal a grin.

"Well, what did she—they say?"
The chauffeur's grin slowly expanded.
"She said to him, 'Chicken!' then she

said to me: 'Please thank President Salter

of the Oswego Oil Co. and tell him a wall

dog won't take a bone from a man that's

kicked him!'"
"Damn!" said the magnate furiously.

"Drive on to North Adams !"

When the Endehard had purred out of

sight. Ruby dropped her brush in the

pail with a splash and sat down on the

plank, her face in her hands.

"Oh, Verne!" she sobbed. "Verne!

There's chicken at Whitcomb's and I'm
so hungry I could eat one alive, and you're

hungry, too. But I couldn't touch a bone
he flung me after what he said about
you!"
Dana put his own brush in its pail and

came over and sat down beside her,

putting an arm around her shaking
shoulders.

"There! There!" he soothed. "I
don't care a straw what he said about
me—I'll win out in spite of him. It's"

—

the sensitive face of the artist grew sud-
denly grim—" what he dared say to you! "

"But he won't let Mr. Ames give you
the Corliss job now—and you know we'd
counted on it. Mr. Ames all but prom-
ised it. And now he won't ! And it's all

my fault!" she wailed. "I went down
there to help you, but he made me mad.
And I've only harmed you."
There was deep anxiety in the gray-

blue eyes under the young journeyman's
shell-rimmed eyeglasses, but he took his

handkerchief and wiped the tears tenderly

from hers, then kissed the still quivering

lips, regardless of who might be passing,

and lifted her to her feet.

"Never mind. Ruby!" he said. "It's

all right. We've got this job to finish,

anyhow, and meantime something else

will show up. Maybe I'll sell one of those

heads to the International. You know
Sherbourne said they were mighty good
work. Come on, dear ! We'll go to

Whitcomb's and have chicken for din-

ner—just to show we're not broke."

He looked into her eyes, his own cheer-

fully smiling, but anxiety now looked out

of hers.

"If we have chicken for dinner,

Verne—what '11 we have for supper—and
breakfast to-morrow?"
"Oh, don't worry !" Dana said lightly.

"We'll eat our lunch for supper and hock
something for breakfast. If worst comes
to worst we can eat one of my heads !

"

So they went to Whitcomb's and had
dinner, artist-wise, in reckless extrava-

gance. Then they sat on the brow of the

summit and watched the changing lights

on that mountain sea billowing in wave
on wave of blue and purple against the

sky-line. And Verne sketched the hills

and his wife, and his wife and the hills, on
the inside and the outside of the lunch-box
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cover, and then made a last sketch of his hard sandwiches and cold water and took
wife on a piece of wrapping-paper a pic- sober counsel for the morrow,
nicker had left in memento behind him. ''At all events," Dana encouraged,
Just before sunset they climbed into the "we'll finish the signs up this week and
old Ford and rattled happily back over that'll give us something to live on—

I

"But the rent was due yesterday. The landlord will be here to-morrow."

the mountains, the red flag flaunting, in

gay defiance of the gathering gloom, be-

hind them.

Supper was not quite so happy. To
begin with, the postman had left a notice

from the Electric Light Co. that, unless

their account of $3.90 were paid before

noon, September 3 . . ., service would be
discontinued, etc., and comparison of

dates showed to-morrow to be the fatal

day. Also, the International's art editor

returned, ''with thanks for the look," the

heads Dana had hopefully submitted for

covers. And, in the third place, the lunch-

eon minced-ham sandwiches had dried

and the coffee can discovered itself empty.
So, at half-past eight, they supped on

needn't pay for the lumber and paint

right away."
"But the rent was due yesterday,"

Ruby remembered. "The landlord will

be here to-morrow."
"Unless he's here now," Dana grimly

amended, as somebody rang their bell.

He spoke down the tube, then turned to

his wife with an air of surprise.

"It's Mr. Ames!" Then, down the

tube, "Certainly. Please come up!" he

said cordially.

It was raining outside, for all the gor-

geous sunset, and Ames apologized for

his raincoat. He wouldn't stop, thank

you ! He just ran in, at Mr. Salter's re-

quest, to tell Mr. Dana—he stumbled
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embarrassedly—that Mr. Salter thought,

for some reasons, the signs were impracti-

cable. " So drop work on them where you
are!" He stood nervously before their

white-faced consternation.

"I'm very sorry myself," he told them
sincerely, and looked it. Loyalty to his

chief evidently forbade anything further.

"Of course we will pay for the work al-

ready done, so please let us have the ac-

count and I'll get a check through to you
at the earliest possible moment."
When he had gone, they sat down and

looked at each other, then Ruby broke

into hysterical laughter.

"We can go into vaudeville," she sug-

gested "—you and I and the old Ford

—

and the knickers ! I wonder if President

Salter will like that any better?" But it

was no matter for jesting, with the rent

due and the larder empty and Ruby's Per-

sian kitten mewing for milk that was not.

"Probably some order '11 come in the

morning," Dana hoped, without very

much certainty. He sat down at his easel

and went to work reproducing the brown-
paper sketch he had made that afternoon

of his wife. He worked at it absorbedly.

She came, after a little, and looked over

his shoulder. "Look what I've done to

you I" she cried, in bitter contrition.

"Why, it's wonderful!—way and ahead
the best thing you've ever done, if it is me.
You ought to sell that ! I wish dad could

see it !" Then she frowned and stamped
her foot.

" I hate him ! " she blazed. " And I hate

myself 1 Somehow, between us, we've
ruined you !—dad by hating you, I by
loving you !"

His eyes, brilliant, absorbed, swept up
to hers from the picture.

"No. I think. Ruby," he said seri-

ously, "between you, you're making me

—

if this thing's one-half so good as I feel

it is," and went on silently painting.

Ruby cried herself to sleep, but she

wakened next morning to her husband's
kiss with the feeling that it's a right

world after all. The milkman had left

the milk, in spite of her fear that he
wouldn't, with the bill owing, and she

found some dried beef that she'd for-

gotten about, and there was a half-loaf

of bread.
" Coffee is bad for you, anyway, Verne.

You drink a good deal too much of it."

The postman was early with the letters.

Ruby took them with dread. There was
one from the landlord and one from the

storeman—she laid both aside for after-

breakfast perusal—and one from a school

friend.

"And one for you, Verne—no, for me,
from the Oswego Oil Co."
He got up from the table, napkin in

hand, and read it over her shoulder.

"You Darned Little Wall Dog:
"You made me mad yesterday and I

swore I'd get you off your ladder, if I

had to buy up every sign concern in

the country. From what I deduced,
though, as to your financial condition, it

seemed, on further deliberation, that to

break Mr. Ames's contract—as he made
it, it wouldn't legally hold, anyway

—

with your husband was both quicker and
cheaper

"

"The brute !"- cried Ruby, and made
to tear up the letter, but Dana, who had
been reading ahead, caught at it and
stayed her.

"Wait!" His eyes flashed down the

page.

"—So I've done it. And I'm going to

do something more, for there's no know-
ing what the crazy pair of you'll be up to,

if you're left to yourselves. If that bud-
ding genius of yours wants to put his tal-

ent to something that's really paying, he

can have a post that'll give him a chance

to do something of more worth to the world

than painting pretty girls with few clothes

for the magazine covers—though I've no
objection to his doing that on the side,

since you say he's a genius, if he doesn't do
it on my time. I've told Ames to put him
in advertising manager for the Oswego Oil

Co., salary $io,ooo to start. I want to

see him in my office at nine o'clock sharp

Monday morning and you both at dinner

at home to-night at 7.30—also sharp.

"Ruby, don't be a fool! I observe

you're sharp enough for business when
you want to be.

Your dad,

Alonzo L. Salter.

"P. S. There'll be chicken!

"Also P. S. Wear a dress!"
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19 Charlotte St. &c
Friday

De.« Barton, ^'""^ '' ''«'

I was all prepared for going into Suffolk

today: but I got a note from A. Tennyson
yesterday, saying he was coming to Lon-
don, and wished to see me. So I waited:

and last night he came: looking much
better : but a valetudinarian ahnost :—not

in the effeminate way; but yet in as bad
a man's way. Alas for it, that great

thoughts are to be lapped in such weak-
ness—D^ , who had half swindled

his money, is dead: and A. T. having a
Life insurance, and Policy, on him, will

now, I hope, retrieve the greater part of

his fortune again. Apollo certainly did

this; shooting one of his swift arrows at

the heart of the Doctor; whose perfectly

heartless conduct certainly upset A. T's

nerves in the first instance.

I have sent your letter and enclosure

to Mrs. Jones:—for you do not specify

what the situation is—But I hope she will

enquire directly, and satisfy herself. It

is very good of you to remember her

—

Ah ! I shall be glad to be back in the land

where such little offices are thought of!

Could it be offered to me to write another

lUad, or to five down to my three score

years and ten (if it is for me to fulfil that

number) in the daily remembrance of

such small charities, I should not hesitate

which to choose—Of all sayings, none is

to me so touching as that of the good
Emperor Titus

—
" I have lost a day ! "—

I

always wonder Dante did not expatiate

more on one who certainly was so Chris-

tian at heart

—

I have bought two heads lately: for 30
shillings a piece—one Venetian as usual:

the other a very sweet sketch by Harlow,
or Sir J. LawTence—as I think. The
latter is much injured and must be re-

326

paired. You shall see it one day: and
you will like it much. Tell Churchyard
I am angry he did not come and see me.
There he was gadding over London for

3 days.

Farewell. Next Monday or Tuesday

!

On then I fix my eves. Ever yrs

E. F. G.
Thackeray travels in the East: I send

you one of his Punch sketches concern-

ing his travels.

Ireland.

My dear Barton, ' ^^^^ ^^'"^^

Tomorrow I leave Paddyland and draw
homeward, staying some while at Bed-
ford. I may also go to Naseby for a
day or two. But my easily-wearied
heart yearns to be at home again—I was
to have gone to meet Allen in Wales;
but I have refreshed myself with the opal

tints of the Wicklow hills here, and I

want no more. A line of distant hills is

all we want in Suffolk. A landscape
should have that image of futurity in it

—

I had a very^ queer h\^pish note from
Crabbe; lamenting that he could only

interest himself in one subject, which
would not interest me, \n.z, the truth of

the Evangelical doctrine; and still harp-

ing on my pride &c. I fancy he has these

occasional seasons of doubt &c. I have
WTitten to laugh at him; which I hope he

wont take ill; for I regard the man too

much to risk a quarrel with him. Where
would one find such another in any other

country but England ? How honest and
determined his obstinac}^ I

—

I suppose Carlyle's book must be on the

point of appearing. At all events he

must have almost done his part. He told

me that he had done so much for the

illustration of Cromwell's letters &c that

he doubted if he should ever write any
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further Life of him—So get this ; it is sure

to have much more good than bad in it.

I told C. that the more I read of Cromwell
the more I was forced to agree with the

verdict of the world about him. Carlyle

only grunted and sent forth a prodigious

blast of tobacco smoke. He smokes
indignantly

—

You say nothing of the state of harvest

&c in Suffolk. The crops about here are

very good, and only want sunshine now to

crown a full cup of harvest—Ireland is

wonderfully improved (this part of it, at

least) in the last two years even.

Is your book out ? Are you come out

in imperishable hot press yet ?

Here is a story for you to tell in com-
pany. It will do when the conversation

happens to turn on toll gates, women, or

breeches. There, pull out your snuff box,

take a pinch, and relate this authentic

story; that Dr. Welsh of Noas told us

—

He stopped in his gig at a toll gate the

other night; the toll man could not get

on his breeches quickly. Next day, Welsh
passed the same way; the good woman
then op^ed the toll gate, and Welsh
joked with her about her husband's

inaptitude in putting on his breeches &c.

"Ah plase your honour, its no wonder,"

said she, "sure he hasn't worn them at all

at all for this long while"

—

Ever yrs

E. F. G.

Direct to the P. O. Bedford if you write.

Dear B B
[Boulge Cottage 1845]

Come by all means tomorrow, an thou
wilt. Do not come if it rains like this. I

will ask Crabbe, who I have no doubt
will come; for though Woodbridge is far

for him to go out to in the evening, we
may reckon Boulge as a midway place

where happy spirits may alight between
Bredfield and Woodbridge.

I have a letter from Cowell. Perhaps
he also will ride over tomorrow

—

Bring up with thee a pound of Derby
Cheese, for a toast: and some oysters,

with knives; that thou mayst eat. And
I will pay thee the cost—I have a fowl
hanging up: and if my Father's cook ar-

rive, as I think she will, tonight, she shall

handsell her skill on my fowl. For I

doubt Mrs. Faier's* powers of Bread-
* His housekeeper at Boulge Cottage.

sauce—I doubt she would produce a sort

of dumpling. But Sarah knows about
these things.

Only think. Robert Peel has given

A, Tennyson £200 pension—I suppose so

much a year

—

I dont think him the less a humbug for

this. ^
E. F.

60 Charlotte St.,

Rathbone Place.

My dear Barton, I ^y 4 i 4 J-

You will think me very negligent.

Crabbe, I suppose, will think I am of-

fended with him. For I owe him and you
a letter this long while, I think. But I

have no wits to write with in this London,
where, positively, I have not enjoyed one
hour's clear health since I have been in

it.

To-morrow Tennyson and I are going to

get a pint or two of fresh air at Richmond

:

and we are to wind up our day at Car-
lyle's, by way of a refreshing evening's

entertainment. I met C. last night at

Tennyson's; and they two discussed the

merits of this world, and the next, till I

wished myself out of this, at any rate.

Carlyle gets more wild, savage, and un-

reasonable every day; and, I do believe,

will turn mad. ''What is the use of ever

so many rows of stupid, fetid, animals in

cauliflower wigs—and clean lawn sleeves

—calling themselves Bishops—Bishops, I

say, of the Devil—not of God—obscene

creatures, parading between men's eyes,

and the eternal light of Heaven ", &c. &c.

This, with much abstruser noncon-
formity for 2 whole hours I—and even as

it was yesterday, so shall it be to-morrow,

and the day after that— in secula

seculorum !

—

I met Ainsworth at P. P. but had not

much talk with him, and did not give him
your love. He works very hard at gen-

tility now. Churchyard has doubtless

told you of his jaunt with me : and I sup-

pose you have fallen greatly in love with

his two little fruit pieces. I have done
nothing since. Indeed, I don't go into

the streets now, but get out by the

Regent's Park to Primrose Hill, where the

air is a little purer.

Thank Miss Barton for the book ex-

tracts she sent me. And drive over round
by Boulge Cottage one afternoon and tell
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me if my anemones and irisses* (sic) are

in full glow. My heart would leap up
to see them.

Farewell. Ever yrs E. F. G.

Goldington Hall
Bedford

My dear Barton, l
ep

.
i 4 j

Thank you for your long and kindly

letter. My stay here draws to a close:

winds begin to blow cold and gusty, as

you say, and leaves to fall; and it is time

to draw homewards. I had intended to

go and visit some cities in the West,
where I yet look one day to reside. A
reason, I assure you, beyond love of

change, draws me, or will one day draw
me (if I have resolution to move) beyond
Suffolk—At least, so I now believe: but
I would give much were it otherwise

—

But time vdW prove this and many more
important things—I make a kind of in-

ward groan—which I will not put down on
paper as Carlyle does—I had a note from
that worthy a few days since, which I

enclose, though there is not much in it.

Do not be at the trouble of returning it,

for I do not want it.

Thank Miss Barton heartily for her

kindness to good Mrs. Faiers. I only

doubt she will make her too proud by
such honours. I am just about to write

a note home about my garden. After I

leave this place, I shall go to Cambridge
for awhile. But all this I think I told

you before.

Tell Churchyard I shall be glad to buy
his picture for the sum he names : because

W. Browne, with whom I now am, would
be very much dehghted with it in case I

should not desire to keep it. As you say,

it is the old EngHsh life of it that makes it

interesting, and I fancy I should Hke a
few such memorials of the last century.

These are to be found in all English
country seats, and are constantly selling

dirt-cheap at auctions, hung up in garrets

&c. They are historical things to us.

Two or three of those pictures at Easton
touched me livelily.

I have been looking over parts of

* In a letter to Barton vtritten at Leamington in the pre-
vious autumn but one (September 28, 1844), FitzGerald had
told him of his intention to plant the anemones and irises

here mentioned in the garden at Boulge Cottage. He wrote:
"I have bought anemone roots which in the Spring shall

blow Tyrian dyes, and Irises of a newer and more brilliant

prism than Noah saw in the clouds."

Croker's Edition of Boswell, and cannot
but think that Carlyle has dealt unjustly

with it. Surely it is a good edition—The
last two volumes besides contain anec-

dotes of Johnson from the people—anec-

dotes I had never seen before. Miss
Reynolds (Sir Joshua's sister) describes

the nervous gesticulations he used in the

street, and before entering a room—

a

sort of penance-exercise, it seemed.
Does Boswell describe this?—As usual,

when once I took up the magical book, I

could have sat down and read it all

through right on end: but I found it at a
clergyman's house near here, where I was
staying for two days, and so could only
devour two days' worth of it. Carlyle

did a great work when he cleared away
all the confusion of opinion that was
abroad about this book—about Johnson
and Boswell themselves—and settled the

question for ever: setting up Johnson as

a good representative of the Enghsh
character—soHd sense—dogmatic preju-

dice—veneration—melancholy tempera-
ment &c

—

This is a short and meagre letter, re-

turning you no such news as you sent me.
But take the will for the deed. I write

in a cold room, wishing for a fire, but of

course not able to command, or hint, one
in a friend's house. I believe, as you
say, Crabbe has forgiven me; but I

heartily hope he will never replace me on
the pedestal from which he so lately

took me down. ''I would not rise, and
so shant fear to fall."

And so from my happy station on the

common mortal ground I salute you and

Yrs ever E. F. G.

Carlyle's letter, which FitzGerald did

not care to have returned to him, has
fortunately been preserved, and is now,
for the first time, published. Carlyle's

description of the misery he suffered

whenever he permitted himself to be
''pitched out into the general hurly

burly" is here portrayed with all the

vigor of his most intensive style.

Chelsea. 22 Septr, 1846.

Dear Fitzgerald,
Your letter finds me here ; where I have

been for some ten days now,—mostly

asleep, for I arrived in a very wearied

state. There is therefore nothing to be
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said about any further wandering, for a

good while to come !

My Pilgrimage, so far as immediate
improvement in health or spirits went,

was none of the successfullest : I was
dreadfully knocked about with one tu-

mult and another; and indeed in the

whole course of my journeyings, could

find no place half as quiet for me as

Chelsea, with an empty London behind it,

now is.

After a couple of weeks in Lancashire,

I went across to Scotland; saw rainy

weather, rotten potatoes, brutal drunken
Navvies, and other unpleasant phe-

nomena; went no further North than
Dumfrieshire;—at length, with a dead-

lift effort, decided to pass over into Ire-

land, by Ardrossan and Belfast, not with

any hope of profit or enjoyment at all,

but merely to redeem a promise I had
given in those quarters. For some days
accordingly I did see a bit of Ireland;

roamed over the streets of Dublin, a

little among the Wicklow Hills; saw
Daniel* in his green cap in Conciliation

Hall (the hugest palpable Humbug I had
ever set eyes on) ; listened to Young Ire-

land (with hope that // might yet turn to

something) ; regretted much you were not

wdth me to look on all that;—finally, by
Liverpool and the swiftest power of

Steam, had myself tumbled out here, and
so winded up the matter. My Wife, who
had not gone farther than Lancashire,

was here to receive me a fortnight before

:

much improved in health she; I too expect

to feel myself a gainer by these painful

locomotions by and by. The thinnest-

skinned creature cannot be left always to

sit covered under a tub ; must be pitched

out, from time to time, into the general

hurly burly, and ordered to bestir himself

a little.

From Moxon I heard the other day
that Tennyson and he had just been in

Switzerland ; that T. was actually at that

time in Town, his address unknown;
Moxon was himself just bound for Rams-
gate,—undertook to send Alfred to me if

he could; but has not succeeded hitherto.

Thackeray I have heard of at Boulogne
or Brighton; Spedding I missed in Cum-
berland: I think there is nobody yet here

whom you know; but indeed I keep out

of all people's way as much as may be.

* Daniel O'Connell.

Do you know Poet Browning? He is

just wedded, as his card testifies this

morning; the Mrs. Browning still an
enigma to us here. "Conciliation Hall"
appeared to me to be on its last legs.

—

Tell Browne, with compliments, my
Horse was sold in Annandale, £35 to a
much admiring neighbour of my Brother's

there—Come you and see us, speedily,

and hear all the news.

Ever yours

T. Carlyle.

19 Charlotte St.

Rathbone Place

Dear Barton,
_

'^^^ ^^'^^ '^^«1

You see I am in old quarters: and
thence indite you a few inane lines for

your Sunday's breakfast—The thing that

most weighs on my mind is the loss of the

only good coat I had in the world : a blue

one with gold buttons—I have missed it

for some time: Mrs. Faiers knew not of

it; I hoped to have found it here; but do
not find it; and where I have left it I

cannot tell. I shall not get a new one
before Xmas, I believe: so my friends

must sufifer by the sight of the seedy old

one. They are the only sufiferers, what
is it to me ?

—

I find old Spedding* up here; and to-

night I rather intend to go to Chelsea, to

consult the oracle there. But this will

depend. Laurence has gone down to

Beccles for some days. Thackeray I

have not heard of: but have shot off a
line to apprise him of my being here.

Is it some cofee I am to get at Fresh-

water's, ask Miss Barton?—and what is

the name of the coffee?—Also, have you
any other commissions ?

—

I scarcely know how our affairs are

going on—for my oAvn private business I

am negociating a rather successful An-
nuity out of my Reversionary property

—

So my friends tell me; indeed, they are

managing it for me—but all may drop to

Yrs ever E. F. G.
the ground.

[Londonl

^ ^ [Nov. 4th 1848I
Dear Barton,

Instead of myself at your Breakfast

table tomorrow, behold my letter. I

hope to be down before the end of next

• James Spedding, editor of Bacon's works.
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week, however—I stop here chiefly to see

Frederic Tennyson, who is just off again

to Florence, where he will be absent an-

other 5 years perhaps. He entreats me
much to go with him: and I am foolish

I can scarcely give you an accurate

account of our proceedings at the meeting
of Creditors on Wednesday—The pro-

ceedings that had taken 4 months to

arrange were totally abandoned: and

Lucy FitzGerald—Barton's daughter—whom FitzGerald married in 1856,

seven years after her father's death.

The photograph from which the reproduction is made was taken many years after

her marriage.

not to do so, for this winter—But I sup-

pose it will end in my not going—Alfred

is also here, ha\'ing just emerged from the

water-process at Malvern. He now
drinks a bottle of wine a day, and smokes
as before; a sure way to throw back in a
week or two all the benefit (if benefit

there were) which resulted from many
weeks of privation ,and penance

—

never begun—But with their mode of

operation, and probable success, I am
almost unacquainted—I shall yet meddle
a little perhaps : and then have done with

the business

—

Thank you for your little view of

Aldbro. Isabella is now located there;

I saw the Signor in London just before

his departure hence to join her.
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I went one evening to Carlyle's: he

lectured on without intermission for 3
hours: was very eloquent, looked very

handsome: and I was very glad to get

away. He gave an account of a Quaker
who had come to remonstrate with him
concerning certain doctrines about Peace

&c.
—"when" (said Carlyle) "I went on

with a deluge of hot matter like what I

have been pouring out to you, till I al-

most calcined my poor Quaker—Ah
me!"* Fancy Frederic gradually dis-

solving under the fiery torrent

—

Yrs ever E. F. G.

[London]

Ti [Nov: nth 1848]My dear Barton,
I am so late today, I have but time to

write ten lines before post. The reason

is, that A. Tennyson, having only 2 days

ago set off with his brother to Florence,

re-appeared in my rooms this day at

noon, and has usurped my day till now
that it is 5 o'clock. I have packed him
off with a friend to dine; and have ten

minutes to write to you, and another man.
I must be here till the middle of next

week certainly ; as I have my own money
loans to settle; and lawyers at least are

in no hurry. I have no news of other

transactions.

I have bought you a silver mug, to

drink porter out of—it will not hold

enough to hurt you. And I have bought
a plaster statuette of Dante for Miss
Barton to put up over her bookshelf.

Yrs in desperate haste

E. F. G.

[London]

»« -n [Dec 2nd 1848]My dear Barton,
I was just on the point of forgetting to

send you your weekly dole, in the hurry

of starting off to visit my Mother at

Brighton—I am just going off : my brother

Peter bearing me company. He has been

* It seems probable that Carlyle was relating the incident
of his meeting with John Bright at Manchester in the pre-

vious year. His account of the meeting is thus described

in a letter to his wife dated September 13, 1847:
"But John Bright, the Anti-Corn law member, who had

come across to meet me, with his cock nose and pugnacious
eyes & Barclay-Fox-Quaker collar—John & I discorded in

our views not a little. And, in fact, the result was that I got
to talking occasionally in the Annandale accent, & communi-
cated large masses of my views to the Brights and Brightesses
as with a passing earthquake; and, I doubt, left a very ques-
tionable impression of myself there!"

staying with me this last week—And who
should walk into my rooms on Thursday
night but George Crabbe;—to whom I

have also given bed and board (such as it

was) till today:—when he returns to his

parish duties—I have enjoyed his visit

much; and, odd to say, felt a twinge at

his going away—Last night we were at

Thackeray's, who gave us all good things

—good company included.

I shall be at Brighton till Wednesday:
then return here, when I hope to find my
law matters forward toward completion

—

Edward Cowell proposes to be in London
about the same time, when I am to shew
him two Uterary Uons, in the persons of

A. Tennyson, & Carlyle—the latter of

whom is more rabid than ever

—

I had a nice note from Job Smith this

morning: he reports all well at Boulge,

both in family and parish—I suppose
Miss Barton's Dante has got to his new
home by this time : has been resuscitated

from his coffin, and promoted to another

& a better locality—This puts me in

mind of Meller; who puts me in mind of

the transitoriness of earthly things—rail

carriage among them—& I must be off

with Peter—so farewell—Ever yrs

E. F. G.

This was the last letter FitzGerald

wrote to Barton. Six weeks later he re-

turned to Boulge and in a letter to Donne
dated December 27, 1848, he wTote: "I
only returned home a few days ago to

spend Christmas with Barton, whose
turkey I accordingly partook of. He
seems only partly well: is altered during

the last year: less spirits, less strength;

but quite amiable still."

FitzGerald appears to have remained at

Boulge throughout the winter, perhaps so

as to be near his old and ailing friend,

whose days he knew were numbered. On
February 9, 1849, he wrote to Laurence:

"Barton is out of health: some affection

of the heart, I think, that will never leave

him, never let him be what he was when
you saw him. He is forced to be very ab-

stemious . . . but he bears his illness

quite as a man; and looks very demurely

to the necessary end of all life."

Ten days later the Quaker poet died.



Letting Go of a Lady
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OMEHOW the govern-

ment had overlooked

Kelly's old front-end

timber. It was still

there— just outside
the pump-house—that

good lounging-place ; a
point of vantage from

which a roundhouse foreman could see his

whole world—the coal-chute, the clinker-

pit, the sand-house, and the curving line

of engine-stalls beyond the turntable.

Just now the roundhouse circle seemed
to be enjoying a nap in the sunny after-

noon. The deep-well pump was—yes,

surely it was snoring. Old Angelo had
wet down the clinker-pit and gone over

to the sand-house. Jim Crow, the most
pampered kitty in the world, laundered a
white vest to his own satisfaction, all re-

gardless of impudent sparrows who told

him it would look better rough-dried, and
then curled down to a deserved repose.

"Railroadin' ain't what it was," re-

marked Kelly, shaking his head sadly as

he watched the painter who was touching

up a big gold number on the tank of a
high wheeler. ''Look at Johnson over

yonder. There was about fifteen minutes'

work on that letterin' an' he's gone an'

done it in two hours. I've seen the time
he'd 've slaved at it all the time the en-

gine was in the house. It was that gov-
ernment control—it confused us. We
didn't know just how to size it up an' we
got clear out o' step. It didn't affect me
any—I was always industrious as could
be. But it took away a heap o' romance
from railroadin'. Even now we're back
home again, we're locoed by them political

habits. We still wear red tape down the

seam of our overalls. You telephone up
to the auditor's office and the little girl

who came over from the business college

yesterday makes some mistakes on the

adding-machine an' tells you that they're

not going to run an extra till Sunday
week. Not much like them days of yore,

is it? Why, I remember once conferrin'

with an official on weighty matters an'

tendin' to a love-affair all on the same
identical trip. It was the very best love-

makin' I ever done in all my life. An' to

a lady I never hardly seen before—just to

help Jim Everard—I wasn't wantin' her.

In fact, what I did was to let go of her.

Though she was a pretty lady to look at

—an' I liked it splendid—that love-mak-
in'. It felt fine to know I was sayin' good
stuff. Shucks ! Why—Jim couldn't 've

won that young woman by speech-makin'.

Not in a hundred years ! He knows it,

too. Every year he writes me a letter

sayin' his girl is exactly her mother over

again. Every year he sends me an an-

nual over that jerkwater road he's run-

nin' down in South America. You see,

Jim had the makin's—education, style,

heft—all of it. He didn't need to be a
low-down railroader any of his time. It

was just his contrary way to like it.

Say—he must be well along to fling away
passes like that. I'd take to it better if I

could go down there and use 'em, but the

old man'll never let me off more'n three

days. How can I get to South America
in three days? But I'm glad Jim stayed

grateful to me f'r gettin' him his lady.

Anybody can be grateful. But stayin'

that way
"Old man Desplaines—he was third

vice-president—he had full charge of the

insultin' department an' he tended strict-

ly to business. He could start out from
Chicago and not miss even a section-man

all the way to Billings. He took in all

the branches and cut-offs, too. He was
a regular Santy Claus with his insults.

Not that he ever said anything to me.

'Ceptin' the time he come through the

end door of the roundhouse sudden an'

caught me washin' my rubber collar over

333
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by the stationary boiler. All he said was
that he quite understood we'd have to do
our laundry by hand. D'ye know—

I

didn't realize till the next day he was
meanin' that the power was in bum shape.

He meant to get me all right, but I just

didn't seem to have sense enough. It

went clear over my head.

"The spring afternoon I'm tellin' of

seems a long spell away when I come to

dust it off. We'd been notified that Mr.
Desplaines was comin'—private car Sun-
set—that he was goin' up our little Love-
land branch immediate for some reason,

an' that he was off to the northwest at

II p. M. That schedule didn't give him
no time to harm us none, for there was a
big doin's by the traffic men up-town that

night—swell banquet and smoker—and
he was booked for that, we heard. But
you bet we didn't take no chances. The
word was passed that every man on the

job was to have sweat runnin' down his

face from the time he was due till the

whistle turned 'em loose. If they couldn't

find anything to do that would raise the

sweat, they was to borrow some without
fail. For old man Desplaines had eyes

like field-glasses. He could take a peek
out of his car-window while it was goin'

lickety-split and tell you, without stoppin'

his dictatin', that your yard was a dis-

grace an' that you had far too many men
around. So we ordered a few flats an'

loaded up all the scrap an' everything else

that was loose an' didn't look like it was
busy—settin' the layout over behind the

elevator at the far side of the yards. You
see, if something wasn't in use, Mr. Des-
plaines always wanted it sent where it'd

be more appreciated. It was incon-

venient sometimes to run the steam-

hammer in the blacksmith-shop continual

while he was among us. But then, we
couldn't expect the officials never to

come.
" I got scared early in the afternoon be-

cause the despatcher hadn't ordered any
engine to take the private car Sunset up
to Loveland. The old man was away

—

far enough so he couldn't get back. I

knew that it was up to me to see that

everything was right. I called Edgar by
'phone. He was despatcher then.

'' 'No,' he comes back at me real posi-

tive, *we don't want an engine. Mr.

Desplaines desired his car put on the

regular train.'

" 'What d'ye mean, regular?' I says.

'You don't mean '

"'Yes,' he answers, 'train i8i. Mr.
Desplaines is quite aware of the shortage
of power which has handicapped our
capable operating department for some
time. He wouldn't care for another en-

gine, thank you. Train i8i will do nice-

ly. We're obliged to you, though, Kelly
—for buttin' in. Now, was there any-
thing else?'

" 'Oh, no !' I says to him. 'Only you
better let me give you a real engine,

hadn't you? An' you scare up a way-
car instead of that there 1007. Both of

'em is jokes.'

"'We expect to tell Mr. Desplaines

about the desperate effort we're makin'
to conserve our power for the main line,'

Edgar informs me. 'He will be pleased.'
" 'Oh, yes,' I says, 'I see. The simple

life, is it? Well, I was just passin' the

telephone an' thought I'd have a chat.'

Then I hung up.

"All the same I hopped Kobel's engine

when it went by toward the depot near

7's time. I dropped off by the gas-

house where train 181 was standin'.

Train 181 was a bright idea of somebody
—long ago. You see they used to have
quite a lot of passenger business at Love-
land when they was runnin' it as an
amusement resort. There was a two-by-
four island in the lake at the entrance to

the canyon an' they run track across to

the island an' on up the canyon. It made
a big Y. The train would go round the

corner of the hill up-river with its bunch
of happy hearts. Then it would back
down the grade and across to the island.

End o' track went clear in among as nice

a group of pines as you ever laid eyes on.

Not but what the canyon was plenty

pretty, but the island with its rocks and
pines took my fancy. Pete Herigstadt

and his gang had brought a lot of the

dandiest rocks from up-river so they could

make some natural grottos and wonders.

It was sure a contract for Pete—gettin'

them pebbles on an' off the flat cars, but

he done it fine. Pete's a hard worker.

Yeh, it was surely a winner, that island.

On a moonlight night the train crew'd

pretty near have to fight to get the boys
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and girls aboard the last train. There
was positive orders not to forget 'em.

"An' then it played out on account o'

some new resort. But they had to keep
runnin' some sort of a train to hold their

charter, so they took a little runt of an
engine that had a name instead of a num-
ber, bein' called the Uncle Sam. It had
been sent out here years an' years before.

It an' way-car 1007 made up train 181.

Way-car 1007 was one of them sawed-offs

—half the size of a regular car, only with

a standard cupola and platforms.

"Funny looker; but it didn't seem to

bother Jim Everard—even though he

was the sportiest conductor ever. Jim
dropped in here from nowhere. He was
the still sort—stiller'n that—six-foot

easy, broad-shouldered, slim-waisted as a

girl. They give him train 181, an' he

took it. He didn't care because nobody
else wanted it. Jim had been up an'

335
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down country too much. But him an'

me got to be the best o' friends, the way-
car track bein' right over here on the

stub beyond the coal-chute, an' him
stickin' round it often in the evening.

I know now he came down there to be

miserable all by his lonesome, but I didn't

sahe then. So I used to go over an' \isit

when I come down after supper. Jim
certainly could have told me more stories

than he would. He'd been everpvhere
there was a railroad—an' where there

wasn't. Sometimes with money, some-
times without. But always I felt he was
holdin' out the principal happenin'.

Sure enough he was. Didn't it come out

when I hopped his car that very after-

noon I'm speakin' of. He was loungin'

along one o' the side-seats. Stretched

out that way he took up the whole length.

So I sat down on the other side.

" 'My, but you're serious,' I tells him.

'This ain't no charnel-house. Soften up
them vampire eyes. 'Stead o' lookin' at

nothin',' I says, 'you better be up in your
cupola chair with your hand shadin' your
vision—peerin' ahead along your train,

alert to duty. I suppose you know-
you're to take that car Sunset up the

line. New stuff to you, ^Ir. James
Everard—but let me tell you,' I says,

lashin' myself into a fury, 'that your
bein' han'some an' haughty won't make
the Desplaines heart go pitapat at all.

I've already informed old Dan—over on
the engine—what '11 be done to him if he
lets that two-dollar teakettle pop off. Is

this way-car icx)7 ready for inspection ? If

it ain't, it better be. Oh, you look all right

—I don't mean your necktie. Too nifty

for a freight conductor. WTiat business

have you got to be shaved ? Up to your
station ! In a very few minutes now you
meet your doom. You don't know him I

'

" 'I know his daughter,' mutters Jim,
clear down in his throat by his heart

somewhere, an' talkin' to the floor.

" 'I wish you joy of it,' I remarks. 'I

suppose you mean you saw her once. I

had the same joy three years ago. She
doesn't seem to hit the train with the old

man much. WTiere her an' me met was
down at Union Depot. One minute she

was comin' straight toward me an' look-

in' straight through me ; next minute she

was past.'
"

" 'Kelly,' says that Jim Everard,
loosenin' all at once—I'd always been
real good an' fatherly to him an' this was
the result—don't tell me kindness won't
win 'em. It does every time—some time.

Jim was sittin' up facin' me now, elbows
on his knees, chin on his two hands.

'Kelly, I've loved Lenore Desplaines for

many a year. I've been all over the

place tryin' to forget her.' That's the

way he goes on, talkin' desperate, like

he'd tried to forget me an' succeeded
right. 'I can't forget her—I can't!' he
groans. 'I wanted her—but I didn't

have the nerve. An' so I lost her.'

" 'Lost nothin' !' I goes back at him,
real provoked. 'You can't lose nothin'

that belongs to you by rights. WTiat
you want to do is to find out if it does be-

long. So that's why you've been such
all-fired poor company an' your eyes like

two holes burnt in a blanket ! What
you have to do, Jim, is to get this off

your chest. You borrow a pass of Ken-
yon—after findin' out just where she is

—an' go East or West, South or North,
an' tell her.'

"'I did try to tell her, Kelly,' he
moons at me ;

' we met in a wonderful way
—a wonderful vear I It was in Hono-
lulu

'

" 'I dunno why you can drift every
which way, while I have to be tied fast

by the foot,' I breaks in, mad as could

be. ' I'd like to see Honolulu myself—but
shucks I—if I so much as sa}' I want to go
home at half past five the old man acts

hke I'd slapped him in the face. Go on,

though. It was in Honolulu. You a

railroader, too ! There ain't no railroad

there, except a funny one like this train

i8i. I suppose you was runnin' it,

though.'

"He didn't say nothin'. He was
lookin' through me, just like that lady

of his had done that other time. So I

tried kindness again.
" 'It's springtime all the year in Hono-

lulu, Jim?' I asks real tender. He rose

to that; right up to the surface.

'"All the year.'
" 'Moonlight on the ocean every night

—some nights ?

'

" 'Yes,' he murmurs. Just that an'

nothin' else. My land I What can you do

with anvbodv that savs a word a week?
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" 'An' you talked to her that last long

evenin', Jim—a good deal like you've
been talkin' to me now ?

' I inquires.
" 'Yes,' he says.
" 'An' she come away next day. Was

that how you lost her?'
" 'No,' he confesses, 'I come too, next

ship. I wasn't up to the crowd she was
in. She—well, she was different. But
I followed along to Chi. That's where
she lives.'

" 'I see,' says I. 'It got to the point

where you had to speak for yourself, Jim,
didn't it? What I want to know is, how
did you and father Desplaines come out ?

'

" 'I never met him,' admits that Jim
Everard. Honest, he's the poorest in-

formation bureau I ever went up against.

Except when he gets to telling something
where he kind of don't remember, he's

there. Then he can talk.

" 'Is he away from home all the while,'

I asks, 'or did the butler let you out by
the side-entrance while the footman was
bowin' him in at the front door ?

'

" 'Confound you, Kelly!' growls Jim,
like a tiger that's been prodded; 'con-

found you—and all of it ! I never went
out there. That was what ended it. I

met her half a dozen times—different

places—one excuse and another. I tried

my best to tell her—tell her—every time

—but I couldn't. I swear I couldn't,

Kelly ! It wasn't like a flirtation with
any girl—hit or miss—Mex or Geisha or

white. It would be forever, Kelly. For-

ever—think of it ! And I wanted it to

be—^but when it come to sayin' it—sayin'

it— One day we went to the pleasantest

park I was ever in. It was the kind of

an Indian summer-time that makes you
want to be a good Indian. I was happier

that day than I've ever been before or

since. Red and gold and brown leaves

everywhere; red and gold and brown in

her hair. And you know how an Oc-
tober sky is sometimes, Kelly—gray, yet
all soft and warm in the sun. That was
the way of her gray eyes

'

" 'Seven's due in four minutes,' I ob-

serves.
" 'I don't care. And at the end of the

path she turned and looked me in the

eyes—fair. She's almost as tall as I am,
Kelly. Looked at me for a long time—it

seemed a day—and said she wanted me
Vol. LXXII.—2 2

to come out to a house-party she was giv-

ing to some good friends she'd known all

her life. Said she wanted me to meet her

father and mother. And she was so quiet

and gentle—just like the day. Kelly

—

I stampeded that night. When I woke up
I was in Frisco, booked for South Amer-
ica. It's five years—hell all the time,

Kelly. I picked up and saved a few
thousand, here and there—one mine
panned out fair—one way and another

—

but hell all the time. Why, I could have
been the king of the prettiest little moun-
tain road in that south country you could
think of, for I sabe pronto more than the

natives themselves. I could have it now,
for that matter; but I can't think of any-
thing but Lenore Desplaines.'

" ' Well, you big, tall, ungainly, good-
for-nothin',' I says. 'Lookin' at you
from the outside you appear real heroic.

You'd make a right stirrin' picture if they
was to paint you. There goes Number
7 ! Where's your brakeman ?

' They al-

lowed him one brakeman on that dinkey.

Nobody could tell what for. I reckon it

was a law.
" 'Say, he isn't here, is he? I've been

easy with him. He laid off once before

this way. This is what comes of it. But
I reckon I can do my own rawhiding.

Not that there's anything to do except

throw a couple of switches. None of the

bunch from the office will be over. Our
superintendent's out of town, and an
understudy like Edgar will know well

enough that Mr. Desplaines wants all the

lower classes in the office an' tendin'

strictly to business.'

"Kobel is a nifty switchman. He
hooked that palatial piece of rolling-stock

to our wheezy Uncle Sam engine and
hung way-car 1007 onto the observation-

platform in about twenty seconds by the

clock. Then him an' his crew an' his

goat backed off a ways where they could

laugh without hurtin' anybody's feelin's.

" 'I drop off at the sand-house,' I says.
' Get your orders at the Junction, I reck-

on.'

"Jim nodded. Just then a porter or a

valet or a chef comes trippin' across from

the car ahead. On a private car they go

in any class. He was one of them cream-

yellow, aristocratic porters that are

ashamed of bein' connected with a rail-
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road, and don't want to have it mentioned

aloud—the kind that does exactly as he's

told without even wonderin' what it's all

about.
" 'Mistah Desplaines wants you to

stop at the roundhouse and pick up the

foahman, Mr. Kelly,' he condescends to

say.

'''What's that?' I says to that hea-

then. 'I'm Kelly,' I tells him. 'You
better lead me in there, hadn't you, if

Mr. Desplaines wants me?'_
" So I went in to where the head of our

happy family was dictatin' at about a
mile a minute to a boy with a high collar.

He stopped long enough to look me over,

but he didn't say nothin' mean at all.

" 'Kelly,' he scolds, 'I'm very busy at

the moment, but I want to talk to you
regarding an elevator for the tie-treating

plant we are about to install up here. I

want the opinion of a practical man and
I wanted to look at the proposition my-
self. I should have brought Jackson
along,' he laments, 'but I forgot, an' now
I'm here an' very hurried. I'll talk to

you when we get there—and there's a
blue-print to go over on the way down if

I can find time. Your master mechanic
should have been here to-day. I am told

he's not, though.'
' "That's the way. Always there's a

blue-print. If I was to be shipwrecked
on a desert island and saw a bunch o'

savages comin' pell-mell—I'd know they

wasn't goin' to eat me. Huh-uh ! The
chief'd have blue-prints under his arm

—

of a shark trap, an' a cocoanut husker, an'

a coral crusher—he'd pat me on the back
an' ask me to look 'em over. The blamed
things wouldn't be mounted, either.

They'd be rolled; so that when I let go
one side to point out some dingbat that

wouldn't do, the whole thing'd roll up
tight again.

"Anyway, I'd been told to stick

around. That was final, wasn't it ? I've

been railroadin' long enough to do what
the first feller tells me till the next sport

comes along. I knew that about five-

thirty the men'd be askin' where I was,

an' wonderin' if it'd be all O. K. to make
a getaway a bit before the whistle blew.

But I didn't care. When I got back
through the way-car, we was just stoppin'

at Utah Junction. Jim and a car tink

was fussin' round under the 1007. The
air had gone bad, an' they wound up by
cuttin' it out on the way-car altogether.

Hand-brakes was more its style, anyway.
I went in an' sent a message to the night
foreman while Jim got his orders. Then
we went along. I was standin' on the

front platform of the 1007, thinkin' about
how it'd feel to quit the road cold an' be
a rancher.

"All at once I looks around an' there

was the most wonderful young lady ever

;

other side the brass railin' of the Sunset.

No little girl who hadn't learned to sit

still yet. Huh-uh ! She was as quiet as

a church; an' she'd combed her hair

pretty enough so she didn't have to keep
pattin' it all the while. She might have
been thirty, maybe—but she'd grown
more beautiful every year since she was
twenty. You could see that much with
one look. An' I guess her eyes an' mouth
had been gettin' a bit sadder every year

—

they looked it. But she could smile.

She did it—at me. The right kind of a
smile—like a light. I was just about to

say something to pay for that smile when
Jim Everard came out. He caught hold
of my arm so he wouldn't fall down. The
lady never moved. She wasn't lookin'

at him at all. So he kind of faded into

the 1007 an' climbed up into the cupola.

"It was such a short-bodied car that

he couldn't help being in plain sight an'

hearin' from the observation-platform of

that there car Sunset. You might say
he was right above it. The lady didn't

seem to care for him bein' there at all, but,

honest, he was all I could think of to talk

about. And I couldn't just stand there

like a stick. Not after she'd smiled at me
so scrumptious. I couldn't beat it back
into the car like Jim Everard had, either.

There's a standing order that all em-
ployees are to be courteous to the travel-

ling public. I always try to do what aU.

those bulletins an' things say.
" 'It's a dull hour gettin' up to Love-

land,' I begins by way of breaking the

ice; 'you're Miss Desplaines, I believe.

Your father told me to amuse myself, and
I'm one of the kind that would die if they

couldn't talk. Miss Desplaines. If you'll

let me talk to you,' I tells her, 'I know a

love-story.'

"She looked at me—and then she
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laughed—real low, but real sweet.

Shucks ! I liked her better'n anybody
from that minute on. I was glad I'd got

by.
'^ 'I'd be very happy to hear it, Mr.

" 'Kelly.'
" ' Mr. Kelly. Come over here an' sit

in this chair. Is it your love-story?'
" ' Never. I couldn't tell any of them.'
" ' No ? But of course it's just as good.

I'm listening.'

" That was the nicest chair. I put my
hands behind my head and crossed my
feet, lookin' in pity at Jim in his cupola

—

even if he did manage to be handsome.
That was a magic chair. For the mo-
ment it made me own the railroad. The
lady an' me was free companions. She
had put me in my right place; she was
the kind that would do that.

" 'Well, you see,' I says, considerin',

'when you take up a story, like as not

there's a picture of the hero on the front

page. That's the way it is with mine.

There's my hero, right there.'

" 'Oh !' she says. Just that one word,
but it was quite considerable of a speech.

I was glad of a chance to talk the way I

wanted to. I liked 'em both so well.
" 'It was the Curse of Silence,' I con-

tinues. ' There's the Curse of Too-Much-
Talk—but his was the Curse of Silence.

It lost him the woman he loved—loved

more'n you or me would think a girl

ought to be loved or could be loved—yet

that was the way of him. Everard is my
good friend, but it's no harm to tell the

truth even of a friend. He's brave and
true and kind and tender—clean white

—all of that. An' he's hit the trail in

many a country, but never brought back
any big words rattlin' around in his grip.

" 'I've often wondered—it'd seem like

he should've been able to tell her—who-
ever she was—as much as he told me

—

that much, anyway. If it was me doin'

it, she'd know that much. How could he
sit under a Honolulu moon—out there it

was they met—trembling at the glory of

her—in love with the life of her—a song
in his heart when she spoke—the moon
forgotten when she smiled—and not tell

her about it all? But he didn't—he said

he couldn't. It was the Curse on him.
An' she took ship an' sailed away'.

" 'That was all?' asks my lady in the

next chair. She was awful quiet an' cool.

But I had one more try a-comin'.
" ' Huh-uh !

' I answers. ' He took ship

an' sailed away, too—a close second.

Then there was another day—October,
that was—when they met in some woods.
Say—maybe you know—how could a
man be quiet when he was lookin' right

at her? I say that if he could tell me
afterward he could tell her right then

—

that the red and the gold and the brown
of her hair was more of a glory to him
than all the Octobers in all the woods of

the world ; and that the sunlit gray of her
eyes made more light over the land than
any Indian-summer sky. That was the

way he told it to me. I wouldn't know
all those words myself. How could he
wish that she was the one to stand shoul-

der to shoulder with him through all the

years—an' not tell her the things he was
thinkin' ? Answer me that—if you know !

'

" 'Oh, I don't know ! I don't know !'

she whispers. Actually her voice sounded
glad as could be.

" 'Nor nobody else. It isn't reason-

able. Not that there's anything to that

shoulder-to-shoulder business. What a
woman is for is to cook your meals an'

give your pay-check to. They haven't
any fine feelin' like a man. Anyhow,
he's been driven up an' down—coast to

coast—never a minute's peace. What
was comin' to him, he got. He sure did.

The dream of a firelight in a home of his

own is dyin' in his eyes. I like him fine.

I could wish I knew the girl. I'd travel

a thousand miles to tell her. Like as not
she'll never know why he did that way.
I reckon that's all my story, Miss Des-
plaines,' I concludes, gettin' up; 'an'

we're pretty near the canyon. There's a
beautiful bit of an island in the lake an'

then the track runs along a mountain-
stream. Not but what you've had
plenty of scenery, I dare say.'

" When we got to the canyon, Jim went
ahead to throw the switch. But he

didn't look up when we was passin' him,

an' she didn't look down. She was busy
talkin' to me.

" 'It's really up-grade here,' she says

to me. 'Isn't it, though? If we were

to uncouple this funny little way-car, how
far would it go ?

'
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'"Would you believe it—it went through just like that lady said.''

" 'About ten feet. The air's cut out

on it, but Jim could stop it with the hand-
brake in that distance.'

" 'Oh, but I mean—if he didn't.

Would it go to that lovelv island, Mr.
Kelly?'

" 'Yes,' I says, 'clear down into the

pines, an' hit the bumper-post at the end
of the track.'

" Say, that lady leaned over and smiled

at me so, I'd 've gone to the end of the

world for her in a minute.
" 'What is it up here—a station?' she

asks me kind o' breathless.
" 'There's a section-man an' a con-

demned box-car, an' a telephone to do
the despatchin',' I explains; 'I suppose

you could call it that.'
" 'When we get there,' she says in a

half-whisper, 'I'm going over into that

way-car. You signal the engineer to jolt

us one so you can uncouple. Do it

quick.'

"That was what she said, honest

—

'jolt us one'. Oh, she was a railroader

—

that lady was

!

" 'I won't have a chance, probably,' I
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tells her. ' Jim'll be out in a second when
I start to monkey around. You don't

know him.'
" 'Yes, I do.' My, she could blush,

too. 'Yes, I do,' she tells me. 'He
won't be out—till we're going some.'

That's what she said, common as an old

shoe. 'An' when father gets excited, you
tell him I wanted to explore that dear

little island, and that I made the con-

ductor take me. Tell him that I was
bored, and that he can pick us up when
you and he are through with your old tie

plant.'

"Would you believe it— it went
through just like that lady said. Jim
dropped out of his cupola chair when
Dan took up the slack an' started the

1007 down the grade, but he never came
outside till they was goin' like she said

—

goin' some. It was then Mr. Desplaines

found me on the rear platform, smilin'

tender at Jim Everard in the distance.

Jim was twistin' the brake-wheel—not

too hard—no, he wasn't twistin' it hard

enough.

"'What the— what's the matter.
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Kelly?' says father. 'A break-in-two
?

'

^' It calmed him in a second when I told

him exactly what his daughter had told

me to say.
^' 'She's always doin' things like that/

he growled, 'or wantin' to. If I didn't

know her, I'd say your conductor was a

Simple Simon. We'll pick them up when
we start back. Where's the brakeman ?

'

''An' I had to tell him about the brake-

man's folks bein' sick, an' Jim and I say-

in' we'd do the work sooner'n delay Mr.
Desplaines while we got another shack.

He understood that we wouldn't want to

do that, an' beyond growlin' something
about a hot sample of railroadin', he was
real decent. Then we went at that tie-

treatin' plant. I never did talk so long

nor so interestin' about a tie-treatin'

plant in my whole life. Somehow, I kept

thinkin' she'd want me to. But for all

the time I used up it might just as well

have been a minute. They thought it

was a minute. They didn't even hear us
when we backed across to that island.

Mr. Desplaines was out on the rear plat-

form of the Sunset with me. I was bein'

conductor an' brakie an' also tellin' him
how to run a railroad.

" 'Where the devil's that girl?' he in-

quires, cross as a bear when we come to

the 1007 tucked in among the trees.

' Where's your— ' An' then he stopped
an' choked. I hated to be so mean, but
his eyes were poppin' out of his head, so

I looked where he was pointin'. They
was sittin' under a pine close to the lake

gazin' out across the water. Yeh—sittin'

on one of them fancy rocks Pete Herig-

stadt had brought down—an' they didn't

"Jim was twistin' the brake-wheel—not too hard—no, he wasn't twistin' it hard enough."—Page 340.
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hear us at all. It's true. Didn't hear us

till Mr. Desplaines cussed so loud that

there wasn't any gettin' out of it. Then
Jim managed to get her head off his

shoulder an' his other arm to himseff.
" 'You're fired I ' shouts Mr. Desplaines

at him when we got nearer where they

was—shouts like Jim was deaf. ' You're

fired ! You sha'n't ride in with us. I'll

take the responsibihty. You're done
right now. I won't even take your
damned way-car,' he goes on, gettin*

madder an' madder; 'neither you nor

your way-car.'
" 'Oh, all right,' laughs Jim Everard,

happy as could be. Shucks ! He was
so happy there he didn't want to leave

forever an' ever, you could see that.
' All right,' he savs, ' I'm fired. Good-bv,
Kelly!'

" ' Good-by, Mr. Kelly,' says Jim's

lady, holdin' to his arm but givin' me a
smile to keep for my own. 'Good-by.
I'll stay till you send for me, father. Yes,

right here.'
" 'You get aboard right now, Lenore,'

her father tells her, meaner'n dirt.

" 'I'm staying—with the way-car,' says

Miss Desplaines to him. An' the way
she said it was just like she meant it. He
looked at her for all of two minutes an'

she looked at him. He didn't waste no
words on her.

" 'Come, Kelly,' he says to me, 'let's

get out of here.'
" 'Yes, you're forty minutes late right

now,' Jim tells me, offhand. 'Not that

it makes any difference. All that Dan
has to look out for on the way down is

that old white cow. She goes home

about this time and likes to take to the

track. So-long, Kelly.'

"An' we actually left 'em there. I felt

sorry one minute an' glad the next—sorry

they didn't have anything to eat, an' glad
they wouldn't want anything; sorry it

was gettin' so late with the island such
an awful lonesome place, an' glad to see

a big moon well up in the east—waitin'

for the sun to go down to make 'em for-

get how lonesome it was.
" We looked at the blue-prints some on

the way in. That there yellow butler

Henry was most too proud, but I made a
pretty good flagman an' conductor out of

him. An' while I was tryin' to get the

blue-prints to lay flat, Mr. Desplaines
asked me where that damn conductor
came from an' who the devil he was. So
I told him all about Jim—Hke I'd told his

daughter—only different.

"Then we got to Union Depot.
" 'I can't leave my daughter out on a

condemned desert island all night,' he
says to me, grindin' his teeth; 'an' there's

no way of gettin' her in but to bring that

young dog with her. I don't know how
she ever come to be so stubborn. But
she is. You have your despatcher run
that old rusty up there light an' get them.
You see that they're at the hotel when I

get through this fool meetin'. She's go-

in' to marry him sure as fate,' he tells me.
He was actually confidin' in me without
knowin' it, me bein' so handy. No, he
didn't put his arm around me an' whis-

per, but I just guessed he meant it to be
in confidence.

" 'Oh, maybe not !' I says, to be say-

in' somethin'. But she did."

To a Rose at a Window of Heaven
BY STARK YOUNG

Whoever put you there with her white hand,
Mary, or some one lonely even in bliss,

O rose, upon that golden ledge,-

Forever sweet in that bright land.

Look in upon my little Frances there

And say, she is the rose that clambers up
Over my lonely heart and sends

Her darling sweetness on the air.



On the Length of Cleopatra's Nose
BY BRANDER MATTHEWS

NE of the best known
and most frequent-

ly quoted of the
" Thoughts " of Pascal

calls attention to the

way in which a little

thing may have great

consequences. "He
who wants a full understanding of the

vanity of man has only to consider the

causes and the effects of love. The cause

is 'I know not what'; and the conse-

quences of it are frightful. This ' I know
not what/ so trivial that it can scarcely be

recognized, moves all mankind,—kings

and armies and the entire social organiza-

tion. The nose of Cleopatra,—if it had
been shorter, the history of the world

would have been changed."
Although Cleopatra was the Serpent of

the Old Nile, she was not an Egyptian but

a Greek; she was a hyphenated queen

—

which is what queens usually are. Even
if Mahaffy was right in holding that the

Greeks were not really so superior to us in

physical beauty as the surviving statues

might lead us to believe, she may have
had more than her share of the good looks

which must have been not uncommon
among the Hellenic peoples. As she was
a Greek she probably did not have a
Roman nose; indeed, her nose may have
been " tip-tilted like the petal of a flower,"

which would not have diminished her

fascination. But whatever the shape or

the size of her nose, Pascal is justified in

believing that if it had been unduly short

she would probably not have descended
the corridors of time as the heroine

of the most disastrous of historic love-

stories. She might then have floated

down the river in her glittering barge

without finding Mark Antony at her feel

when she stepped ashore.

If Mark Antony had escaped the coils

of the Egyptian serpent, he might not

have lost the battle of Actium, and if he

had vanquished the young Octavius,
Mark Antony might have been the found-
er of the Roman Empire. But Mark An-
tony was unfitted for the appalling task of

solidifying a realm on the verge of wreck.
He was too impetuous and too fickle, too

emotional and too uncertain. He lacked

the self-restraint, the caution, and the

astute statecraft of the Augustus who
laid solid the foundations of the grandeur
that was Rome. Even if Mark Antony
had made himself master of the Mediter-
ranean lands, and if he had ruled as long

as he lived, it is unlikely that he would
have governed wisely, and after his

death chaos would have come again.

The empire would not have been skil-

fully buttressed and its outlying terri-

tories would not have been unified with

Rome and grateful for the three cen-

turies of assured prosperity which fol-

lowed the advent of Augustus. When
the time was fulfilled, the gates of the

empire would not have been guarded and
the barbarians would have broken in.

There would have followed swift disin-

tegration and destruction, and there

would have been no lingering Decline

and no long deferred Fall for Gibbon to

chronicle and to illuminate. Then we
moderns would not have come into the

heritage upon which our civilization is

based.

It is very lucky for us to-day that the

nose of Cleopatra was of a normal length

and that the frightful consequences of its

possible abbreviation were avoided. If it

had been shorter, it would have changed
not only her face but the face of the world

in this twentieth century. Yet I may
venture to hint a doubt whether Cleo-

patra's nose or even Cleopatra herself

had really the immense importance that

Pascal asserted. It is true that the cap-

tivating queen of Egypt was Antony's

evil genius and that she was responsible

for his ignominous defeat. But if we look

a little longer and a little deeper, we are

likely to conclude that Antony's fatal

343
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weakness was in himself, in his unstable II

character, in his lawless and lustful tem-
perament. If he had never laid eyes on But even if little things are unlikely to

Cleopatra, the ultimate result might well have great consequences, there are often
have been the same. She was not the only remote causes not immediately apparent
charmer of her time, even if she may have to those who contemplate their ultimate
been the most dangerous. There were results. I remember a whimsical sugges-

others, and any one of them could have tion in a book by one of Darwin's dis-

lured the unstable Roman to his allotted ciples—although I cannot now recapture
doom. With Antony once out of the way, the title of the volume or the name of its

Octavius had the road to empire open author—to the effect that the sturdy
before him, and the history of the world stanchness of the British army, the stub-

would have been what it is. born resistance of the "thin, red line,"

More than one later writer has ap- was due to the prevalence of spinsterhood
plied Pascal's thought to other historical in Great Britain, to the fact that the

events. Among them was Eugene Scribe, women outnumber the men. The ex-

most adroit of playwrights even if he was planation of this paradox is to be found
devoid of the ample vision of the more in a sequence of causes and consequences,

richly endowed dramatist. One of his The British soldier is nourished on beef,

most ambitious and most ingenious come- and the quality of the beef is due to an
dies is "A Glass of Water; or. Great Ef- abundance of clover, which needs to be
fects from Little Causes." It dealt not fertilized by bees. But bees cannot
with Queen Cleopatra of Egypt but with multiply and live unless they are pro-

Queen Anne of England, and it aroused tected against the field-mice which de-

the ire of Thackeray, who was in Paris stroy their broods and ravage their re-

when it was originally presented in 1840. serves of honey. The field-mouse can be

Thackeray was then only a hard-working kept down if there are only cats enough
journalist contributing to a heterogeny to catch them, and cats are the favorites

of magazines. He took this play of of the frequent old maids of England.

Scribe's as the text for a paper on "Eng- These lonely virgins keep pets who pre-

lish History and Character on the French vent the mice from despoiling and de-

Stage." He expressed his disapproval of stroying the bees, so clover flourishes

Scribe's assumption that "the historical luxuriantly and the cattle wax fat to

trophies of England are generally the re- supply the soldiers of the king with their

suit of some mean accident, which en- strengthening rations,

tirely strips of them their ideal glory." For another illustration of a remote
After analyzing the French piece, the cause having a most unexpected conse-

English critic asserted that Scribe was quence, I am able to give chapter and
"wrong in his general principle," since verse. In Sir Martin Conway's brilliant

"trivial circumstances are in this life discussion of the "Domain of Art" he

pretexts, not causes, for breach of long- tells us that the beautiful costumes of the

established connections." They are "the Cavaliers of England, as we see them in

readily available facts which discover the Van Dyke's portraits, owe their chief em-
depth of an existing difference; they are bellishment to the hardy mariners who
seized to decide an already impending ventured into the stormy waters near

rupture." In other words, the little Spitsbergen:

thing which sometimes seems so signif- "An interesting example of the reac-

icant is only what the physicians call tion of invention or discovery upon one

"an exciting cause," always far less im- of the arts of life came recently under my
portant than what they term "a predis- observation, and is perhaps worth a brief

posing condition." The last straw does digression to record. In the process of

not break the camel's back unless that conducting, in the Public Record Office,

patient beast is already laden to the researches into the history of Spitsbergen

limit of endurance. The slight pressure and of the English and Dutch whaling

on the hair-trigger which fires the gun industries on its coasts, I was struck by
did not load the weapon or aim it. the numerous documents relating to soap
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that I kept encountering. On looking sheep-raising, which uUimately gave Eng-
more closely into the matter, it presently land the immensely profitable wool trade,

appeared that the chief use to which And the enriched Tudor merchants, like

whale-oil was put was the manufacture of true Englishmen, spent their gains freely

the better class of soap, such as was used on their houses. Now for Trafalgar and
in fine laundry work, commoner old- marmalade."
fashioned soap being made out of rape- ''Well," I said, ''Nelson's defeat of the

seed. When it is borne in mind that, be- French and Spanish fleets gave England
fore the beginning of the English whale- thereafter the undisputed command of

fishery on the Spitsbergen coasts about the sea and cut the Continent off from

1610, there was practically no whale-oil the colonies. The chief of the importa-

brought into England, the relative dearth tions from tropical countries was sugar,

of good soap in Tudor days may be de- and the deprivation was so keenly felt

duced. Improved laundry work followed that Napoleon offered a tempting reward
the whale-fishery. Hence the relatively for a method of making sugar independent

small ruffs that we see in Tudor portraits of sugar-cane. This was the origin of the

and the small amount of linen displayed, beet-sugar industry, which had at first to

Jacobean portraits show more linen and be fostered by bounties from the govern-

lace. "Portraits of the time of Charles I ment. After Waterloo, half the countries

yet more." of the Continent found themselves with

As I transcribe this passage, due to Sir thousands of acres of beet-fields which
Martin's researches into the history of would go out of cultivation if cane-sugar

art and to his own exploration of Spits- should be allowed to compete. To protect

bergen, I am reminded of a chat that we the farmers, some countries, including

had one rainy afternoon a score of years Germany, put a high tariff' on cane-sugar

ago in the spacious smoking-room built and paid an export bounty on beet-sugar,

on the roof of the Athenaeum in London. As England was soon to be a free-trade

In the course of our wandering conversa- country, this German bounty-fed beet-

tion we happened to touch on this topic

—

sugar was dumped on the London market,

the unknown origin of things well known. It ruined the sugar-planters of Jamaica
"Are you aware," he asked with a and Barbadoes, but it gave the British

smile, " that the outflowering of Tudor makers of preserves their chief raw mate-

architecture, which is one of the glories rial at a price which enabled them to im-

of England, must be ascribed to the port oranges from Spain to Dundee and
cultivation of the turnip by the Dutch ?

"
even strawberries from France to London,

I smiled in my turn and admitted my and then to export wholesale to the United

ignorance of this fact. ''But I can tell States their marmalades and jams."

you," I added, "how it is that Nelson's "I see," said Conway, "and now I'd

victory at Trafalgar brought about the like to ask you whether you have ever

popularity of British jams and marma- traced the defeat of the Armada to Mar-
lades in the United States. Are you tin Luther? No? Then I will enlighten

aware of that?" you as to that. When Henry VIII broke

"No," he answered. "Let us expound with the Pope, he followed Luther's ex-

our riddles to one another." ample and did away with the frequent

I besought him to begin the exposition, fast-days. This was a sad blow to the

"Well," he said, "England has a damp fisherfolk; but they regained a tem-

climate, as you may have noticed; and porary prosperity under Mary, only to

that makes it the best grazing country lose it again under Elizabeth. So it was
in the world—especially for sheep. But that the experienced crews of the fishing-

until the culture of root-crops was de- fleet were glad to volunteer to repel the

veloped in Holland and transplanted to naval attack of the Spanish sovereign,

England, our farmers found it almost im- and they supplied an indisputable ele-

possible to carry their sheep through the ment to the flying squadrons of the Brit-

winter. This was made easy for them by ish admirals."

the introduction of the turnip. Where- Then it was my turn to put another

upon there was an immediate increase in question. "I'd Uke to ask whether you
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have ever considered the influence of the

Gulf Stream on the field-sports of Eng-
land—cricket and lawn-tennis and foot-

ball? If these sports are indulged in by
a multitude of young men and maidens,

part of the credit must go to the ample
current of warm water which flows in-

cessantly across the Atlantic in an in-

visible channel of its own. As the British

Isles are as far north as is Labrador on
our side of the Western ocean, they would
be as desolate and as sparsely peopled as

Labrador WTre it not for the softening

effect of the GuK Stream. Because it is

nearer the Arctic, England has a longer

day than France or the United States,

and therefore the young men and maidens
can do a day's work and still have two or

three hours of daylight in which to play

outdoor games. So you British had best

beware, for if we Americans are ever

aroused to wrath, and if we succeed in

diverting the Gulf Stream, then Great
Britain will speedily return to the sad

condition of a sparsely inhabited island."

Ill

The Gentle Reader is now in possession

of the principles and the processes of a

novel sport, and he can hunt down strange,

unsuspected, and remote causes whenever
he is sleepless at night or bookless on a

train. The game can be played by any
one, ''all by his lone," as a solitaire; or a

half-dozen may take part, sitting in a

cosy semicircle about the wood-fire while

the winter wind swirls the dry snow
against the frosted windows. You may
seek out the ulterior propulsion respon-

sible for' the arrival of an event which
may be local or national or even inter-

national, since no man's eye can follow

the ever-widening circle which any word
or deed mav set in motion.

Here are three sample inquiries likely

to be puzzling to novices at the sport.

The first is very easy: Explain how it is

that the dikes of Holland were respon-

sible for the prevalence of high-stoop

residences in Chicago. The second is not

quite so simple: Show how it is that the

invention of the cotton-gin by Eli Whit-
ney was a dominating factor in the adop-
tion by the United States of a constitu-

tional amendment prohibiting the manu-

facture and sale of intoxicating liquors.

And the third takes a wider range and
demands a ramble over three continents:

How was it that Cleveland's election was
one of the reasons why the foreign lega-

tions in Peking had to \\dthstand the at-

tacks of the so-called Black Flags during
the Boxer Rebellion ?

By the aid of the dikes the Dutch
have reclaimed a large part of their land
from the sea, a reclamation which re-

quires a system of canals to catch the
surface water. In a flat country, having
an intricate network of waterways, it is

impossible to excavate dry cellars under
the dwelhngs. So the Dutch raised the
first floor of their houses that they might
construct cellars above the water-level,

and this forced them to put a flight of

outside steps before the front door.

When the sons of Holland settled on
Manhattan Island and founded New
Amsterdam, they cut a canal into what is

now Broad Street, and in their house-

building they followed the fashions of

their native land. From New York the

high stoop was borrowed by many cities

in the West, although these towns had
dry land for their cellars and although
the high stoop is not an architectural de-

vice of inherent attractiveness.

At the end of the eighteenth century
slavery was slowly disappearing in the

United States. It had been abandoned
in most of the Northern States, and in the

South Washington and Jefferson ex-

pected its early extinction. But Whitney
invented the cotton-gin, and there fol-

lowed an immediate increase in the acre-

age in which cotton was under cultivation.

The Southern planters decided that they

could not do without slave labor, and
the negro was emancipated only as an
incident of the Civil W^ar. After the Re-
construction period the black race multi-

plied, and on the weaker members of the

race liquor exerted a dangerous influence.

To remove the temptation with its bale-

ful possibilities, the white men of the

South, many of whom were not them-
selves abstentious, voted for Prohibition.

Without the support of the solid South

the constitutional amendment would
have failed of ratification.

In Cleveland's second term he sent to

Congress his Venezuela message, which
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was a notification to all the world that

the United States would not allow any
European nation to enlarge the bounda-
ries of its possessions in South America

—

a notification fatal to the intention of the

German Emperor to acquire more or less

of Brazil. Forced to look elsewhere, the

Kaiser took advantage of the killing of

several German missionaries to seize

Kiau-Chau, a seizure which infuriated

the Chinese, and which moved them to

the Boxer Rebellion, culminating in an

attack on the foreigners in Peking.

IV

Perhaps this parlor game of unfore-

seen consequences may appear to the

Gentle Reader not a little childish, and I

may as well confess at once that it has

been anticipated by one of the most
primitive of nursery-tales, that which
explains to us the manifold reasons why
the Old Woman could not get home—be-

cause the Cat wouldn't eat the Rat, be-

cause the Rat wouldn't gnaw the Rope,

because the Rope wouldn't hang the

Butcher, because the Butcher wouldn't

kill the Calf, because the Calf wouldn't

drink the Water, because the Water
wouldn't quench the Fire, because the

Fire wouldn't burn the Stick, because the

Stick wouldn't beat the Dog, because the

Dog wouldn't bite the Pig, and because

the Pig wouldn't go over the stile.

But it is not so puerile a sport as it may
seem if we keep in mind always the neces-

sary distinction between the exciting

cause, which may be only a triviality, and
the predisposing condition, which is al-

ways the dominant factor. What Austin

Dobson called

''The little great, the infinite small thing,

That ruled the hour when Louis Quinze was
king"

may be no more than the last ounce that

weights down the scales of destiny on one
side or the other. There is truth also in

the same poet's assertion that the fan in

the delicate fingers of Madame de Pom-
padour may have given the signal which
resulted in the ruin of a realm.

"Ah, but things more than polite

Hung on this toy, voyez-vons !

Matters of state and of might,
Things that great ministers do;

Things that, maybe, overthrew
Those in whose brains they began;
Here was the sign and the cue,

—

This was the Pompadour's fan!"

Yet it was not the flutter of a French
fan which brought about the War of the

Austrian Succession; it was the selfish-

ness of a German king, as devoid of

scruple as he was free from hypocrisy.

Macaulay tells us that Frederick's own
words were that "ambition, interest, the

desire of making people talk about me
carried the day; and I decided for war."

And Macaulay passed the verdict of his-

tory, not to be reopened even by the

eloquent special pleading of Carlyle:

"On the head of Frederick is all the blood

which was shed in a war that raged dur-

ing many years and in every quarter of

the globe, the blood of the column of

Fontenoy, the blood of the mountaineers

who were slaughtered at CuUoden. . . .

In order that he might rob a neighbor

whom he had promised to defend, black

men fought on the coast of Coromandel,
and red men scalped each other by the

Great Lakes of North America."

^



The Return of the Middle Class

BY JOHN CORBIN

II—THE VALIANT WOMAN

NE of the many inter-

esting sequels of the

equal-suffrage victory

is a haunting sense

that it is illusory.

Somehow there has

been a hitch. As to

the completeness of

the victory there can be no question.

When the International Woman Suffrage

AUiance drew up the '' Woman's Char-
ter," it was found that in the United
States practically all of its objectives had
already been achieved. Only minor in-

equahties remain, and only in certain

States which are backward but doomed
speedily to fall in line—inequalities as to

jury service, the right to hold ofhce, the

property rights of married women. Yet
in commenting on this triumph the wisest

of suffrage leaders, Carrie Chapman Catt,

seemed troubled. After all, what was
equality? She fell back on a homely
analogy. If one gave equal treatment to

two pets, a cat and a rabbit, there would
be trouble, "for rabbits do not take to

porterhouse and cats do not eat much
lettuce." Equality between the sexes,

Mrs. Catt preferred to define as " an equal

chance to express whatev^er either is capa-

ble of expressing." There is only one
trouble with this. Opportunity for self-

expression results in the utmost differ-

ences; it is the essential not of equality

but of liberty. Is it possible that the

thought of the suffrage leaders has been
perplexed, their aim uncertain?

Very positive is the disillusionment of

the brilliant mihtant leader, Alice Paul,

expressed in the same interview. Asked
if "the fight for the recognition of wo-
men" was " all over," she answered hotly:

"It has just begun!" She added that

sometimes it seemed there had not been
even a beginning. "The ballot means
nothing at all except as a means for the

attainment of human rights, and the
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status of women in most of the States is

just about what it was before the amend-
ment was passed. Women vote, to be
sure, but can any one say that they are

free?" That is a crucial question. Hav-
ing the franchise, how are they to become
enfranchised? "Sometimes I think our
struggle was a case of getting the cart be-

fore the horse—so many women became
eager for the vote without any special

eagerness to accomplish anything in par-

ticular by means of it." In point of fact,

many suffragists categorically renounced
all other aims of feminism. Thus both
the great leaders sniff at their diet of- let-

tuce, and both have inward longings for

the strong meat of freedom. But when
Miss Paul was asked what woman's free-

dom consists in, and by what special and
particular means it is to be achieved, she

answered: "I don't know; I'm thinking."

To that end she resigned her chairmanship
of the National Woman's Party, and for

the time being gave up political activity.

Miss Paul was not merely thinking;

she had thought. State a problem clearly

and it is half solved. The present subjec-

tion of women, she said in effect, consists

in the lack of recognized jobs, which re-

sults in inferior earning power. The part

which men take in the necessary life of

the nation is definitely fixed, and is more
or less justly paid. It is not so with wo-
men. To take the most salient instance,

if the world is to progress, if it is even to

continue on its present level, the best of

our women must give up their prime to

motherhood; but, far from receiving

adequate pay, they receive nothing, while

their expenses are increased in proportion

to the number of their children. Normal
self-expression is denied them, the great-

est service rendered impossible. There
has been much talk of a maternity pen-

sion. Miss Paul "hates the word," and
well she may. Motherhood is a career of

the noblest, and " the idea of a career and
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a pension simply do not go together." of women in self-expression would take a

The source of the difficulty is in a bit of deeper meaning.

history much cited of old, but with a dif- Thought along these lines has been

ferent intention. "Woman's progress rapid of late. Until well within the pres-

was steady from the dawn of history to ent century the world remained under the

the period of the French Revolution, spell of the generalization of Karl Marx,
The family, during that epoch, was the in many ways true as it is brilliant, that

social unit. But just as woman had at- the basis of history is economic. A dozen
tained a certain security within that so- years ago sociologists perceived that the

cial organism, society began to organize idea is unduly materialistic—that eco-

in the modern state." The hard-won nomic forces become potent only as they

"security" vanished in a world of fac- work upon the national psyche or soul,

tories, railways, and department stores. So we learned that the real basis of his-

The individualism of the age-old indus- tory is psychologic. Anthropologists,

trial household gave way to a vast or- meanwhile, were ascertaining that psy-

ganization by groups, in which women chology itself is dominated by broader

have slight economic standing, least of and deeper forces, the forces of race. If

all as mothers. Miss Paul sees also that it can be sho\vn that a continuance of

the remedy can come only through the Western civilization depends upon the

continuance and development of the in- vitality of the nations that created it,

dustrial state. Women will not be free then indeed the science of hfe takes on a
"until motherhood can be recognized as new import; a new epoch is opened to the

at least as important as business, and self-expression of our women, to their

until its social remuneration can be made quest of freedom,

equally great." Unfortunately, anthropology is the

It thus appears that feminists have most backward of sciences. What we
missed their true aim by some such mat- have is mainly hypothesis, deeply vitiated

ter as a century. Once the vote meant at times by national bias and race pre-

liberty—enfranchisement; but not since judice. One hypothesis especially has
the Industrial Revolution came upon us been a battle-ground: that throughout
has it been possible for women, or indeed the world, as nation after nation has
for most men, to secure their liberties sprung up as if by magic only to decline

through the existing political institutions, in a manner equally mysterious, the vi-

Where, then, shall women find freedom? talizing impulse has been given by people

If by her "thinking" Miss Paul unriddles of a single stock; that the decline of each
that, she will find when she reappears on civilization has resulted from the decay of

the scene that, far more willingly than that stock. This theory, obviously, does
ever, true women—and true men—will not account for the civilization of ancient

follow her. Egypt, nor for the amazing outbursts of

One word which Miss Paul used is Hebraic and Arabic genius. It does not

peculiarly suggestive, though she left its account for China, or Japan. Even with
significance undeveloped—"biological." such limitations, the "Aryan" theory of

We are finding that what used to be dis- the early anthropologists is clearly a myth
missed as the "accident of sex," has im- founded on the assumption that language

plications beyond the individual task of and race are identical. Many so-called

motherhood, beyond even the cause of Aryan peoples have far less of Aryan
woman as woman. In biologic evolution, speech than the American negro,

sex is recognized as a prime factor. What There remains, however, a fact of some
if it were equally important in politics, moment. Only a more powerful people

economics, sociology—the entire develop- can impose its language. What we now
ment of civilization ? What if the long call the Nordic race does exist, and is not

mystery of historic cataclysms, the re- only dominant to-day, but is of the stock

current destruction of all mankind has that gave its speech, and presumably
achieved, found its deepest explanation in much beside, to Rome and Greece, to

human biology—the bearing and bringing Persia and far-off India. One thing is

up of children ? Questions of the freedom certain. In both the ancient and the
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modern world, wherever a high civiUza-

tion has developed hand and hand vdih.

free institutions it has been at the touch

of this strong race; only the Nordic has

conceived of liberty as enmeshed in law,

enshrined in stable institutions. And al-

ways the triumph of liberty has been

brief.

What caused the speedy fall ? Histori-

ans have adduced reasons mainly eco-

nomic. Wealth was inequitably dis-

tributed; high taxation and a general

discoordination of industry gripped alike

the soberer aristocracy and the indus-

trious farmer. Warfare especially sapped
the national finances. Historians of to-

day find a deeper cause in a failure of the

primal stock. The greatest waste of war-

fare was in extinguishing the blood of the

fathers. The greatest evil of the in-

equitable distribution of wealth was that

among the favored few it eventuated in

the debauchery of men and the sterile

frivolity of women; among the aspiring

middle classes in late marriage and small

families. Domestic slaves and alien ad-

venturers supplanted the elder stock;

with their coming the racial impulse van-

ished and liberty was no more. Now again

among nations in which the Nordic blood

predominates we find much of the Athe-

nian elevation of spirit, much of the

Roman conception of law as inspired and
guided by the divine love of liberty. And
we too, it seems, are on the verge of a de-

cline, threatened with the destruction of

all we hold dear.

There is, however, this difference.

Hitherto when great races have arisen

they could not know the inner secret of

their power or the danger that impended.
W^e of to-day have the historic outlook,

the scientific insight. If once more the

race sinks into impotence it can only be
for the reason that, knowing, we do not

sufficiently care. Two problems chiefly

confront us. As a result of the insurgence

of the moron multitude in the modern in-

dustrial state, our liberties are threatened

with the most degrading tyranny of igno-

rant, il]-born numbers. As a result of

the world-"\\dde extension and ever deep-

ening interpenetration of commercial
interests, there is an ever-present threat

of war, a threat that can be met only by
the steady and systematic co-operation of

freedom-loving nations to render justice

and remove the causes of strife. If we are

to escape this inward and this outer evil,

the racial vigor and intelligence of civi-

lized man must keep pace with the power-
ful and complex material fabric he has
created, is creating. Never was there

such need as to-day for a full realization

of the truth of Ruskin's definition: the

wealth of nations consists not primarily in

material things but in " the possession of

the Valuable by the Valiant." If civiliza-

tion falls once more, the basic cause will

not be economic oppression in industry

nor yet political blundering in the matter
of a League of Nations. It will be the

lack of a generation intelligent and strong

enough to work out of the present tangle

of human relationships in industry, capa-
ble of working into a more manly candor
and a steadier justice in administering the

affairs of the world. That generation can
only be the achievement of very valiant

women.
Of the '^Valuable" we have enough.

Under intelligent farming our wheat-lands
and corn-lands, our cotton-fields and
sheep pastures, will feed and clothe a pop-
ulation many times that of to-day. Our
forest lands, properly guarded, will meet
all conceivable needs of timber. Our
waterways, railways, and harbors are the

marvels of the world. In coal and oil,

iron and copper, in both the precious

metals, we are by far the richest of na-

tions. Only our agricultural possibilities

were evident to de Tocqueville, yet he
called our great central river region " the

most magnificent dwelling-place prepared

by God for mab's abode." If such an in-

heritance fails to become a seat of ad-

vanced and stable civilization, it can only

be by the lack of vaUancy in its pos-

sessors.

Viewed from the point of view of race,

our future is, at least potentially, no less

bright. The dominant element, both in

numbers and in actual power, is still of

British origin—the largest single group of

the so-called Anglo-Saxon people. The
immigration of the nineteenth century

was for the most part of northern peoples,

who took on the spirit of our institutions

even more readily than they learned our

language. Never before in the history of

the world has so magnificent a land been
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possessed by a people so largely Nordic.

In the immigration of the twentieth cen-

tury, it is true, we have an infusion of

backward races that has seriously lowered

the level of industrial skill and of literacy.

The danger to our citizenship is very

great; in continuance, it may prove over-

whelming. For if we fail in our task of

sustaining Nordic liberties, such an op-

portunity can never come again. But in

the new immigration laws we have taken

effective measures which are vigorously

supported by a popular sense of the need

of a purer Americanism.

Yet upon this fair prospect of posses-

sions and possessors there is already a

blight. The present middle class, still

mainly composed of the stock of the

fathers— and thus mainly Nordic and
very largely British in blood and tradi-

tions—is numerically stationary; in pro-

portion to the uneducated and unskilled

it is positively dwindling. That is only

half the portent, perhaps the lesser half.

Even though the lower ranges of our life

held inexhaustible resources of valiancy,

they would afford no permanent source of

strength; for those who, by virtue of their

vigor, intelligence, and sympathy with our

institutions, rise into the middle class

inevitably share its fate. In order that a

biologic strain shall be checked and put in

the way of ultimate extinction, it is only

necessary that it shall encounter the eco-

nomic conditions now prevailing among
the well born and well bred. Democracy
as we practise it is an instrument of amaz-
ing aptitude for the extinction of abihty,

of liberty.

This situation, far more than any ab-

stract claim on the score of equality or

even on the score of freedom, gives weight
and dignity to the cause of women. Fun-
damentally the issue is biologic; its psy-

chologic aspect is secondary and its eco-

nomic aspect tertiary. The ultimate

stake is the freedom not merely of our

women, but of the nation. No tyranny
of king or kaiser could be heavier than
this power in the world of to-day which
decrees that only the ill born, the un-

educable, shall multiply and rule.

Though the problem is essentially bio-

logic, however, the strategic point of at-

tack upon it is economic. Something of

this is perceived by those who advocate

a maternity pension; but there is an ob-

jection to such a remedy which lies deeper

than that voiced by Miss Paul. A pen-

sion sufficient to the needs of a mother in

the lower ranges of living would be a hol-

low mockery to the educated mother
whose home is a shrine of the national

tradition and whose children are presum-
ably capable of culture and education

—

of taking up the torch and carrying it on.

Inevitably an equal pension would in-

crease the already preponderant power of

the unskilled and thriftless. Yet, under
the prevailing democratic theory, a pen-
sion is the only conceivable remedy.

Happily our actual institutions, as op-

posed to the prevailing theory, permit a
large measure of such inequality as re-

sults from freedom. The fathers saw to

that. Men and classes have the power to

"make" as much as they earn—need only

to exert that power. A compact and ably

led Middle Class Union would measur-
ably redress the balance. If industry and
the professions continue to develop along

the lines of compact groups—call them
guilds if you wish—and continue to avoid

the devastation of communism, mana-
gerial and professional skill should be in-

creasingly rewarded. That also would
help the middle-class man and his mate to

regain their economic and thus their bio-

logic standing. But more than both to-

gether is necessary to the freedom and
valiancy of women.

In the modern world the life of women
can no longer be held within the life of

their menfolk as the less is included in the

greater. Doubtless the institution of the

family will remain. Doubtless also dur-

ing the period of active maternity the

wife will be bound to her husband eco-

nomically as she is bound in heart and
spirit. There is no degradation in that

—

rather the highest and noblest of partner-

ships. But that period is only a decade or

two in a Ufetime. For the rest, young
women, wives and matrons, should not be,

must not be, what they themselves call

sex parasites. Precisely as the spirit and
abilities of middle-class women require a

field broader than the modern home, so

the education of their children and the life

of social citizenship require expenses be-

yond the present income of the brain-

worker, even though that were consider-
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ably advanced. As soon as children are

in school and college the mother should

have the duty and the privilege of pro-

ductive labor rewarded by an economic
standing. Only thus can women find full

freedom in self-expression—the oppor-

tunity to render due service as enfran-

chised citizens.

Such a demand is less fantastic than is

often realized. The present generation

has seen the young woman of education

enter many fields of industry, sees her

steadily pressing forward. No girl of

spirit to-day need be economically de-

pendent upon her father. It is passing

strange that we who have witnessed this

change should not foresee the future of

the wife and matron, for it is determined

by precisely the same needs, the same op-

portunities. Only vaguely do we concede

that the home-keeping individuahsm of

the eighteenth century has developed into

the group organization of the twentieth

century; that the fact has far-reaching

implications we resolutely ignore. In the

march of civiUzation there are no back
trails; the pressure is unceasingly, in-

creasingly, forward. • Even whilt women
are bewailing economic dependence, the

insistent forces of progress are beckoning
them, driving them, to freedom.

These forces are already beginning to

parallel a development of our industrial

institutions, which is itself uncouth and
distrusted: government by commission.

That means no less than a basic change in

our constitution, the addition of a new
arm to government, the administrative

tribunal. Under the indi\idualist regime

it was enough that there should be a legis-

lature, an executive, a judiciary; adminis-

tration was the function of local terri-

torial units, the conditions in which were
relatively simple and virtually identical

throughout the land. Human welfare

was adequately safeguarded in the house-

hold. But when industry and the pro-

fessions become complicated, and at the

same time integrated in great groups
characteristically in opposition to one
another, it was no longer enough that

Congress should frame laws, the courts

pass on them, and the executive supervise

the machinery of government as a whole.

The Interstate Commerce Commission
was in effect a concession, tardily wrung

from the national government and even,
yet imperfectly comprehended, that au-
thority is also necessary for specific, con-
crete, and detailed administration—the
regulation and harmonizing of infinitely

interwoven and conflicting interests. In
recent decades both national and State

commissions have multiplied amazingly
and are reaching out into many and varied

phases of our life. Roosevelt extended
the administrative arm of government to

the regulation of purity in food, drink,

and medicines and would have gone much
farther, if he had been able. Taft and
Wilson carried the j^vork forward. Hard-
ing especially is sympathetic to bringing

the welfare of the citizen beneath this new
arm. It is only a question of time when
government by commission will encom-
pass all human welfare—including the

sphere of biology, once sequestered in the

home.
In this development of commission

government there is an opportunity for

the educated, if also a danger to the state.

Both in local and national administration

there are endless fields of service for able

women well trained. More and more it

is becoming recognized that the future of

the nation depends upon the vital welfare

of its citizens, especially mothers and
children. In an industrial society this can
no longer be accomplished through the

self-centred family. Women go out into

shop and factory; manufactured products
come back into the home. Both the

worker and her product must be super-

vised. Cleanliness and sanitation them-
selves are primarily functions of civic

administration. Immigration, once vir-

tually unrestricted, has become selective,

a matter of highly professional regulation.

Outposts must be estabhshed in foreign

ports so that we can judge of the immi-
grant not as a detached individual but
mth reference to his record in the place

of his origin; agencies must be created

here which shall conduct him to the region

that has most need of him, induct him
into the opportunities and the respon-

sibilities of American citizenship. Art,

learning, religion itself, now move and
have their being in institutions of public

service.

In all these new fields problems are

constantly arising that can only be solved
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by officials exercising functions "quasi- the liberty of the individual, to be sure,

legislative, quasi-judicial, quasi - execu- it is repugnant in the extreme, running

tive." The most salutary general law counter also to all our legal traditions, to

often clashes, in its appUcation, with the wisdom of the fathers as we are ac-

specific justice. Thus a proper sense of customed to read it in the Constitution,

the welfare of the nation requires that Confronted with welfare bills, publicists

women shall not be overworked or al- and politicians become eloquent in argu-

lowed to work at night, and especially in ment, crushing in invective. When the

the period of child rearing. Factory labor Kenyon Maternity bill was before Con-
shall not degrade the mothers of the na- gress in 192 1, its opponents made much
tion. But certain industries—as canning of a speech by Senator Reed attacking the

in rural parts and dressmaking in the city women who were behind the bill, and who
^are highly seasonal; a considerable would presumably be concerned in ad-

period of overtime work, if followed by a ministering the law—some of them pubhc
period of rest and recuperation, is not in- servants of the highest character. *'To

jurious. In point of fact, it enables wo- carry out this plan there must be created

men to earn pin-money for the entire a vast army of officials, spies, snoopers,

year, contributing to their economic tattle-talers, informers, and meddlers,

status without taking them permanently The range of their activities will embrace
out of the home. When "welfare" laws everything from diapers to dietetics, from
are urged, not only employing canners hygiene to hysteria. Before this band of

and dressmakers but the employees them- devoted spinsters, who do not have
selves are up in arms. Many working- babies, essayed the task of teaching wo-
women find that, if they are to hold the men who do have babies how to raise

fields they have won, they must be babies, billions of babies were born and
free to work, on special occasions, for managed somehow to survive with no
long stretches—secretaries, stenographers, other help than the care of a loving

saleswomen, employees in bookbinderies mother and the attention of Hhe old

and printing-shops. Certain night-work, family doctor.' Ever since Eve first

such as running elevators and watching hugged Cain to her breast, women have
subway fare boxes, is said to be preferred known how to feed a baby, what to feed

to day-work, on the ground that it is not a baby, and when to feed a baby."
physically exhausting and enables women The backward-looking eye has seldom
to devote more of their leisure to their rolled in a finer frenzy, or glared down a
families, sleeping while the children are at perspective more extended. But, the

school. When a set of welfare bills was fact remained that, thanks largely to the

introduced in the legislature at Albany, industrial system, the mortality of child-

in 1920, an earnest group of New York bearing women is a national scandal. It

women formed a league to oppose them in is actually more dangerous to be a mother
the name of freedom—to the deep distress than it was in the late war to be a soldier,

of other women, no less earnest, who had The bill was passed by a large majority
procured the bills. One side cried out and is now law. There is a force in human
against tyranny, the other against the needs that overrides national tradition

debasement of womanhood. Conditions and constitutional theory, abases the

thus in conflict can be adequately con- example of the Garden of Eden, even in-

trolled only by framing a code of laws suits the majesty of the old family doctor,

embodying general principles and em- In vain we cry, "Back to the Constitu-

powering a commission to give them tion!" By the very fact that the pro-

reasonable enforcement, to judge of spe- visions of the fathers are the instruments

cific cases, and to make sure that its rul- of our liberties, it is possible to fulfil them
ings are obeyed. Intelligence and train- only by going forward,

ing will find increased scope in public This will not, however, blind the candid
service; and, though such labor is as yet observer to the fact that the national dis-

largely voluntary, it must eventually be trust of "bureaucrats," the national ab-

well paid. horrence of spies and snoopers and tattle-

When commission government touches talers, has a certain warrant in experience.

Vol. LXXII.—23
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Our government does many things badly, Boston bull pup, Stubby by name, a
but most observers will agree that it does veteran of the battle of Seicheprey, pin-

personal administration worst. An ex- ning a gold medal on his leather blanket,

pert in industrial management, lately re- already covered with decorations. This
turned from Russia, described to a party was done at the instance of a society with
of American professional men and women a beautiful name, the Humane Education
the mad chaos of the system he had been Society of Washington. Stubby is a good
called in to reorganize. His hearers punc- dog. Though he was rendered gun-shy
tuated the narrative with outcries and by his first battle, in which he was
derisive laughter—until one of them hap- wounded, and thereafter invariably went
pened to remember that every anecdote A. W. O. L. when trouble came, no one
of cupidity, stupidity, red tape, and pass- grudges him his bedizenments. Yet one
ing the buck could be duplicated by any may reflect that there are other labors of

one familiar with the operations of our love and of the recognition of patriotic

War Risk Bureau. service to which a Humane Education
Recent examples of the incompetence Society may profitably address itself,

of personal administration are many and One item more is needed to complete the

painful; one will suffice. In the summer record of that fateful 7th of July,

of 192 1 a Senate committee, investigating Through the summer the zealots of the

the care of disabled ex-soldiers, elicited War Department kept publishing

the testimony that during the preceding "slacker lists," few of which were with-

year 400 veterans, worn out under the out the names of gallant and faithful

regime of neglect and stupidity, had com- soldiers. On the day of 400 suicides and
mitted suicide. The national govern- the decorated Stubby (good dog !) the list

ment, having no department of welfare, of deserters contained the names of four

had farmed out the care of invalids to the honored veterans, one of them a lieu-

institutions of the several States, even to tenant-commander in the aviation service

private institutions, which handled them whose father is a captain of industry

on a profit-making basis with virtually no known through the world—except, per-

supervision. Five thousand men suffer- haps, to bureaucrats,

ing from mental diseases and tuberculosis Bureaucracy as we have known it is

were in hospitals operated by private in- beyond question a sorry thing. Super-

dividuals ''under contracts that ought to vision of any kind is alien to the Anglo-

be cancelled to-morrow." Colonel Thom- Saxon tradition, repugnant to that spirit

as W. Salmon, of the National Hospital- of individual liberty to which we owe so

ization Committee of the American much of our progress and power. We are

Legion, testified that the State of New rather proud of the fact. Even while we
York was making a profit of over one acknowledge the tragic results of our

dollar a day per man on the two dollars muddling, there is a latent satisfaction in

paid by the nation. Colonel Abel Da\'is the thought that somehow we have al-

of Chicago gave similar testimony as to ways, as the English say of their similar

conditions in the West. ''The trouble is," experiences, "muddled through." But
said Colonel Davis, "that there is no those who tc.ke time to know anything
single administrative official who knows know that the free nations have of late

the situation. There is no co-ordination come very near to the brink of chaos,

and no co-operation"—in brief, no com- mainly for the lack of organized service,

mission. The tragic death of the leader and are still trembling on that brink. Is

of the Lost Battalion is generally attrib- there any real ground for national pride

uted to despair over the conditions of dis- in the modern results of our neglect of

abled veterans, to remedy which he had personal administration, honestly and
labored unceasingly, though himself a ably organized ? If those 401 could speak

nervous casualty of the war. —the ghostly Lost Battalion and their

In sardonic contrast with the story told leader—they might have something to

by Doctor Salmon and Doctor Davis, it say.

was announced on the very same day that One ser\ace the cult of the Nordic idea

General Pershing had decorated a brindle has rendered us : it has given us a stand-
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ard of racial measurement beside which
the Anglo-Saxon tradition perceptibly

dwindles. Two forces are needful to a

well-balanced and forward-moving state

—only one of which is this instinct of in-

dividual freedom. It was so in the an-

cient world. Over against stupendously

intellectual, gloriousfy creative Athens
was dour Sparta, which had but one

touch of greatness—the spirit of organ-

ized service to the state. If the two
spirits of Hellas could have united, twin

stars of its genius—Sparta learning the

divine joy and fecundity of freedom,

while Athens learned that freedom is fu-

tile and vain without ordered living, the

spirit of service to free institutions—then

Hellas might have been something more
than the tinder spark of civilization.

England of to-day harks back to Athens;

there are those who tell us that the nation

of Shakespeare, Newton, and Darwin
shows much the same blend of Nordic and
Mediterranean stock that produced Soph-
ocles, Plato, and Aristotle. The Prus-

sian Junker sees his Nordic prototype in

Sparta. These are vain fancies if you will,

myths of the anthropologist who as yet

has not estabhshed a science. The point

is immaterial. It is no myth that the

planet is whirled steadfast in its orbit by a
force centrifugal balancing a force centrip-

etal; it is no myth that civiHzation can
be held in its steady, onward way only by
the nicely balanced interplay of the spirits

of freedom and of service. England and
Germany may yet fight their Peloponne-
sian war—^perhaps have already fought it,

for the flower of both peoples is beneath
the sod. If we of this securer, more fortu-

nate Western world are to fulfil our des-

tiny, perchance carry onward the torch

of civilization, it can only be by learning

what the Saxon has not learned, that

without organized service there is no civi-

lized and enduring freedom; what the

Prussian never suspected, that the service

is vain which suppresses the spirit of lib-

erty. Freedom must be enmeshed in law.

For in modern life it is only through law
that freedom itself can reach any high

development; it is only as members of a
group (since citizens of a nation live for the

collective welfare of all groups) that the

individual can be truly enfranchised.

None but a great people can grasp that

idea, make it the blood of their veins, the

breath of their living—a greater people

than the world has yet known. If we are

to climb to the heights of our opportunity,

our women must lead the way. The mod-
ern care for the welfare of the nation will

not stop with considerations of pure food,

even with service to indigent women in

the crisis of childbirth. Above the in-

stinct of present compassion will rise the
law of the future, austere yet no less ten-

der. That requires that the material re-

sources of the nation, and its infinitely

more precious resources of the spirit, shall

no longer be spent solely in palliating the
miseries of the unfortunate. We have
heard much of birth-control. It is a
dubious and perplexing propaganda of

which only one thing need here be said.

Our primary and insistent need is not
birth-control in the lower strata of life but
birth-release in the higher. Or rather the

two ideas must work as a harmonious
whole if we are to augment while we trans-

mit our heritage from the fathers.

In many phases government by com-
mission is merely the modern develop-

ment of woman's function in the ancient

industrial household. Supervision of food
and fabrics, helpful sympathy for the

poor, and responsibility for the character

and the education of the oncoming gen-

eration, wear a widely different aspect,

enlarged many-fold; but they are still

essentially the work of women. To per-

form them requires, as always, soundness
and sweetness of character. This may be
found in any walk of life. But it requires

also faculties that are new to womanhood
and as yet imperfectly esteemed—liberal

knowledge and rigorous ' professional

training. These are possible only to those

of superior mentality—roughly speaking,

the middle class. For many decades, as

far as one can judge in the absence of full

statistics, the class has been dwindling,

and with it our power to combat the

increasing stupidity and venality of de-

mocracy as we have known it. If free

institutions are to justify themselves, it

must be by a rehabilitation of the middle
class, both in its vital fecundity and in its

equipment for administering the increas-

ingly complex and specialized fabric of

civilization. There must be an ever-grow-

ing supply of citizens well born, well bred,
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and well educated. To attain this, mem-
bers of the middle class, especially its

women, must win a fairer economic stand-

ing. They must have the new w^ork and
the sufficient pay wdthout which political

equality is a mockery. The homely,

victorious battle-cry of "Votes for Wo-
men ! " must give way to another quite as

homely: ''Jobs for Women !" which must
in turn become victorious if women are to

be truly enfranchised.

This can come only by a revolution not

merely in the lives of women-folk, but in

the life of the nation as a whole—or,

rather, by the consummation of the In-

dustrial Revolution w^hich has already

distracted us for the better part of a cen-

tury. Above the doctrine of equality

which has hitherto guided us must rise

the spirit of liberty. The issue cannot be

evaded. As Emile Faguet has pointed

out, the principle of equality is democracy
and the principle of freedom aristocracy.

Political wTiters in Europe, ranging from
Hilaire Belloc to Viscount Bryce, have
adumbrated the fall of democracy and
faced the sorry return of "monarchy" or

"oligarchy." Such a reversion is not im-

possible ; but if we are fortunate the world

will move forward. The "aristocracy"

which freedom brings—if it does bring it

—will be something quite new% conform-

able to the realities of the present and the

future.

Who, then, are "the best" who are to

"rule" us? A world in which Christ was
the son of a carpenter, Shakespeare of an
unsuccessful burgher tradesman, and Lin-

coln of " poor whites," cannot afford to set

store only by exalted lineage. The mod-
ern world has new tests of fitness. An-
thropology is groping in the first faint

gray of its dawn; biology, where it touches

the human germ-plasm, is scarcely more
advanced. That both combined will ever

afford a sure foundation for eugenics is at

best a hope. But this much we do know^,

that parents of a stock truly sound in-

variably produce sound children, and that

thoroughly evil parents can only have
thoroughly evil offspring. If the burden
of our civilization is to be sustained, the

time must come, and very soon, when
what little knowledge we have shall be

used to snuff out the demonstrably

poisoned strains of our national life and

liberate those that have demonstrated
fitness to cope with the problem of the
future of civilization. If that means aris-

tocracy, let the proletarian champion of

democracy make the most of it.

At the worst it is aristocracy with a dif-

ference. The old aristocracy rested upon
birth. In some far time it may have been
inspired by the purpose of perpetuating
the strain of strong leadership; but that

purpose was vague and transitory. In
the course of generations the old aristoc-

racy became identified with the posses-

sion of property—looking backward to

strength, indeed, but forward only to

affiuence. The new aristocracy must look

forward in all things. It must rest, not
upon property nor yet upon birth, but on
a new badge of distinction, the privilege

of giving birth. Only those who are with-

out the clear stigmata of evil can be al-

lowed to become parents of the future.

Here is perhaps the widest field for the

new administration—the soundness and
the vitahty of the nation.

It is often noted that women are in-

stinctively aristocrats, jealous of seclu-

sion, of distinction. How could it be
otherwise with those whom nature has
made guardians of its sacred flame ? Yet
it is noted also that they have the genius

of loving-kindness, of abundant tender-

ness, overflowing the world. There will

be need of both spirits if the new aris-

tocracy is to prevail. The flame of life

must be jealously guarded—and always
tenderly nurtured. It can no longer be
permitted either that children of the rich

shall w^aste a nation's wealth in vanity
and idleness or that children of the vicious

and the imbecile shall swarm upon the

pubhc bounty. On each level of useful

occupation life in the industrial repubUc
must be commodious and fruitful; but
only for those who belong there. In the.

national mansion the staircases from floor

to floor must be kept open for those on
the rising scale—and for those also whose
trend is downward.
On the ladder of Jacob's dream angels

were ascending and descending. He did

not say just what they were about, but

we of to-day may guess. They were lead-

ing those on the way upward toward the

face of God, and leading also those others.

Are there no such angels any more?
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There should be. For they are the only the guardians of the sacred fire will be

means by which, as was promised, all the men trained as physicians. Of all pro-

nations of the earth shall be blessed. fessions theirs is the most truly vestal

—

How, then, will it fare with democracy, deny it as they may. Certainly, until

with freedom ? In the trilogy of the women develop adequate ability as scien-

French Republic the ultimate and em- tists and administrators, there will be need

phatic word is fraternity. Aristocratic of men also to serve on commissions of

liberty and democratic equality are welfare. But the inspiring genius will be
deeply and essentially at strife; but under that of women, as also the preponderance
the rule of the genius of fraternity their in administrative labor,

very strife becomes fruitful. AsM. Faguet It will be, that is, if we are worthy of

has said, fraternity not merely reconciles having it so. However desirable the

Uberty and equality but enhances them

—

vision, it is only a vision—a thing dearly

makes them progenitors each of the other, desired and conceivable. It is not in-

In this new brotherhood of man, which evitable. It will not come unless it is

cries out always for more health, more passionately desired and bravely fought

strength, more beauty, there will be in- for—unless the middle class wins forward
finitely more of real liberty, more of true to its birthright, its indispensable, historic

equality, than has ever yet been possible, function.

In the Spartan state citizens were homoioi In a world ominously destitute of reli-

—equals in the habihty to serve. Modern gious impulse, lamentably lacking in such

citizenship has reached downward into passions of the spirit as lead mankind up-

the ranks of those who in Hellas were ward, it would be fortunate if this service

slaves. The new homoioi must include all of the race and its future should some day
who have the ability to serve in whatever blend and be reinforced by a still higher

capacity. They must be, as men have inspiration. The religion of Jehovah cen-

never been yet, equals in the opportunity tred in the idea that his worshippers were
to rise and free to rise to whatever dis- the chosen people. Again a high truth

tinction. Nothing can make this possible incompletely divined. Yet we know to-

but an all-pervading ministry, as zealous day, what we have not known since Chris-

as it is compassionate. But if ever such tianity turned away from the Mosaic
a society is achieved it will be no more law, that health and vitaHty are the foun-

" aristocratic" than "democratic." Both dations of godliness. If ever there is to

words are inaccurate, misleading—bur- be a worship that makes modern science

dened with obsolete connotations. The at one with a credible theology, it must
state of the future will be at once the most centre, quite in the spirit of those who
fruitfully aristocratic and the most fruit- first worshipped Jehovah, in the men and
fully democratic the world has ever women whom life has marked as its

known, and it will be that because it has chosen,

become fraternal. Statesmen who can see in administra-

The ancients, who divined so many tion by women only a plague of snooping
truths beautifully if vaguely, made the and tattle-taling, who know no alterna-

goddess of the home and of the race a tive for individual liberty but bureau-
vestal. To them a maiden was the purest cratic muddling and tyranny, will find

and most sacred of women. We who this hope passing strange. Strange it un-

know Christianity know that the only doubtedly is, but those who have minds
purity which is a power in life is that of only for the known and tried may well

the mind and heart. In so far as the up- remember that the most familiar thing in

right have acquaintance with the fulness history is an advanced civilization plung-

of living, they are by that much more ing headlong into chaos, top-heavy with
pure. To matron or maid, what matters its weight of material gains wasted in

truly is knowledge and zeal. More than riot, vertiginous for the lack of clear and
that, in the fraternal state not a few of sound mentality.



Has the Westward Tide of Peoples

Come to an End?
BY FREDERIC C. HOWE

Former Commissioner of Immigration, Port of New York

MERICA has ap-
parently come to a de-

cision on the question

of immigration. Con-
gress has decreed that

the invasion by other

peoples must stop.

Public opinion seem-
ingly supports Congress in this decision.

The Southern States, that should want
white labor, do not want the alien. The
West and Northwest, that were settled

largely by immigrants from the north of

Europe, seem disposed to close the doors

to south and central Europe. The Pro-

testant Churches fear the Catholic ma-
jority from southern Europe, while that

part of our population that is descended
from Anglo-Saxon-Germanic stock does
not take kindly to the idea of America
becoming a non-Anglo-Saxon nation.

Congress has the support of the country
in the policy of exclusion. The press sup-

ports it. The Protestant Churches ap-

prove of it. Organized labor has long in-

sisted that free trade in labor should

cease. Manufacturers, contractors, and
others interested in liberal immigration
have been swamped by the changing senti-

ment of the country, reinforced tempora-
rily by the present industrial depres-

sion.

The United States has ahgned itself

with Australia, New Zealand, and Can-
ada, which countries are also closing their

doors to immigration. From now on we
may look for increasing \'igilance on the

part of immigration authorities and
greater restrictions in the law. After

three centuries of almost complete free-

dom on the part of the individual to come
and go over the face of the earth his move-
ments are being circumscribed. No mat-
ter what the industrial demand may be,

no matter which party may be in power,
the gates are likely to remain closed, with
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such exceptions as may be made to trav-

ellers, expert artisans, professional men,
and possibly women servants to relieve

our domestic problems.

In some respects this is the most sig-

nificant fact in our life to-day, as it is sig-

nificant in the long history of the world.

For this closing of our gates means many
things to our industrial life, to our produc-
tive powers, to our ethnic make-up, and to

the future development of our peoples.

In a larger view it marks the end of a
world-long movement of peoples from the

Far East to the distant West; a movement
that began long before the Christian era,

that repeated itself in almost every cen-

tury, and that has only come to an end by
reason of the barrier of the Pacific Ocean
and the enclosure of the public domain,
which for three centuries absorbed the

dispossessed and restless spirits not only

of the Old World but of America as well.

Immigration is not a new thing. It is

as old as the human race. Whole nations

emigrated from India, Persia, and central

Asia to Europe. Races, tribes, and fam-
iUes left their ancestral homes and made
new nations about the Mediterranean.

Rome was settled by emigrants from
Greece. In later centuries Italy peopled

central Europe. The Romans fought

with the Gauls for France, with the Teu-
tonic tribes for Germany, with the Angles
for the British Isles. For centuries after

the fall of Rome the Goths and Ostro-

goths, the Huns and the Vandals, the

Lombards and the tribes of central and
eastern Europe overran the Roman Em-
pire. They obliterated old cultures.

They absorbed, or were absorbed, by
other peoples; they finally divided into

states and nations.

For six or seven centuries immigration

came to an end. Population increased.

The struggle for existence became more
severe. The feudal system reduced the
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worker and the farmer to serfdom, adapted to parliamentary government
Wherever the conditions of Hfe were most and American pohtical institutions. The
difficult there the desire to escape was the discussions in the press, in the books, and
most insistent. With the opening up of in Congress have been along these lines.

America the westward movement began One of the most universal things in the

again. It started from England, not be- world is a feeling of race superiority,

cause of a desire for religious liberty so Race superiority is close akin to race pre-

much as because England possessed ships, judice. In one form or other all peoples

while conditions of life in England, follow- have it. We find it in the Orient as well as

ing the enclosure of the common lands, in the Occident. We find it in small coun-
made it necessary for people to escape, tries as well as in large ones. Race psy-

The same was true of Scotland as it was of chology is one of the causes of war. And
Ireland in the nineteenth century. our present restrictive policy is partly born
For three centuries old Europe has been of the demand that America shall not be-

depopulating herself in response to the come a non-Anglo-Saxon nation. Undoubt-
urge of greater economic opportunity in edly as immigration was running before the

the new lands to the west. For two and a war we were in danger of being engulfed

hah centuries people came from the north by people from south and central Europe,
and west of Europe. They came almost Not only were they coming in increasing

exclusively from races of Nordic stock, numbers, but they were breeding rapidly.

England, Scotland, and Ireland contrib- They had large families. They were will-

uted most. Germany sent large con- ing to increase and multiply on a lower

tingents up to about 1880, as did the scale of Uving than the older immigrants
Scandinavian countries. About 1890 the would accept. Our larger cities are al-

tide turned toward the South. Italy, and ready overwhelmingly alien in their make-
especially southern Italy, Hungary, Po- up. So are the mining-camps and the in-

land, Russia, the Balkan States, and the dustrial towns. The percentage of per-

Near East sent increasing contingents to sons of foreign birth or descended from
our shores. By 19 14 the predominant parents of which one or both were of for-

immigration was from these countries, eign birth is in excess of 70 per cent in

In that year there were 683,000 admis- New York, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland,

sions from central and southern Europe, Pittsburgh, Milwaukee, and St. Louis,

and 220,000 from northern and western Inasmuch as the great majority of those

Europe. In the twenty-five years before who have come since 1895 have come from
the war the bulk of the immigration was south and central Europe, our cities have
from south and central Europe, so that of become, or are soon to become, predomi-
the 33,000,000 persons in this country of nantly peopled by persons of non-Anglo-

foreign birth, or with one or more parents Saxon heritage.

of foreign birth, the majority are of Despite the emphasis placed on the

ItaUan and Slavic stock. ethnic side of the question our immigra-

Just as economic conditions in Europe tion policies have been determined by eco-

crowded the population out, so economic nomic rather than racial considerations,

conditions in America shaped our attitude They have followed changes in our own
toward immigration and our laws on the economic Ufe, just as emigration out of

subject as well. We think of Immigra- Europe followed changes in the economic
tion in terms of races. We assume that conditions in the older countries. For
the problem is an ethnic one. Our emigration out of Europe has been shaped
thoughts and our discussions run along by the poverty of Europe. The alien has

human, religious, moral Hues. The pro- come from the countries where the strug-

test of the ''old immigration" against the gle for existence was most severe. The
"new immigration" is based on the illit- filUng in of America has been controlled

eracy of those that are coming now, on by the poverty of Europe rather than by
their lower standards of Uving, on their any policy of our own. At the same time

ahen cultures, by many on their alleged our attitude toward immigration has been

different standards of morality. More moulded by economic considerations in

recently there has been a general assump- this country. It was largely, almost ex-

tion that the '' new immigration " was not clusively, moulded by the free lands of the
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West. So long as there was land to be selective. They kept out persons who,
had for the asking there was no protest for physical, mental, moral, or political

against immigration. Rather, every in- reasons were considered unfit. Also per-

fluence urged the freest possible admis- sons who were Ukely to become a public

sions. Up to seventy years ago, and even charge. In 1914 the only limit to the

later, people generally felt that the great incoming tide was the capacity of the
West would never be filled in with people, steamship companies, and the aid ren-

It was hardly conceivable that the land dered by immigrants in this country to

would all be taken up. Land speculators their friends and countrymen abroad,

preceded settlers. They took up land. For upward of 70 per cent of those who
They laid out towns. They owned or come have received their invitation, they
controlled the press. They influenced have had their expenses paid by ahens in

men in Congress. Western States cried this country. In 1914 the total immigra-
aloud for settlers. They cared not tion amounted to 1,200,000. Of these

whence they came. That was true up to only i}i per cent were rejected. They
about 1895. Then we began to appre- were rejected because they were feeble-

ciate that the land was fast filling in. As minded, because they were paupers, or

a matter of fact, there was but little free were likely to become a pubhc charge,

land as late as 1890. were afflicted by dangerous contagious

About this time our industries began to diseases, were criminals, prostitutes, con-

take on enlarged form. Mines, mills, and tract laborers, and persons whose tickets

factories grew with great rapidity. Our had been paid for by some foreign govern-

industrial development in the twenty ment. The great bulk of these were sent

years before the war was both rapid and back because they were likely to become
in the direction of massing of capital into a public charge.

big units. Railroads were being built, It was not until 191 7 that America
cities and towns were growing with great passed the first really restrictive legisla-

rapidity. There was a need for workers tion. That was the literacy test. It re-

of every kind, especially for artisans that quired that the aUen should be able to read

we had not trained in this country, and for some language of his own choosing. This
unskilled workers, that were not to be law was directed against southern and
had. So the employers and the contrac- central Europe, where illiteracy runs as

tors urged that the gates be left open, high as 50, 60, and even 70 per cent.

They organized agencies to stimulate The present percentage law, which limits

immigration. They joined with the the immigration from any country to 3
steamship companies and sent runners to per cent of those already in this country
central and southern Europe to speed up from the country from which the alien

the movement. For twenty years our comes, was a further effort to check immi-
immigration pohcy was shaped by con- gration from southern and central Europe,
tractors, employers, and the steamship and a limit to the total immigration from
companies. It was supported by public all countries. This law has recently been
opinion, in the main eager for the Indus- reaffirmed by Congress, and will probably
trial development of the country. Dur- be strengthened rather than weakened in

ing these years central and Southern the future. To-day there are no groups or

Europe emptied itself of 15,000,000 peo- agencies in this country that are urging a

pie, of whom possibly one-third, or one free, or even a liberal, immigration policy,

fourth, returned to their native lands. save the organized Jewish agencies, and
Then organized labor began to protest, occasional but unorganized interests or

It had no concern with ethnic questions, groups that either believe in unrestricted

It was not moved by any race prejudice, immigration or in a sufficiently large in-

Its first protest was against contract labor, flow to take care of the demand for un-

it secured the absolute exclusion of per- skilled labor that is not adequately pro-

sons who came here with a contract of vided by our own population,

employment in advance of their coming. In all probabiUty the age-long move-
Labor then demanded a restrictive law. ment from the East toward the West has

Up to that time we had no restrictive come to an end. America is no longer the

legislation. Such laws as we had were hospitable mother of the restless, the dis-
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contented, and the impoverished of other Fourth. There will be a vacuum in the
and older worlds. labor field when industry revives. It will

be especially noticeable in the unskilled

This is a portentous fact. It is pos- trades. There will be a shortage of men
sibly the most portentous fact in our recent in the iron and steel mills, in the mines, in

history. the fields, in all those mass industries

First. It means that immigration where mere physical power is needed,
has come to a positive end. The outgo is Fifth. Growing out of this the pro-
likely to equal the income. Before the duction of wealth may diminish. Not
war the number of persons who left this because of the shortage of immigrant
country, the "birds of passage," so-called, labor alone, but because nobody wants to

was about 30 per cent of those who came, be a manual worker if he can help it. The
The aliens who left the country numbered rapidity with which the aliens rise in the

about 300,000 a year. Many of them social scale is one of the miracles of the
went back for a visit. Many returned to world. It matters little from what coun-
their native lands to enjoy their accumu- try they come, the change which takes

lations. The number of admissible ahens place, and the rapidity with which it

under the 3 per cent law is 355,000. The takes place, is one of the things that make
immigrant departures in 1920 were 288,- men question if there is such a thing as

000, and in 1921 they were 247,718. De- race superiority, or is it merely a differ-

ducting those that came for professional ence of opportunity. Men and women
and other reasons, there is Ukely to be seem to want pretty much the same
diminution rather than an increase in the things. They want the things that those

immigrant aliens who are destined to pro- above them in the social scale have. And
ductive work and such employment as is the universal desire of people is to get

usually assigned to the newer immigrants, away from manual labor. No one wants
Seco7id. We have definitely deter- to work with his hands if he can avoid it.

mined that America is to have an Anglo- As men rise from the unskilled trades to

Saxon-Germanic race. At least so far as the skilled ones, they send their children

admissions to the country control our to school or to college to rise still further,

racial quality. We cannot control the They want them to be stenographers,

birth-rate. The older stock is undoubt- teachers, clerks, professional men. Avery
edly less fertile than the newer races. It large percentage of the teachers in the pub-
marries much later in life. It has fewer lie schools of any large city are children

children. It does not increase as do the whose parents were born abroad. They
people from south and central Europe, are Jews, Bohemians, Poles, Germans,
and especially those that have a lower The same is true of stenographers, as it is

standard of living. of clerks and professional men and women.
Third. In a few years' time we will be A generation ago nearly every one was

faced by a shortage of servants. It is a producer. Fifty years ago almost
only the recent immigrant and the negro everybody worked with his hands. There
that will accept menial work. The aver- were very few people who did not contrib-

age working period of a servant is not to ute directly to the increase in the amount
exceed seven years. Old age, marriage, of wealth produced. Moreover, every-

industrial occupations, many causes call body worked to capacity. People were
the servant from the kitchen, as they did inspired by hope, by ambition, by the be-

during the war. Wages rose rapidly, lief that they could, and would, rise by
They have continued high. This con- their own efforts. There was no such
tributes to the exodus from the kitchen, word as sabotage. To-day a large per-

It makes the servant less of a servant, centage of our people do no productive

It frees him from fear of loss of a job. work, or work at secondary processes that

Within a relatively short time there may contribute but little to the wealth of the

be a famine of servants in America, a world. And the instinct of almost every-

famine that cannot be corrected by open- body is to escape into a profession or a
ing our gates to women alone. For the calling in which there is social caste, even
women will not come if their men folks though it be the caste of a clerk in a soda-

are to be left at home. water fountain.
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Let us project our minds ten years into that are now being done by hand. That
the future, a ten years in which there has has been the history of high wages. When-
been no immigration, in which many im- ever it becomes cheaper to install ma-
migrants who stand well up in the eco- chinery for the doing of man's work than
nomic scale have gone back home, a ten to hire men to do it, the machine has been
years which, added to the eight years forthcoming. That happened in the iron

since the outbreak of the war closed our and steel industry in the eighties and nine-

gates to immigration, makes eighteen ties, when the most marvellous changes
years in the age of a man. By 1932 many and inventions revolutionized the indus-

of those now working in the iron and steel try. It will probably result in the har-

mills, in the mines and on the railroads, in nessing of our water-power, in the elec-

the building of roads and the work on the trification of many industries, in the

farm, will have grown old. They can no eUmination of much human waste. This
longer do hard manual work. In the fac- will be a great gain. But there will still

tories girls whose parents were of foreign be a vacuum that cannot be filled in this

birth have married or been worn out. way. As yet there are no machines to till

The shop-girl has not been recruited from the farm, care for the cattle, or provide

the better-to-do immigrants. There will the intelligence required in myriads of

certainly be a loss of 3,000,000 workers, processes that require the hand and the

and possibly many milHons more. Where brain of man.
are they to come from? During these The result of these conditions may be a
years the oncoming generation will be reduction in the productive capacitv of

crowding into the more spectacular pro- the nation. It will certainly reduce the

fessions. They will be rising in the social number of persons occupied in manual
scale. There will be a great increase in pursuits, and especially in the elementary

the number of non-producers; a growing pursuits that are now manned by the raw
unrest among those who have been edu- material from Europe, which for a genera-

cated at the public schools and in the tion has been cheaper than the building

colleges. of machines to do man's work.

A condition like this has never con- Sixth. There is another change that is,

fronted the world before. It could not of necessity, speculative. Yet it is the

arise in any European country, because most interesting one of all. The move-
caste made it impossible for many men ment of peoples pays little attention to

to rise, while economic conditions with a racial considerations. It seems to be
rapid birth-rate kept competition alive little influenced by political institutions,

for the most menial positions. Europe Several hundred thousand American
has always had more men than jobs. In farmers left our Western States and went
consequence she always had a property- to Canada before the war. They braved
less, ambitionless population that crowded the hardships of a pioneer life. They
on the opportunities for living. faced the nearer Arctic winters. They

I am not discussing whether this is a accepted the chances of failure, the

good thing or a bad thing. It will un- tedium of isolation. They gave up the

doubtedly raise the standard of living of comforts of a well-developed society in

the workers. It will increase wages. It order to escape from tenancy, or the high

will put a premium on unskilled labor, on cost of agricultural land. Like the pi-

the servant, on those who are willing to oneers who rushed to the homesteads of

accept the loss of caste involved in doing the West, when they were opened up by
the dirty work that has to be done. All the government, the farmers of these

wages will probably rise. Hours of labor older States trekked to Canada in re-

will probably be shortened. There will sponse to the call of opportunity.

be a material gain to milUons of people Now this seems to be the law of man.
as a result of the labor vacuum that will He seeks his food where it costs him the

be created if our gates remain closed and least effort. He is not moved by his

prosperity returns, as undoubtedly it will, mind, by his reason, by his patriotic emo-
This may stimulate the inventive skill tions. He is moved by the instinct to

of the country. We may devise ways and satisfy his wants by the minimum of labor,

means for doing many things by machines This means finding fertile land rather
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than land that is exhausted. It means countries since the war. It is becoming
finding cheap land rather than land that universal. Marketing is being organized,

costs him a hfetime of labor. It means as is buying. In addition the dollar has

escaping from tenantry to ownership, swollen as a result of the depreciation of

from the farm-hand to the farm owner, the currencies of these countries. It will

from the coal-mine and the steel mill to convert the steel-worker into a capitalist,

home ownership. The same instinct It will buy him a farm or an estate. It

leads men to the gold-fields, to Alaska, to will change him to an employer. It will

an oil gusher, to the spot where human enable him to rise in the social scale,

effort yields the largest return. And we do not realize how greatly the
Immigration has always responded to alien in this country suffers from the low

these forces. Very few people have left estate in which he is held. There is a re-

Europe to enjoy religious or even pohti- sentment in the minds of many of them
cal liberty. They came because of the that they. are treated as a lower type of

call of the land, in recent years because of human being.

the call of high wages. From the begin- There may or may not be an exodus
ning of time indi\dduals, famiUes, tribes, from America when Europe settles down
races, and nations have moved about the and the famines and pestilences and
face of the earth in response to the call of revolutions give place to order and secu-

economic opportunity, and usually in re- rity. Conditions may be so good in this

sponse to the call of free or cheap land. country that men will prefer to stay. But
Now the free land of America is all central Europe may make a bid for men.

gone. It is all owned. There is land The new countries may want their sav-

enough and to spare for hundreds of mil- ings, they may want their experience,

lions of people. But it is either held out they may want the stability that they
of use at speculative prices or conditions will give to the governments that are

do not promise a sufficient return to labor, coming into being. They may ofi"er them
Land in the central West rose to two, land. They may enhst them in industry,

three, and even five hundred dollars an They may appeal to their patriotism,

acre during the high prices that prevailed And if the history of man is any guide to

during the war. While the land of us, men will go where conditions of life

America is held at high prices, or in large are easiest. They will follow the call of

estates, the land of central Europe is their stomach. They will adventure a
being broken up into small holdings. It new life as the farmers of the West ven-
is being offered to settlers on attractive tured into Canada, as our forefathers ven-
terms. Whether in Russia or in Poland, tured to America, and later to the prairies

Czechoslovakia or the Balkan States, the of the West. There may, in fact, be an
rule as to land is much the same. A man exodus from this country within the next
is permitted to own only so much land as ten years. For there are 15,000,000 peo-
he himself can work. The old feudal es- pie in this country who were born in

tates are being sold on long-time pay- Europe. A very large percentage came
ments, or on no payments at all. Russia from central and southern Europe. But
alone contains one-seventh of the total few of them own their own homes. But
land area of the globe. There are in- few of them are attached to the soil,

exhaustible resources in her mines and Most of them were peasants before they
forests. There are similar opportunities came. They have a hunger for land as
in the other countries. There is land have all continental Europeans, a hunger
enough in central Europe to care for tens that has not been satisfied here and ap-

of millions of families, and if order returns parently cannot be satisfied here,

it can be had on easy terms. In addition As to whether the age-long movement
these countries have worked out credit of peoples that broke on the Pacific Ocean
agencies that make it possible for the will turn in its tracks and move backward
worker and the farmer to finance his pur- to the rising sun is a matter for conjecture

chases and his farming on easy terms, only. If men can satisfy their wants
They are backed by the states or by co- easier in Europe than they can in America,
operative societies. Co-operation has if they can escape from the status of

grown with marvellous rapidity in these workers and become owners, if they can
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rise in the social scale, if they can solve

the problem of life easier in some other

country than they can here, they will

surely do so. The history of all America
testifies to this as does the history of the

human race. For man has been an immi-
grant from the beginning of time. He
has cared very little for the heat of the

sun or the cold of the Arctic circle. He
has cared but little whether he was gov-

erned by a Pope, by a King, or by himself.

Given a chance to rise in the world and to

keep what he produced, man has followed

that call, and the world is what it is to-day
largely because of that fact. It may be
that the raw material that America has
received from Europe and raised to am-
bition and hope will return to the coun-
tries from which it came. It may be that

one of our great contributions to the

future of the world will be the men who
go from our mills, our factories, our mines,

and our cities to contribute their training

and their abilities to the rebuilding of the

countries that gave us so generously of

their children in the past.

The Immigration Problem
A PRACTICAL AMERICAN SOLUTION

BY ROY L. GARIS
Teacher of Political Science and Economics at \ anderbilt University

N February 20, 1922,

the House of Repre-

sentatives passed a

joint resolution ex-

tending the operation

of the Immigration
Act of May 19, 192 1,

to and including June
30, 1923, by a vote of 281 to 36, with 112

not voting. This Act of May 19, 192 1,

provides that " the number'of aliens of any
nationality who may be admitted under
the immigration laws to the United States

in any fiscal year shall be limited to 3 per

centum of the number of foreign-born per-

sons of such nationality resident in the

United States, as determined by the

United States census of 19 10."

The Immigration Act of May 19, 1921,

was passed as a makeshift, temporary
emergency measure to stem the tide of

those unfortunates of Europe who de-

sired to come into the "Land of Promise"
in order to escape the misery and bur-

dens which they inherited from the war.

There was little or no time for an intel-

ligent, historical, and scientific study of

the question. In order to meet the emer-

gency, we had to depart from our tradi-

tional policy of virtual unrestricted im-

migration, and we had to do so at once.

The measure adopted was drastic, yet

it received the approval of public opinion

throughout the entire country. Accord-
ing to this Act, 355,825 immigrants are

entitled to enter the United States prior

to June 30 of this year. Had Congress
accepted the 1920 census instead of that

of 1 9 10, as was advocated by some, the

number to be admitted would have been

361,653. This is a heavy restriction when
one compares the number it admits with

the number of immigrants—805,000

—

which came in the year immediately pre-

ceding. Being a new policy, it was ine\'i-

table that it should create hardship in some
cases, yet " a restrictive law is expected to

restrict." Most of the hardships resulting

from "this cruel and iniquitious law," as

it was characterized by Representative

Sabath, occurred during the early months
of the fiscal year. The hardships pictured

so pathetically by the opponents of this

3 per cent law were due to the activities

of dishonest alien steamship companies
who have tried to corrupt, debauch, and
nullify the law for selfish purposes, and to

the necessary readjustment of the nations

to our new—aye, revolutionary—immi-

gration policy. With all of its faults, Con-

gress is not so inhumane as some would
have us believe. On March 16 the House
passed a resolution under which approxi-

mately 2,400 aliens admitted temporarily

to the United States prior to March 7 in

excess of the 3 per cent quotas would be
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permitted to remain in this country per-

manently, thus granting relief in those

cases which caused even our President to

write, September 9, 1921 :
" I haven't any

doubt in the world but the enforcement of

the immigration laws is working many a

hardship." But such is inevitable in any
drastic transition from one policy to an-

other.

To-day Ellis Island is more nearly a

desert than it has been in twenty years.

Steamship agents have learned to heed

our warnings not to bring innocent im-

migrants to this country in excess of the

quotas. The machinery for carrying out

the law is working, and the weaknesses in

the operation of the law are known. It

has been estimated that by June 30 next

the Act will have kept from the United

States 1,750,000 to 2,000,000 immigrants,

few of whom we would have been pre-

pared to receive and care for in a year of

unemployment and readjustment. The
consensus of opinion seems to be that in

inaugurating this new and untried policy

after 135 years' experience under the

Constitution, the only wonder is that this

law has been as successfully administered

as it has. Clearly, we are ready for some-
thing definite and permanent.

The question now before the country

is: What is to be our permanent immigra-
tion policy? The joint resolution passed

by the House and by the Senate April 15,

with several amendments, was " offered so

that the people of the United States may
continue to have the benefit of that re-

striction." Later the conference commit-
tee reached an agreement giving one
year longer for study and the formulation

of a permanent immigration policy. But
even such action as this means that Con-
gress must pass another law at its short

session, which ends automatically next

March 4, unless by taking no action it

should express its desire to return again

to the former policy of immigration.

However, such a return to the old cus-

tom of free immigration is impractical

and improbable, and I do not believe the

people of the United States either wish or

will permit it. The people of the United
States want restriction—strict, severe re-

striction—and to this sort of task we
must gird our loins.

In a letter of March 16, 1922, to Sena-
tor WiUiam J. Harris, President Samuel

Gompers, of the American Federation of

Labor, pleads for a law stricter than the

3 per cent Act, his plan being virtually

equivalent to absolute restriction. He
writes thus, in the name of the American
Federation of Labor, to Senator Harris:

" Sir : In the name of the workers and
the would-be workers now unemployed
we protest against the adoption of H. J.
Res. No. 268, as passed by the House of

Representatives.

"At the hearings before the House
committee the representatives of the

American Federation of Labor urged that

immigration be restricted, except for the

dependent immediate relatives of aliens

now here who have established themselves
and are able to support such dependent
relatives, on the ground that every effec-

tive immigrant admitted under present
industrial conditions must result in throw-
ing out of employment a worker now in

our country. We repeat that assertion;

we point to the miUions of workers walk-
ing the streets of our cities and industrial

towns or tramping the roads because they
can find no employment. We hold that

to admit more potential workers at this

time is an injustice not only to those now
here but to those aliens who might be ad-

mitted. . . .

"We ask, first, for restriction of im-
migration to the immediate dependent
relatives of foreigners now here.

"Or, second, that the present 3 per

cent limitation law shall be the law until

further action of the Congress of the

United States.

"Or, third, that the present limitation

law shall continue in force until June 30,

1924, thus safeguarding the country from
a flood of immigration, until Congress

shall have opportunity to adopt perma-
nent legislation dealing with this prob-

lem."

The late Mrs. Alexander P. Moore (Lil-

lian Russell), returned not long ago from
a special mission to Europe, commissioned
by President Harding to investigate and
report upon the immigration problem to

the Department of Labor, proposed a
five-year "immigration holiday" or "a
system for selecting and sifting immi-
grants abroad."

Citing France and Italy as illustrations

of countries where every able-bodied man
is at work, Mrs. Moore declared that
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*'only those useless in the reconstruction

of their countries are seeking to come to

the United States." She said, also, that

*'our America has passed the transition

stage. It is to-day a world-power. An
intelhgent, cohesive, loyal citizenship is

its propulsive force. The melting-pot has

been overcrowded. It has boiled too

quickly and is running over. It were
better to put out the fires under it and
allow its contents to solidify before add-

ing any more raw material. ... If we
don't put up the bars and make them
higher and stronger, there no longer will

be an America for Americans. . . . One
particular fact is that no good immigra-

tion is turning our way. The good in-

habitants of every foreign country are

needed there, and can possibly be hap-

pier and more contented there than in

America."
Neither President Gompers's plan nor

Mrs. Moore's "immigration holiday"

could be accepted as a permanent policy,

for thereby we would indeed become a

*' hermit nation." Both propose to delay

the solution to the problem for two or

more years.

Mrs. Moore's other suggestion, "sl sys-

tem for selecting and sifting immigrants
abroad," has found various advocates,

both in and outside of Congress. She
suggested that American consuls be given

authority to put apphcants through rigid

mental tests, and that American physi-

cians be employed abroad to make phys-

ical tests. Such a plan of inspection at

foreign ports has been considered care-

fully by Congress and dropped, due not

only to the "red tape" that would be in-

volved, but also to informal objections

against such legislation communicated
through the Secretary of State from vari-

ous foreign countries.

Two other suggestions have been made,
first, a law to the effect that 50 per cent

of what immigration we do receive shall

come to us in American ships, and,

second, a law to require the registration

of all aliens, including newcomers and
those now here But these proposals are

of minor significance as a solution to the

problem.

What, then, should be our permanent
immigration poHcy? A brief historical

review will reveal to us a practical, Amer-

ican solution which would receive nation-

wide approval.

The arrival of passengers from abroad
was first officially recorded in 1819, and
since that date more or less accurate rec-

ords have been kept of immigration.
During the whole period from 1776 to

1820 the average annual immigration
amounted to a little more than 7,700.

Between 1820-1860 a total of 6,062,414
immigrants came into the United States.

The British Islands contributed 54 per
cent of the total and Germany sent the
next largest number, amounting to nearly

30 per cent. The total immigration into

the United States from 1861 to 191 6 was
27,772,000, and of this number 17,398,000
have come since 1880, which indicates

that immigration has been increasing in

recent years. In fact, in the decade from
1901 to 1910 the total was 8,795,386,
which is the largest for any ten years in

our history. However, these are not the

net gains, for many immigrants have no
intention of staying here permanently,
but are part of that floating population
so characteristic of present migrations.

It has been pointed out that the gen-
eral tendency of opinion is to favor more
and more restrictions to check this great

flood of aliens, for very few persons now
maintain the doctrine that America
should be kept open as the " haven for the

oppressed of all nations." The causes are

not hard to find, viz., "the fear that the

competition of the newcomers reduces

wages and lowers the American standard
of Hving, and that it is impossible to ab-

sorb and Americanize foreigners as rapid-

ly as they have been coming. Further-

more, it is argued that industrial advan-
tages are not as great as formerly, that

most of the desirable land is now claimed

by settlers, that the lot of those who come
can scarcely be better than that of menial
laborers, and that existing opportunities

should be more and more protected for

the benefit of present inhabitants."

But the fundamental and vital reason

is that the present stream of immigrants
flows largely from portions of Europe
where the institutions and people are so

different from our own that great social

damage would result without careful re-

striction. It is to the problem of the

proper restriction of this type of aliens
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that this article is directed. The author

beheves that if we can solve this difficulty

the problem itself is largely solved and
we shall have an effective permanent
American policy, for, as President Lowell,

of Harvard, says, *'it is, indeed, largely

a perception of the need of homogeneity,

as a basis for popular government and
the public opinion on which it rests, that

justifies democracies in resisting the in-

flux in great numbers of a widely different

race."

The total number of immigrants into

the United States from western Europe
between 1871 and 1880 was 2,080,266,

while the total from southern and eastern

Europe was only 181,638. But between

1901 and 1 910 the total from the former

was 2,007,119, while the number from
southern and eastern Europe increased to

6,128,897. Thus, while immigration from
western Europe was almost the same for

the two decades, that from southern and
eastern Europe increased from 181,000 to

over 6,000,000. During the former period

immigration from the latter portion con-

stituted only 9 per cent of the total from
Europe, while in the period from 1901 to

1910 it was about 75 per cent. The fol-

lowing table will illustrate the point still

further, showing the gradual decrease of

the old and the rapid increase of the new
—and undesirable—immigration

:

EIGHT YEARS (1882-1889)

Old immigration 3,019,696
New immigration 708,357

3-728,053

SEVEN YEARS (i89c^i896)

Old immigration 1,652,797
New immigration 1,194,189

2,846,986

EIGHTEEN YEARS (1897-1914)

Old immigration 2,983,548
New immigration 10,057,576

13,041,124

Total old immigration (1882-1914). . 7,566,041
Total new immigration (1882-1914). 11,960,122

Total immigration from Europe, old

and new (1882-1914) 19,526,163

It is this new immigration that we fear

and desire to restrict and, if possible, even
to eliminate. It is this new immigration
that has already exhausted its quotas
long before the fiscal year is out. What is

the solution acceptable to us and to the

nations of Europe? The logical answer
seems to be to keep the 3 per cent clause

as a permanent ratio, but let it be 3 per
cent of the number of foreign-born per-

sons of each nationality resident in the

United States as determined by the

United States census of 1890 instead of

1 910 or 1920. This is a simple yet a prac-

tical solution based on historical facts.

The machinery is already in operation

and the nations of Europe have expressed
their willingness to co-operate with us
when we make known our policy. On
January 3, 192 1, the Secretary of State

notified the House Committee on Immi-
gration that "the Italian Government
has suspended the issuance of passports

to subjects emigrating to the United
States, and will refrain from issuing such
passports until informed as to the classes

of immigrants desired in this country."

Such a plan would reduce the immi-
grants from southern and eastern Europe
to a few thousands each year, while it

would admit virtually all of those from
western Europe who might desire to

come, yet the total from Europe would
be very small. Provision could be made
to admit students, just as exceptions are

made in favor of such persons from China
and Japan. Such a law would certainly

meet with public approval, and would be

free from practically all the objections to

our former and present policies. It would
be stricter restriction, yet short of abso-

lute restriction, and it would eUminate

the need for an "immigration hoHday."

It is a plan which we can adopt to-day for
j

our permanent immigration poHcy—a
'

plan which will meet the present emer-

gency, secure our desired ends, enable us

to Americanize those aliens now here, and
to save America for Americans without

doing injustice to or working undue
hardships against those who may desire

j

to come to us in the future.
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Sea Wolves of the Seventeenth

Century
DRAWINGS AND NOTES BY I. W. TABER

THE Barbary Pirates plied their nefarious trade throughout
the Mediterranean, and later past Gibraltar and along the

shores of the Atlantic.

Originally recruited from the Barbary States and Morocco, their

main strength during the seventeenth century was suppKed by
renegades from all parts of Christendom. Feeling was high against

the "Christian Dogs," and these Mahommedan sea wolves, with
their swift deadly galleys and rascallion crews, played terrible havoc
with the gold-laden caravels coming in from the West, innocent

traders from the North, and Indiamen from the Far East.

Equipped with banks of powerful oars (manned by the wretched
\dctims of some previous escapade), the galleys were not dependent
upon wind for movement, and had, therefore, the advantage of

approach, and would bear down in twos and threes upon some help-

less, becalmed merchantman. Skilfully avoiding any 'possibility

of a broadside from their prey, and using their own batteries

(usually one twenty-four and two eight-pounders) they would make
a rush alongside, grapple and board. There would be a desperate

clash of scimitar and cutlass, a rattle of small arms, and another

tragedy of the deep found its ending.

Those of the ship's crew who were unfortunate enough to escape

the sword were sold as galley-slaves or held for ransom, with the

prospect of an unhealthy death if the ransom money was not

forthcoming. Galley-slaves were chained to their benches and
urged on by overseers with raw-hide lashes.
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Serenity

BY WILLIAM HERVEY WOODS

Round Lake Serenity

The shores are tapestry

Of velvet grasses sleek,

Always in-curving, like a woman's arm
Round a child sleeping, or the winding charm

Of my Love's hair, that rippled golden-warm

Once on her brow and cheek.

All that dear wealth is vanished long, I know,

But rippling so

The shore-lines range around Serenity.

It looks the home of peace

Where all loud rumors cease,

And nothing harshlier falls

Than ripe rose-flakes, or petals of blown snow;

There wood-duck broods in soundless phalanx go,

And winds and waters mute as moments flow,

And unknown woodland calls

Sudden out-shrilling, in their dying make
The hush they break

Deeper, as lightnings do but dark increase.

And clear, oh, crystal-clear

Did those chill pools appear

The last time I looked down
Into their heart, when round an empty boat

I found a drifting scarf, a flower afloat.

And no voice answered me but Echo's note;

And still those pebbles brown
Mind me of eyes that praise, but will not smile,

All the long while

They wait in glory, and I mourn them here,

I shall not tread again

Those haunted shores; but when
God shall unmake the sea,

My Love and I along a cloud shall lie

And watch, not wholly with untroubled eye.

The dim lake drown, and winds and waters die

—

Shall view the tragedy

When Nature, long insensate to our pain,

Cries out in vain,

And yields her old serenity to men.
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AS I LIKE IT

BY WILLIAM LYON PHELPS

SEPTEMBER is the month of aca-

demic beginnings, as June is filled

with the reverberations of com-
mencement oratory and the music of

wedding-bells. When one reflects on the

enormous amount of excellent advice re-

leased not only in baccalaureate sermons

but by high-school seniors, one cannot

help wondering why more of it is not

translated into conduct. The boys and
girls who "speak their pieces" to vast

audiences in the assembly-halls invariably

preach idealism—courage in public life,

altruism in business, nobility in human
relations, purity in heart. What a cold

shock it would be if some pupil in school

or college should, in his commencement
oration, defend the average practice of

humanity rather than the ideal. No: the

boys and girls are all on the side of the

angels. We expect to hear from their

young lips only the highest sentiments,

just as we expect another line of action in

the world of business and politics. Yet
these intensely earnest and sincere ex-

horters are to control business and poli-

tics in the next generation. At just what
point, I wonder, does depreciation be-

gin?

The boys and girls are undoubtedly
right. They present the world, not as it

is, but as it ought to be. And it is possi-

ble that this commencement leaven of

idealism more and more permeates the

mass—possibly a man of fifty, about to

do something questionable, suddenly re-

members the high words he wrote and
spoke thirty years before, and is saved
from moral disaster by his own youth.

Preaching should never become obsolete,

for if it does little good to the audience it

certainly helps the speaker, and even the

preacher's soul is worth saving. Since the

sentiments of youth are right, and the be-

havior of most men and women wrong, it

would seem doubly unwise to supplant a
liberal education by a vocational one.

Yet there are many who insist that the

universities ought to fit their pupils more
directly for a business career—that they
ought indeed to adopt business methods.
We really need not less but more idealism

—instead of trimming the ideal to suit

human convenience, we ought to elevate

conduct to conform somewhat more
closely to the model. I suppose it is by
some such process of reflection that Mr.
Santayana says that the colleges should

not grow more like the world, but that

the world should become more like the

coUeges.

September is the month of mental
awakening: the schools and universities

reopen, the symphony orchestras are in

active rehearsal, the more serious thea-

tres are busy, the churches begin to fill.

For my own part, I have never felt any
vital connection between the temperature

and my mind. I am just as religious in

August as in January; I can listen to

Beethoven and Wagner with the same ea-

gerness in July as in December. I do not

believe that the human intellect hiber-

nates in heat. And it is pleasant to ob-

serve that the big cities of America
furnish more opportunities for mental
stimulation in the summer than was the

case formerly. Wisdom is justified of

her children. The experiment of giving

classical concerts in New York during the

hot weather, begun a few years ago, was
and continues to be triumphantly success-

ful. Summer schools are increasingly

popular.

Just as mountain hotels in Switzerland

and in the Adirondacks, which used to be

closed in the cold, are now as popular in

winter as in summer, so many of us may
live to see the time when there shall be

as much intellectual life in the cities

during "the heated term" as in the days
and nights of frost. The human mind
should be like a good hotel—open the

year round.

For the present, however, there remains

an academic, a musical, and a theatrical
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"season''; and those of us who love good But if the opera is not so good as it

books, good music, and good plays are used to be, the theatre (only in New
wondering what the autumn of 1922 wdll York, alas!) is better. Every American
bring forth. Since the year 1914 New interested in modern drama should buy,
York has been the musical capital of the not borrow, Burns Mantle's yearly book
world, and the appetite grows by what on the plays of the past season. It is a
it feeds on. Never have there been so complete and valuable record, by which
many symphony concerts, and never it is immediately apparent what plays

have they been more thickly attended, were produced, by whom acted, by whom
nor with more reason. If Beethoven were written, and by what numbers attended,

on the earth, he would love New York. Not long ago I heard a cultivated gentle-

. . . The ^letropolitan Opera Company man, in an after-dinner speech, bemoan
is the first in the world, and the only rea- the present condition of the stage. To
son why it is not better is because the best prove his point, he read a list of the dra-

singers to-day are not equal to those of matic offerings forty years ago, and com-
the last decade of the last century. I am pared them with flimsy stuff now on the

no exalter of the past. I know how easy boards. He mentioned Shakespeare, Ed-
it is to magnify what was at the expense ^^'in Booth, Lawrence Barrett, and others;

of what is. But I am not more certain of but he did not mention the original con-

anything than I am of the supreme ex- temporary English plays of that period,

cellence of the Metropolitan voices of the for the simple reason (I suppose) that

happy nineties. To hear a tuneful opera they were not worth mentioning. The
like "Faust" sung by Emma Eames, play is always more important than the

Lassalle, Jean and Edouard de Reszke, actor; the play's the thing. I had rather

to hear the mighty works of Wagner sung any night hear a good play poorly inter-

gloriously and interpreted \\dth uncanny preted than tinsel beautifully set forth,

intelligence by persons who actually satis- Indeed the better one produces trash the

fied the eye, was to be living in the golden worse off we are; it is like trying to make
age. We suffered from an excess of vice respectable. Nor is it advisable to

riches. It is a pity that Edouard de have the modern theatre depend upon the

Reszke and Plan^on should have been past, no, not even on Shakespeare. Orig-

contemporaries; it is a pity that Emma inal plays are the life of the stage. Forty
Eames, Nordica, Calve, Sembrich, Melba, years ago there were a few brilliant stars;

Ternina, should have adorned the oper- but where were the playwrights ? To-day
atic stage at the same moment. As a we have the thrill of going to a first night

tenor, Jean de Reszke indeed had the of Barrie, Shaw, Galsworthy, Ervine,

field all to himself; as Lohengrin, his ap- O'Neill.

pearance, manner, and voice were as per- During the last three seasons in New
feet as the author's dream. Well, the new York there were so many excellent new
season mil introduce some new voices, as plays as to take away the last excuse for

did the season of 1921-1922. Fortunately spending one's time and money on in-

we have returned to the practice of pre- anity, vulgarity, or filth, which we have
senting operas in the original language of always ^\dth us. The asylums cannot
the libretto. Otto Kahn, whose judg- possibly hold all the idiots; furthermore,

ment in art is as sound as his judgment in there are an extraordinary number of

business, is wholly right in this matter, idiots who are not dangerous, and there is

The chief reason why Continental opera- no reason why they should be confined,

houses do not follow our example is be- It is necessary, however, that they should

cause they cannot afford to. be entertained; and musical comedy
Why is it, when America has produced seems to have been skilfully arranged to

such a stunning array of women singers, meet their needs.

her motherhood of singing men is so There has never been a great play

meagre? A teacher of long experience written in the Western Hemisphere. I

told me it was owing to our low valuation was much interested in an article, "The
of art. Singing is not regarded as a man's Significance of Recent American Drama,''
job. Perhaps. contributed to the July Scribner's by
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my friend Arthur Quinn, of the University

of Pennsylvania. That an essay showing
such famiUarity with the contemporary
stage should have been written by a col-

lege professor is itself significant. It ex-

cites no surprise to-day, for courses in

modern drama are given in many uni-

versities; forty years ago it would have
been an audacity. Mr. Quinn's article is

like a skilful lawyer's plea; he is an advo-
cate, and he argues with force and en-

thusiasm, presenting a large number of

exhibits. The cold fact remains: there

has never been a great play written in the

Western Hemisphere. I am not thinking

of Shakespeare, Goethe, or Moliere; we
have never produced a play equal to the

best work of Barrie, Shaw, or Galsworthy.

No American dramatist, however pop-

ular, has ever made an impression on

the world's thought, as Ibsen, Bjornson,

Hauptmann, and Shaw have impressed it.

But that our metropolitan stage is stead-

ily growing in importance, and that uni-

versities are eagerly studying contempo-
rary playwrights, and that theatre guilds

and little theatres are multiplying, are

perhaps necessary prerequisites. The
American drama is worth studying, if only

for an exploratory operation, to discover

what is the matter with it.

Montrose J. Moses, whose services to

students are numerous and valuable, has

recently edited, in three tall volumes,

''Representative Plays by American
Dramatists." These imposing books con-

tain thirty plays which adequately illus-

trate the history of American dramatic
literature from 1765 to 191 1. Many of

these specimens have never before been
printed. Others were inaccessible to the

general public and all have been edited

with scrupulous care. Portraits and biog-

raphies are given of the authors, original

title-pages are reproduced; the circum-

stances accompan}^'ing the composition of

each play and of its first performance are

succinctly given. Homage to the pub-
lishers for this undertaking ! The ex-

pense must have been huge, and it will be a
long time before they get back the money
invested. But the work is permanent,
and it is to be hoped that in the course of a

century or so the returns will have justi-

fied the experiment. It is a fine adventure
and a patriotic service.

None except those who have done some
honest editing can appreciate the toil rep-

resented in this collection. Mr. Moses
must have worked night and day for

years. He has been obliged to go through
hundreds of manuscripts, dusty heaps of

old letters, and conduct an extensive cor-

respondence himself.

Here we behold the development of

American drama. If we cannot share the

fierce enthusiasm of Mr. Quinn for our
contemporary plays, our opinion of them
will rise if we read those of a hundred
years ago. One thing may be said em-
phatically. The recent war, together with
the large number of plays resulting from
it, has given to these early pieces col-

lected by Mr. Moses a peculiar value,

quite unforeseen by him when he began
his task. The comedies and tragedies of

the Revolution, the effect of hostile sen-

timents between British and x\mericans,

the attitude toward the Tories, show how
history and human nature repeat them-
selves.

Does every one know that George L.

Aiken prepared the most popular play in

the history of America, I mean "Uncle
Tom's Cabin"? Has every one read the

two texts of " Rip Van Winkle," employed
by Boucicault and Jefferson? Mr. Moses
gives a comparative text of the dramatiza-

tions by Kerr and by Burke, so that we
may follow the evolution of this favorite

piece. The introduction shows how the

conception of Rip developed, how Jeffer-

son came to use it, and what he did with

it. It is not always remembered that

Jefferson's first night in this role, in 1865,

took place in London, the New York per-

formance coming a year later. As the

drama is printed here, it is incredibly flat

and dull, and I suspect the text used by
Jefferson is not much better. It was never

the story, but Jefferson himself, that lent

to it such vogue on the stage. In spite of

the fact that he gave so much pleasure to

many thousands, I for one regret his un-

willingness to take risks and appear in

other parts. Jefferson was a character

actor of remarkable charm ; it would have
been better for our theatre had he been
willing to make experiments, instead of

contenting himself year after year with a

sure thing. His services to the American
stage do not compare with those rendered
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by Richard Mansfield, who made many distinction between good and evil in the

sacrifices in order to present to American right place, and that he felt this distinc-

audiences the best plays in the world, old tion intensely." How unlike Dickens is

and new. to many contemporary noveUsts who ap-

The third volume will naturally be the parently do not know the difference be-

most interesting to the largest number, as tween right and wrong ! No one should

it deals with the wTiters of our own time, insist that a novelist should share his par-

If the playwrights fifty years hence can ticular view of religion and ethics, or that

show as much improvement over the last the novelist should be didactic ; but an in-

ten pieces here printed as these show over abiUty to distinguish good from e\T.l seems
the preceding twenty, no American will to me as fatal to a novelist's interpreta-

then have to apologize for American tion of life as color-blindness would be to

dramatists. the work of a painter.

The all-important thing for the Amer- For linked sweetness long drawn out,

ican stage is a resident repertory com- for wit, humor, and charm maintained
pany in every city. The astonishing through hundreds of pages with no slack-

growth of the Little Theatre movement is ening, few books of the year are better

encouraging; and there is no reason why than Arnold Bennett's "Mr. Prohack."
the Theatre Guild of New York should Is it not possible that this shrewd author,

not be imitated, however remotely, in observing that so many modern novels

many other places. It used to be said represent marriage as an intolerable bore-

that the independent theatres often pro- dom—a boredom even greater to readers

duced good plays, but if one wished to see than it could have been to the charac-

good acting, one must go to the commer- ters—and knowing by actual observation

cial houses. The New York Theatre that there were some happy and success-

Guild has changed all that. Every well- ful marriages, determined to write about
informed person now knows that if he one, for novelty if for nothing else ? At
desires excellent productions, the Theatre all events, my thanks to Mr. Bennett for

Guild will best satisfy him. Their pres- this change in the weather. To read ''Mr.

entation of " Liliom " was the finest thing Prohack" after attempting to read this

in New York; and all we can say of their and that is like feeling a fresh, invigorat-

success with "Heartbreak House" and ing breeze at the close of a sultry after-

"Back to Methuselah" is to quote Kip- noon.

ling: "the Thing that Couldn't has oc- I see that the English critics are puzzled

curred." by the continued popularity of " If Winter
To change from new plays to new Comes," and are tr^^ing perplexedly to ac-

books: all lovers of Dickens and all who count for it. The book has awakened a

do not love him should read Mr. San- like response from both British and Amer-
tayana's essay in his 1922 volume, "So- ican readers. I wish some other problems
liloquies in England." I mean of course were as easy as this. The failure of such a
that every one should read this essay, for novel would have been the real enigma,

with Dickens there is no tertium quid. A book with one great character, abound-
Every one is either for Dickens or against ing in humor and tragedy, filled with the

him; Dickens has never left an indifferent spirit of life—why should it not be pop-
reader. I thought I knew Santayana ular? It will be interesting to see if

pretty well ; but I was unprepared for his "This Freedom" attains a similar suc-

magnificent tribute to the great novelist, cess. It is written with an even sharper

It is interesting to see one w^ho has so lit- intensity of emotion; it deals with a ques-

tle enthusiasm for life in love with one tion discussed to-day in every home;
who loved life with such gusto. I think it there are single passages which can never

is the best discussion of Dickens I have be forgotten; but as a whole, will it come
ever read, and I have read many good up to everybody's expectation? What-
ones. It is acute, sympathetic, profound; ever the result, no one but a genuine art-

and the style is Santayana at his best; ist could have written it, and no artist

there is in our time no better English prose could have written it unless his lips had
than that. "I call his the perfection of been -touched with a live coal from the

morals, for two reasons: that he put the altar.



s
IR JAMES M. BARRIE'S Rectorial

Address, "Courage," delivered at St.

Andrews University, Scotland, in

May, has attracted many readers by its un-

failing charm and sincerity, with flashes of

humor and touches of pathos, such as his

Sonnets by allusion to the tragedy and the

Barrie's courage of Captain Scott, the ex-
Adopted Son plorer of the Antarctic.

There is another very poignant allusion to

one who was very dear to Barrie (although

his name is not mentioned)—one who is

"the lad that will never be old." Of him
Barrie says: "He often gaily forgets, and
thinks he has slain his foe by daring him,

like him who, dreading water, was always

the first to leap into it. One can see him
serene, astride a Scotch cliff, singing to the

sun the farewell thanks of a boy." And
then he reproduces an anonymous sonnet.

This was one of two written by Michael

Llewelyn Davies, who was the adopted son

of Sir James Barrie and the grandson of Du
Maurier, the author of "Trilby." He was

an undergraduate, drowned, at the age of

twenty, two years ago at Oxford while bath-

ing. He had been the editor of the Eton

College Chronicle in 191 8, and that paper

published both of the sonnets, which he

wrote at Eilean Chona, an island on the

west coast of Scotland, in x\ugust, 1920.

They are here reproduced, as originally

printed, for the enjoyment of our readers:

EILEAN CHOXA

Thronged on a clifl serene Man saw the sun
hold a red torch above the farthest seas,

and the fierce island pinnacles put on
in his defence their sombre panoplies;

Foremost the white mists eddied, trailed and spun
like seekers, emulous to clasp his knees,
till all the duty of the scene seemed one,

led by the secret whispers of the breeze.

The sun's torch suddenly flashed upon his face

and died; and he sat content in subject night
and dreamed of an old dead foe that had sought

and found him;
a beast stirred boldly in his resting-place;

and the cold came; Man rose to his master-height,
shivered and turned away; but the mists were

round him.

II

Island of sleep, where wreathed Time delays,
hav^en of things remote, indulgent, free.

Thou whose encircling mists in autumn days
veiled the intruder on thy secrecy;

he there beheld bright flowers in a dream
join with tall trees to cheat the Cyprian,
and heard in murmurs of a woodland stream
Arcadian measures of resurgent Pan;

Yet will not tread again thy perfumed shore
and mount the coloured slope beneath the trees,

or there release his senses ever more
to tread the footprints of old deities,

so thou do not send echoes to remind
of those sweet pipes, and charm him from his kind.

CONSISTENCY is said to be the law
of little minds and the law which
great minds most delight in break-

ing. However that may be, consistency is

truly a most cold, narrow, uninteresting af-

fair. To be safe and tiresome, be consis-

tent; and perhaps it does not al-

ways insure safety, not at least T^^^'oSe^c;^
from boredom. Wildly and thrill-

ingly to inherit all dangers and all high re-

wards, the receipt seems to be inconsis-

tency. To be heroic, be consistent; for does

not one become a hero by deliberately and
joyously disregaiding all the laws of self-

preservation ? It may even be said that to

be natural one is obliged to be inconsistent.

This startling statement is made advis-

edly and after due consideration. No ob-

server of nature has failed to discover in her

behavior an inconsistency which is posi-

tively feminine and as positively fetching.

She is just as whimsical as she has to be,

and as perhaps she wants to be. If she were

consistent, she would be wooden, dead. A
few examples of the verity of this claim

should establish its truth.

A year ago I observed the mating of a

robin with a brown thrasher. This affaire

d^amour, you will admit, was the height of

inconsistency. Yet it was as deeply divert-

ing as it was attended with complete suc-

cess. The little robins or thrashers hatched

duly, and both parents showed the custom-

ary devotion to their brood. Again, I had a

pair of pigeons which brought forth with the

ultra monotony of consistency two squabs.

One of these died. Knowing of the nest of

375
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a wild dove in a nearby orchard, I brought

a little dove to the pigeon's nest. Straight-

way she adopted it; but so great was the

love that she acquired for the stranger that

she gave it aU her attention, permitting her

own child to die ! The little wild dove in

the tame nest waxed fat and mighty. This

was very inconsistent of nature. Not a

week later I observed the mating of a wild

dove with a tame pigeon ; and I now have a

doveon as proof of this strange union.

Such matters are impellers to the thought-

ful mind to consider inconsistency in the

light of its eerie charms. One of these un-

doubtedly is the fact that as intelligence in-

creases, consistency decreases. All amoebas,

I suppose—though admitting a tenuous ac-

quaintance with them—behave just alike.

Rhizopods can be pigeonholed. In the

lower orders of life there is little variation;

consequently there is little character. All

is orderly, logical, monotonous. But as we
consider the higher orders, ending in man,

we discover variability, whimsicality, and

an endless and pleasingly bewildering ar-

ray of ''quips and cranks and wanton
wiles." Perhaps, far more than we know,

these account for that felicitous quaUty

which we call personality. We appear to be

attracted to people in proportion as they are

different from other people. For this rea-

son all fashions are fooHsh; all types are

tiresome; and such expressions as ''a Yale

man," *'a Princeton man," "a Harvard

man,"—supposedly descriptive of mutually

exclusive types, are futile and fatuous.

Charm seems to be a quality of individual-

ity. For example, a ballet of a thousand

nymphs, all arrayed with equal diaphan-

ousness, is less engaging than a single child

running after its first butterfly. Variety is

the spice of life because it is the life-blood

of the most vital and interesting thing in

human experience, Personality.

A high regard for consistency is both

tedious and absurd, for it robs one of the

use of his resourcefulness. When the

genuinely alert mind is startled by danger,

it acts, not from habit and not by rule, but

from motives relative to its immediate in-

terest, even though such behavior was never

tried before. One draws on the deep sources

of his latent powers. What I mean can be

simply illustrated. A friend of mine of the

most sedentary habits was persuaded to ac-

company me into a wild valley famous for

its brook trout and for rattlesnakes. My

friend's terror of snakes was such that he
could readily believe Medusa to be Satan.

It happened that we were fishing on oppo-
site sides of a stream whose banks were
heavily brushed. Neither was aware of the

immediate presence of the other. Suddenly
I began pulling out my line, and the quiet

snarl of my reel was no mean imitation of a

rattler's sinister song. In a moment I was
amazed to see my friend jumping logs, high

bushes, and formidable windbreaks as if he
wxre a deer, airily floating over these ob-

structions. That he jumped nearly six feet

is certain; he was positively dynamic. All

this proved to me that it is only when one
is most inconsistent that one is most alive.

Finally, when we consider that surprise is

the child of inconsistency we shall the more
readily understand the latter's charms; for

there is perhaps no keen delight, no joy akin

to rapture which does not have in it the

wild tang of surprise. The bread of aston-

ishment is by no means always sour, as the

poets would have us believe; its flavor is of-

ten ambrosial. Many experiences have this

charm of surprise which is almost insepar-

able from that pecuHar pleasure which un-

anticipated glamour confers: a sudden star

beaming benignly through the ragged racks

of storm-clouds; the savage strike of a

brook-trout after an angler has angled idly

for an hour; a far valley view dawning from
a turn in the high mountain-road ; the refusal

of a kiss from one's sweetheart; or the offer

of a kiss from one's wife.

THE problem of the unmarried woman
seems to be one with which the entire

world, or at least the English-speaking

portion of it, is unduly concerned. She is

sharply criticized because she has not mar-
ried, pitied because she could not marry,

and viewed with alarm in either

The alarm becomes thecase.
The Sum
of Living

greater when, as sometimes hap-

pens, she is goaded into a spirited resent-

ment of the misguided pity bestowed upon
her, and seeks to justify herself; but the real

injustice done her lies in the fact that the

alarmists think it necessary to consider her

an exceptional member of society.

Being incurably Irish, I instinctively take

the opposite side of an argument as long as

I have any sort of a leg to stand on, and in

this case it strikes me that I have at least

a crutch. It is true that any number
of women may be unhappily unmarried.
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Many of them admit it. It is impossible,

and unnecessary, to describe the aching

emptiness, the hopeless sense of futility,

that must come to any one whose life is in-

complete. But even such a life need not

be of one dimension only. It may have

breadth and depth as well as length.

I sat in my room one afternoon, trying

not to listen to Margaret practising her

music lesson, and wondering why her parents

require her to study music at all. She

is most unmusical and she simply loathes

practising; consequently she was working

against time, and the air was rent with the

protests of a persecuted piano. You could

hear every note she left out, and by the

same token you wished she would leave

them all out and be done with it. Finally

her mother, in desperation, attempted to

help her a little. Margaret declared em-
phatically that she was playing her lesson

as it was written, and when her mother in-

sisted on showing her she exclaimed indig-

nantly :

*' Mother, you don't know anything about

it. Notes are different than they were

when you were young."

Ridiculous, isn't it ? But, in a way, Mar-
garet is right. Times have changed, if

notes have not. The ancient and honorable

profession of motherhood has become so

complicated that it requires the wisdom and
the skill of a specialist. The mere physical

fact of having entered the profession is

hardly the beginning, as modern mothers

are coming to recognize. That many of

them need help is clearly pictured in the

earnest, sometimes anxious, faces one sees

at Mothers' Clubs and Councils. It is the

business of the school-teacher, for instance,

to supplement the work of the mother who
is not quite up to the mark in efficiency.

On the first day of September a certain

mother took her small son by the hand and
led him into the first-grade room, to start

him out on his educational career. In giv-

ing the child's birth-date, residence, and
other necessary information, she managed
to become so involved in the family history

it appeared likely that Son might remain

where he stood until he took root. But Son
was a lad who had lived to learn, and he

was equal to this occasion. Stamping his

foot, he glared at his mother and fairly

yelled

:

"Mamma, shut up! You're talking too

much."

The mother subsided in meek submission

to male assumption of authority, however

immature; and Teacher, swallowing her

chuckles, led Son to his seat, resolving that

along with the three historic R's he should

be initiated into the rudiments of a fourth

—respect for his elders.

I like children—most of them; not only

the dainty fairy of a child who shows me a

tiny pair of soft white hands at morning in-

spection, but also the grubby little urchin

who sticks out a pair of grimy fists and ex-

claims: ''Oh, gosh! I forgot all about them
finger-nails." As if he had ever done any-

thing else ! I like children, and, almost in-

variably, they like me; but I have no senti-

mental illusions about them. There is no
doubt in my mind that if I have missed

much joy in having had none of my own, I

have also been spared much responsibility

and pain, and even the deepest sorrow.

Sometimes when I cannot endure the four

dingy walls of a boarding-house room for

another week I crank up my courage, and
start out to find some new surroundings.

If I find an available room in the home of

a good, wholesome, common-place family,

where there are children, I move in. My
professional acquaintances are very apt to

shrug their shoulders and lift their eye-

brows at such a proceeding, but I persist,

even though I know I am very likely to wish

I hadn't for a while. I take my own time

in establishing friendly relations, and usu-

ally they are so successful that I stay for

several months, or even a year. It does me
heaps of good, too. For one thing, I get

rid of a finicky dislike for racket—like Yel-

low Dog Dingo, I have to ! At this very

moment, there is a little child close beside

me, more contented to sit here and watch

me write than to go outdoors to play with

her jacks and ball. I play with her and

her sisters, tell them stories and all manner
of games, and on occasion I help them with

their baths and tuck them into bed. And
when I don't want them I hang out the busy

sign, and that is all there is to it. It gives

me a delightful sense of freedom, for their

poor mother is on the job all the year round !

Seriously, though, life is like a grea»t uni-

versity. There are many courses, and mat-

rimony is one of them. One cannot take

everything. If circumstances, economical

or otherwise, have required one to take some
other course in life, why not accept the re-

sponsibility of it willingly, and stride off with
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it as one's own, instead of treating it as

an imposition and a burden. Unmarried

women are not the only people, perhaps,

who would have a different sort of life if

they had the arranging of it. Baffled hopes

and cruel disappointment are the handicap

of many a man and woman who are gamely
making the best of it. The mother of a

family holds no sinecure, and neither does

she have in her possession all the possibili-

ties for happiness and helpfulness.

IT
is the habit of ghosts, when faced fairly

and with determination, to vanish into

thin air, where they belong. They
haunt the sort of person who glances hastily

at the thing he fears, and flees in dismay.

The matrimonial misfortunate who, be-

cause the world has always agreed

Bugaboo
^ °^ ^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^ marriage is less lonely

than none, accepts the popular no-

tion at its face value, stands in a like situa-

tion. With a bit of resolution and con-

structive imagination, he might instead so

manage to snub and neglect his pet spook

that it would die of disuse. This becomes

especiaUy true when the person in question

is Herself, for never since the world began

has there been a more fortunate time for the

spinster to be alive.

The panicky fear of being lonely keeps

many unmarried women unhappy. As a

matter of fact, the human soul is essentially

lonely, as inevitably so as the heights of the

mountain or the depths of the sea. Loneli-

ness in some degree, more or less, is the

common lot. One sees it lurking fearfully

in the eyes of people everywhere, and they

chase madly about in search of amusement
to get away from themselves. They never

really succeed. The only possible solution

is to make terms with life in some way, and
that is what every individual must do for

himself. Women must learn, as men have
learned, to stand on their own feet and work
out their own salvation, whether they think

they are going to like it or not.

There are many things that can help, and
first of all, of course, are books. For my-
self, when facing the peril of self-pity, I

haunt the public library for books on Africa.

After I have spent some weeks, or months,

jaunting about the veldt, and through the

jungles with Steward Edward White, Theo-

dore Roosevelt, and others of the big game
hunters, I find that I have left that danger

far behind me, for the present at least. And
Jane Barlow. Any one who reads '*At the

Back of the Beyond" will find that he has

forgotten self in a glow of sympathy and
admiration for the quaint characters pic-

tured there.

Friends are a help, too, though it is a wise

woman who has learned not to depend upon
them altogether. It is a very rare and
beautiful friendship that can stand the

strain ! Then, to the woman who is strug-

gling with her own half-formed philosophy
of life, the cheerful attitude of other people

toward her problem is an aggravation. In
a book by William J. Locke (I have forgot-

ten which one, and I can't even quote it ex-

actly) the woman cries out in exasperation:

''Friends! What have I to do with

friendship? You might as well say to a

starving man, 'I can't offer you bread, but
I'll give you a nice round polished stone

! '

"

Probably every lonely, rebellious woman
has felt that at some time, but happily most
of us recover before we have alienated our

friends forever. Any w^oman demanding too

much, in friendship or otherwise, is likely to

go far and fare comfortless.

It takes courage to face life alone, but no
more than to face death alone, and that is

what every individual must do. Though
why any woman with parents or relatives

need consider herself alone in the world is

more than I can see. Why not mother the

elderly parents a bit ? I mean really mother
them, and not merely "boss" them, as it is

so easy to do. It is more fun, sometimes,

to play with the older people than it is to

play with children, and they do appreciate

it so. They may be hiding an aching lone-

liness themselves.

Whatever makeshifts she may use in bol-

stering up her courage, I do insist that until

the unmarried woman realizes that she is a

human being first and a woman afterwards,

that she must stand on her own feet and
make her own terms with life, she will not

go far in laying the black ghost that stalks

at her side.

After all, it is as white as it is black.

Taken either way or any way, life has its

streaks of gray, and also its flashes of rose

color and gold.



Solon Hannibal Borglum in his Connecticut studio with "Mike."

In Recognition of an American Sculptor

BY LOUISE EBERLE

Illustrations from the works of Solon H. Borglum

IN
the ever-growing group of American

sculptors whose art is not an importation

nor even an adaptation, the name of

Solon Hannibal Borglum occupies a place by
itself. For he was the special prophet of the

West, the first, perhaps, to produce sculp-

ture that was both truly Western and truly

art.

One must add to this the admission that

Mr. Borglum's art was wider than a locality.

Yet it is true that the instant one ap-

proaches his cowboy, animal, and Indian

pieces one is sensible of a special quality that

is rare even in the best art. And one who
studies his life is drawn to the conclusion

that this special thing was the fruit of about

twenty-five years of young life eagerly lived

on plain and ranch, knowing nothing else.

yet with the unusual faculty of being as

newly alive to what he saw as if he had

known it but yesterday. And it is this

union of complete habitude toward, yet con-

scious and delighted perception of, his West
that gives his Western work its great au-

thority, its depths of human sympathy, and

that makes clear the fact that his years there

were, actually, a definite preparation for his

work as a sculptor. For he saw the human
form in action each day of his life, all those

years, as the veiled, chained thing is not seen

in cities. He saw and lived in such close

touch with horses that his relation to them
was almost that of a centaur to his horse-

body. Plastic form, motion, action—those

were the things he was feeding on even while

he seemed only to be learning ranching.

379
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Though depicting the life of the cowboy
as moment-by-moment alertness, the pitting

of mind and body against obstacles, with

penalties of death or disaster on a lapse of

keenness, he never slipped into sensation-

alism or sentimentality. He did, however,

take a deeply sympathetic point of view,

and it is this sympathy that makes many of

his pieces verge on what the very modern
sculptor is disposed

to forbid entirely,

that is, the telling

of a story. He per-

ceived not only
plastic masses but

such things as the

plainsman's ea-

ger answer to life,

his relationship to

his horse, and the re-

lationship of both to

the plains, which he

felt as an intimately

shaping if vastly
impersonal back-
ground.

Look at *' Snow-
drift," the wild

horse and her foal in

a blizzard. It is a

beautiful expression

of the plastic art, a

fine piece of work-

manship, of com-
position. But it

goes on from that to

the tenderly felt

story of the mother-

horse's love for, and
desire to protect, her

ojBfspring, and the

colt's trust, and the

helplessness of both, while the snow sweeps

down upon them in the indifferent palm of

the plain's vast hand.

And plain and snow, yes, and darkness,

are magically suggested in other of his small

bronzes and marbles, quite unforgetably in

''Blizzard"—the man and horse recumbent,

the former receiving warmth from the latter,

but sharing with him, in return, the shelter

of his poncho. And all this in a small

bronze, modelled simply, in simple masses.

"A pure art," says one of our greatest

sculptors, and adds: 'T feel so inherently in

his work the quality of the thing itself—not

merely that he has looked at his subject,

The Burial on the Plain.

Marble of Indian women lamenting on the grave
of a chief.

recognized its interest and sculptural quality

and made a statue of it. He got something
into those animal things that very few peo-

ple ever get into animal pieces, a quality of

understanding the animal such as only a

man accustomed to living days and nights

on the plains, with no companion but his

horse, could get."

This American was of Danish parent-

age. He was born
in Utah in 1868, but
spent much of his

boyhood in Ne-
braska and Cali-

fornia, beginning
work as a cowboy
before he was six-

teen. About two
years later there

came what were
probably his youth's

most formative
years, when, in

charge of a new
ranch purchased by
his father, he broke

land, put up build-

ings, made fences,

invented farm ma-
chinery, fought bliz-

zards for his horses

and cattle, and
worked with his

men instead of over-

seeing them.

There is one
amusing, yet not
trivial, bit to tell of

his beginning in art.

His brother, Gutzon
Borglum, who had
even then started

his own notable career in art, came to

the ranch and saw some of the drawings

which Solon was constantly making. In
talking to the boy about his talent for art, he

used the word "perspective." Solon looked

it up afterward in the dictionary, and having

found its meaning, he set about mastering it

in drawing just as he would go after a stray

horse—no let-up till it was corralled. After

this he spent a few months with Gutzon, but

soon was back at cowboy work again with a

man who had sufficient discernment to per-

mit him time for his drawing and painting.

When this ranch changed hands, Solon, then

twenty-four years old, took the hint of cir-
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cumstance and cast his net definitely on the

side of art. It was painting alone that he

had in mind at this time, but whether this

was because he had not yet seen sculpture

is conjectural.

But he began, characteristically, not by
yearning toward Paris or even New York,

With his blanket and oil-stove he went to

Sant' Anna, set up a studio, and put out a

sign to the effect that lessons in painting

might be had there on Saturday, and Satur-

day only. He got a pupil or two, earned a

doUar and a half each week,

and spent the six free days

painting on the plains, nour-

ishing himself for his active

outdoor life on oatmeal and
crackers, which came within

the dollar and a half's scope.

He wanted to paint and he

painted—sheep, horses, Mexi-

cans, landscapes, cowboys,

and paid the price in hardship

without a question.

After some months Mr.
Borglum ventured an exhibi-

tion, at which several of his

canvases sold, netting all of

sixty-five dollars. And when
a brother gave him a railroad

pass he asked nothing more
of fate, but started for Cin-

cinnati. Discovering that

there were day and evening

classes at the Cincinnati Art School, he

enrolled for both. But the plainsman who
could toil so endlessly found that he could

not endure city dwelling, and would have
had to give it up but for the happy dis-

covery of some government stables, where
theie were horses galore, and where he got

permission to paint from four until seven

o'clock each morning. And he even man-
aged to squeeze in a few terms at a veter-

inary school.

It was these researches that turned him
to his true line. He wanted to make as com-
plete a study of horse anatomy as possible,

and his sculptor nature showed in the in-

stinct that made him wish to get the thing

tangibly under his fingers, for a sculptor sees

by touch as well as with his eyes. So he

began modelling a statuette of a horse.

And when, at the end of the year, he ex-

hibited his paintings, including the statuette,

it was the latter that brought him a prize of

fifty dollars and free tuition for several terms.

The next year he won a prize of one hun-
dred dollars and another scholarship. And
as the Cincinnati Art School agreed to let

him use the sum the scholarship represented

in Paris, instead of at the school, it seemed
easy to him now to go there. There were
other small aids, and, once in Paris, Bela

Pratt gave him a shed for a studio, and Saint-

Gaudens and MacMonnies were among
those who helped him with criticism and
encouragement, and in the many ways in

which those temperamental and jealous peo-

Snowdrift. Marble.

pie, the artists, constantly help to bear each

other's burdens.

It would be difficult to say at exactly

what moment Mr. Borglum consciously de-

cided for sculpture and against painting.

Certainly the scholarships he had received

were for painting, and it seems that he

started for Paris with the intention of carry-

ing on this study. Regarding this an old

friend of his—one of the first to take a solid

interest in his work—has a bit of informa-

tion.

'T do not know what Borglum's inten-

tions were when he left New York," he said,

''but he wrote me from Paris that he never

touched brush again after reaching there."

In Paris Mr. Borglum entered the Atelier

Julien, but remained only six months, for he

could not fit himself into the frame of con-

ventional academic work. Criticism he

welcomed, but suspected that a ready-made

art would be thrust at him in a school. It

was this tendency that kept him from ever
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having a cast in his studio, though he loved

and revered the great classics of art. One
must not conclude, however, that he was

not a thorough student. All his life he kept

The Blizzard. Bronze.

to the standard of study with which he

began when he drew, painted, modelled, and
dissected horses in Cincinnati. But he seems

always to have outlined his own paths.

While he might have gained, by a different

course, a technical mastery that would have

kept all his work at the level of his best

pieces, one is inclined to be glad that he fol-

lowed his own bent, for otherwise he would

almost certainly have lost some of the whole-

some vigor, the charm, and the point of view

of the man of the plains which made his

work unique. One might indeed say that

he carried into art the spirit

of the plainsman, to whom his

own brand on his cattle, and
none other, is man's inviola-

ble right.

Fremiet, who was the great

man for all young sculptors

then in Paris, was his good
genius. To this fine sculptor

he owed most of what came to

him through teaching, and
one wonders whether Fremiet

did not feel like the tradi-

tional hen hatching a duck-

ling when he saw the pioneer

West coming into vigorous

life-in-art in that French
atmosphere.

In Paris the same thing

happened that had happened

in Cincinnati. He must, in

some way, manage to keep his connection

with his West, and, once again, it was horses

that made things possible for him. He was
made free of some stables, and immediately

began modelling two groups,

one of which was ''Lassoing

Wild Horses." Both were

accepted for the Spring Salon

of 1890, splendidly placed,

and adored by the Parisi-

ans. And the next year his

''Stampede of Wild Horses"

and "Lame Horse" brought

him an honorable mention.

And here is a bit quite un-

orthodox but deliciously hu-

man. The art-loving public

of Paris could appreciate

the conception and workman-
ship of this foreign art. But
they might have been a bit

bewildered as to its meaning
but for an unexpected and

unintentional interpreter— Buffalo Bill!

Yes, Buffalo Bill, who had twice brought his

show to Paris, where he and his cowboys had
not only completely captivated the French
capital but had furnished the key to a com-
prehension of this purely American art.

During these days in Paris IMr. Borglum
met Mademoiselle Emma \'ignal, who be-

came his wife. And it was quite a part of

his faith in his West that he imagined it

would be the place of places to his bride that

it was to him. So he took her there not long

after their marriage, and one of the thrills he

On the Border of the White Man's Land.

Bronze in the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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provided for the French girl was a two

weeks' trek over the prairie to a great Indian

celebration.

"They gave me the oat-bag for a pillow,"

said Mrs. Borglum. ''And it is not such a

bad pillow. But when the horse eat the oat,

then at last there is no more pillow."

Mr. Borglum never again lived in the

West. He had become a definite factor in

1 901, and the gold medal at the St. Louis

Exposition of 1904. During these years he

executed many memorials to Civil War
heroes, including five colossal busts which
are in Vicksburg National Park, and eques-

trian statues, most famous among which is

the General Gordon memorial in Atlanta.

Solon Borglum was fifty years old when
the war broke out. One might say that all

Evening. Bronze.

the art world. And though New York City

failed to hold him just as Paris had, he had
to keep in touch with it, since it is our art

centre. He did this by buying a little coun-

try place in Connecticut, turning its barn

into a studio, and making a real home where
he lived with his wife and children and
worked busily for eighteen years.

Work and study seem to have been his en-

tire conscious formula for attainment.

"I have no time for inspiration," he said.

"I am too busy working. If I waited for

inspiration I would not get much done."

That he was both busy and inspired, how-
ever, is attested by the fact that he was
awarded silver medals at the Paris Exposi-

tion of 1900 and the Buffalo Exposition of

his life, he had been riding across plains as

the crow flies to express the spirit in him

—

that vigorous and generous American spirit

—and the pursuit of that direct course took

him straight into the war. He did canteen

work with the Foyer du Soldat; not safe

canteen work, but the kind that took him

on all-night tramps over shell-torn roads in

search of supplies to serve to his men in the

trenches. And after knowing the horrors of

being gassed once, he incurred them again

by removing his mask during an attack be-

cause it impeded his work of taking the last

messages of the dying and giving water to

the wounded. And his friends believe that

he might have recovered from his last illness

but for that second experience.
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Bronze, exhibited at the Paris Salon.

He went back into the work, however,

and it was only when the armistice was
signed that he began doing the sort of thing

one might have thought a man of his age

and attainments reasonably called on to do

—opening schools for the soldiers up in the

mountains of Luxemburg. Later, he be-

came head of the department of sculpture

vv-ith the A. E. F. in the fine and applied

arts section of its educational work. And
what he did in France was attested by
France herself, for she gave him her Croix

de Guerre.

On his return ]Mr. Borglum established

the School of American Sculpture, still con-

tinued in his name. One could scarcely

imagine him not doing that, for so deep a

believer in his country's destiny in art, and
so right-minded a pioneer therein, would
naturally labor to pass on his faith to a suc-

ceeding generation. And it is one of the re-

grets of his passing that he had only two
years at this work, for its methods were

based on the three foundation-stones on
which he had climbed—belief in sheer hard

labor in a given direction, belief that every

individual should start for himself at bed-

rock, and belief in a true art heritage for

America.

How hard he worked, and with what an
understanding heart and dedication of pur-

pose, is shown by those pieces of his sculp-

ture of which it may truly be said: "Here is

American art."

A calendar of current art exhibitions will be found on page 7.
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Problems of the Hour in Europe
BY ALEXANDER DANA NOYES

PROBABLY every one would agree

that there has been a certain reitera-

tion in the news set forth day after day,

this summer season, in the newspaper un-

folded at the breakfast-table or on the

summer porch. Three ques-
The Latest

^jq^s invariably occupied the
Drift of - 111
Events foreground: the latest move

of the White House to end the

mine and railway strikes ; the latest dead-

lock between financial experts at The
Hague and the Russian delegates ; and the

latest formula presented by Germany re-

garding modification of reparations pay-
ments. Other news bearing on finance

and politics was not lacking, but it was
altogether obscured by the shifting phases

of the three governmental negotiations;

public interest in which was not at all

diminished by the fact that the daily

news regarding them appeared to report

nothing but a series of futile efforts at set-

tlement.

The conferences in our own labor dis-

pute served at least to indicate the nature

of the situation. The conferences with

Russia made it plain what the Russian
situation actually is, but threw no light

on what is to result from it. The con-

ferences over the German reparations left

the public mind more in the dark than
before, in regard both to the merits of

the controversy and the probable next

turn of events. Except for the now ab-

solute certainty that the Soviet will get

into its hands no outside money, public

or private, the Russian situation is ex-

actly what it was when the first of the con-

ferences was called. It is not, however,
what it was a year ago. The huge gold

reserve which the Bolsheviki seized in

19 1 7 from the old Russian state bank
has been nearly used up. A great part

of it was sent to Scandinavia to buy food
and merchandise; Scandinavia, having

minted it into non-distinguishable bul-

Hon, shipped it along, in the ordinary
course of trade, to the United States,

where more than $100,000,000 of it now
lies in the vaults of our Federal Reserve.

SOME of the Russian gold, sent to

Omsk by the Bolsheviki, was seized

by the insurgent Kolchak, who delivered

$40,000,000 in exchange for war materials

to British and American bankers, before

the rest was recaptured by the

Soviet troops. How much Exhaustion

was used for "propaganda " in ^ *^^,

other countries, how much qo\^
was lost or stolen in the hap- Holdings

hazard railway transportation

of the gold, probably even the Soviet does
not know. But the Soviet's knowledge
of the approaching exhaustion of the con-

fiscated treasure has been plainly indi-

cated, first by the government's recent

stripping of gifts and ornaments of pre-

cious metal from the Russian churches,

and still more by the Soviet's urgent offer

of Russia for exploitation by foreign capi-

tal, if only foreign money could be got in

exchange for it.

What effect the emptying of the trea-

sure-chest will have on the Moscow gov-

ernment's position is a matter of pure

guesswork, as, indeed, is any prediction

of the course of events in Russia. It was
with this gold that the Soviet paid for

such necessary supplies as it bought from

foreign countries; it will now not only lose

that means of payment but even its ex-

port trade in Russian products, small as it

was a year ago, is now officially reported

to have decreased to only half the quan-

tity of 1 9 2 1 . Payment in food has largely

served to maintain the army, the working

men under state control, and the mass of

direct governmental employees; but late-

ly, except for the American relief, food

also has failed.

38s
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ANYWHERE but in Russia a govern-
^ ment which, through consistent ap-

plication of principles to which it still pro-

fessed adherence, had completely ruined in

succession its country's commerce, manu-
facture, transportation, and

Russia s agriculture, whose devastat-

Future ^^S influence on its people's

material welfare had gone so

rapidly from bad to worse that it cul-

minated in the death by starvation of

whole communities, would have been
overturned by a desperate and general up-

rising. But there is not the least indica-

tion of any such result in Russia. In the

complete lack of evidence as to any politi-

cal trend or tendency in the Russian peo-

ple, the men most familiar with the coun-

try are the least \\411ing to venture into

prophecy. Some of them suggest alter-

native possibilities as \\dde apart as those

of a well-known French WTiter on the

Russian situation, who named as equally

conceivable results a lapse into Asiatic

anarchy; the following of a foreign chief

by the masses, imploring discipline and
food; seizure of autocratic power by a
Bonaparte from the ranks of the Soviet

itself, or, finally, ^'overthrow even of the

people's minds by a despairing mysti-

cism," resulting in a "procession of flagel-

lants on the march for a new ideal, be-

yond all calculations of the economists

and politicians."

Of the country's economic problem the

one reasonably safe guess is that, if politi-

cal conditions do not change, a system of

barter between Russian producers and the

outside world wdll gradually be extended

on an unprecedented scale, along with

equally gradual surrender to foreign spec-

ulators and exploiters of such natural re-

sources as the mines, the oil-fields, the

timber-lands. Possibly neither the eco-

nomic nor the political enigma will be

solved at all until the dominant personali-

ties who at least possess the prestige of

having achieved the Bolshevik revolution

shall have passed from the scene.

DURING a good part of the summer,
even the Russian controversy was

superseded in public interest by the pre-

cipitous fall in value of the German cur-

rency and the events to which it led.

The mark, which before the war ex-

(FinaQcial Situation,

changed for ly/i cents in American
money, sold on the New York exchange
market at the end of July for

14^ one-hundredths of a J^^ ^^^^

cent. It had fallen 50 per ^^^^^
cent in value witmn a month Mark
and 25 per cent ^\4thin a week.

In foreign banks and foreign ministries,

this action of the market was described

as foreshadowing Germany's economic
ruin, but, as usual, without defining what
''economic ruin" meant.
The productive and commercial power

of Germany is still so great that our o\\'n

Congress has been anxiously debating the

fancied need for special tariff barriers

against German exports. Her financial

resources are intrinsically so large that

foreign bankers have seriously discussed

an international loan of a billion dollars

to the German Government. Her terri-

tory was not, like Belgium, invaded dur-

ing the war; her farms, mines, and manu-
factories had not been devastated and
wrecked, like those of northern France.

As one French writer has put it, "not a
German window-pane was shattered" by
the enemy. Her people were taxed

vastly less in war-time than the people of

England, France, or Italy. Since the

war the constant talk on the German
markets has been of the huge fortunes

heaped up by the captains of German in-

dustry.

HOW, then, is this abnormally rapid

and progressive depreciation of the

currency, this prediction of economic
ruin, as a consequence, to be explained,

when the paper currencies of France,

Italy, and Belgium have ap-

preciated sO to 70 per cent Exchange
• V \ i -r Rate and
smce 1920? A famihar an- Reparations
swer is that the immense com- Payments
pulsory payments by Ger-

many to her antagonists of the war, in

requital of the German army's wanton de-

struction of her enemy's property in the

war, have made that depreciation un-

avoidable. We are told that the govern-

ment has had to purchase foreign curren-

cies in order to meet recurring instalments

on the reparations ; that there was no way
to make such purchase except through

selling German paper marks, either to

foreign countries or to German merchants

continued on page 45)
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in exchange for drafts on such foreign countries.

This expedient, it is then explained, necessi-

tates issue of new paper currency in amounts
sufficient to purchase the requisite foreign

credits at the mark's depreciated value, and

the constant pressure of such new paper on

the market inevitably forces down its price.

As a description of what has actually oc-

curred in financing the reparations payments,

this is accurate enough; but it fails entirely to

go to the heart of the matter. In the first

place, Germany has not as yet paid more than

a fraction of the instalments which her own
representatives at London, eighteen months
ago, admitted the government's capacity to

pay. What has been actually paid in cash

on reparations account since 191 8 does not

exceed in gold valuation what France, without

progressive depreciation of her currency, paid

by way of indemnity to Prussia within three

years after 1870. The complaint of Germany
over the reparations payments is nowadays
rarely based on the sum imposed, considered in

itself, but on the fact that, since the payment
has to be made in gold and since it now requires

a hundred marks in the greatly depreciated

German paper money to buy the equivalent of

one gold mark in foreign currencies, the burden

of providing foreign credits has become intol-

erable. But that would seem to mean that the

trouble is result rather than cause of the de-

preciation of the currency.

\1 /"E shall therefore have to go farther back
^^ in our search for the root of the difficulty.

First let us see exactly what has happened.

Before the war, Germany's currency amounted

to some three or four billion marks in gold and

silver and 1,800,000,000 marks in

paper notes redeemable in coin. In

the armistice week of November,

19 1 8, gold and silver having ceased

to circulate, 17,000,000,000 paper

marks irredeemable in coin, issued through the

Reichsbank by the government, were in cir-

culation. By the end of 1919 this paper circu-

lation had increased to 35,700,000,000 marks;

by the end of 1920 to 68,800,000,000; by the

end of 192 1 to 113,400,000,000, and at the be-

ginning of last July to 169,200,000,000. Along

(Financial Situation, continued on page 47)
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with this headlong inflation of the currency,

prices of goods on the German markets rose to

something hke ninety times what they were in

19 14. The Frankfurter Zeitung^s average of

commodity prices, reduced to loo as of July,

1914, worked out at 1,987 at the end of 1919, at

2,127 at the end of 1920, at 4,238 at the end of

192 1, and at 9,140 at the beginning of last July.

There are two ways in which an increase of

the money supply may influence prices. Even

if the increase were made up wholly of gold or

of paper notes redeemable on demand in gold,

an abnormally great addition to the money in

circulation might, directly or indirectly, drive

up prices; chiefly through the resultant crea-

tion of larger bank facilities for purchase of

goods by traders and consumers. In that case

the rise would be a rise in actual "gold prices."

But if a rapid increase of money supply con-

sists entirely of paper not redeemable in gold,

with no increase of gold reserve, then the ques-

tion will soon intrude as to whether gold re-

demption will ever be resumed. Naturally,

the greater the issue of such paper currency the

less is the probability of gold resumption.

THAT being so, the irredeemable paper mark
which is printed in constantly increasing

quantities will buy progressively less of goods

or services than could be purchased by a gold

mark or by a paper mark exchangeable for gold.

Such discrimination will be first ex-

The hibited in foreign exchange, be-
Machinery ^^^5^ while the German Govern-
or Currency '

Deprecfa- ment can compel its own citizens to

tion accept the paper mark as the nomi-

nal equivalent of gold, no such com-
pulsion can extend to foreigners. The Ameri-

can merchant who has produced or acquired

his stock of goods on the basis of gold values,

and who is asked by the German purchaser to

accept in payment paper marks, or a draft on a

German bank payable in that paper, will ac-

cept such payment only at a discount from its

face value. How great or how small that dis-

count is to be will naturally be determined by
the increasing or decreasing probability of ulti-

mate gold redemption.

The fall of Germany's paper mark to a valua-
tion, in our own gold-redeemable currency, less

a hundredth part of the gold mark's valuation,

reflects the banking world's belief that ultimate
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 47)

gold redemption is exceedingly remote and has

been growing daily more improbable. But the

example, set by foreign merchants and re-

flected in exchange rates, was quickly followed

by German merchants also. The only differ-

ence of procedure was that, instead of placing an
cpen discount on the purchasing power of the

paper mark itself, the German trader reached

the same end by asking progressively higher

prices for his goods, when paid for in paper

marks, than the prices asked if payment was
made in gold.

ALL this is very elementary principle in the

' science of paper money. But there are

always perplexing phenomena in such economic

episodes; confusing movements of the markets

which appear at times to contradict the simple

underlying theory. Such conflict-
Confusing

jj^g incidents have been common in
Incidents
of Inflation ^^^ ^^^e of Germany. For m-

stance, Germany's own financial

experts have at times made much of the fact

that the paper mark's depreciation, measured
in foreign exchange, was greater than its de-

preciation measured in the price of German
commodities, and have therefore insisted that

it did not truly indicate the situation. They

have also pointed out that during the first half

of 192 1, when the paper currency was increas-

ing at the rate of one billion marks per month,
the New York exchange market's valuation of

the mark either did not change at all or else

went higher; from which it was assumed that

the increase of the paper currency was not the

cause of the mark's depreciation on exchange.

Finally, the German Government itself has
argued that it is the higher prices, necessitating

as they do a proportionately larger amount of

circulating money for the purposes of trade,

which compel the Reichsbank to increase its

paper issues; in other words, that paper infla-

tion is effect, not cause.

The facts alleged in all three of these conten-
tions were undeniable. On the New York ex-

change market at the end of 192 1 the mark
sold for one-half cent as against the 23^-cent
price of July, 1914, whereas in Germany the
average paper prices of commodities were at

the same date only forty-two times as high as

in the pre-war month. Between January and
July, 192 1, Germany's outstanding paper cur-

rency increased 9,000,000,000 marks, or nearly

14 per cent, yet the New York price for the

mark, which was 1}^ cents in January, had re-

covered to i^ cents in July. That higher

(Financial Situation, continued on page 51)

Why Southern Mortgage Bonds Pay \% More
First Mortgage Bonds, secured by income producing real estate in leading

Southern cities, pay on an average 1% more than similar bonds issued

against properties in Northern and Eastern cities. The same safeguards, the
same kind of property (apartment structures, hotels, warehouses, etc.), the
same careful methods apply to Southern bonds as to those issued elsewhere.

The premium of 1% on Southern First Mortgage Bonds measures the South's bid for capital to
develop its rich resources. Southern investments yield a higher return because the South can
make profitable use of the funds. Southern First Mortgage Investments are fundamentally
safe, because increasing property values are constantly increasing the margin of security.

Miller First Mortgage Bonds, paying 7% or 7}^%, con-
form to the rigid safety requirements of high grade real

estate bonds. They possess an unbroken safety record.

Mail the coupon for booklet, " The South Today," which describes
the remarkable expansion of the South's business and industry.

$100 Bonds; $500 Bonds; $1,000 Bonds

Interest paid twice yearly

Yield: 7% or VA%
Partial payment accounts invited

G.L.M iLLER &r(S.
2401 HURT BUILDING ATLANTA, GA.

"First—The Investor's Welfare"

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

G. L. MILLER & COMPANY, INC.

2401 Hurt Building. Atlanta, Ga.

Dear Sirs:

Please send me your booklet, "The South

Today," and description of a good First

Mortgage Bond investment for $ ,

maturing in about years. (These

blanks need not be filled in, but the infor-

mation helps us to give the investor per-

sonal attention.)

Name
Address

City and State
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Earnings °^ Southern Properties

THE earnings of Southern

properties protecting the

bonds issued by this institution

are largely responsible for the

record of which we are justly

proud, that no investor in these

securities has ever lost a dollar

of principal or interest.

When our name is associated

with a bond you can depend

upon it that the security protect-

ing that bond is earning far more

than the greatest annual interest

and principal payments due in

any year.

Mortgage & Securities South-

em bonds have brought millions

of dollars to the South; have in-

creased many fold the earnings

of Southern properties; providing,

at the same time, safe investment

opportunities at attractive in-

terest return for those with funds

to invest.

Let us give you more detailed

information regarding this type

of Southern investment. Allow

us to send you a description of

one of our offerings. Banks and

insurance companies purchase

these securities in volume of

many millions annually. They
invest in them because they are

safe.

Write us for Circular C-427

Seventeenth Yea?—^Al^e^er a J^ss to a Client

Mortgage ^ Securities Co.
Capital and Surplus Over One Million

Canal 6- Camp Sts. New Orleans
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 49)

prices may require more currency, our own ex-

perience has shown. Even with a gold-parity

currency and with no possibiUty of putting it

into circulation except in response to actual

demands of trade, the American market learned

during 19 19 that a rapid advance of prices

brought almost equally rapid additions to out-

standing Federal Reserve notes.

SO much is incontestable; yet all that these

seeming inconsistencies in the German sit-

uation prove is that the special influence ex-

erted by progressive inflation of an irredeem-

able paper currency may be either emphasized
or modified by the working of other

economic causes. Even when the

foreign-exchange valuation of the

mark is governed primarily by the

vanishing probability of ultimate

gold redemption, it is also influenced (as it was,

even before suspension of gold payments) by
an excess of imports or exports, as the case

might be, in the country's foreign trade. Dur-
ing 192 1 Germany's imports of merchandise
exceeded exports by no less than i ,600,000,000

marks per month.
The resultant influence on exchange rates

was bound to depress the mark's foreign value

below the point to which even paper inflation

would have forced it. This additional depre-

ciation, though it would necessarily advance
the German price for imported goods, would
not immediately raise the price of Germany's
own products, services, or wages. Deprecia-

tion of the mark was, therefore, greater on
foreign markets than in Germany. But, as we
shall see, the fall of its price on the foreign

markets was much the more seriously compli-

cating fact. Furthermore, the rise in average

German prices since last December has been
almost exactly twice as rapid as the rise during

192 1 ; to-day there is no such difference be-

tween home and foreign depreciation for the

mark as existed twelve months ago.

The failure of mark exchange to reflect at

once the paper inflation of 192 1 was neither a

mystery in itself nor disproof of the estabUshed

theories of currency depreciation. Two special

influences were visibly in operation during that

year, which offset in the market for exchange,

though only temporarily, both the merchandise
import balance and the currency inflation. At
the very low foreign-exchange price of the

German mark huge sums of foreign capital

were at the time attracted to investment in

German property and securities. Millions of

dollars' worth of German city bonds and bonds

(Financial Situation, continued on page 53)

7% IN THE
National Capital

Washington enjoys the
distinction of being the only
city in America which has
directly back of it the tremen-
dous powerofthe United States

Government in improvement
and development.

Our 7% Safeguarded First

Mortgage Investments, secured
by improved, income-produc-
ing property in Washington,
have behind them our record
of no loss to any investor in

forty-nine years.

These investments are offered

in denominations of ^50, ^100,
^500 and ^1,000, with a choice

of maturities from two years

to ten years. Under our In-

vestment Savings Plan partial

payments earn 7%.

Write today for Booklet S-14

^^F.HSmithCo
Jounded 1873

First Mortgage Investments

WASHINGTON, D. C.

i
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,' .^^M" BUSINESS cannot stand still. It

must either move forward or

fall behind. As the farmer gives di-

rection to nature by carefully tend-

ing his crops, so should industry be

given every opportunity to spring

upward under the far-sighted direc-

tion of American business men.

In co-operating with customers in

building up their various business

enterprises, The Continental and

Commercial Banks approach the

^^^^^:i task with the energy and under-

standing of an experienced and pro-

gressive banking organization.

'''"^y";-~''''-"'\v

V-( -- r-' - .

^^CONTINENTAL ^/td^

COMMERCIAL
BANKS

CHICAGO
Complete Banking Service

More than ^55,000,000 Invested Capital
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 51)

of German industrial companies were sent to

America and sold. The price seemed low with

the mark itself obtainable for half a cent or

less, and there always remained the chance

that the mark's valuation would recover, there-

by raising the price of the investment also.

Based on the same idea, still more direct an
influence was exerted through outright pur-

chase of German paper marks themselves by
foreigners, to hoard for pure speculation. Both
of these speculations, with their sustaining in-

fluence on the foreign value of the mark, nat-

urally grew in magnitude during the period

when negotiations were pending (as they were

last autumn) to lighten the burden of repara-

tions payments.

THE German Government's contention that

the currency inflation is effect, not cause,

for the reason that higher prices of themselves

require more currency, brings up other consid-

erations. That the large new issues of paper
currency in 1920 and 192 1

—

amounting to 33,000,000,000 marks
in the one year and to 44,000,000,-

000 in the other—represented the

government's expedient to meet a
deficit in the public revenue, no-

body has denied. But even German financiers

were startled when the issue of new paper, dur-

ing only the first six months of 1922, amounted
to 55,000,000,000 marks.

For this increasing outpour of new paper, the

rise of prices was undoubtedly in a sense re-

sponsible. Government is the largest em-
ployer of labor and purchaser of material, and
along with the currency's progressive deprecia-

tion cost of materials, of labor, and of general

services advanced correspondingly. While its

expense account thus rose by spasmodic leaps,

prompt and equivalent increase in current rev-

enue was impracticable. A budget of taxa-

tion, drawn up with the view of meeting cur-

rent expenditure, would be out of date a month
or two after its formulation ; the rate of expen-

diture might have risen 50 per cent, but the

taxes for the coming fiscal year would have
been arranged and imposed only in accordance
with that budget. The recourse then adopted
by the government would be issue of paper

currency in larger sums than ever; with further

rise in prices and salaries as a consequence and
therefore with recurrence of the deficit prob-

lem in still more unmanageable shape. Along
with this predicament of the Treasury, the

German merchant or manufacturer, carrying

goods and paying wages higher by one-fourth

(Financial Situation, continued on page 55)

The Atlantic Trust Investment Plan

Bank Safety
for investors

THE Atlantic Trust Investment

Plan is the partial payment or

installment plan of buying bonds,

with this important addition:

The entire resources of this hank—
the same resources that are back of

savings and checking accounts—are

back of your investment account.

The most important feature of the

Atlantic Trust Investment Plan,

therefore, is BANK SAFETY.

With a first payment as low as $50

and monthly payments of $20, you

can buy the same bonds we buy for

the investment of the bank's funds.

Without obligation we will send

you our booklet describing the ad*

vantages ofBANK SAFETY and giving

complete information about the

Atlantic Trust Investment Plan.

Ask for booklet No. 131

The Atlantic
TRUST COMPANY

Capital and Surplus $2,000,000

BALTIMORE, MD.

Write for full information about

banking by mail: 4% on savings;

2,^0 on checking accounts.
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Expediting

business abroad
An AMERICAN export firm cabled its

representative in care of our Paris

Office to call upon an important cus-

tomer in Naples.

Our tra\'el expert looked up sched-

ules and connections for the repre-

sentative, purchased his tickets, helped

him secure passport vises and gave him

a letter to our Naples correspondent.

While the salesman was en route, our

office wired ahead to reserve hotel

accommodations.

Upon his arrival in Naples, our cor-

respondent there accorded him a num-
ber of courtesies in our name and hon-

ored his Equitable Letter of Credit,

paying him the equivalent of his dollar

drafts in Lire, at the prevailing rate of

exchange.

Facilitating the transaction of

foreign business and saving the valu-

able time of our customers' represen-

tatives are daily services rendered by

our offices abroad.

The officers of our Foreign Department will welcome an op-

portunity to explain our facilities for handling foreign business.

THE Equitable
Trust company

LONDON
3 King William St.. E.C.4

OF NEW YORK
37 WALL STREET

PARIS
23 Rue de la Paix
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• (Financial Situation, continued from page 53)

or one-half than what they were in the preced-

ing season, had to draw on his bank for propor-

tionately increased sums.

YET nothing can be more obvious than the

fact that this whole succession of embar-

rassments traces back to the original policy of

deliberate inflation. If the government had
not paid its bills in paper marks during 1919

and 1920, the progressive deprecia-

tion of the currency need not have
occurred at all. Had that depre-

ciation not occurred, the abnormal
rise of prices would not have fol-

lowed nor the demand for still more of the de-

preciated currency, to meet an enlarging pub-

lic deficit, and enable traders to conduct their

business at the higher prices. Philosophers

and statesmen who dispute the basic principles

of currency inflation because of these necessary

consequences might with equal reason argue

that the constant strengthening of his dose by
the opium-eater means only that his system
needs a progressively increased stimulus, and
not that the mischief lay in the adoption of the

habit. It is frequently asked, however, if this

recourse to wholesale paper inflation, with all

its necessary consequences, was not in Ger-
many's case made unavoidable by circum-

stances. May not mihtary defeat, political

revolution, the long exhaustion of the war
blockade and the huge foreign payments levied

on her government for reparations, have left

this the only possible financial recourse?

During the war, increase in paper-money
issues not redeemable in gold may have been
inevitable; at any rate, progressive inflation

and depreciation of the paper currency was
common to England, France, Italy, Germany,
and Central Europe, not only up to the end of

1918 but to the middle of 1920. Whether the

sum total of reparations payments was not
fixed too high for Germany's capacity to pay
them, is at least a debatable question. But
Germany's case was in several ways peculiar to

herself. Even during the war, while England
and France, by way of meeting war expendi-
ture, were imposing greatly increased taxation
and raising huge long-term interest-bearing

loans on the public credit, the German Govern-
ment pursued a different poHcy. The Entente
Allies, so the eminent banker at the head of the
German Treasury declared, would ultimately
be forced to pay all the war expenses of the

Central Powers; therefore, why worry the Ger-
man citizen with new taxes on the German
money market with new loans? Only in the

(Financial Situation, continued on page 57)
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"Blind'' Investor?

i^TOT literally blind, of course, but

i\| blind in the sense that your lack

of means for investigating invest-

ments leaves you unable to obtain a

proper insight into the merits or de-

merits of securities offered you.

Investors are finding the Wells-

Dickey Company decidedly helpful

in safeguarding funds. They make
more thorough investigations than
the investor could possibly make for

himself and offer for sale only such se-

curities as meet the highest stand-

ards of safety.
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Ask for Circular'^ SS*'
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interest and principal

behind 5%% Pru-
dence-Bonds means
that they appeal
chiefly where safety

is uppermost in the

mind.

Send for Circular S. C. 278

The PRUDENCE
COMPANY, Inc.
New York

31 Nassau St.

Brooklyn
162 Remsen St.
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HEREVER there is property that is

subject to possible destruction by fire,

the trademark of the Hartford Fire

Insurance Company is a famihar sym-

bol of protection. For years this trademark has

identified insurance policies whose promises of

payment of all just claims have never gone un-

fulfilled.

Today there is an added feature that is carried

by policies bearing this trademark—the service

of Hartford*s Fire Prevention Engineers.

Without cost to the policy-holder Hartford

Engineers w^ill inspect the premises of the in-

sured, point out fire hcizards that can be elimi-

nated, and assist policy-holders in taking every

possible precaution against an avoidable fire loss.

There is a Hartford agent near you who will

sell you insurance indemnity backed by the

Hartford's century-old trademark. If you do not

know him, write to the company.

HARTFORD FIRE INSURANCE CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.

The Hartford Fire Insurance Co. and the Hartford Accident and Indemnity Co.

write practically every form of insurance except life.

The trademark of the

Hartford Fire Insurance Co.

Engraved by Timothy Cole
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 55)

last years of war, when the outcome had grown
doubtful, did the government introduce a

wholly inadequate programme of taxation and
pubHc loans. Meantime it paid its war ex-

penses with paper money.

WITH the end of the war and of the first

after-war year, such governments as

France and Italy took the first steps to reform

their currencies. Their measures were reso-

lutely introduced. Proceeds of new public

loans and part of the proceeds of
Policies the taxes were promptly applied to

DMerent reduction of the inflated paper

Countries money. Within two years this re-

duction reached two to three thou-

sand million francs in each of the two coun-

tries. Germany made no such effort. Foreign

banking experts reminded her government that

the situation called not only for greatly in-

creased taxes but for large home loans on the

public credit to check the inflation of the cur-

rency, and for negotiation of large foreign loans

to meet foreign reparations payments. But
the German Treasury undertook neither re-

course until, toward the end of 192 1, the head-

long depreciation of the currency and the utter

confusion of the public finance had made both
expedients seemingly impracticable.

Instead, it continued to put out new paper

money in constantly increasing volume, not

only to provide for the domestic deficit but to

meet, first the heavy foreign payments for im-

ported food and raw materials, and next the

early instalments on the reparations. The
government itself gave no evidence of clear

comprehension of the state of things. The
rich German industrialists—absorbed in their

speculative profits from the rise of prices, and
busy with plans for lodging the proceeds in

foreign depositories where German tax levies

and German currency depreciation could not

reach them—confronted the government's
timid proposals with sullen and effective oppo-
sition.

Under such circumstances Germany's home
prices continued their perpendicular rise this

year, at a greatly accelerated pace, and with
that rise her merchants began to lose such
competitive export trade as they had managed
to acquire since the armistice. At the same
time the sale of actual paper marks in foreign

countries, at whatever value they would bring,

to pay indebtedness accruing on such markets,

forced down the price of the mark exchange in

such countries so violently that a monthly in-

stalment of $10,000,000 gold, paid by Germany
(Financial Situation, continued on page 58)

Nine
Investors

Out ofTen
know the Franklin automobile as a light,

easy-riding, economical car, made by a
successful organization, driven by repre-
sentative people.

Reputation of the car is typical of the
investment qualities of Franklin securities.

On Franklin Common Stock an average
yearly cash dividend of $13.14 per share has
been paid on each $100 of such stock out-
standing each year during the past 20
years. Two previous issues of Preferred
have netted 9}i% and ll^o, respectively.

We offer new 7% Cumulative Sinking
Fund Preferred Stock and new Common
Stock as a desirable investment for indi-

viduals—proceeds to be used for manufac-
turing the new Franklin Four. Our circular

gives interesting details. Please send for it.

Partial Payments

F. A. Barton, Treasurer

H.H.Franklin Manufacturing Company
Syracuse, N. Y.

This Handy
Investment Record

saves unnecessary trips to your safe

deposit box and quickly furnishes

complete information— amounts,

interest dates, maturities, prices,

taxable status,etc—on your invest-

ment holdings.

It is made in loose-leaf form so that pages

may be added as required—the pocket

size is handy and compact.

Included is a bond interest table, also a

chart of information on all issues of Lib-

erty and Victory Bonds.

ff^ritefor

booklet SM-19

HALSEY, STUART & CO
INCORPORATED

CHICAGO
209 S. La Salle St.

PHILADELPHIA
Land Title Bldg.

MILWAUKEE

NEW YORK BOSTON
14 Wall St. 10 Post Office Sq.

DETROIT ST. LOUIS
Ford Bldg. Security Bldg.

MINNEAPOLIS
First Wis. Nat. Bk. Bldg. Metropolitan Bk. Bldg.
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Letters of Credit and
Travelers^ Checks

assure to the traveler abroad prompt
availability of funds with maximum
of safety and courteous attention.

For traveling in this country

K.N. &K.
Travelers' Checks

afford all the conveniences of cash
but none of its disadvantages. They
may be replaced if lost.

Obtainable at thousands of banks
throughout the country or direct from

Knauth.Ndchod ScKuhne
Equitable Building NEW YORK

John Muir & Qp,
Members New York Stock Exchange

61 Broadway
NEW YORK

26 Court St.

BROOKLYN

ire Lots

INVESTMENT
Forman Investments have proved sound
for 37 years. They always yield a liberal rate con-

sistent with safety and require no attention by tha

investor. They are secured by First Mortgages on

High Grade Income Producing Real Estate. How
Forman Investments will protect yoOT capital and

build yourincome is interestingly told inpur book-

let "How to Select Safe Bonds." For free copy

tear out this ad and mail to o3 with your name
and address in margin. No Balesman will cau.

GEORGE M. FORMAN & CO.
First Mortgage Investment*

Depi 3 105 W. Monroe Street

CHICAGO
7 years without loss

to a custo-
^

mer.

The
Question
of the
Remedy

(FinaDcial Situation, continued from page 57)

on reparations account on a foreign market,
which would have cost some 41,600,000 marks
with the German currency at par and 1,600,-

000,000 marks with the German currency at

the exchange rate of last January, would have
called for 6,500,000,000 marks at the low rate

of July. This was what the German Govern-
ment, in its midsummer representations to the
Allied commission, declared to be impossible
of continuance.

WHAT is to be the result of this extraordi-

nary dilemma? The logic of the situa-

tion would undoubtedly point to adoption of

measures by the German Government to stop
the progressive paper inflation, reduce the
amount in circulation and thereby
check the depreciation of the mark.
France and Italy have pursued such
a policy through issuing govern-
ment bonds and applying the pro-

ceeds to gradual retirement of their paper cur-

rencies. The same recourse is open to Ger-
many. France kept her currency virtually at

par, while paying the 5,000,000,000 francs in-

demnity to Prussia after 1870, through raising

a great loan on foreign markets and drawing
on the proceeds. The recent bankers' confer-

ence at Paris intimated that, under certain pos-
sible conditions, the same expedient would be
open now to Germany. If a moratorium on
immediate cash payments for reparations

should be granted, the opportunity to arrange
scientifically the programme for the future

would be in the German Government's hands.
With or without the moratorium, this has

been recognized from the first as the only
means of solving the reparations problem and
saving Germany from herself. The resistance

of France to reduction in the total payment
assessed on Germany (which the bankers made
a condition of the foreign loan) is easily com-
prehensible when the French Government has
itself paid out, from the proceeds of home
loans, no less than 60,000,000,000 francs for re-

construction in the regions devastated by Ger-
many, yet when the cash payments actually

made by Germany, though covering restitution

of plundered property, have thus far provided
nothing whatever on the account of reconstruc-

tion. Still, recognition of the necessities of the

financial situation would probably supersede

the resentment of France over its own position,

if it were assured of reasonable reimbursement
in the future.

BUT the factor in the matter which cannot

yet be surely reckoned on is Germany it-

self. Without restoration of some of the
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mark's lost value on exchange, the problem of

making foreign payments would be the same
for Germany, when direct payments

Germany s ^^j-e resumed or when interest was

Atd?ude provided for holders of her foreign

bonds, as it is to-day. Yet the

possibility of substantial recovery in the value

of the mark is regarded in financial Germany
with dishke and dread. The reason is evident

enough. Since the existing depreciation of

the currency has caused an equivalent upward
readjustment in prices, wages, taxes, company
capitalizations, transportation rates, and since

that ninety-fold advance has occasioned a huge

speculation and an excited "business boom,"
the German markets entertain natural misgiv-

ings as to what would happen if the economic

force which has been driving prices up were all

at once reversed.

Use of credit has been extended in the mea-
sure of these inflated prices. America and
Western Europe saw during 1920 and 192

1

what consequences in the field of credit precede

and follow the sudden ending of an extravagant

price-inflation movement. Germany had no
part in the reckoning of those years; she has

gone rapidly forward on the path of inflation

while other nations were retracing their steps.

Since 1920 the paper currency of France has

been reduced 4,300,000,000 francs, or 11 per

cent; during the same interval the paper cur-

rency of Germany has been increased 108,000,-

000,000 marks, or 170 per cent. The question

as to scope and character of the economic re-

adjustment which would come with termina-

tion of that movement is by no means the least

interesting question of the hour.

'0 8fo 8fo
38 YEARS WITHOUT

LOSS TO AN INVESTOR
We furnish FIRST MORTGAGES, secured by
Improved Farms in Georgia, Alabama and Florida,

paying 8% interest.

They run for a term of five years, without right of

redemption.
Demand SAFETY first.

Buy Farm Mortgages.
Ask us about them.

Th eTitleGuaranty &Trust Co.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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The Charcoal Iron

Company ofAmerica

is the largest produc-

er of charcoal iron,

acetate of lime and
wood alcohol in the

United States. Its First

Mortgage Bonds, due

1931, are conserva-

tive and attractive at

present market prices

p.W.CHAPMAN ©CaiNC
116S. LaSaUeSt.
CHICAGO

115 Broadway
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An Attradlive
Preferred Stock

THE 8% Cumulative Preferred Stock

ofStandard Qas and Electric Com-
pany is non-callable and is listed on
the Chicago Stock Exchange. Par
value of shares is $50. It may be
purchased for cash or on the 10-

Payment Plan.

TKis iuell-known Preferred Stock is

backed by investments in modern,
growing properties supplying neces-

sary services for578 citiesand towns
with a total population of approxi-

mately 2,250,000, in sixteen states.

Operated properties have 30,000

home shareholders.

Dividends payable qtdarterly. Earnings n\ore

thantwice PreferredStockdividend require-

ments.
Ask for Circular S-11

H. M. Byllesby and Ca
208 South La Salle Street, CHICAGO

NEW YORK BOSTON
111 Broadway 14 State St.
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Progressive
men of affairs are now planning

to liave their companies so well

and so favorably known that it

will be relatively easy to raise

capital when expansion becomes

essential. Publicity to men and

women of affairs as represented

by the clientele of SCRIBNER'S

MAGAZINE will contribute to-

ward this end.

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS
Publishers of SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE

We have 35 booklets that

tell about Safe Investments

SCARE-

CROWS

are danger signals to the birds—but safe-

guards to the seeds.

If your investments are well guarded and
out of the hands of vultures—they are safe.

Sept.

Attached is check (or money order) for $2.00 for

which send 35 booklets.

Investor s Service Department, SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE
597 Fifth Avenue, New York

Name ...

Address

.

INFORMATIVE
FINANCIAL
LITERATURE [ without cost j

Following are announcements of current booklets and circulars
issued by financial institutions, which may be obtained without
cost on request addressed to the issuing banker. Investors are asked
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WAS the guest of my
old friend, General

Gouraud, High Com-
missioner from the

French Republic to

Syria, in his magnifi-

cent Villa des Pins at

Beirut. The general

is-- one of the most picturesque figures

in the army. After an exceptionally bril-

liant career in the colonies—at twenty-

two he captured the African king, Sa-

mory, in a particularly audacious desert

raid—he was wounded at the beginning

of the Great War while commanding a

division in the Argonne. A few months
later, in the Dardenelles, a Turkish shell

blew him fifteen or twenty feet in the air,

taking off an arm and wounding him seri-

ously in the leg and pelvis. Any one else

would have died of the injuries, but his

astonishing vitality pulled him through.

I went to see him not long afterward in

the hospital, where they had just operated
on him, and as he lay there, all bandaged
up and unable to move, he said to me
quietly :

" Your next visit to me will be at

headquarters, for I shall take over the

command of my army again in a few
weeks." At the time I thought he was
out of his head, but the curious thing is

that his prophecy came true in every par-

ticular. . . .

While we studied the maps spread out
before us and smoked our Turkish ciga-

rettes, the general busied himself making
out an itinerary across the interior of

Syria as far as Mesopotamia, for me. As
he finished he said: "For this long desert

journey you have the choice of two modes
of travel—the airplane and the camel.
Which do you prefer?"

"My choice is quickly made," I re-

plied. "I prefer the airplane."

As a matter of fact, whatever the ad-

vantages of a trip by caravan (I have
made several in the Sahara Desert), in

spite of the novelty and the local color of

it, the slowness and monotony of a camel's

gait soon become absolutely insupport-

able to a European. In order to accus-

tom one's self to the rhythmic motion, one
must have the mentality of a Bedouin for

whom time does not exist. Unfortu-
nately this sort of mentality is not ac-

quired all in a minute—as by the stroke of

a magic wand. . . .

I left Beirut on the next day but one.

After a stop with the patriarch of the

Maronites in one of the most picturesque

corners of Lebanon, we proceeded by way
of TripoH, Homs, and Hama to Aleppo,
the great merchant city, the vast em-
porium of occidental Asia.

One of the most interesting things about
Syria—that battle-field of many peoples

and races; where dynasty has succeeded

dynasty; where Egyptians, Greeks, Ro-
mans, Arabs, Crusaders, Tatars, and Mon-
gols, one after the other, have deployed
their armies—is the variety of the monu-
ments and the landmarks which most of

the conquerors have left behind them.

Between Tripoli and Homs, not far

from the valley of the Orontes, there is to

be seen a stupendous fortress, one of the

most amazing monuments in the whole
world—the stronghold of the Crusaders,
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knowTi as the "Kalaat-el-Hoesn," or the

''Krak des Chevaliers." The most for-

midable European fortresses of the Mid-
dle x\ges, Coucy-le-Chateau in France and
the "burgs" of the Rhine valley, seem
like child's toys in comparison. Thanks
to this fortress and to others of the same
sort, the hardy knights who built them,
those adventurous crusaders from France
and Flanders, could, with a handful of

colossal size and all exactly as they were
when invented by Arabian engineers ten
centuries ago, draw up water from the

Orontes to the aqueducts and conduits.

The insistent whine of the creaking,

groaning wheels mingles with the other

noises of the city, penetrating and dom-
inating all. The ceaseless drone seems,

in fact, to be the pulse, the very heart-

throb, of this strange city.

Between Tripoli and Homs . . . there is to be seen a stupendous fortress, one of the most amazing monu-
ments in the whole world—the stronghold of the Crusaders, . . . the "Krak des ChevaUers."

men, maintain their foothold in those

far-off countries, even against desperate

odds, and successfully withstand all as-

saults of Islam.

On leaving this European fortress one
reaches by evening the purely Arabian
city of Hama, whose charm and "differ-

ence" amaze one. Hama is, in fact, one
of the marvels, one of the jewels of Mo-
hammedan art and civilization. Crowded
into a bend of the Orontes, her bridges

spanning the river whose waters lave the

very foundations of her houses and pal-

aces, Hama impresses one as jealously,

fiercely self-sufficient, existing of and for

herself, utterly unconcerned with time

and the outside world. Day and night

the great water-wheels, some of them of

After Hama we reach Aleppo, the great

mercantile city, the rendezvous of all the

caravans which, by endless routes across

the desert, gather here from all parts of

Asia, Anatolia, the Caucasus, Persia,

Kurdistan, Irak, and Arabia. It is the

city of traffickers and money-changers
with its immense "soukhs" and its num-
berless "khans"—inns—crowded with

merchandise and camels.

In Aleppo one is impressed with the

briskness, the intensity, of trading inter-

ests, which stamps not only its own peo-

ple but Syrians in general, as virtuosi in

all matters of barter and money exchange.

The gold piece has almost entirely disap-

peared from Europe and even from a
part of Asia. It is only to be found now
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390 ACROSS THE SYRIAN DESERTS BY AIRPLANE

hidden away in some peasant's woollen

stocking or in the vaults of national banks
or in museums. But in Aleppo and every-

where in Bedouin countries gold reigns

supreme. The farther one penetrates

into the desert, the more firmly one finds

gold to be established as the standard.

The wandering tribes along the shores of

the Euphrates know no other money.
That is certainly one result of the war

a biplane of the Breguet type, belonging
to one of the numerous escadrilles of our
Syrian forces of occupation, piloted by an
excellent sergeant aviator.

Our plane had scarcely taken the air

when we saw on our right a big stretch of

water—Lake Sabkha. Shortly afterward
the eye distinguishes far off on the horizon
a narrow winding ribbon, a zigzag trail of

verdure, across the arid sands. It is the

Day and night the great water-wheels (at Hama) ... all exactly as they were when invented by Arabian
engineers ten centuries ago, draw up water from the Orontes.—Page 388.

which the most knowing of economists

could not have foreseen.

I left the Aleppo aviation field, which
is not far from the Bagdad Railway, in an
airplane. One of the inconvenient things

about these air trips is that one is

obhged to get up very early in the morn-
ing. One must be on one's way by five

o'clock in order to reach one's destina-

tion by eight or nine—before the desert

wind, very dangerous for the traveller

by air, begins to blow.

The first halt of our aerial circuit was
to be Deir-ez-Zor on the Euphrates, al-

most half-way between Mosul and Bag-
dad. The caravans take from nine to

ten days to make the journey, which we
were scheduled to accomplish in three or

four hours. I left in a military "avion,"

Euphrates. The plane, going at a terrific

rate of speed, heads straight for the river

and is quickly flying over it, swooping
above its muddy waters in long detours.

A few scragg]y herbs, water-plants, and
rushes are all that grow on the banks of

this great river, unnavigated, abandoned.

No centres of humanity, no villages, no
habitations are to be seen for hundreds of

kilometres. For this reason the aviator

dares not deviate from the route. As a

precaution, in case of accident and a

forced landing, the avion is always sup-

pHed with a couple of rifles, two days' ra-

tions, and water for the pilot and pas-

senger. And should the plane not arrive

at its destination on time, the nearest

post will immediately send another avion

to its aid.



Aleppo, the great mercantile city, the rendezvous of all the caravans which, by endless routes across the
desert, gather here.—Page 388.

All civilization—we can even go so far

as to say all life—has disappeared from
these regions once fertile, flourishing, and
populated, if one may judge by the very
numerous and important ruins that one
sees. One comes upon them first, on
reaching the Euphrates, at Meskeneh, the

ancient Barbahssos. At this point it is

said Alexander the Great, following up
his stupendous conquests, crossed the

river with his legions. Then, on the

right, is Resafeh, the Sergiopolis of an-

cient days; the two dismantled strong-

holds of Alibieh and Zenobieh, built by
Zenobia, the splendid queen of Palmyra,
dominate both banks of the river. In
other places ruins sometimes retain the

semblance of life; but here, in the midst
of the desert, crossed now and then only
by some infrequent caravan, some wan-
dering tribe of Bedouins, the very ruins

seem dead.

These capricious deflections of civiliza-

tion, not unlike the vagaries of a stream

which suddenly leaves its bed and flows in

a different direction, constitute one of the

strangest phenomena of Asia.

The miHtary avion in which we are

making our flight over the Syrian deserts

is scarcely to be recommended to squeam-
ish persons or those fond of taking their

ease. Its inventor didn't bother himself

for an instant about the comfort of the

passenger. To be exact, it wasn't con-

structed to carry a passenger. It was
simply intended to provide room, after a

fashion, for an observer detailed either to

throw bombs or to take photographs.

One has difficulty in stowing one's self and
a small valise away in the narrow space

behind the pilot's seat, where, by the way,
one is well fanned by the wind from the

propeller, and as it is almost impossible

to make a movement, one ends by getting

terribly cramped. Moreover, in order

that the photographer may train his

camera downward to get \'iews, three

quarters of the flooring has to be removed,

391
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so that one's feet dangle in space—not the

most agreeable sensation in the world.

But all inconveniences are forgotten in

the tremendous interest of the trip.

These avions have been used in a way
as novel as practical—for the transporta-

tion of wounded soldiers following the

shght outbreak of hostilities at Deir-ez-

Zor in October, 1921. The 'Hail" of the

The military avions have been used in a way as novel as practical

transportation of wounded soldiers.

airplane was ingeniously arranged so as to

allow for two wounded men, stretched out

at full length on Htters, to be placed in it,

one above the other, as in a sleeping-car.

The opening in the tail of the plane was
then closed upon the men, comfortably
installed and securely fastened in, and it field is just at the gate of the city—at the

took the air, transporting them in a few last houses. The commandant, chief of

place which had taken them a hard fif-

teen days' march to get to.

The pilot, turning his head enveloped
in casquette and goggles toward me,
pointed a finger first at a great square of

houses from which rose several minarets;

then at an island lying between two arms
of the river—a big splash of green; and
then at the bridge which crosses the Eu-

phrates in a line
straight as a swal-

low's flight. It is

Deir-ez-Zor. One is

simply astounded to

come upon a city of

such importance ly-

ing lost in the desert.

At the rate of

speed we are flying it

will be the easiest

thing in the world
to reach Bagdad by
evening, in time for

dinner with the Eng-
lish aviators. That
is what the chief of

the French Air Ser-

^dce also proposes to

do in the next few
days. From Bagdad
in three laps—by
Bassorah on the

Persian Gulf, Bender-Abbas, Karachi,
and Bombay— one can reach India.

Thus are space and distance annihilated

!

We descend by volplaning over the mud
huts and the few stone houses which form
the town of Deir-ez-Zor. The aviation-

-for the

hours and without painful jarring—great

care was taken to land as gently as possi-

ble—to the hospitals of Aleppo, four hun-
dred kilometers away.
This use of the airplane in a country

without military service stations, or even

the French post, who was expecting me,
came for me at once in his automobile.

Scarcely had I landed and removed the

wadded "combination" I had worn for

the flight when a terrific, suffocating heat

struck me. After the fresh, invigorating

roads, has been of the greatest benefit, upper air I felt as though I had been sud-

By means of them men have been saved, denly plunged into a furnace, a hammam.
who, moved in any other way in the The cushions of the motor were as hot as

torrid heat, would probably have died, though they had been in an oven. Only
The Senegalese sharpshooters, unfamiUar the middle of spring and already the heat

with this mode of locomotion, yelled with seemed to me to be almost unbearable

!

terror at sight of the avions. The after-

noon of the same day, finding themselves

in bed in a hospital at Aleppo, they de-

manded to know by what miracle they

had been able to return so quickly from a

According to the inhabitants, Deir-ez-

Zor is one of the hottest places in Mesopo-
tamia and probably in the world. I take

refuge in the commandant's quarters,

which are comparatively cool, with their
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darkened rooms and hermetically closed

shutters.

Deir-ez-Zor seems to be first and fore-

most an administrative centre. The
Turks made it the seat of government for

an important territory and maintained
troops there to hold in check the power-

Homs, Palmyra, and Damascus—all meet
here.

The principal Bedouin tribes, of which
the Chamar and the Aneze are the two
most important, lay in fresh suppHes of

food here. These tribes, the radius of

whose wanderings extends over hundreds,

He spirals over the
little town (of Deir-
ez-Zor) and I look
down for the last

time on the square of

houses . . . the age-

old bridge which, in

all probability, I

shall never see again.

—Page 3

Deir-ez-Zor has no
other means of exist-

ence, no other raison

d'etre, than its great

bridge across the Eu-
phrates.

ful tribes of nomadic Bedouins who roam
over this whole section of country.

The town has no other means of exist-

ence, no other raison d'etre, than its great

bridge across the Euphrates. Fom Djer-

ablous, quite a distance up the river,

where the Bagdad Railway crosses—and
at the present moment even that bridge is

down—to Bagdad there is no other bridge.

All the caravans and convoys are there-

fore obliged to pass by way of Deir. It

is the rendezvous of the merchants and
the nomads; the "rond-point" of the des-

ert. All roads—from Mardine and Diar-

bekir, from Mosul, from Aleppo, from

often over thousands, of kilometers, regu-

late their movements according to the

season and especially according to the

condition of the pasture-land for their cat-

tle. The order in which these changes are

made is prescribed by traditions handed
down meticulously from generation to

generation. The material and moral hfe

of these wanderers has not altered to any
appreciable extent since the time of Ma-
homet. The centuries have rolled over

their heads without bringing to them any
change, any development. They follow

to the letter the precept of the Koran:
'' Scatter yourselves throughout the des-
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ert and profit by its blessings which will

surely be provided for you." The larger

part of these ''blessings" are the result,

not so much of the raising of cattle,

camels, and sheep, as of brigandage and
the looting of the passing caravan

!

Last year, when General Gouraud real-

ized that in order to establish public

safety in these regions it was absolutely

indispensable to occupy the important
position of Deir-ez-Zor, he sent only a

small number of troops at first. As a re-

sult of the foolhardiness of one of the

commanding chiefs and especially be-

cause of the disaffection of several bodies

of native soldiers composed of Assyro-

Chaldeans, one of our columns in action

on the Euphrates suffered a slight reverse

as a result of which it was compelled to

fall back. Emboldened by this success

the Bedouins attacked the aviation-camp

of Deir-ez-Zor during the night and suc-

ceeded in burning two or three avions.

Punishment was swift. A column of two
or three battalions quickly set out from
Aleppo, and in a very short time had
saved the situation. By a clever and
rapid manoeuvre they surrounded the

larger part of the revolting tribes in a bend
of the Euphrates and the aviators bombed

them. The chiefs of the robbers fled to

the other side of the Euphrates, crossing

the river on the ancient equivalent for

''water wings"—inflated goatskins—just

as they did in the time of Cyrus and Ar-
taxerxes. The rest implored "aman"
(pardon). They were fined several thou-

sand Turkish pounds, which were put
aside for repairs on the bridge.

Ever since this affair perfect tranquil-

lity has prevailed. Caravans are no
longer attacked. A French officer, ac-

companied only by his orderly, recently

travelled over the whole country without
any misadventures. Profiting by the

success of what has been accomplished
in the Sahara, a native police force has
been organized consisting of two platoons

of "meharistes," native riders on spe-

cially picked mounts—camels that are to

the ordinary camel what the thorough-
bred is to the horse—capable of going
tremendous distances at a stretch across

the desert. Commanded by Erench offi-

cers, this native light infantry goes hot-

foot in pursuit of the bandits and nearly

always succeeds in capturing them.
Because Deir-ez-Zor is the gateway

through which all must pass, it is a splen-

did post of observation, a centre of the

One is amazed at the width and volume of the Euphrates. . . . This great river rushes along precipitately

as though anxious to leave these desolate shores.—Page 397.
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most interesting information. It is a mental policy that depended upon it is

window opening upon the whole Orient, meeting with failure, as, for example, in

from which one gets glimpses of what is Mesopotamia with the Emir Faygal, in

happening in Anatolia, in Mesopotamia, Transjordan with the Emir Abdallah, in

Kurdistan, Arabia, and even Persia. Arabia with Ibn-Seoud, and in Kurdis-
The day before I arrived at Deir by tan.

airplane an EngHsh officer. Captain Sa- Captain Savory left Bagdad for Mosul,
vory, arrived by the overland route. This which is occupied by British troops, and
officer belongs to a regiment of Indian there made a bargain with an Armenian,
Sikhs in garrison at Bagdad. He was off the proud owner of two Ford cars, who
for London on a long leave of absence and, agreed to take him, together with five or

after consulting the maps, decided that it six other travellers—an Assyrian bishop,

was not only unnecessary but foolishly two Christian merchants, and several

extravagant to make the long detour by x\rabs—from Mosul to Aleppo by way of

way of Bassura, the Persian Gulf, Bom- Deir-ez-Zor for thirty Turkish pounds
bay, the Indian Ocean, the Red Sea, and gold.

the Suez Canal, when Bagdad seemed to They left one fine morning and had
be such a short distance by land from hardly gone a hundred kilometers into

Aleppo and Beirut, where he could get an the desert, following the caravan route,

excellent passenger steamer that would when, almost at the very gates of Mosul,
take him to Marseilles in five days. They in the heart of British territory, they were
assured him at Bagdad that the road was held up by a band of Bedouins mounted
bound to be perfectly safe as the British on fine Arabian steeds, who trained their

Government gives yearly an enormous excellent repeating rifles on the travellers,

sum of money, forty thousand Turkish obliging them to dismount and each one
pounds—about two millions of francs or to give up ten pounds gold. It was in vain

two hundred thousand dollars in Amer- that the merchants tried to bargain with
ican money—to the chief of the principal them. All discussion was useless. The
Bedouin tribe to poHce all that country levelled rifles constituted an unanswerable
and insure the safety of travellers. argument. Captain Savory showed his

Money is the trump card of the British British officer's passport and called atten-

political game in the Orient. The num- tion to his uniform, but apparently the

ber of petty kings, native chieftains, and Bedouins did not attach the slightest

rehgious dignitaries whom His Majesty's importance to either. He complained
government pensions off with as much bitterly of the treatment he was receiv-

liberaUty as assiduity, is almost incredi- ing and reminded them of the forty

ble. The EngHsh, who are very practical thousand Turkish pounds his govern-

and excellent mathematicians, have dis- ment presented yearly to their chief, to

covered by a very simple calculation that which they replied: "Our chief puts all

it costs infinitely less to pay a native that money in his pockets and keeps it

chieftain to attend to their affairs for there carefully for himself; he doesn't

them than to import into the country yield up any of it to us. That's why we
their public servants or their soldiers for are obhged to follow his example and get

that purpose. The trouble is that these what is coming to us from you travel-

native chiefs, marionettes manipulated ler."

by the EngHsh agents, are most often A few hours later the same thing hap-
without any sort of real power or author- pened all over again. They were held up
ity. Those who are supposed to obey in the same way by more Bedouin brig-

them do not obey them the least in the ands and again they had to "come
world. Some new leader is forever crop- across" with ten Turkish pounds,
ping up, trying to recruit a band of fol- They were held up twice more the fol-

lowers and pushing himself to the front lowing day and always with the same cere-

so that he too may be subsidized by monial and the same contribution. Cap-
the British Government. This system, tain Savory began to regret that he had
which undeniably has been greatly not gone by way of the Persian Gulf, as a

abused by England, has not worked at rapid calculation proved to him that this

all well. In almost every case the govern- overland trip would cost him consider-
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ably more than the one by water. He^ly, as though anxious to leave these des-

arrived at Deir-ez-Zor highly indignant

and convinced that the policy of trans-

forming brigands into rural police wasn't

such a brilliant idea as it seemed.

To take his mind off his troubles we
went together, in the cool of the evening,

to see the little town whose streets,

olate shores. Its mighty power is un-
used save now and then by some creaking
old hydraulic wheel which draws up
enough water to keep green some little

garden, some parched field.

The light here is wonderful. A beauti-

ful yellow tint, a radiance like powdered

The long line of columns throws a shadow athwart the yellow sands.—Page 398.

sleepy and deserted earlier in the day,

were now beginning to wake up. Houses
and streets become alive once more. The
little shops are full of buyers. Innumer-
able narghile smokers are seated in front

of the cafes. A long caravan, arriving

from Mosul, has just crossed the bridge.

Led by a httle donkey, the hundred
camels, strung together in single file,

advance with stately gait and soundless

footfall, their legs, much longer and more
shaggy than those of the African camel,

coquettishly adorned with gay, varie-

gated woollen bands and pompons.
We reach the river-bank and cross by

the primitive bridge made of joists more
or less well fastened together and resting

on pontoons. One is amazed at the width
and volume of the Euphrates, and the Ht-

tle island up-stream, which divides the
current, makes it appear still wider.

This great river rushes along precipitate-

gold, is over everything. It has the same
limpid clarity, the same tempered seren-

ity, as in Egypt. And suddenly night en-

velopes us, with no warning twilight, and
we return. In the gardens of the Uttle isl-

and lying opposite the commandant's
quarters the nightingales have begun to

sing, nor will they cease until the morn-
ing breaks.

The next day, at the first crack of

dawn, the orderly knocks on my door. I

am to leave shortly by airplane for the

oasis of Palmyra. Half an hour later the

commandant and I are on our way to the

aviation-field in his automobile. The sun
has scarcely risen beyond the Euphrates
when the whole town is up and about, in

order to enjoy the "exquisite hour" of

sunrise, to feel the cool freshness and tang

of the morning air.

A new airplane, driven by a new pilot

from the escadrille of Deir-ez-Zor, carries
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me off toward Palmyra. Before ascending
to the upper air courses, he spirals over
the Httle town and I look down for the

last time on the square of houses, the

green isle, the age-old bridge which, in all

probabihty, I shall never see again. Then
the avion heads straight across the desert.

The emptiness and desolation of this sea

of sand and rocks over which we fly for

three long hours, are ^^'ithout parallel.

Yesterday, during our flight, we followed

the course of the Euphrates, which at

least made a trail of verdure and a sem-
blance of life. But to-day there is noth-

ing, absolutely nothing, but the narrow
track, like an endlessly unwinding ribbon,

over which hovers the tiny shadow of our
moving plane." If anything happens and
we have to land, and should the neighbor-

ing post not send us aid, there would be
nothing for it but to die of hunger and
thirst in this desert.

The monotony of the landscape and the

regular whir of the propeller finish by put-

ting me to sleep. A cry awakens me. It

is the pilot who is pointing out to me the

landscape lying almost directly beneath
us, where are seen huge stones and colon-

nades of a beauty, a regularity, a vastness,
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that are as amazing as unexpected. The
long Une of columns throws a shadow
athwart the yellow sands, clear-cut as a
geometrical figure. On one side are the

porticos, constituting the central part of

the edifice and surrounded with monu-
mental doors and capitals; at the other

end is a high hill on the top of which is an
old fort. Such is the appearance of the

ruins of Palmyra when first seen from an
airplane. I know of no more extraordi-

nary, no more mo\dng, spectacle.

We land about two kilometers from the

httle \illage that hes almost entirely

within the Temple of the Sun. Palmyra
is almost as hot as Deir, which is saying a

good deal ! The aviation officers wish to

extend to me the hospitahty of their

quarters but the temperature of their tent

makes me prefer the stone roof of the

sheik Abdallah. The sheik, who has just

welcomed me, is an old man who still

preserves a handsome appearance in spite

of his advanced age. He has innumerable
children and grandchildren. His Une is

not likely to become extinct, for two of his

wives, so he tells me, are about to present

him with new heirs. He is celebrated

throughout the region for a famous ad-
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venture which he had, thirty years ago,

with a rich European woman who, in the

course of her travels in the desert, met and
became fascinated with him.

In spite of the intense heat, curiosity,

that demon of the traveller, impelled me
to go out at once, before breakfast, for a

sight of the ruins. But I had scarcely

taken a hundred steps when my strength

failed me. The glare of the sun on the

sand and stones
was blinding, and I

was obhged to take

refuge once more
under Abdallah's

stone roof. In this

country the Eu-
ropean, conquered

by the intensity of

the sun's rays, is

condemned to a

forced rest and
siesta during the
hottest part of the

day, whether he
likes it or not.

It was not until

toward four o'clock,

when the sun began
to sink and the light

became still more
yellow, that I could

go over the ruins in

company with the officers of the post.

What astounds me is the magnitude and
the fine state of preservation of these

ruins. One wonders how men could ever

have conceived the idea or have had the

wealth and power to erect such a monu-
ment upon this abandoned spot in the

very heart of the desert.

What seems still more astonishing is

that the entire place, with its colonnades,

its capitals, its porticos, and its temples,

gives one the vivid impression of having
all been built at one time. Who were the

builders? Very Httle is known about
them. They flashed across the pages of

history like meteors, leaving almost no
trace. One of their sovereigns, the mag-
nificent Zenobia, has immortalized her
name in these splendid monuments. We
only know that she arrayed her armies
against the Romans, was conquered by
them, and taken prisoner to Rome to

adorn one of their triumphal processions.

The prosperity, the wealth of Pahnyra

accrued entirely from her commerce, that

is to say, her caravan trade, as is the case

everywhere in Syria. One of the great

streams of commerce must have flowed

past the oasis of Palmyra for a time ; then,

when it was deflected to other routes,

opulence turned to misery. One sees

everywhere in the Orient examples of

these sudden changes from riches to pov-
erty, from grandeur to nothingness.

The Tekkye at Damascus.

All in all, the ruins of Palmyra form one
of the most impressive sights imaginable.

For centuries and centuries their very
existence was unsuspected. They had
literally disappeared from history. One
can therefore conceive of the surprise and
admiration of the European merchants of

Aleppo when they discovered them a Ht-

tle more than two hundred years ago.

From the top of the massive walls of

the temple we watched the sun disappear

behind the tawny hills which bounded
the horizon. It was the close of a magnifi-

cent day. Troops of goats pressed about
the principal gate ; a procession of women
returned from the fountain carrying on
their shoulders stone water-jars as in old

Biblical days. Beasts and human beings

hastened to cover for the night.

Scarcely had the sun set when a stiff

wind suddenly began to blow. The avia-

tion officers with whom I dined told me
that if the wind should continue there

would be no chance of leaving the follow-
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ing morning. The air traveller finds him-
self in somewhat the same fix as the old

sailing master—his plans depend entirely

on the wind. However, the prospect of

spending one more day at Palmyra was
far from disagreeable to me.
Toward midnight I got up, opened the

door, and ventured a little way into the

court. The wind had died down com-
pletely. At half after four, according to

instructions, an orderly came to awaken
me. At five o'clock the automobile was
waiting to take me to the aviation-field.

Just as I was about to fly the commandant
of the escadrille insisted on my partak-

ing of a generous breakfast, and I ac-

cepted with joy, for nothing whets the

appetite Hke an air trip. It was a great

mistake, though, and I quickly had reason

to regret the delay, for had we not lost

that good half-hour at breakfast we
might perhaps have escaped the storm
into which we ran. Hardly had we left

Palmyra when the desert, the narrow
track across the sands, the eternal deso-

lation, recommenced.
When we had flown about two-thirds of

the distance to Damascus, suddenly, with-

out warning, we were caught in a \dolent

wdnd-storm, in the midst of which the

a\don began to pitch and roll in a most
distressing way. My bag, which the

mechanician had fastened in after a fash-

ion, broke loose and I had the greatest

difficulty in keeping it from bumping
against the steering-gear.

From a height of two thousand meters,

at w^hich we had been fl}'ing, we dropped
in a few seconds to hardly more than fifty

above the ground. The pilot looked about
for a landing-place, but finding close to

earth a quieter zone of air, decided to keep
on flying.

The end of the trip was terrible. As we
approached the rocky mountains of the

Anti-Lebanon it was again necessary to

ascend and quit the lower air lanes. The
wind was now blowing very hard. We
should have made the trip in less than
three hours and we had already been
more than four hours on our way and
Damascus not yet in sight ! We were

now among the barren mountains of the

Anti-Lebanon. On all sides nothing was
to be seen but chalky rocks, crevasses, and
ra\dnes through which zigzagged the nar-

row trail. I told myself that if we had

to land there, the landing would be de-
cidedly rough

!

The avion, however, began to ascend,
and, after a bit, in the distance was to be
seen an enormous agglomeration of build-

ings—a very sea of houses and minarets
engulfed in an immense oasis. It is

Damascus and we fly high over it in every
direction.

Arri\ing at the city limits the avion
volplanes downward rapidly. The han-
gars of the aviation-field come into view,
and I confess to experiencing a distinct

feeling of relief at sight of them ! But we
were not yet at the end of our troubles.

Just at the moment that the plane be-

gan to taxi across the ground the pilot,

worn out by his exertions during the lat-

ter part of our rough trip, made a false

move. He did not land with the wind
dead ahead and he slowed down too
quickly. Instantly the wind, tilting the
tail of our plane upward, made the avion
heel half-way over, so that her nose was
buried in the sand and she came within an
inch of turning completely over on us.

At least fifty military mechanicians
swarmed from the hangars to our assis-

tance. They dragged the pilot and myself
out of the plane. We were absolutely

unhurt, but the avdon was a total wreck.
An hour later, just time enough for a

'Hub" and change, I was in the magnifi-

cent home of Colonel Catroux, representa-

tive of the French High Commissioner to

the native government at Damascus.
His home is situated at the upper end of

the city, at the foot of the hills overlook-

ing Damascus. The \dew from the ter-

race of his place is one of the most beauti-

ful to be seen anywhere in the Orient.

Imagine a great city of towers and mina-
rets lying at the foot of the snowy moun-
tain peaks; on all sides are gardens kept
cool and green with running w^ater; be-

yond, the tawny desert stretching away
to the horizon.

It is a landscape of marvellous beauty
—a \dsion of the Orient such as we have
all seen in dreams. Its varied elements

are each wonderful and all harmonize so

perfectly that together they make of

Damascus one of the most enchanting

cities of the Orient, comparable with those

beautiful ones celebrated in song and story

—those pearls of Islam, Fez, Cairo, and
Delhi.
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Trafalgar Square and the Monument from the steps of the Na-
tional Gallery.

Buckingham Palace, the residence of the King and Queen of Eng-
land. Perhaps the most magnificently furnished palace in the

world.

Chantry of Henry V, Westminster, with the tomb of Henry of

Monmouth, the hero of Agincourt.

The Thames Embankment, showing Somerset House, the Egyp-
tian Obelisk, and the Bridge.

Piccadilly Circus, which derives its name from the favorite turn-

down collars worn by King James I in 1617.

The great Banqueting Hall of the Temple. Ben Jonson calls the

Temples "The noblest nurseries of humanity and liberty in the

Kingdom."

The entrance to the Temple with the ancient house fronts. Quoth
Charles Lamb: "I was born and passed the first seven years of

my life in the Temple."

The Tower of London. Every British sovereign down to Charles

II occupied the Tower at intervals.
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Westminster Abbey; chantry ot Henry V.

Plate III.
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Plate IV.

The Thames Embankment and Somerset House,
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The Hall of the Temple.
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Entrance to the Tower of London.
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From Immigrant to Inventor
By MICHAEL PTJPIN

Professor of Electro-Mechanics, Columbia University, New York

II.—THE HARDSHIPS OF A GREENHORN

Illustrations from photographs

Y first night under the

Stars and Stripes was
spent in Castle Gar-
den. It was a glorious

night, I thought; no
howling of the gales,

no crashing of the
waves, and no tum-

bling motion of the world beneath my
feet, such as I experienced on the im-

migrant ship. The feeling of being on
terra firma sank deep into my conscious-

ness and I slept the sound sleep of a
healthy youth, although my bed was a
bare floor. The very early morning saw
me at my breakfast, enjoying a huge bowl
of hot coffee and a big chunk of bread
with some butter, supplied by the Castle

Garden authorities at Uncle Sam's ex-

pense. Then I started out, eager to catch

a glimpse of great New York, feeling, in

the words of the psalmist, "as a strong

man ready to run a race." An old lady

sat near the gate of Castle Garden offer-

ing cakes and candies for sale. A piece of

prune pie caught my eye, and no true

Serb can resist the allurements of prunes.

It is a national sweetmeat. I bought it,

paying five cents for it, the only money I

had, and then I made a bee-line across the

Battery Park, at the same time attending
to my pie. My first bargain in America
proved a failure. The prune pie was a de-

ception; it was a prune pie filled with
prune pits, and I thought of the words of

my fellow passenger on the immigrant
ship who said that "no matter who you
are or what you know or what you have
you will be a greenhorn when you land
in America." The prune-pie transaction

whispered into my ear, " Michael, you are

a greenhorn; this is the first experience
in your life as a greenhorn. Cheer up

!

Get ready to serve your apprenticeship as

a greenhorn before you can establish your
claim to any recognition," repeating the

words of my prophetic fellow passenger
who had served his apprenticeship in

America. No prophet ever uttered a
truer word.

The old Stevens Hotel, a white building

with green window-shutters, stood at the

corner of Broadway and Bowling Green.
When I reached this spot and saw the

busy beehive called Broadway, with
thousands of telegraph-wires stretching

across it like a cobweb between huge
buildings, I was overawed and wondered
what it all meant. Neither Budapest,
nor Prague, nor Hamburg looked any-
thing like it. My puzzled and panicky
expression and the red fez on my head
must have attracted considerable atten-

tion, because suddenly I saw myself sur-

rounded by a small crowd of boys of all

sizes, jeering and laughing and pointing

at my fez. They were newsboys and
bootblacks, who appeared to be anxious
to have some fun at my expense. I was
embarrassed and much provoked, but
controlled my Serbian temper. Presently

one of the bigger fellows walked up to me
and knocked the fez off my head. I

punched him on the nose and then we
clinched. My wrestling experiences on
the pasturelands of Idvor came to my
rescue. The bully was down in a jiffy,

and his chums gave a loud cheer of ringing

laughter. I thought it was a signal for

general attack, but they did not touch me
or interfere in any way. They acted like

impartial spectators, anxious to see that

the best man wins. Suddenly I felt a

powerful hand pulling me up by the

collar, and when I looked up I saw a big

official with a club in his hand and a fierce

expression in his eye. He looked de-

cidedly unfriendly, but after listening to

the appeals of the newsboys and boot-

blacks who witnessed the fight he softened

and handed me my fez. The boys who a
little while ago had jeered and tried to
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guy me, evidently appealed in my behalf

when the policeman interfered. They
had actually become my friends. When
I walked away toward Castle Garden
with my red fez proudly cocked up on
my head the boys cheered. I thought to

myseh that the unpleasant incident was
worth my while, because it taught me
that I was in a country where even among
the street urchins there was a strong senti-

ment in favor of fair play even to a Ser-

bian greenhorn. America was different

from Austria-Hungary. I never forgot

the lesson and never had a single reason

to change my opinion.

A gentleman who witnessed the fight

joined me on my return trip to Castle

Garden, and when we reached the em-
ployment bureau he offered me a job.

When I learned that one of my daily

duties would be to milk a cow, I refused.

According to Serb traditions, milking a

cow is decidedly a feminine job. Another
gentleman, a Swiss foreman on a Dela-

ware farm, offered me another job, which
was to drive a team of mules and help in

the work of hauling things to the field

preparatory for spring planting. I ac-

cepted gladly, feeling confident that I

knew all about driving animals, although

I had never even seen a mule in all my
experiences in Idvor. We left for Phila-

delphia that forenoon and caught there the

early afternoon boat for Delaware City,

where we arrived late in the afternoon.

As we passed through Philadelphia I

asked the Swiss foreman whether that was
the place where a hundred years ago fa-

mous Benjamin Franklin flew his kite,

and he answered that he had never heard
of the gentleman, and that I must have
meant William Penn. " No," said I, '' be-

cause I never heard of this gentleman."

''You have still to learn a thing or two
about American history," said the Swiss

foreman with a superior air. "Yes, in-

deed," I said, "and I intend to do it as

soon as I have learned a thing or two
about the English language"; and I won-
dered whether the Swiss foreman who had
never heard of Benjamin Franklin and his

kite had really learned a thing or two in

American history, although he had hved
some fifteen years in the United States.

There were quite a number of farmers

on the Delaware boat, every one of them
wearing a long goatee but no mustache;

such was the fashion at that time. Every
one of them had the brim of his slouch hat
turned down, covering his eyes complete-
ly. As they conversed they looked like

wooden images; they made no gestures

and I could not catch the expression of

their hidden eyes ; without these powerful
aids to the understanding of the spoken
word I could not make out a single sylla-

ble in their speech. The English language
sounded to me like an inarticulate mode
of speech, just as inarticulate as the joints

of those imperturbable Delaware farmers.

I wondered whether I should ever suc-

ceed in learning a thing or two in this

most peculiar tongue. I thought of the

peasants at the neighborhood gatherings

in Idvor and of their winged words, each
of which found its way straight into my
soul. There also appeared before my
mental vision the image of Baba Batikin

with fire in his eye and a vibratory move-
ment in his hand accompanying his stir-

ring tales of Prince Marko. How differ-

ent and how superior those peasants of

Idvor appeared to me when I compared
them with the farmers on that Delaware
boat !

" Impossible," said I, " that a Serb
peasant should be so much superior to the

American peasant!" Something wrong
with my judgment, thought I, and I

charged it to my being a greenhorn and
unable to size up an American farmer.

At the boat-landing in Delaware City
a farm-wagon was awaiting us, and we
reached the farm at supper-time. The
farm-buildings were fully a mile outside of

the town and standing all by themselves

;

there was no village and there were no
neighbors, and the place looked to me like

a camp. There was no village life among
American farmers, I was told, and I under-

stood then why those farmers on the Dela-
ware boat were so devoid of all animation.

The farm-hands were all young fellows

but considerably older than myself, and
when the foreman introduced me to them,
by my Christian name, I found that most
of them spoke German with a Swiss ac-

cent, the same which the foreman had who
brought me from New York. One of them
asked me how long I had been in the coun-

try, and when I told him that I was about
twenty-four hours in the country, he smiled

and said that he thought so, evidently on
account of the unmistakable signs of a
greenhorn which he saw all over me.
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The first impression of an American my charge. I cleaned them and fed them
farm was dismal. In the messroom, how- while he watched and directed; after

ever, where supper was served, everything breakfast he showed me how to harness

was neat and lovely, and the supper looked and hitch them up. I took my turn in the

to me like a holiday feast. I became more line of teams hauling manure to the fields.

reconciled to the American farm. The He warned me not to apply myself too

farm-hands ate much and spoke very ht- zealously to the work of loading and un-

tie, and when they finished they left the loading, until I became gradually broken
dining-room without any ceremony. I in, otherwise I should be laid up stiff as a
was left alone and moved my chair close rod. The next day I was laid up, stiffer

to a warm stove and waited for somebody than a rod. He was much provoked and
to tell me what to do next. Presently two called me the worst " greenhorn " that he
women came in and proceeded to clear ever saw. But, thanks to the skilled and
the supper-table ; they spoke EngHsh and tender care of the ladies on the farm, I was
seemed to pay no attention to me. They at my job again two days later. My being
probably thought that I was homesick a greenhorn appealed to their sympathy;
and avoided disturbing me. Presently I they seemed to have the same kind of soul

saw a young girl, somewhat younger than which I first observed in my American
myself. She pretended to be helping the friends who paid my fare from Vienna to

women, but I soon discovered that she Prague. •

had another mission. Her appearance One of my mules gave me much trouble,

reminded me of a young vila, a Serbian and the more he worried me the more
fairy, who in the old Serbian ballads plays amusement he seemed to furnish to the

a most wonderful part. No hero ever other farm-hands, rough immigrants of

perished through misfortune who had the foreign birth. He did not bite, nor did he
good fortune to win the friendship of a kick, as some of the mules did, but he pro-

vila. Supernatural both in intelhgence tested violently against my putting the

and in physical skill, the vilae could al- bridle on his head. The other farm-hands
ways find a way out of every difficulty, had no advice to offer; they seemed to en-

I felt certain that if there ever was a joy my perplexity. I soon discovered that

vila this young girl was one. Her lu- the troublesome mule could not stand
minous blue eyes, her finely chiselled fea- anybody touching his ears. That was his

tures, and her graceful movements made ticklish spot. I finally got around it; I

a strange impression upon me. I im- never took his bridle off on working-days,
agined that she could hear the faintest but only removed the bit, so that he could
sound, that she could see in the darkest eat. On Sunday mornings, however,
night, and that, like a real vila, she could when I had all the time I wanted, I took
feel not only the faintest breezes but even his bridle off, cleaned it and put it on, and
the thoughts of people near her. She did not remove it again for another week,
certainly felt my thoughts. Pointing to The foreman and the superintendent dis-

a table in a corner of the dining-room, she covered my trick and approved of it, and
directed my attention to writing-paper so the farm-hands lost the amusement
and ink, placed there for the convenience which they had at my expense every
of farm-hands. I understood her mean- morning at the harnessing hour. I no-

ing, although I did not understand her ticed that they were impressed by my
words. I spent the evening writing a trick and did not address me by the name
letter to my mother. This was my wish, of greenhorn quite as often. They were
and the vila must have read it in my face, also surprised to hear me make successful

One of the farm-hands, a Swiss, came in attempts to speak EngUsh. Nothing
after a while in order to remind me that counts so much in the immigrant's bid for

it was bedtime and to inform me that promotion to a grade above that of a
early in the morning he would wake me up greenhorn as the knowledge of the English

and take me to the barn, where my job language. In these efforts I received a
would be assigned to me. He kept his most unexpected assistance, and for that

word, and with lantern in hand he took me I was much indebted to my red fez.

long before sunrise to the barn and intro- On every trip from the barnyard to the

duced me to two mules which he put in fields, my mules and I passed by the su-
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perintendent's quarters, and there behind said. My pronunciation and grammar
the wall of neatly piled-up cord-wood I amused them even more than they were
observed every now and then the golden willing to show. They were too polite to

curls of my American vila. She cautious- indulge in unrestrained laughter over my
ly watched there just like a Serbian vila Serbian idioms. During these conversa-

at the edge of a forest. My red fez tions the vila sat still and seemed to be
perched up on a high seat behind the all attention. She was all eyes and ears,

mules obviously attracted and amused and I knew that she was making mental
her. Whenever I caught her eye I sa- ^ notes of every mistake in my grammar
luted in regular Balkan fashion, and it and pronunciation. At the next lesson

was a salute such as she had never seen she would correct every one of these mis-

before in the State of Delaware. Her takes, and then watched at the next
curiosity seemed to grow from day to day family gathering to see whether I would
and so did mine. repeat them. But I did not; my highest

One evening I sat alone near the warm ambition was to show myself worthy of

stove in the messroom and she came in the title " smart " which she had given me.
and said: " Good evening ! " I answered One evening I was relating to the super-

by repeating her greeting, but pronounced intendent's family how I refused the first

it badly. She corrected me, and when I re- offer of a job at Castle Garden, because I

peated her greeting the second time, I did did not care to accept the daily duty of

much better and she applauded my genu- milking a cow, which, according to my
ine effort. Then she proceeded to teach Serbian notions, was a purely feminine

me English words for everything in the job. I admitted that Serbian and Ameri-
dining-room, and before that first lesson can notions were entirely different in this

was over I knew some twenty English particular respect, because although over

words and pronounced them to her satis- a hundred cows were milked daily on the

faction. The next day I repeated these farm, I never saw a woman in any one of

words aloud over and over again during the many barns, nor in the huge creamery,

my trips to the fields until I thought that I also confessed that both the vila and her

even the mules knew them by heart. At mother would be entirely out of place not

the second lesson on the following evening only in the cow-barns but even in the

I scored a high mark from my teacher and scrupulously clean creamery, adding that

added twenty more words to my English if the vila had been obliged to attend to

vocabulary. As time went on, my voca- the cows and to the creamery, she would
bulary increased at a rapid rate, and my not have found the time to teach me Eng-
young teacher was most enthusiastic, lish, and, therefore, I preferred the Ameri-
She called me "smart," and I never forgot can custom. Vila's mother was highly

thew^ord. One evening she brought in her pleased with this remark and said:

mother, who two weeks prior to that time "Michael, my boy, you are beginning to

w^as taking care of me when I was laid understand our American ways, and the

up from overzealous loading. At that sooner you drop your Serbian notions the

time she could not make me understand sooner you will become an American."
a single word she said. This time, how- She also explained to me the position of

ever, I had no difficulty, and she was the American woman as that of the edu-

greatly surprised and pleased. My first cator and spiritual guide of the coming
examination in English was a complete generation, emphasizing the fact that the

success. vast majority of teachers in American pri-

At the end of the first month on the mary schools were women. Thisinforma-
Delaware farm my confidence in the use tion astonished and pleased me, because I

of the English language had grown strong, knew that my mother was a better teacher

During the second month I grew bold than my schoolmaster, an old man with a

enough to join in lengthy conversations, funny nasal twang. Her suggestion, how-
The superintendent's wife invited me ever, that I should drop my Serbian no-

often to spend the evening with the fami- tions and become an American as soon as

ly. My tales of Idvor, Panchevo, Buda- possible disturbed me. But I said noth-

pest, Prague, Hamburg, and the immi- ing; I was a greenhorn only and did not

grant ship interested them much, they desire to express an opinion which might
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clash with hers. I thought it strange,

however, that she took it for granted that

I wished to become an American.
The next day was Sunday, and I walked

to church, which was in Delaware City.

The singing of hymns did not impress me
much, and the sermon impressed me even
less. Delaware City was much bigger

than my native Idvor, and yet the re-

ligious service in Idvor was more elabo-

rate. There was no choral singing in the

church of Delaware City, and there were
no ceremonies with a lot of burning can-

dles and the sweet perfume of burning in-

cense and there was no ringing of harmo-
nious church-bells. I was disappointed,

and wondered why Vila's mother expected

me to drop my Serbian notions and em-
brace America's ways, which, as far as

public worship was concerned, appeared

to me as less attractive than the Serbian

ways. Vila's family met me in front of

the church and asked me to ride home
with them. A farm-hand riding in a fine

carriage with his employer struck me as

extraordinary, and I wished to be excused,

but they insisted. No rich peasant in

Idvor would have done that. In this

respect Delaware farmers with their

American ways appealed to me more.
Another surprise was in store for me:
Vila's mother insisted that I share with
the family their Sunday dinner, just as I

shared with them the divine service. I

saw in it an effort on her part to show an
appreciation of my religious habit and to

encourage it, thus proving in practice

what she preached to me about the spiri-

tual influence of the American woman.
During the dinner I described the Sun-
days of Idvor, dwelling particularly upon
the custom among the Serbian boys and
girls of kolo dancing on the village green

in front of the church on Sunday after-

noons. Vila approved of the custom en-

thusiastically, but her mother thought
that a walk through the peach-orchards,

which were then in full bloom, was at

least as good. Vila and I walked together

that Sunday afternoon. My attendance
at church gained for me this favor also.

He who has never seen the Delaware
peach-orchards of those days in full

bloom, when in the month of May the

ground is a deep velvety green, and when
the Southern sky seen through the golden
atmosphere of a sunny May day reminds

one of those mysterious landscapes which
form the background in some of Raphael's
Madonna pictures—he who has never
seen that glorious sight does not know the

heavenly beauty of this little earth. No
painter would dare attempt to put on
canvas the cloth of flaming gold which on
that balmy Sunday afternoon covered the

ripples of the sun-kissed Delaware River.

Vila asked me whether I had ever seen

anything more beautiful in Idvor, and I

said no, but added that nothing is as love-

ly and as sweet as one's native village.

When I informed her that some day I

expected to return to it, enriched by my
experiences in America, she looked sur-

prised and said:

"Then you do not intend to become an
American?"

" No," said I; and after some hesitation

I added: "I ran away from the military

frontier because the rulers of the land

wanted to transform me into a Hun-
garian; I ran away from Prague because
I objected to Austrian Teutonism; I shall

run away from Delaware City also if, as

your good mother suggested, I am ex-

pected to drop my Serbian notions and
become an American. My mother, my
native village, my Serbian orthodox faith,

my Serbian language and the people who
speak it are my Serbian notions, and one
might as well expect me to give up the

breath of my life as to give up my Serbian

notions."

"You misunderstood my mother, Mi-
chael," said the vila; " she only referred to

vour notions about woman's work, and
you know that European women are ex-

pected to do the hard work for which men
only are strong enough."

" Very true," said I ;
" the strongest and

ablest men in Europe spend the best part

of their lives on battle-fields or training

for the battle-fields; this is particularly

true of the Serbian people. This forces

our Serbian women to do some of the hard
work which men should do." This gave
me a fitting opportunity to say a few
things in favor of the spiritual influence of

the Serbian women by describing the posi-

tion of the Serbian woman as she is repre-

sented in the Serbian ballads—of Chou-
chouk Stana, the wife of Haydouk Velyko,

who urged her hero husband to sacri-

fice his life rather than surrender the

eastern frontier of Serbia, which, during
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the Serbian revolution, he was defending most inspiring afternoon which I ever

against vastly superior Turkish forces; of experienced in America, up to that time,

the maid of Kossovo, who at the risk of and I felt that, after all, there might be
her life and liberty visited the battle-field many things in America which are just

of Kossovo in order to administer the as great as those great things of which the

last spiritual aid to the fallen and dying Serbian gouslar sings in the national bal-

heroes; of Yevrosima, mother of Prince lads of Serbia. Vila succeeded in welding
Marko, the national hero of the Serbian the first link between my Serbian tradi-

race, whose counsel and advice were the tions and the traditions of America. I

only guiding star to Marko throughout apologized to her for misunderstanding
his stormy life. I also told her that I her mother's suggestion that I become an
would not be a witness to that heavenly American as soon as possible, and con-

scene on the banks of the Delaware that fessed that I was much less anxious than I

Sunday afternoon if it had not been for thought I was a few moments ago to run
my mother, who urged me to go into the away from the shores of the historic

world and learn new things, which I could Delaware.

not learn in my native peasant village. After Vila discovered my lively interest

Young Vila was much impressed by my in American history, she continued her

Serbian tales, and by my pleading in be- English lessons to me by telUng me stories

half of the Serbian women, and then she relating to early American history, which
asked me whether I ever heard of Martha I repeated to her. Jamestown, South St.

Washington, the wife of George Washing- Mary, in southern Maryland, and Vir-

ton, the national hero of America. I ginia figured big in these tales. When I

confessed complete ignorance. Pointing first heard of the Mayflower, a year or so

to the golden ripples of sun-kissed Dela- later, and its landing at Plymouth Rock,
ware River, she said that it did not always I wondered why Vila never mentioned
look as bright and peaceful, and then de- that great historical event. She never

scribed its appearance when in the middle mentioned Lincoln, and changed conver-

of winter its surface is covered with sation when I once called him the Amer-
broken ice, which, tossed by the waves of ican Prince Marko. America north of

the angry river, makes a passage across it the Delaware River was very little in her

next to impossible. But in January, 1777, mind, and even Philadelphia was men-
George Washington, the commander of tioned only on account of the Liberty

the retreating American armies, crossed Bell and the Declaration of Independence,

it, and on the other side of the river, near One evening Vila's mother asked me
Trenton, surprised the advancing vie- about my mother and her hopes for my
torious British armies and defeated them, future. Remembering her remarks con-

turning American defeat into American cerning the spiritual influence of the

victory. ''Washington," she said, "just American wom.en upon the coming gener-

hke Haydouk Velyko, was ready to sacri- ation, I gave her a glowing account of my
fice his life while crossing the treacherous mother, and wound up by saying that she

ice-fields of the angry Delaware in order did not expect me to become an American
to strike a timely blow for the safety of farmer, and that I came to America to

his country." And she was inclined to be- learn what I could not learn in a peasant

Ueve, she said, that Martha Washington country like that of my native village,

acted at that critical moment just as She was much touched, and then in simple

Chouchouk Stana did. From that day on and solemn language she revealed to me a
Washington was to me the Haydouk new truth which I never forgot and which
Velyko of America, and the name of the I found confirmed by all my experiences

Delaware River inspired me always with in this great land, the truth, namely, that

thoughts of deep veneration. Vila showed this is a country of opportunities which
me that America, like Serbia, was also a are open equally to all; that each indi-

land of heroes. The rest of that glorious vidual must seek these opportunities and
Sunday afternoon was spent in Vila's must be prepared to make good use of

answering my numerous questions con- them when he finds them. She com-
cerning George Washington and the war mended me warmly for making good use

of the American Revolution. It was the of all the opportunities which I found on
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the farm, and advised me strongly to go in prior to that time. Every time I caught

search of new opportunities. Vila agreed sight of my carpetbag with the good
with her, and I prepared to leave the tlungs which Vila's mother had put in, I

hospitable shores of Delaware. felt that I was still near the vila and her

I made my return trip to Philadelphia honey-hearted mother. They were my

Olympiada Pupin, mother of Michael Pupin.

From a photograph taken in 1880.

on the same boat which brought me to

Delaware City. Things looked different

from what they did on my first trip. The
farmers of Delaware, my fellow passen-

gers on the boat, did not look like wooden
images, and their speech was not inarticu-

late. I understood their language, and its

meaning found a sympathetic response in

me. The trip reminded me much of the

trip on the Danube some eighteen months

American mother and sister. One of my
fellow passengers pointed out Trenton to

me and assured me that the boat was
passing over the spot where Washington
crossed the Delaware, and I remembered
then the first view of the Cathedral of

Karlovatz, the seat of the Serbian Patri-

arch, which was pointed out to me from

the Danube boat by the theological stu-

dents. I felt the same thrill in each case,
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and I knew that America was getting a great things here, having heard so much
hold upon my Serbian heart-strings, of its early history from Vila. I was en-

My appearance attracted no attention, gaged to drive a pair of mules, dragging

neither on the boat nor at Philadelphia cultivators through corn and tobacco

after we landed. My hat and clothes fields. As far as skill and physical exer-

were American, but my heavy top-boots, tion were concerned, the job was easy,

so useful on the farm, were somewhat too But the climate was deadly, and social life

heavy for the warm June days in Phila- was even more so. The only interesting

delphia. people whom I found there were those

The Swiss foreman directed me to a buried in the old cemetery, some two
Swiss acquaintance of his who had a small hundred years prior to that time, when
hotel in Philadelphia. He was very eager South St. Mary was quite an important
to have me take all my meals at the- hotel, place, and when the original settlers

but my total capital of ten dollars made brought many fine things from England,
me cautious; besides, my days from early and even bricks with which they built

morning till late at night were spent in their houses. The only diversion I found
the heart of the city. No human being was to read the legends on the tomb-
ever saw so much of Philadelphia during stones in the old cemetery near the village

a stay of five days as I did, hunting for a church. Chesapeake Bay and the Poto-
job, searching new opportunities, as Vila's mac River and the many inlets of the bay
mother expressed it. But I searched in bordered by luxuriant vegetation gave
vain. I gained new information about the country a most picturesque appear-

Wilham Penn and Benjamin Franklin ance. The flourishing corn and tobacco

and saw many buildings the history of fields suggested prosperity, but the only

which is attached to these two great people who stirred and showed any ac-

names, and I wondered why Benjamin tivity were darkies, whose language I

FrankUn ever deserted Boston to search could not understand. I felt that as far

new opportunities in a place hke Phila- as human speech was concerned, I was in

delphia. But he did it and succeeded. I a valley of silence, although the air was
was sure that neither he nor any other full of incessant sounds from all kinds of

human being could walk more nor chase insects and water-animals. Mosquitoes,

after a job more diligently than I did, but gnats, and flies, and the most oppressive,

then he was an American boy and he had almost tropical, heat of the sun made
a trade, and I was a Serbian greenhorn work in the fields unbearable. Many a
who did not know anything in particular, time while driving the phlegmatic mules
except to drive a pair of mules. Besides, through the broiling atmosphere of the

thought I, Philadelphia might have lost tobacco-fields I thought of the icy blasts

its wealth of opportunities since Frank- of the North Atlantic which I experienced

lin's days. Such was my consolation on the immigrant ship less than three

while resting on a bench in Fairmount months prior to that time, and I prayed
Park, near the grounds which were being that one of those icy breaths of the polar

prepared for the Centennial Exposition of regions might wander astray and reach the

1876. I was lunching on a chunk of bread flatlands ot Chesapeake Bay. My prayer

and thinking what would happen when was not heard, and I was happy to be
the last three dollars, the remnant of my still alive at the end of the month, and
tendollars which I brought from the Dela- then I took my wages of fifteen dollars

ware farm, disappeared. A husky farmer and made a bee-line for the north. I

approached me and addressed me in Eng- hoped that in New York I might be able

lish, asking whether I wanted a job. ''I to catch some of the cold North Atlantic

do," said I; "I have been chasing after breezes and, after cooling off, pick up one

one nearly a week, and I can't chase much of the many opportunities in the metropo-
longer, because I see that my weary farm- lis, which on the day when the immigrant
boots are showing many signs of distress ship landed me at Hoboken seemed to be

in their long daily struggles against these seething with life and activity and brim-

hot Philadelphia pavements." ful of all kinds of opportunities.

A day later found me in South St. The Chesapeake boat landed me at

Mary, in southern Maryland. I expected Baltimore in the early hours of a Sunday
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morning, and the sound of beautifully

tuned church-bells greeted me. I was told

that Baltimore was a Catholic city and
that the bells belonged to a Catholic ca-

thedral. They almost persuaded me to

stay in Baltimore and become a Roman
Catholic, so sweet and soothing was their

efifect upon my soul. It recalled to my
memory the lovely harmony of the church-

bells of my native Idvor, and with that

memory there appeared in my imagina-

tion the vision of my strongly orthodox

mother and of St. Sava. This vision re-

minded me that I must say good-by to

Roman Catholic Baltimore.

Forty-two years later I met Cardinal

Gibbons in Baltimore during a visit to

that city, when Johns Hopkins University

conferred upon me the honorary LL.D.
degree. I told him of the incident just

referred to; he was in a jocular mood and
said: "Too bad that you did not yield to

the first effect of the Baltimore church-

bells; you might be to-day the arch-

bishop of this diocese, and perhaps even a

cardinal." "But, in that case, I would
not have to-day the honorary LL.D. de-

gree of Johns Hopkins; I would not ex-

change that for any other honor," said I

,

returning jest for jest and watching the

merry twinkle in the cardinal's fluores-

cent eyes. Some months later President

Butler, of Columbia University, and I

happened to be descending in the same
lift at the Shoreham Hotel in Washington.
Presently Cardinal Gibbons entered, and
President Butler introduced me to his

Eminence, who, recalling our former meet-
ing in Baltimore, said, "I know Professor

Pupin, and it is a great honor, indeed, to

ride in the same lift with two eminent
men who carry so many distinguished

academic honors," and as he looked at

me with a genial smile which was brim-
ful of Irish humor, I knew that he wished
to remind me in a good-natured way of

my high rating of an honorary Johns Hop-
kins degree in comparison with the honors
attached to the titles of archbishop and
cardinal.

The Pennsylvania train from Balti-

more to New York delivered me to a
ferry-boat, which landed me on West
Street, where I found a small hotel kept
by a German, a native of Friesland. He
was a rugged old fellow who loved his low-

VoL. LXXII.—27

German dialect, which I did not under-

stand. He spoke in English to me, which,

according to his son Christian, was much
worse than mine, although he had been in

America some twenty years. Christian

was a yellow-haired and freckle-faced lad,

of about my age, and we hit it off very
well, forming a cross-matched team. He
would have given anything, he said, to

have my black hair and dark-red com-
plexion. His almost white eyebrows and
eyelashes and mischievous gray eyes and
yellow freckles fascinated me. He was
born in Hoboken and understood his

father's low-German dialect, but when-
ever addressed in it, by his father or by
the Friesland sailors who frequented his

father's inn, he always answered in Eng-
lish, or, as he called it, "United States."

Christian managed somehow to get

away every now and then from the little

hotel and to accompany me on my many
long errands in search of a job. His fa-

miliarity with the town helped me much
to master the geography of New York,
and to find out what's what and who's
who in the great metropolis. He seemed
to be the only opportunity which New
York offered to me, and it was a great one.

Every other opportunity which appeared
in newspaper advertisements had hun-
dreds of applicants, and they were lined

up at the place of the promised opportu-
nity, no matter how early Christian and I

reached the place. I was quite sure that

those opportunity-chasers lined up soon
after the first issue of the morning papers.

I was told that several years prior to that

time (in 1873) occurred the Black Friday
panic, and New York had not yet recov-

ered from it. There were thousands of

unemployed, although it was summer.
One morning Christian told me that he
had found a fine job for me, and he took
me to a tug anchored quite near his fath-

er's hotel. There were quite a number of

husky laborers on the tug, which took us to

the German docks in Hoboken. We were
to stay there and help in the loading of

ships, replacing the longshoremen who
were on strike. The job assigned to me
was to assist the sailors who were painting

the ship and things on the ship. We never
left the docks until the strike was over,

which lasted about three weeks. At its

termination I was paid and the tug de-
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livered me to the little hotel on West satisfaction of the party of the first part.

Street, where Christian received me with That evening found me richer by five dol-

open arms. I had thirty dollars in my lars, several paint pots and brushes, a
pocket, and Christian told me that I huge home-made apple pie, and a new and
looked as rich as Commodore Vanderbilt, encouraging experience. Christian, for

whom Christian considered to be the some reason unknowTi to me at that time,

richest man in New York. Christian seemed to look upon the whole affair as a
took me to Chatham Square to buy a new joke, but nevertheless he paid many com-
suit of clothes and other wearing apparel, pliments to my success as an artist. The
and I thought that the Jewish clothing next day we left bright and early for his

dealers would cause a riot fighting for my father's house in Hoboken, where in ac-

patronage. The next day when I ap- cordance with a plan conceived by Chris-

peared at the breakfast-table in my new tian we were to spend some time in paint-

togs. Christian's father could hardly recog- ing and papering several of the rooms,
nize me, but when he did he slapped me on Profiting by the instructions which we re-

the back and exclaimed: ''Who would ceived in sundry places, and after making
ever think that you are a Serbian green- several unsuccessful attempts, we man-
horn?" "Nobody," said Christian, re- aged to master the art and to finish the

senting his father's remark, and then he rooms to the full satisfaction of Chris-

added with some hesitation: ''But who tian's father, who confessed that no Ho-
would ever think that you are not a Ger- boken expert could have done better,

man greenhorn?" Christian's father re- "This painting is much better than that

buked him and assured me that he meant which you did on the baker's wagon,"
no offense when he jokingly called me a he said, "because you added some dryer
Serbian greenhorn. to the paint." "Right you are," said

Christian was anxious to have me re- Christian, "but I am to blame, because I

plenish my fortune, which was considera- purposely avoided telling Michael to use

bly reduced by my purchases in Chatham some dryer on the baker's wagon. I

Square. He called my attention that wanted to make two jobs out of one."

morning to a big German who was drink- "There will be several jobs, I am afraid,"

ing beer at the hotel bar after delivering said Christian's father, "because on the

several baskets filled with bread, rolls, day after the lettering was done the bak-
and pies, and said that he was a rich and er's wagon was caught in a shower and all

stingy baker, whose wagon, standing in the fresh paint has been washed off, and
front of the hotel, needed painting badly, the wagon looks like a show."^ Christian

I saw that the lettering needed speedy roared with laughter, but seeing that I

restoration. I assured my chum that my looked worried he whispered in my ear:

experience as assistant to the sailor paint- "Don't worry, it serves him right; he
ers on the Hoboken docks, in addition to wanted a twenty-dollar job done for five

my natural skill in free-hand drawing, dollars, because he took you for a green-

qualified me for the job of restoring the horn." Christian made a new arrange-

lettering ; Christian chuckled and made a ment for the relettering of the wagon and
bee-line for the stingy German baker. I I earned another five dollars, but no
got the contract to restore the lettering home-made apple pie. The German baker

for five dollars and my meals, he to pay in Goerck Street was neither as cordial

for the paints and the brushes, which nor as hospitable as he was before,

were to remain my property. Christian Christian encouraged me in the belief

formulated the contract and specified its that I was a painter and paper-hanger,

terms very clearly; he was my business and I felt that I had a trade; that feeling

manager, and he enjoyed it hugely. The gave me much confidence. Christian's

next day I lunched with the baker's fam- mental attitude was a revelation to me.
ily, according to the terms of the contract. He actually believed that a boy can learn

and after luncheon, as soon as the wagon anything quickly and well enough to earn

had returned from its daily route, I a living, if he will only try. He certainly

started the work, interrupted by the sup- could do anything, I thought, as I

per only, and at nine o'clock in the watched him in his little carpenter-shop

evening the job was finished to the full in Hoboken. He also had a lathe and was
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quite expert in wood and metal turning, neighborhood attracted me in daytime;

although he never served apprenticeship, I preferred to walk along the endless ave-

as they do in Europe, in order to learn nues. This exercise kept me warm and
these things. When I told Christian that, gave me a chance to make frequent in-

according to my information on the immi- quiries for a job at painters' and paper-

grant ship, I was doomed to serve in Amer- hangers' shops. When the prospects for

ica my apprenticeship as a greenhorn, he work of this kind appeared hopeless, I

said that a European greenhorn must struck a new idea. Instead of walking

have told me that, and added, in an off- more or less aimlessly, in order to keep
hand manner, that I would be a green- myself warm and familiarize myself with

horn as long only as I thought that I was the ways of the great city, I followed coal-

one. My description of a European ap- carts, and when they dropped the coal on
prenticeship amused him much, and he the sidewalk I rang the bell and offered

called it worse than the slavery which my services to transfer the coal from side-

was abolished here by the Civil War a few walk to cellar. I often got the job, which
years only prior to that date. When I sometimes was a stepping-stone to other

asked him where he got all those strange less humble and more remunerative em-
notions, he told me that these notions ployment. After placing the coal in the

were not strange but genuine American cellar and getting my pay, I would often

notions, and that he first got them from suggest to the owner that his cellar and
his mother, who was a native American, basement needed painting badly; most
His father and his father's German cellars and basements do. The owner on
friends, he admitted, had the same no- being informed that I was a painter out of

tions as that greenhorn on the immigrant work, a victim of the economic crisis,

ship. Christian certainly looked like a often yielded. The idea of a young and
Friesland German, but his thoughts, his ambitious painter being compelled to

words, and his manner of doing things carry coal from sidewalk to cellar at fifty

were entirely different from anything I cents a ton made a strong plea, stronger

ever saw in Europe. He was my first than any eloquence could make. The
glimpse of an American boy, just as the scheme worked well; it did not lead to af-

vila on the Delaware farm was my first fluence, but my room-rent was always
vision of an American girl, and her mother paid on time, and I never starved. Often
my first ideal of a noble American woman, and often, however, I had to keep my ap-

They were the first to raise that mysteri- petite in check. I always had enough to

ous curtain which prevents the foreign- buy my bowl of hot coffee and a brace of

born from seeing the soul of America, and crullers for breakfast in a restaurant on
when I caught a gHmpse of it I loved it. wheels, stationed near Cooper Union,
It reminded me of the soul of my good whereThird Avenue car-drivers took their

people in Idvor, and I felt much more at coffee on cold winter mornings,

home. The idea of being a greenhorn lost During periods of financial stringency

many of its horrifying features. my lunches were a bowl of bean soup and
Christian left New York during that a chunk of brown bread, which the Bowery

autumn to go into a shop in Cleveland. Mission supplied for five cents. It was a
Without him, West Street had no attrac- splendid meal on those cold winter days,

tions for me. I moved to the East Side of But the Bowery Mission supplied a
New York, so as to be near Cooper Union prayer-meeting with red-hot speeches as

and its hospitable library. I spent many dessert ; some of these addresses I really

hours in it after my days of labor, or after enjoyed; there were speakers, however,
my numerous unsuccessful daily trips in who offended me, because they confessed

search of employment. It was my spiri- that they were reformed drunkards and
tual refuge when things looked black and godless men, and they assured their hear-

hopeless. As winter approached, jobs ers, victims of the economic crisis just like

grew alarmingly scarce, and my money myself, that they would prosper if they
was rapidly approaching the zero level, would only sign the pledge and vow to re-

My hall-room in Norfolk Street was cheer- turn to Jesus. I neither drank nor did I

less and cold, worse even than my little ever desert Jesus; the reformed drunkard's
attic in Prague. Neither the room nor its views of human life depressed me and
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drove me away from the Bowery Mission vent prayer that the Lord might kindle his

and from the Bowery. light in the souls of those who had been
Carrying coal from sidewalks to cellars wandering in darkness. I know now that

and shovelling snow from sidewalks dur- he had in mind the words of St. Luke,
ing that memorable winter were healthful ''To give light to them that sit in dark-
jobs and cheerful enough, but not very ness," but at that time I fancied that he
remunerative; painting cellars and base- referred to my painting operations in the

ments on Lexington Avenue was more cellars and basements of Lexington Ave-
remunerative, but fearfully depressing, nue, and interpreted his prayers as having
To spend one's time day after day in dark a special reference to me
cellars and basements and pass the night The joy of life which during the day I

in a cheerless hall-room in Norfolk Street, inhaled in the fresh fields of the early

surrounded by neighbors who were mostly spring was smothered in the evening by
foreign-born of the most unattractive Mr. Brown's views of religion, which were
type, was too much for a Serbian youth views of a decrepid old man who thought
who knew the beautiful world as one sees of heaven only because he had no terres-

it from the pasturelands of his native trial problems to solve. He did his best to

village and from the banks of golden strip rehgion of every vestige of its poetic

Delaware. The reading-room of the beauty, and of its soul-stirring spiritual

Cooper Union library relieved somewhat force, and to make it appear like a mum-
my mental depression, although it was my of a long-departed Egyptian corpse,

packed with sad-looking victims of the A Serbian youth who looks to St. Sava,

economic crisis, who found their way from the educator, and to the. Serbian national

the Bowery to the reading-room in order ballads for an interpretation of the Holy
to keep warm. I longed to see God's Scriptures, could not be expected to warm
world of the country again. up for a religion which farmer Brown
The opportunity came, and about the preached. I thought of Vila and her

middle of April of that year, 1875, I was mother on the banks of the golden Dela-

on a farm in Dayton, New Jersey. My ware, and of the glorious opportunities

employer's family consisted of his wife which they pointed out ahead of me, and
and an elderly daughter, and I was the I wondered whether farmer Brown was
only farm-hand on the place. They were one of these opportunities; if so, then

apparently pleased with my work, and there were some opportunities in America
the ladies took much interest in my per- from which I wished to run away,
sonal welfare. But the farmer, call him One Sunday evening, after the church
Mr. Brown, took it into his head that a service, farmer Brown introduced me to

youth who had lived one whole winter in some of his friends, informing them that I

Norfolk Street, New York, near the un- was a Serbian youth who had not enjoyed
godly Bowery, needed spiritual regenera- all the opportunities of American re-

tion. He was a very pious Baptist, and I ligious training, but that I was making
soon discovered that in his everlasting pro- wonderful progress, and that some day I

fessions of omissions and commissions he might even become an active member of

was even worse than that reformed drunk- their congregation. The vision of my
ard whose sermons drove me away from orthodox mother, of the little church in

the Bowery Mission and its vigorous bean Idvor, of the Patriarch in Karlovac, and
soup. Every Sunday his family took me of St. Sava, shot before my eyes like a

to church twice and made me sit between flash, and I vowed to furnish a speedy
the female members of the family. I felt proof that farmer Brown was wrong,

that the congregation imagined that Mr. The next day I was up long before sunrise.

Brown and his family were trying their having spent a restless night formulating

best to convert a godless foreign youth a definite plan of deliverance from the

and make a good Baptist out of him. Mr. intolerable boredom inflicted upon me by
Brown seemed to be in a great hurry a hopeless religious crank. The eastern

about it, because every evening he made sky was like a veil of gold and it promised
me listen for an hour at least to his read- the arrival of a glorious April day. The
ing of the Bible, and before we parted for fields, the birds, the distant woods, and
the night he would offer a loud and fer- the friendly country road all seemed to
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join in a melodious hymn of praise to the the subject of the Austrian ultimatum to

beauties of the wanderer's freedom. I Serbia. The late Moses Taylor Pyne was
bade good-by to the hospitable home of my host, and I pointed out to him the elm
farmer Brown and made a bee-line for the in front of Nassau Hall where I break-

distant woods. There the merry birds, fasted some forty years prior to that
the awakening buds on the blushing twigs, time. The students received my address
and the little wild flowers of the early very enthusiastically ;Dernburg addressed
spring seemed to long for the appearance them two weeks later, and their heckUng
of the glorious sun in the eastern sky. I broke up the meeting,

did not, because I was anxious to put as After finishing the loaf I basked in the

much distance as possible between farmer warm rays of the mellow April sun, and
Brown and myself before he knew that I fell asleep and dreamed that in the build-

had departed. When the sun was high in ing where the students went there was a
the heavens I made a halt and rested at large assembly of people who had gath-

the edge of woods on the side of a hill. A ered there for the purpose of conferring

meadow was at my feet, and I, recalling some academic honor upon me. When I

the words of poet Nyegoush, watched for woke up, I thought of the letter which I
'' the bright-eyed dewdrops to ghde along had written to my mother from Hamburg,
the sunbeams to the heavens above." a year prior to that time, promising that

The distant view as seen from the eleva- I would soon return rich in learning and
tion of my resting-place disclosed, near in distinguished honors. The dream re-

the horizon, the silhouette of a town with minded me that my promise was care-

towers and high roofs looking like roofs fully recorded in the mechanism which
of churches. After some three additional controls my consciousness,

hours of wandering, I crossed a bridge Princeton was unlike anything that I

over a canal and found the distant town, had ever seen up to that time. I had read
There seemed to be one street only where about Hilendar, the famous monastery on
business was done; the rest of the town Mount Athos, on the ^gean Sea, founded
appeared to me hke so many beautiful by St. Sava in the twelfth century. I saw
convents. The tramp of many miles pictures of its buildings, where monks
through woods and meadows without any lived the life of solitude and study,

breakfast made me ravenously hungry Princeton, with its many monastic-look-

and somewhat tired. The peaceful aspect ing buildings, I imagined was such a
of the monastic-looking town invited me place, where young men were given every

to sit down and rest and enjoy some food, opportunity to study and become learned

I bought a shining loaf of bread and, se- men so as to be able to devote their lives

lecting a seat under an elm near a building effectively to such work as St. Sava did.

which looked like the residence of the As I walked slowly and thoughtfully

Archbishop of Prague, I started my toward the railroad-station, a student met
breakfast. It consisted of bread only, me and engaged me in conversation. He
and I enjoyed it as I never enjoyed break- was a little older than myself; kindness

fast before. Many boys, looking like and intelligence beamed from every fea-

students, passed by on their way to the ture of his handsome face. He knew a
ecclesiastical-looking building; one of great deal about Serbia, and even about
them watched my appetite as if he envied the Serbs of Austria-Hungary, and when I

it, and inquired whether I would like told him that I had come to America in

some Italian cheese with my bread. He search of knowledge, he expressed the

evidently thought that I was an Itahan, hope that he might some day see me en-

being misled by my ruddy cheeks and rolled as a student in Princeton. A stu-

dark-brown hair. I answered that Ser- dent at Princeton ! With fellow students

bian cheese would suit me better. He and friends like this divinely handsome
laughed and said that Serbia and Serbian and gentle youth who accompanied me to

cheese were unknown at Princeton. I an- the station ! Impossible ! thought I, as I

swered that some day perhaps Princeton looked through the car-window and saw
might hear from Serbia. It is a curious fact the academic halls of Princeton gradu-

that, in 1 914, 1 was the first man who was ally disappear in the distance and realized

invited to Princeton to give an address on at the same time that the train was taking
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me back to the Bowery. Eight years Henry Fairfield Osborn, the distinguished

later I read the letter which I wrote to my scientist, was a sophomore at Princeton

mother describing Princeton and, in order during that year. He might have looked

to encourage her, I expressed a strong just like that gentle youth who showed me
hope that some day I might write to her the way to the railroad-station. President

and sign myself a student at Princeton. Wilson entered Princeton in the autumn
I may add here that my good friend of that year.

(To be continued.)

'An' where are they goin' now, I wonder? This ain't campaign time."—Page 430.

Hey, Toolan's Marchin'

!

BY HENRY H. CURRAN

Illustrations by Thomas Fogarty

HE Van Tassels of

Park Avenue and the

Toolans of First
Avenue were two old

New York families

that had seen very
Httle of each other in

recent years. In fact,

they could hardly be said to have met
at all, since that day away back in the

nineties when the elder Van Tassel had
taken the wrong train home on the ele-

vated. That had been a bad day in

''The Street," such as often came in

those years, and Van Tassel had left his

bankers and boarded the train at Han-
over Square, completely lost in his anx-
ieties. When the smoky little engine
went puffing off to the right at Chatham
Square, and led its clattering cars up
Second Avenue, instead of Third, Van

Tassel still took no notice. At Thirty-
fourth Street he got off, according to

habit, walked north two blocks, and then
most unaccountably turned to the east.

It was not until he was brought up with
a sharp jerk, by an insurmountable bar-

rier, that he realized what had happened.
"Look out, mister—yer might hurt

yerself." The dumpy little man with the

red hair was leaning against a table on
the sidewalk, on top of which rested a
pile of chairs.

"My conscience !" exclaimed Van Tas-
sel. Back of the table was a bed, turned

on end and supported by a dilapidated

bureau. A mattress, a bird-cage whose
occupant had long since departed, a pic-

ture of a bunch of purple grapes, and a
miscellaneous mess of clothes and cheap
bric-a-brac helped make up the household
pile that covered most of the sidewalk.
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A woman and three children sat deject-

edly among the debris. It was beginning

to rain.

" Good heavens ! " again exclaimed Van
Tassel, as he took in the family picture.

"What are you doing out here? Don't
you see it's raining?"

"No place to go," responded the red

head, in a tone of gloomy finality.

"Why don't you go inside?"

"Dispossessed."

Van Tassel was stumped. He knew
that if people did not pay their rent they

were dispossessed—in fact, that it hap-

pened all the time. But he was not in

the real-estate business, thank Heaven,
and he did not have to wrestle with this

form of misfortune. It was bad enough
when a dividend was passed, but then it

just stopped, and there were no harassing

post-mortems. He had often wondered
what a family did when they were dis-

possessed; it was a hard thing to imagine

from the point of view of the old house

on Murray Hill where he had lived since

he was a boy.
" What are you going to do ?" he asked.

"Dunno."
"But, good Lord, man, you've got to

do something—don't you see it's rain-

ing ? " He bethought himself of the uni-

versal panacea. He had felt very poor

when the bears had gotten through with

his securities an hour or two ago, but this

looked really worse.

"Have you got any money?'*
The man laughed uneasily. "Why

w^ould I be here?"
The children began to giggle sympa-

thetically at this unusual sound from
their father, but the woman looked up
suspiciously. Van Tassel became impa-
tient.

"Oh, I say, come on now, we've got

to do something about it—what's your
name?"

"Toolan. Matthew Toolan."
"Where do you live?"

"That's where we used to live." He
jerked his head toward the tenement that

towered over them. "Fifth floor. Rear,

west."

"How much will it take to get back
there?"

"Eighteen bucks."

"And what then?"

Van Tassel continued his questioning
in much the same way that he cross-

examined his bankers when they ofifered

him new securities, but there was a kindly
banter in his voice that drew answers
from the red head and eventually dis-

armed even the suspicions of the red
head's wife. The result of the inquisition

was the rehabitation of the Toolan family,

bird-cage and all, with enough cash be-

sides to stock up a larder that had dwin-
dled to nothing.

That the beneficiaries of this turn of

fortune were doubtful of its reality goes
without saying. It was not until the en-

folding walls of Fifth Rear West had actu-

ally closed about them again that the

Toolan incredulity was finally dissolved.

But the sidewalks of New York breed
strange adventures, and there is a fatal-

ism attending the ups and downs of the

poor that is sufficient unto all things.

Van Tassel took it less calmly. When
he had left behind the last of the land-

lords, tenants, city marshals, and dubious
neighbors who had crowded his horizon

for an hour and a half, he turned toward
home with a feeling of sudden weariness.

It had been a very distressing experience.

Such things ought not to be allowed—in

any event they should not be shoved right

under one's nose. He fell to wondering
what would have happened if he had not

been led into the very vortex of the Too-
lan crisis; or if he had turned away from
it without further ado. Why had he

stopped and joined hands with it at all ?

It was no responsibility of his. The
more he thought about it the more
amazed he became. When he told his

wife about it at dinner he did so with a

feeling that perhaps he was recounting a

dream, after aP. He felt sure of at least

a quip or two about his absent-minded-

ness, for that was an established topic of

connubial raillery. Instead of that, Mrs.

Van Tassel listened quietly, and then

asked the address of Mr. and Mrs. Mat-
thew Toolan. She said nothing to her

husband until the next evening, but in the

meantime there had been an unexpected

visit to the Toolan apartments, and the

small Toolans had acquired some unbe-

lievably new breeches and dresses, while

a doctor had even been to see Mrs. Toolan

about that throat.
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Then Van Tassel went his mfe one

better and got Toolan a job. He was all

the way in now,- and anything was per-

missible. But he was more amazed than

ever.

Ever since that rainy day Park Avenue
had taken a kindly glance at First Avenue
from year to year, with a special look at

Christmas time. But that was long ago,

and one by one the elders had gone, all

but Mrs. Van Tassel. In both homes the

chicks had grown up and had begun to

leave the coop to fly for themselves.

Matty Toolan, Junior, had even become
prosperous in his way, for he was now the

undisputed proprietor of Toolan's Rest,

where the First Avenue wayfarer could

slake his thirst over a real bar, from a real

schooner, of deep-sea size. In the house

on Murray Hill, Mrs. Van Tassel kept

pretty much to her chair in these days,

but, with a mind as good as ever, she took

a lively interest in the doings of Jimmy,
her youngest son, who was still far from
finding himself. He lived in the old

house with his mother, and was equally

well acquainted with his club on Fifth

Avenue. Theatres and restaurants were
not unknown to him. All of which, taken
with certain graces of fortune and a
cheery straightforwardness of character,

had provided Mr. James Van Tassel with

a satisfactory world of friends and frolic

that kept him steadily occupied in the

doing of nothing at all. This was not for

lack of suggestion from a remembered
father, who had been a good sport him-
self in his day.

*'My boy, I hope you will go in for gov-

ernment," the elder Van Tassel had said

to him a few days before his death.
" You will have ample means, and you can
go into banking if you want to, and lose

a good deal without getting hurt. More
Hkely you'll increase what you have.

But we're living in a different day from
those I grew up in, and now we need our

best men in government, not in business.

We've done it all, in business. Why, look

at our country—leading the whole world.

But not in government. And we won't
be safe until our young men, who can lead,

go into government, and come to lead

there too. We must have leadership, the

kind that carries intelligence and vision,

that can be trusted by every one, rich or

poor, ignorant or intelligent—but we
won't get it until the best men go in for

it, by choice. If they don't go in pretty

soon, they'll be forced in by the calami-

ties that come from the wrong kind of

leadership, that we see all around us every
day. There's your chance, my boy, and
your duty. I don't know how to tell you
to go about it—I never knew much about
politics—but I know we're mighty hard
up for a few real leaders. Think it over."

Jimmy had thought it over, with excel-

lent intentions, for nearly a year. It had
been hard to begin; he did not know
where to go. Now he was thinking it

over again as he sat in his club window on
Fifth Avenue. But in a very different

mood. For at last he was under way.
As the newly chosen chairman of the So-

ciety for the Promotion of Proportional

Representation, he had just come from an
examination of the poster, on the door of

the United Civics Building, that adver-
tised the mass-meeting which his society

proposed to hold that very evening.

"Mighty well done," he murmured in

praise of the printer, as he recalled the

line in red letters that read: "Chairman,
Mr. James Van Tassel."

"Well, well—what's well done?" in-

quired Andy Nichols, as he sank lazily

into the cushioned chair opposite.

"Oh, just a piece of printing I've been
looking at—I didn't know I was talking

to myself."

"Something about that new-fangled

society of yours, I suppose," ventured
Andy.

"Yes, it was, to tell you the truth,"

laughed Van Tassel. " Announcement of

a meeting."

"Thought so. Going to make a

speech ?
'

'

"No, just preside."

"Well, I suppose you'll tell me I ought
to go. You certainly have got the politi-

cal fever. But I don't see where you get

with it all."

"I don't know where I do get, Andy,
but an old friend of father's asked me to

take hold of this, and I believe in it. You
know, if we don't have proper minority

representation, in the real ratio of

strength, we "

"Oh, dear," Andy yawned. "Jimmy,
let me off, will you? You've told me



'Why don't you give a thousand families a scuttle of coal apiece?"

that already, you know." He laughed
good-naturedly. "Why don't you give a

thousand families a scuttle of coal apiece

the next time a cold snap comes ? They
might elect you alderman—they'd see

that you got minority representation,

when the votes were counted, anyhow."
Van Tassel looked distressed.

"Oh, well, I was on^ joking," con-

tinued Andy, hastily. ''That was what
the elevator man said at the office to-day,

when I asked him about your going into

politics. He says one good turn deserves

another; said he'd never heard of your
proportional business."

They drifted into other talk.

In front of the United Civics Building a
short, thick-set man with red hair was
studying a poster on the bulletin-board.

"It must be the boy," he said. "Same
name, but— " The red head bent closer,

then recoiled from the succession of long
words. "But what kind of a thing is

that?" muttered the proprietor of Too-
lan's Rest, as he walked thoughtfully
toward First Avenue.
There was Uttle to lead the casual

passer-by toward the Toolan emporium
on First Avenue. The street is broad and
bleak there. A stone's throw to the east

the river frets to and fro with the tide, and
the stretch between the two is a dreary

waste of lumber-yards and coal-pockets.

Here and there a brick factory shoulders

into the wind that sweeps across this no
man's land. An occasional truck rum-
bles by. It is not a place that people

come to by choice. Toolan's Rest called

its guests with a lure of its own. There
was something about the little frame
building, with its huddled gables crowded
between the swaying piles of lumber-yard
planks, that suggested an inn rather than
a saloon. The faded green clapboards

looked old and comfortable. There were
white curtains in the windows up-stairs,

and the front was free of the conventional

waistband of gilded brewery advertising.

Even the door was different. It opened
inward with a knob, and did not swing.

As Toolan entered and carefully closed

the door behind him, he glanced at the

bar and then at the round tables that

lined the opposite wall. They were old

tables, clamped to the wooden floor, and
there were only three of them. A gas-

light hung from the low ceiling and threw

its faint glow on the faded pictures of

stationary race-horses that looked down
from the walls. A portrayal of the epic

encounter of Messrs. Heenan and Sayres

cast a fistic benediction over the bar.

There were no mirrors, no mosaic under-

foot; and there was no cash-register,

427
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The barkeep was silent and observant, a

graven image of black pompadour, red

cheeks, and white jacket. The free lunch

engendered thoughts of the stone age.

Disposing of the two or three "Hello,

Matty's," that came from the tables, with

a nod of the head, Toolan pushed his hat

back and picked up the telephone-receiver

that flanked the far end of the bar.

"Beekman two three hundred. That's

right. Commissioner's ofhce. Yeah.
Baker there? Yeah. This you, Bill?

This is Matty. Yeah. Can yer come
up? Right now. All right."

He cast an appraising eye over the

tables.

"Slim!"
That individual detached his spindle-

like form from its affectionate hold on a

half-consumed schooner of beer, and re-

ported for duty.

"I wantcha ter look up an' down the

street a little. See Finnerty and Hogan
—an' pick up Fred's gang over on Second
Avenue. Tell 'im I may want some
marchin' to-night—ter be ready if I send

out the call. Then come back. I've got

another job for yer."

Slim's eyes brightened. When Toolan
marched it meant free beer all around for

the marchers, to the extent of three or

even four kegs. When he marched to a

political rally the Toolan clan's numbers
and enthusiasm insured the success of the

rally, and success was well worth the price

of a few kegs to those who managed the

affair. There was no mystery about the

transaction. Enthusiasm is the one es-

sential of an effective political meeting,

and the noisier it is the better. Some-
times it is deplorably absent, and then the

district is blighted by the "frost" that

undoes the work of a dozen successful

gatherings. Better no meetings at all

than one frost ! So runs the rule. Too-
lan provided insurance against frost in the

shape of a hundred noisy attendants at

any near-by meeting. The premium, paid

in terms of Toolan 's beer, was dispensed

to the attendants by Toolan himself

—

when they had earned it, and not before.

At the call of the clan they would cheer-

fully march to the field of oratorical bat-

tle, and carry off the victory with the

strength of their thirsty enthusiasm.

Then they would withdraw in good order

to the security of Toolan's Rest, and re-

ceive their just reward. Could any up-
rising of the populace be more natural or

delightful? Here was a game, so con-

trived by the joyful wit of Toolan that

everybody was sure to win. It was not
difficult to spread the news, when Toolan
marched—the populace rose !

Slim carefully unloaded his schooner of

the rest of her cargo, and went out the

door.

Presently a tall figure, with grizzled hair

and gray eyes under a slouch hat, bent as

it opened the door and betook itself to

where Toolan presided, at the far end of

the bar.

"What's up, Matty?"
"I gotta find out sump'n quick.

There's a meetin' to-night in that build-

in' on Thirty-eighth Street—Civics, or

sump'n like that—you know—near Lex-
ington. Yes, I know—it's a dead one

—

never got a crowd there yet—an' it's a
small place, at that. But that ain't the

point. What I wantcha ter do is take a
look at the dodger that's on the front o'

the buildin' an' pick up this name

—

James—Van—Tassel—in red letters. Yer
can't miss it. Then find out if he lives in

a big house at Park Avenue an' Thirty-

seventh Street—I forget the number.
An' tell me if it's the same one. That's

all. An' come back an' lemme know
soon, see? An' look out for that name.
Bill—be sure yer got it right."

"A'right, Matty."
Big Bill was accustomed to strange er-

rands for Toolan, and, while he could

make nothing of this one, he was content

to go on his way unenlightened. As a

messenger in the employ of the govern-

ment of a great city, he had learned to

figure out his whys and wherefores en
route instead of at the start, and his up-

town discipline was as good as the down-
towTi brand. Bill turned in his report on
this mission, on time and to the letter,

according to standard.

In the auditorium of the United Civics

Building a select audience had assembled

to hear the address of Professor Pecan,

of Olympia College, on the subject of

"Proportional Representation; Its Gen-
esis and Its Necessity." There were sev-

eral lecturers on political science, a gen-

erous sprinkling of women, and a consider-
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able number of students with note-books.

In addition there were various Van Tassel

relations, and a few of Jimmy's friends

from the club, who had prepared to sacri-

fice a perfectly good evening on the altar

of loyalty to Jimmy. In one corner a re-

porter from a school of journalism was
ready, with pencil poised, to get it all; and
toward the rear of the room a group of

hungry-looking young men, with long

hair and keen faces, had taken up a posi-

tion on the aisle. A tall, lean form was
slouched in a seat near them, alone. But
there were row on row of empty seats, and
the room had a cold look that made Van
Tassel shiver inwardly as he looked out

over it from the platform. He smiled

weakly at Nichols, who was sitting at the

end of the second row, then motioned to

him to come up.
" Guess I might as well go ahead, Andy;

will you take a look outside and see if any
more are coming?"

''Just looked, Jimmy; it's as empty as

midnight." Nichols hesitated. "You'll

never get them out for this sort of thing,

Jimmy," he added. "It isn't real. I

don't want to throw cold water around,

but why don't you join a political club in

your district, or something like that?

This is no good."

"Well, you may be right, but I'm going

to see it through," said Van Tassel, and
he thumped with his gavel and unwound
the introductory remarks that he had pre-

pared with such care.

"And now, ladies and gentlemen," he
concluded, "it gives me great pleasure to

introduce Professor Pecan, of Olympia
College, who has made a life study of the

subject that brings us here to-night

—

Professor Pecan."
As the professor arose, adjusted his

glasses, and drew his manuscript from his

pocket to the accompaniment of a mild
round of polite handclapping, Van Tassel

noticed that the thin man who sat alone

rose unobtrusively and left the room.
"Good Lord, they're going already," he
thought. He did not know that the tele-

phone in Toolan's Rest was at that mo-
ment jingling energetically at the call of

the departed one.

"That right, Shm? As bad as that?
Yer don't say so. Well, come over,

quick."

Matty hung up the receiver, turned
toward the well-filled barroom, and called

for silence.

"We're goin' ter march, boys," he an-

nounced. There was a pleased shuffle

about the tables, and three feet slipped oflF

the rail at the foot of the bar. A small

man who was pecking furtively with a
fork among the free-lunch items stopped
suddenly, then carefully resumed.

" Come, lay off that lunch fer a minute.
Smoke—I wantcha ter listen to me."
Toolan gave his orders, despatched his

messengers, and threw out a parting in-

junction: "In ten minutes, now—we
gotta be quick—getta move on yer!"
He turned to Big Bill, who was standing
by in somewhat the position of an adju-

tant.

"Bill, we better have the busbies," he
said, " an' the red fire ! Get 'em up from
down-stairs, will yer ? We might pick up
a few scouts on the way. Then drop in at

the station-house an' tip off the lieuten-

ant. Better see the man on post, too.

We ain't got no permit for a parade, an'

he might be one o' them new rookies they
just put in. I'll meet yer at the door.

Yeah, at the buildin'. Whose meetin' is

it? Oh, never mind about that. An'
don't talk to nobody at the hall, see?

Don't put 'em wise. Oh, I'll look out fer

the kegs—leave it ter me. Bill—I know
what I'm doin'. Now, get busy, will yer,

an' don't ask me no more questions
!"

A few minutes later thirty or forty men,
of all sizes, sorts, and descriptions, were
marching west from Toolan's Rest.

They formed some sort of column, and
were led by Toolan himself, as a mute
guaranty to recruits that the usual re-

ward was impending. Behind Toolan
marched the elect who wore the busbies, a

dozen or more who looked very fierce in-

deed as the great bearskin helmets bobbed
along above the heads of the rest. Down
the column an occasional stick of red fire

sputtered its fitful glow about the march-
ers, and in the rear and on the flanks a
multitude of excited children scampered
and leaped, and begged for red fire as they

ran. As the word went around and the

recruits fell in, the column gradually

lengthened. When Fred's gang fell in at

Second Avenue, thirty strong, it began to

look like a parade.
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"Hey, Toolan's marchin'!" cried an
excited youngster, as he estimated the

situation from the curb, and then ran

headlong to spread the news in his own
baihwick.

"Toolan's marchin'!" came the echo,

from half the small boys in the block.

Overhead the women of the window-
sill watch exchanged knowing comments
from one window to another.

"It's Toolan, all right," said Mrs.
McGinnis, as she shifted her arms on the

sill and thrust her head slightly forward.

"Sure, it's Toolan," corroborated Mrs.
McGann, from the east. "I can see the

busbies."

"An' where are they goin' now, I won-
der? This ain't campaign time."

"Fred Garland is with 'em. It must
be a big one."

"An' I see Hogan. The ol' man'll be

late to-night."

As the red fire and the marchers de-

parted toward the west the chatter of the

window-sills went with them along the

walls of the tall tenements that flank the

narrow street below like the sides of a

canyon. When the column reached the

United Civics Building, there were nearly

a hundred men in line. Toolan stopped

them a few yards away.
"All right. Bill?"

"O K," replied the big man.
" All right—in yer go ! " shouted Toolan

to the column. "Now, remember what
I told yer—go in quiet like, a few at a

time—an' don't talk or go ter sleep—this

ain't no political meetin'—it's a bunch o'

highbrows we're up against ! Give'm a

clap once in a while—quiet like. Keep
yer eye on Big Bill. He'll be on the aisle,

an' yer'll get the tip from him. An' do
what he tells yer, or there won't be nuthin'

doin' later on—I'll be there watchin'—go
ahead, now ! Oh, an' come out the same
way yer go in," he added, "when it's over

—not before ! We ain't goin' ter march
home."
They started in, in threes and fours.

"Here, gimme them busbies!" ex-

claimed Toolan suddenly as the bearskin

marchers passed him. "That'd never

do," he muttered, as he gathered them
up, and handed them over to two of the

marchers to carry back. "An' douse
them red lights back there!" he com-

manded. Then he followed the rest in,

and shpped into a seat near the door,
where he could see everything that went
on.

Professor Pecan was well into his sub-
ject when the marchers began to file in,

and he looked up once with annoyance as

the threes and fours continued to shufile

into the empty seats. It mattered little

to him whether the audience was small or
large; the idea was the thing. But to

Van Tassel it mattered a great deal. He
looked pleased when the first few drifted

in, then surprised as they kept coming;
and, finally, when the room was nearly

filled, he felt the glow of the success that

follows failure, and he looked trium-
phantly at Nichols. That friend at all

costs, who had several times looked over
his shoulder \\ath growing curiosity and
was still puzzled by this outpouring of the

people, returned a congratulatory look

that said, as plain as words :

" I don't know
what it is, Jimmy, but you're going
strong."

As the professor glanced up over his

glasses a few minutes later, he said, with
an air of satisfied accomplishment: "And
that brings the history of our movement
down through the year nineteen hundred
and five." The students made careful

note of this in their note-books, and the

Van Tassel relations preserved a family

fortitude that proved what dead game
sports they were. Jimmy's friends bore

up well. Then, down the aisle, some feet

away, a big man suddenly clapped his

hands with enthusiasm, and in a moment,
as the marchers recognized the heroism

of the professor's statement, a storm of

handclapping swept over the rear half of

the room. The professor looked startled,

and a few in the front rows turned around
in alarm, but the big man suddenly

stopped clapping, and the applause was
followed by a thick silence. Somewhere
in the rear of the room a husky voice af-

firmed audibly: "Toolan's all right."
" Shut up ! " hissed Big Bill in a hoarse

whisper. "Hey, Smoke, cut that out!"
he added severely, as he recognized the

well-meaning offender.

There were two or three other bursts of

applause, and each time they came as the

professor came to a halt at the end of a

long paragraph.
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!

''Wot's it all about?" Van Tassel

heard a voice saying, as one of the gusts

died away. But that was to be expected,

and it was a good thing that the professor

was there to explain.

Things became more serious when one
of the long-haired young men, who had
been in the room from the beginning,

stood up in the middle of a sentence from
the professor and pointed a long, thin

finger at him.

''How can you claim any worth for

your plan," he called in a shrill voice,

"when on every hand we see stolen

wealth parading "

"Aw, siddown," came a voice from
behind.

In front, heads were turning around.

Van Tassel reached nervously forward
and grasped his gavel. But the pro-

fessor w^as in his element. He stopped

and removed his glasses.

"Let him go on," he cried. " I welcome
questions. Let us discuss the matter."

The discussion never took place. Big
Bill was leaning toward the interrupter.

"SiddowTi, yer big bum," he said

quietly, with a look that meant business.

The young man paused as he half turned

and caught Bill's eye. "SiddowTi, I tell

yer
—

'fore I knock yer block off—d'yer

hear me?" Bill's fist came into view.

"Yer rotten egg," he added. The young
man suddenly and silently sat do^^Tl.

"Now, keep yer mouth shut, or I'll throw
yer through that winder," put in Bill for

good measure. There was no more heck-

ling.

When the meeting was over the stu-

dents crowded up to the platform to ask

questions of the professor, and the Van
Tassels to congratulate the chairman.

"Perfectly fine. Splendid cause. You
presided wonderfully. You just gave
him one look, and he didn't dare finish his

question. Good work, Jimmy." As the

loyal Van Tassels came and went Jimmy
felt more and more pleased mth the suc-

cess of the meeting. He felt particu-

larly good when Nichols shook his hand
warmly and said: "Well, Jimmy, I don't

know where your audience came from,

but they're the people, all right. There
must be something in that proportional

business of yours, although I can't figure

it out myself . Coming up to the club ?
"

"Thanks, Andy—yes, I'll be right with
you." And it was late when the cele-

bration broke up and they parted on the
club steps. Jimmy called for a taxi.

"Andy, I don't quite get it yet," he re-

peated for the tenth time, as he stood -wdth

one foot on the running-board. "They
all came in together ; and they were differ-

ent from the rest."

"Well, I give it up," said Andy. "I
spoke to one man, and he said something
about Toolan's, on First Avenue some-
where. That's all I could get."

"Toolan's," mused Jimmy. "That's
funny. WTiere have I heard that name ?

Gues's I'll look it up. Well, good night !

"

He sank into the leather seat of the

taxi. " Park Avenue and Thirty-seventh

Street," he said.

Over on First Avenue a different form
of celebration was coming to its close.

Toolan had left the meeting just before

the end and hurried away to get things

ready. "They'll be over soon enough,"
he said to himself. "No danger o' their

losin' their way." Then, as he rounded
the First Avenue corner: "That's the lad,

all right—looks jus' like his father looked

twenty years ago." Toolan chuckled as

he put on his apron and got ready for

business.

"Come, gimme a hand with them kegs

here," he called to the strays at the tables.

"Come on, now—lively—we got a big

gang comin'."

When the bar had been fined and re-

lined with the thirst on legs that comes
from marching, and the tables had
groaned under their recurring burden,

and Smoke had forked and fingered into

his anatomy the last dripping pickle, the

last crumb of old cracker, and the last

cube of permanent cheese, Toolan leaned

back against the counter that harbored
the "hard stuff" and looked out over the

bar. The fourth keg had come and
gone, and Toolan's Rest was a smoky
haze of happy humanity and half-emp-

tied schooners. Toolan's face broke into

a tired grin. Two or three had asked

him how he had happened into that kind

of a meeting, but he had stood them off

\\dth a laugh, and he chuckled at the

recollection.

"That wasn't one o' Donovan's meet-

in's," Slim had ventured.
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''Well, who said it was?" Toolan had
responded. ''G'wan now—don't bother

me."
''Matty's all right," asseverated the

man next to Slim emphatically.

"An' the beer's all right, ain't it?"

added Toolan aggressively.
" 'S'all right, Matty," acquiesced Slim.

"Well ?"

And that ended the inquiry.

When they had all gone, on the stroke

of one—for Toolan 's Rest closed on the

minute—Big Bill left Toolan at the door.

"Matty, yer know yer own business,

and it ain't fer me ter be buttin' in," said

Bill reflectively, "but if ever I see a queer

one, it's this here racket yer run off to-

night, on yer own. An' four kegs!"

Toolan grinned again. "Aw, lemme
alone. Bill—I didn't do no harm, did

I?"
"No harm—no." Bill was puzzled.

He looked at Toolan again. "An' I

never see yer feelin' so good," he said,

"not since the little boy come." He
glanced toward the ceiling. "What's it

all about?"
"Oh, nuthin'," said Toolan, looking

down. Then he looked up again quickly.

"They say one good turn deserves an-
other," he said, as he looked straight at

Big Bill. There was a queer brightness

in Toolan's eyes, and they were winking
very hard. But there was a broad smile

on his face. And Bill left, more puzzled
than ever.

The Success of Judge Jewett

BY VICTOR MURDOCK
Federal Trade Commissioner and author of "Folks"

REAL PEOPLE WHO ARE REAL SUCCESSES—FIRST PAPER

HIS is my story of the

success of Judge Jew-
ett. It is not his; it is

not the community's.
It is mine. I employ
emphasis because,
while his character,

unfolding as the story

proceeds, will speak for itself, the conclu-

sion upon his career, which also will ap-

pear, is my own.
That conclusion, for which I assume

and assert responsibility, is this: more
often than is commonly supposed, a
man's predilections prevail in life—even
against his own efforts, that is to say, the

subtle, latent desires of a man's mind di-

rect a man to a definite destination. In
the outward activities by which a man
expresses himself to his fellows, an in-

dividual may seemingly defeat his inward
desire. He may divert that inward desire

by all manner of design, device, dalliance

Vol. LXXII.—28

through the major portion of a lifetime,

and yet in the end, the inward desire will

be found to have charted his course

throughout.

In summary this story records Judge
Jewett's career over a period of fifty

years. The time of the story is from the

year 1870 to the year 1920, the place is

south central Kansas. The reader will

be quicker on the uptake, in the narrative,

if he remembers that south central Kan-
sas in 1870 was part of a vast vacant
green prairie, as innocent of industry as

the vast vacant blue sky which echoed
its amplitude, and further, that by the

year 1920 it had been cantoned out by
civilization to a distinct district, charac-

terized by pastoral plenty and urban ex-

cess.

In the earlier period, young Jewett, in

stature short, with a big head dominated
by very open eyes, given to flashes of

fleeting scrutiny followed by long periods
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of drooping rumination, came West and
contemplated the particular spot which
he had chosen for the practice of the law.

This was the town of Wichita.

Jewett came from Lincoln's section of

Illinois. Lincoln, so humble that the sor-

row of generations lay shadowed in his

eyes, so high that his voice came com-
pelling from the mountain top, had been

a lawyer, and his example, of the lowly

in exalted service, burned a preference for

his profession into the imaginations of

thousands of young men. Perhaps, it was
so with Jewett. Perhaps, it overslaughed

a natural inclination in Jewett for a busi-

ness career.

In any event Jewett, having chosen

the law, found himself face to face with a

field of activity. Wichita did not over-

whelm him with its invitation. No fron-

tier town is likely to appear inviting to

a young lawyer of philosophic bent. A
young lawj^er of that kind is rather dis-

posed to concern himself with the differ-

ence between ethics and jurisprudence,

and to worry over the occasional per-

fectly legal appearance of the unethical,

and the appealingly ethical appearance of

the illegal. If Jewett troubled over this,

Wichita must have confused him further

in the matter of the practice and prac-

tices of the law. For Wichita at that time

was not concerned with casuistries.

Wichita had set out to be a city, and
had received its first impetus in the form
of the cattie-trade from the Rio Grande.

Great herds of long-horn cattle bellowed

their way across the vast vacant prairie

to Wichita, the rail-end, personally con-

ducted by numerous cowboys who re-

ceived and spent their wage at the jour-

ney's end in riotous resentment of the

rigors of the trail. The gambling-hall

and the dance-hall, both saloon acces-

sories in fact, imparted to and maintained

in the place a hectic atmosphere. This

was heightened to a degree by an infiltra-

tion of Indian and Mexican influences.

The Cheyenne and the Arapahoe in their

bright blankets, braided hair, and mocca-
sined feet, and the cowboy with his pride

in small feet tilted on high heels, his som-
brero-like hat and flaming neckerchief,

colored the stream of life. Their presence

showed in the common speech which the

community adopted. The ornate saddle,
and this was a day of saddles, added to
social intercourse such words as latigo,

sudadero, and cinch. To ''cinch a job"
was to have it beyond question. The
cowboys left on the door-step of this Kan-
sas town a Spanish orphan, "hackamore"
(the rope used in breaking broncos),
and also a waif of unknown nationality,

"jinglebob," an earmark. The Aztec
"coyote" retained its primitive pronun-
ciation as a trisyllable. The Indian's
greeting "How" superseded the usual
salutations. The gaming-table with its

sinister adaptabiHty to colloquial meta-
phor further enriched conversation. "To
keep cases on a man" meant to keep him
under surveillance, a figure from the faro

layout. Wichita was possibly the point
of philological infection where the United
States of America caught "square deal"
and "something up his sleeve" and
"stacked against him."

Basically the town was a thriving

American community with a vaulting

ambition, a deep sense of civic decencies,

and a profound respect for law and order.

It tolerated its curious visitors for a time
and finally rose in revolt against them.
For at length the cowboys took advantage
of the latitude allowed them, and there

was a crisis in which young Jewett "took
a hand." The crisis came later, however.
Now as Jewett, the young lawyer, sur-

veyed the field, it did not appeal to him.

Here was great opportunity for a young
man who had selected business as a career.

But he remembered, with a sigh, that he
had made choice of the law and held to it.

He departed from Wichita and selected

for the plunge another town, a Kansas
town, smaller than Wichita, less hectic,

by name Cottonwood Falls. He had no
sooner located in this town than a terrible

thing befell him.

When it happened, he was standing in

a Uttle hotel watching a prairie thunder-

storm. On a vast vacant prairie under

a vast vacant sky, a thunderstorm pre-

serves a striking identity. It has definite

outlines. It looms in the distance, a

seething mass of lathered basalt, with a

turquoise field above and a lashed and
laboring landscape beneath. It rolls for-

ward at a conquering pace, engulfs the

observer, and passes away in diminishing
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peals of homicidal anger. The observer No one moved. She was of heroic

has a feeling of personal assault in which mould, was Mrs. Grimthorpe. She had
curiously he cannot participate except by a burning, rolling eye that kindled at the

fear of injury or hope of escape. If the sun. She had given, as well, a partic-

lightning, which seems to be searching ularly acid accent to the Latin,

for him personally, finds him, usually he No one spoke. Finally, to relieve the

is barred from knowing which emotion, embarrassment, Jewett explained to her

fear or hope, was justified. that it was the kindly custom of the

A bolt of lightning struck young Jewett neighborhood to call, in response to im-

down while he watched. The little circle pulses of friendship, and view, in earnest

in the lobby, recovering from the shock, of deepest sympathy, the body of any
gathered about his fallen body, awe- citizen who had died suddenly. This he
stricken. A tall Virginian, a cattleman, explained was the purpose of the call,

broke through the circle wnth a bucket of Thereupon the group silently and
water and drenched the prostrate form, sheepishly filed into the house, viewed
The Virginian knew the prairies, the the corpse, and as silently and sheepishly

thunder-storm, and the ways of lightning, filed out, Mrs. Grimthorpe balancing the

and he was credited with saving Jewett'

s

shotgun in one hand, and Coke handily

life. in the other, the while.

The young man was cruelly burned The majesty of the law had shivered,

from head to foot and was long an in- bent, buckled, and collapsed, not at the

valid. During these dragging days of gun, not at the tome, but before the im-

torture, he lived on his father's farm, ad- pact of that eagle eye.

joining a little town. Park City. Here he This and other incidents of frontier life

struggled for life and slowly, through seas helped Jewett to forget his pain, and in

of agony, headed back to health. time he recovered sufficiently to visit

This might have proved a turning-point Wichita again. While in the matter of

in his career. He might have dropped the the practice of the law it proved as dis-

law here. He might have taken up busi- couraging as before, a citizen of political

ness. He identified that desire. prominence, who was consulted, suggested

But during the days of his convales- that young Jewett run for office. Office

cence, he drifted into the office of an at- was a prospect Jewett had not contem-
torney who was also a magistrate, and his plated. He now identified his leanings

course was again pointed toward the law. distinctly as a preference for a business

Little occurred to confirm him in his career. He had, however, chosen the law,

choice. and here was a proposition that he go into

Living in the town was an English- politics. He didn't fancy it, but he had to

woman, Mrs. Grimthorpe. Her husband do something, and this candidacy seemed
died. The local magistrate was moved to be open. It was proposed that he be-

mightily by the suspicion, grounded on come a candidate on the Republican
nothing in particular except magisterial ticket for justice of the peace. The
tedium, that there liad been foul play, nominating convention and the election

He determined upon an inquest and in- were distant. The immediate problem
vited Jewett and several other citizens to was bed and board until the aspiration

accompany him. could be put to the test.

Evidently Mrs. Grimthorpe had heard Young Jewett called upon the pioneer

of the proposed visit, and when the little owner of a frontier hotel to propose to

group of solemn citizens appeared at the him that he should eat and sleep at his

gate, she emerged from the front door hostelry until he could be elected and
with a shotgun in one arm and an enor- accumulate money to pay the arrears,

mous book in the other, and said: ''Good morning, Mr. Dungan," said

''Listen. Coke says at page 162, 'A young Jewett with whatever assurance

man's house is his castle, et domus sua he could comma !:d.

cuique tutissimum refugium,^ ?ind the first "How," replied mine host cordially

man who steps inside that gate I'll blow enough, and with a spasmodic hitch of his

to kingdom come." right shoulder which was peculiar to him.
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Young Jewett explained the purpose of the community laughed with her. He
his visit. was a handsome boy, her beauty was

"Well, I don't know about that," Dun- provocative, and there was tribute in his

gan said. " Seems like building your fire impetuosity.

and heating your irons before you have But the cowboys were not only playful,

a cow-brute to brand. What makes you Some became vicious. Judge Jewett ap-
think you can corral the nomination?" plied the law with rigor. And for all men

Jewett told him of certain assurances to see, he demonstrated that the law gains

from certain men of influence. mightily in vividness and vitality against

Dungan, again hitching his shoulder, a background of aroused public opinion,

said: " It may be a cinch and it may not. Outraged by their excesses and tolerant

Do you buck the tiger?" no longer, the community acted with

Jewett assured him that he did not despatch. Jewett pronounced a blanket
gamble. verdict of vagrancy. The citizens gath-

Dungan said: "I'll deal you a hand, ered on the main street, armed to the

I'll try it out." teeth, organized in posse comitatus, and
He hitched his right shoulder, stroked attacked the embattled cowboys. These

his beard, and added: "And I'll keep cases precipitately and incontinently fled. It

on you." was rather a bloodless conflict, consider-

From which it will appear that young ing its lavish dramatic setting, but for

Jewett had certain prepossessing quali- half a century a favorite tale in the cow-
ties. He had. One of the most striking camps from Deadwood to Corpus Christi

qualities he possessed was an assurance was the citizens' onslaught upon the cow-
with which an innate integrity had en- boys at Wichita.

dowed him. He had now entered, uncon- In time the cattle-trade passed to other

sciously, on a long chapter in his career

—

places. Wichita grew apace along other

a political career in a pioneer country, Hues, and Jewett found himself running
generous with its blows in political con- for probate judge in a populous county,

tests, heated in its partisanship, perfervid The contest proved close. The weight of

in its personal antagonisms. In this im- a hair, one way or the other, it seemed,
portant portion of his career, the domi- would throw the election. Jewett's op-

nant characteristic of Jewett's life marked ponent was the proprietor of a queens-

and sustained him. This was his integ- ware store. The morning of the election

rity. It gave him courage, equipoise, and the walls of this store collapsed and jum-
it won for him in increasing ratio pub- bled the whole stock into a tragic heap
lie esteem. His bitterest enemy vouch- in the centre of the ruin. By all the rules

safed him honesty and truthfulness. of frontier politics, this should have pro-

Young Jewett was elected, served with voked such a torrent of popular sympathy
what distinction is possible in such a post, for the merchant that he would easily

and eventually became police judge. The have beaten Jewett. If he had done so

cowboys had gained, meantime, in riotous Jewett might have turned to his first de-

velocity. The mad joy which found its sire, business, and dropped politics alto-

expression in shooting up the town, or gether. He believed now that he had
wrecking a dance-hall, or tapping a sa- always preferred a business career. He
loonkeeper into insensibility with his own had permitted the law to divert him. He
bung-starter, whirled into higher and yet had taken the easy road which leads from
higher revolutions of cowboy abandon, the law to poHtics and he was now in

The mayor of the town, who brought his politics and it seemed, as he gazed on
blushing bride from New York City, was the fragments of his opponent's physical

rather inflamed when, the morning of his assets, that here at last Chance had inter-

return from New York, a cowboy jumped vened to drive him back to his first de-

from his horse, kissed the bride, who was sire. But nothing of the kind transpired,

walking at her husband's side, and rode The flood of popular sympathy did not

away for Mexico. There was humor to materialize and Jewett was elected,

that, and while the mayor was indignant, I do not remember how long Jewett re-

the bride smiled through her blushes and mained probate judge. It is in particular
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a place of responsibility in relation to the

affairs of widows and orphans. Through
contact with estates in the dry dock where
death occasionally leaves them, Jewett

came into intimate views of the anatomy
of the good ship, business—the hope of

profit which drives and the fear of loss

which checks, the framework of rent,

insurance, wage, waste, interest on bor-

rowed money, the cargo of supply bal-

anced against demand. He confessed

frankly to himself that he would like to

captain such a craft. There was a joy in

putting risk to the test of judgment,

in manipulating turnover, in translating

progress into concrete terms of profit.

He liked business tremendously. There
was no doubt of that.

But he had chosen the law; he had
drifted into politics and he was now an
office-holder. Moreover, he faced con-

tests. In that day and in that place, no
red-blooded American retired before a
contest.

While he was serving as probate judge,

certain rival politicians coveted his place.

In default of other argument they charged

him with being a "politician."

Judge Jewett always bitterly -resented

the characterization. Most men in poli-

tics do. Of all the words in common use,
'' politician" remains the most aggravat-

ingly nebulous. It may be a disparaging

description of a petty intriguer, or it may
define a man so near to statesmanship

that the community is forced to save

the better meaning of the word by dis-

tinguishing between a politician and a
"mere" politician.

It is my belief that the indignation

that Judge Jewett felt over this classifica-

tion was due, in large part, to his leaning

to a business career and a belief in his own
business capacity.

He met his contestants in a fair field of

battle. He overcame them. In time he
became postmaster of the town. He was
an excellent postmaster. The business of

this colossal national unit, the postal sys-

tem, once he was in it and part of it, fas-

cinated him. Wichita had now become a
city. The booted cowboys and feathered
Indians long before had merged into the
past's mirage where, as myths of an an-
cient and unbelievable day, they fingered
solely to outfit drama and romance. The

post-office was a busy place of large rev-

enue and large expenditure, a cog in

the marvellous mechanism which pro-

vides celerity, certainty, and safety in a
nation's intercommunications. Though
they often chasten it with copious criti-

cism, the people of the country love

the postal system. It is theirs. Jewett
made the postmastership his business.

The receipt and despatch of the mail,

its infinite routing and infinite distribu-

tion, the income and outgo of money, the

close contact with the business life of the

nation which the instrumentalities of in-

tercommunication comprehend, revived
in Jewett all the old desire for a business

career.

But while most of the activity of his

life had touched upon business, he had
not been, after all, in business, except as

a third party representing the public in-

terest. In those periods when he was not
in public service, he continued in the

practice of the law.

Occasionally the old charge that he was
a ''politician" drifted to him and in-

flamed him. He never let it inflame him
to the point that he neglected his duties

as a citizen. He was not the kind to

wake to the public interest on election

day only. He attended with regularity

the far more vital caucus. He did not
shirk the face-to-face contests in which
in those days the major questions were
settled. He was no wastrel to give away
the fruits of his victory, if he won; he
was no weakling to refrain from trying to

work a compromise out of his opponents,

if he lost.

In the midst of it all, through the years.

Judge Jewett displayed a marked faculty

in the judgment of men. He was keen,

quick in his survey of them.

Eventually the postmastership passed

from him with a change of administration

and, shortly thereafter, he became warden
of the Kansas penitentiary. He proved
a notable warden. Here was a large in-

stitution containing within its walls many
units of industry, mining, and manufac-
turing. Here, too, was the problem of

men in durance. This supervision of

industry, this function of discipline, un-

bending but human, and demanding that

the man who has been made to answer by
punishment to justice shall be punished
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with justice, engrossed Jewett. He made tion shot their spindling skeletons of steel

adjustments which removed unnecessary into the sky.

and irritating hardships. He tightened Among a multitude of new enterprises,

real and essential disciphne. The great a life-insurance company was fostered
industries of the place filled him again and flourished. Judge Jewett became an
with the old desire for a business career, officer of this company. He has devoted

His hair was thinning now; his body, his time, thought, and experience to it.

rounding out with the years, seemed It has prospered. Judge Jewett has pros-
shorter, but he kept still the habit of pered. He is in business. He has suc-

keen, quick survey of men and things. ceeded in it.

He watched from a fortified tower a He is surrounded by a population
sad Une of numbered prisoners shuffle, in which, for the most part, does not know
monotonous rhythm, its way across the that he ever held office. It has been years
worn pavement of the prison. A young since any one spoke of him as a politician,

con\dct as he passed hitched his right in any sense.

shoulder. Jewett caught the convict's Part of the prairie West, growing up in

number. There was no mistake—again it, growing up with it, developing as it

the prisoner spasmodically lifted his right developed, he is one of the real characters

shoulder.

Jewett sent for the convict and asked
his name.

"Tatell," answered the convict.

"You're in for horse-stealing?"

"Yes."
"What was your mother's maiden

name?"
"Dungan," said the prisoner.

"Your grandfather Dungan kept the

hotel at Wichita in the old pioneer days ?
"

"Yes."

Jewett dismissed the convict and
searched out his record for behavior. It

was good. He took the next train to the

state capital. He told the story of the

inherited hitch in the shoulder to the

board of pardons and the governor. In

return for the old favor, he wanted that

boy pardoned. The board and the gov- fife, the thread of his private desire per-

ernor demurred. Jewett was altogether sists through the fabric. It has been so

too sentimental. But Jewett was obdu- with Judge Jewett.

of that West. In a way, the title by
which he is addressed by its citizens dis-

closes their attitude to him. He is not

addressed as Mr. Jewett, or by his first

Christian name, Edward. To everybody
he is "Judge Jewett." The distinction

is not idle. His counsel in public affairs,

in business, in the more intimate do-

mestic problems of his friends is often

sought. Because his counsel is known to

be wise, his expressions take on the color

of judgments. The tenacity of the title

"Judge" must be tribute to this talent.

The public has thus fixed the personality

of the man, in its own mind, and, as the

pubhc does, established its ownership
in him. This is interesting, but it is not

more interesting than the fact that, what-
ever the pubHc's ownership in a man's

rate. He kept the record of good behavior

wa\dng before them. They gave in at

last, and Jewett carried back to the prison

that night a pardon that the young man
has long since vindicated.

When his days of warden were over.

Judge Jewett came back to Wichita.

The former vast and vacant prairies had
become the bread-basket of the nation

—

His own efforts turned him throughout
his life to many ports of call; his real de-

sire fixed inflexibly the port of destina-

tion. That port was business.

He has lived to see his real desire ful-

filled. If success, as the world accounts

it, is to be measured at all, it must be

measured by the fulfilment of a man's
real desire. It is my thought that this

producer of the world's surplus wheat, happens more often than the world im-

At Wichita, sky-scrapers under construe- agines.

»% Since this article was put in type. Judge Jewett died at his home in Wichita on May lo, in his seventy-fifth year. One
of the local papers said of him: "Prominent in nearly every activity of the city, his death was as great a civic blow as the

passing of any Wichita citizen in recent years."
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HIS is no Story of

mine; it happened
long before destiny

^jlj I iij
led my steps to Mo-

c^l JL j^ rocco, and has been
>^r Ifc * told beside the pas-

toral camp-fire of the

plains and on the
tented slopes of the Atlas.

It is one of the violent incidents of love

and war, pecuHar to this country, where
strife and what the old-fashioned romanc-
er called "the softer passion" are char-

acterized by much the same ferocity.

The teller. Commandant le Glay,* has
Hved among the unsubmissive tribes and
recounts at first hand many such events
as this story of Badda; for he knows, Uke

* Comnaandant Maurice le Glay, formerly of the French
Information Service, is now Controleur Civil des Abdas at
San, Morocco.

a native, the strange hidden things in the

hearts of this mysterious people.

The tiny column had been marching
some five hours in that devil's own coun-
try about Tafoudeit. The track lay over

a waste marked only by the footprints of

the first horses marching in Indian file,

gray barbs streaked with sweat and clay.

They were ridden by two Zaian warriors

from Oulmes, draped in dirty woollen

djelabas, their heads wound about with
stringy cotton turbans. Each cavalier

carried across-saddle a loaded musket.

After this advance-guard came the of-

ficer commanding the neighboring fron-

tier post; he was followed by his aide

—

this latter, green in the service, having
come through from Casablanca only a few
days before. Behind the two French of-
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ficers rode four more Zaian cavaliers, who,

though quite as ferocious-looking as the

first pair, must have been considered some
atoms more trustworthy, or they would
not have been in the rear with the backs

of two superiors not five yards distant

from their gun muzzles

!

But, after all, apparent confidence, the

utmost assurance of voice and gesture, are

indispensable requisites for a chief in this

country. If such a one cannot treat the

possibility of assassination with sublime

contempt, he may as well cease trying to

deal with the untutored savage. Now,
this captain had learned his business

thoroughly, conscious of ever-present

danger ; his face never betrayed anything

but the most complete serenity, conse-

quently his prestige with native troops

was often worth a battalion. Before pres-

tige of this kind resistance crumples up
Hke burnt rubber, and the dissident takes

to his mountain fastnesses discouraged,

while about the advancing column the

inhabitants of the region collect and mul-
tiply, squatting at the chief's feet, re-

counting their small affairs and misad-

ventures, stupid and tragical, with a

childlike faith in two things: the rou-

mi's* innate sense of justice, and his will to

see it carried out. For justice and energy

are the European's best assets in this

country, and the sojourner in Morocco
soon acquires one thing more, in spite of

orthodox Christianity: the belief that, in

the end, nothing happens that has not

been wTitten.

On that particular day the column was
in perfect security, for, although the

guides were wild men of the mountain,
the four other natives were Mokazenis,

or native volunteers, from the post.

Brothers or cousins to the first ones,

they differed from them in three impor-

tant points. They carried rifles of the

French Government, boasted ninety

francs a month pay, and wore the blue-

gray burnoose which shows that they have
taken ser\dce with the roumi. These
things have the magic faculty of trans-

forming the worst outlaws and cutthroats

into faithful and devoted servants of

France. Doubtless, this also "is writ-

ten," otherwise it would be inexphcable.

* Roumi—Christian in general, and in Morocco a French-
man in particular.

For the case of a blue burnoose that has
not fought to the end beside his chief is

rare.

Sometimes the Httle group of white and
blue pushed its way through high wild
grass; sometimes it skirted precipitous
hill flanks where the ground crumbled in

landslides under the horses' hoofs; some-
times it followed narrow gullies, spotted
here and there with tufts of verdure
toward which the tired mounts stretched
their noses longingly. At length the way
led over a high ridge of rock, and the na-
tives in front wheeled to the right, giving
place for the captain and lieutenant to
ride forward between them and survey
the country, which lay saucer-like be-
neath: a flat valley with steeply shelving
sides, a veritable tangle of brush, trees,

and brambles growing among square
blocks of granite. In the centre, almost
invisible against the dark tones of the
landscape, was a small gathering of

tents.

"Ride forward," commanded the cap-
tain to one of the Zaian guides; "teU the
people of the douar that we shall dis-

mount bringing peace and confidence, and
that if any one runs away you will be held
responsible."

Descending more slowly behind the
scout, it was easy to observe that nobody
had fled from the low tents of goatskin;

nevertheless, on reaching the douar—as

such an agglomeration is called—no sign

of life was visible, but there arose from
the centre of the encampment a thick

odor of warm wool and close-packed

donkeys and cattle.

"These are the marauders for whom we
have been looking," said the captain;
" they have been terrorizing all this region

and have sworn on ten guns laid on the

ground in a square, never to submit to

the Sultan's rule. There will be no re-

sistance to-day, I think, but the incident

is not closed."

"But there is no one to resist," re-

marked the lieutenant naively; " the place

is quite deserted."

The captain smiled. " On the contrary,

within a stone's throw there are fifty or

more human beings, old and young, with

perhaps four times as many head of live

stock. At the first hint of our approach,

signalled doubtless long before we came
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into sight, they spirited themselves away choice is yours and must be made before

with their animals. Every douar in this high noon."

banditti country has its subterranean His ultimatum delivered, the captain

refuge, which we will now proceed to in- rode leisurely off, his small escort follow-

vestigate. It cannot be very difficult to ing deliberately until they had placed the

discover with such a solid clew as this brush between themselves and the douar.

smell to follow!" Then they lost no time in gaining their

Indeed, the refuge lay not far off. The post. It seemed not bad to have settled

yawning entrance was blocked with a their differences then and there, but the

mass of thorns and brambles through advantages of the ground lay with the

which twenty or more lances protruded, enemy, and there may have been more
The captain caused the tents to be laid than a score of young fighting men behind

flat on the ground and passed over them the elders.

on horseback in sign of dominion; then. No sooner was the officer out of sight

grouping his small force round him, seated than the whole douar was in a turmoil,

himself on a huge boulder facing the Women screamed in retrospective terror,

mouth of the cave. There was a long tore out handfuls of hair to prove their

pause, then several old men of the strange sincerity, and shook their children until

redoubt cautiously pushed aside the bram- the poor babies squealed louder than ever,

bles and hesitatingly came forth. As for the men, they wisely decided to

"What wouldst thou?" said they, in postpone the public assembly just con-

Berber dialect. vened, until next morning. They might
The officer answered in Arabic, which then discuss their future policy without

the Mokazeni interpreter rendered intel- the women and in greater serenity.

ligible to the ancients: At the meeting a simple remedy was
"I would first know why you are hid- proposed: to lie in wait for the French

ing ! Have you done something of which officer, and kill him at the first oppor-

you are ashamed, and which cuts you off tunity. To all but one this seemed an ex-

from the people ? Is there blood between cellent idea. This was a middle-aged man
you and your brothers ? If so I can wash who had travelled farther than his breth-

it away as easily as I can prevent your ren and had seen rather impressive doings,

children from catching smallpox. Will He spoke with the scornful contempt of a
you have it so? Answer!" voyager addressing stay-at-homes.

"We don't know how to answer," re- "I am so weary of your craziness and
sponded the spokesman. "We are very stupidity that soon I shall ask for a blue

rough folk and aren't much good at talk- burnoose myself ! If you kill that officer

ing. Besides, we are frightened, which another will come, and after him another,

prevents us from understanding your re- ... and so on till we, not they, are fin-

marks." ished. What do we want, after all ? Just
Now, this answer was more threatening to stay quietly in our small corner and

to those versed in native ways than it transact our business among ourselves,

reads in print, and the captain was wise This captain demands a hostage. Give
enough not to insist on prosecuting his him a damsel in place of a man; she will

moral lecture in the face of his guide's protect us from his wrath, for it is known
anxious looks and the furtive hostility of that he that has a woman there leaves his

the ancients. He spoke, however, with tent with regret to go a-strolling after ad-

utmost calm, venture!"
"It is excellent to reflect. I also shall The orator was greeted with a perfect

now retire and meditate upon my future storm of derision, and the assembly broke
course toward you. But I must say just up without coming to any conclusion. To
this, immediately. To-morrow you will take a male hostage meant a fight; the

deHver up one of your brethren to work chosen one would have to be subdued
in my camp, and serve as hostage for your and dragged forcibly from the douar, and
future good conduct. Unless you do this the selection itself would mean internal

I shall return in three days with my warfare among the families. After pon-
people and rid the country of you. The dering for a few hours the old Berber's



proposition seemed to have more sense in

it than his brethren had first observed.

As long as it was decided to take a girl,

there could be no hesitation as to which
one to select.

Badda was of purest white Berber
origin, exquisite in shape and movement
as a young gazelle; her wrists and ankles,

hands and feet were enough to set a

sculptor dreaming, and her delicate,

finely featured face was unspoiled by
tattooing. Just one thin line of blue, with

feathery points, marked the separation of

her eyebrows, like a swallow's beak be-

tween deployed wings. The effect was
singular, becoming as the black patch of

some eighteenth-century marquise. It

lent a strange look of intensity and con-

centration to the clear, deep eyes below.

The girl did not belong to the tribe of this

special douar. Her tent was beyond the

Oued Beht in the deep ravine called Ikkel

and her tribal appellation was Igerrouane.

She had been carried off into captivity

the year before, after a bloody skirmish,

and her presence soon became an embar-
rassment on account of her \dolent char-

acter and the strange power of her eyes.

They manacled her feet so that she could

not take a free step, and gave her in mar-
riage to a young shepherd, hoping that he

might tame her, but the girl had neither

hesitation nor very much difhculty in

strangling her would-be spouse and, what
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was worse, she soon had all the women in

the douar as her strong partisans. She
knew much more than they did, spoke
Arabic, and could recite the Mohamme-
dan creed—which is impressive and em-
barrassing in a young girl—all this, upon
second deliberation, decided the assembly
to send her as a hostage instead of select-

ing a son of their own tribe.

The outpost of ci\dlization established

by the captain was situated at a point

where nature and the population seemed
almost equally inaccessible. The strong-

hold stood surrounded with a crenelated

palisade, armed with cannon and ma-
chine-guns. Beside this was a smaller

and less-imposing enclosure given over to

the Information Ser\dce. The two au-

thorities work together, side by side, rep-

resenting, on the one part, permanent
menace, on the other, perpetual concilia-

tion. The organ of peaceful penetration

naturally assumes a welcoming aspect.

The house of justice opens smilingly to

those who have forgotten her sword and
scales, for it is evident that if the native

had to crawl through barbed wire, or face

a sentinel's gun, he would scarcely de-

cide to seek either justice, trade, or the

doctor.

The region came unreadily to heel and
the captain had a hard time at first. The
camp was often fired upon from the bush,



two companies armed with machine-guns
were detailed every evening to protect the

drinking-pool below the fort, and in spite

of this precaution, an occasional mule
or artillery horse was picked off by a
specialist, a sentry would be silently pon-
iarded in the back, or a rifle-ball, fired

from Lord knows where, would pick off a
soldier peacefully sleeping in his tent. In

fact, the limits of the military cemetery
grew with more relative rapidity than the

commanding officer's sphere of influence.

The people round about came, however,

willingly enough to see the doctor, sell

forage for the horses or wood for the

bakery ; and the same man who fired from
the bush in the morning might bring his

children some hours later to be vaccinated

against the smallpox. Although such
things might trouble a mind unused to

paradox, like that of the military agent,

his political associate was always ready to

explain that one must expect to find cor-

dial relations mixed with gunshots during
the first stage of all peaceful penetration
in advanced Berber country.

Especially one must be prepared to see

quantities of old women about; for, as

everybody knows, woman, who is "noth-
ing" in this country, rejoices in consider-

able influence over the community. As
she grows old her dominion becomes al-

most absolute over her sons and through
them predominant in public policy. She

passes, by general consent, in battle, im-
mune from interference; for, unlike cer-

tain Aryan tribes that inhabit central

Europe, those of Barbary consider that to

kill women in warfare is an uncivilized

proceeding. In fact, the first agent to ap-

pear after an advance is always an old

woman; she is also the second and the

third. Her role is to go everywhere, see

all she can, count the guns, talk to the

native soldiers, sell chickens, eggs, and
honey, ask for quinine, and carry belliger-

ent correspondence. It is she who will

eventually conduct before the French
commanding officer the first man of her

douar who consents to parley, and soon,

thanks to her efforts, another dissident

tribe swells the list of submissions to the

august authority of the Sultan, and is

added to the number of those who ardent-

ly desire to be officially administered by
the government of the protectorate.

This is the first stage of "poHtical pene-

tration"; the second usually follows some
weeks later, when, with the old woman as

precursor, the post may expect a massed
attack from the newly submissive ones,

for the Berber is a simple soul—he attrib-

utes to weakness and to fear any humani-
tarian or pacific dealings with him, and
demands as an essential to be well beaten

before he obeys.

All this explains why it put the com-
manding officer in such a bad humor to
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observe numbers of Berber grannies

sneaking about the camp and graciously

offering service of the most equivocal

kind.

The bugle had sounded the call for of-

ficers' mess, " C'est le gras qui mange le

mieux, nom de Dieu ! " when one of the

Mokazenis appeared before the captain's

quarters with a bundle of rags at the

end of a rope. It was large and seemed
to contain something human, for, al-

though no face was visible, it held itself

upright.

^'What is it? Leave it there; I am
going to lunch now!" exclaimed the of-

ficer, and off he went, followed by Tim
the great sheep-dog, a gentleman from
Auvergne. After a few moments' hesi-

tation the Mokazeni let fall the package
in one of the inner compartments, and
turned the key in the door.

The rules prescribe that the *' house of

the commanding officer shall be con-

structed according to taste and the habits

of the region, with earth, sun-baked
bricks, or mud-smeared canes." The
captain had pTUt up a large tented en-

trance leading to a small cabin built in

two sections with fragrant cedar planks:

one section serv^ed as sleeping apartment,

the other as dressing-room. From his

tent, which served as office, the chief,

seated at his work-table, could talk to the

men outside. From the inner room win-

dows, which were heavily shuttered at

night, he commanded, in the daytime, a

view on the camp. Thus the master's

eye could survey all the varied activities

of the little garrison. The furniture con-

sisted of thick native carpets, cushions,

tables, and the ''Morris" armchair so

dear to all Morocco. Above the divan,

which served as bed, hung a crescent-

shaped Marakesch dagger in a silver

sheath.

The captain returned with clouded

brow. He had been bothering about the

delay of the unfriendly douar in deliver-

ing up their hostage and he had, for the

time, forgotten the bundle.

Surprised to find the key turned in the

inner door, he hastened to enter, noticed

that something obstructed the hinges,

and had just time to catch Tim by the

collar to prevent the dog from precipitat-

ing himself in fury upon the object which
lay inert upon the floor.

The captain cursed volubly—"Another
meddling old granny" ; then stooped to

get a closer view. The face, concealed by
an embroidered haik, was turned toward
the wall, but from the ragged garments
protruded two small feet, which, were
they not disfigured by scratches and
blood-stains, appeared shapely and very
white.

" Hey, mother ! kindly go sleep else-

where ! " Nothing stirred. The feet were
manacled and attached to a rope which
passed about the middle, the arms pin-

ioned by a leather belt.

This then was the hostage, a woman

!

He was scarcely a person to be caught in

such an obvious trap. The girl should be
sent back to her parents as soon as he had
attended to her hurts.

The captain opened his little pharmacy
chest and sat down beside the patient,

who, at his near approach, made a move-
ment of recoil. With caution and gentle-

ness he loosed her bonds, washed and
bandaged the cuts, and began his inter-

rogatory in Arabic.

''Who are you?"
"What does that matter to you?"
" Enough that it does matter. Speak !

"

She responded sullenly: "They call me
Badda."
"You are not afraid?"

"Certainly not of you!"
"Of what, then?"
"I am afraid of the dog."

Tim had in fact come forward bristling

with indignation at such an intrusion as

this; a low growl was buzzing in his

throat.

The captain talked to the dog, rea-

soned, explained the situation in so far as

he understood it, and Tim, convinced,

lay down with nose against the woman's
knee.

"He will not hurt you," said Tim's

master.

Then Badda remembered having heard

among other peculiar things concerning

these singular roumis, that they possess

dogs that obey, and neither bite their

masters nor howl all night long like those

of the douar. Reassured, she placed her

hand on Tim's head. The hand being

small and Ught, Tim rather liked it, and
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he saw at once, though his master did not,

that Badda had come to stay.

One day a brother officer thought well

to remonstrate with the captain in the

name of prudence, if not of morality. He
found Badda quietly seated on the divan

with Tim's nose on her lap, and was so

astonished by her strange and remarkable

beauty that his eloquence slipped away
from him. The girl's serene impassibility

was most disturbing. She carried her

head proudly, but the look of her eyes

was prouder yet—limpid, far-seeing,

dominant. She wore silver bracelets and
anklets, and on her breast a great hand
of fate, in filigree. From an embroidered

band on the wall above her head the na-

tive poniard shone like a crescent moon.
The captain, from the doorway, chin on
hand, was contemplating the picture. It

was easy to see what was the matter with

him.

"I speak only in your interest," said

the conscientious objector. "No good
can come of keeping this girl here ! It

isn't on account of adverse criticism;

these people don't understand why a man
should live alone if he can help it. It is

the woman's personaHty that disquiets

me; she isn't like the ones we meet, and
should she turn out to be, as she may, the

daughter of some caid or notable family

in search of an escapade, you will bring

down a hornets' nest about our ears."
" She has no relatives in this region, but

was taken a captive by the Zaian tribe

that sent her."

"You should explain to her, then, that

she is now free to return to the tents of

her own people."

"Try to explain it yourself; you talk

better than I do!"
The wise friend was, in fact, rather ver-

bose. Thus encouraged, he set before

Badda, in painstaking Arabic, the charms
of freedom, the delight of returning to

one's tent, and the faciUties which he of-

fered for her departure.

She listened quite impassive, simply
remarking

:

"Of course, when I wish to return, I

shall surely go."

"What the devil do you expect to do
with this stupid girl?" cried the friend,

losing patience.

"That all depends on whether she will

have me or not," responded Badda's new
master.

Of course the captain was fully aware
that the civilized fashion of his wooing
would be quite incomprehensible to this

wild nature. No woman could be ex-

pected to understand these things other-

wise than as her people, since time im-
memorial, had done. That a woman
should voluntarily give herself away!
Repugnant and impossible thought!
That a woman should be won otherwise

than by violence is inconceivable to the

Berber mind; and yet none of the "In-
formation" which it was the captain's

business to centralize and disseminate
stood him here in any stead. His poor
man's heart, returning to the customs of

his tribe, sought a response from the un-
known heart, beating only in fatalistic

contemplation of the captive's destiny.

In the meantime the business of the

post was going well; all day the captain

scoured the country, parleyed with dissi-

dents, and made topographical plans. On
returning at night he found Badda tricked

out in her best with the dutiful welcome
of the women of the mountain to the chief

of the tent. She kissed his shoulder and
served supper upon the low table as he
sat cross-legged among the cushions.

The captain knew this ritual like his

alphabet: the chosen servant should

stand at meals behind the master, and it

would be a grave discourtesy and indis-

cretion for such a one to watch him eat

!

Nevertheless, moved by the natural de-

sire of a man in love to see the girl he
cares for at his side rather than at his

back, he one day drew Badda down be-

side him and asked her to share his meal.

She was on her feet in a flash, pale,

moved, eloquent in her indignant pro-

test.

"Why, Sidi, do you thus call down
shame upon me? Is it not my right to

serve you? Have I done anything to

merit such treatment that you should

oblige me to quit my service to sit beside

you?"
" It is because I love you, Badda ! Too

much. It makes me forget sometimes
what is your due ! Can you not under-

stand and love me a little also?"

But the girl had already slipped away,
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and was eating her own supper beside the

tent door. Insurmountable barrier of

custom and of blood, pride of race was
stronger in her than any other sentiment.

That evening the captain felt very lonely

and far from home.
His love was hke a possession, domi-

nant, uncanny, and had begun to make
him suffer beyond the limits of his wdll and
reason. The necessity of comprehending
the girl's sentiments toward him had be-

come imperative. It was intolerable to

think that she should merely accept his

love like that of some savage master of

these barbarous hordes, because he was
the ''hakem" or chief. In fact, the dis-

ease of supercivilization was upon him,

and in these regions it is a redoubtable

malady.
Did the girl love him? What was her

idea of love ?

To make her talk, reveal herself, draw
her from her dutiful silence, became an
obsession. He displayed every ingenuity

in trying to extract from the girl some de-

tails of her former existence, some picture

of her tribal hfe, to get her to repeat the

stories, songs, or poems of love and war,

such as alone please the tent-dwellers.

After many vain efforts Badda spoke,

indeed. What she said showed perhaps a

finer intuition than her lover's of the es-

sential differences between them.
'' Better let me remain silent, Sidi. The

language we speak is neither yours nor

mine ! Nor do we think of the same
things. W^hat I say with good-will to

please, might seem to you displeasing."

But the captain was obstinate. ^' Even
if what you say offends me, I wish to hear

your voice; tell me a story of your own
people."

"Listen, then, and I will tell you the

story of Moha. Moha was a strong man,
feared by all, enriched by killing and rob-

bing. His wife, Itto, had youth and
beauty, and each time that IMoha re-

turned from a raid he brought her silver

and jewels and sugar. Itto was happy,

for every one feared her husband. But
one day Moha brought home with him a

woman and said :
' Here is thy sister Had-

doum, whom I have taken captive. She
shall aid thee in thy service.' Itto rose

and served supper to the master, and
while he was eating drove a knife into his

back. Then rose Haddoum, took the
knife and pierced his heart. Then the

women embraced each other like sisters

and together faced the tribe, saying:
' Moha returned wounded and died of his

hurts. We have wound him in his shroud;

bury him, brothers.' My people have
made a verse upon these events, which is

sung in chorus at the haidouz

:

" ']Moha was struck by hate from the front,

From the back by jealousy.

For Hate and Jealousy are twin sisters.'

"But see how my story has made your
face sad ! Let us speak no more of my
people, Sidi, for words cannot reveal the

heart nor measure its longings."

It seemed very singular to the captain,

who was well read, to hear this girl ex-

pressing in Arabic the thought set down
fifty years ago by one of the most finished

of France's tragic writers:

"The fulness of the heart often over-

flows in vapid metaphor, since no man
has ever by words given true measure of

his needs, his dreams, or his sorrows; for

human speech is but the cracked caldron

on which we vainly beat out tunes that

are hardly fit to set bears dancing, when
we would move to compassion the im-
placable stars."

And yet the girl's words had served to

measure the gulf between them. The
primitive violence of her uncivilized

people had been revealed in this brief nar-

rative as volumes of folk-lore would have
failed to do. The scene evoked rose viv-

idly before the auditor : the tribal assem-
bly convoked for the cult of some far-off

ancestor in the sacred dance of the

haidouz. He could see the men and
women shoulder to shoulder, hip to hip, a
living multicolored ring, supple, oscillat-

ing to the rhythmic beat of the tom-toms,
the monotonous chant of the refrain

—

the refrain which summed up the story

of Itto and pointed its crude moral, a

moral well within the comprehension of

these savage hearers, and containing for

them no more terror nor emotion than

might fit into their every-day existence.

The captain felt himself filled with sym-
pathy for the wild life of which Badda was
the image; the savage landscape of the

hills which had thrown upon the girl a ray

of its strong colors suddenly took on new
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attraction—redolent of aromatic scents, camp, who brough ther supper on a round
pungent thyme, and spicy asphodels. brass tray and left it in the tent, thought

well to peer back through a slit in the

The post, which was almost as anxious canvas to see what the girl was doing,

to know what the girl's feehngs toward Badda had broken the great earthen jar

the "hakem" were as the chief himself and was sharpening the curved dagger on
had been, was soon to be definitely in- the edge of the shard. Now and then she

formed upon that mysterious point. The spoke in Berber to the dog, who leaped

anxious curiosity of the brother officers excitedly against the door, until the old

concerned security rather than sentiment, woman, terrified at this scene, over which
The girl's influence was too strong not to she felt sure that Satan presided in the

cause suspicion; even her power over the person of Tim, fled away to the huts. She
dog had something uncanny in it. As for was astonished that Badda had not al-

the master, what more likely than that ready been devoured by so ferocious a
this female outlaw, delivered in chains djinn. For to all the native part of the

from the hands of the enemy, was here for camp, Tim, the dog, was an object of

httle good? superstitious terror.

Standing under the open tent-flap and At moonrise some of the captain's com-
looking out across the waste land, the girl rades came to ask the whereabouts of the

had watched her lover disappear around master, and whether, before going, he had
the mountain slope; the long day weighed made known the direction of his ride,

upon her. Toward evening, from the "God knows, not I," replied Badda,
huts in the Mokazenis' enclosure, there haughty as a queen; they evidently antic-

arose a woman's voice crying in a queer ipated some misfortune and suspected the

sing-song ''Der bou chi fal," and the for- Berber girl's complicity,

tune-teller squatted down alluringly be- A relief expedition was rapidly got on
fore the entrance. foot, and the leader, wishing doubtless to

" The benediction of our Lord Moham- judge what countenance the girl put on
med be upon you," she said. To which the matter, paused before the tent where
greeting the girl responded according to Badda was standing, her hand upon
formula, ''And may the accursed Satan Tim's collar. Without other preface, he
be stoned as he deserves," adding, "With announced quietly: "The Sidi is dead."

what medium does your art deal, mother ? If he had expected to elicit an emotional

—sand, water, or henna ? that I may fetch flash of self-revelation from the girl he

you what is needful." was mistaken. Without changing her

"With none," rephed the sorceress, attitude she murmured the phrase "Ma
"My art deals ^vith dreams ; shall I speak cha Allah"—"The will of God," which,

of one which concerns you?" in this country, is appropriate for almost

"Be blessed for it, if what you speak anything,

be truth," answered Badda, and the old

crone began to chant her soothsay like a The French column was guided by a
htany, without pause or vocal inflection, native scouting party, some of whom de-

"The man loves madly, he is rich, clared that, in the blue dawn that precedes

powerful, and strong, but the tribes here- sunrise, they had seen flitting before

about are jealous. I saw the trees sway- them two shapes, running, leaping over

ing in the wind, a dog scratching before high brambles, or dodging behind im-

your door mth crimson feet, and over the mense boulders. The girl, once returned

valley of the Aggenour a great flight of to her habitual haunts, was no less swift

crows. Happiness makes men imprudent, and agile than the dog. For three hours

Therefore, beware of my dream !" they kept their distance before the scouts

Badda threw a silver bracelet to the for- until these latter reached the deep ravine

tune-teller and sunk down on the ground, where the Aggenour flows between great

while Tim, the sheep-dog, surveyed her basaltic columns, silver-gray like the or-

with wrinkled, frowning forehead. gan-pipes of some Western cathedral.

She was in a state of violent agitation There, after the soldiers had made the

that night. The old woman from the valley secure by placing strong patrols
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upon its slopes, they found the Berber
girl sitting beside the captain's body,

while Tim howled over it. Five Mo-
kazenis of his escort lay dead around their

chief from whose corpse the uniform had
been stripped, the head severed and car-

ried away
'^Ma cha Allah." The ordinary risks

of the profession, likely to occur to the

most experienced. Zeal, over-confidence,

and high courage will some day drive an
officer into imprudence. It was evident

that the captain had scented the presence

of dissident banditti and, wishing to take

stock of their strength, had fallen upon an
ambush of greatly superior force.

The worst of the affair was the disap-

pearance of the head, for every one knows
in Morocco with what savage joy and
hideous triumph these lugubrious trophies

are carried from tent to tent, village to

village, and that such triumph is more
disintegrating for the prestige of an army
than the loss of many battles. It is the

worst sort of political defeat.

No one in the rescue party thought

again of Badda; they were all too much
overcome by this calamity. In melan-

choly silence they bore the chief's muti-

lated body back to the post, and delivered

over those of his escort to their screaming

kinsfolk.

All the officers met that night in the

captain's tent, where he lay beneath the

tricolor. The balmy temperature of an
African night had caused them to leave

the canvas open. Beyond the smoky
flare of the hanging oil-lamp spread the

black heavens, starred with innumerable
points of light, for the moon had not yet

arisen. Suddenly the view without was
barred by a strange apparition. Ragged,
blood-stained, her face twisted like a
tragic mask with grief or pain, Badda
stood an instant silhouetted against the
night sky. In her right hand she held the

Marakesch poniard, on her left arm an
object wrapped in native stuff.

"Here is the head of your brother,"

said she in Arabic, and before the doctor

had finished ejaculating "The girl is

dying," she had fallen across the bed.

Thus was the mystery of Badda's heart

revealed, and the honor of the post saved
from stain. Through what deadly, al-

most superhuman struggle the girl had
passed to rescue her Sidi's head from his

enemies, Tim the dog alone knew, and
poor Tim was never seen again.

The officers of the post did not require

his testimony, but buried the daughter of

Barbary in the soldiers' cemetery, among
the sons of France and beside her cap-

tain.

Vol. LXXII.—29



The Human Touch and the Librarian
BY ELEANOR E. LEDBETTER

STARTED to walk to

work this morning,

but it looked so much
like rain that about
half-way I took the

car. This brought me
to the library early

enough to look at a

magazine or two before opening time, and
I read "Life and the Librarian,"* and all

day subconsciously I kept saying to my-
self: "Life and the Librarian—well, I'll

say so
!"

When I signalled the car the motor-

man gave me a nod and an expression of

feature which said: "Aha, you think you
can get along without us, but you see

you can't." The conductor was the one

who asked me last year if the Hbrary had
any books on the principles of renting

property. He owned some dwelling-

houses and wanted to learn whether

there were any recognized principles as to

the amount of income to be spent for re-

pairs and improvements, what allowance

to make for depreciation, and what con-

stitutes a reasonable return on such an
investment. He had an idea of lowering

the rent and putting all repairs up to the

tenant, and wished to know whether this

had worked out for others. We had no
such books in the branch Ubrary, but I

sent his order in to the main, and was
even so self-den}^ing as to have the books
sent, not to my branch, but to the one
nearest his home. They did give him ex-

actly the sort of information that he de-

sired, so of course we are the best of

friends ever since. He thought I was
wise to ride, because the rain was drawing
very near.

As I ahghted from the car my grocer

was arranging the fascinating fresh vege-

tables of the day in front of the store, and
I paused to tell him that we have a new
book on big-game hunting which will in-

terest him. He does most of his hunting

* See " Life and the Librarian," by Elizabeth T. Kirk-
wood, Scribner's Magazine, June, 1922.
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vicariously since the year when they paid
all those enormous fees for big-game li-

censes in Canada and did not get a single

moose nor bear, but had a perfectly horrid

time in rain and cold, which developed his

asthma to a degree from which he will

probably never completely recover. But
he is interested in the new book and I

agree to put it aside until he can call later

in the day. The traffic officer turns the

signal for my benefit—he is studying
"Police Practice and Procedure" from
the Hbrary—the street-car inspector, who
is boss of this busy transfer point, gives

me a cheerful " Good morning ! " George,
inside the candy-store, sees me and gives

me a mihtary salute. I wonder don't
Greeks have last names? All I know
seem to be just George or John. This
George I know very well. I have been in

the sanctum sanctorum behind the shop
and have seen him making the Easter
rabbits that are so entrancing when cov-

ered with chocolate and trimmed with
white. George is my hnk with the Greek
church; he keeps me informed what is go-

ing on there, the progress of the new build-

ing which has stood during these hard
times with just the exterior finished, and
the interior the crudest possible tempo-
rary construction. A round oak heater in

the centre of the church with miles of

stove-pipe going across to the chimney,
temporary electric lights with the wires

strung across the rafters in plain view, a
temporary floor, bare brick walls without
a particle of interior finish—they wor-
shipped here first three years ago on
Easter, before the roof was on, and since

then they have been able to do httle more.

Now George tells me the treasurer of the

church, a down-town confectioner who is

in appearance just an ordinary "wop," is

going to advance without interest and for

an indefinite period the thirty thousand
dollars necessary to complete the church.

I wonder how many native sons of Amer-
ica ever did a thing like this?

But this morning George and I salute
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from a distance. The Syrian standing in

the door of the restaurant gives me his

usual sad smile. Poor fellow ! He wants
to go home and get him a wife, but he

can't because he must have his ''second

papers " in order to be able to return, and
the officials in Washington can't find the

necessary evidence on which to give him
his "certificate of arrival"; he has sent

three times, waiting from four to six^

months each time for a reply; the first

time they had his name inverted; the sec-

ond time they looked in the wrong year;

the third is still to be heard from. I have
discussed the marriage question with

him; he says it is better for people to

marry within their own race and religion

;

that thus they understand each other, and
they get along together better. It sounds

reasonable; and there are no suitable

brides in this country. When he finds he

can go he must grow a mustache; over

there a man without one is a freak. He
thinks that the reason American men do
not wear mustaches is because their

wives will not kiss them if they do. He
knows, because he has heard them say so.

In his country people never kiss on the

mouth until they are married.

Somehow I love this corner. One night

a courteous gentleman from New York
insisted on escorting me home from an
entertainment in another part of town.
I like an escort all right, but I could not
feel that the pleasure of my company on
the way out was going to pay him for the

boredom of the long ride back alone, so

when we were transferring here I said to

him in all sincerity: ''Really, Mr. A., it

is not at all necessary for you to take me
any further. Let me excuse you here. I

am perfectly at home the rest of the way.
Why, I own this corner!" So I feel this

morning. It is really such a friendly

corner. We all Kke each other so well

here. I am happy to begin a new day's

work.

Of course the janitor has his usual tale

of woe. I wonder, do all janitors? This
time it is only that the windows were not
properly fastened, and two of them blew
open in the night. I can stand anything
except to be told that some one had spit

on the floor. If a boy does that, I kill

him and throw his dead body into the

street. That is, I produce this psycholog-

ical effect. Discipline is all a matter of

psychology, I find; I have all the feelings

that go with this action; the boy knows
that I have, and he doesn't spit

!

Now, I have read "Life and the Li-

brarian," looked for the author in the

A. L. A. Handbook—not here. Is she

lacking in professional spirit ? or perhaps
writing under a pseudonym? It is nine

o'clock; my assistants have opened the

desk, counted into the cash drawer the

two dollars and fifty cents with which we
begin the day's business, counted yester-

day's cash, and added up the cash book

—

oh joy ! they come out alike the first

time—and we open the doors to the Satur-

day morning throng of children who have
been gathering on the steps for the last

hour or more. " No crowding ! Stop run-

ning ! Get in line ! " and we are off on the

day's work. The little square Slav faces

indicate intentness on the business in

hand ; they fall in line around the receiv-

ing-desk, each in his turn presents his

books open at the dating slip; if the book
is overdue he keeps the fine money clasped

tight in the little hand until the assistant

says: "Did you bring the four cents?"
Perhaps they think it is not good form to

make an ostentatious display of the

money; perhaps they think the assistant

will not notice that the books are overdue
and they may be able to keep the money.
But they have it. With books returned,

the crowd distributes itself into the vari-

ous rooms. Most of the children go, of

course, into the children's room; but a
few come to me in the adult room with
notes or verbal requests. There are al-

ways the specific requests for "two good
books for a young lady twenty-three years

of age " ;
" a book for a married lady " ;

" a
sea-story for my pa"; "a book for my big

brother." I ask the httle girl with the

last request how big her brother is, mean-
ing to learn whether he is fourteen or

twenty-four, but I am rebuked for my
slovenly EngHsh when she answers in

good faith: "He is five foot nine." As I

look along the shelves for books to supply

these needs, it seems to me that every

shelf has associations with readers I have
served. "T. Tembarom" always makes
me think of the man who wanted to find

a story he had seen long ago about two
brothers who were separated in child-
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hood, and one was brought up in the no-

ble station to which his birth entitled

him, while the other, having been kid-

napped, was brought up in mean and
humble circumstances. I could not meet
his plot exactly, but I gave him "T.
Tembarom" as '^ something along that

Une." He was perfectly delighted with

it, and when he brought it back he said

he would always have me choose his books

for him. I did two or three times; then

one evening he was in when I was very

much occupied with some one else, and I

failed to recognize him; it was only after

it was too late that my mental camera
developed the expression of disappoint-

ment on his face. I do not know whether

he stopped coming, or if I really forgot

how he looked; but I never see ^'T. Tem-
barom" without feeHng a Httle sorry

about this man who hked it so much.
"The Iron Woman" always makes me
think of the little girl who said: *'My
mother wants a good book

—

not 'The
Iron Woman.' " It seems we had given

it to the child three times, always serenely

satisfied that we were giving her a good
book, and the mother naturally wanted
more variety. "The Debtor" is always
an object-lesson in the difficulties of Eng-
hsh pronunciation, for I was never more
puzzled than the first time I was asked

for "The Deb-tor," with the b fully

sounded. Nothing disguises a word more
completely, I find, than to sound a silent

letter. I have a European friend who al-

ways sounds the p in psychic and similar

words; while on the other hand a man
who had learned to pronounce knob,

knot, knife, etc., and who thought that k

was always silent, produced a humorous
effect when he spoke about "a 'itten." A
woman once asked me if psychology is not

a good word; she was doubtful because

she said it was not in the dictionary. I

inquired dehcately, and found that she

had looked under s and under c, and it

wasn't in either place !

Psychology is a game when one is giving

out books. Nothing is more entertaining

than to see what one can do merely by the

turn of a phrase. To the girl who asks
me for "Ishmael," I say disparagingly,

"That is such an old book that we don't

have it. You know almost every one
wants up-to-date things"; and a Httle

later I chuckle internally when I answer
to one who questions "Jane Eyre":
"Yes, it is an old book, but it is one that
is always good." Never was there a book
in the library which I despised as I did
"Miss Billy"; so when it is asked for

now I say: "We did have it, but all our
copies wore out, and you know we never
have enough money for all we want; so it

seemed better to get some of the newer
books instead." Inflection and tone turn
the trick every time.

A girl whom I take to be about seven-

teen asks me for a book on health; this

proves to mean, as it usually does, sex

hygiene. We go to the case where the

books on this topic are kept secluded, and
I find that all the books for girls are out.

Perhaps something psychic passes be-

tween us. I say :
" You are not married ?

"

and she answers: "No, but I am engaged,
and I thought I might as well learn some-
thing," so I give her "Husband and
Wife." I beHeve that increase of healthy
information on sex matters is one of the

most wholesome signs of the times.

The naive egotism of our readers I find

frequent occasion to construe as a tribute

to our success with the "personal touch."

A man comes directly to one of my as-

sistants and says: "Did my book come?"
She spars for recollection with "Just what
day was it that you ordered it?" He
says Monday; there were only about one
thousand five hundred people in on Mon-
day ! But he thinks she remembers him
individually, and he will never know that
she doesn't. She is a diplomat, and she
will work around to a clue without giving
herseh away. This is one of our favorite

indoor sports.

Now for the morning's mail. An over-

due notice comes back with three cents
due, ha\dng followed the borrower to

Buenos Aires, and been returned from
there. A member of the Natural History
Museum writes me that he is greatly in-

terested in caves, and would hke to get

some information about the cave of

Adelsberg in Jugoslavia. I call up the

pastor of the Slovenian church, and we
make the full European exchange of in-

quiries regarding each other's health and
happiness before 1 ask him if there are

not among his congregation some who
know this cave. "Adelsberg? Adels-
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berg ? " he says. " I don't know anything that Father B. can officiate only alternate

about it." I say: "Oh yes, I am sure you Sundays, and the church—their own
do, but probably you know it by the Slav church which they built in this land of re-

name. It is in Carniola, about twenty ligious liberty—has to stand idle all the

miles or so from Laibach—Ljubljana, you rest of the time. The situation is urgent,

know." He evidently talks with some because this is the great church season,

one in the room, then says :
" Oh, I get you wdth Ascension Day, Pentecost, and other

now. You mean that cave; we call it great days coming on, and it is a dreadful

Postojina. Yes, many of my people came thing to these rehgious people not to be

from that very place." So we arrange able to have church on those days,

that he will inquire out those who know Where I come in is here: This judge has

the cave the best and bring them down been assigned to duty in this city for the

some evening next week to meet the gen- next two weeks. Can I get in touch with

tleman from the museum. This is to my him and get the ban hfted? I have to

mind the finest kind of Americanization consider this. Judges have as yet no
work, since it will bring these foreign-born place in my life, but judges are only men
men into contact with a representative and can surely be met like other men.
fine American on the basis of a common There is always a way, if one is only in-

interest; and it pleases me most that they genious enough to find it. I canvas the

are to be the ones to inform him. It is whole city in my mind, and the solution

seldom they get this chance, although comes to me. I have served on commit-
they have plenty to tell that the native tees with Judge F , he must know who
American could well afford to learn. I am, and he has a reputation for helpful-

But here comes my Serbian friend. He ness and kindliness. I will ask him to

and I are the liaison corps, connecting locate this visiting judge and make an
the Serbs of our city with the rest of the engagement for me. The telephone

world. He explains their difficulties to again, and Judge F says at once: "I
me; I provide the connection which can will get hold of him and arrange it for

solve the difficulty—if I can. It looks as you." So that is easily taken care of.

though our duties would soon include the Time for luncheon, and I go down to

whole State, for his errand this morning the staff-room to eat. My Polish as-

is in regard to a church down the State sistant is eating, and she asks if I noticed

whose members have written him for help, the girl who was talking with her so long.

An insurgent faction in the church had She was a girl who came to this country
employed the methods of the American only about six months ago, but is already

ward politician under the leadership of very American in her appearance, and
the "rich saloon-keeper," and had put their conversation was long because she

over temporarily the election of a priest was asking Miss C 's advice about
whom they had chosen to advance their marriage. I ask: "Why does she need
own purposes. The congregation as a advice?" "The man she is thinking of

whole had repudiated this action of the marrying is of Czech parentage, and she

minority, which really had no claim to wanted to know whether I thought they

legality, as the meeting had not been would be happy together." I ask with

properly called nor a quorum present, curiosity: "What did you advise?"
and they had elected for another term the She says: "I told her that I would decide

priest who has been their pastor for their on the man's character and disposition,

whole history. The Bolshevik faction took rather than on his nationality. Except,

it to the courts, and the judge, who may of course, if he were a German. I would
have been misled, or who may be under never marry a German. But among any
obligations to the rich saloon-keeper, had of the Slav family of nations I think there

tried to emulate Solomon by deciding is enough affinity for a happy marriage."

that the two priests should have the use But the girl, it seems, is thinking about
of the church alternate Sundays. But how she will wish her children to know
the second priest, reahzing the unten- the Polish language, and will they do it if

ability of his position, has voluntarily they have a Czech for a father? I sug-

withdrawn; yet the court order stands, so gest: "Let them learn all three Ian-
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guages." But the man scarcely knows
Czech; he is all American. I suggest that

probably the girl will be too by the time

her children are old enough to go to

school, and that anway she is worrjdng

awfully far ahead, but my frivolous view

does not quite meet Miss C 's ap-

proval. She sees it, as the girl does, as a

serious problem.

But I cannot even finish my hour. A
messenger tells me that two Sisters are

waiting to see me up-stairs. So I swallow

my cake, and go up to find two Polish

nuns, teachers in one of the parochial

schools of our district. I am very glad to

see them, first because I like them, and
then because I shall now be able to sat-

isfy a long-suppressed curiosity. They
have not been in for a long time, doing

all their library business through their

school-children. Last fall they asked me
to get them a teacher to give them some
advanced instruction in Enghsh, and I

did so. Some time ago they called me on
the telephone one day and said: " You will

think it funny what we are going to ask

you, but we want you to find out some-
thing for us." I said: ''If I can, I will,"

but I nearly dropped the telephone when
they asked me to find out if their teacher,

Mr. M is married ! The incongruity

of these Polish nuns, so remote from life,

so foreign, with a habit which makes them
all look so old, even thinking whether a

man is married or not, certainly has an
unavoidable element of humor. I said

that I would find out, and it had to be
done at once, as they wished to know be-

fore their next lesson. This made it

necessary for me to approach the matter
directly instead of through any diplo-

matic avenues, but anything they want
to know that I can find out for them they
shall certainly have. I endured some con-

tumely in the process, but I did not mind
in a good cause and I reported back to

them at the time requested. Now at

last I will find out why they wanted to

know. Had he perhaps in discussing

some literary theme committed some in-

dehcacy? If so, this would reflect on
me as I had chosen him for them. Im-
mediately after our greetings they refer

to the matter and thank me for having in-

formed them, and I ask why they wanted
to know. The explanation is very simple.

they wanted to give him an Easter gift,

and Sister Superior says: "You know, in

making a present to a gentleman it makes
such a difference if he is married." And
I wonder how many gentlemen they have
ever given presents to ! They are going
on with their studies this summer and the

purpose of the present visit is to inquire

how much of the necessary collateral read-

ing we will be able to furnish them. I

promise to come to the closing exercises

of the school, they take a few books for

their course now, in order to get an early

start on their work, and I am free to talk

with the college student who wishes to

discuss library work as a vocation.

She had intended to go into social

work, but has had a vision of library

work as social work, and has been sent to

me to discuss it on that ground. I assure

her that certainly it is the finest kind of

social work, since it is constructive, and it

has for the worker a wholesomeness which
does not exist in those types of social

work which deal always with the abnor-
mal and frequently with the pathological.

In the library one meets the normal, the

sane, the intelhgent, and the progressive

and one helps them on the up-grade.

What can be more truly social work?
I resent very much the attitude of the

visiting nurse whom I met one day when
I went out, for the sake of my own edu-
cation, on a round of visits with the dis-

trict physician. She did not know me,
and said she never thought of my being

a librarian, but supposed I was a "social

worker." I said: " Certainly I am a social

worker. Who establishes more social

contacts than I do? Why am I not a
social worker just as truly as you who do
only remedial work?" My work deals

w4th the mind, hers is only with the body.

Why should recreation be called social

work when it is found in playgrounds and
hikes, and not when it is provided in

reading-rooms and in material for recre-

ation at the home fireside? This is the

interpretation for which my student had
been groping, and she goes away satisfied.

While I have been talking with her

—

thank goodness I—Mr. S has made
his regular Saturday visit and gone. He
really is a nice man, and I like him all

right, but he is one of those unfortunate

people who know of no way to express in-
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terest except by finding fault. He is a

Czech, and loves best to read his native

language. During the war he always re-

fused to believe that we could not get

more books, and every week we had to

hear his regular grumble on the terrible

condition of our collection. Now, pre-

posterous as it seems, he wants to know
what we have done with the old dirty

books which were so much better than

these new clean ones ! He never can un-

derstand either why the book that he

wants isn't in, and he beheves in going to

the head instead of dealing with subor-

dinates. Fate was kind to me for once.

The assistant at the registration-desk

tells me about a boy who came running in

and inquired breathlessly: ''Who is num-
ber 1156?" While she was looking it

up, he caught his breath sufficiently to

explain that a girl carrying books charged
to that number had been knocked down
by an automobile, and no one knows who
she is. So he looked at her books and
told the cop that he would run to the

''Kberry" and get her name and address.

That boy has a future.

As if this were not excitement enough
for one day, an officer comes in from the

police-station across the street carrying a
lost baby who is wild with fright and
terror. He says apologetically that he
thought perhaps we could calm her

high-sterics. One of the girls takes her

down to the staff-room, bathes the poor,

hot little face and hands, sits down with
her in a rocking-chair, and croons a

nursery song until she falls asleep.

''Life and the Librarian"—well, I'll

say so

!

Cold Light
BY E. NEWTON HARVEY

Professor of Physiology, Princeton University; Author of "The Nature of Animal Light'

Illustrations from photographs and diagrams

OT LIGHT" is almost

tautological; "cold

light" is surely para-

doxical. So closely
associated are light

and heat in all our ex-

perience that the two
would seem insepara-

ble. The sun is not only the brightest

but also the hottest object in our imme-
diate neighborhood. I use the words
" immediate neighborhood " advisedly, for

the sun is only ninety-three million miles

away and its light and heat come to us in

about eight minutes. Alpha centauri, the

nearest star, is so many billion miles away
that it takes over four years for its light

and heat to reach us.

Practically every illuminant in use to-

day is patterned after the sun and stars.

The attempt is made to heat an incan-

descent filament to the highest tempera-
ture possible. We cannot attain the tem-

perature of the sun, five thousand de-

grees, but we do attain two-fifths the tem-

perature of the sun and a brightness suf-

ficient to convert our principal thorough-

fares into great white ways. No artificial

lamp is known but that gives off ample
heat to be felt by the hand. It is all "hot
light." The heat is not only a drawback;

it is an actual waste, a waste so great that

it represents about ninety-eight per cent

of the total energy. We use a fifty horse-

power engine to run the dynamo that

lights a few bulbs, when one horse-power

might do the same thing if we knew the

secret of the process.

QuaUty was the ideal of the artisan,

quantity is the by-word of the factory,

and efficiency the slogan of the moment.
Modern incandescent bulbs are already

many times more efficient than those first

constructed, but we are apparently ap-

proaching the limit. How can we improve

the efficiency of our Hght-producing proc-
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esses still further? Perhaps the solution

lies in a wholly different direction. Per-

haps if we study the organic rather than
the inorganic world, success may cro\\Ti

our efforts. The firefly has eliminated

heat from its lighting process, although we
do not eliminate the idea of heat from its

name. In this part of the country we are

inclined to use the term^refly rather than
lightning-bug, although the latter is a

more correct if less elegant name.
It is an often overlooked fact that many

so successfully that the exhaustion of the
great beds of Chile nitrate need give no
concern. Many more processes of tiny
cells have been used by man and the limit

has not yet been reached. If we could
copy the firefly successfully a revolution
in Hghting might come about.

Although every one is familiar with the
firefly and most of us have observed the
phosphorescence of the sea or the glomng
of damp wood in forests, but few realize

the great number and diversity of ani-

Figure i. Nociilnca, one of the small organisms responsible for the phosphorescence of the sea. Upper
left and middle figures show the animal, magnified, as it appears while luminescent at night; the upper right

figure is a fragment of the animal, and lower figure a very highly magnified portion to show how the light ap>-

pears as minute points or dots. Sometimes the sea is so filled with these forms that it appears pink or red by
day and shines Uke a sheet of fire by night. .(After Quatrefages, from "The Nature of Animal Light," courtesy
of J. B. Lippincott Co.)

of the most fundamental discoveries as

well as the most far-reaching generaliza-

tions of physics and chemistry have de-

veloped from experiments on animals and
plants. Our knowledge of current elec-

tricity goes back to Galvani's observa-

tions (1786) on the muscles and nerves of

frogs, while our present theory of elec-

trolytic dissociation started from the ex-

periments of Pfeffer and deVries on plant

cells.

On the chemical side, animals and
plants have been our laboratories for cen-

turies. Bacteria are knowTi which take

nitrogen from the air and convert it into

useful compounds. We have just re-

cently employed this process on a com-
mercial scale. Bacteria are also known
which convert ammonia to nitrites and
nitrates. We can now copy this reaction

mals which emit light. Nearly forty dif-

ferent great groups or orders of animals

are known to be luminescent, with thou-

sands of different luminous species. These
are scattered in a most haphazard manner
throughout the animal kingdom. They
are found among the very lowest forms,

the bacteria and protozoa, as well as

among the fishes of the highest group, the

vertebrates. The microscopic and sim-

plest forms, the unicellular organisms,

glow in minute points of light scattered

over the surface of the cell, as illustrated

in Figure i. It is to these that we owe
much of the phosphorescence of the sea.

Phosphorescent wood is due to the mi-

nute strands or myceUum of a luminous

fungus (Figure 2) growing in the wood,

and phosphorescent meat or dead fish to

glowing bacterial colonies (Figure 3)
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which use the flesh as culture medium.
These phenomena have nothing whatever

to do with phosphorus, as is very com-
monly beheved.

Many animals produce a diffuse glow

from irregular areas (Figure 4) or from

the whole surface of the body, and some
pour out a luminous substance leaving a

trail of Hght behind them as they swim,

while others have the light-producing cells

concentrated into a definite organ (Figure

5). In some cases this light organ is pro-

vided with reflectors for directing and a

lens for concentrating the beam, as well as

opaque screens to protect the tissues of

the animal from its own light and a mech-
anism for turning the light off and on

(Figure 6). In a few forms are color

screens for regulating the quality of the

light. A veritable lantern is formed which
we may suppose to be of some important

use to its possessor. This whole field of

structure and use of luminous organs

forms an interesting chapter of animal

light which has been ably described in

this country by Dahlgren. As I wish to

discuss the physical nature of the light

and the chemical processes underlying its

production, an inquiry into the structure

and uses of luminous organs must be

omitted.

It should be clearly understood at the

start that animal Hght—cold Hght—is no
different in its physical make-up from any
other kind of light. Animal light can be
reflected and refracted and polarized, will

affect a photographic plate, and is stopped
by materials capable of stopping similar

wave-lengths from any other source. As
every one knows, ordinary light is merely
a wave propagation of a particular set of

wave-lengths which are capable of affect-

ing our retina. These wave-lengths,

which may be seen in the visible spectrum,
vary in length from 0.76 micron,* appear-
ing red, to 0.40 micron, appearing violet.

The other colors, orange, yellow, green,

blue, come between these two extremes.

Most of the types of artificial illumi-

nants, a candle or an incandescent bulb,

emit not only waves affecting our retina,

but also longer and shorter waves. The
longer waves, the infra-red, cannot be
seen, and the shorter waves, the ultra-

violet, are also invisible, but ah may be
* One micron= one twenty-five thousandth inch.

detected in some way—by the photograph-
ic plate, by heating effect, or by other

means. All these waves, of widely differ-

ent wave-length, constitute radiant en-

ergy and any substance whatsoever will

give off more radiant energy the higher
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Figure 2. A luminous mushroom, growing in a
flask. Fine strands from this fungus penetrate damp
decaying wood in forests, making the wood glow with
a greenish light. (After Molish, courtesy of Gustav
Fischer, Jena.)

the temperature; also, and this is the

important law for the illuminating en-

gineer, more in proportion of the visible

waves as compared with the total radiant

energy, the higher the temperature.

In a candle flame at a comparatively

low temperature only a small proportion

of the total radiant energy is visible light,

for most of it is in the infra-red. In an
electric bulb more of the waves, propor-

tionately, are of wave-length to be called

radiant light, and in the sun, at a much
higher temperature, even more, as indi-

cated in Figure 7 . This kind of light pro-
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duction, hot light, we call incandescence,

and advance in perfection of the electric

lamp has consisted in finding more and

,,Ji-i* < u.
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Figure 3. Cultures of luminous bacteria, photo-
graphed with their own light. The white dots repre-

sent many miUions of bacteria as the Hght from a sin-

gle one would be invisible. They are growing on a

layer of gelatin coating the flask, test-tube, and dish.

Luminous bacteria are responsible for the lumines-

cence of dead meat or fish when kept on ice for any
length of time. Their light was observed and recorded

by Aristotle. (After Molish, courtesy of Gustav
Fischer, Jena.)

more refractory material for the filament.

Obviously this may then be raised to a

higher temperature by the current with-

out volatilization of filament material

and resultant darkening of the glass bulb.

At the higher temperature more visible

radiation is produced proportionally in

accordance with the previous statements,

and consequently the higher is the radi-

ant efficiency. It is never possible, how-
ever, to get rid of these long and short

wave "intruders" which represent so

large an amount of the radiant energy
gone to waste. That is the reason light-

ing by incandescence is a wasteful proc-

ess.

In the incandescent lamp electrical en-

ergy is converted into radiant energy
through the heating effect of the current.

There is no combustion involved in the

electric lamp. In the candle combustion
is involved. This generates heat which
makes the particles of carbon in the can-

dle flame incandescent. The carbon par-

ticles then emit light which we can see,

but, as the temperature is lower, a much
smaller proportion of light than in the

electric lamp. In the candle chemical en-

ergy of combustion of the tallow is con-

verted into radiant energy, but the candle

is a most inefficient source of light. In
either case it is really heat which produces
the light.

On the other hand, light which is pro-

duced without much rise in temperature
is spoken of as luminescence to distin-

guish it from incandescence. Light of

this sort, cold light, may be generated in a
number of different ways: by an electric

current, as in a vacuum tube; by the con-

version of invisible radiation into visible

radiation, as in luminous paints; by me-
chanical means, as when lumps of sugar

are rubbed together; or during crystal-

Hzation of various substances. Lumines-
cence also accompanies slow chemical

reactions, as in the faint glowing of

phosphorus. We call these luminescences

by different names to indicate the kind,

as electro-, radio-, tribo-, crystallo-, or

chemi-luminescence. The method used

by luminous animals has been called

bioluminescence.

Luminescence is light without heat only

in the sense that very Httle heat appears

as compared with the great amount from
incandescence. "Cold light," therefore,

is somewhat of a misnomer. Light it

surely is, and hot it surely is not, but af-

ter all our temperature sense is not very

delicate, and our light sense is extremely
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delicate. For this reason we can see what Royal Society of London of October 29,

we cannot feel, but if our temperature 1667, he says:

sense were as dehcate as our retina we "Exp. I: Having procured a Piece of

should probably have no difficulty in rec- Shining Wood, about the bigness of a
ognizing the warmth of cold Ught. It groat or less, that gave a vivid Light,

seems almost imperative that some small (for rotten wood) we put it into a middle
rise in temperature must accompany the sized Receiver, so as it was kept from
appearance of light.

The reason is that some
kind of energy is con-

verted into light energy

and in the transforma-

tion of energy some en-

ergy always appears as

heat.

In 1890 Langley and
Very in this country pub-

Hshed a paper entitled,

" On the Cheapest Form
of Light." This was a

study of the physical na-

ture of the firefly light

and demonstrated that

in the firefly only visible

radiation was produced
and nothing else. What
the title means is simply

the cheapest form of

fight so far as the radiant

energy produced is con-

cerned. This energy lies

whoUy within the visible

region, with no waste in-

visible wave-lengths,

and is thus practically

one hundred per cent ef-

ficient. A photograph of the firefly spec- touching the Cement; and the Pump be-

trum is shown in Figure 8. As Lang- ing set a-work, we observed not during

ley's study gives us no insight into the the 5 or 6 first Exsuctions of the Air, that

economy of the chemical processes in- the splendor of the included Wood was
volved in producing the light, we must manifestly lessened (though it was never
turn to them for a fuller understanding of at all increased;) but about the 7th Suck,

animal light. it seemed to glow a little more dim, and
Experimental investigation of luminous afterwards answered our Expectation, by

animals is not all of recent origin. Al- losing of its Light more and more, as the

though Aristotle mentions the light of Air was still farther pumped out; till at

dead fish and flesh, and both Aristotle and length about the loth Exsuction, (though
Pfiny that of damp wood, Robert Boyle by removal of the Candles out of the

is really the pioneer. Room, and by black Cloaths and Hats we
Knowledge of the chemistr}^ of the made the place as dark as we could, yet)

process has advanced in four important we could not perceive any light at all to

steps and Boyle's discovery was the first proceed from the Wood.
of these. Boyle, using the air-pump "Exp. II: Wherefore we let in the out-

which he had just invented, showed the ward air by Degrees and had the pleasure

dependence of luminescence on a supply to see the seemingly extinguished Light
of air. Writing in the Proceedings of the revive so fast and perfectly that it looked

Figure 4. Chatopterus, a luminescent worm about natural size; on the
left, viewed by daylight; on the right, as seen by night. The animal lives

in a parchment tube in the mud and gives off a luminescent slime, when-
ever disturbed.



Figure 5. Watasenia, a luminous squid from Japan, about natural size; on the left, viewed by daylight; on
the right, as seen at night. The white dots over the surface of the body are luminous organs. There are

five more on the eyeball which are not well shown, and two very brilliant ones on the end of one pair of ten-

tacles. (After Sasaki.)

to US almost like a little flash of Light-

ning, and the Splendor of the Wood
seemed rather greater than at all less than
before it was put into the Receiver."

Of course, Boyle did not know it was
the oxygen of the air which was respon-

sible for the light, and the ideas of com-
bustion of his time were vague and fan-

tastic. Nevertheless Boyle drew a com-
parison between phosphorescent or " shin-

ing" wood, and a glowing coal, pointing

out their similarity, and we may justly

credit him with the discovery that oxy-

gen is necessary for luminescence.
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The second step in our knowledge of

animal luminescence is due to an Italian,

Spallanzani, in 1794. He demonstrated
that one could take almost any luminous

animal and by drying it quickly could

preserve the power to luminesce, so

that if at some future time the material

is moistened light will again appear.

This simple experiment shows two things.

First, that water is necessary for lumines-

cence, as the dry material is perfectly

dark, and, second, that light production

depends upon no such unstable substances

or deUcate structures as many vital proc-
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esses do. A nerve will no longer conduct

an impulse if it be dried and again wet,

nor is a dried muscle capable of contrac-

tion when again moistened, but many
luminous animals retain their power to

luminesce although preserved for years in

the dry state. This gives us a very con-

venient means of preserving luminous

animals for future use, and greatly sim-

time were regarded as rather mysterious

substances which only accompanied the

actions of living cells. In yeast they pro-

duced fermentation of sugar, in bacteria

they caused souring of milk, and in our

own stomach and intestines, as pepsin

and trypsin, caused the digestion of food.

Even as late as 1897 it was supposed that

the fermentation principle of yeast could

Figure 6. A section of a luminous organ of a shrimp, showing the lantern-like structure, h, h, h, layers
forming the lens; ph, the photogenic cells which produce the light; r, the reflector layer; pi, a pigment layer to
protect the tissues of the body from the animal's light. (After Terao, from "The Nature of Animal Light,"
courtesy of J. B. Lippincott Co.)

plifies the chemical problem. If a fairly

stable compound in the animal is oxidized

with production of light, it should not be
so difficult to isolate this substance and
finally to make it artificially.

In reahty, we find two bodies concerned
in this oxidation. This discovery marks
the third step in our knowledge of bio-

luminescence and the credit belongs to a

Frenchman, Dubois. In 1887 he found
that the fight of a kind of clam, Pholas
(Figure 9), which bores in rocks, comes
from the interaction of two substances.

One, called lucijerin, is an oxidizable

body which burns; the second, called

luctferase, is an enzyme * which acceler-

ates the oxidation. Enzymes at one

*Luciferase presents certain unusuarenzyme characteris-
tics which cannot be entered into here.

not be separated from the living yeast cell

and it was called for this reason an "or-

ganized ferment." Others, the unorgan-
ized ferments, or enzymes, were obtained

free from living cells or cell fragments.

We now know that the difference between
organized and unorganized ferments is

merely one of ease of extraction from the

cell, and, further, that these enzymes or

ferments are nothing more than organic

catalysts. Now a catalyst is a substance

which takes no permanent part in a

chemical reaction, but by its mere pres-

ence causes the reaction to proceed. It

has been called a "good mixer" or a

"chemical parson," because it causes

substances to become acquainted and
unite. Its effect has been compared to

that of oil on a rusty machine, and cata-
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Figure 7. A schematic drawing to show the various kinds of radiant energy and the relative amount of

the various kinds in the sun, arc, candle, and firefly light. The horizontal parallel lines represent the radiant
energy of various wave-lengths broken up into a great spectrum; of which the visible wave-lengths occupy the
middle region. The curves show the proportion of various wave-lengths present in the same amount of ra-

diant energy from the four types of illuminants. Note that only visible wave-lengths are present in the firefly.

X-rays, y-rays of radium, and electric waves are of the same nature as visible light, but the wave-length is

different, very short in the case of X-rays and y-rays and very long in wireless electric waves.

lysts are becoming of more and more im-

portance in the chemical industries. It

is by means of inorganic catalysts that

we now fix the nitrogen of the air, thus

copying the process carried out by the

nitrogen-fixing bacteria.

Some animals produce luciferin and
luciferase within a single cell, and the

light shines through the cell itself. Then
we speak of intracellular luminescence.

Other forms eject the two substances out-

side of the cell. They are secreted over

the surface of the body or into the sea-

water in which the animals live, and oxi-

dation there proceeds. This is extra-

cellular luminescence, and such animals

produce luciferin much more abundant-
ly than forms with intracellular lumines-

cence.

Success in biological work often, and
sometimes only, depends upon the happy
discovery of an especially favorable ani-

mal for the research. For the isolation

of luciferin the animal producing the

greatest quantity must be secured. Much
time was spent in the examination of

many luminous forms before I tested by
462

chance a small crustacean, known as Cy-
pridina, about one-eighth inch long, or

smaller, a shrimplike animal enclosed in

a transparent hinged shell, with just

enough room for the swimming legs to

protrude and propel the creature through
the sea-water (Figure 10). A supply of

these animals has been made available by
the Carnegie Institution of Washington,
through its Director of Marine Biology,

the late Doctor A. G. Mayor. Too much
credit cannot be given to the splendid

work this institution has done in advanc-
ing the borders of science.

If disturbed, Cypridina secretes the lu-

ciferin and luciferase into the sea-water

from a gland near the mouth, probably
from different regions of the gland. When
the two come in contact a beautiful bluish

luminescence results.

It is possible to work with luciferin and
luciferase chemically, just as with any
other material. They can be precipitated

by various reagents and the precipitate fil-

tered off, dissolved in various solvents, and
so separated from contaminating materi-

als. Many of their chemical properties
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are known, and they can be prepared in

a fairly pure state by the ordinary meth-
ods of chemical procedure.

Of course the aim of the biochemist is

to produce these substances artificially,

and the history of biochemistry is filled

with conquests of synthetic production.

One need mention only rubber, camphor,
various perfumes and drugs. Even sug-

ars yield to the chemist's magic touch and
appear in flask or test-tube, although we

veniently situated upon the tail of the in-

sect and the white lights on the head, so

that it is known in South America as the
" automobile bug." But these red lights,

mind you, are not red because they are

covered with a red glass or a red material

of any kind. They emit a red light di-

rectly, and animals are known which emit
green or yellow or blue lights directly.

They must manufacture luciferin or luci-

ferases of slightly different chemical com-

Figure 8. Photograph of the spectrum of an electric lamp (A) and a firefly (B) as compared with that

of helium vacuum tube (C), which is used to provide a scale for measuring the length of the spectra. (After

Ives and Coblentz, from "The Nature of Animal Light," courtesy of J. B. Lippincott Co.)

still find it cheaper to allow the cane and
corn to manufacture our foodstuffs in

their own tiny laboratories. Fifteen years

.ago adrenalin was the constituent princi-

ple of a ductless gland; to-day it is a drug
made from tar. Not only is it made as

animals make it, but also produced in

slightly different forms, each one of which
has a definite and special action on our

tissues.

The romance of aniline colors is known
to all. A new shade is no longer a chance
discovery; it is very nearly a prediction.

I think this fact has a special significance

for the student of animal light. The
color of a substance is due to the fact that

the substance either reflects or transmits
light of a particular wave length. Red
paper is red because it reflects, and red
glass is red because it transmits, red light

of a wave length about .75 micron, and
absorbs all the other wave-lengths. We
commonly make a red signal lamp by en-

closing a white hght (emitting all visible

wave-lengths) in red glass. There is a
beetle in South America which has not
only white lights but also red ones, and
these red fights, so it is said, are very con-

position, which might be comparable to

adrenalins of slightly different composi-

tion, or to the aniline dyes, which may be
essentially alike and yet whose hue may
be changed by the introduction of one
new insignificant atom. Perhaps the light

of the future may be manufactured to

meet the particular whim of the house-

owner, as a lady's dress is ordered of the

particular color which fashion demands.
There still remains the question of what

happens to the luciferin after it has been
oxidized or burned. For many years

those who thought at all about luminous
animals supposed that the luciferin oxi-

dized with formation of carbon dioxide

and water, the same products as appear

when a candle burns. This is not the

case, and in this fact lies the secret of the

small energy change occurring during its

oxidation. Luciferin does not oxidize to

CO2 and H2O, but to a substance I have
called oxyluciferin. The heat of oxida-

tion (from a very rough calculation) is

less than one calorie per gram of luciferin,

while the heat of combustion of a tallow

candle is about nine thousand three hun-

dred calories per gram, enough heat to



Figure g. Pholas, the boring clam, used by Dubois to demonstrate the existence of

luciferin and luciferase. On the left, viewed by daylight; on the
right, as seen at night. (After Panceri.) -

raise over nine kilograms (twenty pounds)
of water one degree Centigrade.

We might represent what happens as:

Luciferin + o.wgen ±=> oxyluciferin.*

Such a reaction as this, involving a

small energy change, should be reversed

easily; i. e.^ we should be able to remove
the oxygen {i. e., reduce the oxyluciferin)

and obtain the luciferin again, as indi-

cated by the double arrows.

* This representation of the equation, while not quite cor-

rect, is more simple than that indicated by the actual facts.
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The fact that this can be accomplished
is now certain, and constitutes the fourth

step in our knowledge of the lumines-

cence. I first observed the reduction

which had been brought about by bac-

teria growing accidentally in my extracts

of luminous animals. All bacteriologists

know the reducing power of many bac-

teria. Biologists are told to "study na-

ture, not books." I think chemists might
be told to "study bacteria, not test-

tubes." Bacteria often give us a clew to

what is possible, and were no other lumi-

nous organisms known except the lumi-
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nous bacteria, this fact alone would be

immensely significant. They are not only

our deadliest enemies but our closest

friends. They are friends that tell what
can be done, but it is not so often that we
actually use the bacteria themselves to

accomplish the result. We merely copy
their process.

There are other methods of reducing

oxyluciferin besides the use of bacteria,

This would be comparable to burning a
candle, and then by some means recom-
bining the oxidation products of the can-

dle, the water and carbon dioxide, to tal-

low again. Our present way to reform a
tallow candle is to let sunlight fall upon
the leaves of the green plants, when CO2
and H2O ^vill be recombined with absorp-
tion of the energy of sunlight, and starch,

a compound rich in energy, will be built

*
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Figvire 10. Cypridina, slightly larger than natural size, a minute shrimp-like crustacean enclosed
in a shell, which squirts out a luminous secretion into the sea-water as it swims.

and the one which presents most interest

is that involving a reducing catalyst.

Again we rely on the activities of a cata-

lyst, but this time an inorganic one.

Certain finely divided metals have very
strong reducing action, without them-
selves being changed in the process.

They are capable of converting oxyluci-

ferin to luciferin. The luciferin can then
be oxidized to oxyluciferin ^vith further

production of light.

We have then an oxidizing catalyst

which causes the luciferin reaction to pro-

ceed in one direction, with production of

light, and a reducing catalyst which re-

forms the luciferin again from its oxida-
tion product. Why not allow the two re-

actions to proceed side by side in the
same vessel and obtain a continuous
light ? Reduce the luciferin as fast as it is

oxidized, and use it over and over again.

Vol. LXXII.—30

up. Then some animal must eat the

starchy food and convert it into tallow,

which is again in a position to be burned
with liberation of energy, some of which
goes into the light of the candle. The re-

action, fat -{- oxygen ^> water -f- carbon
dioxide, is a reaction which can be re-

versed only with the greatest difiiculty.

This is because just as much energy must
be supplied to make it go to the left as is

given off when it goes to the right.

What is impossible in the case of the

tallow is quite possible in the case of luci-

ferin. By simultaneous reduction of oxy-

luciferin and oxidation of luciferin, a con-

tinuous light can be produced—not a very

bright light, to be sure, but one which
demonstrates the principle, and the prin-

ciple is the important thing.

It must be very decidedly emphasized
that this is not a case of perpetual motion.
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With the aid of some equations I could

very easily show by analogy what hap-

pens, and, also, that the light would not

go on forever if we sealed the containing

vessel, but would come to an equilibrium

and the light would cease. If perpetual

motion were involved, the light would go
on forever in what the physicist calls a

''closed system." The reason perpetual

motion is impossible is because of a very
unfortunate and troublesome (from our

point of view) law, the second law of

thermo-dynamics. This says that in

every transformation of energy some is

converted into an unavailable form. It

is not lost, but it cannot be used. As
Doctor Slosson has so aptly pointed out

in his "Fall of Energy and the Rise of

Man," this law is essentially stated by the

old nursery rhyme:

"Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,

Humpty Dumpty had a great fall,

All the King's horses and all the King's men
Could not putHumptyDumpty together again . '

'

Practical science is largely concerned
with easing the fall of Humpty Dumpty,
with preventing to as great an extent as

possible the increase of unavailable en-

ergy. Experience always teaches that

the transformation of energy is never per-

fect, and, consequently, there is no per-

petual motion. We have yet to discover

in nature the production of something for

nothing, although most of us are familiar

with man-made schemes for accomplish-

ing this object.

I think it is now possible to revise our

ideas regarding luminous animals them-
selves, especially as regards those forms

with intracellular luminescence. I have
always myself tacitly assumed that the

firefly manufactured luciferin continu-

ously and burnt it up during flashes to

some waste product that was continu-

ously removed. It would seem, rather,

that the firefly has a store of luciferin on
hand, which it burns during the flash and
"unburns," if we may use the expression,

between the flashes. It functions by suc-

cessive oxidation and reduction.

Some forms, like bacteria, produce a
steady, continuous glow day and night.

It is customary to suppose that the bac-

teria are continuously burning up their

luciferin and forming new supplies of luci-

ferin from some simpler products. In the

light of what I have said above it would
be quite possible for bacteria to burn lu-

ciferin in one part of their cell and "un-
burn" it in another. They function by
simultaneous oxidation and reduction.

And what an economical process this

is ! Here you have an animal that makes
its fuel and burns it and produces light,

practically pure light, for it is not con-

taminated with those unbidden rays we
cannot see; and then it takes the combus-
tion product and reconverts it into fuel

again, and the fuel is ready to be burned
a second time. It seems as if living things

had almost solved the old riddle of un-

scrambling eggs. At least they have been
able to unburn their candle. And all this

by a process which is in no sense a mys-
tery. The chemist calls it a reversible re-

action, and if you should ask him whether
this is not a rather rare thing, he would
probably reply: "All chemical reactions

are reversible."

The application of an old principle in a

new way has solved many a problem. It

is perhaps too soon to predict what may
be the commercial future of cold light, but

it is worthy of emphasis that such a de-

velopment would be a very decided step

in the right direction, a step toward the

conservation of that energy which physi-

cists tell us is continually being converted

into an unavailable form.

^JiKiKJfi



A man on the front seat told all about the city's marvellous growth.—Page 469.

Lot 101

A BALLYHOO BUS STORY

BY BENJAMIN BROOKS
Author of "The Moulders," "The Power Planters," etc.

Illustrations by Alice Harvey

ALLIE HART HITT
was, in terms of the-

osophy, a very young
soul, a very young soul

indeed. Embodying
the usual inconsisten-

cies of the half-baked,

he excited some dis-

cussion at the South Shore Hotel in Chi-
cago, where he lived. The rich old duf-
fers who pre-empted the chairs in the

smoking-room (still wearing the cattle-

yard boots under their trouser-legs) voted
him a clever pup perhaps, but useless.

On the other hand, the head of the adver-

tising firm of E & W paid him
one hundred dollars a week just to write

things. It was Wallie who invented the
" thousand-and-oneth " way of telling how
a certain automobile ate up distance by
simply suggesting to the art department
to picture the car in the foreground with

twenty miles of kinky, ribbon-like road
meandering over the mountains behind it.

It was he also that hit upon advertising

table-salt without telling a thing about it

by simply picturing a can of it in a snow-
drift—emblem of purity.

467
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There was an equal disparity of esti-

mates of him among the ladies. To the

wise, old-blase eighteen-year-old flappers

he was a cold potato, too absent-minded,

too diffident, too awed by taxi-drivers and
cloak-room despots to amount to any-

thing as a cavalier; but to the merry
young widow—aged forty-something—he
was a dehght, a scandalous delight in the

opinion of some less-vivid residents of the

hostelry. She surprised him consider-

ably the first time he saw her after her

vacation by kissing him right soundly and
sincerely.

"They were wonderful letters, Wallie,"

she explained. ''I long to leave town
again so I can receive more of them."

"That's it, darn it," said Wallie to

himself, "it isn't my looks, it's my copy
that gets 'em!"
But there came a time in those first sad

days of 192 1 when copy no longer "got
'em," when the inconsiderate public just

naturally wouldn't read advertisements,

nor buy what the world's champion copy-

writers admonished them to buy; when
hard-headed manufacturers decided "//

wasn't in the woods, and no use gunning
for it." So WalHe Hart Hitt lost his job.

This of itself was nothing. It was his in-

abihty to get another good job in Chicago
that annoyed him. Well, then, he might
as well call it a vacation and go to Cah-
fornia.

In Los Angeles he lunched with the

great men who so methodically and thor-

oughly put the prune and the walnut all

over this broad land of ours. He even
met the wonderful, picturesque person

with the incomparable whiskers who made
Los Angeles the most vociferous city in

the world; but he found, as in Chicago,

that the good jobs were all more than
occupied.

Then he turned to the classified want
ads. A number of these described how a

real live man, full of punch, pep, persim-

mons, and other explosives, could make
twenty-five thousand dollars a year by
hard work. Following these to their

sources he discovered the usual oppor-

tunities to peddle furniture -polish or

Christmas calendars from door to door.

From these he turned in disgust. It

seemed he would rather starve than pull

a strange woman's door-bell and bring

her furiously from her wash-tub, or her

looking-glass, as the case might be.

But the time finally came when it be-

came a matter not of what he wanted to

do, or would do, or could do, but of what
he must do. His slowly deepening de-

spondency focussed down to a real fear

one day. It rained; his shoes leaked; it

would have strained his resources to the
limit to purchase a new pair. The
benches in the little Plaza, usually so

warm and crowded with the advisory
committee on politics and religion, were
empty. The erstwhile dusty palms
dripped sadly down on them. Even in

Los Angeles the nights could be too cold

and damp for outdoor sleeping. His fear

became rage—anger at himself for being
afraid. What if real life was sterner than
the copy-writer's version of it ? Was he
afraid to live it? D— it, noil not he!
Wallie Hart Hitt was nobody's baby.
From now on he was not looking for a
good job, a copy-writer's job, he was
looking for a job. This was the turning-

point. Before his resolution had time to

cool he walked rapidly away from the

Plaza down Hill Street, and turned in at

the first imposing office he came to. Its

heavy columns of ornately carved red-

wood, its barbaric blue-and-gold chan-
deliers indicated money to spend. The
gold letters on the windows indicated that

the firm was selling agent for Halcyon
Half Acres. The doorman handed him
an illustrated pamphlet locating and de-

scribing the tract. Stepping to the girl

at the information-desk, he inquired: "Is
this outfit advertising for salesmen?"
"No, indeed," said the young lady

quite promptly. "We are not putting
on any."

" Good ! " exclaimed WaUie. " In;;that

case I want to see the sales-manager a
minute."
The sales-manager appeared—a ruddy,

round, Santa Claus sort of man, minus
the whiskers, who used his arms and his

legs with equal energy in walking.

"My name is Hitt," said Wallie to the

brisk individual. "I hear you are not

advertising for salesmen, and that's a

good sign. The people who advertise for

salesmen usually want a peddler. Those
who have opportunities for real salesmen

don't have to advertise. Now I'm used
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to selling things by the car-load and the

acre. My experience with the Chitter-

den Organization of Chicago ought to

make me valuable to you."

He stopped. His audacity in capital-

izing his limited, his very limited, experi-

ence with the great Chitterden Organiza-

tion quite appalled him ; but his desperate

desire for the job kept his usually roving

eye focussed intently on the manager's

own optics. So much depended on what
the manager would say that he absorbed
him like a page of good copy. The man-
ager on his side was forming his own
estimates.

" Boy understands the value of a silence

after making his point," he thought.

"Most of my men talk too much. Old
shoes, old clothes neatly kept; needs the

money, probably work like Hercules with

a pitchfork."

"All right," said he. "Straight five

per cent commission. Put you to work
right now. Are you ready?"
"Ready!" answered Wallie with a

beaming smile.

"Come and I'll introduce you to our

Sixth Street man," and he led the way
back to the little park where Wallie had
taken his resolution. Meanwhile the sun
had peeped out, the palms ceased drip-

ping, the warm earth steamed, the com-
mittee on politics and religion had fore-

gathered. Los Angeles was itself again.

As they passed along the sidewalk border-

ing the park a horde of loud-voiced indi-

viduals extended free excursion tickets to

them with invitations to go on sight-

seeing trips. Behind them at the curb
stood a continuous line of enormous
motor-busses, decorated like a side-show
with barbaric banners picturing spouting
oil-wells, diving Venuses, wiggly moun-
tains of an outrageous blue, and orange-

groves with yellow pumpkins growing on
the trees. Yesterday WaUie might have
envied these pestiferous persons. They
at least had a job; but to-day he passed
them by with scornful oblivion. Mere
barkers they were. He was a real-estate

salesman, going, no doubt, to take charge
of the Sixth Street office. What a differ-

ence a job made ! His feet were still wet
from the early shower, but his heart was
warm again. He had a job !

!

About midway in the block the Santa

Claus manager stopped. Two of the vo-

ciferous ticket-givers stopped their solici-

tations and nodded respectfully.

"Ed," said the manager, "and Bill,

this is Mr. Hitt; new man. Show him
how we fill up the bus," and with that he
turned on his heel and was gone.

"Pleased to meet you," said Ed.
"Watch lis, you'll soon learn," said

Bill, and without more ceremony the two
turned again toward the passing crowd.

Fortunately neither one observed the

expressions of astonishment, chagrin, in-

dignation, and dismay that chased one
another across the sensitive countenance
of Wallie Hart Hitt. So ! It had come to

this. He, most promising young copy-
writer in Chicago on corsets, autos, and
table-salt, was down and out, ballyhooing
on the sidewalks of Los Angeles for a free

boob's boss ! For a long time he crouched
behind Ed and Bill lest any acquaintance
should see him, but only strangers passed.

After a while his humor came to his

rescue. After all, it was a kind of sales-

manship. If he could address a million

people at once through a popular maga-
zine, why not singly, on the street ? They
were the same people. They wouldn't
bite him. Finally, in a sheepish sort of

way, he took his place in line with Ed and
Bill. He opened his mouth to say,

"Forty-mile sightseeing tour," but no
sound came. He had scarcely begun to

thaw out when the busses all along the

block began a mighty and simultaneous

sputtering of motors, the barbaric ban-
ners were furled, Ed and Bill motioned
him to climb aboard, and away they

went. A man on the front seat told all

about the city's marvellous growth,

through a megaphone. After a long run
past thinning habitations and vegetable-

gardens the bus turned into a newly
harrowed tract, with new gravelly streets,

and new cement walks, and infantile

shade-trees, and here and there a crisp new
bungalow. A gigantic sign announced
'

' Halcyon Half Acres.
'

' The bus stopped

at a big tent and the people piled out.

"A free hot ranch dinner will be served

in the big tent," announced the mega-
phone man, and the crowd forthwith

surged into the tent.

"Come on," said Ed, "get your tray.

Cook-house over here."
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A glance at the cook-house told Wallie

the a\^^ul truth. The salesmen for one

of the oldest and most dignified real-

estate establishments in Los Angeles were

acting as waiters for its patrons. Further-

more, the ''high-powered closers," who
had ridden out in their own cars, were

actually in the kitchen mth aprons on
over their store clothes, dealing out po-

tatoes and stew! This ridiculously in-

congruous appearance saved the day for

Wallie. He had to laugh. Well, if this

was salesmanship, salesman would he be.

The crowd was fed silently and expedi-

tiously. Never was food served with

more brains. The dishes were whisked
away and everybody was invited to sit

up front and hear a lecture. It was a

good lecture, beginning with the wonder-
ful natural resources of an undeveloped

region contiguous to the city which held

the world's record for hilarious enthu-

siasm for its own lusty self, and ended
with a quotation from the inimitable

Riley about garden-gates and hollyhocks.

As the applause ceased the salesmen,

having discarded their aprons and drawn
numbers out of the manager's hat, cir-

culated among the audience, picked out

their victims whose bus-number badges
corresponded with the numbers they had
drawn, and began to estabhsh cordial re-

lations. They were marvels. In five

minutes twenty little groups were laugh-

ing and talking with twenty erstwhile

waiters, looking over the wonderful maps
they opened, moving unconsciously to-

ward the row of waiting motor-cars, and
as unconsciously preparing to buy Hal-
cyon Half Acres.

Ha\'ing got nobody on the bus, and
having no right, therefore to draw from
the hat, Wallie had time to stand near

the Httle tent where the deals were finally

closed and hsten. The old trick of tak-

ing rabbits out of a hat was nothing to

this magic. Like every other copy-man,
Walhe knew that a sale consisted of at

least four things: getting the buyer's at-

tention, arousing his curiosity, creating a

desire, and finally getting him to act upon
it; but never had he imagined such an
elaborate system to accomplish this

greatly desired result. He saw it now.
He and Ed and Bill on the sidewalk—they

were the attention-getters; and the bus

with its banners—that was the curiosity

stimulator; and the lecture—who could

hear it without desire in his heart for

Halcyon Half Acres ! And now these

salesmen, so suave yet so alert, so polite

yet so determined—people were acting

and deciding under their magic influence

who never had had courage or minds of

their o\vn before to act on anything. In
one tent there came a sudden and omi-
nous pause. Wallie could feel the elec-

tricity. Then a woman said, "Well, I

really didn't intend to buy, but if you will

excuse me"—Wallie heard her rise from
her chair and put her foot on it. He
heard her garter snap. The "high-

power" man said: "Thank you; that will

do for a deposit until you can communi-
cate with your bank; and here is your re-

ceipt, madam, and my congratulations."

In the next tent there was a noise as of

some one hopping about on one foot.

The gentleman from Iowa was evidently

removing his boot. From each tent a
man presently appeared, made a mega-
phone of his hands, and shouted the num-
ber of a lot. The sales-manager marked
it up on a blackboard. A score of them
were sold that afternoon in two hours.

Next morning Wallie said "Good
morning" to Ed and Bill with genuine
enthusiasm. He found his voice. He
also said good morning to an active,

blackbird sort of person, a girl who was
helping to fill up the next bus with the

spouting oil-derricks. Very hke a little

bird she was—the saucy tilt of her head,

the quickness of her movements, the

alertness of her round, smiling face, the

penetration of her black eyes. Inciden-

tally she was the means of getting Wallie 's

first "prospects" on the bus. Bill had
virtually held up two somewhat bewil-

dered and undecided women when the

Uttle blackbird hopped into the group.

"Here," she chirped smiling, "these

are my friends. I met them this morning
early; they are going out to 'Plungers

Paradise.'"

"Git out o' here," roared Bill. "Go
work your own bus!" He followed his

in\dtation to "git out" with a shove that

nearly upset the little bird. The mas-

culine representatives of "Plungers Para-

dise" bus trooped to her rescue. At the

same moment a large plain-clothes cop
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stepped across the walk and arrested the

ungallant Bill forthwith. A little knot of

people gathered. WaUie addressed them
earnestly: "Lovely home sites in Halcyon
Half Acres; free trip, free hot ranch

dinner, no obligations; step right in."

Five of them did.

Elated by this, Wallie approached the

little bird.

"Hurt you any?" he inquired.

"No, not he," she said. "I'll say you
Hicks Half Acres fellows are rough,

though ! But hsten, Mr. New Boy, don't

take it so seriously. Only the first

twenty-five years in the real-estate game
are hard. Smile at 'em; look 'em in the

eye. Pick on those russet-brown looking

hicks mth the sun wrinkles; they're your
game."
"Thanks for the tip, but I haven't your

lovely smile."

"Thanks for the compliment, and I'll

lend it to you. They say it's catching."

"Most contagious smile on Ballyhoo
Boulevard," said he, resuming his station.

Five minutes afterward a brown, sun-

wrinkled man paused at the bus. Wallie

eagerly pinned a Halcyon Half Acres
badge on him, but the man protested he
didn't need it. He then climbed into the

driver's seat. If WalHe didn't know his

own bus-driver yet by sight, everybody
else on Barkers' Boulevard did, and the

general laugh that followed proved that

laughs were as catching as smiles. He
had to laugh himself. Writing phrases

to a million people at once was one thing,

but learning to pick your prospective

buyers singly out of the million was
*' something else again."

In about three days of close-up work
with the great American public as it ap-

peared in Pershing Square, Wallie Hart
Hitt learned more about his audience than
some copy-men ever will know. It was
on the third day also that he schemed a
scheme to turn the tables on Barkers'

Boulevard. It was a slow day. He had
drawn a blank—that is, one of those gar-

rulous old women who ride all the busses

and eat all the free lunches, but never

buy anything. The big yellow bus was
parked drowsily under the eucalyptus-

trees. The driver was half asleep. Wal-
lie climbed into the bus and woke him.

" Say," he began, " I don't want you to

think I was being theatrical with you the

other morning. Honest, I didn't know
you drove the bus. I'm a new man."

"Sure, that's all right."

"I suppose you know more about this

tract than I ever will. Where is your
lot?" Here he opened a map.

"Ain't got no lot," answered the driver

scornfully. "I just drive the bus."

"Too bad! I was broke too when I

joined this outfit. How long have you
been broke?"

" Broke ? I ain't broke. I got a thou-

sand dollars in the Security Savings!"
"Oh, pardon me," said Walhe, quietly

producing a blank check and writing

"Security Savings Bank" on it.

"I supposed you must be up against it;

otherwise, with all the opportunities you
have for first-hand information and in-

side dope, I presumed, of course, you'd
done yourself the justice to profit by it.

These 'hicks,' as you call them, have to

take a good deal the lecturer tells 'em on
faith. You know it's true. You know
from your experience as a driver that this

dirt road the old bus is standing on has
got to be a paved boulevard within a year.

They only think so, but you've seen

things happen so fast here that you know
it. You also have the good sense to know
that this lot here pegged out beside us
will be twice as valuable when that occurs

—don't you?"
"You may be right at that, but "

"But still you haven't used as much
consideration for yourself as these people
you call 'hicks.'"

"Perhaps some day "

"No, you don't! You can't kid me
the way you do yourself. This 'perhaps

some day' business lands people on the

park benches in their old age. I know
that if you don't do it now with me to

boost you you'll never do it—never give

yourself a square deal. Now, if you wtU
just come out of your trance and use the

common sense of the average hick, and
take this pen and this check which is

made out on your own bank, and use my
back for a writing-desk, I'll break into

one of these high-powered closers for you,

and get vou the lot before the price goes

up."

The driver had the check and the pen
before he was thoroughly awake to the
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situation. The smooth back of WaUie
Hart Hitt stooped invitingly before him.

"Well," he repeated, "you may be
right at that."

Wallie took the signed check and ran

with it to the blackboard. No, the lot

was not yet marked up. The signed

check on a local bank gave him the right

to announce it without recourse to the

closers. Picking up the manager's mega-
phone and controlling his voice as best he
could, he shouted: "Lot 507 sold!'^

"To whom, for Pete's sake?" ex-

claimed the manager. "Not that old

bus-riding pelican, I hope. Her check's

no good."

"No," said WaUie calmly, "to a per-

sonal prospect of my own. Found him
asleep in the bus."

Now a sale is a very solemn and tick-

lish thing, as long as the buyer is look-

ing. The manager showed wonderful con-

trol until Wallie and the bus-driver were
safely out of sight in the closing tent.

Then he began to heave and weep with
laughter. The salesmen, for most part

idle now, gathered around him, thinking
he was stranghng. He managed to mo-
tion them to silence and led the way over

behind the cook-house. Here he ex-

ploded: "Oh, my Gawd ! you fellers—boo
ho ho !—you fellers are so far in the forest

you can't see the trees. This new man
Hitt—oh. Lord—what a horse on all of

you ! While you have been running the

county over for prospects he sold Lot

507 to our own hiis-driver! Boo hoo hoo

!

—my handkerchief—my glasses! Oh,
Lord."
The mirthful roar that rose from behind

the cook-tent, together with the merry
guffaws of the returning salesmen, made
a certain prim lady from Nebraska very

suspicious. You never could tell where
these blind pigs might be. t*ersonally,

she was glad she had decided not to buy
until further investigation.

Next morning there was a general com-
motion on Barkers' Boulevard when Wal-
lie and the bus-driver shook hands.

The Httle blackbird girl fairly beamed.
"Listen, Mr. New Boy," she said, "if it

is true you actually sold a ballyhoo bus-

driver on his own tract, I've got to know
you better. Come out with me Sunday
and get better acquainted. What'll it be,

seashore, mountains, or boarding-house

parlor?"

473
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"Mountains," said Wallie.

At an incredibly early hour Sunday
they descended from the Hollywood car

at the old Spanish Road that still runs

to the Presidio, and after following its

pepper-tree-shaded walks for a short dis-

tance, they branched off through a flock

of little bungalows and thus into a nar-

row crooked canyon in the dry desert

hills.

"This is the last place to drink," she

cautioned, leading to a little spring under

a clump of eucalyptus. "Fifteen years

ago there wasn't a house for a mile. I

lived here ever so long in a beautiful

camp and splashed in the shower-bath

my daddy made me out of a tin can.

This same water they sell now for four

bits a bottle. And he sat under an awn-
ing like Robert Louis Stevenson in the

Islands, writing scenarios about wild men
and Indians; but finally the public got fed

up on Indians and took to vamps. Poor
dad knew even less about vamps than

about Indians, so I went in for real estate.

But gee ! it was tough to put on regular

clothes and come and live indoors and
miss the wonderful stars at night."

"Wish I'd known you then," admitted
Wallie. "I bet you were a cutey."

"I was a bare-legged, dirty little brat.

I'm glad our acquaintance started at a
more becoming age."

She led on up the canyon. The sun
grew hot, the perfume of the sage-brush

floated heavily in the air. The bees got

busy. The two hikers peeled their coats.

In her short flaring skirt, high boots, and
crisp sombrero she looked more animated
and bird-hke than ever. His old army
shirt and breeches and puttees became
him very well.

"Here are the poor old ruined vine-

yards," she said. "Such lovely dago red

they used to bring to us ; but everything is

prohibited now. It will soon be pro-

hibited for a perfect-lady ballyhoo to in-

vite a young, soft-voiced gentleman bally-

hoo for a walk on Sunday."
"And if that prohibition works as well

as the other we'll never lack exercise."

"Nor company."
"I'll say so."

The road, growing less and less distinct

among the steep hot hills, died out al-

, together in a wide amphitheatre, and,

cUmbing out of this, they finally arrived,

very moist and flushed, on the apex of a
mountain some eighteen hundred feet

high above the floor of the broad San
Fernando Valley. They sat down. The
sound of their hard breathing finally

ceased. The strange dead silence of

mountain-tops descended on them. The
breaking of tiny twigs, the noise of insects

sounded like pistol-shots in it. The beau-
tifully sculptured desert mountains rose

opposite them, range on range, Hke mon-
strous sepulchres under crinkled dra-

peries of purple and old rose and olive-

green, as though they had never budged
nor made a sound, nor stirred in their an-

cient sleep for ten million years. For a
long time neither Wallie nor the girl spoke
to break the spell. They were hugely
content and wonderfully well acquainted
by now. Who would not feel content
with the world with such a beautifully

sculptured and colored and variegated

panorama of it stretched below him?
"I wonder where that dog can be," the

girl finally said. "I heard him barking
plainly, but I can't find him."

Wallie turned his field-glasses to the

floor of the valley. A crazy-quilt of

miniature farms and orchards, with toy
houses on them, appeared in the circle

of \dsion. Finally he spied a tiny white
speck bouncing on a green sward, a fluffy

insect pursued it—probably a child. A
more rotund insect crept very slowly

across the green patch, leaving a streak of

white behind it—presumably the mother
of insect number one hanging out wash-
ing. Insect number three, a slim one,

stood on end and apparently raked leaves.

A thin blue column of smoke indicated he
was burning them.

"Well, there's your dog," he said, and,

kneeling close behind her, he held the

glasses to her eyes and aimed them at the

bouncing white speck.

"Mercy! I didn't know you could

hear a bark so far," she exclaimed.

"It's the surface of the earth that re-

flects the sound up to us. If I should

bark down to him he'd never hear me,"
he explained laughingly.

"And such a grand little barytone

barker as you are, too ! " she exclaimed as

mischievously, as tauntingly, as smilingly

over her shoulder as though she had
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known Wallie and all his diffidence for "Not me," argued Wallie; "me for the

years. happy Hicks on Half Acres. Weren't you
Perhaps she was counting a little too happy in your old camp under the euca-

much on his diffidence, or perhaps trying lyptus ? Wouldn't you be just as happy
to break through it. She was virtually in a nice white little bungalow, with a
in his arms to start with, on account of the trellis and a lawn, and a big log fire and a
glasses, and if she wanted simply to prove dining-room with things built in it that

that even a diffident worm will turn, she you pull out, and a kitchen that you
straightway got the proof of it square on push in

"

her laughing mouth. He felt her strong "Say, boy," she interrupted, "what
young muscles spring like a steel trap as are you doing, practising on me or trying

she jumped to her feet, a blazing little to sell me a lot?"

fury. " Well, not a lot exactly. I'm taking a
" Gosh !

" she said, "you do work fast
!

"

spoke out of your own wheel. You sell a
"Please forgive me," he pleaded, combination terra firma and a hazard in-

" Most provoking circumstances. Never firma, and maybe I can interest you
had a Httle bright-eyed bird hop so close to-day, lady, in a combination half-acre

to me before. Besides, it's not working sure thing and a long chance on me."
fast, it's just working to catch up to the "Why, boy, dear, what do you mean

!

place where I wished I was the first morn- I hardly know you !

"

ing you chirped at me and cheered me "Tut, tut, birdlet. Your keen eyes

with the thought that only the first tell you more about folks at a glance than
twenty-five years were hard." I would learn in a year. You've had

She sat down again. practice on all humanity. You're a wise

"You know," he said to change the little bird. You know right now whether
subject, " these 'Hicks Hah Acres,' as you I am any good or not. All I know about
call them, are not so worse. Look at that you is that one beautiful broad smile of

hick raking his leaves, and his buxom yours will load a whole bus, and when
hickess, and the wee hicklet with the dog. you turn it on me I don't know anything.

I'll bet they are as happy as clams. And your naughty black eyes are just

Why don't you quit this Plungers Para- about as fathomable as your alleged un-
dise stuff and sell something real?" fathomable oil-pools, and maybe just as

"Forget it," she answered, "I'm for the safe. If a terra-firma bug hke me will

plunge. I'm for the oil. The mountain take such a chance merely on the hunch
villa for me with the pergola, the balus- that he'd never be happy without you,

trade, the Italian garden, and everything, why surely a desperate little Monte Carlo

Look way to the west there. See that queen like you "

big half-timbered house with the steep "Well, I'll tell the world one thing:

roof ! Take the glasses. That is where you've got the makings of a good, fast-

Doug and Mary live." working salesman, anyhow, and another
"Betcher they aren't at home," he as- thing I like about you, you make love

serted, peering. "Betcher they never very prettily. Nobody ever thought of

have time to know their own cook and comparing my black eyes with unfathom-
their own gardener by sight. Betcher the able depths of oil. I'll—I'll try not to

place is for sale. You promise these jump so next time you kiss me."
hicks a villa, and you sell them a dry hole That evening Wallie's landlady noted a
in the ground. How the deuce can you wonderful elation instead of his hitherto

smile so brightly and look so pretty in the downcast manner. She felt hopeful again

morning when you're kept awake all about room-rent. As for Wallie, he slept

night thinking of the poor folks you've as little as though he had been selling lots

sold lots to in Plungers Paradise?" in Plungers Paradise.

"Pshaw! I don't sell them lots, and "Pretty good copy," he mused, "black
they don't want 'em. What they want eyes and oil-wells. After all, copy is king,

is a thousand-to-one gambler's chance to no matter what the art department tells

get rich quick, and that's what I sell them you. I think she's sold on the combina-
—a chance. Everybody's a gambler." tion. I suppose I ought to have got a
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cash deposit on the lot, instead of a mere steps lead to the broad porch at ten

sentimental one on me, but to-mor- paces. Pausing to kiss the happy groom
row " as a good omen before entering the prim
On the morrow Walhe was the most white door, in the prim white casing,

animated ballyhoo on the Halcyon Half you find yourself in a cosy living-room

Acres bus. He tried to make his voice in natural redwood. Beamed ceiling,

a real barytone, but he was too happy to broad fireplace with fragrant eucalyptus

keep his mind on it. Although he began logs blazing. Through the open door
to discriminate with more care between opposite you catch a glimpse of ye mod-
hurrying business folks and loitering tour- ern, in-a-cupboard kitchenette, as neat

ists, between deadheads and speculators, as wax, with a lovely view of snow-capped
his real attention was on the little lady mountains framed in the window, so.

of Plungers Paradise. There must have Stepping into the back garden with its

been some prearrangement between them, miniature lake and dwarf shrubs, you
for at the moment when the grand motor- have the great pleasure of seeing your
sputtering began and the busses began to own smoke rising from your own chimney,
move, the little bird girl made as if to 'surrounded by the three eucalyptus-

climb on the wrong bus. trees, there, there, and there.'"

''Here, you!" shouted Bill. ''Didn't '"The beautiful bubbling spring' of

I tell you once before
" your imagination, Wallie, would sell

"And didn't you get pinched and fined clothes-pins to a nude marble nymph."
fifty bucks for it, too!" she chirped Brushing aside his maps she nestled in

saucily back at him. under his arm.

"All right, lady," said Wallie, speaking "Yes, wrap it up," she said softly,

quite professionally but with an inter- speaking into his vest pocket, "I'll take

polation of undertones. "This way to it."

Halcyon Half Acres (specially a certain Field-glasses are not comprised in the

one). Bus starts right away (and I'll usual real-estate selling equipment. Still,

never go without you). Forty-mile sight- the manager, judging as well might be
seeing trip (and you got to hold my hand from a distance, opinioned Wallie might
all the way) ; no obligation (but, oh, bird- be doing some rather close-up salesman-

let, if you don't
! ) ; free ranch dinner (and ship. As the two young people walked

dessert same as yesterday, if you'll let eagerly toward the closing tent he was
me)." half determined to interfere. Perhaps he

"But Hsten here," protested the irate ought to warn the new boy about these

Bill as the bus moved off, "if you're Piker's Paradise spies. On the other

gonna load the bus with deadheads and hand, he had been w^arned that his last

spies from Piker's Paradise, you got no prospect was a bus-driver. Still he sold

right to draw with us. You keep 'em for him a lot. Perhaps it was best to watch
your own prospect." developments. When they had entered

"That's agreed," snapped Walhe. the tent he drew silently up to it and lis-

"Lady from Plungers Paradise is my tened. A few moments later he motioned
personal prospect." some of the unoccupied salesmen to join

So it was that when the lecturer had him.

concluded his quotation about holly- Inside the tent Wallie could see their

hocks, Walhe had no difficulty in locating shadows on it, but he was exultant rather

his "prospect." They did not wait for a than embarrassed by this professional

motor-car but strolled off under the euca- eavesdropping,

lyptus-trees, past the little white pegs. "Has Air. Hitt explained the terms to

"Well, there she is," said Wallie, con- you?" the closer inquired blandly,

suiting the pegs and the map. "The "Oh, I understand them perfectly. I

teeny weeny gravel path begins here am to be absolute mistress in the house,

where you are standing, bordered by the but he may super\dse the vegetable-gar-

teeny weeny box hedge. On the left the den and saw the eucalyptus."

white trelhs separates the lawn from the A very poorly suppressed snicker

lettuce and celery beds. Two broad low sounded from the outside, and Wallie
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could see the shadow of the manager's

cUnched fist threatening the man who
made it.

"Beg pardon ?
" said the closer, evident-

ly less sure of the situation than usual.
" I was speaking of the terms of payment."
"Oh," said the girl, "of course. Here

is my check for half of the first payment."
"And here's mine for the other half,"

said Walhe, "only it isn't a check. I got

it from the Western Union this morning
in response to a wire to the old folks.

Treat it with respect. It represents some
salesmanship itself."

"Perfectly satisfactory," said the closer,

once more bland and unruffled, "and now
if both of you please sign here, and here

on the duplicate, I may perhaps venture

to congratulate you on more than the

mere joint purchase of a lot."

"You've guessed it," admitted Wallie.

"Had to throw myself in as a premium
to make the sale."

Outside the tent the manager waited a

suitable interval for the signatures to be

affixed; then:

"All right, boys; give 'em a cheer
!"

They did. It nearly blew the tent

down. All the composure gained as a

lady ballyhoo did not prevent the little

birdlet from blushing prettily as the

bunch crowded into the tent to offer

congratulations.

"And what's more," said the beaming
manager, "I want you to understand that

every load of lumber that comes on the

tract makes it easier to sell lots. So, if

you can't start your house, start your
garage. If anybody wants to know how
you are going to pay for the bungalow or

the car, send 'em to me ! Understand ?

And on top o' that I want you to forget

the bus and take a desk in the main
office. But you gotta promise not to sell

the president of the company any lots in

his own tract."

"Won't promise you any such darn
thing," answered WaUie, laughing.

"No, and you wouldn't keep it if you
did, so never mind the promise. Oh, but
I almost forgot something," and placing

the megaphone to his mouth the man-
ager announced: ^^ Lot loi soldi"

As the young people walked slowly

down the future "Grand Boulevard" of

Halcyon Half Acres, arm in arm, with
their maps and new contracts before

them—to say nothing of the happy
\dsions of the future—the plain good folks

from Texas, Iowa, and Indiana, wearing
the characteristic russet colors of those

who uproot themselves from one soil only

to take root in another, began to doubt if

the flowery lecturer had exaggerated

things much after all. Certainly people

who bought Halcyon Half Acres did look

very happy and apt to live longer to enjoy

their prosperity and their hollyhocks.

Some who had not purchased felt inclined

to reconsider. The psychic sales-manager

seemed to get the hunch. Sales were un-

usually heavy that day.

A\.tr

"Nobody ever thought of comparing my black eyes with unfathomable depths of oil."—Page 475.



A Ranchwoman's Guests
BY L. M. WESTON

Author of "A Day with a Ranchwoman "

N town, when expecting

dinner-guests, I took
the opportunity to dis-

play my finest linen

and best chinaware,

polished up the silver,

and lay awake nights

trying to think of rare

delicacies hkely to tempt their jaded ap-

petites.

At the ranch, if any one happened to be
on the premises at meal-time, neighbor,

stranger, prince, or pauper, he was invited

to sit dowTi at an oilcloth-covered table in

the kitchen and eat what was before him

;

it might be fried chicken and ice-cream,

or boiled meat and cabbage.

lu town, my guests appeared in their

company clothes and manners, and my
hired help waited on them.

At the ranch, hired help and guests sat

down at the table together in their every-

day garments, that might be clean or

dirty, whole, ragged, or ornamented with

patches.

We had real heart-to-heart talks,

though, around that kitchen-table; and
I thoroughly enjoyed them.

At first, I was rather overwhelmed by so

many impromptu dinner-parties, and de-

cided a woman must be hired to assist me.
Thinking to kill two birds with one

stone, we engaged a married couple who
agreed to sleep in the bunk-house and help

with the work, the man in the field, the

woman in the house.

The day after their advent, my hus-

band confided to me that he dared not

drive a team the man hitched up without
carefully examining the harness, as he was
sure to find a buckle too tight or too loose,

or unfastened, which was likely to mean
disaster with our spirited young horses.

''However," he added, in a self-sacrificing

tone, "if the woman's help is satisfactory,

I'll try to get along with him. Every one
says if you hire a married couple one of

them is sure to be no good."
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"I have heard that, too," I said, "and
supposed, in this case, it was the woman
who wasn't worth her salt."

Then I proceeded to unfold my tale of

woe. My lady help had a mania for house-
cleaning—scrubbed everything, even to

the coal-scuttle; but her cooking was
atrocious. She had a positive genius for

spoiUng good food by putting it on the

range. I had to stay in the kitchen all the

time she was preparing a meal or there

would be nothing fit to eat. That very
noon I had told her to make potato-

cakes from the mashed potatoes left over
from last night's supper, and she had
evolved something as hard as rocks. I

was sure Babe Ruth could have batted

one of them over the diamond, and found
it intact after a home run. I also in-

formed my amused spouse that, if I had
to do the cooking, it would be easier to

feed four than five, so he could hire a
bachelor, with my blessing, and let the

married couple go.

They went—and I cooked for a succes-

sion of bachelors before we found one that

suited us. Some were lazy, some knew
nothing of ranch work, some knew too

much, or thought they did, and some
were mean to the horses. Amongst these

last was one who made quite an impres-

sion on me, his ideas were so pronounced
and peculiar from a rehgious standpoint.

He was firmly convinced he bore a strik-

ing resemblance to the pictures he had
seen of the Saviour, so wore his hair and
beard in accordance with this belief. He
thought it was wicked to go to the theatre

or play cards, so his sole diversion was
playing a mouth-organ from which he
drew forth sounds calculated to make one
long to be afflicted with deafness.

One morning he and my son were
ploughing in the same field, when the

words, "Mad dog you, mad dog you,"

broke the soft spring quietness.

My son left his plough to investigate

the trouble, when the man burst forth
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with a tirade about the stupidity of that answering when addressed. They could

"mad dog" horse, and finished by strik- all tell strange tales of many lands, but
ing the animal brutally over the head, usually reserved them for the bunk-house,

saying, "he would learn him, by dog." Few of them seemed accustomed to the

He got his time then and there. On presence of a lady,

our ranch, we do not approve of striking Still there were exceptions, amongst
our four-footed servitors over the head, whom was Pat the Irrepressible—a blue-

Before the man left, however, we learned eyed, well-meaning boy, who was much
that he thought it was wicked to swear, too good to be wandering around the

so reversed curse words and spelling to country doing day's work and drinking

quiet his conscience. moonshine. Sometimes he would linger a
Well, he isn't the only one who has moment, after the others went out, to pet

called wrong right, and tried to fool the the cat, or pat the dog, and tell me some
Almighty by ingenious subterfuges ! little incident about animals he had liked

We hired another man that I took to be particularly. I could not help but think

a Russian at first glance. He rarely spoke something had sent him forth from a good
for the first few meals, then I purposely home and that he hid an awful heartache
made some allusion to the Bolsheviki, and under his joyous, care-free manner. He
his tongue was untied. He was really was reckless, too, and wouldn't take a
quite eloquent on the subject of Russia's dare, as I learned when he swung up be-

Hberation from the tyranny of capitalistic hind my son, who was mounted on his

czars. At that time Lenine and Trotsky worst-tempered saddle-horse,

were riding the crest of their wave of The animal was astonished at first, but
popularity, and wanting to learn the in a minute things began to happen. Pat
secret of their influence I listened atten- clasped his arms around my son's waist,

tively to the laboring man's ideas. I and, a second later, his voice rang out

found that, like most of the so-called com- with: "Wait a bit, me hat's ofif."

mon people, he resented being looked The bystanders were convulsed with
down upon by persons of wealth and edu- laughter, especially when, a little later,

cation. His ideas, as far as I could see, Pat cried again: "Wait a bit, I'm ofl^."

were really about the same as those of My son was having all he could do to

the average self-respecting poor man in stay on the spirited creature himself, con-

the United States. He did not object to sequently could not fully enjoy Pat's

working for a living, if other people were contortions and desperate efforts to ride

also laboring along the lines for which double; but the horse quieted down im-

they were best fitted; he did not object mediately after throwing his extra burden,

to going without luxuries and comforts if Pat understood table etiquette if he
other people only took what they earned did stuff newspapers in his shoes in lieu

honestly; but he did object to being of stockings, and when alone with the

snubbed, ignored, and exploited by mon- family amused us considerably by imitat-

eyed parasites. ing one of the shockers who could eat so

He did not stay long with us, as he had dexterously with his knife that we all

a homestead on which he was obliged to gazed at him in wonder.

do some work, so I had no chance to ask " Sure, I was expecting he'd take both
his explanation of the disastrous results hands to that macaroni," he commented
of the Lenine-Trotsky regime. gaily; ''but any one would admire the

At harvest-time and other rush seasons way he managed to wrap it round his

we hired any men we could find; so some- knife, and get the whole helping in his

times we would have three or four total mouth at once."

strangers at the table. Many of them had Pea season was over, but my son and
evidently been well brought up, were Pat begged me to serve canned peas, as

familiar with a butter-knife and a sugar- they wanted to see how the knife expert

spoon, and not astonished when pie or would handle them. I laughed, while re-

dessert was served on extra dishes. buking the thoughtless boys for ridiculing

Often they would not give their real a man who merely lacked social advan-

names, and betrayed themselves by not tages. He was the best shocker we had,
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and earned every mouthful he ate, and he

ought to have had the privilege of eating

as he chose.

"Hewers of wood and drawers of

water" have been despised for ages, but

why? Isn't the work needful? Can we
boast of our culture and civilization until

we realize that it is not the kind of work
that counts but the way that work is

done? 'Xan the eye say unto the hand,

I have no need of thee?"
We may be thankful we are not obliged

to do the disagreeable tasks and bear the

heaviest burdens; but there is no reason

Avhy we should be proud of the exemption.

I used to be an intellectual snob myself,

but close intercourse with brave, patient,

good-hearted working men and women
cured me.

A Montana rancher must be " all man "

to hold down his job, and his wife must
be a real helpmate; I lost my pride in in-

tellect and culture when I saw what my
neighbors could do, dare, and suffer, with-

out a murmur, and realized that I was in-

ferior, measured by their standards of

courage and endurance.

But I did know how to cook; I tried

my best to gratify the appetites of those

laboring men, and experienced quite a

thrill when the dexterous wielder of

knives, after eating a generous helping

of soft molasses cake piled high with

whipped cream, leaned back in his tipped

chair and said it was the nicest stuff he

had ever tasted.

We were so far from any other habita-

tion that sometimes I would get a dread-

ful scare, although we always kept loaded

guns in the house.

I remember one stormy March morning
we were all surprised, on looking out of

the window, to see a strange man walking

up from the barn. He seemed to have
some difficulty in making his way against

the wind and snow, but he circled the

house and went back to the barn.

It was before breakfast, and my hus-

band and son slipped into their outer

garments, took the milk-pails, and fol-

lowed the stranger.

I watched, saw them speak to him, then

all disappeared into the barn.

Shortly afterward I looked out and
there was the newcomer walking toward
the house again. He circled it as before.

I concluded he was an escaped lunatic, to

be wandering around in a storm like that,

and hovered near the corner where I kept
my twenty-two rifle.

However, the queer-acting individual

went back to the barn, and pretty soon I

saw the three men making their way up
to the house. My husband entered first,

and whispered to me that it was some
poor fellow half-crazed with moonshine
who would probably perish if we did not
shelter him from the storm.

So I politely welcomed my unexpected
guest and invited him to sit down at the

breakfast-table.

But he was still suffering from the ef-

fects of his liquid refreshments, and could

not eat, although his vigorous exercise had
sobered him enough to enable him to tell

that he had left the moonshiner's place

some time in the night and struck out for

his auto, as he supposed ; in reality, he
took exactly the opposite direction from
the place he had left it.

He finally found a straw-stack, lay

down, and went to sleep. He was wakened
by the storm that had come up, suddenly,

during the night. He had sense enough
left to fear he would freeze to death if he
did not find some ranch, so kept on walk-
ing through the rapidly deepening snow
until he reached our barn.

His face was pitifully white as he
talked, and he was trembling from head
to foot, and looked about ready to suc-

cumb to the consequences of his foolish-

ness, which he bewailed in every other

sentence.

We gave him some medicine, built a
fire in the bunk-house, and told him to go
to bed.

At noon he reappeared, sat down at

the dinner-table, ate a good, hearty meal,

and, as ;:he storm was over, he soon de-

parted. He did not ask our name, and
was evidently trying to keep his own
identity a secret.

We were somewhat amused when, some
months later, my son met and recognized

him in a wealthy rancher who lived thirty

or forty miles away.
There were pretty poor roads in our

vicinity, and sometimes we would have
as guests people who had lost their way.

I remember one warm, still night, in the

latter part of May, I was startled about

ten o'clock to hear a wagon stop in front

of the house.
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My son was away, my husband had re-

tired, but I had not yet commenced to

undress, so went to the door and looked

out.

A boyish-looking figure appeared in the

Hght of the open door, as an undeveloped
voice squeaked out that he was trying to

find the way to Hadley's.

"Good gracious!" I exclaimed, think-

ing of the bridgeless, swiftly running

creek, not to mention quick mud, steep

benches, and deep coolies between him
and his destination. "You can't get there

with a team to-night. It's a hard road to

travel in the daytime."

"I know," he assented; "but I ex-

pected to make it before dark. I came
from town to-day, but missed the trail

some way and have been hunting for it

two hours; so I thought perhaps you
would let me sleep in your barn to-night

and put up my horses. I have feed for

them," he added, as though aware that

in that year of drought most ranchers

were very short of grain.

"All right," I said. "I'll ask my hus-

band to get a lantern and show you
where to go."

I went into the bedroom to find my
better half already dressed. He had been
listening to the conversation, and shared
my compassion for the tired boy and his

weary team. After the horses had been
fed and watered my husband offered the

youth something to eat, then made him
comfortable in the bunk-house.

Evidently thinking he had trespassed

enough on a stranger's hospitahty, the

young man was up very early the next

morning, making ready to depart before

breakfast; but we would not allow man
and beasts to continue their trip on an
empty stomach, and insisted on feeding

both before they started.

We learned later that the boy was the

son of a well-to-do sheepman who had
moved into our neighborhood. We had
expected trouble about the pasture, as

their land adjoined ours and sheep and
cattle do not mix well; but we heard, in-

cidentally, that after "we took in the

stranger" his herder had peremptory
orders to keep off our grass.

On another occasion, however, I was
not so hospitable. One evening, our colHe

barked long and persistently, and I was
Vol. LXXII.—31

sure evil-doers were in the neighborhood.

My son was the only one up and I in-

sisted that he should make an investiga-

tion. He was reading an interesting

story, and did not want to leave it to

prowl around the premises.

But I had been hearing so much about
lawless I. W. W.'s and other discon-

tented idle men that I was Kke the per-

sistent widow in the Bible.

At last, like the judge (in the same
story), to get rid of my solicitations, he
yielded to them and went outdoors.

He was gone some time, then returned

very stealthily.

"Did you see any one?" I asked.

"Yes," he answered in a hushed voice

and mysterious manner, " three men, go-

ing up the lane."

"Afoot or horseback?" asked my hus-

band.

"Afoot," was the answer.

My heart sank; no honest man in

Montana would be travelling on foot at

that time of night. Evidently we were
about to be robbed and murdered. In
the face of such peril, I forgot all my non-
combatant, non-resistance theories.

"You get the guns," I said shortly;

"I'll take the twenty-two, you the thirty-

thirty, and Dad the shotgun. I guess we
can give them a warm welcome, any-
way."
A subdued chuckle told me I had been

fooled, but my indignation was lost in my
sense of relief.

As time went on, however. Buster's bark

at night did not put me in such a panic of

fear, although I usually rose and looked

out of the window. Sometimes I would
hear a coyote's cry, although I never saw
a sign of one but once; then it was early

in the morning, and a shot from my son's

thirty-thirty put an immediate end to the

predatory creature's existence.

As the population of Montana averages

less than two inhabitants to a square

mile, the country is anything but thickly

settled; but, though the ranch-houses are

rarely locked and often miles apart, they

are seldom robbed. Perhaps because there

is usually Uttle of value in them; but I

like best to think that knaves and crooks

do not thrive in the open spaces and
crystal-clear atmosphere of the "Land of

the Shining Mountains."
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N Monday, the i8th of

August, 1572, the peo-

ple of Paris were of-

fered a spectacle more
magnificent than us-

ual even for the court

of the Valois ; the most
splendor-loving of all

the monarchs of Europe. Along an ele-

vated passage leading past the side of

Notre Dame to a high scaffolding erected

in front of the great door, the King led

his youngest sister, Margaret, clad in

violet velvet, with the royal mantle broid-

ered with lilies trailing from her shoul-

ders, her head crowned with a coronet of

costly pearls set off by rubies and dia-

monds. On the scaffolding stood the

Cardinal of Bourbon in his red robes,

uncle of the bridegroom, the young King
Henry of Navarre, who was supported
by his cousin, the Prince of Conde.
These two were dressed, like the King of

France, in pale yellow satin covered
with silver embroidery in high relief,

enriched with precious stones. Behind
the bride walked the Queen and the court

ladies clad in cloth of silver and gold,

surrounded and followed by a swarm
of gorgeously dressed pages and guards
and musicians and gentlemen-in-waiting,

which must have made a living stream of

color poured along the base of those

solemn buttresses. One single sombre
note there was in the whole flashing train.

Directly behind the bride walked her

mother, Catherine de Medicis, clad, as

always since the death of her husband,
thirteen years before, in black velvet.

But no one saw in that single reminder
of past grief any omen of coming horror.

Rather, in every heart where patriotism
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and religion were strong enough to stifle

party hate and cruel fanaticism there was
a new hope—the hope of an end of fratri-

cidal strife which for ten years had filled

France with fire and blood. The fathers

of the groom and his best man had both
fallen on the field of battle, and now the

chief of the Huguenots was marrying the

sister of the King.

The young son of the chief justice of the

King's Supreme Court had made his way
within the cathedral to where stood the

brains of the Huguenots, Admiral Coligny.

He was a stern soldier, trained from boy-
hood in the hard school of his uncle,

the Duke of Montmorency, acknowl-
edged head of the ancient French nobility

and Constable of France. A man of in-

tense religious conviction, Coligny was no
ascetic or even puritan, but always the

great'French noble of the Renascence ; for

he had enlarged his chateau on the Loing
with a terraced garden, an orangery, and
a stately gallery adorned by Primaticcio

and filled with tapestries and works of

art. In the last war a huge price had
been set on his head and he was now
hated by th^ extreme orthodox, adored
by the heretics, the most distinguished

uncrowned personage in Europe and the

man whom the King delighted to honor.

When the curious lad from whom we
have this story drew near, Coligny was
talking to his cousin and opponent. Mar-
shal Damville ; for it was typical of many
a man on either side that Coligny had
faced his uncle and his cousins on the

field of battle. From the arches of the

cathedral still hung the banners taken

two years before at Moncontour, when
the Huguenot army was all but annihi-

lated. The grizzled Huguenot leader,
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whose Fabian policy had turned that dis-

aster into final victory and won for his

co-religionists the right to worship ac-

cording to their conscience, pointed to

them, saying: ''In a little while we shall

in patriotism and rise from a party leader

to a statesman. The young King, up till

very recently as wax in his mother's
hands, was now tremendously impressed
by the personality of the great Huguenot,

Catherine de Medicis in 1570.

In the collection of the School of Clouet at the Bibliotheque Nationale.

take down those banners and put others in

their place more pleasant to look at."

For he was urging the King to throw
all the force of France into the Low
Countries to support the insurgents
against the tyranny of Spain. This
would enable him to bring thirty thou-
sand loyal Hugue^iot swords to the fieur

de lis, and France might push her boun-
daries to the mouth of the Rhine, because
the grateful Netherlanders would will-

ingly return to their ancient allegiance.

It was a bold plan, perhaps too bold for

impoverished France, but at least it was
the plan of a man who could forget hate

and he spent hours in secret conference

with him. He hated and feared Spain

more than he hated or feared heresy.

Like all Catherine's sons, he was neurotic,

but his thoughts were martial, and he was
wont to point out to his valets a birth-

mark by which they could recognize his

body if he fell in battle. It was quite

possible that the King might be carried

away by this imposing councillor.

And just here, in this relation between
the King and Coligny, was the thing that

was to spoil the hopes of the motto of the

medal given as a wedding souvenir: "I
announce. to you Peace.''
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Since Catherine de Medicis assumed
the regency when Charles IX became
king, at ten years of age, she had pursued

on the whole a conciliatory policy, and
the favorite method of her statecraft

was to balance one party against the

deed forced the last Huguenot war by a
plot to trapan Coligny and the elder

Conde, and if it had succeeded she would
perhaps have sent them both to the scaf-

fold, as any Tudor would certainly have
done. But, for the many murders before

Henry IV—(Young).

Painted by Frangois Quesnel (?) about 1582.
In the collection of the School of Clouet at the Bibliotheque Xationale.

other, and so maintain her power. But
one thing had always roused her indigna-

tion—the smallest attempt to step be-

tween her and her children, whose de-

pendence upon her authority was so great

as to make her eldest daughter say, even
after she became Queen of Spain, that

she never opened a letter from her mother
without trembling. This fiercely jealous

affection for her children and the love of

power, which all who knew her called her

strongest passion, drove her now into the

one great crime of her life. She had in-

and after August, 1572, of which she was
later accused, there is no evidence that

any jury would even seriously consider as

the basis of an indictment, though I

have a strong personal suspicion that six

months before, when she had planned a

marriage for her secon^ son, Anjou, with

Elizabeth of England, and he had re-

fused because her character was too bad,

Catherine had ordered the assassination

of Lignerolles, a gentleman of his suite

who had urged him to make that refusal.

The way to put Coligny out of the way
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was easy to find. The first Huguenot
war had ended nine years before with

the murder of Duke Francis of Guise, the

leader of the orthodox party, the best

soldier of France, shot in the back on his

way from the lines to his quarters by

Guise, though compelled by the King to

go through formal scenes of reconcilia-

tion, never accepted the idea of his inno-
cence, and members of it had vainly
begged to be allowed to fight a duel with
the Admiral. Duke Henry of Guise was

INIarguerite de Valois, Queen of Navarre, about 1573.

In the collection of the School of Clouet at the Bibliotheque Nationale.

Poltrot de Merey, a supposed deserter

from the Huguenot camp. Coligny had
used him as a spy and given him a hun-
dred crowns to buy a horse. Under tor-

ture he alternately accused and acquitted
Coligny of having sent him out to murder.
Coligny denied the charge with indigna-

tion, but absolutely refused to express

any regret for the death of so great an
enemy of God, and some Huguenots
wrote of the executed assassin as a mar-
tyr. The very frankness of Coligny's

utterance has convinced most impartial

historians of its truth. But the family of

now twenty-one and felt oppressed by the

burden of dishonor of the broken ven-

detta; for the code of the time imposed
on him the duty of avenging his father's

blood. We know from the Papal Nuncio
that he had even urged his mother to

shoot Coligny some day while he was
talking to Catherine, and showed her how
easy it was to fire an arquebus. But he

dared not, without some backing, touch

the King's favorite, surrounded by a body
of the Huguenot nobles who had come up
to Paris on the King's invitation to the

wedding of his sister to their chief.
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A hint from Catherine, his mother's

close friend, was enough to remove his

hesitation. In the midst of the long-

drawn-out wedding festivities the fourth

day after the marriage, Coligny, re-

turning from a meeting of the royal

Council, was shot from the window of

a vacant house and wounded in the

forearm. The King was furious at the

attempted murder, which violated his

protection, and asked the Admiral whom
he should appoint on a commission of

inquiry. It did its work quickly and
well. The circumstantial evidence was
strong. The gates were closed and either

one of two arrests would trace the shot

to the palace of the Guise. They would
not bear the blame alone, and ruin for

Catherine was in sight. She called a

council, not in any sense the royal coun-

cil, but a little knot of people whom she

could trust. The King had an abnormal
tendency to kill animals, and he would
not drink wine because it increased a pas-

sion he feared. Catherine, who was sel-

dom separated from him, knew how to

play on his unwholesome temperament,
and with the help of her friends she per-

suaded him to have all the Huguenot
leaders killed by his guards, and to loose

the mob, through orders of the munici-

pality, on all the heretics in Paris.

It is impossible to draw an ordered

picture of those hours when murder
spread with the dawn from the palace

through the slums of the city, until the

corpses of the King's wedding guests lay

piled naked in front of his door and, in

the phrase of an eye-witness, '^ blood ran
down the gutters like water after a heavy
rain." When the leaders were dead by
the safe hands of soldiers, the populace
was called to action by sounding the toc-

sin. There had been many periods dur-

ing the last ten years when it was enough
for a street urchin to cry out ''There goes

a Huguenot!" to bring about the death
of any strange passer-by. But to make
sure that ignorant fanaticism did its work
now, the Duke of Nevers and Marshal
Tavannes ran through the streets, sword
in hand, calling on the people to make an
end of the King's enemies. For the details

of the cruel work they found other leaders,

like Cruce, a watchmaker, whom the

young De Thou always looked on with

horror, "because of his true gallows face

and his habit of holding up his bare arms
and boasting that he had killed four hun-
dred that day." Under the lead of men
hke these, bands of murderers ranged the

streets unchecked, killing and plundering.

Many piteous scenes can be reconstructed
in detail. A gang of killers met a noble
lady disguised in a nun's robe. Her slip-

pers of crimson velvet betrayed her, and
she was stabbed several times and thrown
into the river. Her clothes, buoyed with
air, floated her down the current, and
some men, putting off in a boat, followed

her like a drowning rat, striking at her

again and again until she sank. A book-
binder was roasted to death on a heap of

his own books before his house. There
was a certain street called the ''Valley of

Misery," which ended on the bank of the

river, where it was closed by a door
painted red. That door, as the four

leading plebeian murderers whose names
have come down to us boasted, became
the gate of death for over six hundred
Huguenots. Two miserable women clung

for a long time to piles, but were finally

beaten down by stones thrown from the

arch above.

Age was spared no more than sex.

Anne de Terrieres, one of the leading law-

yers of Paris, a man over eighty, perished.

Brion, the tutor of the Prince of Conti, a
man with hair as white as snow, was
poignarded with the little prince clinging

round his neck and trying to ward off the

blows with his tiny hands. Huguenot
survivors tell of infants who, when the

murderers took them up, laughed and
played with their beards, and of boys of

ten dragging a baby through the streets

at the end of a string, to throw it into the

river. It was believed that private hate

and greed worked under cover of the car-

nival of blood. Certainly some Roman
Catholics perished. Several heirs-at-law

came prematurely into their inheritance,

not without suspicion of secret aid to

fate, and several lawsuits were settled by
death in favor of the less scrupulous of

the two parties. It was no wonder that

a Swiss Roman Catholic priest wrote a

friend from Paris: "I trembled at the

sight of the river full of corpses, naked
and horribly disfigured."

The massacre spread slowly to a num-
ber of the cities of France, in obedience

to verbal orders from Paris; but the pro-
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vincial killings were neither simultaneous

nor general. Usually a mob was the

agent and the connivance of the authori-

ties must be assumed. For instance, no
attempt was made at Orleans to prevent

such a slaughter that people would not

eat fish, for fear they had fed on the

bodies flung into the river. Some of

these subsidiary massacres occurred three

or four weeks after St. Bartholomew's
Day, and in violation of the royal procla-

mation that peaceable Protestants would
not be molested. In eleven out of sixteen

political divisions of France, including

three provinces under strongly orthodox

governors, there were no disorders. For
instance, in spite of a plain hint from the

governor sent from Paris that the King
wanted the Huguenots killed, the city

council of Nantes voted to suppress all

violence and the other cities of Brittany

followed their example.

It is difficult to estimate how many per-

ished in the massacres of St. Bartholo-

mew. The estimates of twenty-seven

contemporary reporters and modern his-

torians range from three thousand to a

hundred and ten thousand. Probably
between three and four thousand were
killed at Paris, and about as many more
in the rest of France.

The news was an astonishment to the

entire world. The attitude of those who
heard it varied from bitter indignation to

intense joy, and the place of any given

auditor in the scale of emotion was, on
the whole, though not universally or en-

tirely, determined by his sympathies in

the great conflict of which the massacre
was a bloody episode. The Senate of

Venice voted a congratulatory message
by a majority of a hundred and sixty-one

to one, one man not voting. The Duke
of Tuscany wrote congratulatory letters,

to which Catherine replied, expressing the

great pleasure which her son had in seeing

himself praised by good and virtuous

people for so holy a resolution as the ex-

ecution of the Admiral and his adherents

;

from which ''he hopes to draw by the

grace of God the fruit necessary for the

restoration of his church and the repose

of all Christendom." Philip of Spain
wrote to Catherine that the punishment
"given to the admiral and his sect was
indeed of such service, glory, and honor
to God and universal benefit to all Chris-

tendom that to hear of it was for me the

best and most cheerful news which at

present could come to me." When the

Pope received from his Nuncio a despatch
describing the massacre, he assembled all

the cardinals in the palace and read it to

them, after which they went to the neigh-
boring church to chant the Te Deum, and
the city was illuminated for three nights
in succession. Later the Pope had a
medal struck in honor of the event, and
ordered one of the distinguished painters
of the day to decorate the walls of the
Vatican with pictures recording it. The
traces of these pictures still remain upon
the walls, where, in the words of the great
Roman Catholic historian. Lord Acton,
"for three centuries they insulted every
Pope who went into the Sistine Chap-
el."

In the Protestant world the condem-
nation was instant and overwhelming,
with the exception of some of the Luth-
eran theologians, who thought that this

punishment had fallen upon the Calvin-
ists because of their errors in regard to

the sacrament.

To the man of our day, whether he be
CathoHc or Protestant, an attitude of

complaisance toward such a deed is so

abhorrent that when it is taken by dead
people whom he respects, he instinc-

tively and half unconsciously falls back
upon denying or obscuring or over-

looking the facts. When this refuge is

finally taken away from him by the hard
work of people to whom history means
just judgment and not apology, he is in-

clined to believe that the religion of those

who approved such manifest evil was
either insincere or altogether perverted.

But in this conclusion he fails to take

account of the pressure in the direction of

perverting the moral judgment exerted

by long-standing error, expressed in law
and custom inherited from many genera-

tions. The degree of moral turpitude of

an ancient Spartan who thrust his sickly

new-born infant out into the winter's

storm to die, or of the Hindu noble who
burned his brother's widows on the fu-

neral pile, is not so easy a matter to esti-

mate as it may seem at first sight. The
man of the sixteenth century had in-

herited an old and very pernicious doc-

trine, plainly taught by all the moral
authorities he regarded with reverence
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and definitely expressed in laws. At the

time of the massacre of St. Bartholomew
the code of practically all European coun-

tries punished heresy with death. The
only difference between them was in the

definition of heresy and a greater or less

tioned it. Pope Pius IV, for instance,

had declared a few years before that he
would rather pardon a criminal who had
committed a hundred murders than an
obstinate heretic, and Beza, Calvin's

right-hand man, had written that here-

Gaspard, Admiral Coligny, 1570. By Frangois Clouet.

Tn the collection of the School of Clouet at the Bibliotheque Xationale.

willingness to apply the laws strictly.

These laws rested upon the conviction,

true enough in itself, that the teaching of

false doctrine was a great danger to

society, and the false conclusion that,

therefore, for the sake of society and for

the honor of God, the oft'ender ought to

be put to death. This heresy of the duty
of persecution, the most dangerous heresy
that ever attached itself to the teaching

of Christ, still held sway over the minds
of most men, although its power was be-

ginning to be slightly weakened—more by
the pressure of facts than by the abstract

arguments of the few who had yet ques-

tics were worse criminals than parricides,

and the good of society required a more
severe punishment for heresy than for

any other crime. The best starting-point

for an attack upon this false doctrine is

the effect which it has produced upon the

history of generations of men who have
held it to be true. But no just judgment
can be passed upon any single instance of

those effects without taking into account

the whole series.

The outcome of the doctrine of perse-

cution in eulogies of St. Bartholomew
was, however, so terribly exaggerated

that, all over the world, it enabled men,
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even in spite of their prejudices, to see

the truth. This attempt by the use of

inexorable logic to push the falsehood

they believed roughshod over all the sen-

timents of humanity and the feelings of

honor, seemed to thousands a ghastly re-

France, told a French envoy six months
later that "the King and his mother had
done the most ill-advised and evil thing in

the world." And he wrote to one of his

friends: '^The King of France has com-
mitted an act which will stamp upon him

Charles IX, from a portrait in the Louvre.

ductio ad absurdum. Even in Italy it

was questioned. A correspondent wrote
to the Duke of Savoy from Rome: "The
deed has been praised, but it would have
been praised very much more if it could
have been done under the forms of jus-

tice." The Spanish Ambassador at Rome
wrote to his master that the Frenchmen
there were bragging about things in con-
nection with St. Bartholomew which were
not allowable even against rebels and
heretics, and the Venetian senators pri-

vately repudiated their official congratu-
lation. The Emperor Maximilian of Ger-
many, who had been urged by the Pope to

imitate the glorious action of the King of

a shame which cannot be easily wiped off.

God forgive those who are responsible."

So much for what the Massacre of St.

Bartholomew was. Let us now consider

what it was not. It was inevitable that

a series of deeds like the Massacres of St.

Bartholomew, which were at once the

climax of ten years' hate and vengeance

on the part of those who committed them
and the source of a yet deeper hate on
the part of the friends of their victims,

should have been misinterpreted by the

generation which saw it. One can hardly

expect judicial opinions out of an atmo-
sphere which some years after St. Bar-
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tholomew produced from the strict ortho- lies, that she had arranged the marriage
dox party this epigram to Henry III, who to trap the Huguenots into the massacre.

was inchned to compromise again with But, on the other hand, she told the Tus-
the Huguenots: "Your fleur de lis is can ambassador that "the whole thing

putrid and stinks to heaven—that he had been resolved on suddenly." And
may not smell it any more God has put the ambassador to England was ordered

his foot on it," or this from the Hugue- to tell Elizabeth that it had been the

nots: "The dogs ate Jezebel, but when "least premeditated thing that had ever

Catherine dies, not even the dogs will happened," for "his master had acted

touch her carrion." like one who holds the wolf by the ears."

A short discussion of three propositions Both of these things cannot be false, and
will dissipate the chief popular errors the deliberate and agreeing judgments of

about St. Bartholomew inherited from the Papal Nuncio, the Spanish ambassa-
past generations. dor, the Tuscan ambassador, and the

(i) It was not long premeditated but Venetian ambassador that the deed was
determined upon and planned in a few improvised establish the balance on the

hours. truth.

(2) It did not have its origin in reli- (2) The leaders of the Huguenots at

gious fanaticism. Paris were deliberately and carefully

(3) It was not essentially a French picked off, under the orders of the King's

crime. illegitimate brother, by the royal guards,

(i) Seven years before the massacre, but everywhere the mob did the bulk of

Catherine had met her daughter, the the killing. The French cities of the time

Queen of Spain, at Bayonne, on the Span- usually contained a debased stratum of

ish border, and held with her and the population created by economic causes.

Duke of Alva a conference. The Hugue- While the artisans and the higher burgh-
nots, who were then temporarily at peace ers often furnished recruits to heresy, this

with the Crown under one of the edicts urban mass remained, because of its very
of pacification and toleration, suspected ignorance, impervious to new ideas, and,

some plot had there been formed for their therefore, solidly orthodox in a religion

treacherous suppression. There is docu- which came to the most acute emotion
mentary evidence, too long to be here in a desperate hatred of heretics, about
cited, that the massacre was not planned whom they believed the same reports of

at Bayonne. But this belief was an ele- detestable orgies in their secret worship
ment in that general suspicion which led which were circulated against the early

the Huguenot leaders three years after Christians in the Roman Empire and
the interview of Bayonne to rise suddenly in China before the Boxer rebellion

in an attempt to seize sixty cities and the tried to exterminate the new religion.

King and his mother, then at Meaux—an This dangerous part of the city popula-

unsuccessful plot, which began the second tion had, during the past ten years, com-
civil war and earned for them what they mitted in many places revolting acts of

had never had before, the intense dislike cruelty against the Huguenots, whom it

of the young King. The four years since regarded, not as poor Christians, but as

left this suspicion still vivid in many anti-Christian criminals. In 156 1 Calvin

minds. Coligny had received warnings wrote to Beza: "In twenty cities the

against going to Paris; to which he had godly have been slaughtered by raging

replied he would rather have his dead mobs." Not infrequently in these bloody
body dragged through the streets than riots, some Huguenots were hidden and
reopen the civil war. These false sus- saved by orthodox neighbors more hu-

picions seemed to be proved true by the mane because more intelligent. These
event. mob atrocities angered the Huguenots

In addition Catherine, who wove more than anything else, and they met
around St. Bartholomew the most them with savage reprisals, for, to quote

astounding contradictory falsehoods to be their stout captain, de la Noue, "we
found in the long annals of diplomatic du- fought the first war like angels, the sec-

plicity, allowed it to be circulated in ond like men, and the third like devils."

Spain and Italy as one of her semi-private Before the first war was over their sol-
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diers were killing without mercy every the mind nor approved by the conscience

priest and monk on whom they could lay of France.

hands, on the mistaken assumption that The council Catherine called to help

they were all guilty of inciting to these her persuade the King to order the mas-
crimes, sacre was very limited. She dared not

Catherine knew perfectly well by ex- tell her youngest daughter or her young-
perience the terrible nature of this fanati- est son, for they would surely warn the

cism, and she used it as coolly and as Huguenots. She dared not summon to

scientifically as the military engineer such a council any of the family or vas-

handles his masses of high explosive. No sals or friends of the Duke of Montmo-
heart in the sixteenth century was more rency, the first baron of France, for he
free from anything remotely resembling was the head of the Politiques or Mod-
religious fanaticism than that of Cather- erate Catholics, and more friendly to his

ine de Medicis. Her letters contain cousin the Admiral than to the House of

many pious phrases of trust in God and Guise and the straightout orthodox party,

submission to God's will, and he will never His party included four of the six mar-
understand the typical man or woman of shals of France. The Cardinal of Lor-
the Renascence who thinks them hypo- raine was at Rome, and she dared not
critical. But there is not a single one summon the Cardinal of Bourbon, the

among these pious phrases from which it uncle of the Prince of Conde and Henry
would be possible to determine whether of Navarre. Nor could she trust in such a
she was a Protestant or a Catholic. Per- plot any prince of the blood royal, unless

haps the most sincere thing in the whole it were the Duke of Montpensier, brother-

tissue of falsehood she wove over St. in-law of the young Duke of Guise, and
Bartholomew is that passage in one of her it was not certain that she asked him.

letters to Elizabeth where she says the The deed was scarcely done before dis-

Queen of England ought not to mind her mayed letters came from the sort of men
execution of Huguenots who endangered who, had they been present in the dark
the state, any more than she would if the councils of that night, would surely have
Queen of England did execution against spoken words of warning. The French'

those who troubled her; "even if they ambassador at Venice wrote as follows:

should be all the Catholics of England."
But even this passage contains a char- ''Madam:

acteristic allusion to a falsehood. The "The plain and undoubtable truth is,

night before the massacre, which began at that the massacres through all France
daybreak, the King asked the assistance have so strongly stirred the hearts of

of the municipal authorities of Paris to those here who are well disposed towards
defend him against a Huguenot plot, your crown, that, although they are all

Finally, after some shifting, he adopted Catholics, they ^ill not Usten to any ex-

this as the explanation of his action in his cuse for it, laying the blame for every-

public assumption of responsibility for thing that has been done on you."
the deed, and executed for treason two
Huguenots who escaped the massacre. The Duke of Anjou had just declared

No proof was ever alleged; the charge is his candidacy for the vacant elective

against all the facts of the situation, and throne of Poland. The French ambassa-
all well-informed people soon came to dor in charge of the negotiation wTites to

agree mth the opinion of the papal legate, the secretary of state that the news from
who wrote to Rome: "The charge that France has sunk their ship just as they

the Admiral had conspired against the were bringing it into port. "The devil

King and his brothers is absolutely false, take the cause," he burst out in vexation,

and it is shameful that any man who has "which has brought about so many evils

sense enough to know anything should and has led a good and humane King, if

believe it." there ever was one on the earth, to dip

(3) The colossal crime of St. Bartholo- his hand in blood."

mew was mainly carried out by the igno- One of these men had been employed
rant fanaticism of the lowest class of the by Catherine in important missions ever

French people, but it was not planned by since she gained the leading authority in
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the state, and the other, Valence, had perish; may future generations refuse to

been influential ever since the days of believe them; let us certainly keep silent

Francis I. There is overwhelming evi- and let the crimes of our own nation be
dence that their attitude was typical of covered by thick darkness."

the feeling of the great mass of the French While many of the French nobility of

nobihty, whether of the sword or of the the robe thus suppressed their own moral
robe. They abhorred St. Bartholomew judgment out of weakness or statecraft,

in their hearts, and as soon as they dared the nobility of the sword found a way to

they repudiated it. It is possible, of express their feeling of disgust. Very few
course, to find a number of French voices of them had taken part in it, and when
which praised and approved the deed. Cosseins, the colonel of the Royal Guard,
One of the Parisian clergy, for instance, who had directed under the King's orders

has recorded in his journal his joy at see- the massacre of the Admiral and most of

ing that those who destroyed the Cross the other killings around the palace,

of Gastines now could not make white joined the royal camp at La Rochelle, he
crosses big enough to put into their hats was sent to Coventry almost as com-
as a sign that they had become good pletely as the hired assassin, Maurevert,
Catholics. The belated massacre at Bor- whom no colonel in the army would re-

deaux was brought about, in spite of the ceive in his regiment. Cosseins often

stand taken by the governor and the pub- said to Brantome, who afterward played
lie prosecutor, by the preaching of a tennis with him: ^'Cursed be the day of

Jesuit who told the people repeatedly that St. Bartholomew." This incident seems
the massacre at Paris had been done by to prove better than could be done by a
the special help of an angel of the Lord, whole volume of citation that Brantome,
The Cardinal of Lorraine, as official a passionate hero-worshipper of the Duke
spokesman for the French clergy, de- of Guise, whose murder his friends had
clared that Charles IX was like the good avenged on the Admiral, expressed the

King Josiah of the ancient Jews, who had opinion of the fighting Catholic nobles of

purged his kingdom of idolaters and France when he called St. Bartholomew
brought his people back to believe in God. "a very dirty massacre."

But these three voices from the clergy of No Politique could support St. Bar-
Paris, the Jesuits, and the cardinals (the tholomew, not only because it was against

Cardinal of Bourbon excepted) came from their policy, but also because their leaders

what had been from the beginning the had been in danger of perishing with the

three strongest centres of the demand for Huguenots. On the other hand, the ultra-

the extermination of the Huguenots. orthodox Catholic nobility had a perfect

There was another class of public de- right to feel that this great movement had
fenders of the massacre whose utterances been made without their knowledge and
must be discounted by one who wishes to consent. The council which advised with
estimate the true attitude of France, the King on this very grave matter con-

De Thou writes it was deplorable to see tained no fair representation of the

persons highly respected for their piety, marshals of France, the princes of the

wisdom, and integrity, holding the leading blood, the ancient nobility, or the clergy,

positions in the kingdom, like Morvillier, The presence of a single prince of the

de Thou, Pibrac, and Bellievre, praise an blood, the Duke of Montpensier, is men-
action which they detested in their tioned by two reporters only, Cavriana
hearts, under the false idea that the good and Corbinelli, one of whom may have
of the state demanded that they should gotten it from the other. The same two
stand by what had been done and could mention the presence of a single clergy-

not be undone. This testimony is the man, Jean de Morvillier, who had re-

more remarkable because one of the men signed the bishopric of Orleans to devote
de Thou blames by name is his most in- himself to the labors of the royal council,

timate friend, and another his own According to the report of these Floren-

father. Of him de Thou relates that he tines of Catherine's household, he rose

was accustomed in private to apply to St. from bed to answer the summons and ar-

Bartholomew this verse of Statins :
" May rived late. Informed of what had been

the memory of the crimes of that day determined, he burst into tears. Of the
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remaining eight who were surely present,

four—Catherine, the Duke of Nevers, the

Count de Retz, and Birague were ItaUan

—the three young men, the King (twenty-

two), his brother, the Duke of Anjou
(twenty-one), and the Duke of Guise

(twenty-two), had spent the most impres-

sionable part of their lives under the in-

fluence of Italian mothers. Marshal
Tavannes was the only pure-blooded

Frenchman we know certainly was present.

There was therefore a great deal of

truth in the opinion which the ambassa-
dor extraordinary of Venice reported as

prevalent immediately after St. Barthol-

omew; and surely he cannot be suspected

of having any particular prejudice against

Italians. He writes: "The Catholics are

disgusted beyond measure as much as the

Huguenots—not, as they say, at the deed
itself so much as at the manner of doing

it. . . . They call this way of proceed-

ing by absolute power without legal proc-

ess a tyrant's way, attributing it to the

Queen-mother as an Italian, a Florentine,

and of the House of Medicis, whose blood

is impregnated with tyranny. For this

reason she is detested to the highest de-

gree, and, on her account, so is the whole
Italian nation . . . from which may
come her death. Because if she should

die, and if that supreme authority she has

over the King were gone, he would come
into the hands of certain ministers of state

of whom they are not afraid—on the con-

trary, freed from fear, they would hope to

return entirely to liberty."

The thing that shocked the French
nobles was not the cruelty of St. Barthol-

omew—they were used to that—but its

treachery, because "in the middle of the

marriage festivals of a daughter of France,

those who had come to Paris on the sol-

emn public word of the King were treated

in that fashion." It was repeated every-

where that the Huguenot captain, Pilles,

led out for slaughter from the house of the

King, where he had come as an invited

guest, cried out as the halberds pierced

him: "Oh, what a peace I Oh, what a
word of honor !"

This true story comes down from that

time: In the province of Quercy there

were two gentlemen, both very brave.

One, named Vezins, lieutenant of the gov-

ernor of the province, mingled with his

bravery a ferocity which made him odious

to many people. The other, Regnier, was
of a more gentle and courteous spirit.

These two gentlemen hated each other

with a mortal hatred, and their neighbors
had tried in vain to reconcile them. Reg-
nier, who was a Protestant, came up to

Paris for the marriage, and when the mas-
sacre began he remained in his room, with
the fear of death before his eyes. Sud-
denly the door was broken in and Vezins
entered, sword in hand, followed by two
soldiers. Regnier, thinking that his end
had come, kneeled upon the ground and
implored the mercy of God. Vezins, in a
terrible voice, bade him rise and mount a
horse which was ready in the street.

Regnier, obeying, left the city with his

enemy, who exacted from him an oath to

follow, and led him all the way to Guy-
enne, without saying a word the entire

road. He simply ordered his attendants
to take care of him and to see to it that

he had everything that was necessary at

the inns. At last they arrived at the

Chateau of Regnier; then Vezins ad-

dressed him as follows: "It was in my
hands, as you see, to take the chance
which I have sought for a long time, but
I should be ashamed to avenge myseK in

that way on a man as brave as you are.

When we settle our quarrel I want the

danger to be equal. You can be sure that

you will always find me ready to settle our
differences as gentlemen ought." Reg-
nier answered him: "I have not, my dear

Vezins, either resolution or force or cour-

age against you. Henceforth I will fol-

low you with all my heart wherever you
want, ready to employ in your service the

life which I owe to you and the little

courage which you say I possess." After

these words he fell on his neck. Vezins,

keeping siill in his attitude some of his

usual ferocity, answered: "It's for you to

choose whether you want me for your

enemy or your friend." Without waiting

for an answer he stuck spurs into his horse

and rode off.

The once vivid feeling embalmed in

this story, like a fly in amber, is that the

massacre of St. Bartholomew was a piece

of cowardly treachery a gentleman would

not show to his bitterest enemy. It is

the repudiation by French gentlemen of

the act of a neurotic King, persuaded by

an alien mother to kill the guests at his

sister's w^edding in his own house.



Shelving Systems
BY ODELL SHEPARD

Author of " Lord Dunsany—Myth-Maker," etc.

CAN remember a time

when the arrangement
of my books gave me
no trouble. There was
a corner, rather re-

mote and dusty, for

volumes of metaphys-
ics ; another corner,

still more dusty and farther away, for cer-

tain inherited theological tomes. Near at

hand under the evening lamp were my
shelves of contemporary novelists, poets,

and writers of essays. All this I found

quite simple and convenient. Any clever

person could have made a fairly accurate

guess at my interests and character by
observing the geographical distribution of

the various ''classifications" and by mea-
suring their respective distances from my
study chair.

For several years I lived at ease in this

age of innocence . . . and then I got

married. Things have never since been
the same. Almost immediately I was
brought for the first time to consider

books as furniture. It was pointed out

to me that some of my best bindings were
hidden away in obscure corners while

certain broken-backed favorites usurped
their rightful places on just those shelves

to which a visitor's eye would most cer-

tainly stray. The well-dressed parvenus
were, therefore, advanced to places of

honor and my old companions were ban-
ished into outer darkness.

Since that day my library has not had a
year of peace. I have tried a dozen differ-

ent schemes of classification, striving to

find a compromise between my own no-

tions of literary merit and my wife's ex-

cellent taste in bindings. None of these

has really worked. A main defect in each
and all has been the difficulty of remem-
bering where aesthetics leaves off and
where system begins, I realize, however,
that I have had to work under peculiar

disadvantages, and so I set down here a
few of my unrealized ideals for the bene-

fit of those who may have a freer hand.

It is fundamental, I suppose, that
shelving systems are devised for the con-
venience of readers rather than to display
the ingenuity of professional cataloguers.

Their primary purpose is to bring the
right reader and book together with the
least possible loss of time. But here, as in

so many other human concerns, one is

confronted by the troublesome fact that
there are many different sorts of readers.

Any good arrangement of books, there-

fore, must conform to one or more of the
chief lines of variation among human
beings.' Before one can make an intelli-

gent choice of a principle of classification,

at least for a large pubHc library, he must
ask himself what these chief lines of varia-

tion may be.

Well, among others, there is the chrono-
logical. Most of us are astray in time
. . . and considering how the centuries

have been stirred and beaten together to

make that hasty pudding which we call

modernity, it is no wonder. Think of the

procrastinating Greeks and belated Eliza-

bethans who go up and down Fifth

Avenue, trying to look at home in the

twentieth century but in reality about as

happy as the menagerie polar bear on a
torrid August day. If we could declare a
universal "home week," think of the

jostle and press there would be on all the

raying roads of time. Much of our mod-
ern unrest is simply nostalgia, and many
of our unhappiest moderns have merely

got lost among the years. Only the li-

brary stands between them and utter

misery. To find one's home in space, one

may travel; but if one is looking for his

real temporal habitat he must have books.

What chance is there for him, however,

while our libraries remain mere disorderly

chronological heaps, ancients and mod-
erns promiscuously piled ? Things would
be simpler for the home-seeker, he would
feel less like an idle vagrant, if our shelves

were so arranged as to constitute legible

maps of time.

I once found a book-shop in which this
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principle had been followed. The long

and narrow room was lighted by a large

window in front and by another much
smaller one at the far end, in which a pot-

ted geranium held up its transparent

leaves. Midway between the two win-

dows was a place of deep shadow. The
walls were tapestried with books from top

to bottom—phlegmatic folios squatting

along the floor and nimble twelvemos
crouched against the ceiling. Nearest the

front window were the books of recent

date, the age of the volumes increasing

with the shadows so that as one went
down the room he advanced almost liter-

ally into the Dark Ages. Contented in-

habitants of the twentieth century needed

to take only a step or two from the door

in order to find the books that were for

them, but all others were invited to ex-

plore the shadows, which would seem
their native element. I saw that the real

bibliophile would stride swiftly out of the

glare of front-window modernity into the

cool twilight of the eighteenth century,

and from there I could imagine him sink-

ing down and down through the ages . . .

until he brought up against the geranium.

By the assistance of such a chronological

Baedeker he could go at once to his own
century, even to his particular decade,

without fumbling or hesitation. He
could find his temporal home.

This was a beautifully simple solution

of the shelving problem, but it would not

accommodate all readers. You cannot

divide all human beings cleanly—that is,

without leaving awkward remainders

—

into ancient, mediaeval, and modern. An-
other of the important lines of variation

is what we may perhaps call the climatic.

By this I mean that readers may be sepa-

rated, roughly, into three classes: torrid,

temperate, and polar. Notoriously, many
of the infehcities of literary intercourse

are due to mismatings, as of a polar per-

son with a torrid book, or vice versa. The
attempts of librarians to solve this diffi-

culty by eliminating the torrid book alto-

gether, or by keeping it under lock and
key for their own private edification, are

doomed to failure as long as there remain

torrid persons in quest of their literary

ilk. And this is likely to be a very long

time.

I suggest, then, that our libraries might

well be arranged on the plan of a moun-
tain in the Andes or Himalayas, one of

those systematic piles of climates upon
which one passes swiftly from equatorial

to arctic conditions. For such a vertical

arrangement it might be well to house our
larger libraries in skyscrapers. Then one
could go up and down in an elevator in

search of the shelf corresponding to his

exact temperature. Once he had found
this, he might be denied the use of any
books outside of his degree of latitude.

This method would be at least as simple
and convenient as the chronological. It

would solve at one stroke the whole prob-
lem of book-censorship by mere segrega-

tion. It would bring Sappho and Elinor

Glyn, for example, very close together

—

perhaps on the same shelf.

In this last suggestion there is a hint

for a totally different method of arrange-

ment. Why should we regard only the

convenience of readers and never the wel-

fare, not to say the happiness, of the

books themselves? No imaginative per-

son who spends much time among his

books can think of them as only so many
masses of dead and inert matter. They
become for him, rather, as time goes by,

faint personifications of the men and
women who wrote them. The copy of

Doctor Johnson in strong brown calf, for

example, that has been dozing on one's

shelf these two decades, has grown year

by year—or so one fancies—more pon-
derous-bellied, more blear-eyed, more dog-
matic, and more addicted to the use of

tea. One treats that book with a certain

deference, as though it could resent any
indignity put upon it with a right John-
sonian vigor. One places it beside Ed-
mund Burke and Sir Joshua Reynolds,

where it will be at ease. Well, and what
prevents our showing a similar delicacy

even to this Christina Rossetti in pale-

blue cloth? Shall we do justice only to

the strong? Is it fair to her, is it even

decent, to leave her in a corner with this

great hulking Rabelais?

I know a man who arranges his books

solely according to size. This blundering

excuse for a method has produced upon his

shelves a heart-breaking state of affairs

which could not have been much worse if

inspired by active and intelligent malice.

His set of Thoreau is lodged beside Lord
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Chesterfield. His copy of Sterne's ^' Sen- finesse, not to say of courtesy, in setting

timental Journey " is wedged between two down the pagans among the Puritans

volumes of John Wesley's
*

'Journal !
" I and Plato by Ezra Pound,

need not harrow the reader's sympathies Many tentative groupings leap to mind
with further gruesome details. Suffice it as one considers the possibilities of this

that the man who owns this torture-cham- method. The '' Lamentations of Jere-

ber is really a kind man at heart, but a miah" should be separately bound and
little dull. He has never imagined the placed beside the Spoon River Anthology,

talk that would—or would not—have (Or should the poems of George Crabbe
gone on between Wesley and Sterne if go there ?) Mr. Dooley should be given

those two eminent clergymen had been a chance to bring Socrates down to date,

seated for their sins side by side at some There would be soHd satisfaction in plac-

London dinner-table. He has never in ing side by side the works of Lucian,

any moment of agonized fancy seen Lord Rabelais, Cervantes, and Mark Twain

—

Chesterfield stepping into the hut at four kindred souls whom the centuries

Walden Pond and suffered for both have unjustly kept apart. The sugges-

parties to that strange colloquy. Per- tion is so exciting to the fancy that one
haps, therefore, we should not blame him. can almost hear the peals of laughter that

Most cruelty is due to lack of imagina- would ring from cover to cover of the

tion. group, and see the volumes rock and reel

Consider also the heartless tyranny upon the shelf,

of the alphabet. A library arranged As one sits planning all this there steals

according to the initial letters of its over him a thrilling sense of power. The
author's names is, to any right-minded congenial spirits of the great past, he sees,

person, a chamber of horrors. Nothing have been too widely sundered from one
in the present chaos of book-shelving another. Carlyle would have been a

methods prevents Sappho from standing happier man with Dean Swift always just

beside Savonarola and Miss Elinor Glyn round the corner. In thinking of the talk

beside William Ewart Gladstone. What there might have been between Horace
can Keats find to say to Immanuel Kant ? and Max Beerbohm, between Montaigne
Do Gertrude Atherton and St. Augustine and Charles Lamb, between Dr. Johnson
represent our notion of a congenial and G. K. Chesterton, one begins to

couple? Shakespeare and Shelley, Bacon realize the golden opportunities that have
and Bagehot, are not so bad, but in gen- been missed. Given such materials

—

eral the alphabet makes strange shelf- the wise and witty, the pleasant and the

fellows. It is, one fears, a fact that in profound of all the world—he feels that

hundreds of libraries throughout our land he should be able to arrange them more
Felicia Hemans, that precise blue-stock- economically than history has done,

inged lady, is lodged beside Heinrich Reason reminds him, to be sure, that

Heine, the irreverent Jew. And when one nothing can be done now for those lonely

thinks of Miss Amy Lowell standing ones who are far beyond the reach and
cheek by jowl with Longfellow he feels need of any social mediation . . . but

like rushing out to found a society for the reason has had its turn at shelving sys-

prevention of cruelty to books. tems and should have learned humility.

We should have a system both con- There is a real delight, however fanciful,

venient and humane if our libraries were and a kindness, at least to one's self, in

arranged according to the principle of these corrections of the more obvious ab-

consanguinity. It should be possible to surdities of chronology, in these shadowy
place books on the shelf with the same introductions of natural friends who had

deUcate attention to obscure likenesses the misfortune to live, it may be, three

and hidden antipathies that a skilful thousand miles or three thousand years

hostess shows in seating her guests at apart.

table. Gathering one's hterary guests And so, if I am ever again given free

from all the dark backward and abysm of swing in a library, I shall pull literary

time, one has them, to be sure, at his history to pieces and build it nearer to the

mercy, but there is a certain lack of heart's desire, striving to raise the shelv-

VoL. LXXII.—32
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ing of books from the level of a blundering

science to that of a delicate art. I shall

ignore the alphabet, telescope the cen-

turies, and juggle the meridians. The re-

sult will look like chaos come again to

most observers, but to me at least it will

be beautifully intelligible, a map of my injustices of time.

mental travels, my contribution to criti-

cism and learning. I shall try to bring
together at last those who were born to be
friends but who could never meet. By
the arrangement of that library I shall do
all I can to atone for the more flagrant

AS I LIKE IT

BY WILLIAM LYON PHELPS

BECAUSE I am enthusiastic about

good things, and make no attempt

to conceal it, I am frequently ac-

cused, much to my amusement, of salut-

ing every new book with indiscriminate

praise. There could hardly be a more in-

accurate indictment. The majority of re-

cent novels, some of which are seriously

recommended by respectable reviewers,

are in my own mind fairly di\dsible into

two classes—sawdust and poison. It is

bad enough to have to inhale these during

the brief time they afflict us ; why call pub-
lic attention to them ? I have no wish to

advertise rubbish by attacking it.

By this restraint I know that I deprive

many readers of real pleasure. For unless

you are a family relation of the \dctim,

you heartily enjoy the resounding thwack
of the bludgeon—the slapstick in re-

views is as popular as the same imple-

ment in the motion-pictures. It is down-
right funny to see somebody else hit, and
the harder the blow the funnier it is. But
I am not sure that by catering to this in-

stinct, one performs any valuable service

to the art of criticism, or helps to elevate

pubHc taste.

And I disHke controversy because it

usually leads nowhither. If a wordy
quarrel about religion or politics or litera-

ture becomes \dolent, those who listen are

generally more interested in the combat-
ive skill of the antagonists than in the

question discussed—the appeal funda-

mentally is not to the love of truth, but to

the sporting instinct. Being both a lover

of sport and a man of peace, I enjoy the

\dolence of strife in games, and the calm
of study and contemplation. I do not
like to see one usurp the other's place.

Nor is it the best province of criticism

to analyze morbidity. Some of our mod-
ern novels might better be examined by
alienists than by literary critics—some of

their readers too. Those who enjoy slime

will wallow in it, whether they pretend to

be artists or moralists, or profound " stu-

dents of life." It may be the element it-

self or the shock of it that pleases these

gentry. At all events, they are welcome
to it. You pay a book a compliment when
you say that it is worth criticising; and
the finest criticism, when based on knowl-
edge, springs from admiration and sym-
pathy. I wish that all those who believe

that criticism means fault-finding would
read a few pages of Mr. Spingarn's ex-

cellent arrangement in English of Goethe's
Literary Essays. Goethe seemed to think
that the truest criticism came out of en-

thusiasm.

Any reader of a book-review has a right

to know whether the book is worth buy-
ing and why.
The best target for adverse comment is

an author whose reputation is higher than
the merit of his work. He may be an ad-

mirable citizen, hold political views pleas-

ing to the critic, may even be a public

benefactor; but if he be commonly called

a great writer when he is at his highest

only a Hterary expert, then a candid ex-

amination of his productions may be

worth while. Standards should be main-
tained. From this point of view, attacks on
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Cowley, Pope, Warburton, and Southey *' Pierre Vinton: The Adventures of a
were justifiable. Pope was undoubtedly a Superfluous Husband" was published in

man of genius and a great satirist; but 1914, when everybody was thinking about

Joseph Warton was right in pointing out the war. The author, Edward C. Ven-
his limitations as an imaginative poet, able, had recently been graduated from
He made his readers ask themselves what Princeton, and to me was unknown. I

the word poetry meant. Some one ought read the book with exceeding great joy,

to examine in similar fashion the works of and liked it even better the second time,

the present poet laureate of England. It is an original story, and the conversa-

Practically all British critics speak of him tions therein can truly be called brilliant,

with* awe, as though he were somehow It is almost as good as W. J. Locke used

sacrosanct. He is an excellent man, a fine to be, the wonderful Locke of ''The Be-
scholar, and an ingenious prosodist; but loved Vagabond," ''Septimus," and "Si-

an inspired poet, whose poetry transports mon." I wrote the pubHshers for in-

us? Not only is he outside the company formation; they were so certain of the

of the immortals, he is inferior to Mase- manuscript, that they had spent a con-

field, Hodgson, De La Mare, and Yeats. .

.

siderable sum in preliminary advertising.

In the London Mercury for July, there and were both saddened and perplexed by
is an appreciative article on the late Sir the small sale. It is not too late to read

Walter Raleigh, Professor of English "Pierre Vinton."

Literature at Oxford. In the last para- The death of Herman Knickerbocker
graph he is called " this very great man." Viele was a loss to American literature.

He was unquestionably an admirable He was a versatile man. An engineer by
critic and a charming personality; but a profession, he was a student of the arts,

very great man ? If so, two hundred had lived in France, and seemed to have
years from now he will be the Walter by nature a fineness of touch that lent

Raleigh. In the Literary Supplement of distinction to everything he undertook,

the London Times for June 22, D. H. His novel of New York life, " The Last of

Lawrence is described as "greater than the Knickerbockers," displayed so much
Strindberg—greater in imagination, in wit, humor, and charm, and such a keen
perception, in power of thought, and in eye for detail, that it seems incredible it

sensitiveness." It would seem to be al- should not be better known. Equally

most as easy to become a great man in good is his brief novel of a love adventure

England nowadays as it was to be "one in France, called "The Inn of the Silver

of the most remarkable men in America

"

Moon." When you meet any one who
when Dickens visited us. has read it, the conversation brightens.

It will depend somewhat on the quahty Another of his tales, " Myra of the Pines,"

of a man's temperament, whether he pre- shows the author's unmistakable talent,

fers to puncture swollen reputations or to I have no hesitation in recommending all

increase the circulation of books that de- three.

serve it. Works of genius will eventually Mary Patricia Willcocks is an EngHsh
find their rightful place; but there are woman living in Devonshire, who learned

many excellent productions that ought to some things about human nature by
be more widely known. During the last teaching school. Her novel, "The Wing-
twenty-five years there have appeared a less Victory," which appeared in 1907,

dozen novels that for some reason had no impressed me so deeply that I asked the

sale commensurate with their merit. As veteran pubUsher, John Lane, what he

I am always filling prescriptions for eager thought of it. He said it was the best

book-lovers, I am now going to recom- manuscript that had ever been submitted

mend some of these stories. They may be to him. She followed this with a story

out of print; I hope not; but if they can- equally well done, "A Man of Genius."

not be obtained at bookshops—the last Both books are packed with cerebration;

place many look for any book—it is there are frequently passages, where, no

probable that the pubHc libraries have matter how much you wish to turn the

them, and I suspect they are right now on page, you are simply forced to stop and
the shelves and in better con(£tion than think, her reflections are so full of chal-

they ought to be. lenge. She became an ardent feminist, a
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radical, and a pamphleteer. I have no
quarrel with any one who finds it neces-

sary to uphold strong convictions in pub-
lic, but I think her zeal is not favorable to

her art. Her early novels are better than
her later ones.

All Americans, and some Englishmen,

are familiar with Alfred Ollivant's mas-
terpiece, "Bob, Son of Battle," the best

dog story I ever read. Although written

by an Englishman and for Englishmen, it

attracted little attention in the land of its

birth, while selling by the hundred thou-

sand in America. I have never met an
American book-lover who had not read it,

but the average Briton looks blank when
you mention it, even if you remember to

call it by its EngUsh title, "Owd Bob."
Mr. OUivant has written many books
since 1898, but the one that comes the

nearest to "Bob" is not nearly so well

known here as it deserves to be. This is

"Boy Woodburn," the story of a race-

horse. Is it possible that John Masefield

took a hint from this for " Right Royal " ?

He follows Mr. Ollivant in printing a map
of the course. Alfred Ollivant is certainly

more interested in men and women than

in animals, and, unlike some novelists,

knows the distinction; but his best two
books are canine and equine.

Many novels have been written in our

country to illustrate the process of Amer-
icanization, but the best one I have seen

is "Our Natupski Neighbors," by Edith
Miniter, published in 1916. This is the

real thing, and came from direct observa-

tion. Mrs. Miniter is a New England
journalist, and for a time was the only

woman city editor of a daily paper in New
England. The history of this Polish fam-
ily ought to be read by every American.
When I say that I regard it as superior

even to "My Antonia," you will see how
much I admire it.

The thousands who share my pleasure

in "Shavings" ought to read "Fondie,"
by Edward C. Booth. I know nothing
about Mr. Booth, except that he is a
British novelist; I have seldom met any
one who ever heard of him. One differ-

ence between "Shavings" and "Fjndie"
is the difference between comedy and
tragedy. The Cape Cod story is amusing,
entertaining, charming; the other is so

painful that perhaps only a minority can
truly enjoy its extraordinary beauty. The

hero in both is very much the same kind
of man—aggressively harmless. The
British story is written with such dignity,

such restraint, such purity of style, and
such uncompromising devotion to art,

that it should not be allowed to pass into

the limbo of forgotten books.

"Greylake of Mallerby" is another
English novel that has apparently made
no impression whatever on any one except

me and those whom I have persuaded to

read it. The author is W. L. Cribb, who
lives in Louth, in Lincolnshire, and I can
discover nothing else that he has written.

This is the tale of a town by the sea, where
every person is so sharply delineated that

when you come to the last page, you feel

that you have been living for years in the

village and know the people intimately.

A vein of irony that never reaches bur-

lesque illuminates the whole book, and
gives an agreeable tang to the style.

Those who read only "snappy" stories

will not care for this one.

Harold Begbie, who likes to pubHsh
anonymously, produced a novel in 1914
called in England "Tributaries," and in

America, "The House of Deceit." It is a

story of degeneration . I wrote to the pub-
lishers for information about the author,

and was informed that he preferred to

withhold his name. He did not reveal it

until August, 191 7, when apparently

every one had forgotten the existence of

the book. It is, however, as well worth
reading as his subsequent anonymous
publications, which have had a sensational

success.

I can see why some of the above-men-
tioned novels failed to score; but I am
puzzled by the continued neglect of "The
Fugitive Blacksmith," by Charles D.
Stewart. The publishers were so enthusi-

astic over this manuscript that they issued

in 1905 a preliminary edition, in special

binding, which was sent out to a few

critics. It is my belief that all who read

it shared the opinion of the publishers, a

most unusual state of affairs; but unfor-

tunately it never had a wide sale, and one

hears it only occasionally mentioned. Mr.
Stewart was born in Ohio, and has spent

most of his life in Wisconsin. He is a

creative artist and an independent

scholar. His Httle book, "Some Textual

Difficulties in Shakespeare," threw light

on many dark passages, and he has the
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honor of being the first to explain lines me in print or in letters or by word of

that have eluded the diligence, scholar- mouth. . . . To the end of a long life I

ship, and insight of professional investi- have preserved warmth and liveliness of

gators for three hundred years. It is pre- imagination; and that is why talents that

cisely the kind of book that one would are not extraordinary have produced an
never have expected from our novelist, extraordinary effect." The case of Ak-
I am certain of the excellence of ''The sakoff is somewhat similar to that of De
Fugitive Blacksmith." It is an original Morgan; he had scarcely any reputation

novel of American life, filled with adven- until he published this family history at

ture, humor, and poignant tragedy. I the age of sixty-five, and immediately be-

shall remember the man under the cow so came famous. I suppose one reason why
long as I live. Two years later Mr. Stew- these three books, classics in Russia, have
art pubhshed ''Partners of Providence," never before been translated, is because

a story of the Missouri and Mississippi they are free from abnormality and sen-

Rivers, which is fully as good as "The sationalism. But they are just as cap-

Fugitive Blacksmith," so good indeed as tivating as Jane Austen; and I wish this

to make its author the only legitimate passing tribute might send its readers to

successor to Mark Twain. It is a book the books themselves,

successful every way except commercially. This year a miracle happened in Great
I should like especially to recommend Britain. Barrie made a speech, and be-

three Russian novels by Serge Aksakoff. fore its echoes had died, he made another,

Although they were written about sev- lest you should think he never could re-

enty-five years ago, they did not appear capture the first rapture; which was fine,

in a complete translation until 191 7. They but not careless. Barrie is the genius of

are autobiographical, and give vivid pic- the unexpected; but no sentence from his

tures of farm, school, and college life at pen ever surprised me so much as the news
the end of the eighteenth and the begin- of his appearance on the platform. Pub-
ning of the nineteenth century. The first, lie speaking, Bernard Shaw's favorite rec-

"A Russian Gentleman," is unique in reation, has been so abhorrent to Barrie's

autobiography, since it ends with the day temperament that I should have been
of the author's birth; as a matter of fact, willing to guess anything rather than the

it is chiefly about his grandfather, and he role of orator. Wild horses could not have
obtained most of the facts from his dragged him to the rostrum, for wild

mother's lips. It is a magnificent portrait horses cannot drag anything. (The
of a Man, and the country customs are de- proverb is poor; it is only after they have
scribed with extraordinary charm. The been broken and tamed that horses drag

second, "Years of Childhood," was writ- efficiently.) It was college loyalty that in-

ten when the author had become almost duced Barrie to make what must have
totally blind, and was confined to his been for him the supreme sacrifice. On
room with an incurable and painful ill- May 3 he delivered the rectorial address

ness, which he never mentions, and which at St. Andrews University, on the theme
his calm style never betrays; the third, "Courage"; his speech, as reported all

"A Russian Schoolboy," written before over the world in the newspapers, made
the second, but dealing with a later such an impression that the pubhshers

period, gives the history of his life at have now %visely issued it in the perma-

school and at the University of Kazan, nent form of a tiny book. We all love to

The accompUshed translator, J. D. Duff, preach, we all love to give advice; I have
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, never known a single exception to the

gives some interesting details of the au- rule. Even our rebels of to-day believe in

thor in his three prefaces, quoting from a preaching, so long as you do not preach

letter written by Aksakoff in 1856, after morahty. Perhaps no preachers are so

the first part of this narrative had ap- dogmatically humorless as they. Barrie

peared: "The success of my fife has sur- gave a baccalaureate sermon to young
prised me. You know that my vanity men, founded on the deep wisdom of hu-

was never excessive, and it remains what man experience. He eschewed paradoxes,

it was, in spite of all the praise, sometimes and confined himself to the things that

extravagant to folly, which has reached are true, honest, just, pure, lovely, and of
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good report ; for if there be any virtue, and
if there be any praise, we must think on
these things. His citation from the letter

of Captain Scott in the Antarctic thrilled

his audience; it is impossible to read it

without realizing the sublime courage of

the man. Scott and his companions were
awaiting death, as slow and painful as it

was certain; he wrote: "It would do your
heart good to be in our tent, to hear our

songs and our cheery conversation. . . .

We did intend to finish ourselves when
things proved hke this, but we have de-

cided to die naturally mthout." The
quality of reverence innate in every one of

Barrie's books appears explicitly in this

sentence from the address: after quoting

Henley's

" My head is bloody but unbowed,"

he says, "a fine mouthful, but perhaps
'My head is bloody and bowed' is bet-

ter." Barrie himself has illustrated the

quality of courage. He went to London,
penniless and unknown, and conquered
the city.

We know that his words on this oc-

casion would survive ; but those closest to

him must have wondered if he would sur-

vive the occasion. After feeling of him-
self all over, and discovering to his amaze-
ment that he was perfectly sound, he ex-

emplified anew the courage he had rec-

ommended, and this time made not only a

speech, but an after-dinner speech. Now
I am entirely of the opinion expressed by
Heywood Broun in his delightful "Pieces

of Hate" concerning the general run of

after-dinner oratory. I regret that this

institution survived the war. It will, I am
afraid, survive everything except the

treatment recommended by Mr. Broun.
It has survived the second act of "To the

Ladies," and having sur\'ived that bur-

lesque, is assuredly ridicule-proof. Most
speakers hate it, most audiences hate it;

it has no real friends, and yet it goes on
its devastating course. I remember hav-
ing to speak at a public dinner in Chi-

cago; I found my place at that pillory of

torment, the speaker's table, and there,

seeing a magnificent man in evening dress,

I gave him my name and grasped his hand
with what cordiality I could command.
He rephed: "I'm the head waiter, sir."

"Shake hands again, old man," I cried;

"you don't know how I envy you !"

In after-dinner speaking we put the

cart before the horse, or rather before the

horse's humble cousin. Instead of having
a long, stupefying dinner, followed by
long, stupefying speeches, how much
better it would be, if we really wished to

hear the senator, or the ambassador, or

the captain of industry, if we could meet
and hear him; and, at the conclusion of

the oratory, sit down together and enjoy a
good dinner. Then during the language,

we should all be looking forward to some-
thing agreeable, which is the essence of

happiness. Furthermore, the speaker

would not dare to talk indefinitely. I re-

member being obliged on one occasion to

preside at a "business man's banquet";
there were five speakers; the third spoke
two hours and thirty minutes. I was
sorry for the fourth and fifth, but still

more sorry for myself, for my post of honor
made escape impossible.

Since we have horseless carriages, and
smokeless powder, and fireless ovens, and
wireless telegraphy, and are exhorted to

eatless meat, why may we not have
speechless dinners ? Friends do not have
to talk. Intimacy annihilates formality.

Carlyle and Tennyson once spent three

hours together, and neither opened his

mouth except to expel the friendly to-

bacco smoke. At the conclusion of the

evening, one said, "This has been a most
delightful time," and the other replied,

"I never enjoyed your company so

much."
Well, if we must have after-dinner

speeches, I wish they could all be as good
as Barrie's. It is oratory, not conversa-

tion, that is offensive. There are those

whose table-talk sounds hke a stump
speech; and there are those whose stump
speeches sound like intimate conversa-

tion. I know perfectly well which I pre-

fer. Barrie's after-dinner speech was inti-

mate, confidential, confessional; it sounds
as if it must have had that best of all ac-

companiments, an open fire and a brier

pipe. He had announced at St. Andrews
that he was then making his first and last

appearance; but in speaking, it is the first

fifty minutes that are the hardest. How
easy it is to sin after one has once fallen

!

In the very same month of May he was,

very much like a martyr at the stake, the
" guest of honor " at a dinner in the Savoy,

given by the dramatic critics; the simile
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holds admirably, for many among those Finally, as showing what bewildering

present had roasted him. His humor and statements creative artists will make
honesty disarmed his adversaries. The when they indulge themselves in literary

speech has been printed in the news- criticism, Barrie declared that the best

papers, and I hope it will be preserved in play written in his time was—and how
another booklet. I counsel those who do sharp must have been the general atten-

not like Barrie—and many there be who tion—Pinero's "Iris." I do not know
are offended in him—to read his talk to which of two men shouted the loudest hal-

the critics. He gave his reasons for never lelujah when they read that statement;

having replied to hostile criticism—the Sir Arthur Pinero or Clayton Hamilton,
best of all rules for writers of books. For Barrie's remark must have driven hun-
the most effective reply should be found dreds to rereading ''Iris." I advise all to

in the next book. read the play in Mr. Hamilton's valuable

Barrie's talk abounds in Shandisms, in edition of "The Social Plays of Pinero,"

the humor that cannot be imitated, for it where the text and its history are accom-
is a part of his personality. He is tired of panied with sympathetic comment. I

being called whimsical, and said so; nor wish our leading modern dramatists

does he enjoy the adjective fantastic. In might be similarly presented to the pub-
speaking of the chairman's introduction, He.

he said, "I felt he could not be so shabby "Iris" is undoubtedly a stirring play,

as to say whimsical, and that he might In Springfield, Massachusetts, a serious

forget to say elusive. If you knew how attempt was made to suppress its per-

dejected those terms have often made formance, which seems odd just now.
me." Then they must have laughed, for Every well-informed American who re-

he went on, " I am quite serious. I never reads it must observe certain striking re-

believed I was any of those things until semblances— perhaps accidental— be-

you dinned them into me. Few have tween that drama and Eugene Walter's

tried harder to be simple and direct. I "The Easiest Way." The divergences

have also always thought that I was are as interesting as the similarities,

rather realistic." This illustrates the im- and in a way indicate the difference be-

possibility that even a writer of genius tween the British and the American man-
finds in producing exactly the impression ner.

on the public that was in his own mind. When will Barrie resume the publica-

With what strange feelings he must read tion of his plays ? Seven volumes have
even favorable reviews, and how wide of appeared, which I advise every one to

the mark the best critics must seem to buy. They were coming along regularly

him

!

at decent intervals, when, about two
And yet in this speech he displays the years ago, the pause became a silence. He

qualities that have given his works their caught writer's cramp, or something, and
unique position. "You may sometimes had to learn to write with his left hand,

wonder why I write so much about isl- Even his handwriting is paradoxical, for

ands, and indeed I have noticed a certain his right-hand penmanship was so illeg-

restiveness in some of you on the subject, ible as to be positively sinister, whereas
There are more islands in my plays than now his sinister penmanship is truly dex-

any of you are aware of. I have the cun- terous. We must have his complete plays

ning to call them by other names. There in print. They belong to literature; and
is one thing I am really good at, and that stage-plays are the twentieth century's

is at slipping in an island." most notable contribution to English let-

He gave himself a new name. "None ters. His directions are as good as the

of your adjectives gets to the mark as dialogue. I am hungry to read "The
much as one I have found for myself

—

Legend of Leonora," to see if it will con-

' Inoffensive Barrie.' I see how much it firm my theory, and "Dear Brutus" for

at once strikes you all. A bitter pill; but the same reason; and I must have in my
it looks as if on one subject I were the hands and before my eyes that master-

best critic in the room." Well, no one piece, "Mary Rose," to discover more
would think of applying the word to accurately the spiritual geography of the

Shaw. island.
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N a recent issue of Scribner's IMaga-

ziNE there appeared an article * upon the

growing power of the alumni in shaping

the policies of American universities. The
article was written by one who apparently

thought this to be a good thing. He was
the general secretary of an alumni

Another View of • 4.- ^.i, 4.

Alumni Control organization, the concrete expres-

sion of the sad fact that unless you
keep prodding the alumni they forget. It

is so easy to forget, especially since prohibi-

tion, for there was real truth in a remark I

once overheard at an alumni dinner: "It

takes about two drinks to make a man feel

like an alumnus."

The writer of the article has some con-

ception of the danger of excessive alumni

participation in university affairs, but it is

the general attitude he reveals that calls for

protest from an unorganized alumnus.

Take only one instance: he is speaking of

the list of the addresses of the graduates,

which is kept by the alumni ofhce. "It ar-

rives," he remarks, "almost invariably at a

certain place where, owing to the expense,

the institution finds it desirable and neces-

sary to assume this important work."

When it begins to cost too much, dump it

on the university ! And the university may
add the sum to its deficit. It is an open
secret that in many of the "alumni drives"

for endowment the university has had to

"scrap" the organization of the alumni of-

fice and proceed on its own behalf in order

to have matters properly conducted. But
the same ofl&ce will probably spend a good
deal of money in support of a magazine in

which appear editorials that reflect incor-

rect opinions concerning university policy.

Such attacks usually centre on the boards

of trustees, and a teacher in an Eastern uni-

versity recently called to my attention a

new service they had rendered. He ex-

plained that the criticism had been so ill

founded that the members of the university

faculty had actually rushed to the defense

of the trustees, an occurrence probably un-

known previously in the history of American

education

!

* See " A New Power in University Affairs," by Wilfred
Shaw, in Scribner's Magazine for June, 1922.
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College students have been frequently

subjected to classification, but the only sig-

nificant one divides them into those who
take their pipes out of their mouths when
they speak to members of the faculty and
those who do not. Alumni can be classified

into just two groups: those who support the

university and those who do not. "Sup-
port" has several meanings. It does not

mean hurrahing at athletic meets or wearing

hatbands once a year at reunions. It does

not mean interfering, with snap judgment,
in the management of university affairs

which are usually being conducted by
trained men who are on the job every day
and all day (and night), and who will be the

first to suffer if they make mistakes. Every
courageous university officer knows that if

he performs the necessary weekly or month-
ly housecleaning in athletics, he will be the

subject for alumni attacks in the newspapers
which are hospitable to alumni interviews

apparently in direct ratio to their absurdity.

It is this quality of irresponsihility that

makes alumni control so impossible. An
alumnus by one blast in a newspaper can

upset or impede a constructive programme
that university officers have labored upon
for years, and then he can go blithely upon
his business.

I saw recently a letter from an alumnus
of my own college to the president. The
writer stated that he had gone through col-

lege on a scholarship; that he had now
reached a point when he could repay that

debt, and he enclosed a check for one year's

tuition, promising to send a similar amount
periodically till he had paid all he owed in

actual cash. He added :
" I cannot pay what

I owe the university, for I owe her every-

thing." I met him some time afterward

when a matter of university policy was be-

ing violently debated and asked him his

opinion. "Oh," he said, "I should like so

and so, but I'm for whatever the men on the

ground want. They know what they're

about." Do not his attitude and his actions

sum up the whole function of an alumnus?
The university is the only American in-

stitution which tolerates the suggestion that

valuable advice can be given as to its con-
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duct by those who have been out of touch

with its workings for twenty years, and in

many cases spent their time while within its

walls in avoiding those workings, subjec-

tively and objectively. Let them as indi-

viduals send in all the suggestions they

wish; if they cannot send money, let them
send encouragement to the men whose
labors are making the degree they bear more
and more of an asset every year. Let them
remember that the university is judged pub-

licly by the achievement and the character

of the men it turns out, quite as much as by
the publications or discoveries of its facul-

ties. Of course a graduate will keep up his

class organization for his own pleasure, for

it gives him back for a few moments the

precious sense of youth. As an individual

he is usually charming, and his old teachers

like to meet him and flatter themselves that

they have done something for him. But
when he becomes *'an organized and ag-

gressive element of our system of higher

education," he becomes a nuisance. When
he discusses a change of curriculum, or

methods of teaching, he is delightful in his

naivete; when he attempts to introduce

efficiency methods from the modern busi-

ness into university organization, he simply

proves again how inefficient the average

business is when compared to the average

college; and when he turns his hand to ath-

letics, he is too often a sinister influence.

Have I been too harsh ? I am an alumnus
myself. I know that my college gave me
something imperishable, and because of her

influence the world can never be the same
place to me that it was before I entered her

doors. But that fact gives me no rights over

her whatever; it places upon me only a deep

obligation. Heaven forbid that I should

ever become part of ''an organized and ag-

gressive element" to try to determine her

conduct. That conduct I am perfectly will-

ing to leave to the men who taught me and
who will teach my sons.

UPON that overripe quality of com-
placency which we call unction the

wild and living intelligence of man
seems fond of venting a peculiar fury; for

Certain Ven- ^^ nothing is quite so artificial as

geances upon unction, nothing is more naturally

opposed to it than the honest

mind. And the vengeance of Candor upon
Cant has indeed some diverting aspects.

Some of our ancestors were, I fear, unc-

Unction

tuous; for certain of them did not seem to re-

alize that to be companioned by conscience

is not so much the one holy privilege as it

is one of the solemn inconveniences of life.

Puritanism, sitting bolt upright on a hard

church-pew, looking toward the future with

lamentable eyes, perished in the odor of

unction. While it lived, vengeance upon it

took shape in that exquisite urbanity, that

delicious whimsicality which is the best

proof that a human being is poignantly

aware of the follies of a mad world and of

the mysteries of an unsearchable life. Of
course one must needs take his conscience

seriously ; nevertheless, this idea of living in

order to save one's soul is surely losing

ground. One must obey conscience, for it

appears that by so doing one is insuring hap-

piness. But this fabulous cringing, this

awesome pomp of being good, insures one's

being ignominious; it does, at least, if there

is any candor among one's acquaintances.

Well do I remember the happy vengeance

taken upon a certain sort of petty religious

unction. A sententious elder in a village

church, assuming that superficial omnis-

cience which provincial authorities so readily

take to themselves, was praising a new ap-

plicant for the vacant pulpit. He was

speaking to a woman of considerable poise.

"We must have this young man," his

champion was saying. ''He pleases me.

He seems a good talker and a good dresser.

I like him. He seems a young man of great

promise; and I'm a judge of young men."

'Tndeed?" came the quiet rejoinder.

"And what do you think he promises?"

Sometimes, as a class, practical people

are unctuous; and perhaps their plight is

due to the fact that their objective view of

life leads them into those absurdities to

which the literal mind is dismally liable.

The practical mind feels that it has taken

the stature of the universe; everything is

measured, blue-printed, positively plotted

and determined. It knows much about the

outward aspects of things; oil-cans, mon-

key-wrenches, a business chance—these

things it can see with rare distinctness of

vision. But it sees little of life. It cannot,

therefore, absorb the shock of a mortal sur-

prise. Not realizing that human existence

may be the most illogical thing imaginable,

practical people persist in living by rote, by
logic; and they are so fatuous as to expect

logical things from life. I think the ancient

quaint petition in the Prayer-Book must
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have been made for these unctuous folk:

*'Let them not be afraid of an}' amaze-

ment." But the prayer is probably vain;

for the intensely practical are doomed by
unction to many amazements; such, indeed,

is the vengeance meted to them for the sin

of imagining that they understand life.

For social unction the healthy soul has

a haughty eye, and for every stolid com-
pliment it has an imperishable rejoinder:

' perhaps a quiet smile; perhaps a simple and
natural word; perhaps a withering silence.

Social unction, I take it, reached the

epidemic stage in the Victorian Age.

Browning escaped it; Thackeray mocked
it; Carlyle howled dismally at it; George

Eliot scornfully evaded its imposture; Ten-

nyson became infected by it. Perhaps the

only reason why strong men do not readily

care for The Idylls is because a certain

mellow unction, of the flavor of a pawpaw,
pervades these great poems.

Of ministers of vengeance upon unction

there are many. If all people had a live sense

of humor, there could be no canting unction,

no unctuous cant. Humor is a powerful

minister; Poverty is another; Intelligence is

a third; Travel is a fourth; Independence

is a fifth. . . . And, of the really devastat-

ing sort there is always Mona Lisa.

AFFECTIONATE friends and rela-

tives are not at all uncommon, but
^ demonstrative friends and relatives

are, alas! few, few and far between. The
average American, and particularly the av-

erage American man, feels that to show his

Loco- A Study affection is an insult to your intel-

in Demonstrative ligence
;
you are clever enough

Affection ^^ g^^ ^j^^^. j^g jg ^^^^ ^f y^^ with-

out his everlastingly telling you so. He has

also a rooted conviction that affection which

is visible to the naked eye is necessarily in-

sincere. Now there is a certain pleasure in

being the recipient of a strong, silent devo-

tion, just as there is a certain pleasure in

keeping a secret; but it is much more fun

to tell a secret than to keep it. The house-

wife soon learns to interpret as a subtle

compliment the fact that her most delicious

dinner goes unpraised while tough steak or

underdone potatoes never fail to call forth

comment. She learns the interpretative art

at first in self-defense, later she glories in it,

but, given the chance, she would forget it

swiftly and joyously.

For certain lessons we are sent to the ant

;

why not for certain others go to the dog?
Surely he is well-fitted to point a moral and
adorn a tale. I know a dog who demon-
strates beautifully the value of demonstra-
tive affection. His name is Loco, and it is

perfectly appropriate because, except in

that one matter of demonstration, he is

quite unbalanced. We all revile him con-

stantly, we threaten daily to sell or shoot

him, but we never really mean it. And
why? Simply because he loves us, and
demonstrates his love in a fashion so ob-

vious, open, and unashamed that we fall

weak victims to his flattery. I am the chief

beneficiary, and sufferer from Loco's devo-

tion, for I happen to be his owner.

Strangers always admire Loco. He is a

handsome black cocker and his manners are

affable. Instead of barking, he runs up and
places his forepaws on your knees in a

friendly and caressing manner. If the

stranger happens to be wearing a dark skirt

she does not notice immediately that the

paws are muddy, but toward members of

the family Loco's fervor is such that the

mark of his embrace is evident under any
circumstances. His paws are always muddy
because he has a most uncanine passion for

baths. The big tin pan under the garden

faucet is his favorite resting-place, and more
than once I have ejected him violently from
the bathroom just as he was in the act of

crawling into my tub. He always manages,

however, to convey to me that his motive

in crawling was not just a desire for cleanli-

ness but an ardent eagerness for my society.

That is another inconvenient form his af-

fection takes; he cannot bear to leave me
alone. He will dash over the whole house in

search of me; then, for he has no concen-

tration, dash off in pursuit of something

which has just occurred to him; dash back

to see that I am safe; off" again; and so on

ad infinitum.

Living with Loco is a thoroughly exhaust-

ing business, but avoiding him while we
both occupy the same house is more ex-

hausting still. And after all it is a pleasure

to have any one so eternally eager to be with

you; it is a pleasure to have affection ex-

pressed so plainly that it is not only visible

but impossible to overlook. Demonstrative

affection begets demonstrative affection,

and we lavish on Loco attentions which he

does not in the least deserve. Perhaps you

think it is not a moral that Loco points but

an immoral ? I am not so sure.



Public, Artist, and Critic

BY HOMER SAINT-GAUDENS
Director of Fine Arts Carnegie Institute

IT
is time that the public ceased to look

upon art as a species of cloud off on

the horizon. They did not use to do

so. Years ago it was as much a part of life

as a collar or a tie. But during the last

century the world has grown* to regard art

as a thing apart; as a superimposed, high-

brow form of entertainment, taken, in the

words of the poet, "skin, bones, and hymn
book, too," from other nations, or groups of

artists, or bands of ''ism" hunters.

Therefore, the art-lovers in the United

States should come speedily to realize that,

if they desire our art to retain that high posi-

tion which the havoc played by the war in

Europe has given it, they must bend every

effort to make this art the finest expression

of our nation's ideals, a composite photo-

graph of the feelings of the individuals who
form that nation, and who, though often un-

consciously, in the main unite in a genuine

search for something which can only be ex-

pressed in visual beauty.

To this end three conditions are neces-

sary. The first condition is that the nation

say what it wants expressed and say it loud

and clear. The second condition is that

our artists mingle intimately with our peo-

ple in order thoroughly to comprehend, to

sympathize with, and to express this na-

tional demand. The third condition is that

the critics who are striving to spread the

cause of art in the United States redouble

their efforts to bring the artists and their

public into close and sympathetic under-

standing.

For the first condition the public should

lose no time in learning the danger of tip-

toeing after art critics, of being afraid of

their own feelings. Educated men or wo-
men these days never hesitate to remark on
a play, or a novel, or a piece of music, and
the frankness of their attitude inevitably

leads to a healthy development in the long

run. But put these same men or women in

front of a picture which is open to discus-

sion, such as Orpen's "Sowing the Seed of

the Irish Free State," or Bellows' "Eleanor,

Jean, and Anna," for example (both of which
were hung last spring in our Annual Inter-

national Exhibition at Pittsburgh), and,

bound by the tradition that it is a social

blunder for any one of them to express an
opinion about a painting which has not

been indorsed by the elect, they become
speechless, lacking in the confidence to ex-

press their own ideas, floundering in a sea

of mental bewilderment until some critic

throws them a life-line.

Another obstacle which prevents the pub-

lic from expressing an open opinion toward

art is caused by a widespread miscompre-

hension on their part. They have a notion

that the appreciation of art is analytical, not

emotional. They have been taught to be-

lieve that a picture is good because it con-

forms to a set of rules. They hear, for

example, from certain art preachers that na-

ture is the true source of art, that the paint-

er's great purpose in life is to set before us

nature, seen perhaps in auspicious circum-

stances and filtered through the genius of

the artist's eye and brain. Winslow Homer
would be a good example of this school.

xAbout the time the public has this di-

gested, another clique draws their attention

to the fact that art should be based on alle-

gory. There are many painters of this faith

in England to-day; take Robert Anning

Bell as a random example. The peculiar

thing about this group is that they would be

shocked if some one said frankly: "Oh, then

for you art is only illustration, as with

Abbey." Because just at present the word

"illustration" is frowned upon in art and

they forget that allegory is but illustration

and that even their pet Pre-Raphaelites did

little but illustrate—illustrate Biblical tales.
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"June," by T. W. Dewing.

Reproduced through courtesy of the Milch Galleries, New York.

Then there comes a third aggregation who
preach ''art for art's sake," a discourse made
up with references to the works of a painter

like Dewing, though it must be admitted

that Dewing himself is too whole-souled and
honest a craftsman to be party to any such

superrefined argument. Art in this division

is devoted solely to the setting forth of ab-

stract beauty; though how beauty can be

abstract in paint is hard to decide.

It is small w^onder that the poor, bewil-

dered public, after watching these blind

men quarrelling over their elephant, calling

it everything from a tree to a wall or a rope,

just climb into their "flivver" and motor
down to the "movies."

For if the public really did view pictures

in the manner so outlined they would be

partaking of the only form of delight in

which the onlooker is required to be amused
by asking why the amusement is amusing.

This does not obtain in literature. Xo one

inquires how Hutchinson put "If Winter

Comes" together. This does not obtain in

music. \'ery few know how Beethoven con-

structed the Seventh Symphony. This does

not obtain in the theatre. We are start-

lingly ignorant of the technique of what
made ''What Every Woman Knows" one

of the finest of modern comedies.

The public, therefore, should know—and

the sooner the better—that, as in the case of
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the other arts, they should not devote them-
selves to explaining the painter's outlook,

but to enjoying their own. There is not the

least need of their concerning themselves

about how the artist gets his art, a lot of

technique which is none of their business,

but only with art itself. Tone, values, warm
and cool colors, perspective, these are all

vital to the artist but of as casual interest to

the public as the insides of a locomotive.

All the public has to understand is that the

pleasure to be derived from art comes only

from a pure delight in beauty, which they

can get through their gills as they swim
around in it and which is not something

the}- are to acquire by swallowing the hook,

line, and sinker of critical culture in order

that they may be dragged gasping into an
art gallery.

The public should be taught to approach a

picture as might a Navajo Indian working a

ouija-board; to bring to a painting a taste as

uncramped by technical considerations as

that of the red man when his friend makes
him a new rug, and a mind as open and un-

stained by prejudice as when calling the spir-

its on a winter's night. They should come
to regard it as the most natural thing in the

world for them to take the feeling they wish

expressed to the artist whom they feel can

best express it. They should cast off any

weak-kneed fear of ridicule and the clatter
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of many tongues; for if they refuse to have
the courage of their own convictions they

cannot expect their artists, who, after all,

are only holding the mirror up to nature, to

public should be left free and encouraged to

develop their natural, normal urge, and to

demand that their painters and sculptors

take that urge and elevate it to a fine art,

"Sowing the Seed of the Irish Free State," by Sir William Orpen.

In the Twenty-first International Exhibition, Carnegie Institute, 1922.

reflect any convictions for them. They
should not be afraid to be genuine in their

likes and dislikes.

I do not mean that our high-school under-

graduates should be placed in a position of

trying to force Sargent to design paintings

of father and mother "listening in" on the

radio, or that the pictures to be admitted to

the National Academy, or the Salon des

Independents, for that matter, be chosen
by popular vote. But I do mean that the

record it for them in permanent forms and
colors.

This is the condition that obtained

through the past great ages in art. When
the people of Rheims had a tremendous re-

ligious passion they sought the expression of

this desire so forcefully that their artists

moulded it into the form of one of the most
beautiful cathedrals in existence. When the

inhabitants of Florence demanded the ex-

pression of the Madonna in its highest form
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an artist like Raphael put that demand on-

to canvas and made it the finest art the

world has known.

So, by the same token, if the people of the

United States have different and utilitarian

architectural desires for twenty-story build-

ings and railroad stations, our artists must

lustration our artists must betray no hesi-

tancy at ''going in for" illustration and
making illustration into a fine art just as did
Pyle and Abbey.

All of which brings me to my second
point, that our artists must accept this call

on the part of the public, must learn to be

"Eleanor, Jean, and Anna," by George W. Bellows.

Awarded medal of the first class, Twenty -first International Exhibition, Carnegie Institute, 1922.

make those twenty-story buildings art, must
make those railroad stations art, as did

Charles F. McKim in New York and Daniel

Burnham in Washington. If our people

feel the grandeur of our sea life, or our Maine
coast, more of our artists like Winslow
Homer must develop that feeling on canvas.

If our people love to dwell on the beauty of

New England villages with their elm-bor-

dered streets and white colonial churches in

the moonlight, others of our painters must
make that art, as Metcalf has done in his

** Benediction." If our people demand il-

intimate with them and to express their

wishes.

Our artists w^ould be genuinely glad to do

this, but they are suffering from two handi-

caps, the sins of their forebears and shyness.

The sins of their forebears are the sins of

their immediate forebears, not their ancient

ones. In the days of the Italian Renais-

sance when, say, Lorenzo de Medici, who
after all was but the rallying point for the

public desire for art in his country, decided

to have a work of art created he called in the

artist he liked best and laid down the law



'Benediction," by Willard L. Metcalf.

to him. He said: "I want thus and so, and
this and that, and how much will it cost?"
The artist told him. ''What colors will you
use ?

" The artist told him. ''All right, put
it in the contract." The artist put it in.

Then, when the result was brought around,
if Lorenzo did not like it he remarked the
fact and the artist, with visions of cyanide
in his after-dinner coffee, went right out and
did it all over again. There was no aloof-

ness in that situation, either on the part of

Lorenzo or on the part of his artist. The
results, the answer obtained through his de-

mand, as representative of his people, was
the answer to a popular demand.

But as time went on from that day to this

artists began to work themselves up onto

what they regarded as the height of pure

form from which they could look down on
such homely matters as content and other

qualities associated with public understand-

ing and desires and life, until finally they

reached the upper level of their uppishness

between 1850 and 1880, when they all took

to talking about "art for art's sake" and
telling the public that it did not know any-

thing about the higher forms of life and
should not intrude. At first the public

agreed to this and bowed in awestruck

silence before the artists' Olympian atti-
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tudes. Then, as they did not really need

art, they began to be bored with being awe-

struck and so just naturally moved away,

leaving the artists to float around in their

clouds of high art, quite lonesome and chilly,

with nothing in their pocketbooks, calling

for public support and w^ondering why they

did not get it.

Now, thank goodness, at last these art-

ists have begun to recognize the drawbacks

of this exclusiveness and want to return.

But here they meet with their second diffi-

culty, their shyness. For every good artist

must be a man of sensitive nerves, and sen-

sitive nerves make for shyness, and shyness

is so often mistaken on the part of the pub-

lic for pride and aloofness.

This leads me to my third point, which is

that our critics should realize that art should

unite men, not sever them; that when art-

ists and laymen are facing one another in

hostile camps, as they are to-day, there is

something radically wrong with the situa-

tion; and that the critics can perform no

higher function than to bring these shy, sen-

sitive artist folk and our "tired business

men" into that closer, greatly to be desired

union.

The reason for this schism is not far to

seek. Art has gone outside of public life.

It appeals now to the intellect and not to the

emotions. It has ceased to amuse, in the

larger sense of the word, w'hich for ages was
its chief function. The critics are as much
to blame as any one else; for they and their

dilettante friends have fallen into the habit

of applying arbitrary outside standards

which ask both the artist and the onlooker

to respect certain rules and regulations

quite foreign to their fine natural impulses,

thinking that thereby they are elevating

the public to the sphere of high art. As a

matter of fact they have not been doing any-

thing of the sort. They have been barring

the artist from taking a broad and human
relationship with his public. They have
been restricting art to the specialist.

The cure is simple, though it requires a

little courage to take the first dose. Let
artist, critic, and public all tell the truth to

one another in homely language which they
normally use when not on parade.

Let the critic stop teaching the public

about the artist and start teaching the

artist about the public. Cease elevating

the artist as the leader of a group of super-

cultivated aesthetics. Insist again and again

that as art is founded on life so the great

artist must have great human sympathy
with life, must reflect the big emotions of

his time, marking the feelings of the world,

but not teaching it new feelings.

Reassure the public day in and day out,

year in and year out, not to put on felt

slippers when they approach a picture.

Agree with the public that they are only

expected, in viewing paintings, to seek en-

joyment in the finest sense of the word.

Make clear to them that the artist is but a

guide, a friendly guide, who will lead them,

perhaps by seemingly confused paths, but
ones they need not recognize if they have
not the time or inclination, to the goal they

seek.

Once the public finds this to be the case

the rest is easy. They will feel free to de-

velop a genuine and healthy point of view,

restrained and refined but not inspired by
the critic. Then seeing their point of view

beautified beyond their dreams through

their artists, they will support an art that is

fine and spontaneous and national, not an
art set up in a despairing competition with

a baseball field across the way by a band of

what the public now regards as fanatics

whose only satisfaction can be the self-

righteousness that comes to all leaders of a

forlorn hope.

A calendar of current art exhibitions will be found on page 7.



Conflicting Economic Influences
BY ALEXANDER DANA NOYES

SOMETIMES the drift of events is so

strong in a single direction that the

course of the markets seems, in retrospect,

merely to have reflected a uniform and

consistent economic movement with

world-wide scope. The rising
Drift of markets of 19 19, the long

Markets decline of 1920 and the first

half of 192 1, the steady recov-

ery during the early months of 1922,

usually foreshadowed and always indi-

cated a series of chapters in finance and

industry each of which had a sharply dis-

tinctive character of its own. The situa-

tion with which this year's summer season

ended was curiously different.

In a very unusual degree it was a situa-

tion of conflicting tendencies, mutually

offsetting influences, underlying causes

which foreshadowed diametrically oppo-

site results. This was not all; the events

which shaped the period were themselves

of the most perplexing nature, in that the

most experienced mind could not be sure

what they actually meant or just what
condition of affairs they were creating.

In many respects the general economic
outlook, notably in the United States,

was extremely favorable. Money was
abundant; the "frozen credits" of 1920
had been released; industry was re-

awakening, after its long depression, to

a market of stable prices and depleted

supplies. At the very time when the

embargo on coal supplies and the threat

against adequate transportation facilities

were reaching their critical stage, the

signs which ordinarily indicate trade re-

vival were impressively in evidence.

THEY were favorable in the field of

railway traffic itself. The Associa-

tion of Railway Executives makes public

at regular intervals the number of cars

loaded with freight each week on all the

railroads of the United States. During
one or two weeks before the

movement of coal was crippled J^®
by the strike, more cars were Economic
loaded than in any corre- signs
sponding week since the end-
ing of the war. As the strikewent on, load-

ings of coal necessarily decreased, and dur-

ing midsummer the total traffic taken by
the roads, although still some 10 per cent

above that of a year ago, fell far below

1920 and 1919. But since this was an en-

forced and artificial decrease, it was not

the true test of industrial activity.

When the car loadings of general mer-
chandise, which fairly measure the state

of general trade, were compared with the

same week in preceding years, they

showed not only a weekly increase of

100,000 cars over 192 1, but of 50,000 over

the active midsummer season of 1920.

In one week of July, the total loadings

aside from coal practically reached the

highest weekly total in the history of

American railroads. Checks drawn on
American banks in July, another familiar

measure of the scope of business, were

greater by nearly 16 per cent than in July,

1921.

ONE doubtful problem of a summer
season is always the outcome of the

harvests. The results from the agricul-

tural season 1922 have been singularly

interesting. The August crop forecast of

the Department of Agricul-

ture indicated a wheat yield
Q^fJ^me

10,000,000 bushels greater ^f 1^22
than in 1921 ; a corn crop only

four times exceeded in our agricultural

history, and a total harvest of the five

great cereal crops which would exceed

last year's by 300,000,000 bushels, or 6

per cent. In a curiously different way,

the cotton crop outlook contributed to
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the influences making for business re-

covery.

Nothing had given more emphasis to

the depression of 1920 and 192 1 than the

inabihty of Southern planters to turn into

cash the enormous surplus of unsold cot-

ton from the previous harvests, or to pay
the bank loans mth which that surplus

had been financed. There is normally

carried over, at the end of a growing sea-

son in the cotton belt, a reserve of about
2,ooo,cx)o bales. In August, 19 18, that

''carry-over" in the South was estimated

at 2,184,000 bales. At the same date in

1919, it had risen to 3,574,000. By the

middle of 192 1 it was 5,215,000, and
meantime the price of cotton had fallen

from 43^ cents in July, 1920, to lojs in

June, 192 1. With labor and materials at

their present figure, the lower price would
scarcely pay the average planter's cost of

production; it would certainly not return

him what he had spent to produce that

cotton.

THE great reduction in acreage of the

cotton crop of 192 1, and the unfavor-

able season which has prevailed for the

crop planted in 1922, may turn out to

have brought unfortunate eventual con-

sequences to the textile indus-
The Cotton ^^.y. f^j. ^f ^^le last season's re-

SUu^ation quirements of 13,000,000

bales of American cotton were
to be met, as the late summer estimates

have indicated, by a 1922 crop of 10 to

1 1 million bales, actual scarcity might re-

sult for the spinning trade. But at the

moment, the immediate consideration was
that the ''twenty-cent cotton market"
had resulted, at a time when home and
foreign demand for it was reviving, in

the solution of the urgent problem of the

South.

This summer, at the end of the old cot-

ton season, there was carried over in the

South only 1,906,000 bales, or less than
the normal average, comparing with the

5,215,000 carry-over of a year before.

The huge surplus which had seemed un-
salable in 192 1 had been disposed of,

largely at prices nearly double the low
values of a year ago, and the "frozen
credits" were paid off. How greatly this

had altered the situation, in regard to fa-

ciUties of credit now available for trade,

(FinaDcial Situation,

might be judged from the fact that at the

ending of this past summer the New York
Reserve Bank, which a year before had
been rediscounting 8318,000,000 notes for

private banks, and nearly $42,000,000 for

other reserve banks in the "frozen credit

"

districts, was now asked to lend only $47,-

000,000 in all, and that its cash reserve

was now more than double the amount
required by law to be held against its de-

posits and circulation. At the end of the

summer season of 192 1, the Atlanta Re-
serve Bank, serving the Eastern cotton

belt, was rediscounting $100,000,000
loans for the private banks, and itself

borrowing $8,000,000 from Northern re-

serve banks; this summer, its rediscounts

were down to $30,000,000, and it was bor-

rowing nothing from other reserve insti-

tutions.

SUCH was the underlying economic
position in the United States. The

counterbalancing influences were for-

midable. They were embodied in actual

news, which unfolded in a manner to

cause, first entire perplexity

as to what it actually meant,
^aT^*!^"

then a sense of confused un- influences
certainty as to what the ulti-

mate results would be. In Europe, the

German Government had formally de-

clared inability to continue payment of

reparations. England had proposed a

moratorium on payments. France,

whose own indebtedness for reconstruct-

ing the devastated regions would have
remained a charge on the public treasury

while Germany's stipulated payments
were remitted during two or three suc-

cessive years, refused concurrence. The
foreign correspondents and the markets
discussed a possible "break in the En-
tente," a possible seizure of German ter-

ritory by France. Meantime, with the

gold value of the German paper currency

shrinking more than one half within a

fortnight from its already very low level

of depreciation, the German Chancellor

had publicly declared that to watch the

movement of affairs was " like being at the

deathbed of a nation."

In America, the five-months' coal strike

had so far curtailed supplies that even the

country's steel and iron manufacturing

plant, with unfilled orders on its books 40
continued on page 59)



(Financial Situation, continued from page 514)

per cent greater than a few months before, had

been forced for lack of fuel to reduce by one-

fifth its daily production of steel, and to blow

out more than one-fourth of its active iron

foundries. At the moment when hope for a

settlement of that industrial dispute was com-

ing into sight, the strike of the railway shop

mechanics against the wage reduction by the

Railway Labor Board had so far excited the

feelings of operating railway forces that train-

men began to quit their duty, sometimes leav-

ing a trainload of transcontinental passengers

half-way across the Western desert. The pos-

sibility of a general railway strike began to ap-

peal to uneasy imaginations ; occasionally, pre-

dictions would be heard of enforced closing

down of productive industry, of five or ten mil-

lion laborers out of work, of government seizure

of the railways, or a "social revolution."

r^ONFRONTED by a nation-wide famine of

^^ fuel for manufacturing industries, whose
reaction on labor in those industries must have
been disastrous, the unions settled both coal

strikes; but the five months' shortage of pro-

duction remained, and the organizations of the

shopmen whose office it is to keep in working

condition the engines and cars of

the railways, failed to come to terms Aspects of

with their employers, even on the strike

intercession of the unions control-

ling the operating forces. The resultant situa-

tion was difficult to read, whether in its appH-

cation to the general attitude of labor or in its

application to the question of fuel supply and
distribution. Beyond the fact that the upshot

of the coal and railway controversies has

shown that American labor is not, as a body,

predisposed to anarchy and violence, it is a

little difficult to see what we have learned from

the past season's chapter of events. That
labor was not only restless over wage reduc-

tions, but that it was able to accept a long

period of unemployment (perhaps because of

the very high wages earned in the past half

dozen years), had been made evident already,

and another shortage of labor seemed to be

in sight. That there was a radical element in

the union membership, which was ready to re-

sort to disorder, and which might have wel-

(Financial Situation, continued on page 61)

Safety vs. Uncertainty
CONDITIONS in foreign lands re-

main uncertain. Many well-in-

formed observers are of the opinion

that this state of affairs will con-

tinue for an indefinite period.

At such times the obligations of

American municipalities should
make an exceptional appeal to in-

vestors primarily concerned with

safety of principal. For many years

we have specialized in the purchase

and sale of Municipal Bonds, and

are at all times prepared to suggest

suitable investments of this char-

acter.

Municipal Bonds, which are free

from the Federal Income Tax, both

normal and surtaxes, are an ideal in-

vestment for those who are chiefly

concerned with the conservation of

their resources. Upon request we
will be glad to send you our latest

offering list of tax-free municipal

bonds yielding from 4% to 5>^%.

J
TACY €iBRAH
Il^VESTMENT BONDSs

New York Boston Toledo Cincinnati Detroit St. Louis Chicagro



The House Which
Has Never Sold

An Unsafe Investment

1 HE shrewdest way to judge any investment offered to you is to

investigate the record and reputation of the Investment House
which offers it. Ask these questions —

Has the House offering the investment ever recommended
and sold a security which has suffered default?

If not, has its business been large enough in volume, long

enough in time, to afford a real test of the safety of various

offerings ?

The House of S. W. STRAUS &. Co. urges you to ask these ques-

tions of every investment house which offers securities to you.

Our own answer is clear and unequivocah we have sold securities

for 40 years without loss to any investor, and our business is

nation-wide in scope, involving the sale of hundreds of millions

of dollars in safe securities. Let us tell you the reasons for our

record. Write today for our booklet which describes the safe

bonds we offer in $100, $500 and $1000 amounts. Ask for

BOOKLET J- 1210

S. W STRAUS <§c CO.
ESTABLISHED 1882 • OFFICES IN FIFTEEN PRINCIPAL CITIES • INCORPORATED

Straus Building

565 Fifth Ave., at 46th St.

New York

Straus Building

6 7s[o. Clar\ St., at Madison St.

Chicago

40 YEARS WITHOUT LOSS TO ANY INVESTOR

© 1922—S. W. S. & Co.
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 59)

corned the complete upsetting of the industrial

and social structure, has been manifest ever

since 1918. This has made ^4abor union poli-

tics," the formal action on leaders and policies,

a focus of contest and manoeuvre quite as ac-

tive as the conflict of political parties at Wash-
ington.

Nevertheless, conservatism has prevailed

whenever the real test came. The bituminous

coal strike was settled. The head of the rail-

way trainmen's brotherhood ordered the men
who had abandoned their trains in California

and Arizona to return to work immediately, de-

claring in his order that the union would not

"give instructions that mean that each indi-

vidual member can do as he pleases." When
the four brotherhoods of railway operating

forces intervened to mediate the shopmen's

strike, they stated positively that no idea of a

general railway strike had at any time been

entertained.

ON the other hand, the work of the Railway

Labor Board, created by the Transporta-

tion Act of 1920 to settle wage disputes be-

tween the companies and their employees, re-

mains in a highly experimental stage. It still

has no power for punishing refusal

to acquiesce in its decisions, and it

is doubtful whether its authority

has been strengthened or impaired

by the occurrences of the season.

The Administration at Washington, in its ef-

forts to bring about the settlement of the rail-

way shopmen's strike, rightly upheld in prin-

ciple the authority of the Labor Board; but at

the critical stage of the negotiations in the mat-
ter, the Administration gave an unfortunate

turn to this very part of the controversy.

When the four brotherhoods of operating rail-

way employees were threatening a strike last

October against the Labor Board's reduction in

their wages, the Board in an official decision

warned the unions that if a strike were ordered

and carried out, " the organization so acting has

forfeited its rights and the rights of its mem-
bers in and to the provisions and benefits of all

contracts theretofore existing, and the em-
ployees so striking have voluntarily removed
themselves from the classes entitled to appeal

to this Board for relief and protection."

(FiDancial Situation, coDtinued on page 63)

Problems
of Railway
Labor
Board
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This flexible, pocket-size, loose-leaf book,
makes it easy for owners of First Mortgage
Bonds to keep a record of their holdings.

We will send it upon request.

67 Years'Proven Safety
The preparation of this book is a small part of the
service rendered to investors all over America by
the Oldest Banking House in Chicago. Whether
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protection and 6% to 7% interest returns may be
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Bridges to Wealth
VENETIAN nobles of the sixteenth century inlaid

their gondolas with jewels and gold—a fashion abol-

ished by a famous edict, curbing extravagance, which
stipulated that all gondolas be painted black.

Today, it is not legislation that enforces careful expendi-

ture, but the burden of increased taxes and commodity
prices, and the swift changes of modern life.

Foresight points to the need of building an income for

the future, which is met by systematic bond-buying, year

by year. The sound basis of municipal bonds makes them
a most satisfactory investment for that purpose.

Our lists of bond offerings, selected with the experience

of thirty years' specialization in municipal issues, are a

reliable guide for the investments of individuals and insti-

tutions demanding absolute safety.

Our latest list, S-IO, ivill be sent at your request.

\/̂ '\\\\am R.Compton fbmpany
Investment Bonds

ST. LOUIS
Compton BIdg



(Financial Situation, continued from page 6i)

Among the benefits referred to was the so-

called "seniority privilege," whereby length of

continuous service entitled an employee to

preferential consideration, alike in promotion,

in character of work (as between day and night

shifts, for instance), and in retention on the

pay-roll while men with a shorter term of con-

tinuous service were laid off in necessary reduc-

tion of working forces. The railways had, in

the past, invariably upheld the principle that,

since strikes were voluntary departure from the

service, reinstatement at the ending of a strike

involved return to seniority subordinate to that

of the men who had kept their places. The
Board's decision of 192 1 had to do with a case

precisely analogous to that presented this pres-

ent season, except that last year's strike order

was revoked and that this year's was not.

The President's proposal of August i, sub-

mitted unexpectedly, was that ''all employees

now on strike" should be "returned to work

and to their former positions with seniority and

other rights unimpaired." It was out of the

question for the railways to accept this pro-

posal when the shopmen who had remained

loyal and the new mechanical employees had
been assured that the prior rights, deliberately

relinquished by the striking workers, would
accrue to them. The issue, indeed, was un-

usually clear, not only because of the Labor
Board's ofi&cial declaration, but because the

strike had itself been directed against an ar-

bitral decision of the Board itself in the matter
of wages. In other words, the authority of the

Board was doubly challenged, by refusal to ac-

cept its formal ruling on a wage dispute, as

authorized by the Transportation Act, and by
the demand, on which the striking unions now
conditioned the return of their men to work,

that another decision of the Board on working
rules and privileges should be ignored. The
public's immediate approval of the attitude of

the managements showed that respect of the
Federal Board's authority was the real ques-
tion at stake. The Administration itself vir-

tually receded from its position; President
Harding stating to Congress that his "tenta-
tive proposal" had not been "what I would
ordinarily ask to be conceded," but that "the
government can now have no chart for its

course except the law."

(Financial Situation, continued on page 65)

GEOGRAPHY AND 7
Have you ever considered your investments from the standpoint of

geography? You can actually increase your income and the safety

of your holdings by placing a part of your funds in a section of the
country whose rich resources demand further development and
which offers a liberal return for capital on first-rate security.

SUCH A SECTION IS THE SOUTH
When you buy Miller First Mortgage Bonds, which yield 7% or 7i% ^^id are fully

secured by income-earning buildings in leading Southern cities, you obtain all the
benefits of investing in a region which can pay an attractive return because it can
make profitable use of new capital.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
r

'«

G. L. MILLER & COMPANY, INC.

2402 Hurt Building, Atlanta, Ga.

Dear Sirs:

Please send me your booklet, "The South
Today," and descriptive circular of your
latest offering of First Mortgage Bonds
yielding 7% or 7|%.

Name

Address

City and State ."

Do you know that the value of the South's manufactured prod-
ucts exceeds the value of its farm crops? That the population
of Southern cities is rapidly increasing? These and other facts
bearing on investment are given in our booklet, "The South
Today." Mail the coupon for a copy.

$100 Bonds; $500 Bonds; $1,000 Bonds
Interest paid twice yearly

Yield: 7% or 7 2/0

Partial payment accounts invited

G.L.M lLi-ER SL rg.
2402 HURT BUILDING ATLANTA, GA*.

"First—The Investor's Welfare"
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TIME Proves Southern Investments J

THE first Southern bond is-

sued by this institution was
negotiated over seventeen years

ago.

Since then each year has seen
an increasing distribution of mil-

lions of dollars of these bonds
annually.

Banks, insurance companies
and individual investors in almost
every civilized country in the

world have purchased them from
us without loss of a single dollar

in principal or interest. Time
has proved these Southern bonds
safe beyond question.

Time too has proved the ad-
vantages accruing to the South
because of a continuous and
ample flow of capital for develop-
ment.

In building, agriculture and
industry, the South has been en-

abled to expand and improve in

proportions that have doubled
and trebled her productiveness.

The South has prosperedthrough
investment and today, more than
ever before, appreciates the de-
sirability of offering security and
interest return that will continue
to attract capital Southward.

These Southern investments
are protected by security valued
at never less than twice the

amount of the entire bond issue.

They are time-proved invest-

ments of absolute safety, partic-

ularly desirable because of their

favorable interest yields.

"We feel sure you will be inter-

ested in Mortgage & Securities

Gold Bonds if you are interested

in safe investments. We Tvould

like to forward you detailed des-

cription of one of these issues.

Ask for CircularC-43 6.

Seventeenth Yeai—JA^>^r a J^ss to a Client

Mortgage ^ Securities Co.
Capital and Surpius Over One Million

Canal &- Camp Sts. New Orleans
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 6^)

WITH the shopmen's strike continuing,

despite this attitude of government and
public, the situation merely resolved itself into

a question of time within which the striking

mechanics could be replaced by new recruits,

and the railway cars and locomo-

tives brought again to their pre-

vious standard of efficiency.

Meantime the larger problem re-

mained for the approaching au-

tumn and winter season: what would be the

effect on industrial activity and individual com-
fort of the shortage of fuel which was inevitable

after a five-months' interruption of output from
the mines?
At the moment the most that can be said is

that the hardships arising from a deficiency of

this kind, when the existing condition had been

long foreseen, and when preparation had been

made with the utmost care to command sup-

plies from foreign sources and to provide for

the most efficient distribution, always turn out

to be less formidable in the actual event than

in the previous canvassing of unpleasant possi-

bilities. Back even of these considerations

rose the question, brought into strong relief by
the incidents of the season, what machinery can
be set up to prevent recurrence of a situation in

which the welfare and safety of the whole com-
munity can be put in peril by the refusal of a

single body of organized workers to submit
their disputes and claims to arbitration.

IF the course of events was perplexing this

summer in the American labor controversy,

the drift of affairs in Europe's discussion of

German reparations seemed at times to indi-

cate complete confusion of purpose, absolute

deadlock of policy, and financial
Course of consequences difficult to predict.

Europe Another in the long series of con-

ferences of the allied premiers was
called in August at London, on the formal dec-

laration by Germany that the next instalments

on her reparations would not be paid. The
note from the government at Berlin to the

Allies' Reparations Commission, dated July 12,

had set forth that whereas foreign gold credits

could be purchased by Germany in the spring

of 192 1 at 60 marks to the dollar, the cost per

dollar under existing conditions had risen to

500 marks. Payment on reparations account,

this year, of 72o,chdo,ooo gold marks, would
equal $171,000,000, which would cost in Ger-
man paper currency more than 80,000,000,000
marks. The German Government went on to

say that ''if under the circumstances Germany
(Financial Situation, continued on page 67)

7% IN THE
National Capital

Washington enjoys the

distinction of being the only
city in America which has
directly back of it the tremen-
dous powerofthe United States

Government in improvement
and development.

Our 7% Safeguarded First

Mortgage Investments, secured
by improved, income-produc-
ing property in Washington,
have behind them our record
of no loss to any investor in

forty-nine years.

These investments are offered

indenominations of ^50, ^100,
^500 and ^1,000, with a choice

of maturities from two years

to ten years. Under our In-

vestment Savings Plan partial

payments earn 7%.

Write today for Booklet No. 1 4

^Ae F.RSmith (a
Jounded 1873

First Mortgage Investments

WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Co^MPACT—
—because, in de-

nominations of

^lO,^2O,0O,and
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bound in conve-

nient wallets

—

ABA American
Bankers
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—universally used bytravelers in every

land.

—your counter-signature in presence
of acceptor identifies you.

—safe to have on the person because
they can not be used until they have
been countersigned by the original

holder.

—safer than money, and frequently

more convenient than Letters of
Credit because the bearer is less de-

pendent on banking hours.

— issued by banks everywhere in de-

nominations of ^10, ^20, ^30,
and ^100.

—compact, easy to carry, handy to use.

FOR TRAVELERS
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Askfor them atyour bank
or write for particulars to

Bankers Trust Company
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 65)

should be further obliged to buy foreign cur-

rencies to an extent similar to the amount de-

manded at present, the depreciation in the value

of the mark would progress rapidly and lead to

the complete dissolution of the financial, eco-

nomic, and social life of Germany." It there-

fore concluded that "for this reason Germany,
under present conditions, is unable to continue

cash payments."
The situation which then presented itself was

by no means simple. It was regarded from

four distinct and separate points of view.

Germany protested that her government could

not go on paying indemnities in gold while the

gold value of the paper mark, in which her

revenues were collected, was falling to infini-

tesimal proportions, and while, therefore, the

actual cost of making such payments was
doubling or trebling in a few weeks' time.

France replied that her government had spent

from its own resources, for reconstruction of the

devastated regions alone, upwards of 60,000,-

000,000 francs; that the annual interest on the

bonds issued to raise that prodigious sum must
be procured from taxes ; that if reparations pay-

ments were suspended, without tangible guar-

antee of ultimate resumption of them, for the

benefit of the country which had done the dam-
age, and whose own cities and industries had
not been touched by the hand of war, then the

whole burden would fall on the party who had
already suffered most.

England, speaking through its premier, took

the ground that the policy of pressing Germany
too hard would itself invoke disaster. If it

ruined German trade, it would put the pay-
ment of reparations out of her power. If it

drove Germany into the hands of the Com-
munists or reactionaries, "there would be no
reparations from either; there would be lots of

trouble but no cash." Finally, there was the

Reparations Commission, holding the position

that theGerman Government had itself , through
its unsound methods of pubhc finance, created

the situation in which payment of reparations,

even of an annual sum, had become impossible.

IT is one of the paradoxical incidents of an
episode full of paradox that the fall in the

German mark—which had been ascribed, both
in and out of Germany, to the forced sale of

German paper money to raise for-
The New

gjgj^ credits for the reparations

the oSTiian P^^Y^ients— reached its extreme

Mark point of violence after those pay-
ments had been suspended. The

l^overnment at Berlin had declared its inability

(FioaQcial Situation, continued on page 69)

The Atlantic Trust Investment Plan

Buy Bonds
WITH

Bank Safety
WHEN you buy high-grade bonds

from this bank, you know at all

times the strength and responsibility

of the institution you are entrusting

with your monthly payments.

The Atlantic Trust Company has a
capital and surplus of$2,000,000 and
resources of more than $6,000,000.

The bank is supervised by the State

Bank Commissioner; its books are

examiined twice a year by State offi-

cials; it is required by law to publish

a financial statement in the news-
papers five times a year.

Under the Atlantic Trust Invest-

ment Plan you can buy the same
high-grade bonds in which this bank
invests, and your money earns bond
interest from the date of your first

payment.

Ask for Booklet No. 131

The Atlantic
TRUST COMPANY

Capital and Surplus $2,000,000

BALTIMORE, MD.

Write for full information about

banking by mail: 4% on savings;

3% on checking accounts.
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PERHAPS you have a son well advanced in his

education because, years ago, you began buying
bonds and putting them aside to make sure that

you coiild equip him for a successful career.
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provision for your youngsters—boys or girls. You can do
it by investing a moderate amount monthly in Safe Bonds
under the Halsey, Stuart & Ca Investment Plan. Time
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 67)

to pay the next monthly instalment on repara-

tions, due August 15, it was therefore buying no
foreign credits through sale of paper marks for

the purpose of that pa^onent, and hence was a

less important influence in the depression of

mark values than before. Nevertheless, the

New York valuation of the mark, which was
five-eighths of a cent at the end of May, one-

fourth of a cent when the notice of default was
made on July 12, and one-sixth of a cent at the

end of July, declined during August to less than

one-twentieth of a cent.

Speculation in Germany grew more furious

than at any previous time in the paper-money
delirium ; simultaneously, signs of exhaustion of

the supply of capital and credit became in-

creasingly distinct in the German market.

Proposals were made, and in part adopted, for

the "rationing" of credit. The Reichsbank's

ofl&cial discount rate, which had stood un-

changed at 5 per cent from December, 19 14,

through the war and the three and a half years

after war, was raised to 6 per cent on July 28

and to 7 on August 28; the last-named rate

having never before been charged at that in-

stitution except during three weeks of the Eu-
ropean "Boer War panic," at the end of 1899.

As if to make the anomaly of the picture com-
plete, the paper currency was increased during

the month of rising bank rates 34,000,000,000

marks. It had been increased only 33,000,-

000,000 during the full year 1920, and 45,000,-

000,000 during 192 1. It was reported from
Berlin at the end of August that the Reichs-

bank was finding it impossible to keep up with
the demands for paper currency pressed on it

by the business community through the private

banks. At one time, serious embarrassment
was caused by a strike of printers at the gov-

ernment's currency-issue bureau.

THIS seemingly contradictory phenomenon
of rates for money rising rapidly and loans

becoming harder to get, at the moment of

maximum increase in the output of new paper,

caused a good deal of controversy. Doctor
HeljBferich, Germany's wartime
finance minister, declared to the

Reichstag that the credit strin-

gency meant that the country was
suffering, not from too great a sup-

ply of currency, but from too little. Any one
acquainted with economic episodes of this kind
knows how familiar such assertions are at just

such stages of inflation in prices or currency.
The same contention was publicly made by
American bankers when the American money

(Financial Situation, continued on page 70)
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 69)

market for merchants' loans went to 8 per cent
in 1920. Its basis then, as in the present asser-

tion by the German bankers, was the fact that
prices were rising and that higher prices call for

a larger circulating medium to provide for pay-
rolls, till-money, and personal pocket-money.

But the slightest consideration shows that
such an argument, in the case of Germany, mis-
takes effect for cause; for if progressive infla-

tion of the currency drives prices proportion-
ately higher, the same situation is certain to

recur in still more aggravated form. Actual
capital cannot be indefinitely accumulated at a
corresponding rate. Even the proceeds of

very large stock and bond issues by strong

manufacturing companies, which would have
met the season's business needs at last month's
costs of materials and labor, will be wholly in-

adequate with prices and wages marked up 20
or 30 or 50 per cent. The company is driven

into the money market, where its bids compete
with an increasing body of other borrowers in

the same position, and meantime the capital

and surplus of the lending institutions to which
the borrowers apply is correspondingly less

able to meet even the former requisitions.

FURTHERMORE, at that very moment
transfer of German capital to foreign mar-

kets was reducing the home supply. In spite

of all the government's efforts to get possession,

in exchange for new paper marks, of drafts on
foreign banks received by German
exporters in payment of their for-

eign sales, the heaping up of these

private foreign credits continued.

It was possible for a German cap-

italist who had sold German securities in

western Europe or America to remit the bills

to a bank of Switzerland, instruct that bank to

make collection, and thereby create a credit

balance of his o\\ai in Zurich or Geneva, where
its value would not shrink with the further fall

in the German mark. But necessarily, all such

export of capital from the country must equiva-

lently reduce the loanable resources of German
banks. The outgo of real capital from Ger-

many on that account cannot be accurately

measured; the total foreign accumulations of

the kind to date have been variously estimated

all the way from $500,000,000 to $2,000,000,000.

In the closing weeks of August, when it was

not known what action the Allies or the Repa-

rations Committee would take regarding Ger-

many's declaration of inabiUty to continue

making reparations payments, and the mark's

decline became more rapid than on any pre-

Credit and
Capital in

Currency
Inflation
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vious occasion, the German people seemed to

be seized with a panicky impulse to turn their

paper money, or the bank deposits payable in

such paper, into other currencies with a reason-

ably stable value. The transaction could be

effected on the German stock exchanges. The
foreign market called it "throwing over of

marks by Germans"; the Germans called it

buying dollars, or British pounds sterling, or

Dutch florins, or Swedish crowns.

Sometimes the foreign currencies thus bought
were physically hoarded by the German buy-

er, sometimes a bank deposit was established

to his credit at New York or London or Am-
sterdam or Stockholm. In either case that

much of available capital went out of Germany,
and in either case the pressure of German sales

of the paper mark forced its value to still a

lower figure. The lower it fell, the greater for

the moment became the contagious excitement

over getting rid of the paper money before it

should sink to absolute worthlessness. It must
be remembered that the German people had be-

fore their eyes across the eastern border one
country in which the paper ruble had lost all

buying power whatever, and across the south-

ern border another country whose paper crown,

worth nominally 20^ American cents, had
fallen in August to barely one-thousandth part

of a cent, and where the complete insolvency of

the Austrian Government had become a matter
of common talk.

WITH or without a formal respite on repa-

rations payments or reduction in the

total sum to be paid, Germany's economic prob-

lem will remain. Like all past episodes in the

history of depreciated paper, it admits of solu-

tion—if only by such outright re-
Germany s pu(iiation of the paper money, with

Outlook substitution of another medium, as

brought France to her feet again
after the assignat experiment of the revolution.

It certainly does not follow that the present

dilemma means the "economic ruin" of Ger-
many; the country's real wealth, its actual pro-

ducing power, its capacity to make and sell

goods that are needed by its own people and by
foreign countries, are not destroyed by depre-
ciation of the currency. The machinery of

trade will be badly dislocated. Importations
will become more diflicult to manage because of

the increasing obstacles to the regular pay-
ment for them on exchange; export arrange-

ments will be impeded by the rapid and violent

day-to-day changes in domestic prices.

Yet commercial ingenuity may be trusted

to find expedients whereby even these handi-

(Financial Situation, continued on page 72)
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I Financial Situation, continued from page 71)

caps may be in large measure overcome. Dur-
ing 192 1 the mark declined from i^ cents to

^2 a cent; at the lower figure it was depreciated

98 per cent from normal parity; but Germany's
imports from the United States during that

year were $372,ooo,ochd, as against $311,000,000

in 1920. A further fall of 50 per cent in the

mark's foreign value occurred in the first six

months of 1922, yet Germany imported slightlv

more goods from the United States than in the

corresponding period of the year before.

Nevertheless, the continued depreciation,

almost to the point of worthlessness, means
that the task of considering the problem of

drastic change in policy cannot be very much
longer deferred. The longer economic conse-

quences in Germany itself remain obscure, the

longer political consequences are no more easy

to forecast. But the social consequences of

this unprecedented rise in living costs are most

disturbing, the political consequences not easy

to foresee, and the discouraging consideration,

from the economic view-point, is the fact that

the progressi\'e fall in the currency's value has

carried the situation past one point after an-

other, at which recourse to a given remedial

measure would have been practicable.

Whether even the foreign loan, which was
seriously discussed two or three months before,

would have been possible at the end of August,

was entirely doubtful. Even the half-way ex-

pedient of currency "revaluation" presented a

totally different aspect wdth the mark at one-

twentieth of a cent from that which it might
have borne with the price above one full cent.
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MARQUIS DE CASA YRUJO.

Painted by Gilbert Stuart and owned by the McKean family of Philadelphia.

—" The Field of Art," page 635.
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A National Focus of Science

and Research
BY GEORGE ELLERY HALE

Honorary Chairman of the National Research Council, Author of "The New Heavens," etc.

Illustrations from drawings by the architect and from photographs

HE stately plan of the

^^-^ ^^^ city of Washington,

>y ^ - ^ f^ conceived by L'En-
-^11 I TK fant under the per-

sonal inspiration of

Washington himself,

rescued from oblivion

and vastly developed
by Burnham and his associates, is rap-

idly assuming material form. The ma-
jor axis, passing from the dome of the

Capitol through the Washington Monu-
ment, now terminates admirably in the

massive Doric temple of the Lincoln

Memorial, which overlooks the Potomac
and the heights of Arlington. Flanking it

on its left, in the midst of a spacious

square facing the Mall, another marble
structure, also associated in its origin with
the Civil War, is now rising. This is to be
the home of the National Academy of

Sciences and the National Research Coun-
cil, organized to promote the progress of

science and research for the advancement
of knowledge and the national welfare.

In this centre the latest scientific and tech-

nical advances of the whole country will

be shown in a changing exhibit, and in-

vestigators will meet to report new re-

sults and to consider the interests of re-

search.

THE NEW BUILDING

It has been recognized for many years

that the full possibilities of the National

Academy of Sciences could not be realized

without the aid of such a building. At-
tem^pts made before the war to secure the
large sum required for construction and
endowment were not successful, but in

1919 a gift of $5,000,000 was made by the
Carnegie Corporation to permit the erec-

tion of a building and to provide an en-

dowment for its maintenance and opera-
tion and an income for the work of the

Research Council. An entire city block,

with a frontage of 530 feet on. B Street,

facing the Mall near the Lincoln Me-
morial, was purchased for a site at a cost

of $185,000, contributed by friends of the

Academy and Council. _ - -

Before beginning work on the plans of

the building, the general purposes in view
were explained to the Federal Commission
of Fine Arts and suggestions were re-

quested regarding architects. Bertram
Grosvenor Goodhue, of New York, rec-

ommended informally as the first choice

of the Commission, was appointed archi-

tect, and much time and thought were
devoted to the design. The attitude of

this architect toward his work is a thor-

oughly scientific one, in keeping with the

purposes of the building. The general

architectural scheme approved by the

Fine Arts Commission for public build-

ings in Washington is classical, and the

proximity of the Lincoln Memorial, a
Doric temple, rendered a harmonious
treatment imperative. But while retain-

ing the simple and symmetrical elements

of classical architecture, Mr. Goodhue

Copyrighted in 1922 in United States, Canada, and Great Britain, by Charles Scribner's Sons, Printed

New York. All rights reserved.
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preferred not to follow the common prac- and other sculptural features are also be-

tice of lining the facade with a row of de- ing designed by Mr. Lawrie.

tached or engaged columns, supporting The central hall, though ordinarily

nothing but the cornice, and, in his opin- employed for exhibits, can be quickly

ion, serving chiefly to exclude light from transformed into a large lecture-room,

the windows. The construction of the equipped with screen, stereopticon, mov-
central hall, which carries a true dome ing-picture apparatus, etc., seating 550
rather than an imitation one; the use of people (with the three balconies), and
sound-absorbing materials to assure good serving for the larger public meetings and
acoustics; and many other features of the lectures of the Academy and Council,

building, illustrate the way in which the The smaller lecture-hall, seating 200, is

architect has accomplished his task. available for other occasions, and the con-

The main-floor plan is shown on page ference and committee rooms will be in

520. The portion of the building facing B daily use by the Research Council. The
Street, 250 feet in length, will ultimately library will contain the extensive collec-

form. one side of a hollow square, the other tion of publications received from scien-

three sides of which will be added when tific societies at home and abroad, to-

more space is needed.* At the centre of gether with the reference books of the

this square is a lofty central hall (page Research Information Service. As a

525) surmounted by a low dome, sur- centre for the many activities organized

rounded by a group of seven exhibition by the Academy and Research Council

rooms one story in height, illuminated by the new building will bring together

skylights. The central hall is approached scientific investigators from all parts of

by the public (page 523) through an en- the world. It will serve admirably for

trance hall, flanked by large library and international scientific bodies when meet-
lecture rooms, with reading and confer- ing in the United States, and in so far as

ence rooms at the east and west ends of may prove practicable it will be rendered

the building. The second and third floors available for meetings of the many na-

are devoted to offices for the Academy tional scientific and technical societies

and Research Council. In the basement represented in the Research Council,

are a lare^e stack-room under the librarv, a

lunch-room and kitchen for the conve- -^ =>^USEUM of discovery and progress

nience of those at work in the building, a One of the prime purposes of the new
heating and ventilating plant, janitor's building is to serve as a means of keeping
quarters, etc. the public in touch with the progress of

The sculptural work has been in- science and to demonstrate the impor-

trusted to the well-known sculptor, Lee tance of research. An illustration based
Lawrie, who has admirably seized the on recent experience will show how this

spirit of the undertaking and embodied it may be done. Within the last few months
in his designs. The windows of the fa- an extraordinary outburst of interest in

fade, which overlook a wide terrace and wireless telephony has brought radio out-

command a superb view of the Lincoln fits into tens of thousands of American
Memorial and the heights of Arlington, homes. Most of the apparatus employed
are framed in bronze, with large bronze has been made by amateurs, who have
tablets, four feet by nine feet in size, be- contributed many novel and useful ideas

tween the first and second floors. These to the progress of the art. This newly
panels wdll depict the leaders of science, awakened enthusiasm affords a unique

from the Greeks to recent times. The opportunity to advance the interests of

stone pediment of the main entrance, the science and research. The vast majority

bronze lamps flanking the terrace steps, of the radio amateurs are attracted chiefly

*Tu u ^A u f f ( A f . A by the noveltv of the subject, the pleasure
* The building has a frontage of 260 feet and a maximum -^ . . ^ •' . ^ /^

depth of 140 feet. Its height above the f^rst floor is 60 of recei\ang mcssagcs from far-away
feet. The dimensions of some of the rooms are as follows: j iT_ j. „v 4- ^ ^:^^
vestibule, II by 20 feet; entrance-hall, 21 by 36 feet; central SOUrCCS, and the Opportunity tO eXCrClSe
hall. 24 by 64 feet; iibrao% 36 by 64 feet, lecture-room 34 the mechauical ingenuity innate in SO
by 50 feet. The exhibition rooms surrounding the central .

o J t 1

hall range in size from 14 by 26 feet to 21 by 34 feet. The many American boys. Few realize that
total available floor space, exclusive of elevators, doorways, • 1 „• „.• „ • „_- .i _ „^i^
and hallways, is 39,874 square feet. WireleSS COmmuniCatlOn IS UOt the SOlC
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creation of Marconi and other inventors,

and fewer still appreciate the nature or

importance of the fundamental researches

of the physicists who made it possible.

But all are learning of electrical methods
and devices, and better still, those who
make their own apparatus are acquiring

some of the pioneer spirit and the self-re-

liance that form the necessarv stock in

trade of every original investigator. Here,

then, is a rare opportunity to discover and
develop latent talent.

One of the exhibition-rooms in the new
building will contain the latest forms of

radio apparatus, with which the public

can receive messages from the most dis-

tant points, and amateurs can study
methods of construction and installation.

Wireless telegraphy and telephony, and
long-distance telephony by wire, with
loud-speaking transmitters, will all be
demonstrated. But the exhibit \vdll not

stop at this point. Taking advantage of

the amateur's interest, it will lead him
back by striking illustrations and by ac-

tual experiments to the laboratory of

Hertz, who detected wireless waves by
their power of producing sparks; the

earlier demonstrations of Henry, who re-

corded the waves sent out by distant

lightning and reproduced them experi-

mentally; the researches of Maxwell, who
first conceived of waves in the ether when
engaged in his mathematical investiga-

tions on the electromagnetic theory of

light; the pioneer work of Faraday, who
visuahzed lines of force, and conceived

the ether as a medium of transmission.

Hitherto the United States has pro-

duced few great physicists. Is it not prob-

able that some of these boys will be led to

recognize the fundamental importance of

science and to see with Carty, Whitney,
and other leaders of industry that the

greatest advances arise, not merely from
the direct attempt of the inventor to

solve some special problem, but even
more truly from the pioneer work of the

scientific investigator, who discovers the

phenomena and formulates the laws that

underlie and render possible both inven-

tion and industry ? " You can't have ap-

plied science unless you have science to

apply," and the industrial research lab-

oratories now move so closely in the wake
of the physicist and chemist that the

scientific discovery of to-day becomes the
working device of to-morrow.
An excellent illustration of this is af-

forded by the recent development of the

audion tube, which has made wireless

telephony possible. No better means of

interesting the amateur in fundamental
problems of physics could be imagined.

It is but a step from this familiar device

of the radio operator to the brilliant plie-

nomena of the electric discharge that led

Crookes to detect a ''fourth state of mat-
ter" and enabled Thomson, Rutherford,
Millikan, and others to discover and iso-

late the electron and to determine the

true nature of matter itself.

THE SUN AND THE AURORA

Another easy transition, helping to

broaden the student's vision by showing
him the interrelationship of the various

branches of science, will lead him from
the glowing gases of vacuum tubes to the

phenomena of the aurora and their seat

in the sun. The colored and pulsating

striae of gases at low pressure are pro-

duced by passing through them a stream
of electrons, resulting from an electric dis-

charge. In the same way the gleam of

the aurora arises from the bombardment
of the earth's upper atmosphere by elec-

trons shot out from the sun. These come
to us continuously, so that the aurora,

though too faint to be seen by the eye, can
be detected (in Southern California) by
the spectroscope on any night, even
through clouds. But when great and
active sun-spots, surrounded by violent

eruptions, are near the centre of the sun,

the rain of electrons is enormously in-

creased, and the aurora is brightened

into visibility. The electric currents in

the higher atmosphere are accompanied
by earth currents, which sometimes be-

come so intense that they interfere with

telegraphy and even burn out ocean

cables (as in May, 192 1). A recording

magnetograph, mounted near the en-

trance of the central hall, will show the

spasmodic fluctuations in the intensity of

the earth's magnetism that accompany
these electric storms, and the visitor can

observe the source of the electrons by go-

ing to the middle of the hall, where a large

image of the sun, formed by a coelostat

telescope, mounted on the dome above,
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may be seen on the white surface of the

circular drum shown on page 525. The
sun-spot responsible for the disturbance

will be plainly visible, and its changes in

form, as well as its shifting position on
the disk caused by the rotation of the sun,

can also be followed from day to day.

This takes us to the sun, which exhibits

electrical and magnetic phenomena on a

mits the resultant light to descend through
the sHt, side by side with the light of the

sun. The bright lines of iron in the arc,

coinciding exactly with the dark lines of

iron in the sun, may then be seen at a
glance. It will also be possible with this

apparatus to show the widening or split-

ting of certain lines due to the magnetic
fields in sun-spots, which are caused by

General view of the new building.

From a preliminary sketch by the architect.

colossal scale in its own atmosphere. The
chemical composition of this atmosphere
is easily shown by the spectroscope within

the circular drum at the centre of the

hall. Light from the solar image, passing

through a narrow slit in the upper face of

this drum, descends to an optical grating

near the level of the basement floor, is

analyzed into its constituent parts, and
sent back in the form of a brilliant spec-

trum. By looking down through an eye-

piece near the sun's image the visitor can
see this spectrum, crossed by the numer-
ous dark lines that characterize the chem-
ical elements present in the vaporous at-

mosphere of the sun. Hundreds of these

lines are due to iron, easily identified by
touching a button, which starts an elec-

tric arc, vaporizes its iron poles, and per-

swarms of electrified particles whirling in

the immense vortices or tornadoes that

constitute the spots.

These details will suffice to explain the

character and the purpose of the exhibits.

Current phenomena of nature, the ap-

paratus for studying them, and the means
by which fundamental discoveries are ap-

plied for the public welfare will all be

demonstrated in a changing exhibit, kept

constantly up to date, and covering the

whole range of the physical and biological

sciences. A great Foucault pendulum,
swinging in an invariable plane at the

centre of the hall, will illustrate the ro-

tation of the earth turning beneath it.

Two small lead balls, drawn toward

larger balls by their mutual attraction,

will demonstrate the power of gravitation
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(the Cavendish experiment). A Nichols

radiometer, when exposed by a visitor's

touch to a bright Hght, will demonstrate
the pressure of radiation, so feeble from
even the most brilliant terrestrial sources,

but so intense in certain stars that it tends

to disintegrate them. The remarkable
phenomena of the interference of light,

and their use for the most minute and ex-

act measurements of length or for the de-

termination of the diameter of the stars;

industrial research laboratories. The dis-

coveries and progress of physics, chem-
istry, astronomy, zoology, botany, and
other branches of the physical and biolog-

ical sciences, and of medicine, engineer-

ing, and agriculture will be demonstrated
in the remaining rooms.

SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY

In all their activities, whether in popu-
larizing science, supplying technical in-

[

I * * I

Main-floor plan of the new building of the National Academy of Sciences and National Research Council.

the beautiful structure and colors of crys-

tals in process of formation, shown with

polarized light; living infusoria, in their

exquisite variety, swimming in a drop of

ditch-water
;
growing colonies of bacteria

;

the phenomena of cell division and of ar-

tificial parthenogenesis—these are fur-

ther examples of the exhibits in the cen-

tral hall.

One of the smaller exhibits rooms, as

already remarked, will be devoted to

wireless communication. Another will be
placed at the disposal of the scientific and
technical bureaus of the government,
which will show in sequence the results of

their latest researches. Another will be
used to illustrate the advances made in

formation, securing co-operation among
investigators, pointing out new possibil-

ities of progress, or promoting the de-

velopment of American industries, the

National Academy and the Research
Council must always seek to maintain an
effective balance between fundamental
science and its applications in the arts.

The United States is strong in mechan-
ical skill and prolific in invention. It must
become equally successful in the funda-

mental sciences, where its progress to-day

is more rapid than ever before. Every
advance in this direction will be returned

tenfold in the industries, where the im-

portance of research is fast gaining rec-

ognition. When men like Elihu Root,
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Theodore Vail, and Herbert Hoover em-
phasize the fact that industrial develop-
ment and national progress depend in

great degree upon the improvement of

methods and the increase of output by re-

search, and when industrial corporations

spend millions annually in their research

laboratories, we may be sure that the

leaders of the industries that still apply
old processes will soon awaken. An im-
portant division of the Research Council
devotes its whole attention to this prob-

lem, demonstrating by examples drawn
from the practice of leading industries

that no expenditure is more profitable

than that which is made for research.

When this is generally appreciated, and
when all of our great corporations realize

that they can cheapen and improve their

products by research, a reciprocal advan-
tage to fundamental science will follow.

Conscious of their debt to its teachings,

and of their never-ceasing need for new
knowledge, the industries will provide for
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its support by adding liberally to the en- deified the wind and the thunder, and
dowment of research laboratories. Edu- peopled the air with evil spirits, whom he
cational institutions, where the need for propitiated by sacrifice. To-day, taught
funds is greatest, have already begun to by science, he analyzes the lightning,

feel the benefit of such support, and it is traces its origin in the raindrops, and util-

safe to say that the contributions of the izes its essence in the industrial arts. He
industries will multiply as they prosper in navigates the air in the face of furious

the light of scientific knowledge. gales, and dissipates its dreaded mysteries
by the light of new knowledge. Instead
of fearing nature, he now subdues her to

To appreciate the possibilities of the serve his needs. The range of his percep-

many activities that will focus in this tion has spread from a little area centering

building, and to realize their significance in Greece, surrounded by untracked lands

to human progress, we must briefly sur- and seas, to the depths of a universe in

vey the wide field of science and discern which he watches the birth, growth, and
its true place in any intelligent scheme of decay of worlds incomparably greater

national development. than his own. He looks back into the re-

Science, dimly discerned among the mote history of the earth, observes it in

mists of antiquity by the Chaldeans and its early stages of development from the

Egyptians, was first clearly recognized by ancestral sun, and watches the ebb and
the keen vision of the Greeks, only to be flow of primeval seas, the growth and
lost again in mediaeval obscurity. Re- emergence of continents, the descent and
covered after many centuries and in- recession of the polar ice, the slow fash-

creasingly appreciated as the chief factor ioning by fire and wind and stream of our

in the development of the modern world, present home. He finds in the lowest

science is now held at its true value by all beds of stratified rocks the simple forms of

fully enlightened men. Those who have early life, traces the rise of animals and
learned from study and research, or per- plants through successive strata laid

haps as the result of industrial experi- down during millions of years, detects the

ence, know science as the one sure guide to first signs of the appearance of man, and
the discovery of truth and as the strong- follows his ascent as his intelligence slowly

est ally of mankind. Others, who have ripens and at last subdues the earth. He
glimpsed only one of its aspects, see sees him at first rudely fashioning flint

science as the cold embodiment of reason, implements, and perceives his advance
devoid of the beauties of the imagination from the stage of simplest invention to the

that exist for them only in literature and discovery of natural laws which permit
art. Those who recognize most clearly its him to satisfy not merely his obvious
material services to the world think of needs, but to attain results which, with-

science as the navigator of the seas, the out science, could not be even conceived,

bearer of man's voice on the ether, the Manifold increase in the production of the

mother of industry. To some, who have soil, the rapid conquest of disease and the

seen science disfigured by the violence of lengthening of human life, the creation and
the invader, its image has been distorted development of industries and the reduc-

into a fearful shape of pestilence and fire, tion in cost of daily necessities, all these

And, unfortunately, there are others, and much more we owe to science, whose
from the inquisitors who burned Giordano work for humanity has only just begun.

Bruno and imprisoned Galileo to their But it is not only in the material world
modern counterparts, who regard science that science is useful to mankind. Its

as the enemy of their particular creeds, greatest aim and object is the discovery of

and would penalize the teacher of evolu- the truth, which it pursues without fear of

tion and the student of the origin of man. embarrassing consequences. Science sets

But whatever be one's view-point, he before us a high example of honest judg-

must be blind indeed if he fails to rec- ment and an open mind, reversing its con-

ognize the services of science to civiliza- elusions without hesitation when new
tion. Man was once in abject fear of na- evidence demands. And as it builds up
ture, and in his superstitious ignorance through the centuries, by long and pain-
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ful search, a great body of knowledge for

universal benefit it spreads before the

imagination a picture which no artist

could hope to rival. Science does not
seek a formula with which to reproduce
the sculpture of Praxiteles or Rodin, the

paintings of Rembrandt or Turner, the

poetry of Homer or Keats. It recognizes
here, as it does in true religion, a domain
beyond its own. But its appeal is to the

imagination as well as to the reason. The
painter, with common pigments and bris-

tle brushes, creates on canvas a great por-

trait or landscape. The architect, with
blocks of primeval mud hardened into

rock beneath an extinct ocean, builds a
great cathedral which stirs us by its

majesty. Science, revealing with its in-

struments of metal and glass the widest
sweep of nature, inspires the imagination
by vistas of the stellar universe, the ex-

quisite life of the microscopic world, the

successive stages in the evolution of the

earth and of man. No material service of

science to daily life, such as the accurate

marking of time or the navigation of the

seas, can compare in value with its over-

throw of earth-centred mediaevalism and
its revelation of the universe. The en-

larged conception of human possibihties

thus afforded, the escape thus effected

from the dominance of enforced and arbi-

trary thought, are reflected in the advance

of the modern world. And the sweeping

picture that science spreads before us is

unmatched in its appeal to the imagina-

tion and its stimulus to progress.

THE ORGANIZATION OF SCIENCE AND
RESEARCH

It is not surprising, therefore, that from
very early times men have met to discuss

523
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the problems of science and to improve

their means of research. The Academy of

Plato and the great School of Alexandria

are striking examples of such associations

of scholars in the best days of Greek civ-

ilization. In the darkness of the suc-

ceeding centuries we find the Arabs pur-

suing their astronomical, mathematical,

American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science began its important work
in 1848, and the Congressional charter of

the National Academy of Sciences was
signed by Abraham Lincoln in 1863.

The purpose of the National Academy
differs materially from that of the vast

number of special societies that have ad-

.^^>^'
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and chemical studies in Bagdad, Cairo,

and Spain, but in most of Europe stagna-

tion prevailed until Galileo brilliantly

demonstrated the theory of Copernicus

and forced the earth from its traditional

place at the centre of the solar system.

From that time forward academies of

science were formed in rapid succession,

notably the Accademia dei Lincei in

Italy, the Academie des Sciences in

France, and the Royal Society in Eng-
land. In this country the American
Philosophical Society, established in Phil-

adelphia through the initiative of Ben-
jamin Franklin, did much to promote the

increase and diffusion of knowledge. The

vanced science by the encouragement of

specialization. Without them, it is true,

science could never have reached its pres-

ent high development, as its immense
range renders concentration on particular

problems essential. But in the very na-

ture of the case such concentration de-

velops narrowness of view, and the iso-

lated worker, his whole heart and soul

locked within a closely bound field, fails to

see clearly the vast territory lying beyond
his own. What is needed is the develop-

ment of men capable of intense speciaHza-

tion, conducted in the light of a broad ap-

preciation of the major problems of

science. The speciaUst is often in danger
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of becoming dependent upon a single in-

strument or a narrow range of methods;
he should be brought into touch with the

great variety of instruments and methods
devised by workers in other fields, for in

scores of cases they are directly applica-

ble in his own. Take, for example, the

case of astrophysics, which began with the

study of the physical phenomena of the

sun, moon, and planets by simple tele-

scopic observation. The introduction of

photography, and the use of the spectro-
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scope, bolometer, thermopile, radiometer, further when the opportunity before such
several forms of interferometer, the photo- a comprehensive body is so obvious. .To
electric cell, and scores of other instru- maintain, as some still do, that an organi-

ments borrowed from the physicist have zation like this is merely a survival, not

completely transformed the science and needed to-day because of the success of

advanced it by leaps and bounds. So the special societies, is merely to betray a
with physical chemistry, physiology, and narrowness of view that calls for no com-
psychology, all of which have profited in ment. The greatest progress of the future

high degree by dra^ving from the inex- will come from men of broad vision, who
haustible store of physical instruments will appreciate and profit by participation

and methods. The development of ex- in an academy where members of widely

perimental medicine is another case in different experience and knowledge unite

point. But while progressive men in these to advance science in its larger aspects,

and many other fields have borrowed
freely, and advanced their subjects in like

™E national academy of sciences

proportion, the possibilities of such modes One of the most striking pen portraits

of progress are as yet but little realized, of President Lincoln that we possess de-

A body of leading investigators, covering picts him on the great tower of the Smith-
all branches of science and vigorously ex- sonian Institution, which he ascended
changing ideas, is alone competent to ap- night after night with Joseph Henry, first

preciate and profit by them. secretary of the Institution and charter

Another illustration will show in a dif- member of the National Academy of

ferent manner why such a body is needed. Sciences. From this vantage-point lights

Consider the physicist, studying the great were flashed to distant stations, in con-

problem of the constitution of matter, nection with tests of new methods of sig-

His present era of unprecedented prog- nailing. It was in such researches for

ress, foreshadowed by Crookes's discovery military purposes that the Academy had
of "a fourth state of matter" in vacuum its origin.

tubes, suddenly dawned with the advent The period of these experiments was an
of X-rays and radioactive substances, anxious one. Many months of war,

To-day the structure of the atom is rapidly marked by serious and unexpected re-

becoming evident; the constitution of the verses, had left small room for overcon-

elements, by the progressive addition of fidence, and taught the necessity of util-

units of positive and negative electricity, izing every promising means of strength-

is partly understood; and the decomposi- ening the Northern arms. With one or

tion of some of them has been accom- two notable exceptions, the great scientific

plished. But much is yet to be learned, bureaus of the government, now so power-

and this can best be done by the intimate ful, had not come into existence. But the

collaboration of physicists, chemists, and country was not without its leaders of

astrophysicists, who deal with matter in science and engineering, both within and
diverse forms, observed under widely dif- without the government circle. Davis,

ferent conditions. The enormous tem- fighting admiral, chief of the bureau of

peratures of the stars, the disintegrating navigation, founder of the Nautical AU
effects of radiation pressures greatly tran- maniac; Bache, superintendent of the

scending those observed on earth, the in- Coast Survey, designer of the defenses of

fluence of great solar magnetic fields, and Pliiladelphia; and Joseph Henry, of whom
the extraordinary power of stellar gravi- we have already spoken, clearly recog-

tation offer to the physicist and chemist nized the need of a national organization,

the means of trying experiments beyond embracing the whole range of science, to

the range of laboratory possibilities, advise the government on questions of

Here, again, a great academy, bringing science and art. Joining with them Louis

such men together and presenting their Agassiz, the great naturalist; Benjamin
results from a common forum, can ac- Peirce, mathematician and astronomer;

complish what no special society can at- and B. A. Gould, founder of the Observa-

tain. tory of the Argentine Republic, they

But it is hardly necessary to illustrate planned the National Academy of Sci-
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ences. A bill to incorporate the Acad- problems. Some of these requests for ad-
emy was introduced in the Senate by vice were submitted by the President,

Senator Wilson of Massachusetts on Feb- others by acts of Congress, joint com-
ruary 21, 1863. It passed the Senate and missions of Congress, and the various de-

the House, and was signed by President partments of the government. Some of

Lincoln on March 3. This bill, which was the information thus supplied by the

subsequently amended to remove the Academy can now be obtained from the

limitation of membership, and to permit numerous scientific bureaus and national

the Academy to receive bequests, named laboratories of the government. But it

fifty charter members, conferred powers still remains true that questions of broad
of organization, the election of members, scope, especially those requiring the co-

and the transaction of business, and pro- operation of scientific authorities rep-

vided that " the Academy shall, whenever resenting several fields of knowledge, can
called upon by any department of the be best dealt with by such an independent
Government, investigate, examine, ex- and unbiassed body as the National
periment, and report upon any subject of Academy. An illustration of this is af-

science or art. ..." forded by the organization of the Na-
As the adviser of the government on tional Research Council,

questions of science the Academy was im-

mediately called upon by the War and ^he national research council

Navy Departments to report on various The sinking of the Lusitania in 1915
problems connected with the Civil War. destroyed all possible doubt of Germany's
The Academy thus assisted in the national intention to wage a ruthless war regard-

defense just as the Paris Academy of less of the United States. Action by the

Sciences aided in resisting invasion and Academy was at once considered, but no
stamping out civil war after the French favorable opportunity occurred until

Revolution. April, 1916, after the wanton attack on
But it is only in great emergencies that the Sussex. The President immediately

such a body is justified in turning aside accepted the Academy's ofifer of service,

from its real task of advancing knowledge and requested it to organize the scientific

and benefiting industry. Thus, the Civil agencies of the United States in the inter-

War ended, the Academy assumed with est of the national defense, but with the

relief its normal duties. These were nu- ultimate object of advancing scientific

merous and pressing, for science in this and industrial progress,

country was in great need of development. The National Research Council, resting

In 183 1 deTocqueville had seen but little legally on the Academy's congressional

evidence of the progress of science in the charter, and comprising in its member-
United States, and even in 1873 Tyndall ship the chiefs of the technical bureaus

recognized few important accomplish- of the Army and Navy and other scien-

ments. But under the active leadership tific bureaus of the government, repre-

of Academy members the way was prepar- sentatives of educational institutions and
ing for the rapid advances of later years, research foundations, and representatives

In accordance with the provisions of of industrial and engineering research,

the charter, the government continued to was accordingly constituted by the Acad-
call upon the Academy for advice on a emy with the active co-operation of the

great variety of problems. During the principal national scientific and engineer-

following years reports were submitted on ing societies. The prominent part played

such questions as the transit of Venus, in- by the Engineering Foundation, which

structions for the Polaris expedition, sur- devoted its entire income toward the ex-

veys of the Territories, electrical units, pense of organization, gave the services of

the conduct of scientific work under the its secretary, and provided a New York
government, the protection of coal-mines office for the Research Council, is a note-

from explosion, the erection of a new naval worthy illustration of the cordial support

observatory, the inauguration of a na- given by the engineers.

tional forest policy, scientific explorations The Research Council was organized on
of the Philippines, and scores of other September 20, 1916, and immediately
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took up its duties. It was accordingly sciences, and in the application of these

well under way when the United States sciences to engineering, agriculture, medi-
entered the war in the following April, and cine, and other useful arts, with the object

thus lost no time in getting into action, of increasing knowledge, of strengthening

Its chairman had learned something of the national defense, and of contributing

the war services of the British and French in other ways to the public welfare,

men of science while in Europe in the sum- To survey the larger possibilities of

mer of 191 6, and its committee to secure science, to formulate comprehensive proj-

active co-operation with them was one of ects of research, and to develop effective

the first American agencies sent abroad means of utilizing the scientific and tech-

after our declaration of war. Subse- nical resources of the country for dealing

quently Scientific Attaches, selected by with these projects,

the Research Council and accredited by To promote co-operation in research,

the State Department to our embassies in at home and abroad, in order to secure

London, Paris, and Rome, provided the concentration of effort, minimize duplica-

necessary means of keeping our activities tion, and stimulate progress; but in all

in close touch with those of our allies, co-operative undertakings to give en-

With the aid of scientific investigators couragement to individual initiative, as

and naval officers reciprocally sent to our fundamentally important to the advance-
Washington headquarters by Great Brit- ment of science.

ain, France, and Italy an extensive study To gather and collate scientific and tech-

of the problem of locating submerged sub- nical information at home and abroad,

marines was organized in co-operation in co-operation with governmental and
with the navy, and rapid progress was other agencies, and to render such infor-

soon made in devising and perfecting new mation available,

devices for this purpose. Hundreds of

other problems were also successfully at- The executive order also stated that for

tacked in co-operation with the War and the purpose of assuring the cordial co-

Navy Departments. These are far too operation of the scientific and technical

numerous for mention here, as may be seen branches of the government the President

by referring to the third annual report of would continue to appoint representa-

the National Research Council, where the tives on the nomination of the National

war activities of its various divisions are Academy of Sciences, and would arrange

briefly outlined. A noteworthy service for the further co-operation of the respec-

was the initiation in the army of the ex- tive heads of government departments,

tensive series of psychological tests, actu- Under the democratic plan of organi-

ally applied to some 1,700,000 men and zation adopted after the Armistice, the

since the war widely adopted for college National Research Council consists of

entrance examinations and in the selection the representatives of fifty-six scientific

of men by the industries. This illustrates and technical societies, together with
how work undertaken to meet war needs representatives of the government and
can be utilized in times of peace. certain members at large. I wish that

space permitted me to describe its numer-
PEACE SERVICES OE THE NATIONAL RE-

^^^ activities since the War. It is only
SEARCH COUNCIL

possible, however, to give a few typical

An executive order issued by the Presi- illustrations of methods and results,

dent of the United States on May 11, 1918, Take, for example, the work of the Coun-
after stating that the work accomplished cil in promoting research in the fields of

by the National Research Council during physics and chemistry, which lie at the

the war demonstrated its capacity for very foundation of science and industry,

larger service, requested the Academy to Committees are formed of the leading

perpetuate the Council, and defined its investigators of the chief problems of

peace duties as follows: physics. These committees meet from
time to time to compare methods and

In general, to stimulate research in the results, and to prepare broad surveys of

mathematical, physical, and biological the existing state of knowledge and the
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most promising opportunities for further

research. Many of these monographs
have been published by the Council, thus
rendering the committees useful not
mxcrely in stimulating their members,
widening their outlook, and securing in-

formal co-operation, but also in placing

Education Board have just united in a
second gift of $500,000 to the Council, to

estabHsh similar fellowships in medicine.
Still another means of helping investi-

gators is through assistance in securing
loans of scientific instruments. The Di-
vision of Physical Sciences, learning of

The Lincoln Memorial, as seen from a point near the new building of the National Academy of Sciences

and National Research Council.

the results of their surveys before other

investigators. Another mode of advanc-
ing research is illustrated by the es-

tabhshment of National Research Fellow-

ships in physics and chemistry. The
Rockefeller Foundation, recognizing the

fundamental character of these sciences

and the importance of developing a large

number of students competent to advance
them by research, gave the council $100,-

000 a year for five years to provide liberal

fellowships for those who have shown ex-

ceptional promise in their university

work. The results of this experiment,

which has been in progress for three

years, have been so satisfactory that the

Rockefeller Foundation and the General

Vol. LXXIL—34

the unusual resources of some labora-

tories and the pressing needs of others,

serves with the Research Information

Service as a useful go-between. Ulti-

mately the Academy and Council will

be able to lend many instruments from
their own collection, resulting from the re-

turn of apparatus purchased by recipi-

ents of grants from their special research

funds.

These examples must suffice to typify

the diverse work of the various divisions

of science and technology of the Research

Council, which also include those of en-

gineering, chemistry and chemical tech-

nology, geology and geography, medical

sciences, biology and agriculture, an-
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thropology and psychology. While the

cases cited and many more relate to fun-

damental problems of science, others are

severely practical, such as the fatigue phe-

nomena of metals, high-speed tool steels,

moulding sands, electric insulation, fer-

tilizers, food and nutrition, forestry, child

welfare. The Council, in co-operation

with the Department of Agriculture and
many State organizations, maintains a

central bureau for highways research, as a

clearing-house and means of co-ordination

of the activities of State agencies, which
are spending hundreds of millions for the

construction of roads. Another recent

accompUshment of the Council in a dif-

ferent field, due to the energetic and effec-

tive service of its Permanent Secretary,

Doctor Vernon Kellogg, is the provision

of large funds received through the Rocke-
feller Foundation for the support of the

Concilium Bibliographicum, which other-

wise would have been forced to suspend
its valuable work of indexing and abstract-

ing the extensive literature of biology.
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The Divisions of General Relations of

the Research Council supplement those of

science and technology. Thus the Divi-

sion of Federal Relations brings together

representatives of the scientific and tech-

nical bureaus of the government for the

consideration of common problems, and
the Division of States Relations seeks to

promote the scientific and technical work
organized under the authority of the vari-

ous States. The Division of Foreign Re-
lations represents the United States in the

International Research Council, which was
organized soon after the armistice in har-

mony \\dth a plan presented by the Nation-
al Academy of Sciences at meetings held in

London and Paris under the auspices of

the Royal Society and the Paris Academy
of Sciences. The Division of Educational

Relations studies the conditions for re-

search in American educational institu-

tions and seeks means of discovering and
developing exceptionally qualified stu-

dents. The Research Information Service

collects data needed by research workers
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and answers scientific and technical ques- workers, and others. If funds can be
tions received from any source. A glance obtained to develop the Information Ser-

through its files reveals the great variety vice adequately, incalculable assistance

of inquiries received from scientific inves- and great saving of time and expense can
tigators, state and government bureaus, be afforded to men of science, the in-

industrial laboratories, students, private dustries, and the general public.

The Great Adventure
BY ROBERT UNDERWOOD JOHNSON

I, WHO am lover of brown paths that lead into deep, cloistered forests,

Happy if only they bend, like my vagabond thoughts, to new vistas;

I, who see never the tangle of glistening and musical waters

Unmoved by desire to companion them on to the goal of all streamlets;

I, who in boyhood would race with the round, drifting clouds of the June-time
Coveting all that they whisper to mortals of voyage and vision;

I, who was tranced by the call of the Walkyrie storm in the midnight,

Awed by the pageant of stars and the vanishing glory of rainbows

—

How can I fear the Unknown, the zest of the night and the morning

!

I, who meet strangers as possible friends to be sought for and cherished.

Knowing that once the most cherished of friends was a possible stranger;

I to whom each is a ship on a virginal sea, within hailing,

Craving some news of the port, some correction of chart or of compass;
I, tempted to good or to bad by a venturous quest after beauty.

Sure it alone will remain beyond our illusions and changes;

I, who in time of dismay believe that all wrong is forgetting,

That Man is no plaything of Fate, to be broken, discarded, and wasted

—

How can I fear the Unknown, the hope and the friend of the fearful

!

I, who see Love as the gift of all gifts, as an instinct of beauty.

Stirring the lowest to climb to his dream on the far-seeing summit;
Law as the bond of the stars; Need as the thirst of the human;
Nothing as good for ourselves that is not the birthright of others:

—

How, in the candor of night, can I shrink from the Power that gave us

Heart for the joy and the struggle, mind to engage with the darkness,

Little by little revealing the prints of His footsteps eternal?

Think you that all shall be told, that the last day is naught but a curtain?

Hail to the Mystery Glorious, the path of our greatest and dearest!
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UDGE COLE-
MAN rises early

upon the morning
of the Thanks-
giving hunt.
There is need of

this, for, as is the

case with all hunts-

men of the older

school, it requires

the services of

three men properly to dress him.

He wakes as the first rays of the sun

pierce the mists which rise above the

Brandywine, and, going swiftly to the

window, snififs the wet dawn air. So
standing, his bony arms stretched upon
the sill, his eagle's nose pointed to the sky,

he seems like a lean old hound, erect upon
its haunches, that prospects the day of

hunt.

Beneath his window the squat russet

roofs of the kennels are beginning to

emerge from the curling haze of early

morning, and the hounds within, as

though called to life by the sun's broad
rim, give vibrant tongue.

High and piercing comes the cry of the

pack. Old Mayflower seems to lead with

the first solo part, and the other hounds
follow wildly. The chorus falls to sub-

dued yelping, to rise again into full cry.

The judge hstens with pride. So well

does he know his hounds that he is able

to distinguish individual voices from the

chorus. He hears the deep, full baying
of Dazzle, the yelping ^'ar-uumph-ar-

ouw" of short-throated Nick, but it be-

comes apparent to him that upon this

morning one voice is missing.

This inspection completed, the judge
grunts. Delaware, his valet, waiting out-

side the bedroom door, has heard this

grunt upon hunting mornings for many
years, and is still unable to say whether
it signifies approval or disgust. It serves

as a signal, however, and Delaware de-
spatches Kent and Sussex, his sons, and
therefore named for the counties of the
State, to the kitchen for boihng water and
hot towels.

These burdens arrive in the capable
hands of Kent, for Sussex, a negro of

the careful watch-and-ward school, has
paused to rest upon the stairway. Water
and towels are slid into the judge's room.

Thereafter begin the processes of toilet,

punctuated by stentorian commands and
questions to the three negroes, waiting
outside the door.

The judge shaves.

''Is the mist rising?"

''Yessuh, it's risin'!" Delaware does
not admit mist upon the ground on the
morning of a hunt.

''A hotter towel!"
Kent runs.

''Any clouds?"
" High in sky." It is still almost dark,

and no eye can see a hundred yards be-

yond the house.
'

' Hounds all right ? None wandered ? '

'

"Yessuh. Seen 'em myself!" Dela-
ware possesses an abiding fear of dogs in

numbers, and will never go near the

kennels. The judge is aware of this, but
he merely wishes the form of an assur-

ance.
" Bluebell there ? Didn't seem to hear

her with the pack?"
"Reckon so!^'' Delaware knows of

Bluebell's tendency to wander from the

kennels upon hunts of her owtl, and there-

fore qualifies an absolute statement.

There is a crackle of linen. The judge
is putting on his high choker shirt. He is

now standing before the window, looking

out.

Bring him his boots

!

This is the very pinnacle of the cere-

mony of dressing. The boots are taken

from their trees by Sussex, handed to
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Doom is upon her. She knows it, and speaks of her impending troubles in a high, clear voice.—Page 534.
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Kent, who passes them to Delaware, against the glare of the moon. His great

The latter, with reverent sleeve, bestows brush was uplifted, sinuous and fragile as

a final poUsh upon their glossy surfaces, a fan; his jaws lolled open in soundless

begins to slide them through the doorway laughter. Gliding, he disappeared into

—is interrupted ! the woods beyond the pool.

'^There's that hound, Bluebell, now! As if the signal for the hunt had been
Tryin' to sneak back into the kennels, given, Bluebell swung screaming to the

Been out again. Runnin' every fox from line,

the county. No use huntin' to-day
!

"

Through black woods patched with
"Bring the kennelman. Tell him to yellow shadows as moonlight streamed

bring that hound! Tell him to bring a through leafless branches, through fen

whip !
" and thicket^ across fields shimmering with

Kent rockets down the stairway. The frost, past farm and home, where sleepers

scufifle of his feet through the gravel of the stirred uneasily upon their beds, swept
drive dies away. There follows silence, the hunt.

The scene is being set for Bluebell's pun- The fox ran as silently as a drifting

ishment. shadow; the hound pursued in rolling,

quivering bass. Before them earth and
There is no doubt of her crime, that of heaven seemed blent in the speed of the

running foxes before a hunt. Herderelic- chase; behind, the aching night fell back
tion had begun upon the previous night to silence. Hour following hour, hunt-
with the rising of the moon. ress and hunted ran the pale moon down

Its rim, vast and yellow, had seemed the sky.

to drip honey down its path of light. The But in that still hour when darkness
kennels rang as the hounds bayed deep deepens the fox vanished as suddenly
greeting to the hound in the moon, his as if he had leaped into another world,

fore feet set upon his changeless pile of Only his scent remained, growing ever

burning, golden brush. colder as Bluebell worked through the

Bluebell had leaped the kennel fence coverts with tired nostrils,

and had run toward the river. With She was content. The chase, for that

flying feet she had held her Hne straight night, was at an end, but she would hunt
to the high white cliffs of Jennings' Pool, her fox again as she had hunted him in the

Upon the precipice she had paused, past. She lay down and slept, and now,
The river swept in a pale torrent through at dawn, had returned to merited punish-

thepool. Each blade of grass, each patch ment.
of darkness within the pit, hung motion-
less in an enchanted pattern. Comes whining and yelping from the

High upon the cliff Bluebell had flung kennels, as if hounds were being torn from
back her head and belled full cry to the their lairs in successive martyrdom. The
quivering stars. The sound was swept to voice of Bluebell lifts itself, mournfully
the gorge below, was thrown back, re- protesting.

echoing from the hills. Strangely was it The mist rises with the day, disclosing

answered. the drive and a balcony where stands the

From the amber hght within the gorge judge, in riding-breeches but bootless.

emerged a fox. His movement seemed Upon the driveway appear kennelman,
the gliding of a tawny shadow, a bodiless Kent, and Bluebell,

emanation from the depths of the pit. There is little of haughty spirit in Blue-

His livid hide, blending with the darkness, bell's demeanor. She is not one who can
disappeared beneath the heel of the preci- be borne to the guillotine in calmness and
pice. silence. She causes her executioners

Bluebell waited, quivering, a deep rum- hardest labor, makes her fat body as

ble within her throat, her hackles risen heavy as possible, approaches punishment
and full. only when dragged to it by the scruff of

The fox of the pool suddenly became her dun-colored neck. Doom is upon her.

visible upon the cliff. For an instant, as She knows it, and speaks of her impending
he turned, his body was silhouetted troubles in a high, clear voice.
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Defendant Bluebell is arraigned at the

bar of justice. The judge, taking upon
himself the roles of court-crier, clerk,

and prosecuting attorney, sets forth the

indictment. Bluebell pleads movingly.
The judge continues the charge.

Through his voice outraged Coke and
ravished Nimrod speak as one ! Kent
and the kennelman listen enthralled.

Sentence is passed: ten lashes and a
day's imprisonment; Coleman will pay
costs. Bluebell howls as the whip bites

upon her hide. The door of the balcony
slams shut. The judge has disappeared.

Bluebell, whimpering, is dragged away
to be locked into the kennels. She is not
to hunt to-day.

The judge is fully dressed at last.

Breeches of close-dotted cheviot, cut in

the old style, cascade into the tops of his

shining boots. Above the breeches rises

a vest of leather, which crosses itself in

many folds, to be gathered in at last by
twin rows of pearl buttons. A stock, in-

tricately wound about a lean and ancient

throat, completes the effect.

But it is in his hunting-coat that the

judge's personality finds fullest utterance.

Originally crimson, it has been mellowed
by time to soft and even black. The col-

lar alone remains vividly scarlet. The
whole seems touched by an abiding flavor

of antiquity, of ancient winds and older

hunting fields.

The sun is not yet fully risen. Mist
from the river still seeps across hill and val-
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ley, but this the wind parts, clearing long

vistas of field and landscape. Already

the huntsmen are beginning to arrive.

By four roads they come to the Cole-

man farm. The first follows the Brandy-
wine like a gliding snake, crossing the

stream by ancient twin bridges set just

within the Delaware line, and this brings

in all Medina and West Follen. The sec-

ond and third roads meet at Chadds
Ford, almost at the Revolutionary battle-

field, and upon them arrive Wilmington
and New Castle. The fourth is a thin

and winding line, running straight back
to the hills, and this brings in its contin-

gent of hunting farmers.

Darkness sees the first of the huntsmen
start. Some walk their horses twenty
miles to the meeting. Others doze along

the roads in high-wheeled buggies, sad-

dles upon their laps, their hunters teth-

ered to the wagon-tail. Wilmington folk

may arrive more magnificently, by motor,

their mounts led by stable-boys. Bearded
farmers jog 'cross field on cobs as shaggy
as themselves. Little boys bound through
the Coleman gates upon stubby-legged

ponies, which later by some miracle will

keep always in advance of the hunt.

Each, as he arrives, is received with due
ceremony by Judge Coleman, to-day the

host of the meeting. Gradually the

rooms fill with guests.

The judge surveys them with pride.

He has known all for years.

Little Fanny Elwell, perched upon a

window-seat, one slender booted knee
across the other, satisfies a prodigious

early-morning appetite with sausages,

rolls, and jam, brought to her by willing

suitors. Beyond, just out of the crowd
which flows around the three broad break-

fast-tables, stands a grizzled farmer, silent

as his own hillside, who tenderly tests his

sausage with the point of his knife before

eating it. Further on, their small heads
but barely visible above twin mounds of

buckwheat cakes, steaming upon silver

platters, are Job and Quintern Jennings,

who have not missed a hunt since their

eighth birthday. Next come ladies,

booted, skirted, derbies corded to nape
of habit, while, beyond, their hunting hus-

bands, over ringing glasses, continue busi-

ness upon a day of pleasure.

But where the punch-bowl is enthroned

upon a solitary table, where Jason, the
butler, himself presides over rose-colored,

sparkhng Uquor, the gathering is thickest,

and beyond, surrounding a fire that roars

and rumbles up the chimney, sits the very
cream of the meeting.

These are ancient gentlemen whose
days in the field are over. With white,

bowed heads gleaming in the firehght, and
glasses within easy reaching distance,

they speak philippics of present hunts,

contrasting them with those of an older

time—" When a fox, Sir, knew enough to

hold to its own line, and a hound could

run !

" Story follows story of old hounds,
old foxes, old masters, now gone in dust.

As each ancient speaks the others take up
the chorus:

^'Does the company recollect Ajacia

out of Rumbottle?"
The company does, and speaks of it

almost in unison.

"Good hound. Good hound, that!

Give her a field and she'd find you a fox."

The fire crackles and rises. Silence

falls again.

"And Riposte out of Ringdang?"
"Keen hound. Keen hound, there!

Best nose in the county. Could go
through a covert with his eyes shut

!"

"What happened to Pateley, old

drunken Pateley, the time he mistook the

dam-top for the lower ford, and came out

of the river with his pockets full of min-
nows?"
The circle recalls Pateley and laughs.

The time shifts to the present. Blue-

bell's perfidy the night before the hunt is

told and discussed. Punishment is sug-

gested that, were Bluebell herself to hear

it, would cause her dun hide to grow pal-

lid. One mild old gentleman suggests

hanging. He himself has seen a hound
hung, and for a lesser offense. The death
of this malefactor had had a telling effect

upon the conduct of its brother hounds.

He will bring the matter to the attention

of Judge Coleman.
From this matter to conjecture is an

easy step.

"What has the company heard of the

fox of Jennings's Pool?"
The circle slaps its knees and laughs.

"There is no fox of the pool
!"

"A myth, that—more scent than sub-

stance !

"
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"'Twould take a good hound and a
great hunt to lay him!"
"A farmer's tale—not to be told to a

huntsman !"

But Roger Glover, the eldest of the an-
cient gathering, rises from his corner and
pounds angrily upon the bricks with his

cane. The fox of the pool is no myth.
He, Roger, has verily seen him. Just the
other night, on the road to Westchester
and near the Jennings's farm, he met the
fox, in fact, had seen him '' glimmer across

the road right under the horse's heels."

The company holds its aching sides,

and Roger, becoming even more angry,
offers, cane in hand, to prove his state-

ments upon the physical body of any

doubter present. Trouble is averted,

however, by the arrival of the Medina
hounds. The gathering adjourns to the

porch to inspect them.

The sun is now high in the sky. The
last of the river mist filters toward the

zenith in thin, smoke-like tendrils. The
hills contain no shadows, holding the sun-

light as in a gigantic bowl. Wood, field,

and stream seem to have emerged fresh-

washed beneath the mist. The sunlight

flecks the oval of the drive with yellow,

seems to climb upon the house like a ris-

ing tide, adds new color to the grass be-

yond the road.

The Medina hounds are in a wire-cov-

ered crate set upon the rear of a panting
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Ford truck. The weight of crate and
hounds tihs the truck up, causing it to

thrust its nose into the air, and upon the

elevation thus formed sits the master of

the Medina hunt. He is a tall man, so

lean and bronzed that he resembles a

river reed wrapped up in a scarlet coat,

and like all good horsemen is possessed of

preternatural silence and gravity.

Not so his hounds, however. The wire

across the crate top holds them in check,

but through the mesh emerges a fillip of

waving tail, of thrusting paw, of eager,

whining muzzle. The box hums, quivers,

shakes as if some many-limbed, multiple-

voiced force had been loosed mthin it.

Little Fanny Elwell, unencumbered by
skirts, climbs to the top of the truck and
succinctly declares each and every hound
to be at his best. There is none to gain-

say her, and truck, crate, and hounds
move on to the stables. To-day the Me-
dina and Coleman packs are to be joined.

The stables hum with activity. Horse-

boys lead the more restless hunters back
and forth across the court. Heels flash

up and down. There is a tossing of

heads, neighing, and squealing. Girths

are being tightened for a final time, sad-

dle-clothes are adjusted, martingales set.

The stamping of hoofs causes dust to

rise in a high, light cloud, which is blown
down to the kennels, sifting in upon the

hounds in a gentle rain.

The hounds are wildly clamorous,

scenting the coming hunt. Wet muzzles
protrude through the kennel-bars, and
sniff and whine at passing boots. The
hounds in the rear rush up, clambering

upon those before them, forming a high

and yelping cascade that threatens to

overwhelm the gate. The sound of baying
beats into the sky like a tempest.

Through this, high and clear, sound the

first notes of
—"To Horse and Hounds."

The hunt is up.

The baying of the hounds ceases; the

stables grow still; and in this instant of

silence the voice of Bluebell can be heard,

faintly whining, urging her freedom.

The huntsmen are mounting. The
courtyard is filled with restless, sidling

horses. The judge is up. The tails of his

ancient coat, spread behind the saddle,

sway gently as his horse, a lean black

stallion, bucks and rears. He sits his

mount as straightly as an antique ram-
rod, but later, when the heat of the hunt
is upon him, he will ride like a jockey over
his horse's ears. Fanny Elwell, one booted
leg drawn up like a flamingo's, gives a
stirrup its final adjustment. Quintern and
Jobey Jennings point their ponies' noses

toward the outer gate. The master of the

Medina hunt leans from his saddle, a whip
with a long lash in his hands, and gazes

in silence at his crate of hounds.
The signal is given. The Medina

hounds are loosed. They shuttle from
their box in a quick-moving, tan-colored

ribbon, which breaks and frays into indi-

vidual hounds as their feet touch the

ground. Yelping, they run like errant

quicksilver beneath the horses' heels, to

be beaten back at last into a more com-
pact group by many whips and the shoo-

ings of small country urchins, who later

in the morning will startle the field by
their shrill cries of " I see 'im ! I see

'im ! Do you see him, Bill ? " when a fox

is in view.

The Coleman hounds are loosed next.

They surge from the kennel-gate, May-
flower baying at their head in the place

of the imprisoned Bluebell. They are

whipped into position. The hunt sets off

down the hill.

The hounds go first, and upon their

tails rides the Medina huntsman, as chief

whipper-in. Judge Coleman follows, mas-
ter of the hunt, in advance of the field.

Behind him rides a kennelman, glorified

in broken brown gaiters, a split scarlet

coat, and a bedrabbled jockey-cap. A
hunting-horn is slung across his shoul-

ders; a long lash is in his hands. He is a

general jack o' the hunt, who blows the

calls and thrashes recalcitrant hounds.

Next comes Fanny Elwell, her roan

daintily lifting his hoofs over the pools of

water upon the road, and with her, their

ponies' noses almost touching the tall

roan's flanks, ride Jobey and Quintern

Jennings. Behind these three come the

rank and file of the field, thinning to the

ruck.

They cross the Brandywine by ancient

twin bridges, which roll like beaten drums
beneath the horses' hoofs. Thereafter,

leaving the road, the hunt ascends Mal-
vern hill. The horses are still at a walk,

yet the pace has quickened. The hounds
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are more restless, and the riders in the

rear are closing up. The Malvern coverts

are to be drawn first.

Before the covert the hunt pauses.

The hounds know their duty well. Whin-
ing, they fling themselves into the under-

brush. The silent Medina master, his

whip atrail, settles back upon his saddle.

The judge's stallion grows restless and
paws the frozen earth, but there comes
never change nor tremor in the erect bear-

ing of his master. The hunt waits in

silence, broken only by the stamping of

horses and the whining and scuffle of

hounds through the thick of the bushes.

Occasionally a hound emerges, almost

upon his nose, having worked himself

through the length of the covert. He
throws his muzzle to the sky as if clear-

ing his nostrils, and plunges in again.

Time passes. The hunt grows restless.

A few hounds clear the covert and begin

a dejected search for fleas. The silent

Medina huntsman smites the deserters

of the pack to the line. The hounds take
scent and cry at a single breath, and
scream after the fleeing Mayflower, now
far in the van.

The hunt breaks through the covert in

a surge of horses. The ruck follows al-

most upon the leaders. Whipping and
spurring, they pound across the field.

The scent is variable. At times it

seems breast-high, floating thick and
warm. At times the hounds are sud-

denly brought to their noses. Mayflower,
however, in rolling, quivering bass, with

undiminished speed, holds to her line.

The other hounds scream after her.

For five full fields, a mile that curves

ever gently toward the river and the

Coleman house, the hunt holds thus.

With never a stop for fence or gate or wall

the riders follow. Huntsmen are spread

from hill to Mil, and the ruck, fields back,

has not yet come into view.

Now comes a check, for Mayflower,

where a tributary brook takes its course

\
= >^

with fury and drives them into the bushes

again.

High and clear, ringing like a clarion

down the crisp November air, comes the

voice of Mayflower. She lifts her muzzle

to the heavens, fluffs it down again be-

tween her legs in deep, full cry, and is off

like a shot across the field.

"Away! Away I
^^ shouts the judge,

and spurs his stallion through the covert.

The horse takes the bushes at a stride.

The Medina huntsman and the jack o'

the hunt, madly whipping, swing the rest

to the Brandywine just below, loses scent,

and for many seconds runs, whining and
scuffling, back and forth through the un-

derbrush at the brookside. The other

hounds come up and add the tumult of

their searchings to those of Mayflower.

The judge reins in his stallion below the

covert. The Medina huntsman and the

jack o' the hunt gallop to the edge of the

bushes. The first of the leading riders

pause and wait . The ruck comes into view.

Mayflower, however, reaching a swift

conclusion, crosses the brook in four great
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leaps from stone to stone, and upon the

farther side throws down her head in full

cry as she again takes the scent. A num-
ber of hounds follow her, and the judge,

in a rippling cascade of water, splashes

his stallion across the stream. Upon the

Here divergence must occur. It would
be pleasant to tell how the silent Medina
master, at last losing his cap and com-
posure, tore his hair, which turned out to

be flaming red and which was followed,

so swears the Coleman hunt, by the Me-

v^N^.^;. !-

Roaring into full voice, closes in on the line.—Page 542.

bank, startled by a sudden great view-
halloo behind him, he turns in his saddle,

but slightly reining in his mount.
Beneath the \>ery heels of the Medina

huntsman's horse has emerged a fresh fox,

which is already streaking the brown
earth to red as it flees across the field, and
the jack o' the hunt quickly unwinds his

horn and blow^s the "Gone away!" the

signal for a fox breaking cover. The high
treble notes nestle in the wind and fil-

ter down the valley
—"Go-one aw-aay.

Gone aw-a-aay !"

dina hounds as a torch through darkness,

fled across field after his fresh fox, over-

took it, attempted to scoop it from the

ground to his saddle by its bushy tail,

lost it, but later, followed by a corporal's

guard of the hunt, ran it to earth in the

yard of a Beden cotton-mill, miles down
the Brandywine, where the fox, like the

vixen she turned out to be, elected to hide

behind bales of bleached and pink woolsey
rather than take cover beneath un-

bleached and colorless cloth; how Fanny
Elwell, following the judge and May-
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flower, with the rest of the hunt, was The scent grows always warmer, more
turned from this chase by a fresher fox, pungent to her quivering nostrils,

which ran under the very nose of her The land falls suddenly, disclosing a
roan, and which she and Quintern Jen- slight gorge, and in the hollow, clear of

nings and a single valiant hound pursued the surrounding coverts, his coat a blotch

for hours, to lose him at last well over the of livid color under the sunlight, lies the

Pennsylvania line; how, in short, the hunt fox of the pool. His great brush is flat

that took the field, fearing that it would to earth. He lies upon his back, his belly

find no fox, found, in all, four. These spread to the sun. He seems asleep,

things are recorded in detail in the annals She bays once to awaken him and give

of the Coleman hunt; we must return to him fair field; she bays the second time
Bluebell. to mark the beginning of her charge.

Thereafter she runs in silence.

The clear notes of the jack o' hunt's The fox is always before her, always in

horn, blowing the "Gone away," wind view. His line is as straight as the shaft

down the valley and across the stream, of an arrow, away from the pool and
They sound like distant bells in the ears toward the highest summit of the hills,

of the ancient gentlemen on the roof of Once, as he turns his head, she sees his

the Coleman house, w^ho follow the chase open, lolling jaw^s. Thereafter the pace
with eyes and field-glasses. quickens. The great fan of the fox's

The hound tinkles Hke the trumpet of a brush droops; he seems to drift like a

sprite through Bluebell's kennel, and with shadow over the brown upland earth.

a bay and a surge she answers it, breaking Bluebell follows doggedly, never losing,

the leash that checks her, and bounding never gaining.

like a rocket from the roof of her box to Down the wind sounds the baying of

the clear of the road beyond. hounds. Mayflower and her hunt have
In her ears, as she runs, sound the turned their fox from the sanctuary of the

shouts of the ancient gentlemen upon the hills and are running upon the heels of a

rooftop. She takes the roadway at a failing quarry.

bound, and before her to the Brandywine The fox of the pool hears the hounds
stretches the unbroken expanse of field, up-wind, and bends his line to the left.

Down this she runs at full speed, but at So swift is this movement of retreat that

the river pauses. his hide streaks to ochre the yellow and
Far afield come the faint, clear notes of green of the hillside. Bluebell, charging,

the jack o' hunt's horn as he winds upon turns him back.

Mayflower's fleeting line. The sound The baying of the pack sounds close,

dies away. Bluebell fords the river with The fox again attempts to turn. Blue-

a rush. The field above is heavy with bell holds him toward the hounds, and,

broken clods of earth, where a plough has roaring into full voice, closes in on the line,

turned the turf for the planting of winter Ahead is a high and stony ridge, flecked

wheat. Pale green stalks of grain are al- with stunted trees and deep in bracken,

ready above the ground, but the summit Into this the fox plunges, Bluebell at his

of the field is bare and unplanted. Upon very heels.

this, as upon a point of lookout, Bluebell The hounds are very near. The hunt
takes her stand. has come out into the clear at the head

She lifts her muzzle to the skies and of a narrow gut between two wooded
fluffs it down to the ground, casting for ridges. The pack, in full view of May-
scent, and to her nostrils, drifting down flower's failing fox, runs in a roaring cres-

the wind, comes odor, faint with distance, cent, a deep half-moon of open baying

already slightly cold, but infinitely remi- jaws and streaked white muzzles. The
niscent to her foxhound's nose. Without riders stream after them.

a sound she follows it up-wind, running at The judge leads. His tired black stal-

her full speed. lion, wet with foam from bit to eyes,

Through furze and bracken, where the charges as heavily as a booted dragoon,

scent, lifted by the wind, clings to moist and after him rides Jobey Jennings, his

browTi stalk, across wooded knoll, down pony a twinkle of tiny legs. The jack

deep ravine, Bluebell follows her line, o' the hunt comes next, the wild, white
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jaws of his laboring horse stretched over

the pony's rump. Behind are the rank
and file of the hunt, riding shoulder to

shoulder for the death.

The hounds close in for the kill. The
deep bass of the charging pack changes

to high, keening falsetto, drawn like a

tingling silver wire across the air. The
front of the crescent moves up, forming a

solid phalanx about the exhausted quarry.

Spurring, whipping, the huntsmen ride

upon the very tails of the hounds.

The phalanx closes. The fox seems to

rise in the air like a jet of crimson above
Mayflower's jaws to disappear in a flurry

of hounds, and into the base of this mov-
ing pyramid, like some swift, extraordi-

nary wedge, drives the fox of the pool.

Bluebell almost upon his back. The split

tide of hounds falls asunder, to wheel,

rising with snapping jaws at the livid

body that bounds above their heads.

Like a flash of light the fox of the pool

spins clear of the circle of hounds, and
leaps blindly beneath the feet of the

charging horses. These wildly rear, and
Jobey's pony, caught by the stalUon's

flank, falls, casting his rider upon the very

neck of the fox. Pony, Jobey, and fox of

the pool go down together in a ringing

welter of earth and hounds.

From this, after passage of time,

emerges Jobey. With one small hand he

clutches the fox of the pool by its broken
neck, and with the other, very angrily,

he beats down the screaming, leaping

hounds.

Next, still holding the limp and dan-
gling body of the fox, much as the Ancient
Mariner must have embraced the alba-

tross, he kicks his trembling pony upon
its shins, and addresses the now hysteri-

cal hunt:
" Damned old pony ! I jumped an' he

didn't. Then he jumped an' landed on
the fox an' me!"

So closes the great Thanksgiving run of

the Coleman hunt. It should be noted,

however, that Jobey Jennings refused the
brush, saying that he thought he had not
won it as a huntsman should, and there-

upon it was carried to the Coleman farm
by the jack o' the hunt. Bluebell, with a
broken fore foot, was brought home across

the judge's saddle-bows. Whining and
scuffling, she scratched at the saddle-

leather, and rendered the stallion uncom-
fortable. Her nature was such that she

remained equally a trial in tribulation or

triumph.

That night the pale horn of the hunter's

moon rose above the Brandywine hills,

and the kennels rang as the tired hounds
bayed greeting to the hound in the moon.
Pointing her nose to the shadowy hound
that rode the skies. Bluebell fluffed it

down between her legs in deep and rolling

bass. Again and again she bayed. That
night she had no tryst to keep.

The Singing Shadows
BY CLEMENT WOOD

These things that star a casual day's beholding

—

The sight of cattle drowsing in the shade,

The chase of moon-washed waves, in endless folding,

The stars in endless, measureless parade

—

These things—earth, sea, and sky—by us are blent

Into a harmony that lays a duty

Upon our souls to serve, tfll we are spent.

That oneness of all things that we cafl beauty.

Beauty is one and all things, at all hours:

The"^ trembling noon, the smoky tempest's scourge,
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The stir of farms, the windy dance of flowers,

The clash of angry men, the throb and surge

When the dark sea leaps to enfold a star:

Beauty is all we know and all we are.

II

I am a tongue for beauty. Not a day,

And not a night, but is a face of her:

The leafy surf of spring, with petal spray;

The nights when snowflakes are too stiff to stir.

She laughs in sunlit waters, and she smiles

In trembling moonlit pools that break the moon;
Her soft face shines above the herded miles

Where slums shrink from the stifling breath of noon.

Her hand is in your hand at every turning;

She slips unseen beside you in the press;

But she will break the brittle heart with yearning,

When, trembling in the glare of loneliness.

You dread to learn you are remote from worth

—

And find you are her shadow on the earth.

Ill

We are the singing shadows beauty casts;

Nor shall the shadow live to see its source.

Nor her invisible sun, whose morning lasts

Long after life has spent its feeble force:

No more than waves burned silver by the moon
Shall lift to see their shining silver one.

Or her enkindling sun, whose whitest noon
Shadows some fierier and farther sun.

Trap beauty in your net, she still is flying;

Know her, she is radiantly unknown;
Slay her, she is reborn out of her dying.

To cleave those heights only her wings have flown;

Flee her, till earth ebbs to a vanishing star.

You are her shadow: she is where you are.

IV

fly before me. You have fled me long;

For you I left a home and built a home.
Seeking to net your glory in a song

Frailer than bubbles born and dead in foam.

1 have sought you on starry mountain spaces,

Bright with the memory of your flying feet.

And deep in tortured shadows of lost places.

Which your forgotten passing had left sweet.

O fly before me, till my eyes are dim.

Too tired to pace you to your radiant west.

Where still you waken man, and beckon him
To the unending ardor of your quest

—

Where you at last alone shall hold your place,

With only death to seek your -deathless face.
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III.—THE END OF THE APPRENTICESHIP AS GREENHORN

Illustrations from old prints

HE visions of Princeton

persisted in my mind
like after effects of

strong light upon the

retina. That gentle

youth's suggestion
that he may some day
see me enrolled as a

student at Princeton kept ringing in my
ears and sounded like mockery. A peas-

ant boy from a Serb village who a little

over two years prior to that time was
wearing a peasant's sheepskin coat and
cap to become a fellow student of those

youths who looked like young aristocrats

seemed impossible. A European aristo-

crat would have never suggested such a

thing, and that puzzled me. I saw an end-

less chain of difficult things between me
and my enrolment as a student at Prince-

ton, the home for gentle American youth.

Social unpreparedness, I felt, was a much
more serious difficulty than unprepared-
ness in things which one can learn from
books. This difficulty could not be over-

come by associating with people east of

the Bowery, and I was heading that way.
The nearer the train approached New
York the less anxious I was to return to it.

From Nassau Hall to the Bowery was too

abrupt a change, and from the Bowery to

Nassau Hall the change would have been
even more abrupt. I compromised and
looked up Christian's home on West
Street.

Christian was still in Cleveland, but his

father received me with open arms and
promised to find me a job. In less than a

week he found me one in a famous cracker

factory on Cortlandt Street. An ac-

quaintance of his with the name Filers, a

Frieslander and distant relative of a fa-

mous German writer of that name, was
employed there ; he steered me during my
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first experiences in the factory. I was
given a place in a squad of boys and girls

who punched the firm's name upon a par-

ticular kind of biscuits. The job was
easy from the point of view of physical

strength, but it required much manual
dexterity. In spite of my ambition to ad-
vance to a high place in the squad I pro-

gressed very slowly. I soon discovered

that in manual dexterity the American
boys and girls stood very high; my hands
moved fairly rapidly after some practice,

but theirs vibrated. I made up my mind
that America was not a field for me to

gather many laurels by efforts requiring

much manual dexterity. That idea oc-

curred to me before, when I first observed
Christian handling his lathe. One day I

was at the delivery desk of the Cooper
Union Library, showing my library check

to a youth behind the desk who counter-

signed it before a book was delivered to

me. I noticed that he wrote rapidly, us-

ing sometimes his right hand and some-

times his left with equal ease and with

much skill. ''How can I ever compete
with American boys," said I, "when they

can write with either hand better than I

can write with my right hand!"
There never was a doubt in my mind

that American adaptability which I ob-

served on every occasion was in a great

measure due to manual training which
young people used to get here. Chris-

tian's suggestion, mentioned above, that

"a boy can learn anything quickly and
well enough to earn a living if he will only

try," I saw in a new light, when I watched
the work of those boys and girls in the

factory. Yes, American boys can, but

not European, thought I. Lack of

early manual training was a handicap

which I felt on every step during my early

progress in America. My whole experi-

545
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ence confirmed me in the belief that man-
ual training of the youth gives them a dis-

cipline which school-books alone can never

do. I discovered later that three of the

greatest characters in American history,

Franklin, Jefferson, and Lincoln, ex-

celled in practical arts requiring dexter-

ity, and that the constructive genius of

the American nation can, in part, be
traced to the discipline which one gets

from early manual training.

The great opportunities which, accord-

ing to my good friends on the Delaware
farm, awaited me in this country were cer-

tainly not in the direction of arts requiring

great manual dexterity. The country of

baseball offered, I thought, very few op-

portunities in this direction to a foreign-

born boy. I was convinced of that every

time I made a comparison between my-
self and the other boys who were doing

the same manual work in the factory that

I did. They were my superiors. In one
thing, however, I thought I was their su-

perior. They did not know much about
the latest things described in the Scien-

tific American, nor in the scientific sup-

plements of the Sunday Sun, which I read

assiduously \\ith the aid of a pocket dic-

tionary. The educational opportunities

in the factory also escaped them. Jim,
the boiler-room engineer and fireman of

the factory, became interested in my
scientific reading and encouraged me by
paying several compliments to my inter-

est in these things. He once suggested

that some day, perhaps, I might become
his scientific assistant in the boiler-room,

if I did not mind shovelling coal and at-

tending to the busy fires. He was joking,

but I took him seriously. Every morning
before the factory started I was with Jim,
who was getting the steam up and pre-

paring to blow the whistle and start the

wheels going. I volunteered to assist

him ''shovelling coal and attending to the

busy fires," and after a time I understood
the manipulations in the boiler-room

quite well, according to Jim. The steam-
engine excited my liveliest interest. It

was the first opportunity that I ever had
to study at close range the operations of a

steam-engine and I made the most of it,

thanks to Jim's patient interest in my
thirst for new information. He was my
first professor in engineering.

One exceptionally hot afternoon during
that summer found Jim prostrated by
heat and I volunteered to run the boiler-

room until he got well. I did it during the

rest of that afternoon, much to the sur-

prise of everybody, but was not allowed

to continue, because a fireman's license

was required for that. When Jim re-

turned I urged him to help me get a li-

cense, but he answered that an intelligent

boy, eager to learn, should not cross the

Atlantic for the purpose of becoming a
fireman. "You must aim higher, my
lad," said Jim, and he added that if I con-

tinued to make good use of my pocket
dictionary and of my scientific reading I

would soon outgrow the opportunities

offered by the New England Cracker
Factory in Cortlandt Street. He never

missed a chance to encourage me and to

promise new successes for new efforts. In
that respect he reminded me much of my
mother.

Jim was a humble fireman and boiler-

room engineer; his early education was
scanty, so that he was not much on books;

but he stood in awe in the presence of

books. Referring to my habit of carrying

a pocket dictionary in my hip pocket and
looking up in it the meaning and the pro-

nunciation of every word which was new
to me he would exclaim, jokingly, '' Look
in the book," whenever some obscure

points arose in our boiler-room discus-

sions. His admiration for books was
much increased when I related to him the

story of James Watt and his experiments

with the steam-engine, a story which I

had dug out in an old encyclopaedia in the

Cooper Union Library. When I told him
that James Watt had perfected his steam-

engine and thus started the development
of the modern steam-engine several years

before the Declaration of Independence,

he dropped a remark which I never for-

got. He said: "The English made us

write the Declaration of Independence,

and they also gave us the steam-engine

with which we made our independence

good." Jim was not much on learning,

but he was brimful of native practical

philosophy.

Jim had a relative attending classes at

Cooper Union and encouraged me to join

several of its evening classes, which I did.

I reported to him regularly the new things
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which I learned there. This practice

benefited me even more than it did Jim,
because in trying to explain to him the

laws of heat phenomena, which were ex-

plained to me in the evening lectures at

Cooper Union, I got a very much better

hold of them. The first ideas of sound
and fight I caught on the pasture-lands of

my native village; the first ideas of the

phenomena of heat I caught in the boiler-

room in Cortlandt Street and at Cooper

sustaining the strenuous efforts of steam
to supply every hustling wheel in the fac-

tory with driving power I understood for

the first time that there is also a prose in

physics not a bit less impressive than its

poetry. It is this prose which interested

Jim, the fireman, just as it did the Cooper
Union lecturer. Their chief concern was
what heat can do and not what it is. My
Slavonic craving for knowing what heat

is was soon satisfied by reading a poem in

An early view of Cooper Union.

Reproduced by permission of Cooper Union.

Union lectures. These lectures, supple-

mented by Jim's boiler-room demonstra-
tions, proved much more effective than
the instruction which I received from my
teacher Kos, in Panchevo. Kos was a
Slovene, a native of that beautiful valley

in Carniola, in the very bosom of the

Dolomites; it is nearer to being an ideal

dreamland than any other spot in Europe.
To Kos, as to every true Slav, and par-

ticularly to the Slovenes of Carniola, the

poetical side of physical phenomena ap-

pealed most strongly. Hence his patient

listening to my enthusiastic professions of

the belief that sound and light were dif-

ferent forms of the language of God. But
as I watched the busy flames under Jim's

boilers and understood how they were

prose concerning the nature of heat. But
of that later.

During my very first visits to the

Cooper Union Library I saw a great

painting hung up in the northwest corner

of its large reading-room. It was called

''Men of Progress," and represented a

group of very learned-looking men. I ad-

mired the painting, but took no pains to

find out its meaning. One day while read-

ing in the Cooper Union Library I saw
quite near me an old gentleman standing

and carefully scrutinizing what was going

on. I imagined, at first, that he had
stepped out of that painting. I looked

again and found that the figure in the

painting which I fancied had walked out

was still there and that the old gentleman
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near me was undoubtedly the original that fact proclaimed in many of the his-

from which the artist had painted that torical features of the exposition, and I did

figure. The ambidextrous youth behind not fail to understand clearly that the

the library-desk told me afterward that show took place in Philadelphia, because

the old gentleman was Peter Cooper, the the Liberty Bell and the Declaration of

founder of Cooper Union, and that he was Independence were first heard in Phila-

one of the group of famous men repre- delphia. When I left Philadelphia and
sented in the great painting. He looked its show I carried away in my head a good
as I imagined the patriarch of Karlovatz bit of American history. The American-
must have looked. He was a striking re- ization process which was going on within

semblance to Saint Sava, the Educator, as me was very much speeded up by what I

he is represented on an ikon in our church saw at the Centennial Exposition,

in Idvor. The same sno\vy locks and rosy On my return to New York I told Jim,
complexion of saintly purity, and the the fireman, that he was right when he
same benevolent look from two luminous said: "The English made us write the

blue eyes. Peter Cooper was then eighty- Declaration of Independence, and they

five years of age, but he looked as lively also gave us the steam-engine with which
as if he were going to live another eighty- we made our independence good." But,

five years. His personality as revealed by instructed by my study of the lives of

his appearance inspired me with awe, and men who were represented in the paint-

I read everything I could lay my hands on ing, "Men of Progress," and by what I

concerning his life; then I read about the learned at the Philadelphia exposition of

lives of the other great men who were as- these men and of the leaders of the Amer-
sociated with Peter Cooper in that his- ican Revolution, I suggested to Jim that

torical painting. Some of these men were: the steam-engine without great men be-

Alorse, the first promoter of the electric hind it would have been of little avail,

telegraph; Joseph Henry, the great "Yes," said Jim, "the Declaration of In-

physicist, head of the Smithsonian In- dependence without men of character and
stitution, and founder of scientific bu- brains behind it would also have been of

reaus in Washington; McCormick, the little avail; and the great aims of the

inventorof the reaper; Howe, the inventor Civil War without men like Lincoln and
of the sewing-machine; Ericsson, the en- Grant behind them would have ended in a

gineer of the Monitor, and so forth. My foohsh fizzle. This country, my lad,"

study of their lives was a timely prepara- exclaimed Jim with much warmth, " is a
tion for my visit to Philadelphia, to see the monument to the lives of the men of brains

Centennial Exposition. The preparatory and character and action who made it."

work for it I saw two years prior to that Jim threw out this chunk of wisdom with
time, when, returning from the Delaware the same ease and in the same offhand

farm, I stopped at Philadelphia to search manner which he was displaying when he
for opportunities. was throwing a few shovelfuls of coal

The work of those great captains of in- upon the busy fires under his boilers. To
dustry forming the group in the great him it was an obvious truth; to a lad like

painting, "Men of Progress," was in evi- myself, who was accustomed to look upon
dence in every nook and corner of the countries as monuments to kings and
Centennial Exposition. This great show princes and their victorious armies, it was
impressed me as a splendid glorification a revelation, and I said so. This brought
of all kinds of wonderful mechanisms from Jim another epigrammatic remark
driven by steam and animal power which to the effect that my trip to America will

helped to develop the great resources of teach me nothing if it does not teach me
the United States. All scientific efforts ex- first to squeeze out of my mind all foolish

hibited there concerned themselves with European notions and make room for new
the question—what can things do and ideas which I might pick up here and
not what are they. The show was also a there in this new world. Jim's sayings

glorification of the great men who first were always short and to the point and
formulated, clearly stated, and fought for their record in my mind never faded,

the ideals of the United States. I saw Jim was very popular with everybody
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in the factory and the fact that he thought girls did the packing and they seemed at

well of me improved my standing much, first inclined to file objections whenever I

A Mr. Paul, the youngest and most ac- found fault with their packing. They
tive member of the New England Cracker seemed to resent being bossed by an im-

Factory in Cortlandt Street, paid fre- migrant youth whose foreign accent would
quent visits to the boiler-room. I had an "stop a train," as they sometimes ex-

idea that Jim's views of things interested pressed it. I found out from Jim that the

him just as much as the operations of the principal object of their resentment was
boiler-room. One morning he made a to make me angry, because when my
very early visit before the steam-whistle Serbian temper was up my accent became
had blown and the steam-engine had most atrocious and that furnished them a

started on its daily routine, and he found most hilarious amusement. I soon he-

me in the boiler-room, a busy volunteer came convinced that my success as as-

fireman. Jim introduced me to him in a sistant to the shipping clerk demanded a

jocular way as a student who found his perfect control of my temper and a speedy
way from Princeton to Cortlandt Street, improvement of my accent, each of them
where in daytime I was rapidly learning a most difficult task,

every trick of the biscuit industry and in My efforts to control my temper were
the evening absorbing all the wisdom of frequently put to severe tests. Now and
Cooper Union. A few days later Mr. then a biscuit, well aimed, would hit me
Paul informed me that my fame as a on the head, and my Serbian blood would
painter of baker-wagons and of basements rush to my cheeks and I would look dag-

on Lexington Avenue, and also my record gers at the supposed offender. "Look at

as a student in mechanical drawing in the the bashibozouk," one of the girls would
evening classes of Cooper L'nion, had sing out on these occasions, and another

reached the board of directors of the New would add: "Did you ever see such a
England Cracker Factory, and that they Bulgarian atrocity?" These words were
resolved to offer me a new job. I was ad- in everybody's mouth at that time and
vanced to the position of assistant to the they referred to the incidents of the Bal-

shipping clerk. It meant not only more kan War of 1 876-1 878, which Serbia,

pay but also social advancement. I was Montenegro, and Russia were waging
no longer a workman in the factory who against the Turks. A third girl would
worked for wages ; I was a clerk who re- stick her tongue out and make funny faces

ceived a salary. I felt as people in Eng- at me in response to my savage glare,

land probably feel when peerage is con- She evidently tried to make me laugh, and
ferred upon them. My fellow workers in I did laugh. Then a fourth girl would
the factor}', including Eilers, who first got sing out: "Oh, look at the darling now;
me the job, showed no envy. They agreed I just love him when he smiles." Then
with Jim who told them that I w^as they all would sing:

"smart." Jim used the same word which u c -i a •
i. i

my Vila on the banks of the Delaware
f™[^ 'ou^sunnTst'^Ie."

used whenever I made a good recitation

in EngHsh, and I saw in it a good omen. I did smile, and every day I smiled

Jim and Vila and Christian of West more and more, after I had discovered

Street were my authorities, who expressed that the girls did not really dislike me, but
what I considered a competent opinion just loved to tease me whenever I showed
upon my apprenticeship as greenhorn, and any signs of a European greenhorn. I

that opinion was favorable. I felt as- dropped the airs put on by European
sured that the apprenticeship was soon superiors in authority and gradually the

coming to an end. girls became friendly and began to call me
My deities as assistant to the shipping by my first name instead of mockingly ad-

clerk were to superintend the packing of dressing me "Mister" as they addressed

biscuits, to help address with brush and the old shipping clerk. "You are getting

paint the boxes in which they were on swimmingly, my lad," said Jim one
packed, and to see to it that they were day, and he added something like this:

shipped on time. A squad of some thirty "The girls are calling you Michael, just
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as they call me Jim. We are popular, my
boy, but don't let this popularity mislead

you into foolish notions. Just watch me;
I have enjoyed this popularity for twenty
years, and here I am still a bachelor, and
an old bachelor at that. You have con-

trolled your temper well, but how about
controlling your heart, my lad?" Jim
grinned and wdnked and placed his index

finger in front of his forehead, as if to in-

dicate that many a wise experience is

stored in the practical head of a canny old

fireman. I understood his meaning, but

did I heed its warning? I knew that it

contained a warning, and I suspected

strongly that Jim had discovered one of

my deepest secrets.

There was one girl among the thirty

biscuit-packers who, in my opinion, never

made a mistake in packing. I never took

pains to inspect her work, and why should

I when I was sure of her perfection ? But
I watched her and feasted my eyes upon
her whenever I had spare time and was
sure that nobody was observing me. She
became conscious of it and every now and
then she would suddenly look up and
catch my admiring but cautious gaze. A
bashful blush would give me away in

spite of my efforts to hide my thoughts

and feelings. She guessed them and she

smiled as if greatly pleased and much
amused, but she cleverly avoided giving

me an opportunity to make a confession.

I might have done it in spite of my ex-

treme bashfulness. My note-books were
full of her pictures, which I drew and
signed under them her name, Jane Mac-
namara. Perhaps Jim had seen these pic-

tures among my many sketches of the

boiler-room and its contents, and hence
his warning to me.
One Monday morning Jane did not ap-

pear at her usual place in the packing-

room; her friend, another packing girl,

told me that Jane was married on the

previous Saturday. I tried my best to ap-

pear as if I received the news with indif-

ference, but failed. The girls observed a

change; I neither smiled nor did I fro\\Ti,

but I thought a lot, and the girls seemed
to take quite an interest in my thought-

fulness, but studiously avoided annoying

me. Only now and then one of the girls

would whisper to me: *' Penny for your

thoughts, Michael." Jim, I was sure.

also observed the change, but said nothing,

as if he had observed nothing. One day
he introduced me to an acquaintance of

his whom he called Fred, who looked
hke a middle-aged man. He had wonder-
ful deep furrows in his face, and his hands
were large and very bony and looked as if

the daily toil had rubbed off all the super-

fluous flesh and fat from them. Jim told

me that Fred was far from middle age,

but barely over thirty, and that some
twelve years ago he had plans and am-
bitions just as big as mine, backed by at

least as much brains as he thought I had.
Fred's friends expected big things from
him, said Jim, but suddenly Fred lost

his heart and married and raised a big

family of children somewhere in Jersey
City. "To-day," said Jim, "Fred is

mentally just where he was twelve years

ago, and if he did not have the contract of

making the wooden packing-boxes for this

factory he would look even older than he
is looking now," and then he added, in his

usual offhand manner by way of illustra-

tion, that corn-stalks cease to grow as soon
as the ears of corn appear and all the

sap of the corn-stalk is served to the

ears. Referring to Fred's numerous chil-

dren, Jim finished his picture by saying

that Fred looks like a withering corn-

stalk with many small ears of corn on it,

and that he hoped that the withering

corn-stalk would hold out until the numer-
ous ears of corn had ripened. He ad-

mitted, however, that he himself was a

withering corn-stalk with no ears of corn

at all ; that his life was the other extreme

from Fred's, and that neither he nor Fred
had in their younger days studied and ap-

plied in practice the controlling regula-

tors of life. Jim's sermons on self-control

always hit the mark, and when, referring

to his advice to me to control my temper,

my heart, and my speech, I suggested

that according to him life was a series of

all kinds of controls difficult to manage,
he answered that nothing is difficult when
it becomes a habit. "Just examine my
boiler-room," he said, "and you will find

that everything is controlled. The cen-

trifugal governor controls the speed of the

engine; the safety-valve limits the pres-

sure of steam; every fire has a regulator of

its air draft, and every oven has a tem-

perature indicator. I know them all and
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I watch their operations without knowing
that I am doing it. Practice makes per-

fect, my lad, and perfection knows no
difficulties even in a boiler-room as full of

all kinds of tricks as human life is." Jim's

sermons were always short and far ahead
of anything I had ever heard in the

churches in Delaware City or in Dayton,
New Jersey, or in the Bowery Mission, or

in any other church which up to that time

I had visited in this country, and, more-

over, they were not accompanied by con-

gregational singing, which bored me. I

understood why so many blacksmiths and
other people of small learning made a

great success as preachers in this coun-

try, whereas in my native village the

priest, who prided himself upon his learn-

ing, was obliged to read those sermons
only which were sent to him by the bishop

of the diocese. I suggested to Jim in a

jocular way to quit the boiler-room and
become a preacher, and he answered that

the boys and girls of the New England
Cracker Factory in Cortlandt Street fur-

nished a sufficiently large field for his re-

ligious and educational mission. Jim's as-

sistance helped me much to let the dream
about Jane fade away gradually and make
room in my imagination for the dreams
which I first saw at Princeton under that

elm-tree in front of Nassau Hall.

The factory in Cortlandt Street was in

many respects a college in which Jim was
the chaplain; and it had a professor who
should be mentioned here. It also had a
dormitory; several of the young fellows

employed in the factory lived on the top
floor of the building. I was one of them,
and I did not change my quarters when I

was advanced to the position of assistant

to the shipping clerk. Two great attrac-

tions kept me there. One was that the

other fellows were out every evening
visiting theatres and music-halls, so that I

had the whole loft, and, in fact, the whole
factory all to myself and to a chum of

mine, who was much older than I in

years but not in his position in the fac-

tory. His name was Bilharz, and he was
the second attraction. He was the op-

posite to Jim and to every hum.an being I

had ever met. He knew nothing of nor
did he care for the practical things of life,

but always lived in dreams about things

which happened centuries ago. He knew

Latin and Greek and all kinds of litera-

tures, but never made any attempts to

make any use of his knowledge. Factory
work of the humblest kind was good
enough for him, and I believed that he
would have been satisfied to work for his

board only, if pay had been refused to him.
He informed me once that he studied

theology at the University of Freiburg, in

southern Germany, and would have be-

come a priest if an unfortunate love-affair

had not put an end to his ecclesiastical

aspirations. He had no other aims when
he came to America, he said, than to

work for a modest living and to lead a life

of profound obscurity, until the Lord
called him away from this valley of tears,

as he expressed it. He used a German
expression and called the earth a "Thrae-
nenthal." Although a German he spoke
English well, being a finished scholar and
having Hved in America for a number of

years, and ha\dng a memory for sound
which impressed me as most remarkable.
He sang like a nightingale, but only on eve-

nings when we were all alone. Ecclesi-

astical music was his favorite, and during
many an evening the strains of " Gloria in

Excelsis Deo," ''Ave Maria," and "I
Know That My Redeemer Liveth" rang
forth from the spacious lofts of the New
England Cracker Factory and lost them-
selves in the silence of night among the

deserted builciings of Cortlandt Street,

which were alive in daytime only. I

never tired listening to his recitations of

Latin and Greek poetry, although I did

not understand it, and of selected pas-

sages from Shakespeare and Goethe, which
I did understand. He loved the art of

articulate speech and of melody, and he
thought of things only that happened two
thousand years ago when Homer sang and
the Olympian gods guided the destinies

of men, but he cared for nothing else.

The steam-engine and every other kind
of mechanism were to him a deadly prose

which, in his opinion, Satan had invented

for the purpose of leading astray the

spirit of man. " They are the weapons by
which people like you are keeping in

slavery people like me," he said once,

jokingly, referring to my interest in the

boiler-room operations and to my ad-

miration of the great captains of industry

whose lives I studied and whose work I
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saw and admired at the Philadelphia ex-

position. I sometimes suspected that he
felt alarmed by what he considered my
worship of false gods, and that this im-

pelled him to do everything he could for

my redemption from heathenism. My
admiration for his learning was great,

but my sympathy for his misfortunes

was even greater. His hands were once

caught in a machine and most of his

fingers had become stiff and crooked so

that they looked like the talons of a fal-

con. His sharp features, a crooked nose

and protruding eyes, supported this sug-

gestion of a falcon, but his awkward, flat-

footed walk suggested a falcon with
broken. wings; to say nothing of his other

misfortunes which made him in spirit

also a falcon with broken wings.

I felt that he knew a great deal more
about the Jane incident than he cared

to disclose to me. One day I referred

to her as the Minnehaha of Cortlandt

Street. '' Minnehaha, laughing water,"

exclaimed Bilharz: "where did you ever

get that, you boiler-room bug?" and he
laughed as if he had never heard a fun-

nier thing in his hfe. ''From Jim, the

boiler-room hermit, to Longfellow, one of

the greatest of American poets, is a tre-

mendous jump, a salto mortale, as they

call it in a circus," said Bilharz; and then,

growing more serious and thoughtful, he

added something Uke this: "It is really

wonderful what the eyes of a woman can
do ! They are just like the stars in the

heavens, encouraging us poor mortals to

aim at celestial heights. But many a
sky-rocket seemed to be sailing for the

stars and suddenly it found itself buried

in mud. I am one of these sky-rockets,"

said Bilharz; "you are not, thanks to the

timely intervention of a kindly divin-

ity." He meant Jim. Then, continuing

in his usual dramatic manner, he re-

cited in Latin an ode of Horace, in which
the poet speaks of a youth trusting to the

beaming countenance of his lady-love as

a mariner trusting to the sunHt ripples

of a calm sea who is suddenly upset by
a treacherous squall and, being rescued,

he gratefully offers his wet garments in

sacrifice to Neptune, the god of the sea.

After translating the ode and explaining

its meaning to me he urged me to hang
my best clothes in the boiler-room as a

sacrifice to Jim, the divinity which res-

cued me from the treacherous waves of

"Minnehaha, laughing water." "You
are the luckiest of mortals, my boy," said

Bilharz to me; "some day you will pro-

voke the envy of the gods and then look

out for stern Nemesis!" I did not un-
derstand the full meaning of these clas-

sical allusions, but he assured me that

some day I would. I told Bilharz that

my luck, of which he spoke so often, was
mostly due to my being so near to a man
of his learning, and that I thought he
ought to be a professor in Nassau Hall at

Princeton. He declined the honor, but
offered to prepare me for it, and I ac-

cepted.

Bilharz was very moody and for days
and days he had nothing to say to any-
body, not even to me ! Nobody else cared,

because nobody understood him, but I

did care. When he discovered that I sin-

cerely admired his learning and was in-

terested in his puzzling personahty he
became more communicative, sometimes
almost human. His English accent was
excellent and I asked his opinion about
my accent and he assured me with child-

like frankness that it was rotten, but
that it could be fixed up if I submitted
to a course of training prescribed for me
by my Vila on the Delaware farm. "I
could not be your Vila, deformed as I

am," said he, referring to his crippled

fingers and to his awkward walk, " but I

will gladly be your satyr and teach you
how to imitate not only the sounds of

human language but also, if you wish it,

the melodies of birds and the chirping of

bugs. The satyrs are great in that." I

knew that he could, because many an
evening while I was on the dormitory loft

of the factory reading the Mayflower
Compact, the Declaration of Independ-

ence, the American Constitution, Patrick

Henry's and Daniel Webster's speeches,

and Lincoln's speech at Gettysburg, Bil-

harz, in another part of the building,

would be imitating sounds of all kinds of

birds and bugs, after he had grown tired

reciting Greek and Latin poetry and sing-

ing ecclesiastical songs. That was his

only amusement and he enjoyed it when
he was sure that nobody was listening ; he

made an exception in my case. We finally

made the start in what he called my prep-
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aration for Nassau Hall. In the course

of less than a month I finished reciting to

Bilharz the Declaration of Independence,

the American Constitution, and Lincoln's

speech at Gettysburg, submitting to many
corrections and making many efforts to

give each word its proper pronunciation,

and finally he accepted my performance
as satisfactory. By that time I knew
these documents by heart and so did Bil-

harz, and he, in spite of himself, liked

them so well that he accused me of con-

spiring to make an American out of him.

"You are sinking rapidly, my boy, in the

whirlpool of American democracy and
you are dragging me dowTi with you,"

said Bilharz one evening, when I objected

to some of the amendments which he of-

fered in order to harmonize the American
theory of freedom with the principles of

German socialism. He admitted that he,

a loyal Roman Catholic, did not care

much for German social democracy, but
that he often wondered why the Ameri-
can enthusiasts for democracy did not

take German social democracy and save

themselves the trouble of wTiting the

Declaration of Independence. I called

his attention to the fact that American
democracy is much older than German
social democracy, and he, somewhat ir-

ritated by that suggestion and by my de-

fense of American democracv, as I un-

derstood it, suggested that he should re-

sign his position as my teacher and be-

come my pupil. His flippant criticisms of

American democracy and my stiff defense

of it helped me much to see things which
otherwise I should have missed, but these

discussions threatened the entente cor-

diale between Bilharz and myself. Fi-

nally we compromised and changed our

course of reading, dropping things relating

to political theories and taking up poetry.

Longfellow's and Bryant's poetry were
my favorites. " The Village Blacksmith "

and " Thanatopsis " I knew by heart and
enjoyed reciting them to Bilharz, who
enthused greatly whenever in these re-

citations I avoided making a single seri-

ous break in my pronunciation. After

reading some of Shakespeare's dramas
which Booth and other famous actors

like Lawrence Barrett and John MacCul-
lough were playing at that time, I \'isited

the theatre often, and from my modest

gallery seat I would analyze carefully the
articulation of every syllable which Booth
and the other actors were reciting. Booth
did not have a big voice, much smaller

than the voice of Lawrence Barrett or of

powerful John ^lacCullough, but I under-
stood him better. Bilharz explained it by
sa\dng that Booth had a perfect articula-

tion. ''Articulation is an art which the

Greeks invented; big voice is brute force

common among the Russians," he used to

say, protesting whenever he had an oppor-
tunity against mere physical strength,

which was natural considering his scanty
resources in this direction. He hated both
the Russians and the Prussians, because,

in his opinion, they both were big brutes.

In those days the southern Germans had
no love for the Prussians. He never
missed a single chance to sing the praises

of Greek drama and of the Greek theatre

and of everything which flourished during
the classical age. He called my attention

to the enormous size of Greek theatres

and to the necessity of perfect articula-

tion on the part of Greek actors if they
were to be heard. ''They were great

artists," said he; "our actors are duffers

only. We are all duffers ! Give me the

Greeks, give me Homer, Pindar, De-
mosthenes, Plato, Praxiteles, Phidias,

Sophocles, and hundreds of others who
spoke the language of the gods and did

things which only the di\ine spirit in man
can do and you can have your Morse,
McCormick, Howe, Ericsson, and the rest

of the materialistic crew who ran the show
at Philadelphia.

'

' He certainly told many
a fine story when he spoke of the great

poets, orators, philosophers, and sculp-

tors of Greece, and his stories impressed

me much because they were great revela-

tions to me; they were the first to arouse

my interest in the great ci\T[lization of

Greece. They would have impressed me
even more if Bilharz had not displayed a

glaring tendency to exaggerate, in order

to create a strong contrast between what
he called the ideaUsm of classical Greece

and the reahstic materialism of modern
America. According to him the first had
its seat among the gods on the ethereal

top of Mount Olympus and the second one

was sinking deeper and deeper through

the shafts of coal and iron mines into the

dark caverns of material earth. "No
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action," said Bilharz, ''which needs the

assistance of a steam-engine or of any
other mechanism can trace its origin to

ideahsm nor can it end in ideaHsm." I

suggested that every animal body is a
mechanism and that its continuous evolu-

tion seems to indicate that the world is

heading for a definite ideal. Bilharz flew

up like a hornet when he heard the word
evolution.

A lively discussion was going on in

those days between the biological sciences

and theology, Huxley and many other

scientists championing the claims of Dar-
win's evolution theory and the theo-

logians defending the claims of revealed

religion. I was too young and too un-

tutored to understand much of those

learned discussions, but Bilharz followed

them with feverish anxiety. His theolog-

ical arguments did not appeal to me, and
as far as I was concerned they lost even
the little force they had when Bilharz

turned them against what he called Amer-
ican mechanism and materialism, which
he tried to make responsible for the al-

leged materiahsm of the evolution theory.

His poHtical and philosophical theories

based upon blind prejudice created a gap
between him and me which widened every

day. Here are some illustrations of it.

When I described to him the election

day of 1876, telling him that I and thou-

sands of others stood quietly and pa-

tiently hours and hours in drenching rain

in front of the New York Tribune build-

ing waiting for the returns which would
tell us whether Hayes or Tilden was to be
the supreme executive head of the United
States during the coming four years ; how
the next day some of the newspapers
raised a howl of "fraud," accusing the

Republican party of tampering with the

election returns in one of the States, but
the people of New York City and of the

whole country paid no attention, trust-

ing implicitly to the machinery of gov-

ernment to straighten out crookedness if

it existed; and how this dignity of Amer-
ican democracy thrilled me when I com-
pared it with the rows and scandals ac-

companying elections in the countries of

the mihtary frontier of Austria-Hungary,
he only laughed and ridiculed the whole

procedure of electing by ignorant voters

the supreme executive head of a nation.

He told me a story of Aristides of Athens,
who being requested by a voter to write

upon a shell the name of the man who
was to be condemned for some crime

which was not quite clear to the Athenian
voter Aristides wrote down his own name,
and Aristides, the just, the noblest char-

acter of Athens, was condemned. But the

condemnation of this just and noble and
innocent man was, according to Bilharz, a
condemnation of the Athenian democ-
racy whose shortcomings brought the

downfall of Greek civilization, and he
added that the shortcomings of American
democracy would bring the downfall of

the old European civilization. The Aris-

tides story interested me much, but the in-

ference he drew from it made me think of

Christian of West Street, and of his blunt
remark: "A European greenhorn must
have told you that." Jim was present at

this discussion. He was a strong Presby-
terian and ridiculed on every occasion

what he called Bilharz's Roman Catholic

views. This time he quoted Lincoln by
saying "that government of the people,

by the people, for the people, shall not
perish from the earth." Then he added
for the edification of Bilharz that people's

rehgion in the Roman CathoUc church is

of the church, by the church, for the

church, and that this is the real reason

why Bilharz, trained in this kind of the-

ology, will never understand American
democracy. This shocked me, because I

expected a fist fight between my two best

friends, but . . . the fist fight did not take

place.

I enjoyed taking long walks on Broad-

way whenever I had free time, going up on
one side and coming down on the other,

inspecting every window in bookstores

and art stores and looking at the latest

things in pictorial art, at the titles of the

latest things in Hterature, and at the pho-

tographs and engravings of prominent

men of the day. This gave me quite an
idea of what was going on in the American
world of intellect. Bilharz never joined

me because, he said, there was nothing

worth seeing on these inspection tours of

mine. Once during the noon recess I

managed to take him around the corner

of Cortlandt Street and Broadway trust-

ing to luck to meet a certain great person

whom I saw several times before and rec-
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ognized because I saw his photograph in

the shop-windows of Broadway. I suc-

ceeded, for there in the midst of the

Broadway crowd appeared before us

WiUiam Cullen Bryant, the author of

*'Thanatopsis" ! He was then the editor

of The Evening Post, which was located

on Broadway not far from Cortlandt

Street. I pointed him out; Bilharz held

his breath and, referring to the wonder-
ful appearance of the great poet, he
said: ''There is the only man in this

materialistic land of reapers and mowing-
machines and chattering telephone disks

who could take a seat among the gods on
Mount Olympus and be welcomed there

by the shades of the great idealists of

Greece."

At another time I managed to take him
as far as City Hall; it was some holiday,

and the papers had announced that Presi-

dent Hayes and his secretary of state,

Wilham Evarts, would be at City Hall at

noon, and they were there. Bilharz and I

stood in a huge crowd, but we had a good
view of the President and of his secretary

of state, and we heard every word of their

short speeches. They were dressed just

like everybody else, but their remarkable
physiognomies and their scholarly words
con\dnced me that they belonged to the

exalted position into which the vote of the

people had placed them. The New York
Sun was a bitter opponent of President

Hayes and published his picture on the

editorial page of every one of its issues.

In this picture the letters spelling " fraud
"

were represented as branded across the

expansive brow of the President. But
as I looked at him standing in front of

City Hall and beheld the light which was
reflected from his smooth and honest brow
I knew that theNew YorkSim was wrong,
and I vowed never to read it again until

that picture disappeared from its editorial

pages. Bilharz did not understand my
admiration of the scene which we had
witnessed: the democratic simplicity of

the highest officials in the great United
States and the very informal reception

given to them in the great metropohs.
New York, was all due, according to him,

to a lack of artistic taste on the part of

vulgar democracy. I thought of the

multicolored uniforms loaded with shin-

ing decorations, of the plumed hats and

long sabres, and of the numerous glaring

flags with imperial eagles displayed on
such occasions in the Austrian Empire,
and I told Bilharz that if that monkey
business is all due to a profusion of ar-

tistic taste, then give me the simphcity of

vulgar democracy. Bilharz shrugged his

shoulders and pitied me, and I pitied him
for ha\ing to pass, as he assured me often,

the rest of his days in this to him the most
uninteresting part of the valley of tears,

das Thraenenthal, as he called this ter-

restrial globe.

Such were the many differences of

mental attitude which widened the gap
between Bilharz and myself. He clung to

the notions which were handed down to

the Old World from generations long de-

parted; I, following Jim's suggestion, was
trying to pick up wherever I could new
ideas in the New World. Much learning

hath made him mad, thought I, whenever
I analyzed the strange ideas which Bil-

harz had of the United States of America.
I came to the conclusion that his term of

apprenticeship as greenhorn would never

end.

I wished to beheve that I w^as no longer

a greenhorn, and I certainly did not wish

to Hsten to opinions of a greenhorn such as

were the opinions of Bilharz in matters
outside of Greek and Roman history and
of the civilization which it described. His
eyes were continually turned to a sunset

the glory of which had faded long ago ; my
eyes watched just as eagerly for the daily

sunrise as they did on the pasturelands of

my native \'illage, and each sunrise showed
me something new in this to me still un-

known land. He contemplated the past,

and I explored the present and dreamed
about the future. I thought of Jim's

prophecy which said that some day I

would outgrow the opportunities of Cort-

landt Street, and I felt confident that the

day had arrived. My mind was made up
to search for new opportunities, but Jim,
and Bilharz also, in spite of his short-

comings, were still a great attraction, and
I moved slowly.

One day after leaAing Cooper Union li-

brary I walked along the upper Bowery,
refreshing my memories of the hard win-

ter of 1874-1875. In Broome Street near

the Bowery I saw a store with a sign bear-

ing the name of Lukanitch. The man of
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that name must be a Serb, thought I, and United States, the native country of their

I walked in, longing to hear the language children, were still sincerely attached to

which I had not heard for over three the beautiful customs of the Slovene land,

years. It was a hardware store dealing The children preferred to speak English,

principally in files and tools made of hard- but they delighted in Slovene music,

ened steel. Behind the desk stood an which they cultivated with much enthu-

elderly man, and he, much surprised, an- siasm. That made their parents most
swered my Serbian greeting in the Serbian happy. Their home was a beautiful com-
language which had an accent reminding bination of American and Slovene civili-

me of Kos, my Slovene teacher in Pan- zation. Once they invited me to an an-

chevo. Lukanitch told me that he was a niversary party and I found the whole
Slovene and that in his young days he was family dressed in most picturesque Slo-

a peddler, a Kranyac, as they called the venian costumes, but everybody in the

Slovenian peddlers in my native village, party, including even old Lukanitch and
His annual summer tours took him to my his wife and all the Slovenian guests,

native Banat. A Kranyac travels on foot spoke Enghsh. Most of the guests were
hundreds of miles, carrying on his back a Americans, but they enjoyed the Slove-

huge case with numerous small drawers, nian dishes and the Slovenian music, sing-

each drawer containing a different hne of ing, and dancing as much as anybody,
goods: pins, needles, and threads; pens To my great surprise the American girls,

and pencils, cheap jewelry and gaily friends of Miss Lukanitch, played Slo-

colored handkerchiefs; cotton, hnen, silk, venian music exceedingly well, and I

and all kinds of things which the peasants thought to myseK that a sufficiently fre-

are apt to buy. A Kranyac was a famihar quent occurrence of parties of that kind

sight in my native village, and he was al- would soon transform the American popu-
ways welcome there, because he was a lation in the vicinity of Prince Street into

Slovene, a near kin to the Serb, and the Slovenians. This interaction between two
Serb peasants of the Banat plains loved to very different civilizations gave me food

hear a Kranyac describe the beauties of for thought, which I am still digesting

the mountainsides of little Slovenia on the mentally.

eastern slope of the Dolomites. When I Lukanitch and his family became my
disclosed my name to Lukanitch he asked devoted friends, and they were just as in-

me for my father's name, and when I told terested in my plans and aspirations as if

him that it was Constantine and that he I were a member of their family. The
lived in Idvor, Banat, his eyes looked like old lady had a tender heart, and she shed

two scintillating stars. He gave me a big many a tear listening to bits of my his-

hug and a big tear threatened to roll down tory since I bade good-by to father and
his cheek when he said: " Ko che ko Bog ?

" mother at the steamboat landing on the

(Who can fathom the will of God?) Danube, five years prior to that time.

After relating to me that my father be- The disappearance of my roast goose at

friended him nearly thirty years prior to Karlovac, my first railroad ride from

that time and that he often stayed as Budapest to Vienna, my dialogues with

guest at my father's house whenever his the train conductor and the gaudy sta-

annual tours as Kranyac took him through tion-master at Vienna, and my free ride

Idvor, he begged me to come to his house in a first-class compartment from Vienna

on the following Sunday and dine with his to Prague in company with rich American
family. I did, and there I met his good friends amused her and her husband
wife, a fine Slavonic type, and also his son hugely. I had to repeat the story many a

and daughter, who were born in this coun- time for the benefit of her Slovenian

try and who looked like young Slavs with friends. She begged me repeatedly to tell

Americanism grafted upon them. His son the story of my crossing of the Atlantic

was about to graduate from a high school, and of my hardships as greenhorn, being

and his daughter was preparing for Nor- evidently anxious to have her children

mal College. They were both American hear it. I did it several times, scoring

in manner and sentiment, but father and much success on each occasion, and as a

mother, although deeply devoted to the reward she loaded me with many little
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gifts and wdth many enjoyable feasts on thing or two in the evening classes at

Sundays and holidays. My interpreta- Cooper Union, and my English was con-

tion of the American theory of freedom, sidered good not only in vocabulary and
which I got from reading the lives and the grammar, but also in articulation, thanks
utterances of the great men who made this to Bilharz. Young Lukanitch assured me
country and from my three years' strug- that my knowledge of EngHsh, mathe-
gles as greenhorn, found a most apprecia- matics, and science would easily take me
tive audience in the Lukanitch family, into college. He even prophesied a most
They applauded Jim's sentiment, that successful college career, pointing at my
this country is a monument to the great big chest and broad shoulders and feeling

men who made it, and not to a single fam- my hard biceps. " You will make a splen-

ily like the Hapsburgs of Austria-Hun- did college oarsman," said he, ''and they
gary. Old Lukanitch offered to engage will do anything for you at Columbia if

me as his teacher in American history , and you are a good oarsman, even if you do
young Lukanitch offered to get me an in- not get from Bilharz so very much Greek
\'itation from the principal of his high or Latin." At that time Columbia stood

school to deliver an oration on the Dec- very high in rowing. One of her crews
laration of Independence. The offers won in the Henley Regatta, and its pic-

were not meant very seriously, but there ture could be seen in every illustrated

was enough sincerity in them to make me paper. I had seen it many a time and re-

believe that my training in America was
recognized as having substantial value by
people whose opinion deserved respect.

I saw in it the first real recognition re-

ferred to m the prophecy of my fellow

passenger on the immigrant ship who said

:

''No matter who you are or what you
know or what you have, you will be a

membered the looks of every member of

that famous crew. Young Lukanitch was
so enthusiastic about it that he would
have gone to Columbia himself if his

father had not needed him so much in his

steel-tool business. He did his best to

turn my eyes from. Nassau Hall to Colum-
bia. He succeeded, but not so much on

greenhorn when you land in the New account of my prospects in rowing as on
World, and a greenhorn has to serve his account of other things and among them
apprenticeship as greenhorn before he can
establish his claim to any recognition."

I said to myself: " Here is my first recog-

nition, small as it may be, and I am
certainly no longer a greenhorn."

No longer a greenhorn ! Oh, what a

was the official name of that institu-

tion: "Columbia College in the City of

New York." The fact that the college

was located in the city of New York
carried much weight, because New York
appealed to my imagination more than

confidence that gives to a foreign-born any other place in the world. The im-

youth who has experienced the hardships pression which it made upon my mind as

of ser\dng his apprenticeship as a green- the immigrant ship moved into New York
horn ! Then there were other sources of Harbor on that clear and sunny March
confidence : I had a goodly deposit in the day when I first passed through Castle

Union Dime Savings Bank and it was Garden, the Gate of America, never

several thousand times as big as the faded. My first victory on American soil

nickel which I brought to Castle Garden was won in New York when I fought for

when I landed. Besides, I had learned a my right to wear the red fez.

( To be continued.)
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REAL PEOPLE WHO ARE REAL SUCCESSES—SECOND PAPER

IS first moment of high

consciousness came in

the 50's—in a water-

melon patch. Stoop-

ing above ripe melons
one September night,

a half-dozen boys
about him, he was

struck by a difference and lifted his face.

The sky was flowing mth hght. In the

zenith floated a crown from which poured
tides of color. He had not heard of the

aurora. The experience was not unHke
vision.

When he is asked: ''Did you stop eat-

ing melons?" he repHes: ''Oh, no. But
I ate them—and looked up."

From that moment his faculties re-

ported for him on new areas. The sky
became as important as the creek. He
knew a night, still tonic to his thought,

when he saw, as he crossed the orchard

with his uncle, a star hung between the

horns of a new moon.
He says: "I know that this is impos-

sible. But I saw it. We both saw it.

We were on our way to bed down the

horses, and we stood still and looked at

that star between the horns of the moon."
His father had died when the boy was

six. Now that he was seven his mother
"went," as they said. For him only
echoes of the family ever sounded. As
of that old New England grandfather
who had, against tremendous national-

istic odds, gone about reiterating: "I am
Irish from the crown of my head to the

sole of my feet." North of Ireland,

Scotch-Irish descent, others had related.

Then England. Then Massachusetts in

1640. But always the Celt was in the

boy as a flute played over a hill.

The flute played but seldom after the

boy's guardian had taken over the farm,

and there followed long workdays in the

furrows. It was always the sons of the

guardians who were chosen to ride away
on alluring errands to the town; and
when they did this the boy heard flute

music and was impetuous to follow. But
his only contact with the world had been
a wagon-maker's invitation to an ap-

prenticeship abruptly terminated w^hen

the little unpaid helper was cannily set

to carrying bricks for the wagon-maker's
new house. Common school, farm labor,

and this apprenticeship—thus panoplied
at nineteen the boy met the open world.

He met the open world in Wisconsin,

where an older brother w^as a bridge-

builder. About the boy at this time lies

that silence in which are sealed the folk

of fifty years ago. From that pale amber
rays one great gleam. The arrival in a
little Wisconsin town, its main thorough-

fare from the station but a half-mile path
through a snowy grove. But station and
grove and town were hung with light:

Color of Asia and the South Seas, of reef

and peak and lamps of London such as

gilded all the pioneer places. For the boy
the wooden town offered a new plane of

energy and romance. A new aurora.

In Wisconsin in those days energy and
romance centred in the railroad. Russell

Sage's fortune was contributing to pull

out inch by inch the rails of the Chicago,

Milwaukee and St. Paul road—thirty-

pound rails as against the ninety-pound

rails of the present, but they were as great

miracles as if they had run there red-hot

of their own power, and had stretched

themselves westward for the traffic.

Roaring engines performed for the youth
of the day a considerable part of the func-

tion of w^ar, provided ready-made a point

of release. The bored, the maladjusted,

the wistful found here a way of escape.

A way, moreover, to adventure. Not
every one can trek his own trail to reef or

peak, but let there be beaten out any
highway toward glamour and feet are Hght

559
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to set off. To the youths of the Middle
West in the 6o's the locomotive was as

a camel, a howdah, a galleon, a griffin

—

plus, they thought, excellent pay.

A brother-in-law of prevision offered

college to the boy, but the boy had
watched the curve of the griffin's wing
and he mounted.
There he was: Slight, small-boned,

pale, fastidious. In the fine hair, delicate

hands and feet, light staccato step, above
all in his gravity, were met strains of Old
World blood such as united indifferently

to turn the wheels of the New World.

Repeatedly you catch the sign: on a

frontier witness-stand, in a shop, behind

a plough there will rise a profile or fall a

gesture out of Avalon. Emerging from
his blue denim collar the boy's face with

the appraising look of the reasonable, the

sensitized, formed a cameo against the

raw dark of the locomotive cab.

Now came his days of first adventure:

Strangeness, speed, risk, untoward hours.

Eeeding red the black mouth of the griffin

through days of wild cold, through nights

on the snow-plough thundering down the

thick drifts. Danger and fear—and play,

too. Lacking cricket or curhng, the boy
played on the tender of the moving en-

gine, stooped to toss a stick of wood at

another youth, lost balance, and fell close

to the rolling wheels. Liberty from so

many forms of old routine, famiharity

with night, hazard, magic—fields for

spirit and courage lay open here as any-

where. The life held him. They gave
him an engine of his own and then they

had him fast.

But always from over the hill sounded
the flute. For him all these days of con-

tingence seemed but temporary. In-

evitably there was to be something other

finally to occupy him as hfe-in-earnest.

Never was there any finahty of allegiance

to the griffin. The boy went to Missouri

to look about, journeyed on to the Penn-
sylvania oil-fields. Vague aureate pro-

jects formed and waited. And all the

while the flute kept calling to definite prep-

aration against that time: On his shelf

three royal octavos of Knight's Shake-
speare in a princely binding of morocco
and gold. On his wall a ^^oUn, and he
returning to his lodging, weary in body
and spirit from the sterile hours on a

way freight, still trudging off to a violin

lesson.

He says: ''I never expected to be a
great vioHnist. But viohn music is the
sweetest music in the world—I thought
so then and I think so now."
And in his personal belongings there

manifested a scrupulous taste for silk

—

in those days silk underthings were as

rare as silver armor—and for dehcate
linen, hand-stitched, and for clothing

''made to measure," as the little town ac-

cused.

The little town was growing now, un-
folding petals of flimsy wood and thin

blue glass. With the Civil W^ar came
from the countryside new families whose
men had gone to the war. And among
them a family from New York State and
a generation removed from England. In
this family there were three daughters.

And now for the boy the flute poured
in a thin tone an essence of Elsewhere.
On Washington's birthday there was
given in the town a ball at which the boy
danced in the same set of a quadrille with
one of these three daughters. Under the
mellow oil lighting the costumes of the

70's touched and hfted upon the pohshed
pine, pale Puritan and forgotten fabrics,

silk mull, book muslin, challis-delaine,

and sarsenet. The dances, definite, de-

termined. Occidental, were mazurka,
money musk, varsovienne, the lanciers.

Of these the boy remembers nothing save
only that set of the lanciers in which he
danced opposite to Her who " taught the

torches to burn bright," and first touched
her hand. But afterward she herself

could never recall the boy in that lanciers.

One wonders what might have befallen

had Juhet not recalled Romeo at the ball

of the Capulets. In that case Romeo, too,

might not have remembered. The boy
may have been greater than Romeo

!

For on no more than the breathing pres-

ence of this lady the boy set his faith, and
for five years it did not waver.

He was twenty-nine. With gradual

death of the romance of the railway the

mere habit of his work took him for its

own. And now the new romance was
enough. The vague aureate projects

were dissolved in the incandescence of his

noon. All day the flute was in his ears.

It is with the cunning of the life prin-
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ciple itself that a new country lures its lifted on end in the dense snow and
pioneers. Twice had he become the thrall crashed upon the engine and of the five

of romance—once of the road, now of na- lives that went out in that gesture—five

ture. They called it ''securing a steady shovellers, whom the man and his crew
job on the railroad, marrying and settling laid aside decently as a part of the night's

down." This was all that their imagina- work. Of a midnight when the man ran
tion could confine. What did they know down a farmer lying across the track like

of griffins and flutes ? And nothing of the a body in a bag, and when an hour or two
sovereign romance for the man in the days later a wanderer wounded in some fall

that followed. tried to climb up to the man's cab, his

He had now a cottage reared almost young fireman, seeing that bleeding face

literally by his own hand, and there lived at the window, cried out that it was the
the lady of the lanciers. There were a ghost of the dead farmer. And into the

a little child, a garden with old fruit- home yards that night the man brought
trees and old roses and two Lombardy his engine stoked by a fireman in lunacy,

poplars; a dog; and lyrical flights of the Five months later this fireman, a lad of

griffin by day and by night. twenty, died in his asylum cell.

For this time the contour should be And now for the man the flute began a
double. The lady of the lanciers had new strain touched with the plaintive,

such beauty that the neighboring towns the perplexed. A strain about the future,

knew her name; such a voice that they If ill health came, death, what then of the

came to her church to hear her sing in its lady of the lanciers and what of the child ?

choir. She could paint a little, play at At this the old bright projects glowed
the piano, and the cottage was kept by again.

her own hand. Herself of pioneer stock Now had come the hour for the prac-

and earlier of Sussex blood, she had a tice of an unpremeditated courage, cour-

spirit and an independence to enliven the age of a heart still measuring youth. He
days and a common sense all but brilliant, left the railroad, left the town, went into

She, the definite, the resolute, the humor- a strange city. With a blindness which
ous, bears a story of her own. breeders of quail or of fish do not permit
They two shared a signal. Singing to a live thing which they wish to persist,

about her work or playing with the child the man took the way of the hundred
under the apple-trees, she would hear thousands who try to wrest a livelihood

across the east marshes a brief, abruptly from a State unorganized to equip them
silenced cry. To the others of the town for the rudiments. Three times in three

this thin cry was no more than an engine cities in a period of twelve years the man
whistle. But she would thrill as to a sought a way out through business. And
brazen trumpet. It was the horn of Sieg- three times he returned to that which,

fried winding from the valley, its motif save in imagination, had never been any-

a single silver note in exquisite restraint, thing but bondage. Ulysses of three

Time to have delicious dishes on the table consecutive Odysseys, he fared forth with

before he gained the house. Time to such initiative as America duplicates and
have the rooms lighted and to be waiting buries, sun by sun.

at a window with the baby. ... Or at It is the years following the third re-

night waking alone in the cottage, hearing turn, the years in which he had accepted

the child's nestling and the soft snapping the future and had at last bowed to it,

of the blazing base-burner, watching the which should be most intimately chron-

red outlines of shadow, she would hear icled. Ill health was threatening him
cutting the dark that live, carrying call. now. The attempts to escape had ab-

He was coming. Exuberant romance sorbed the greater part of his savings,

this, undivined by followers of the tame And there was the child to be educated

—

vocations, but known to the wives of the educated at college too; neither he nor

road and of the sea. his wife ever questioned that.

Yet always there was the terror : Sullen Followed fifteen years of the old rou-

nights of storm, of hardly averted fatal- tine.

ity, of actual tragedy. Tales of a coach And life was supported with gentleness,

Vol. LXXTI.—36
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even with humor. A beautiful keen ten- ly Hberal. He cannot remember when he
derness was his for plants and animals, did not favor equal suffrage. He cannot
an Oriental respect for any life. They remember when he did not classify war
tell of him that on a summer night he as crime, and he has never spent a mo-
caught up a kitten straying about a rail- ment in regarding it as anything else,

way station and gave it summary haven In religion he became non-conformist to

within the open window of a ground-floor non-conformists and all—profoundly re-

room where it was instantly manifest ligious but aloof from any creed or group,

that six men had until then been sleeping The doctrine of forgiveness of sin and the

on the floor. As if this last burden were abrogation of its consequences roused
not to be sustained, one moaned: "Here's him to passionate scorn. Once he said:

putting a cat in the window. ..." *'And I have decided that Swedenborg
Animals loved him. Walking to a strange wrote Revelation."

farmhouse to ask for a direction, he was Thus he made for himself actualities

met in the dark by the farmer, who de- to dominate, to displace those of the

manded: "Yes, but how did you get by grinding days.

the dog? She don't let a thing get past Withal he was ingeniously mechanical,

her. . .
." The dog was trotting at the clever at mending tools or machinery;

guest's heels. would whisk out into a pie-tin the major
Plants would grow under his hand—

a

works of a clock and return them to

stake which he set to mark a seedling restored function, including chimes. His
rooted and budded. It was in these days, wood-house work-bench was completely

after the third return, that he developed equipped with carpenters' tools, all the

a nostalgia— it was nothing less— for repairing about the house was done by
country living; for a farm such as the him, an occasional porch added by him,

Ohio farm of his boyhood: garden, or- unassisted, and year after year the bird

chard, brook, fields, a cow, a few sheep, houses which he made after a plan of his

Of these he rarely spoke but always his own were happily tenanted. All that he

wallet held clipped announcements of did was accomplished with a scrupulous,

some little country place for sale, and he slow precision. His leisureliness extended
was never without a farm paper. itself to the table—of dyspepsia he had
For years the man's free hours had cured himself by Fletcherizing thirty

been spent in second-hand book-stalls, years before Fletcher. He never hurried

There was always money for books: —the light staccato step had slowed, his

Spencer, Darwin, Emerson, Drummond, speech was deliberate when he spoke at

Bacon; through one winter he read Ma- all. He was a silent man. If he had been
caulay's England and then all of Fiske. asked his favorite recreation he would
He formed a habit of fathoming words new have said :

" Home."
to him, and by middle life had revised his The solitary study, the long lonely

vocabulary. An old taste for chemistry darkness on the engine, the daybreaks
developed, and with a few scientific books "gold and wild," the countless expres-

he elicited enchantment. It was in a sionless days had crystallized an intro-

farm journal that he was attracted to a spection always unique. With no knowl-
star map and peopled for himself the edge of the uses of contemplation in the

heavens. Creative thinking followed all East he acquired, and this quite natural-

his reading. He presented the theory ly, a habit of concentration, so that one
which he had never heard expounded could enter a room or stand beside him
that the earth was never a molten mass in his garden and find him unconscious

cooling, but, instead, first of all, a world of of any presence. His time-slips, time-

waters whose deposit is the land. He cards, stray envelopes, and a note-book
questioned the methods of measuring the or two were covered with notes made in

velocity of light; and years before there the engine cab, at lunch-counters, any-

was any scientific dissatisfaction with the where. These are a few transcriptions:

theory of the luminiferous ether he had ur^ .• i >>

K 11 rl f fV. f
Our actions are our angels.

rebellea at tnat. ^^H l^^^s are friendly to those who obey
Politically he gradually became strong- them."
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"A new degree of intellectual power is cheap
at any price."

''The law of Nature is, Do the thing and you
shall have the power, but they who do not shall

not have the power."
"The happiness of your life depends on the

quality of your thoughts."

"Children early catch the tone of their sur-

roundings."
"Most people are unhappy because they have

no information concerning the real sources of

enjoyment."
"The guiding spirit. . .

."

"The details must be worked out with com-
pleteness to insure success. It is in this hum-
ble though all-conquering way that success is

achieved."
"Forget your grievances."

"Until men grow up to the level of a higher

hfe they cannot receive it."

"Everything exists for something else of a
higher order."

"In your daily intercourse with men let your
guiding principle be for the good of ail."

"Flashes of insight require systematic thought
to unfold them."
"Our thoughts materialize in our flesh and

blood."

The child was now graduated from a

university. For these four years of col-

lege training the man had paid on wages
of three dollars and eighty-five cents for

a trip (of ninety-odd miles), and mean-
while had maintained his home.
But always here the story bears the

two outlines: One of his own patient,

never-robust figure faring to its toil.

The other of the lady of the lanciers, of a

resolution equal to his, rich in labor,

sacrifice, thrift; herself individual, com-
manding, bearing her part in the life of

the little town—and lovely. Two in a
town of six thousand and the race safe

in their hands.

Five years later temporary retirement

became possible, became necessitated by
ill health; and there were a garden,

fruit-trees, unbroken leisure.

A total of forty-three years had been
spent by the man on the railroad, all save
the first two or three years in complete
disillusion, in bondage. Out of this dis-

solution of the right to happy creative

work there endured for him his wife, his

child, and his home.
But what had been saved of the man's

spirit, of his ambition to live, his love of

fineness, the approaches to the social

passion? Was he bitter, lethargic, in re-

volt ? How had he himself appraised the

quite unintentional tapestry of his life?

There was a record preserved in con-
versations, witness from the lips of the
man; and he one of the men who ordi-

najily live and die in a community with-
out the community divining the stupen-
dous Hfe which has been going on within.

These comments, made in the last seven
years, are more vivid than all else to yield

up the man himself and the rich measure
of his success in living.

It is now sixty years since, equipped
with common school, a few years of farm
work, and a brief apprenticeship to a
wagon-maker, he fared through the snowy
grove into the little frame town; seventy
years since he faced the night sky
drenched in the surging of the Aurora.
At seventy-nine here is the man, one of

the brilliant potentialities by whom a
less disjointed social life than our own
might be how richly served.

(i)

I've had one of the days when nothing
wxnt right. It seemed as if everything
tried to go wrong. And I thought how
exactly that must be an example of the

way the Spirit—or God—feels in trying

to deal with us. He does the best he can,

and we fail and retard him. He does the

best he can and then comes war. I

thought how discouraged the Spirit must
be. Matter is obstinate. But it is all

he has to express himself through.

(2)

(Over a new drain-pipe in the base-

ment.) It is the way so many workmen
work, with no thought of the trouble and
expense to which they put other people.

How^ can we expect them to know ? With
no training they go to their work, pick it

up as best they can, and depend on it for

the necessities of life. Their conscience

is not trained. If, instead of pounding
faith into them, we had developed their

conscience, we should have a different set

of beings. . . .

. . . Why should there not be, as

well as a municipal fire department to

put out fires after the damage is done, a
municipal department to inspect private

electric wiring and drains and water-

pipes? They are beginning to do that
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for fire protection. But in all such work
men should not be dependent on it for a

livelihood. With these occupations on a

commercial basis men do so often partake

of the nature of the hog—of whose body
their own body is so largely composed.

All their lives they eat of the bodies of

these animals, and certainly some of their

nature passes over into those who con-

sume them.

. . . For nineteen years, the first

nineteen of my life, I ate no meat—per-

haps a little tenderloin after butchering..

The rest of the time I ate vegetables and
bread. After I came to this town I

learned to eat meat a little bit. I have
watched men eat tough meat, a large

piece in a few mouthfuls, almost without

chewing. This seems to me the business

of cannibals.

(3)

Let's leave this town and go and live

where sooner or later we can be more
economically cremated. It is the only

civilized system. Embalming is a savage

practice. When I go I want at least

something that will fall away around me
quickly and let me out.

(4)

I've thought for years that immortal-

ity is more simple and natural than we
have realized. That there is a close

threefold relationship in the air and the

volatile part of our being and God. We
say that God is everywhere and we're not

just sure what we mean. The immanence
of God has been one of the puzzles; the

immanence of the air in some form we
take for granted. We have said that God
is in all life and we haven't understood
that either, but we have spoken of the

breath of life always. We have made a
great mystery, but it may be that this

invisible substance which enters into all

life as a spirit is close to the mystery.

There's nothing more materialistic in

that than in the admission that conscious-

ness functions through the brain. . . .

After death the volatile part of our being

is released and passes into the air—goes

back into that great reservoir of power,

and seeks affinities for reabsorption.

x\nd hence continuity. When we confine

immortality to a matter of the persistence

of the individual consciousness we limit

our inheritance. I believe in such im-
mortality because it is in harmony with
that which we see taking place before

our eyes every day.

(5)

I remember when that idea of immor-
tality first came to me. I was standing
by the dining-room window looking at

the river. And as I saw it flowing I

thought: "Men come and men go but I

go on forever." I thought how the river

flows to the ocean, empties, returns to its

source through clouds and moisture, be-

comes again a river, again flows. And
that is exactly the way with spirit. It

goes from us, it ceases to combine with
the body and without it the body cannot
live; spirit is reabsorbed into the spirit

without, into the whole ... we are in it

all the time—we are floating in it—and
it is reabsorbed in new living things. As
an individual? No—that is impossible.

When individuation has once been accom-
plished by spirit it is never lost; but it

need not persist as one individuation. It

will continue in many individuals. There
is no more reason for insisting that the

spirit of man is one eternally than for in-

sisting that the spirit of God is one. God
is not necessarily one intelligence. He is

many intelligences. So of the spirit of

man. For the spirit, in man and without,

is a part of God. Whenever it can find

the channel it speaks to us—to that of

itself which is within us. To the divine

in man. But the whole body is permeated
with spirit—it is everywhere in the body.
The air we breathe is spirit. It is the

spirit of God. Without it we are only

inanimate matter. At the instant it

ceases to combine with us, we cease to

exist.

Compare this with the doctrine of the

soul going off somewhere, to some place

of heaven, and singing a psalm. Yet
when they blundered into such an ex-

pression it was this immortahty of spirit

that they were seeking for. We are all

blundering. But the whole process is so

slow. It can only go on as spirit grows
in the individual and is reabsorbed and
grows again.

. . . Trees have intelligence. Spirit

is combined with them in some degree,
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in their life and their intelHgence. See

how they seek out their food, find water,

turn to the sun . . . there's a better ex-

planation to this than the books make.

(6)

I don't think of God as law. I think of

him as spirit. Law is his manifestation.

I can conceive of his growing, but the law

is static. It is simply a matter of finding

out law. The law of evolution existed

always, and at last the human under-

standing found it out, and so on. There
are certain forces to which all things are

subject, but they are acted upon differ-

ently by the same forces. A tree and a

rock are both subject to gravitation, but

the tree constantly lifts itself while a rock

must remain in a fixed spot until it is de-

stroyed. But different people are not

acted upon differently by the same forces

—people vary in perception and in re-

sponse, that's all. The action of the

forces toward them is the same.

(7)

As great a thinker as Herbert Spencer

says that he can see nowhere any evi-

dence of design in the universe. John
Burroughs says the same thing. Never-
theless, there is everywhere evidence of

design.

(8)

Man is the slowest animal there is, in

development. And it is because he does

not pay attention to his intuitions. Now
and then there is one who is strong enough

to heed them, but most people let them
go by, are not strong enough to take

them. The intuitions must be fostered

for growth. One form of these we call

conscience. ... As these intuitions

grow older and are developed with each
life lived they will be stronger to speak.

It is this part of living which matters.

(9)

(Some one had read aloud from Ta-
gore's ^'Gitanjali": ''Thou settest a
barrier in thine own being and then
callest to thy severed selves in myriad
notes. This thy self-separation has taken
body in me.")

Yes. Nicolai, in " The Biology of War,"
believes and quotes others as believing

that the universe is an organism. That is,

that it consists of one really organic whole,

of which every created thing is a member,
as members of one organism, one being.

(Comment : Then that organism would
be God?)
The embodiment of God. And as I

believe the ''breath of life," is the divine

essence of God, and constitutes the divine

element entering into all life.

(lo)

We are destined for the goal. And the

goal is perfection. Sometimes we go on,

sometimes we go back—but all the time

the direction and destiny are the same:

''Perfection." We reach one plane and
another is above us. It is always the

same. The time will come when the race

will be an honor to God.



The plough market.

Wooden ploughs still turn Albania's soil. Nearby, pelts for opingas are being sold.

Albania
A NEW XATIOX IX AX OLD WORLD

BY VIOLA I. PARADISE AND HELEN CAMPBELL

Illustratioxs from photographs by the Authors

OUR mind strays from
the discussion of Al-

bania's politics, for

the weekly bazaar in

Tirana—Albania's
capital— is breaking

up, and perforce you
must watch the color-

ful life in the square : full-trousered,

broad-sashed men, in white fezes, gay
socks, and up-curling pointed moccasins;

two upper-class Moslem women, shrouded
in black, their faces hidden by heavy
black veils; peasants taking home their

purchases; a man wdth a baa-ing sheep

over his shoulders; a woman carrying on
her head a red-and-green-painted cradle,

the baby in it; a polka-dotted, trousered

little girl, exquisitely delicate of face, a

purchase of freshly-butchered unwrapped
meat in her hand; donkeys concealed un-

der burdens many times their size, only
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faces and fore legs visible; a lithe youth,

moved suddenly to dance in the doorway
of the mosque; veiled or kerchiefed

women—according as they are Moham-
medan or Christian—gathering their

bright-colored stuffs from the ground; a

few others—one \\'ith five eggs in her lap

—lingering in hope of a tardy customer;

a man washing his feet in the swift-gut-

tered little stream that runs through the

street. As you gaze at these things, sug-

gesting the old world of Turkey, you
might for a moment forget that Albania

is in the way of becoming a modern Eu-
ropean state. But there are reminders:

the minister of public works crossing the

square with some engineers brought in by
the government from Austria; here and
there foreign business, men, in Albania

after concessions; in the distance the band
practising the Peer Gynt Suite, a Mozart
sonata, along with new Albanian songs;
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and everywhere people talking about contacts, did preserve her ancient cus-

plans for the new Shqiprija*—which is Al- toms in an uncommonly pure form,

bania's name for Albania, the latter being It was Shqiprija's experience with the

used by the Shqiptari only when they Young Turks which resulted in the expul-

speak a foreign language. A battered sion of the empire from the Balkans,

automobile rattles into the square, and Hopefully casting her lot with them in

once more you turn your attention to 1908 in establishing a Constitution for the

your companions. empire, and then finding that they meant
^' You must find us a land of strange even less independence for the subject na-

contrasts," says one, "that man with the tionalities through complete assimilation,

wooden plough; and here's this so-called Albania resisted, and in August, 191 2, in

auto. Before the war there wasn't one in a vigorous uprising, captured Uskub and
the country, now there are about a hun- crushed the Turkish army. Then Bul-
dred and fifty. Many of us still grind garia, Greece, Serbia, and Montenegro,
corn between stones in our own homes

;

seeing in this defeat a long-desired chance,

and the city of Korcha has already raised launched the First Balkan War, which left

money for a mail aeroplane, and has sent the Peninsula Turkless.

students to France to study aviation." Even then Albania's destiny was not in

"Come back in five years," said an- her own hands. The Six Powers, Ger-
other, "and you'll find us Uke European many, Austria-Hungary, France, Great
countries"—Albania doesn't regard itself Britain, Italy, and Russia, stepped in to

as a part of Europe—"with roads, and an determine her status and frontiers, be-

electric trolley running through these cause, the Turks gone, Albania's neigh-

mountains, and electric light
"

bors began quarrelling for her territory.

"There's electric light in Scutari now," Europe almost flared into war then, with

interrupted a youth, "and plumbing. Albania the fuse, instead of a year later

And just wait till you see Korcha. Nearly with a different Balkan excuse. In July,

everybody dresses in European clothes. 1913, the most basic "frontier" date in

We're not civilized yet, but we're started. Albanian history, the ambassadorial con-

We have a national parliament." ference of these powers fixed boundaries

"Our trouble is," said another, "that which gave to unfriendly neighbors dis-

we have so much history to recover from, tricts containing over a million Albanians,

It has bunched up on us, you might say. leaving only 900,000 in the remaining

But now that we're free
—

" an expressive area. They made her a sovereign prin-

gesture indicated that everything was cipality, neutralized under their guar-

possible. antee, and elected William of Wied as

History has indeed "bunched up" on prince. When he arrived in March, 19 14,
the Shqiptari. Aryans, descendants of Albania, having independence, a conven-

the Illyrians or Pelasgians, they are prob- tional government, and neutrality, hoped

ably the oldest race in southeastern Eu- for a breathing spell,

rope. Their last five centuries and more Within a month her neutrahty was vio-

ls the tale of steadfast maintenance of lated when Greece captured Korcha.

Albanian personality through foreign oc- Her guarantors had not yet intervened in

cupations. Much is not far-away his- her behalf when the European War be-

tory, but current trespassings, of which gan. Then, while the neutrality of Bel-

you may read echoes in your morning gium was engaging the sentimental atten-

paper. tion of the world, there began for Albania

The Turkish occupation lasted five hun- an avalanche of occupations, kaleido-

dred years, and ceased only in 191 2. To scopic, overlapping, unprotested. The
the Turks the Albanians never really sub- assigned prince left in September, too

mitted, but succeeded in preventing their soon to have been of any service,

penetration into her mountain districts. Though Albania did not enter the war,

This non-submissiveness brought from she was one of its acute sufferers. The
the empire insecurities of life and happi- olive orchards formerly covering the hills

ness, but, cutting Albania off from outside around Durazzo, bombarded into treeless

• Pronounced shkipreea. barrcnncss, symboHze the damage done
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to this neutral. Her intruders, however,

could not avoid catching something of the

spirit of the Albanian personality. Italy,

intrenched in the south, proclaimed her

independent under Italian protection;

Austria announced Albanian freedom

from Scutari; while France, with an army
in Korcha, created the Shqiptar Republic

of Korcha.
At the war's end Albania was like a jug-

gler, keeping three fragile balls afloat—the

acquisitive desires of Jugoslavia, Italy,

and Greece. A slip in her dexterity

meant national mutilation. Italy, ac-

tually present, determining to prevent

a representative Albanian government,

formed in Durazzo a made-in-Italy sub-

stitute. The Shqiptari, determined to

have a home-made reality, contrived an
uninterrupted gathering of the clans in

Lushnja, in January, 1920. This na-

tional assembly forced the Durazzo gov-

ernment to retire, established a provi-

sional government in Tirana, and when
the parliament appointed by the confer-

ence convened the following March, the

Shqiptari had a government of their own
choosing.

Italy's claims for Valona, its hinterland,

and a mandate over Albania, meaning for

her the control of the Adriatic and the

shortest route to the Orient, were based

entirely on the secret Treaty of London,
in which these concrete territorial rights

were offered as bait by the Entente fishers

for allies. Albania took her problems to

the Peace Conference, and after a ten

months' wait received an illuminating de-

cision giving Italy exactly what she

wanted. Fortunately this decision was not

allowed to stand. But the actual forcing

of Italy from Valona was done by popular

action, without help even from the govern-

ment. It took two months of fighting,

but in August', 1920, Italy withdrew,
acknowledging Albanian independence.

Another ball to juggle—holding her

northeastern boundaries against the new
Jugoslavia, who, ignoring even the deci-

sion of 1 9 13 so favorable to Serbia, had
had troops on the Albanian side since the

armistice. In spite of Albania's protests

to the Peace Conference in 1919 against

this invasion, its first decision added to

Jugoslavia Albania's choicest city, Scu-

tari, with its environs and nearest Adri-

atic port. During 1920 and 192 1 the

Serbs made frequent serious invasions

into northern Albania, and were met by
a resistance characteristically Albanian,
organized unofficially by the moun-
taineers. At one time this impromptu
army forced the Serbs to leave the city of

Dibra, but, although Dibra is purely Al-

banian, the Shqiptari did not occupy it,

having the forethought to realize that,

officially ceded to Serbia in 1 913, its occu-

pation would embarrass their govern-
ment. In the role of aggressive intruders

the Serbs quite ignored that dramatic epi-

sode in the Great War when, defeated,

they were in desperate retreat before the

Austro-Bulgarian forces. Then Albania,

in the face of a Bulgarian demand that she

attack the Serbian vanguard, instead

gave the Serbs refuge in her territory.

Deciding to try the League of Nations
on this acute and pertinent problem,
Shqiprija applied for membership in

October, 1920. The league kept her

waiting for admission two crucial months,
and then indecisively referred the boun-
dary difficulty to the Conference of Am-
bassadors. While this body pondered,
however, Jugoslavic troops advanced so

far in the fall of 192 1 that the Supreme
Council of the Allies, through Great
Britain, intervened, requesting that the

Council of the League be convoked—the

first time that this was done because one
member was invading another. Simul-

taneously the Conference of Ambassadors
announced its decision on the frontiers,

practically the same as their 19 13 delimi-

tation. On November 8 the two nations

accepted these boundaries, and three

members of the league, for surety, super-

vised the evacuation of the Serbs.

Shqiprija's Greek ball to juggle has not

been difficult since Greece became pre-

occupied fighting Turkey. Greece had
pushed her claims violently in 19 14 by
capturing Korcha, and at the Peace Con-
ference by trading votes in secret with
Italy. The conference did cede in its

first decision both disputed districts, Kor-
cha and Argyrocastro, to Greece, but the

November, 192 1, frontier settlement

acknowledged them as permanently Al-

banian. The allegiance of these two dis-

tricts while their possession was in ques-

tion was frequently demonstrated. When
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the new government, raising an interior

loan because Italy had seized the cus-

toms, called for 2,000,000 gold francs,

Argyrocastro contributed this whole sum,
outdoing in generosity even the Albanians
in the United States.

These international complications are

reflected in every-day events, especially

those involving the lack of intercommuni-
cation between close neighbors. Serbia,

for instance, lies so intimately near, yet

and fortunately the advantage of this is

reahzed. "We do not want the govern-
ment to lose all of this flexibility," said

one official in speaking of rapid changes,
" we want one that will really fit the coun-
try by growing up with it." At present
the eighty deputies elect a high council of

four and a prime minister, who appoints
his cabinet of nine ministers.

This flexibility of form does not neces-

sarily imply instabihty, as the govern-

Volunteers who came to Tirana from the mountains to help the government during the uprising of Alarch, 1922.

she cannot be reached by telegraph nor
telephone, even though Albania has both,*

remnants of military operations, repaired

and extended. And crossing Serbia's

stern frontier is full of complications.

When we did this on foot, the Shqiptar
horseman who was leading the pack-horse
with our luggage, having obtained what
bethought was the proper document to al-

low him to take us over the border and re-

turn home, was stopped by the Serbian

border police, instructed to wait on the

Albanian side while a Serbian soldier led

the pack-horse, m^ore privileged than its

master, across the invisible line of un-

friendliness to our near-by destination.

Many details of government in the Al-

banian republic are still uncrystallized,
* At present the telephone is limited to government use,

connecting only the offices of the prefects, but the telegraph
is for commercial use as well. Both are for interior use only.

ment has met tests. The most significant

was the rebellion of March, 1922, not be-

cause of its size, for it involved less than
five hundred armed rebels, but because it

thwarted the attempt of a designing neigh-

bor to prove Albania's inability to main-
tain her government. Subtlety was shown
in discriminating between the leaders who
plotted with the outsiders, mostly men of

position or wealth, and those who were
used indirectly and recanted when they

discovered the source and significance of

the attack. Though the disloyal were
executed and their lands confiscated, a

mountaineer leader of the rebels,* who in

the parleys through the British minister

to Albania showed that he had been de-

ceived and regretted his action, was al-

lowed to go back to the mountains with
his men and arms.
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The real show of government strength

was not the dramatic parade of soldiers

and the gayness of the band in the capital

the market-day before Easter instead of

the further execution of rebels expected

by the people. It was expressed rather in

two ways—one spontaneously, when the

news of the uprising reached the unaf-

fected districts and volunteers started out

from every mountainside and valley over

the trails to Tirana to help the govern-

ment, peasant and townsman alike; and
the other with consideration, when parlia-

ment, scheduled to meet about six wxeks
after the rebellion, postponed its meeting

for four months to give the ministers a

free hand.

A more permanent proof of the govern-

ment's acceptability and of national unity

is given by the mountain tribes of Matti,

who, having defied successfully Roman,
Venetian, Turk, serve this government
voluntarily. One of their chief men,
Ahmet Zogoli, is minister of the interior,

the backbone of the present government.
"And parliament can make things

move, too," said a young Albanian

proudly; "one of their first acts was to

legislate away all titles. No more beys

nor pashas in Albania, just plain Mr.
So-and-So, as with you."

"Move!" broke in another of the
group, "like lightning! You see those
gardens," indicating grass-bordered mari-
gold beds at intervals in the centre of Ti-

rana. "Just recently those were old Mo-
hammedan graveyards, hideous but, of

course, hallowed ground. Almost over-

night they were changed by an edict from
the minister of the interior, custom or no
custom."
But many improvements w^hich the

government would like to make must wait

for money, for the nation's natural re-

sources to create her financial and eco-

nomic life. Resources there are, quite

aside from agricultural possibilities, but
in w^hat degree of richness no one knows,
as the Turks left no statistics and the Aus-
trians kept the reports of their geologic

surveys made during the war. It is

known in general that there are oil, coal,

copper, and valuable forests, which the

government owns along with the entire

subsoil, one good Turkish inheritance.

In addition there are the buried treasures

of Durazzo, the remains of the Roman
and Venetian periods, rich storehouses of

art and history.

The nation's financial inability to de-

velop its resources means the giving out

of concessions, for it has not borrowed.

Peasants in town to market their grains, exchanging news of their districts, and discussing Albania's future,

while waiting for customers.



Contrasts in transportation.

There were no autos in Albania before the war. Peasant carts arc confined to the small area of sood roads.

But these concessions present difficulties.

Some eager applicants represent countries

too selfishly interested in Shqiprija's po-

Htical future; other nationalities, without
territorial ambitions and therefore desir-

able as concessionaires, are still pondering
on her stability; while the third group, in-

terested in a legitimate way, demand sta-

tistics which the new country cannot yet

produce. The young state has not been
overlooked by ''gold brick" concession-

aires. An American firm, we heard,

asked for a monopoly in film-showing,

putting its offer on a philanthropic-

educational basis, and expecting to get

the concession for nothing. Interest in

the concessions and a shrewdness, too, is

not confined to officials but is expressively

general. One young man who had been
in the United States said of their financial

beginnings: "Though foreign capital is

necessary for our big undertakings, there

is some money here to invest nationally if

we Albanians could just be shown how.

You know, the way American children

say, 'One for the money, two for the

show!'"
Up to the limit of their money the

Shqiptari are bringing in experts from
several countries to advise in organizing

the state. Engineers, for example, are

treating the forests which, though still

safe from the sawmill, have been seriouslv

damaged by foreign armies, both of men
and insects. Legal experts are planning

the formation of a new code, supplanting

the old combination of Turkish and Na-
poleonic law. Financial experts will have
everything to plan as the country has

no banking system, no currency of its

own, using the moneys of other nations

with patchwork exclusiveness. The gold

French napoleon is the standard coin, and
the only one with a nation-wide circula-

tion. According to the district you are

in you may use Italian lire; stagger

around under the weight of old silver Aus-
trian crowns; find a town where only

French money is used; pay in Greek
drachmas; or, in Korcha, for small pur-

chases, pay in its own currency, issued re-

cently when Greece closed her border and
no money could be brought in. In con-

trast to this lack of coinage are modern
postage-stamps, which carry Albania's

letters abroad and by arduous mounted
relays between her inland cities.

The lack of transportation facilities

thwarts the development of the country's

resources. Transportation is in a primi-

tive plight—no railroads and very few
Instead, bridle-stretches of good road.
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trails twist and plunge about in the moun-
tains, hold a precarious footing along

edges of breath-taking precipices, track

along rushing rivers seeking shallow

places to ford, for bridges are as wanting
as roads. All travellers, all goods and
merchandise sent from city to city must
go on sure-footed donkeys or horses along

Shepherds with crooks are not only sung about, but
seen on city streets.

these trails. Peasant-carts, so character-

istic a feature of most agricultural regions,

are, except in the small areas of good
roads, unknown.
Adventure is the one natural resource

of Albania not blockaded by bad roads.

Even by auto perhaps you are five hours
late on a two-hour trip. While the chauf-

feur dissects the engine, you enjoy some
peasant's hospitality, sitting on a mat on
the sod floor before his fire^ at which he
makes you Turkish coffee and tries in

vain to talk with you in Albanian, Greek,

or Turkish. You while away time learn-

ing a few Albanian words, and wondering
whether the canvas curtain hanging from
smoke-blackened rafters conceals his wife.

A man passenger is also present, which
would make it unseemly for a Moslem
wife to appear. At last the car is fixed

—

it is now eleven at night by your watch,

four by your host's Turkish time—and

once more you set out. Now your chauf-
feur is concerned. Martial law is still in

force, no one must be abroad in Tirana
after eight o'clock; it will be midnight be-

fore you arrive; besides, this is the night
set for the hanging of two leaders of the

rebellion. The feehng of tenseness is en-

hanced by white moonlight on floating

wisps of mist, dark shadows of trees, and
apprehension lest presently you shall

come upon the actual hangings. But
your challenge at the gate is the official

information that a room has been engaged
for you.

Distances are measured by time, not
miles. Korcha, you are told, is four days
from Tirana. It took us five to make the

trip, most of it in heavy rain. We went
with a train of ten horses, all but three

used to transport a cargo of salt and sugar.

The third passenger was a young Moham-
medan volunteer against the rebellion,

now returning home to Korcha. The
leader of the train and his two helpers

walked. The horses' trappings were
primitive: characteristic peasant saddles

made of broad strips of wood, mounted
on leather, for the horses'—not the riders'

—comfort, were softened by gay hand-
woven blankets. Loops of rope served as

stirrups. The rope bridles, trimmed with
blue beads—a protection against the

harm that praise might invite upon a
Shqiptar horse—were chiefly ornamental,
for the horses were not bitted. When one
of us asked how to guide our animal, the

horseman handed her a lock of the mane

!

However, it was only in an early ignorant

moment that we thought ourselves capa-

ble of assisting the clever beasts, who
knew every rock and twist of the trail,

where to step, and when to put their four

feet and head together, like a Remington
picture, and slide down a steep place; who
could climb up steep slabs of rock, could

hold a footing up the middle of a swift

mountain stream; and needed assistance

only in the widest river, where two
powerful men, wading waist-deep, saw
them across one at a time, leaning against

them to keep them from being carried

down-stream. The steepest descents we
climbed and skidded down on foot.

Our first night we spent in a khaUj or

barn, one of the occasional shelters main-

tained along the trail for the horsemen



A street in the capital, the post-office, and one of the shepherds it serves.

and their horses. Ours was selected as

especially good, having an up-stairs room,
providing us privacy. A chimneyless
fireplace and two straw mats on the floor

were its entire furnishings. We dried our
clothes and horse-blankets, and wrapped
ourselves up in the latter—our entire bed-
ding.^

It is only when stopping at such khans
or at hotels that one pays for one's lodg-

ing. And even at these money is some-
times refused. Once, stopping for coffee,

we chatted with our host about the United
States, where he had a nephew. Just
that slim thread made him regard us as

his personal guests, and he refused pay-
ment. When no khans or hotels are avail-

able, the traveller is welcomed at any
house. However poor your host, he
would refuse any offer of payment.

Hospitality is the religion of Albania.

In the northern mountains, where the

safety of a traveller is guaranteed by some
mountaineer's hessa, any harm that comes
even to a chance guest is a wrong to be
avenged just as if it had happened to a
kinsman, and could start a vendetta on
his behalf—a blood feud, to be handed
down from father to son.

The hospitality offered us ranged from

homes not unlike the khans—where we
slept in our clothes on the floor, and sat

on the floor to eat our simple supper,

perhaps one pewter pan of scrambled

eggs, with a wooden spoon for each guest,

and a single bowl of warm milk, to be
passed from one to the other—to spacious

homes of rich families, where we dined

bountifully and savored again the sweet

luxury of clean linen sheets. The best a
village had to offer was at our disposal, for

we were travelling, so to speak, under the

government's hessa. Everywhere, in rich

homes or in poor, was a wealth of hos-

pitality. Once, on a mountain-top, pass-

ing two shepherds eating their cornbread

and cheese, our Albanian friend asked for

a taste of bread; whereupon they tried to

press their whole little store upon us, their

cheese as well. The Shqiptar peasant,

like most European peasants, lives on a

meagre diet—a single meal of cornbread

and cheese and onions often forming his

entire daily ration. Our horsemen—com-
paratively prosperous persons—did ten

hours' hard work on a small cup of coffee

at four in the morning and a bowl of

olives and cheese and bread at eleven.

It is not only in a figurative sense that

hospitality may be said to be Albania's
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religion. Although 71 per cent of the shaped and held in place by leather

people are Moslem, 19 per cent Albanian thongs.

Orthodox,* 10 per cent Roman Catholic, Coming from five days through the

thev are not ritual-bound. Formal re- most primitive mountains into the mod-
ligion is parenthetical—a matter of cus- ernized city of Korcha is an experience in

torn, and in no way divides the people, contrasts. The mountain villages were.

Christian and Moslem children attend the for the most part, handfuls of scattered

same schools. At an Easter midnight houses, now of mud and clay bricks, now
mass we saw nearly as many Moham- of stone, sometimes \^ith tiled, often with

medans as Christians in the Orthodox thatched, roofs, sometimes mndowless,
church; and others were waiting outside with outbuildings and pens and fences of

to bid their friends a happy Easter, braided twigs; the mountaineers always,

Iman Ali, the Indian delegate to the of course, in their native costumes.

League of Nations, defending Albania's In Korcha, however, nearly every one
request for membership, said that Albania dresses in European clothing. In the

was " the only country in the world where coffee-houses men are reading the latest

Christians and Mohammedans lived to- issue of the newspaper—out three times a

gether like brothers." week. The city has many new, well-

The mental adaptability of the Al- built houses, equipped with plumbing,

banians is constantly demonstrated. The Engineers are working on a plan to supply

peasants we met—served by no news- Korcha with electric light; and many
papers, often illiterate, with no experience modern improvements are under way.
outside their own remote mountains and Everywhere one hears English, for nearly

villages, most of them Mohammedan, the whole adult male population of Kor-
with strict views about their own women cha has been in the United States. To
—found the word " Amerikes" sufficient be sure, there are still many reminders of

explanation and accepted us, two foreign, the city's agricultural setting—moun-
strangely garbed, unveiled women, readily taineers come to town to buy and sell, a

and graciously, and as unself-consciously quaintly dressed shepherd, with his crook,

as if we had been men—a refreshing ex- guiding a flock of sheep through the busy
perience after remote regions of certain main street; ox-carts, with high sides of

Latin countries, where wonder never braided twigs; yet on the whole the city

ceased at our travelling without male ac- gives a modern atmosphere,

companiment. One does not, however, feel conscious of

Their conversation was not a mere ex- a great gap between the Albanian peasant

change of pleasant words. They asked and his city brother; for the peasant is

the latest news in the cities from which we intelligent, self-reliant, quite without ser-

had come. On one trip our Albanian vility. Perhaps this is because every

friend showed photographs of the hanged peasant owns a bit of land; or perhaps his

rebels to our hosts or to peasants met by land-ownership is the result of his quali-

chance who wanted news. Conversation ties. (''All but five per cent of us Alba-

often concerned Albania, always we were nians are landowners," said an ofiicial.)

asked what we thought of it, often the cus- Even when he is illiterate, he is clear-

toms of our own country were inquired headed and penetrating, and alert to what
about. A man who asked how long is going on in the land. In the strange, al-

America had been free, commented that most weird mountain song-dances, where
by now everybody must be happy and the leaders improvise poetry which they

nobody poor, and was disappointed at our chant as they dance, the songs have often

regretful negative. One peasant asked to do with the happenings of the day.

with a twinkle why we had come to Al- Thus, while we were in Tirana, several

bania, "where there are only rocks and evenings at sunset a group of the moun-
mountains and rivers and opingas to see" tain volunteers danced and sang current—opingas being the simplest of possible events. Now it was the story of how
foot-gear, mere rectangles of pelt, slightly Ahmet Zogoli and Spiro Kolleka had saved

the country in its most recent distress;
* Albania has carried her patriotism to the point of declar- i ^i tj. t i j i, r J „,,+

ing her Orthodox church independent of the Greek. HOW hoW the ItauaUS had been torced OUt
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of Valona; again it was an appeal that
America recognize Albania, in which case,

the song proclaimed, Albania would be
invincible. Possibly this last song was
improvised because some Americans were
observed among the listeners. At any
rate, even the untaught peasant knows
Albania's need of recognition by the great

Powers outside.

The minister of the interior, speaking of

the peasants' attitude to the government,

his holding is usually so small that he
cannot dig a living from it—on an aver-

age four "ettoro," or about two hundred
square meters, excluding forest land,

which all belongs to the government; he
must therefore work for the rich beys, who
own about 35 per cent of the land, or on
the government farms, which comprise
about 40 per cent. The harvest is di-

vided : one-third for the worker, one-third
for the owner, and the last third for which-

Many mountain villages are mere handfuls of scattered houses, now of mud or clay brick, often of stone,

sometimes with tiled, often with thatched roofs. The outbuildings and pens and
fences are often of braided twigs.

said that they followed every government
action with interest, that it was not unu-
sual for peasants to walk three days over
the mountains to discuss some recent de-

cree. "I always ask them," he said,

''what they think of it. They inquire

carefully about its purpose and how it will

work, and then give a considered opinion.

Sometimes it is that the law is good but
that the time is not ripe for it. Fre-

quently they have suggestions to make."
All this in a land where farming is in the

most primitive stage, where not only is

there no farm machinery, but wooden
ploughs are used—except in certain small

areas where iron ones have been intro-

duced.

Although every peasant is a landowner,

ever of the two supplies the animals and
tools.

Among its many new undertakings the

government is attempting to improve and
stimulate agriculture. The lack of roads,

markets, machinery, and organization

—

in a country four-fifths of which is moun-
tain land—makes this a tremendous task;

but the Department of Public Works has

brought experts in from Turkey, Austria,

and Italy, has started a farm journal, of

which a thousand copies are distributed

monthly to the peasants, has opened one
agricultural school, and is hoping and
planning for another.

The social structure in the remote
mountain districts in the north of Albania
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is very different from that of central and hibition is being discussed, and the gen-

southern Albania. In the north the old eral feeling favors it.

patriarchal tribal system prevails, all the The Albanian has a gift for languages,

branches of a family, sometimes number- The equipment of Turkish, Greek, and
ing over a hundred, living in a single for- Serbian, Bulgarian, or Roumanian in addi-

tressed house. The people in the south

—

tion to Albanian, is common. Among
the Ghegs—have a different dialect from those who have had a foreign education,

the Toscs, in the south; the southerners French and German or Italian—often all

have travelled back and forth to other three—are added channels of intercourse,

lands, and have, perhaps, qualities of Albania has not mixed up hates with Ian-

easier contacts with strangers. In times guages, as other nations often do. She
past there existed an antagonism between educates her young people in Italy,

north and south, and, though Albania is France, Austria—all countries which have
united in a strong national feeling and in been her occupiers. One finds oneself in-

its aspirations, little survivals of the old terviewing the man who was largely re-

antagonism crop up even now. Thus, sponsible for getting the Italians out of

during Easter week in Tirana, it often Valona in the language of his ex-enemy,
happened that groups from both north Many Albanians read Persian as one of

and south found themselves together in their classics. A practical government
the coffee-houses. Yet, though one official, whose conversation skipped easily

group or the other was always singing, from the recent Albanian rebellion to Eu-
they seldom sang together. We once ropean politics, to hunting and dogs, to

asked a man why he and his friends were regrets that we should be leaving Shqip-

silent. "We don't know their songs," he rija before the nightingales should begin

replied. to sing, quoted from a Persian classic.

"Singing," said a returned immigrant, "I do like it!" he exclaimed, and trans-
" is the Shqiptar's chief recreation. There lated it into immaculate Enghsh—one of

are no movies here. Instead we spend his many modern languages. Boys at the

our evenings playing games and singing in American Red Cross school have learned

the coffee-houses." This is quite true, enough English in only a few months to

Look into almost any Tirana coffee-house give impromptu theatricals in English,

of an evening, and you will see men play- idiomatic, easy, with just enough foreign

ing chess, checkers, dominos, backgam- accent to make their grammatical correct-

mon, and often a group singing. People ness even more astonishing. Even their

living near the Elbasson prison said that subtle sense of humor the Shqiptari carry

every evening at sunset the prisoners sang over into foreign languages—:or perhaps
together. The Albanian has a rich and the Albanian sense of humor is akin to the

varied repertoire. After a ringing new American, so often did we laugh heartily

patriotic theme may come an old, old folk- together.

song, sombre and moving, in strange, Perhaps it is their linguistic ability that

primeval rhythm. Next, perhaps, the has enabled the Albanians to retain,

humorous alphabet song, in college-song through centuries of school-less foreign

manner; then, as likely as not, foreign occupation, their own tongue, now the

songs, sometimes with Albanian words, as most ancient in southeastern Europe. It

in "Tipperary" or "Gaudeamus Igitur"; is of Indo-European origin, the sole sur-

again with original words, as in "I'm For- vivor of the Thraco-Illyrian group. The
ever Blowing Bubbles," or even "Un- Encyclopaedia Britannica says: "In its

der the Greenwood Tree," or "Monday relation to Latin and Greek, it may be re-

Roast Beef "; and when they have warmed garded as a co-ordinate member of the

up to their singing they begin the favorite Aryan stock." Though the dialects of

game of improvising songs—usually jokes the Ghegs and Toscs differ, the language

—

and gibes at one another. Though wine like the people—has remained integral. It

can be procured in the coffee-houses, au- has retained many souvenir words from its

thorities agree that there is little drinking, various invaders, but it is strikingly dis-

The Shqiptar prefers his coffee. Drunk- tinct from all other Balkan languages. Its

enness is rare. At present national pro- lack of literature makes it at the sametime
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of peculiar interest and of peculiar diffi- schools represent the highest education
culty to philologists. The alphabet itself available for women. Of 563 schools the

presents knotty problems, for, as in Eng- girls have 28, the boys 535. Over three

lish, there are different letters and com- times as many boys attend as girls,

binations of letters for the same sound, Only 95 of the 854 teachers are women,
but even far less than English has the The withdrawal at adolescence of the Mo-
spelling been standardized. Thus "Kor- hammedan girl from school or any ac-

cha," the name of Albania's second largest tivity outside of the four walls of her

city, is spelled ''Korge," "Kortche," home, her retirement behind her latticed
" Korg," " Koritza," " Korche," and window, to await the husband her parents
"Korcha"—all spellings used by Alba- will provide, is a great impediment to the

nians. Even people's names are spelled education of women. Indeed it is a sign

variously. of progress when Mohammedan parents
Among the new government's chief con- send their girls to school at all. Christian

cerns is education. New schools are daughters also, though they do not veil,

being estabUshed, old ones improved, are available for matrimony at fourteen

One of its first acts was a compulsory or fifteen, and live a retired life. In a
education law. The peasants are for the land, however, where many things are

most part eager to send their children to changing, even these fundamental cus-

school. '' Scarcely a week passes," said toms are beginning to relax. We saw in

the minister of education, ''that does not Korcha Mohammedan and Christian

bring requests for schools from remote girls of fifteen studying geometry, among
districts. Often peasants come to the other subjects, with interest.

capital to urge their establishment." The position of women in Albania is

Until recently the government sent just beginning to emerge from the dark
many children abroad to study. In 192

1

ages. One rarely sees Shqiptar women in

several hundred students—at the time of public, except the peasants and the work-
our visit 159—were studying in foreign ing-class townswomen, who come to the

countries at government expense. The bazaar to sell their products; or occasional

present policy is to cut down these num- upper-class women, shrouded almost out

bers. But with only 3 secondary, and 12 of all semblance to human form by their

grammar schools in the land; with 474 of veils and black, ill-shaped garments. In
the nation's 565 schools having only one the mountains the peasants often go un-

class,* some foreign education is still veiled, especially when they are at work
necessary. The students educated in the fields—where they work as hard as

abroad at government expense are prom- do the men. But in most of the cities a
ised government employment, which they woman goes unveiled only when with her

agree to accept for five years after their husband—and only then if the husband
education is completed. The recent is sufficiently "advanced" to permit it.

opening of a normal school in Elbasson, One man was pointed out to us as so

and of the National Technical School in jealous that he would not let even his own
Tirana,! will reduce the numbers. Con- brother see his wife unveiled,

sidering its narrow purse, the government Marriage customs are Oriental. Girls

has been generous with the schools, hav- and boys are betrothed by their parents

ing apportioned to them for the school in early childhood, and never see one an-

year 1921-22, 2,595,388 gold francs

—

other until marriage. The Orthodox and
about one-seventh of the country's small Roman CathoHc women have a Uttle

budget. more freedom, but the differences are not

Of course, in a country Oriental in cus- great. "But all this is changing," we
toms, the provisions are far better for were told again and again. "In five

boys than for girls. Two girls' grammar years you won't find many young men
marrying girls they've never seen," said a

kintg^t^hlr^lt^"^'"
^"' ^"''' '"^ ^"'' """^ '"'

youth who had been in America. "I've
tThis school was opened by the American Junior Red sg^n the girl I'm goiug tO marry," Said aU-

Cross, which still directs it. The government, however, is o
. '-' " -^

'

now sharing the expense, will ultimately take it over entirely, Other. But lU aUSWer tO OUr qUCStlOUS

i:'hy\&'%ti'Z\Ttl':r^itR!ra^^^^^ about her, he did not know what she

Vol. LXXII.—37
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looked like now—she had been twelve

years old when he saw her, five years ago;

but she was his cousin, and " he knew she

was all right." Yet even this is some ad-

vance over older points of view. The
changes are not great, but that they have
actually begun is significant.

Although plural marriages are allowed

Xot of the Ku-Klux-Klan, but an unemancipated
Mohammedan townswoman, a white

cloth covering her face.

by the Mohammedan Church, they are

uncommon, and there is a strong feeling

against them. Occasionally a man who
has no children by his first wife \\dll take
a second; but more often, in such cases, he
divorces the first. Divorce is easy, if

there are no children, and if a man can af-

ford to pay the high cost. For he must
provide for his first wife, and return her

dowry. A wdfe always brings a dowry.
Indeed it is sewed, in many gold napo-
leons if she is rich, in lesser coins other-

wise, to her wedding-gown. Among the

philanthropic bequests of a rich man in

Korcha, was a fund to provide dowries for

poor girls. (A church and a city drug-

store were his other chief benefactions.)

The evidences of progress in the status

of women in some parts of Albania are far

from insignificant. Korcha has a thriv^-

ing women's club of 300 members, both
Christian and Mohammedan, wdth a
building of its own. It carries on most
of the activities characteristic of women's
clubs in America—even pubhshing a
monthly magazine. Meetings are held,

lectures given—always by women, other-

wise the Mohammedan women could not
attend—philanthropic and some educa-
tional work is done. Among other things

the club has brought down a modiste from
Vienna to teach modern European dress-

making to a group of girls.

We asked often about the possibility of

woman sufi"rage in this new country.

The president of the women's club said:

''We're not ready for it yet, women's
opportunities have been so limited; but
we are educating the next generation for

it." ''It's only a matter of time," said a
government official. "Our women can
have suffrage as soon as they want it.

We hope that time is not too far away."
We had expected incredulous smiles, and
perhaps a comment about women's place

in the home—comments we did meet in

Italy and Serbia. But in Albania, side by
side wdth the most backward conditions,

one finds the average mind open to every
new possibility—one reason why Albania
is so especially interesting at the present

moment. It feels itself capable of every

kind of progress; and yet is in no way
cocky.

The frequent descriptions of Albanians
as a "wild and lawless people" doubtless

spring from the frequency of vendettas,

still unfortunately prevalent in certain

regions. The new government, however,

is dealing rigorously "with vendetta par-

ticipants, all the killing now being con-

sidered murder, even w^hen the survivor is

not the aggressor. Self-defense can sel-

dom be claimed, for even within the law-

lessness of these death feuds is a scrupu-

lously respected law: the enemy must be

warned, he must be armed. Any one,

then, can protect himself by leaving his

arms at home. The government is now
planning to forbid the carrying of

weapons. The strong feeling that ven-

dettas are matters of sacred privacy, not

to be interfered with by the government,
is beginning to give way to the belief that
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the stamping out of these feuds is a right-

ful public duty. Of 794 persons accused

of crimes ending in death in 192 1, 692
were convicted. Although these figures

do not distinguish between deaths in-

curred in vendettas and others, it is safe

to assume that the great majority were
the former.

The punishment for murder is hanging,

view of Albania's total lack of banks. A
lawyer in Elbasson, who handled 1000

cases last year, had only 2 of theft. One
of these was committed by a man who got

drunk at a wedding and on the way home
stole some sugar and coffee but left un-

touched the gold he might easily have
stolen. The next morning, sober, he
came to his senses, and took the property

The officers of the Korcha women's club.

The two ^fohammedan women have put back their veils for the picture.

and in the absence of daily papers pub-
licity is given such punishment by the

simple if grewsome custom of leaving the

body of the criminal hanging on the crude
gallows for a few hours on bazaar day.

The actual execution takes place privately

at night. One such happened while we
were in Tirana, and the white-covered

body, swaying in the wind, threw a grim
shadow over the bright gaiety of the

bazaar.

Despite their vendettas the Albanians
are not "wild and lawless." Women, at

any time of the day or night, in the re-

motest places, are safe from molestation.

There is no case on record of harm to a

woman. Property crimes are all but non-

existent—an especially striking fact in

to the police. In view of his intoxication

and of his returning the property, he was
sentenced to one instead of the customary

three years' imprisonment for theft.

Albania, industrially undeveloped, im-

ports everything not grown by her primi-

tive agricultural methods, or made in her

homes or shops by simple hand work.

Even so, her importations are small, for it

is a land of few luxuries, even for those

who have acquired "European" or Amer-
ican tastes by residence abroad.

For clothing, there are sewing-machines

in the tailor-shops in the cities, but that

of the rural population is made at home
from the raising of the sheep stage. These
clothes have enough vigor of outline,

adaptation to usefulness, and richness
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gained from the quality of the material and
workmanship to be an expression of art.

The clothes of the mountain women, much
less decorative than that of the men, have
an extreme simplicity, seeming to be

hewTi out, Stone-Age-hke.

In the homes are also made, for sale in

the bazaars, woollen horse-blankets, loose-

ly woven, soft-toned; gaily colored cloth,

the gayest used for aprons, even by wait-

ers in restaurants, or for head and face

coverings by the women; and, in special-

ized locaHties, silk, sheer, distinctive.

The industries practised outside of the

homes are easy to see in operation in the

Oriental, open-front shops of the worker-

merchant. White fezzes grow from soft-

fluffed bunches of white wool as you
watch. Copper water-carriers and cook-

ing-utensils are dramatically shaped in the

Street of the Copperworkers. Shoes,

from the simplest opingas to the most
pom-pomed, are cut and sewed in the

Street of the Shoemakers. Saddles are

made, wooden cigarette-holders deftly

carved out, woollen saddle-bags woven,
all wdth the assurance of a knowing ar-

tisan.

How much, we wonder, of her sim-

plicity and charm and refreshing lack of

commercialism will Albania be able to

retain in the period of development now
on her horizon? Will she escape an in-

tensive industrialism which ^\^ll iron out
her vivid individuality? Or an even
worse fate, becoming an impersonal rail-

road corridor from the interior of the

peninsula to the Adriatic ? Will she have
the wisdom to select from the countries

she is studying, and from which she has
invited experts, just those measures which
will fit her particular needs ? Or will she

let Europe put one of its rubber stamps
on her? Perhaps, having preserved her

personality through centuries of human
invasions, she will continue to keep the

upper hand in the coming machine in-

vasion. Intensive industrialism may
come upon her with swiftness too bewil-

dering to withstand, or she may be for-

tunate enough to have a respite of agricul-

tural development in which to plan a

defense.

At any rate, Albania now presents her-

self to the world a new country, free at

last, her whole future in her own hands,

and the desire and spirit to mould it to

her will.

Callahan of Carmine Street
ANOTHER STORY OF '^ VAX TASSEL AXD BIG BILL"

BY HENRY H. CURRAN
Author of "Hey, Toolan's Marchin' !" etc.

Illustrations by Thomas Fogarty

LDERMAN VAN
TASSEL stood on the

steps of the big house
in lower Park Avenue,
that had been home to

him since the day he
was born, all of

twenty-five years ago,

and it was plain to be seen that he

hesitated. He looked to the north and
south and drew a deep breath. WTiat a

morning for a walk ! The mid-October
air fairly crackled in its crispness, the

spent leaves rustled in the great tree over-

head, the white clouds floated, high and
far, on a bowl of deep, dazzling blue. If

there were only a little less to do that

morning, a little more time to do it in !

For the Honorable James Van Tassel,

who had become alderman of the seventy-

fifth district in August, to fill an unexpired

term, was now before the people for elec-

tion, by the votes of the people, for the

new term of two years—and he was very

busy canvassing the people ! Every min-

ute counted in this business of vote-get-
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ting; and the subway would whisk him to "But what a beautiful day for a

the City Hall in no time at all. He could walk "

polish off his errands there, and be back " Wonderful ! All the way from home
in the district by noon. And yet, an to the City Hall—fifty minutes, if I go
extra half-hour put in on a swift swing to fast and take the shortest way !"

the city's capitol afoot would be worth "Yes—how nice to have this old square

twiceitstime, in "pep," onaday like this, just on the shortest way," said Miss So-

Incidentally, he reflected, by making a phia sweetly. Van Tassel began to blush,

slight detour through Washington Square, "Oh, Aunt Sophia!" exclaimed Miss
he might just happen to meet that dis- Sally Skefhngton in dismay. And then

tracting young person. Miss Sally Skef- there was relenting, and the stroll toward
fington, who was spending the winter with the old house beyond the trees was ex-

her aunt. Miss Sophia Skeffington, in the traordinarily leisurely, considering that

old red-and-gray house on the north side young Jimmy Van Tassel, with whom
of the square. With a gesture of de- every minute counted, went all the way
cision, the alderman went out through the to the steps to insure safe escort,

gate and strode off to the south, as he When the alderman started south
warmed up to the long walk. The again, through the square, his thoughts
weather had settled the matter. Of were roving so fast and far that he did not

course

!

see the park laborer, just ahead in the

As Van Tassel's slender, well-knit form path, until he brushed against the brown
swung into Washington Square, taking overalls and stepped quickly to one side,

the curbs with a leap, he slowed up, just Then he stopped to look. On the bench
a little, and his eyes swept the square with a young man in "smart," tight-fitting

a quick, reconnoitring glance. Suddenly clothes was staring insolently up at the

a light came into them, and the alder- laborer who stood before him. An aban-
man's features, clean cut and entirely en- doned newspaper, fluttering as though
gaging, relaxed into a display of joy un- about to blow away, lay on the pavement
abashed. He swerved in his course, just between them,

a little. "Please put the paper in the can, sir.

" Oh, good morning—how do you do!" That's the rule, so they won't blow
he exclaimed in radiant astonishment, as about."

he lifted his hat and stopped, in a side- Jimmy looked sharply at the man in the

path that was very much out of his way. overalls who had spoken so respectfully

"Good morning, Mr. Van Tassel," re- and quietly. He was middle-aged and
sponded Miss Sophia Skefhngton, with well built, with a fine-looking profile un-

precision. She was slight and alert, with der the brown straw hat. As he stood

white hair, and a pair of keen, dark eyes waiting, the man on the bench curled his

behind her gold-bowed glasses. She lips into a lazy sneer,

spoke crisply, but there was a shade of "Ah, go put it in yourself," he said,

amused resignation in her eyes as she In a flash the laborer became something
noted the exuberance of the alderman's more. His fists closed and his jaw pro-

astonishment, truded, as he bent toward the man on the

"Good morning!" echoed Miss Sally bench.

Skeflington. But she was laughing out- "I asked you decent to do what y'

right, her own dark eyes dancing with ought without my askin'," he said tensely,

mirth as she tilted up her pretty chin in "Now you'll do it anyhow!" He raised

deHghted appreciation of the whole situa- his voice. " Pick it up, d' y
' hear me ?

tion. Then she gave the knight errant Pick it up, and carry it over there—now

—

a look that sent his head spinning. before you land in the bottom of the can
" You seem to be in a great hurry," said yourself

!

"

Miss Sophia—"pursuing the electorate. The young man started to rise, hesi-

I suppose ?
"

tated, then, with a shrug of the shoulders,

"Yes," replied the alderman eagerly, reached down slowly and picked up the

"every minute counts; I have no time at paper. He got up and walked over to

all, any more!" the green can. The paper fell within as
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he slouched off sheepishly, without look-

ing back.

Jimmy started forward impulsively.

''That was bully—the way you did it!

I'd like to shake hands with you."

''Thank you," said the laborer, as he

drew his hand over his overalls and then

put it in Jimmy's.
"If you don't mind, I'm going to speak

to the commissioner about it," Jimmy
hurried on. " I don't know him, but they

say he's a good man, and the kind that

would appreciate the way you handled

that fellow—might write you a good let-

ter ! Anyhow, a good word does no harm
—and we hear plenty of the other kind

—

yes? You know, I'm alderman here

—

Van Tassel's my name."
"Oh-h, ye-es." The man in the over-

alls had taken Jimmy's outspoken admi-

ration quietly, with just the suggestion of

a good-humored smile. Already he had
recognized the knight errant of the morn-
ing—and of other mornings ! For the

man of the parks sees all. But now he

looked at the younger man with a differ-

ent interest. " So you're the new alder-

man," he said. "Well, thanks again.

My name's Callahan—Dan Callahan

—

laborer."

"Glad to know you, Mr. Callahan

—

mighty glad," said Jimmy, with a parting

grip of the laborer's hand. " I'm going to

see the commissioner right away."
"Er—Alderman— " Jimmy paused.

Callahan was thinking. "If y' don't

mind," he added, "I can do without that

letter, if y' could ask the commissioner

to let me stay here, in Washington Square.

He's new—only in office a month—and
things are uncertain. There's been trans-

fers already, and I don't want to get

shifted up to Mount Morris again.

That's a long way from where I live, over

in Carmine Street, and thej-e's a powerful

steep hill, in that park, to be goin' up an'

down pickin' up things off of all day. I'd

like to stay near home—it's better for the

wife. Could y' say a word for me?"
"Yes, with pleasure," Jimmy assented,

and went on his way. As he turned into

W^ooster Street, hfe looked over his shoul-

der at the red-and-gray house, and then

hurried on, humming a little refrain that

fitted the words " and she lives—down in

—our alley!" In the square, Callahan

was carrying on, with pike and sack,

spearing bits of paper and cigarette-boxes—"pickin' up things." He stopped a
moment in the middle of the lawn, as he
faced the house where the first tableau of

the morning had ended. Then a grin

spread over his face, and, as he bent down
to spear a far-flung copy of last night's

Dispatch, a pair of startled sparrows heard
him humming to himself " and she lives

—

down in—our al-lee!"

When Jimmy was shown into the office

of the park commissioner, over in the Mu-
nicipal Building, he found himself faced

by a little man at a big desk, who listened

profoundly and then asked a great many
questions, very rapidly. "All right, al-

derman, I'll keep him there," said the little

man as the alderman rose to go; "but I

want to make it plain that there must be
no poHtics in it. You're running for

office, and you know what that means

—

you want all the votes you can get. And
you've really saved Callahan. I was just

about to send him back to Mount Morris.

He did good work there. But you must
not play politics with it. Callahan can
vote as he likes—that's his legal right

—

but that's all—no campaigning and no
electioneering ! I want the employees of

this department to keep out of politics

—

like the army—and I'm going to see that

they keep out
!

"

"^Vhy, I hadn't thought of that," pro-

tested Jimmy. "Of course I'll tell him
not to electioneer, for me or any one else,

if that's best for him." Jimmy's honesty
of statement was so clear and so simple

that the commissioner laughed.

"When you've been alderman a little

longer, you'll know more about it," and
the little man patted Jimmy on the shoul-

der. If the commissioner had been in

office a little longer himself, he would not

have made his speech. Not yet has any
one arrested the flow of the tides or the

falling of the rain.

Jimmy searched out Callahan that

afternoon. They conversed over Calla-

han's wheelbarrow. When the good
news had been recounted and Jimmy had
stood up manfully under the grip of grati-

tude that had nearly broken his hand, he

acquainted the laborer with the commis-
sioner's strictures on the politics of city

employees.

"They said he was queer," confirmed

Callahan.
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'^But really, you ought to be careful,"

urged Jimmy, ''for your own sake, and

your family's."

''And you're a queer alderman," con-

tinued Callahan, as though he had not

heard. " Y' don't know my politics, and
y' don't even ask about 'em—and you
just done me the best favor I ever got."

He looked up. "Do you really think all

those army officers keep out o' politics

when they want a transfer? Do you
think any one, outside o' Sing Sing, keeps

out o' politics? And don'tcha think I

got as good a right as any one to do what
I hke? I'm a city employee, and a

laborer, but ain't I still an American?"
Jimmy was thinking. "I know some

of my own friends who keep out of poli-

tics," he said. "Perhaps they ought to

be getting in, before we talk about taking

other people out."

Callahan looked as though he had not

understood. Then he put out his hand
as Jimmy made to go. "Well, thanks,

alderman," he said. "I'll think over

that dope about politics. But a friend's

a friend, and I say you done me a favor

I'll never forget."

"Oh, you did it yourself!" laughed

Jimmy. "You earned it— that was
bully!" And he laughed again as he

thought of the smart young man's ex-

pedition of the morning.

As the campaign drew to a close Jimmy
found fewer and fewer opportunities of

seeing Miss Sally Skeffington. He did

not see Callahan at all, and the incident

of the newspaper passed from his mind al-

most entirely. At the district club, on the

first floor of the old brownstone house in

Twenty-third Street there was enough
excitement to efface memory itself. The
city was in the grip of that red-hot mayor-
alty campaign of 1913, and nowhere was
it hotter than in the seventy-fifth alder-

manic district. The struggle over the

head of the ticket and the intermediate

offices was bitter enough, for the fighting

has always been good in this old mid-
town bailiwick, all along the line. But
down at the tail of the ticket—where
meet the candidates for alderman—there

was a shindy on to stir even the old-

timers. Van Tassel's opponent was
Mark Ryan, a rich saloonkeeper, who
had been routed out by the leaders to

"do up that young highbrow from Park

Avenue, and do him up good !

" And
Ryan was busy I Ryan was out to win,

and every day the reports that came
back to the district club in Twenty-third
Street told of the waxing strength of

Ryan. A week before election, at mid-
night, Van Tassel's leader, Donovan,
called him into the back room of the dis-

trict club—the stuffy little back room
that was the innermost inner shrine.

"Siddown," he said, quietly, as he
pulled out a big cigar. Donovan was
stocky, keen, and resourceful—and chary
of words. He blew out a cloud of smoke.
"You're up against a tough fight," he
said, as he looked kindly at the young
alderman. "Toughest fight since I

been leader. Ryan's strong, an' gettin'

stronger. A month ago you'd 'a' won by
a thousand. Now it's anybody's fight.

But we're goin' to win/'' Donovan
brought his fist down on the desk with a
bang, and waited a moment. "I just

wanted to get that into your head," he
went on. "You're new at this game, an'

there's a half a dozen croakers 'round

here that ain't any too friendly—Kessler

an' his crowd—don't take any stock in

their dope. Jus' keep on goin' the way
you're doin', makin' friends—an' keep
a-goin'—every minute ! Y' might win by
one vote, an' it's that one vote you're after,

all the time—remember that ! Go ahead
now—you're doin' fine—an' I can see y*

got the guts. Tell Baker to come in."

"Certainly." Jimmy went out with-

out further reply. He had come to know
Donovan as an astute leader, a man of his

word, and a fighter. He had a feeling

that not yet had he come to know him as

an intimate. But he trusted him. With
Baker it was different—Big Bill Baker,

his first friend in the district, the man who
had first proposed him for alderman—as

rugged and faithful as a Newfoundland
dog ! The big man's gray eyes under
the grizzled hair looked his affection

as Jimmy delivered the message.

"Siddown," said Donovan, as Big Bill

shut the door of the holy of holies care-

fully behind him. Donovan waited a
moment, examined his cigar, then looked

up. "Bill, we got Van Tassel elected,

'cept for one thing," he said. "That's
Kessler's district."

"Yeah," said Big Bill, an ugly look

spreading over his face.
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Donovan waved his hand. " Oh, I ex-

pected it," he said, "ever since we turned

Kessler down in August to put in Van
Tassel for the rest o' the term. Kessler

wanted it bad. Well, that's done. We
know Kessler wouldn't do for alderman,

an' we done right. Van Tassel's made
good—an' he'll do better yet. But he's

new in the organization, an' he ain't

known, an' Ryan—I don't think Ryan
would 'a' taken the nomination against

any one else—not this year ! But he sees

a chance to do up this young Van Tassel.

An' Ryan's strong."

Donovan paused again. "Well, that's

past." He flicked the ashes from his

cigar. "Now there's Kessler." He went
on, his eyes half closed, as though think-

ing aloud: "Captain o' the twentieth

election district for six years. Fairly

good captain. Now he's sore. Layin'

down. No good to talk to him. Just

dead sore. An' he's played foxy. Can't

pin it on him. An' it's too late to break
in a new captain there. We'll do that

after election—when Kessler's kicked out.

But now, with Ryan pushin' us hard
everywhere, we gotta carry Kessler's dis-

trict—it's gettin' too close for comfort.

We don't often carry that district, but
this year we gotta do it, to win. An' I

heard sump'n last night. Bill. There's

an undercurrent settin' in for Van Tassel

right in Kessler's own district. Just a

little. But I don't know where it comes
from—Van Tassel ain't acquainted at all,

down there. We gotta find out, an'

nurse it along, if we can. We gotta do
sump'n there, Bill. I tell yer I'm wor-

ried. Don't pass that on. Can y' take

a look aroun' there? Keep away from
Kenna—you know—the captain agin us

—he's reg'lar. An' go quiet. We gotta

be careful
!"

"A' right, chief." Big Bill went out.

Donovan stayed, and thought, alone.

An hour later he went out himself. "I
don't get it," he was muttering. It was
two o'clock in the morning.

For two days Big Bill was not seen at

the club, nor in his own election district,

nor even at the office in the Municipal
Building down-town, where he served the

city's government as a messenger—except

at rare and necessary intervals.

Meanwhile Jimmy "kept on goin'."

By day and by night he canvassed the

district, pulling door-bells here and push-
ing buttons there, mounting endless

flights of stairs, meeting endless assort-

ments of families, shaking hands with the

fathers, passing the time of day with the

mothers, and—always—ready for a romp
with the kids, and their cats and dogs, if

they gave him half a chance ! He usually

felt friendly but foolish when he met the

parents; it was hard to know what to say,

on these tours of self-exhibition. For he
could not talk politics. "Oh, no," Big
Bill had said, "let the big fellers do that

—y' might get into an argyment, an'

make bad friends." But he " fell for " the

kids with such genuine enjoyment that

the parents usually laughed as he left

—

and he had to laugh himself when he
thought it over afterward. It was a
queer way to run for alderman

!

Of course he made speeches every night,

from the tail of a tired-looking truck,

drawn by a tired-looking horse, and
backed up at corners where the coinci-

dence of a saloon added to the compla-
cency of the audience. On these expedi-

tions a coterie of the faithful would escort

the candidate to the corner, and, follow-

ing a sputtering of red fire, and the plaint

of a fife and ruffle of a drum concealed

within the truck, would applaud vigor-

ously from the sidewalk when Jimmy was
introduced as "Our next alderman!" as

he mounted the tail-board. When he ven-

tured a gesture in the course of his ha-

rangue, the faithful would burst into fur-

ther applause. As a rule the citizenry

pulled on their pipes and stood pat, on
these occasions.

Then there was campaign "literature"

to be prepared, captains to be seen, er-

rands to be run, favors to be done

—

Jimmy had little time for rest or sleep.

He began to learn what it is to campaign
in a close district. His cheeks grew thin-

ner and his eyes heavier. He felt an in-

creasing weariness as each day dawned.
But he "kept on goin'." And electioru

was only a few days away.

On Thursday evening, late. Big Bill re-

ported to Donovan, in the back room.

"I got part of it," he said. "Kessler's

layin' down, coverin' his tracks. Ken-
na's on. So's Ryan. But this new thing

has got 'em all guessin', an' I can't get the

dope. It's the Crowbar Club—y' know
that old beefsteak club that meets over
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Curry's place? Started with a track-

repairin' gang on the old horse-cars, forty

years ago." Donovan nodded. "It's a

strong club, an' never was in politics be-

fore—just social. But the Crowbars is

out for Van Tassel, strong, an' no one

knows why. They're sayin' he done 'em

a hell of a favor—you know—same old

gag. An' all under cover. They even

got sample ballots, an' they're practisin'

splittin' for Van Tassel ! Most of 'em

never voted our way, an' they can't get

out o' the habit o' votin' under the crab

—all they know is the party emblem.
Now they're practisin' goin' over at the

tail o' the ticket an' puttin' a cross under
the pigeon, for Van Tassel. It's queer.

One big feller said he was practisin' every

night, fer he couldn't keep his hand away
from the crab when he took up a ballot,

an' he was afraid he'd go the same old

wav when he got in the booth. But the

Crowbars is out for Van Tassel. An'
they're strong."

"A' right, Bill, leave 'em alone," said

Donovan. "It's inside stuff, an' we
better keep out. Hope it's on the level."

"Yeah, it's on the level, all right," said

Bill.

When the night before election came,
and Jimmy had made his last speech and
his last canvassing trip, he left the dis-

trict club-house early. So did Donovan.
So did Big Bill, and every one of the

thirty captains. To-morrow would be a

gruelling day, beginning early and ending

late, and sleep was priceless. Donovan
was the last to leave the club-house. He
was satisfied with the campaign. Not a

stone had been left unturned, not a trick

left untaken. The captains and the

workers had fought as a team, wdth a fine

spirit and a gro\\'ing enthusiasm as the

campaign waxed hotter. To a man they
had shunned the club-house, except for

captains' meetings ; they were in their dis-

tricts, where the votes were, and where
they belonged—let the amateurs sit at

the seats of the' mighty—those delicate

annuals who call at headquarters and look

wise, once a year ! The captains were in

the field ! The house-to-house canvass

had been the best that Donovan had ever

witnessed—and he had ways of knowing
what went on. Only Kessler's district

was in bad shape—but then, it might not

be—the "inside stuff" from the Crow-

bars? That was a question. And the

aldermanic result was a bigger question.

Donovan admitted that to himself. His
closest estimates showed a majority of

less than a couple of hundred, this way or

that. Ryan's strength had mounted
steadily, and to the very end. So had
Van Tassel's. Jimmy had "taken"

—

people Uked him ! Neck and neck they
had come up to the finish, and it was any-
body's race. Never had Donovan seen

the district so stirred—it was war to the

knife and to the last vote ! Well, to-

morrow it would be hammered out in the

white heat of the greatest race the old

seventy-fifth had ever seen. To-morrow !

Donovan went home to bed.

In the morning Jimmy breakfasted by
candle-light in the big house on Park
Avenue. As he hurried to the district

club he met other men hurrying through
the deserted streets. Some he knew

—

captains and workers, bound for their

polling-places. They passed seriously,

anxiously. The very air seemed to

breathe suspense and doubt.

In the little back room Jimmy found
Donovan, three law\Trs, and five men of

stalwart proportions who did not look like

law^^ers. They smoked and yawned.
"Better be on your way, alderman,"

said Donovan, "car's waitin'. Thirty
pollin'-places to visit, y' know. Begin
up-town, with your own place, an' get

your vote in—then work down. Keep on
goin'—and call up here every two hours.

An' don't forget the seegars for the work-
ers ! Rafferty's waitin' for yer outside.

He'll go with yer."

"All right," said Jimmy, and he set off

on the long day's round of visits to all the

thirty polling-places. As he went out the

door the telephone rang, and he heard

Donovan saying: "Trouble in the twen-

tieth? Kessler quit? All right—five

men an' a lawyer'll be there in ten min-

utes." It was six o'clock. The polls

were open.

At the poUing-place of the twentieth

election district, in Carmine Street, fifty

men stood in line outside the barber-shop

and ten inside. In the pocket of each

man there rested a pink sample ballot,

marked with a cross in the circle under

the crab at the upper left-hand corner.

For those were the days of party columns,

when a single cross under the emblem
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would cast a straight vote for the whole
party ticket. If that had been the only

cross on the pink ballots there might have
been no trouble. But down at the foot

of the sheet, in the second column, that

was topped by the pigeon, there was an-

other cross. It was smaller, and it stood

opposite the name "James Van Tassel."

So there was trouble I

The barber-shop was crowded and in

bad humor as the polls opened. Kessler

was absent. But Kenna was there, and
so was Ryan himself. The booths were
in place and the clerks and the inspectors

at their posts at the ballot-box and table,

ready with the ballots and the big flat

books. Besides the ten men waiting in

line inside there were a dozen or more
standing about, and ugliness was written

over the face of every one of them. As
the first man in line received his white

official ballot and stepped to the booth, he
took a pink sample ballot from his pocket.

"Hey, whadda ya doin' ?" came a voice

from the hangers-on.

"Hand over that pink ballot!"
" Them ballots don't go here !

"

The voices were louder, and coming
thick and fast. The man with the ballots

turned around and stood pat, his feet apart.

"I ain't goin' to use the pink one," he
said. "Wouldn't be counted if I did.

Just brought it in for a reminder. I got

a right to do that under the law, an' you
know it."

"Can't do it," said Kenna, "nor any
o' the rest o' youse." He looked along

the line of voters.

Then Ryan planted his big form in

front of the man with the pink ballot, and
Kenna, who was nearly as big, was beside

him. Ryan's red face was working with
anger. "Look-a here, Callahan, I stood

this foolin' long enough," he said thickly.

"I'm goin' to be alderman here, an' I

ain't goin' to stand no more nonsense.

I'm on to yer tricks—every one of them
men is Crowbars"—he waved at the long

line
—

"an' I know you've lined 'em up
for that young what's-his-name. But
they ain't goin' to bring them pink ballots

in here—see?" He thrust his head
toward Callahan's. The Crowbars felt of

their pockets and looked mildly interested.

Then something happened. Callahan

said nothing as he put the pink ballot

back in his pocket and laid the white one

carefully on a table. He looked Ryan in

the eye for perhaps a second. Then he
let go a straight, clean left that landed
squarely on Ryan's jaw. The big man
swayed backward, tottered, and fell

heavily to the floor. As he fell Callahan
caught Kenna with a right hook to the ear

that sent him hurtling toward the wall.

The barber turned white and began to

tremble. The Crowbars stood pat, but
their faces showed their appreciation of

Callahan's workmanship. The polling-

place was silent for the first time. Then
Callahan took his ballots and went quietly

into the booth and voted. As he went
out the door to the sidewalk the barber-

shop was as quiet as a country church-

yard. Only the barber, in the corner,

was splashing a little as he applied twenty
varieties of witch-hazel to Ryan and
Kenna, reclining in the barber's big chairs.

And when the five men and the lawyer
arrived, breathless, a few minutes later,

twenty Crowbars had voted, and the rest

were on their way—with the pink ballots.

The trouble in the twentieth was over.

When the long day came to its end, and
the polls had closed, at five o'clock, Jimmy
made for the club-house in Twenty-third
Street. In the back room he found Don-
ovan, two old men, and a telephone, en-

veloped in thick layers of tobacco-smoke.

Outside, the first horns were heading for

Broadway, their raucous blasts inter-

mingled with rattles and bells. Other-

wise there was silence. Donovan turned

to Jimmy.
"Know anybody named Callahan in

Carmine Street?"

Jimmy thought a moment. "I don't

think so," he answered. "Oh, yes, I do.

There was a laborer in Washington
Square by that name, but I don't remem-
ber where he lives. He did a rather nice

thing that I happened to see, a few weeks
ago, and I told the commissioner about

it. I think it stopped the commissioner

from transferring him to another park."

Donovan's face was impassive but his

eyes were like live coals.

"Seen him since?" he asked intently.

"No."
Donovan relapsed into silence. The

two old men began to talk over the Hayes-
Tilden campaign, and the smoke grew
thicker. Jimmy opened a letter, wearily,

that Donovan had handed him. As he
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started to read, he turned quickly over to

the signature, then read again, eagerly,

from the beginning. It was just a well-

wishing note, but it was signed by Miss
Sophia Skeffington.

"My dear Mr. Van Tassel," it read.

"This note will reach you to-day, I hope.

That is why it is addressed to you at your
political club. May you win, and win
splendidly ! It would be fine if more of

our young men would do what you are

doing. I wish I could vote for you

—

perhaps some day they will let us women
vote—who knows?
"In the meantime, good luck ! If you

are not too worn out in the morning, my
niece and I would be delighted to hear of

your experiences. She joins me in hearti-

est good wishes.

Sincerely yours,

Sophia Skeffington.
"P. S.—We are leaving for the Berk-

shires in the afternoon, to be gone until

Thanksgiving."

Jimmy put the little note from another

world into his pocket. They waited.

Then the telephone rang—ah, the first

returns ! It was six-thirty.

"All right," said Donovan, "go ahead.

Tenth district. No, cut that out. Gimme
the vote on alderman—send the rest by
messenger—I want to keep this wire open.

Ryan, ninety. All right. Van Tassel,

two hundred and forty. That right?

Repeat it. All right. Good work, Bur-
ton. That's good." He hung up the re-

ceiver with a snap.

"Your own election district in first,

alderman," he said. "Good beginning."

In the big room in front men were be-

ginning to come in for the returns. A
blackboard hung on the wall, chalked off

like a checker-board, with a square for

each of the thirty election districts, and
for each candidate, from mayor down to

alderman. When they checked up the

figures from the tenth, there was a shout.

"He'll win, he'll win!" a voice cried.

But Donovan waited.

One by one the districts came in, some
for Van Tassel, some for Ryan. Now one
man would lead in the totals, now the

other. It was still a ding-dong race.

From time to time Donovan would send

messengers to "trouble spots" in the dis-

trict. Outside in the big room the crowd
grew, and waited. The good results

drew forth wild yells, the others silence.

But no one went away. Never had there

been such a race in the old district—it was
a fight for the gods

!

Finally, every district was on the board
but the twentieth. It was nine o'clock.

And Ryan was in the lead in the totals

by thirty votes. The front room was an
uproar. "Twentieth—where's the twen-
tieth?" they shouted. "Give us the

twentieth!" But the twentieth had not
come in. In the back room, Donovan,
with tight lips, sat and sweated. The
little room was full now. Half of the cap-

tains had come in, the count over in their

own districts, and they stood packed to-

gether and silent. Jimmy stood in the

corner, torn asunder within but cheerful

on the surface. He had done his best.

"Twentieth oughta be in," muttered
Donovan. "Baker's down there." Long
ago he had sent Big Bill and a dozen
picked men with him to the twentieth

to watch the count.

Then there came, suddenly, a stir and a

rush in the hall as a big man with gray
hair and mustache shouldered his bony
frame through the waiting crowd. " Give
us the figures !" yelled those who waited.

But Big Bill pushed through to the back
room without a word. As he caught his

breath Donovan looked up, his hands
trembling.

" Got the figures, Bill ? " There was an
intaking of breath through the room, then

quiet.

"Right here, chief," said Bill, pulling

a piece of paper from his pocket.

"Read 'em."

"A' right." Bill bent over the paper.

You could hear a pin drop.

"Ryan, one-fifty-two. Van Tassel—

"

Bill looked more closely. "Wait a min-

ute." You could cut the agony with a

knife. " Oh, here it is. Van Tassel, two-

twenty -two. Van Tassel's majority,

seventy." The twentieth was in. And
Ryan's lead of thirty had been trans-

formed into a Van Tassel victory by forty

votes—by an eyelash

!

Then—but some things cart be seen

but not described. The little back room
was a madhouse of shouts, laughter,

numbness, hysterics. There was shaking

of hands, and slapping of backs, with Van
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Tassel in the vortex. There were sighs of

purely physical pain. And the big room
in front was worse. "Van Tassel wins

by forty votes ! Carries the district by
forty ! Wins by forty ! Forty ! Forty !

"

The whole place was mad. Only Dono-
van sank back weakly in his chair. He
wiped the cold sweat from his brow. " By
forty votes," he murmured, "by—forty

—

votes." Outside the horns were blowing

in cracked, hoarse tones.

When all but the last few had finally

left the club. Big Bill turned to Jimmy,
his face still aglow with delight.

"Well, how d' yer feel, alderman?" he

asked for the twentieth time.

"I think—I just feel—sort of tired,"

Jimmy said weakly, with a little smile.

Bill gave him a sharp look. "Raf-
ferty!" he called. "Take the alderman
home to bed !

"

When Donovan and Big Bill finally

parted, under the lamp-post at the corner.

Big Bill summed up again. "It was just

that one favor he done Callahan," he said;

"I got the whole story from Kenna. It

was the favor brought out the Crowbars.

With Callahan president o' the club?

Well, I guess ! An' it won't hurt Calla-

han any—he was agin us on every one but

Van Tassel—always been agin us, reg'lar,

till this year, an' always will be, I guess.

But now they're afraid of him. They
gotta save his job ! Kenna's been to

headquarters about it, with his leader,

a'ready. Got a lacin' at the same time

'bout puttin' up a big bum like Ryan!"
Big Bill laughed.

"I'd wait a day or two 'fore y' tell the

alderman," said Donovan. "Wise him
up gradual. He don't know how it all

happened yet."

"A' right, chief."

It was late the next morning when
Jimmy swung into Washington Square
from his walk down Fifth Avenue. As he
turned toward the Skeffingtons' house he
saw a familiar figure in brown overalls

near the fence in the square, with pike and
sack, picking up things. He hurried

across and put out his hand.

"Hello, 'Mr. Callahan," he said, "glad
to see you again

!"

"Hello, alderman!" said the laborer,

"congratulations!" They shook hands.

"Little close, wasn't it?" continued Cal-

lahan, eying Van Tassel narrowly.

"Yes, it was," repUed Jimmy quietly.
" Well, I'm glad it's over—what a siege it

was ! You can be glad you don't have to

go campaigning ! Remember what the
commissioner said

—'Keep out of poli-

ties'?" Jimmy laughed. "Have you
been good and minded him?"

Callahan looked as though he had seen

a ghost. His jaw dropped and his head
swam. Then he reahzed.

"Er—yes, alderman

—

I kept out," he
stammered—"pretty nearly out!"

"That's good—see you again soon !"

Jimmy turned and walked swiftly

toward the Skeffingtons'. "Glad he
didn't run any risks," he said to himself.

But Callahan stood staring. Suddenly
he rubbed a bruised hand against his

overalls, ruefully, and then another. He
looked down to see if the hands were
really there. Finally, as he started off to

pick up some more things, he saw Jimmy
disappear within the Skeffingtons' front

door. Then he began to smile. He was
thinking of a tableau that had nothing to

do with politics—perhaps even of some
little tableau of his own, long gone by.

And the sparrows that flitted ahead of

him, in short little safety-first flights,

heard him humming, reminiscently and
apropos of nothing at all:

" Sweet—Rosie—O'Grady,
She's my little rose."

As he came to "rose," he emphasized it

with a drive of his pike into a piece of

loose paper.

"She's my steady lay-dee,

Most every one knows."

Callahan plugged a cigarette-box, hard.

"Soon ^e will be married,

Then ho\V happy we'll be.

For I love sweet Rosie O 'Gray-dee,

And Rosie O'Grady—loves me."

Swish ! went the pike into last night's

Dispatch, abroad on the lawn.

And then the sparrows flew suddenly

up from the ground and into the nearest

tree, the whole flock together, in great

alarm, for Callahan had dropped both

pike and sack on the lawn, and, with

hands on his hips and head back, he was
laughing, laughing as though he would
never stop.

"Ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha!"
Callahan was still laughing.
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HERE was a time when
the average man could

sit down complacently
in the midst of his

sins assured that the

prayers of a pious wife

or mother might be
depended upon to bail

him out of purgatory if he went too far.

Now he begins to fear that the lady's ut-

most praying voltage may be needed to

clear her. If we are to believe the news-

papers, unless the tide of feminine turpi-

tude can be stemmed, man may have to

look out not alone for himself and for the

spiritual well-being of his offspring, but
faces a none too remote possibility that

his wife will require an occasional ''re-

mittance of grace" from his personal

account. Is the woman, in the process

of becoming economically independent,

about to become morally dependent?
No wonder the sociologist is beginning

to inquire with concern into the religious

solvency of the race.

The average man would prefer assum-
ing an economic rather than a spiritual

responsibility for his wife. Any failure

on his part would be more readily repa-

rable since time is fleeting and eternity

long. He doesn't mind doing his wife's

thinking, but to do her praying for her is

too much. If hell ya\\Tis, it is surely her

affair.

But woman seems to be treading the

primrose path gallantly indifferent to her

peril. His wife clearly prefers golf to

church, frequently looks on the wine-cup
when it is red, and smokes as many ciga-

rettes daily as he can comfortably con-

sume. His mother, if not already sainted,

is pretty surely no longer saintly. She is

liable to be in bed with a novel and a mas-
seuse for company instead of on her knees
at her devotions. What can an harassed

husband and son do in such a crisis?

Perhaps instead of lamenting, he might
profitably examine the causes that have
wrought. When the brief span of two
generations can metamorphose woman
from a timid devotee to a fearless ma-
terialist, though all evolutionary rules

require millions of years to effect a less

startling biological change, some power-
ful force must be working overtime to
bring about such a rapid transformation.

Man's first hasty conclusion that she
is trying to ape him does not seem to be
borne out. The imitation too often bet-

ters the original. It is frequently so in-

telhgent as to suggest cerebration on the
part of the female herself. Sociological

research reveals a descending curve or

curves in the feminine sense of accounta-
bihty, religious, social, marital. Time
was when the woman revered and heeded
her lord and master. Even when she be-

gan to flout him, she still bowed to the

authority of the church. When the hold
of the church commenced to weaken, she

yet bent the knee to social convention.

Mrs. Grundy held her to an outward ob-
servance of traditions however radical

her inward rebellions might become.
Now she is casting aside what ''people

will think." She is struggling to stand
her own law, prepared apparently to snap
well-manicured fingers at man, mammon,
and deity itself, if need be. So far in two
generations ?

The unintelligent male growls out

anathemas at feminism, universal suf-

frage, economic independence; if he is

still in the cub stage, against coeduca-

tion. But this would seem to be putting

the cart before the horse. Some mysteri-

ous change took place inside the woman
before she was able to develop the cour-

age to demand these things. What was
the change? What caused that change?
My own theory is that in this instance

Adam took the first bite of the apple.

591
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And if he did not offer it to Eve, he at The modern university knows but one
least left it lying round. And this apple, god, the scientific spirit. This deity bids

like the one in Eden, was grown on the it free the youthful mind first of all from
tree of knowledge—whether knowledge the shackles of ancient superstition,

of good and evil, or principally evil, like Every course in its curriculum from Be-
futurist art and Russian realism, is the ginning French to Criminology works
question we wish to discuss. toward this end. The head of the depart-

It is generally conceded that there has ment and the youngest instructor are apt
been a continuous decline in religious to agree on this if on nothing else. They
faith among men during the past fifty are reformers enthusiastically liberating

years. In the "good old days" man their enslaved fellow intellects. They
dared to be irreligious, not because he did are missionaries pointing the way to ab-

not believe in God, but because he be- solute truth—despite Einstein,

lieved in God's mercy and the efficacy And the student coming in from public

of his mother's prayers. He overdrew or private preparatory schools with some
on both these bounties with impudent shreds of adherence to old-fashioned

assurance. Nowadays the average man moral and religious teaching is put
is irreligious because he is either agnostic through a thorough process of disillusion-

or an atheist. Many educated men have ment. The mill of the scientific gods be-

but three positive convictions: a belief gins to grind. It unbinds all earh'er

in some theory of evolution, in the om- bonds of obligation. It strives to make
nipotence of education, and in their own human personality a mere matter of co-

obligation to make a success in life. The ordinating nerves. It would make hu-
uneducated man does not bother much man emotions the mechanical result of

about evolution, a degree of education physical reactions, human aspiration

appeals to him, and he feels hazily con- the plaything of an imperfectly function-

fident that any reasonable deity can be ing organism. The student who entered

appeased by good conduct. freshman filled with the radiant egoism
Americans of all classes are inchned to of youth, who, firm in the belief in his

consider education a panacea for every so- own higher nature, dared to suppress it

cial ill. Secondary schools and univer- for the sake of good times, goes out won-
sities are overflowing as never before in dering whether he is an immortal entity

the history of any nation. When educa- with moral responsibilities, or merely a
tion obdurately fails to cure the ailments mechanism whose ideals are humanly
of society, the average citizen believes evolved, binding only so long as they

that a bigger dose, i. e., more education, work.

is all that is necessary. A generation ago He is taught that evolution is a fact

the common or garden man considered and God a possibility. He hears that a

himself amply equipped with a bachelor's free will and personal accountability are

degree. To-day, a master's parchment is theological catch phrases already dis-

beginning to be considered essential even proved by experimental psychology. The
to a business career, and a doctor's, the martyrdom of the saints, the heroism of

only really creditable achievement. patriots, the self-sacrifice of the indi-

And the girl once content with a finish- vidual, even to the point of giving up life

ing-school diploma tied with neat ribbon, itself for a friend, are not divinely in-

now aspires to degrees also—one, two, or spired, but are merely enlightened self-

three as the occasion seems to demand, interest ! Self-interest springing from
Not only aspires to degrees but insists the instinct of self-preservation which has

upon taking some portion of her college evolved all civilizations in a Natural-

work seriously—in fact, uses her brain to Selection process of adapting man to his

relate vagrant academic theories to life, environment by preserving the fittest.

And even as the man, she is becoming And the fittest according to the scientific

agnostic and atheistic. Partly because doctrine? Science wabbles a little here

—

science has disproved some theological definitions are dangerously liable to come
dogma, more because the whole trend of back as boomerangs to slay their creator,

college training is toward disbelief. But probably the most generally accepted
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notion is the '' strong mind in the strong

body." The scientist will have nothing
to do with spiritual qualification, since it

belongs to the realm of the unknowable,
and he deals with what can be proved,

or what he fondly hopes can be proved.

But science is striving to explain all

spiritual cravings, love, reverence, friend-

ship—all human tendernesses in terms of

physical reaction. Every human longing,

from the desire for im.mortality to the

mother's love for her child, has been
classed as either self-preservation or sex.

Judged by its effect on the undergraduate
student, the modern college course is an
almost continuous propaganda for ma-
terialism. Here and there some pro-

fessor who still believes he has a soul tries

to reconcile Darwinism with a creator, or

mechanistic psychology with immortality.

But the usual academic dictum is that the

relating of these theories to religion and
character must be left to the individual.

The majority of college graduates take

the easy course of leaving such prob-

lems unsolved. They begin life strongly

tinged with materialism, not knowing
what they believe as to the existence of

God or as to what moral teachings are

really obUgatory. And despite the pop-
ular depreciation of the modern home,
statistics would reveal that a large per-

centage of these students entered college

with a more or less definite religious creed

of some kind, and with very definite

moral ideals—whether they lived up to

them or not.

Ten years ago we took the accusation

that America was materialistic as a com-
pliment—an evidence of our prosperity

and enlightenment. Materialism had
been seeping into our thinking for more
than a generation. And so long as it ex-

pressed itself joyously in unprecedented
industrial activity and the development
of our resources, nobody bothered much
about its logic or its tendencies. It was
sporadic in a nation still largely Puritan
if not Christian. Men joked about keep-

ing their religion in their wives' names,
and took it for granted that a "good
woman" could be depended upon to

bring up the children with "right ideas"
And so long as the women held fast to

old-fashioned moral ideals, a share of

the men could have their sprees, intellec-

VoL. LXXII.—38

tual, sex, or bibulous, without changing
our civilization noticeably. Until the
past decade a majority of women were
forming their lives upon the moral prin-

ciples of their parents even if they did
grow lax about church-going.

During the wanton cruelties of the war
the pulpit and press cried out against the
degeneration that German materialism
had wrought, and contrasted it with
American ideals. And the fathers and
mothers, and the churches, and the
schools, and the universities of the land
all claimed the credit for that picked
army of our strongest youth we sent to

France. People too easily forgot about
the human weakness uncovered in the
army physical examinations.

Since the war we have been doing some
thinking, and even though we resent

Elinor Glyn's and Margot Asquith's stric-

tures on our society, we are not satisfied

\vith it ourselves or we should not be ask-

ing for blue laws to regulate conduct.
We are so dissatisfied that everybody is

blaming everybody else. We inveigh
bitterly against the churches and the

homes. The women are not doing their

duty—they are giving too much time to

outside interests—they are degenerating

!

Women smoking ! Women drinking

!

Women preferring adventure and amuse-
ment to caring for families ! The flapper

—the short skirt—the lack of corsets;

how the press and public speakers harp
on these things ! And they do not seem
to realize that they are using an obsolete

vocabulary in their denunciations. What
have moral ideals to do with a material-

istic universe?

Have we not taught our youth that

adaptation to environment is man's high-

est law? How have we ascended from
the worm? How but by adapting our-

selves to our environment until we
learned to master it. We cannot forget

that the fittest alone survive in the strug-

gle for existence. Woman has been too

prone to ignore this fact in the past.

Her ignorance and lesser physical strength

coupled with her poignant devotion to her

offspring have rendered her specially lia-

ble to awe and superstition and fear. She
has ignorantly tried to soften her lot and
that of her children by rite or ceremonial

or sacrifice to deity. But she also is be-
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coming enlightened. She is instructed The mechanistic, sex-tinctured teaching
that there is no god to protect her, that no of scientific or pseudoscientific thought is

righteousness on her part can help her, she not confined to university halls. It has
must control environment or be controlled been translated into our materialistic

according to Nature's inexorable law. In thrill-seeking civilization. The finishing-

a last analysis this is merely the law of the school girl twangs the harp-strings of

jungle energized by human intelligence. sense, the flapper apes the arts of the
Can man complain if the woman takes painted woman if not her character, the

her scientific truth literally? He has shop girl takes her pleasure as she can.

always affirmed that she has a natural Why? Because they find it is the most
bent for the concrete. She is, perhaps, effective way to please. It makes life

proving it now by adapting herself to the easier ; it is adaptation to environment in

materialistic theory of fife so readily, a world where every grade of society is

Woman is learning at last to fend effi- putting self-interest and desire above
ciently for herself. She decides what she conscience. Psychology has obligingly

wants most from life and strives to at- told the man at the top that conscience

tain it, offsetting her female weakness by is an illusion, and the man at the bottom
her wits. She finds man has governed her has grasped the idea if not the scientific

in the past through her emotions. If explanation. Obligation to a creating

emotions are mere responses to nerve and protecting deity is being rapidly re-

stimuli, she will master her emotions. She placed by a species of individual noblesse

learns how man has exploited her through oblige—a va'gue duty we owe the race

—

her superstitions, then why not discard a limited obligation to Society. The
her superstitions ? She observes that church is a refining agency, the family the

man has freed himself from a thousand most practical method of caring for chil-

and one hampering conventions ; she also dren so far devised, no existing human in-

can defy these. stitution is conceded any quality of per-

If she desires a mate she need no longer manence. For better or worse, education

be hampered by a self-conscious modesty, is discarding both authority and the

Biological obligation commands her to spiritual.

make eyes at the male. Eugenic pru- And there is a strange unrest abroad,

dence suggests that she select the biggest. People who approve of these theories do
handsomest youth she can find. To win not care for their practical results. The
him, physical graces are more effective general public is not satisfied. The father

than spiritual. Cleopatra and Helen of who is himself a pragmatist, willing to

Troy and their ilk stand out convincingly, have his son shape his life for himself,

She has been scientifically trained in the objects when his daughter defies parental

psychology of sex reactions. The Freud- authority, keeps late hours, laughs at

ian theories, courses in French literature, conventions, and spends her time and
unexpurgated editions of Chaucer and money to please herself. Young men
other red-blooded old English wTiters who are themselves ardent disciples of

have supplemented the movies and real- the new mechanistic psychology protest

istic fiction in making vivid any little de- against the young women acting on its

tails that had seemed vague in biology, principles. They may- credit Freud, but
She can follow her primitive impulses ar- they do not wish to have their sisters im-
mored with the full panoply of science, bibe his teachings. They may be con-

And since science holds all knowledge tent to surrender soul and conscience, but
valueless that is not empirical, she may they revolt against having a wife so bereft,

deem it essential to form her judgment There seems to be a lively fly in the oint-

through petting parties. Vulgar this? Im- ment somewhere.
moral ? What Victorian sentimentalists We are apparently confronting a social

her detractors must be ! Philosophy I ill that more education, at least of the

proves clearly that all ethical ideals are variety now prescribed, cannot cure. In
relative, the taboos of one generation have fact, we almost seem to be suffering from
been discarded by the next, time out of too much education. It is nearly as

mind. blasphemous to utter this heresy in 1922
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as it would have been to speak lightly of century as often been reversed later by the

deity in 1822. Surely we want the truth discovery of some new element or force

—the whole truth—the universities must as the conclusions of the philosophers?

teach our youth the scientific facts un- Does science claim to be alone inerrant in

hampered by rehgious or any other kind a world of falHble and partial knowledge ?

of prejudice. Intellectuals old and young Is it just possible that the university has

are up in arms and rightly so. We do usurped the arrogance of the old the-

want the truth, surely—all the truth

!

ologies in parcelling out what portions of

And conceding this, the aggrieved mod- universal truth shall be credited? Is

ern educator has a right to demand: there any scientific or academic necessity

"Why lay the fault for present conditions for the spirit of negation that dominates
at the door of education?" our universities to-day?

Possibly because we are beginning to The modern woman and the modern
question whether we are getting all the home are being blamed for fostering a god-
truth, whether the college has not become lessness and lowered moral ideals which
a special pleader for that portion of truth are the direct outcome of the materialistic

that deals with matter alone. Possibly philosophies current in all our institutions

we want the psychologist and the chemist of higher learning, philosophies which are

and the biologist who insist upon the partly the result of a narrow appHcation

validity of their own observations and of the theory of evolution, but are more
records of physical phenomena not to directly a graft from the German material-

neglect the testimony and experiments ism which came to a head in Nietzsche and
with spiritual phenomena recorded in the the imperiahsts. A materialism which is

fields of ethics and philosophy and re- as inevitably the death of all moral prin-

ligion since history began. Why oppose ciple as it is of religion. If materialistic

the findings of a limited group of men of philosophy is true, why blame the women
two or three generations to the attested of America for putting it to practical use ?

spiritual experiences of millions of human If it is wholly or partly false, why teach

beings of countless generations? Have it, either directly or by suggestion, in our

not the decisions of the scientists of one colleges and universities?

The Little Theatre
BY GWENDOLEN HASTE

They coaxed him from his barren lonely claim

And taught him how to stride across the stage,

And how to whisper love, and how to rage,

And how to smile in treachery's cold game.

He felt the mounting glory of his fame
When in the simple eyes beyond the beam
Of lanterns he could see the answering gleam

Of that which in his soul was living flame.

Now though the hail has stripped his acres bare

He watches but the gold of RosaUnd's hair.

The prairie can be withered by the drouth

He only yearns for Juliet's young mouth;

And while the bUzzard hammers at his door

He's locked with fife and fate at Elsinore.



The Forest Theatre. The Carolina Playmakers, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.

Frederick H. Koch, director.

A theatre of nature in the heart of the native forest, canopied by stately oaks. The hill slope is perfectly adapted as an
amphitheatre of nature, capable of seating five thousand people. The acoustic properties of the theatre are admirable.
The background of the stage is furnished by a variety of forest trees—the cedar, the sweet-gum, the flowering dog-
wood, and others—with interlacing honeysuckle vines. A semicircular rock wall forms the proscenium.

The Real Revolt in Our Theatre
BY WALTER PRICHARD EATON

Author of "Great Acting and the Modern Drama," "The Dramatist as a Man of Letters," etc.

Illustrations from photographs

HERE can be no drama
without some sort of

theatrical organiza-

tion to present that

drama. In ancient
Greece the drama was
presented in vast
municipal theatres,

admission free, as a part of the function

of the state. In mediaeval times it was
presented first by religious bodies in or

before the churches, and somewhat later

596

by artisan guilds. In Shakespeare's time

it was presented by professional actors

organized into companies under royal Or

ducal patronage. This system persisted

in England for alijiost a century, and in

modified form for a century after that.

In the United States the drama has al-

ways depended for presentation upon the

professional actors, organized into inde-

pendent companies by some manager
who seeks by this means to earn a liveli-

hood. It has never been either a state or
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municipal charge; it has always been or-

ganized as purely commercialized enter-

tainment, on a competitive basis.

The most interesting thing about the

American theatre to-day is the fact that

this system, now over a century and a

half old, is 'rapidly breaking down, and
something quite different is taking its

place. This is not apparent on Broadway,
but Broadway, after all, is a small part of

America, and just because it is so small a

part of America, though hitherto dictat-

ing to the theatre of the entire country,

the new revolt has come about, and gains

its importance.

The professionally produced play, in

the past, after its season on Broadway,
made a "road tour" through the country.

If it was a successful and popular play, it

might be two or three years completing

its tour, visiting not only the large cities

from coast to coast but scores and scores

of "one-night stands." As long ago as

the 1820's and '30's well-known players

toured (under the greatest hardships) to

the then limits of settlement, and amusing
accounts may be found of flatboat excur-

sions down the Ohio and Mississippi

Rivers, with nightly performances in

towns on the banks. A generation ago
such a city as Louisville, Kentucky, or

Nashville, Tennessee, probably had one
or even two good companies a week as

visitors, and saw most of the successful

plays and players which New York had
seen. Even much smaller places, north,

south, and west, saw from ten to thirty

plays a season. But all that has become,
practically, a thing of the past. A few
plays, like "Abraham Lincoln," a few
stars, like David Warfield, still cover a

considerable portion of the country, but
in the main it has become unprofitable for

the ordinary play and company to go on
an extended tour. Cities which once saw
twenty or thirty plays a winter now see

two or three. Some see none at all. In

the extreme south and southwest (Florida

and Texas, for example), it has probably

been three or four years since a good
travelling company was entertained.

Oklahoma City has grown to a town of

100,000 people without a single theatre

where spoken drama can be played. A

:<:. ^x>^^^;•^fr'^v>%^f;ow^;^^^,^^^

The Carolina Playmakers, University of North CaroUna, in "Peggy," a tragedy of the tenant-farmer.
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year ago, in Portland, Oregon, I was told

that not one first-rate company had
visited that place in a twelvemonth.

Smaller towns, all over the country, even

in the northeast, are practically without

drama. As a means, then, of supplying

drama to America as a whole our com-
mercialized professional theatre has

broken down.
The reasons need not concern us here.

lieve the movies a mean and stupefying

substitute for its imaginative and intel-

lectual appeal, were it not for a second
fact—the fact that in America to-day, not
in one place but in a hundred places, a

totally new and different theatrical sys-

tem is springing up, a new and different

attitude toward the theatre is apparent:

the people themselves are producing
drama, not professionally, not as com-

-^1

Proposed alteration of the Old Lobero Theatre, Santa Barbara, for the Community Arts Theatre.

George Washington Smith, architect.

They are many, no doubt. One, of

course, is the rise of motion pictures,

which are cheaper to present and to wit-

ness, and which enable the local theatre

manager to keep his house open six or

seven days in the week. Another reason

is the increased cost of transportation.

Another reason is the complication of

modern life, even in the "provinces," so

that the theatre, having to compete
against numerous other attractions (or

distractions), no longer appeals so uni-

versally, or at any rate no longer finds all

the people with the surplus cash to pat-

ronize it at the excessive modern scale of

prices. However, whatever the reasons,

the fact remains. It would be a depress-

ing, even rather an alarming fact, to

those of us who love the drama and be-

mercialized entertainment, but as a means
of community enjoyment and self-expres-

sion. This fact is, to-day, the most sig-

nificant thing in the American theatre,

more significant than the Theatre Guild

in New York, or Belasco, or Arthur Hop-
kins, or Robert Edmond Jones.

How large a part in this reorientation

of our theatre the universities are playing

is probably unknown to most Easterners,

in spite of the fact that Professor Baker's

"47 Workshop" at Harvard, started in

1907, was actually the inspiration of the

new movement. To-day the American
colleges and even certain normal schools

are annually sending out hundreds of

graduates more or less equipped to write,

or at least to act and produce plays, filled

at any rate with a desire to do so, and
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holding quite different ideas of what that

means from the graduate of even ten

years ago, who still held the old idea of

"amateur theatricals" and regarded any
serious theatrical production as of neces-

sity a task for the professional theatre.

In the University of North Carolina

Professor Frederick Koch has a course in

playwriting and production. His pupils

write their plays about the life they know,

respect by native talent, would not have
more significance to the people of the
State. Already a volume of these North
Carolina plays is on the press, so that the
rest of the country can see of what stuff

they are made. The country, however,
cannot see the North Carolina audiences,
long fed on nothing but movies for their

spiritual fare, suddenly confronted with
drama made out of their own lives, by

The production of "Pelleas and Melisande," by Community Arts Players of Santa Barbara.

Setting designed by Albert Herter.

i. e.y the life of their own State. They de-

sign and build all the scenery, do all the

acting, and recently they take, twice a
year, a programme of their best plays on
a tour of North Carolina. In May of

1922, for example, they carried a pro-

gramme of four one-act plays on their

third State tour, giving eleven perform-
ances, in eleven different towns. One
play was the tragedy of a tenant-farmer,

one was a farm comedy, one a romance,
and one a play of an eighteenth-century

superstition. No doubt these plays, and
the acting of them, lack the finish of

Broadway productions. But Broadway
productions never get to North CaroUna
towns any more, and if they did it is a

serious question whether the perhaps
cruder native dramas, created in every

their own kith and kin. Professor Koch
is giving to the State dramatic self-con-

sciousness. He is also sending out into

the State graduates competent to carry

on the work of amateur production in

their various communities.

To make a long jump into the rolling

prairie of Iowa, we find two colleges there

—Iowa State and Grinnell—employing
practical stage production as part of the

educational curriculum, with the idea

definitely in mind that by so doing they

are helping the State and making the life

of its people richer. Professor Bridge

at Grinnell and Professor Mabie at Iowa
State have both connected up their col-

lege work directly with community ac-

tivity. Although Grinnell is a town of

less than five thousand people, it has a
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local centre of the Drama League of

America, which maintains, by co-opera-

tion with the college, a little theatre com-
pany. This company, on stated nights,

presents good one-act plays between films

at the local movie house, and it also puts

on one or two long plays a winter, which
are acted not only at home but in sur-

rounding towns. Last winter Haddon
Chambers's "Passers By" was acted in

several places, at twenty-five cents a seat,

before audiences which were in large part

composed of people who had never before

in their lives witnessed a spoken drama

!

Professor Mabie's University Players

similarly act as a sort of community
troupe in their city, and last winter their

most popular play was CNeill's "Beyond
the Horizon." This seems almost in-

credible when you realize that "Beyond
the Horizon," in spite of the fact that it

won the Pulitzer prize in 1920, failed dis-

mally when the professional theatre tried

to send it on tour. The explanation is

partially due, of course, to the appeal the

play has in an agricultural community,
and in part to the fact that when serious

amateurs produce plays the audience ac-

cepts more willingly from them a high

standard.

Next season there will probably be no
less than eight little theatre groups pro-

ducing plays in Iowa, and the State has

organized, under the leadership of the

Drama League, a little theatre circuit,

so that these plays can interchange au-

diences and can also be booked in sur-

rounding towns. None of the actors wdll

be paid, and money-making has no place

in the scheme. It is done absolutely as

community service, to make life richer in

the isolated Iowa towns. Those who act

find, at last, an outlet for their artistic

impulses, and those who witness have a

chance—often the first and only chance
they have ever had—to enjoy good plays.

No doubt the plays could be far better

staged and acted by professionals. But
what good does that do Iowa? The
Iowa farmer cannot spend his evenings on
the Chicago Loop. Furthermore, the

Drama League has already taken steps

to organize similar little theatre groups

into State circuits in Illinois, Oklahoma,
and Missouri. The movement is young
and untried. It has many difficulties to

overcome. It has stubborn material to

work with, human material without
background, without any previous train-

ing in artistic self-expression. But the

desire and the will are there. Little towns
of only five hundred people wrote last

winter to Professor Mabie asking him to

send them community dramatic direc-

tors. One of Professor Bridge's graduates
has already secured a position in her home
town as a teacher, with the understanding
that she is to produce both high-school

and community plays.

Jump now to Missouri. In the Teach-
ers' College (or Normal School) of Kirks-

ville, Missouri, the training for teachers

of English includes training in play pro-

duction. The result is that in the county
which that normal school supplies with
teachers the old idea of a high-school play

has quite disappeared, though it still

flourishes in many a "cultured" Eastern
community. No high-school board there

would consider an English teacher who
was not trained in play production, and
who could not and would not insist on a
high standard of play to produce. In
that county is an annual "meet" of high
schools, which features track athletics,

domestic-science contests, and the like.

To-day it also features a play-production

contest. At the last meet eleven schools

sent up companies, each trained in a good
one-act play, and the best four were
chosen for evening presentation before

the entire community. Mr. Wise, the

teacher of drama in the Kirksville Teach-
ers' College, is putting into the conscious-

ness of his region, via his teachers and
the high schools, an entirely new idea of

what "amateur dramatics" mean, and
the abiding pleasure they can give.

Of course, in all isolated and even in

some urban communities, the old-fash-

ioned idea of "home talent" entertain-

ment is the greatest foe of the theatre,

and the high schools are generally the

greatest sinners. Right in my own sec-

tion of Massachusetts, when one of our

high schools gives a play, it is not done
with any educational end in view, with

any sense of social service, above all with

any faintest realization of what dramatic

art means. It is done solely to raise

money for some school purpose (such as

uniforms for the basket-ball team), and



"Henry IV, Part I," Greek Theatre, University of California.

Directors, Samuel J. Hume and Irving Pichel.

'The Merry Wives of Windsor." Greek Theatre, University of California.

Direction of Samuel J. Hume and Irving Pichel.
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the cheapest sort of farce-comedy is of whole communities, all over the coun-
chosen. Under the auspices of our edu- try, is an extremely significant thing,

cation, the drama is commercialized as no We have spoken so far chiefly of the

Broadway manager ever dared to com- dramatic awakening in remote communi-
mercialize it. It is that idea of "home- ties. The so-called Httle-theatre move-
talent" production which the new move- ment, however, has of course attained far

ment has got to fight, and to fight through more artistic success, as yet, in the more
the schools and colleges first of all. Last sophisticated places. After all, the

winter, in Ohio, a survey of three hundred Provincetown Players, in New York,
high schools showed the most frequently who gave Eugene O'Neill to our theatre,

chosen plays to be "Aaron Slick of Pump- are a little-theatre group, and semi-ama-
kin Creek," "Fascinating Fanny Brown," teur, as were the Washington Square
and "Deacon Dubb's Second Wife." Players, who developed into the Theatre
You need only the titles to tell you what Guild. The difference between a little-

horrid stuff these plays are. Only 40 theatre group and the old-time group of

per cent of the teacher directors had been amateur actors is primarily one of inten-

in any way trained to put on plays. Al- tion. The older amateurs got together

most all the productions were made to now and then to exhibit themselves on
raise money (i. e., they were commercial- the stage, as a sort of lark, and as an easy
ized). Very few schools had any facihties way to make some money. The little-

for production in the school buildings, theatre players of to-day organize to give

and none had any properties or scenery of performances at stated intervals because
their own. All stages were reported as they are genuinely interested in the art of

inadequate in size, in lighting, in scenery, the theatre, and because they are, very
in dressing-room facilities. Yet all the often, dissatisfied ^\dth the professional

plays, without exception, were well pat- theatre as it exists in their community, or

ronized, due both to the pride of parents with the complete lack of a theatre. In
and friends, and to the fact that in so a town or city large enough to supply a

many cases these plays were one of the few, sophisticated audience and a choice of

sometimes the only " unifying influence in players and scenic artists who possess

the conamunity." They would, of course, real natural ability or training, such a

be equally well patronized if they were group may readily develop into a theatre

good plays, better done, with more ade- of serious artistic merit. Many have al-

quate facilities and a definite idea behind ready done so in various parts of the coun-

them of the serious implications of dra- try, though the little-theatre movement
matic art; and certainly thus they would is yet scarce a decade old. I haye heard

be still more influential in the community, it stated that there are already over two
The three hundred replies to the ques- hundred producing groups in the United
tionnaire sent out by Mr. Hunter of the States, though I think it highly doubtful

Ohio Wesleyan University, showed, he if half that number, or even a quarter of

says, almost without exception, a desire that number, are as yet measurably up
to do better things but a pathetic igno- to a standard which would justify them
ranee of how to achieve them. There is in going on even a semi-professional basis,

need for an authoritative bibHography of That, however, is hardly the point. The
good high-school plays to replace the point is that in scores of cities now there

present catalogues of trash, but above all are amateurs who hold the art of the

is the need for teachers trained to pro- theatre in serious respect, who are willing

duce, and trained to a different idea of to labor and study with regularity, who
the functions and possibilities of " ama- are producing good plays with increasing

teur theatricals." Once the colleges have realization of their interest and value on
turned out such teachers in numbers, the part of the community. Out of this

something almost like a revolution in in time will surely come a new theatre,

rural and small-town life may very pos- not a theatre dependent on Broadway,
sibly take place. The growing awareness but a permanent theatre local to each

by educators of the need, and the quick city large enough to support it, a true

response of young men and women, even community theatre, in which the workers



*'The Importance of Being Earnest." Detroit Symphony Society, music-drama season, September-
October, 192 1.

"The Merry Wives of Windsor." Detroit Symphony Society, music-drama season, September-
October, 192 1.

Samuel J. Hume, director.
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will be paid, but in which the desire for has a suitable theatre of its own, a true

service to the community and to dramatic community theatre for which hundreds of

art, not the commercial profit of a Broad- citizens have subscribed, who can fail to

way manager a thousand miles away, will feel that a different idea of the function

be the ruling motive. of the theatre is coming into our American
Take the case of Santa Barbara, Cali- consciousness?

fornia. It was but two or three years ago Pasadena also has an extremely active

that a group of people in that city organ- community theatre, under the direction

ized to present good plays, in order to of Gilmore Brown, which presents plays

supply what they felt was a need of the at frequent intervals and extremely well,

city, and in order, also, it may be inferred. Furthermore, Mr. Brown conducts a
to practise for themselves an art which summer school for the training of teachers

interested them. That organization has and other interested persons, in the

developed, in this short time, into the theatre arts. A similar summer course is

Community Arts Association, maintain- also given by Sam Hume, director of the

ing a dramatic company, an orchestra, Greek Theatre at the University of Cali-

and a school of the allied arts. Not only fornia. Such summer courses, indeed, are

that, but the association has just raised now common all over the country. The
one hundred thousand dollars to purchase Drama League began a summer institute

and rebuild the old Lobero Theatre, a only two years ago in Chicago, in a one-

Spanish Mission type of adobe building room studio, and this season they have
erected forty years ago, and once figuring had to engage an entire schoolhouse. The
in the artistic life of the city. The dra- desire to learn how to put on plays and
matic branch of the association in 192

1

pageants, how to design scenery and cos-

put on five long plays and one bill of tumes, how to devise simple yet effective

one-act plays, acting each production at lighting systems, how to train amateur
least twice to twelve hundred people actors, etc., has of course created all these

an evening and at extremely low admis- schools and classes. It is a mighty wit-

sion prices. The plays included Shaw's ness to the change in our attitude toward
" Pygmalion," Maeterhnck's '' Pelleas and the theatre.

MeUsande," and Tarkington's ''The If the space were available, I could go
Country Cousin." In 1922, to date, six on indefinitely describing the numerous
plays have been acted, including Barrie's experiments now being made in this coun-

"Dear Brutus," Galsworthy's "Joy," try. There is, for instance, Le Petit

Tarkington's "Clarence," and Shaw's Theatre du Vieux Carre in New Orleans

"Arms and the Man." Albert Herter —entirely amateur, except sometimes a

made the setting for "Pelleas and Meli- professional director is employed. The
sande," which was acted four times, plays are given in a room seating less than

Meantime, the community orchestra, or- two hundred people. Seven plays a
ganized in 1 92 1, has already given twenty season are produced, and each is acted

or more concerts. Membership in the five times, to accommodate the sub-

association costs but a dollar a year, and scribers. Last season there were one
entitles the member to attend numerous thousand subscribers, each of whom paid

lectures. The dues, of course, are used to ten dollars to witness the seven plays,

maintain the essential offices and execu- The actors are chosen by their ability,

tive force. The acting, directing, scene- and clerks and bankers, school-teachers

designing, etc., are all amateur (that is, and ladies of leisure, rub elbows in the

volunteer) effort. On every programme casts. Last winter one of the most suc-

is printed this legend: cessful productions was Eugene O'Neill's

"The Community Arts Association of " Beyond the Horizon"—another example
Santa Barbara is affording opportunity of how this tragedy, abandoned by the

for recreation, self-expression, and train- professional theatre, has been brought

ing in music, drama, and the allied arts, before the American people by the ama-
It is making Santa Barbara a pleasanter, teurs.

happier place to live in." In September and October of 192 1 the

When, in another year, the association Detroit Symphony Society, in a hall seat-
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ing two thousand people, gave a six

weeks' season of repertoire, including

three modern and three classic plays,

without the slightest aid from Broadway,
and at the end the public began to sub-

scribe for another season next year ! The
orchestra supplied music for such of the

plays as called for it, or could benefit by
it
—"A Midsummer Night's Dream,"

"The Merry Wives of Windsor," and
"Pelleas and Melisande." The other

plays were "The Importance of Being
Earnest," "Pygmalion" and (again!)

"Beyond the Horizon." The directors

came not from Broadway, but California

—Sam Hume (an early pupil, by the way,
of Professor Baker), his assistant, Irving

Pichel, and Gilmore Brown from the

Pasadena Community Theatre, who acted

the comedy roles. The sets were designed

and built by two California pupils of Mr.
Hume. All six plays were presented to

the public for five dollars a seat, top price 1

Less than one dollar for the most expen-

sive seat, of course, is no more than the

better class of motion-picture theatres

charge. This might truly be called an
experiment in a people's theatre. Its

success was so great that next season the

repertoire will probably be lengthened.

If three or four other cities should take

up the same work, on a similar scale, the

expense of productions could be divided,

by making the plays interchangeable,

and seats could probably be sold for even

less than at present. It may very well

be, indeed, that another decade will see

several such ventures through the Mid-
dle West, which will mark the first

steps toward true municipal theatres in

America.

"Beyond the Horizon," produced by
our old-line commercial professional thea-

tre on Broadway, was abandoned by that

theatre almost as soon as it left Broad-
way. From our brief and haphazard
glance at the new amateur or community
theatre of America, we have come upon
this distinguished tragedy rescued from
oblivion by the amateurs or community
workers in such widely scattered places

as New Orleans, Detroit, and Iowa.

Does anybody think that would have

been possible even ten years ago, let alone

twenty-five? What group of amateur
actors in America twenty-five years ago
would have had the knowledge or even
the impulse to act a modern realistic

tragedy in their community? This one
incident alone shows the remarkable
change which has come in our attitude

toward the theatre. A generation ago, in

most places even a decade ago, an ama-
teur entertainment meant simply the

presentation of piffle to pass away the

time and raise money for the baseball

team or the minister's salary (Unitarian,

of course !) or the new Grange hall. No-
body considered it possible that an ama-
teur production could compete with the

professional theatre, or that a community
denied the ministration of the professional

theatre could achieve a theatre of its own.
Indeed, very few Americans a generation

ago, outside of the professional ranks, had
any conception of what dramatic art

means, and very few of them but were so

hampered by self-consciousness that the

mere idea of artistic self-expression was a
thing strange and disturbing. There has
never been a period in our national his-

tory, it seems to me, quite comparable
with the last few years, when so many
people, everywhere, have suddenly waked
to the pleasure and profit of artistic self-

expression through the medium of the

theatre, and, lacking a professional play-

house, have set busily to work to supply

a theatre themselves. America may in

the past have contributed little to the

arts, as numerous critics have told us.

But there never was a time when so many
of our people were creatively interested

in any art as are at present creatively in-

terested in the art of the theatre. And
because they are creatively interested,

not merely passive recipients of profes-

sional ministrations, the next twenty-five

years may well see the art of the theatre

move a long way forward in America. At
any rate, it looks very much as if, through

our new interest in this art, the life of the

country would be richer and the old idea

of drama as a commerciahzed entertain-

ment would yield to something nearer the

needs of civilized men and women.
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all the businesses in

all the world, the
easiest— in fact, the

most inevitable—busi-

ness to get into is the

real-estate business in

Los Angeles. As you
approach the city with

the intriguingly exotic name, the very
warmth and color of the land invites one
to dabble in it, as a calm, reflective pool

tempts an urchin to throw stones. By
the time you have given your trunk
checks and your address to the local

transfer man and the local transfer man
has delivered the trunks to your apart-

ment (if you can find one) and your ad-

dress to the particular real-estate firm

that subsidizes him to do so, the trap is

set for you. By the time you have opened
the trunk and your afternoon's mail and
received in it a well-worded invitation to

be the real-estate company's guest on one
of its justly famous free sightseeing trips,

you're a fair way toward the entangle-

ment. After you have strolled once
around the dusty little plaza called

Pershing Square, droning in the sun with
the sound of the park-bench socialists,

and picked out the particular rubberneck
excursion bus mentioned in the invita-

tion, you have as good as put your foot in

it; and the trap springs on you as the

ballyhoo gentleman lays aside his voice

and pins the seat number on the lapel of

your coat. From this point on there is

little use to struggle. You accept the

megaphone version of the world's most
thoroughly megaphoned city with philo-

sophic abandon. You absorb the free hot

ranch dinner under the big tent, and the

beautiful oratory of the free lecture mth
the same inevitable stimulation as of wine

or cocaine. Having actually stood with
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your own feet on a warm half acre which
it is proposed you buy, the reaction is

just the same as that of ''Tanglefoot" on
the unwary insect. The sales-manager
who awaits you in spider-like calm in the

little canvas office has no difficulty in

stunning you with his bland personality;

and, when you come to, you find you have
already signed on the dotted line.

Your impulses on the morrow's awak-
ening are as natural and human as those

of one who has just been put through an
initiation. You see by your home-town
paper that a friend is about to arrive

from the East. You hurry to the station,

you grasp his hand, you tell him what a
beautiful climate it is, you try to sell him
your lot—at a profit—and the next one
to it on a commission ! And there you
are ! Thus the fair city of Los Rubber
Necks has come to have six hundred
thousand real-estate agents—that is to

say, six hundred thousand inhabitants.

Some young ones there are who still

struggle to get out of the real-estate busi-

ness, but the gray old inhabitants realize

that, were they thrust out of their charm-
ing captivity upon a cold world once
more, they would shrivel up and die; so

they retire to the mountains behind
Hollyhood and build bungalows and live

happily ever afterward.

Now in the case of Wallie Hart Hitt,

here was a young soul still struggling.

The vagaries of a fickle fortune that had
made him accept a ballyhooship on one
of the city's largest and yellowest rubber-

neck busses—he whose diffident voice had
never raised itself obtrusively before

—

the luck that had made him, almost at a

single stroke, the proud possessor of a lot

(part paid for) and the beginnings of a

house (part paid for) and his little bird

woman of a wife whose saucy smile and
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snapping black eyes contrasted so strong- spreading eaves at the great level expanse

ly with his own blond self—all this is of soil warming and steaming in the semi-

another story. tropic sun and up at the wide sky all

Observe that I did not say his wife was freshly done over in Italian blue, at the

part paid for, for, in the solemn opinion tall Sierra Madre wearing its spotless ker-

of the entire sales force, as well as to the chief of snow just back from the laundry,

most casual observer, the lady was des- and at the cloudlike peak of San Jacinto

tined to pay for herself many times over, eighty miles away. All these things

It was even whispered that, with her helped to sell Halcyon Halfacres to the

charming tea-on-the-tract activities, she people from the dreary plains,

sold more lots for the outfit than Wallie The air was very still. The gray smoke
himself. plume of the latest "gaser" far over on
At the point of this story the struggle the foothills rose straight and steady. A

was on in dead earnest. The house of speck of yellow and a flash of wind-
the newlyweds had reared itself under shield down the road told of the coming
the eucalyptus-trees on the beautiful new rubberneck bus. The world of real estate

tract with the incomparable snow-crowned was in motion once more.

Sierra Madre for background—reared it- As the long, clumsy vehicle stopped at

self to the extent of a foundation and the big tent at the corner of the tract

first floor and studding, and there it and the people piled out at the announce-
stuck. The hopes and fears of the newly- ment that a hot ranch dinner was coming
weds were temporarily sheltered under a to them, she spied her Wallie cavorting

large tent supported on this open frame- goatlike across lots toward her. This was
work and guyed out in pleasant protect- his way of blowing off steam after the

ing wings to the friendly fragrant trees, dignified front he was obliged to maintain
As soon as it stopped raining the rubber- in exhorting the great American travelhng

neck bus would run again and people public to climb on the bus and enjoy the

would ride out and buy more lots, and world's grandest sightseeing tour to the

Wallie would get more commissions and most incomparable Halcyon Halfacres.

the contractor would get more payments Besides, he had not seen her for an age

—

and the house would get more materials almost four hours. "Hullo, petite oiseau,

and labor to finish itself with; but right any more lumber come?"
now the Lares and Penates of the young "No, brave oiseau," she replied, "not
couple presented themselves to all out- a stick. But isn't it some day ! You'll

doors with the frankness of a Bagdad sell the whole tract a day like this."

bazaar. These consisted principally of "No chance," said Wallie ruefully. "I
one handsome piece of tapestry, gift of drew a paper-collared, land-poor, sour-

the bride's folks, hung on the some-day- faced fellow who is still moaning over the

to-be wall for a background, a bearskin price he paid for a farm during the war.

rug, gift of a hunter friend of Wallie's, for St. Peter couldn't sell him gold keys at

a foreground, the gilt clock with a gilt ten cents a bunch."

cupid on it, gift of the selling organiza- "Well, never mind," she said bravely,

tion, and the bride's own college tea manufacturing a smile that was difficult

things arranged on a rustic table which to contrive at just this critical point in

was the gift of Wallie's own readiness the struggle. " Take your tray and sling

\Ndth other people's tools and scrap lumber around a little free lunch and keep your

after the carpenters had gone home, eyes open for a chance while I get out

These principal items were aided by a the flivver and see if I can capture a five-

happy mixture of red-and-white plumes spot for taking some prospect around the

of eucalyptus blossoms and an indefinable tract."

something else known as "feminine " So this is that great noble stuff called

touch." salesmanship!" he soliloquized scorn-

One nice thing about California—when fully. "While we were away arguing it

it is through raining it is //^/-ow^/z for a long, with the Germans they had to carry

long time. With gladness and thankful- clubs to beat off the buyers. Now that

ness the birdlet looked out from under the we are back, you have to be a chauffeur, a
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waiter, and a magician to get 'em to come
out and look it over."

As he circled around the tables in the

big tent he amused himself by imagining

how his paper-collared prospect would
wilt if he poured the pitcher of hot coffee

down his neck.

The free lecture was short, the applause

perfunctory. The travellers were still a

bit sulky. All very well to go through six

weeks of Middle West blizzard. That was
to be expected ; but to spend all that mon-
ey and then go through a week's deluge of

warm rain in CaUfornia, the land of sun-

shine—that, of course, was not on the

time-table and therefore an insult.

It took Wallie two minutes to make
sure that his paper-collared man was not

going to buy anything now—anything.

Then he amused himself watching the dis-

tant oil-gusher and listening to the efforts

of his fellow salesmen. Presently he
pricked up his ears. Out of the confusion

of conversation of the groups about the

big tent he began to distinguish a particu-

lar silvery ringing voice all full of rich

creamy foreign r's. He located the

source. Then he had a big laugh all to

himself inside. Bill the '' Body-snatcher,"
the most successful evader of police and
buttonholer of unwary pedestrians, and
perhaps the least successful real salesman,

was trying to sell a piece of undeveloped
North America to a very much developed
and evidently cultivated daughter of

sunny France. The result was fore-

ordained. Bill was getting angry, the wo-
man was getting bored. The end came
soon. She simply got up and walked off,

leaving Bill addressing his map. Wallie
approached the still sputtering Bill.

"Well, old top, how'jer make out?"
"Didn't sell her and I bet there ain't

nobody in the bunch can sell her. I'm
through!"
"May I talk to her?"
" Go to it, kid. Talk an arm off'n her.

She's yourn."*

"Give me her ticket."

The ticket indicated that the lady's

name was Madame Henri du Castel, of

Angers, Maine-et-Loire, stopping at a
Los Angeles hotel; that she had been
shown a half acre known as "three hun-
dred and ten" and it had not been sold;

reason—"Female frog-eater; no compree,"

according to notes by Bill the "Body-
snatcher."

Wallie went over behind a tree, smiled
politely at the oil-gusher and addressed it

earnestly in the language of diplomats the

world over. " Have you the green parasol

of my great-grandmother? Have you
the great parasol of my green grand-
mother? Have you of the cheese? Are
you of the cheese?"
A few moments of this served to loosen

up his palate so that his r's began to curdle

and his n's took on the genuine Gallic

tones of a cold in the head, as in the old

days when he used the same sounds to

wheedle an overcrowded populace out of

a few more garrets and stable lofts for

quarters for his men. Then he returned

to the Frenchwoman and addressed her in

a fair imitation of her native tongue.

"One will not return to the city until

two hours. Meanwhile if madame wishes
herself to seat here and read, no one will

her disturb," and he offered the chair and
the newspaper. Then he strolled off

—

but not too far off. Then he walked un-
concernedly past her without looking,

but his ears fairly wagged in her direction.

When he had passed her, almost too far he
feared, he heard what he was waiting for.

"Monsieur."
"Ah!" thought Wallie. "Attention

obtained; curiosity aroused; now for the

desire." Then, turning toward her with
a very good imitation of the gallant bow
of Douglas Fairbanks as one of the

"Three Musketeers," he represented that

he was entirely at her service.

"You speak very well French. You
were therefore in France?"

" But yes," admitted Wallie. " During
two years of the war."

"And the France, is it that you have
her loved?"
"With all my heart," admitted Wallie,

placing his hand on his left ribs, " and my
Cahfornia, is it not a land very charm-
ing?"

"So it eez, indeed," said the lady,

breaking into English evidently for prac-

tice. "But she is very sudden. Yester-

day a Spanish meeshion, to-day one
grand excitement; to-morrow a meelion

people. It eez too much. Ef I should

build me a villa here w'om should I evaire

meet in conversation? I leesened to
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your man on ze autobus with ze grand
horn. 'Zeese,' he said, 'ees ze home of

Fatty Shoebuckle; zeese ees ze home of

Clara Kimbelle la Jeune; zeese ees ze

home of Sharles Roi.' What, zen—are

all ze grand houses belong to ze cimena
and all ze leetle ones to ze pesants what
I have talked to on ze autobus? Mon
Dieu, eet ez too much. I should die of

ennui.'*

"But madame has travelled enough to

understand that one must choose the

wheat from the chaff in any country.

Permit me to show you a home which is

neither that of a great cinema artist nor

of a peasant— something modestly be-

tween the two—^in short, my own."
610

" Comment 1 you have a 'ome here al-

ready ? Ze great Los Angeles she is sud-

den. Yes, weez grand plaisir I weel visit

your ome
This," said WalUe to his Httle wife,

"is Madame du Castel," and then, in a
little aside: "Highbrow tea. Stick the

wings on the Victory again and mount her

on the ice-box. Fish out the old art maga-
zines from the bottom of the trunk. I'll

be over with the bunch," and he left the

ladies together.

Returning to the big tent, he selected a

particular half-dozen of liis fellow sales-

men and retired with them to a distance.

"Now, here's the idea," he explained.

"Bill the 'Body-snatcher' has spilled the
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beans. You boys gotter help me pick

'em up again. Prospect is a charming
French widow. You're all invited to a

highbrow tea. Not a word about real

estate, just something to entertain a

lady. Get me?"
Tea was already on when they reached

the house. "Ladies," said Wallie in his

very best manner, "I have the honor to

present to you Mr. Flores, naturalist

from South America; and Mr. Buck, the

well-known pioneer from our new prov-

ince of Oklahoma; and Mr. Barker, our

most celebrated practical psychologist;

and Mr. Scraper, the \'iolinist; and Mr.
Dresser, one of our leading commercial

artists."

"Eh bien, messieurs," exclaim.ed the

Frenchwoman, "I am quite overwhelm'.

And did you say from Sout' Amerique,

Monsieur Flores ? Wat brings a natural-

ist from ze beautiful Sout' Amerique to

Los Angeles?"
"Dear madame," replied the natural-

ist, "the same thing finally brings all us

travellers home—a feeling in our hearts

that, having seen all the world, we are

not tied to any of it. I once travelled

from the tall-cliffed coast of Peru, where
the tremendous surf roars under the wide
verandas of the white hotels, across the

silent desert where rain has never fallen

to spoil the strange crescent-rippled sand,

and up the terrible mountains to the

deserted highlands where vines creep

over the last strongholds of the vanished

Incas and hide the pillars of the departed
sun-worshippers whose hieroglyphics none
may read ; and beyond that again,

through a vast wilderness of snow; then

down the thousand flights of stairs, under
the torrential rains where the tree-trunks

are shaggy with long green moss and
aflame with a thousand orchids. And
there, in the mysterious regions of the

rushing Maranon River, in that great for-

est of trees which stand in rows for hun-
dreds of miles as though some prehistoric

tribe had planted them, I kill a man. It

was a needless thing. He was needlessly

frightened at me and pierced my clothing

with a spear, and I was needlessly fright-

ened at him and pierced his thick head
with a bullet. And that's all there was
to it. But when I found I had come so

far from the world that killing a man was

a mere inconsequential incident in the

day my heart failed me and I made all

haste back to it. Madame will under-

stand my weakness, for nobody loves

home better than the French."

"It ees well said," said the French-
woman, touching her eyes slyly with a
tiny handkerchief; "m.onsieur has not
only seen wiz hees eye but he has felt

wiz hees heart."

"And you, Monsieur Pioneer, tell me
also a story. Such stories of ze primitive

one hears in Californie !"

"Primitive, eh?" responded the jovial

Buck. "If it's the primitive stuff you
want, lady, you ought to have seen us
open up Oklahoma. I'll never forget one
night while we were all camped out under
the stars around the future town site of

Lawton waiting for the government to

let us in on the land. No houses, not even
tents for most of us. The women slept

on the baled hay and the men slept

around in a circle to guard them. No-
body ever took his side-arms off. This
one night a terrible storm swept the baked
plains. I ducked down in my little dug-
out and closed the door after me. Sud-
denly, under a terrible crash of thunder,

the door blew away. A girl came run-

ning, her hands to her ears, and plunged
down my grand staircase. The next m.o-

ment a deluge poured in. We were stand-

ing nearly waist-deep in it when a flash

showed the head and shining eyes of a
rattlesnake swirling round and round in

it. I warned the girl. I drew my gun,

the snake struck at it and I fired. She

fell trembling in my arms, and so I held

her till the storm was over. This was
all of our courtship. Next day we were
married. The Indians brought us strange

presents out of the forest and danced for

us in the firelight. We were one of the

first families in Oklahoma."
"Mon Dieu!" exclaimed the French-

woman, her eyes as big as the teacups.

"It is before ze Crusades, before Caesar

built hees bridge into my native Angers.

Anozzair story and we shall be at ze be-

ginning of ze world!" And she turned

expectantly to Barker the "psychologist."
" Sorry to disappoint you, ma'am," he

began, "but understand that I am not a
psychologist of books and science but of

boobs and crowds. I study the psy-
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chology of the mob with the idea of get-

ting them into the side-show to see the

bearded lady or the three-legged calf.

Once when I was young and ambitious I

traversed India to find some strange and
beautiful thing that w^ould whet their

curiosity, travelled from the hot muddy
Ganges to the airy whitewashed bunga-

lows of Simla and the colorful country of

Kashmir, \^'ith its azure skies and gor-

geous flowers and its costumes out of the

Bible; and dowm the Djehlum River in

a sharp-prowed boat under its low, curved

bridges, between its piled-up towTis of

crumbUng pink stone hanging over the

water and its houseboats and heaped rice

barges like Noah's arks, and its peasants

threshing grain or washing on the golden

sand-bars in blue and copper colored rags

under the red and white palaces of their

betters.

"But I have found, madam, that the

crowds don't come to the side-shows

for beauty. Find them something hid-

eous and strange and you've got 'em.

After all my Indian wanderings I stum-
bled onto a mysterious dirty old box in a

storehouse in Chicago that was being

torn down. It contained a genuine and
most horrible Indian mummy sent to

Chicago for the World's Fair, and lost

ever since. I paid five dollars a month
storage on him for the intervening thirty

years, secured clear title and authorita-

tive letters from India as to his pedigree,

and set out. This atrocious object is a

fortune in summer when the circus is

abroad in the land; and in winter—well,

here I am."
"So zat eez psychology," exclaimed

the Frenchwoman. "One finds zee most
'orrible objec', ze last sing in ze world one
would ^\-ish to see and zen charges ad-

mission to see it. It eez droll, Amerique,"
and her merry laugh rang high and sil-

very among the whispering eucalyptus-

trees.

"And now monsieur ze artist of com-
merce. Pray tell me what is ze artist of

commerce."
"Well, madame," he began, "in my

case it was a plain dressmaker to the most
famous of our stage beauties, though why
they call it artist is not evident. I ought
to have been styled cooper, for, believe

me, getting the average stage beauty into

her costume is like forcing the hoops on a
barrel. This, however, did not apply
to your charming countrywoman Anna
Held. There was a varie petite. It was
^\ith the greatest pleasure possible to an
artist that I fitted her vdih my owtl hands
into her beautiful ten-thousand-dollar

costume of white satin and passemen-
terie, in which she could neither walk
nor sit down."

"Wait, wait!" said madame. "Is it

that you yourself, who talked in ze big

horn so
—

' zees is zee home of ze famous—

'

weez your own hands you have made ze

costume?" and again she made the trees

shake \\ith high, sweet laughter.

"It is a fact," replied the artist-cooper

gravely, a little nettled at her merriment.
"Oh, a sousand pardons," said the

Frenchwoman. " I laugh not weez scorn

but weez surprise. I should indeed be
overcome weez delight if you would create

for me a costume, but I am too fat."
" Fat !

" exclaimed he gallantly. " What
envious female skeleton of a New England
spinster dares call you fat ! But if I

might suggest, madame, a little garden
with some vegetables to hoe so as to

strengthen the shoulders and reduce the

hips the merest shade; yes, a garden and
\'ines upon a sunny wall and lettuce

"

At this point WaUie made a sign. The
conversation stopped dead. Everybody
understood that the moment had arrived,

that moment for which all the adventur-
ous students of human nature had been
working. "A thousand pardons," he said

pohtely, "if I inquire the name of ma-
dame's bank."

"My bank?" she asked in astonish-

ment—"eet ez in New York, The Harri-

man National, but why you ask?"
"Because it is necessary in preparing

the check for you to sign, the first pay-
ment on the site for your villa. Pray do
not deny that this morning your keen
French thriftiness told you that such a

piece of land at such a price is a great

bargain; and this afternoon you have
been interested. I have watched ma-
dame. She cannot deny that it is possible

to find interest in the people of our new
land. If one washes a garden with golden

fruit against the wall, a villa in the forest,

even a salon among gentlemen adventur-

ers—voila. One signs here."
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"A salon!" exclaimed the French-

woman in great merriment; ''truly ze

American audace ez charming ! Yes, why
not a salon in ze wilderness. And each

day when ze autobus arrives you shall

tell to me anozzair story. I will sign."

And she did.

"It desolates me to inform you," said

Wallie after a polite interval and a final

cup of tea, "that the big autobus is gone,

but the sales-manager will be honored to

take you home in his car."

And, preceding her to that august indi-

\ddual, he explained: "Lot 310 sold;

twenty-five per cent down. French high-

brow. If you can remember anything
from ' The Arabian Nights, '

' Gulli-

ver's Travels,' O. Henry, or any other

good liar, tell it to her in the first per-

son."

Returning to his Httle hostess, his eye
spied a certain familiar galvanized bucket
on the rear stoop. This he began joyously
kicking.

"Mercy," exclaimed the little wife,

fingers in her ears, "what a racket ! don't

kick that; that's our best bucket, our
laundry, our bath ! What on earth

"

"Away, vile symbol of the despised

primitive," he said, in mock melodrama,
sending it sailing through the air with a
final kick, " out with vou. To-morrow we
shall go 'La belle France' one better.

With the commission on madame's villa

site we'll order an honest -to -goodness
American bath and some plumbing !"

The Human Boy and the Microscope
BY OLIVER LA FAROE

HE sages bend above
their victims, wipe
their glasses, and poke
bony fingers into or-

ganisms that in their

old bodies have long

since dried to parch-

ment. And we, their

victims, the schoolboys and students, suf-

fer vivisection in the hope, ever vain, that

they will learn therefrom somewhat of

how we are made and how we should be
treated. They never even really look,

these men; by their words they must
come from that half of the pedagogic
world before whose eyes a score or so of

years has drawn a veil shutting out all

memory of the little tadpoles that they
used to be, and that makes this year's

crop of little tadpoles seem to them some
alien race, dumbly to be studied, imper-

sonally, as one would study bacilli through
a microscope, and never, oh never, to be
understood.

And then the victims read in the more
thoughtful periodicals, analyses of our-

selves denying us by their very tone any
abihty to speak for ourselves rationally or

pertinently. Therefore, as one of these,

I \\ish to raise my voice. What I say is

elaboration of notes made not two years

ago, at preparatory school. They are the

observation of schoolboys by one of them,
and since a schoolboy's field is limited and
his life busy, they must perforce have a
personal note.

I am not referring to boys under six-

teen. It is a long enough time since I

was one of those for me to have forgotten

a good deal.

We seem to the critics some alien race.

Every now and then an article appears,

usually entitled "Boys" (sometimes
"Girls," but that is not our affair), ana-

lyzing us, expounding us, explaining us.

The very tone of these articles proves

the statement that begins this paragraph.

We—I speak mainly of boys verging on
manhood—are described as curious, colt-

like animals, dominated by sex. Our
processes of thought these sages destroy

in a few clever paragraphs, and our curi-

ous and quaint reflexes are comprehend-
ingly laid bare. Side by side with this

gawky creature the sages should place,

sometimes they do, if they would be

consistent, the brawny lad who throws

himself heart and soul into a game, hero
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of some inconspicuous gridiron, lord of

bat or of twelve-foot sweep, to whom the

School is the greatest thing in life. Now
the obvious explanation of this contrast

is neat division of the juvenile race into

two classes, the one upheld by Booth
Tarkington, the other by Ralph Henry
Barbour. The true explanation is that

they are the same, that the pin-headed

athlete and the moon-calf are equally

rare, and that the average boy is neither.

He is just exactly like the man to whom
he will be father—only he has no experi-

ence. The number of boys who never

have a calf-love is not small, it is far

larger than the number of Willie Baxters.

Willie happens to be a very ludicrous

type, the other is disappointing, so every

one reads about WilHe and says, ''How
true !" Nor, in the majority of cases, is

infantile adoration a product of a Freud-

ian sewer, but a part and parcel of the

boy's forecast of his son, the man. Again
I repeat before I go further, we and the

sages are the same. Our heads—at six-

teen often large for our bodies—contain

their regulation 1,400 cubic centimeters

of gray matter; if we are going to be
stupid, we are stupid now; if we are going

to be clever, we are clever now. Simply,

we are inexperience itself. Take this sex

business, exempli gratia, and finish with
it.

The average man who sees a pretty girl

enjoys the sight. Experience has taught
him a lot of disillusioning things, and so

his enjoyment is tempered before ever he
meets her, but the old impulse is there.

The boy sees a pretty girl. He knows
next to nothing about girls; his blood acts

even as does the oldest sage's, but he has

had no experience. She is a goddess
forthwith, because to him everything that

glitters is the very finest gold. He has
found a brand-new perfection.

Did any statistician ever compute the

number of first affairs ruined by hair in

disarray or a momentarily lost temper?
The reaction, the despair, is also ludi-

crous; it is so deep over so trivial a thing.

But it's not trivial—one of the world's fin-

est illusions is being swept away. For-

tunately, complete ignorance is lightened

slowly, and so by degrees he learns, until

he can see through glitter or exterior dul-

ness. And even then, does not the aver-

age man, when he does fall in love, volun-

tarily deck reality in his own, self-made
illusions ? He is, after all, his own son.

So it is with this same youth when he
stanches his bleeding nose with a hasty
swipe of his sleeve, and prepares again to
take the pigskin for a plunge between
guard and tackle. As the school is the
biggest thing he knows, and this game is

the biggest thing in the school year,
rightly he gives it his heart and soul. If

he loses, he is ashamed to write home, he
dreads the thought of facing boys from
other schools that Christmas, all the
world is black. Later he will learn why
the faculty were not so gloomy, just as in

time experience will teach him the real

issues for which to spend himself.

The man smiles at the boy who breaks
himself buying a sweater with a letter,

meaningless to most of the world,
sprawled across its front. Yet that man
spends just as much on the incredible

uniform of a secret society, or upon the
regalia of a well-earned order.

There is no mystery about us; once we
cease to be absolute children we are con-
stituted even as the man. Our good
brains cause us to write and say things

valueless only because they take no reck-

oning of the hard, unknown facts. Our
reasons lead us on to remorselessly logical

conclusions—conclusions that may be idi-

otic or may be divinely heroic, and that

fail only where all logic fails, in the ignor-

ing of extraneous, uncomprehended facts.

And if we have brains, then, and are

human, why would it not be worth these

sage's while to ask us about ourselves ?

II

Having, then, proved to their own sat-

isfaction that we are an alien and ex-

traordinary race, the wise men go on to

theorize about our education. Their the-

ories are chiefly concerned with what and
how to teach us. The first question is

the old battle between science and the

classics, a question that stands by the

average school debating society when
even the Panama Tolls and the Open
Shop have failed. The second is the con-

test of the old, hard grind versus a sys-

tem of playing your way to wisdom.
More than one scholar and many masters
have been driven insane by shifts in the

official attitude toward the question.
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I shall begin with the former, because

it is a more well-defined topic, and, in a

way, less important.

The scientist is like a man looking

through a telescope. He sees distant

things, the horizon, the stars. Some day
nothing will be too distant. But his very

instrument limits his view. The classi-

cist, with weaker but more friendly vision,

looks about him on near things and hu-

man, but he does not know what goes on
out of sight.

The scientist's vision is powerful. He
is, so far, the realization of rationalism, of

the thing that stopped the burning of

witches and the exorcism of ghosts. To
the puzzles each man must answer for

himself, typified to-day in the big ques-

tion of atheism, he holds the solutions.

His science gives him answers to the

doubts it itself raises. He can trace

man's history back to the '' fortuitous

concourse of atoms," he can follow the

paths of physics from the infinite magni-

tude and power of the universe to the

infinite smallness of the electron, and the

more he studies the more inescapable be-

comes the presence of some power above
nature. The classicist, whom the atti-

tude of mind of the age has led to take

for granted certain vague evolutionary

theories, finds his beliefs shattered, yet

knows not how to restore them because

the destroyer is beyond his understand-

ing.

Nowadays the churches busy them-
selves with moving pictures, dramas, and
the proof that Christianity is not incom-
patible with being a good fellow; they

organize revivals and campaigns, not

realizing how utterly insufficient all that

is. It is a spirit of new thought, not rest-

lessness, that the church must meet; its

old mysticism does not hold. How can
w^e be satisfied by a clergy ignorant of

the matters of our daily speech ? God is

too great to be shaken by a theory of evo-

lution, or moved by a truth He created,

but if those who bring Him to us cannot
meet half-way those of our generation

who think through the sciences, there

awaits us a tragedy beyond words.

Our whole attitude of mind to-day,

everything that stands for forward mo-
tion, is based on this habit of reasoned

scepticism. Then do not the sciences fill

the bill?

But wait, the classicist enters into the
thoughts of men in far-distant times and
far-off lands by the only way in which
one can truly enter, by reading not only
what they said about their thoughts, but
what, unguardedly, they revealed in their

unconsidered writings. He knows the
evolution of our own thought from an-
cient times. By their aid the Sibylline

Book of the past tells him, between its

fines, what signify the omens of the pres-

ent for us now, and in the years to come.
Be he a disconsolate lover thinking his

ailment unique and incurable, or a man
despairing of the world's slow progress,

these words of men long dead are as

needful as counterweights to a balance.
Without some store of this knowledge, a
man cannot comprehend the ways of

thinking of those in other countries, he
cannot even thoroughly understand the
history of his own country, and until he
does that he is unfit to cast a vote, or ever
to sit in judgment upon his fellow men.

It should not be necessary to defend
beauty and the great refreshing power of

its appreciation. Nor should one still

learning expound to his masters the ad-
vantages of being able to express oneself

vividly and concisely.

Speculation as to why and what we are,

philosophy, is man's furthest advance.
And that we can never understand with-
out knowledge of the works of ancient
Greece. Only through their inspiration

do we escape the blissful, ignorant con-
tent of Adam and Eve.
To all these things the classics lead.

It was the attitude of mind induced by
them which enabled men of old to pile

up, one learning from another, the wis-

dom that made knowledge possible. And
to-day intelligent men of high ideals,

lacking only this knowledge of things not

visible or measurable, are able in all seri-

ousness to make remarks incredibly de-

void of sense.

Then the conclusion is obvious. We
must have some of both, and neither

stands alone. I once knew a teacher of

English who sent us away from a lecture

on Tennyson and Browning with renewed
interest in our physics class. And the

master of physics, worthy coadjutor—for

they were great men both, to my mind

—

was first responsible for my reading

''Locksley Hall."
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Until instructors as a whole can do as

they did, joining the broad vision with
the far, there cannot be true knowledge.
Again and again science shows us forces

in balance, and the classics repeat with
the Seven Wise Men, "Nothing too

much." The answer to the dispute lies

in the golden mean, a balanced educa-

tion.

And now for the question of manner,
the greater of the two; for it matters not

how valuable the subject if it be not

rightly taught. In this question also

there are two schools: the one advocates

instruction with an axe, the other that

knowledge be stored in sugar-coated pills,

and the boy allowed to browse his way to

surfeit. If you took a moderately intel-

ligent fifth-form boy and asked him in

all seriousness what he thought of this

latter method, he would tell you that it

was rot. He knows that he is irresponsi-

ble, that the distant future when educa-

tion is needed is far too dim to keep him
hard at it, and that no boy over twelve

could be fooled into thinking irregular

verbs to be a game, or even fun.

Sound education does not consist of a

series of smatterings; it consists of a good,

firm knowledge of certain selected sub-

jects; not so very few subjects, either.

We have about twelve years before the

college age in which to lay the founda-
tion of a boy's education. When he gets

to college—if he does go—most of what
he really learns will be specialization in

his chosen field. His breadth of educa-
tion must be attained at school, and there

also the faculty for acquiring depth. Yet
more is this true if he does not go to

college. In this space of time, during
most of which the boy is pretty irrespon-

sible, you cannot get him thoroughly to

master alien tongues, to learn the funda-

mentals of the history of this earth and
its people, to know its geography, and to

get through the elements of mathematics
with something retained, without making
him work at work anything but pleasant.

I defy any one giving a regular course in

geometry to make enjoyable the proposi-

tion, with all its proof and multiple corol-

laries, concerning the disastrous results

of drawing from the vertex of a right tri-

angle a line perpendicular to the hypote-
nuse. One might quote a proverb here

concerning the absence of a royal road to

learning. A boy may be enthusiastic

over one subject, but to try to make an
average large school, not a special small

class, of average, growing boys rush en-

thusiastically in the pursuit of subjunc-

tives, protozoa, ions, and surds would be
to sink the trust of education in folly.

However you may succeed in making lit-

tle children play the Latin Game and the

History Game and the Multiplication

Game, to try it on a boy over twelve, an
ordinary boy with a few normal, outside

interests, in a class with a lot of other

boys, is to do him an injury for which
no court of law could devise adequate
recompense.

In the first place, you are going to let

him finish his education without learning,

possibly, more than one thing well. You
are going to make of him a smatterer,

knowing each subject only in so far as

it holds his interest. Never of his own
volition will he dig deep into all those

subjects, with their inevitable barren-
seeming spots. And then when, later in

life, he wants a few good, solid rocks of

fact, beaten into his head at an early

age, he will find there nothing but peb-
bles.

Long ago, to the grief of my parents

and teachers, I hated Latin; but a long

line of iron-willed gentlemen held me at

it, until now I can read it, slowly, for

pleasure. At the same early age I

rather liked French, but had my instruc-

tor not been a man of steely eye, bass

voice, and prominent jaw, I should never

have had the solid grounding of gram-
mar that is now so firmly beaten into

my head.

Not that I advocate classroom fright-

fulness or pointed dulness. Far from it,

for I count at least two subjects in which
I have never progressed, one because of

the terror in which, newly come to my
school, an instructor held me; the other

because the master was so damnably dull

he destroyed all spark of fife within his

class.

And all this omits consideration of the

awful harm that is done to the moral

fibre of a boy who is never forced to plug

at a disagreeable task, who never has to

make himself stick to it. After such a

nursing along the path of youth, to turn

him loose in the world would be little

short of murder.
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Again, there is no royal road to learn-

ing. Yet no one need throw stones in

the path. If the road be made interest-

ing enough, and the guide be unrelenting

in authority, the traveller will learn well,

and grow rapidly in favor with God and
man.
And if only, above all, the antique

sages would climb down from their seats

and join those masters, the majority,

thank heaven, who do not stop to talk

much about us, but who understand us

and realize that we are people, not a zoo;

if only they would treat us as human
beings and find out, from time to time,

if we don't do a bit of thinking ourselves,

then perhaps there would be an agree-

ment among the pedagogues, peace on
Olympus, and wisdom throughout the

land.

Meadow's End
BY PHILIP BARRY

HEN I came in that

afternoon I found Mrs.

Hoyt and her guests

already in the thick of

their discussion con-

cerning Sir Horace
Flood. It was brought
on, no doubt, by an

announcement in the New York morning
newspapers that "the eminent British

philosophical scientist," gratified by the

large American sale of his latest work
(An Analysis of Human Motive), was con-

templating a lecture-tour of the United
States.

Mrs. Hoyt was making vague, finny

gestures: "This 'Law of Elementary
Causation '—it's apparently nothing more
than simple cause and effect. Only

—

constructive, you know. He says it ap-

pUes to individuals as well as to groups.

Master the theory, and you can tell from
a study of causes what's coming."
"He gave a first-class demonstration of

it as far back as 191 1," put in Doctor
Ainslee, "—address before the Royal So-

ciety. Described the approaching war in

intimate detail. He even went to the ex-

tent of sketching out the main campaigns.
The Fellows were greatly amused."
There was a buzz of polite adjectives

and ejaculations, followed by what
seemed an interminable chatter about
Flood's audacious theory. The first men-
tion of his name had started my nerves to

jumping again. These comfortable peo-

ple here—a lot they knew ! As the festi-

val of admiration increased, it was all I

could do to refrain from flinging their

folly in their faces.

It developed that Mrs. Brooke, the

quiet English lady, had the honor of per-

sonal acquaintance with the great man.
She was finally prevailed upon to give her

impressions of him.

"Well," she began reluctantly, "he's a
rather striking individual of about forty.

Thoroughly upright—character sans re-

proche—altogether a most estimable per-

son."

"Barring a bad habit," she proceeded,
" of opening his eyes too wide and staring

at you, his manners are very nice indeed.

But the most extraordinary penetration

!

On the few occasions I've talked with him
he's given me the rather dreadful sensa-

tion of appearing before the House of

Commons with nothing on."

Mrs. Tennant frowned. These English-

women ! "And his conversation?" she

inquired.
" Not what you'd call diverting. ' Fill-

ing' expresses it better. Heaven is my
witness, he'll give you a reason for

anything." She laughed reminiscently.

"Once, in a fit of desperation, I told him
your delicious American verse about ' The
Purple Cow,' and asked him if he could

explain why it was funny. I give you my
word that in just three deft strokes he

had served the adorable beast up to me
as prime ribs au jus!"
A Uttle ripple of amusement, and some

one asked the inevitable question.
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"Ah yes—twice ! The first Lady Flood

died last spring. She was a mere girl, too

—Irish, I believe—lovely creature. I

recollect that some one said of her :
' She

stands out among other women as a silver

birch in a grove of maples.' Pretty, isn't

it ? They say he adored her—a very good
husband. But he's the sort of man who
needs a woman about—hence the Lady
Alicia a scant four months afterward. I

dare say she's better suited to him—older

—no end of brains."

I leaned forward. Here was news, in-

deed ! The hot words were out before I

knew it: "In my opinion. Flood is as

contemptible a rascal as ever went un-

hanged !"

For a moment they sat gaping at me,
shocked into silence. I thought rapidly,

realizing that the involuntary outburst

required an explanation which I could not

bring myself to give. Accordingly, I so

obviously changed the subject that a re-

turn to the former one would have been
a rudeness as palpable as my own. When
I decently could, I left them.

The following afternoon brought a note

from Mrs. Brooke. " I have learned," she

wrote, "that your initials are 'R. C. L.'

This fact, combined with what appeared
in the London Times of May i8th last, re-

garding a monogrammed handkerchief,

forms a puzzle too interesting to go un-

solved. Won't you come and tell me the

answer? I am discretion itself."

She, too, had seen and remembered
that pitiful little paragraph in The Times

!

Well—there was only one thing to do.

That evening I gave her as faithful an ac-

count as I could of the extraordinary ex-

perience I underwent the night before I

left England.

Last May (I told her) the unexpected
death of my great-uncle, Richard Car-

hart Lyon, for whom I was named, neces-

sitated my return to America as sole

executor of his very involved estate.

On May nth a cable arrived from the

Departmicnt of State, accepting my resig-

nation as secretary of the London Em-
bassy. I promptly booked passage on the

Aqtiitania, to sail from Southampton on
Wednesday, the 17th.

The previous Saturday found me up the

Thames, a few miles north of Bray, on a

house-boat owned by an EngUshwoman

of my acquaintance. I had taken official

leave of the embassy, and inasmuch as

the party included several of my most
intimate friends, I planned to remain with
them until Wednesday forenoon, reaching

Southampton in time to sail at four.

We dined early Tuesday night. One of

the guests was to take the 9.08 from
Taplow, back to town, and I had volun-

teered to motor him to the station. We
took a small car from the garage on the

river-bank. As luck would have it, a tire

blew out on the way, and the car carried

no spare. It was too late to go back.

As it was, we limped up to the station

only just in time.

It was still light when the train pulled

out—a gorgeous May evening; perhaps, I

told myself, my last in England for many
years. The air lay in the palm of my
hand fluffy and soft as a bunch of warm
feathers. I wanted more of it.

So, leaving the crippled car at a repair-

shop near by with instructions to send it

down early in the morning, I proceeded
to indulge my whim of returning to the

boat on foot across the fields. I figured

that it would take only an hour or so, and
that bridge was certain to keep my friends

awake until my arrival.

Darkness was slow in coming and
everything went well until I reached the

little churchyard of Bray. There, in

great good spirits, I had paused long

enough to sing for the delectation of the

ghosts Gilbert and Sullivan's incompa-

rable refrain "I Am the Vicar of Bray,

Sir!"

Perhaps the celebrated vicar himself

was there, and his long-harassed spirit

itched to avenge the affront. At any rate,

no sooner had I left the cluster of graying

stones fifty yards behind than night be-

gan to close in rapidly and I found myself

in the middle of a meadow, my always

untrustworthy sense of direction gone

from me like a faithless mistress.

I halted, and attempted to orient my-
self. It was no use. I couldn't even have
told in which direction the river lay. A
little uncomfortably, I started on once

more, in the hope of striking a road or a

farmhouse.

Suddenly I stopped again. You know
how it is when, without expecting it, you
run upon a person in semi-darkness.

There, a few feet ahead of me to the
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right, something was crouching. I can

tell you it made my heart thump.
I was considerably relieved as the dim

figure gradually resolved itself into that

of a woman. I approached a few steps

nearer. She took no notice of me. I saw
that she was clad in an evening dress of

misty blue, cut quite low, with a silver

girdle brocaded in a deeper blue, and sil-

ver slippers. She was very slight, and her

shoulders shone white against the screen

of darkness at her back. The rising half-

moon gave her hair the glow of tawny
amber. Her head was bent so that I

could not see her face. Her throat was a

marvel. She appeared to be writing, very

slowly, upon a piece of paper held against

her knees. And as she wrote, two yellow

roses nodded at her waist.

A sudden movement informed me that

she had finished. Opening a diminutive

sandalwood cigarette-case, she enclosed

the paper, and shut it again, with a snap.

"If you'll pardon the intrusion
—

" I

began, and waited for as commonplace a

reply. None came.
" I want to find out the direction of the

river from here," I went on stubbornly.

That at least had the virtue of explicit-

ness. But it evoked no answer. She
merely lifted her head and contemplated
me passively. Her eyes, set off by an
oblique sweep of shadow beneath them,

were the luminous gray of wet slate. They
drooped a little at the corners, with the

delicate brows above. Her nose was small

and fine, carrying just a suggestion of an
arch. Whimsicality lurked in the corners

of her mouth. It was a face to give one
pause.

After a decent interval, I pressed my
question again, as I would a door-bell:

" I want to find
—

" She turned sharply

away.
" Some one," she said, "is always want-

ing to find out something."
" That," I retorted smartly, " is a gener-

alization—and this, a particular case
"

I got no further. Her quick inspiration

of breath stopped me like a slap. Then:
"Please go on your way," she said.

"Don't stop here. You'll find what you
want, right enough."

" But it's a house-boat I'm looking for,"

I protested. " And I haven't the remotest

idea how to get to it." Whereupon I

stuck my stick firmly in the ground, put

my hat upon it at a rakish angle, and sat

facing her, leaning back on my arms in

the cool grass. The gray eyes had fixed

me in a searching scrutiny. I smiled as

ingenuously as I knew how.
"Can you tell me?—I shall wait until

you do."

"Yes," reluctantly, "I can "

"I'm listening ?"

"—But I don't think I shall."

No coquetry in it, mind you. A simple

statement of fact.

"I've got to find it eventually. Why
won't you tell me?"
"I—just don't want to."

"Butie^/?}'?" I insisted.

She turned in a flash: "Oh

—

will you
stop whymg me ! I'm simply not inter-

ested in telling you. Isn't that enough ?
"

"Are you interested in anything?" I

inquired mildly.

"Naturally." The succinct rejoinder

carried a tinge of scorn.

"Mind telling me what?"
^'N-o-o-o

"

"Well ?"
" Would you rather know the road—or

the things I find diverting?"

"Can't I have both?"
"Both's too many for just one night."

"You're—tired, then?"
Her eyelids half closed at the question.

She seemed to sag, if you know what I

mean, to sag horribly. Once more, a

breath drawn quickly in. That was her

fortification.

"A little
—

" Though she smiled as

she said it, the words came wearily, in a

thin, spent voice.

"After all," I reflected aloud, "a road's

quite a usual thing. And you are a sure-

enough whimsie. One runs on roads

wherever he goes. Real whimsies are

scarce as leprecawns. If ever one has the

rare luck to meet one, he's a fool not to

find out the things her fancy follows
"

Sadly she shook her fair young head:

"You wouldn't understand."

"I understand four languages."

"Not mine. Nobody ever did, no-

body ever
"

"Trv me," I urged, " I may be a seer

—

a sibyf
"

She regarded me uncertainly for a

moment, her lower lip caught quizzically

between her teeth. The examination ap-

peared to satisfy her.
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She counted them off rapidly on her

fingers: ''Ships—but not shoes. SeaHng-

wax, of course—heavenly stuff. Kings

—

but not cabbages. Yorick. Alligator-

pears. Italian Primitives. Old tomb-
stones, and little, new, yellow ducks.

Mind you, now—not chickens ! Chick-

ens are less charming. Anatole France.

Altars. Folk-songs—if they're unintel-

ligible. Watteau. The contemplative,

red-brown of old cows' eyes. Judas—

I

think he was an agent of salvation, and
knew it all the time. John Keats. Opals
— though they frighten me. What
Dante's wife thought of him. The foot-

prints dreams leave
—

" She threw her

hands out, helplessly. "Oh," she cried,

"I've more than a thousand things to

interest me!^^

Startling enough, to be sure. But I

thought it delicious.

"And which do you find the most en-

grossing?"

She fell silent, thoughtfully crumpling

one eyebrow. Finally:

"Well — fountain-pens, I suppose —
when they don't catch and spatter. But
they just about alwaj^s do. I've given

them up, I think."
" Mine doesn't

!

" I was eager in its de-

fense. "It's an American make. Try
it

"

I held it out to her, but she regarded it

without fervor.

"It is impossible that it shouldn't,"

she said with a frown. "And anyway,
you're much too glib with your tests.

I've a particular aversion to tests."

Somewhat disgruntled, I returned the

fountain-pen to my pocket.

"Are you—an American make, too?"
she asked suddenly.

"Yes—sailing to-morrow. To-night's

my last in England."
A little exclamation escaped her. Her

eyes began a leisurely survey of the fields

about us. Then she turned them full

upon me, smiling enigmatically.

"How funny !" she murmured.
"Is it?"

"Yes—very funny indeed. But you
don't know why. Do you care much
about 'whys'?"
"Not tuppence."
"No? Has no one ever pointed a fin-

ger at you and kept asking you ' Why do
you do this?

—

why did you do that?'

—

when you've really done nothing at all

—

and probably wouldn't know why if you
had ?"

" Not since my fearfully tender youth."
"Ah—you've been lucky!" She hesi-

tated before going on: "But don't you
even care why—well, ah—why birds fly?

I mean what makes them fly, beside the

flap of their wings?"
"So long as they keep flapping," 1

laughed, "it's quite enough for me !"

She leaned a little forward. I felt—and
it was a strange feeling—that my re-

sponses were being very important to her.

"But what about the—ah—'substra-

tum of unconscious motive'?" She put
the question severely. "—You can't get

away from that, can you?"
"I can get away from anything I don't

know the meaning of."

"You actually insist that the fact that

birds were once dinosaurs, or something,

and that their living in trees millions of

years ago coerced the poor things into

growing wings—means just—nothing at

all to you?"
"They could have been lavender gi-

raffes," I asserted, "with long magenta
tails. They could have lived in old ca-

booses under the sea, for all the difference

it would make to me."
She laughed delightedly: "And if they

had been, I shouldn't keep throwing their

past in their faces!" She snapped the

clasp of the sandalwood case, with con-

viction. A brief silence. Then:
" I'm told that they always make troops

break step when they're crossing a bridge.

Do vou know what would happen if they

didn't?"

"I've heard a silly superstition that

the bridge would go to pieces. But I

don't beheve one ever did."
" Splendid ! Who cares if it would—or

why it would?"
I assured her that I, for one, did not.

"It's miraculous," she whispered, "it's

miraculous that you don't."

With a slender little finger she began

tracing the fine lines in her palm. Her
words were a chant: "Oh, grasshoppers

hop, and field-mouses dig, and fools write

books on isms, whys, and wherefores.

And people live and people die, and the

queer old world keeps turning just the

samee, same, same, same "

"—And turning as it does," I put in
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solemnly, " it cannot escape the fact that

if all the tea-muffins consumed in the

United Kingdom between four and six on
a given afternoon were piled together in

the shape of a pyramid in Trafalgar

Square
"

*'0h!" she exclaimed in pain, "—you
wouldnH!^^

"—They would look ridiculous." I con-

cluded gravely.

Her apprehension was mirth in an in-

stant. She clasped her hands at the nape
of her neck and threw back her head.

Blue starlight flowed over her face, bath-

ing her temples in artless beauty.

''I'd have sworn it was a statistic,"

she said.
"—If you kyiew what statistics

did to me I"

My manners unexpectedly gave way:
"Tell me, Whimsie, w^hat is your name?"
"Ripe olives are sublime," she in-

formed the constellations above her.
"—If they were hung on stars, I'd reach

out after them."
Again my request, this time with more

determination.

"'My name is Norval,' " she crooned.

"'On the Grampian Hills I feed mv
flocks.'

"

"In the Enghsh meadows you'll po-

litely answer my question," I insisted

doggedly.

"Ah yes—your question. Well—it's

^Mary'—simple but adequate—and you
may call me it. I'm a person of no con-

sequence, but very choosey. And my last

name I choose to withhold. Yours I

choose to know—first name, last name,
middle name, all

"

"'Richard Carhart Lyon.'" She re-

peated it several times softly to herself, as

if tasting it. Then:
"'Coeur deLion,'" she cried excitedly.

" Oh—that's very nice indeed ! It sounds
like the clank of a scabbard, and a voice
^ en avant—pour le Roir^'
"And yet you're a singular man, Rich-

ard," she told a blade of grass she had
picked. " One feels like a child with you.

It's—an almost forgotten joy for me.
It's

"

Her voice dwindled to a thin wisp, and
then went out. She was biting her lip, as

if to keep it from trembling. I groped
vainly through old, shut closets in my
heart for a way to tell her that whatever
was hurting so awfully now, couldn't keep

hurting forever. She must have sensed a
tautness somewhere, for when she spoke
again it was in a manner that smacked
of the polite clink of crystal chandeliers

in a drawing-room.

"You're an American, you say. But
how delightful ! I'm not Enghsh, myself,

you know "

"Your feet would have told me that."

My audacity crumbled her flimsy de-

fense. Without a trace of embarrass-
ment, she fell to studying her absurd little

slippers.

"They're Irish feet," she murmured.
"They've danced with the fairies on Bal-

langrah's Hill
"

"And it's putting the fairies to shame
they'd be!" I declared, with a flourish.

Mary rose abruptly and flung one
white arm out. " Will you run across the

fields with me?" she cried. "They're
flat, and smooth—and made to be run
over

"

She held out the sandalwood case, bid-

ding me tie it tightly to her wrist. I of-

fered to find it a place in my pocket.

"No!" She shook her smiling head
rapidly, a child aquiver with excitement.

''Do as I say. It's
—

" The smile

dimmed, and then returned, hesitant, un-
certain, and much, much older. "It's

—

my little joke," she confided. Without
understanding her, I bound it securely to

her wrist with my handkerchief.

We ran. I had her hand caught fast in

mine, and, wdth our chins up and our
throats cool, and the moist smell of the

grass sharp in our nostrils, we flew across

the fields until I thought my heart would
pound out of my body. Ahead, I caught
the gleam of a flat gray stone, picked out

by the moon like a great gem from its

setting. The moment we reached it, I

felt Mary's fingers tighten sharply. She
stopped as suddenly as she had begun,

dipped her hands in the air, palms up-

ward, and levelled her face with the sky.

"Oh—we've nm/" she cried. "We've
run across the fields for just no reason at

all. We've run because we felt like run-

ning—not to leave anything—not to get

anywhere ! " Her hand fell upon my arm,

and her eyes implored me. "Richard

—

lad—can you even so much as guess what
such a thing means to me?"
Even if I had comprehended, I could

not have answered. My breath seemed
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gone entirely. My head dropped dumbly
upon her slight shoulder. Two of her

fingers patted my cheek.

"How funny," she said, "how very
funny that no one can—not even Richard
himself."

When finally I raised m}- head, she

touched the stone lightly with the tip

of her slipper.

"I think," she announced, "that we'll

call this 'Meadow's End.' Let's sit."

She throned herself with her knees

hugged up, resting her chin upon them,

sideways. A patch of moss on the ground
offeredme a comfortable seat. For a while

we were silent. A white jack -rabbit

bounded out of nowhere, cut across our

vision like a bolt of flung white ribbon,

paused a moment looking back at us with

one ear cocked, and then diminished into

the distance, in a sprightly ricochet.

The moon climbed ponderously up its

studded staircase. . . .

Then Mary sang for me. In a flute-like

voice of little strength, but marvellously

sure and sweet, she sang the Psalms of

David to the tune of "Rosie O'Grady."
However she managed it, I do not know.
But I do know that it was very beautiful.

I sang for Mary—in a voice for which
no good can be said—some Southern plan-

tation songs that had charmed me as a

boy. They were primitive, ecstatic things—"priceless," she pronounced them, and
begged for more. As she listened, she bus-

ied herself scratching letters in the soft

stone with a pocket-knife, detached from
my watch-chain at her request.

After the songs, we talked nonsense

—

glorious, disconnected nonsense. Some-
where near by in a field, a cow lowed dole-

fully. We fashioned an ode to her—one

furnishing two lines, for the other to cap
the rhymes:

"Although my cow's not beautiful,

I love her just the same."

—That was my beginning. Mary con-

tinued it

:

"Her ways are very dutiful

—

And plainness is no shame."

It went on:

"Each morn I frisk her of her milk
And stroke her gentle side.

Her fur is warm, and smooth as silk,

Full length, and three yards wide.

She gives me butter, milk, and cream
—You'd scarce expect it of her.

With art like this, it will not seem
Grotesque, that I should love her."

There were other verses I can't remem-
ber now, despite the fact that they tripped

through my mind for days on end. The
final one sticks

:

"She is so meek and diffident,

That, now my song is sung,
To cover her embarrassment
She hides behind her tongue."

We decided that, for ineffable beauty,
" Kubla Khan " alone could compare with
it.

The time had come, the Walrus said, to

speak of many things. We found nothing
more boring than train-schedules (she

pronounced it with a soft " c " ) . We were
agreed that new babies were rather re-

volting, but that nothing was quite so de-

licious as one of, say, seven months. We
could not, try as we might, find anything
about a vacuum repugnant enough to

make Nature abhor it so. We marvelled

at the strange Power that gives all post-

men kind, sympathetic faces. We adored
together the canny rook crouched in the

base of Peter Pan's statue in Kensington
Gardens. We concluded that the two
greatest books ever written were "Alice

in Wonderland" and the Book of Rev-
elations; that the two greatest people

who ever had lived, were ourselves. We
scoffed alike at Darwin and Lamarck, at

Newton and Einstein. "Though," said

Mary, with a very conscious smile, "7

prefer Newton and his rosy, red apple—

I

can get my teeth into that!" crying im-

mediately afterward: "Off with her

head!"
We had come to the end of our discus-

sion as to whether or not Mahomet's fol-

lowers are correct in their belief that the

prophet's coffin still hangs suspended in

mid-air (we decided that they are, though

to save our lives we couldn't have told

why—and were glad we couldn't), when
I saw the inscription she was cutting in

the stone. I read as far as she had got

with it:
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Born May i6th—that very night ! I

waited in silence, to see the date, or the.

dash, that must follow the '' Obiit." But

:

"It is not finished," she said quietly.

*'I shall finish it later." Her words fell

upon my ears with a curiously sad import.

Very carefully she laid the knife upon the

stone, opposite the ghostly word. Then
she rose, and extended one hand to me.
"Come," she commanded, "—dance

with me, Richard—while my eyes are

still dry."

We danced. Not a sound left our lips,

but the tune in our heads was still " Sweet
Rosie O'Grady," over and over and over.

Now and again she swirled off from me,
dancing alone—her lithe young body
bending and swaying like a wind-ripple

over a spear of iris. Then she would re-

turn, holding fast to my hands, the tempo
mounting higher and higher. At last

—

with a sudden little cry—she stopped and
pointed out a light a short distance to our

left.

"That's at the foot of your road," she

said. "That's on a house-boat down
there."

Her head sank for an instant upon my
breast. " Good-by to you now, Richard
Lyon," she said, "—and thanks—oh,

thanks to you—thanks
"

Slowly she looked up at me. Her face

was a white blur, desolate, stricken.

"Have you—a wife?" she demanded
lowly.

I told her that I had not.
"—No one—who would care—at all?"

I shook my head dumbly.
"Then kiss me," she said simply.

"Kiss me as you would a forlorn little

girl who's going a long way away."
Her frail body strained to me. I felt

the kept-back sobs rise and fall against

her shoulders—felt her chin trembling

—

felt the wet of her silent tears against my
cheek—and kissed her as she bade me.
When she could, she smiled again.

"Ah, lad," she said brightly, "it's very
certain I can't go back now !"

I didn't comprehend at first. The
words huddled together curiously. I took
them as meaning that she would not leave

me. A flood of entreaties came beating

for voice. I saw my life an empty thing,

without this w^himsical, lonely girl along

with me somehow, in any wise she chose

to come. But before the thoughts could

shape, she w^as speaking softly and rapid-

ly, as if she had divined them.
"No, Richard, no," she said. "If only

things weren't as they are, one might live

one's dream—instead of just dreaming it.

It's—a little late, now."
A remonstrance sprang to my lips.

"No," she repeated. "For if I did, I

might sometime have to put a date on
'Meadow's End' instead of the brave
word I can cut there now. That w^ould

be—too awful."

She tried her best to smile, but there

was an infinite sadness in her words of

parting: "Magnificent—we two. Mag-
nificent—this night. But for Richard and
Mary—it's—hail and farewell."

She brought my hand to her heart, bent
and kissed it ever so lightly, rested her

cheek upon it for the space of one breath
—and was gone.

After a long while I became conscious

of my feet moving and the light drawing
closer. Then it seemed no time at all be-

fore my friends on board were plying me
with apprehensive questions and begging
to know what on earth had happened to

make me look so white. I laughed their

fears to rout, and immediately turned in.

Singularly enough, I slept like a child.

In the morning, before it was time to

leave for my train, I searched out " Mead-
ow's End" once more. The inscription

had been completed—the final word was
there. It read:

03ilT — K/UNQUAM

The "Nuxqu.am" was cut deathlessly

deep, and my knife, with blades nicely

folded away, lay on the stone beside it.

It was good to know that Mary believed

her dream born to immortality. It put to

rest a sickening fear that had grown up
during the night. I sailed at four that

afternoon.

After a week in Baltimore, early June
found me again in New York. It was in

the library of the University Club there

that I ran upon that brief and awful

paragraph in the London Times of May
i8th.

For a time it numbed my credulity.

I assured myself that things like that sim-
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ply didn't happen—leastwise, to me.

Then the crass, inevitable truth of it sud-

denly struck out with all its stinging,

black and white force. I give you my
word, it nearly knocked the heart out of

me.
How insanely stupid I had been ! But

Flood—surely Flood, with his uncanny
penetration, must have seen it coming.

Logic and reason—reason and logic

!

Heaven knows he'd had sufficient data

in this case—he who insisted that he

could point a reason for everything—and
in advance, at that ! Seeing its approach,

had he made no attempt to avert the dis-

aster ? Was it even possible that he had
coldly set out to be rid of her—construct-

ing the causes himself, to assure the effect

he wanted ? Or was he, after all, a charla-

tan who couldn't really tell where things

were going?

Well, of one fact I was convinced

:

whether his claims to scientific prophecy

were truth or trash, the responsibility for

Mary's death was his, and his alone. The
message she left is an earnest of that.

When I showed Mrs. Brooke the clip-

ping again, she agreed with me. I think

that you will, too. Here it is;

The body of the Lady Mary, wife of

Sir Horace Flood, Bart., F.R.S., was
taken from the Thames at a point about
one mile south of the Bray Locks yester-

day forenoon. The deceased disap-

peared, at about nine o'clock in the

evening on the night of May i6th, from
her home, Plandom Hard, where she
and her husband have lived since their

marriage four years ago. Lady Flood
was but 24 years of age, and suppos-
edly in excellent health. Sir Horace
states that they were performing some
psychological experiments together in

his study, when she suddenly left the

room, and did not return. He is insis-

tent that the death was the result of an
accident. Evidence to the contrary,

however, was discovered in a small,

silver-bound, sandalwood cigarette-case,

fastened to her wrist by a large hand-
kerchief bearing the initials "R. C. L."
The case contained a piece of paper
upon which was inscribed in indelible

pencil, in what is acknowledged to be
the authentic handwriting of the de-

ceased, a single sentence: ''There is

no reason for this." The coroner has
accordingly returned a verdict of sui-

cide, with cause unknown.

Lanier in the Valley
BY ELIA W. PEATTIE

[Sidney Lanier died at Lynn in the Valley of the Pacolet, N. C]

Because Lanier looked down the purple valley,

Its beauty wears for me a deeper glow;

From the sweet gloom of shadowy recesses

Some essence of his spirit seems to flow.

Sleeping, he dreamed of his beloved marshes,

Fancied he heard the ocean's organ tones,

Then waked to hear the whispering mimosas,
The laughing Pacolet among its stones.

The flute he loved to play lay idle by him,

But for his comforting the hermit thrush

Flung once his liquid song upon the silence

And left to stars and night the perfumed hush.

Night slipped to dawn, and pain merged into beauty,

Bright grew the road his weary feet had trod.

He gave his salutation to the morning,

And found himself before the face of God.

Vol. LXXH.—40
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1HAVE often been asked this question:

What is the most exciting novel you
have ever read? The answer is not

difficult. I have been thrilled by "The
Three Musketeers," ''Treasure Island,"

"The Adventures of Captain Horn"; but

the most exciting novel I have ever read

is "The Wings of the Morning," by Louis

Tracy. It opens with a shipwreck, and
from the first word in the first chapter to

the last word on the book's last page, it

never lags or sags. I will guarantee this

story to all convalescents; and as an an-

aesthetic for railway travel, it is effective.

T}^ographical errors are becoming
alarmingly common in contemporary
EngHsh and American books; where are

the proof-readers? Nearly every new
book I pick up, no matter how exalted the

name at the foot of the title-page, bristles

with blunders. Sometimes these are un-

conscious but distinct contributions to

humor. I suppose the last place one

would look for a joke would be in the

works of Herbert Spencer; yet in his Auto-
biography there is an account of one of the

happiest errors imaginable. Inasmuch as

the Autobiography fell flat, and is little

read, I venture to repeat this. Spencer

said there was a devout woman who wrote

the following sentence: Pour Men com-

prendre Vamour, il faut sortir de sot. To
her horror, the sentence appeared in the

book. Four hien comprendre ramotir, il

faut sortir le soir. She must have dic-

tated; it is difficult for any one not of the

Middle West, to give the full and correct

value to the French R. Mr. WilHam Hen-
ry Bishop, the American novelist, who is

an excellent French scholar, told me that

once in a restaurant in Belgium, he or-

dered a lobster. When the waiter brought

it, it was so small that Mr. Bishop re-

garded it contemptuously and said, as he

supposed, Oest pour rire! To his amaze-
ment, the waiter instantly smelt of it, and
said, Vous avez raison, Monsieur; c^est

pourri. He carried it away with imper-
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turbable gravity, and brought him an-

other.

Apart from typographical errors, mod-
ern books contain many misspellings.

The word most often misspelled by the

best authors and publishers, is ecstasy;

and the name that suffers most often is

Shakespeare's Jaques. There is no au-

thority for writing ecstacy ; and to write

Jacques is not only to give the wrong
name, but to attack Shakespeare's rhythm.
Yet in a work by that arch-corrector of

other men, the late J. Churton Colhns, I

found Jacques ; and in his book on Ham-
let, published in 1922 by Professor Clut-

ton-Brock of Oxford, I note the same
ghastly blunder. There are two quite

different men in "As You Like It " named
Jaques, but there is no Jacques.

Professor Clutton-Brock's little book
stirred up much dust in England, and
while it is full of thought-provoking state-

ments, and therefore valuable, it gets us

really no nearer to the Prince of Denmark.
You cannot capture the secret of his per-

sonality by psycho-analysis any more
than you can expose a man's soul by an
autopsy. Outside of the Bible, Hamlet is

the most interesting character in the

world; you can arouse more heated con-

troversy about him than by discussing

Woodrow Wilson or Theodore Roosevelt.

Why should every one try to make him
consistent, or to fit him to a formula?
His essential humanity is shown in the

fact that he was not consistent, not a per-

sonified type or abstraction. He is a col-

lege undergraduate of splendid mind, no-

ble character, and irresistible charm; his

self-reproaches are natural enough, for it

is always good young men, like Milton,

Emerson, and Jonathan Edwards, who
are dissatisfied with their conduct and
achievement; the selfish and lazy, al-

though they w^aste much time, never

waste it in remorse; they rather fancy

themselves. As if to forestall adverse

criticism, Shakespeare placed alongside
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Hamlet another young man, Laertes,

conventional and shallow; when his father

is killed, he does exactly what many have
insisted Hamlet ought to have done, and
with disastrous results. No living char-

acter will ever act logically; he will act

only chronologically. And when he is as

interesting as Hamlet, it is fascinating to

see what he will do next. All we know is

that it will be something unpredictable.

There is one passage which no com-
mentator and no actor has ever inter-

preted to my satisfaction. In the midst

of his soliloquy on the possibilities of fu-

ture existence—sleep or dreams—Ham-
let sees Opheha approaching, and he says,

first to himself, and then to her:

'' Soft you now

!

The fair Ophelia ! Nymph, in thy orisons

Be all my sins remember'd."

Nearly all seem to think this should be

spoken lightly, as a half-mocking formal

compliment, with a touch of banter; for

many men change the conversation from
serious matters to nonsense when a wo-
man enters the room, as though intellec-

tual subjects were as much beyond her

range as if she were the house-cat. Pretty

creature ! But consider a moment: what
has Hamlet been thinking about? He
has been obsessed by the dreadful thought

of suicide, a thought a million times com-
moner than the act, but nevertheless

dangerous. He knows his soul is in peril.

Remember what Burton said in the "Anat-
omy of Melancholy," on this insidious

idea. " Who knows how he may be tempt-
ed ? It is his case, it may be thine: . . .

God be merciful unto us all." In the

midst of this horror of great darkness,

Ophelia appears, and Hamlet says with
an intensity of feeling strange to her ig-

norance of his peril:

''in thy orisons

Be all my sins remember'd."

*'0h, OpheUa, pray for me." Every
young man needs the prayers of a good
girl. There are times when he needs them
desperately.

Hamlet is not treating Ophelia either

with smiling or with tender condescen-
sion; he is in a mental attitude of suppli-

cation.

It should be remembered that even

Horatio, the man of iron composure and
self-control, tried to commit suicide.

It is pleasant to observe that the new
Vailima Stevenson, with family prefaces,

the most complete that has ever appeared,
surpassing in this and in some other re-

spects the much-sought-after Edinburgh
edition, was entirely sold by subscription

before a single volume was printed, so

that the set has already mounted to fancy
prices. I say it is pleasant to observe
this, not only because the Vailima edition

is so beautiful as to be worthy of the beau-
tiful art of the author, but because such
an immediate response is sufficient answer
to the present detractors of Stevenson, of

whom there are enough to draw attention,

not to Stevenson, but to themselves,
which perhaps is their main purpose. To
say that Stevenson was not a great writer

is like saying that the sun is not shining,

when it is. They who listen do not think
of the sun; they regard with curiosity

those who deny its light.

The same publishers whose monument
to Stevenson is so admired are building

another to John Galsworthy,who perhaps,

among English novelists in activity, is

most deserving of the memorial. Inas-

much as the Stevenson is a genuine limit-

ed edition, printed from type and the

type distributed, which is the only satis-

factory method, so in the case of an
author yet alive, there should be some
guarantee that his future works will be
included. This undertaking has, I believe,

been promised to those who buy the Gals-

worthy set.

I hope that the handsome New York
edition of the works of Henry James will -

be completed. He is prevented by una-

voidable absence from writing new pref-

aces, which added so much to the vol-

umes he supervised; the same reason

makes it impossible for him to revise the

other books, and for this fact I am grate-

ful. His alterations are not improve-

ments. Simply compare the paragraph

containing the death of Daisy Miller as he
originally published it with the later ver-

sion. As there is in England at this mo-
ment a complete set of his works in proc-

ess of publication, there should be one

also in the land of his birth, where by his

own request, his ashes rest. There could

not be a better way to accomplish this
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than by continuing the New York edi- and expensive audience quizzically, be-

tion. gins his remarks by stating that he has
I wonder how many agree with me that nothing to say, and then proves it to the

''The American" is Henry James's best satisfaction of all. But why take offense?

novel, and that "The Turn of the Screw" Attendance is voluntary. Some say acid-

is the best ghost story ever written? ly, that if we sent our authors over there,

Probably not many; which does not shake they would not receive either money or

my faith, though I wish there were more, hospitality. Perhaps not; yet Mark
Mr. Thomas Sergeant Perry, one of the Tw^ain found it easy to obtain both. Just

real scholars in America, writes to me, now, we have no Mark Twain; and while

'' WTiile everything else is going to smash, reading Franklin the other day, I hit up-
w^hat tennis prevails

!

" Is not this the on the possible reason why Americans
true reason why so many of the intelli- entertain foreigners so lavishly. In a note

gentsia, on opening the morning paper, appended to his "Remarks concerning
turn first of all to the sporting page? I the Savages of North America," Frank-
remember once, during the war, while lin said, "It is remarkable that in all

travelling on a train, a newsboy brought Ages and Countries Hospitality has been
in the papers, w^hich were eagerly bought, allow'd as the Virtue of those whom the

Sitting near me was a clergyman in cleri- civiliz'd were pleased to call Barbarians,

cal dress, who opened his paper feverish- The Greeks celebrated the Scythians for

ly, and turned instantly to the sporting it. The Saracens possess'd it eminently,

page, without looking to see what had and it is to this day the reigning Virtue of

happened in France. Perhaps this habit, the wild Arabs. St. Paul, too, in the Re-
which is more common than some may lation of his Voyage and Shipwreck on
think, needs no apology. The front page the Island of Melita says the Barbarous
is covered with failures—failures of capi- People shewed us no little kindness; for

talists and laborers to avert disastrous they kindled a fire, and received us every

strikes, failures of statesmen to bring one."

peace to the world, failures in Ireland, WTiy do old people eat so much ? Many
failures of stock-brokers, failures of thea- families have some aged and worn-out
tre-managers, failures of husbands and member, who has to be supported, and
wives in the art of living together. All of who seems to the supporters both a par-

these groups of people should be experts, ticular and a prodigious consumer of food,

and their pathetic failures are daily and Old Isaac was swindled by that unscrupu-

depressingly recorded. How different is lous mother-and-son combination, Re-
the sporting page, where we read of the bekah and Jacob—swindled through his

glorious triumphs of Ty Cobb, Sarazen, lust for meat. The reason why the aged
Sweetser, Tilden, and Johnston ! The and the idle eat so much is simple enough,

sporting page is the Daily Hope. It ad- It is because meals are the chief events in

vertises success rather than failure. the day. To an active man or woman
My friend Perry also makes a mot which good food is agreeable, but the eater is

should not be lost. Seeing a Harvard not primarily interested in it; he has been
undergraduate with a huge H on his busy up to meal-time, and is thinking of

sweater, he remarked, " Yes, I see now what he has to do the moment the repast

what is meant by the way universities is over. Sometimes indeed, no matter
nourish the love of letters." how excellent the luncheon, it is an inter-

Many good Americans seem to be ruption in an absorbing occupation, which
troubled about the vast number of Eng- is why most Americans could not endure

lish authors who come hither to lecture, afternoon tea. Do you think I would
are eagerly and copiously entertained, and stop my work or my golf for that? But
then return to their native land with much to venerable and idle persons, who have
money, for which in some cases they have nothing to do except look forward to the

given nothing except their digestion. The next meal, this is a sacred rite, not to be

thing certainly has its amusing side, espe- taken carelessly or hastily. Observe how
cially when the "lecturer" knows nothing particular every one (except the seasick)

of the art of speaking, looks at a crowded is about food on an ocean liner, or while
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travelling anywhere. Some unsympa-
thetic critics say that these who complain
about their meals on shipboard probably
have not very good ones at home. Of
course; that is precisely why they com-
plain when meals are all-important. It is

not so surprising that tourists often re-

member a certain place in Europe be-

cause there they had a marvellous dinner.

This is quite natural, otherwise it would
not be such a common experience. And
there is point to what Oscar Wilde said:
" I hate people who are not serious about
their meals."

A French gentleman, of whom I had
never heard, recently went to London to

see the English plays, and was so dis-

gusted with them that he relieved his

mind in Figaro. He saw Barrie's ^'Dear

Brutus," and declared, "It is a charming
play for a child of six to write." I remem-
ber reading somewhere how the attention

of a group of squabbling men was called

to a little child, with the remark that un-

less they could become as little children,

they could not enter into the kingdom of

heaven. Does not the inability of this

Parisian to understand Barrie uncon-

sciously help to explain the present con-

dition of French drama?
In the last act of '' What Every Woman

Knows," when Maggie is trying to force

John into imprisonment with Sybil, John
says, "You needn't be in such a hurry.

There are three days to run yet." Barrie

adds in parenthesis, "The French are so

different from us that we shall probably
never be able to understand why the

Comtesse laughed aloud here." I am
afraid he understands them better than

vice versa.

At the age of eighty-two, Thomas
Hardy has published a new volume of

poems, called "Late Lyrics and Earlier."

It is fine to see such resplendent vitality,

in one who, as Carlyle said of Goethe at

the same age, is "beaming in mildest mel-

low splendor, beaming, if also trembling,

like a great sun on the verge of the hori-

zon, near now to its long farewell." These
lyrics show no diminution of beauty, for

most of his poems are of the afternoon.

And his gospel of despair reveals the same
ingenuity of torment, as in "After the

War," where the lovers parted in 1914,

with a premonition on her part that this

would be the last embrace. So it was;

only he returned alive, to find her dead.

The introductory prose Apology is, how-
ever, rather curious. He says, "And
what is to-day, in allusions to the present

author's pages, alleged to be 'pessimism'

is, in truth, only such 'questionings' in

the exploration of reality, and is the first

step towards the soul's betterment, and
the body's also." I find this preface

doubly strange; first, that Mr. Hardy
should feel persecuted, when his is the

most universally honored name by old

and young, and by all schools of thought,

in the Anglo-Saxon world. He has

reached an apotheosis, and so far as his

literary art is concerned, he deserves it.

What more could a man possibly ask of

his contemporaries than Thomas Hardy
has received ? What more could even an
optimist ask of life than eighty-two years

of sound bodily and mental vigor, with
the free exercise of his creative genius,

amid the encouragement of the whole
age?

In the second place, I cannot see why
he should resent being called a pessimist.

That is no term of reproach; it is a de-

scription of a respectable intellectual at-

titude. I think none the worse of a man
because he is a sincere, honest, and con-

vinced pessimist, and Mr. Hardy is just

that. It never offends me to be called a

Christian nor even a Puritan; and it is

certainly more fashionable to be a Pessi-

mist than a Puritan.

It is interesting to see Mr. Hardy dis-

missing the Catholic Church because it

remains stanch in its faith; it has lost

its chance for the future, he thinks. This

statement will make good Catholics smile.

Members of all branches of the Christian

Church will not commit the folly of fol-

lowing the advice of those who never un-

der any circumstances would join it. Yet
to-day, as in past time. Christian people

are daily in receipt of advice from ene-

mies of their faith, which they may be

pardoned for treating, even when it is

well meant, with the consideration it de-

serves.

The fact is that Thomas Hardy, like so

many others, cannot delete the Christian

religion from his mind. And one reason

is, that in charity, gentleness, good-will,

and kindness to both men and animals, he
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is in his heart filled w^ith what the apostle

of Christianity called the greatest thing

in the world. The last poem in this vol-

ume, ''Surview," bearing the motto,

Cogitavi vias meas, represents the old poet

looking into the fire, and hearing there-

from his own voice talking to him, and
telling him that he had not taught that

which he had set about, that the greatest

of tilings is Charity. Well, if he has not

taught it, he has done something better;

he has expressed it in his daily life.

The year 1922 has not been so good a

year for novels as 1920 and 1921. Al-

though the first haK of the book is the

author's best, as a whole ''This Freedom"
is inferior to "If Winter Comes": Booth
Tarkington must know as well as anybody
that " Gentle Julia" is not to be compared
with "Alice Adams"; Edith Wharton's
''The GHmpses of the Moon," looks al-

most cheap when placed by "The Age of

Innocence"; Mrs. Burnett's "Robin" is a

disappointing sequel to "The Head of the

House of Coombe"; Wells's "The Secret

Places of the Heart" is negUgible; Mar-
shall's "Big Peter" will not please the lov-

ers of the Clinton family.

The best American novel of the year is

"Adrienne Toner," by Anne Douglas
Sedgwick.

I am glad to see that at last England is

waking up to the fact that they have an
important novehst in Archibald Marshall,

whose works have been widely appre-

ciated in America for the last seven years.

In the August Mercury, there is an inter-

esting essay on his stories, wdth an in-

quiry as to the reason for America's more
cordial recognition of them. A full-page

portrait in the same number will interest

those who met Mr. Marshall in America
in 1921.

Why is it that when Italy is flooded

with Americans, so few of them go to

Fano? Robert and Elizabeth Browning
visited the little walled town in 1848, and
finding in the church of S. Agostino a por-

trait of "The Guardian Angel," by Guer-
cino, Browning wrote a poem which made
this picture one of the most famous in the

world. Yet no one ever goes there. In

191 2, when I stood in front of the original,

I found a resident Hungarian priest who
had never seen an American before. Nor

did he know that Guercino's masterpiece
had been translated into English song. I

wrote a half-page biography of Browning
for his instruction in such Italian that if

Dante could see it, I should find myself

moving in a very exclusive circle. In the

year 191 2 I had never met any person who
had been in Fano; not even Sir Rennell
Rodd, the British Ambassador, a critic of

Browning and an original poet, had then
seen Fano. People who knew everything
else in Italy had never entered the gates

of Fano. I therefore organized "The
Fano Club." There are no initiation fees

and no dues ; the sole conditions for active

and eternal membership are that the can-

didate shall go to Fano, write on a pic-

ture post-card, and send it to me bearing

the Fano post-mark. The first to join was
the distinguished American botanist, A.
W. Evans; in the summer of 1922 my
brilHant colleague C. B. Tinker and the

Rev. Father ^IcCune qualified; also Em-
ily Whitney, daughter of America's fore-

most philologist. At present there are

perhaps ten members. Who will be the

eleventh ?

No town in Italy is easier to visit,

whether you take the train down the east

coast from Venice, or across country from
FoUgno to Ancona, which latter town is

highly interesting. There Browning not
only wrote "The Guardian Angel," but
also "A Grammarian's Funeral," as I

learned by the source known in the Dic-

tionary of National Biography as "pri-

vate information."

In addition to founding the Fano Club,

I have estabUshed what I call the Ignoble

Prize; for which any one is at liberty to

suggest the names of candidates. In
order to be eligible for the Ignoble Prize,

the thing—whether book or musical com-
position or building or painting—must
have a high reputation, be commonly re-

garded as a masterpiece, and yet to the

indi\'idual who submits it be lacking both
in interest and appeal. Not for a moment
would the works of a popular author with

no true fame be accepted; the prime con-

dition is that the object suggested must
be both famous and respectable, so that

the person suggesting it is in danger of

damnation, which gives the game a par-

ticular httle thrill of its own. Having
more audacity than fear, I suggest the
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Plain Tower of Chartres Cathedral, want no cure that is worse than the dis-

Raphael's "Transfiguration," Meyer- ease.

beer's "Huguenots," Thackeray's "New- Yet it should be remembered that if

comes," and Dickens's "Little Dorrit" the censorship should be established,

and "Tale of Two Cities." I admit that and we pass under arbitrary and irre-

such a list is enough to take one's breath sponsible tyranny, it will not be the fault

away; but for some reason, not one of of the prudes and the reformers and the

these masterpieces has ever impressed me bigots. It will be the fault of those who
as the critics say it should. Does any one destroy freedom by their selfish excesses,

else dare speak his mind ? The interior of I should like to state in four words what I

Chartres is to me the most subHme in- helieye to he a. m,tuY2i[\2iw: Excess leads to

terior in the world. But I have looked at Prohibition. It is not the fault of the Bol-

that plain tower from every angle, tr>ang she\iks that Russia at present is such a
conscientiously to see why the critics fall hell ; it is the excess of Tsarism lasting two
down and worship it. To me it is just a hundred years and becoming intolerable,

church steeple, matched a hundred times Had even the late Tsar ruled wisely and
in Ohio or Indiana. moderately, he might have died in his bed.

Are we going to have a censorship of The French Revolution was not the work
printed books? Is it necessary to regu- of madmen ; it was caused chiefly by Louis

late all our mental food as it has been XIV, Louis XV, and their counsellors,

found necessary to super\dse physical In turn, the excesses of the revolutionists

food ? Even the most ardent advocates of led to their abolition, as will probably be
license in writing would not, I suppose, the case in Russia. Napoleon was not

disapprove of the Pure Food Law—in beaten by Wellington ; no one but himself

other words, no one has a right to manu- could ever have beaten Napoleon, and
facture and sell any food he pleases. For he did the job thoroughly. England and
it is unfortunately true that there are France are not the cause of Germany's
plenty of men who would sell poison if downfall; she fell through the excess of

they could make a legal profit by doing her own pride and ambition. What is

so. Their zeal has to be regulated. And true of big matters is also true of little

although authors and publishers are as a things. A man who smokes all the time

rule respectable persons, there are plenty eventually discovers that he cannot

of both who would be wilHng to sell cor- smoke at all. "The doctor told me I

ruption to adolescents if they were not had to cut it out." Life is a dangerous

prevented by law. Is the soul less im- game to play, and moderation is a rare

portant than the body, or is freedom to virtue.

injure the mind more precious than free- The absolute prohibition of beer and
dom to injure the health ? The question wine in America, which is theoretically an
is not so simple as all that. I do not agree absurdity, came to pass not through the

with those who say immoral books hurt cranks and the teetotallers, but because

no one; I think they hurt every one who so many people drank like professionals

reads them, provided the reader is a nor- instead of like amateurs. So if a Dark
mal human being with any imagination. Age of literary intolerance should come
The difiiculty is to find the right censor, upon us, do not blame the bigots and the

probably an impossible task. And until narrow-minded; put the blame where it

he can be found, the criminal law which should justly fall, on those who wrote so

we already have is perhaps the best meth- abominably that in order to silence them
od to deal with unsuitable pubHcations. the army of wise and high-minded authors

Liberty is the very soul of art ; and we had to wear fetters.
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'HE past is disappearing so quickly

that soon there \Yon't be a patch of it

left anywhere big enough to show the

pattern. It is generally agreed nowadays
that no past ever disappeared so speedily as

our own past. Everything goes right on
getting newer and newer every

XitcheSte^'''
'° day, so that soon the only bits

of yesterday that we shall be able

to unearth will be found in the junk-

holes of our own memories. Though we
haven't time to enter them often, most of us

have magic garrets where we go sometimes

just to get our breath. And there are rooms

in these garrets that have been lopped off

modern houses, and people moving about in

these rooms who would be cramped for space

in the houses of to-day. One such room is a

kitchen, and one such person is Aunt Cora.

I am ten years old again, and I am munch-
ing a cooky in Aunt Cora's kitchen. She

was nobody's aunt in particular, but she was
everybody's aunt in general, and had oc-

cupied that official position in the village for

forty years. She had never had any chil-

dren except other people's, and she always

had cookies in a great stone jar with a noisy

stone lid. It was the biggest, spiciest, clean-

est kitchen I ever saw. Of course, it was a

New England kitchen, for in those days

there was a New England. There was al-

ways something simmering pleasantly on
the big wood-range, ebony black and ebony
bright. There were aromatic bunches of

herbs hanging from the rafters, and flitches

of bacon, too. There was a gay rag carpet

on the floor, and gay geraniums at the win-

dows, which missed nothing that happened
on the street. There were high wooden
rockers, cushioned in black and red chintz.

The chief article of furniture was a large

square table, serving varied purposes. The
table always stood set for meals, but with-

out cloth or doilies. At a guest's place was
spread a napkin, at Aunt Cora's a piece of

oilcloth, and directly across a newspaper for

Uncle James. But the dishes and food were a

mere incident on that table, which was neat-

ly piled with books and magazines, for Aunt
Cora read largely and wisely, and kept up
with the big world—of course, it wasn't so
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big as it is now. Aunt Cora wrote, too, not

for publication,—that would have seemed,

for her, an undignified performance. She
wrote letters to a wide acquaintance, who
had all, at some time, found peace in visits

to her and to her kitchen.

In that kitchen there had never been a

servant, there had always been a mistress, a

thin slight woman with screwed-back hair,

and neat colorless dress. Her face was col-

orless, too, but keen. She always wore a

small gray shawl and in winter—and it was
always winter up there—stocking legs fash-

ioned into mitts on her arms. She never

changed the fashion of her dress or hair.

She had bead-like black eyes as bright as

flames that wink among the coals, eyes that

saw into everything and into everybody.

She had a tongue as quick and wise and kind

as her eyes. She lived in that kitchen; the

other rooms of her large house were mere
offshoots. She was a spacious woman. They
don't make such now. Perhaps such can-

not be produced anywhere but in a conse-

crated kitchen, and they do not make
kitchens now; they make kitchenettes.

As the two words stand there before me,
kitchen and kitchenette, they seem, in

themselves, to sum up all the differences

between past and present. The word
kitchen belongs to an age of leisure and
permanence; the word kitchenette to an
age of hurry and movement. A kitchen

is a place where you have all the time you
want to cook as much as you want. A
kitchenette is a place where you cook the

least possible food in the least possible time.

The kitchen originated with the first settler's

cabin, which was only one room, and that

room a kitchen, comfortably including in its

area bedrooms and library and nursery and
reception-hall. The kitchenette, on the

other hand, derives straight from the Pull-

man car. The tiny glittering cubby-hole,

just large enough to encase a chef, was the

origin of the kitchenette, which by the way
grows steadily smaller, so that as the mod-
ern home tends always to be more modern,

the modernest home of all will have a

kitchenette stuck into the wall like an elec-

tric switch-board. Kitchenettes will soon
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be small enough to be boxed and put into

one's pocket, or at least into the pocket of

one's automobile. If only our stomachs

could be contracted to match the size of our

kitchenettes, but our appetites remain as

obstinately capacious as when I munched
cookies in Aunt Cora's capacious kitchen.

You see, the kitchenette is one of our

many modern evasions of plain human facts

that the preceding generations accepted.

The kitchenette denies the truth that all

people enjoy eating, and that many women
enjoy cooking, if only convention will per-

mit them to obey that impulse. The whole

theory of the kitchenette is that no woman
likes to cook, and therefore wishes to spend

as little time as possible in a room designed

to cook in. And this matter of saving time

and spending time bumps one right into an

important distinction between yesterday

and to-day, between kitchen and kitchen-

ette. Every week some new invention for

saving time is put on the market. The rea-

son we have so little time is that we are so

miserly about saving it that there is no

longer any time in active circulation. Now
the past age of kitchens like Aunt Cora's,

and of women like Aunt Cora, descendants

both from pioneer New England, was con-

cerned not with saving time but with spend-

ing it. People felt that time was an ex-

haustless supply, and so they had every kind

of invention for spending it. In those lux-

urious first-settler days they had leisure to

squander on all sorts of self-indulgence like

the self-indulgence of raising their own veg-

etables and their own babies, the self-in-

dulgence of cooking their own food, above

all, the self-indulgence of staying at home
in their own cheery kitchens.

The inventors of the kitchenette argue

that it affords opportunity for other things

than housekeeping. I regard that argument

carefully while at the same time I slip back

into my ten-year-old self and also regard

carefully Aunt Cora and her kitchen. Those
other things, for which a kitchenette leaves

a woman free, did not Aunt Cora have them ?

Reading ? I know no one now who reads as

widely as did Aunt Cora. Hospitality ? I

know no one now who has as many friends

as did Aunt Cora. She entertained them al-

ways in the kitchen; she had a personality

so compelling that friends of every social

degree would have thronged to her even if

she had entertained them in the ash-pan.

Recreation? Well, Aunt Cora was too

placidly busy to think much about recrea-

tion. She had, of course, the refreshment of

a change of work, for her kitchen was not

continuously kitchen, it was sometimes a

weaving room, sometimes, at hog-killing

time, a butcher's shop, sometimes a laun-

dry, sometimes a dressmaking establish-

ment. Aunt Cora put more zest into these

pursuits than most of us to-day put into

recreation. Travel? No, Aunt Cora was
tied too closely to her kitchen to travel.

Yet, for her unspoiled imagination, the let-

ters from far-travelled friends set Egypt and
Cathay down in her kitchen. She voyaged
farther than many a thick-brained globe-

trotter.

The kitchenette has come and come to

stay. Only in memory does Aunt Cora's

kitchen exist, a room of spell and charm and
personality. I wonder whether that roomy,
spicy kitchen made Aunt Cora what she

was, or whether Aunt Cora made the kitchen

what it was. But I know that the word
kitchenette evokes in my mind no aroma,

no picture, no personality.

1LIVE on a street inhabited by opera-

singers and musicians. At this moment
I can hear one soprano singing "Car-

men," another the aria from "Madame But-
terfly." The people below me, evidently a

variety-theatre troupe, are indulging in a
mixed chorus of "Hearts and
Flowers," with restful piano inter- Half-Heard
ludes of barn-dances dating back
some eight or nine years. From down the

street a way some passages of a familiar

Chopin nocturne come in with peculiar

strength and the insistence of sincere emo-
tion. And the ensemble of all these sounds

is entrancing. I have but one fault to find:

the effect would be improved if I did not

know the names and characters of the vari-

ous ingredients making up this musical

deliciousness. Now and then I am lured off

into the atmosphere of one song or another,

and made temporarily forgetful of the rest,

only to be jerked back into reality when
some loud and tremulous lady cuts clear

across the notes I am trying to hear with

another series whose strong intent I can

neither doubt nor avoid.

Yet I know that with proper practice I

can train myself to hear what I hear and
nothing more—to refrain from supplying a
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well-known song with missing notes lost out

in reaching my fourth floor front. The only

mental additions I intend to allow are those

few amalgamating elements of harmony
that can turn the combined forces of ''Car-

men," ''Butterfly," and "Turkey in the

Straw" into a complex and masterful con-

certo, no part or theme of which intrudes

with familiarity upon any other part.

Perhaps you think I am describing a par-

ticular sort of Bedlam, and have grown a

little mad in the doing, from the effect of

living in it too long. I hasten to assure you
that I am not mad at all, and that from

earliest childhood I have loved music min-

gled and half-heard. There is a mysterious-

ness in it never found in technically com-

plete and perfect music. I have no sym-

pathy with those hopeless people who "can-

not stand the sound of practising." They
lack imagination and constructive power.

They lack, too, the thrilling associative and

assortive skill that can link many fragments

of sound to fragments of memory—that can

recall with all the old keenness bits of emo-

tional and aesthetic experience attached to

all musical sounds, which enrich us as long

as they remain unforgotten. They are un-

fortunate who miss the exquisite pleasure of

inventing variations around and about re-

peated passages. They have never in-

dulged in the crude but exciting pastime of

whistling or singing a secondary theme, in-

terlaced with the main theme of some one's

composition, played over and over by a

hopeful musician. They have never taken

the golden chance to make use of a perform-

er's repeated mistakes—to weave them into

a new whole—to justify them according to

the laws of music.

Many of us will recall the halls of music in

our schools and colleges, the practice rooms
bursting with concerted renditions of many
melodies on some warm spring day, when
the windows were open on grass beginning

to show green, lilacs budding, and the rich

smell of earth freed of frost. In later spring

days you will remember these unnamed
tunes, and always, when you chance to hear

them practised by some one, in any weather,

they will bring back to you the poignance of

those other times. Often you would ask

yourself "What piece is that?" and swear

to ask the player if ever you should meet
him, but you never did find out. To this

day you don't know, and it doesn't matter.

Sometime, on a concert programme perhaps,

you will find out. Music doesn't get lost.

It turns up again and again, and with it the
gathered-up atmosphere of all the conditions

under which you have ever heard it.

But I do not mean to pass too far away
from conglomerate music, made up of just

such fragments as you may have retained

from college days, and renewed again on
such streets as mine. A certain school lec-

turer of my childhood used to sit on the
piazza of our practice-building and listen by
the hour to the earnest thumps of many
piano students and the earnest squeaks of

as many beginners at violin.

"When I have time," he was wont to say,

"I intend to WTite a symphony from this;

only I shall have to leave out those three

opening chords of the Rachmaninoff Pre-

lude. You hear? Dum

—

Dum—DUM !

—

and so on. That's the only thing I know
out of all they're playing, and it's too insis-.

tent. I'll have to wait until that student

stops. It's sad, though. Some one's always
playing that thing, and it spoils the rest."

So it is here in my apartment; some one
is alwa^'s singing the "Toreador Song," or

drumming out a minor version of "The
Love Xest," or struggling with a Bach
fugue, or playing that same Rachmaninoff
Prelude, and my uncreated concerto must
wait until he stops. The other sounds,

truly half-heard, fit together well enough.

Very little in the way of connectives need
be added to satisfy the laws of music.

Do I know anything about the laws of

music? Nothing w^hatsoever. But that

does not keep me from arranging my con-

certo, any more than it kept the school lec-

turer from planning his symphony. As I

remember, he lectured on Greek history, and
knew as much about symphonies as I do
about concertos. But he and I and the rest

of us who love music unnamed, conglomer-

ate, and half-heard, have one advantage
over all really musical people. We escape

the exquisite torture they arc forced to en-

dure at every hand, and at every moment,
if they happen to live on streets like mine.

Their erudition renders them helpless,

taunts them, and deprives them of the deep

pleasure I am experiencing at this minute;

for now, for the first time, the combined tal-

ent of at least ten people contributes to my
rapt attention a concerto unmatched in the

history of musical composition, wholly and
satisfyingly unfamiliar, magnificent, and
complete ! If I could only write it down

!
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Illustrations from paintings by Gilbert Stuart

GILBERT STUART from his original-

ity, his wit, his whimsies, and his

signal ability, is one of the most in-

teresting characters in the history of early

American art, as well as one of its most com-
manding figures. If it be true that poeta

nascitur non fit, it may with equal truth

be said of the

true artist that

he is born, not

made. No more
striking example

of the truth of

this axiom is to

be found than in

the life of Stuart,

or of the eccen-

tricities of the

old fairy who is

said to preside

over the cradles

of the sons and
daughters of

genius.

Even for those

who make no

special study of

the effects of heredity and environment,

the vagaries of the output of genius in cer-

tain families and amid uncongenial sur-

roundings is a subject that cannot fail to

interest the student of life and character.

The English artist. Sir Thomas Lawrence,
amusing himself by making pencil sketches

of those whom he served with chops and
potatoes in his father's inn, the White Lion,

in Bristol, is even less remarkable than the

evolution of the talent of Gilbert Stuart

from a Narragansett snufT grinding-mill.

The ruins of the old house and mill near

Saunderstown, where Gilbert Stuart passed

his early years,, are still to be seen or, as his

The birthplace and early home of Gilbert Stuart.

biographer describes them, at the head of

Petaquamscott Pond in the Narragansett

country in Rhode Island, shut in by trees

and far away from the din and stir of the

world stands an old-fashioned, gambrel-

roofed and low-portalled house by the side of

a tiny stream. At the snuff-mill, which was
afterward used

for grinding
corn, the elder

Stuart, also Gil-

bert, presuma-

bly led an hon-

est if somewhat
wheezy exist-

ence, and to the

little cottage
near by he
brought his
bride, Eliza-
beth Anthony, a

bright and beau-

tiful woman.
Here Gilbert
Stuart, the art-

ist, was born,
December 3,

1755. From his mother he gained the rudi-

ments of an education, and from her he

seems to have imbibed something even

better than actual learning, an ardent desire

and ambition to acquire knowledge.

The first glimpse that we have of Stuart

away from the snuff grinding-mill, is in

Newport, where he was studying Latin un-

der the Reverend George Bissit, assistant

minister of Trinity Church, and making
sketches in charcoal or chalk on every fence,

slab, or tail-board that came within reach of

his eager, skilful little fingers. As there was
not money in the family treasury to give the

clever lad the art education that he longed

635
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for. he was fortunate in gaining the friend-

ship and valuable counsel of a Scotch artist,

Cosmo Alexander, who took Stuart to Scot-

land with him, where he studied some
months in the University of Glasgow. His

studies were, however, cut short by the

Robert Morris.

Owned by the great-grandson of Mr. Morris, Mr. C. F. M. Stark.

death of his patron, and he returned home
to paint some portraits, among others those

of his uncle, !Mr. Joseph Anthony, a promi-

nent merchant of Philadelphia, and of other

members of his family.

Having a great desire to study under his

countryman, Benjamin West, Stuart again

set sail for foreign shores, arriving in Lon-

don in 1775. The story of the young artist's

introduction to Benjamin West is pleasant-

ly told by Miss Jane Stuart. Mr. West was
entertaining some of his friends at dinner

when a servant told him that some one

wished to see him, whose name he did not

know but who was from America. Mr.

Joseph Wharton, of Philadelphia, one of the

guests, offered to interview the stranger,

who was described as a handsome young
man in a fashionable green coat. This inter-

view was a fortunate happening, as Mr.
Wharton was a friend of young Stuart's

uncle, Mr. Anthony. Thus introduced, Mr.
West, who was the soul of

kindness, warmly welcomed
the young artist, and learning

of his desire to study with him
invited him to make his home
in his own family. In this

congenial and delightful en-

tourage Stuart met all the

prominent English artists of

the day and was associated

with John Trumbull, of Con-
necticut, who was also a stu-

dent of Benjamin West. So
rapid was the progress made
by Stuart that he was soon

able to establish himself in his

own studio. West, with his

characteristic generosity, said

to him, after he had painted

a full-length portrait of him-

self, ''You have done well,

Stuart, very well; now all you
have to do is to go home and
do better," which advice the

young artist followed to the

letter, and soon outstripped

his teacher.

Having had men so dis-

tinguished among his sitters

as Benjamin West and Sir

Joshua Reynolds, Stuart soon

became the fashion of the

hour. ]Money rolled in upon
him as he received a price for

his portraits exceeded only by the sums paid

to Sir Joshua and Gainsborough. It w^as

said of him that in London the orders which

came to him from distinguished men and
women were more numerous than he could

fill, and that at one time he limited his en-

gagements to six sitters a day. Genial,

witty, pleasure-loving, and with no idea of

economy, all his industry and good-fortune

failed to enable Stuart to keep pace with

his extravagant expenditures. His house in

London was upon a scale quite beyond his

means. A curious story is related in con-

nection with Stuart's dinners. He began

by inviting forty-two guests to dine with

him, poets, painters, authors, musicians,
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actors, the most interesting men of the Lon-

don of his day. Finding these large dinners

unsatisfactory he explained to his friend: "I
can't have you all every day, but I will have

seven of you to dine with me each day in

the week, and I have contrived it so that the

parties shall vary without fur-

ther trouble. I have put up
seven cloak pins in my hall, so

as the first seven who come in

may hang up their cloaks and

hats; the eighth seeing the

pins full will go away and will

probably attend earlier the

next day. . .
." The com-

pact was understood without

the trouble of naming or invit-

ing. A different company ap-

peared every day, and there

were no jealousies about a pref-

erence being given to any one.

Finding it necessary to

change his mode of living, and
having a great desire to paint

a portrait of Washington,

Stuart came to America in

1792. He remained in New
York for some months and
evidently painted some por-

traits there. Then, in order

to carry out his cherished de-

sire, he removed to Philadel-

phia while Congress was in

session in that city. Although

we find no entries in regard to

the President's sittings in his

diaries and letters prior to

1796, Stuart's biographer,

Mr. George Mason, fixes the date of his

arrival in Philadelphia from that given in

a letter written by Mrs. John Jay to her

husband, in which she says, November 15,

1794: ''In ten days he [Stuart] is to go to

Philadelphia to take a likeness of the Presi-

dent."

In a note WTitten by the President to the

artist, dated Philadelphia, April 11, 1796,

he says: *'I am under promise to Mrs.

Bingham to sit for you to-morrow." While
in the Quaker City, Gilbert Stuart had his

studio at the southeast corner of Fifth and
Chestnut Streets. It was probably in this

studio that Stuart's first portrait of Wash-
ington was painted, but whether this was
the Vaughan portrait, or the full-length,

called the Bingham portrait, now in the

Academy of the Fine Arts in Philadelphia,

is a question still discussed by experts.

Stuart, who like all great portrait-paint-

ers, was a reader of character, was so im-

pressed by the personality of the President

that he quite lost his self-possession and

!Mrs. Thomas Lea.

much as he had desired to paint the por-

trait of the great man, it was not until

after several meetings that he felt himself

sufficiently at home with his sitter to

do justice to his subject. Although Mr.
Stuart had met the President at a recep-

tion in his own house and been accosted

by him with the dignified urbanity natural

to him, the artist declared that no human
being had ever awakened in him the senti-

ment of reverence to such a degree. Those
who knew Stuart well said that he had the

power of dominating his sitters, and so

agreeably that they were not aware of the

fact. His readiness as a talker, his fund of

humor and anecdote, high flow of animal

spirits, and wonderful insight into character

enabled him generally to get his subjects
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into exactly the unconscious expression of

face and the pose which were natural to

them. In this respect Washington baffled

him, as he showed little or no disposition

to relax his gravity of demeanor or to be-

come sympathetic with the painter's conver-

The ^Marchioness de Casa Yrujo.

Owned bj' the McKean family of Philadelphia.

sation. When, however, Stuart adroitly

turned the conversation to rural life, and
especially to horses, the sitter's reserve

vanished and he became interested, easy,

and natural. During the sittings Stuart

became more and more interested in his sub-

ject, and his admiration and respect in-

creased day by day. In speaking of Wash-
ington afterward he said that his features

were unlike those he had observed in any
other human being, that the sockets of the

eyes were larger, the upper part of the nose

broader than he had ever before noticed,

that all his features were indicative of the

strongest and most ungovernable passions

and that if he had been born in the forest, it

is probable that he would have been the

fiercest man among the savage tribes. An

anecdote illustrative of this observation has

come to us from Miss Stuart, who said that

her father remarked one day to General
Harry Lee that Washington had a tremen-
dous temper, but held it under wonderful
control. A few days afterward Lee, while

breakfasting with the Presi-

dent, said: "1 saw your por-

trait the other day, but Stuart

says you have a tremendous
temper." " Upon my word,"
observed ^Mrs. Washington,
coloring, ''Mr. Stuart takes a

great deal upon himself to

make such a remark." ''But

stay, my dear lady," said

General Lee, "he added that

the President had it under
wonderful control." Then,
with something like a smile,

Washington remarked: "He
is right."

Miss Stuart said that while

her father was painting in

Philadelphia, his studio was
frequented by the most dis-

tinguished and interesting

persons of the day. Louis

Philippe d'Orleans, Coun-
sellor Dunn (an Irish barris-

ter) , and the Viscount de No-
ailles were particularly fond

of Stuart's society and were
daily visitors. Here also

came the British minister. Sir

Robert Liston, and his wife, of

both of whom Stuart painted

portraits. The Listons, w-hile

in Philadelphia, lived on Arch Street, then

a fashionable quarter of the city. Bishop

White, in his sympathetic picture of the

farewell dinner given to the retiring Presi-

dent, said that Lady Liston shed tears when
Washington lifted his glass, saying: "This is

the last time I shall drink your health as a

public man."
Another of Stuart's sitters, whose tears

seemed to add to her charm, was Mrs.

Joseph Hopkinson, of whom Tom Moore
wrote, when his sympathetic rendering of

one of his Irish melodies brought tears to

her eyes:

"Like eyes he had loved was her eloquent eye,

Like them did it soften and weep at his song."

Stuart also painted a portrait of Judge
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Hopkinson, the author of '' Hail, Columbia,"

as a pendant to that of his beautiful wife.

The Chestnut Street studio was soon so

overrun by callers that the artist decided to

establish himself in Germantown in order to

secure quiet and freedom from interruption.

In a house at 5140 Main
Street, Stuart seems to have

lived more or less continuously

for three years. A two-story

building at the rear of the

house, originally a barn, the

artist fitted up for a studio,

having the interior lathed and
plastered and the outside
painted red. This house was
surmounted by a big weather-

vane in the form of an Indian

with an extended bow and
arrow. Until it was de-

stroyed by fire, over fifty years

ago, the interior walls bore

marks of the painter's brush,

which 'he had made in testing

his colors upon their surface,

or perhaps in cleaning his

brushes. Quite near the old

studio was an apple-tree,
which was long preserved by
the owner of the property, be-

cause Washington was wont
to walk beneath its shade and
eat the apples between sit-

tings, for it was in this rustic

studio, according to Miss Jane
Stuart and Watson, the annal-

ist, that Stuart painted the

celebrated Athenaeum por-
traits. The President and Mrs. Washing-
ton drove out to the Germantown studio, a

drive of less than six miles from their resi-

dence on High Street, and according to Miss

Stuart, Nellie Custis, Mrs. Law, and Miss
Harriet Chew, afterward Mrs. Carroll, often

accompanied Mrs. Washington, while Gen-
eral Knox, General Henry Lee, and other

friends came to the studio with the Presi-

dent.

The Mrs. Law spoken of by Miss Stuart

was Mrs. Washington's granddaughter,
Eliza Parke Custis, who married Mr. Thom-
as Law. John Adams, seeing her in Phila-

delphia, wrote of her as a fine, blooming,

rosy girl, who doubtless had more liberty

and exercise than Nellie, who seems to have
been always at her grandmother's side.

Eliza Custis's portrait is one of the most
beautiful that has come to us from the magic
brush of Stuart. The story, related by one
of her relatives, is that the young girl came
in from a run in the garden, or perhaps an
excursion to the famous apple-tree, and

Mrs. Joseph Hopkinson.

stood in the old barn studio watching the

artist while he painted, her cheeks flushed

with exercise, her beautiful arms crossed

upon her breast; looking up suddenly from

his work, Stuart smiled and said, ''Just so

I will paint you," and thus the lovely face

and graceful figure of Eliza Custis has come
down to us in the most natural unstudied

attitude.

The Athenaeum portraits of the Presi-

dent and Mrs. Washington were never really

finished, and perhaps to this circumstance

they owe some of their delicacy and charm.

That of Washington the artist kept in his

Germantown quarters, making and selling

numerous copies from it, calling it his one-

hundred-dollar bill, and whether with the

desire of making money by it, or because he
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was attached to a work which was a true

inspiration of genius, persistently excusing

himself from giving it up, until Washington,

realizing how much Stuart valued it, finally-

consented to ac-

cept a copy in

place of the origi-

nal.

Stuart painted a

number of por-

traits in the Ger-

mantown studio,

but the crowning

glory of the place

must ever be the

characteristic and
beautiful portrait

of Washington,
which, to use the

words of Wash-
ington A lis ton,

"is a noble per-

sonification of

wisdom and good-

ness reposing in

the majesty of

a serene con-
science."

In 1803 Stuart

removed to
Georgetown, in order to paint portraits

of Jefferson and Madison, and it was at

this time that he painted those of the

charming Dolly, and of her sister Anna
Payne. While the latter w^as sitting for

her portrait, she and the artist had ani-

mated discussions as to which feature of

the face was the most expressive. Stuart

gave his opinion in favor of the nose, and

to prove his point presented to his sitter

a canvas upon which his own profile, the

long nose somewhat exaggerated, formed

the background of her portrait, inquiring,

with a smile, whether he had not proved

that the nose was the most expressive fea-

Mrs. John Tayloe of the Octagon, Washington.

ture of the face. Miss Payne was so much
pleased to have the profile of her old friend,

that she insisted upon keeping it as the

background of her portrait, and so it has

come dow^n to us

to-day.

Miss Payne
married Richard

D. Cutts, whose
portrait was also

painted by Stuart,

as well as those of

Colonel and Mrs.

John Tayloe of the

Octagon, Wash-
ington, Arch-
bishop Carroll,
John Randolph of

Roanoke, and
many more dis-

tinguished resi-

dents of the capital

city, among them,

David Montague
Erskine, minister

from Great Brit-

ain, with his

charming wife,

Frances Cadwala-
der of Philadel-

phia, and not the least decorative, the

Spanish minister, the magnificent and gor-

geously attired Marquis de Casa Yrujo,

whose beaux yeux won the heart of Sally

McKean, who, with her dark hair and eyes,

as she looks out upon us from Stuart's por-

trait, seems more like a child of the South

than her blond husband.

Artist and sitter have long since closed

their eyes to the light of earth, but glowing

canvases in galleries and homes. North and
South, speak eloquently to the coming gen-

erations of the genius of the master and of

the loveliness of many a fair ancestress of

men and women of to-day.

A calendar of current art exhibitions will be found on page loi.
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FourYears After the War
BY ALEXANDER DANA NOYES

THE fourth anniversary of the ending

of the war approaches under circum-

stances—so far as regards return to a nor-

mal pohtical and economic position

—

whose influence on the pubhc mind ap-

pears to be alternately that of
Disappoint- creating extreme perplexity

STAnni- ^^^ ^^ causing profound dis-

versary couragment. Nearly as long a

time has now elapsed since the

armistice as was occupied by the period

of warfare itself, yet the disorganization

caused by the great conflict presents itself

to the minds of many observers as having

reached a stage of greater confusion than at

any time since Germany laid down her arms.

Possibly the events of the past few

months have not produced the same sense

of disappointed hopes as was caused by
the situation of a year ago. The world

had then hardly emerged from the period

of mistaken inferences and premature
hopefulness which had marked the first

year of returning peace, when removal of

earlier apprehensions of a general collapse

of existing institutions had been followed

by a twelvemonth's illusive commercial
prosperity, due to over-expanded credit

and to necessary purchase of goods to

replenish exhausted stocks. To-day the

more prevalent attitude may perhaps be

described as one of cynicism over the

prospect of any return to political or

financial equihbrium.

TO this feeling the series of futile con-

ferences by European governments,
the increasing financial anarchy of Cen-
tral Europe and the attitude of entire

aloofness of the American foreign oflice

toward the affairs of Europe,

5 • have been the main contrib-

Horizon uting influences. The fourth

year of peace ends with all

European paper currencies, excepting

those of the neutral Switzerland, Scandi-

navia, and Holland at a discount from
normal parity ranging from nearly lo per
cent in England to more than 99 per cent
in Germany, Austria, and Poland.

In England it finds unemployed labor,

although much reduced from the percent-

age of nearly one-quarter of the trade-

union membership, which it reached in

the middle of 192 1, nevertheless running
as high as 1 5 per cent, as against an unem-
ployed percentage of barely i per cent in

the first half of 1920 and an average of less

than 2 per cent in 19 13. The economic
condition of Central Europe, where gov-

ernments have resorted, with complete
disregard of consequences, to meeting the

public deficit by printing of new and in-

creasingly depreciated paper money, has
reached a stage so utterly unfamiliar to

the present generation that the inference

has been drawn, even in many financial

circles, that there can be no end of the

resultant wild confusion, except economic
collapse, pohtical disintegration, or both.

While this was happening, the conflict-

ing ideas and policies of the French and
British Governments regarding Germany
seemed at times to be straining the Anglo-

French Entente. The United States,

though remote from these immediate
compUcations, had been confronted with

a labor dispute so formidable that at one

time even government officials talked pri-

vately of a possible stoppage of all manu-
facturing industry and of a ''social revo-

lution." The absence of clear ideas of

the economic situation and of our own
country's relation to it had been shown,

first by enactment of the highest tariff

schedules in our history, at the moment
when we were pressing European govern-

ments to pay to our treasury the war
debt, which could not be paid except with

the help of shipments of merchandise such

as the tariff bill was endeavoring to pro-

hibit, and next by a vote in Congress (for-
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tunately blocked by the presidential veto)

for distributing some billions of dollars to

the soldiers of the European war, at a

moment when one of the most difficult

debt-refunding operations in our history

lay immediately before the treasury.

I
HAVE purposely emphasized these dis-

couraging aspects of the economic situ-

ation, in order that the offsetting consid-

erations—if there are any—may be fairly

balanced against them. In such a dis-

cussion it is always necessary
Recovery f^rst to keep carefully in mind

?J*^^ the lapse of time which all
Other ^ ^ .

1 J .

Great P^^^ experience has proved m-
Reactions dispensable to recovery from

a great economic strain.

Even after one of those familiar financial

and industrial crises, which recur in ordi-

nary times at intervals of twenty years or

so, and which result from over-expanded
credit and production during times of

peace, complete recuperation from the re-

sultant industrial paralysis usually occu-

pies at least half a dozen years. It was
not until 1880 that the traces of the panic

of 1873 had wholly disappeared. The
wreckage of the panic of 1893 was not
fully cleared away until 1900. When the

great European war began in 19 14 neither

home nor foreign markets had entirely

regained the ground lost in the economic
reaction after 1907.

Yet these periods of forced readjust-

ment were merely incidents of normal
financial and industrial history. The lost

ground which the economic world is now-
adays laboring to recover was sacrificed

under far more destructive influences.

What we now have to make good again is

the most prodigious waste of capital, be-

tween July, 1914, and November, 1918,

which the world had ever seen; a wholly
unexampled strain on public and private

credit; diversion during four years from
their normal channels of productive in-

dustry and international trade; and, along

with this, such recourse to burdensome
taxation and to paper money expedients

as is quite without parallel in the history

of the world.

WHEN, therefore, both political and
economic unsettlement is seen to-

day to be continuing—when the fourth

(Financial Situation, continued on page 77)

year after the armistice and the second
after the break-down of the machinery
of overinflated credit have
elapsed without evidence of A Situation

return to normal activities in x)^JLx^
1 r" 1 • 1 ivepeais

trade, nnance, and mdustry— History
it may at least be said that

we are only repeating history. If recov-

ery from the reaction following what we
call the recurrent financial crises in time
of peace has been thus delayed, it would
hardly be reasonable to look for an earlier

recovery when we have not only to re-

trace the steps taken in a period of over-

done speculation and promotion, but to

rebuild the structure of capital and credit

torn down in the economic recklessness of

a great war.

Four years after return of peace is a
short space of time for that achievement.
It was in 1869, almost exactly four years

after the ending of the Civil War, that the

utter disorganization of our paper cur-

rency received its most powerful demon-
stration in the long-remembered "Black
Friday" panic, when the gold value of the

American paper dollar fluctuated wildly

in a single day between 75 and 60 cents,

and when mercantile business came tem-
porarily to a standstill. The president of

the United States, in a formal message to

Congress, had officially declared it to be
"just and equitable" that interest pay-
ments on our war debt should be stopped
and the aniount previously devoted to

that purpose be applied to reduction of

the principal. In the same year the

House of Representatives, by a large ma-
jority, had resolved that, notwithstanding
the heavy depreciation of the outstanding

paper currency, "the business interests of

the country require an increase."

Financial and economic conditions in

Europe during 1819, four years after the

ending of the long French war, were in

many respects more confused and chaotic

than at any time since Waterloo. Eng-
land tried to resume gold payments on her

currency during that year, and failed; the

achievement did not become possible until

three years later. France had borrowed
in the London market the funds to pay
the war indemnity assessed against her;

as a consequence, the value of all other

French securities had collapsed. Conti-

nental Europe was confronted with grind-



(Financial Situation, continued from page 642)

ing poverty; in particular, a decline of more
than 75 per cent in the price of wheat had
brought international commerce to a halt. For

commercial England it was a year of bankrupt-

cies; for industrial England a season of angry

labor disputes with resultant paralysis of pro-

duction; for political Europe a period of up-

risings against established governments, which

were believed at the time to threaten the sta-

bihty of existing institutions.

NOW comparisons of this sort prove little

except the fact that, in the world's experi-

ence of the longer past, recovery from the eco-

nomic consequences of a great war has occupied

a considerably longer time than the four years

which have elapsed since 191 8, but

that, notwithstanding such disap-

pointment of financial hopes (for

there were people then, as now, who
would have had the economic status

quo restored in a year or two), the process of

recuperation was none the less going on stead-

ily. In those two periods of recuperation after

war, the reader of history will probably allot

fifteen or twenty years before financial, com-

mercial, and industrial conditions as they exist-

ed at return of peace had been readjusted to a

Present
Conditions
and the
Past

normal footing. But the essential fact is that

they were thus readjusted, and that the signs

of returning prosperity invariably came into

sight at a moment when there appeared to be
the least hope for them. Whether that neces-

sary interval of recuperation ought to be
shorter now than in those earlier years, because
of the greater power and facilities of accumu-
lated capital, or longer because of the vastly

more complicated machinery of production and
credit which was deranged or shattered in the

war, is another matter. It does not affect the

question, how far the world at large has al-

ready actually proceeded during the four years

since 19 18 on the road to economic recovery.

When we look for tangible evidence on this

question, we are confronted at once by some
curious anomalies. If by economic recovery
we mean resumption of production and trade

on the pre-war scale, great activity in finance

and industry, full employment for labor, then
Germany is the one European country which
has made and is making the most rapid forward
strides. England, France, and Italy, not to

mention the so-called European neutrals and
the United States, are admittedly in the grip

of trade reaction. Even Great Britain's for-

eign trade stands far below the physical volume
(Financial Situation, continued on page 79)

School Bonds

—

Safeguards of the Nation*s Youth

IN the United States more than
four times as much money is de-

voted annually to public schools

than was spent tw^enty years ago.

This outlay is made possible in

large part by the sale of bonds
to investors. They are obligations

of communities convinced that

funds raised by taxation are used

wisely in training the rising genera-

tion.

School bonds are municipal issues,

exempt from all Federal Income
taxes. Supreme Court decisions sus-

taining the tax-free privilege give to

municipal bonds, which are secured

by local taxation, a preferred invest-

ment position.

In our recommendation of municipal issues we give a

prominent place to school bonds, yielding 4.30% to 4.70%

j;
TACY e.BRAU
IINLVESTMENT BOISEDS
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What Every Client of

S* W. Straus & Co* Knows
JCVERY purchaser of the first mortgage real estate bonds
safeguarded under the Straus Plan has the satisfaction

of knowing that his investment has the sponsorship of a

nation-wide Institution with a record of 40 years with'

out loss to any investor. Furthermore-—

•

He knows that his principal will be paid in full in

cash on the exact day due.

He knows that his semi-annual interest payments
will be collected for him, and that he can relieve his

mind of all worry and attention to his investment.

The holders of bonds safeguarded under the Straus
Plan know that they have selected the one safe, satis-

factory, worry-proof investment for their funds* These
bonds yield the highest rate consistent with safety. They
are available in $100, $500 and $1000 denominations.

Call or write today for

BOOKLET K'1210

S. W STRAUS <Sc CO.
ESTABLISHED I 882 • OFFICES IN TWENTY PRINCIPAL CITIES • INCORPORATED

Straus Building

565 Fifth Ave., at 46th St.

New York

Straus Building

6 ?s[o. C\ar\ St., at Madison St.

Chicago

40 YEARS WITHOUT LOSS TO ANY INVESTOR

<c} 1922— S. \V. S. & Co.
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 77)

not only of 1913 and 191 2, but of 1919 and

1920.

In a greater or less degree the Western states

of Continental Europe have the same story to

tell of hard times, reduced commercial activity

and unemployment. But Germany is in a

state of feverish industrial activity. Home de-

mand for her manufactured products has been

so great this season as to restrict the possibili-

ties of export trade. Every one of its financial

and commercial markets has been governed by
excited speculation for the rise. Actual unem-
ployment in midsummer was reported as only

35,000 out of the 6,000,000 total trades-union

membership, a percentage amounting to less

than I of I per cent and well below the small-

est percentage shown on the pre-war records.

On its face, these comparisons might be taken

to indicate a vastly better condition of eco-

nomic affairs in Germany than in the rest of

Europe. A few of the occasional American
critics of the gold standard have seemed to

draw such an inference.

THE German markets themselves have not

done so; their own view of their country's

excessive acti\'ity in production, trade, and
speculation being summarized in the term
*' catastrophe boom," habitually used in Ger-

Readjust- many to describe it. This is one

ment as recognition of the fact that eco-
the Way to nomic recovery sometimes means
Recovery something different from expanding
trade and rising markets. It is nowadays
clearly recognized that the whole world outside

of Central Europe presented both those symp-
toms in varying degrees during the first year

after the war, but that the result of the situa-

tion then created was the aggravating on a por-

tentous scale of the dangerous and abnormal
economic conditions which the war had brought
about.

Return to a stable and normal economic po-
sition was recognized as wholly impossible until

these demoralizing influences should be abso-

lutely checked and steps taken on the path of

credit and currency inflation should be re-

traced. In Western Europe the inevitable

backward movement was begun systematically

more than two years ago. At the low point of

the present year the British war-time paper
currency had been reduced from its high point
of 1920 £80,700,000, or 22 per cent; the

Italian paper currency 1,400,000,000 lire, or 9
per cent; while the French paper currency

—

notwithstanding the enormous expenses in-

curred through outlay on reparations for the

(Financial Situation, continued on page 8i)

To Holders of

Liberty Loan Bonds
Series A to F inclusive of the 4^% Victory

Notes have been called for redemption De-
cember 15th, 1922. How will you re-invest

those funds •> Will you secure a high de-

gree of safety and a good interest return?

You can if you will take advantage of the

opportunity presented through Greenebaum
Bank Safeguarded Bonds. In fact now, while

you can obtain high interest rates, is the time

to exchange your Liberty Loan and Victory

Notes maturing within the next few years.

67 Years'Proven Safety
For over two-thirds of a century every Greenebaum

Bond—principal and interest—has been promptly paid to

investors. Upon this record our current listings are offered.

Whether you have $100, $500, $1,000 or more to invest,

a careful reading of our latest issue of the Investors' Guide
will point the way to 100% protection and maximum return.

You should learn about Bank Safeguarded Greenebaum
First Mortgage Real Estate Bonds.

Send for Investors* Guide

Your name and address on the coupon below will

bring you—by return mail—the latest issue of the

Investors' Guide. No obligation. Mail coupon today.

Greenebaum Sons
tnVftSfniftllf Com])any
Stockholders of this Company are identical with those

0/ Greeuebauin Sons Bank and Trust Co»tpa7iy

Oldest Banking House in Chicago
FOUNDED 1855

Correspondents in joo Cities

Qreemhmm'Bondf-ioo%SafeSinceiS5i

USE THIS COUPON

Greenebaum Sons Investment Company
La Saile and Madison Streets, Chicago

Please send copy of Investors' Guide which explains how to invest

savings at highest interest rate consistent with safety.

Name.

Street..

City. .State.

WJ>JWMWJW^.rMWWn
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Program Map of Contemplated Inter'State

and Inter-County Road System

Building the Broad Highway
OPEED, efficiency and dependability in terms of transportation
^ are the results of the new era in American highway construc-

tion, to be reflected in the increased welfare and enjoyment of

every citizen.

The financing of these great projects is achieved through Federal

aid and by the issuance of municipal bonds by the States, cities,

counties and districts primarily concerned. Such issues are one of

the soundest forms of investment, especially suited to the require-

ments of institutions and individuals insistent upon absolute, per-

manent safety.

For more than thirty years the William R. Compton Company has

been identified with the financing of constructive municipal enter-

prise throughout the United States, offering at all times a diversified

list of selected municipal issues.

Our latest list^ S-ll, will be sent at your request.

\̂ \\\\am R.Cbmpton n)mpany
ST. LOUIS

Compton Bldg.

Investment Bonds

NEW YORK
14 Wall Street

CHICAGO
105 So. La Salle St.

CINCINNATI
Union Trust Building

NEW ORLEANS
602 Hibernia Bank Building
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 79)

devastated district, expenditure which has thus

far not been counterbalanced at all by Ger-

many's payments on reparations account

—

showed reduction of 4,400,000,000 francs, or

12^ per cent.

Great Britain has brought down the surplus

of imports in its foreign trade from £259,000,-

000 in the first half of 1920 and £153,000,000 in

the first half of 192 1 to £79,800,000 in the

same period of 1922; the French surplus of im-

ports for the first half of 1922 was 1,300,000,000

francs, as against 13,900,000,000 in 1920. One
result of these various changes, which have oc-

curred along with large shipments of gold from
Europe to the United States in 1921 and 1922,

has been the advance in the New York valua-

tion of the pound sterling from $3.18 in 1920

to $3.63 in the summer of 1921 to $4.51 in 1922;

of the franc from 5^ cents in 1920 and 7 cents

in the autumn of 1921 to gj/^ in 1922, and of

the Italian hra from ^ys cents to $}4.

BUT no such task of economic reconstruction

can be achieved without financial and in-

dustrial hardship. The primarily corrective

process is reduction of the abnormal prices,

and, whether the doubling or trebling of prices

and cost of living during the war
and the two years after war was a

consequence of inflated paper cur-

rencies or of inflated credit, the

reverse process was bound to be

equally painful to business enterprise. Reduc-
tion of 25 per cent, 50 per cent, or 75 per cent

in prices of commodities may on such an occa-

sion be indispensable to restoring of a normal
economic position; it may be absolutely re-

quired to escape a public deficit such as cannot

be met with taxes, to avert such a strain on
capital and trade as would invite general insol-

vency, to put a stop to the social disintegra-

tion which would eventually result from the

forcing of all fixed-income classes into hopeless

poverty and from the placing of the speculator

in control of a country's economic destinies.

Such reduction might still leave prices far

above the pre-war level. Nevertheless, it

would obviously impose great difficulties on the

business community, which makes its plans not

on the basis of the prices of 1914, but of those

of the previous season. The manufacturer who
has paid hugely inflated wages for his labor and
hugely inflated prices for his materials, and who
now must sell his goods on the much lower gen-

eral market, is naturally confronted with heavy
losses. The farmer who had rented his land

at war prices, who had bought his seed and fer-

(Financial Situation, continued on page 83)

Hardships
of the
Corrective
Process

7%
not much longer

When 8% was the prevailing

rate ofinterest on First Mort-
gages in the National Capital,

we sold our First Mortgage
Investments to yield 8^

.

During the year 1922 the

prevailing rate has been 7%

»

which we will continue to

ofier only so long as we can
obtain it for our investors

with unquestioned safety.

Investments made before a

lower rate goes into effect

will receive 7% for two years

to ten years, depending upon
the maturity desired. Pay-
ment may be extended over

a period of 10 months.

^50, ^100, ^500, ^1,000

Write for Booklet N-14

^fui RH.Smith Co.
bounded 1Q73

WASHINGTON. D.a

^o loss to any irwestor in 49 years
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A National Headquarters

for Miller Bonds
YVZE have opened our New York office at 30 East 42nd

Street, corner of Madison Avenue, thereby estab-

lishing in the financial center of the country a headquar-

ters for Miller Bonds, which are already distributed from

offices in Atlanta and other Southern cities, and, through

correspondents, in more than one hundred leading cities.

The establishment of a New York office is a natural result

of the popularity and good reputation which Miller Bonds

have established throughout the United States, Investors

in every State and in over twenty foreign countries have

bought Miller Bonds with well-placed confidence.

To meet the steadily increasing demand from investors,

we shall hereafter issue these Bonds on properties in de-

sirable cities throughout the country, instead of in the

South exclusively. As heretofore, we will aim always to

lead as underwriters of the best Southern First Mortgage

Bond issues, paying 7% or 7i%. Our Semi-Annual Survey

of Building and Business Conditions, containing building

statistics and authoritative statements from Governors of

ten Southern States and heads of three Reserve Banks,

reveals the sound economic basis of these

p'^iLISL-^^iL-iSiL, issues. A copy will be sent on receipt of

\.T\''^. ffT^'v • 'r \ the attached coupon.
30 East 42nd St., New York \ ^

G,L,M lL.L.ER SL fg.
wmm^ammmmmmtmmm. iimcorporateo ^Km^^

Dear Sirs : Please send me yout \
Semi-Annual Survey of Building %
and Business Conditions, and sug- =

gest a good investment for $ \
maturing in years. (These %
blanks need not be filled in, but the \
information helps us to give the in- l
vestor personal attention.) \ __ _ ^ ^__

\ 30 East 42nd Street NEW YORK
^™^

^ Atlanta, Ga., and other Southern Cities
Address - ^

City and State - \ " First-the Investor's Welfare"

S-2403 »
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 8i)

tilizer on the same inflated basis, and who had
gone to a bank to get the necessary capital, will

be hard pressed when his grain and cotton can
be marketed only for half the expected cash

return. The merchant who had borrowed
money to lay in his stock in trade with prices

loo per cent above the pre-war average, and
who is able to sell such goods only at prices

50 per cent above that average, may have to

ask the indulgence of his creditors.

In England, France, and the United States

consensus of judgment at the end of the war
was that, in the light of all past history and all

common sense, severe economic reaction must
be regarded as inevitable. When the contrac-

tion of trade and fall in prices which had been
expected as an immediate sequel to the war
failed to occur in 1919, but renewed inflation

of credit and prices came instead of it, the ques-

tion of deflation was not the less urgently dis-

cussed by serious financiers. The readjust-

ment which came in 1920 and 192 1 was propor-

tionately more swift and violent because of the

extravagant use of credit during 1919.

THAT readjustment was resented by the

farmers and merchants who were hurt by
it and who, in line with all precedent of such

episodes, put the blame on the high money
market, which was itself a result of the over-

strain on credit. But the men of

of Ger^lny ^^^^^ experience and sober judg-

ment, including in the end the

whole financial and mercantile community, ac-

cepted the seemingly ruinous reaction as part

of the unavoidable transition period between
war inflation and return to a normal economic
footing. It was not thus accepted in Germany.
Whether Germany has only now arrived at the

point in the country's post-war overinflation

which the other great industrial states had
reached in 1920, or whether the German banks
and government have merely postponed the

reckoning which should have come earlier,

through adopting the policy of unlimited paper
issues, the fact appears to be that the hour of

compulsory readjustment is not now far off for

that country also. Yet at the moment, issue

of new paper currency to meet the public deficit

has reached dimensions hitherto unimagined.
German prices have risen to 140 times what

they were in 19 14; they doubled in the month
of August. But the "boom in trade" contin-

ued, with continuing inflation of credit—as it

did in spite of the 7 per cent money rate at

New York in 1920. It was not checked by the

rise in the German Reichsbank's rate in the

middle of September to 8 per cent, a higher
(Financial Situation, continued on page 85)
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Bank Safety

EVERY investor knows that banks
make investments, and that

every security in which banks invest

is first subjected to thorough in-

vestigation.

Unless banks were satisfied

that these investments would
be safe and yield a steady
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By using the Atlantic Trust Invest-

ment Plan you can buy bonds of the
same issues in which the funds ofthis
State-supervised bank are invested.
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Service in selecting your investments
and Bank Safety while you are
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 83)

figure than had ever before been reached in the

institution's history. Indeed, the rise of

prices, the tightening of money rates, and the

restrictions placed on credit had the result of

an overwhelming demand for more and more
paper money, which actually forced the Reichs-

bank at the end of summer to double the physi-

cal facilities of its paper money printing bureau.

Taken together with the position of affairs in

the United States, which continues to accumu-
late in its own hands the gold reserve of the en-

tire world but whose own industrial activities

are reviving only slowly, these divergent as-

pects of the European situation draw a perplex-

ing picture. If this is the economic condition

four years after the armistice, what do the

symptoms indicate as the probable condition

one year, two years, half a dozen years later?

In the case of England, France, Belgium,

Italy, and measurably in that of the so-called

neutral countries, the existing position of things

indicates clearly enough the prospect for a long

and arduous road to economic recovery. After

the fall in prices and contraction of overinflated

credit, a period of industrial exhaustion neces-

sarily followed. Compulsory readjustment of

this sort
—

''liquidation," Wall Street calls it

—

brings a community, even in the sequel to an
ordinary financial panic, into the chapter of

economic experience which tradition always re-

members as the hard times. How long that

economic chapter will continue has always de-

pended on the particular circumstances of the

day.

SOMETIMES other countries, which had
either escaped the financial reaction or had

got on their financial feet again earlier than
others, became large purchasers of goods and
securities in the markets whose industrial life

had seemed to be paralyzed. Some-
times an incident unconnected
with the immediate problems of the

day—introduction of railways after

the panic of 1825, discoveries of

rich gold fields after the panic of 1847 in Eu-
rope and of 1893 in the United States—caused

world-wide recovery of prices. But there have
been other periods of industrial depression in

the wake of a financial crisis when, as in the

aftermath of 1837 and 1873, commercial activi-

ties seemed for a series of years to get no fur-

ther than providing for the immediate require-

ments of a world with greatly reduced consum-
ing power.

All such hard times were marked, as the past

year has been marked in Europe and the world
at large, and as the next year is likely enough

(Financial Situation, continued on page 87)
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CASH FROM BONDS
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pons are attached to a fifteen

year bond.

On an investment of $1000
you will receive from inter'

est alone

$1050.00
This, with your original $1000,

means a total return of more

than double your investment.

Our fifty-seven years of ex-
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safety.
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Our Successful Record
During the twenty years the American Bond 6C Mortgage Company has been in

business many thousands of investors thruout the United States have purchased

from us many millions of dollars of First Mortgage Bonds, secured by improved

city properties, and without the loss of one dollar.

Many of these investors have not only received full payment of principal and

interest but in addition they have enjoyed substantial premiums.

During wars, panics and depressions as well as in periods of prosperity we have

always made a market for our offerings altho not having obligated ourselves to

do so. This has enabled our customers to realize on their bonds before maturity

when they had need for their money.

Bonds purchased from us have paid the highest interest return compatible with

safety. The full benefit of the interest rate received have always been passed

on to the investor.

Our Past Performance is Your Future Assurance

Write for Edition 0-411 of "Our Successful Record**

American Bond & Mortgage Company
INCORPORATED

Capital and Surplus Over $2,500,000
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 85)

to be, by labor troubles, vagaries of economic

ideas, and political unrest. For a considerable

time all countries appeared to be in the same
predicament; but it was invariably found in

the end that the qualities which had given in-

dustrial leadership to one or another commu-
nity were greatly emphasized by pressure of

necessity. Invention of new industrial proc-

esses, discovery and development of new mar-

kets, increased efficiency of labor, would then

mark the path of recovery. England has al-

ways made her way out of a period of hard

times through intensive work in promoting her

export trade while holding fast to the principles

of sound finance.

We shall probably discover before many
years, and in spite of the heavy handicap im-

posed on foreign commerce by the breakdown
of Russia and Central Europe and the reac-

tion in Asia and South America, that the

ground-work of robust revival in British foreign

trade had been laid down while times were

seemingly most unpropitious. In the same
gradual manner England's resolute shipment

of gold to reduce the country's foreign debt, re-

jection of all currency nostrums urged as sub-

stitutes for return to gold payments at par, and
acceptance of the task of paying cash on her

war-time obligations to our treasury, are grad-

ually bringing back to London the financial

prestige which it lost in the shock of war.

France has always emerged from an era of de-

pression through the thrift, energy, and accu-

mulation of capital by her small producers.

THE problem of German industrial recon-

struction is largely bound up with the

problem of reparations payments, which has

itself been made for the time insoluble by the

depreciation of the German currency almost to

the point of worthlessness. There
England, would appear to be no recourse left,

and^Central ^^ ^^^ present condition of affairs,

Europe except the virtual cancelling of this

huge mass of irredeemable paper
whose ultimate redemption, even by such con-

tri\'ances as "revaluation" or ''devaluation,"

is an impossibility. How such cancellation

could be effected, when the present-day paper
inflation is not effected by direct fiat-money

issues of the state itself, but by circulating

notes of the state bank, may seem to be a diffi-

cult question.

But the modus operandi is in principle evi-

dent enough. As with most other European
countries, Germany's inflated paper currency

is issued by the state bank on the basis of gov-

ernment borrowings from the institutions.

(Fioancial Situatioa, continued on page 89)

NINE
INVESTORS
OUT OF TEN
know the Franklin automobile as a light,

easy-riding, economical car, made by a
successful organization, driven by repre-
sentative people.

Reputation of the car is typical of the in-

vestment qualities of Franklin securities.

On Franklin Common Stock an average
yearly cash dividend of $13.14 per share has
been paid on each $100 of such stock out-
standing each year during the past 20 years.
Two previous issues of Preferred have
netted 93^2% and 11%, respectively.

We offer new 7% Cumulative Sinking
Fund Preferred Stock and new Common
Stock as a desirable investment for indi-

viduals—proceeds to be used in the general
expansion of the company's business which
contemplates the production of the new
Franklin Four. Our circular gives inter-

esting details. Please send for it.

Partial Pay^ments

F. A. Barton, Treasurer

H. H. Franklin Manufacturing Company
Syracuse, N. Y.
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<

JNVESTMENT RETURNS have de-

creased steadily since the post-

war period of money scarcity, and
at present a well-protected invest-
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We recommend

8% Cumulative Preferred Shares
Standard Gas &. Electric Co.

Par Value $50 Non-callable

Listed on Chicago Stock Exchange

Quarterly Dividend Payable on 15th of
March, June, September and December.
You can purchase this security by mail,
i>afely and conveniently, either for cash or
on the Ten-Payment Plan.

Ask for circular S-ioi and " Foundation
Investments"

H. M. Byllesby and Ca
208 South La Salle Street, CHICAGO

NEWYORK BOSTON
111 Broadway 14 State St.
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"We enclose our check

on The Equitable in Paris"

American firms engaged in foreign

business are finding many advantages

in carrying interest-bearing accounts

with The Equitable's offices in London

and Paris. Among the advantages are:

Payment of foreign bills by check

—saving of a considerable sum yearly

in interest—elimination of specula-

tion involved in meeting obligations at

future dates— replenishment of

balances when exchange rates appear

most favorable—establishment of a

valuable local reference overseas

—

first-hand trade and credit information.

The Paris office, moreo\'er, main-

tains a Foreign Travel Service Bureau
which aims to save our clients' buyers

or salesmen time and trouble. The
bureau, which is in charge of an experi-

enced travel man, arranges itineraries,

buys railroad and steamship tickets,

assists in obtaining passport vises,

reserves hotel accommodations, etc.

The London and Paris offices are

complete banking units, from which

radiates a world-wide system of corre-

spondents. The officers of our Foreign

Department will welcome an oppor-

tunity to explain our service in rela-

tion to your specific needs.

THE EQUITABLE
TRUST COMPANY

Madison Ave. at 45th St.

LONDON
3 King William St., E.C.4

OF NEW YORK
37 WALL STREET

MEXICO CITY
48 Calle de Capuchinas

222 Broadzvay

PARIS
22, Rue de la Paix
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 87)

The 4,000,000,000 francs reduction of the

French paper currency has been effected

through floating popular loans, with the pro-

ceeds of which the debt to the bank is taken

up and an equivalent sum in paper currency

cancelled. Germany has apparently passed

the point at which that kind of gradual and
orderly reduction of the currency is possible.

But there remains the kind of expedient adopt-

ed when the old French assignats were can-

celled. That paper was repudiated, but it was
made receivable at a purely nominal valuation,

for subscriptions to a public loan.

IT would at least be possible, when some such

treatment of the currency shall have become
unavoidable, for the German government to go

through the form of a similar conversion; to

acquire possession of the bank-notes at a valu-

ation proportioned to their intrinsic
Problem of ^orthlessness, and to use them for

Currency P^-yi^g off its debt of the govern-

ment to the bank—an indebtedness

which, in the form of Treasury bills, amounted
last month to 288,654,000,000 marks, as

against the outstanding 290,678,000,000 marks
of Reichsbank paper circulation. At a time

when German trade is clamoring for more paper

money because the present supply is inade-

quate for the needs of trade, this might seem to

be a paradoxical recourse. But the German
currency's loss of nearly all value as a medium
of exchange is already driving Germany, as it

drove France in the assignat experiment, to re-

sort to foreign currencies as a means of con-

ducting domestic trade.

The point was reached in the progress of the

French revolutionary paper toward acknowl-

edged worthlessness, in the rise of prices, mea-
sured in such currency, to figures which were
simply absurd, at which men who had food or

merchandise for sale refused to part with it in

exchange for the paper notes. When that atti-

tude had become general, foreign purchasers

came into the market offering actual foreign

money for French merchandise. By degrees

the sellers got in the way of quoting prices in

such foreign coins; the people had repudiated

the paper currency before the government had
done so. Something with a curious resem-
blance to this incident in the French experi-

ment of a century and a quarter ago is already

happening in Germany, where even at the great

Leipzig Fair of the present autumn the one
topic of discussion was the insistence of dealers

on valuing their goods in dollars, Swiss francs,

or pounds sterling; sometimes demanding ac-

tual payment in such currencies, sometimes
(Financial Situation, continued on page 91
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Never a loss to a Client

NOT a dollar of principal or

interest has ever been lost

on any bonds issued by the Mort-

gage & Securities Company, be-

cause exact judgment, determined

through a definite "weighing of

values, precedes the selection of

every investment we offer.

Our function is to provide

capital for the development and

expansion of Southern agricul-

ture, building and industry; and

to protect investors who place

their money in Southern securi-

ties against any possibility of loss.

All these Mortgage and Secur-

ities Bonds are secured by a

closed first mortgage on property

valued at least twice the amount

of the issue. Additionally, the

property must be producing an

income "well beyond the greatest

yearly interest and principal pay-

ments necessary to retire the loan.

Banks and insurance compan-

ies are large purchasers of our

investments and every loan we
make must be up to the standards

acceptable to them.

Allow us to tell you more,

about this type of security that

has never caused the loss of a

dollar of principal or interest to

any investor.

Write for Circular C-443

Seventeenth Year—[SQyer a cQoss to a Client

Mortgage 8- Securities Co.
Capital and Surplus Over One Milliom

Canal &. Camp Sts. New Orleans
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 89)

accepting German marks, but only at the pre-

vailing rate of exchange for the price as fixed

in foreign money.
When the French assignats of 1797 were re-

pudiated as currency, two distinct types of

money and two distinct sets of values for the

same commodities were already in common use.

The transition from one to the other appears

to have occurred with no great shock, and an
actual circulating medium of real intrinsic

value was at hand for substitution. The prob-

lem would by no means be so simple in the

complex machinery of debit and credit, long-

term borrowings by governments and corpora-

tions and investment of private capital in such

long-term obligations. It would involve sweep-

ing readjustment of capital valuations; possibly

it would necessitate revaluation of the princi-

pal of long-term loans according as the con-

tract for them had been undertaken in 1922, or

IQ2I, or 1918, or before the war. But it is not

easy to discover any other ultimate alternative

to something of the financial chaos which pre-

vails in Russia, whose government has officially

declared the gold ruble's value to be 1,200,000

paper rubles, and whose finance administration

no longer prints currency in small denomina-
tions because the cost of printing it would now
be greater than the value of the notes.

THE recital of these various facts in Europe's

economic situation, four years after the

armistice, may seem to embody a counsel of

discouragement and despondency. Neverthe-

less, all experience in the world's past chapters

of financial reaction, especially af-

ter the inflation and economic ex-

haustion of a great war, goes to

prove that recovery of a permanent
sort cannot reasonably be looked

for until all of the unfavorable symptoms are

in such plain sight as to indicate the necessary

remedy. There are four main problems on
whose sola Lion, if we may judge from the drift

of events in the past few months, the fifth year

after the armistice will have to throw some
light. These problems are the disposition of

Central Europe's depreciated paper money, the

fixing of the German reparations payments on
a basis which will admit of practicable settle-

ment between Germany and the Entente
States, the reaching of at least a tentative com-
mon understanding over the inter-governmen-

tal debts of the Allies, and the attitude of the

United States toward the economic situation

as a whole.

For no one of these questions is the solution

in sight to-day; the main fact of reassurance is

(Financial Situation, continued on page g2)
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Increase YourKnowledge of

BONDS
Tte new, re-vised and illustrated edition of our popular booklet

^^Bonds—i^uestions Answered
—Terms l^efined''

is full of authoritative information of the sort needed by those
who are not experienced investors in bonds. For those who
know bonds it is equally valuable as a reference book.

36 ^ages in This Book
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the rapidly growing conviction that they must
be solved; that the era in which they can be
allowed to drift without the financial commu-
nity's disturbing its mind over them is, at any
rate, definitely past. It is perfectly safe to say
that, by \irtue of necessity, we shall have
much clearer knowledge twelve months from
now, as to the probable outcome of all these

uncertain elements in the economic situation,

than we have to-day.

THE attitude of the United States is in some
respects the focus of the whole economic

problem. The United States occupies to-day,

in relation to the other belligerents of the Great
War, the position which England occupied
toward her allies after the war of a
century ago. If the gold of the

fh^^unTte^d
outside world did not accumulate in states
England after 1815 as it has aqcu-

mulated since 191 8 in the United States, at all

events London was the reservoir of capital to

which the rest of the financial world had to

apply. England passed on that occasion

through the successive stages of overextension

of long-dated credit to the rest of Europe, of

overspeculation and forced contraction, of pro-

tective tariffs followed in due course by unfet-

tered international trade, and eventually of re-

distribution of her capital and gold resources to

the rest of the world on the basis of conserva-

tive investment.

In line with the logic of the world's economic
condition, the United States has taken the first

of these steps, and in course of time it will have
to consider the taking of the rest. The heap-

ing up of superfluous gold in our Federal Re-
serve, drawTi from almost every country in the

outside world, is e\idence that the United
States has not yet begun to perform its per-

fectly inevitable function in economic recon-

struction, a delay which might be reasonably

enough explained by the delay of the greater

number of foreign nations in putting their own
houses in order. It can hardly be more than

postponement; but the question, precisely how
the redistribution of capital and gold from
America to the rest of the world will be effected,

is in some respects the most obscure of all pres-

ent-day economic uncertainties.

ENGLAND, after the war of a century ago,

needed raw material of manufacture,

which she did not produce, but which the out-

side w^orld could send to her. A little later

England needed food products from the out-

side w^orld for her rapidly increasing indus-

trial community. Other countries paid their

current indebtedness to England by shipments
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Readjust-
ment 100
Years Ago
and Now

of such products. The United States of to-day

is itself the greatest of all producers and ex-

porters of food and of raw mate-

rial of manufacture.

Whereas England's paramount
economic position of the nineteenth

century was built up on the policy

of free trade, whereby other countries paid

their accruing debt to her in goods, the United

States Congress has just enacted a schedule of

greatly increased import tariffs whose purpose

appears to be to obstruct such payment.

Whereas the foreign trade of Great Britain as

the creditor nation came to be distinguished,

notwithstanding the rapid expansion of its

exports, by a steadily increasing surplus of im-

ports over exports, the recent decrease in the

American export surplus (which is still fifteen

to twenty million dollars per month above the

pre-war figures) is commonly discussed as an

economic handicap which must be reversed by
legislation. We shall have to learn from future

experience how these anomalies of the situa-

tion will adjust themselves.
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38 YEARS WITHOUT

LOSS TO AN INVESTOR
We furnish FIRST MORTGAGES, secured by
Improved Farms in Georgia, Alabama and Florida,

paying 8% interest.

They run for a term of five years, without right of

redemption.
Demand SAFETY first.

Buy Farm Mortgages.
Ask us about them.

Th eTitle Guaranty &Trust Co.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
northern office orlhz georgia loan &.trust co.

Macon. Georgia

Send for our booklet, "Odd Lot Trading"

John Muir & Qo.
Members New York Stock Exchange

61 Broadway
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26 Court St.
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WITHOUT COST

INFORMATIVE
FINANCIAL
LITERATURE [

Following are announcements of current booklets and circulars

issued by financial institations, which may be obtained without
cost on request addressed to the issuing banker. Investors are asked
to mention Scribner's Magazine when writing for literature.

INVESTMENT BOOKLETS AND CIRCULARS
The Bankers Trust Company of New York is issuing periodically

an Investment Letter with an informing review of the investment
situation, which will be sent to investors on request.

"The Original System of Forecasting from Economic Cycles," a
most interesting and attractive booklet describing the particular
service given by The Brookmire Economic Service, 25 West 4Sth
Street, New York City. A copy may be obtained by writing direct

to this company.
"Bonds as Safe as Our Cities" and "Municipal Bonds Defined"

are two booklets published by the William R. Compton Company,
St. Louis, New York, Chicago, Cincinnati, and New Orleans. Both
booklets describe the various kinds of municipal bonds and the safe-

guards surrounding them.
The Equitable Trust Company of New York has published a

treatise, "Currency Inflation and Public Debts," written by Pro-
fessor R. A. Seligman, of Columbia University, with a preface by
Alvin W. Krech, President of the Equitable. The publication is of
special interest to bankers, importers, and exporters, legislators and
statesmen.

Write H. H. Franklin Manufacturing Company for details con-
cerning new $1000 air-cooled, four-cylinder Franklin Car and book-
let of interest to investors.

"Bonds—-Questions Answered, Terms Defined," and "A Sure
Road to Financial Independence," are two excellent booklets issued
by Halsey, Stuart & Company, 14 Wall Street, New York City.
"The Giant Energy—Electricity." A booklet which shows the

attractiveness of carefully selected public-utility bonds, and deals
largely with the wonderful growth in the electric light and power
business. Published by The National City Company, National City
Bank Building, New York.
A folder listing the current investment recommendations of The

National City Company, 55 Wall Street, New York, is available for

investors about the first of each month.
Partial Payments as applied to investment, and a specific monthly

payment plan, are discussed briefly in "Circular A," a booklet sent
on request by Peabody, Houghteling & Co., 10 South La Salle Street,

Chicago, and 366 Madison Avenue, New York.
Stacy and Braun, 14 Wall Street, New York City, have just pub-

lished "A Quick-Reckoning Income Tax Table, Revised for ig22,"
showing the exemption value of municipal bonds which are free from
all Federal income taxes as compared with investment subjects to
these same taxes. Copies may be had upon request.

"How to Figure the Income Basis on Bonds," a non-technical
discussion of this important subject which investors may have
simply by writing to Wells-Dickey Company, Minneapolis.

REAL ESTATE AND FARM MORTGAGE
BOOKLETS

"Idaho Farm Mortgages," a booklet prepared by Edgerton Fab-
rick Company, Pocatella, Idaho, describes features offering investors

an opportunity to earn 7 and 8% with safety.

"How to Select Safe Bonds" explains the security back of Real
Estate Securities. Write George M. Forman & Company, 105 C
West Monroe Street, Chicago.
Greenebaum Sons Investment Company, La Salle and Madison

Streets, Chicago, will send on request their Investors' Guide, which
explains how to invest savings at highest interest rates consistent

with safety.

"The South Today," a booklet describing investment opportuni-'

ties in first-mortgage bonds on Southern real estate, has recently

been issued by G. L. Miller & Company of Atlanta, Georgia.

The Mortgage and Securities Company of New Orleans, Louisi-

ana, specializing in Southern investments, have published a book-
let, "Farm Mortgage Bonds of the South," setting forth the attrac-

tive features of Southern securities of this type. They have also

published two additional booklets, "Southern Real Estate Bonds"
and "Southern Industrial Bonds." Write for copies of these book-
lets.

"A Guaranteed Income" is a booklet for investors in real-estate

bonds, describing the added protection of a guarantee against loss.

Write the Prudence Company, Incorporated, 31 Nassau Street,

New York City.

"The Investor's Safeguard"—a monthly magazine which points

out the factors that make the National Capital one of the strongest

investment centers in the world. For copies write The F. H. Smith
Company, 1414 I Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

"Common Sense in Investing Money" is a comprehensive book-
let published by S. W. Straus and Company, Fifth Avenue at 46th
Street, New York, outlining the principles of safe investment and
describing how the Straus Plan safeguards the various issues of

first-mortgage bonds offered by this house.

We are pleased to call attention to the advertisement of The Title

Guaranty & Trust Company. Its record for thirty-eight years
should insDire confidence. Write for particulars.
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Investor's
Service Bureau

Excerpts from
Questions and c^ylnswers

Upon request this Bureau of Scribner's Magazine,
which is maintained for the service of subscribers,
will furnish information concerning investments.

Q. I am interested in Erie R. R. Common and Cali-

fornia Petroleum Common. At present prices would
you say each of these is a security with a speculative

possibility, due to increased market prices and hope of

dividends, or can they be considered as safe securities

for investment?

A . We acknowledge receipt of your letter of recent date,

requesting our opinion regarding the speculative possibilities

of the following stocks: Erie Railroad, Common, and Cali-

fornia Petroleum, Common. It is contrary to the established

policy of this organization to furnish information bearing

upon speculation. In fact, information of this character,

even though obtained through the best sources available,

is unreliable, and at the best, purely guesswork. We are

very glad to furnish j-ou with pertinent information regard-

ing the companies in question, which will aid you in formu-
lating an opinion. The following paragraphs contain perti-

nent statistical data bearing upon the financial status of the

companies in question. California Petroleum Corporation:
funded debt, none. Capital stock, preferred and partici-

pating, 7% cum. authorized, $17,500,000; outstanding,

$10,739,526. Common ($100), authorized, $17,500,000;
outstanding, $14,877,005. High and low prices of stock

(N. Y. Stock Exchange), year 192 1: preferred, high, 88; low,

68K, common, high, soH; low, 25. Year 1920: preferred,

high, 75K; low, 67. Common, high, 46; low, isH- Year
1919: preferred, high, 86>^; low, 64^^; common, high, 56^^;
low, 2o3^. Dividends; present rate: preferred, 7 % per an-

num, payable quarterly, Jan. i, etc. Common, none.

Comparative Income Account for quarters ended March 31:

gross earnings, 1922, $2,017,385; 1921, $1,872,896. Net
earnings, 1922, $1,097,208; 1921, $1,186,134. ^'^t income,

1922, $571,570; 1921, $736,772; surplus for quarter, 1922,

5337,735; 1921, $507,801. This stock is directly responsive
in price to fluctuations in earnings and is to be regarded as in

a speculative position. Erie Railroad Company: funded
debt, outstanding, total bonds and notes, $208,704,850.
Total equipment obligations, $14,526,300. Total bonds of

leased lines on which Erie pays int., $25,555,400. Total
bonds of controlled roads, $1,225,000. Total bonds other

leased lines^ $3,767,000. Total, $253,778,550. Capital
stock, first preferred 4 % N. C, authorized, $48,000,000;
outstanding, $47,904,400. Second preferred, 4% N. C,
authorized, $16,000,000; outstanding, $16,000,000. Com-
mon, $100; authorized, $153,000,000. Outstanding, $112,

481,900. Di'ddends ; present rate: No dividends are being
paid on any class of stock. Estimated annual earnings of

capitalization (year ending Dec. 31, 1922). On estimated
property value of $390,000,000, 4.04 %. On preferred stock,

15-43% On second preferred stock, 34.21 %. On common
stock, 4.29%. These shares are clearly in the speculative
class.

Q. Several weeks ago I consulted you relative to

investing in a high-grade, long-term bond, and you sug-

gested Baldwin Locomotive 5's and National Tube 5's

as gilt edge. I bought a National Tube, at 99^^.
Now I am going to take the liberty of imposing on
your good nature a second time. I wish to purchase

another high-grade bond, and have thought of Public

Service Corporation of New Jersey 5's, 1959; Newark,
N. J., Gas 5's, about 1948, and Niagara Falls Power 5's,

about 1950. I really know nothing about any of these,

and so wish your opinion. I do not care for any more

railway or steel bonds, of which I already have several,

and place safety of principal and interest ahead of a
slightly higher current yield. I am informed that
Niagara Falls 5's, 1932, are gilt edge, but wish some-
thing with longer time to run. Can you suggest some-
thing better than the above?

A. This acknowledges receipt of your valued favor of

recent date, requesting our opinion of the following issues:

Public Service Corp. of N. J. Gold 5"s, 1959; Newark Con-
solidated Gas. Co. Gold 5's, 1949; Niagara Falls Power Co.,

Gold 6's, 1950. We believe you are mistaken regarding the
interest rate of the Niagara Falls issue. The only issue of

this company due in 1950 is an issue of ist and consoUdation
mtge. 6's. The investment ratings of these issues are,

respectively: i. The General ]Mtge. bonds of the Public
Service Corporation, which are secured upon its entire

property, leaseholds, etc., and further secured by deposit
with Trustee of various bonds and stocks of subsidiary com-
panies, are protected by a wide margin of safety in earnings,

and there also appears to be considerable equity back of

them. A good rating is justified. 2. This issue of bonds,
which is secured by a first mortgage on the Company's
property, with the exception of that covered by Newark Gas
Co. mtge., is to be given a good rating. The company owns
all the gas plants of Newark, Orange, Summit, and various
adjoining towns, and is controlled by the Public Service Corp.,
under lease which provides for the interest on the bonds.
3. Although subject to a considerable amount of prior liens,

this issue should be given a strong investment rating, as the
history of earnings shows a wide margin of safety. We re-

commend the following long-term bonds: New England Tel.

& Tel. Co., ist 5's, due 1952; Tri-State Tel. & Tel. Co., ist &
ref. syi's; Columbus Ry. Pr. Lt. Co. (Ohio), ist & ref. 5's,

due 1940, and Southern Cal. Edison Co., gen, & ref. 6's, due
1944.

Q. \\Tiat industrial or public service bonds do you
recommend for the small investor seeking safety?

What issues are there of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company (or subsidiaries) or bonds of

equally high grade?

A. This acknowledges receipt of your letter of recent

date, requesting our suggestions regarding desirable indus-

trial and pubHc utility' bonds for the small investor seeking

safety of principal. We are listing below a number of indus-

trial and public utiUty issues which we consider desirable.

In addition, we are tabulating the various subsidiary issues

of the American Tel. & Tel. Co., all of which we regard as

desirable investments. Industrial: Baldwin Locomotive
Works, ist 5's, 1949. Corn Products Ref Co., ist mtge.

5's, 1934. Bethlehem Steel Co., Purchase Money 6's, 1948.

Long Term: Indiana Steel Co., ist 5's, 1952. National Tube
Co., 1st 5's, 1952. Columbus Ry. Pr. & Lt. Co. ist. & Ref.

5's, 1940. Union Electric Lt. & Pr. Co. Ref. 5's, i933-

Adirondack Power & Lt. Co., ist & Ref. 6's, 1950. Penn
Public Service Corp., ist & Ref. 6's, 1947. Toledo Edison

Co., ist 7's, 1941. Duquesne Light Co., 7>^'s, 1936. Sub-

sidiary issues of American Tel. & Tel. Co.: Seven-year con-

vertible gold 6"s, due August i, 1925. Collateral Trust Gold
4's, due July i, 1929; Convertible Gold 4's, due March 1,

1936; 20-year Convertible 4)2'^, due March i, 1933; 30-

year Collateral Trust Gold 5's, due December i, 1946; 5-year

6 % notes, due February i, 1924; 3-year 6 % notes, due Oc-

tober I, 1922.
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From a drawins by Frances Rogers.

IT WAS DATED DEAUVILLE, AND WAS NOT, AS HE HAD FEARED, FROM HIS SON.

".A Son at the Front," page 646.
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BOOK I

OHN CAMPTON, the

American portrait-

painter, stood in his

bare studio in Mont-
martre at the end of a

summer afternoon
contemplating a bat-

tered calendar that

hung against the wall.

The calendar marked July 30, 19 14.
Campton looked at this date with a

gaze of unmixed satisfaction. His son,

his only boy, who was coming from Amer-
ica, must have landed in England that

morning, and after a brief halt in London
would join him the next evening in Paris.

To bring the moment nearer, Campton,
smiUng at his weakness, tore off the leaf

and uncovered the 31. Then, leaning in

the window, he looked out over his untidy
scrap of garden at the silver-grey sea of

Paris spreading mistily below him.

A number of visitors had passed through
the studio that day. After years of ob-

scurity Campton had been projected into

the light—or perhaps only into the lime-

light—by his portrait of his son George,
exhibited three years earlier at the spring

show of the French Society of Painters

and Sculptors. The picture seemed to its

author to be exactly in the line of the un-
noticed things he had been showing be-

fore, though perhaps nearer to what he
was always trying for, because of the ex-

ceptional interest of his subject. But to

the public he had appeared to take a new

turn; or perhaps some critic had suddenly
found the right phrase for him; or, that

season, .people wanted a new painter to

talk about. Didn't he know by heart all

the Paris reasons for. success or failure?

The early years of his career had given
him ample opportunity to learn them.
Like other young students of liis genera-

tion, he had come to Paris with an exag-

gerated reverence for the few conspicuous
figures who made the old Salons of the

'eighties like bad plays written around a
few stars. If he could get near enough to

Beausite, the ruling light of the galaxy, he
thought he might do things not unworthy
of that great master; but Beausite, who
had ceased to receive pupils, saw no rea-

son for making an exception in favour of

an obscure youth without a backing. He
was not kind; and on the only occasion

when a painting of Campton's came under
his eye he let fall an epigram which went
the round of Paris, but shocked its victim

by its revelation of the great man's in-

eptitude.

Campton, if he could have gone on ad-

miring Beausite's work, would have for-

gotten his unkindness and even his critical

incapacity; but as the young painter's

personal convictions developed he discov-

ered that his idol had none, and that the

dazzling maestria still enveloping his work
was only the light from a dead star.

All these things were now nearly thirty

years old. Beausite had vanished from
the heavens, and the youth he had sneered

at throned there in his stead. Most of

the people who besieged Campton's studio
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644 A SOX AT THE FRONT

were the lineal descendants of those who tact with the rulers of the earth, must
had echoed Beausite's sneer. They be- surely have some hint of their councils,

longed to the tj-pes that Campton least Whatever it was, he revealed nothing, but
cared to paint; but they were usually continued to talk frivolously and infatu-

those who paid the highest prices, and he atedly about a new Javanese dancer whom
had lately had new and imperious reasons he wanted Campton to paint ; but his

for wanting to earn all the money he large beaked face with its triumphant
could. So for two years he had let it be moustache had grown pinched and grey,

as difficult and expensive as possible to be and he had forgotten to renew the dye on
''done by Campton"; and this oppressive the moustache.

July day had been crowded with the \isits Campton's one really imperturbable
of suppliants of a sort unused to waiting visitor was little Charlie Alicante, the

on anybody's pleasure, people w-ho had Spanish secretary of Embassy at BerUn,
postponed St. ^loritz and Deauville, Aix who had dropped in on his way to St. Mo-
and Royat, because it was known that one ritz, bringing the newest news from the
had to accept the master's conditions or Wilhelmstrasse, news that was all suavity

apply elsewhere. and reassurance, with a touch of playful

The job bored him more than ever ; the reproach for the irascibiHty of Erench
more of their fatuous faces he recorded feeling, and a reminder of Imperial longa-

the more he hated the task; but for the nimity in regard to the foolish misunder-
last tw^o or three days the monotony of standings of Agadir and Saverne.

his toil had been relieved by a new ele- Now" all the visitors had gone, and
ment of interest. This was produced by Campton, leaning in the window, looked

what he called the ''war-funk," and con- out over Paris and mused on his summer
sisted in the efifect on his sitters and their plans. He meant to plunge straight

friends of the suggestion that something down to Southern Italy and Sicily, per-

new, incomprehensible and uncomfortable haps even push over to North Africa,

might be about to threaten the ordered That at least was w^hat he hoped for: no
course of their pleasures. sun was too hot for him and no landscape

Campton himself did not "believe in too arid. But it all depended on George;
the war" (as the current phrase went); for George was going with him, and if

therefore he was able to note with perfect George preferred Spain they would post-

composure its agitating effect upon his pone the desert.

sitters. On the whole the women be- It w^as almost impossible to Campton
haved best: the idiotic Mme. de Dol- to picture w^hat it would be like to have
metsch had actually growTi beautiful the boy with him. Eor so long he had
through fear for her lover, who turned out seen his son only in snatches, hurriedly,

(in spite of a name as exotic as hers) to be incompletely, uncomprehendingly : it was
a French subject, of military age. The only in the last three years that their inti-

men had made a less creditable showing

—

macy had had a chance to develop. And
especially the big banker and promoter, they had never travelled together, except

Jorgenstein, whose round red face had for hasty dashes, tw^o or three times, to

withered Uke a pricked balloon, and young seashore or mountains ; had never gone off

Prince Demetrios Palamedes, just mar- on a long solitary journey such as this,

ried to the fabulously rich daughter of an Campton, tired, disenchanted, and near-

Argentine wheat-grower, and so secure as ing sixty, found himself looking forward

to his bride's fortune that he could curse to the adventure with an eagerness as

impartially all the disturbers of his sum- great as the different sort of ardour with

mer plans. Even the great tuberculosis which, in his youth, he had imagined

specialist, Eortin-Lescluze, whom Camp- flights of another kind with the woman
tion was painting in return for the physi- who was to fulfill every dream,

clan's devoted care of George the previous " Well—I suppose that's the stuff pic-

year, had lost something of his profes- tures are made of," he thought, smiling at

sional composure, and no longer gave out his inextinguishable belief in the com-
the sense of tranquillizing strength which pleteness of his next experience. Life

had been such a help in the boy's fight for had perpetually knocked him dowTi just

health. Eortin-Lescluze. always in con- as he had his hand on her gifts; nothing
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had ever succeeded with him but his work.

But he was as sure as ever that peace of

mind and contentment of heart were wait-

ing for him round the next corner; and
this time, it was clear, they were to come
to him through his wonderful son.

The doorbell rang, and he listened for

the maid-servant's step. There was an-

other impatient jingle, and he remem-
bered that his faithful Mariette had left

for Lille, where she was to spend her vaca-

tion with her family. Campton, reaching

for his stick, shuffled across the studio

with his lame awkward stride.

At the door stood his old friend Paul

Dastrey, one of the few men with whom
he had been unbrokenly intimate since

the first days of his disturbed and inco-

herent Parisian life. Dastrey came in

without speaking: his small dry face,

seamed with premature wrinkles of irony

and sensitiveness, looked unusually grave.

The wrinkles seemed suddenly to have be-

come those of an old man; and how grey

Dastrey had turned ! He walked a little

stiffly, with a jauntiness obviously in-

tended to conceal a growing tendency to

rheumatism.

In the middle of the floor, he paused and
tapped a varnished boot-tip with his stick.

"Let's see what you've done to Daisy
Dolmetsch."
"Qh, it's been done for me—you'll

see!" Campton laughed. He was enjoy-

ing the sight of Dastrey and thinking that

this visit was providentiall}- timed to give

him a chance of expatiating on his coming
journey. In his rare moments of expan-

siveness he felt the need of some substi-

tute for the background of domestic sym-
pathy which as a rule would have simply

bored or exasperated him; and at such
times he could always talk to Dastrey.

The little man screwed up his eyes and
continued to tap his varnished toes.

"But she's magnificent. She's seen

the Medusa!"
Campton laughed again. "Just so.

For days and days I'd been trying to do
something with her; and suddenly the

war-funk did it for me."
"The war-funk?"
" Who'd have thought it ? She's fright-

ened to death about Ladislas Isador—who
is French, it turns out, and mobilisable.

The poor soul thinks there's going to be

war !

"

"Well, there i^," said Dastrey.

The two men looked at each other:

Campton amused, incredulous, a shade
impatient at the perpetual recurrence of

the same theme, and aware of presenting

a smile of irritating unresponsiveness to

his friend's solemn gaze.
" Oh, come—you too ? Why, the Duke

of Alicante has just left here, fresh from
Berlin. You ought to hear him laugh at

us. .
."

"How about Berlin's laughing at

him ? " Dastrey sank into a wicker arm-
chair, drew out a cigarette and forgot to

light it. Campton returned to the win-
dow.

" There can't be war: I'm going to Sicily

and Africa with George the day after to-

morrow," he broke out.

"Ah, George— . To be sure. .
."

There was a silence; Dastrey had not
even smiled. He turned the unlit ciga-

rette in his dry fingers.

"Too young for 'seventy—and too old

for this ! Some men are born under a

curse," he burst out indignantly.

"What on earth are you talking

about?" Campton exclaimed, forcing his

gaiety a little.

Dastrey stared at him with furious eyes.

"But I shall get something, somewhere
. . . they can't stop a man's enlisting ... I

had an old uncle who did it in 'seventy . . .

he was older than I am now."
Campton looked at him compassion-

ately. Poor little circumscribed Paul

Dastrey, whose utmost adventure had
been an occasional article in an art review,

an occasional six weeks in the near East

!

It was pitiful to see him breathing fire and
fury on an enemy one knew to be engaged,

at that very moment, in meeting England
and France more than half-way in the ef-

fort to smooth over diplomatic difficulties.

But Campton could make allowances for

the irritability of the tragic generation

brought up in the shadow of Sedan.

"Look here," he said, "I'U tell you
what. Come along with George and me
—as far as Palermo, anyhow. You're a
little stiff again in that left knee, and we
can bake our lamenesses together in the

good Sicilian oven."

Dastrey had found a match and lighted

his cigarette.
" My poor Campton—there'll be war in

three days."
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Campion's incredulity was shot through

with the deadly chill of conviction.

There it was—there would be war ! It

was too like his cursed luck not to be

true. . . He smiled inwardly, perceiving

that he was viewing the question exactly

as the despicable Jorgenstein and the

fatuous Prince Demetrios had viewed it:

as an unwarrantable interference with his

private plans. Yes—but his case was dif-

ferent. . . Here was the son he had never

seen enough of, never till lately seen at all,

as most fathers see their sons; and the boy
was to be packed off to New York that

mnter, to go into a bank; and for the Lord
knew how many months this was to be

their last chance, as it was almost their

first, of being together quietly, confiden-

tially, uninterruptedly. These other men
were whining at the interruption of their

vile pleasures or their viler money-making

;

he, poor devil, was trembling for the

chance to lay the foundation of a com-
plete and lasting friendship with his only

son, at the moment when such under-

standings do most to shape a youth's

future. . . ''And with what I've had to

fight against
!

" he groaned, seeing victory

in sight, and sickening at the idea that it

might be snatched from him.

Then another thought came, and he

felt the blood leaving his ruddy face and,

as it seemed, receding from every vein of

his heavy awkward body. He sat down
opposite Dastrey, and the two looked at

each other.

"There won't be war. But if there

were—why shouldn't George and I go to

hereus sittmgSicily? You don't see

making lint, do you?"
Dastrey smiled. ''Lint is unhygienic;

you won't have to do that. And I see no
reason why you shouldn't go to Sicily—or

to China." He paused. ''But how
about George—I thought he and his

mother were both born in France?"
"Yes—they were, worse luck. He's

subject to your preposterous military

regulations. But it doesn't make any
difference, as it happens. He's sure to be

discharged after that touch of tubercu-

losis he had last year, when he had to be
rushed up to the Engadine."

"Ah, I see. Then, as you say. . . Still,

of course he wouldn't be allowed to leave

the country."

A constrained silence fell between the

two. Campton became aware that, for

the first time since they had known each
other, their points of view were the width
of the poles apart. It was hopeless to try

to bridge such a distance.

"Of course, you know," he said, trying

for his easiest voice, "I still consider this

discussion purely academic. . . But if it

turns out that I'm wrong I shall do all

I can—all I can, do you hear?—to get

George discharged. . . You'd better know
that. .

."

Dastrey, rising, held out his hand with
his faithful smile. "My dear old Camp-
ton, I perfectly understand a foreigner's

taking that view. .
." He walked toward

the door and they parted without more
words.

When he had gone Campton began to

recover his reassurance. Who was Das-
trey, poor chap, to behave as if he were in

the councils of the powers? It was per-

fect nonsense to pretend that a diploma-
tist straight from Berlin didn't know more
about what was happening there than the

newsmongers of the Boulevards. One
didn't have to be an Ambassador to see

which way the wind was blowing; and
men like Alicante, belonging to a country
uninvolved in the affair, were the only

people capable of a cool judgment at mo-
ments of international tension.

Campton took the portrait of Mme. de
Dolmetsch and leaned it against the other

canvases along the wall. Then he started

clumsily to put the room to rights—with-

out Mariette he was so helpless—and
finally, abandoning the attempt, said to

himself: "I'll come and wind things up
to-morrow."
He was moving that day from the

studio to the hotel de Crillon, where
George was to join him the next evening.

It would be jolly to be with the boy from
the moment he arrived; and, even if Mari-
ette's departure had not paralyzed his

primitive housekeeping, he could not have
made room for his son at the studio. So,

reluctantly, for he loathed luxury and
conformity, but joyously, because he was
to be with George, Campton threw some
shabby clothes into a shapeless portman-
teau, and prepared to despatch the con-

cierge for a taxicab.

He was hobbling down the stairs when
the old woman met him ^^dth a telegram.

He tore it open and saw that it was dated
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Deauville, and was not, as he had feared,

from his son.

''Very anxious. Must see you to-mor-

row. Please come to Avenue Marigny at

five without fail. Julia Brant."

''Oh, damn," Campton growled, crum-
pling up the message.

The concierge was looking at him with
searching eyes.

"Is it war, sir?" she asked, pointing to

the bit of blue paper. He supposed she

was thinking of her grandsons.
"No—no—nonsense ! War ? " He

smiled into her shrewd old face, every

wrinkle of which seemed full of a deep,

human experience.

"War? Can you imagine anything

more absurd? Can you, now? What
should you say if they told you war was
going to be declared, Mme. Lebel?"

She gave him back his look with pro-

found earnestness. Then she spoke in a

voice of sudden resolution. "Why, I

should say we don't want it, sir—I'd have
four in it if it came

—

hut that this sort of

thing has got to stop.^'

Campton shrugged. "Oh, well—it's

not going to come, so don't worry. And
call me a taxi, will you? No, no, I'll

carry the bags down myself."

II

"But even if they do mobiUse: mobili-

sation is not war

—

is it?" Mrs. Anderson
Brant repeated impatiently across the

teacups.

Campton dragged himself up from the

deep armchair he had inadvertently

chosen. To escape from his hostess's

troubled eyes he limped across to the win-

dow and stood gazing out at the thick

turf and brilliant flower-borders of the

garden which was so unlike his own.
After a moment he turned and glanced

about him, catching the reflection of his

heavy figure in a mirror dividing two gar-

landed panels. He had not entered Mrs.
Brant's drawing-room for nearly ten

years; not since the period of the intermi-

nable discussions about the choice of a
school for George; and in spite of the

far graver preoccupations that now
weighed on him, and of the huge men-
ace with which the whole world was echo-

ing, he paused for an instant to consider

the contrast between his clumsy person

and that expensive and irreproachable

room.

"You've taken away Beausite's por-

trait of you," he said abruptly, looking up
at the chimney-panel, which was filled

with the blue and umber bloom of a Fra-

gonard landscape.

A full-length of Mrs. Anderson Brant
by Beausite had been one of Mr. Ander-
son Brant's wedding-presents to his bride;

it was as much a part of that kind of mar-
riage as pearls and sables.

"Yes. Anderson thought . . . the dress

was so dreadfully old-fashioned," Mrs.
Brant explained; and went on again:

"You think it's not war: don't you?"
What was the use of telling her what he

thought? For years and years he had
not done that—about anything. But
suddenly, now, a stringent necessity had
drawn them together, confronting them
like any two plain people caught in a com-
mon danger—like husband and wife, for

example

!

" It is war, this time, I believe," he said.

She set down her cup with a hand that

had begun to tremble.

"I disagree with you entirely," she re-

torted, her voice shrill with anxiety. "I
was frightfully upset when I sent you that

telegram yesterday; but I've been lunch-

ing to-day with the old Due de Montlhery
—you know he fought in 'seventy—and
with Levi-Michel of the 'Jour,' who had
just seen some of the government people;

and they both explained to me quite

clearly
"

"That you'd made a mistake in coming
up from DeauviHe?"
To save himself Campton could not re-

strain the sneer; on the rare occasions

when a crisis in their lives flung them on
each other's mercy, the first sensation he
was always conscious of was the degree

to which she bored him. He remembered
the day, years ago, long before their di-

vorce, when it had first come home to him
that she was always going to bore him.

But he was ashamed to think of that now,
and went on more patiently: "You see,

the situation is rather different from any-

thing we've known before; and, after all,

in 1870 all the wise people thought till

the last minute that there would be no
war."

Her delicate face seemed to shrink and
wither with apprehension.
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"Then—what about George?" she

asked, the paint coming out about her

haggard eyes.

Campton paused a moment. "You
may suppose I've thought of that/'

"Oh, of course. .
." He saw she was

honestly tr^dng to be what a mother
should be in talking of her only child to

that child's father. But the long habit

of superficiality made her stammering and
inarticulate when her one deep feeling

tried to rise to the surface.

Campton seated himself again, taking

care to choose a straight-backed chair.
" I see nothing to worry about with regard

to George," he said.

"You mean ?"

"Why, they won't take him—they

won't want him . . . with his medical rec-

ord."

"Are you sure? He's so much
stronger. . . He's gained twenty pounds
..." It was terrible, really, to hear

her avow it in a reluctant whisper ! That
was the view that war made mothers take

of the chief blessing they could ask for

their children ! Campton understood her,

and took the same view. George's won-
derful recovery, the one joy his parents

had shared in the last twenty years, was
now a misfortune to be denied and dis-

sembled. They looked at each other like

accomplices, the same thought in their

eyes: if only the boy had been born in

America ! It was grotesque that the

whole of joy or anguish should suddenly be
found to hang on a geographical accident.

"After all, we're Americans; this is not

our job
—

" Campton began.
" No— " He saw she was waiting, and

knew for what.

"So of course—if there were anv
trouble—but there won't be; if there

were, though, I shouldn't hesitate to do
what was necessary . . . use any influ-

ence. .
."

"Oh, then we agree!" broke from her

in a cry of wonder.
The unconscious irony of the exclama-

tion struck him, and increased his irrita-

tion. He remembered the tone—unde-
finably compassionate—in which Dastrey
had said: "I perfectly understand a for-

eigner's taking that view". . . But was
he a foreigner, Campton asked himself?

And what was the criterion of citizenship,

if he, who owed to France everything thai

had made life worth while, could regard
himself as owing her nothing, now that

for the first time he might have something
to give her? Well, for himself that argu-

ment was all right: preposterous as he
thought war—any war—he would have
offered himself to France on the instant

if she had had any use for his lame car-

cass. But he had never bargained to

give her his only son.

Mrs. Brant went on in excited argu-

ment.
" Of course you know how careful I al-

ways am to do nothing about him with-

out consulting you; but since you feel

about it as ive do— " She blushed under
her faint rouge. The "we" had sHpped
out accidentally, and Campton, aware of

turning hard-lipped and grim, sat waiting

for her to repair the blunder. Through
the years of his poverty it had been im-
possible not to put up, on occasions, with
that odious first person plural: as long as

his wretched inability to make money had
made it necessary that his wife's second
husband should pay for his son's keep,

such allusions had been part of Campton's
long expiation. But even then he had
tacitly made his former wife understand
that, when they had to talk of the boy, he
could bear her saying "I think," or "An-
derson thinks," this or that, but not "2£'c

think it." And in the last few years,

since Campton's unforeseen success had
put him, to the astonishment of every one
concerned, in a position of financial inde-

pendence, "Anderson" had almost en-

tirely dropped out of their talk about
George's future. Mrs. Brant was not a

clever woman, but she had a social adroit-

ness that sometimes took the place of in-

telligence.

On this occasion she saw her mistake so

quickly, and blushed for it so painfully,

that at any other time Campton would
have smiled away her distress; but at the

moment he could not stir a muscle to help

her.

"Look here," he broke out, "there are

things I've had to accept in the past, and
shall have to accept in the future. The
boy is to go into Bullard and Brant's

—

it's agreed; I'm not sure enough of being

able to provide for him for the next few
years to interfere with—with your plans

in that respect. But I thought it was
understood once for all

"
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She interrupted him excitedly. ''Oh,

of course ... of course. You must admit
I've always respected your feeling. .

."

He acknowledged awkwardly: "Yes."
"Well, then—won't you see that this

situation is different, terribly different,

and that we ought all to work together?

If Anderson's influence can be of use. .
."

"Anderson's influence
—

" Campton's
gorge rose against the phrase ! It was
always Anderson's influence that had
been invoked—and none knew better

than Campton himself how justly—when
the boy's future welfare was under discus-

sion. But in this particular case the sug-

gestion was intolerable.

"Of course," he interrupted drily.

" But, as it happens, I think I can attend

to this job myself."

She looked down at her huge rings, hesi-

tated visibly, and then flung tact to the

winds. "What makes you think so?

You don't know the right sort of people."

It was a long time since she had thrown
that at him: not since the troubled days
of their marriage, when it had been the

cruellest taunt she could think of. Now
it struck him simply as a particularly un-

palatable truth. No, he didn't know
"the right sort of people" . . . unless, for

instance, among his new patrons, such a

man as Jorgenstein answered to the de-

scription. But, if there were war, on
what side would a cosmopolitan like Jor-

genstein turn out to be?
"Anderson, you see," she persisted,

losing sight of everything in the need to

lull her fears, "Anderson knows all the

political people. In a business way, of

course, a big banker has to. If there's

really any chance of George's being taken

you've no right to refuse Anderson's help

—none whatever !"

Campton was silent. He had meant to

reassure her, to reaffirm his conviction

that the boy was sure to be discharged.

But as their eyes met he saw that she be-

lieved this no more than he did; and he
felt the contagion of her incredulity.

"But if you're so sure there's not going

to be war— " he began.

As he spoke he saw her face change,

and was aware that the door behind him
had opened cautiously and that a short

man, bald and sUm, was advancing at a

sort of mincing trot across the pompous
garlands of the Savonnerie carpet.

Campton got to his feet. He had ex-

pected Anderson Brant to stop at sight

of him, mumble a greeting, and then back
out of the room—as usual. But Ander-
son Brant did nothing of the sort: he

merely hastened his trot toward the tea-

table. He made no attempt to shake
hands with Campton, but bowing shyly

and stiffly said: "I understood you were
coming, and hurried back ... on the

chance ... to consult. .
."

Campton gazed at him without speak-

ing. They had not seen each other since

the extraordinary occasion, two years be-

fore, when Mr. Brant, furtively one day
at dusk, had come to his studio to offer to

buy George's portrait; and as their eyes

met the memory of that visit reddened
both their faces.

Mr. Brant was a compact little man of

about sixty. His sandy hair, just turn-

ing grey, was brushed forward over a
baldness which was ivory-white at the

crown and became brick-pink above the

temples, before merging into the tanned
and freckled surface of his face. He was
always dressed in carefully cut clothes of

a discreet grey, with a tie to match, in

which even the plump pearl was grey, so

that he reminded Campton of a dry per-

pendicular insect in protective tints; and
the fancy was encouraged by his cautious

manner, and the way he had of peering

over his glasses as if they were part of his

armour. His feet were small and pointed,

and seemed to be made of patent leather;

and shaking hands with him was like

clasping a bunch of twigs.

It had been Campton's lot, on the rare

occasions of his meeting Mr. Brant, al-

ways to see this perfectly balanced man
in moments of disequilibrium, when the

attempt to simulate poise probably made
him more rigid than nature had created

him. But to-day his perturbation be-

trayed itself in the gesture with which he

drummed out a tune on the back of the

gold and platinum cigar-case he had un-

consciously drawn from his pocket.

After a moment he seemed to become
aware of what he had in his hand, and
pressing the sapphire spring held out the

case with the remark: "Coronas."

Campton made a movement of refusal,

and Mr. Brant, overwhelmed, thrust the

cigar-case away.
"I ought to have taken one—I may
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need him," Campton thought; and Mrs.

Brant said, addressing her husband: ''He

thinks as we do—exactly."

Campton winced. Thinking as the

Brants did was, at all times, so foreign to

his nature and his principles that his first

impulse was to protest. But the sight of

Mr. Brant, standing there helplessly, and
trying to hide the twitching of his lip by
stroking his lavender-scented moustache
wdth a discreetly curved hand, moved the

painter's imagination.

''Poor devil—he'd give all his millions

if the boy were safe," he thought, ''and

he doesn't even dare to say so."

It satisfied Campton's sense of his

rights that these two powerful people

were hanging on his decision like fright-

ened children, and he answered, looking

at Mrs. Brant: "There's nothing to be
done at present . . . absolutely nothing.

—

Except," he added abruptly, "to take

care not to talk in this way to George."

Mrs. Brant lifted a startled gaze.

"What do you mean? If war is de-

clared, you can't expect me not to speak
of it to him."
"Speak of it as much as you like, but

don't drag him in. Let him work out his

own case for himself." He went on with

an efifort: "It's what I intend to do."

"But you said you'd use every influ-

ence !" she protested, oVjtusely.

"Well—I believe this is one of them."
She looked dowTi resignedly at her

clasped hands, and he saw her Hps tighten.
"My telling her that has been just enough
to start her on the other tack," he groaned
to himself, all her old stupidities rising up
around him like a fog.

Mr. Brant gave a slight cough and re-

moved his protecting hand from his lips.

"Mr. Campton is right," he said,

quickly and timorously. "I take the

same view—entirely. George must not
know that we are thinking of using . . .

any means. .
." He coughed again, and

groped for the cigar-case.

As he ceased, there came over Campton
a sense of their possessing a common
ground of understanding that Campton
had never found in his wife. He had had
a hint of the same feeling, but had volun-

tarily stifled it, on the day when Mr.
Brant, apologetic yet determined, had
come to the studio to buy George's por-

trait. Campton had seen then how the

man suffered from his failure, but had
chosen to attribute his distress to the hu-
miliation of finding there were things his

money could not purchase. Now, that

judgment seemed as unimaginative as he
had once thought Mr. Brant's overture.

Campton turned on the banker a look

that was almost fraternal.

"We men know ..." the look said; and
Mr. Brant's parched cheek was suffused

with a flush of understanding. Then, as

if frightened at the consequences of such
complicity, he repeated his stiff bow and
went out.

A few moments later, when Campton
issued forth into the Avenue Marigny, it

came to him as a surprise to see the old

unheeding life of Paris still going on. In
the golden decline of day the usual idlers

sat under the horse-chestnuts of the

Champs Elysees, children scampered be-

tween turf and flowers, and the perpetual

stream of motors rolled up the central

avenue to the restaurants beyond the

gates.

Under the last trees of the Avenue Ga-
briel Campton stood looking across the

Place de la Concorde. No doubt the

future was ddrk: he had guessed from Mr.
Brant's precipitate arrival that the banks
and the Stock Exchange feared the worst.

But what could a man do whose convic-

tions were so largely formed by the play

of things on his retina, when before him,

in the setting sun, all that majesty of

space and light and architecture spread

out undisturbed? Paris was too trium-

phant a fact not to argue down his fears.

There she lay in the security of her beauty,

and once more proclaimed herself eter-

nal.

Ill

The night was so lovely that, though
the Boulogne express arrived late, George
at once proposed dining in the Bois.

His luggage, of which, as usual, there

was a good deal, was dropped at the Cril-

lon, and they shot up the Champs Elysees

as the summer dusk began to be pricked

by lamps.

"How jolly the old place smells!"

George cried, breathing in the scent of

sun-warmed asphalt, of flower-beds and
freshly watered dust. He seemed as

much alive to such impressions as if his

first word at the station had not been:
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"Well, this time I suppose we're in for

it." In for it they might be; but mean-
while he meant to enjoy the scents and
scenes of Paris as acutely and unconcern-

edly as ever.

Campton had hoped that he would pick

out one of the humble cychsts' restaurants

near the Seine; but not he. "Madrid, is

it?" he said gaily as the taxi turned into

the Bois; and there they sat, under the

illuminated trees, in the general ghtter

and expensiveness, with the Tziganes

playing down their talk, and all around
them the painted faces that seemed to the

father so old and obvious, and to the son,

no doubt, so full of novelty and mystery.

The music made conversation diffi-

cult; but Campton did not care. It was
enough to sit and watch the face in

which, after each absence, he noted a new
and richer vivacity. He had often tried

to make up his mind if his boy were hand-

some. Not that the father's eye influ-

enced the painter's; but George's young
head, with its thick blond thatch, the

complexion ruddy to the golden eyebrows,

and then abruptly white on the forehead,

the short amused nose, the inquisitive

eyes, the ears lying back flat to the skull

against curly edges of fair hair, defied all

rules and escaped all classifications by a
mixture of romantic gaiety and shrewd
plainness like that in certain eighteenth-

century portraits.

As father and son faced each other

over the piled-up peaches, while the last

sparkle of champagne died down in their

glasses, Campton's thoughts went back to

the day when he had first discovered his

son. George was a schoolboy of twelve,

at home for the Christmas holidays. At
home meant at the Brants', since it was
always there he stayed : his father saw him
only on certain days. Usually Mariette
fetched him to the studio on one afternoon

in the week; but this particular week
George was ill, and it had been arranged
that in case of illness his father was to

visit him at his mother's. He had one of

his frequent bad colds, and Campton re-

called him, propped up in bed in his lux-

urious overheated room, a scarlet sweater

over his ' nightshirt, a book on his thin

knees, and his ugly little fever-flushed

face bent over it in profound absorption.

Till that moment George had never

seemed to care for books: his father had

resigned himself to the probabiHty of

seeing him grow up into the ordinary

pleasant young fellow, with his mother's
worldly tastes. But the boy was read-

ing as only a bookworm reads—reading

with his very finger-tips, and his inquisi-

tive nose, and the perpetual dart ahead
of a gaze that seemed to guess each phrase
from its last word. He looked up with a
smile, and said: "Oh, Dad . .

." but it was
clear that he regarded the visit as an in-

terruption. Campton, leaning over, saw
that the book was a first edition of

Lavengro.

"Where the deuce did you get that?"
George looked at him with shining

eyes. "Didn't you know? Mr. Brant has
started collecting first editions. There's

a chap who comes over from London with
things for him. He lets me have them to

look at when I'm seedy. I say, isn't this

topping ? Do you remember the fight ?
"

And, marveUing once more at the ways of

Providence, Campton perceived that the

millionaire's taste for owning a library

had awakened in his stepson a taste for

reading it. "I couldn't have done that

for him," the father had reflected with
secret bitterness. It was not that a bibli-

ophile's library was necessary to develop

a taste for letters; but that Campton him-
self, being a small reader, had few books
about him, and usually borrowed those

few. If George had lived with him he
might never have guessed the boy's latent

hunger, for the need of books as part of

one's daily food would scarcely have pre-

sented itself to him.

From that day he and George had
understood each other. Initiation had
come to them in different ways, but their

ardour for beauty had the same root.

The visible world, and its transposition in

terms of one art or another, were there-

after the subject of their interminable

talks; and Campton, with a passionate in-

terest, watched his son absorbing through

books what had mysteriously reached him
through his paint-brush.

They had been parted often, and for

long periods; first by George's schooling in

England, next by his French military ser-

vice, begun at eighteen to facilitate his

entry into Harvard; finally, by his so-

journ at the University. But whenever

they were together they seemed to make
up in the first ten minutes for the longest
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separation; and since George had come of

age, and been his owti master, he had
given his father every moment he could

spare.

His career at Harvard had been inter-

rupted, after two years, by the symptoms
of tuberculosis which had necessitated his

being hurried off to the Engadine. He
had returned completely cured, and at his

own wish had gone back to Harvard; and
having finished his course and taken his

degree, he had now come out to join his

father on a long holiday before entering

the New York banking-house of Bullard

and Brant.

Campton, looking at the boy's bright

head across the Hghts and flowers, thought

how incredibly stupid it was to sacrifice

an hour of such a life to the routine of

money-getting ; but he had had that ques-

tion out with himself once for all, and was
not going to return to it. His own suc-

cess, if it lasted, would eventually help

him to make George independent; but
meanwhile he had no right to interfere

with the boy's business training. He had
hoped that George would develop some
marked talent, some irresistible tendency

which would decide his future too defi-

nitely for interference; but George was
twenty-five, and no such call had come to

him. Apparently he was fated to be only

a delighted spectator and commentator;
to enjoy and interpret, not to create. And
Campton knew that this absence of a

special bent, with the strain and absorp-

tion it implies, gave the boy his peculiar

charm. The trouble was that it made
him the prey of other people's plans for

him. And now all these plans—Camp-
ton's dreams for the future as well as the

business arrangements which were Mr.
Brant's contribution—might be wrecked
by to-morrow's news from Berlin. The
possibility still seemed unthinkable; but
in spite of his incredulity the e\'il shadow
hung on him as he and his son chatted of

political issues.

George made no allusion to his own
case: his whole attitude was so dispas-

sionate that his father began to wonder
if he had not solved the question by con-

cluding that he would not pass the medi-
cal examination. The tone he took was
that the whole affair, from the point of

view of twentieth-century civilization, was

too monstrous an incongruity for some-
thing not to put a stop to it at the
eleventh hour. His easy optimism at

first stimulated his father, and then began
to jar on him.

"Dastrey doesn't think it can be
stopped," Campton said at length.

The boy smiled.

^'Dear old Dastrey! No, I suppose
not. That after-Sedan generation have
got the inevitability of war in their bones.

They've never been able to get beyond it.

Our whole view is different: we're inter-

nationals, whether we want to be or not."

"To begin with, if by 'our' view^ you
mean yours and mine, you and I are not
French," his father interposed, "and we
can never really know what the French
feel on such matters."

George looked at him affectionately.

"Oh, but I didn't—I meant 'we' in the

sense of my generation, of whatever na-

tionality. I know French chaps who feel

as I do—Louis Dastrey, Paul's nephew,
for one; and lots of English ones. They
don't beUeve the world will ever stand for

another war. It's too stupidly uneco-

nomic, to begin with: I suppose you've
read Angell? Then life's worth too

much, and nowadays too many millions

of people know^ it. That's the way we
all feel. Think of everything that counts

—art and science and poetry, and all the

rest—going to smash at the nod of some
doddering diplomatist ! It was different

in old times, when the best of life, for the

immense majority, w^as never anything
but plague, pestilence and famine. Peo-
ple are too healthy and well-fed now;
they're not going off to die in a ditch to

oblige anybody."
Campton looked away, and his eye,

straying over the crowd, lit on the long

hea\y face of Fortin-Lescluze, seated

with a group of men on the other side of

the garden.

Why had it never occurred to him be-

fore that if there was one being in the

w^orld w^ho could get George discharged it

was the great specialist under whose care

he had been?
"Suppose war does come," the father

thought, "what if I were to go over and
tell him I'll paint his dancer ? " He stood

up and made his way between the tables.

Fortin-Lescluze was dining with a party
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of jaded-looking politicians and journal-

ist^. To reach him Campton had to

squeeze past another table, at which a
fair worn-looking lady sat beside a hand-
some old man with a dazzling mane of

white hair and a Grand Officer's rosette

of the Legion of Honour. Campton
bowed, and the lady whispered something
to her companion, who returned a stately

vacant salute. Poor old Beausite, dining

alone with his much-wronged and all-for-

giving wife, bowdng to the people she told

him to bow to, and placidly murmuring:
" War—war," as he stuck his fork into the

peach she had peeled

!

At Fortin's table the faces were less

placid. The men greeted Campton with

a deference which was not lost on Mme.
Beausite, and the painter bent close over

Fortin, embarrassed at the idea that she

might overhear him. "If I can make
time for a sketch—will you bring your

dancing lady to-morrow?"
The physician's eyes ht up under their

puffy lids.

"My dear friend—will I? She's sim-

ply set her heart on it!" He drew out

his watch and added: "But why not tell

her the good news yourself? You told

me, I think, you'd never seen her ? This

is her last night at the 'Posada,' and if

you'll jump into my motor we shall be

just in time to see her come on."

Campton beckoned to George, and
father and son followed Fortin-Lescluze.

None of the three men, on the way back
to Paris, made any allusion to the war.

The physician asked George a few medical

questions, and complimented him on his

look of recovered health; then the talk

strayed to studios and theatres, where
Fortin-Lescluze firmly kept it.

The last faint rumours of the conflict

died out on the threshold of the "Posa-

da." It would have been hard to discern,

in the crowded audience, any appearance

but that of ordinary pleasure-seekers mo-
mentarily stirred by a new sensation.

Collectively, fashionable Paris was al-

ready away, at the seashore or in the

mountains, but not a few of its chief orna-

ments still lingered, as the procession

through Campton's studio had proved;

and others had returned, drawn back by
doubts about the future, the desire to be

nearer the source of news, the irresistible

French craving for the forum and the

market when messengers are foaming in.

The public of the "Posada," therefore,

was still Parisian enough to flatter the

new dancer; and on all the pleasure-tired

faces, belonging to every type of money-
getters and amusement-seekers, Campton
saw only the old familiar music-hall look

:

the look of a house with lights blazing and
windows wide, but nobody and nothing
within.

The usualness of it all gave him a sense

of ease which his boy's enjoyment con-

firmed. George, lounging on the edge of

their box, and watching the yellow dancer
with a clear-eyed interest refreshingly dif-

ferent from Fortin's tarnished gaze,

George so fresh and cool and unafraid,

seemed to prove that a world which could

produce such youths would never again

settle its differences by the bloody mad-
ness of war.

Gradually Campton became absorbed
in the dancer, and began to observe her

with the concentration he brought to bear

on any subject that attracted his brush.

He saw that she was more paintable than
he could have hoped, though not in the

extravagant dress and attitude he was
sure her eminent admirer would prefer;

but rather as a little crouching animal

against a sun-baked wall. He smiled at

the struggle he should have when the

question of costume came up.

"Well, I'll do her, if you like," he

turned to say; and two tears of senile tri-

umph glittered on the physician's heavy
cheeks.

"To-morrow, then—at two—may I

bring her ? She leaves as soon as possible

for the south. She lives on sun, heat,

radiance. .
."

"To-morrow—yes," Campton agreed.

His decision once reached, the whole

subject bored him, and in spite of Fortin's

entreaties he got up and signalled to

George.

As they strolled home through the bril-

liant midnight streets, the boy said: "Did
I hear you tell old Fortin you were going

to do his dancer?"
"Yes—why not? She's very paint-

able," said Campton, abruptly shaken out

of his security.

"Beginning to-morrow?"
"Why not?"
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"Come, you know

—

to-morrow!^'

George laughed.
" We'll see," his father rejoined, with an

obscure sense that if he went on steadily

enough doing his usual job it might some-

how divert the current of events.

On the threshold of the hotel they were

waylaid by an elderly man with a round
face and round eyes behind gold eye-

glasses. His grey hair was cut in a fringe

over his guileless forehead, and he was
dressed in expensive evening clothes, and
shone with soap and shaving; but the

anxiety of a frightened child puckered his

innocent brow and twitching cheeks.

"My dear Campton—the very man
I've been hunting for ! You remember
me—your cousin Harvey Mayhew of

Utica?"
Campton, with an effort, remembered,

and asked what he could do, inwardly

hoping it was not a portrait.

"Oh, the simplest thing in the world.

You see, I'm here as a Delegate
—

" At
Campton's look of enquiry, Mr. Mayhew
interrupted himself to explain: "To the

Peace Congress at the Hague—why, yes:

naturally. I landed only this morning,

and find myself in the middle of all this

rather foolish excitement, and unable to

make out just how I can reach my desti-

nation. My time is—er—valuable, and
it is very unfortunate that all this com-
motion should be allowed to interfere with

our work. It would be most annoying if,

after having made the effort to break
away from Utica, I should arrive too late

for the opening of the Congress."

Campton looked at him wonderingly.

"Then you're going anyhow?"
" Going ? Why not ? You surely don't

think— ?" Mr. Mayhew threw back his

shoulders, pink and impressive. "I
shouldn't, in any case, allow anything so

opposed to my convictions as war to in-

terfere with my carrying out my man-
date. All I want is to find out the route

least likely to be closed if—if this mon-
strous thing should occur."

Campton considered. "Well—if I

were you I should go round by Luxem-
bourg—it's longer, but you'll be out of the

way of trouble." He gave a nod of en-

couragement, and the Peace Delegate
thanked him profusely.

Father and son were lodged on the top

floor of the Crillon, in the little apartment
which opens on the broad terraced roof.

Campton had wanted to put before his

boy one of the city's most perfect scenes;

and when they reached their sitting-room

George went straight out onto the ter-

race, and leaning on the parapet, called

back: "Oh, don't go to bed yet—it's too
jolly."

Campton followed, and the two stood
looking down on the festal expanse of the
Place de la Concorde strown with great

flower-clusters of lights between its

pearly distances. The sky was full of

stars, pale, remote, half-drowned in the

city's vast illumination; and the foliage of

the Champs Elysees and the Tuileries

made masses of mysterious darkness be-

hind the statues and the flashing foun-

tains.

For a long time neither father nor son
spoke; then Campton said: "Are you
game to start the day after to-morrow?"

George waited a moment. "For Af-

rica?"

"Well—my idea would be to push
straight through to the south—as far as

Palermo, say. All this cloudy watery
loveliness gives me a furious appetite for

violent red earth and white houses crack-

ling in the glare."

George again pondered; then he said:

"It sounds first-rate. But if you're, so

sure we're going to start why did you tell

Fortin to bring that girl to-morrow?"
Campton, reddening in the darkness,

felt as if his son's clear eyes were following

the motions of his blood. Had George
suspected why he had wanted to ingra-

tiate himself with the physician?

"It was stupid—I'll put her off," he
muttered. He dropped into an armchair,

and sat there, in his clumsy infirm atti-

tude, his arms folded behind his head,

while George continued to lean on the

parapet.

The boy's question had put an end to

their talk by baring the throbbing nerve

of his father's anxiety. If war were de-

clared the next day, what did George
mean to do? There was every hope of

his obtaining his discharge; but would he

lend himself to the attempt ? The deadly

fear of crystallizing his son's refusal by
forcing him to put it into words kept
Campton from asking the question.
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IV ton's family were part of the only air she

had breathed. She had never intention-

The evening was too beautiful, and too ally feigned an exaggerated interest in his

full of the sense of fate, for sleep to be ambitions. But her bringing-up made
possible, and long after George had finally her regard them as natural; she knew
said "All the same, I think I'll turn in," what he was aiming at, though she had
his father sat on, listening to the gradual never understood his reasons for trying,

subsidence of the traffic, and watching the The jargon of art was merely one of her

night widen above Paris. many languages; but she talked it so flu-

As he sat there, discouragement over- ently that he had taken it for her mother-
came him. His last plan, his plan for get- tongue.

ting George finally and completely over The only other young girls he had
to his side, was going to fail as all his known well were his sisters—earnest

other plans had failed. If there were young women with eye-glasses who
war there would be no more portraits to thought he ought to come home—and a
paint, and his vision of wealth would van- friend of Miss Ambrose's, a queer abrupt
ish as visions of love and happiness and young American, already an old maid at

comradeship had one by one faded away, twenty-two, and in open revolt against

Nothing had ever succeeded with him but her family for reasons not unlike his own.
the thing he had in some moods set least Adele Anthony, the queer girl, had
store by, the dogged achievement of his come abroad to keep house for a worthless

brush; and just as that was about to as- "artistic" brother, who was preparing to

sure his happiness, here was this horrible be a sculptor by prolonged sessions in

world-catastrophe threatening to fall Anglo-American bars and the lobbies of

across his path. music-halls. When he finally went un-

His misfortune had been that he could der, and was shipped home. Miss Anthony
neither get on easily with people nor live stayed on in Paris, ashamed, as she told

without them; could never wholly isolate Campton, to go back and face the right-

himself in his art, nor yet resign himself to eous triumph of a family connection who
any permanent human communion that had unanimously disbelieved in the possi-

left it out, or, worse still, dragged it in ir- biUty of making Bill Anthony into a sculp-

relevantly. He had tried both kinds, and tor, and in the wisdom of his sister's stak-

on the whole preferred the first. His ing her small means on the venture,

marriage, his stupid ill-fated marriage, "Somehow, behind it all, I was right,

had after all not been the most disen- and they were wrong; but to do anything

chanting of his adventures, because Julia with poor Bill I ought to have been able

Ambrose, when she married him, had to begin two or three generations back,"

made no pretense of espousing his art. she confessed.

He had seen her first in the tumble- Miss Anthony had many friends in

down Venetian palace where she lived Paris, of whom Julia Ambrose was the

with her bachelor uncle, old Horace Am- most admired; and she had assisted sym-

brose, who dabbled in inferior bric-a-brac pathizingly (if not enthusiastically) at

and cultivated an innocent Bohemianism. Campton's wooing of Julia, and their

Campton, looking back, still understood hasty marriage. Her only note of warn-

why, to a raw youth from Utica, at odds ing had been the reminder that JuHa had

with his father, unwilling to go into the always been poor, and had always lived as

family business, and strangling wdth vi- if she were rich; and that was silenced by
olent unexpressed ideas on art and the Campton's rejoinder that the Magic
universe, marriage with Julia Ambrose Mangle, to which the Campton prosperity

had seemed the perfect solution. She was due, was some day going to make him
had been born in Paris, of a drifting and rich, though he had always lived as if he

impecunious American couple, and edu- were poor.

cated there, after their death, in a fashion- " Well—you'd better not, any longer,"

able convent. Thence she had passed to Adele sharply advised; and he laughed,

her uncle's guardianship; and all the ideas and promised to go out and buy a new
that most terrified and scandalized Camp- hat. In truth, careless of comfort as he
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was, he adored luxury in women, and was to Beausite he would have ended by tak-

resolved to let his wife ruin him if she did ing you up, and then you could have
it handsomely enough. Doubtless she painted as queerly as you liked."

might have, had fate given her time; but Beausite, by this time, had succumbed
soon after their marriage old Mr. Camp- to the honours which lie in wait for such
ton died, and it was found that a trusted talents, and in his starred and titled ma-
manager had so invested the profits of the turity his earlier dread of rivals had given

Mangle that the heirs inherited only a way to a prudent benevolence. Young
series of law-suits. artists were always welcome at the re^

John Campton, henceforth, was merely ceptions he gave in his sumptuous hotel

the unsuccessful son of a ruined manufac- of the Avenue du Bois. Those who
turer; painting became a luxury he could threatened to be rivals were even invited

no longer afford, and his mother and sis- to dine; and Julia was justified in tri-

ters besought him to come back and take umphing when such an invitation finally

over what was left of the business. It rewarded her efforts,

seemed so clearly his duty that, with an- Campton, with a laugh, threw the card

guish of soul, he prepared to go; but Julia, into the stove.

on being consulted, developed a sudden "If you'd only understand that that's

passion for art and poverty. not the way," he said.

"We'd have to live in Utica—for some "What is, then?"
years at any rate?" "Why, letting all that lot see what un-

"Well, yes, no doubt—." They faced utterable rubbish one thinks them!"
the fact desolately. "I should have thought you'd tried

"They'd much better look out for an- that long enough," she said with pale lips;

other manager. What do you know but he answered jovially that it never

about business? Since you've taken up palled on him.

painting you'd better try to make a sue- She was bitterly offended; but she knew
cess of that," she advised him; and he Campton by this time, and was not a
was too much of the same mind not to woman to waste herself in vain resentment,

agree. She simply suggested that since he would
It was not long before George's birth, rot profit by Beausite's advance the only

and they had intended, like prudent alternative was to try to get orders for

Americans, to go home for the event, and portraits; and though at that stage he was
thus spare their hoped-for heir the incon- not in the mood for portrait-painting, he

venience of coming into the world, like his made an honest attempt to satisfy her.

mother, in a foreign country. But now She began, of course, by sitting for him.

this was not to be thought of; and the She sat again and again; but, lovely as

disadvantage to George was lost sight of she was, he was not inspired, and one day,

by his parents in the contemplation of in sheer self-defence, he blurted out that

their immediate anxieties. she was not paintable. She never forgot

For a few years their life dragged along the epithet, and it loomed large in their

shabbily and depressingly. Now that subsequent recriminations.

Campton's painting was no longer an Adele Anthony—it was just like her

—

amateur's hobby but a domestic obliga- gave him his first order, and she did prove
tion, Julia thought it her duty to interest paintable. Campton made a success of

herself in it; and her only idea of doing so her long crooked pink-nosed face; but she

was by means of what she called " rela- didn't perceive it (she had wanted some-
tions," using the word in its French and thing oval, with tulle, and a rose in a

diplomatic sense. taper hand), and after heroically facing

She was convinced that her husband's the picture for six months she hid it away
lack of success was due to Beausite s in an attic, whence, a year or so before

blighting epigram, and to Campton's sub- the date of the artist's present musings,

sequent resolve to strike out for himself, it had been fished out as an "early Camp-
"It's a great mistake to try to be original ton," to be exhibited half a dozen times,

till people have got used to you," she said, and have articles written about it in the

with the shrewdness that sometimes leading art reviews,

startled him. "If you'd only been civil Adele's picture acted as an awful warn-
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ing to intending patrons, and after one or

two attempts at depicting mistrustful

friends Campton refused to constrain his

muse, and no more was said of portrait-

painting. But life in Paris was growing
too expensive. He persuaded Julia to try

Spain, and they wandered about there for

a year. She was not fault-finding, she

did not complain, but she hated travel-

ling, she could not eat things cooked in oil,

all blue-white too, from her cotton skirt to

the kerchief knotted turbanwise above
two folds of blue-black hair. Her round
forehead and merry nose were relieved

like a bronze medallion against the wall;

and she stood with her hands on her hips,

laughing at a Uttle pig asleep under a cork-

tree, who lay on his side like a dog.

The vision filled the carriage-window
and then vanished; but it remained so

. And one day, in sheer self-defence, he blurted out that she was not paintable.—Page 656.

and his pictures seemed to her to be grow-
ing more and more ugly and unsaleable.

Finally they came one day to Ronda,
after a trying sojourn at Cordova. In the

train Julia had moaned a little at the mos-
quitoes of the previous night, and at the

heat and dirt of the second-class compart-
ment; then, always conscious of the ill-

breeding of fretfulness, she had bent her

lovely head above her Tauchnitz. And it

was then that Campton, looking out of

the window to avoid her fatally famihar
profile, had suddenly discovered another.

It was that of a peasant girl in front of a
small whitewashed house, under a white
pergola hung with bunches of big red

peppers. The house, which was close

to the railway, was propped against an
orange-coloured rock, and in the glare

cast up from the red earth its walls looked
as blue as snow in shadow. The girl was

Vol. LXXII.—42

sharply impressed on Campton that even
then he knew what was going to happen.

He leaned back with a sense of relief, and
forgot everything else.

The next morning he said to his wife:

^'There's a little place up the line that I

want to go back and paint. You don't

mind staying here a day or two, do you ?
"

She said she did not mind; it was what
she always said; but he was somehow
aware that this was the particular griev-

ance she had always been waiting for.

He did not care for that, or for anything

but getting a seat in the dihgence which
started every morning for the village near-

est, the white house. On the way he re-

membered that he had left Julia only

forty pesetas, but he did not care about
that either. . . He stayed a month, and
when he returned to Ronda his wife had
gone back to Paris, leaving a letter to say
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that the matter was in the hands of her

la\\yers.

"What did you do it for—I mean
in that particular way? For goodness

knows I understand aU the rest," Adele

Anthony had once asked him, while the

divorce proceedings were going on; and
he had shaken his head, conscious that he

could not explain.

It was a year or two later that he met
the first person who did understand: a

Russian lady who had heard the story,

was curious to know him, and asked, one

day, when their friendship had pro-

gressed, to see the sketches he had brought
back from his fugue.

''Commeje vous co?nprendsf^' she had
murmured, her grey eyes deep in his; but

perceiving that she did not allude to the

sketches, but to his sentimental adven-

ture, Campton pushed the drawings out

of sight, vexed with himself for having

sho^^Tl them.

He forgave the Russian lady her artistic

obtuseness for the sake of her human com-
prehension. They had met at the loneli-

est moment of his life, when his art seemed
to have failed him like everything else,

and when the struggle to get possession

of his son, which had been going on in the

courts ever since the break ^^^th Julia, had
finally been decided against him. His

Russian friend consoled, amused and agi-

tated him, and after a few years drifted

out of his fife as irresponsibly as she had
drifted into it; and he found himself, at

forty-five, a lonely thwarted man, as full

as ever of faith in his own powers, but

with little left in human nature or in op-

portunity. It was about this time that

he heard that JuUa was to marry again,

and that his boy would have a stepfather.

He knew that even his own family

thought it ''the best thing that could

happen." They were tired of clubbing

together to pay Julia's alimony, and
heaved a united sigh of relief when they
learned that her second choice had fallen,

not on the bankrupt "foreign Count''
they had always dreaded, but on the

Paris partner of the famous bank of Bul-

lard and Brant. Mr. Brant's request

that his wife's alimony should be discon-

tinued gave him a moral superiority

which even Campton's recent successes

could not shake. It was felt that the re-

quest expressed the contempt of an in-

come easily counted in seven figures for a
pittance painfully screwed up to four; and
the Camptons admired Mr. Brant much
more for not needing their money than
for refusing it on principle.

Their attitude left John Campton with-

out support in his struggle to keep a hold
upon his boy. His family sincerely

thought George safer with the Brants
than with his own father, and the father

could advance to the contran^ no argu-

ments they would have understood. All

the forces of order seemed leagued against

him; and it was perhaps this fact that

suddenly drove him into conformity with
them. At any rate, from the day of

Julia's remarriage no other woman shared
her former husband's life. Campton set-

tled dowm to the solitude of his dusty
studio at Montmartre, and painted dog-
gedly, all his thoughts on George.

At this point in his reminiscences the

bells of Sainte Clotilde rang out the half-

hour after midnight, and Campton rose

and wTnt into the darkened sitting-room.

The door into George's room was open,

and in the silence the father heard the

boy's calm breathing. A light from the

bathroom cast its ray on the dressing-

table, which was scattered with the con-

tents of George's pockets. Campton,
dwelling with a new tenderness on every-

thing that belonged to his son, noticed a

smart antelope card-case (George had his

mother's weakness for Bond Street novel-

ties), a wrist-watch, his studs, a bundle of

bank-notes; and beside these a thumbed
and dirty red book, the size of a largish

diary.

The father w^ondered w^hat it w^as; then
of a sudden he knew. He had once seen

Mme. Leberr. grandson pull just such a

red book from his pocket as he was leaving

for his " tw^enty-eight days" of military

service; it was the livret milHaire that

every French citizen under forty-eight

carries about with him.

Campton had never paid much atten-

tion to French mihtary regulations:

George's service over, he had dismissed

the matter from his mind, forgetting that

his son was still a member of the French
army, and as closely linked to the for-

tunes of France as the grandson of the

concierge of Montmartre. Now it oc-

curred to him that that little red book
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would answer the questions he had not his own anxiety in the vision of Brant's

dared to put; and steaHng in, he possessed exasperation.

himself of it and carried it back to the Ah, well, it wasn't war yet, whatever
sitting-room. There he sat down by the they said

!

lamp and read. He carried the red book back to the

First George's name, his domicile, his dressing-table. The light falling across

rank as a marechal des logis of dragoons, the bed drew his eye to the young face on
the number of his regiment and its base: the pillow. George lay on his side, one
all that was already familiar. But what arm above his head, the other laxly

was this on the next page ? stretched along the bed. He had thrown
"In case of general mobilisation an- off the blankets, and the sheet, clinging

nounced to the populations of France by to his body, modelled his slim flank and
public proclamations, or by notices posted legs as he lay in dreamless rest.

in the streets, the bearer of this order is For a long time Campton stood gazing;

to rejoin his regiment at . then he stole back to the sitting-room,

"He is to take with him provisions for picked up a sketch-book and pencil and
one day. returned. He knew there was no danger
"He is to present himself at the station of waking George, and he began to draw,

of on the third day of mobilisation eagerly but deliberately, fascinated by the

at 6 o'clock, and to take the train indi- happy accident of the lighting, and of the

cated by the station-master. boy's position.

"The days of mobilisation are counted "Like a statue of a young knight I've

from o o'clock to 24 o'clock. The first seen somewhere," he said to himself,

day is that on which the order of mobilisa- vexed and surprised that he, whose plastic

tion is published." memories were always so precise, should

Campton dropped the book and pressed not remember where; and then his pencil

his hands to his temples. "The days of stopped. What he had really thought

mobilisation are counted from o o'clock to was: "Like the effigy of a young knight"

24 o'clock. The first day is that on which —though he had instinctively changed
the order of mobilisation is published." the word as it formed itself. He leaned

Then, if France mobilised that day, in the doorway, the sketch-book in hand,

George would start the second day after and continued to gaze at his son. It was
at 6 in the morning. George might be the clinging sheet, no doubt, that gave

going to leave him within forty-eight him that look . . . and the white glare of

hours from that very moment

!

the electric burner.

Campton had always vaguely supposed If war came, that was just the way a

that, some day or other, if war came, a boy might lie on a battle-field—or after-

telegram would call George to his base ; it ward in a hospital bed. Not his boy,

had never occurred to him that every de- thank heaven ; but very probably his

tail of the boy's military life had long boy's friends: hundreds and thousands of

since been regulated by the dread power boys like his boy, the age of his boy, with

which had him in its grasp. a laugh like his boy's. . . The wicked

He read the next paragraph: "The waste of it! Well, that was what war
bearer will travel free of charge

—
" and meant . . . what to-morrow might bring to

thought with a grin how it would annoy millions of parents like himself.

Anderson Brant that the French govern- He stiffenedhis shoulders, andopened the

ment should presume to treat his stepson sketch-book again. What watery stuff was

as if he could not pay his way. The he made of, he wondered? Just because

plump bundle of bank-notes on the dress- the boy lay as if he were posing for a tomb-

ing-table seemed to look with ineffectual stone ! . . . What of SignoreUi, who had

scorn at the red book that sojourned so sat at his dead son's side and drawn him,

democratically in the same pocket. And tenderly, minutely, while the cofhn waited ?

Campton, picturing George jammed into Well, damn Signorelli—that was all

!

an overcrowded mihtary train, on the Campton threw down his book, turned

plebeian wooden seat of a third-class out the sitting-room lights, and limped

compartment, grinned again, forgetful of away to bed.

(To be continued.)



4CWhat Else Did Father Do?"
BY EDWARD W. BOK

Author of "The Americanization of Edward Bok"

MAN came to me
not long ago who
had decided to retire

from business. ''Six

months ago," he said,

"I was unconvinced
that I could safely

leave my responsibil-

ity, but I have thought it over and reached

exactly the opposite conclusion : that my
business, which I have built up in thirty-

six years, will be the better for it if I take

my hands off and give my younger men
a chance. I shall keep myself on call for

consultation, but not for active participa-

tion."

He was fifty-one years of age, and did a

business last year of three million dollars.

"But," he added, "I have made the

mistake so common to most American
business men. I have followed my busi-

ness to the exclusion of all else, and now I

have no inner resources. I cannot, with

my active temperament, sit down and
twiddle my thumbs, and to follow the sea-

sons and play golf all year seems a waste

of time."

"Why should you?" I asked.

"It is all I know," he replied.

" What has been your hobby outside of

business ? " I asked. I knew, but I wanted
him to say it.

"Golf and going to the theatre twice a

week for relaxation," was his summary
with a grim smile. "Pretty barren. I

realize it now."
" You have given your money liberally,

though. To what particular chanty or

interest did you give most generously?"
I continued.

He told me. I asked him to which one
particular work he gave most. He cited

three. When asked why, he explained

that they interested him the more because

of the practical work they were doing.

"It wasn't the up-in-the-air work that so

many organizations do; it got down to

bed-rock, to the people who needed it

most," he explained.

660

"Which one of the three appealed to

you strongest, do you think?" I urged.

He pondered, and then named the one I

hoped he would.
" Why don't you go into that work, and

supply exactly what they need in that

work to make it more effective and ex-

pand it?" I asked.

"I know nothing about it," he an-

swered, "except that I have heard their

story and given my money."
I took a letter out of the drawer of my

desk and handed it to him. It offered me
the presidency of the organization.

"They are coming to me for my answer
to-morrow at eleven o'clock," I said.

"Come and sit in and listen."

The next morning he came and heard
the committee, two of whom he knew, ex-

plain the kind of man they were looking

for as a president.

"In other words, you want a business

man," I said, "a man who can reshape

your organization: put two or three new
men in the more important places, in-

spire and direct their work; salesmen, in

other words, who can sell your work just

as commercial salesmen sell manufac-
tured products; put the organization on a

budget and conduct it as a man would his

business, supplying ordinary common-
sense, executive judgment and the abihty

to initiate and produce results through
others."

"Exactly," said the committee as with
one voice.

I had recited precisely what my friend

had done with his business. He began to

see with dawning clearness what so many
business men fail to see: that what busi-

ness demands in a man is precisely what
the organizations outside of business de-

mand and which if they had in their gov-

erning head the altruistic work of the

world would be farther advanced. It is

not a question of a different set of talents;

it is exactly the same set of talents. No
matter how thoroughly a man may have
immersed himself in business to the ex-
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elusion of all else, he still possesses the

precise judgment, the exact faculty of siz-

ing up men, the identical executive abil-

ity, and the ^'selling" quaHty that the or-

ganizations devoted to welfare stand in

such crying need of. Instead of an utter

submergence in business unfitting a man
for successful public welfare work of any
kind, it is the identical experience which
fits him so completely for the problem.

It is the clear, steady head, with the force

and personality of the business man,
sharpened and developed in affairs, that

is so urgently needed in so many welfare

organizations.

The business man concerned in the

above incident became president. He has

been in the harness now for eleven months.

A happier man is scarcely to be found in

New York. From the moment he took

hold of his new work it responded to his

touch. He revitalized the organization,

reshaped it here and there ; dropped not a

single attache, but encouraged and in-

spired them all; is working by a budget
which cut the expenses 20 per cent, and
last winter the organization did a quality

and quantity of work unequalled in its

history. And it was a going concern at

that. All it needed was practical leader-

ship to send it skimming along new and
unseen paths which were at once obvious

to the trained business mind.

A man had overexerted in his business

during the war and broken down. Three
physicians had worked their hardest to

bring him round. They finally succeeded.

*'But," they warned, "no return to your
old business. The mind must not get

back into its old grooves. You can be as

active as you like, but not there. Leave
that to your associates. You go into

some entirely new line; something that

will absorb you as did your business;

something, if possible, for the benefit of

your fellow men. Go in for civics, educa-

tion, the fine arts, welfare, anything, and go
into it as far as you like. But keep away
from the old grooves. Forget money-
making. You've done enough of that."

"All fine enough," he said to me. "The
doctors are probably right. But what
will I get into ? I have never known any-

thing but my business. It's just been
coal, coal, all my life."

We went over the same ground as I had
with my friend of the previous para-

graph, and naturally we emerged at the

same point of clarity. This man is now
likewise busy; as busy and as contented as

any man I ever saw. " Wouldn't go back
to business for the world," he said to me
recently. " My only trouble is to let go,

so as to get away this summer for a vaca-
tion."

" Happy in it, evidently," I commented.
"Happy?" he echoed. "My dear fel-

low, never been so happy in my life. Never
felt so well. I wouldn't have believed it

possible how differently a man can feel

working for the other fellow instead of

working for himself."

The truth is, if men could realize what
that feeling really is and what it means to

a man's mental, physical, and spiritual

being we would have just the right exodus
from the business world that would be
beneficial to it and into the world so full

of waiting responsibilities and offering a
quality of ser\dce where those men are

needed, where the new and different work
would add ten years to the lives of those

men who, in business, feel burdened, de-

pressed, and old before their time. They
ha\'e become jaded from a lifetime of

sameness.

What the average man cannot get

through his head is the idea of dividing

his life between two periods—one of req-

uisition and the other of distribution.

John D. Rockefeller sensed this and has

reached the age of eighty-three doing it

and playing golf, with his mind active

enough with his distributions so as to

keep him vitally interested, while all his

other associates in Standard Oil who
failed to do it have passed off. But Mr.
Rockefeller had the divination to see that

a time comes to a man who has acquired

when he must cease taking out of the

world and begin putting something into

it. A man's life is like the soil of a farm:

the point comes when he must put into

the soil what he has taken out, else life

becomes barren and unproductive.

We need not amass the fortune of a

Rockefeller. His is an extreme case of

enormous wealth. It is not so much the

man who has made money in large quan-
tities as the man who has large executive

ability, who has used this gift from God to
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build himself up and his family—who,
having acquired ample means, is entirely

able, if he wishes, to turn his ahil'ty from
further personal aggrandisement to a

similar achievement in a field where he

will build up some effective instrument for

others. The sooner this man realizes that

no inner and complete satisfaction will

come to him if he persists in his self-cen-

tred course, the sooner he gets the truth

into his mind that from those to whom
much has been given much is expected;

the sooner it comes to him that what is

his to-day has come to him from the pub-
lic and should in a measure go back to

that public ; the sooner he realizes that we
who are fathers will in the future be re-

membered by our children, not by the

money we were able to make and pile up,

but by what we did with it when we got it

—the sooner we will see a more contented

race of American men instead of a growing
proportion of men who, in offices and on
the street and on golf-courses, are drop-

ping in their tracks from strains on their

hearts overworked in the race for more
power, more money, and more self-cen-

tred achievement.

When a man has developed a compe-
tence due to the energy and the develop-

ment of his abihty and experience he is apt

to forget that he thereby owes a duty to

some one other than himself. He owes a

duty to his family who have stood by him,

seen him through his troublesome years,

and who sent him out into his world of

achievement well fed, well cared for, and
with the priceless stimulant of love to push
him on. He owes it to that family to leave

behind him, for them, a name that will

stand for something else than the mere ac-

quirement of money. For men must bear

in mind that the next generation is going

to have a clearer idea of the real mean-
ing of life. Our sons and daughters are al-

ready beginning to see and discuss that

there is something more to life than the

mere making of money; that man cannot
live by bread alone. These successors of

ours are going to look back to our records

and ask, as asked one son recently: "Yes,
I know that father made a lot of money
and built up a big business. But what
else did he do?" That will be the acid

test: "What else did he do?" That is the

yardstick by which hundreds of fathers

will be measured, and our names and our
works will mean to our children exactly

what we make those names stand for and
the works we fashion with our hands.

And, as things are, it will be a merciless

reckoning for some of us. The next gen-

eration is distinctly on the way to new
standards of responsibility. Everywhere
the signs are on the horizon. Talk with
the future men and women who are leav-

ing our colleges. It is no longer the sor-

did material mind that knows only the

dollar-mark and nothing else.

The father who thinks the situation out
at all and through, the older he gets the

more does he realize that his children are

all that he has; they are his hopes; in

them lies the perpetuation that is so close

to every man. What else in the future

have we, as fathers, that is worth while?

It is solely and singly what our son is go-

ing to be; the kind of woman our girl will

be. Our hearts are centred on those

thoughts; they are our dreams; our

prayers are fulfilled or not as they de-

velop or fail of development. It is all

very well to expect much of them. But
what do we give them to go by in our
lives and our examples ? A record of self-

achievement ? Creditable. A man's first

thought and ambition, as it should be.

But what more? "What else did father

do?" How will our record bear that

question—the scrutiny of the son or

daughter with an awakened civic con-

science which already beUeves, and will

realize more fully than ever in the years

to come, that for a man to live a four-

squared life he must have made the world

a little better because he lived in it ? This

is not idle theory : it is a fact, a condition,

a state of mind already with us. It is al-

ready in the minds of the young, and the

times ahead are going to be conducive to

the elaboration and cultivation of this

measurement of a man's life. "I know,
I know," said a twenty-four-year old son

impatiently to me the other day; "I have
heard a lot about my father's ability to

make money and the money he has made.
But I have been watching him, and I

don't see that he does much with it ex-

cept to use it to make more money."
"I have been watching him." That is

the first sign, and hundreds of fathers, de-

voted to their families and hopeful of
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their sons, are to-day, unknown to them-
selves, being watched by their own flesh

and blood and their measures taken. In

the balance of the minds of their own
children are they being weighed, and it is

up to them, and distinctly up to them
too, to decide how far or not they shall be

found wanting.

Here is an authentic instance which
shows the way our sons are going, and the

kind of experience that an increasing

number of fathers will have in the future.

A clear-eyed, clean-limbed young chap
returned from his college graduation to

his father's home in a large Western
city.

That evening the father said: "Well,

son, you're through college. Now what ?
"

*' I should like to go into civics in the

city, father," was the answer.

"Civics?" echoed the father, laying

down his paper. "Why civics?"

"Well, it has seemed to me," said the

son in a tone that left no doubt of its cer-

tainty, "that the people of the city have
done a great deal for us, through your

business ; that it is from their hand, in an
indirect way, that I received my educa-

tion, and it struck me that if I have got-

ten anything out of that opportunity I

should give it back to them. I have been

reading the home papers at college for

the last year, and general conditions do
not seem to me to be getting any better.

And I thought some one in this family

ought to take a hand and try to contrib-

ute."

A slight flush came into the face of the

father as he asked: "\'ou don't think I

do, then?"
"I haven't read or heard of your doing

so, father. So I asked Uncle Ben and
Aunt Jess the other day when they were

at college, and they said that 'business

was your long suit' and that you had
never gone in for anything else. I don't

mean for one moment to criticise, father;

such a thing is farthest from my mind.

Doubtless you have your reasons for hew-
ing close to the business and giving all

your abihties to its extension. But the

people of the city certainly have been

good to you, and thus to us, and if, as I

heard you say the other day, your busi-

ness was getting better all the time, and

if, as I get from the newspapers, the city

is growing worse all the time, it seems
to me there is something due from us.

Am I too altruistic?"

"Not at all, my boy. On the con-

trary, I think you have a very good angle

on the situation. I like it," added the

father.

"I am glad of that, sir," fervently an-

swered the son. "You have been mighty
good to me, father; your hand has always
been out to me when I needed it, and I

don't want in any way to go against your
plans or wishes for me. But I thought
when you asked me 'What now?' you
would like me to be frank."

"That's right. Bob," said the father, as

he fixed a steady look on his boy's face,

and then transferred it to that of his wife,

who caught a world of meting in it.

The following evening after dinner the

father asked: "Going out this evening.

Bob?"
"No, sir," answered the boy.
" Well, let's sit down and have a chat,"

said the father, lighting a cigar. " I have
thought quite a little about what you
said last evening, and the more I have
considered what you said the better I hke
it and you."

"Thanks, father, a lot for saying

that," said the boy.

"I mean it, boy," said the father as he
gave his boy his straight, full eyes. "But
you're the only succession I have, you
know, for the business, and it would seem
a bit unnecessary to let the business go
into other hands when I have always

hoped it might remain in the family.

Tell me frankly, have you anything

against my business as a business, or

against business as a proposition?"

"Indeed, no; not for one minute," an-

swered the boy. "On the contrary, I

think you have built up a marvellous

business, father, and everybody says you
have built it up on the square deal with

the public. Uncle says there isn't a dis-

honest nickel in it. No, no, father, I like

your business, and I like business as a

proposition. I have been reading along

commercial and financial lines because

mother has told me of your hopes for me,

and I wanted you to find me as ready as a

fellow can be with a theoretical knowledge

at twenty-three."
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"Very well said, Bob," smiled the

father. "But you don't want it as an
exclusive and all-absorbing job; you'd

like a bit of civic on the side. Is that vour

idea?"
"Exactly. I am perfectly willing and

ready to go into the business if you will

let me, and work my hardest for it. But
I should like a chance and time to do
something on the side, as you put it, and
then when I reach about your age I should

like to go in for public welfare altogether.

Do you see that as practicable?"

"Perfectly, son, perfectly. And it fits

in exactly with a plan I want to propose.

How would this strike you ? Suppose you
go into the business to make it for the

present your major job, and take on some
civic work in your off-hours. Let me play

part of my job into your hands, increase

the responsibilities of the three partners

and their percentage in the business, and
let me get gradually out, so that I can go
in for civics, partly at first and in a year

or three, say, altogether. To tell you the

truth, Bob, I haven't been satisfied wdth

myself for quite a while, and what you
said has brought the whole thing to a

head. I pleased your mother this morn-
ing when I told her. How does it get to

you, son?"
"Simply wonderful, father. I could

ask for nothing better. If you'll go in to

do for the city, with your abilities and
standing, there's no need for me."
And so it was arranged and so it came

about.

That was twenty months ago.

The other day the son said to the father

:

"Well, father, you're certainly going it

strong in your city work. You're on the

first page again this evening. At this

rate you're certainly going to have Sis and
me remember you as something more
than a money-getter."

Said the father to me later: "That was
the phrase that got me, Bok: 'something
more than a money-getter.' It was what
it revealed to me: I had been talked over
by my boy and girl as a mere 'money-
getter'; those children had gone to my
brother and sister to get a line on me and
had been told that business was my long

suit and, probably they had added, noth-

ing else. That talk with my son that eve-

ning was a red-letter day for me. My boy
and I were always good friends, thank
God, there wasn't much distance between
us, but now we are pals. He awakened
me."
And that is exactly what is going to

come about: the new generation is going
to awaken the old, and in proportion as it

does it will redound to the betterment of

men and to the advancement of the Amer-
ican social order. It is a new era of think-

ing that we fathers are facing with our
sons, and the sooner we realize it the

better.

The man who goes on and leaves a for-

tune to further build up his family, and
contents himself with that achievement,
perpetuating a name simply by the money
he leaves behind, violates a healthful

American tradition.

It is not meeting the case for a man to

give his check or his name or the end of

an exhausting day to the betterment of

his fellow men. The spectacle that we see

to-day of the presence of the names of a

lot of capable business men on the boards
or committees of organizations for social

work—names that spell nothing else but
names, names that mean a check and not

even casual interest—is one of the most
misleading factors in our whole problem
of social advance in America. Infinitely

better would it be for these men plainly to

mark themselves as chasers of the dollar,

solely and singly, than to mislead many
who accept the presence of such names
as evidences of good faith, of an interest

in their fellow beings and a knowledge
of the work, instead of ostensibly and
palpably indorsing a work of which they

know little or nothing and an organiza-

tion of which they never or rarely at-

tend a meeting. At least in our service

for others let us be honest. If we are

posted as directors let us direct or help

to direct. But to fool the public, to per-

jure ourselves, is infinitely worse than to

stand forth in honest declaration that

the mart is our god, that the tape is our

bible, and that we are indifferent to the

judgment of our children when they ask

in the years to come, when we shall be

no more: "What else did father do?"



Decoration by Beatrice Stevens

Who has not loved a little child, he knows not Christmas Day

—

The wondered, breathless waking through fir-sweet morning gray.

White tropic forests on the pane against the dawn-streaked skies,

The awe of faith unhesitant in lifted childish eyes;

The spluttered, spicy, teasing joy of kitchen-fragrance sweet,

The sting of frost upon his face, the snow-creak neath his feet;

The swish of runners, song of bells, the laughing-echoed call

From drifted hilltops, sparkling white; the blue sky folding all;

The holly-berried table top, the feasting and the fun.

With Christmas ribbons strewdng all until the day is done;

The hush of candle-lighting time, the hearth-flame flickered red.

The warm soft clasp of clinging hands up shadowed stairs to bed;

The crib-side talk that slacks and stills on stumbled drowsy note,

The love that stings behind your eyes, and catches in your throat;

The hope, the fears, the tenderness, the Mary-prayer you pray

—

Who has not loved a Httle child, he knows not Christmas Day.
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My Princess

BY ARTHUR DAVISON FICKE

I HAVE known but one princess in my day. . . .

I always knew that princesses would wear
Long strings of pearls wound through their golden hair,

—

That they were young and delicate as some fay

Caught in mid-forest, and that smiles must live

Like sunlight in the swift blue of their e}'es.

A princess, though a hunted fugitive.

Surely still trails her cloud of mysteries 1

But this my princess was distressed and tired,

Her eyes were puffy and her hands were old;

She had forgotten all she once desired;

Eternal greyness held her in its fold:

—

A sick old woman, shuffling down the way
That leads to where the story's end is told.

II

And yet a princess is a princess still.

Though she remembers, forty years behind,

The days when lovers to the Hollow Hill

Came for her sake; and lonely, bitter, blind,

My princess was my princess as she said

—

''I will deny, while I have living breath,

All that is lonely, bitter, blind," she said:

''I will allege life, though I look on death.

All things are nothing. Happiness is a dream.

Yet now that I am honored with the old

I will contest everything but that gleam ,

Which makes, a little while, the days of gold.

Spare me your kindness I— For my pennon shall stream,

Down to the place where the story's end is told."

Taken Ship .

BY CHARLES BUXTON GOING

To-night, about the little town,
The lights will glimmer, golden-soft;

But I shall be horizon-down
Facing the stars that climb aloft.

'ft

And you, to-night, around the fire,

Will draw the curtains, pitying me

—

When I have gained my heart's desire,

The wide wind and the swinging sea

!
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BY STRUTHERS BURT

God lift up the ragged rain

And let me see the hills again;

High and green and heart-compelling,

Where the windy hours are swaying.

Straight across the hidden land

All the little valleys stand,

And by evening will be sound
Of water falling to the ground:

Waters falling, and the singing

Of a thrush, whose overflinging,

Tawny notes enchant the pine.

The lupine, and the columbine:

The firs that gather all the light

To gild again the deepening night:

The small blanched flowers that are

strewn

Like a host of stars unknown.

Here come many shapes again

. . . God lift up the ragged rain. . . .

Let the dear dead mountain-lovers

Find the old warm bracken covers.

And the whispering and the wind,

And once more the seeking mind:
Break their old and utter peace.

But with solace and surcease.

For an hour they know the sweet

Weariness of eager feet;

For an hour they know the cool

Of a dusk-discovered pool;

Build anew wdth fiameless fire

Their contented evening pyre.

Not for them the storm again.

God lift up the ragged rain.

In a valley rimmed with red

Crescent mountains overhead.

There are cedars and a grass

Stirred vdth lilies as you pass;

And a turf of moss and mint
Where a brook is imminent.
All night long my horses crop

To the bells that never stop;

Till I sleep a little moon
Dips the sky with silver spoon;
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God lift up the ragged rain

And let me see the hills again.

The Minor Poet
BY ETHELEAX Ti'SOX GAW

I CLIMBED a holy hill

Sheathed in gold flame.

Down from that glory height

Winged I came.

I saw the smile of God
Born of Love's eyes

—

Caught in my web of song
Love fainting lies.

I heard the morning stars

Croon to the sea

—

Could I but snare in words
That mystery

!

Oh, Psyche kissed my heart,

Phoebus my eyes,

But on my eager lips

Dumb magic lies!

Trail's End
BY HILDEGARDE H. JOHN

So this is the end of the long, long trail

That led us far apart

—

A tiny house where a hearth fire glows

With tiny flames of gold and rose

To warm my hungry heart.

So this is the end of the wear\' path
That carried you away

—

A little house, along whose lawn
The robins flutter in the dawn
And greet the happy day.

So this is the end of the drear gray path
That led across the sea

—

A little house along whose walls

The ever faithful ivy crawls

And roses nod in glee.



The Barred Way
BY THEODOSIA GARRISON

I WANT SO to go back again,

It seems an easy thing to do

—

To walk the green mile of the glen

And climb a little hill I knew.

A bird could fly there in an hour,

A child could stroll there in a day

—

And I may never know the power
That holds my will and bars my way

There's just a little hill to climb

And then—three poplars in a row.

Hearts do not break a second time

—

I wonder why I cannot go

To Daphne, Knitting

BY ARTHUR S. HARDY

Into the Future far she peers

—

Mother of Prophets and of Seers

!

Long before her store she stands

—

Softest of fleeces from Eastern lands.

Webs of lace from Flemish hands.

Shimmering silks from Lyons looms.

Challenge to nature's rarest blooms

—

Stands in thought, the while her fingers

Wander, searching, 'mong her treasures.

Shy as lover's touch that lingers

—

Pauses, dreaming, hearing measures
Only known to Heavenly Muses

—

Pauses, hesitates, and chooses

!

Now she sits in rapt contentment.
And if, unseen, you find a moment
When her downcast eyes, unwitting,

Bend above her needles, lo

!

You will see a woman knitting

—

Something 1

To and fro, to and fro

DeftK' the moving needles go.

And in her shining eyes a smile.

Mysterious, wondrous, without guile.

Interpreter

BY HILDEGARDE HAWTHORNE

There is a subtle language

—

Beside it words are vain

—

The haunting tones of moonlight,

The silver glint of rain;

The broken spirit hears it

And on fresh wings again,

It rises to new rapture,

Forgetting the old pain.

The happy-hearted hearken
And answer it with song

—

That whisper of the pine-trees,

Or waves the beach along;

The little children know it.

Whose wide eyes see no wrong;
Perhaps some maiden dreams it,

The mellow fields among.

And when the poet speaketh
A more than mortal best.

Returning from far journeys

On his immortal quest

—

Oh, voices of the rainbow
And cloudy mountain crest

!

He singeth near your language
And, hearing, we are blest.

The Spirit of the

Dawn
BY BERTHA BOLLING

I MET the spirit of the dawn.
Amid the young spring hours;

And prayed that she would lead me on,

Unto her rarest flowers.

She led me forth, and yet afar.

Past wave and mountain blue;

Past many a lovely garden close,

Where sweetest blossoms grew;

Unto a field which red did glow
Amid all other things.

The spirit of the dawn bent low.

And touched it with her wings.

"Ah, no !" I cried, "and thus does dawn
Fulfill the night's demand?"
"The battle-field," she said; "and here,

The flower of the land!"
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Home
BY MARGARET E. SANGSTER

Never a hearth, perhaps, with its soft Hght falHng

Over the velvet depths of a cosy chair;

Only an unknown trail and the sea's far calling,

And a keen mist clinging like diamond dust to my hair.

Never a sound of church-bells chiming the hour,

Over the settled calm of a village place;

Only a perfect love in its rarest flower. . .

That—and your face

!

Never the ease of a damask covered table,

Never the laughter of neighbors coming to tea,

Only a climb, for as long as we are able,

Only dim heights that our eyes alone can see.

Never a book of verse in a garden corner.

When a sun-dial catches the western sky's warm shine,

Only a prayer for the weak, and a laugh for the scorner

—

Those—and your hand in mine.

Never an oaken door, when the dark comes creeping,

Stoutly barred to shut out the furtive night

—

Only the stars to smile on our dreamless sleeping.

And the bow of the moon to give us a silver light.

Never the man-built laws to guard our resting.

Keeping us safe from fancied wrongs or harms;
Only the freedom of birds, when they are nesting;

That—and your arms.

Never a hearth, perhaps, with its soft light falling

Over the velvet depths of a cosy chair.

Only the voice of romance, ever calling,

Only the rainbow's end, and the treasure there

!

Never a shield as we fight through life's stormy weather,

Only the knowledge, as love and living slips,

That we will w^in to a haven of rest, together—

•

That—and your lips !

Premonition
BY ALICE L. BUNNER

I THINK, perhaps, when I am old and gray

The barrier of the real will pass away
And I shall hear loved footsteps on the stair

See old familiar forms beside my chair.

I shall not know that those I see are dead
The years are gone and I am comforted.

And though in tender pity you may say

"She has forgot, she Hves in yesterday."

Your eyes are holden and you cannot see

But I, who go one step beyond, am free.
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44 Buy My Sweet Lavender''
BY CHARLES HANSON TOWNE

Decoration hy IIenky Pitz

''Buy my sweet lavender!" I heard an old man crying

In the grey streets of London on a warm Summer day.

"Buy my sweet lavender!" the drab old stones defying,

Crooned the ancient vendor as I walked my lonely way.

For one can be lonely in London !—that great city

Where the people surge in thousands down the long, thin Strand.

"Buy my sweet lavender!" It sounded like a ditty

Sung in Summers long ago in Shakespeare's blessed land.

And for a glad moment I was no longer lonely

!

I thought of wet lanes, and gardens hushed and cool,

Where the blue flowers flamed, and the noisy street was only

A dream, a forgotten thing; the fountain in the pool

The one sound I heard when the bright day started

—

Glorious remembrance in that hot, crowded street.

"Buy my sweet lavender!" Oh, I was happy-hearted,

For the flowers and the fragrance and the voice were piercing sweet

!



City Rain
BY BERNICE LESBIA KENYON

The skies are etched with traceries of grey;

Gusts of white rain blow down between the walls;

With silver heaviness the torrent falls

From leads and gutters, shattering into spray
And hissing on the pavement. Oh, that clean

Harsh rain like this could break the stone-work in,

Crumple the city's towers, and begin

To wake from hidden earth its meed of green I

We are built on rock, and like the rock we rise

Sterile, defiant, when the spring rains come;
So hard of heart our stoniness resounds

With echoes of the storm, though we are dumb.
On our dead strength the splendor beats and pounds,
Dashing its living wonder in our eyes.

'^The Swan of Tuonela"
BY JOHN FINLEY

(after hearing the orchestra conducted by SIBELIUS, THE GREAT
FINNISH COMPOSER, PLAY HIS SONG OF THE SWAn)

Nine seas—and then the River on whose tide

The Swan of Tuonela swims beside

The souls that pass to regions of the dead;

—

With such sweet ferry song they know no dread.
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From Immigrant to Inventor
BY MICHAEL PUPIN

Professor of Electro-Mechanics, Columbia University, New York

IV.—FROM GREENHORN TO CITIZENSHIP AND COLLEGE DEGREE

Illustrations from old prints

[HE Columbia boat-race

victory at Henley oc-

curred in 1878. By
that time I had al-

ready with the assis-

tance of Bilharz fin-

ished a considerable

portion of my Greek
and Latin preparation for Princeton—or,

as I called it, for ''Nassau Hall." My
change of allegiance from Princeton to

Columbia was gradual.

Columbia College was located at that

time on the block between Madison and
Park Avenues and between Forty-ninth

and Fiftieth Streets in New York City.

One of its proposed new buildings was,

according to report, to be called Hamilton
Hall, in honor of Alexander Hamilton.

When I learned this I looked up the his-

tory of Alexander Hamilton. One can
imagine how thrilled I was when I found
that Hamilton left the junior class at

Columbia College and joined Washing-
ton's armies as captain when he was
barely nineteen, and at twenty was lieu-

tenant-colonel and Washington's aide-

de-camp ! What an appeal to a young
imagination ! Few things ever thrilled

me as much as the life of Alexander
Hamilton. Every American youth pre-

paring for college should read the history

of Hamilton's life.

One cannot look up the history of

Hamilton's life without running across

the name of another great Columbia man,
John Jay, first Secretary of Foreign Af-

fairs, appointed by Congress, and the

first Chief Justice of the United States,

appointed by Washington, and a stanch

backer of brilUant Hamilton. Chancellor

Livingston, another great Columbia man,
administered the first constitutional oath
of office to Washington; he also com-
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pleted the purchase of Louisiana from
France. The more I studied the history

of Hamilton's time the more I saw what
tremendous influence Columbia's alumni
exerted at that time. Cortlandt Street

being near Trinity Church, I walked there

to look at the Hamilton monument in

the Trinity churchyard. This monu-
ment was the first suggestion to me of a
bond of union between Trinity Church
and Columbia College. Before long I

found many other bonds of union between
these two great institutions.

Every time I passed Columbia College

in my long walks up-town and looked at

the rising structure of Hamilton Hall, I

thought of these three great Columbia
men. What student of Hamilton's life

could have looked at Hamilton Hall on
Madison Avenue without being reminded
of the magnificent intellectual efforts

which two young patriots, Hamilton and
Madison, made in the defense of the

federalist form of the new American Re-
public? It happened thus that my
memory of Nassau Hall at Princeton

gradually faded, although it never van-

ished. The famous boat-race victory of

a Columbia crew at Henley would not

alone have produced this effect. It was
produced by three great New York men
of the Revolutionary period who were

alumni of " Columbia College in the City

of New York." Columbia had at that

time a school of mines and engineering,

separate from the college. I was much
better prepared for it than for Columbia
College, thanks to the evening lectures at

Cooper Union, and to my natural in-

cUnation to scientific studies, but I imag-

ined that the spirit of Hamilton, Jay, and
Livingston hovered about the academic

buildings of Columbia College only.

Bilharz rejoiced when I informed him
673
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of my decision to put on extra pressure in

my classical studies preparatory for Co-

lumbia College, and congratulated him-

self, as I found out later, that he had
succeeded in rescuing me from the wor-

ship of what he called scientific material-

ism. The good old fellow did not know
that at that very time I was spending

many hours of my spare time reading

Tyndall's ''Heat as a Mode of Motion,"
and Tyndall's famous lectures on Sound
and Light, which he delivered in this

country with great success in the early

seventies. These popular descriptions of

physical phenomena were the poems in

prose to which I referred before. Another
book of a similar character came into my
hands at that time through the Cooper
Union Library. I have a copy of it now,
having received it over thirty years ago
as a present from the late General Thomas
Ewing. It is called ''The Poetry of

Science," published in 1848 by Robert
Hunt. It starts with the following quo-

tation from Milton

:

"How charming is Divine Philosophy I

Not harsh and crabbed as dull fools supiwse,
But musical as is Apollo's lute

And a perpetual feast of nectar'd sweets,

Where no crude surfeit reigns."

Tyndall's and Hunt's writings appealed
to my imagination at that time in the

same way as Milton's "Paradise Lost,"

or as Longfellow's "Hiawatha," or as

William Cullen Bryant's "Thanatopsis."
They convinced me that the Slavs were
not the only people who, as I had been
inclined to think, see the poetical side of

science, but that everybody sees it, be-

cause science on its abstract side is po-
etry; it is Di\dne Philosophy, as Milton
calls it. Science is a food which nourishes

not only the material but also the spiri-

tual body of man. This was my pet
argument whenever I was called upon to

defend science against Bilharz's attacks.

My progress in Greek and Latin gram-
mar under the guidance of Bilharz was
rapid even before I had decided to steer

for Columbia. It was a question of

memory and of analysis. My memory
had had a stifif linguistic training during
the several years preceding that date, in

trying to master the English language
with all its vagaries in spelling and pro-

nunciation. These vagaries I did not

find in the grammars of the classical lan-

guages, which appeared to me to be as

definite and as exact as the geometrical

theorems in Euclid. Hadley's Greek
Grammar did not differ much, I thought,
from Davies Legendre's Geometry. Math-
ematics was always my strong point, and
good memory is a characteristic virtue of

the Serb race; I, therefore, had an easy
road in my classical studies with Bilharz.

As time went on I saw that entrance

into Columbia College was within easy

reach so far as my studies were concerned.

But here again the old question arose

which I first asked myself three years be-

fore, when the train, taking me from Nas-
sau Hall to the Bowery, was approaching
New York. "Social unpreparedness

"

stared me in the face. I could not define

it, but I felt its existence. I shall try to

describe it. Columbia College, a daugh-
ter of great Trinity Church, an alma
mater of men like Hamilton, Jay, Liv-

ingston, and of many other gentlemen
and scholars who guided, the destiny of

these great United States—can that great

American institution, I asked myself, af-

ford to enroll a raw Serbian immigrant
among its students ; train me, an uncouth
employee of a cracker factory, to become
one of its alumni ? I thought of the first

sentence in the Declaration of Indepen-
dence, but it did not persuade me that I

was an equal of the American boy who
was prepared to meet all the requirements

necessary for entrance into Columbia
College, because I was con\dnced that in

addition to entrance examinations there

were other requirements for which no
prescribed examinations existed. The
college of Hamilton and of Jay expected

certain other things which I knew I did

not have c^nd could not get from books.

A jump from the Cortlandt Street factory

to Columbia College, from Jim and Bil-

harz to patriarchal President Barnard
and the famous professors at Columbia,
appeared to me like a jump over Colum-
bia's great and venerable traditions. Old
Lukanitch and his family and their Amer-
ican friends helped me much to start

building a bridge over this big gap, but

the more I associated with these people,

who lived around humble Prince Street,

not far from the Bowery, the more I saw
my shortcomings in what I called, for

want of a better name, "social prepared-
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ness." "How shall I feel," I asked my-
self, "when I begin to associate with boys
whose parents live on Madison and Fifth

Avenues, and whose ancestors were
friends of Hamilton and of Jay?" Their

traditions, I was sure, gave them an
equipment which I did not have, unless

my Serbian traditions proved to be similar

to their American traditions. My native

village attached great importance to tra-

ditions, and I knew how much the peas-

ants of Idvor would resent it if a stranger

not in tune with their traditions at-

tempted to settle in their historic village.

The examination of immigrants which I

saw at Castle Garden, when I landed, had
made me think that traditions did not

count for much in Castle Garden. But
my principal acquisition from my ap-

prenticeship as greenhorn had been the

recognition that there are great American
traditions, and that the opportunities of

this country are inaccessible to immi-

grants who, like Bilharz, do not under-

stand their meaning and their importance

in American life. Vila's mother on the

Delaware farm, my experiences with

Christian of West Street, and Jim's little

sermons in the Cortlandt Street boiler-

room impressed this idea upon my mind
very strongly. The mental attitude of a
young Serb from the military frontier was
naturally very receptive to impressions

of that kind. My respect for the tradi-

tions of my own race had prepared me to

respect the traditions of the country
which I expected to adopt, and hence I

was afraid that my cultural equipment
was not up to the standards of the college

boys who were brought up in accordance

with American traditions. My subse-

quent experience showed me that my
anxiety was justifiable.

I have already mentioned that a short

time before I ran away from Prague and
headed for the United States I had read

a translation of Harriet Beecher Stowe's

"Uncle Tom's Cabin." It had been

recommended to me by my American
friends who gave me a free ride in a first-

class compartment from Vienna to

Prague. My mention of the name of this

great woman, together with the names of

Lincoln and of Franklin, as Americans
that I knew something about, had won
me the sympathy of the immigration of-

ficials at Castle Garden, who, otherwise.

might have deported me. Her name was
deeply engraved upon the tablets of my
memory. The famous Beecher-Tilton

trial was much discussed in those days in

the New York press, and when I heard
that Henry Ward Beecher was a brother

of the author of "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
my opinion of Tilton was formed, and no
judge or jury could have changed it.

Beecher's photographs, which I saw in

my inspection tours on Broadway, con-

firmed me in my belief that he was a
brother worthy of his great sister. Young
Lukanitch and his sister knew of

Beecher's fame and, although strict

Roman Catholics, they consented to ac-

company me on my first pilgrimage to

Beecher's Plymouth Church, and there I

saw the great orator for the first time.

His face looked to me like that of a lion

and his long gray locks, reaching almost

to his shoulders, supported this illusion.

The church provided a setting worthy of

his striking appearance. The grand organ
behind and above the pulpit supplied a
harmonious musical background to the

magnificent singing of the large choir. I

felt that the thrilling music was tuning

me up for the sermon which the great

orator was about to preach, and I was
right. The sermon was free from involved
theological analysis; it dealt with simple

questions of human fife and its determina-

tion by human habits. It was a dramatic

and poetic presentation of the little ser-

mons which Jim preached in the Cort-

landt Street boiler-room, but in a very

plain form of statement. The fact, how-
ever, that I found many spiritual bonds
between great Plymouth Church and
Jim's humble boiler-room shows me to-

day why Beecher touched the heart-

strings of the plain people. He helped

them to solve some of their problems of

life just as Jim tried to help me solve

mine. But Jim was not a cultured man
and he delivered his chunks of practical

wisdom in the same offhand manner in

which he fed shovelfuls of coal to the busy
fires under his boilers. Beecher, on the

other hand, was a great orator and a

great poet, and every little grain of wis-

dom stored up in human life was placed

before his congregation with all the force

of his overpowering personality and with

all the embellishments with which the

imagination of a poetical nature could
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clothe it. I felt thrills creeping over my Church. Beecher and his Plymouth
whole body as I listened and the effect Church changed my judgment complete-

was not only mental and spiritual, but ly. Beecher's congregation seemed to me
also physical, undoubtedly because of the like a beehive full of honey-hearted be-

quickening of the blood's circulation pro- ings. Each of them reminded me of the

duced by the mental exhilaration. Bil- Americans who had befriended me at the

harz, although a rigid Roman Catholic, railroad station in Vienna, and had
admitted, after hearing Beecher several rescued me from the official dragon who
times, that great sermons are possible threatened to send me back to the prisons

even without any theological flavoring, of the mihtary frontier. I firmly beHeved
'^ But," said he in his usual dramatic way, that Beecher was preaching a new gospel,

''everything is possible to a poetic soul the American gospel of humanity, the

which is propelled by the wings of a same gospel which his great sister had
genius." A remarkable concession from preached. Every member of his congre-

a man of Bilharz's training and mental gation looked to me like a faithful disciple

attitude ! of this doctrine.

Jim, who was a strict Presbyterian, re- One of those honey-hearted disciples

joiced that I had picked out a Congrega- was a Doctor Charles Shepard, of Colum-
tional Church for religious worship, and bia Heights, Brooklyn. He and his family

old Lukanitch confessed that if I per- were Unitarians, I think, but they often

suaded his children to go with me to attended Plymouth Church on account

Plymouth Church very often they might of their great admiration for Beecher.

desert the Roman Catholic faith of their Doctor Shepard 's family was, in my
ancestors. I felt assured, however, that opinion, a family of saints; generosity,

St. Sava and the Orthodoxy of my mother refinement, and spiritual discipline filled

would never lose me through the in- the golden atmosphere of their home,
fluence of Beecher's genius, because When I disclosed my plans to the good
Beecher was preaching to all humanity doctor, he offered to help me carry them
and not to a particular creed. His words out. He was an ardent advocate of the

w^ere like the life-giving radiation of the curative powers of hydropathy in con-

sun, which shines upon all things alike. I junction with proper diet and total absti-

saw in him a living example of that type nence from alcohol and tobacco. " Clean-

of Americans who, like Hamilton, Jay, liness is next to godliness " was his motto,

Livingston, and the other great men of and by cleanliness he meant freedom from
whom I had heard at the Philadelphia ex- unclean habits of every kind. His theory

position, were the spiritual and the intel- was successfully practised in his hydro-

lectualgiantsof the Revolutionary period, pathic establishment, and he flourished,

My study of the history of Hamilton's and his institution was famous. His very

life had shown me that the number of old father, over eighty years of age, who
these giants w^as large; many of them managed the office of the estabHshment,

signed the Declaration of Independence, needed assistance, and Doctor Shepard
I did not fail to see in this a most propi- offered me the position and spoke of get-

tious omen of a great future for the coun- ting a friend of his to help me prepare for

try. What a spiritual giant Lincoln must entrance to Columbia. His friend was
have been, I thought, when I heard Professor Webster, who taught Greek and
Beecher refer to him \Wth humblest ven- Latin at the Adelphi Academy in Brook-
eration ! Beecher was the sunrise which lyn. I jumped at Doctor Shepard's offer,

dispelled much of that mist which pre- although the prospect of deserting Jim
vented my eyes, just as it prevents all for- and Bilharz made me feel badly. But
eign eyes, from seeing the clear outline of Jim applauded my decision and he re-

American civilization. called his prophecy that I should soon

Four years previously I had for the outgrow the opportunities of the New
first time attended an American church England Cracker Factory. Bilharz ex-

service in Delaw^are City, and had carried pressed his gratification that he had con-

away the impression that in matters of tributed to my progress, and he certainly

public worship America was not up to had, both by what he praised and by
the standards prescribed by the Serbian what he condemned. He was sincere in
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both, but his praise was founded upon a
rare knowledge of classical literatures,

while his condemnation was due to prej-

udice against science and against Amer-
ican democracy. The real secret of his grip

upon my imagination I shall disclose later.

Professor Webster was an ideal peda-

gogue; his pupils were boys and girls

from some of the best families of Brook-
lyn. Their teacher was to them an
apostle of classical culture, in which they

were much interested, partly because of

their admiration for their beloved teacher.

After a few private lessons he invited me
to join his classes in Greek and Latin,

where I was received with many signs of

cordiality from both the boys and the

girls. Like myself, they were preparing

for college. I attended these classes

three times a week and entertained them
much by my continental pronunciation

of Greek and Latin, which I had learned

from Bilharz, who had also taught me to

recite the Greek and Latin hexameter
with proper intonation. This delighted

the heart of Professor Webster and of his

pupils. Recitations of Greek and Latin

verses with faultless rhythm were all

which at first I could offer to the enter-

tainment of my classmates. After a

while I entertained some of them with

Serbian poetry and also with Serbian

kolo dancing. I made every effort to

make them forget that I was a Balkan
barbarian, but everybody, as if reading

my thoughts, assured me that I was con-

tributing more to the Adelphi Academy
than I was getting in return. I knew
better. I felt that the association with

those splendid boys and girls and with

Professor Webster contributed much
more to my preparation for Columbia
than all the book work which I ever did

anywhere.
Doctor Shepard and his family saw the

rapid change in me, I thought, and many
of their evidences of approval were very

encouraging. When I first met Doctor
Shepard he was strongly pro-Turkish

whenever the Balkan war, which was
raging at that time, was discussed. He
had a notion that the Serbians were a re-

bellious and barbarous race. During the

early part of 1879 he gradually shifted to

the Serbian side, and I was bold enough
to take all credit for it to myself. I con-

sidered his and his family's approval the

best test of the success of my efforts to

understand the American standards of

conduct. This success meant much more
to me in my preparation for college than
the success in my studies.

In an interscholastic athletic contest I

volunteered to run in a ten-mile race

without any previous training, and won.
From that day on my friends at the

Adelphi Academy regarded me as one of

their number, and it was a liberal educa-
tion to me to listen to their eulogies of

my loyalty to them and to their institution,

which, they said, I displayed when I

fought under the Adelphi banner on the

athletic field. Legends began to grow up
among the Adelphi boys and girls about
a Serbian youngster who won the ten-

mile race without previous training.

When your young and enthusiastic

friends begin to indulge in legends about
you, be assured that you are getting on
some. But legends, like nursery rhymes,
will lull you to sleep if you are not very,

very wide-awake. This experience made
me see clearly what young Lukanitch
meant when he told me what oarsmanship
might do for me at Columbia even if I

did not know much Greek and Latin. I

was confirmed in this when the boys of

the Adelphi Academy who expected to

enter Yale or Princeton used much of

their persuasive powers to steer me to

these colleges. It encouraged me much
and diminished greatly my anxiety about

''social unpreparedness." But my an-

swer was that the college of Hamilton,

Jay, and Livingston, in the City of New
York, was the port for which I was sail-

ing, and that Beecher's church in Brook-

lyn would be one of the anchors to keej)

me there, and that Beecher, as far as I

was concerned, would be a part of Colum-
bia College.

The summer vacation of 1879 was ap-

proaching, and I knew that all my aca-

demic friends in New York and Brooklyn

would leave for the country. There was
nothing to keep me in Brooklyn except

my obHgations to good Doctor Shepard.

He excused me when I told him that I

wished to devote all my time during that

summer to study, so as to insure my
passing with a high mark all my entrance

examinations in the following autumn.

A high mark would gain me freedom from

all tuition fees at Columbia, a very seri-
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ous consideration. Doctor Shepard ap- Eight hours each day I devoted to

proved, and I moved to what I called, study: three in the morning to Greek,
jokingly, my summer "villa" on the three in the afternoon to Latin, and two
Passaic River, near Rutherford Park, in the evening to other studies. It was a
New Jersey. It was a tiny little cottage most profitable summer outing of over
near the bank of the river; it had not three months, and it cost me only thirty

been occupied for a long time, and it was dollars; the rest was paid in sawing and
looked after by an old Danish woman splitting of kindling-wood. Whenever I

who lived quite near it. She kept two read now about the Kaiser's activities at

cows and a lot of chickens and ducks and Doom, I think of my summer activities

sold butter and eggs and fowl. Her son in 1879, and I wonder who in the world
Christopher peddled kindhng-wood in suggested my scheme to William Hohen-
Passaic, Belleville, and Newark, New zollern

!

Jersey. The old lady consented to let me During the last week of September of

live in the cottage until a permanent that year I presented myself at Columbia
tenant should appear, and she was willing for entrance examinations. They were
to take care of me for a certain payment oral, and were conducted by the profes-

per week. I accepted her terms on con- sors themselves and not by junior instruc-

dition that she allow me to work off a tors. The first two books of the Iliad,

certain part of the agreed amount by excepting the catalogue of ships, and four

savidng kindling-wood from ten to twelve orations of Cicero, I knew by heart. My
in the morning and from four to six in the leisure time at my Passaic River ''villa"

afternoon. My suggestion made her permitted me these pleasant mental gym-
thoughtful, and she finally confessed her nasties; I wanted to show off before Bil-

fear that my exercises before meals might harz v^dth my Greek and Latin quotations

;

give me such an appetite that I would eat to say nothing of the wonderful mental
her out of house and home. We agreed exhilaration which a young student gets

to try the scheme for a week and we were from reading aloud and memorizing the

both satisfied with the result. She took words of Homer and of Cicero. The pro-

good care of me, and I furnished her with fessors were greatly surprised and asked

more kindUng-wood for her son's trade me why I had taken so much trouble. I

than she had ever expected. Moreover, told them that it was no trouble, because

the regular help, who was hired for the Seibs delight in memorizing beautiful

specific purpose of cutting kindling-wood, lines. The Serbs of Montenegro, for in-

increased his output, in order to keep up stance, know by heart most of the lines

with me. I enjoyed the work hugely as which their great poet Nyegoush had ever

means of splendid exercise and rejoiced in written, and particularly his great epic

making the output as large as possible. ''The Mountain Glory." I told them
The old lady was delighted with the un- also of ilUterate Baba Batikin, the min-
expected result. Every two-hour period strel of my native village, who knew most
of sawing and splitting of kindling-wood of the old Serbian ballads by heart. Be-

was followed by a dip and swim in the sides, I assured the professors, I wanted to

Passaic River, and by the end of the sum- do in Greek and Latin as well as I possibly

mer I was all muscle and could have run could, so as to gain free tuition. For the

a race of twenty miles without any previ- other studies I was not afraid, I told them,

ous training. This proved a very valuable and they assured me that my chances for

asset in the beginning of my college free tuition were certainly good. The
career; muscle and brawn are splendid other examinations gave me no trouble,

things to take along when one enters col- thanks to my training with Bilharz and
lege, and have while in college. Several with the lecturers in the evening classes

incidents in my college career bear upon at Cooper Union. A note from the Regis-

the interesting feature of athletics in trar's office informed me a few days later

American college hfe, and I shalt describe that I was enrolled as a student in Colum-
them later even at the risk of appearing bia College with freedom from all tui-

egotistical. This feature is characteristi- tion fees. There was no person in the

cally American and is quite unknown on United States on that glorious day happier

the continent of Europe. than II
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The college atmosphere which I found like a high rock in the midst of an angry
at Columbia at that time gave me a new sea. Coats and shirts were torn off the
sensation. I did not understand it at backs of the brave fighters, some attack-

first and misinterpreted many things, ing and others defending the central

The few days preceding the opening of group, but not a single ugly swear-word
the college sessions I spent chasing around was heard nor did I see a single sign of in-

for a boarding-house, while my class- tentional bloodshed. Members of the
mates were hanging around the college junior and senior classes watched as um-
buildings, making arrangements to join pires. Michael, the janitor, who knew
this or that fraternity, and also solidify- ever3^body on the college campus as a
ing the hne of defense of the freshmen shepherd knows his sheep, was not quite

against the hostile sophomores. There certain about my identity. He asked me
was a lively process of organization going whether I was a freshman, and when I

on under the leadership of groups of boys said "yes," he asked me why in the world
who came from the same preparatory I was not in the rush, defending the fresh-

schools. These groups led and the others men body-guard. He looked so anxious
were expected to follow without a mur- and worried that I felt sure of being
mur. Insubordination or even indiffer- guilty of some serious offense against old

ence was condemned as lack of college Columbia traditions. I immediately took
spirit. This spirit was necessary among off my coat and stiff shirt and plunged
the freshmen, particularly because, as I into the surging waves of sophomores and
wasinformedlater,there wasagreat com- freshmen and had almost reached the

mon danger — the sophomores ! I saw central body-guard of freshmen, eager to

some of this feverish activity going on, join in its defense when a sophomore,
but did not understand its meaning and named Frank Henry, grabbed me and
hence remained outside of it, as if I were a pulled me back, telling me that I had no
stranger and not a member of the fresh- business to cross the line of umpires at

man class, which I heard described, by that late moment. I did not know the

the freshmen themselves, as the best rules of the game and shoved him aside

freshman class in the history of Colum- and we clinched. He was the strongest

bia. The sophomores denied this in a man in Columbia College, as I learned

most provoking manner; hence the hos- later, but my kindling-wood operations

tility. Nobody paid any attention tome; on the banks of the Passaic River had
nobody knew me, because I did not come made me a stiff opponent. We wrestled

from any of the preparatory schools which and wrestled and would have wrestled

prepared boys for Columbia. One day I till sunset like Prince Marco and the Arab
saw on the campus two huge waves of ^loussa Kessedjia in the old Serbian bal-

lively youngsters beating against each lads, if the umpires had not proclaimed

other just Uke inroUing waves of the sea the cane rush a draw. The main show
Hfting on their backs the returning waves being over, the side show which Henry
which had been reflected from the cliffs and I were keeping up had no further

of the shore. The freshmen were defend- useful purpose to serve and we stopped

ing a cane against fierce attacks of the and shook hands. He was glad to stop,

sophomores. It was the historic Colum- he admitted, and so was I, but he told

bia cane rush, I was told by Michael, the my classmates that ''if that terrible Turk
college janitor, who stood alongside of me had been selected a member of the fresh-

as I looked on. It was not a real light men body-guard the result of the cane

resulting in broken noses or blackened rush might have been different." I told

eyes, but just a most vigorous push-and- him that I was a Serb, and not a Turk,
pull contest, the sophomores trying to and he apologized, saying that he could

take possession of a cane which a strong never draw very fine distinctions between

freshman, surrounded by a stalwart body- the various races in the Balkans. " But,

guard of freshmen, was holding and whatever race you are," said he, ''you

guarding just as a guard of fanatic monks will be a good fellow if you will learn to

would defend the sacred relics of a great play the game J'' Splendid advice from

saint. This freshmen group was the a college boy !
" Play the game,' ^ whsit 2i

centre of the scrimmage and it stood there wonderful phrase ! I studied it long, and
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the more I thought about it the more I side of the classroom which an American
was convinced that one aspect of the his- college offers to its students,

tory of this country with all its traditions At the end of the freshman year I

is summed up in these three words. No gained two prizes of one hundred dollars

foreigner can understand this country each, one in Greek and the other in

who does not know the full meaning of mathematics. They were won in stiff

this phrase, which I first heard from a competitive examinations and meant a
Columbia College youngster. No for- considerable scholastic success, but,

eign language can so translate the phrase nevertheless, they excited little interest

as to reproduce its brevity and at the among my classmates. Results of ex-

same time convey its full meaning. But, aminations were considered a personal

when I heard it, I thought of the boot- matter of the individual student himself

blacks and newsboys who, five years and not of his fellow classmen. The
previously, had acted as umpires when I prizes were practically the only money
defended my right to wear a red fez. To upon which I could rely to help carry me
^'play the game" according to the best through my second year. The estimated

traditions of the land which offered me budget for that year, however, was not

all of its opportunities was always my fully provided for and I looked for a job

idea of Americanization. But how many for the long summer vacation. I did not

immigrants to this land can be made to want a job in the city. My kindling-wood

understand this? • activity of the preceding summer suited

Some little time after this incident I me better, and after some consultation

was approached by the captain of the with my friend Christopher, the kindling-

freshman crew, who asked me to join his wood peddler of Rutherford Park, I de-

crew. I remembered young Lukanitch's cided to accept a job on a contract of his

opinion about oarsmanship at Columbia, to mow hay during that summer in the

and I was sorely tempted. But, unfor- various sections of the Hackensack low-

tunately, I had only three hundred and lands. No Columbia athlete ever had a
eleven dollars when I started my college better opportunity to develop his back
career, and I knew that if I was to retain and biceps than I had during that sum-
my free tuition by high standing in mer. I made good use of it, and earned
scholarship and also earn further money seventy-five dollars net.

for my living expenses, I should have no When my sophomore year began I

time for other activities. "Study, work awaited the cane rush which, according

for a living, no participation in college to old Columbia custom, took place be-

activities outside of the recitation-room

!

tween the sophomores and the freshmen
Do you call that college training?" asked at the beginning of each academic year,

the captain of the freshman crew, looking and I was prepared for it; I also knew
perfectly surprised at my story, which, what it meant to ''play the game." This
being the son of wealthy parents, he did time my class had to do the attacking

not understand. I admitted that it was and I helped with a vengeance. The
not, in the full sense of the word, but that muscles which had been hardened in the

I was not in a position to avail myself of Hackensack meadows proved most effec-

all the opportunities which Columbia of- tive and the result was that shortly I had
fered me, and that, in fact, I had already the freshmen's cane on the ground, was
obtained a great deal more than an im- lying flat over it, covering it with my
migrant could reasonably have expected, chest. The pressure of a score of fresh-

I touched his sympathetic cord, and I men and sophomores piled up on top of

felt that I had made a new friend. The me threatened to squeeze the cane
result of this interview was that my class- through my chest bone, which already, I

mates refrained from asking me to join imagined, was pressing against my lungs,

any of the college activities for fear that my difficult breathing leading me to

my inability to comply with their request think that my last hour had come. For-

might make me feel badly. I had their tunately, the umpires cleared away the

sympathy, but I missed their fellowship, lively heap of struggling boys on top of

and therefore I missed in my freshman me, and I breathed freely again. Some
year much of that splendid training out- freshmen were found stretched alongside
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of me with their hands holding onto the

stick. An equal number of sophomores
held on and, consequently, the umpires
declared the rush a draw. Nobody was
anxious to have another rush, and it was
proposed by the freshmen to settle the

question of class superiority by a wres-

tling-match, two best out of three falls,

had won Greek and mathematical prizes.

They knew nothing about my strenuous

mowing in the Hackensack meadows dur-

ing three long months of that summer.
The captain of the class crew approached
me, felt my biceps, my chest, and my
back, and shouted, "All right I" The
wrestling-match came off, and the fresh-

Photograph of Pupin taken in 1883 when he graduated at Columbia.

catch as catch can. They had a big

fellow who had some fame as a wrestler

of great strength, and they issued a de-

fiant challenge to the sophomores. My
classmates held a meeting in order to

pick a match for the freshman giant, but

nobody seemed to be quite up to the job.

Finally I volunteered, declaring that I

was not afraid to tackle the freshman
giant. " Do you expect to down him with

Greek verses and mathematical formu-
lae?" shouted some of my classmates,

who had grave doubts about the muscle
and the wrestling ability of a fellow who

man giant had no show with a boy who
had learned the art of wrestUng on the

pasture-lands of Idvor, and had held his

own against experienced mowers in the

Hackensack meadows. The victory was
quick and complete and my classmates

carried me in triumph to Fritz's saloon,

not far from the college, where many a

toast was drunk to "Michael the Ser-

bian." From that day on my classmates

called me by my first name and took me
up as if I had been a distinguished de-

scendant of Alexander Hamilton himself.

My scholastic victory in Greek and math-
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ematics meant nothing to my classmates, the most select fraternity and not at all

because it was a purely personal matter, unpopular, but many of my classmates

but my athletic victory meant everything, objected to him, although he was the

because it was a victory of my whole grandson of a still living former secretary

class. Had I won my scholastic victory of state and chairman of the board
in competition with a representative from of trustees of Columbia College. Thev
another college, then the matter would thought that he paid too much attention

have had an entireh^ different aspect, to the fashion-plates of London, and
Esprit de corps is one of those splendid dressed too fashionably. There were
things which American college life culti- other Columbia boys at that time who,
vates, and I had the good fortune to reap I thought, dressed just as fashionably,

many benefits from it. He who pays no and yet they were very popular; but
attention to this esprit de corps in an they were fine athletes, w^hereas my op-

American college runs the risk of being ponent was believed to rely too much
dubbed a "greasy grind." upon the history of his long name and
The sophomore year opened auspi- upon his splendid appearance. He cer-

ciously. Eight of my classmates formed tainly was a fine example of classical re-

a class, the Octagon, and invited me to pose; his classmates, however, admired
coach them in Greek and in mathematics, action. He was like a young Alcibiades

twice a week. The captain of the class in breeding, looks, and pose, but not in

crew was a member of it. I suspected action.

that he remembered my reasons for re- Some of the old American colleges have
fusing to join the freshman crew and been accused from time to time of en-

wanted to help. The Octagon class was couraging snobbery and a spirit of aris-

a great help in more ways than one. I tocracy which is not in harmony with

also gave instruction in wrestling to sev- American ideas of democracy. My per-

eral classmates in exchange for instruc- sonal experience as student at Columbia
tion in boxing. This was my physical gives competency to my opinion upon
exercise, and it was a strenuous one. that subject. Snobs will be found in

Devereux Emmet, a descendant of the every country and clime, but there were
great Irish patriot, was one of these ex- few^er snobs at Columbia in those days
change instructors; he could stand any than in many other much less exalted

amount of punishment in our boxing places, although Columbia at that time

bouts, which impressed upon my mind was accused of being a nest of dudes and
the truth of the saying that "blood snobs. This was one of the arguments
will tell." Before the sophomore year advanced by those friends of mine at the

was over my classmates acknowledged me Adelphi Academy who tried to persuade

a champion not only in Greek and in me to go to Princeton or Yale. The
mathematics, but also in wrestling and spirit of aristocracy was there, but it was
boxing. The combination was somewhat an aristocracy of the same kind as existed

unusual and legends began to be spun in my native peasant village. It was a

about it, but they did not turn my head, spirit of unconscious reverence for the

nor lull me to sleep, not even when they best American traditions. I say "un-
led to my election as class president for conscious," and by that I mean absence

the junior year. This was indeed a great of noisy chauvinism and of that racial in-

compliment, for, because of the junior tolerance by which the Teutonism of Aus-
promenade, the dance given annually by tria and the Magyarism of Hungary had
the junior class, it was customary to elect driven me away from Prague and from
for that year a class president who was Panchevo. A name with a fine American
socially very prominent. A distinguished tradition back of it attracted much at-

classmate, a descendant of three great tention, but it was only a letter of recom-
American names, and a shining light in mendation. He who was found wanting
New York's younger social set, was my in his make-up and in his conduct when
chief opponent and I begged to withdraw weighed by the best Columbia College tra-

in his favor; a descendant of Hamilton ditions—and they were a part of Ameri-

inspired awe. But my opponent would can traditions—had a lonely time during

not listen to it. He was a member of his college career, in spite of his illustrious
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name or his family's great wealth. For-

eign-born students, like Cubans and
South Americans, met with a respectful

indifference so long as they remained for-

eigners. Needless to say that many of

them adopted rapidly the attractive ways
of the Columbia boys. But nobody would
have resented it nor even paid any at-

tention to it if they had retained their

foreign ways. A hopeless fellow became
a member of that very small class of stu-

dents known at that time as "muckers."
They complained bitterly of snobbery

and of aristocracy. I do not believe that

either the spirit of plutocracy, or of so-

cialism and communism, or of any other

un-American current of thought could

ever start from an American college like

Columbia of those days, and bore its

way into American life. That type of

aristocracy which made the American
college immune from contagion by un-

American influence existed; it was very

exacting, and it was much encouraged.

But when American college boys, accused

of bowing to the spirit of aristocracy, have
among them a Hamilton, a Livingston,

a DeWitt, and several descendants of

Jay, and yet elect for class president the

penniless son of a Serbian peasant village

because they admire his mental and
physical efforts to learn and to comply
with Columbia's traditions, one can rest

assured that the spirit of American de-

mocracy was very much alive in those

college boys.

My success with the Octagon class es-

tabUshed my reputation as a doctor for

"lame ducks." This was the name of

those students who failed in their college

examinations, usually examinations in

Greek, Latin, and mathematics. Lame
ducks needed a special treatment, called

coaching. I became quite an expert in it,

and presently I saw a flock of lame ducks
gathering around me, offering liberal re-

wards for a speedy cure. My summer
vacations no longer called me to the

Passaic River to cut kindling-wood, nor

to the Hackensack meadows to strain

my back to the utmost^ trying to keep
up with experienced mowers. Coaching
lame ducks was incomparably more re-

munerative and left me also with plenty

of leisure time for tennis, horseback rid-

ing, or swimming and diving contests.

During the college sessions I usually had

in charge several bad cases of academic
lameness, cases that could not be cured
during the summer vacations, but had to

be carefully nursed throughout the whole
academic year. Financially I fared better

than most of my young professors and I

saved, looking ahead for the realization of

a pet dream of mine. My coaching ex-

perience was remunerative not only from
the material but also from the cultural

side ; it brought me in touch with some of

the best exponents of New York's social

life, where I found a hearty welcome, a
friendly sympathy, and many lessons,

which I always considered as being among
the most valuable acquisitions in my col-

lege life. One of them deserves a special

mention here.

Lewis Morris Rutherfurd, a trustee of

Columbia College, was at that time the

head of the famous Rutherfurd family.

He was a gentleman of leisure and devoted
himself to science and particularly to pho-
tographic astronomy, just as did his fa-

mous friend, Doctor John WiUiam Draper,
the author of the " History of the Intellec-

tual Development of Europe." Ruther-
furd was a pioneer worker in this field of

astronomy, and his photographs of the

moon and of the stars were always re-

garded by the scientists of the world as

most valuable contributions to astron-

omy. The historic Rutherfurd mansion,

with its astronomical observatory, was on
Eleventh Street and Second Avenue.
Rutherfurd's sons Lewis and Winthrop
were my fellow students at Columbia;
Lewis was a year ahead of me and Win-
throp was a year below me. Through
their cousin, a chum and classmate of

mine, I became acquainted with them.

No handsomer boys ever sat in Hamilton
Hall: tall, athletic, and graceful, just like

two splendid products of the physical

culture of classical Greece. One of them
held the American championship in rac-

quets, and the Long Island hunt clubs

counted them among their best steeple-

chase riders. Lewis just squeezed his

way through college, but Winthrop, ow-
ing to circumstances beyond his control,

threatened to drop by the academic
roadside; the load of some seven condi-

tions was too heavy and too discourag-

ing.

My chum, Winthrop's cousin men-
tioned above, was a brilliant raconteur.
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and he used to spin out with wonderful Winthrop's friends at the Racquet Club,
skill many a funny tale about my coach- at the Rockaway Hunt Club, and at

ing experiences, describing in a grotesque Newport were puzzled, and they inquired
manner how an audacious youngster, what strange influences kept Winthrop
straying over here from a Serbian peasant in monastic seclusion at the Ruther-
village, was bullying young aristocrats of furd Stuyvesant estate in the backwoods
New York, and how these aristocrats of New Jersey. Besides, a stableful of

were submitting to it like little lambs, steeplechasers, which had won many
Rutherfurd, senior, who was my chum's prizes, stood idle and looked in vain for

uncle, heard some of these humorous their master Winthrop to train them.
tales. He enjoyed them hugely, and they Even the servants on the estate looked
suggested to him a scheme for diminish- puzzled and could not decipher the mys-
ing somewhat his son's heavy load of con- terious change that had come over their

ditions. He and his family were to spend young autocrat. A foreign-born young-
the summer of 1882 in Europe, and he ster, a namesake of Michael, the Irish

suggested that Winthrop and I go to his gardener on the estate, seemed to be su-

country place, where we could rule su- preme in authorit}', and that puzzled the

preme and spend the summer preparing servants still more. Winthrop was mak-
for Winthrop's autumn examinations, ing great scholastic efforts, in order to

Winthrop consented, in order to please please his distinguished father, but he
his family, and he agreed to the definite was a high-strung youth and after a while

programme of work which I prescribed, his behavior began to suggest the fret-

Rutherfurd, senior, was anxious that ting of a thoroughbred protesting against

Winthrop should breathe the atmosphere the bit handled by the heavy touch of an
of Columbia College for four years, even unskilled rider. I saw a crisis approach-
if he should not get the full benefit of the ing and it finally came. Winthrop sud-

college curriculum. He had a view of col- denly refused to do another stroke of

lege education which was somewhat novel work unless the programme of work was
to me and made me understand more greatly modified, permitting him to make
clearly the question which the captain of occasional trips to the Racquet Club, to

the freshman crew had addressed to me the Rockaway Hunt Club, and to New-
in my freshman year: ^' Study, work for port. I knew what that meant and
a living, no participation in college activi- promptly refused; a hot discussion fol-

ties outside of the recitation rooms ! Do lowed, and some harsh words were

you call that college training?" But I spoken, resulting in a challenge by Win-
shall return to this a little later. throp; I accepted and agreed that the

'^ Winthrop is very fond of you," said best man was to have his way during the

Rutherfurd, senior, before he sailed for remainder of the summer. Winthrop, the

Europe, "and if you fail to pull him great racquet player of America, the fa-

through, that will be the end of his col- mous steeplechase rider of Long Island,

lege career. Your job is a difiicult one, and the young aristocrat, kept his word
almost hopeless, but if you should succeed and responded eagerly to my calls for

you would place me under a very great additional scholastic efforts. He was a

obligation." I was already under great noble, handsome, and manly American
obligations to him, for he had disclosed a youth whose friendship I was proud to

view of the world of intellect before my possess.

eyes such as nobody ever had prior to that In the autumn Winthrop got rid of

time. New York never produced a finer most of his conditions, proceeded with his

type of gentleman and scholar than was class, and eventually graduated from Co-
Lewis Rutherfurd. His personality im- lumbia in 1884. ]\fy imaginative chum,
pressed me as Henry Ward Beecher's had, Winthrop's cousin, composed a great tale

and I could easily have persuaded myself describing this incident and he called it

:

that he was the reincarnation of Ben- ''A Serbian Peasant versus an American
jamin Franklin. I vowed to spare no Aristocrat." Those who had the good
effort in my attempts to "place him un- fortune to enjoy the humor of this tale

der a very great obhgation." (and among them was F. Marion Craw-
Winthrop co-operated at first. But ford, the novelist and cousin of my chum)
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pronounced it a great literary accom- scholar, and famous scientist, became my
plishment, and they all agreed that Win- mentor. Winthrop's success was to place
throp was the real hero of the story; he him under very great obligations to me,
played the game hke a thoroughbred, he said before he sailed for Europe in the
Mr. Rutherfurd, senior, enjoyed the tale spring, and after his return his actions
as much as anybody, and he was de- proved that he meant even more than
Hghted with the result of our summer he had said. A father could not have
work. Winthrop's behavior did not sur- been more solicitous about my future

Lewis Morris Rutherfurd, November, 187;

prise him, because, he assured me, Win-
throp played the game as every Ameri-
can gentleman's son would have played
it. "Every one of your classmates," ex-

claimed this trustee of Columbia College,

"would have done the same thing; or he
would be unworthy of a Columbia de-

gree.' ' The first function of the American
college, according to him, was to train its

students in the principles of conduct be-

coming an American who is loyal to the

best traditions of his country.

My senior year opened even more
auspiciously than my sophomore or my
junior year did. Lewis Rutherfurd, trus-

tee of Columbia College, gentleman and

plans than he was, and his advice indi-

cated that he understood my case much
better than I did myself. At the begin-

ning of my senior year I was still unde-
cided as to what I was to do after gradua-
tion, and I began to feel anxious; my
mentor's advice was most welcome, and
it certainly was one of the determining

factors for my future plans.

In my preceding account of my prepa-

rations for college and of my life in college

there is much which sounds like a glori-

fication of muscle and of the fighting

spirit. I feel almost like apologizing for

it, but do I really owe an apology? My
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whole life up to this point of my story

was steered by conditions which de-

manded muscle and the fighting spirit.

To pass six weeks during each one of

several summers as herdsman's assistant

in company with twelve other lively Serb

youngsters as fellow assistants, meant
violent competitions in wrestling, swim-

ming, herdsman's hockey, and other

strenuous games for hours and hours each

day, and one's position in this lively com-
munity depended entirely upon muscle

and the fighting spirit. Magyarism in

Panchevo and Teutonism in Prague pro-

duced a reaction which appealed to mus-
cle and to the fighting spirit, which finally

drove me to the land of Lincoln. Muscle
and the fighting spirit of the bootblacks

and newsboys on Broadway met me on

the very first day when I ventured to

pass beyond the narrow confines of Cas-

tle Garden, in order to catch the first

ghmpse of the great American metropolis.

No sooner had I finished serving my ap-

prenticeship as greenhorn, and advanced
to a higher civic level, than I encountered

again muscle and the fighting spirit of the

college boys. In the beginning of my col-

lege career I found very little difference

between the pasture-lands of my native

village and the campus of the American
college. The spirit of playfulness and
the ferment of life in the hearts of youth
was the same in both, and it manifested

itself in the same way, namely, in athletics

which encourage a glorification of muscle

and of the fighting spirit. This was most
fortunate for me, because it offered me a

wide avenue by which I could enter \vith

perfect ease into that wonderful activity

called college life. Other avenues existed,

but to a Serbian youth who but a few
years before that time was a herdsman's
assistant, these other avenues w^ere prac-

tically closed. I have described the

avenue which was open to me, but with

no intention to indulge in an egotistical

glorification of that avenue.

Rutherfurd, my mentor, scholar, and
scientist, and trustee of Columbia Col-

lege, did not believe as some people do
that athletics would ever cause our col-

leges to degenerate into gladiatorial

schools. Athletics in the form of WTCstling

and boxing did not interfere in the least

with my scholarship. Healthy young
people and healthy young nations are

prone to worship the heroic element in

human life, thought trustee Rutherfurd,
and, according to him, the Greeks pre-

vented this exuberance of youth from
degenerating into brutality by cultivat-

ing the art of physical culture. He was
longing forty years ago, and I am still

longing to-day, for the time when Amer-
ican colleges \vill have a four years' course

in physical culture, conducted by medi-
cal and athletic experts. His sons, he
thought, practised this art by their de-

votion to the game of racquets and of

steeplechase riding. They were splendid

athletes, but nevertheless they were mel-

low-hearted and gentle youths. The
fact that their scholarship was not high
did not disturb their learned father, be-

cause much of his own scholarship and
scientific learning, he told me, had been
acquired long after he had graduated
from Union College.

Many of my fellow students were, just

like myself, very fond of athletics and
of other activities outside of the college

curriculum, and yet we were enthusiastic

students of Greek literature, of history

and economics, of constitutional history

of the United States, and of English
literature. But here was the secret:

Professor Merriam was a wonderful ex-

pounder of the great achievements of

Greek civilization; Professor Monroe
Smith made every one of us feel that

English and American history, that is

the history of Anglo-Saxon civilization,

was an indispensable part of our daily

life; Professor Burgess made us believe

that political economy was one of the

most important subjects in the world;

and Professor Richmond Mayo Smith's

lectures on the Constitutional History of

the United States made us all imagine
that we understood the spirit of 1776 just

as well as Hamilton did. These profes-

sors were the great scholars of Columbia
College when I was a student there, and
they had most attractive personalities

too. The personality of the professors,

hke that of the famous Van Amringe, and
their learning, like that of the venerable

President Barnard, were the best safe-

guards for students who showed a ten-

dency to devote themselves too much to

the worship of muscle and the fighting

spirit, and of activities outside of the col-

lege curriculum. Fill your professorial
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chairs in colleges with men of broad learn-

ing and of commanding personality and
do not worry about the alleged evil in-

fluences of athletics, and of other college

activities outside of the recitation-room.

That was the recommendation of trustee

Rutherfurd forty years ago; to-day I

add: the college needs great professors

just as much as the various research de-

partments of a university need them;
perhaps even more.

Literary societies, college journalism,

glee- club practice, and exercises in the

dramatic art consumed, when I was a

college student, just as much of the col-

lege student's time as athletics did. They
and athletics constituted the outside

college activities. The recitation-room

brought the student into touch with the

personalities of the professors ; college ac-

tivities outside of the recitation-room,

whether they were athletics or anything

else, brought the student into touch with

the personalities of his fellow students.

Each one of these influences had, accord-

ing to the experiences of my college Hfe,

its own great value, and contributed its

distinct share to what is usually called

the character-forming of the college stu-

dent, but what Rutherfurd, the Columbia
College trustee, called training in the

principles of conduct becoming an Amer-
ican who is loyal to the best traditions of

his country. Neither one nor the other

influence can be weakened without crip-

pling seriously that great object which
trustee Rutherfurd called "the historical

mission of the American college."

There was another educational activity

which should be mentioned here. My
regular attendance at Plymouth Church
I considered as one of my most important
college activities outside of the recitation-

room. Beecher's sermons and Booth's
interpretations of Shakespeare were
sources of stirring inspiration. They
occupied a very high place among my
spiritual guides. Beecher, Booth, and
several other men of genius who were ac-

tive in New York in those days were, as

far as my college training was concerned,

members of the Columbia College faculty.

This is what I probably meant when I

said to my friends at the Adelphi Aca-
demy that " Columbia College in the City
of New York" was the port for which I

was sailing and that Beecher 's church in

Brooklyn was a component part of Co-
lumbia College. Taking college activities

in this broader sense I always believed

that the spiritual, intellectual, and artistic

activities in the city of New York were
component parts of Columbia College;

they certainly contributed much to the

fulness of my college life. I often won-
dered whether this was in the minds of

those who framed the official name " Co-
lumbia College in the City of New York,"
when the old name "King's College" was
abandoned in 1787.

I have nearly finished the story of my
college career, and I am aware that it is

silent on a subject which was always dear
to my heart; that subject is science. A
young lad who was stimulated so much by
the lives of the scientific men represented
in the Cooper Union library painting, en-

titled, "Men of Progress"; by the splen-

did scientific exhibits in Philadelphia in

1876; by Jim's boiler-room demonstra-
tions supplemented by Cooper Union lec-

tures on heat; by Tyndall's and Hunt's
poetic descriptions of scientific achieve-

ments; and above all by his own visions

concerning physical phenomena on the
pasture-lands of his native village—that

lad goes through college, and the story of

his college career is nearly closed without
saying anything about his scientific stud-

ies at Columbia College ! That certainly

looks strange and suggests the inference

that after all Bilharz had finally suc-

ceeded in tearing me away completely

from, what he called the worship of sci-

entific materialism. Bilharz did not suc-

ceed in that, but what he actually did is

worth relating here.

After my departure from Cortlandt

Street Bilharz felt quite lonesome and
tried to get companionship and consola-

tion from a Tyrolean zither which he man-
aged well in spite of his stiff fingers.

Knowing myjondness for Homer's heroic

verse and for the lyric verse in the chorus
of Greek dramas he practised reciting

them with zither accompaniment. He
thus imitated most successfully a Serbian

gouslar's recitations of old Serbian bal-

lads, accompanied by the single-string in-

strument, called gousle. In recognition of

the success of his clever scheme which, I

was sure, he devised for my special benefit

I called him theGreek gouslar. He who has
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seen huge multitudes of Serbs assembled my vision from seeing the clear outline of

around a bUnd gouslar in the midst of American civilization. Columbia College

some great festive gathering, listening by brought me into touch with the college

the hour in spellbound silence to his red- life of American boys and with men of

tations, will understand how Bilharz man- great learning and wonderful personali-

aged to attract me to many a neighbor- ties and they helped me to dispel every

hood gathering on the top loft of the particle of that mist, and there in the

Cortlandt Street factory. Every time I clear sunshine of their learning I saw the

listened to the zither accompanying his whole image of what I believed to be
chanting of familiar Greek verses I imag- American civilization: a beautiful daugh-
ined that Baba Batikin's spirit was trans- ter of a beautiful mother, which is the

ferred from the little peasant village of Anglo-Saxon civilization. The memory
Idvor to the great metropolis of America ! of this vision always recalled to my mind
Whenever I told him that, he seemed to the ode of Horace which opens wath the

be immensely pleased, because the life of line:

a blind gouslar appealed to him much. ,,„ ^ , , -,. , , . ,„^ r -»«- • ^ • 1 . O matre pulchra filia pulchnor

I

Professor Merriam was certamly a great

Greek scholar, but Bilharz was a great The study and the contemplation of

Greek gouslar, and when he chanted the these two civiUzations, the ancient civili-

verses of the Iliad with zither accom- zation of Greece and the new civilization

paniment I was tempted to imagine that of the Anglo-Saxons, which appealed to

he was a reincarnation of Homer. Be- me as the two greatest civilizations of

tween Bilharz and Merriam I could not human history, m^ade every other study
help devoting much of my time in college in my college curriculum appear as insig-

to the study of Greek, I have never re- nificant, although I gained several prizes

gretted it, but I do regret that the aca- in the exact sciences, and although I

demic halls of the American colleges of never gave up the idea that my future

to-day do not resound any more \vith that work would be in the field of science.

solemn Greek rhythm which I first heard But there is another and perhaps the

on the top loft of the Cortlandt Street most potent reason why science figures so

factory. Bilharz disappeared from Cort- little in the preceding part of the story of

landt Street a short time before I gradu- my college career. Instruction in the ex-

ated, and he left me his zither as a sou- act sciences in those days was most ele-

venir and also an old edition of Homer's mentary, not only at Columbia College

Iliad by the famous German philologist but also in most American colleges. For
Dindorf. I have not seen him since that instance, laboratory work in physics and
time, but I shall never forget him. He in chemistry was not a part of the Colum-
was the first to call my attention to an old bia College curriculum, and the lecture-

and magnificent civilization, the spiritual room told me less about physics than I

beauty of which appealed to my young had known from my studies of Tyndall's

imagination with increasing force as my popular publications and from the Cooper
knowledge of it increased. I often recall Union instruction before I entered col-

his almost fanatical dislike of mechanisms, lege. The question, " What is Light?"
and wonder what he would say to-day if I brought with me from the pasture-lands

he heard the pianola, the phonograph, and of my native village, and the professor of

some of the distortions of radio broad- physics at Columbia College offered no
casting, to say nothing of the dramatic answer to it except to refer to vibrations

atrocities of the kinematograph

!

, in an ether, the physical properties of

On the other hand, again, the growth of which he admitted he could not describe

my understanding from the very first day satisfactorily. On this point he did not

of my landing at Castle Garden was due seem to be much wiser than my humble
to my feeding upon the spiritual food teacher Kos in Panchevo. My mentor,

which was offered to me daily by a civili- Rutherfurd, was always interested in this

zation in which I was living, and which I question, as in many other advanced
wished to understand but did not under- questions in science, and he took much
stand. My preparation for college lifted delight in discussing them with me. He
here and there the mist which prevented was the first to inform me that the great
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question, *' What is Light ?" will probably bia College was not one of these custom-

be answered when we understand more ers for a long time after my graduation,

clearly a new electrical theory which was When I finished my description of the ex-

advanced by a Scotch physicist, Maxwell periment, and assured Rutherfurd that it

by name, who was a pupil of the great was the most thrilling physical phenom-
Faraday. enon that I had ever seen, and that I had
One day toward the end of my senior remained awake almost all night after see-

year I told my mentor, Rutherfurd, of a ing it, he looked pleased, and informed me
lecture-room experiment performed by that this very phenomenon was the basis

Rood, his friend, and at that time profes- of Maxwell's new Electrical Theory,
sor of physics at Columbia College. This That was the experiment which helped

experiment was the first announcement me to decide a very weighty question,

to me that Faraday was one of the great Professor Rood had informed me that in

discoverers in electrical science. The ex- recognition of my high standing in Science

periment was simplicity itself, and con- as well as in Letters I could choose either

sisted of a loose coil of copper wire, held of two graduate fellowships, one in Letters

in the left hand of the lecturing professor, or one in Science, each worth five hundred
the terminals of the coil being connected dollars a year. Either would have meant
to a galvanometer supported on the wall an additional three years of graduate
of the lecture-room, so that its needle could study at Columbia. I was much tempted
be seen by every student in the room, to turn to Letters and continue my work
When Rood, like a magician manipulat- with Merriam, the idol of all Columbia
ing a wand, moved with his right hand a College students, including myself, who
small magnet toward the coil, the distant had felt the wonderful charm of his per-

galvanometer needle, impelled by a force sonality and of his profound and at the

which up to that time was a mystery to same time most picturesque classical

me, swung violently in one direction, and scholarship. But the magic experiment

when the magnet was moved away from which had told me the first story of Fara-

the coil the galvanometer needle swung day's great discoveries, and had aroused

just as violently in the opposite direction, my dormant enthusiasm for physics.

When one terminal, only, of the coil was caused me to bid good-by to Merriam and
connected to the galvanometer, and thus turn to science, my first love. Neverthe-
the electric circuit of the coil was broken, less, I did not accept the fellowship in sci-

the motion of the magnet produced no ence and stay three years longer at Co-
effect. '^This is Faraday's discovery of lumbia; I preferred to take up the study

Electromagnetic Induction,'' said Rood of Faraday and of Maxwell in the United
with a deep sigh, and ended the lecture Kingdom, where these two great physi-

without any further comment, as if he cists were born and where they had made
wished to give me a chance to think it their great discoveries. Trustee Ruther-

over before he added additional informa- furd and his young nephew, my chum and
tion. Rutherfurd knew Rood's pictur- classmate, John Armstrong Chanler, ap-

esque mannerism, and my description of plauded my decision, and promised to

the experiment amused him. He sug- assist me in my undertaking whenever
gested that the good professor was very assistance should be needed. Rutherfurd

fond of mystifying his students. I cer- assured me that I should certainly succeed

tainly was much mystified and did not as well in my scientific studies in Eu-
wait foi the next lecture to clear the ropean universities as I had succeeded

mystery, but spent all day and most of in my general cultural studies at Colum-
the night reading about Faraday's won- bia College, if the revelations of the new
derful discovery. It was made over fifty world of physics, certainly in store for

years before that time, but I never knew me, could arouse in me the same enthu-

anything about it, although Edison's siasm which had been aroused by the rev-

dynamos in his New York Pearl Street elations of that new spirit and that new
station had been supplying for over a year current of thought which had given birth

thousands of customers with electric to the American civilization. That this

power for incandescent lighting. Colum- enthusiasm would not be wanting was

Vol. LXXII.—44
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amply demonstrated, he said, by the effect there to see how well I looked in my
which Faraday's fundamental experiment academic silk gown she also would have
had produced in my imagination. shed many a tear of joy; numerous other
Richmond Mayo Smith, my teacher in friends were there and made much fuss

constitutional history, had assured me, over me, but all those things served only
toward the end of the senior year, that I to increase the painful contrast between
was fully prepared for American citizen- the gay commencement ceremonies and
ship, and I had applied for my naturaliza- the prosy procedure of my naturahza-
tion papers. I received them on the day tion on the preceding day. One cere-

before I was graduated. Two ceremonies mony made me only a Bachelor of Arts,

which are recorded in my life as two red- The other made me a citizen of the United
letter days took place on two successive States. Which of the two should have
days; it is instructive to give here a brief been more solemn?
comparison between them. The cere- There was a picture which I had con-

mony which made me a citizen of the jured up in my imagination when first I

United States took place in a dingy little walked one day from the Cortlandt Street

office in one of the municipal buildings in factory to Wall Street to see the site of

City Hall Park. I received my diploma of old Federal Hall. The picture was that

Bachelor of Arts in the famous old Acad- of Chancellor Livingston administering

emy of Music on Fourteenth Street on the the constitutional oath of office to Presi-

following day. There was nobody in the dent Washington. To me it was a pic-

naturahzation office to witness the natu- ture of the most solemn historical act

ralization ceremony except m3'self and a which New York or any other place in the

plain little clerk. The graduation cere- world ever had witnessed. When the

monies in the Academy of Music were little clerk in the naturalization office

presided over by the venerable President handed me my naturaHzation papers,

Barnard; his luxuriant snowy-white locks and called upon me in a perfunctory

and long beard, and his luminous intelK- way to promise that I would always be
gence beaming from every feature of his loyal to the Constitution of the United
wonderful face, gave him the appearance States, the picture of that historical scene

of Moses, as Michael Angelo represents in Federal Hall suddenly reappeared to

him; and the academy was crowded with me, and a strange mental exaltation made
a distinguished and brilliant audience, my voice tremble as I responded : "I will.

The little clerk in the office handed me so help me God!" The little clerk no-

my naturalization papers in an offhand ticed my emotion, but did not understand
manner, thinking, apparently, of nothing it, because he did not know of my long-

but the fee due from me. President continued efforts throughout a period of

Barnard, knowing of my high standing nine years to prepare myself for citizen

-

in the graduating class and of my many ship of the United States,

struggles to get there, beamed ^^ith joy

when he handed me my diploma amidst As I sat on the deck of the ship which
the applause of my numerous friends in was taking me to the universities of Eu-
the audience. When I left the naturaH- rope, and watched its eagerness to get

zation office, carrying my precious multi- away from the busy harbor of New York,

colored and very ornate naturalization I thought of the day when, nine years be-

papers, the crowd in City Hall Park was fore, I had arrived on the immigrant ship,

moving about as though nothing had I said to myself :'' Michael Pupin, the most
happened; but when I stepped down valuable asset which you carried into New
from the academy stage, with my Co- York harbor nine years ago was your

lumbia diploma in hand, my old friend knowledge of and profound respect and
Doctor Shepard handed me a basket of admiration for the best traditions of your

roses with the best wishes of his family race . , . the most valuable asset which

and of Henry Ward Beecher; Mr. and you are now taking with you from New
Mrs. Lukanitch were there, and the old York harbor is your knowledge of and
lady kissed me, shedding tears copiously profound respect and admiration for the

and assuring me that if my mother were best traditions of your adopted country."

(To be continued.)



An American Citizen
BY MEREDITH NICHOLSON

[These articles about " REAL PEOPLE WHO ARE REAL SUCCESSES," depict those whose achievements, founded on character, have
made them valuable and respected citizens. The test is not money or fame.]

E gives you at once an
impression of solidity

;

a person not to be
jostled or pushed. Of
good height and sub-

stantially built, at

seventy-eight he still

carries himself erect-

ly; walks with the air of a man who knows
his destination and will arrive on time.

The color of health is in his smooth-

shaven cheeks. His smile is worth wait-

ing for and his laugh has the ring of honest

mirth. You feel that here is a man of

cheerful yesterdays and confident to-mor-

rows. A prosperous farmer you might

say, in town to sell cattle; or if you met
him in a seaport you might think : here is

a fine type of the mariner, a retired cap-

tain perhaps, still capable of going down
to the sea in a ship which he will most
certainly carry to its destination and
bring back to the home port in safety.

Such a man is Lucius B. Swift, an
American citizen.

In a vote conducted recently by the

Indianapolis News to determine the ten

greatest citizens of the Hoosier Common-
wealth my hero did not, I believe, receive

a single ballot. And this is not surprising.

His achievements are not of the sort that

speak strongly to the popular imagina-

tion. Nothing spectacular : no loud trum-
petings; no fireworks; unknown indeed,

even by sight, to a large majority of the

three hundred thousand inhabitants of

the city where he has lived for forty-three

years. Money has never figured im-
portantly in his scheme of things ; if it had,
he might be rich. His ideals of what con-

stitutes a fame worth the winning are not
those of that considerable number of per-

sons who are convinced that getting there

is the main business of life. And yet, I

feel that my hero has arrived, though not
by the usual means of transportation or

acclaimed in the common terminology of

the heralds of success; yet, somehow, he
has attained an altitude that makes it

necessary for us to lift our eyes a bit if we
would rightly see him.

I shall not commit the indiscretion of

attempting to estimate the number of

American citizens who always put their

country first; but I shall say without a
moment's hesitation that Lucius B. Swift

is entitled to sit in the front row of any
gathering of such patriots. And if an in-

vestigation should be made to disclose

just how many of those present really had
made tangible and concrete sacrifices for

their country's good and for the good of

humanity, I am sure that my hero would
be singled out for special praise, though he
would be deeply embarrassed to find him-
self thus singled out for attention.

So far as my contemplation of the hu-
man species has gone, Mr. Swift is unique.
I have never known a man who would risk

so much for a cause as he. A foolish man,
it may be said, to have spent so much time
working for the pubUc interest where
there was not the slightest chance that he
would be thanked for it; where, in fact, in

most cases, he laid himself open to abuse
or ridicule in undertaking disagreeable

tasks which were, as he often heard, none
of his business. Herein lies the admira-
ble, the distinguishing thing about him:
a conviction, deeply inbred in his nature,

that democracy presupposes the sincere

interest and devoted service of every in-

dividual, and that the public business is

every citizen's concern.

I picture him as a serious, earnest,

plodding boy in his early years spent on
the farm in Orleans County, New York,
where he was born; and we may be sure

that he made the most of his opportuni-

ties at the Yates Academy, less than a
mile away, where he laid the foundations

of his education. Directly descended
from William Swift who settled on Cape
Cod in 1637, a good deal of American his-

tory had passed into his blood when he be-

gan to hear of " Uncle Tom's Cabin" and
the bitter controversies of the fifties cen-

tering at last in the name of Lincoln. At
the first call for troops Lucius, then six-

teen, enlisted, but after drilling for many
weeks was rejected because of his age.

His company went away without him;
whereupon he borrowed money from a

neighbor to carry him to its camp in

691
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Maryland, where by a patriotic fiction 5th corps under General Meade. This
his age was put down as eighteen and he was the flanking column. We were now
was accepted. I shall say, without the 40,000 strong. Our route was west up the
slightest fear of contradiction, that this is Rappahannock. After a few miles began
the first and only time in the course of his the usual casting off of winter surplus,

seventy-eight years that Lucius B. Swift which always occurred on the first spring

ever lent himself to dupHcity. I had march and the road was strewn with over-

known Mr. Swift ten years before I coats, blankets and articles of every kind
learned that he had served three years as to Hghten the load. The dogwood was in

a private soldier in the Civil War, and blossom and the grass was green in the
then the fact was mentioned casually that fields, but there were no signs of cultiva-

he might testify to the spirit of democracy tion; the country was sleeping, waiting
that animated the men in the ranks. for the war to cease. We felt well and

I doubt whether any other private marched easily. There was in my com-
soldier in that war saw it with quite pany a sprinkling of all kinds of spicy

Swift's detachment. The attitude and Irishmen and a few Germans. The rest

demeanor of his comrades interested him; were mostly American farmer boys like

he weighed and considered the merits of myself and included twenty school-teach-

his commanders—saw the whole business ers. With such a combination there was
from the view-point of a serious lad capa- no lack of conversation and jokes, and the

ble of understanding that he was partici- march was not always dull plodding. To
pating in a great episode of history. In a a great extent officers and men were
paper he prepared several years ago, Mr. school and village comrades. The officers

Swift gave his impressions as an enhsted of my regiment, as a rule, were men of

man of life in the army just before the substance and character at home and
battle of Chancellorsville. By this time were respected by us. Our colonel was a
he was a seasoned soldier with battles in real father of the regiment and our other

the Valley of Virginia against Stonewall officers, although often our schoolmates

Jackson, sixteen weeks in Southern pris- and boy companions and but a single re-

ons, and two winter campaigns behind him. move from actual comradeship now, were
The end of the second day at Chancellors- yet officers having the right to command,
ville saw him again Jackson's prisoner, and no enlisted man ever for a moment
followed by a magical parole from Libby trespassed upon that right. Our captain

Prison after twelve days. He writes: often urged the sergeants to keep a line

"On the evening of Sunday, April 26th, between themselves and the other men,
the order was issued to march next morn- but we could not bring ourselves to do it

ing, each man to carry eight days' rations with old schoolmates and when off duty
and sixty rounds of cartridges; three we were simply comrades with them. But
days' rations and forty rounds were the on duty, the matter was different; we ex-

usual load. Next morning each man was pected to be obeyed without demur and I

left to judge for himself the amount of never knew of but one case of disobedi-

food which would last him eight days. I ence."

counted three meals a day, with three All this was discipline, preparation for

hard-tacks and one slice of bacon for each other tasks that were to engage his inter-

meal. I therefore carefully arranged in est. Honorably discharged in June, 1865,

my haversack seventy-two hard-tacks, Sergeant Swift having, in a manner of

twenty-four slices of bacon, twenty-four speaking, already taken his postgraduate

tablespoonfuls of coffee and the same course in the school of war, took up what
number of sugar, a quart cup, a spoon, a was by contrast the rather prosaic busi-

towel, a comb and soap. In my knap- ness of completing his preparation for col-

sack I had one suit of underclothing, lege. He had saved something from his

one pair of socks, and a blanket, and army pay, and on his discharge in June he

my overcoat w^as rolled in my piece of went back to school, at the same time

a dog-tent and strapped on the outside, assisting in the labor of the home farm.

The march began, the nth corps now un- He chose the University of Michigan as

der General Howard taking the lead, and his college, it being at that time one of the

then we followed and after us came the few American institutions that did not re-
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quire Greek, which he lacked. He was haste slowly. They lived for eight years

graduated from Michigan in the class of in three rooms, where Mrs. Swift did her

1870 and returned to Medina, near the own housework in addition to assisting at

home farm, where he spent two years in a the office. Before I knew them I marked
law office. Having left the university in the couple in their goings and comings in

debt, he decided to teach until the debt our streets, accompanied usually by a
was paid. The authorities of his alma dog that spent the day in the law office,

mater recommended him for appointment Sometimes there was a market-basket,

as teacher in the public schools of La- too, and books. Lucius B. Swift's name
Porte, Indiana. There in due course he adorned the same door in the Hubbard
became superintendent, and in 1876 he Block till the building was torn down;
married Miss Mary Ella Lyon, a graduate and the story-and-a-half cottage on a side

of Elmira College, whom he had brought street where they still live has been their

to LaPorte to join his teaching staff, home for thirty-four years. If you pass

Meanwhile Mr. Swift put in his leisure that way you will know the place by the

reading law. By 1879 the Swifts, by their vines and flowers that all but hide the

joint labor, had accumulated twenty-five house.

hundred dollars. They removed to In- Fierce partisanship, a characteristic of

dianapoHs, where Mr. Swift passed the the Hoosiers from the days of Tippecanoe
examination for admission to practise in and Tyler too, has always made it more
the United States courts. He knew only comfortable for an Indiana man to align

one person in the Hoosier capital, the himself with one or the other of the polit-

state superintendent of public instruction, ical parties. This is emphasized in the

His receipts for the first year were thirty- case of a lawyer, who may be assisted in

five dollars. In the second year he did developing a practice by participating in

much better and felt encouraged to hang party affairs and gaining an office that

on. Mrs. Swift taught in the high school will widen his acquaintance and create

for a year and then became, and contin- business contacts. Politics had been a

ues to be, her husband's self-effacing co- subject much discussed in Mr. Swift's

worker, as zealous in public service as he. boyhood on the New York farm. Horace
In those days the bar of Indianapolis Greeley's Tribune was the family news-

was unexcelled in the West, numbering paper, and youthful interest in the slavery

among its distinguished members Benja- issue had been visualized for impression-

min Harrison, WiUiam H. H. Miller, able youth by the occasional appearance

John M. Butler, John T. Dye, William P. at the back door of the Swift home of a

Fishback, Joseph E. McDonald, and fugitive slave. Swift, the school-teacher

Thomas A. Hendricks. Indianapolis so- and Civil War veteran, was disposed to

ciety at that time was rather a tight cor- take his politics seriously. He was in-

poration. It counted for much that one's fluenced by the reading of the New York
folks could boast pioneer ancestors or al. Evening Post, and The Nation, then con-

least had lived on Hoosier soil through ducted by E. L. Godkin, and Harper^s

the Civil War period and been identified Weekly under George William Curtis's

with the valiant host that upheld the editorship. Definite ideals of poHtics took

Union under the banner of the war gov- form in his mind, strengthened by criti-

ernor, Oliver P. Morton. It was not easy cisms of Grant's two administrations, and
for any newcomer without social or busi- the scandals of the Tweed ring in New
ness connections to get a foothold. But York. Bossism, plunder, the bestowal of

the clients who began to find Mr. Swift offices upon faithful henchmen, struck

in Room 2, Hubbard Block, clung to him. him as wholly irreconcilable with the

Many of them were Germans, who liked spirit and promise of American institu-

his industry and forthright speech and tions. It occurred to him that the nation

the care he brought to even the smallest he had carried a musket to preserve

commission. Note here this fact, that might still have some work for him to do.

as his hst of clients lengthened, those who While traditionally a Republican, he

brought him the most business were Ger- had done a good deal of thinking about

mans, for we shall come back to this. pohtics when in 1884 Blaine was nomi-

It was the way of the Swifts to make nated for the presidency. To live in In-
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dianapolis and affiliate with the Mug- Having read himself out of the Repub-
wumps was not calculated to promote a lican party by supporting Cleveland, Mr.
newcomer's fortunes either professionally Swift did not hesitate to arouse the ire of

or socially. The animosities left by the the Indiana democracy by showing in

Civil War were still so bitter that to be a what manner the party was using the hos-

Democrat was a social disqualification, pital to strengthen the party machinery,
but to be a Mugwump was to be "queer" A Republican legislature was not averse

—at best the object of amused or cynical to laying bare Democratic iniquity, and
curiosity. It may be said of the Indiana an investigation was ordered. Mr. Swift,

Republicans who bolted the Republican without pay, gathered and produced be-

presidential nomination of 1884, that they fore a committee of the senate testimony
were fit though few. Mr. Swift was of in support of the charges. The commit-
that company, and he established endur- tee's report, with this evidence, made a
ing friendships with men he was to be as- volume of one thousand three hundred
sociated with in other contests. Indiana and thirty-five pages ! Not only was
rocked under the furious struggle. It there a plain showing of favoritism and
was in that battle that Mr. Swift first dishonesty as to contracts but there were
displayed his fighting qualities as a civil- cases of drunkenness and immorality
ian. He became chairman of the Indiana among the attendants; helpless patients

Mugwump Committee of One Hundred, had been beaten and taunted by their

and gave time sorely needed for his own guardians and rotten food was served

affairs to assist in defeating Blaine. I to them. Mr. Swift spent three weeks,

find in one of his speeches a particular working day and night, presenting the

emphasis laid upon Cleveland's promises evidence to the committee. This investi-

with respect to the merit system, a mat- gation initiated the processes by which
ter which had already attracted Mr. the Indiana benevolent institutions were
Swift. An address he delivered before the taken out of politics and estabHshed

Freidenker Verein of IndianapoHs, Jan- upon a business and humanitarian basis,

uary 8, 1885, was I believe the first pub- Apart from the satisfaction of performing
lie utterance on this subject in Indiana, thoroughly and effectively a public duty,

It was a vigorous and effective discussion with resulting permanent benefit to his

of the spoils system in American politics, state, Mr. Swift got nothing for his med-
and it is not surprising that Horace White dlesomeness except, he once remarked to

should have brought it to the attention of me with his characteristic chuckle, the loss

Carl Schurz and George William Curtis, of one valued client, a business man who
and that Curtis should have remarked had been one of the favored contractors !

that it was the best thing he had seen on President Cleveland, with the best in-

the subject, adding: "Isn't it strange that tentions in the world, was unable to pro-

the cause should take root in Indiana?" tect the classified service; and in Septem-
It was strange indeed, stranger even than ber, 1886, we find Mr. Swift writing a

Mr. Curtis knew

!

pamphlet of fifty-three pages in small

While watching Cleveland's struggle type, setting forth the manner in which
with the importunate job-hunters, very the Pendleton civil-service law was being

hungry and very thirsty by reason of their evaded in Indiana. It may here be said of

long exclusion from federal office, Mr. Mr. Swift's speeches and pamphlets that

Swift addressed himself to the business

—

they are excellent reading. For direct

which was not strictly his business any straightforward narrative the literary

more than it was that of any other citizen student would have difficulty in finding

—of exposing the evil features of the man- their equal. When he went after the man-
agement of the Indiana benevolent insti- agement of the Indianapolis post-office in

tutions.' These were then operated under the first Cleveland administration he had,

laws which made spoils of the jobs and as usual, fortified himself with facts.

gave 'the contracts to political favorites. When, among other things, he stated in

There was now an Indiana Civil Service Document No. 2 of the papers of the Indi-

Reform Association, and under its aus- ana Civil Service Reform Association that

pices the Indiana Hospital for the Insane a job had been fouad in the post-office for

was subjected to a merciless scrutiny. a man under indictment for a felony, he
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did not merely make a statement; he pre-

sented the record of the criminal court to

prove it. When he declared that, owing
to the reduced efficiency of the post-office,

sacks of mail were let lie undistributed so

long that the rats ate into them, he knew
what he was talking about. A difficult

adversary is a man like Swift, who never

loses his temper; who, with no motive
but to render an honest public service,

acts on the principle that a public office

is a public trust; who is unmoved by
criticism and goes tranquilly on his way,
mildly amused when men inquire just

what he expects to gain by projecting

himself into matters which clearly are

none of his business—such a man is in-

deed puzzling and disturbing to those

who view with alarm the intrusion of

idealism into politics.

Owing to the tremendous pressure for

place, Cleveland had been unable to fulfil

his pre-election promises as to the merit

system, and in 1888 Mr. Swift supported

General Harrison in the hope that the

RepubUcans would stand for a stricter

enforcement of the existing civil-service

laws. His share in the fight on Blaine had
made his name known to the leading East-

ern Independents, who were not without

curiosity as to the gentleman who had
now begun at Indianapolis the publica-

tion of the Civil Service Chronicle, a jour-

nal conducted without profit or the hope
of profit. They invited Mr. Swift to Bal-

timore to a conference of men interested

in elevating the tone of American politics.

It was then that he first met Theodore
Roosevelt, in the office of Charles J. Bo-
naparte. This was the beginning of a cor-

dial and intimate friendship that contin-

ued to the end of Roosevelt's Hfe. Roose-
velt was appointed to the Civil Service

Commission by Harrison, and in 1889
visited Indianapolis at Swift's request to

investigate the conduct of the post-office.

On this occasion Roosevelt had luncheon

with the Swifts in their cottage on Four-

teenth Street, and Mrs. Swift cooked the

meal.

The hope of the reformers centred again

in Cleveland after his re-election in 1892,

and in a long letter to Swift, dated No-
vember 28, 1893, Roosevelt wrote:

"I had a talk with the President the

other day. It was mostly, however, about

the disagreements in the commission: but

I am bound to say that the President, on
the whole in the conversation, proved
much more amenable to reason as regards

civil-service-reform matters than Presi-

dent Harrison ever did. I personally

never felt the hope, that so many re-

formers did, that President Cleveland
would make a radical departure in favor

of the reform. I thought that as regards

the non-classified service he would do just

about what has prov^ed to be just about
the case. President Cleveland is himself,

I think, a much stronger friend of the re-

form than President Harrison but his par-

ty is much more hostile to it than was the

Republican party, (I mean of course, the

poHticians who represent the parties here

in Washington and elsewhere) and in con-

sequence the net outcome has been very
much the same in the two cases. Cleve-

land goes rather ahead of his party but
does not think well enough of the reform
to be willing to go so far ahead as to in any
way jeopardize his party standing. Har-
rison, on the other hand, did not care to

go ahead at all; he merely wished to keep
abreast of his party in this respect; and
so, as I said before, he and Cleveland stand

about on the same plane in the matter."

But, in spite of this see-saw, Mr. Swift

continued at his work of arousing senti-

ment favorable to the merit system, which
was not, it must be said, a popular re-

form. Whenever opportunity offered, he

delivered his lecture on American Feudal-

ism, illustrating his points with concrete

instances of the destructive results of the

abuse of political power in Indiana and
other states. Meanwhile he kept con-

stantly in touch with Roosevelt, Bona-

parte, Richard Henry Dana, and others

of the Eastern reformers.

I am quoting the following letter, dated

April 27, 1895, because it not only shows a

charming side of Roosevelt's character

but gives hints of his sense that his In-

diana friend was a man of sympathy and
understanding, willing to stand up and
be shot at for a cause he beHeved to be

right. Mr. Swift had written to express

his regret that Roosevelt had resigned

from the Civil Service Commission to be-

come police commissioner in New York,

and Roosevelt repHed:

"No letter that I have received about

my change to New York has pleased me
as much as yours, for you are the only
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correspondent who has understood how I

felt about the Civil Service Commission
here. I have for six years given all my
energy and all my heart to the work. I

can honestly say that I think I have ac-

comphshed something, and that the cause

has made during those six years far more
progress from the moral than even from
the material side, though the latter, as

shown by the figures in the increase of the

classified service themselves, is sufficient-

ly great. Now, I entirely share your be-

lief that the Commission must not be de-

pendent upon any one man. In the first

place, I think the whole spirit of the Com-
mission has changed. Mr. Procter has

been on with me a year and a half. He is

as high-minded and upright a man as I

ever met, and our methods and desires

are identical. I know that he will con-

tinue the work when I am gone precisely

as he and I have carried it on while I was
here. I can't help believing that any new
appointee or appointees will do the same.

I am continually receiving letters from
men who say that they don't see how the

Commission will get along without me;
that I am essential to it, etc. In the first

place no man is essential. There are al-

ways plenty to fill his place; and secondly,

I think it unhealthy to encourage a feeling

that a given man is all-important.

"As for what I can do in New York I

confess I feel rather doubtful. The legis-

lature has refused to pass the police bills

which it ought to have passed, and I

haven't any certain knowledge of how
much power I will have. Of course very

much depends also upon who my col-

leagues are. Then I fear that the re-

formers, in following the lead of Dr. Park-
hurst, may expect too much. There are

certain e\ils which I fear cannot possibly

be suppressed in a city like New York in

our present stage of existence. I shall do
my best to find out how to minimize them
and make them least offensive, but more
than this I fear cannot be done. As for

my o\\Ti course, I am, as you know, in

national matters a strong Republican,

and differ from most civil-service reform-

ers, I think, in being an advocate of a

\igorous foreign policy; but as Police

Commissioner I am sure I do not have to

say that I will be quite incapable of con-

sidering any question of politics in the

execution of my duty, whether in the ap-

pointment or removal of a man, or in the
adoption of a line of policy.

''Pray remember me warmly to Mrs.
Swift, and again let me thank you hearti-

ly and sincerely for your letter, which I

shall keep."

It is apparent from the tone of Roose-
velt's frequent letters to the gentleman in

Room 2, Hubbard Block, that these two
men, so unlike in temperament, antece-

dents, and training, had formed for each
other the warmest admiration. Later, on
occasions when Roosevelt visited Indi-

ana and was overwhelmed by the "thun-
der of the captains and the shouting," I

was amused to remember that Swift was
the first man in the state to know him and
rightly appraise his qualities. During his

years in the White House, whenever
Roosevelt wanted absolutely fair and just

judgments of Indiana men who sought
preferment, he consulted the unassuming,
plain-spoken gentleman in Indianapolis.

Mr. Swift, with no axes to grind, would,
with the slightest encouragement, tell the

truth

!

Once an Indiana congressman had been
at great pains to keep Mr. Swift's name
off the list of prominent Hoosiers who
were to meet the President, on one of the

occasions when Roosevelt paid a \isit to

Indianapolis. But on the train the Presi-

dent remarked to Vice-President Fair-

banks that he very much wished to see

his old friend Swift, of whom he spoke
with characteristic heartiness. A tele-

gram was immediately despatched, invit-

ing Mr. Swift to the Fairbanks residence.

There the congressman and other lead-

ing Republicans saw the President greet

Swift with a cordiality the least bit dis-

ma\ing in view of the fact that the mod-
est attorne\—a "snivel service reformer"
—w^as a rank outsider who didn't speak
the Indiana Republican language at all

!

In vigorous fashion the President said

in a tone audible throughout the room:
"There's no time to talk here. I shall be

in Oyster Bay shortly; I w^ant you to

come down to see me as soon as you can

conveniently make the trip!"

Mr. Swift was not to remain an unhon-
ored prophet in the land of his adoption.

His fellow citizens began to respect him
even where they continued to be puzzled

by his sturdy independence, his bother-

some stirring up of things that had pre-
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viously been permitted to- pass as the lie esteem as a man of absolute integrity,

mere routine of politics. There was never any malice in his prod-

In his quiet, determined way he was dings of the incapable or corrupt; to those

establishing in Indiana a new standard of of us who have known him long he is en-

political service and patiently but stub- deared by a certain sweetness of temper
bornly insisting upon its acceptance. Pa- and a delightful simplicity,

triotism, in his view, is not wholly an affair Never wasting ammunition or shoot-

of gunpowder, but, rightly interpreted, ing merely to attract attention, he has

offers its daily opportunities and duties to through all his years in our town stood

all lovers of good government. As one of up stubbornly for clean politics and hon-

the chief protagonists of the civil-service est public service. When in 1899 a street-

cause he may be pardoned for pointing railway franchise was to be granted, he
with satisfaction to the fact that when he published a pamphlet on the subject

became interested in the subject in 1883 warning the people against yielding their

there were only 14,000 positions in the rights without an adequate return. He
classified service; now there are 400,000. was right in his warning, though few real-

The volumes of the Civil Service Chronicle ized it then. His protest passed un-
(there's a set in the Harvard Library) are heeded, and his fellow townsmen are the

mighty interestin' readin' for the student poorer for their heedlessness,

of American politics. In the first Bryan campaign he was at

In a modest way the Swifts prospered, once active, speaking and writing against

Their circle widened slowly, but it em- silver. He asked to be assigned to small

braced the people of the community best meetings in country districts, where he
worth knowing. It was an honor to be could maintain a conversational tone in

bidden to dine, or for Sunday-morning discussing his subject and invite and an-

breakfast, in the Fourteenth Street cot- swer questions. He gave his whole time

tage. You were sure to find there inter- to the campaign. The receipts of his law
esting people and stimulating talk. If office between Bryan's nomination and
the Swifts acquired a rare print or a new election day were exactly ten dollars

!

set of spoons, or if Mrs. Swift created a When the German legions started

new salad, it was a privilege to be asked to across Belgium in 1914, Mr. Swift grew
share in the celebration of the event. A restless, and before the sinking of the Lu-
cheerful outlook on life has always distin- sitania he saw clearly that the struggle was
guished the Swifts, but at their table and not one of nations but an assault upon
at their fireside the serious problems of democracy. The attitude of men of Ger-

life and society and the trend of world man birth or descent in America in up-

affairs have never been neglected. The holding the German cause aroused his in-

breadth of their interests is indicated by dignation and he wrote an essay, a calm
a few names of distinguished visitors to consideration of the war in the light of Ger-

Indiana who have enjoyed their hospital- man history. This, read before the Indi-

ity—^Julia Marlowe, Carl Schurz, Charles anapoUs Literary Club and elsewhere in

J. Bonaparte, Richard Henry Dana, Pro- 19 16, was widely circulated as a pamphlet,

fessors Taussig of Harvard and Farnham Like all of Mr. Swift's utterances, this ad-

of Yale, and Colonel Henry Lee Higgin- dress contained no abuse; therewas no call-

son. With all their keen interest in public ing of names; his information was drawn
affairs the Swifts kept young. They have largely from German sources. His utter-

always been particularly hospitable to ances were resented by his many German
ambitious young men and women. It oc- friends; the more influential of his German
curred to them rather late in life that cUents immediately withdrew their busi-

they had never danced, having been too ness. Only a few intimate friends knew
busy in their youth for much recreation, of this, as it has never been Swift's way to

So they estabUshed a Saturday-night sup- whimper or covet the martyr's crown. He
per with an hour of dancing. was more hurt by the severing of old ties

While Mr. Swift never figured in spec- of friendship than by the shrinking of his

tacular cases, he established on a solid practice. A number of men who shared

basis a good law practice. His participa- his feeUng that Germany was wrong and
tion in politics served to plant him in pub- that America ''slept a base sleep beside
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an idle spear," while all civilization was
menaced, gave him a dinner in 1916.

Roosevelt sent the following letter:

*'I very sincerely wdsh that I could be

present at the dinner in honor of Lucius

B. Swift on May 2d. Mr. Swift has com-
bined to a peculiar degree the qualities we
like to think of as typical of American
citizenship at its best. I have never met
in public or private life a more entirely

fearless and disinterested foe of every

form of political corruption. Moreover,
unlike many reformers of fearlessness and
zeal, he has always kept a sane and well-

balanced judgment. Recently he has

been fighting against what is even a more
deadly foe to this country than political

corruption, for he has been fighting

against the peculiar baseness of moral

treason which, under the guise of hyphe-

nated Americanism, has been attacking

what is best and most necessary in our

national heritage. There has been an or-

ganized anti-American propaganda, very

powerful politically and even financially;

and against this Mr. Swift has warred

fearlessly, at a time when most men held

their peace. I wish I could be present at

the dinner in his honor."

When America entered into the war,

Mr. Swift volunteered for service and was
made chairman of the District Board at

Indianapolis, a court of appeals for thirty-

seven local draft boards. It was like him
to take the difficult job seriously, giving

to it long hours in a conscientious effort

to deal justly with every case. In 1919
Mr. Swift was offered a place on the Sani-

tary Commission at Indianapolis, a board
of three members about to erect a sewage-

disposal plant for the city at a cost of two
and a half million dollars. Having satis-

fied himself that the board was designed

to do its work without political interfer-

ence, and that the law protected the mem-
bers from the axe of the spoilsman, he
accepted. In 192 1 the General Assembly
added the collection of ashes apd garbage
to the duties of the board.

A political upheaval soon landed the

Honorable Samuel Lewis Shank in the

mayor's office, and he publicly announced
that Swift must go. The commission em-
ploys many men, and Shank's followers

clamored for jobs. In a statement issued

to the public Mr. Swift said:

''I have other work suspended that I

would rather do; and I could resign and
have peace. But the law does not intend
that a commissioner shall resign in the
middle of his term because a mayor comes
demanding an opportunity to turn the de-

partment into a political nest and I won't
do it. Besides, for more than thirty years
I have fought against using the civil ser-

vice to pay political or personal debts, and
I will not now turn my back upon my pro-

fessions and by resigning aid the mayor-
elect to beat the law and complete his

Tammanyization of the entire ci\il ser-

vice of the city."

At this writing Mr. Swift continues a
member of the Sanitary Board, the only
political office he has ever held, and this

not of his seeking. The force of ash and
garbage collectors, taken over from an-
other board, consisted of colored men,
every one a master politician, each with
his pull. Their superintendent, a white
man, carried a ward in the hollow of his

hand. Another member of the board co-

operated with Mr. Swift and step by step

they have freed the entire department
from every vestige of politics, the first

instance of the kind in the history of

Indianapolis. The helpless mayor has
started a movement to get the board legis-

lated out of office. Mr. Swift regards it as

one of the greatest triumphs of his life

to have been able to demonstrate that

nothing is easier than to exclude politics

from city government.
I shall not incur the wrath of the sub-

ject of this sketch by pointing to him with
a fine gesture as an example worthy of all

emulation. In his long life he has cared
as little for praise as for blame. He was
pleased, though, w^hen in 1919 he was re-

called to his alma mater to receive the

honorary degree of Doctor of Laws in

recognition of his unselfish and untiring

efforts in behalf of clean politics. Here
is a man w^ho has never sought the easier

way or evaded a responsibility. A full

life, a life of usefulness, void of low aims
or mean ambitions. After years of con-

fiict he remains an optimist—the cheeri-

est man I know.
"I have no complaints about any-

thing," he said the other day; "if I had
to go to-morrow it would be all right.

I've had a mighty good time!"
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WAS recently passing

a few days at Monte
Carlo, tempted more
by the weather than
the spirit of gambling.
I was mooning about
in the sunshine, if I

may so describe a very

pleasant though unproductive manner of

spending the time. The hothouse plants

and tropical trees which grow out-of-doors

in the Riviera are alone worth the pleasure

of the trip. The principality of Monaco
needs no foreign loans to run its govern-

ment, for the tax paid by the Casino is

sufficient to balance its expenses. The
flowers benefit by the local affluence, for

their beds are as carefully made as though
they were occupying a royal suite, and
they themselves receive as much toilet

as ladies of fashion. Palms, prickly-pear

cactus, and all kinds of thick, watery-

fleshed plants thrive in the dry terraces

between the mountains and the Medi-
terranean Sea. The top-heavy, gouty,

black-fibred palm-trees give a ludicrous

impression of old elephants' legs suffering,

if such a medical horror is possible, from
the disease called elephantiasis ! The
fruit of the prickly-pear looks hke lumps
of colored putty temporarily stuck upon
the gawky leathery leaves. Another
amusing plant with stiff spiked leaves a

yard long looks, when it begins to wither,

like strips of zebra hide cut into ribbons.

Sun and dew work hand in hand all winter

to make the vegetation as delightful to

passing visitors to Monte Carlo as it

must be consoling to constant losers

!

Whether one hazards a stake or not, it is

always interesting to sit outside the Casino

and watch the different types who frequent

that most levelhng of institutions. For-

tune is the most democratic of di\dnities,

and often tosses into the lap of the humble
what she has filched from the purse-proud.

Great or small, adventurer or aristocrat,

sharp or flat, she has a levelling effect on
them all in time . They are all at the mercy
of her infinite and ironical whimsicahty.

Monte Carlo has this in common with

certain other places in the world, like Char-
ing Cross Station, the Piazza of St. Peter's,

and Niagara Falls, that the world, with or

without his wife, passes there sooner or la-

ter. If you wait, you will soon run into an
acquaintance, and already you have a curi-

ous feeling that half the people you have
ever known have passed that way. For
once I sat waiting an hour without recog-

nizing a face. It was like a long run of the

rouge at the table. The noir seemed more
and more certain to come. The next to

pass must be a friend. So it was, for I rec-

ognized the worn, old-fashioned features

before me. But where had I met them
previously ? The name came back to me
with an effort. I remembered now. It

was an old friend of my father's, and we
had met in Hyde Park twenty years be-

fore, when I was a boy at Eton. I never
forgot the gold sovereign he gave me to

take back to school. I remembered, too,

my father having pointed him out to me
as the greatest gambler of his generation.

I vaguely knew that his whole fortune had
disappeared at the tables.

I was feehng lonely, so I followed him
into the gambling rooms and claimed ac-

quaintance, which he was polite enough
not to refuse. He was not gambling him-
self, so he had time to take me round the

tables and explain to me in theory one or

two unfailing systems for breaking the

bank. In practice I afterward found out,

and even suspected at the moment, they

had as often bankrupted the would-be

ruptors of the bank, but he only remem-
bered the one or two brilliant moments
in his career when he had cleared out a

table and left it closed for the day. I

found it more interesting listening to this

old-time player than watching the motley
crowd who clutched the gold-spa.ngled

skirts of Fortune as she slipped by, in

silences only broken by the mocking
formulas of the croupiers and the whir-

ring of the fatal ball. At the tables were
sitting girls who had better been playing

drafts in their schoolrooms, and hawk-
eyed beldames who seemed ready to stake

the price of their coffins on the winning
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number. Only when they won did a than by pla\'ing it again till I lose in the

muscle relax in their tired faces. The end. The bank must win. Let it!"

presiding croupiers were a perpetual les- We sat down and looked across the

son in the art of conceaUng emotions. Mediterranean as the sun slowly sank.

But as they were never allowed to join in The horizontal rays crossed eighty miles

a stake, they shovelled the money like of sea, and for a moment the ghostly

so many beans. What perfect flunkies ghmmer of Corsica appeared like a mi-

they would have made for the Sphinx I rage and then disappeared under the
" Messieurs faites vos jeux,'' sa.ng the CTou- claret-colored flood. My companion
piers, and a minute later came the warn- talked on: "For me it has always been
ing signal, ^^rien ne va plusT' followed in better to have played and lost than never

a few long seconds by the announcement to have played at all. That is even the

of the wanning number, red or black, odd reason I never married. I felt I had a

or even, and the swift scraping in of the perfect right to lose all I had, pro\ided I

lost stakes. And so it would be all after- had no dependents. I had very few
noon and into the night and the next day friends either, and I have managed never

again and the day after . . . crack I a sud- to borrow, and I have played for twenty
den shot broke through the great room and years. I have nothing on my conscience

everybody who was not watching a stake or, for the matter of that, on my bank-
rushed into a corner, where some un- account now. I have had my great days
known plunger had just taken the last and known the ecstasy of sudden wealth
plunge into eternity by blowing out his as no gold-digger has ever felt it—thou-

brains. The attendants collected from sands made in one evening. I have taken
every corner and formed a hedge round zero twice running with a doubled stake,

the dead man. Quickly and soundlessly You have no idea what transcendent bliss

they began mo\dng him out by a side-door, that brings a gambler's brain. I have
while gamblers picking up their stakes ran done best when I trusted to the inspira-

to dip a finger in his blood for luck. In tion of the moment. There is luck, and
five minutes he had disappeared as though there is bad luck, but that is really as far

he had fallen off a Uner into a boiling sea. as I have ever been able to get. And luck

Monte Carlo cannot afford to have scan- often comes to those who feel the fascina-

dals on the premises any more than any tion of the table least. I have seen a man
well-established and well-connected in- casually back the wanning number and
stitution, and is generally more successful stroll off before it was declared. People

than others in conceahng them. Blood are always forgetting their stakes, curi-

is soon mopped up, especially if the pass- ously enough, and there are always har-

ers believe that it is a charmed fluid. The pies who watch on the chance of claiming

roulette ball was soon spinning round them. The croupier cannot refuse a
again, and the only trace of the tragedy claim. I do not think I ever forgot a
was the struggle of a dozen gamblers to stake. I can remember all the winning
sit where the suicide had been sitting all numbers on my great days still."

the afternoon. It was a superstition that I asked him what the pleasures of mem-
the dead gambler's spirit does not leave ory meant to him, and he confessed that

the rooms immediately with death, but they were considerable. I asked him if

remains to avenge his ill luck on the he beUeved in any gambling superstition,

bank; and against the unknown forces of whether he thought sitting round a gam-
the underworld even the bank cannot win. bhng-table ever produced any result one

I had had enough of it, and we strolled could compare with spiritualism; for in-

out on the terrace, my companion becom- stance, the result of touching a dead
ing amxused to talk to such a noxdce in gambler's blood, which we had witnessed

gambUng matters as I then was. From an hour or two before,

the altitude of twenty years' experience he " No," he said, '' but I have come to the

began to give me his views on Luck, which conclusion that it often makes a difference

some call Pro\idence and some the Deuce, to the luck at a table who is sitting at it.

''GambHng," he said, "is worth while to Some people cause others to win. That
me whether I win or lose. When I win I is how it works out." I asked him if in

cannot spend my money more pleasurably all his experience he could think of an
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instance when a psychic influence had
been at work. He sat back thinking.

Then he said quietly: ''I do not answer

your question. I cannot say yes or no,

so I say nothing.
'

'

'

' Then you must have
met something that was inexpHcable," I

pressed. ''Perhaps," he answered; "but
I have never told anybody." I knew my
only chance of hearing it was to say noth-

ing leading the conversation elsewhere, so

I just waited. He got up and began
walking again. When we came in front

of the pigeon-shooting green, which juts

like a tiny grass-green arena into the sea,

he stopped and pointed to a corner of the

fence. A pigeon popped out of a trap,

took flight, and fell to an in\dsible gun.

Another flew out, but fell the wrong side

of the fence into the open sea, where fish-

ermen were waiting to retrieve it from
boats. Each marksman was allowed two
shots to bring the pigeon down. It

seemed deadly monotonous. Then my
friend spoke: "That is where the first in-

cident happened." I knew now I had
only to keep silent to hear what he had to

say. "I used to shoot pigeons a good
deal in company with a friend of mine.

When we lost at the tables we often made
good by winning the prize for shooting.

I sometimes won, but my friend never.

Whatever he gambled at, he lost, rou-

lette, chemin-de-Jer , baccarat, and dice.

He fell into the hands of the sharpers, a

gang who induced him for a long time to

believe that he was winning. Then they

played him with loaded dice and he lost

a fortune. One evening I was with him
and the dice fell six times the same against

him and every time for double or quits.

He challenged the dice and they agreed

to saw the ivory cubes asunder. A third

party was called in and in breathless

silence the dice were broken up. My
friend picked up each piece with a face

whiter than ivory himself, but there was
no suspicion of a fraud to be found. If

they had been playing with loaded dice

they had substituted others. Sleight of

hand can work wonders. I have no doubt
my friend's challenge had been perfectly

justified, but he was up against the delib-

erate wickedness of this world. For a

moment he turned over the fragments of

the dice. The scoundrel who had been
playing v/ith him smiled and murmured:
' Cest drole, pas un grain de plomb ' (' That's

funny, not a grain of lead'). My friend
put down his bank-book and went out.

That evening he killed himself.

"After I had seen to his burying I felt

miserable and went for a long trip.

When I returned I instinctively made my
way to Monte Carlo. I could not change
my thoughts or get my friend out of my
mind, so I decided to return to the scenes

of our long companionship. I immedi-
ately found that my luck had improved at

the tables. Then a very strange thing
happened. I sent for my guns and en-

tered for the grand prix at pigeon-shoot-

ing. I found myself in winning fettle.

You always know at the tables or on the
green if you are in a successful mood.
On the first day I killed fourteen pigeons
out of fifteen. The second day saw me
in the running for the championship. If

you miss five birds you have to withdraw
from the shooting, and soon only four

guns were left. In the end two of us were
left. We had each shot twenty-four out
of twenty-six. Then the other missed
and I only had to kill one bird to win.

Seconds are long on such occasions and
my eye was caught by a little sailing-

boat out to sea. I could not get my eye
off it and out flew the pigeon, not like an
easy owl but like a flighting snipe. Ping !

I missed my first shot and he swerved.
Then I fired to the other side. Ping ! I

thought, in fact I was sure, I had missed,

but no, I had just done the trick. As
he flew over the fence he suddenly shot

low as though something rose in his path,

struck the top of the fence, and fell stone-

dead on the right side of the fine. I was
heartily congratulated by every one on
my prowess. I can tell you it was one of

the good moments of my life and, as the

retriever brought back my last bird, I

strolled to the man in charge to see where
I had hit my lucky bird. The dog man
was handling the pigeon all over. I asked
him if I hit the head or the body. He
began plucking the feathers. When the

bird was bare he looked up with a per-

plexed grin and said: 'C^est drdle, pas un
grain de plomb

!

' As soon as I heard the

fatal words I walked away feeHng sick.

I did not shoot a pigeon again for many a
long day, not until I was absolutely in

want of money. And for months I tried

to get those words out of my head.

"Years passed, but I never would let
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my mind dwell too long on the reason why facing each other and aiming. I was try-

that last pigeon could have shied and ing to fire, but something held me like a
knocked its brains on the fence for my vice, and I could not. Every second I

special benefit. It was possible that my expected he would shoot me through the

last shot passed close overhead and drove head. I could see his fingers twitching

it downward with the shock it caused in round the stock of his gun. But as I cov-

theair. I have heard of duck being killed ered him I noticed a horrible look come
by the sheer force of a gun's explosion into his features, and if I was held, he was
without being struck by the pellets. So held doubly. Though I had missed him
I attributed my good fortune to a com- clean, a look of fear shot through his eyes,

bination of natural reasons and my own not the fear of a coward or a fool, or even
skill. And the years passed. I went on the fear of one man of another, but the

gambling and gambhng, and I must say veritable fear of the evil for the Evil One
I had begun to forget my companion of when he cheats them at the end. He was
other days. But one evening at Monte staring over my shoulder into the empty
Carlo sitting at a table I caught sight of bedroom behind me with glazed eyes and
a face opposite which instantly tele- a tremor running through his body. He
graphed my friend's back to me. It was never said a word but fell back dead

!

the scoundrel who had cheated him at " Just then the concierge and the police

dice of all his money and indirectly of his threw open the door and I found myself
life. He was obviously down on his luck, arrested. I decUned to tell my story ex-

shabbily dressed and playing small stakes cept in the presence of a British consul,

with furtive apprehension. I know that and was taken first to a doctor, who found
look so well. A man often has it the first my wound slight, and then to the guard-
time he throws a stake. He generally house, where I was detained for the night,

has it when he throws his last. I could but I must confess I never slept with a
see that he had not recognized me, but to fighter conscience. In the morning there

my horror, when I had a run of luck, he was an inquiry before the authorities and
took special notice and came up to address I saw from the first that I had matters in

me. He began talking about a system of my own hand. It was shown that I had
his own in which he suggested that I should left the Casino a winner and my assailant

take a share. However,my own was work- a heavy loser, that he had made his way
ing very weU that day and I played on on a false excuse into my room and that

till I had won five thousand francs. I had been found wounded. There was
"When I came back to my hotel I was every suspicion that he had provoked the

surprised to be told that a friend of mine quarrel. I was only anxious that the

was waiting in my room for me, and even affair should be taken down in black and
more so to find that this ugly customer white for my future good name, and I was
had followed me out of the Casino and quite ready to be accused and saddled

somehow discovered where I was staying, with an act of justifiable manslaughter,

for while I strolled home he had skipped The magistrates after consultation with
ahead and imposed on the concierge with the poHce said that they would be de-

some trumped-up tale. Anyhow, he had Hghted to release me, but that they would
been admitted and was there, staking his be much obliged if for the purposes of

fife and liberty on the chance of making their report I would tell them exactly

me disgorge a Httle of my winnings. As how I had killed the deceased. I pointed

he had a revolver pointing at me from the to my revolver lying on the commissary's
moment I entered my room, I would have desk. ' No, monsieur,'' I was poUtely told,

been inchned to buy him off as cheaply as and they all shook their heads mysteri-

I could. But I remembered what he did ously. 'No, monsieur, you may have
not, that I had a blood feud with him of fired, but you must have killed him in

many years' standing. My revolver was some other way.' I looked bewildered,

in my outside pocket and we fired about Then the commissary went on in a quiet

simultaneously. I missed him, shattering voice to say that they had found no
the window behind, but he hit me in the bullet-hole, and he ended: 'C^est drole, pas

shoulder. His pellet ran under my un grain de plombf But whether from
shoulder-blade like a knife. We stood loss of blood or excitement, I had fainted."



Tortola Boatman.

These boatmen are tall, finely proportioned men ; some refuse to learn to swim because
of their pride in their wonderful seamanship in handling the boats.

The Virgin Islands
A SERIES OF ENGRAVINGS DONE ON LINOLEUM

BY LOWELL L. BALCOM

Mr. Balcom, a Middle-Western artist, last year
visited the island of St. Thomas in the West Indies, one
of the Virgin group recently acquired by the United
States.

He was much impressed by the odd combination of

Z^^^ZS^^mSSSS^^mHSm the old Spanish and native architecture, as well as the

wonderful color everywhere.

Charlotte-Amalie, a beautifully clean place (they even scrub the gutters), is the

only town on the island of St. Thomas, and has attractive, narrow, hilly streets, some
of them all steps, and quaint houses painted or stippled light blue, green, even
pale pink, and sometimes a mixture of pearly tints.

The natives are ninety per cent colored—tall, slender, well-built people, very
kindly and courteous. They speak English in a plaintive running monotone.

Besides painting, Mr. Balcom made many sketches, which he has reproduced in

linoleum prints.
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The Coffin-Bearer.

The day of the funeral the carpenter builds the coffin out of pine boards and packing-
boxes. When finished he hoists it to his head and carries it

to the home of the deceased.
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The Pop-Seller.

A typical jxjp and Dutch beer vender of Charlotte-Amalie, St. Thomas,
always open and foaming out over the neck.

The bottles are



The Boat-Builders.

Boat-builders on Water Island looking north to Charlotte-Araalie. The native builders are very fine carpenters and do
beautiful cabinet work.
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Clia Cha Town.

\ little village a few miles from Charlotte-Amalie, settled by the French; the natives arc the fisher-

men of the island.

Up Frenchmen's Hill.

A little view on Frenchmen's Hill, one of the three on which Charlotte-

Amalie is situated.
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Courtyard in San Juan, Porto Rico.
The fascinating courtyards with their many arches, where the people sit out and carry on their daily work cookin-

laundry work, broom-making, etc.
' "'
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The Sea-Wall.

On the island of St. Thomas is a sea-wall where the fishing-boats come in.

men sell their catch on the street on the top of the wall.

The fisher-

Milk-Boats of San Juan.

Little boats that carrj* freight around Porto Rico. Their rigging system is an ancient
one, being called "a one-masted lateen rig," and is the same as that used

for hundreds of years on the boats of the river Nile.
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Coral Bay.

A bay on the island of St. John. It probably took its name from the beautiful coral that can be seen in the water
all round the islands.
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Market Wall.

A beautiful old Spanish iron-work gate in the wall of the market of Charlotte-Amalie, on the east side of the square,
where the venders sell their fruit, fish, vegetables, and sweetmeats, spread out on wooden trays.
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"Who wus the bhimed idiot done it?"—Page 715.

Marley's Cove
BY GARY GAMBLE LOWNDES

Illustrations by A. B. Frost

O, this is old 'Mar-
ley's'?" I said.

Brent Sullivane,
who had recently
bought the abandoned
ducking-shore, was
showing me about the

house.
" Yes," said he. " President Cleveland

was often here. The newspapers were full

of his trips to Marley's—the reporters

dogged him, even in the bhnds. He wrote
his Venezuelan message in the dining-

room. That was his bedroom, across the

hall."

"Washington slept here, of course?"
I said, looking into another room, on the

west side.

Brent laughed.

"No," he replied, "the ubiquitous

George overlooked Marley's. That's a
spare room, and we use it only in summer.
A light would frighten the ducks in the

cove. Some are there now, very likely.

Take a look." I opened the shutters and
saw, through a line of trees about three

hundred yards distant, the shimmering
surface of the cove, black with ducks.

"What are they?" I asked. "Black-

heads?"
"Redheads," he answered, "with a

sprinkling of widgeon and black duck.

Redheads have been scarce for years, but
last month they came back to their old

grounds. Yonder comes Captain Daw-
son in his buggy—he was in a collision,

and has sworn off on automobiles. He's

a rough diamond but a good sort—if you
don't ruffle him. After supper, when he
gets a couple of drinks under his belt, I'll

get him started, and you'll hear some
duck talk. If there's anything about
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714 MARLEY'S COVE

ducks that he doesn't know, it's not worth
knowing."

He introduced the captain, who was
associated with him in the development of

the property, and we went into the dining-

room. I wandered about, looking at the

sporting pictures. The two played cards.
" Brent," said the captain, " your friend

seems sort of restless."

''He's just getting over a cold," replied

Brent, "and the ride from the city has

chilled him. He needs warming up. I

prescribe Scotch. If that doesn't warm
him, we'll try a tole. Which is it, in-

valid?"
** Scotland forever!" I answered.

'' Have you a toling-dog ? I thought they

had passed out with the old ducking-

club days." The captain leisurely cut the

cards.

"I never saw but one or two dogs that

was worth a damn," said he. ''Mostly,

they ain't dependable. Like as not they'll

bark and act dog too natural. A flag's the

thing."

"Get a towel," said Brent. "I didn't

intend disturbing the cove this after-

noon, but it looks as if there'd be no
shooting to-morrow. However, it's just

right for toling. It's warm and sunny,

the water is quiet, and there's no breeze.

Put on your shooting duds, Barton."

While I was dressing, an argument took
place as to whether to use a clean towel

for a flag or a soiled one. They decided

to use a clean one. The captain tied it

on the end of a stick about eight feet

long. We went down the road, crossed a
field, and reached an oak wood, of which
the line of trees fringing the cove was the

continuation.
" Now," said the captain, " I've brought

you in a good piece below the ducks. I'm
not taking any chances. It's so ca'm you
can hear them squittering 'way off here."

In the stillness, we heard black duck
splashing and quacking, and the sound of

many redheads mewing.
"Shaw," said the captain, "the whole

thing depends on keeping quiet and out of

sight. Once they hears or sees hide or hair

of us, it's all up. It's going to be a tough
crawl. Keep next to me." We gained

a short distance, stooping. Then we

dropped on hands and knees. After thir-

ty minutes, through boggy wild-rose and
greenbrier thickets, the captain, whose
ample rear obscured my view, suddenly
sank down.

"Quiet!" he whispered, his swarthy
face aflame. "Come up, Brent." Brent
crawled up. We lay hke Comanches at a
water-hole.

" Quiet
!

" the captain warned. " Creep
after me till we get to that log on the
shore."

We reached the log, which was hidden
by tall reeds.

"Guns across the log," whispered the
captain. "Nobody shoots till I give the

sign."

Another minute found us in position.

The captain took his quid from his

mouth and stuck it on a stalk of grass.

Then he thrust the flag through the reeds

and began to flop it about on the sand.

He did not raise it much above the

ground, but flopped it up and down, over
and over. He put a good deal of wrist-

work into the flopping. The towel looked
like a white rooster with its head cut off.

Far out, in the middle of the cove, sev-

eral hundred redheads were bunched.
Apparently, they took no notice of the

towel. Presently a drake came, flying

slowly, very low, turning his neck from
side to side, and evidently looking for a
private feeding-spot. The sunlight ght-

tered on his glossy back and vivid head.

He passed us and was going on, when he
saw the towel in its mad gyrations. In-

stantly he checked his course, set his

mngs, alighted, and swam toward it.

The flock, meanwhile, had been watching
him, and whtn they saw him swim they
started s\\dmming after him. Numbers
of other ducks, farther up the cove, seeing

them in motion, swam after them. Be-
yond these still others, noticing the ex-

citement, set out singly or by squads to

join them. Then a large flock, flying

over from the river, aUghted. Soon the

entire sheet of water was dotted with wild

fowl all making for a common centre—

a

much-soiled towel. When they were just

beyond gunshot, they stopped. All the

nearest, forming into a compact squadron,

began swimming back and forth, parallel
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with the shore, but ahvays keeping at a

certain fixed distance. At times they

passed out of sight, dowii the cove—with

a constant stream of stragglers hurrying

after—but they returned in the same
order, keeping at the same fixed dis-

tance. Finally they came in. There was
no hesitating now. The rear ranks were
so eager to come to close quarters that

scratched forehead. "Hell!" he re-

peated, looking from Brent to me. " Who
moved? We'd have killed a hundred if

we'd shot on the water. Who was the
blamed idiot done it?"

There was no answer.

We laid the game, in a long row, on the
sand. There were thirty-nine. They
were heavy birds; their full, fluffed breasts

1 went down the shore to watch for a legendary otter.

they would not wait. Rising and barely

clearing the heads of the front ranks, they
would splash down and swim forward.

This excited the displaced front ranks
still more. They would rise, alight in

front of the usurpers, and swim faster.

Now and then a sort of frenzy seized

them, and all stood on their tails and
thundered with rapid wings. All were
splashing, all were mewing and twittering

—a thrilling sound, together with the soft

ripple of so many paddling feet. At last

they were close. Fierce little yellow eyes

peered curiously through the reeds. They
stopped. A reed rustled. They rose. It

was as if a vast, gray curtain rolled vio-

lently upward. W^e fired. The water
foamed with falling ducks—nearly all

dead. They were too close for wounding.
"Hell!" The captain jumped to his

feet. The swollen veins stood out on his

beaded with shining drops; their rakish

heads, with the crests still erect and
bristling.

II

We put out three hundred deco3^s, at a
blind, on the edge of the woods. Then we
went to the house, hung up the ducks, and
ordered six roasted for supper.

After a jolly "feed," Brent, despite my
protests, insisted that I make third hand
in a poker game. Five minutes' painful

experience convinced him that I told less

than the truth when I declared that I did

not know poker from golf. So they

chased me out. I went down the shore

to watch for a legendary otter, which the

cook said had drowned his dog. I got a

long wait and a good soaking in a musk-
rat-hole. When I returned, at twelve, the



A volcano of ducks belched skyward.—Page 717.

card enthusiasts had retired. The cap-

tain was snoring the snores of the bay-

man, and Brent was a close second. En-
during the duet for two hours, I deter-

mined to prepare for an early start. In

the vacant bedrooms I found several

alarm-clocks. Some were broken, but by
patient tinkering I succeeded in fixing

them so that nearly all would ring. Put-
ting them into a tin wash-boiler, I cov-

ered it with a dishpan and set it on the

stove. Then I went to bed and spent the

remainder of the night alternately bury-
ing my head beneath the blankets and
getting up, striking matches, to see what
time it was, and hoping that the alarm-
clock brigade was going to be "on the

job."

At four the clocks went off. And kept
going off. The windows rattled. Brent
swore and threw a pillow. The captain

bounced out of bed. Grabbing my
clothes, I went down-stairs and dressed

in the kitchen. The cook was still lament-

ing his departed dog, but I promised him
716

a beagle puppy, and he brightened suffi-

ciently to have breakfast at five. As we
passed the stable, the captain stopped,

put dowTi his gun, struck a match, looked

at his watch, and wet his finger, to feel

the wind.

"Tell you what," said he, "it's this

way. There'll be no shooting in the cove

to-day—it's too still. All the ducks went
out when we shot, and they went clear to

the bay. They're coming back the way
they always come; but they'll cross the

bar and swing up and bed in the river.

I'm going to hitch up my buggy and beat

it down there and get some overhead

shooting. Come along, Shaw. We'll get

a wagon-load before Brent gets a shot. I

know all there is to ducks."

But Brent did not think so, and as the

captain was not to be argued with, we
wished him good luck and let him "beat

it."

It was still dark when we reached the

bUnd. The tide had flooded it knee-deep;

so we sat on the backboards and swapped
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yarns. This whiled away some of the they came. It looked as if it would never
waiting. The sky began to Ughten. We stop. The quarrelling island began to
pulled up our boot-tops and stood in the take on huge dimensions. It was now
water. We had not heard a duck, but daylight, but of all the noisy host, none
with the first graying of the water they noticed our broad stool of decoys.

'ild

When ho saw the storm coming, he . . . ran lor the bUnd.—Page 718.

came—not from the direction of the bay,
but overland, rushing, high overhead and
far out over the cove, and then with a
long dropping curve they circled and
alighted, forming a noisy island, constant-
ly growing. Now the flight was on in

earnest. Around us sounded the mewing
of redheads and the querulous "Hew!
Hew! Hew!" of widgeon; the hoarse
quacking of black duck mingled with the

flapping and honking of geese; every-

where was the thunder of wings, as new-
coming flocks circled and alighted. Still

"It's going to be an off day," said

Brent. "They are packing. I'm glad we
made the tole. I'll stir them up—they'll

never decoy while that big bunch is out

there."

He fired. A volcano of ducks belched

skyward. The wooded shores shook as

with thunder. Hurtling above the trees,

they vanished. There was not even a

"dipper" left to break the hazy expanse.

After an hour's wait, I proposed explor-

ing the shore-line. Brent was too sleepy
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to move; so I left him nodding in the

Wind. Mallard were feeding in a slough

in the woods. I stalked and shot two, but

it was a hard job getting them. When I

returned to the shore, the sky was heavily

overcast, and it had become very cold.

I went on. A puff of wind came over the

water; another followed; tiny ripples

chased each other ashore; dry oak-leaves

rustled; over the marshes suddenly fell

the sullen hand of winter. Rounding a

point, I stopped. Up the bay labored a

steadily rising sea; arching waves, break-

ing into tumbling whitecaps, drove shore-

ward. Long lines of swan drifted past;

for all their efforts, they could not keep
moorings; afar they blew, like tossing,

snoTsy scarfs. To the southeast some-
thing caught my eye. Thin ribbons of

black rose from the spume—ducks,

struggling for a lee shore. I ran toward
the blind. The sand was heavy, and my
boots hurt. I took them off and ran on.

The ^vind grew wild. The cove became as

rough as the bay. Ahead, an oak fell, its

top crashing into the charging water.

From the west stung a spit of snow.

"It's coming I" Brent shouted as I

came up. "We'll have our day. Put on

your boots, you lunatic I I'm going to the

house and get every cartridge I can find."

Brent is a good sprinter, but by the

time he returned, a furious squall was rag-

ing—snow, sleet, hail, and breaks of sun.

The first to appear was a flock of gulls.

Gliding and crying, they drifted about
before settling in the marsh. Anxiously
we watched the wooded point shutting

the cove from the river. At last, swinging

around it, came a flock of ducks, low over

the water, buffeted by wind and wave,
and barely making headway. Catching
sight of the decoys, they wheeled, and,

borne onward by the wind, spun past,

turned, and came in. With lowering feet

and arched necks, fluttering and hovering
amid the hissing sno^\^akes, dowTi they

swarmed into the tossing decoys. A
drake, getting a bump from a decoy, at

once attacked the stolid aggressor. Four
ducks dropped on the rise.

"Watch the point," said Brent. "If

another flock s'W'ings around it, instead of

keeping on up the river, it's ten to one
that every duck that was here two hours

ago mil follow. Yonder goes another

bunch I Get do\\Ti ! Here come thou-
sands I Get down, can't you ! They'll

see you if you bat an eyelash."

I smothered a laugh. His head was
bobbing up and dowTi, trying to keep his

eyes on four flocks at once. It made no
difference. We stood up and fired stead-

ily, hardly noticing the singles; we were
too busy with the flocks.

"This is one on the captain," said

Brent, tearing open another box of car-

tridges. " He's in a fine humor, if he hears

the shooting."

A few minutes later somebody ap-

peared. And in a slight hurry. It seemed
that the captain didn't know " all there is

to ducks." They had fooled him. Not
one had flowTi within two miles of where
he had said they would fly. When he saw
the storm coming, he galloped back,

turned the horse loose, and ran for the

blind. Here he came, crowding in. The
bhnd was built to hold three at a pinch;

the captain weighed two hundred and fifty

pounds; I, being in the middle, began to

feel the pinch. We had bagged twenty-
six ducks before he arrived.

We had several " darts," and fired more
than a dozen shots, even while the cap-

tain was crashing through the reeds and
crowding in; but he had hardly got into

position when the squall died and the

ducks stopped decoying. Either the muz-
zle of his big gun—so long that it pro-

jected above the blind— discouraged

them, or they had determined to keep on
demonstrating that he didn't know "all

there is to ducks."
" You wait

!

" he said, panting. " Darn
you, Shaw I Move over and let me get at

my whistle—it's in my vest-pocket."

The whistle was made of the brass

heads of two eight-gauge cartridges, fitted

together and roughly soldered.

"Watch them redheaded rascals out

there in the middle," said he. " I can't do
nothing with them while they're sitting.

But let them rise I Yonder 's a flock of

baldpates, circling. They'll likely start

them."
He placed the whistle against his teeth.

"Hew! Hew! Hew! Hew!" The imi-

tation was perfect. The circling widgeon
wheeled and slanted directly toward the

blind. The redheads rose.
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In uinitlKT iniiiule the redheads swarmed in. started to alight, and then towered.

I

"Don't bother with the baldpates,"
said he. " Let them go by. Paste the red-

heads."

Over they came, bareh- grazing the

inner decoys. In another minute the red-

heads swarmed in, started to ahght, and
then towered. We fired. Sixteen fell.

"Judas Priest!" yelled the captain,

frenzied. " Didn't I knock 'em that time I

Did you see 'em rain when my old gun
talked?"

Brent winked at me and said some-
thing; the captain did not hear it, but put
his hand into my pocket, pulled out my
plug of tobacco, and bit off a liberal chew.

The volley made a considerable racket,

but the ducks minded it no more than
if we had thrown so much water at them.

They dashed in from every direction.

In a little while we stopped shooting,

for the game was drifting away. With the

exception of the ducks which Brent and I

had bagged before the captain arrived,

none of us could say he had shot a duck at

which no one else had fired.

It was not necessary to use a boat. I

volunteered to pick up. Caught in the

reeds, w^here the wind and tide had drifted

them, for a great distance along the shore,

lay the game, lapping and tossing. Heav-
ily they bumped against my legs, while,

with slush-ice pouring in over my boot-
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I waded on, slinging the ducks ashore.

tops, I waded on, slinging the ducks
ashore. At last nearly all were retrieved,

and we went to the house. Tying the

ducks in pairs, we spread them on the

dining-room floor, and drank a toast, in

glasses of hot whiskey-punch, to the mem-
ory of that true man and sportsman

—

Grover Cleveland.

The bag consisted almost entirely of

male redheads, in full winter plumage.
Hardly a female marred the glorious color

effect. There were eight widgeon; and
one little blackhead—a lump of coal,

amid all the brightness.

"Brent," said the captain, holding out
his glass, "fill her up again. Shaw, take

another slug. You're tougher 'n you look,

but if you ain't in the pneumonia ward by
to-morrow night, I'm a nigger. We'll let

the cove rest till next week. But I sort
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of hate to stop. This is duck day, and
we'll ne'.-er get another chance like this.

Damn the redheads I (He was still angry
about his mistake.) They're all coming
back hell bent for election this evening

—

they can't stay in the bay—they're com-
ing now—the cove's lousy with them

—

and they're going to decoy crazier 'n ever.

It ain't eleven o'clock yet. If I knowed
what to do with any more ducks ! We can
break the records for fifty years back, if

we want to. I know all— What's that

you said. Brent?"
" Captain," I interrupted, " we'll go rab-

bit-shooting. Brent's only joking. You
do know all there is to ducks; and no man
can beat you. I want to ask something.

How close have you ever toled ducks ?
"

"So close," he answered, frowning,
"—when there wasn't no finicky fools

along to scare them—I've had them come
ashore and peck the flag."



The Imperturbability of Pick
ANOTHER STORY OF "VAN TASSEL" AND "BIG BILL"

BY HENRY H. CURRAN
Author of "Hey, Toolan's Marchin' !" "Callahan of Carmine Street," etc.

Illustrations by Thomas Fogarty

fHEN the hands of the

big clock finally crept

around to the earnest-

ly awaited hour of

three, Pick was just

one of the legion of

small boys that
gushed forth from the

old school in Greenwich Avenue. They
came out pell-mell, shouting and pulHng

at one another, as they filled the side-

walk with knots of squirming freedom,

and then gradually evaporated into the

neighboring streets for a long afternoon

of play. But Pick was different. He
was only nine years old, but he was al-

ready a business man, and he trudged off

by himself, with becoming gra\'ity. More
than that. Pick was an athlete. He pos-

sessed a gray cap with a blue peak, and it

came down over his tow head in a way
that only the professional baseball player

ever really acquires. You could hardly

see the blue eyes and the rather pale face

underneath; and the white shirt and
patched corduroys clothed a frame that

seemed scarcely as big as the cap itself.

But Pick more than made up for these de-

fects of stature by the professional indif-

ference of his gait. No star could have
crossed the Polo Grounds with more
weary self-consciousness than Pick af-

fected as he progressed from school to

business.

At the news-stand in Eleventh Street,

Pick called, ''H'lo, pop," cast his Httle

cube of old school-books into a corner,

with a swing of the tight-hauled strap,

and went to work. There were papers to

be sorted, papers to be sold, business

a-plenty to be transacted about this mi-

nute pebble in the stream of the city's af-

fairs. For Pick's '^ old man " had only one
leg, and there was some trouble about
rheumatics in his back, besides. He had
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found it harder to move, as the days went
by, and more and more he came to lean
upon his little lieutenant, and to look for

the hour when school closed and reinforce-

ments should arrive. Then the work
would go more easily. When the evening-
paper rush was over, the two would board
up the stand for the night and go home
together, the "old man" with his crutches
and Pick alongside. Not that it was
much of a home—just a top-floor room in

the little house in Bank Street—but
''pop" had tried to keep it as it was be-

fore Pick's mother died, and it was still

home to them both. The "old man"
would doctor his ills as the evening be-

gan, and watch Pick until the boy fell

asleep over his school-books. Then they
would turn in—and that would be an-

other day gone by.

It was late in May when the alderman
of the district first came upon Pick, just

squaring off at the afternoon's business.

Alderman Van Tassel was young and
comely, with a pair of dark eyes that

looked straight at you and usually

laughed a little. He was of athletic build

himself, and there were other ways in

which he defied the established traditions

of the city fathers. He looked down at

Pick and hesitated. He had to look a
long way down, and all he saw for sure

was the gray cap with the blue peak.

^^ Dispatch and Clarion,''^ said the al-

derman.
Pick handed up the two papers, and

left a waiting palm upstretched.

"Haven't you any later edition?" in-

quired Van Tassel.

"Ain't up yet," came the reply, with

businesslike crispness. The palm still

hovered in the neighborhood of Van Tas-

sel's belt.

"Oh, all right," and the alderman fed

the coppers into the waiting treasury. He
721
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started to move off, and then changed his

mind.
''What team are you on?" he asked

suddenly. Pick looked up suspiciously.

But something in the alderman's eyes

satisfied him, and he assumed a noncha-

lant air.

"Jeffersons," he replied carelessly.

The business man had become the athlete.

''That's a good name," continued Van
Tassel, by way of conversation.

"Yeah. Named after de jail
—

" Pick

bobbed his head slightly toward Jefferson

Market tower, where the jail is. "It's de

fellers in de block," he added.

"Oh, yes," commented Van Tassel,

with a queer expression in his eyes, though
he maintained a properly respectful de-

meanor. "And where do vou plav?"
"Right here—in de block!"' Pick

looked suspicious again.

''No, I mean what position do you
play?" exclaimed Van Tassel hastily.

**0h, catcher."

"That's a hard position."

"Yeah," replied the catcher, indiffer-

ently, as he turned away. But Van Tas-

sel stayed. He was looking at the crip-

pled man at the other side of the stand.

As their eyes met they exchanged a little

smile behind the athlete's back.

"Er—what's your name? Do you
mind telUng me?" Van Tassel pursued,

addressing himself to the boy again, with

some trepidation.

"Pick. What's yours?"
"Jimmy!" replied Van Tassel, laugh

ing.
" A'right, Jimmy," returned Pick, as he

began sorting the papers again.

"All right. Pick!" And Van Tassel

walked hastily away, lest in some way he

offend against the dignity of the catcher

of the Jeffersons,

At the district club that evening Van
Tassel asked Big Bill Baker, his best

friend, about the news-stand in Eleventh
Street.

"Oh, the one-legged feller," responded
Big Bill. "Yeah, I know him. Tomkins
—Hves in Bank Street. Lost his leg when
the scaffoldin' gave way on that new loft

buildin' in Fourteenth Street. Then his

wife died. Never been the same since.

We got 'im the news-stand. That's his

kid works with 'im."

"Oh." Jimmy paused.

"Did yer lamp the baseball cap on the
kid?" laughed Big Bill.

"Yes—a httle big for him, isn't it?"

Jimmy smiled at the recollection.

"Couldn't get none ter fit 'im any
closer," was the unexpected reply.

"Head's about as big as a button
—

"

Bill's protest suddenly lapsed into silence

as Jimmy looked curiously at him. The
big man's gray eyes gave back look for

look, but he was plainly flustered as he
ran a big hand through his grizzled hair.

"Well, I suppose yer got me again," he
said, as Jimmy began to smile. "Yer
know, it's different when y'ain't got none
o' yer own." A district captain came
over to join them, and Bill moved off.

"He's a queer feller, mom," Big Bill

said to his wife that night. "Likes dogs
and kids—an' the funny thing is, they all

Hke him ! Now, he's askin' 'bout Tom-
kins' kid at the news-stand—yeah, he's a
queer alderman, livin' in that big house
in Park Av'nyer, with all the money them
Van Tassels got

"

"He's a good boy," said "mom," and
that settled it.

The next day Jimmy went out of his

way to buy the Dispatch and the Clarion

from Pick at the stand in Eleventh
Street. At the corner he waited and
looked. The battery of the Jeffersons

was warming up in the roadway. The
pitcher was a mite bigger than Pick, but
not a whit more serious. The blue peak
of Pick's cap was down over his left eye
as he scooped in the out-drops and up-

shoots. He stood squatting with feet far

apart, and occasionally he would stop a
wide one on the left with a single gloved

hand. Or the gloved hand would reach
all the way across Pick's small body, to

the right and beyond, just in time for the

ball to meet it and rest there. Then Pick

would look bored. He returned the ball

to the pitcher with dignity, but straight

and true, and with a fhck of the wrist

that promised trouble at second should

any misguided runner try to steal a base

from the catcher of the Jeffersons.

Jimmy watched the warming up de-

lightedly, and then made his purchase

from "pop." As he passed the battery

in his departure, he ventured a greeting

from the curb. " Hello, Pick ! " he called.
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The catcher looked up, wdth ball poised

in his right hand, ready to throw. '^Hel-

lo, Jimmy !

" he called back, then turned

and flicked the ball back to the pitcher,

hard. The interruption was over. It was
hard enough going for the battery of the

Jeffersons, with those trucks and taxis

crashing by as they did, every few^ min-
utes, without having business acquaint-

ances butting into a man's athletics.

But Jimmy came to be more than an
acquaintance; he went out of his way
more than once. On one occasion he even
helped ''pop" with the papers for a busy
ten minutes that the Jeffersons might not

want for a practised battery. He never

saw the Jeffersons play, although Pick

said they had cleaned up some strong

teams over on the ''farm"—that bleak

expanse of wagon-strewn asphalt that

borders the docks on the North River.

Jimmy could never be quite sure that

there was a real, whole, nine-player team
called the Jeffersons; Pick was always a

little vague when games were mentioned.

But the alderman forbore too close in-

quiry.

Furthermore, he was very busily en-

gaged this spring and summer, not only

as alderman of the district, but also as the

helplessly devoted fiance of Miss Sally

Skeffington, of Washington Square.

Horse and foot, he had waged his cam-
paign for the hand of that charming
young person until he had conquered

—

or so he thought, on that evening back in

January ! But it was surrender he had
ridden into—whole-hearted, blind, en-

chanting surrender—and the nearer he
came to that October day the less he un-

derstood himself. "Lost—wholly lost,"

his bachelor friends said mournfully,

"never see him again!" It was not un-

natural that from time to time he secured

copies of the Dispatch and the Clarion in

company with the trim Uttle figure with
the dark hair and eyes, whose chin tilted

up so saucily at the aldermanic grandeur
that stalked beside her. Sally had been
prepared for the catcher of the Jeffersons.

"Hello, Pick!" hailed Jimmy, as they

approached the stand. "This is my
friend. Miss Skeffington."

Pick looked up and blinked. "Sally

—

that's easier!" added Miss Skeffington,

quickly.

" Oh—Sally." Pick looked from one to

the other. A mounting little blush began
to set off the laughing black eyes. Even
Jimmy began to feel confused. "She
your gal?" asked Pick, resting a careful

eye on the alderman.

"I hope so, Pick," repHed Jimmy, be-

ginning to blush himself.

"A'right, Sally." Pick announced his

approval with businesslike decision as he
turned to fish up the Dispatch and the

Clarion.

From that moment Sally enjoyed the

favor of the catcher of the Jeffersons.

Once she went to the little room in Bank
Street, and when Pick and the "old
man" arrived there in the evening they
found flowers and a large chocolate cake.

But the attention that sent Sally up to

the top notch of Pick's approval was the

purchase of a brand new catcher's mit
for the backstop of the Jeffersons. Curi-

ously enough, it was Sally, and not Jim-
my, who first noticed the vanishing flimsi-

ness of the old bit of leather that Pick
called a glove. Perhaps the household
eye sees farther than the athlete's. In
any event, it was Sally who put through
the glove project, and accompHshed the

presentation ceremony. Pick nearly lost

his balance when the big blob of brown
leather was placed in his arms—not quite,

but nearly.

"Gee, Sally!" That was all he could

say. But when he went to work behind

the mythical batter, and the hosts of the

block's little people, boys and girls alike,

looked their silent admiration from the

curb. Pick had easily recovered his poise.

The glove looked bigger than the whole

of the little white shirt that no necktie

had ever defiled, but Pick handled it like

a veteran, casually. He seemed even a

trifle bored.

"If I could once get a rise from that

young man !" Jimmy mused, when Sally

told him the tale of the glove. "He's the

most imperturbable person I've ever en-

countered !"

The opportunity came sooner than he
expected. It was the latter part of Sep-

tember, and in two short weeks—but that

was a matter of purely local interest

!

The crisis that had upset the whole town
was to be resolved, not in a church, but

at the Polo Grounds, on that very after-
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noon. It is not to be expected that great-

aunts of office boys should survive a duel

of the leading teams for a big league base-

ball championship in large numbers, but

this time the mortahty had become a

massacre. The Giants were down to

cross bats with the Cubs in their neck-

and-neck race for the pennant ! And Wall
Street held its breath. So did Broadway,
and the Bowery—and Eleventh Street.

So did Pick. He knew the batting and
fielding average of every player on both
teams, he knew the bush leagues of their

origin; and the intricacies of infield flies

were an old, sad story to the catcher of the

Jeffersons.

But the Honorable James Van Tassel

knew something better than all that. He
knew that the two pasteboard affairs in

his inside pocket called for two good seats

back of home plate, and he was not con-

cerned with the very considerable out-

lay that their purchase had involved.

Strangely enough, he had no idea of look-

ing upon the battle between the Giants

and the Cubs with his own eyes—he had
a much more important engagement on
hand for that afternoon! But he had
conceived the plan of sending Pick to the

ball game, with Big Bill as a sheltering

escort, and both of those gentlemen had
joined in the plan with the greatest enthu-

siasm. As they left the news-stand to-

gether Jimmy had called after them:
*'Keep your eyes open, Pick, so you can
tell me about it

!

"

"A'right, Jimmy," Pick had replied.

''I know how dem guys pull, up derel"
He was seK-possession itself. If he had
known the cost of the tickets it would
have made no difference.

"To-morrow I'll see what he says,"

thought Jimmy as he walked away. '

' The
Giants and the Cubs—that ought to get

him!"
At the Polo Grounds there were forty

thousand fans. Outside the gates there

were twenty thousand more. At tickers

and bulletin-boards, from Maine to Cali-

fornia, there were thousands and hun-
dreds of thousands, collected in the name
of the great god Baseball. Business in

Wall Street was at a low ebb. The nation

waited.

Back of the plate were Big Bill and
Pick, chewing gum furiously. A bag of

peanuts rested in Pick's lap. And then
the game began. "Str-r-ike one!"
bawled the umpire, with arm jerked back,
as the Giants' pitcher put over a high in.

"H'ray—h'ray-y-y!" The roar of the

fans rolled up from the stand to Coogan's
Bluff and beyond. Over mountain and
plain, from State to State, to the Golden
Gate, it reverberated, until it fell moan-
ing into the deep Pacific as the nation

waited for the next ball. Pick was silent.

He shifted his gum as he studied the

pitcher's delivery. He was the catcher of

the Jeffersons.

"Str-r-ike tuh!" The fans leaped in

air as they gave tongue. And so from ball

to ball, from bat to glove and back again,

the game went on, through all the long

nine innings. It serves not here to sing

the story of that contest. Long years ago
it passed to history's embrace, with un-
sung tilts of ancient chivalry, and all the

hosts of the games of men in field, arena,

stream, and ring.

But there are those who still tell of that

ninth inning, when two were out and the

game was tied, one to one—^in the last

half of the ninth ! Commuters had gone
their homeward way, cursing the in-

flexibihty of the five-fifteen. The fans

sat tight—none more so than Pick and
the big man beside him.

If there had been nobody on base the

agony would have been less rending.

But there were Giants on base ! McCor-
mick was venturing his lumbering form a
few feet off third, as he watched the ball

and swayed anxiously toward home, then
prudently back toward the bag, Hfting

first one foot, then the other. Oh, for the

hit, the one little crackhng hit that would
send him to the plate ! To make it worse,

big Merkle, across the diamond, was gal-

umphing up and down off first, arms wide
apart to balance a tiptoe start toward
second or a back slide to first, as the event

might decree. Two on, two out, and the

last half of the ninth, with the score tied

—is fate kind ? Must hearts thump, and
break, as fans wait and suffer, from
bleachers to ticker, from ocean to ocean ?

Or will there be relief?

Yes ! Bridwell, the trim little short-

stop of the Giants, has dropped one of the

two bats he has been swinging, and is

stepping up to bat. Unconcerned, me-
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thodical, ever neat, the little last hope is

knocking the bat carefully against his

cleated shoes. Now he is at the plate.

And Bridwell is a pinch hitter besides, as

many a big league flinger knows to his

cost. And the fans—yes, they know it

too ! And they are saying so ! The
stands are a ferment, the bleachers a riot.

''Home run—Bridwell—ataboy, Bridwell

—oh, you Bridwell
!

" The whole great

arena is a confused roar, with shrill cries

from cracking nerves punctuating the tur-

moil here and there. Beyond the bleach-

ers the elevated trains stand mute,

massed for the coming exodus. The tall

stack of a river boat moves placidly down
the Harlem, evenly, quietly, just the top

of it visible over the massed trains.

Above, the sky is a bright blue. And,
within the encircling stands, the smooth
turf shines like a great emerald, with only

the brown base-lines, and here and there

the gray dots of the players, tense and
still, to give sign of the crisis at hand.

Well—they called two strikes and three

balls on Bridwell, and now the stands are a

pandemonium of hoarse cries and stamp-
ing feet. The Cubs' pitcher is fondling

the ball carefully, seriously, as he ponders.

He winds up, comes through a convul-

sion, and the white pellet leaves his hand
in a straight line. The Moment has

come. And Bridwell, the neat little pinch-

hitting short-stop, is ready. He bends
over, puts his back into a sharp swing, and
—crack ! The ball sails low and clear,

over second, like a bullet, and still it is

rising, rising ! Now it seems to pause,

then falls gradually, in a wide arc, and
Artie Hofman, in centre field, is closing in

to catch it on the bound. But it's a
single—yes, a smashing base hit, as clean

as a whistle ! And Bridwell is nearing first.

Now he is there, just as the ball reaches

Hofman, out in centre. He touches the

bag, lightly, as he goes straight on, headed
for the club-house back of right field

—

Bridwell, who never wastes a step—Brid-

well, the immaculate, who has won the

game ! For McCormick is home, in a rush,

waving his arms as he crosses the plate

—

the game is over! "Giants win"—can
you hear the wuxtries ? Ah-h ! There
are hearts that have been damaged by
the strain of that base hit, there are

hands that tremble. The fans are al-

ready over the barriers, on the field, and
racing after the players toward the club-

house.

But wait ! Johnny Evers of the Cubs
is standing on the bag at second, holding

the ball that Hofman has thrown in to

him, with the base-line umpire beside him,
and a throng of fans fast joining the knot
of p' "yers who surround him. Argument
suc.reds talk, and excitement follows

argument. There is trouble, sure enough
—over something ! But the game is over.

The fans have filled the field. There will

be no more baseball this day.
" What's the trouble ? " Big Bill found

himself asking, of no one in particular, as

the moments passed. Then he looked

down beside him—oh, yes, there was
Pick, who had been there all the time.

The catcher of the Jeffersons was looking

disgustedly out to sea, his hands in his

pockets.

"Ah, Merkle didn't touch second," he
repUed scornfully

—
"de big bonehead !

He's forced out and McCormick's run
don't count."

Big Bill's face was a study in astonish-

ment—he was almost frightened. "How
d'yer know?" he gasped.

"Ah, didn't I see it?" The catcher of

the Jeffersons looked up at Big Bill with

quiet indignation—as though he didn't

know enough to watch Merkle while he
swerved, twenty feet short of second, and,

with a look over his shoulder, sprinted

toward the club-house, in the belief that

the game was already over, and with

never a thought of touching second.

"Come on home. Bill," said Pick.

"Tie game—nobody wins." And they

went home together.

When Jimmy read the morning papers

next day and then heard the clamorous

talk of the town as the day wore on, he

realized that the biggest thing in baseball

had just happened, at the Polo Grounds.

His eyes danced as he thought of Pick.

"The little rascal," he mused, "I've got

him this time ! " He paid an early after-

noon \i3it to Eleventh Street.

"Well, how did you hke it, Pick?" he

inquired eagerly.

"Punk," said the catcher of the Jeffer-

sons, with decision. Jimmy stared, aghast.

"But—I mean—the ball game," he

stammered.
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"Yeah—bum game—'at Merkle's a piness to the two who would soon be
bonehead—sohd ivory." ''joined together" that day, in St.

Jimmy recovered slowly. ''Did you George's. In a pew near the door sat
have a good time?" he inquired faintly, Big Bill, with Pick beside him on the
after a pause. aisle, in a clean white shirt, still free of
"Yeah—t'anks, Jimmy—all except dat necktie annoyance. They waited quiet-

Merkle. He couldn't get a job on de Jef- ly, while the organ played and the church
fersons, you bet

!

"

filled.

Jimmy crooned something to himself Suddenly the deep-toned bells sounded
about "imperturbabihty," as he walked from above. It was four o'clock. There
hazily away. But that was too long a was a little rustle and ripple at the door,
word for Pick, even if he had heard it. and then the organ swung into the begin-
When Jimmy received Big Bill's report nings of the march, ever so gently, gather-

on Pick's trip to the Polo Grounds, he had ing volume, then dying away to a whis-
to admit, finally, that Pick had not been pering melody, and now returning again,
"stumped" at any stage of the proceed- in round full tones. In the chancel the
ings. That evening he recounted the ad- rector was standing, his keen brown eyes
venture to Sally, almost plaintively. under the shock of black hair seeming to

"But that shows how much he really include the whole assemblage in their

enjoyed it," she had said, as she com- comprehensive kindhness. And Jimmy,
forted him. "And, you know, when he with another man, w^as standing and
came back from that fresh-air trip we sent waiting, near by. Pick had seen them at

him on in July, he was just the same—al- once. "Dere's Jimmy," he exclaimed
though it put a little color in his cheeks." quickly, half rising. "Sh !" said Big Bill

"Yes," said Jimmy, and then they took gently, as he put a hand on the little fel-

up other matters, of great importance to low. A few heads, near by, turned around
themselves. and smiled. Even Jimmy smiled. But

It was natural enough that Jimmy he could not have heard. He was ghmps-
should ask Big Bill to take Pick to the ing the great churchful, mth a quick
wedding. "He'd like it—the music and glance. Beyond the pews of the families

all that," he had said, "and the church and their intimates, were friends by the

will be filled, I guess. It will be a new one score, and, among them, the throngs who
for him." He paused. "And, you know, knew Jimmy as an alderman, or, rather,

he's one of my friends," he added—"the just as Jimmy. There were cops and a
little rascal

!" few firemen, all in uniform; the sidewalk

Bill laughed. He knew how well Jim- folk—here and there the little stand-

my liked kids, as well as dogs. He was keepers, men and women, from the street

subject to the same eccentricity. "All corners; a delegation of aldermen, look-

right, I'll look out for him," he said. ing very uncomfortable in their black

Jimmy wished that he could look for- habihments; and, above all, the "dis-

ward to the ceremony with the calmness trict," old and young, from every block

that he knew would possess Pick on that in the neighborhood. Jimmy felt an over-

occasion, powering emotion taking hold of him as

Then the day came—at last—and he his eye took in this outpouring of a simple

was ready. As the towers of St. George's friendship, within the shadows of the old

cast their lengthening shadows across the church. Then the march began, and
sunlit trees in the old square, the people every one rose.

came, in myriads of twos and threes that When the ceremon}^ was over, and the

filled the church to the doors, long before rector's last resonant words had rung
four o'clock. It was one of those crisp gently into every corner of the church,

October days in New York that sets the Pick noticed wdth surprise that there were

whole world a-tingle, and the whole world tears in some of the eyes about him, and
was a-tingle, in Stuy\^esant Square, that that even Big Bill seemed strangely silent,

afternoon ! Rich and poor, from east He could not understand this. He had
side and west side, they were all there; been very still while the music was sound-

and not one but \vished an armful of hap- ing, though he could not tell why; and
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then, while they were murmuring up there

in the chancel, so far away, he had been
busy looking up into the shadows under
the eaves, craning his little neck as he
yielded to the fascination of those nooks

of mystery. But now the music was in

full, festive swing, and there was Jimmy,
smiling as he came down the aisle, with

that beautiful, snowy person beside him
that must be Sally, and—why, it was a

parade ! And yet there was a little old

lady in front with her eyes so wet—Pick

couldn't understand it at all.

Then Jimmy and the beautiful snowy
thing were suddenly right alongside, and

Jimmy was looking down, and saying,

''Hello, Pick," with the merriest sort of

a twinkle in his eye.

''H'lo, Jimmy," said Pick; and Jimmy
put out a hand to pat the little shoulder.

Before Big Bill could stop him, Pick

slipped out of the pew, and, as he had
often done before, put his arm up through

Jimmy's, and proceeded to accompany
him down the rest of the aisle. On the

other side, SaUy was looking over and
laughing a little, and Jimmy was march-
ing straight ahead, utterly at a loss what
to do. Pick escorted them to the side-

walk, as imperturbably as ever, despite

the smiles and chuckles of amusement
that followed the trio through the door.

At the curb stood the horses and car-

riage that the Skeffingtons had always
kept, despite the advent of automobiles;

and near by a mounted cop sat his glisten-

ing bay, in all the splendor of policeman's

blue and cavalry yellow. The cop was
grinning broadly at Pick, down there on
the curb, in his white shirt and patched
corduroys, Jimmy stood uncertainly, his

arm still linked in that of his little friend,

wondering how to leave him and still save

his feelings.

It was Sally who, with all her bride's

difficulties of long train, stepped quickly

into the awkward moment.
''Come here. Pick," she said, smihng

and beckoning. Pick advanced cautious-

ly, and looked up.

"Gee, is dis you, Sally?" he asked in-

credulously as she bent over him.

"Yes, Pick—it's Sally. Now stand
still—I want to give you a flower before

we go." She was smiling, as she took a
sprig of Hlies-of-the-valley from the great

bouquet and fixed it in a buttonhole of

the little fellow's white shirt. Pick suf-

fered this to be done, with quiet patience,

for he trusted Sally. But, as he stood, he
kept looking at the snowy veil, and the

creamy dress, and the orange blossoms in

Sally's dark hair. Most of all his won-
dering look dwelt on Sally's laughing eyes
and the little flush of excitement that
covered her pretty cheeks. Pick had
never seen anything so beautiful—this

could not be Sally, who had given him the
big catcher's glove

!

And then something quite unexpected
happened to Pick. Sally gave a final

twitch to the flower, and suddenly, with
a quick httle caress, she leaned forward a
few inches farther and kissed Pick Hghtly
on the cheek. "Good-by, Httle friend,

we'll come to see you soon," she said.

As the carriage drove away, with the

beautiful dream in it that must be Sally,

Pick just stood and looked. Once he half

raised his arms, as though pleading to be
taken along. But then the carriage

whirled around the corner; and he was
left standing there alone, still looking, as

though he saw something far away, and
asked for it. Yes, Pick was " stumped"

—

at last—but, after all, was it Pick's fault ?

Or was it just that accident of Hfe that

had left the old cripple to be father and
mother both, the best he could, in the top-

floor room in Bank Street?

When Pick finally looked up and saw
Big Bill on the church steps, he thought

it queer that Bill's lips should be trem-

bHng in such a curious way, although his

face seemed so quiet. But when the big

man came over and took Pick by the

hand, the catcher of the Jeffersons put up
with that additional indignity, as they

trudged quietly off toward Eleventh

Street.
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IS wife's letter, stark,

grim, and white in a

high reUef against the

dull gloss of his study

table struck CaMn
Moore's eye the in-

stant that he entered

the cottage.

*^Dear Calvin:
" By the time that you get this, I shall

be on my way to New York. I have gone
for good, Calvin, and I do not think that

it ^^ill be necessary to tell you why.
"I have tried so hard to be contented

here, but apparently nothing has been
able to convince you of the fact that a
woman of my age must simply die by
inches in the kind of life that you have
imposed on me. I admit it frankly. I

am starving for color, for gaiety, for peo-

ple of my own kind. I feel as if I had so

few years left of youth that I simply

must seize them before they are gone.

"I shall be at Margot's for the present,

but please do not make any attempt to

follow me. I have fought this out \vith

myself for months and my mind is abso-

lutely made up. There is nothing that

you can do and I expect nothing. My
own httle income wdll be quite sufi&cient.

I shall probably go to Italy this winter

and remain there until—things are set-

tled.

''Forgive me, dear, for I know how
cruelly this will hurt you. In fact, it is

only the knowledge of how deeply you
really do love me that has kept me from
doing this long before, but, if your love

really is big enough, it can best show itseh

by allowing me to go on as I have deter-

mined.

"Good-by, Calvin.
j „

Before his eye had taken in the dim
blur of the opening sentence, Calvin

^loore felt himself swept by a sudden
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and sickening faintness. By the time he
had finished the letter he found himself

in his big study chair, without the sUght-
est recollection of having moved from the

window where he had first torn it open.
It was not that he was unprepared for

this. The instant that he had caught
sight of the prim, square envelope, formal
and ominous, he had known what it

contained. He had, indeed, probably
sensed it the moment that he had entered
the house and found it so strangely silent

;

but months, years of preparation never
lessen the actual blow of a thing of this

kind. The physical shock would have
been just the same if his wiie had told him,
an hour before, w^hat she intended to do.

The physical shock was just the same,
in spite of a huge, grotesque fact—that

Calvin Moore's wife had done exactly

what, in his heart of hearts, he had been
for years subconsciously hoping that she

would do.

Calvin Moore, however, was a man
whose intellect came into play never more
than a second behind his nerves or emo-
tions. Reading it over a second time, he
realized perfectly well how often, in his

secret imagination, he had visualized just

such a letter as this. Strangely, the only

thing about it now that appeared un-

real was the mere handwriting. Leila's

round, firm, society hand always gave
him that same shock of unfamiliarity. It

looked so much more mature than she

did. His wife's mind and soul Calvin

Moore knew inside and out. He had
probed their depths before they had lived

together a week—an hour would be a

more exact statement. It was only occa-

sional startling little physical facts about

her that ever surprised him after all these

years, as one is startled at moments by
unexpectedly mature acts or gestures in

a child—uncanny hints of a purely bio-

logical evolution in which Nature alone
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plays any part. A new hat or veil put
on for church on a Sunday morning had
sometimes amazed him more than any
word that his wife had ever said in her life.

A suddenly renewed realization of that

room and the halls, it amazed Moore to

find how few reminders he found of Leila.

None at all, in fact. The house had been
his long before he had ever known her

and, inwardly or outwardly, she had

Strangely, the only thing about it now that appeared unreal was the mere handwriting.—Page 730.

I

same chill silence which had held the
house when he had first entered brought
Calvin Moore to his feet in what was
again a faintly physical alarm. Could it

be possible that the servants also had
left? Had the whole household taken
this absurd moment to pick up its skirts

and play "Doll's House"?
His senses unnaturally alert to impres-

sions as he walked through the sitting-

brought few changes into it. Chairs, so-

fas, the row of old china stacked over the

dining-room mantel, all had for him asso-

ciations far older, more potent, than any
connected with the woman who had lived

there eleven years as his wife. She had
been gone an hour and already the gap
was closing. A curious decade-long in-

cident.

The kitchen reassured him for the mo-
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ment, at least. It was ridiculous in the

perfection of its homely melodrama—not

a pot or a pan out of place, the brass and
zinc scrubbed like the deck of a yacht,

even the kettle peacefully singing over the

fire—actually singing. That was almost

overdoing it on the part of the kettle.

The cat crawled out from under the oven,

spread its claws, arched its back, and
yawTied luxuriously. It looked up at

him, practically saying, "Well, old fellow,

and what's on your mind?"
Neither one of the maids was in sight,

but the gray-haired waitress came anx-

iously into his study as Moore settled

down in his chair.

" Were you looking for me, Mr. Moore ?

Was there something you wanted?"
Calvin Moore looked up at her vaguely,

his mind grasping the scene as a whole

better than anything she was saying.

Again there came over him a cool sense,

uncannily clear, of gradually slipping

back into a pre\dous existence—of an in-

credible dream from which he was slowly

awakening. Annie, too, like the chairs

and the tables, had been a part of the

household long before Leila had been even

a name. In those days, indeed, she had
been the household complete—and at fre-

quent interv^als since. Cooks had come
and cooks had gone, intolerable to, or in-

tolerant of, Leila; but Annie, deft, faithful,

and dour, had always remained. Like

her master, for eleven long years she had
seen her peace of mind torn daily to

shreds by the chaos and shallow impetu-

osities of her young mistress; but, again

like her master, never by word or sign had
she given one indication of it. Facing

each other in this first empty moment
after the storm, both Moore and Annie
could have absolute reassurance that

neither by word nor deed had either one
of them forced or hastened that final

event.

In Moore, however, the first narcotic

sense of familiar peace was suddenly
broken by a colder wave of actual fact.

He looked up again at the housemaid
standing anxiously in the doorway.

"Annie," he announced, with a gruff

reserve, "Mrs. Moore has gone to New
York for a few days."

The gray-haired servant never changed
expression. "Yes, sir," she repUed, " Mrs.

Moore told me that Mrs. Willets was ill

and had asked her to come."
Both spoke, or tried to speak, in a stud-

ied perfection of casualness, but in the

voice of each lay a faint overtone of

unmistakable wavering. How like Leila,

thought Moore, blandly to believe that

she could deceive even the servants, most
of all shrewd, sensitive old Annie. It was
Annie herself who suddenly recalled him.

"What would you like, Mr. Moore, for

your dinner?"
Again came a sharp wave of reminis-

cence, startlingly vivid, but this time al-

most humorous. It had been eleven

years since Annie had stood in the door-

way asking him that familiar question,

but now he and she took up the dialogue

as if it had been continued only from the

day before.

"A rare steak and French fried pota-

toes?" he suggested, and both of them
grinned outright. Eleven years before

that had been a standing and almost a
daily joke between them. In the old

days, three times out of four Moore had
answered "rare steak and French fried

potatoes," not because he liked them
more than most things, but because, in

his helpless bachelor preoccupation, he
could seldom think of anything else.

Now, however, he felt himself suddenly
famished for Annie's thick, tender steak,

garnished with lettuce and thin, crisp po-

tatoes ; but at the same time he felt oddly

guilty, disloyal, in ordering them. It was
too much like playing a quick march after

the funeral. Leila had always refused

pointblank to serve them. "Steak and
French frieds," she had always insisted,

were " so restauranty." She herself liked

things with cream sauces.

But Annie still hesitated in the door-

way. "Mr. Moore," she suggested cau-

tiously, "there is still one bottle of old

Bass ale in the cellar
"

Annie, too, as her master knew, was
haunted by that same faint dread of un-

seemliness. In her good heart she was
merely the atavistic old Irishwoman, pan-

dering to the whims of her men-folks, even

when those whims were vices; lighting

their smudgy pipes and pressing on them
their drop of "the craythur"; but at the

same time, with a vague, refined apprehen-

sion, she feared that she was also making
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it painfully obvious that she had been ing very English and very "tweedy"—

a

saving that one lone bottle of Bass for hint of pewter and fox-hunts in her back-

some dreamed-of day when Leila was not, ground—of sailing into affairs like the

when her mistress had ceased from troub- Waldorf musical mornings and hearing

ling. people whisper: "That's Mrs. Calvin

Old-womanlike, Annie knew but one Moore!" Her dreams had even gone so

way to end the embarrassing moment, far as to include the answer: "What!
In growing confusion she decorously fled, Not that child

!"

but even her master did not reaHze that It had been a bitter and terribly final

she would still be obliged to put on her thought when she had at last slowly

bonnet and trudge, herself, a long half- realized that to be the wife of a famous,
mile to the village to get his steak, as successful writer of erudite studies of the

many a time, eleven years before, she had human mind was not at all the same thing

wiUingly done it. Even the silence which as to be the wife of a famous tenor. It

again settled down in the house failed to appalled her and at first it angered her to

tell him that. find out how many people there were in

The sane presence, however, of Annie the world who had never even heard of

and her subtle, unspoken support had Calvin and were not particularly im-
been a healthy note in the atmosphere; pressed when they did hear. Gradually,

and Calvin Moore sat back in his arm- but in her case inevitably, this gave her,

chair to face his problem deliberately. herself, a contempt for his work. He la-

Leila Moore had been twenty-two bored over it with such minute pains and
when she had married, one of those really it brought him so little. Because
pretty, kittenish girls who can seem so years of married life had made her familiar

amazingly everything that they are not. with all of her husband's grotesque incon-

She had worn an old-fashioned gown, with gruities—the awkward way in which he
tiny puffed sleeves around her bare arms, tied his cravats and the stitched initials on
the first time that Cahdn had seen her. his underwear—she came to believe that

He had been thirty-eight at that time; she had at least punctured the myth of his

then, as now, a tall, gaunt man, prema- tremendous intellect. She found that it

turely gray, with the atmosphere of a gave her an air of amused, sophisticated

country squire and the calm, distin- superiority to boast openly that she never

guished face of a scholar. read a line of his books ; and secretly she

Fundamentally he had married her for began to brand as charlatans those who
the reason that most men marry—because said that they did.

the momentary desire to marry and the Calvin Moore, for his part, could hardly

financial ability to do so had, for the first say that he had been disillusioned by his

time in his life, come at the same moment, married life, because in strict terms he

Why Leila had married him had been had never been illusioned. It was incon-

even more obvious. Few men have ceivable that a man of his quick per-

" aristocrat" stamped in their every line ceptions could ever have supposed that

as plainly—almost as absurdly—as had Leila would be an intellectual companion.

Calvin Moore. His wife had first met What he had expected to get from his

him in a group of people whose opinion marriage had been a merry, roguish com-
she deeply respected and who knew him panionship—a blithe, deft presence. That
to be what he actually was, a very great had been, of course, the very last thing

man in a certain limited field. Even his that he had ever found. Minnows like

hermit-Hke manner of hving had offered Leila Moore are charming when flashing

her a distinct and romantic fascination, around in a school of their kind, but one

for, like most Americans, Leila Moore had minnow alone is apt to present rather a

a passion for all the apparatus of country wilted figure.

life—except the country. But there was no use now in raking up
In a year Leila Moore had been thor- the dismal issues of those eleven endless

oughly disillusioned. Unconsciously, her years. Leila, in her letter, had left them
whole dream of married life had been one decently vague; and Calvin Moore, sit-

of coming frequently to New York, look- ting there in his study, found no in-
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clination to review them. To-morrow, He wondered how Leila had got to the

to-night perhaps, he would have to be- station. Had she sent for O'Ryan's liv-

gin the formal, perfunctory attempts to ery car, and what had she taken with her ?

get in touch with his wife. In the pas- That question in itself offered one out-

sion of leaving he knew that she had been let for his restlessness, and a moment
quite genuine when she had begged that later he was pacing nerv^ously through the

he make no attempt to follow her. Leila's neat white bedrooms of the second story,

grand gesture about a winter in Italy he Here his heart began to misgive him, for

did not take too seriously. In Italy, here, indeed, were signs of Leila—not

without a party of six or eight of her kind, signs of her presence, but a vacant, echo-

she would be as miserable as she had been ing sense of her absence. Leila had al-

in his cottage in the Berkshires. Para- ways been one of those women who dress

dise for Leila meant endless liberty to in three or four rooms at a time and hang
shop up and down Fifth Avenue, lunch at their spare clothes in all of the others.

a confectioner's, take in a matinee, then To Calvin, who was as neat as an old sol-

dine at some noisy place with her blonde, dier, this had been an incessant cause of

scented friend, Margot Willets, and the annoyance; but now the sparse, blank
latter's free-spending, broker-type hus- bureau tops and the staring, wide-open
band. For three hundred and sixty-five closets began to fill him with a ghostly ap-

days in the year Leila could do that with prehension. He peered into one closet

perfect abandon. after another, pulled out drawers of the

A month from now, or six months, Cal- bureaus, and quietly whistled in his

vin knew that his wife might be even more amazement. Leila certainly had done
resolute in her freedom. He was per- her work well. It filled him wdth an odd,

fectly prepared for that, but in the mean- unrestrained admiration. Not even a

time the merest decency required that he hairpin or crumpled slipper remained,

make at least some efforts to offer a recon- She must have spent furtive weeks in do-

cihation. Marriage did not end with any ing it, and he had never suspected a thing,

such charming informaUty. As yet, how- It gave him an uncanny sense of elabo-

ever, his wife could not even have reached rate plot and also a cold stab of finaHty.

New York. Even the most stringent con- A door opened and shut down-stairs

science could not forbid him coldly to lean and Calvin Moore's heart stopped beat-

back now and frankly enjoy the first real ing. Then he heard a shuffling of plates in

hour of exquisite calm that he had known the kitchen and realized that it was only

since he could remember. Annie. From the sheer horror of those

But exquisite calm does not come at empty rooms he went down to join her.

any such call and beckon. Calvin Moore The kitchen was as cosy and warm as

lighted a fire on the hearth, already feeling the rooms above had been bleak and va-

a forlornness which he had not expected, cant. It was brilliantly lighted. An
For a minute or two the blaze flashed and open grill of red broiling coals glowed
roared through the kindlings, then sud- cheerily at one end of the range and
denly died out entirely, refusing to spread familiar odors of flour and hot butter

to the heavier logs. He felt too indiffer- rose up about him. Calvin Moore found
ent, too numb, to start it again; but twi- his nerves suddenly stilled and his first

light was coming on and the d}dng down resolution suddenly strengthened. Again
of the flare had left the room dark and there began to creep over him a warm
cheerless. Moore snapped on his stu- sensation of bachelor snugness.

dent's lamp, then snapped it off again. Already Annie was bustling around in

For years the noise and confusion of the cap and apron, the thick, red steak lying

house had been a torment to his studious, in an open paper on the porcelain table,

contemplative habits, but now, once As Moore entered the room she crossed

again, he became acutely conscious of the to the range and moved a big iron kettle

silence. He began to wonder how far of fat to the open coals. A spatter of

Leila had got by this time, whether she grease slapped over the side and burst

had enough money, how long Margot Wil- into sizzling flames that shot half-way to

lets had been abetting and inciting her. the ceiling. With an exclamation of
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fright Moore started back, but Annie whole scene of the waiting table, with its

nonchalantly beat out the flames with a place for one, was a startling resurrection,

kitchen rag and they both began laugh- Annie, in fact, had done her work almost
ing. Calvin lighted a cigarette, put his too well. Agreeable as it was, it gave
foot on the oven fender, and watched Moore an uncanny feeling of walking
Annie drop the bits of potato one by one among the dead.

into the boiling fat. The smoke of the From the study he saw a dull gleam
cigarette, mingUng with the tart smoke and found that Annie had relit the fire,

from the kettle, acquired a delicious, out- but otherwise left the room dark and
landish flavor, one long forgotten, one re- shadowy, just as he had always loved it

dolent of camp-fires in the open. in the old days, in the quiet moments be-
The cook and the chore boy, it was ex- fore dinner. He strolled in and stood

plained, had gone to a dance at the West luxuriously before the tall, flickering and-
Hill schoolhouse. There probably was irons, his feet, through the thin soles of

such a dance, and no doubt the cook had his pumps, treading the familiar softness

been glad enough to attend it, but really, of the bearskin hearth-rug. Automati-
Moore knew, it had been Annie who in cally his hand passed along the dark man-
her mothering kindness had sent her tel until it rested on a tiny Chinese pipe,

away, in order that he might not be dis- which in his most luxurious moods took
tressed by the inevitable atmosphere of the place of a pre-dinner cigarette. In
whispers and questionings out in the the semidarkness, his hands guided only
kitchen. The realization of her kindly by slowly reawakening habit, he filled the
tact made him suddenly teary. thimblelike ivory bowl and searched the
As Annie began to skim the potatoes pockets of his dinner-jacket for a match,

out of the fat, she looked at him, hesitat- Out in the dining-room he heard a fa-

ing. "Mr. Moore, are you going to miliar plop I as Annie dropped the ice

dress? There'll be just about time be- into the water-pitcher. Infallibly, within
fore I put the steak on." thirty seconds she would appear at the

Moore started. The idea had never door to call him. Smiling, he waited to

occurred to him, would not have occurred give her the importance of doing it.

on this night of all nights. In his bache- Then suddenly Calvin Moore felt every
lor days he had always dressed scrupu- nerve in his body grow taut. The match
lously for his solitary dinners, but after in his hand was stopped short in its prog-

the first few months of his married life ress. His eyes were staring at the win-
the custom had rather languished. Both dows. Outside, in the darkness, he saw
punctilious before they had married, Leila a long pencil of fight, now rising, now
and he had together sunk into slackness, falling, then suddenly growing diffused

Reading again his inquiet memories, and illuminating the fence and the shrub-

Annie hastened to justify her suggestion, bery. Calvin's ear caught the slap and
"I only asked because you used to say rattle of O'Ryan's livery-car coming over

that it rested you—that it made you feel the hill, then stopping, with a thump of

better
"

the tonneau door, by his own gateway.

This was not at all Annie's real motive. Instantly he was outside the house, but
but in itself it was true enough. '^ Why quick as he was, Leila, very demure in her

not?" thought Calvin. No matter how blue travelling suit, was inside the gate

life might shape itself on the morrow, to- before he could reach her. With stiff

night he might as well take it as it offered, composure she tipped the O'Ryan boy
He dared not linger too long in those who carried her bags to the door, but the

empty rooms on the second floor, but instant that he had gone she turned and
even in the few minutes before he came flung herself into Cahdn's arms. A mo-
down Annie had worked facile magic. In ment later they were standing together

the dining-room his old glass candlesticks in the merciful shadows of the firelight,

had replaced the silver ones which Leila Poor Leila made no attempt to explain,

had brought as a part of her wedding out- merely lay in her husband's arms racked
fit. Just what else Annie had done to the with inarticulate sobbings,

room he could not distinguish, but the Then suddenly Moore felt her body
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"The best I can do now will be eggs and bacon."—Page 737.
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stiffen. She sprang away and both of Almost in hostile defiance she met her

them moved about, self-consciously, look- master's astonished gaze, and her tone

ing at the doorway. was so sharp that even Leila felt forced

Annie was standing there, once more to be ingratiating,

prim, stiff , and dour. Leila tried to greet "That doesn't matter, Annie, at all,"

her with forced, hysterical gaiety. she exclaimed.
" Good evening, Annie. You see I've She turned to her husband. " Really,

come back before I expected." dear, I'm so exhausted I couldn't eat very
Annie did not reply, and Leila lifted her much." She paused and then added

head, sniffed playfully. wistfully: "You don't suppose, just to

"Oh, Annie, that smells so good! celebrate, you could find a drop "

What is it? I'm famished for dinner." Calvin smiled—tried to smile—and
From beyond his wife's shoulder Calvin looked tentatively toward the doorway,

looked toward the door with a smile, then "I think," he said gently, "that Annie
suddenly stopped in amazement, for An- has saved one last bottle of genuine Bass.

nie's face had grown hard as stone and If you like
"

bitter as acid. But already Annie had brusquely

"I had a steak," she muttered in a turned down the hall, and as her voice

monotone, "but I left it on too long. It came over her shoulder there was some-
was burned to a crisp. The best I can thing in it almost like a sob.

do now will be eggs and bacon." "I broke that bottle," said Annie.

Derelict

BY LOUIS DODGE

I HAVE done a little of so many beguiling things:

Related stories, sung a little, and played on the guitar;

I have gardened when the spirit moved through a score of pleasant springs;

I have loved often and strangely; I have even gone to war.

But I've never given my whole heart to any great emprise;

I have walked without resistance where enticing pathways led;

I never went into battle with the fires of wrath in my eyes

—

Always in my haversack was a book and a bit of bread.

I have walked down lanes where Love dwelt alone in a little hut.

But I have dallied dreamily where a rivulet was in flood;

And I have never minded much that the gates of Love were shut,

But have felt a childish ecstasy at the willow boughs in bud.

I have held a store of jewels in my hand—my very own;
I might have tossed them and laughed to see them in the sun;

But I've fallen into a muse until the light of day had flown.

And have aimlessly turned my hand and dropped the jewels one by one.

When I come at last in my travels to the gardens of Paradise

I shall find a spot that is lovely, where angel hosts have trod;

And there I shall go on dreaming, neither utterly foolish nor wise.

And forever I'll be unscourged—but alas! unseen—of God.

Vol. LXXII.—47
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The Coward
BY \V. R. LEIGH

Author of "A Day with a Navaho Shepherd," etc.

Illustrations from drawings by the Author

OSLITSOI (cactus
with yellow flowers)

was a coward; she was
eleven years old, and
yet when, mth her

father's herd of goats

and sheep, she went to

the big water-hole in

the neighboring canyon and encountered
there other herds, in which there were
particularly large ugly-faced he-goats ^^^th

long beards and shaggy necks and legs, or

huge rams with immense curling horns,

she sidled off timidly and kept as much
distance as possible between them and
herself.

To be sure, there were just such beasts

included in her own herd, but she knew
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them and all their pecuharities, which
were as various as those of so many hu-

mans. These she would grab by a horn
or a hind leg, and overthrow without a
moment's hesitation, when occasion de-

manded. Or when in a frolicsome mood
she would even jump astride one of them
and ride him around the corral, amid the

plunging and struggling herd and in a

stifling cloud of dust, much to the edifi-

cation of her baby brother, who peered

between the rails of the enclosure and
gurgled \\'ith delight.

But these strange brutes, who swag-

gered by \\'\\h such insolent effrontery,

and in passing paused and fixed their

bold, unblinking eyes on her, were differ-

ent. They looked so ^vild, so savage, so
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perfidious; and they sniffed and snorted

as if in derision, and they shook their

heads as men might shake their fists, and
grunted, and stamped with their front

feet, as though with intent to insult and
attack her.

from their heads, she hurried her herd

toward the rocks and sought shelter.

But when two of these brutes engaged in

a battle, and the ground shook with the

pounding of their massive hoofs, and
great gashes were torn in it, the exhibi-

Then, too, she was afraid of the big tion of Titan strength appalled the faint-

mongrel dogs that followed

some of the other herds,

who were as unkempt and
disreputable looking as

were the mangy old buz-

zards that hissed and bat-

tled for positions at their

nauseous feasts. These
dogs had a mean, truculent

way of skulking and show-

ing their teeth, or of sud-

denly leaping upon one of

Qoslitsoi's unoffending
canines and beating him up
frightfully. On these oc-

casions she would scream in

a frenzy of grief and terror.

h XUE. 1:^:1-

ugly-faced he-goab
—Page 7.38.

hearted girl to such an ex-

tent that she trembled, and
deserted her flock to hide.

But it was not dumb
brutes alone that she
feared, this cowardly little

Navahomaid; she dreaded
greatly the demented old

man who wandered per-

petually from hogan to

hogan, all over the country.

His dull-greenish eyes had
a bleary wildness and rest-

lessness about them, as if

they saw awesome things

in space that were invisible

to others. And his cavern-

until somebody came to part the belliger- ous mouth, with its two or three yellow

ents, or, what was more frequent, until the snags left, that moved and mouthed cease-

aUies of both sides joined in, and the lessly, seemed to be speaking an unearthly

fight became general and wore itself out. language known only to himself and the

Again, she stood in dread of the rebel- eerie spirits with whom he communed,
lious and treacherous half-wild horses Then, too, the albino man, with

that the men rode who herded the gangs his mop of straw-colored hair and his

of ponies and cattle. It was distressing

to her when one of these beasts, taking

advantage of an unguarded moment on
the part of its rider, would begin to buck;

everybody else on such occasions would
laugh and cheer, including the rider him-

self, often, if sure enough of his seat.

Only the little girl looked on with anxious,

troubled eyes; and when sometimes the

rider was thrown she did not rush for-

ward like the rest, but stole away.

True, she had once seen a man thrown

in this way. His foot had got caught in

the stirrup, which resulted in his being

dragged and kicked to death; but Navaho
girls are not supposed to become chicken-

hearted because of such trifles.

And then the bulls that led the bands

of cattle, how they terrified her ! When
down the trail toward the water-hole they

came, bellowing and pawing the sand in

great showers over their backs, or when,

dropping their fore-quarters down, they

wallowed their huge necks and shoulders stamped on their ugly faces, made cyni-

in the dirt and then rising shook the dust cal and contemptuous remarks that she

^\U'.^1:

huge rams with immense curling horns.

—Page 738.

bleached skin and pink eyes, was a fear-

some apparition to her. He sometimes

tried to be friendly, which alarmed her

all the more and made the albino smile,

and her father upbraid her.

Besides these, she stood in terror of

the ragged Piutes who rode by some-

times, and, with insolence and cruelty
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His cavernous mouth

•><\'>,VT->(K1.

seemed to be speaking an unearthly

language.—Page 739.

^\'ith yellow eyes like those of

treacherous coyotes—with
green eyes like those of gaunt
wolves that steal lambs—they
raced and careered and
pranced. Like wild horses
they galloped and plunged and
stampeded; like wild cattle
they pawed and wallowed and
charged ! As the sand-storm
whistles and howls— as the

flood-storm crashes and roars

—so they whined and yowled
and bellowed and growled

!

Yes, yes, they tiptoed away
sometimes, ever so softly, just

to see if they could fool her

—

to try if they could catch her

off her guard—ha ! ha ! Oh,
}'es, they were sly—so sly

!

They stole away across the

drear}', weary wastes—away,
far—far in the black, bleak

night ! Away to where the de-

solate weather-contorted rocks

mutely begged for mercy ; to

where the tortured cedars

could not understand and laughed loud, writhed in voiceless agony. Dowti
raucous laughter. through the dismal canyons with yell and
But not e\'en these complete the list with shriek—down into the narrow ar-

of the things she feared, for most of all royos with maniacal shout they plunged,

she lived in mortal horror of darkness, churning up the powdery snow in vast

When in the dead of the winter nights

she lay on her sheepskins, rolled in her

blankets with her wee brother, and lis-

tened to the great storm winds—while her

widowed father, on the opposite side of

the hogan, muttered in his sleep—she

trembled.

When the snowflakes came in gusts and
spasms whirling down through the smoke-
hole, and hissed as they perished in the

fire—the fire that struggled so desper-

ately to keep alive—she shivered.

With shaking hand she added fuel, as

one who succors a friend; for it was her

friend, that fire, fighting for her; and it

needed food to keep alive, just as did

her goats and sheep; it was fighting

against the demons outside the hogan
that were prowling so near—prowling,

prowling I

She could hear them conspiring and
plotting; she could hear them raging and

„_.o *

,M 1 r 11 The albino man . . . was a fearsome apparition.

With red eyes like those of mad dogs

—

—Page 739.

Y< t; UtiteV
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clouds and piling it in mountainous
drifts.

Ah, yes ! they ranted and cavorted and
played hide-and-seek amid the boulders

and pinnacles; they circled round and
round in crazy circles and vast loops, but

ever back at last to the lone hogan, with

implacable hate
m their

they came
Oh, the

hearts

crafty, crazy

nocturnal and secret in their habits. It

chanced that one evening in spring, be-

fore Hosteen Libitse (Mr. Horse-tail), the

father, had moved from his winter to his

summer hogan, supper was rather later

than usual. The twilight was fast merg-
ing into night, and the evening star

which had reigned

in solitary splen-

dor was now being

joined by other

pale and timid
sisters here and
there venturing
forth, who had
been encouraged
by the example
of their radiant

queen.

The baby was
nodding on his sis-

ter's lap already,

and the father,
who had a friend

sitting with him
before the fire,

outside the hogan
motioned Qoslit-

soi to retire.

She carried the

youngster into the

hogan, and in the

almost total dark-

ness was putting

the blankets over
him when, with a

start, she heard
a noise at the
smoke-hole,

and laughed like the old crazy man, and Hosteen Libitse, glancing up just then,

they bawled and brayed Uke locoed bur- saw one of the large desert owls alight on
ros, outside the door

!

the top of the hogan and sit upright and
And they twisted and squirmed and stiff like a post. The eerie bird was a

squeezed to get in at the smoke-hole, and black silhouette against the sky, which
gnashed their teeth and screeched and the bats gave a wide berth,

groaned in their disappointment

!

The child inside listened breathlessly

;

And it was they—the villainous rout— her brother already slept. With heart

who hurled in handfuls of snow in hopes pounding audibly Qoslitsoi peered up at

of putting out the warm, friendly fire ! the smoke-hole; she could see on the edge

And the little coward hugged her wee two feet with long, formidable claws and
brother closer to her heart, and pulled the a part of the speckled breast of the bird

;

blankets more snugly about her and she knew that it was an owl, but she had
trembled. never been so near to an owl before. She

But storm winds were not the only remained rigid, as in a vise, peering,

things which could make darkness terri- The bird began to mutter and mouth in

ble; there were living creatures that were low tones that resembled the half-pro-

cruel,

de-

mons !

Back they came
stealing with
stealthy steps, and
with sudden
pounce and with

savage claws they

ripped and bat-

tered and slashed

and gouged at the

walls

!

Oh, the cruel

,

crafty, crazy de-

mons !

They came
whining and sob-

bing and pleading

at the door, in

hopes she might
open it, believing

some lost and
perishing soul
might be there

;

but she was too

wise for them, ha !

ha!

They muttered

^YXW-^^3^>^

Hosteen Libitse.
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nounced mumblings of a lunatic. As if mother had done, and could even weave
some implacable and fiendish enemy—in- very creditable blankets; so good, in fact,

visible to the rest of the world—were that no suspicion existed at the trading-

close at hand, the uncanny fowl sat; and post but what they were from the hand
as though each were unable to vanquish of a grown-up person, and the proceeds
the other, the two roved about, perpetual from them bought most of the family
companions, each hoping for an opportu- groceries.

nity to annihilate his adversary, and Yet a coward is a coward, and a dis-

meanwhile reviling and denouncing him. grace to a family.

To the mind of the child came visions Hosteen Libitse was, however, a pa-
of forlorn and dismal canyons in unex- tient man, a moderate and prudent father

plored wilds, with walls that touched the who seldom scolded his children, and
sky, and which led to unimaginable never nagged; so life in the lone hogan
places, where mortal never yet had trod; was reasonably peaceful,

of inaccessible caves in the faces of ap- It was on a fine August morning at

palling cliffs; of gloomy chasms where the break of day that Hosteen Libitse arose,

bones of luckless cattle and horses moul- intent upon finding that day a fine horse
dered. which the day before was missing from
Was this baleful beast asking aid of the his band; little did he dream that this

spirits of darkness? day was the one Fate had selected upon
Was it swapping lies with some ghoul- which to bring to him a great surprise,

ish crony of the spirit w^orld? In the dim light Qoslitsoi started a
Was it babbling, idiot-like, of some fire under the slab of sandrock, propped

murder it had witnessed? up upon four stones, which served as a
The bird's pulings trailed off into a stove. The evening before she had se-

querulous, peevish whine, and then burst cured green corn from the patch, and
suddenly forth in maudlin expostula- these, in the shuck, she placed among the

tions, like those of old men in their hot ashes to roast. On top of the stove a
dotage complaining of imaginary iUs. kettle filled with kid's meat was put to boil,

Again it sank into an incoherent jumble and a coffee-pot for the father beside it.

of maledictions and whimperings, and Sheepskins were laid, upon which to sit

then once more rose to a creepy series of during breakfast, the ground being
unearthly whoops, like the laugh of a mad- mossed from a shower during the night,

man. Meanwhile a number of kids and
The child's hand started toward a lambs, with the restlessness and venture-

stick of wood; she would drive the hid- some spirit of youth, had mounted to the

eous apparition away

!

topmost rails of the corral, where they

Instantly the acute senses of the fowl strutted with the perfect balance of tight-

warned it, and its two great staring eyes rope walkers, while their mothers and
were focussed on the shrinking girl; her fathers below gave evidence of waking up
hand stopped, poised in air, her whole by sneezing, coughing, and bleating,

body frozen to rigidity by the spell exer- Above, the darting and diving bats

cised by those malevolent, unblinking grew fewer, and the crows on their way
green globes. A moment only she stared to the feeding-grounds croaked cheerful

back into those eyes; then, seized with observations to each other, while the al-

uncontrollable panic, dashed from the ho- most invisible bullbats in the zenith sent

gan with a piercing shriek of terror, and down faint bellowings. Simultaneously

cowered beside her father, trembling like the stars paled and went out, while the

an aspen leaf. moon became w^an.

There was no doubt about it, she was Then, peeping over the eastern shoulder

a coward—an arrant coward

!

of the world, the great sun sent long

Hosteen Libitse noted these symptoms horizontal shafts of rosy radiance across

with concern; how disgusting to see a the wide terrain, and a dew-studded cob-

great big girl eleven years of age so weak

!

web in the bleached branches of a dead
To be sure she could cook and wash and sage snag gleamed like a necklace of

tend the herd as efficiently as her late priceless jewels.
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Breakfast over, the father proceeded rose higher and higher, and the shadows
to where a sturdy pony stood saddled grew shorter and narrower. The daz-

and bridled and hitched to a post, ready zling light rebounding dyed the nether

for his expedition; it would probably be surface of every object with delicate pink,

an all-day ride, so a wicker jug, covered gold, and lilac reflections. The atmos-
with pitch and filled with water, and a phere quivered and palpitated upward
rawhide lariat hung from the pommel; from the panting earth, that with parched
the good man had also filled one pock- and crack-seamed surface appeared to

et of his blue overalls with jerked meat, suffer like a living thing. Big cumulus
and into another he had put his cigar- clouds, all pearl and silver, sailed grandly

/

ette tobacco and paper.

He mounted and rode

away.
The daughter, a piece

of rope in hand, ap-

proached with business-

like deliberateness the

burro, who always came
during meals to beg for

cobs, shucks, melon
rinds, and the like; the

animal, with a sleepy

disinclination to be
captured, none the less

halted in his break for

liberty, conceiving him-

self lassoed when he felt

one end of the rope fall

athwart his back. The
rope was made fast

about his neck and front

leg; the limit of burro

ingenuity was reached.

Persuaded that escape

was impossible, he
abandoned himself to

servitude.

Now the heap of

brush which closed the

entrance to the corral was drawn aside,

and the impatient beasts rushed out with low sage and cactus, the wild sunflower

their usual eagerness and disregard of and Indian paint-brush bloomed; and
dust. The burro's profound cogitations bees and humming-birds went their

were undisturbed while Qoslitsoi loosened rounds. Far away on the horizon a sys-

the rope from his leg and mounted him ; tem of magical cliffs shimmered and scin-

but when a stick was brought down with tillated ; of rose-pearl and pale amber, of

a smart whack on his rump he obedi- opal and dehcate sapphire, they towered

ently walked to the side of the corral, in fairylike splendor—spires and pinna-

upon which the Httle boy had climbed, cles, towers and domes, bastions and bat-

and stood while the latter crawled on be- tlements. And at their foot sparkled an
hind his sister ; whereupon, with the pinto enchanted lake, tremulous, like an irides-

dog in tow, he fell in automatically behind cent vision, whose shores, all emerald

the herd. slopes and lovely groves, basked in the

Hour after hour the busily nibbling brilliant light,

herd moved on and on across the huge But the girl had seen that sight too

expanses of purple sage-brush; the sun often to be in the least excited, and the

One of the large desert owls

across the ethereal
main; like rafts bearing

unimaginable treasures

from the land of dreams
they floated, each cast-

ing an inky shadow on
the great stretches be-

low, until the plain,

flecked over with vivid

spots, resembled a vast
and sumptuous leop-
ard's skin.

Miniature tornadoes,

churning up the dust
into writhing spirals,

danced and leaped in

freakish spurts, like

panic-stricken wraiths,

as they raced across the

sear and thirsty wastes.

Ceaselessly the prow-
ling hawks skimmed
and wheeled, just clear-

ing the tallest sage;

ceaselessly the prairie-

dogs chirped their
warnings, and, with the

rabbits and rats, dived

into their holes.

Butterflies bobbed about where the yel-
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erudite burro blinked at it only in his

indolently philosophical fashion, and
promptly forgot it.

The nannies and ewes interrupted their

industrious nibbling from time to time to

call to their offspring ; the bellwether kept

his position in the lead, as if conscious of

weighty responsibihty.

The prevailing color of the herd being

white, it formed a moving patch on the

face of the landscape, sometimes in cloud

shadow, sometimes in light, always amid
a column of dust.

Behind it the red dress of the little girl

was visible from afar, glowdng like a dis-

tant camp-fire.

About noon a visit to a water-hole was
necessary; it was a deep pool at the foot

of a wet-weather cataract; a place httle

resorted to by other herds, and chosen

for that reason. There were alkali and
mud and myriads of wigglers in the

water, but it was all there was.

After drinking, the animals needed
shade, but this was almost as scarce as

water; the herd was headed for a canyon
not far distant.

The canyon was a wild and little fre-

quented place; one of those spots where
all of nature's pristine savagery made it-

self felt. On its brink—eloquent of per-

severance—sprawled crippled and con-

torted cedars, which, despite the bitter

storm-winds and crushing snows of un-

counted winters, still from bowed and dy-

ing trunks lifted scanty yet indomitable

clumps of green toward the sky and sent

out, tentacle-like, their naked roots, grop-

ing blindly over the denuded rocks, to

gather in crack and fissure what meagre
sustenance might still be found.

Many, long since outmatched in the

quarterless battle for existence, still

clung, bleached and ghastly, like up-

standing skeletons; while others, pros-

trate and broken, cumbered the uneven
rocks, rotting in the crevices and clogging

the gulhes. Back from the brink, where
a scanty soil lingered, trees of more vigor

stood like the rear-guard on a battle-field,

viewing the havoc of their comrades sto-

ically.

The shade offered by this scattered

growth was not sufficient to tempt the

herd, with the vastly better shade to be

found in the canyon, so near at hand; the

animals made their way by giddy benches
and hazardous leaps, amid enormous
masses of tumbled rock and slippery

shale slopes, down to where overhanging
ledges gave them protection from the
heat.

QosHtsoi tied the burro in the shade of

a cedar, and taking her brother by the
hand, followed the precarious trail of the
animals, her practised eye and bare feet

serving to bring them safely down to the

first shoulder of a ledge which was at the

foot of the sedimentary rock, fifty feet

thick, and a sheer wall. This layer of

pinkish-yellow sandrock rested upon a
stratification of pigeon-blue clay six feet

thick, which, being softer, weathered
away faster than the rocks above it and
beneath, occasioning frequent shallow cav-
ities. In these, tracks of many kinds re-

mained where the wind had not disturbed
the dust; mice, rats, squirrels, lizards

had passed and repassed; owls, hawks,
wood-chucks, skunks, and rabbits, even
bobcats, foxes, and coyotes, had here
and there found refuge from the sun or

rain.

All these records the girl could read as

though it were a printed page. At the

point where they had arrived, she noted
such signs as were present, calling the

name of each creature for the instruction

of her brother.

From where they sat they could see

the herd crowding in compact knots and
bunches under the shelves and behind the

leaning boulders.

Qoslitsoi drew a chunk of sun-dried

mutton from a piece of gunny-sack wrap-
ping she had taken from the saddle, and
the two regaled themselves leisurely; the

boy was soon busy building toy hogans
and corrals with bits of stick and stone,

and his sister presently joined him.
They placed pebbles in the corrals to rep-

resent goats and sheep, and there were
black and brown and yellow and white
ones, each representing distinct animals
in their herd. Then there were sticks

stuck up before the hogans to designate

each member of the family, and a lively

discussion to determine which should be
which. Also the dog, who had made
himself comfortable under a bush and
gone fast asleep, had to be remembered,
and the burro, of course, and ev^en the cat.
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After a while they discovered an ant-

lion's pit in the sand, and, capturing an
ant, dropped it into the little conical trap,

and watched the ferocious little beast at

the bottom seize the unfortunate and drag
him out of sight.

Then they espied a bat hidden in a
crevice of the overarching rock, and prod-

ded him with straws; it amused them to

hear the minute chatter that he made in

his rage, as he gnashed his tiny teeth.

Anon a rock squirrel mounted on the

summit of a boulder and, bolt upright on
his haunches, like a peg stuck in the top

of the rock, began a most strident and
audacious series of remarks; they were
doubtless sound and timely warnings to

the other rock squirrels of the neighbor-

hood, together with observations and
comments not fit for publication. And,
as answer in kind, the children began
hurling stones at him, and \vith such ac-

curacy that he was constrained to take

refuge in flight. Even here his evil esti-

mate was justified, for the impish little

Indians pursued him along the ledge with
eager hilarity, making the canyon walls

re-echo with their glee.

The chase led for some distance and
took them around a bend in the rock

wall, out of sight of the herd; it ended
when the squirrel disappeared in a deep
crevice, and the children, breathless and
excited, paused to rest.

Then with a sudden creepy fear the

girl beheld a little farther on a cliff-dwell-

ing wedged in between the roof and floor

of the ledge, which she had never seen

before. Many a cliff-dwelling she was
familiar with, and many were the stories

she had heard told about them, when
her father and his friends squatted about
the fire at night. There were specula-

tions as to the nature of the race of men
or spirits who had erected these strange

habitations, and the time and reason for

their disappearance.

Some maintained that it was a race of

men whom the fathers of the Navahos
had exterminated after many years of

bitter warfare; others held that it was a
race of sprites who had existed in the dis-

tant past; still others declared that a
tribe of devils was responsible; indeed,

one, old Hosteen Lichai (Mr. Dog), as-

serted persistently that on one occasion

during his youth he had seen some of

these sprites. He had come upon them
unawares, and beheld them gnawing the

flesh from the bones of one of his father's

sheep—a ghastly and revolting spectacle,

for they fought over it like coyotes

—

and he had almost died of fright. Hos-
teen Lichai was a notorious liar.

Still there were some who lent his story

some credence, for had they not seen
corn-cobs and even bones in some of these

dwellings ?

These talks had filled the imagination
of the timorous child with misgivings and
apprehensions, so that now she stood
staring at the square black door of the
boxlike building, which was in almost
perfect condition.

Inside of that dark doorway it seemed
to her unearthly shapes must be lurking,

peering at her through crannies and
around corners of the door from the gloom
within. Looking more intently, she saw
—or fancied she saw—two faintly lumi-
nous spots far back in the dark, like two
eyes, that stared unblinkingly at her. She
turned and would have retraced her steps,

but the Uttle boy had dropped upon hands
and knees, and was looking at a painting
on the rock wall. It was a thunder-bird,

on an oval shield, done in dim yellow,

maroon red, and black.

The picture seemed to wield a fascina-

tion, for as the eyes of the girl espied it she

too squatted down and became absorbed.

The little fellow lifted one chubby
hand, and, touching it with his finger,

asked what it meant; his sister was
about to attempt some childish explana-

tion when her glance chanced to fall upon
the ground. She halted; there before

her was a large track. It was too large

to be the track of a Lober wolf, too round
to be that of a bear.

Once before she had seen such a track.

It was when she was only five years

old, on an occasion when her parents had
made camp for the night in a dense for-

est; they were awakened in the dead of

night by a blood-curdling yell; it seemed
to freeze the very marrow in their bones !

Hosteen Libitse had shouted, fired his

gun, and waved a firebrand, and the cry

was not repeated. But in the morning
he had found this same kind of track;

yes, and he had named the monster that
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had made it, but in the mind of QosHtsoi

no very definite idea concerning it had
shaped itself, other than that it was a
beast greatly to be feared. She rose to

her feet, intending to hasten from the

place, when she suddenly perceived, only

three feet away, a huge puma standing.

It had come from the ruin, but so stealth-

ily that the effect on the child was like

the paralysis that the appearance of an
apparition might cause. The boy, sen-

sing something unusual, turned, and was
likewise petrified.

The great cat stood perfectly still, its

yellow eyes fixed upon the lad, its long

tail moving slightly in an irresolute man-
ner, as if its owner were undecided as to

what to do next.

IMeanwhile Hosteen Libitse, having
found and roped his stray horse, was pro-

ceeding leisurely homeward, with two
rabbits tied to his saddle. At this par-

ticular moment he was skirting the can-

yon exactly opposite the cliff-dwelling,

and, chancing to glance across the abyss,

he beheld the appalUng position his two
children were in.

Instinctively his hand leaped toward
his revolver, but with a sinking heart he
remembered that he had exhausted his

ammunition while killing the rabbits.

The distance would have been too great

for the carry of the revolver, anyhow, but
the report might have been effective; he
was about to shout, yet hesitated in an
agony of indecision; what if the sound
should cause the children to move ? The
slightest movement, he feared, might pre-

cipitate an attack. He knew the eccen-

tric character of the beast ; if the children

remained perfectly motionless there was
no telling but what the cat might -turn

and leave them.
He had heard of such occurrences.

He hoped.

Thus the father and the two children,

all transfixed, awaited in breathless sus-

pense the next move on the part of the

puma; the latter, the most whimsical of

all the wild animals that inhabit the

wilderness, stood, apparently debating
within itself just what it ought to do with
these miserable enemies, for once so com-
pletely at its mercy.

With long, lithe body, its tawny coat

undulating with muscles more perfectly

responsive and doubly as capable as those

of the most adroit pugihst—a miracle of

adaptability to the art of slaughter—the

awesome creature stood ; its head almost
on a level with that of the girl, its great,

brilliant eyes unwavering; no hint of its

intent was discernible.

Some innate instinct of self-preserva-

tion warned the children not to budge,
not to make the slightest sound, not even
to wink an eye.

The tension was terrific.

It was broken by the feline in a most
unexpected way: it moved suddenly for-

ward, and, just as the panic-stricken boy
attempted to move, seized him between
its wide jaws, and, passing the girl by,

stalked calmly off along the bench. The
lad was too terror-paralyzed now to re-

sist ; the cat seemed to be moved by some
unfathomable purpose—some quixotic

fancy that could never be born in any
brain but that of a puma—but killing

seemed not to be a part of it; it merely
carried the youngster along the ledge

without mangling him.

But now, in an instant, a seemingly

miraculous transformation had taken
place in the little girl: her shivering, ab-

ject cowardice had vanished I

Here was the baby—whom she had
mothered for three years, since the night

liis mother gave him life, and died—here

was the baby—her baby—in the jaws of

a puma

!

Fury—savage, reckless fury—surged

through her veins.

Without an instant's reflection Qoslit-

soi seized a sliver of stone and darted

after the cat.

The ledge was narrow—so narrow that

in passing the beast she was in imminent
danger of being crowded over the cliff

—

yet she ran ahead of the brute and, wheel-

ing, began dauntlessly hacking and slash-

ing at its face with the sharp-pointed

stone.

The puma halted; it snarled a deep,

ominous snarl; it could have crushed her

frail body with one stroke of its powerful

paw; it could have extinguished her life

with one snap of its terrible jaws; it laid

its ears back and its eyes shot a livid

green glare at its assailant.
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Without pause the girl pounded and hammered at the face.

Without pause the girl pounded and
hammered at the face, till the eyes had
to close; with frenzied strength she bat-

tered and banged.
The cat released its hold on the boy; it

bared its terrible fangs; it hissed!

Its hot breath fanned her face; still the

girl stood firm; it raised one paw as if

to strike—the five deadly claws were

unsheathed, spread, poised—when the

pointed stone struck the point of the

creature's nose, and cut a gash.

A hoarse, guttural roar shook the air,

and the beast shrunk back a step; the

girl advanced a step. The brute cowed,

wheeled, and, with the sliver of stone

flying after it, slunk off toward its lair

in the ruin. The boy, limp with fright,
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but none the worse for his experience,

needed no urging to quit the place with

all haste.

A shout from their father reassured the

pair, as they neared the herd, where all

was peaceful and serene; the knots and
clumps of animals, \\'ith panting sides,

still stamped and kicked at the fhes in

the shadows of the rocks; the pinto dog,

aroused from his slumbers by the cat's

roar and the man's shout, had gotten on
his feet, ready to investigate the cause.

Hosteen Libitse, descending the can-

yon wall in break-neck leaps and bounds,
soon joined the children; in one sentence
he indicated that he had witnessed what
had transpired; he grinned.

The herd was hastily driven out of the

canyon and away from the xdcinity, and
the father, though he stayed vdih them
for the remainder of the day, maintained
a grave silence.

However, it was remarked by the al-

bino man later that Hosteen Libitse

seemed to take an unwonted pride in his

daughter.

-im^-::l'X'^~
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''Beakers of Blushful Hippocrene''
BY CHARLES B. SHAW

New York State Library School, Albany, N. Y.

HOSE of you to whom
the title comes as an
old familiar friend will

recollect that when
the poet longs for his

beaker full of the true,

the blushful Hippo-
crene, he also dreams

of "the warm South."

"The warm South !" What a glow of

desire those words strike through us

!

"Flora and the country green, dance and
Provencal song and sunburnt mirth!"
Our hearts, too, ache; a drowsy numb-
ness pains our senses; and with him we
long for some melodious plot of beechen
green and shadows numberless, where the

bird in full-throated ease will sing to us of

summer.
This apotheosis of the South was not

the product merely of an idle fancy, a
vagrant mood, or a careless whim. It

was the sincere expression of an earnest,

time-strengthened longing. Among the

many false dicta of smartly epigrammatic
Oscar Wilde is one which declares that

"All bad poetry springs from genuine
feeling. To be natural is to be obvious
and to be obvious is to be inartistic." Its

untruth is proved (if, indeed, proof of its

falsity be needed) by this very poem. Of
the sincerity of the poet's emotion there

can be no doubt, and we may be equally

sure that his apostrophe of the nightin-

gale is one of the masterpieces of English

poetic art.

Keats was not alone in his longing for

the South. Byron, no more like him than
is Judy O'Grady like the colonel's lady,

was impelled by the same desire. "Sli-

go," he writes to Tom Moore concern-

ing a friend's proposed trip, "is for the

North; a pleasant place, Petersburg in

September, with one's ears and nose in a

muff, or else tumbling into one's neckcloth

or pocket-handkerchief ! If the winter

treated Bonaparte with so little cere-

mony, what would it inflict upon your

solitary traveller ? Give me a sun, I care

not how hot, and sherbet, I care not how
cool, and my heaven is as easily made as

your Persian's."

"A Persian's heaven is easily made

—

'Tis but black eyes and lemonade."

Or, in more exalted mood, among the

stanzas addressed to his sister, verses

which belong to the few he wrote that

bear the unmistakable stamp of honesty
and emotional vitality, he cries:

"I but ask
Of nature that with which she will compl}^

—

It is but in her summer's sun to bask."

How speedily when social England barred
him out he, like Keats, sought that tem-
perate and salutary land of summer
washed by the Southern sea.

In more modern times, strange, gifted,

neglected Lafcadio Hearn, drifting down
from the Queen to the Crescent City,

from Cincinnati to New Orleans, writes

to his elderly printer friend, Henry Wat-
kin, urging him, too, to seek the South.

Here the brand strikes nearer home. New
Orleans, city of Creole and subtle charm,

has ever been a potent name to conjure

up dreams of romance and to inspire in

us mystic ecstasies. "Oh, you must
come to New Orleans some time—no
nasty chill, no coughs and cold. The
healthiest climate in the world. Eternal

summer." A like strain is continued

through many letters. "Life here is so

lazy—nights are so liquid with tropic

moonlight—days are so splendid with

green and gold—summer is so languid

with perfume and warmth—that I hardly

know whether I am dreaming or awake."

A more definite invitation enumerates

specific delights. "I think you had
better come here next October. . . .

Think of the times we could have—de-

lightful rooms with five large windows
opening on piazzas shaded by banana-

trees; . . . visiting sugar-cane planta-

tions; scudding over to Cuba; dying

with the mere delight of laziness; laugh-
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ing at cold and smiling at the news of

snow-storms a thousand miles away;
eating the cheapest food in the world

—

and sinning the sweetest kind of sins. . . .

You know that you are lazy and ought

to be still lazier. Come here and be lazy.

Let me be the siren voice enticing a

Ulysses who does not stuff wax in his

ears. Don't go to horrid dreadful Kan-
sas. Go to some outrageous ruinous land,

where the moons are ten times larger than
they are there." In still another invita-

tion he promises his friend "a long rest

by running streams, near mountain winds
and in a climate like unto an eternal

mountain springtime. Dream of voices of

birds, whisper of leaves, milky quivering

of stars, laughing of trees, odors of pine

and of savage flowers, shadows of flying

clouds, winds triumphantly free." One
more quotation from Hearn—a letter of

Ozias Midwinter which appeared in the

Cincinnati Commercial. ''Christmas Eve
came in with a blaze of orange glory in

the west and masses of lemon-colored

clouds piled up above the sunset. The
whole city was filled with orange-colored

light just before the sun went down;
and between the lemon-hued clouds and
the blue w^ere faint tints of green. The
colors of that sunset seemed a fairy

mockery of the fruit booths throughout
the city, where the golden fruit lay piled

up in luxuriant heaps and where the

awnings of white canvas had been re-

placed by long archways of interwoven

orange branches with the fruit still glow-

ing upon them. It was an Orange Christ-

mas." Verily it is a scene much to be
desired, this light that never w^as on
Northern sea or land.

The longing for the Southland is not
merely a vagar}^ of literary genius: it is

part and parcel of us all. Mr. Charles

Macomb Flandrau in a tragic little essay

describes the lure of the tropics for two
young men, one an electrician, the other

a driver o^ a groc::y wagon. Surely not
temperamental :ci:ls! "'Down there!'

The words began to mean wonderful in-

communicable things to both of them.
' Down there ' was the shimmering, beau-
tiful, hot, mysterious and seductive end
of the earth." Mr. Edmund Gosse, nar-

rating the tragi-comedy of his youth, tells

of his father's lifelong yearning and his

endeavor to fulfil it by proxy in the per-

son of the son. He discusses the parent's

plan for his future, saying: "My father,

who had lived long in the tropics and
who nursed a perpetual nostalgia for ' the
little lazy isles where the trumpet-orchids
blow,' leaned toward the field of mis-
sionary labor." Like Tennyson, writing
in chill and dreary Edinburgh his eulogy
of the daisy, and recalling the halcyon
hours in the lands of palm and Southern
pine, of orange blossom, of olive, aloe,

and maize and vine, his fancy, too, "fled

to the South again."

Many are the lotos-eaters; many are

they who have visited the sunny coun-
tries of the earth and in those visits lost

their hearts. Waller, Milton, Landor,
Hunt, Gray, Gibbon, Walpole, Swin-
burne, Wordsworth, whose Michael
"heard the South make subterraneous
music"; Moore, who writes as he leaves

Bermuda, "I should love to live there,

and you would like it too, dear mother;
. . . and though set apart from the rest

of the world we should have found in that

quiet spot and under that sweet sky
enough to counterbalance what the rest

of the world could give us "
; the Shelleys,

who found in the Euganean Hills their

green isle in the deep wide sea of misery;

the Brownings. Browning, ardent lover

of England and all things English, is

moved not so much by patriotic fervor as

by delight in the coming of the season of

warmth and birds and flowers "when the

hounds of spring are on winter's traces."

It's " Oh, to be in England now that April's

there.'' Even Tennyson, when he asks

himself why, though fll at ease, he re-

mains in the land where his spirits falter

in the mist while they languish for the

purple seas, cries out (after a properly

laureate glorification of Britain's freedom;

wealth, power, and conservatism) in a

most unlaureate way

"Yet waft me from the harbour-mouth,
Wild wand ! T seek a warmer sky,

And I will see before I die

The palms and temples of the South."

Stevenson composed a charmingly per-

suasive but insincere essay on The En-
joyment of Unpleasant Places. Never-
theless, he writes to his mother from
Switzerland, "The cold was beyond be-
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lief. I have often suffered less at a den-

tist's." His happiest hours, despite the

moral of his essay, were spent, not in " the

bleak and gusty North," but at Vailima,

in the South Sea Islands, where, another

poet tells us,

"Warm perfumes like a breath from vine and
tree

Drift down the darkness . . .

Over the murmurous soft Hawaiian sea,"

Many, indeed, are the lotos-eaters !

Candor compels me to display both
halves of the moon. These earlier records

have painted a picture like India's coral

strand ''where every prospect pleases."

The following quotation, though long, is

—if you will but have the patience to

read it—a lurid description of our own
Georgia. Goldsmith (strange that the

creator of the affable vicar should descend

to such bitter words I) has been lamenting

the miserable fate of the once loveliest

village of the plain. The erstwhile in-

nocuously happy villagers have been

scattered and dispersed, some even

"To distant climes, a dreary scene,

Where half the convex world intrudes between,
Through torrid tracts with fainting steps they

Where wild Altama murmurs to their woe.
Far different there from all that charmed before,

The various terrors of that horrid shore;

Those blazing suns that dart a downward ray,

And fiercely shed intolerable day;
Those matted woods where birds forget to sing,

But silent bats in drowsy clusters cling;

Those poisonous fields \nth rank luxuriance
crowned,

Where the dark scorpion gathers death around,
Where at each step the stranger fears to wake
The rattling terrors of the vengeful snake,

Where crouching tigers wait their hapless pre}',

And savage men more murderous still than

While oft in whirls the mad tornado flies,

Mingling the ravaged landscape with the skies."

What a detestably ludicrous libel of the

hills of Habersham and the valleys of

Hall ! Canny Byron prov^ed his artistic

insight when he said to Moore: "T could

not write upon anything without some
personal experience and foundation."

Neither could Goldsmith. Sidney Lanier,

native son and ardent lover of the South's

Empire State, tells a truer and a kinder

story when, like Ruth, "sick for home
amid the alien corn," he cries,

"Oh, might I through these tears

But glimpse some hill my Georgia high uprears,

Where white the quartz and pink the pebble
shine.

The hickory heavenward strives, the muscadine
Swings o'er the slope, the oak's far-falling shade
Darkens the dogwood in the bottom glade,

And down the hollow from a ferny nook
Bright leaps a living brook."

"Sweet food of sweetly uttered knowl-
edge," from the pen of a gallant Southern
soul.

Like the Tampa robin, "I'll south with
the sun and keep my clime." Dearly,
loved land of warmth and sunshine,

eternal green and blossoming flowers,

how gentle you seem to weary pilgrim

and vagrant feet; how cordial your wel-

come to those who with all their hearts
truly seek you and strive after you. Yea,
they shall ever surely find you, and in

finding you shall rest serene in your haven
of sweetness and light.

"I'll south with the sun!" Reader, I

spoke but figuratively. 'Tis only on imag-
ination's viewless wing that I shall go my
journey. I'll share my method with you.

'Tis neither new nor strange.

Says Swift,

" Geographers, in Afric maps,
With savage pictures fill their gaps,

And o'er unhabitable downs
"^ Place elephants for want of towns."

Those were entertaining charts but no
more enticing than our own. Critics, I

know, would scoff at mere atlases, but

for me they are fascinating literature.

"Away with your fictions of flimsy ro-

mance," I cry. There's romance and to

spare in these gaxly colored pages. Com-
pared with these gorgeous sheets Sargents

and Tintorettos do but stand "mocking
the air with colours idly spread."

My affections are centred, I confess,

on our eight or ten southeastern States.

What a proudly compact little group they

are ! How serenely in its azure robe the

misty, cloud-capped Blue Ridge towers

over the encircling valleys and flowery

fields and dales ! What a noble arch is

the Gulf, where

—

"The sun from meridian height

Illumines the depth of the sea.

And the fishes beginning to sweat,

Cry 'd it ! how hot we shall be.'
"

With what a transcendent, majestic

sweep assuasive Florida extends her
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balmy domain ! How lovingly and sub-

missively the Keys cling to her

!

As we gaze and dream the printed page

becomes a living land. We hear the sea

with its eternal whisperings around deso-

late shores; we glimpse the ships that

sail past harbor-mouths and palmy high-

lands for sunny isles, lonely ever-verdant

isles with quick-changing skies and rose-

tinted sands washed by delicate blue

waters; we smell the sweet odors of lilies

and the fragrance of orange blossoms.

Or, in the twinkling of an eye, we are at

the mountains, basking in the good gigan-

tic smile o' the brown old earth, and,

breathless with adoration, watching the

amber light on the rare blue hills or the

dim veils of mist like vaporous amethysts

vaguely vanishing away.
How the very names intrigue us ! Tal-

lahassee, Fernandina, Micanopy, Uma-
tilla—mere cities and dwellings of men

!

Ocklockhonee, Econfina, Withlacoochee,

Fahkahnatchee, Okeechobee—rivers and
lakes by comparison with which Alph,

Arethusa, and the Vale of Tempe fade

into commonplace oblivion. In such

names lies the never-dying poetry of

earth.

Mr. Charles Stephen Brooks, in one of

his essays, indulges his middle-aged self in

reminiscent conversation with his lost

youth. He confesses that in salad days

he was wont to collect time-tables. He
makes the admission somewhat shame-
facedly. There was no need—one of Mr.
Flandrau's most ancient and honorable

gentlemen was a like collector. Of such,

too, am I. 'Tis a most delightful hobby.

One needs only to walk to the nearest

railroad station, assume an unwonted
prosperous and hlase manner, casually

ask a genial ticket-agent the running time

between and Jacksonville or Mobile
or Atlanta or New Orleans or Memphis,
demand the time-cards and descriptive

pamphlets necessary to the planning of

the trip and one has acquired the nucleus

of an ever-growing treasure. On succes-

sive days the destination is changed, and
soon one's library meets every demand
that can be made of it.

Then, seated in our easy chairs, what
trips we plan ! How swiftly we travel

!

How comfortably we lounge in our dirt-

less, joltless train ! Across swale and
savannah we go, past dotted fields of

cotton, among palmettos fantastically

draped with delicate gray-green Spanish
moss, into misty purple hills. Out with
the time-cards ! Whence shall we start ?

Whither shall we go? By which route

shall we travel? How long will it take?
When shall we arrive? What shall we
see? . . . And a dreary evening melts

away in our ecstatic plans and pipe

dreams.

When maps and time-cards fail us
there is yet another resource. Mr. Augus-
tine Birrell has written his praise of it:

''To travel in Italy with Montaigne or

Milton, or Evelyn or Gray, or Shelley, or,

pathetic as it is, with the dying Sir Wal-
ter, is perhaps more instructive than to go
there for yourself with a tourist's ticket."

To see a land through the observant eyes

and fluent pens of those that know and
love it is often to make it more genuinely

our own than to whisk ourselves about
and with tired, dull, jaded senses en-

deavor to absorb its manifold beauties.

Too often, in time, in money, in energy,

we thus lay waste our powers: little,

then, shall we see that we can make our
own. For everything we are out of tune,

and never can be moved.
Better far this quiet and peaceful mode

of vicarious travel. Sit you down, my
masters, in your chosen easy chair.

Stretch toward the fire and settle your
books and folders around you. Cheer-
fully and calmly on winter nights when
the Frost Spirit rages ''let us meet him
as we may." With books and dreams
and visions splendid let us ''laugh at the

shriek of the baffled Fiend as his sounding
wing goes by." So shall we join that en-

chanted caravan which moves to those

delightful realms of green and gold and
azure. Transported on our magic paper
carpets to the fruitful glowing lands of

the South, in joyous and fervid revery

we shall while away the creeping mourn-
ful midnight hours, until at last we waken
from our dreams to comfort ourselves

with the trumpet of a prophecy:

"OWind,
If Winter comes, can Spring be far behind ?

"



AS I LIKE IT

BY WILLIAM LYON PHELPS

THE younger generation, like every
younger generation since the Gar-
den of Eden, is filled with the spirit

of revolt; a very good thing, too, for it

keeps the older generation awake. I do
not know how many people are afraid of

the younger generation, but I know I am
not; for forty years I have lived with
them, and there is nothing about them
terrifying. Their eagerness rather calls

for affection and sympathy. Ibsen speaks
of the younger generation knocking at the

door, which shows how old-fashioned he
was; for they enter without knocking, and
if the door is locked, they burst it open.

A child accepts its parents and its envi-

ronment with the pathetic unquestioning
faith of a dog; I dare say a child brought
up on a lonely farm in Montana is as

happy as a child in New York—I don't

know, because I had neither experience.

Then when the boy or girl begins to strug-

gle out of the slough of despond called

adolescence, he or she sees many things

that ought to be quite different, and pro-

ceeds to shout revolution in religion, poli-

tics, and art. These doctrines are often

modified in later years, not by age—for

age should bring more rather than less

enthusiasm—but by responsibilities. A
foot-loose, irresponsible young gentleman
has a rather different attitude toward life

and institutions from that held by one
who owns a house, pays taxes, is the

father of a family, and engaged in a bread-

winning occupation.

Although I have many sins on my back,

I am innocent of one great transgression.

I have never laughed at the younger gen-

eration, though I have sometimes found
it impossible to restrain merriment in re-

flecting over things they have said. But
I have never greeted the passionate opin-

ions of youth with ridicule, or with a

condescending grin. Most people, both

young and old, are more afraid of being

laughed at than of anything else; and
though it is a sin against the Holy Ghost

Vol. LXXIL—48

to laugh at the ambitious dreams of young
men and maidens, it is well that they
should remember that no one can make an
intellectual advance until he overcomes
the fear of ridicule. I mean he must not
only be unabashed by ridicule from others,

he must triumph over his own ridicule of

himself. For while the sense of humor is

a healthful check on egotism, and enables
one to derive vast, secret enjoyment out
of watching the human comedy, it may
destroy the soul. Every person engaged
with all his heart in any occupation looks

sHghtly ridiculous to an immaculate spec-

tator; if he begins to look so to himself, he
is lost.

My meditations on this subject have
been stirred by the fact that three promi-
nent members of the younger generation

—every one an important spokesman

—

have, without any collusion, made a simul-

taneous revolt against the sense of humor.
All persons suffering from an attack of

maturity, who cannot understand why
the younger generation are so white-hot

with rage, should read the Preface to Rob-
ert Nichols's drama, " Guilty Souls." Mr.
Nichols is a strictly typical case, though
his talent for expression is exceptional.

He is an Oxford man who took a post-

graduate course in the war, and is still

under thirty. In this Preface he cleanses

his bosom of much perilous stuff, and I am
truly sorry for any old man who cannot

read it with sympathy. He hits out in

every direction with all his might, and
there are two things he hits hardest of all

-^Good Taste and the Sense of Humor.
He is not afraid of making an ass out of

himself, for he has come to see that that

fear means intellectual and moral suicide.

"For on one thing I am set: I will be

what I am and say what I wish to say

whether the result be popularity, derision,

or indifference, though the fogy. Good
Taste, and the bogy, a Sense of Humor,
would say me nay. For I am profoundly

of the opinion that there are those of us
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who have had enough, and a good deal

more than enough, of that infernal pair.

. . . There is not in my play a single

character wdth a sense of humor or good
taste. And I am glad of it. The Prince

of Darkness knows how many souls

—

more especially in England— are lost

through Good Taste. . . . Slay Humor
ere Humor slays you. In the name of

what do you submit to such tyranny ?"

This strong English \-oice is an uncon-
scious echo of that voice of Gascony that

restored the heroic drama to France
twenty-five years ago ; when Rostand was
admitted to the French Academy he

made a similar onslaught against the

humor of mockery, and we know who the

villain is in ^'Chantecler."

At the same moment which saw the ap-

pearance of Robert Nichols's declaration

of war on humor, Compton Mackenzie, in

his remarkable novel, ''The Altar Steps,"

made his young hero write to the rector

as follows: "One hears of the saving grace

of humor, but I'm not sure that humor is

a sa\ang grace. I rather wish that I had
no sense of humor. It's a destructive

quality. All the great sceptics have been
humorists. Humor is really a device to

secure human comfort. Take me. I am
inspired to become a preaching friar. I

instantly perceive the funny side of set-

ting out to be a preaching friar. I tell

myself that other people ^^ill perceive the

funny side of it, and that consequently I

shall do no good as a preaching friar.

Yes, humor is a moisture which rusts

everything except gold."

Strictly speaking, A. S. M. Hutchinson
does not belong to the younger generation,

since he has recently entered the roaring

forties, but his books are so filled with the

spirit of youth that he may here be classi-

fied with his juniors; indeed, there are

pages in "This Freedom" that are child-

ish. He might easily have been a profes-

sional humorist; humor is the ground qual-

ity of his first novel, and rises to the sur-

face in three of the others. But in "This
Freedom" he not only threw aside the

motley of the jester, he repeatedly begs
his readers not to laugh—evidently ob-

sessed by the same terror of humor felt by
Nichols and Mackenzie. He knew in ad-

vance that one snicker would be fatal, and
his fears have been justified.

When I read an advance copy of "This
Freedom" last June, I thought during the

first half of the story that the author had
surpassed his best previous efforts—those

early chapters are amazingly well done

!

Then as I approached the end of the book
I was taken by acute dismay—if I, a sym-
pathetic reader, with all the good-will in

the world, could not swallow this hysteria,

what on earth would the professional re-

viewers do with it, nay, do to it? They
did exactly what I thought they would do.

The book was formally published on the

first of September, and during the latter

days of August I could distinctly hear the

sharpening of beaks all over the country
—the reviewers were getting ready to bite.

The novel seems to invite ridicule, the

author's guard is down, and there are

vital points so easy to attack that the re-

viewers could not miss them. It is a long

time since they have had such a morsel,

and with what rapture they devoured it

!

It was a certainty that "This Freedom"
would be received with derisive laughter.

Yet, while Mr. Hutchinson has only

himself to blame for his hysterical style,

crazy rhetoric, ridiculous overemphasis,

and absurd anticlimax, it is not alto-

gether his fault that the driving idea of

his novel has been so generally misunder-

stood. I am grateful for the book with all

its faults. In the earlier chapters there

are displayed such beauty, force, and
penetration as could come only from the

inspiration of genius; and even if the lat-

ter half were negHgible or worse, nothing

can destroy the excellence of its high

points. Now the reviewers seem to think

he tried to prove one thing in the first half

of the book and exactly the contrary in

the second half. I do not see this at all.

The House cf Men is all wTong—it con-

tains no place for girls and women. But
the House of Cards is all wrong too; it

contains no place for mothers and chil-

dren. Nowhere does the author intimate

that the last state should have been like

the first. What he makes clear is that in

obtaining freedom for oneself, one cannot

escape the responsibilities forced on one

by both nature and reHgion. In both

cases he attacks individual selfishness,

showing that it leads to ruin. Trained

experts cannot take a mother's place, and
a mother has no right to let them try.
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Only in service is there perfect free- ace is more interesting than the play
dom. which follows it (true also of certain pro-

Mr. Hutchinson has attacked, perhaps, ductions by Dryden and Shaw), ''Guilty

the greatest of all modern problems, the Souls" is decidedly worth reading. It is

home. Ask any school-teacher what he significant that so passionately Christian

or she thinks of the importance of home a play should come from a man living in

influences. Many children are inexplica- Japan. He speaks with hostility of the

ble to their parents; they are an enigma, church; but his hostility to that institu-

a source of chronic anxiet3^ Parents vain- tion is caused by the belief that it is not
ly hope that the school-teacher will sue- sufficiently Christian. Sin and the accus-

ceed in a job where they have failed, or ing conscience and redemption of the soul

which they have shirked. ''My boy can- here and now by Jesus Christ are the

not concentrate." They hope for a mir- themes of this strange drama; the fact

acle, that somehow the boy, or the girl, that the injured person is the tempter of

who has done exactly what pleased him at the sinner reminds one infaUibly of "The
home, will in school be transformed by Scarlet Letter." Mr. Nichols was never
discipline. As we can understand re- so ardent a Christian in England as he has

Hgion, art, and music only through love, been while occupying the chair of English

so parents and children can reach an literature in the Tokio university, a sug-

understanding only along that road, gestive fact. It is fashionable among cer-

Now that road means self-sacrifice on the tain groups of Englishmen and Americans
part of parents, but if they bring children who hate Christianity to advocate the

into the world, they ought not to transfer superior claims of Buddhism and Moham-
their responsibilities. I have seen scores medanism. The best way for them to re-

of boys that betray instantly the fact that cover from this phase is to live awhile in

they have come from a good home, where the East. That admirable young poet,

their relations with their parents have James Elroy Flecker, used to profess an
been frankly intimate. And I have seen ardent admiration for Mohammedanism;
others where the boy has evidently lived he was cured by living in Constantinople,

in one world and his parents in another, and died a Catholic. And now we find

with no means of communication. Head- another young poet, Robert Nichols, liv-

masters dread the Christmas holidays, ing in Tokio, and exalting the Cross as the

knowing that some boys and girls will symbol of salvation,

come back to school jaded, hstless, ex- In his new novel, "Babbitt," Sinclair

hausted, unfit for anything. Lewis has exchanged whips for scorpions.

Mr. Hutchinson's excess of earnestness With the possible exception of the shad-

made him overshoot his mark; but if his owy young radical attorney, there is not a

detractors would stop jeering, they might single character in the book who combines

learn something. They might learn, for inteUigence, charm, and character. (And
example, that what parents need is vital, yet how many excellent men and women I

ardent, unaffected religion, expressed not know in Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Buf-

in sanctimonious stock phrases, which dis- falo. New York, and New Haven.) There

gust any healthy boy or girl, but in mental is not a person in this novel who is as use-

attitude and daily conduct. The first- ful to society as Doctor Kennicott, in

fruit of religion should show itself in con- "Main Street." Mr. Lewis said in his

sideration and respect for another's per- haste that all men were liars, and after

sonality, even if that other should happen mature reflection sees no reason to revise

to be your own child. the statement. The city is, if anything.

It is a difficult thing to bring up chil- worse than the village—the centres of

dren, because the hardest task on earth is corruption being not the red-light district,

to set a good example, and here it must but the church and the Rotary Club. It

be done every day. If a father tells his is interesting to observe just now that the

boy not to He, and' then lies to the railroad contemptuous epithet Victorian is, among
ticket-agent about the boy's age, that certain groups, being replaced by Rota-

man's religion is vain. rian. If they wish to convey the idea

Although Robert Nichols's defiant pref- that such a one is both pompous and
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hypocritical, they call him a Rotarian.

That he is also an active church-member
goes without saying. It takes some grace

for me to appreciate the beauties of " Bab-
bitt," for I am both a Rotarian and a

church-member. To belong to either or-

ganization places one beyond the pale of

the intelligentsia; but to belong to both is

intellectual damnation. Yet I have no
intention of resigning. When a certain

orator resigned from Ford's peace-ship

party, and told the reporter that the asso-

ciation was made up of cranks and fools,

the agile reporter asked Henry Ford to

comment on this criticism; over the tele-

phone Mr. Ford told him that there might

be something in the remark, but that it

was clear the situation was being im-

proved by a process of resignation.

All Rotarians and church-members
should read "Babbitt," for it may do us

good; others will read it with smug com-
placency, thanking themselves that they

are not as other men are. There is subtle

flattery in "Babbitt" and in "Main
Street" for all persons whose major occu-

pation is criticism, and what a lot of them
there must be ! We who are working on
the inside know that Rotary and the

church are not so bad as they are here

represented; but if that is the way we
appear to outsiders, we ought to realize

the fact, and perhaps do something about

it. The ideals of the church and of Ro-
tary are presumably the ideals of Mr.
Lewis—individual and community better-

ment. What, then, is wrong, and in what
way shall it be made right?

Mr. Lewis seems to think that the un-

pardonable sin is " boosting," but perhaps
this depends partly on what is boosted.

There never was a time in my recollection

when popular novels were boosted as they

are now; and I do not know any class of

business men who have a more chronic

itch for publicity than young writers.

Nor have I ever seen groups of business

men more eagerly engaged in boosting one
another and themselves than is observable

among some groups of poets and novel-

ists. Still, I have no desire to take refuge

in the tu quoque, nor in complacent op-

timism. Sinclair Lewis hits the big town
as Booth Tarkington hit it in "The Tur-
moil," because the wrong gods are wor-

shipped. Size, population, noise, traffic.

factories on the water-front, enormous
and frequent "turn-overs"—instead of

quality, removal of causes of disease,

sound, enlightened, and honest school

administration, cleanliness and sanitation

that shall give dignity to all forms of

labor, the recognition of beauty as an es-

sential element in life.

Those who thought Mr. Lewis was a
man of one book will have to revise their

opinion. Had they read his first novel,

"Our Mr. Wrenn," they would have
known better. " Babbitt " is an improve-
ment and an advance on "Main Street."

The latter was an encyclopaedia of the

small town, and those who complained
that the novel was too long might, with
equal justice, complain of the length of

the dictionary. Its abundance of detail

is an essential part of the scheme, and
therefore artistic. But there is more de-

velopment, more of a story, in "Babbitt."
It would be a finer realistic novel if it

were not so exclusively a satire. Various
persons are exhibited merely to show their

intellectual and moral filth. If Babbitt
were really the typical business man, then

our business men are mainly dwarfs in

intellect, giants in conceit, and degener-

ates in moraHty. Babbitt is not the

typical business man, but an ironical and
exceedingly clever caricature.

Mr. Lewis's greatest talent is mimicry.
He is an amazingly brilliant mimic. He
can take a train from New Haven to New
York, and reproduce in manner, voice,

and intonation a half dozen types on that

train so that they are visibly recreated.

The mimic is usually a caricaturist and a

satirist; and Mr. Lewis is no exception to

this rule. Caricature, by overemphasiz-

ing certain peculiarities, makes the picture

more convincing, for such are the salient

characteristics that separate the \dctim

from other men. The satirist has little

appreciation of the virtue of co-operation,

of sinking one's interests in the endeavor

to advance the general welfare. To him
organized effort is ridiculous. So long as

he has enough to eat, he is an individ-

ualist.

Doubtless he would be the first to dis-

claim any attack exclusively on American
small towns and cities. Nearly ever>^

country has its Main Street and its Zenith.

The solution is that every person w^ho
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would lead the life of the mind and of the

spirit must make his own world, and
neither depend on his environment nor

surrender to it. Those who, like Emer-
son, would live in the spirit are pilgrims

and strangers on earth ; but if their aspira-

tions are backed by energy, they can live a
full life in either Gopher Prairie or Zenith.

Some of our new novels begin well, con-

tinue well, and end with distressing anti-

climaxes. '' Babbitt" has a last page
that is wholly admirable, which required

for its conception and execution not only

a satirist but an artist.

The fact that these uncompromising
satires of Mr. Lewis vie with Harold Bell

Wright in popularity would seem to indi-

cate that Americans are not all typical

Main Street residents, or typical Bab-
bitts. So there is practical comfort for

the author and hope for the world.

Willa Gather's "One of Ours" is a dis-

appointing book, for after the first part,

which is filled with sharp delineations of

character and pungent exhalations from
the farm, the novel becomes a senti-

mental, conventional, commonplace story

of the war, with the familiar formulas.

She exercises her privilege as a novelist in

making the pacifist a hypocritical, prof-

iteering sneak, just as Mr. Lewis takes it

out on church-members. There is no use

in being a novelist unless you can make
potshots at your favorite detestations.

As a war story with the scenes in

France, "One of Ours" does not compare
with Warwick Deeping's "House of Ad-
venture," and as a picture of the West it

is inferior to Herbert Quick's "Vande-
mark's Folly," where the characters are

not compelled to do sentry-go for abstrac-

tions.

American novels of the year that I

recommend for their fidelity to life are

"Gertain People of Importance," by
Kathleen Norris, where the members of a

huge family team are driven through five

hundred pages by a skilled charioteer;

"For Richer, for Poorer," by Harold H.

Armstrong, an honest story of married

life, where the irresolute hero is finally re-

deemed by a great passion, just as he is

damned like an ill-roasted egg in Webb
Waldron's "The Road to the World."
(This latter novel has a unique interest

for me, because the Michigan town where

most of the scenes are laid is called Huron
Gity, by which I suppose he means Bay
Gity ; at this blessed moment I am writing

in the real Huron Gity, which was fifty

years ago a lumbering town on Lake
Huron, and is now happily without a rail-

way, post-office, or telegraph. Huron
Gity is my earthly paradise, and I may
be pardoned for my excitement in seeing

it for the first time in a novel.)

Another admirable American story is

"Bennett Malin," by Elsie Singmaster.

The hero is an original person, though his

crime is like unto that committed by Mr.
Milne's Blayds; the hero's wife is a tri-

umph of delineation. There is a quiet

distinction in the style of this book which
indicates that the author knows exactly

what she is about. I predict that Elsie

Singmaster will stand high in contem-
porary literature.

Novels of no great literary merit, but
prodigiously exciting to those who love

excitement, are "Gaptain Blood," by Sa-

batini, written in the manner that Steven-

son called "horrid fun"; "The Whelps of

the Wolf," a Hudson Bay story by George
Marsh; and "The Van Roon," a thrilling

narrative by the accompHshed J. G.

Snaith. It is a trifle in comparison with

his magnificent "Broke of Govenden,"
but an altogether charming trifle.

Those who worry about the occasional

big sale of a book that is worthless or

worse, should remember that the standard

works are continuously the best sellers.

One of the most colossal undertakings of

modern times is "Everyman's Library,"

Mr. Dent's proudest achievement. The
"Loeb Glassical Library" has a distinc-

tion all its own; the Oxford Press " World's

Glassies" are irresistible little volumes
where one may be stimulated by Tolstoi

or soothed by Trollope; Scribner's "Mod-
ern Student's Library" is an epitome of

English literature in handy volumes;

Boni and Liveright's "Modern Library"

keeps the more important modern books

easily accessible. Nearly every pubhsher

has a pet series, where masterpieces are

reprinted in clear type, attractive binding,

and sold at low prices. The Nelson series

is a public benefaction. These httle

cloth-bound books, feather-weight and
with large print, are to be found all over

the world ; but does every one know of the
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Nelsons in French? Here you can read

in the original Dumas' ''Trois Mousque-
taires" and '' Monte Cristo," Victor Hugo
complete, and scores of other authors.

Whether in French or in English the Nel-

sons are the best books for train-reading;

the volumes are so small and the type is

so big.

To a party of four or five travelling to-

gether, who wish to read on trains and
when marooned by storms, and whose
baggage must be rigorously limited, I

recommend the following method: Buy a

book of one of these "series," let one

member of the party read the first two
pages, tear them out and hand them to

his neighbor. In a few moments five

persons are reading the same copy of the

same book at the same time, can throw
the finally read pages out of the window,
and can all have the pleasure of discussing

the work at dinner that evening while it

is still fresh in every one's recollection.

This is better than reading aloud, for when
one is reading aloud, the others fall asleep.

Nothing is more untrue than the fa-

mous epigram, "Sleep is an opinion."

Often we fall asleep, not when we are

bored, but when we are interested; our

minds are taken off our troubles and wor-

ries, which keep us awake, and we glide

into slumber. I do not know, after a pro-

longed experience with both evils, which
is worse : to go to sleep in public when you
wish to stay awake, or to lie awake alone

when you would give everything to be

asleep. Mrs. De Morgan was more in-

terested in her husband's stories than in

anything else; when he read the manu-
script to her, she usually fell asleep.

For those who wish children to become
familiar with the constellations and the

planets, I know of no better books than
Gaylord Johnson's "The Star People"
and "The Sky Movies." These are co-

piously illustrated, the language is skil-

fully adapted to children, and thus I find

it at the right level for my own mind,
most works on science being to me incom-
prehensible. Many years ago I was in-

vited to teach elementary mathematics,
and I declined, because there are no ele-

mentary mathematics. With these two
books by Johnson, supplemented by Mil-

ham's "How to Identify the Stars," and
armed ^vith a pocket flash-light, youth
and age may together find the skies at

night interesting.

Although book-reviewing is often care-

lessly and hastily done, I do not think,

outside of my own writings, I have ever

seen a more badly composed sentence

than the following, which I discovered in

a review of Hergesheimer's "The Lay
Anthony," in the London Times Literary

Supplement for July 27, 1922: "Various
women in various situations make deter-

mined assaults upon his senses, but the

scent of white lilacs wins in the nick of

time and the poor fellow sets out anew,
always without a cent." Read that

phrase aloud, and see if you do not agree

with me that the hero of the novel should

now be called Scent Anthony.
It is good news that Stanislavski is

coming to America in January, with the

Artistic Theatre Company of Moscow;
I have never seen them, but if what
Maurice Baring, Granville-Barker, Oliver

Sayler, and other visitors say is true, their

performances are the finest in the world.

I look forward mth eagerness to seeing

Chekhov's "The Cherry Orchard," with
the author's widow playing the role she

created in 1904. I wish that in the reper-

toire Maeterlinck's " Blue Bird" might be
included, for this theatre in Moscow had
the honor of giving the world's premiere.

We are promised other plays by Chekhov,
and Gorki's masterpiece, "In the Depths."
The company should make a good normal
school for other managers and actors.

Maurice Baring's immensely interest-

ing autobiography, "The Puppet Show of

Memory," which I find both stimulating

and amusing, should be reread at least in

the Russian chapters, in preparation for

the Moscow Expeditionary Force.

Why is it that in America we have so

seldom an opportunity to hear one of the

greatest of all operas—Mozart's "Don
Giovanni"? Lytton Strachey quotes

Stendhal as saying: "I can imagine noth-

ing more distasteful to me than a thirty-

mile walk through the mud; but I would
take one at this moment if I knew that I

should hear a good performance of 'Don
Giovanni ' at the end of it." So would I.
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AST week two of the women's organi-

zations in our town discussed the

same subject. One meets on Tuesday
evening and the other on Wednesday after-

noon. The Tuesday organization is com-
posed of young women between seventeen

and twenty-five, has dues which,

uXxSTkins although smallish, seem large to

those who pay them, and is always

struggling to increase its membership. The
Wednesday association is made up of much
older women, asks large dues, which are a

small item in the members' budgets, and has

a waiting list. It meets at three o'clock in

the afternoon in a building erected for the

purpose at a cost quoted with pride by our

press. The Tuesday organization, that of

the younger women and the smaller dues,

has a down-town address on the edge of the

wholesale district. In that neighborhood

the principal streets rumble with traffic all

day, but by eight o'clock when the meet-

ing is called they are dark and deserted

canons where the passer-by hears his own
steps. In the side-streets are old dwellings

not yet rebuilt for the uses of trade, and

here struggling undertakings find the hous-

ing they can aft'ord. One such dwelling

is the trade -union headquarters where

meets our Tuesday organization—a women's

union.

As one enters the building from the silent

dark it seems to explode with tumult and

light. In the one-time parlor a meeting is

heroically persevering in English against a

persistent temptation to relapse upon Yid-

dish. The chairman is vainly attempting

to shout down an impassioned speaker. A
little man near the unruly orator violently

jerks a thumb toward the chair and hisses,

''Ain't he tole ye to sed down?" Other

voices thickly object, "Led 'im vinish!"

"Shure we wand' a hear whad he zays!"

Suddenly a stout, stolid young woman who
has been listening with impassive face

jumps to her feet to contradict the speaker.

"Thad ain't the way it wuz !" She swings

and rolls her heavy head in negation and

sweeps her fat hand to and fro as though to

erase his offending words. "Tell 'em the

gan all speag under 'new bizniz,'" calls a

thin youth smoking a smelly cigar. "Are
yous the chairman?" snaps back that of-

fended officer. "Sed down and be guiet

—

all of yous !

" he shouts, fairly dancing up
and down as he takes to pounding the speak-

er's desk frantically, with a book held at

arm's length in both hands. A newcomer
would think the meeting on the verge of

disruption, but the bonds that hold it are

strong, though feeling runs high; and this is

nothing out of the way.

Beyond this noisy room five Italians stand

in the hall in a circle that looks like con-

spiracy. Heads bent, shoulders raised, they

are simply trying to protect themselves from
the babel by their own unresponsive backs.

An Irish-faced messenger-boy passes them
and goes up-stairs. In the second floor

back, at the head of the stairs, there is a

class in English, but in the front room we
at last find the women's union.

Their quarters are in sharp contrast to

those built for the organization that meets
on Wednesday. Its unstained floor is car-

petless, and paper is here and there hang-

ing loose from the walls. It is furnished

with squeaky new folding-chairs and with

but two other objects. The larger of these

is a big blue satin banner, embroidered with

the insignia of the union, which hangs in a

deep-glazed frame above the empty mantel.

The other, also framed and hung, is a testi-

monial from another union thanking this

one for a gift.

Some thirty young women sit on the fold-

ing-chairs, feet planted wide or crossed far

before them, shoulders drooped, heads

tilted in attitudes about equally derived

from weariness and the current fashion-

plates. None wear torn or patched gar-

ments or broken shoes, few are really shabby

and many are smart, but the whole assem-

bly nevertheless looks muffled in its clothes

and uncouth. There is little chatting and

no air of expectation.

The chairman, a small, sharp girl with a

homely, clever face, calls the meeting to

order; and the minutes are read with a

strong accent and some faltering. The girls

keep dropping in until nine-thirty. The
last to arrive have been at night school after

759
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their day in the factory. Business proceeds

in groping English, relieved only by the

familiarity of stock phrases in regard to

motions, amendments, and points of order.

The chairman reports that a fund is being

collected to endow a newspaper so that it

can be independent of advertisements and

able to tell the whole truth. This union

has been asked how much it will contribute.

Nominations are in order for delegates to

the national convention of the union. A
bill before the legislature is summarized

and discussed. It is resolved to oppose it

and so report to the State Federation of

Labor. There comes a knock on the door

and a man from the noisy meeting below-

stairs asks for the floor. He announces a

benefit dance. When he has withdrawn the

eager discussion goes on, but now the topics

are of more specialized interest—how to

deal with a certain establishment that is

evading union rules; what shall be the as-

sessment to meet a printer's bill. The
meeting is then open for discussion.

One of the two or three older women pres-

ent rises and speaks a few words, flounders

hopelessly, and turns an appealing look on

the chairman, who nods the desired permis-

sion to use Yiddish. Then the woman sud-

denly leaps to life. Now her voice swells in

a rhythmic sing-song, and now she breaks

off suddenly to put sharp questions and

answer them herself all in a breath. She

trembles with excitement and stretches

tense arms above her head. When at last,

flushed, breathless, elated, she sinks into her

seat, the chairman, for the benefit of some
colored girls and the few other native Amer-
icans, gives the gist of her speech in English.

How brief and how humdrum it is stripped

of her glowing urgency ! She wants people

from other branches of the union admitted

here without a new initiation fee. But she

was thrilled with an apostolic zeal. Her
mind was suffused with the glamour of faith

in a vague but imminent triumph of the

labor movement—the movement that has

succeeded to her disappointed hopes of

America's ''promised land."

It is after eleven when the meeting ad-

journs, but the girls still stand about ar-

ranging bits of business for which one and
another have agreed to be responsible.

Only after midnight do the last of them go

creaking up-stairs in distant parts of the

citv.

LESS than eight hours later the girls are

already in the factories again as there
"^ come down to breakfast in a hun-

dred comfortable homes the women who
are to gather at three o'clock for the meet-

ing of the Wednesday club. At half-past

two the hospitality committee
comes to see that all is in readi-

q^^^, Meets^*^

'^^

ness in their handsome quarters.

Soon other members begin to arrive, well-

groomed, prosperous-looking people in ex-

pensive-looking clothes. There are bright

smiles of greeting and the sounds of eager,

gushing talk. Places are saved for late

comers, and there is much proffering of

seats with explanations and effusive thanks.

When the chairman mounts the platform

there is a pretty flutter of subsidence, and
the audience lapses into pleased expectancy.

The chairman is a middle-aged woman with

a manner of unshaded enthusiasms and
restless, unobservant eyes. She has laid

aside fur coat and long gloves, and in a

manner that contrives to be both cosy and
sententious calls upon the speaker of the

afternoon.

The handsome, excited speaker is all form.

First she adverts to the mingled sense of

pride and embarrassment with which she

addresses such a gathering, and then goes on
to say: "I have been asked to speak on some
of those industrial questions with which as

voters women are now called upon to deal.

So far the women of this great industrial

state have known little about the factories

where are made the things that used to be

made by women themselves. This club alone

among the women's organizations of our

city every year devotes a meeting to indus-

trial relations. Great is our responsibility

in this day of women's enfranchisement.

The agitator will now concern himself with

the women's vote, and we can only meet
him by bringing a knowledge of the true

America to the ignorant woman and the

foreig7ter. It is we who must inform them
of the real conditions of American life."

Then she passes with a swift, sure touch to

domestic service and unemployment, the

high cost of living and waste, labor unrest

and red propaganda, and the need for Amer-
icanization, ending with a plea that each

woman "by her own life set an example of

loyalty and frugality to the women of the

lower classes."

Every one is impressed with the serious-
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ness of the outlook and the demand that

she set an example. An opportunity is

given for questions, and some suggestions

are made. But no one asks who now make
in the factories the things once made by
women themselves, or in what sense the

America known to this assembly is more
real than that experienced by the ignorant

woman and ih^ foreigner , nor, indeed, which

is the more dangerous ignorance, the sort

labored under by the Tuesday night meet-

ing bringing its little all to bear on realistic

discussion of pending legislation, free press,

and industrial relations in the concrete, or

the unconscious and really unconcerned

ignorance of the Wednesday afternoon

meeting that thinks of itself as the only

women's organization giving a thought to

these things. It seems a pity these ladies

do not really know how interesting, how
dramatic and how picturesque are the easily

accessible open meetings of the ignorant

woman and the foreigner a few blocks away
—even if they are not drawn by any more
neighborly attraction.

The speech has been given with un-

troubled assurance and meets with much
applause. It is followed by tea and delicious

little cakes. Everything has been perfectly

done and the whole tone of the meeting was

as gracious and secure as that of Tuesday's

gathering was uncouth and grasping.

But its flattering amenities are still-born.

One has nothing to carry beyond the thresh-

old of that so pleasant room. The raw day-

light in the open doorway gives one a sense

of unreality. Who are these able women
who look like ordinary people who have

walked with life and death for forty years ?

Surely they must be flesh-and-blood citizens

in this town of which they are so amazingly

patronizing—and so ignorant ! Yet they

remind one of those dwellers in the Elysian

Fields of ancient mythology, who discussed

life upon earth though they could no longer

join in the jostling human procession or

forge links in the endless cycle of cause and

event. Why do these lively ladies behave

like those poor ghosts, touching large sub-

jects with a light, irrelevant hand as though

each graceful motion were predestined to

sink impotent, each sweetly spoken sentence

faint in their own exclusive atmosphere, the

act and the speech of creatures consigned

to a social Elysium? Last night's meeting

seems a thousand miles away; one or the

other must surely be a dream ! A notice in

the vestibule gives the subject of the next

lecture
—

''Our Sisters in Japan." Is there

no traveller to traverse the short half-mile

between the rooms of the Tuesday and
Wednesday meetings and bring to each

some knowledge of the other?

1AM one of many thousands, city-pent,

who for many years have dreamed of a

little home somewhere in the hills or

within sight of the sea. Every year the

urge grows stronger and every year the

little place seems more hopelessly out of

sight. The city is a big place, but

the country seems bigger, and
J^ft^t^^^J^'eTa'"^

where to look and how, ever more the Country

perplexing. I have told all my
friends that I am looking, and asked them
to give me a tip if they hear of any place

that they think I might like or can afford

to buy; and now and then I hear of the per-

fect place, to be had for some enticingly

modest sum, and of charming homes found

by this and that seeker after his haven of

peace and quiet. But my little house is

ever in the dim beyond and my hope grows

fainter with the years. Maybe I am in

search of the place that never was on land

or sea, that exists only in my dreams.

I read the real-estate advertisements, and
look at the little houses illustrated in the

magazines devoted to home building, and
see many cosy small houses that would
quite satisfy my longings, but when I

investigate the cost of building even the

simplest of them I pause and wonder if the

price does not call for gold bricks as a part

of the foundation instead of just ordinary

building-materials.

So I start again in my search for the

abandoned farm that can be bought with

a little old house all ready to be called

home, with the expenditure of only a few

hundred dollars.

The chimney may be falling down and

the roof caving in, the sides full of holes for

the winds and snows of winter to come in,

but the lines are always "so picturesque,"

and the big fire-place and Dutch oven are

there to recall the days of the real Ameri-

cans who lived and shivered back in the

time when there was plain living and honest

thinking.

Far afield have I ventured in the search

for my little house, and spent enough good
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money to put new roofs on most of the

tumble-down houses I have looked at from

a distance with ever renewed hope.

I think I might qualify as something of

an expert on the abandoned farm and the

old house in the country, and I have ac-

quired, with my experience, a somewhat
cynical attitude as to the existence of what

we used to speak of in polite circles as the

New England conscience.

An agent will meet you at the station

with a bus of an old vintage, and whiz you
around the country roads until you are al-

most ready to buy any old place just to

escape the bumping and the chatter about

the small cost of making an old house new.

You start out with high hopes and end

with the conclusion that all men who sell

real estate are either prevaricators, to put it

mildly, or are lacking in any well-regulated

sense of what constitutes home sweet home.

I still wake in the night and hear the roar

of the brook that hurried down a rocky

gorge a short distance below the first bunga-

low I looked at, perched cosily on the side

of a hill surrounded by lovely trees. The
brook was a regular mountain torrent and
sounded like a small Niagara. It made
noise enough to wake the dead at night and
keep him awake until the rosy dawn denied

him even a cat-nap by da3^

That bungalow was ready to admit all

the winds that blew, and was warranted to

keep the milk sweet in the good old summer-
time. It was only a short distance from

town by the agent's motor, but walking was
different; the short distance became the

longest way round. I long since discovered

that the asking price of all real estate is

from a thousand to hundreds more than the

agent expects to get, the selling price de-

pending upon which of you can bluff the

longest.

I escaped the bungalow, thanks to my
modest purse and the sudden realization

that in winter I should be cut off by a flood

or playing a good second to Whittier's
'' Snow-bound."
Memories of the ideal place come back.

*' Three Winds" caught my romantic soul,

and I felt sure that at last I was to find the

one place in the world for me. It was high

up on a heaven-kissing hill. The hill was
there all right, with an impossible road even

for a well-trained "Lizzie," and no doubt
both will remain there for some time. The
little house was also still there when last I

inquired, still in its pathetic and deserted

dilapidation, and still inviting the winds;

only there were four or more and all blowing
the pure hill air through the clapboards and
the holes in the roof to keep the place sweet
for the next victim of an alluring advertise-

ment.

A later experience that I look back upon
as perhaps the most unique of all was the

afternoon I spent with the undertaker. It

was a cold, raw autumn day to be rushing

around in an open car that cried for mercy
at every lump in the road, and I well re-

member how chilled and hungry I was at the

end of the day. I saw more old houses

with Dutch ovens than usual, and more
roofs that had not been repaired or shingled

since the Puritans landed on Plymouth
Rock. Before the dark came down and I

found a train that would take me back to

my tiny but comfortable city flat, I learned

that my genial agent person had already

buried some thousand or more of the na-

tives, and I recall that we passed the little

cemetery under the cold gray skies several

times—no doubt a gentle reminder that he

would be ready for business if I became one
of his fellow townsmen. That night, com-
ing in on the train, I felt I had had a narrow
escape from an untimely grave.

I go to seek my fate with a kindly feeling

for the true sons of the soil, but come back
wondering if there may not be something

in the contact with that soil that robs men
of some of those qualities that we city

folks call human.
I advertise for a little place for a small

purse and receive answers from people who
want to sell me an ''estate," or a house with

fourteen rooms and five baths, for the mod-
est sum of twenty or fifty thousand dollars.

Quite apart from the trifling matter of

price my family is small, and I wouldn't

know what to do with so many bath-

rooms if I owned them. I suppose I might

use them to raise goldfish or for the winter

storage of coal. In spite of disillusionment

and discouragement however, I do not give

up, and maybe if I "don't weaken" I shall

yet find my very own Httle house of dreams—"some day before I die."



Monhegan, Maine. By Rockwell Kent.

From a painting in the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

American Painters of Winter Landscape
BY ELIOT CLARK

THE painters of landscape in America
have deservedly won a place of high

distinction, and within this sphere the

painters of winter landscape have been pre-

eminently American. For if the dominant
influence in contemporary painting is de-

rived from the French, the pictures of snow
and the landscape of winter find little foreign

exemplification. In our eastern States the

climatic conditions are distinctive. The air

is cold, crisp, and clear; the snow heavy and
full. The country is in the grip of winter

and man responds to the hush and silence of

winter solitude. We are a northern people.

In our own artistic traditions we mav

trace several general trends and manifesta-

tions. The earliest comes by way of Eng-

land from the Low Countries. It is essen-

tially a conventionalized landscape, intro-

ducing something of the local incidents of

the New England countryside and old-time

winter customs. Our early prints echo the

same tradition. We see collected in one pic-

ture the various winter activities: sleighing,

skating, small boys throwing snowballs, and
the sense of the English Christmastide with

merry-making, laughter, and the sound of

bells. It is, in fact, the continuation of the

English lore of the colonists; the content

English in spirit, the compositional conven-
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tion derived from the Dutch. The houses

when introduced are American, the cos-

tumes and other objective features have

local color; but the general portrayal of the

landscape has not a distinctiveh" local char-

acter. It is sentimental picture-making.

Nevertheless it invariably has a certain hu-

man, homelike interest, and at times, in the

hands of unsophisticated workmen, a simple

and primitive frankness.

The second influence we may associate

with the Diisseldorf school, the best masters

of which followed the contemporary Scan-

dinavian painters. In Germany it was a

reaction from the artificiality of the Classi-

cists and a return to northern traditions.

Likewise in America it takes us away from

the yearning for antiquity and the unani-

mated revival of ancient culture, and draws

our painters to the solitude of nature. Al-

though still following the foreign pattern,

the study of natural forms at once gives a

greater topographical accuracy and charac-

ter; and our painters, although not as yet

venturing to paint directly from nature,

bring together local bits made from care-

ful drawings, and their pictures assume a

greater likeness to the natural aspect. In

winter landscape the trees are carefully

drawn, the infinite ramifications studiously

followed, the outcropping brambles are mi-

nutely rendered, and the picture is painted,

part for part, with conscientious accuracy.

The sentiment of winter solitude is most

often expressed with trees in barren silhou-

ette against an ominous evening sky, and

the snow in cool contrast, with a traveller or

a hunter and the distant welcome of home.

A subject since so repeated and hackneyed

that we have come to call these pictures

pot-boilers, but they are, nevertheless, im-

bued with human significance and associa-

tion.

The Barbizon painters show us that it is

not necessary to follow a fixed and conven-

tional pattern, and that a purely local bit

and aspect of nature may prove pictorially

more interesting than the more scenic and
panoramic composition of the studio. This

at once stimulates an interest in the purely

local character of nature. But, as w4th the

Barbizon painters, we find in America few

interpretations of winter landscape. Inness

is an exception. In his later years he spent

most of the winter at his home in Mont-
clair, and his pictures of winter are derived

from personal reactions to passing effects

and portrayed with splendid simplicit}' and
dramatic intensity.

This growing interest in the visual re-

action to nature rather than its more roman-
tic and sentimental associations is greatly

stimulated by the French Impressionists,

and the consequent study of light. Snow
becomes a theme, interesting not so much for

its humanistic significance as for an aesthetic

study in the relation and variation of white
seen under particular conditions of lighting.

iMonet was one of the first to reveal the in-

finite variations of line within a dominant
color, and paints his pictures of snow as an
exemplification thereof.

Theodore Robinson, under this influence,

was awakened to the colorful beauty of

snowclad winter. Not by any means an
imitator, he came to see color for himself

and for itself, and the pictures which he has

given us show a first-hand rendering of the

subject. We remember his picture of snow
which was given the Webb prize for land-

scape at the Society of American Artists.

It hung for several years at the Metropolitan

^Museum. Small in size, it shows the uni-

versality and simplicity of the subject, and
is realized with an extremely sensitive ap-

preciation of relative color values.

With John Twachtman we reach a con-

summation. Supremely sensitive to visual

reactions, and a constant student of the ef-

fects of nature, he was much more than a re-

porter of optical sensations. Abhorring the

sentimental associations of claptrap poetry,

he is, nevertheless, in the aesthetic sense, a

true poet. His expression is based funda-

mentally on the relation of forms by means
of spacing and color, and he sees in nature

not its pantheistic significance, but its sug-

gestion for aesthetic organization. Ignor-

ing its human associations, he nevertheless

makes his pictures essentially human. In

this he is more than an impressionist. Win-
ter landscape was perhaps his favorite

theme, and it is rendered with sympathetic

sensitiveness. One can see the contour of

the hills and the rhythmic interchange of

line; the outcropping rocks; the old stone

wall that follows the easiest way over the

hills ; or the brook is revealed winding in and
out of snow-covered banks, and withered

brambles remind us of the earth underneath.

Naturalistic accuracy of detail is subordi-

nated to more universal relations, and the

impression is produced by suggestion rather

than by objective delineation.
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Twachtman was, however, interested par-

ticularly in the delicate and ethereal mani-
festations of winter, when the snow is re-

vealed by a hidden radiance, or, softly fall-

ing, dims the distant landscape. He sees

its relations rather than its contrasts. The
blazing effects of sunlight, the sun shining

from the unclouded sky, the clear air, the

lar, the color is secondary. If Twachtman
is a master of nuance Homer is a master of

contrast. Homer stands alone. He may
have some pictorial followers. But with the
master the expression and the man were one.

And after all, real art originates in the man
and is a part of him.

If Homer was a solitary spirit and reflects

Reflections. Bv E. W. Redfield.

blue shadows, are for him too blatant, ob-

vious, and virile.

It is with Winslow Homer that we come
in contact with the vigor and rigor of winter,

the uncompromising crudity of nature, and

a sense of its utter unconcernedness with the

affairs of man. It is this which gives to his

themes a certain austere and heroic gran-

deur. His pictures, particularly of winter,

are not in any sense ingratiatingly sym-

pathetic, but they are stimulating and dra-

matic. Therein lies their true human signi-

ficance. We are not enfolded within an

atmospheric caress, but stand apart and see

the inanimate, massive, heavily formed bulk

of nature. Homer, too, has a remarkable

instinct for spatial relations, which he uses

for quite other purposes than Twachtman.
He creates by contrasts. His line is angu-

the stern, sombre, impersonal forces of na-

ture, Edward Redfield sees its joyous ex-

uberance, its colorful illusion. Robust,
frank, and honest, he has kept apart from
metropolitan competition and activities.

He lives in the country and knows his coun-

try. He is the painter of a locality. Al-

though he has tried his hand at other sub-

jects, both at home and abroad, he is essen-

tially a painter of snow, and his best pictures

are winter landscapes. His work is charac-

terized by direct, virile brush work, unctuous

flowing pigment rendered with great skill

and freedom. His concern is in reproducing

the visual aspect of nature, and his pictures

are direct transcripts of particular places

seen at particular moments. He works on a

large scale and renders a fifty-times-sixty

with the seeming ease of a sketch. In fact,
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his pictures are sketches on a large scale.

Conversant with contemporary movements,

he has found his own way and is not lured

into experimental bypaths. And he is

happy in having found a method and a man-
ner entire!}^ compatible with his nature.

Although he has profited by the experiments

of the Impressionists and knows the seduc-

tive qualities of overpainting, he realizes

that to reproduce the passing effects of na-

and sees the function of art in the reproduc-

tion of natural phenomena. He is a painter

of power, virility, and verve. A brilliant

craftsman, broad and firm in handling, he

has a sure sense of the carrying power of pig-

ment and the illusion produced at a given

distance. His pictures are, therefore, seen

to best advantage in well-lighted galleries.

In subject he is versatile, but he is most
happy in rendering snow, which allows of

Gleam on the Hilltop. By Gardner Symons.

ture one must work rapidly and finish the

picture before the show is over. His work
is, therefore, entirely objective. There is,

in fact, no time for introspection and
calculated niceties. Redfield has neither

the aesthetic sensibility of Twachtman nor

the dramatic power of Homer, but purely as

a painter of local winter landscape he is un-

excelled. If his visual impression is in-

tensely active the emotional reaction is sup-

pressed. Redfield aims at illusion, and no
painter has succeeded better in producing

it. His color is brilliant, active, and glow-

ing. He works in the key of nature and
does not seek to force the effect beyond its

natural appearance. He is assuredly one

of the foremost realists of his time.

Schofield follows similar aims and ideas,

sweeping brush strokes and simple efifective

masses. He has a fondness for white, gray,

and strongly defined opaque textures, and is

not so happy in the deeper, more colorful,

and transparent range of the palette. In

his forthright use of the brush and his direct

attack he is particularly a painter's painter.

One may feel, how^ever, that his subject is

too apparently chosen to exploit the paint-

er's problem rather than for the inner need

of human expression.

Gardner Symons records the cold, clear

efTect of New England winter. His line has

the rhythmic flow of rivers and the curve of

clear-cut mountains. He has a splendid

sense of picture-making. He follows the

mountains and ice-bound rivers, where dark

evergreens make a deep efifective contrast to
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the golden glow of evening on distant snow-
covered hills ; momentary effects that cannot
be recorded completely on the spot, but are

carried out later in the composure of the

studio. His later work shows a sympa-
thetic and more poetic interpretation of the

subject, in which the painter does not rely

so much upon the immediate reaction of the

moment, but brings together his impressions

in a more universal whole. It is not the aus-

the country in which he lives. For many
years he taught large classes at his home in

Woodstock, and his influence is found in the

work of many of our younger painters of

winter landscape, notably John Folinsbee

and Harry Leith Ross.

Hobart Nichols works nearer home. His
pictures of snow have an intimate and
colorful appeal. One feels something of

the charm of a snow garden, with the

Forest Silence. By John F. Carlson.

tere, forbidding aspect of winter landscape

that he renders, but rather the colorful

beauty of sun-caressed snow, deep purple

shadows, and the luminous turquoise of win-

ter skies. His work, if not profound, is

strongly realized and invigorating.

With John Carlson we leave the great

snow expanse of the hills and the open sky

and come to the shelter of the forests, where

great trees rise column-like in the solemn

stillness of the woods. The snow, undis-

turbed by winter winds, carpets the earth in

soft enfolding forms, and the shadows create

cool, clear patterns in effective contrast to

the warm sunlit mantle. The greenish-blue

of a late afternoon sky shows that the clear-

ing is not far beyond. Carlson's work
echoes the strong, robust quality of his na-

ture. He lives in the country and paints

evergreen laurel and decorative trees that

hide the distant sky. We are far from the

harsh severity of bleak winter, and enjoy

with the painter the magical mantle of

changing hues that transform the sombre
earth. His color is, at times, almost pas-

tel-like in its delicate relation and purity.

Harry Waltman likewise paints the pro-

tected places of winter, where the brook

winds under snow-covered banks and fir-

trees find a friendly home. He is fond of

the grays of winter, the variations within a

dominant hue, and echoes something of the

aesthetic charm of Twachtman. His pic-

tures have style and distinction.

Walter Palmer bridges the old school and
the new. Before the advent of large exhibi-

tion pictures, designed for great carrying

power and telling effect, impressive white
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areas standing out conspicuously against a

varicolored wall; before the painting of snow

became the theme of the many, the pictures

of Walter Palmer were enjoyed by simple

lovers of nature. He sees in snow its light-

ness, its illusive, soft, fairylike surface, that,

chameleon-like, changes with the varying

hues of light, and does not use it as a means
of displaying personal pyrotechnics. His

work is said to be photographic and pretty.

It is. The first speaks for its veracity, the

second its charm. If he does not attempt

aesthetic valuations, if he does not express an

emotional state, he is, nevertheless, entirely

consistent within his self-chosen aims.

The eclecticism of modern painters can-

not be better exemplified than by introduc-

ing the pictures of Rockwell Kent. If

Palmer loves the somewhat lovely, pristine

beauty of snow, Rockwell Kent would take

himself to the utmost regions, v.-here the

severity of winter makes a man introspec-

tive and solitary. In his student daj's,

working under William Chase, we see him
as a delicate youth painting gentle land-

scapes with a fondness for pretty atmos-

pheric colors; and then the tragedy and
harshness of life intervene, and he is en-

thralled by the mood of a youthful recluse.

His edges become hard and knife-like.

There is something of a sentimental bitter-

ness in his mood. His pictures of the snow-
bound coast of Maine are painted with de-

cisive aim, and the clarity of the air gives

the painter an opportunity of stating his

theme with uncompromising crudity. But
he is rather too conscious of this aim, and
one feels the reaction from more humanistic

feeling. The pictures of Alaska, apart from
the Blake-like improvisations, show more
calculated design, and the painter uses the

precipitous mountainsides, with varishaped

snow crevasses, for interesting aesthetic ef-

fects. Winter landscape seems attuned to

his feeling. If in the work of Redfield and
Schofield we find a vivid and striking repre-

sentation of an optical illusion, a direct,

virile rendering, which will within its own
sphere probably never be excelled, in the

work of Rockwell Kent we sense the aspira-

tion for other attributes less visualistic and

more introspective.

The American school has reached a bril-

liant consummation in realistic reproduc-

tion. Excellent craftsmen, our painters

have been untiring students of the ever-

changing eft'ects of nature. The great world-

changes and the spirit of unrest have made
great scars on our civilization, and the joy-

ous, sensuous interpretation of nature may
be followed by the expression of less illu-

sionistic manifestations.

Ice in the Glen. By Walter L. Palmer.

A calendar of current art exhibitions will be found on page 13.
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Encouragements and Perplexities
BY ALEXANDER DANA NOYES

AMERICAN industry and American
financial markets entered this au-

tumn season in some confusion of mind, a

result of the curiously mixed and conflict-

ing influences which seemed to be at work
in the shaping of the economic

When the
situation. The Stock Ex-

Autumn r T_ ^1, 1

Began change, where the general

course of financial events is

apt to be first foreshadowed, at first re-

sumed its autumn activities in much the

same conviction as governed its rising

prices during. the summer months; then

fell into great uncertainty, with declining

prices. It was widely assumed in Wall
Street at the start, not only that trade

would expand because of the relatively

small stocks of merchandise held in mer-
chants' hands, and not only that prices

would advance because of easy money,
but -that existing circumstances, in the

banking field especially, meant something
in the nature of "inflation."

By inflation- Wall Street did not mean
abnormal expansion of the paper cur-

rency, but more particularly such increase

speculative in use of credit as occurred

three years ago. Expectation of that

result on the present occasion was based

primarily on the position of the Federal

Reserve, which now, as at all times, is the

barometer of the banking and credit situ-

ation. • The Reserve system's ratio of

cash holdings to note and deposit liabili-

ties has not maintained the high percent-

age of 8o5^ which it reached in August;
the larger borrowings which normally oc-

cur in autumn trade had already reduced
the percentage to 75^4 in the middle of

October.

EVEN so, however, while the reserve re-

quired by law to be held by the Fed-

eral Banks against demand liabilities (35
per cent of the deposit total and 40 per

cent of outstanding Federal Reserve

notes) amounted at that date to $1,600,-

000,000, the actual holdings of cash in the
Reserve Banks' vaults (nearly

all gold) were $3,210,000,000. '^he Huge

That is to say, a surplus re- ^Sln°'
serve of 100 per cent existed. Credit
To put the matter in an-
other way, the note circulation and the
deposit account could both be doubled
without reducing the ratio of reserve be-

low the lawful minimum, and, since de-

posits in Federal Reserve Banks are com-
monly the result of loans rediscounted at

such banks, the inference seemed easy
that at least twice as much credit as was
now outstanding might be advanced in

the form of loans without overstraining

the facilities of the system.

What Wall Street had in mind, in draw-
ing such inferences, was undoubtedly the

course of events during 1919. In No-
\'ember of that year, twelve months after

the armistice, rediscounted loans of the

Federal Reserve Banks had increased

$400,000,000, or 22 per cent, as compared
with the year before; this without bring-

ing the ratio of reserve below the legal

minimum. Along ^vith these increased

loans, average prices of commodities in

the American market had advanced 15

per cent from the low point of the year.

There had been immense activity in every

branch of trade, and on the Stock Ex-

change a prolonged and exciting upward
movement of values.

Obviously enough, the question to be

determined in regard to the present sea-

son's surplus credits was, what would

stimulate the demand of borrowers for

this great mass of available and largely

unemployed resources. Mere existence

of a large surplus bank reserve, an over-

flowing reservoir of available credit, will

not of necessity cause instant return of

rising prices. Stock Exchange speculation,

and general prosperity. On such occa-
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sions as 1908 and 1894, years immediately

following a great financial panic, precisely

the same phenomenon of superabundant
bank resources arose, through release of

capital previously tied up at high prices

in the financial and industrial operations

which had met with so unhappy a fate.

But prosperity and active trade failed to

return in those years, not^^'ithstanding a

50 per cent surplus bank reserve and a

2 or 3 per cent money rate. The high

bank surplus was a consequence, not a

cause.

NEVERTHELESS, experience has also

shown, in the United States espe-

cially, that underlying conditions of trade

and industry change rather rapidly, and
that when such a change has come from

,, the after-panic depression, the

Market and great fund of unemployed
Market credit gives ready opportunity
and for exploiting the new busi-
Busmess

j^^^g revival, even in advance.
x\.evival

In due course after the panic

of 1893 and the subsequent trade depres-

sion came revival in European finance,

rapid increase in the world's annual gold

production, huge foreign purchases of

American merchandise (largely because

our prices were below Europe's), and a

great rise in agricultural prices and Ameri-
can agricultural exports, the immediate
effect of bumper harvests in the United
States along with harvest shortage in

Europe. The existence then of a great

unused credit fund and of a low money
market gave immense stimulus to the re-

sultant recoverv in the markets. Much
the same influences had prevailed in 1879,
when resumption of specie payments in

the United States coincided with harvest

failure in Europe, with great American
crops, and with the existence of abundant
surplus bank reserves.

The situation of 1919 will be even more
readily recalled. There was not by any
means so great a surplus of bank reserve

and unused capital at the end of the war
as existed a year after the panic of 1873 or

1893 or 1907, or as exists to-day. Real
capital had been absorbed on a quite un-
precedented scale in subscriptions to the

later United States war loans, of which
one for 84,500,000,000 was put out in the

spring of 191 9 itself, or six months after

the armistice. But the Treasury had
created artificially a situation somewhat
similar to that of those earlier years,

through virtually pledging that subscrib-

ers to the enormous 4>^ per cent war loans

of 1 91 8 might be assured for at least a
year that private banks and the Federal
Reserve would advance money on the col-

lateral of such bonds, and charge no more
for it than the interest rate on the war
loans.

THAT policy had been adopted for the

purpose (a mistaken purpose, some
thoughtful economists have contended) of

inducing citizens to subscribe for more of

the war loans than they had cash to pay
for, trusting to the banks to

"carry" them. But \vhat Reasons

happened when trade began fPi^*^J

to revive in the later spring of Boom " of

1 919 was that the same 191

9

recourse— the obtaining of

credit, first at private banks and then

through rediscounts at the Federal Re-
serve of loans secured by United States

government war bonds—was open to

bankers, to merchants, to manufacturers,

even to speculators in stocks and com-
modities. This recourse w^ould not have
been of any more use than the abundant
credit facilities of 1894 or 1908, had not

the financial and commercial situation

been such as to give strong inducement
for individuals to borrow for business

purposes. But the situation w'as unusual.

Not only belligerent Europe, but the

neutral foreign countries also, had been
left almost bare of goods as a result

of the war embargoes and the diversion

of industry and shipping to war purposes.

Their demand for cjuick replenishment

was enormous, and a great part of the

supplies which they needed w-ere produced
in the United States. Our export trade,

facilitated through extension of long

credit by American merchants and manu-
facturers to the foreign consignees to

whom they shipped their goods, rose to

wholly unparalleled magnitude.

Nor was this the only urgent motive for

using available capital in trade. Pur-

chases, both home and foreign, were made
for the moment almost regardless of cost.

The prices at which the merchandise held

by the merchant or produced by the manu-

(Financial Situation, continued on page 113)
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facturerand farmer could be sold advanced with
great rapidity. Between March, 191 9, and Feb-

ruary, 1920, the average of American commodity
prices rose 21 per cent. Buying on a lavish

scale came from the farming communities,

whose profits under the foreign war-time pur-

chases of food products had been exceptionally

great; from the laboring classes, whose employ-

ment and wage scales had been very high dur-

ing the war, and on an even larger scale from

the very "profiteers" who were calculating

their paper wealth on the basis of the abnor-

mally high prices. The idea began to prevail

in the community at large that nothing could

stop the rise of prices, that some occult and
irresistible economic force must be at work
driving prices up.

How much of delusion there was in all this

process of 1919—how far the credit situation

was overstrained, the merchandise overvalued,

the capacity of export markets misjudged, and
the notion of a "scarcity of supplies" exagger-

ated—the markets subsequently learned by a

bitter experience. But that is not the point

which I have in mind. What this brief recital

of the experience of 1919 shows is that the

strongest possible inducement for use of avail-

able credit funds in trade existed, and that this

was the real reason for the "boom in trade" on
the basis of borrowed money. When, there-

fore, the existing situation is compared (as it

often is) mth that which arose six months after

the armistice, it is necessary first to compare
the surrounding circumstances of the two peri-

ods in the field of trade itself.

THAT the business outlook was improv-
ing rapidly as the present autumn season

approached, was made manifest by convinc-
ing evidence. It is true, the five months'
coal-miners' strike, followed by the almost
equally disturbing "walk-out" of

the mechanical repair forces of the
railways, had interrupted the re-

covery. In the steel industry, for

example, exhaustion of fuel supply
in the last week of the coal dispute had caused
the blowing-out of nearly one-fourth of the

country's iron furnaces and had brought down
weekly output of the steel mills from nearly 80
per cent of full capacity in the early summer to

barely 50 per cent in August. But advance
orders on the books of the mills continued to

heap up, and when, on return of the miners to

work at the end of August, coal was again mov-
ing freely from the mines to the mills, all of the

(Financial Situation, continued on page 115)

Conditions
of Trade
This
Autumn

Bonds Which Increase

The Health of Cities

A T^ITAL statistics show that

American cities are becoming

healthier year by year, and this prog-

ress is attributed in large degree to

increases in the quantity and quali-

ty of water supply. The bacteriol-

ogist and the engineer work shoulder

to shoulder in the development of

modern urban facilities.

The financing of municipal water

works is done largely through sales

of bonds which are free of Federal

income taxes. Secured by local taxa-

tion, they are sound investments.

As specialists in municipal bonds

we invite inquiries about water

development issues, yielding from

4.25% to 5.307c.

5
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'New Yorl:
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INVESTMENT BONDS
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What ''40YearsWithout Loss''

Means to Any Investor

xHE record of an investment House may be judged by
the safety of its offerings, the volume of its business, and
the length of time it has marketed securities,

A small business for a long period of years^a large busi-

ness for a short time-—neither may mean a real test of the

safety of the securities offered.

The best test is: Has the House in question done a large

enough business, over a long enough time, without loss

to any investor, to make its record really significant?

Apply this test to S»W.Straus& Co.The House, a nation-

wide Institution, has been in business forty years, selling

hundreds of millions of dollars of safe securities to in-

vestors without a single loss. Surely this record is a signi-

ficant one.

The reasons for this record are fully set forth in our

booklet, "40 YearsWithout Loss to Any Investor.** Write

for it today. Ask for

BOOKLET L-1210

S.W STRAUS <S. CO
ESTABLISHED 1882 • or KI CES ]N TW EN T V PRINCI PAL ClTl ES • INCORPORATED

Strals Building Straus Building

565 Fifth Ave., at 46th St. 6 j\o. Clar\ St., at Maduon St.

New York Chicago

40 YEARS WITHOUT LOSS TO ANY INVESTOR
© 1922—S. W. S. & Co.
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 113)

shut-down foundries quickly resumed activity,

and production of steel was speeded up to the

maximum for which the railways could provide

cars to carry it to consumers.

There was for a time much talk of the possi-

ble blocking of trade recovery through inability

of the railways to transport the necessary

goods, and the transportation problem was un-

doubtedly most formidable. Something like

150,000,000 tons of bituminous and anthracite

coal, which ought normally to have been car-

ried from mines to consumers between the be-

ginning of April and the end of August, had
somehow to be carried during the next few
months, in addition to the normal coal ship-

ments. With a view to the urgent necessity of

replenishing the consumers' exhausted stocks

of coal so that the mills might go on working
and householders be prepared to meet the win-

ter weather, the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion and the fuel directors fixed what were

called "priorities" in freight. Fuel and food

were to have the right of way, to the exclusion,

if necessary, of manufactured products and
general merchandise.

NEVERTHELESS, ^^^th all this handicap,

the number of railway cars loaded with

general merchandise in the United States—

a

very fair test of the real volume of trade—sur-

passed at the end of September every pre\'ious

weekly record. In the textile in-

dustry, where merchants had ever

since 1920 been placing only what
the trade called "hand-to-mouth
orders," the ordering of goods for

delivery months ahead began. In October one

of the mercantile agencies wdth nation-wide

connections described the country's wholesale

and retail trade as "about the best since the

late spring of 1920"; in other words, since the

great inflation boom of the year after the war
met its first definite check.

It might, in short, have been said that the

general business outlook of this autumn prom-
ised on its face as much as did the business out-

look when the markets recovered from the brief

three months' reaction and hesitation immedi-
ately after the armistice. Wh}-, then, \\dth

easy money and overflowing credit facilities to

back these expanding trade demands, was there

not a reasonable prospect of another 1919?

IT is never safe to set positive limitation on
the scope which recovery in trade may as-

sume in the upward reaction, even temporary,

(Financial Situation, continued on page 117)

Business
** the Best
since
1920 "

$ Per

Month
Steady Income
An accumvilation of $50,000 means a steady
income of at least $250 per month. $25,000
returns at least $125 per month. Either of
these attainments and even more is within
the reach of any man with an earning power
better than the average. Through a special
plan built for our clients, we offer a means
whereby you can create for yourself an in-
come producing estate founded upon a se-
curity of unquestioned safety. Will you
investigate this method }

67 Years'Vroven Safety
For over two- thirds of a century every
Greenebaum Bond—principal and interest

—

has been promptly paid to investors. Upon
this record our current listings are offered.

Whether you have $100, $500, $1,000 or more to
invest, a careful reading of our latest issue of the
Investors' Guide will point the way to 100':c pro-
tection and maximum return. You should learn
about our Bank Safeguarded First Mortgage Real
Estate Bonds. They may be secured on our special
6 months

—

b^,'c interest purchase plan.

Send for Investors' Guide
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Citv State 112
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oAn Accurate Record
SIMPLIFY the work of making out your income tax

return by having at hand an accurate record of your

investment holdings, with the details of monthly in-

come, tax-exemption, call features and other fads.

Our new booklet is designed to fill your need for such a ref-

erence—a loose-leaf page for each issue in your deposit box.

Together with the record sheets, the handbook contains

several pages of information which will be of value to

every investor.

You can file it in a pigeonhole for ready reference.

Your copy will be mailed you at once, if you will

send us your request on your letterhead

ASK FOR BOOKLET RH-l

William R»( oniptonG)wpany

ST. LOUIS
Cotnpton Building

CINCINNATI
Union Trust Building

Inve^ment 'Ootids

NEW YORK
14 Wall St.

CHICAGO
105 So. La Salle St,
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602 Hibernia Bank Bldg.
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(Financial Situation, continued from page 115)

which usually comes a year or so after a pro-

longed Uquidation of credit. But comparison
of the present surrounding circum-

Some stances with those of 191 9 will at

ConSdSa- ^^>' ^^^^ ^i^e a clearer view of un-

tions derlying influences. The urgent

foreign buying of American prod-

ucts which brought our export trade to such

unprecedented heights in 1919 no longer exists;

in the first eight months of 1922 the country's

export trade was $2,424,000,000, as against

.S 5, 2 7 2,000,000 in the same months of the first

year after war. American merchants are no
longer financing such purchases ad libitum

through credits raised from American banks.

The failure of foreign markets to meet the in-

debtedness thus created in 1920 and 1921, the

losses and even threatened insolvency of Ijanks

and exporters who had advanced the money
taught a lesson which will not have been for-

gotten overnight.

Prices undoubtedly have been trending up-

ward in the United States; but with the dis-

tinct limitation, first, that the movement is not

world-wide, as it was in 1Q19—the average for

English commodities had fallen 15 per cent in

the twelvemonth during wiiich our own rose

10 per cent—and, second, that the American
consumer was no longer under any illusion as

to absolute and alarming shortage of all neces-

sary products. Not least among the con-

trasts, the lavish expenditure of 1919 on the

part of the laboring classes as a whole cannot

possibly be repeated when labor in the coal and
railway and textile trades has spent a good
part of 1922 in voluntary idleness; when the

farm community, often the largest factor in

purchase of the country's merchandise, is just

emerging from a crushing burden of debt,

which it has been paying off by selling its grain

at prices less than half what they wxre in 191 9.

WHATEVER may result from interaction

of these conflicting industrial circum-

stances and of the remarkable credit situation,

the problem cannot fail to be influenced by
Europe's economic position and by the eco-

nomic relations of Europe with

America. In our chapters of sud-

den recovery after the periods of

severe economic depression prior

to the war, the ball was invariably

started rolling by the inflow of European capi-

tal into the American investment market, tak-

ing advantage of the relatively low^ prevailing

prices in this country and by Europe's greatly

increased purchase of American goods. This

The
Recurrent
Problem of

Europe

(FinaDcial Situation, continued on page ixq)

The Greatest of All

Safeguards

VV/HEN you are ton-
^^ sideting the invest-

ment of money, the

greatest safeguard you
can have is your own
common sense.

Common sense tells you
there is a definite limit to

to the earning power of

money, and that beyond
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Our Safeguarded First

Mortgage Investments in

the Nation's Capital arc
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ments. The interest rate
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WASHINGTON. D.C.
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JriANDY... because

they save time and
eliminate the danger

of the loss of currency

carried on the person-

Facts About A*B«ACheques

— universally used by travelers in every
land.

—your counter-signature in presence
of acceptor identifies you.

—safe to have on the person because
they can not be used until they have
been countersigned by the original

holder.

— safer than money, and frequently

more convenient than Letters of
Credit because the bearer is less de-

pendent on banking hours.

— issued by banks everywhere in de-

nominations of ^10, ^20, ^50,
and ^100.

—compact, easy to carry, handy to use.

A-^v JL American ^^¥

FOR TRAVELERS

Ask for them at your bank
or write for particulars to

Bankers Trust CoMPAisfY
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Interna-
tional

Markets,
Last Spring
and Now

(Financial Situation, continued from page 117)

was the story of the abrupt American revival

of 1895 and 1909, each be ng separated from a

great financial panic by the same lapse of time

as separates this autumn's markets from the

climax of disordered credit in 1920.

Naturally no one looks for such an impulse

to be imparted to our markets now by Europe.
The logic of the world's economic situation

would point to exact reversal of that process:

to such rising volume of American purchases of

Europe's securities and of Europe's merchan-
dise as would stimulate economic recovery in

Europe, thereb}^ reacting favorably on our own
position, as the American recovery of those pre-

war periods reacted on Europe's. On a very
considerable scale this was, in fact, the move-
ment of events in the markets of last spring.

WITHIN two years, European securities in

an amount exceeding a thousand million

dollars had been placed with American inves-

tors, either in the form of new loans or of exist-

ing bonds transferred, and our import of mer-
chandise from Europe rose in the

first eight months of 1922 to $601,-

200,000, as compared Avith $491,-

700,000 in 1921. Precisely as the

movement of European capital into

America on those older occasions

brought about rapid shifting of foreign ex-

change rates in favor of New York, so the flow

of American capital into Europe earlier in this

j>resent year was accompanied by steady and
at times spectacular movement of New York
exchange in favor of England and France, Bel-

gium and Italy, and the neutral continental

states.

But the beginning of our own industrial re-

vival this present autumn introduced a curious

change. It took shape, first in a virtually

complete halt in the subscription of American
capital to new European loans, and next in a

fall of foreign exchange which brought the rate

on France, Italy, and Belgium down 2 cents or

more per franc or lira from the high point of

last spring, leaving them at the lowest value

reached in eighteen months. Each of these in-

cidents may have indicated temporary causes,

yet each pointed also to certain larger consid-

erations. For the pause in the floating of new
foreign loans in our market there were two
immediate explanations—diversion to commer-
cial uses, in the more active business season, of

capital which was placed in bonds while trade

remained idle, and the issue by the United

States Government of a new $763,000,000

thirty-year 4^/^ per cent refunding loan, for

(Financial Situation, continued on page 121)
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Double
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Do you realize that the interest

alone on a $500.00 seven per

cent 15-year bond amounts to

$525.00? Your original invest-

ment more than doubles itself.
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A Library of

Investment Information
r^TELLIGENT investing requires an under-

standing on the part of the investor, of the ele-

ments of safety to be looked for in the selection of

securities, the technical terms used in bond descrip-

tions, the various types of bonds and the functions

of investment banking.

To aSord investors a simple explanation of these

subjects,we pubb'sh a list of booklets and circulars

which comprise a rather complete library of invest-

ment information, presented in non-technical form.

The more important of these publications are listed

and briefly described below.We shall be glad to send

copies of this literature to investors upon request.

Choo»ing Your Invettmeni House.
This booklet emphasizes the importasoe

attached lo the selection of the Investment

House upon whose recommendations the

investor can rely. The points are enumer-
ated which should serve as a guide in

making this selection.

A SureRoad to FifianeialIndepen-
dence, A humanly interesting presenta-

tionof the surprising accumulationwhich
results from systematic investment and
reinvestment, made graphic with charts

and illustrations.

Bond»— QueMtion» Answered '"

Terms Defined. A reference book for

bond buyers, covering questions which
our experience indicates are most fre-

quendy asked; non-technical definitions

of bond terms are included.

Ten Tuts ofa SoundPublic Utility
Bond. In this pamphlet are given ten

simple tests by which the worth of such
bonds may be measured.

How to Judge Municipal Bonds.
The factors which make municipal bonds
attractive and the poinu which should

be considered in selecting them, are ana*

lyzed in this pamphlet.

Bond Catalog. Issued at frequent in-

tervals, giving a review ol our current

oflerings with comment on timely invest-

ment subjects.

LooseLeafSecurityRecord. Aeon-
venient book for recording bond hold-

ings—amounts, interest dates, maturities,

prices, taxable status, etc; also including

a chart of information on all issues of

Liberty and Viaory Bonds.

TESTS
^«f« Sound
Public Udlitv

Bond
^

Halsey, Stuart & Co., SM-22

Please send the following booklets
checked:

D Choosing Your Investment House
DA Sure Road to Financial Indepen*

dence.

n Bonds—Questions Answered—
Terms Defined.

D Ten Tests of a Sound Public Utility

Bond.
D How to Judge Municipal Bonds,
D Bond Caulog.
D Loose Leaf Security Record.

Please check below the type of bonds in

v.hich you are most interested— to enable

us to give you fullest supplementary infor-

mation.

D Govemmerit D Industrial

O Municipal D Railroad

a Public Utility
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Street.
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HALSEY, STUART & CO
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DETROIT
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BOSTON
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ST. LOUIS
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PHILADELPHIA
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(Financial Situation, continued from page iig)

which $511,385,000 was subscribed in cash at

par (cash appKcations ha\'ing exceeded $1,400,-

000,000) and $252,000,000 in other maturing
government securities, tendered in exchange
under the terms of the Treasury's offer.

The diversion of capital into the season's

trade caused some reaction in prices of all in-

vestment bonds, domestic as well as foreign,

and the issue of new^ government bonds had the

consequence of depressing values even for out-

standing Liberty loans. In the natural course

of events, however, accruing capital should

presently turn again to the investment market.

The new government bonds, being issued in

order to redeem now or shortly hereafter an
equivalent amount of maturing public debt,

will not in the long run add to the total volume
of outstanding loans, and meantime the im-

mense over-application to the new 4}/^ per

cents—in actual amount of over-subscription

it has been exceeded in our history only in two
of the w^ar-time '' Liberty loan drives"—is

pretty good witness to the size of the reservoir

of available capital in America. Yet back of

these considerations stood the further question

of misgiving over our own government's atti

tude of aloofness and suspicion

Europe.

in regard to

SO far as concerned the fall in European ex-

change rates, the reversal of form was
partly ascribed to the German default on rep-

arations payments, partly to Europe's larger

need of American products because of poor
home harvests, and partly to dis-

pute between the Entente powers J^2^
over policies to be pursued toward ^t Work
Germany, Russia, and Turkey.
But the fall in exchange also happened to coin-

cide with two new developments in the inter-

national economic situation—the calling of a
conference to arrange for our European allies

of the recent war to resume payments on their

war indebtedness to our Treasury, and the en-

actment by Congress of a tariff bill designed
to restrict or exclude import of competitive for-

eign merchandise into the United States.

The question of the war debt of our Euro-
pean allies to the United States Government
was brought squarely before the American pub-
lic this autumn by several speeches or inci-

dents. On August I the British foreign office,

addressing the so-called ''Balfour note" to its

European allies, remarked that it could not

consider repayment of England's war debt to

the United States Government except in con-

nection with repayment of the war debt of the

(Financial Situation, continued on page 123)

"DIVERSIFICATION" PLUS INCOME
For Every Investor

ISDIVERSIFICATION
ment banker's way of saying,

the invest-
" Don't

put all your eggs in one basket." But in

most cases, the investor who seeks diver-

sification has to pay for this element of

safety by accepting a lower interest rate.

Miller Bond Issues offer wide diversification

plus an income return up to 7%. They
are secured by closed first mortgages on in-

come-earning properties spread over a dozen
States and located in a score of thriving
cities. These bonds, possessing the fiinda-

mental safety feature of diversification, pay
1% or 2% more than is usually obtainable
on other kinds of securities of equal grade.

Mail the coupon to-day for our Semi-Annual Building and Busi-
ness Survey, which contains statistics of building operations and
business conditions in 84 cities. We will also send circulars de-
scribing a number of our bond issues, secured by property in

widely separated cities.
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What Story Does It Tell ?

/^NE poor investment
^^ can easily wipe out the

profits of many good invest-

ments.

What story does your

safety deposit box tell? Does
it hold any bonds that will

never be paid? Are there

any interest coupons that

you will never collect?

Your safety deposit box

could have been in use for

over seventeen years; might

have held millions of dollars

in Southern bonds issued

by this institution—and if it

had, every one of those

bonds and every interest

coupon w^ould have been

paid in full.

Mortgage and Securities

Southern bonds are safe in-

vestments, protected by se-

curity doubly and trebly

sufficient to liquidate the

principal and interest.

Won't you let us send

you detailed description of

one of these issues so that

you may study its many
desirable features?

^^^rite us for Circular C-451

SevenUenth Year—!7^^eyer a J(^ss to a Client

Mortgage ^ Securities Co.
Capital and Svwn-us Over One Million
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War Debts
to Oiu-

Treasury

(Financial Situation, continued from page 121)

continental Entente allies to the British Gov-
ernment. The tenor of the note showed
plainly that its purpose was to apply indirect

pressure to the United States for relaxation of

its claims. This note is now universally recog-

nized to have been a piece of diplomatic futil-

ity, for while it did not advance the settlement

of England's continental allies with the British

Exchequer, it also did not prevent Great
Britain from preparing to pay and actually

paying $100,000,000 due from it to the United
States Treasury this autumn on account of

semi-annual interest.

AT the American National Bankers' Conven-
* tion, held at New York on October 4, Mr.

McKenna, formerly England's finance minister

and now head of the largest London joint-

stock bank, after declaring positively that Eng-
land ^'has the ability to pay" its

indebtedness to our Treasury

—

which amounts to $4,277,000,000

—

and that the debt was ^'certain to

be provided for," argued that the

Continental Allies, whose war-time obligations

to our government aggregate $9,565,000,000,

are not in a position to effect immediate pay-

ment even of accruing interest. France, owing

$2,997,000,000, has the largest avaikble re-

sources, but the trouble even in the case of

France is the lack of present machinery for

effecting so great an external payment. That
country did not possess, as England docs, the

holdings of foreign securities, income from
which would offset in the foreign-exchange mar-
ket the remittance of interest on the debt to

the United States Treasury.

Payment in goods, through a very great sur-

plus of exports over imports, might in Mr.
McKenna's judgment conceivably provide for

it, but " neither England nor any other country

is prepared to-day to pay for and consume"
French goods on any such scale. Therefore, in

the case of the continental allies, ''definite

postponement of any payment by them is de-

sirable in the interests of all parties." The
Bankers' Convention itself supplemented these

suggestions of Mr. McKenna by a formal reso-

lution, recommending that Congress grant to

the Debt Commission which is considering the

matter "such further powers as will enable it

to negotiate more effectively with the foreign

nations now debtors of the United States." As
it stands the act of last February, creating

that commission, merely authorizes it "to re-

fund or convert, and to extend the time of pay-

ment of the principal or the interest, or both,"

(Financial Situation, continued on page 125)
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New York
162 Remsen St,

Brooklyn

^ J
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OR one hundred and twelve years the Hartford

Fire Insurance Company has been selling unques-

tioned indemnity against loss by fire and the interruption

of business caused by fire. Its policies are known by a

trademark. No honest loss, insured against by a policy

bearing this mark, has ever gone to default. This mark

will bring more than mere insurance to you. In addition,

at no extra cost, Hartford policies give property owners

who are anxious to reduce the possibility of fire, the services

of the Hartford*s expert Fire Prevention Engineers.

There is a Hartford

agent near you who will

sell you a Hartford policy,

sealed by the Hartford

trademark. If you do not

know him, write to the

Company.

Enaravsd especially

for the Har tford
Fire Insurance Co.

hv TIMOTHYCOLE

HARTFORD FIRE
INSURANCE CO.

HARTFORD, CONN.

The Harlford Fire Insurance Co. and the Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co.

write practically) every form of insurance except life.
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Mr.
McKenna
and
Secretary
Hoover

(Financial Situation, continued from page 123)

except that the principal must be repaid by
1947 and the interest rate be not less than ^yi
per cent—the rate on the Liberty loans issued

to raise the war credits.

A FEW weeks later Mr. McKenna's views

and conclusions were disputed by Secre-

tary Hoover, virtually speaking both for the

United States Government and for the Debt
Commission. Mr. Hoover contended, first,

that the continental allies were
able to pay if they were willing to

reduce their armaments and bal-

ance their budgets, and, second,

that the operation on exchange was
not so hopeless as Mr. McKenna

had believed. Our country's purchase of for-

eign securities during the past fiscal year, Mr.
Hoover argued, when added to the expenditure

of American tourists abroad, the shipment of

foreign gold to New York, and to other offset-

ting credits, had so far offset our $i ,200,000,000

surplus of merchandise exports over imports

for the year as to leave a net balance on the

whole international account, against the United
States and in favor of the rest of the world,

amounting to $750,000,000, whereas $350,000,-

000 was Mr. Hoover's estimate of the annual
amount required for the indebted continental

states to pay interest and sinking fund. As for

the argument that the United States could not

absorb enough merchandise from these Euro-
pean countries to eft'ect the debt payments to

our Treasury, Mr. Hoover emphasized the pos-

sibility of Europe controlling export trade with

tropical countries, and drawing on the resul-

tant credits in those countries for remittance to

the United States.

So stands the argument at this moment. It

has clearly shifted the discussion to another

plane from that on which the lately familiar de-

l3ate on outright cancellation of thewar debts to

our Treasury was conducted. That proposal,

more or less emotional in character, greatly

confused the economic issue. It ignored the

fact that cancellation, even if applied to all

intergovernmental war debts, would in the case

of the United States Government's balance

sheet strike off nearly $10,000,000,000 from the

assets side alone, whereas in the case of Great

Britain it would reduce the liabilities account

by the nearly £1,000,000,000 which England
owes to our Treasury, while cutting from assets

the £2,017,000,000 owed to the British Excheq-
uer by England's continental allies. It passed

over the very essential consideration that a

great part of the credits granted by our Trea-

(Financial Situation, continued on page 126)

Public UtiHty
SECURITIES

OVK COVHSEL A7s(D
recommendations to inves'

tors are based on many years*

experience in the financing and
upbuilding of public utility

properties.

Intimate and successful association

with these industries over a long
period affords an authoritative
equipment for the broad service
which we render.

A new edition of our Booklet, "Scope
and Service," is of value to those in-

terested in utility securities.

Ask for Booklet DBioS

H. M. Byllesby and Co.
208 South La Salle Street. CHICAGO

NEWYORK BOSTON
111 Broadway 14 State St.

Shall I Buy
Bonds Now?

/^UR advice to investors who seek to
^^ keep their funds permanently
employed, is to buy bonds whenever
they have the money available.

Those who hold off on their purchases,

hoping for a more favorable turn in the

market, are speculating in ''futures"

and the profit which they may possibly

make through such action is usually

more than offset by the loss of interest

which they suffer on their funds in the

meantime.

.1/^3' zve send our latest list of con-

servative bond investments? The
selections therein are the product

of judgment developed through

nearly half a century of ex-
perience. Ask for Circular ''DS.''

V^LLS'-DICKEY COMPANV^
Established rera

Minneapolis Minnesota

s

I

I'l^'iffiil Lb^I
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17o
FOR FROM 3

'0 TO 12 YEARS
Long term investments yielding as much as 7%
interest are the exception rather than the rule

at this time, but it is readily obtainable in the

Northwest. As an example, we recommend
First Mortgage Serial Bonds secured by a new,

modern lo-story steel and concrete apartment
building and ground in the center of Seattle,

appraised as worth double the amount of the

total issue. Bonds available in denominations
of $100, $500 and $1000.

Provisions of the Trust Mortgage requiring monthly
deposits with the Trustee from rentals recei%-ed insure

prompt payment of interest and the annual maturities
of principal.

Interest and principal payable at National Bank of Com-
merce, Seattle, or Chase National Bank, New York.

Seattle Is the gateway to Alaska and the Orient— the New
York of the Pacific.

Write for Circular A,

33 years without loss to any investor

W. D- Comer & Co.
BONDS and AIORTGAGES

Established 1889

813 2nd Ave. Seattle, Washington

NINE
INVESTORS
OUT OF TEN
know the Franklin automobile as a light,

easy-riding, economical car, made by a
successful organization, driven by repre-

sentative people.

Reputation of the car is typical of the in-

vestment quahties of Franklin securities.

On Franklin Common Stock an average
yearly cash dividend of $13.14 per share has
been paid on each $100 of such stock out-
standing each year during the past 20 years.
Two previous issues of Preferred have
netted ^^-/'c and W^/^ , respectively.

We offer new 7'^ Cumulative Sinking
Fund Preferred Stock and new Common
Stock as a desirable investment for indi-

viduals—proceeds to be used in the general
expansion of the company's business which
contemplates the production of the new
Franklin Four. Our circular gives inter-

esting details. Please send for it.

Partial Pay'menis

F. A. Barton, Treasurer

H. H. Franklin Manufacturing Company
Syracuse, N. Y.

(Financial Situation, continued from page 125)

suiy to its European allies was expended, not
for war munitions but for food, and that the
food thus purchased in America was to a large

extent re-sold by the foreign governments to

their citizens. It also took no account of the
fact that, out of the total $9,710,525,000 cred-

its thus estabhshed, $1,538,549,000 were grant-
ed after the armistice of November, 191 8, and
therefore did not represent financial aid for

prosecution of the war.

THE matter of economic capacity for present
payment of the interest, and the question

of the possible machinery of international pay-
ment, are much more open to fair debate than
the plan of cancellation. Mr. McKenna's
judgmentundoubtedly concurs with
that of international banking ex-

Ma^inery

perts as a body; but Secretary -^^r Debf
Hoover's counter-contention has
much weight, especially since his figures of the
current international account are based on the
data of the Department of Commerce. The
weakness of Mr. Hoover's argument, particu-

larly when applied to the debt of France and
Italy, lies in the fact that his assum.ption of a

$750,000,000 net balance against the United
States, and in favor of the outside world as a

whole, has relatively slight appHcation to those

two countries. Expenditure by American tour-

ists has indeed helped to balance the interna-

tional account of those countries with America.
But one of the largest offsets, Europe's hold-

ings of foreign securities, does not occur in the

case of France and Italy, but of England

—

whose position is not in question, because the

British indebtedness is being paid.

So of the credits created by services of Euro-
pean shipping in our foreign trade. Even the

investment of American capital in outside

countries afifected France and Italy only in a

relatively small degree; much the larger part

of new foreign loans floated in the New York
market during the year were for the account
of the neutral European states and South
America. As for the economically plausible

theory of Mr. Hoover concerning the use of a

greatly increased European export trade to

South America for creation of credits wiih

which to pay indebtedness to the United States

Treasury, the secretary overlooked the fact

that Italy and France are only in a small degree

participants in the trade with that section of

the world. That offset again primarily affects

the international account of England, not of

continental Europe.

The question, then, is one of facts, not of sen-

timent, and it wall unquestionably have to be
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so considered. Secretary Hoover himself ad-

mits the truth of this by his highly qualifying

remark that "if there be some of these coun-

tries which should be relieved of the annual
payments for a few years, in order to promote
economic stabihty, then there needs to be a
demonstration of the facts in respect to each

individual country that would be convincing to

the American taxpayer and to Congress."

That conclusion can hardly be disputed. But
behind even this consideration, it is difficult to

doubt that the administration's present atti-

tude of standing by the letter of the bond is

adopted largely for the purpose of retaining a
coercive influence in the matter of balanced

European budgets, through reduction of exces-

sive general expenditure and of armaments.
There is more than one road open for reason-

able negotiation.

THE question of the Tariff Act of last Sep-

tember and of its effect, first on the foreign-

exchange market and next on this whole ques-

tion of Europe's war debt to the United States

Government, is at the moment as obscure as

any other economic problem

—

which is putting it strongly. In-

crease of customs duties, largely in-

spired by a kind of political fanati-

cism and largely advocated on grounds contrary

both to the reasoning of the dominant party's

presidential platform and to the \dsible facts of

the post-war foreign trade, was not likely to

make allowance for considerations in the larger

economic field. That its purpose was restric-

tion of imports, directly or indirectly competi-

tive with our own industries, was avowed.
How far it might serve the purpose of actual

exclusion, no one in Congress seemed to know.
We have yet to learn, from the monthly trade

statements under the greatly advanced import

duties, how the current movement of inter-

national trade is affected even at the outset.

As regards the longer effect on import trade,

we have Httle except past experience on which

to base opinion. After enactment of the heav-

ily increased tariff of 1890, annual importations

of dutiable merchandise were at least 20 per

cent below that year's total during the ensuing

decade. The influence of the hard times fol-

lowing the panic of 1893 must, however, have
had a part in that result. But the next high

tariff of 1897, coming on the eve of a period of

American prosperity, did not reduce the yearly

importation of dutiable goods at all; by 1901

they were more than $100,000,000 in excess of

1897, and by 1902 they surpassed all annual

records in our history. So, too, the effect of

the increased tariff of 1909 was purely tempo-

rary; by 191 2 our import of dutiable merchan-
dise was 6 per cent greater in value than in

1909 and 50 per cent greater than in 1890.

None of those older statutes put the tariff

on such a scale of prohibitory possibilities as

seemed to exist in the tariff of last September;
yet they were believed in their day and by their

authors to be severely restrictive. How far the

renewed increase of dutiable importations in

these years was a consequence of an advance
of prices in the United States faster than in

other countries, how far it resulted from a de-

cline in foreign prices while our own held

steady or declined in smaller measure, and to

what extent either countervailing influence will

apply in the present instance, cannot be known
for some considerable time to come. Experi-

ence teaches that the logic of an economic situ-

ation has a way of directing the trend of inter-

national trade, regardless of the impediments
which politicians put in its way. In what man-
ner it will operate on the present occasion, we
shall have to wait to see.

8% 8% 8%
38 YEARS WITHOUT

LOSS TO AN INVESTOR
We furnish FIRST MORTGAGES, secured by
Improved Farms in Georgia, Alabama and Florida,

paying 8% interest.

They run for a term of five years, without right of

redemption.
Demand SAFETY first.

Buy Farm Mortgages.
Ask us about them.

Th eTitle Guaranty &TrustCo.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
NORTHERN OFFICZOrlHZ GEORGIA LOAN &TrUST CO.

Macon, Georgia

How to Select
SafeBonds
Every investor wishing to learn about!
bonds of absolute safety yet paying an I

attractiveyield (ranging ashighas7%)|
should write at once tor this book,
which will be sent for the asking. It has
been prepared by George M. Forman
& Company.

YOUR COPY NOW READY
In every banklne circle the name of Georsre
M. Forman & Company has always been associated
with sound investments and an attractive yield. Just
a postcard or a letter will bring- your copy of ^our In-

teresting book, "How to Select Safe Bonds.

GEORGE M. FORMAN & COMPANY, Dept. 1612
105 W. Monroe Street, Chicago, ill.

"S7 Years Without Loss to a Customer"
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A
You

A
are invited to direct

your inquiries to us by
wire, mail or in person
regarding investments,

i. e., security, markets,

validity ratings, etc.,

pertaining to any issue

you may own or con-

template purchasing.

Your inquiry creates
no obligation, as our
replies are gratuitous.

P.W.CHAPMANecaiNC
1 16 S. La Salle St.

CHICAGO
42 Cedar Street

NEWYORK

IDAHO
Mort^aj[esfor

oK

Mortgages on farms and city property
make highest class security, and they pay ^

7 per cent and 8 per cent interest. Fifteen
years' experience with Idaho Mortgages and
the fact that no investor has ever lost a cent, ar*.
assurance to you. Our booklets tell how to make
safe 7 per cent and 8 per cent investments. Bonds
and mortgages $100 up. Send for the booklets.

North American Mortgage Company
EDGERTON-FABRICK CO., Agents

Dept. 5 Pocatello, Idaho

Send for our booklet, "Odd Lot Trading"

John Muir & Qp,
Members New York Stock Exchange

61 Broadway
NEW YORK

26 Court St.

BROOKLYN

^»i)W

That Christmas Check!

A nice fat check—
^^ to spend as she

wished''—
But secretly he hoped

so much that she would
either bank it or invest

it for that inevitable

rainy day.

But does sheknowhowto
invest ? Does anywoman
knowhow to invest with-

out good solid advice ?

Here are 35 booklets tell-

ing how to invest safely.

Dec.

Attached is check (or money order) for $2.00 for

which send 35 booklets.

Investoi^s Service Deparfnient

SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE
597 Fifth xlvenue, New York

Xame ...

Address

.
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